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Stress Concentration in Built-Up Structural Members'"

By J. W. Carter

Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering

Purdue University Engineering Experiment Station

Digest

This report covers a description and analysis of tests made at Purdue University

to determine stress concentrations in plates in the vicinity of rivet or bolt holes under

varying conditions of pitch, gage, edge distance, bearing, and clamping force.

Measurement of strains with SR-4 strain gages and the methods of photoelasticity

were the two test procedures employed in the investigation, and the items investigated by

each of these methods and the results are as follows.

SR-4 Strain Gage

1. Stress concentrations at the sides of open holes in steel plates

a. One open hole centrally located in plate subjected to a centrally applied load

produced a stress concentration factor at the edge of the hole equal to 3.08

(see Fig. 7).

b. Two or more holes in line with varying pitch indicate that the stress con-

centrations are reduced with decreasing pitch (see Fig. 8)

.

c. Two holes in one row with varying edge distances and with plate loaded

centrally indicate stress concentration factors as high as 4.08 (see Fig. 9).

d. Two holes in one row with varying edge distances as in (c) , but with plate

loaded eccentrically, indicate stress concentrations as high as 9.37 (see Fig.

10).

e. One hole with varying edge distance indicates that the conventional edge

distance of one and one-half diameters will produce a stress concentration

factor of about 3.2 (see Fig. 12).

f. Three holes in one row and staggered holes with edge distance of one and

one-half and spacing of three diameters produce a maximum stress concen-

tration factor of 3.21 (see Fig. 1). (Test results by Coker and Filon').

2. Stress concentration at the sides of holes in plate through which a load is

delivered by a tightly fitting pin with no clamping force. (The pins in this

series of tests were loaded in double shear, i.e., the stress did not vary over

the thickness of the plates.)

a. One hole centrally located in plate produces a stress concentration factor

of 5.10 at the ends of the horizontal diameter of the hole (see Fig. 14).

• This paper is excerpted from a thesis .submitted to the Faculty of Purdue University by Mr.
Carter in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. June 1951.

' Numbers refer to references at the end of the report.
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b. Two holes in one row with varying gages and edge distances, and with

plate loaded centrally, produce stress concentration factors as high as 4.88

(see Fig. 13).

c. Two holes in one row as in (b), but with plate loaded eccentrically, produce

stress concentration factors as high as 10.65 (see Fig. 13).

Photoelasticity

1. Stress concentration at the sides of hole through which load is delivered by a

t.'ghtly fitting pin in a double shear and with no clamping force. (This test is a

scale model duplicate of a test performed on steel, described above, and was

made principally to provide proof of the accuracy of the photoelastic method

in addition to that already provided in engineering literature." ^ The test and

photograph of the plastic model were made by Professor E. O. Stitz of Purdue

University)

.

2. Stress concentrations at the sides of holes through which load is delivered by a

tightly fitting pin in single shear reached values as high as 30 or 40 times the

average stress on gross section of plates (see Table 1). It should be noted that

in the case of loading by single shear the stress in the plate will vary over the

thickness of the plate, in addition to varying over its width and length (see

Figs. 15 and 19).

Variables included in this series of tests were hole diameter, plate width,

plate thickness, and gusset plate thickness. In all cases the holes were located

centrally with respect to the width of the plate.

3. A plate with a hole subjected to clamping force applied through a washer and

with no axial load applied exhibits tangential compressive stress at the sides

of the hole, and a tensile stress on the surface of the plate at the edge of washer

equal to about 1% times the average compressive stress between washer and

plate (see Figs. 20, 21, and 22).

4. A plate subjected to tensile load through friction developed by high clamping

bolt and washer showed low stresses at the side of the hole, and an axial tensile

stress at the edge of the washer, which was only slightly higher than the

corresponding axial stress in a specimen subjected to clamping force applied

through washer only (see Fig. 27).

Foreword

The tests reported here are part of the floorbeam hanger research project being

conducted at the Purdue University Engineering Experiment Station under the direction

of Professor L. T. Wyly. Administration is by Dean A. A. Potter, director of the Engineer-

ing Experiment Station, and by Professor R. B. Wiley, head of the School of Civil

Engineering Mechanics. The tests on steel plates using SR-4 strain gages were sponsored

financially by the Association of American Railroads, and the tests on plastic models

using the methods of photoelasticity were sponsored financially by Purdue University.

All tests reported were made and analyzed by J. W. Carter, with the exception

of those where specific credit is given otherwise. The tests using the SR-4 strain gage

and the tests using photoelasticity were performed under the general supervision of

Professors L. T. Wyly and E. O. Stitz, respectively.
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Upon the recommendation of Professor L. T. Wyly, it was decided that the photo-

elastic investigations sponsored by Purdue University, as well as the investigations on

steel plates sponsored by the AAR, should be coordinated with the floorbeam hanger

research project.

Specifically, an explanation of the behavior of different structural connections in

fatigue was sought by measuring elastic stress concentrations, since evidence accumulated

over the years in many fields of engineering^ * indicates that stress concentration is one

of the main criteria in predicting behavior of a structural component subjected to

repetitive loading. In bridge hangers other factors, such as grain size of the metal and

size of member, will vary within relatively small limits so that it may be safely stated,

with regard to the hanger problem, that elastic stress concentration is the principal item

affecting fatigue life or endurance limit.

In the exploratory stages of the work it was decided to study the effect of pattern

of open holes in plates. Items for study were effects of pitch, gage and edge distance.

The effect of staggered pitch was found in Reference 1 and is presented here for

information.

The remaining investigations were prompted by results of fatigue tests conducted at

Purdue University and elsewhere." '
*

Previous investigations to determine the fatigue strength of steel specimens in which

load is delivered by bearing of pins or rivets in single shear indicate a lower fatigue

strength than where the load is delivered by high clamping bolts (see page 493, Refer-

ence 6). All of the single shear specimens failed on a crack through the hole (see Fig. 1).

Bridge hangers usually fail through the first row of rivets connecting the hanger to the

upper chord gusset plate. The rivets are in single shear and, if slippage occurs, the rivets

come to bear on the holes (see Figs. 15 and 19). Since these rivets usually have a short

grip and, hence, a small clamping force, they may be expected to come to bearing more

readily than rivets with a longer grip found in some other joints. Because of these facts,

stress concentrations were measured at the sides of holes through which pins were in

bearing in both double and single shear.

The specimens with high clamping force bolts did not crack through the holes, but

failed on a line tangent to the major diameter of the nut, or bolt head, and transverse

to the direction of the applied load (see Fig. 2). Plates to which the load was delivered

by high clamping bolts exhibited higher fatigue strength than those with rivets or pins

in bearing.

Stress concentrations at the side of the hole and at the edge of the washer were

measured in the high clamping specimens to explain the higher fatigue strength and

the reason for failure outside of the hole (see Fig. 2). One specimen was loaded in high

clamping only (Fig. 20), and another had an axial load which was delivered from gusset

plate to specimen by means of friction induced by a high clamping bolt and washer

(see Fig. 26). This was done principally to determine whether the clamping force itself

was the principal item in stress concentration at the edge of washer, or whether the nut

and washer acted integrally with the plate to give the same effect as a sharp fillet at the

juncture of plate and washer.

Equipment and Test Procedures

Investigations on Steel Plates

All investigations on steel plates were performed with SR—4 electric resistance strain

gages. A ^-in. gage length was used inside the holes and a ^-in. gage length was used

on the edges and faces of the plates. Fig. 5 shows the loading arrangement used for

plates with open holes.
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Fig. 1. Fatigue failures in plates with rivets and pins in single shear.
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Fig. 2. Fatigue failures in plates connected by high clamping
bolts—no bearing.

Diameter of hole _ 1

Plate width 6

Pitch = lYz hole dia.

Note: High clamping bolts were used to grip the specimen through the two
large holes at each end of the specimen.
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Fig. 3. Fatigue failure—five open holes in line.
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Fig. 5. Loading arrangement—stress concentration at sides of open holes.
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When circularly polarized light is passed through a stressed model, a fringe pattern

is exhibited as shown in Fig. 14. The difference between the maximum and minimum
stresses is obtained by multiplying the fringe count, n, by twice the stress-optical fringe

constant of the material and dividing by the model thickness. The fringes are the dark

bands shown in the photographs in Figs. 4, 14, 17, etc. At the face of the hole the stress

perpendicular to the periphery of the hole, i.e., minimum stress, is zero. Therefore, the

difference between maximum and minimum stress at the hole boundary is equal in

magnitude to the tangential stress at the edge of the hole.

The procedure for obtaining the stress fringe count, n, at the edge of the hole con-

sists of counting the number of dark bands between the zero fringe. Fig. 14, and the

point on the hole boundary where stress magnitude is desired. Sample procedures with

fringe counts and formulas used are shown in Figs. 14 and 17.

When plane polarized light is passed through a stressed plate an isoclinic is exhibited.

The isoclinic indicates direction only of maximum and minimum stress in the plate

(see Fig. 25). The polariscope is set for each isoclinic reading in degrees and the isoclinic

for the particular reading, such as 10 deg., is traced on a screen. This process is repeated

for every inclination of isoclinic which is desired. A graphical construction, using ordinary

drafting equipment, is employed in obtaining stress trajectories from the isoclinics. A stress

<£>

2.83 2.88

1.5

1.00 1.09

D
3.06 3.05

1.50
1.05 1.10

<J>

1.48
1.10 1.07

v_y

STRESS CONCENTRATION
OPEN HOLES IN LINE

note;
all holes i" dia.

TTTTTTTTTIs,

Fig. 7.
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STRESS CONCENTRATION
OPEN HOLES IN LINE

APRIL 1949

trajectory is a curve drawn tangent to the direction of maximum or minimum stress.

These procedures are used for all plates in which stress is essentially uniform over the

thickness of the piece or slice of material removed from a plate.

Stress is not uniform over the thickness of plates connected by rivets or pins which

bear and act in single shear (see Figs. IS and 19). Therefore, a modification of the

above procedures was necessary, as illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18. It was desired to find

the stress at the edge of the hole on the face of the plate tow^ard the gusset. Fringe count

and thickness measurements were made at points of highest stress on each side of the

hole. Then about 0.005 in. of material was removed from the face of the plate toward

the gusset, and again the fringe count and thickness were measured (see Figs. 17 and 18).

By taking the difference between the two fringe counts and thicknesses, the average stress

was obtained in the thickness removed. This would be equivalent to obtaining the stress

in a slice of material about 0.005 in. thick on the face of the plate next to the gusset.

Two specimens were tested for each case of the pin bearing in single shear. Photo-

graphs were taken to give 0, 1, 2, .3, . . . fringes and Yz, V/2, 21/2, 3^/^, . . . fringes for

each specimen. Each case reported in Table 1 is based on two specimens and eight fringe

photographs.
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Sq =+ 1500 PSI.

+ 4120 PSI.

+ 2.04

NOTE
ALL HOLES l" DIA.

PSI= LBS. PER SQ. INCH

Sp= AVERAGE STRESS ON
GROSS SECTION

STRESS CONCENTRATIONS
STRESS AT POINT

Sq=-H500 PSI.

t 4120 PSI.

3375 LB.

Fig. 10. Stress concentration. Open Holes. Eccentric Loading.
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Test results from Coker a Filon

Fig. 11. Stress concentration. Open Holes. Staggered Pitch.

0.979

The very large stresses around these holes in a hanger joint are probably caused

mostly by tilting of the rivets, and not by local warping of the plates which might occur

if two thin plates were connected, with no stiffness added by gusset plates and adjacent

members which are present in the upper chord of a hanger (see Fig. IS).

In order to eliminate the local warping in the plastic model the loading jig shown

in Fig. 16 was used. This jig also made possible the simultaneous loading of two duplicate

specimens.

The specimen subjected to clamping force of washer only and the specimen subjected

to clamping plus axial tensile stress, Figs. 20 and 26, were analyzed by removing slices

of symmetry or principal slices and making fringe count in the ordinary way described

in the first part of this discussion on photoelasticity.
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ECCENTRIC

LOADING

ARRANGEMENT
OF GAGES IN HOLES

December 1949

note:
Ag- Gross orea of plote

Sg'Averoge stress on
gross section

S_

Fig. 13. Stress concentration. Load delivered by pins in double
shear. No clamping.

Results and Interpretation

Open Holes

All of the stress concentrations determined by tests on steel plates using SR-4 strain

gages and the tests on plastic models using photoelasticity have been presented in the

form of curves which are self-explanatory.

The following notations have been used. They are generally explained on the

appropriate curves also.

d^ Diameter of hole

W^ Width of plate

tp^ Thickness of plate

to -= Thickness of gusset

psi. ^= Pounds per square inch.

The studies of different patterns of open holes in steel plates show relatively small

variations in stress concentration so long as the conventional spacing of three hole

diameters and edge distance of one and one-half diameters are maintained (see Figs. 7,
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1

in
MAY 1950

NO SECONDARY BENDING SECONDARY BENDING

PRESENT

FIG. 15

SINGLE SHEAR JOINTS WITH AND WITHOUT SECONDARY

BENDING DUE TO DISTORTION

8, 9, 11. and 12). This holds true whether the holes are in line or staggered. The holes in

line would seem to give smaller stress concentrations. This is illustrated by the plate

with five holes in line, with the small pitch of one and one-half hole diameters (Fig. 8).

Fig. 3 shows a fatigue failure of a plate with five open holes in line with a pitch

of one and one-half diameters. (The "necking down" of the plate came after fatigue

failure because the fatigue machine was not stopped quickly enough). The — , orW
diameter of hole to width of plate, ratio is 1/6. The stress concentration factor for this

arrangement, i.e., equivalent pitch and— ratio, are shown in Fig. 8. It will be notedW
that, although the stress concentration factor is not too much higher at the end hole

than at intermediate holes, the fatigue failure did occur through the hole with the

highest stress concentration.

Holes with Pin in Bearing

Double Shear

When load is delivered through the holes of a plate by pins bearing in double shear,

the stresses at the sides of the holes are appreciably higher than in the case of open

holes, even when loads are centrally applied (see Figs. 8 and 14, and 9 and 13). When
bending is present, stressess at the sides of the holes may have values equal to eight or

ten times the average stress on the gross section of the plate (see Fig. 13).

Single Shear

When the load is delivered by pins in bearing in single shear, the tilting of the pins

causes values of stress at the sides of the hole to exceed 20 or 30 times the average stress

on the gross section of the plate (see Figs. 15 and 19 and Table 1). The tilting of the
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Fig. 16. Loading jig for specimens with pins bearing in single shear.
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)m

APRIL 1950

Fig. 18. Specimen with pin bearing in single shear. Method used in obtaining
stresses on highly stressed face.
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pin causes the pin to bear unevenly over the thickness of the plate. It should be noted

that the load is applied centrally with respect to width of plate for all specimens reported

in Table 1. If bending were present these values probably would be higher.

Specimens with pins in bearing in single shear provide further evidence of the cor-

relation between results of fatigue tests and stress concentrations and directions of maxi-

mum stresses shown on the right of Fig. 4. It will be noted in the specimen on the right

of Fig. 4—a plate with the load delivered by a pin in bearing—that the fatigue failure

starts slightly above the horizontal diameter of the hole. The highest stress concentration,

from the photoelastic stress pattern, is also seen to occur at approximately the same loca-

Model Bearing in

Double Shear

26 S, On Contoct Face

Model Bearing in

Single Shear

NOTE:
See specimen number I , Table I
for values shown here.

4.8 S,

nsc

Fig. 19. Stress concentration at sides of hole due to rivet bearing.
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Table 1. Single Shear Specimens; Stress Concentrations at Side of Hole
Note: Load applied centrally with respect to width of plate

Specimen Material ^ Jjl ^ _^ v v-' lo

No. tp to d t,.
^° ^'^•

1. Fosterite 2.00 1.00 3.2 l.bi% 26 4.8

2.

3. Fosterite 3.58 0.58 3.12 0.977o 41 4.8

4. Kriston 1.16 1.00 5.56 1.957o 47 5.3

5. Kriston 1.46 0.84 5.63 0.85% 54 5.3

6. Kriston 1.79 1.00 5.60 1.51% 28 5.3

7. Kriston 1.81 1.66 5.55 1.15% 69 5.3

8. Kriston 2.78 0.90 4.20 0.61% 64 4.9

rf^ Diameter of pin hole

tp= Thickness of test plate

iy= Width of test plate

t,j := Thickness of gusset plate

/.« = Thickness of material removed for final observation

K,! = Stress concentration based on gross area of test plate

W
X',; m represents the stress concentration Kc for plate with the same -r- ratio

loaded in double shear.

tion above the horizontal diameter of the hole. The directions of maximum stress are

given by the stress trajectories. The crack line corresponds very closely to a line drawn

perpendicular to the lines representing the direction of maximum stress.

Consistent with the much higher stress concentrations where pins bear in single shear

than where they bear in double shear is the fact that fatigue specimens with rivets and

pins bearing in single shear fail at much lower stresses than those in double shear (see

page 493 of Reference 6). Fatigue tests on joints with rivets in double shear'* show

much higher fatigue strength.

Plates with High Clamping Bolts

Photoelastic tests on a plate with a clamping force applied through a washer only

and no axially applied load (Figs. 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24), show compressive stress both

vertically and tangcntially at the side of the hole, and tensile stress on the surface of the

plate at the outside edge of the washer in the direction which axial load w'ould be applied

if it existed. For the w-asher used in this particular test the tension stress at the edge of

the washer is one to one and one-third times the average compressive stress existing

between washer and plate.

The plate subjected to high clamping force applied through washer, in addition to

axial load (Figs. 26, 27, and 28). has a compressive stress between washer and plate

of 76 psi., which is approximately equal to the 79 psi. between washer and plate which

existed in the specimen with clamping only. The axial stress on gross section of the

outside plates is 31 psi. However, the axial stress on the centerline of outside surface

of side plates increases very little over the tensile stress existing on the plate at the

outside edge of the washer in the specimen with clamping only, which indicates that the

clamping is very effective in reducing stress concentration due to axial load, and that the

tensile stress at edge of the washer is due chiefly to clamping.

This maximum stress at the edge of the washer in the photoelastic tests of the high

clamping specimen is low when compared to the stress at the edge of the hole in plates

subjected to bearing of pins in single shear. The outside plates of the specimen in which

the load is carried entirely by friction due to clamping are the plates for which results
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FOR DIMENSIONS OF
PLATE a WASHER,
SEE FIG. 20

EDGE OF WASHER

WASHER

EDGE OF HOLE

103 &

125"

A-A AVERAGE COMPRESSION BETWEEN
WASHER a PLATE = 79 PSI.

FIG. 22

PLATE WITH CLAMPING FORCE APPLIED THROUGH WASHER ONLY - NO AXIALLY

APPLIED LOAD - TENSILE STRESSES ON SURFACE OF PLATE

NOTE:
Average compressive stress

between wostier ond plate = 79.4 psI.

FIG. 23

CLAMPING SPECIMEN
VERTICAL STRESS
ON FACE OF HOLE
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37.5 37.5LB.

- - K0.35"

75 LB. 75 LB.
APRIL 1951

Fig. 26. Specimen with load delivered by clamping—No bearing.

arc presented in this report (see Figs. 26 and 27). In Fig. 26, it is seen that these outside

plates would be connected by rivets or pins in single shear if they were not connected

by the clamping force. Comparisons between stress concentrations for clamping and bear-

ing should be made between stresses in these plates with high clamping force and stresses

in plates with pins bearing in single shear. These results for pins bearing in single shear

and high clamping bolts should apply equally well to end rivets in the cover plates of

plate girders which do not extend the full length of the span.

Page 493, Reference 6, shows that the fatigue strength of specimens with high

clamping bolts is far superior to either rivets or tight fitting pins which, again, is con-

sistent with the relative values of elastic stress concentration determined for the different

cases. The fatigue strength of a joint with high clamping force is also superior to the

fatigue strength of a plate with open holes, as shown in Fig. 3. High clamping bolts were
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used to grip the specimen at the ends and, as the photograph shows, no fatigue failure

occurred through the two large holes at either end of the specimen.

Qualitative investigation of the specimens with clamping force applied through a

washer only, and with clamping force of washer plus axial tension load, shows that the

compressive stress between washer and plate is severe around the outside circumference

of the washer (see Figs. 24, 25, and 28). This stress on the surface of the plate would

be severe at the edge of bolt head if a very thin washer were used, because the stress

under the portion of the washer extending beyond the nut would be practically zero.

Fatigue tests run at Purdue University by Wyly and Carter" using a thin washer with

high clamping bolts exhibited a failure under the washer but, in every case, the failure

coincided with the outside periphery of the nut.

The tensile stress on the face of the plates with high clamping force applied through

washers (Figs. 22 and 27), would be reduced if the compressive stress between the

washer and the plate were more uniform over the area of the washer. The tangential

compressive stress at the side of the hole (Fig. 21) shows that the plate material in the

vicinity of the hole tends to "flow" toward the hole as a region of least resistance. If a

washer is used, tapered to become thinner and less stiff toward its outside edge, better

stress distribution between the washer and plate will be obtained. The design of the

washers themselves should have more careful study by means of fatigue tests and stress

concentration investigations on different kinds of washers.

The reader may question the validity of using one hole only in the photoelastic

tests. However, tests on riveted joints by Davis, Woodruff, and Davis" and others* show

MAXIMUM n = 4.0

t = 0.125

Fig. 28. Magnified fringe pattern at edge of washer

—

specimen with axial load plus clamping applied through
washer.
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that the first row of rivets in a joint carries three to five times as much load as other

rows. For this reason it was decided that photoelastic tests on one hole only would give

a good indication of the stress concentrations to be expected in a riveted joint.

Accuracy of Results

Gage factor and resistance of SR-4 electric strain gages are guaranteed by their

manufacturer to be accurate within plus or minus five percent. Results of tests reported

here, in which SR^ strain gages were used, are based on several different loads on the

specimens, to obtain a check on the experimenters and the laboratory instrumentation

(see Fig. 6).

The work reported on photoelastic specimens with pins in bearing in double shear;

on the specimen with clamping only ; and on the one with clamping plus tension, is

accurate to within plus or minus ten percent, and most of the points are probably closer.

(See Fig. 13 for correlation between photoelasticity and the SR-4 strain gage on steel

for the case of a plate with pin bearing in double shear.) It can be seen that the stress

concentration factor, on a horizontal diameter, determined by the photoelastic study,

is 5.03, which compares very favorably with that of 5.10 determined by the SR-4 wire

strain gage on steel.

The photoelastic tests on the plates with load delivered by bearing pins in single

shear are accurate to within 20 to 30 percent, because of low difference in fringe count

between observations for total thickness and thickness after about 0.005 in. was removed

from the highly stressed face of the plate. However, even if every result in Table 1

were 20 percent too high, the values are so high that their significance in explaining the

failure of specimens with pins bearing in single shear is still valid.

Conclusions

From the results of these tests it appears reasonable to draw the following con-

clusions regarding elastic stress concentrations around holes in structural plates:

1. Stress concentrations at the sides of open holes in plates will vary within

relatively small limits if the conventional spacing of 3 hole diameters and edge

distances of 1^ diameters is maintained. The value of this stress concentration

will vary between three and four (see Figs. 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12).

2. Stress concentrations at the sides of holes with pins in bearing in double shear

will be higher than for open holes. In a centrally loaded plate with a diameter

of hole over width of plate ratio of 1 to 3.8, the stress is five times the average

stress on the gross section of the plate. Eccentric loading leads to higher values

(see Figs. 13 and 14).

3. Plates connected by pins bearing in single shear have stresses at the sides of the

holes of 20 to 40 or more times the average stress on the gross section of the

plate, when load is applied centrally with respect to width of plate, as compared

to five for a similar plate subjected to bearing in double shear (see Fig. 14.

and Table 1.) With bending or load applied eccentrically with respect to width

of plate the stress concentrations probably would be higher.

4. In joints connected by high clamping bolts, the stresses inside the hole produced

by clamping applied through washer only are compressive. The axial stresses

on the plate at the outside edge of the washer are tension stresses, equal to

about one-fifth those produced at the edge of hole on a similar plate connected

by bearing pins in single shear (see Fig. 27 and Table 1).
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5. The results of the tests given in this report on effect of high clamping bolts show

that the axial stress on the plate at the edge of the washer is only slightly

larger for the case of clamping plus axial load, than for clamping force applied

through washer alone (see Figs. 11 and 27).

6. The axial stress on the plate at the edge of the washer probably will be reduced

by using a tapered washer, thinner toward the outside periphery, in order to

obtain more even distribution of the compressive stress between plate and

washer.

7. For the specimen investigated in this report, which was subjected to clamping

force applied through washer only, the tension stress on the plate at the outside

edge of the washer was 1 to 1% times the average compressive stress between

washer and plate (see Fig. 22).

By correlating the magnitudes of stress concentrations with the results of fatigue

tests on typical specimens, it seems reasonable to arrive at the following conclusions

regarding fatigue strength:

1. Elastic stress concentration is a valid criterion for establishing the fatigue

strength of fabricated structural members.

2. For all previous fatigue tests to which reference is made here fatigue strength

decreases as stress concentration increases.

3. Members with rivets or pins which may come to bearing due to loss of clamp-

ing force, and especially those with rivets or pins in single shear, such as floor-

beam hangers, may be expected to have a reduced fatigue strength.

4. Connecting two or more structural members by high clamping bolts will reduce

elastic stress concentration and improve the fatigue strength of the members

connected over the fatigue strength of plates connected by rivets or pins in

single shear or plates with open holes.

5. The fatigue strength of members connected by high clamping bolts may be

further increased by using a washer which is tapered, thinner toward its outside

edge, to distribute the compressive stresses between washer and plate more

uniformly over the washer area.

6. Clamping force greater than that needed to resist slip of member will increase

the stress at the edge of the nut or heavy washer, for a given design of washer,

and, therefore, cause the connected member to have a decrea.sed fatigue strength.

Appendix I*

Qualitative Explanation of Stress Concentration and Change of Direction

of Stress Path or Trajectory

The example to be used is the case of an axially stressed plate with a centrally located

open hole, as shown in Fig. 29. The discussion will begin with the stress distribution and

direction of maximum and minimum, or principal, stresses as they exist in the plate

liefore the hole is drilled (see Fig. 29 (a) )

.

In the case of the plate with no hole, as in those with the hole formed, it is seen

that the stress at the ends is uniform over the entire width of the plate. For the plate

with no hole this uniform stress on the width applies for the entire length. This uni-

formity applies not only to the magnitude of the stress but also to its direction, i.e.

the maximum tension is parallel to the plate's edge. The minimum stress, which in this

case is zero, is perpendicular to the plate's edge. This is consistent with the fact that in

* Appendix I explains the formation of the stress concentrations, but it is not part of the fore-

going thesis.
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any stress condition the maximum and minimum stresses are always perpendicular to

each other.

Now, in beginning the study of the causes of stress concentration, observe that the

vertical stress on elements "C" and "D" in the plate without a hole is equal in mag-

nitude and direction to the stress Sg at the ends of the plate. Next, observe the same

elements in Fig. 29 (b). It is seen that the bottom end of element "D" can have no

tensile force of appreciable magnitude because the drilling of the hole has removed the

metal which was causing this tension force before the removal of the metal.

Fig. 29 (c) shows free body diagrams of elements "C" and "D". In order to place

element "D" in equilibrium with regard to the summation of forces vertically a shearing

stress, Ss, must act downward on the left side of the element. Since "C" and "D" are

adjacent to each other in the plate, a shearing stress will be exerted upward on the right

side of "C", causing the state of shear stress on "C" shown in the figure. The shearing

stresses on the top and right faces of "C" combine to form a diagonal tensile stress

designated in the figure as Tss.

The element "C" must still carry the vertical tension stress So, which existed before

the hole was drilled. Therefore, the tensile stress on "C" will be the resultant of Sg and

the additional diagonal tensile stress Tss, which has been added because of the inability

of the bottom surface of "D" to resist appreciable tension force. The resultant stress, p,

in this case, will not only have a higher value than Sg, but will no longer be vertical in

direction. It should be realized that increase of stress magnitude and change of direction

of stress path, or trajectory, build up gradually, starting some distance from the hole,

but that Fig. 29 (c) does show in a qualitative way the mechanism by which these

changes take place. Fig. 23 (d) and (e), respectively, show the stress concentrations and

stress trajectories caused by the hole in the plate. The stress at the edge of the hole

will be somewhat in excess of three times the average stress on the gross section of the

undisturbed plate. It is also seen that the stress trajectories for the maximum and mini-

mum stresses are no longer vertical and horizontal, respectively, as they were in the

plate without the hole, as shown in Fig. 29 (a).
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A Further Study of the Behavior of Floorbeam Hangers

Static Stress Measurements on the A. T. & S. F. Railway

Bridge Near Ponca City, Oklahoma

By M. B. Scott* and J. W. Cox**
Purdue University Engineering Experiment Station

Digest

The following report is a description and analysis of a static test made on a floor-

beam hanger in a 124-ft. 2-in. pin-connected, through truss span. The span is in bridge

294A of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, near Ponca City, Okla. This is the third

report' " published on the floorbeam hanger research project being conducted at the

Engineering Experiment Station of Purdue University with the assistance of the research

staff, Engineering Division, AAR.
SR-4 electrical resistance strain gages were used to measure hanger stresses under

static live load. No dynamic stresses were measured in this hanger.

The tested hanger was composed of two channels tied together with lacing throughout

most of their free length. A forked end was provided for the pin connection at Ui where

the channel flanges were coped for clearance with the upper chord.

The objectives and conclusions of this test can be summarized as follows:

1. Readings to determine the effectiveness of lacing in tieing two channels together

indicate that the lacing bars are sufficient to make component hanger parts act

as a unit. For all practical purposes such lacing will preserve a plane section in

bending.

3. The bending stresses in the hanger induced by rigid-frame action between floor-

p
beam and hangers ran as high as 64 percent of the average — value for the

A
member.

3. The effect of stringer deflection was not found to be significant on hanger

bending in the plane of the truss. No appreciable hanger bending was observed

in this plane.

4. Measured hanger stresses can be accounted for in a rational manner. Such

accounting requires a modified application of rigid-frame theory to the cross-

frame composed of floorbeam and hangers. Modifications include the effects of:

a. Shear deformation in the hanger itself.

b. Shear deformation in the diaphragm at the floorbeam connection.

c. Imperfect fit of the pin at Ui.

5. Concentration of stress in the corners of hanger channel copes is very real.

Stresses measured at these corners in the tested member were as much as 5.7

times the measured stress on a section located 4 in. above the cope. This con-

centration of stress greatly reduces the fatigue strength of the member.

6. By replacing the sharp corner of a cope with a smooth, large radius curve such

stress concentration can be relieved. After modifying the copes of the tested

member in this manner, stresses were reduced to 2.9 times the stress measured

at the section 4 in. above the cope. This method of reducing stress concentrations

* Associate Professor of Structural Engineering.
** Research Associate.

'See Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, pages 51-73—A Study of the Behavior of Floorbeam Hangers.
2 See Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, pages 470-S04—Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames—progress

report on investigation conducted at Purdue University Engineering Experiment Station, a.ssistcd by
AAR research staff.
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is applicable to existing structures and should appreciably increase the fatigue

strength of the hanger members.

7. For comparative purposes, two tests were run with the lower end of the hanger

modified temporarily to simulate a member with a short tie-plated length. This

was done by the removal of some of the lower rivets in the bottom tie plate.

This change made no significant change in the stress distribution in the laced

portion of the member. Plane stress distribution still prevailed in the member.

Foreword

This report comprises the second in a series" of reports covering field tests made on

selected railroad bridge structures by the Purdue University Engineering Experiment

Station. The field tests were made as a part of the floorbeam hanger research project

being conducted at Purdue University under the direction of Prof. L. T. Wyly, research

professor of structural engineering and head of department. Administration is by Dr.

A. A. Potter, director of the Engineering Experiment Station and dean of engineering,

and by Prof. R. B. Wiley, head of the School of Civil Engineering and Engineering

Mechanics. The project was initiated upon the recommendation of AREA Committee

IS—Iron and Steel Structures, and is supervised by the subcommittee on Stresses in

Bridge Frames—Floorbeam Hangers. The AAR Engineering Division research staff, under

the general direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer, and E. J. Ruble, structural

engineer, assists and advises regarding the work.

All field work, including the placing of the gages and the taking of the static stress

readings, was done by the authors, assisted by H. H. West of the AAR research staff.

All data were analyzed and the report was written by the Purdue forces. The Santa Fe

built all necessary scaffolding, provided the work trains, and cooperated in every way

to make the tests possible.

Objectives of the Tests

The truss selected for this test (see Fig. 1) was one of a series of 124-ft. 2-in. pin-

connected truss spans used in crossing the Salt Fork River on the Oklahoma Division

of the Santa Fe just south of Ponca City, Okla. The trusses consisted of five panels,

each 24 ft. 10 in. long. The bridge was built in 1899 by the American Bridge Works of

Chicago, 111. The particular features required of the test bridge were that it be a single

track, pin-connected span carrying modern heavy loads. In addition, the hanger member

should be made up of two channel sections laced together throughout the entire length

of the hanger, with substantial coping of the outstanding flanges of the channel at the

upper joints. The bridge used met these requirements.

The objectives of the test can be stated as follows:

1. To determine the effectiveness of continuous shear lacing in tieing the main

components of the hanger together, making them act as a unit.

2. To determine the general distribution of stresses in the hanger resulting from

floorbeam deflection and to explain this distribution with a theoretical analysis

of this type of frame.

3. To determine whether any significant bending stresses are set up in the hanger

as a result of rotation induced by stringer deflection.

" Proceedings, Vol. SI, 1950, pages 51-73—A Study of the Behavior of Floorbeam Hangers. Static

and Dynamic Tests on I.C.R.R. Bridge at Galena, 111. In preparation—Tests on M.K.T. Bridge at

Erie, Kans.
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Fig. 1. General view of the test span.

4. To determine the magnitude of the live load stress concentrations occurring at

the sharp re-entrant cut where the channel flange is coped to clear other truss

members at the upper joint.

5. To determine the effectiveness and practicability of cutting a large radius curve

at the cope to reduce large stress concentrations due to the cope in existing

bridges.

6. To convert the laced hanger into one with a short tie-plated section to check

the effect on stress distribution in the member.

The data collected will be interpreted here as they affect these stated objectives.

General Test Procedure

The general dimensions of the truss chosen for this test and the location of the

hanger selected for the study are shown in Fig. 2. Since the river crossing at this location

consisted of a series of similar trusses, a preliminary examination of all available hangers

was made. The hanger selected was on the west side of the bridge and in the first panel

of the truss nearest the north bank of the river. This was the most readily accessible

hanger to the off-track equipment. In addition, it proved to be the one most nearly free

from initial kinks or bends in either the flanges or the lacing bars. Too, the cope at the

upper chord joint was readily accessible and appeared to be free from any shear marks,

undercuts, punch marks, or any other such stress raisers often found near coped edges.

To secure the experimental data required in this test, 12 gage sections were selected

along the length of the hanger. Eight sections were located near the lower end of the

hanger above the floorbeam bracket, while four sections were located near the top of the

laced section. The locations of these gage sections are shown in Figs. S to 8 incl. The

arrangement of the gages at the various .sections (except sections 3 and 4) is shown in

Fig. 3.

In addition to these sections a number of gages were placed on the hanger at the

coped flange. The arrangement of these gages can be seen in Figs. 18 and 19.
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in turn to a measuring device, where its strain could be gaged. A type K portable strain

indicator (d.c. balancing bridge using the null method), distributed by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, was used for measuring the strains.' Hg. 4 shows a picture of the

hanger after all gages were installed and wired into the switch boxes.

The general procedure employed in making the static tests was first to take a set

of no-load readings on the unloaded bridge. These were followed by a second set of

readings taken with the test locomotive properly positioned on the span. The locomotive

was then moved off the span and a third set of readings was taken. These final readings

served as a check on the initial no-load readings and gave an indication as to whether

the structure returned to its initial unloaded state. All readings were taken at night to

minimize temperature effects. Class 3800 engines (2-10-2) of the Santa Fe system were

used in the tests. A diagram of this locomotive is shown in Fig. 2.

A total of four tests was made in two nights of testing. Two tests made the first

night were of the hanger as it originally existed in the structure. Test I was made with

the locomotive headed south, with the first driver placed over the floorbeam at Li. This

loading produced maximum moment and consequently maximum deflection in the

stringer. For test II the locomotive was moved so the third driver was located directly

over the floorbeam Li. This position of the locomotive produced maximum load in the

hanger. Following these tests the hanger was modified by cutting the large radius curves

at the copes and by removing the lower three rivets in each row of the tie plate at the

lower end of the laced section. The object of the removal of the rivets was to convert

the hanger temporarily into a member with a short tie-plated section. Tests III and IV
were then run in the same manner as tests I and II.

Test Results and Analysis of Data

The measured static unit stresses on the gross areas due to the live load are shown

for all tests in Figs. S, 6, 7 and 8. These stresses are based on an assumed value of

30,000,000 psi. for E. The distribution in each case is similar, so discussion will be limited

here specifically to the data given for test II, in Fig. 6. The values given are those at the

four corners of each channel, with one or two measured values on the back of each

channel web. The values on the corners of the channels are interpolated from the strains

at the gage locations, which were 0.26 in. from the corners, as indicated in Fig. 3. Also

shown is the total load carried by each channel as computed from the measured stresses.

For example, at section 5 in Fig. 6, the total load carried by the outside channel is

42.2 kips, while that carried by the inside channel is 77.0 kips. These loads were arrived

at by dividing the cross-sectional area of each channel into a convenient number of parts.

The product obtained by multiplying the area of each part by the average stress measured

on that area yields the total load being carried by the part. The sum of the loads on all

the separate parts then represents the total load being carried by the member. Not shown

on the diagrams in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 are the loads carried by the lacing bars. These

add somewhat to the total measured load in the hanger. Table 1 gives the complete data

regarding total load in the hanger for test II. Data for tests I, III and IV are similar

and will be omitted here for sake of brevity.

From Table 1 it can be seen that the average total measured load in the hanger is

122.2 kips, and that the largest variation from the average is 3.6 percent at section 12.

This variation is well within the limits of accuracy generally regarded as acceptable in

this type of field test.

From examination of Fig. 6 and Table 1 the following facts can be stated:

*See Proceedings Vol. 51, 19S0, pages Sl-73, for further detail of instruments and test techniques
used in these field tests.
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Table 1. Load est Floorbeam Hanger Parts (Test II)

Percent

Vertical Load by Parts Variation

Inside Outside Lacing from
Section channel channel bars Total avg.

5 77.0 42.2 0.6 119.8 —1.96

6 75.2 43.6 0.4 119.2 —2.4S

7 75.5 43.4 0.5 119.4 —2.29

8 75.4 43.7 0.1 119.2 —2.45

9 74.1 46.5 0.5 121.1 —0.90

10 74.9 49.0 0.2 123.9 +1.39
11 55.7 67.3 0.6 123.6 +1.15
12 56.5 69.5 0.6 126.6 +3.60
13 55.2 70.0 0.7 125.9 +3.03
14 53.5 69.7 0.4 123.6 +1.15
Avg ... . 122.2

1. Just above the floorbeam bracket at the top of the tie plate at section S, the load

on the inside channel of 77.0 kips is 26 percent greater than half the average measured

load in the hanger. Similarly, the outside channel carries 26 percent less than half the

average measured load in the hanger. This excess load on the inside channel is gradually

distributed to the outside channel by the stay plates and lacing bars, until near the top,

at section 14, there are 69.7 kips in the outside channel and only 53.5 kips in the inside

channel. This transfer of load between channels is accomplished by the nearly constant

stresses measured in the lacing bars. Table 1 shows the value of the vertical component

of the lacing bar stress to be about an average of 0.6 kip.

2. An inspection of the stress distribution over the gross area of the member at each

measured section indicates the significant fact that the stresses are distributed in a nearly

planar fashion across all sections. This is pointed up somewhat in Fig. 9 where two

sections taken at random have been plotted to a larger scale. Fig. 9 shows the actual

distribution of stress across the member at sections 7 anfl 14. Superimposed on each

diagram is an "average" plane passed through the "average" stress on the section. In

section 7 where bending is high, the greatest variation from the "average" plane is

0.69 ksi. on one corner of the flange where greatest secondary bending due to lacing bar

loads, initial kinks, etc., could be existing. In section 14, near the top of the hanger, the

greatest variation is 0.47 ksi. again on the extreme tip of the flange where secondary

bending would be most noticeable. The stress distribution patterns at successive sections

along the hanger reveal no evidence of the severe racking stresses found locally in the

tie-plated hanger section of the Galena bridge hanger reported in the Proceedings, Vol.

51, 1950. It seems clear that the continuous lacing used on this hanger does an acceptable

job of tying the component parts of the hanger together to make them as a unit.

3. The stress diagrams indicate that when the floorbeam bends, the rigid-frame

action of the floorbeam and hangers set up large bending stresses in the hanger. This

bending causes an extreme fiber stress at section 5 nearly 64 percent greater than the

p
average—value of 6.95 ksi. To account for the measured stress distribution in a rational

A
manner, a theoretical analysis of the frame (composed of floorbeam and hangers) is

presented later in this report.

4. A comparison of the stress diagrams for test I and test II reveals that, for this

particular truss at least, the stringer deflection does not cause any pronounced bending

in the hanger resulting from rotation induced by stringer deflection. The diagrams, in

fact, show that what bending does occur in the hanger in the plane of the truss is just

the opposite of what would be caused by stringer deflection. Further, this bending is
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actually more pronounced in test II than in test I. This is significant since the loading

in test II should actually produce little or no effect due to stringer deflection. This

"opposite" bending could perhaps be explained by two phenomena: (1) the framing

details of this floorbeam are such that they probably are very weak in torsional rigidity

and hence transmit little, if any, of the floorbeam rotation caused by the stringer

deflection. (2) The unequal elongations of stringer and the lower chord due to direct

stress would cause a differential in length between the stringer and lower chord member

in each panel. This length differential would be equivalent to a secondary force acting

horizontally on the pin. Since the pin is located well below the centerline of the stringer,

this secondary force would cause a bending moment in the hanger having a direction

consistent with the measured moments. Further, this moment would be greatest when

the chord stresses are greatest. Hence, if this is the cause, test II should produce greater

bending than test I, which is again consistent with the measured moments. No analysis

will be made at this time to explain this bending. However, on the basis of these inves-

tigations, it can be stated that, for this truss, stringer deflection does not predominate in

causing rotation of the truss joints in the plane of the truss.

5. Examination of Figs. 7 and 8 shows that the removal of the lower rows of rivets

in the bottom tie plate of the hanger made no significant change in the stress distribution

in the laced portion of the hanger. Plane stress distribution stiU prevails in the member.

The effect of rivet holes on local stress distribution is apparent in sections 3 and 4 in

Figs. 7 and 8, but no evidence of excessive "racking" is apparent from the measured data.

6. The data taken on the stresses at the coped section of the hanger are very sig-

nificant and will be discussed separately in another section of this report.

Theoretical Analysis

In order to account in a rational manner for the measured stress distribution in the

floorbeam hanger, a theoretical analysis of the hanger frame has been made. Fig. 10 shows

a sketch of the hanger frame under consideration and the dimensions which are used.

The general assumptions made in the analysis are as follows:

1. The hanger frame and loading are symmetrical about the centerline of the track.

2. From the measured static test data—test II

(a) Floorbeam load is 135.2 kips per rail

(b) The counter member carries 13 kips of this load, leaving 122.2 kips as the

hanger load.

3. Due to the observed misfit of the pins, the pin at the top of the hanger is

assumed to impose an angular rotation on the member at that point under live

load.

4. Shear deflections in the hanger arc assumed to be large, and their effect will be

included in the analysis.

5. The modulus of elasticity in shear will be assumed as 0.4 times the modulus for

direct stress.

6. The effect of the "forked" ends is to be included.

7. The— values of the members will be based on their clear lengths.

8. The clear length of the hanger will be measured from the top row of rivets

in the diaphragm to the top row of rivets in the upper stay plate. This height

will be taken as 21 ft. 6J^ in. The moment of inertia of the tie plated section

will be taken as 332 in.,* while the moment of inertia of the laced section will

be taken as 217 in.*
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PROPERTIES FOR

COMPUTATIONS

Forked Ends!

Each ForK

:

Length = l'-92"

Area = 16.66 in^ (Gross)

I = 4.24 in.'*

-^ =.394E =.2346 K

Laced Hanger

Length= 2l-6j
Area = l7.58in?(Gross)

I(center)= 217 in.'*

2 EI
L

» l.68E=K

Floor Beam:
Length = I5-4|-"

Kcenter)* 20,860in*

^ = 226E =I34.5K

Where K«^|^ of laced

section

(K^^ 50,400 lb. in.)

Fig. 10. Hanger frame and dimensions.
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9. The clear span of the floorbeam will be measured out to out of connection

angles. This distance is IS ft. 4% in. The moment of inertia of the floorbeam

between web splices (center 10 ft. 10?4 in) will be assumed constant and equal

to 20,860 in.* In the 2-ft. 3-in. length on either end, the moment of inertia will

be assumed to drop off uniformly to 8130 in.* at the extreme ends.

Some comment on the analysis, as well as on the several assumptions made, seems

desirable here.

As indicated in Fig. 10, the frame under consideration is composed of the floorbeam

and the two hanger members at the first panel point of the truss. The floorbeam is rigidly

connected to the inside channel of the hanger member by means of connection angles,

with the usual diaphragm placed between the two channels. The bending in the floorbeam

and hanger is assumed to take place throughout their clear spans, while the joint material

(i.e., the distributing diaphragm and the channels throughout the length of the diaphragm)

is assumed to be nearly free from bending effects.^

The basic slope-deflection equations for both floorbeam and hanger were derived,

taking into account their variable moments of inertia. Since shear stress in the hanger

(set up by the transfer of load from inside to outside channel) is appreciable, the usual

slope-deflection equations for this member were modified to include the shear deforma-

tions in the stay plates and lacing bars. The slope-deflection equations for the hanger,

both with and without shear modifications, are shown in Fig. 11. The slope-deflection

equation for the floorbeam is shown in Fig. 12.

-JOINT A 21-9^

18- 6g

I2"x30 C

JOINT B

C. TO C OF LACING CONNECTIONS

2 8
4 HANGER DIMENSIONS

217 IN.'*= I

LACING BARS 2

332 IN*:: 1.53 I

1-9; JOINT C

12 x:

ml*

X ; It.

332 IN H.53 I

I- DIAGRAM

Standard slope deflectton equations

for hanger.

MAB«K(-2.2I7 -©A" -1.174-e-B + 3.391 ^ )

MBA« K(-l.l74^A"-2 2l7eB+ 3.39^)

Sheor effects to be added to hanger

slope deflection equations

MAB'K ( + 085«A" -(-OOST^B -0.172^)

Final modified slope - deflection equations for honger

MAB = K(-2 l32eA" -I087©B +3 219^

MAB= K(-l.087e-A"-2 132^8 +3.219^)

Wttere K =-^ For MEMBER AB (See Fig 10)

FI6.il MODIFIED SLOPE DEFLECTION EQUATIONS FOR HANGER

s For details of this modified slope-deflection procedure, see Proceedings Vol. 47, 1946, pages 697-

723—Two Problems in Bridge Design, by L. T. Wyly.
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P=67.6*^

2.42 'S^
4.03 \^ I

1^^2.42

5'^ 4^' CLEAR

FLOOR BEAM DIMENSIONS
4

8130 IN

20.860 IN.

ASSUMED I-DIAGRAM

MaV = 4724.5 In. kips + -^(-0.850 Oa)

E= 30,000,000 PSI.

I « 20,860 IN.^

L«I5'4|-

FOR MEMBER A'A"

LET-^^= 134.5 K (see Fig. 10)

THEN
Ma'a" =4724.5 in. kips-ll4.l K0a

Fig. 12. Slope deflection equations for floorbeam.
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The usual procedure would be to assume that the frame would deform under load,

producing a certain rotation of the "joint" where hanger and floorbeam join. This rota-

tion would produce identical slope angles in both members at that joint. In this analysis,

however, since the floorbeam delivers load on one side of the member only, and the

distributing diaphragm is subjected to extremely heavy shears, the shear-slope in the

diaphragm is evaluated. The shear-slope ©.4' is evaluated and shown in Fig. 13 for this

particular hanger. The quantity 0/ is shown as an angle at the top of the diaphragm.

It is induced by the linear displacement of one edge of the diaphragm above the other,

due to the shear deformations in the diaphragm. The quantity A ^5 represents this

linear displacement, and from it and the diaphragm width the angle ©a' can be evaluated.

In the equation for ^as given in Fig. 13, the term 161.1 + -—|f represents the

L 0.86 J

[0 474 r—
^P

—

represents the combination of physical constants involved in the shear deformation

computations. The effect of this shear-slope is to increase the slope angle at the lower

end of the hanger where it joins the diaphragm, making it considerably larger than the

slope angle at the end of the floorbeam."

The shear-slope in the diaphragm is a significant factor, and the procedure used

here presents a quantitative means of evaluating the effectiveness of such diaphragms.

This is of considerable importance since such diaphragms are a common device used in

modern structural design. Evidences of this shear-slope were found in the Galena bridge

tests mentioned earlier in this report. No attempt was made at that time to present

a method of quantitatively evaluating this phenomenon, but its effects were discussed at

some length. It is felt that this method of analysis will account theoretically for the

results observed at Galena.

Fig. 14 shows a detailed breakdown of the hanger into its several component parts.

Opposite each part are shown the basic slope-deflection equations for that part. These

equations are expressions for the moments at each end of the particular component. To

evaluate these moments, numerical values for seven unknown quantities must be deter-

mined. These unknowns are QA, Qa", ©B, ©C, ^AB, AB, and Pi. Thus seven equa-

tions must be set up inter-relating these quantities.

Five of the necessary equations are shown on the right of Fig. 14. These, combined

with the relationship.

=-[-^-^]=-[- (4 ft. eVs in.) ©X— Ab

Z, — L ^ J~ L 21 ft. 614 in.

or, converting all dimensions to inches,

j^=— 0.209 ©A +0.00387 ^b (Eq. 6)

give six equations which can be used in effecting a solution.

One unknown ©c, which represents the effect of the joint rotation at the upper

chord pin due to imperfect fit, will be left as a variable in the final answers. This was

done because there were no adequate means available at the time of the test for

evaluating this rotation. This rotation was brought about by the action of the counter

member LaUi. The counter was composed of four 154 -in. square bars with turnbuckle

•This shear-slope phenomenon at rigid joints has been under comprehensive investigation by

J, W. Cox of Purdue University. A general approach to the problem is being presented in a separate

publication by Mr. Cox.
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3^x2^x-|-Z^4'-IO"

ASSUMPTIONS
(a) Shear in outer if of diaphragm

is carried by the angles only,

(b) Shear in the inner 2f- is

carried by the web plate

only.

BASIC EQUATIONS

As= Shear deformations=^
V = Total shear

V L = Length of shear block
A = Crossection area

resisting shear
"^ G = Shear modulus = 0.4E

IN DIAPHRAGM SHOWN

•[
122.2

I
i\

2 Tfi
Mab
6.66

Deflection may be divided into

3 parts' in accordance with
the assumptions given above.

(6U+-g^)(24)

(58)(-|) (.4E)

for member AB (see Fig. |0)Where K-^
Fig. 13. Diaphragm Shear Slope.
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From Equation 3 in Figure 14,

Ab = + 2.013 e^ + 0.843 -Gft- 8.570%' 10.583 Oq

From Equation 2 in Figure 14,

P, = 61.1 - 1.267 K 00 * I267K0C

From Equotions 1,4, and 5, respectively in Figure 14 and Equation 6 in text,

combined with values of F^ and A3 given above,

-1.182 KOa - 0.719 Ke^- 9.406 KOb+ 7.061 K 0c = O (Eq.A)

-2.769 K0)i- II5.O4IK0^- 1.912 K0a- 0.187 K 0^ + 5214.6 = (Eq.B)

+ 49.505 K0A- 46.734 K0A+ 1193 K0B+ 0.132 K 0c- 419.1 = (Eq.C)

Solving Equations A,B, and C simultaneously

^.. 50.497 44 274
^A

=

K 0.0335 0c 0^=
j^^ 0.01340c

0Q=-^^ + 0.7560 0c

From these values

Ab = 0.0044"- 17140 0c

-Aab = +0.0431" -t- I6.4I50C

P, = 73.43*^ + 0.3092 K0-c

Fig. 15. Solution for unknowns in slope deflection equations.

attachments. The turnbuckles were adjusted so that under dead load the hanger member

carried no load. The counter member actually lifted the hanger vertically, so that under

dead load the pin at Ui came to bear on the bottom of the pin hole in the hanger,

leaving considerable clearance above the pin and the top of the hole. Under live load the

hanger moved vertically downward until the top of the pin came to bear on the top

of the pin hole. During the application of live load the hanger was checked carefully

to see that no lateral motion (parallel to longitudinal center line of pin) of the upper

end of the hanger took place. However, there seemed no adequate way to evaluate the

slope angle imposed on the upper end of the hanger when the pin came to bear. For this

reason, this quantity is carried as a separate variable in the analysis.

Substituting the general values of the end moments, as given by the slope-deflection

equations in Fig. 14, into equations 1 to 5 given in the same figure, and using equation 6

shown above, a solution can be obtained for each of the six variables. Details of this

solution are given in Fig. IS. By substituting the values of the unknowns, as computed

in Fig. IS, into the slope-deflection equations given in Fig. 14, the values of the moments

at the ends of each section can be determined. The solution is thus complete.

The values of the bending moments at the ends of the laced section are computed

from the slope-deflection equations to be
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Mab = — 1 24.2— 0.954 A<3c

Bind Mba = — 60.1 — 1.780 KQc

Fig. 16 shows a plot of the measured bending moments in the hanger as computed from

the measured stresses shown in Fig. 6 for test II. Superimposed upon this is the plot

of the theoretical moments found by the given analysis. In the graph of the Bending

Moment in Hanger, the broken line shows the value of the moments which would be

found if 9c were taken as zero (pin exactly horizontal with no misfit of pin holes.) If a

slope angle at C were assumed to be + 0.000184 radian the analysis yields the results

shown by the solid line. This latter line can be seen to coincide remarkably well with the

measured moments. This seems to indicate that the analysis is substantially correct.

Other graphs on Fig. 16 show the plot of measured and computed extreme fiber

stresses, and measured and computed loads in the inside and outside channels. Substan-

tial agreement between measured and computed values is apparent. The analysis pre-

sented here could readily be applied to any such hanger frame where the hanger acts as

a homogeneous member above the diaphragm. It could be used in the design of such

frames in any structure.

Comparison of Methods of Analysis

Fig. 17 shows a comparison of the results which would be obtained if the hanger

frame were analyzed by several of the usual methods of analysis. The wide variation

in results is striking. The results of the analysis presented in this report (using a modified

slope-deflection solution combined with shear-slope in the diaphragm), are repeated here

since it most nearly represents the true picture of the actual performance of the frame.

Other methods are then plotted, omitting or changing the separate variables to obtain

a picture of their effects.

Starting at the bottom of the graph shown on the left in Fig. 17, the first curve

to the right of the zero line indicates a bending moment of 50 in. kips at the top of the

floorbeam diaphragm. This curve represents the moments which would be found

analytically by making the following assumptions in the frame analysis:

1. Bending occurs throughout the entire length of the hanger from c. to c. of

the pins.

2. Bending occurs throughout the entire length of the floorbeam from c. to c. of

trusses.

3. The moments of inertia of hanger and floorbeam are constant throughout their

entire length.

4. There is no rotation of the pin at the upper chord joint.

The second curve to the right of the zero line indicates a moment at the top of the

floorbeam diaphragm of about 73 in. kips. This analysis was based upon the same assump-

tions listed above, except that the bending in the hanger and floorbeam was assumed

to take place only in their clear lengths—the joint material being taken as rigid.

The third curve to the right of the zero line indicates a moment at the top of the

floorbeam diaphragm of about 91 in. kips. The assumptions made in this analysis were:

1. Bending occurs only in the clear length of both floorbeam and hanger.

2. Variable moments of inertia are assumed for both hanger and floorbeam. Shear

effects in the hanger are included.

3. The effect of the forked ends is included, using a rotation of the upper pins

of 0.000184 radian.
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Fig. 17. Hanger bending moment by different methods of computation.
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4. The diaphragm is assumed to be completely rigid, but the effect of lateral dis-

placement of the hanger due to rotation of the diaphragm is omitted.

The fourth curve to the right of the zero line indicates a moment at the top of the

diaphragm of 121 in. kips. This is based upon the so-called modified slope deflection

method presented in Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 697-723. This method is identical

with the analysis outlined in this report, except that it omits the shear-slope effect.

The fifth and final curve represents the analysis shown earlier in this report.

The several analyses shown in Fig. 17 are for comparison purposes. The first two

methods shown are those commonly used in design offices. In this type of frame the

error involved in using these usual procedures is large, hence they are inadequate to

explain the stresses which exist in the structure. It is felt that any realistic attempt to

evaluate the existing stresses in such frames must include the factors used in the analysis

presented in this report.

Stress Concentrations at Coped Flanges

In a report' prepared by Professor L. T. Wyly of Purdue University with the help

of the AAR research staff, in June 1949, for distribution to the chief engineers of Class I

railroads, a survey of hanger failures in pin-connected spans was presented. (A summary

of some of the findings of this report is included in Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, pages

470-504). This report covered a detailed examination of some 79 floorbeam hanger

failures occurring in 28 different pin-connected bridges as they were reported by the rail-

roads. Of the 79 failures reported, 55 were in members having coped flanges in the

forked ends at the upper chord joint. Of these 55 members, 54 failed through this cope.

The unit stress at the point of failure was computed and reported to lie (in all cases

except one) between 6.4 ksi. and 15.8 ksi., with the majority of the cases at nearly the

average of these two values. In the one excepted case, where 14 failures occurred in the

same structure, the computed stress at the point of failure was given as 20.9 ksi. The

preponderance of failures at coped flanges at relatively low average unit stresses em-

phasizes again the detrimental effect of such stress raisers on the fatigue strength of a

member. The superimposing of high local stress concentrations upon the normal stres.ses

due to direct load and bending at such points causes a stress range in the member

which greatly reduces its hfe due to the local fatigue of the metal.

One objective of this field test was to obtain a quantitative measure of this stress

concentration at the cope and to evaluate the effects of the replacing of sharp re-entrant

copes with a large radius curve. Fig. 18 shows a sketch of the hanger around the cope

as it was in tests I and II. The existing cope was filed smooth with about a 3/32-in. radius

curve at the re-entrant angle. This was done to faciHtate installation of the strain gages.

The flange thickness at the cope was nearly 5/^ in. This width permitted the installa-

tion of two A-19 gages (1/16-in. gage length) in the rounded corner. These gages were

placed in the 3/32-in. radius curve at the corner, at opposite ends of the cut so as to

have a gage as close as possible to each of the faces of the channel flange. For comparison

purposes, an A-7 gage (J4-in. gage length) was placed on both the inside and outside

surfaces of the flange, about 3/16 in. from the corner of the cope and nearly parallel

to the A-19 gages. For further comparisons two A-7 gages were placed on the vertical

surfaces of the cope above the corner. One was placed about ^A in. and the other

about 4 in. above the corner. These gages are shown in Fig. 18 along with the stress

measurements taken with them.

Issued through the AAR research staff, 3140 So. Federal St., Chicago, 111.
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From the plotted data the following comparisons should be noted. On the left in

Fig. 18 (representing the outside flange surface), the gage in the corner of the cope

shows a measured stress value of 23.9 ksi., while the gage on the surface of the outside

fiange (only about 3/16 in. away) shows a measured stress value of but 6.3 ksi. The

corresponding gages shown in the figure at the right (the inside face of the flange),

show 32.9 ksi. in the corner and 10.9 ksi. on the inside surface of the flange. These

readings show markedly the sharp stress increase in the corner. The single gages on the

vertical surface of the cope (repeated in both views), show that about ^ in. above

the corner the stress is about 10.3 ksi., while the gage 4 in. above the cope shows but

4.9 ksi. The readings 0.6 ksi. and 1.2 ksi. are stresses measured by gages on the inside

pin plates. These gages are located directly opposite the A-7 gages on the vertical edge

of the cope.

If the gage located 4 in. above the cope is assumed to be far enough from the corner

to be free from the effects of the stress concentrations, the data indicate an average stress

concentration factor of about 5.7.

At the completion of this test the welding crew of the Santa Fe torch-cut the

hanger cope to a large (3-in. to 4-in.) radius curve as directed by the authors. This cut

was then ground and filed down to a smooth surface free from cracks, slag, or other

irregularities. Gages damaged in the burning operations were replaced with new ones

at the same locations and a new set of readings was taken under live load. The results

of these readings taken for test IV are shown in Fig. 19.

Making the same comparisons as before, on the left the measured stress shown by a

gage placed at the point of the previous cope was found to be 15.7 ksi., while the stress

on the flange surface is now 10.6 ksi. On the inside flange (shown on the right) the

gage at the previous corner gave 16.5 ksi., while the surface gage shows 13.3 ksi. The

gage Yi in. above the cope indicates 11.5 ksi., while the gage 4 in. above indicates but

5.4 ksi. Again, if the latter gage is assumed to represent the stress in the member, a stress

concentration factor of 2.98 is indicated.

More significant, perhaps, than reduction in stress concentration factor is the reduc-

tion in absolute value of the corner stresses. In test II, with the sharp cope, the maximum

stress in the corner was 32.9 ksi., while after modification it was only 16.5 ksi. This is a

nearly 50 percent reduction in the extreme measured stress. Part of this reduction is due

to different hanger loads (test II, hanger load 122.2 kips, while in test IV the load is

118.2 kips), but the substantial relief of the stress is due primarily to the reduction

of the stress concentrations which always occur at abrupt changes in section.

It should be noted that in many cases the actual re-entrant cope angle would

probably be much sharper than the 3/32-in. radius used in this test. Too, stresses meas-

ured in these tests were under static loadings only. The effect of impact would be to

increase further the values given here. Both of these factors would revise upward the

stress concentrations at such copes to values above those measured here.

It is significant to note that the method used here to secure stress relief at these

copes is extremely simple and could easily be applied to existing structures. Two essential

requirements of success in such stress relief are that the final cut should be of large

radius and be smooth and free of irregularities. The cut must be carried down into solid

metal well below any cracks, slag, or other imperfections. If a torch is used, the cut

should be ground down at least J4 in- below the burned metal.

A hanger having a stress range from zero to 16.5 ksi. as found in test IV could be

expected to withstand appreciably more cycles of stress than one having the zero to

32.9 ksi. range measured in test II.
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This method of stress relief, it is felt, could probably be applied to most existing

structures and increase appreciably the life of coped members.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be stated from the field data and analysis presented

here:

1. Form of Section

The use of continuous and unbroken lacing, properly spaced, appears to be adequate

to tie the main components of the hanger together, making them act as a unit. In such

a member plane sections before bending can be assumed to be plane after bending.

2. Rational Analysis

The measured stresses in the type of hanger used here can be accounted for in a

rational manner, as shown by the analysis given. Significant features of the analysis are:

a. The interaction of floorbeam and hanger, due to flioorbeam deflection, sets up

appreciable bending stresses in the hanger. (Bending runs as high as 64 percent

p
of the average — value in this hanger.) These bending stresses can be theo-

A
retically explained by proper application of rigid-frame theory to the transverse

frame composed of hangers and floorbeam.

b. The shears in the hanger cause shear deflections large enough to be significant

in the analysis.

c. The effect of the shear-slope in the floorbeam diaphragm must be included in

the rigid-frame analysis.

d. The mis-fit of the pins or the out-of-horizontal position of the pins at the

upper chord joint must be allowed for.

This analysis could be readily applied to the design of similar floorbeam hangers.

3. Shear-slope

The analysis used here employed a method for evaluating quantitatively the effect

of shear deformations in the diaphragm. The method used could be adapted to similar

situations in structural design.

4. Stringer Deflection

From the data taken for this particular truss it is established that stringer deflection

was not a predominant factor in producing secondary joint rotations in the plane of

the truss.

5. Stresses at Coped Flanges

Extremely high stress concentrations do exist at the sharp re-entrant cut in a coped

flange. Stress concentration factors of as high as 5.7 were observed. These high stress

concentrations at such points are completely consistent with the fatigue performance

of such members. Fifty-four failures in 55 reported cases were failures which were

initiated by progressive fatigue failure of the metal in the corner of the cope.
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6. Stress Relief at Coped Flanges

The use of a large radius curve, rather than sharp re-entrant cuts at points where

coping is necessary, will substantially reduce stress concentrations at these points. A
reduction in concentration factor from 5.7 to 2.98 was observed in these tests. A cor-

responding increase in fatigue life should accompany this reduction of stre.s.s.

7. Application to Existing Structures

The type of stress relief used here could readily be applied to existing structures

as well as to new designs.

8. Strain Gage Arrangement

The arrangement of gages used in this test appears to be quite adequate to deter-

mine the load in the hanger section. The largest variation between average load and

load at any one section was about 3.6 percent.





Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads

Under Plates; Their Effect on Tie Wear

Collaborating with Committee 3

Advance Report of Subcommittee 6, Committee 5—Track

Your subcommittee presents the following report as information. (For summary,

see page 89.)

Tests on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

Digest

This report covers a service test installation of hold-down fastenings and tie pads

placed in the northward main of the L. & N. near London, Ky., and is chiefly concerned

with extending the service life of ties by determining the most economical and effective

methods of minimizing mechanical wear or plate cutting of ties.

Most of the test panels were built in 1947 and were followed by additions and

revisions in the following three years, making an aggregate length of 1J4 track miles.

The 1947 and 1948 construction has been reported in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 50, 1949,

pages 595-623, and the additions, revisions and general inspection of 1949 have been

described in Vol. 51, 1950, pages 675-686. The test track now includes 45 test sections.

Many of these are duplicated on curve and tangent track with both creosoted oak and

pine ties in the latter category. Several of the sections are further subdivided by var>'ing

one or more of the construction details. Altogether, 9 manufacturers have furnished

9 types of tie pads in 16 variations of thickness or make-up.

During the first .^-year service period the traffic averaged appro.ximately 20 million

gross tons per annum, including locomotives, tenders, passenger and freight cars. The

traffic consisted largely of ioadc-d coal car.- hauled mostly by heavy modern 2-S-4 steam

locomotives.

The following report includes a description of the test sections added and

changed in 1950, general inspection notes and tic plate penetration measurements, or

depth of plate cutting, as of August 1950.

From the standpoint of the normal length of tie life, either in units of years or

gross tons of traffic carried, the three-year service period is not adequate for gaging

the potential serviceability or effectiveness of the many types of fastenings and pads.

However, the following developments to date are of interest:

1. All of the special hold-down fastenings have reduced the jjlate cutting

below that of the comparable cut spike construction, and so far, also

have shown a tendency to hold a more uniform track gage on the curves.

2. All of the tie pads placed in service prior to lOSO have eliminated tie

abrasion, except the hard J--M asbestos-rubber pads.

3. Only the tie pads having a coaling held the moisture content of the

undcrplate tie area to less than 26 percent on the day of inspection after

a rain had fallen the preceding night.

4. Bridge waterproofing asphalt and Solvated Scalz used as a brush or

paddle coat on the tic plate bottom or on both the tie plate and adzed

-urface also held the moisture content of the under-iil.iti' area below 26

percent under the conditions drsrriiud in item 3.
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Additions in 1950

Eleven new test sections were installed in July and November 1950. Four of the

sections were placed in tangent track and 7 on a 5-deg. curve, the latter being opposite

the depot at East Bernstadt. Ky., which is about 6 miles north of London, Ky., and

approximately ^^ mile north of the lonji 4-dcK. 30-min. test curve. It was necessary to

select a new test curve because the two 4-deg. 30-min. curves had been fully utilized in

1949. The additional sections in tangent track—Nos. .v>. .^6. 44 and 45—together with

previous construction are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Fijr. 2 and Table 2 give the

details for the seven sections. 37 to 43 incl.. installed on the 5-det:. test curve. General

views of the test tancent and curve are shown in Fiirs. 3 and 4.

Installations in Tangent Track

Sections 35 and 36

Sections 35 and 3o were both placed in tangent track with oak tics and second-hand

13-in., Plan 5-B* tie plates for investigating the merits of Koppers' Xo. 16 scaling com-

pound as to the prevention of splitting and weathering of new and existing ties. Koppers'

Xo. 16 is a plasticized coal-tar product with asbestos fiber and an oil solvent. A repre-

sentative of the Koppers Company supervised the application of the sealing compound.

•Withdrawn from .\RE.\ Manual in 1948.
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131 RE Roil loid in 1944, 4-Hole Joint Bors

Fiq 2 - Plan of Test TrocK

Table 2 - Description of Test oeclionE ae Shown in Fi«.

Section
No.
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Fig. 3. Northward view of tangent test track. (Existing ties coated with
Koppers' No. 16 sealing compound in foreground).

Fig. 4. Northward view of 5-deg. test curve. (Racor Studs in foreground).
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Fig. 5. Section 35-Koppers* No. 16 sealing compound
on alternate new ties.

applying the sealing compound. A view of this coating may be observed in Fig. 5. .A

record of the tie plate penetration on the middle 4S ties will be maintained. Sections 35

and 36 were installed July 13, 1950, and the coating was still tacky six weeks later.

Observations made November 1, 1950, revealed that the coating was soft but no longer

tacky on the surface.

Section 36 consisted of 118 existing creosoted hardwood ties of ages ranging from 2

to 19 years. The treating dates of about one-half of the ties could not be determined

because of missing date nails or obliterated brand marks. All of the tics in this section

were coated on top, and the south 58 ties were also coated on the ends. The method

of application of Koppers' No. 16 was the same as used in section 35, except that no

coating was applied on the areas under the tie plate and rail. The average amount oi

compound used per tie was 0.61 gal., or 6.1 lb. per tie, in the two test sections. A por-

tion of section 36 is shown in the foreground of Fig. 3. No mechanical wear measure-

ments will be taken on the existing ties because of the wide variation in the age and

condition. Periodic inspections will be made of both of the sections having the sealing

compound to note any further development of splits and the general condition as tn

weathering, etc.
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i -5i

Fig. 6. Sections 44 and 45—Dayton Rubber Company's tie plate and pad.
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3r * >«^

Fig. 7. Section 38—Achuff sisal fiber tie pad.

f^- A>^*'T ^Ti^

Fig. 8. Section 39—Johns-Manville rubber-vegetable and asbestos

fiber tie pad.
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Sections 44 and 45

The type of construction used in these two sections was sponsored by tlie Dayton

Rubber Company, which also donated the tie plate and pad material. Two laborator>

views of the cast steel tie plates, rail clips, and molded rubber insert pads arc shown in

Fig. 6. The tie plates arc 9 in. by 12 7/16 in. by 25/32 in. thick at the outer shoulder,

and have 1 :40 ± cant and 5/32-in. eccentricity. The plates were cast with the cut-outs for

the clips and raised insert pads. Because of the irregularity in the thickness of the cast

steel tie plates, the rubber pads were made 3/16 in. thicker than the plates, instead

of % in. The rail rests on the insert pad, and the skeleton tie plate is not intended to

carry vertical loads. The pads are said to cushion the shock loads between the rail and tie.

These sections were installed in tangent track with hardwood ties November 1, 1950.

Section 44 was built with 48 new creosoted oak ties 7 in. by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in., and

had 2 each of new S^-in. by 6-in. cut line and anchor spikes. In section 45 the plates

and pads were placed on 47 existing hardwood ties after carefully hand adzing the full

width of the ties to the level of the plate area on the wood. The spiking was the same.

except that second-hand cut spikes were used in the anchor position. Penetration measure-

ments of the pads into the ties will be made at the termination of the test by removing

the plates and pads. This construction in tangent track will treble the maximum bearing

pressure on the ties as compared with the l.^-in. plates with yi-in. eccentricity.

Installations in 5-deg. Curve

This 5-deg. curve is in the northward main and is located at the summit of a long.

heavy descending grade where speeds are restricted to 35 and 25 mph. for passenger

and freight trains, respectively. The curve carries 4 in. elevation and has a balanced

speed of 35 mph. From observations, the service conditions, particularly for the inner

rail, appear to be more severe on this curve than on the two 4-deg. 30-min. test curves

where the train speeds are higher. The 5-deg. curve is laid with 131 RE 1944 rail with

4-hole head-contact joint bars. At this location, which is opposite the East Bemstadt

depot, the northward local passenger and freight trains make station stops. Seven test

sections (Fig. 2 and Table 2), each being approximately two track panels in length, were

installed in the curve on July 11 and 12, 1050, \vith new 14-in. AREA Plan No. 12 tie

plates having the 8 square-hole symmetrical punching. All sections were built with 7-in.

by 8-in. or 7-in. by 9-in., by 8-ft. 6-in., new creosoted oak ties and 2 each of ^-in. cut

line and anchor spikes, except in section 43, where 2 Racor Studs were used as anchors.

All of the tie pads applied in sections 38 to 42 incl. were prepunched with •)^-in. dia.

holes for 2 staggered line spikes, except the J-M pads, which had J^-in. dia. holes.

Section 37

These two panels have the standard construction of the L. & N., which consists

of the 14-in. tie plate and 2 each of cut line and anchor spikes, and which wiU be used

for controls

Section 38

.A,chuff sisal fiber tie pads, about ]4 '"• thick, were applied in this .'section. These

pads had a rubber-!)ase impregnant that was tacky in warm and hot weather. The

Achuff Railway Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., developed and manufactured their

product, which is designated as '"The Tie-Saver Pad." Many of these pads were cut

oversize in length and/or width, and those who have the opportunity to inspect the

installation:: on the L. & N. should not assume that these pads have stretched or mashed
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out unless they no longer have a rectangular shape. A view of this construction is shown

in Fig. 7. On October 31, 1950, after 3^ months' service, 13 pads (9 on the inner rail

and 4 on the outer rail) had mashed out of shape and shown signs of distress.

Section 39

After several months of development work, Johns-Manville produced a new type

of pad that would prevent the slight tie abrasion that had occurred with their asbestos-

rubber pad originally placed in section 25, August 1948. The new design of uncoated pad,

J4 in- thick, is rubber based and contains vegetable and asbestos fibers. One of the pads

is shown in Fig. 8, in which it will be observed that the pad had split at both of the

anchor spikes. The pads were weak in this respect because splits occurred at one-hall

of the anchor spikes where no holes were prepunched.

Section 40

The sponsor of this section is the Taylor Fibre Company, Norristown, Pa., manu-

facturers of laminated plastics, vulcanized fiber and phenol fiber. Initially, the sponsor

developed a sample tie pad made of two layers of vulcanized fiber, and another of red

rubber cemented together with the fiber plies on the outside. At the suggestion of the

AAR research staff, the sponsor furnished 2-p,ly pads consisting of a layer of rubber % in.

thick, and one layer of vulcanized fiber 3/32 in. thick, to avoid having the hard fiber

next to the tie. The vulcanized fiber is similar to that used in insulated track joints.

The pads were placed in the track with the rubber layer in contact with the tie to

avoid abrasion that might be produced by the hard fiber. There was practically no

splitting of the fiber layer at the anchor spikes. Typical construction of this section may
be observed in Fig. o.

Section 41

This is the third installation made with Fabco rubber-fiber pads. The first test was

placed in tangent track in 1947, and the second was located in the short 4-deg. 30-min.

test curve in 1948. Section 41 was included in the plan for the 5-deg. test curve for

two reasons: (1) to test two different pad coatings suggested by the manufacturer, and

(2) to place the pads where the service conditions are more severe. Previous installations

were made with uncoated pads.

This section consists of 47 creosoted oak ties, and the pads on the north 23 ties were

not coated. The next 12 ties had a brush coat of Baker's K-2 cement applied to the

bottoms of the pads in the field before insertion. The south 12 ties had pads coated on

both sides at the plant with Baker's S-72 cement. The factory coating was sprinkled

with mica powder to prevent the pads from sticking together. All loose mica was knocked

off of the pads before insertion. The sponsor of this section stated that both of the

cements have a coal-tar base, and that S-72 also has a filler and a flux oil added. The

S-72 coating was firm when the pads were inserted, while the K-2 cement was quite

soft, which caused it to squeeze out more. Splits in the pads occurred at only two anchor

spikes. A photograph of one of the pads coated with Baker's K-2 cement is shown in

Fig. 10.

Section 42

For this section the Dunne Rubber Company of Ashtabula, Ohio, furnished some

uncoated molded rubber pads ^g in. thick. This company is also the manufacturer of the

reinforced rubber line spike cushions applied in the tangent portions of section 2 in

1949. The pads were made of natural rubber tire tread stock with a small amount of
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Fig. 9. Section 40—Taylor Fibre Company's rubber-vulcanized fiber tie pad.

' %

Fig. 10. Section 41—Fabco lie pad with Baker's K-2 cement
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Fig. 11. Section 42—Dunne's molded rubber tie pad, Ys in. thick.

Fig. 12. Section 43—two Racor Studs.
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Neoprene added to increase their oil resisting properties. The tops of the pads had

shallow grooves formed in a direction j)arallel with the length of the pads, and the same

shape grooves were molded across the wiflth of the pads on the bottom. It is said that

these grooves will increase the resistance of the pads to stretching. This thin uncoated

pad has a low cost relative to the other types, and is being investigated to determine if

it has the ability to withstand the service conditions and to protect the tic from plate

cutting for a satisfactory period. One of these pads is .shown in Fii;. 11.

Section 43

In 194Q the Kacor Stud was lust in.-lalled as anchor si)ikes in section o on tangent

track, as reported in the Proceedings, \'ol. 51. 1950, page 681. For the purpose of sub-

jecting this fastening to a more accelerated test, it was decided to make a second installa-

tion on the 5-deg. curve. Accordingly, the tic plates in two panels of track were anchored

with 2 Racor Studs as shown in Fig. 12. The studs project a little farther above the tie

plates than in section 6 because the tie plate punching was on the low side of the toler-

ance. .'Ml of the studs were driven down hard. Compare Fig. 12 with Fig. IS.

Alterations Made in 1949 and 1950

Section 9

This change was made December 13, 1949, too late for that year's report. From
plans prepared by the AAR research staff, shown in Fig. 13, the Dunne Rubber Com-
pany made a small lot of molded rubber anchor spike cushions of the same composition

as used in their rubber tie pads. The north 10 pine ties in one of the tangent portions

!••
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Fig. 14. Section 9—two rubber anchor spike cushions on north ten pine ties.

Fig. 15. Section 6—two Racer Studs on oak ties; tangent track.
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of section 9 were changed by adding a cushion to each anchor spike, as indicated in

Fig. 14. All spikes were reversed as to stagger in order to utilize the unused prcborcd

holes in the ties. The spikes were driven to about the depth required to compress the

cushion % in. Some of the cushions were ruptured because of overdriving the spikes in

the rubber. In July 1950, it was found that all of the tie plates were tight on the ties.

Section 20

The sponsor of section 20, which has 2 Thompson Rail and Tie Plate Clamps per

tic plate, has requested that the test be discontinued because the fastening design con-

tributed to tie pumping and spike hole growth, the latter being brought about by the

dynamic loads on the screw spike, which has 3 in. of its shank above the tie. This

section had not been altered at the time of the 1950 inspection and will be included

later in this report.

Section 21

Fabco tie pads were first installed in these tests in August 1947. The pads were

placed in two panels each of creosoted oak and pine ties in tangent track. By 1950 many
of the pads had stretched as much as 1 in. in length. For the purpose of conveniently

detecting further stretching of the pads in the future, the pads were cut even with the

tie plate ends on the oak ties in tangent track in August 1950. The Fabco pads on the

pine ties were not cut off as it was thought desirable to leave one section intact to

determine if the trimming of the pads will have any effect on their serviceability.

Section 6

The change from Racor Drive Tight line spikes to cut line spikes and 2 Racor Studs

for anchors has been previously reported. A view of this construction is presented in

Fig. 15.

Test Measurements

During the summer of 1950 a complete check of the test installations was made.

This work included approximately 15,000 measurements of tie plate penetration, track

gage, elevation and middle ordinates on the test curves.

Tie Plate Penetration

The data taken on plate cutting were quite voluminous and have been summarized

and condensed for convenient analysis in Table 3. This table shows for each subsection:

(1) the million gross tons of traffic carried during the periods covered by the penetra-

tion measurements; (2) average tie plate settlement for each test stretch, in 0.001 in.;

and (3) percentage of tie plates loose on the tie at the end of the test period. During the

three-year test period the gross tonnage of traffic averaged about 20 million per annum.

The sections built in 1947, 1948 and 1949 had carried approximately 55, 35 and 15 million

gross tons, respectively.

The penetration measurements were quite small, and further analysis as to the ends

of plates and inner and outer rails of the curves does not seem justified for the purpose

of this report. In the future, when the measurements become larger and, therefore, more

significant, a more detailed study of plate cutting will be presented. Penetration averages

given for the pad sections, except No. 25, represent the total settlement of the plate,

which is comprised of seating and compression of the pads and coatings, and possibly

some pad abrasion. No tie abrasion has been detected under any type of pad, except

in both part? of section 25 with the Johns-Manville rubber-asbestos pads, where there
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was slight abrasion of the wood. The pcnctiation values given for the sections with

coatings and asphalt sheets may include minor settlement of the plates caused by the

material squeezing out aftef taking the initial readings. Plate penetration measurement?

for the diamond-bottom tie plates include cutting in of the ribs that occurred after taking

the base readings. .\n inspection of abrasion under the Eric diamond-bottom tie plates,

with cut spikes, on the long 4-deg. 30-min. test curve, indicated that the ribs had fully

cut into the oak tics after about 25 million gross tons of traffic.

In general, the special fastenings have shown a reduction in plate cutting as com-

pared with the sections with cut-spike construction. The differences in plate cutting are

generally small in magnitude from a practical standpoint, and it would be unwise to

analyze them quantitatively, except to the extent that one section performed better than

another one. It should be borne in mind; (1) that tie plate loads on curves are heavier

than on tangent, and that prior to the initial penetration readings tie plates on the

curves can become better seated than on tangent, and (2) that, likewise, plates become

seated more rapidly on pine than on oak ties. The foregoing will explain why in some

instances, for the same construction, the tie wear on the curve was not more than on

tangent, and also why the values given for the pine ties are not always greater than

those for the oak ties on tangent.

A lengthly discussion on the comparison of the penetration values for the various

kinds of construction will not be presented because the reader can easily make com-

parisons for the sections in which he is most interested. Unless the rate of plate cutting

is greatly accelerated in the future, it may require a total service period of about ten

years before tentative conclusions can be made as to the relative effectiveness of the

hold-down fastenings.

There was an indication that the tie wear in section 24, having 2 each of cut line

and anchor spikes, was slightly greater on the ties with the compression clips than on

the other ties. In section 31, plate cutting on ties having the G. & H. Controls no-creep

rail anchor was slightly less than on the other ties. In this section the unanchored ties

had 2 cut line spikes only, while the anchored ties had 1 cut line spike and 2 Oliver Tie

Plate drive spikes for anchors per plate. These differences are not important at present,

but may become of interest in the next few years after the tie abrasion has progressed

substantially.

Gage of Curves

Fig. 16 is presented to show a record of the track gage for the two 4-deg. 30-min.

test curves to August 1950. During the last service period the gage has widened mod-

erately in sections 29, 28 and 21, and in a few of the test panels the irregularities have

been accentuated. The gage is holding remarkably well on the curves, particularly in

the sections with special hold-down fastenings. Plate cutting has been so small that the

gage has been little affected by canting of the rails outward because of unequal pene-

tration at the tie plate ends. Measurements of the curve wear on the outer rails of the

curves show that this wear has been negligible. The curves are protected with a Meco rail

oiler located immediately south of the short test curve.

General Inspection

A general inspection of the entire test installation was made in July 1950. In addition

to the customary observations for loose fastenings, damaged pads and other defects,

several tie plates were removed to examine the tie pads, ties, and coatings, and also to

measure the moisture content of the ties within and outside of the tie plate or pad
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Fig. 17. Section 28—Wool felt tie pad on long 4-deg. 30-min. test curve
after ten months' service.

Fig. IS. Section 29—Bird fiber-rubber pad removed from long 4-deg.
30-min. curve after ten months' service.
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areas. For convenience, all of the inspection notes have been summarizd in Table 4,

consisting of four parts. Part I covers the hold-down fastenings; Part II. adhesives and

coatings; Part III, general observations of tie pads; and Part IV, inspection of pads

by removal, and information on the moisture content of the tie surface.

In general, there were ven.' few loose fastenings and no general tapping down or

retightening has been necessary. Repair work performed is noted for sections 10, 13 and

15 in the Remarks column of Table 4, Part I. Many of the double coil helical washers

in sections 11, 12, 16 and 19 have broken or cracked at the tapered ends. However, all

of these washers were tight. These spring washers were substituted for the double coil

Thackery washers in some of the sections in order to investigate the advantage of having

80 percent more reactive spring travel, which it was believed would effect economy in

retightening the screw spikes a fewer number of times. The cause of the washer breakage

has not been determined.

Information concerning the installations with adhesives and coatings has been sum-

marized in Part II of Table 4. In 11 months, all of the tie plates in section 33, which had

been cemented to the ties with the Borden Company's products under ideal conditions,

had broken bond. This section was installed in September 1949. The Solvated Sealz

coating applied August 1948 in section 1.10 has given the best service performance of any

of the coatings applied with a brush or paddle. The Solvated Sealz and bridge water-

proofing asphalt coatings held the moisture content of the area under the tie plates

below the fiber saturation point of 26 percent.

In Part IV, Table 4, it will be noted that the Bird pads with asphalt coating held

the moisture content in the tie plate area below 26 percent. All of the other makes

of pads were uncoated and the moisture content of the tie plate area was always above

26 percent. Engine sand was found under a few of the Fabco pads.

The moisture content readings were taken immediately after the removal of each

tie plate or pad. These readings were obtained with a Tag-Heppenstall resistance-type

moisture meter, which would measure the moisture content to a maximum of only 26

percent, or to the fiber saturation point. The meter was operated by T. G. Gill, wood

technologist, Timber Enginering Company, who is the technologist-in-charge of the

investigation being made jointly by the AAR and the National Lumber Manufacturers

Association to improve the service life of ties. Future moisture readings will be taken

with another type of meter which will register up to 65 percent moisture.

During the inspection, photographs were taken of two types of pads, as shown in

Figs. 17 and 18. Fig. 17 shows one of the wool felt pads in section 28, which had mash*l

out appreciably. Fig. 18 shows one of the Bird rubber-fiber pads which had been

removed. The asphalt coating was intact on the tie and covered the full area of the tie

plate. The latter pad has a serrated surface, which has aided in keeping the asphalt

from squeezing out.

Summary

Although the tie abrasion has been quite small, the measurements do indicate that

the ties in the sections with the special hold-down fastenings show less wear than those

in the sections having only cut spikes. So far the tie plate penetration on each of the

4-deg. 30-min. test curves has been about the same for the inner and outer rails. How-
ever, after the plate cutting has increased substantially, it will be possible to determine

definitely whether one nil cuts the tics more than the other.

Most of the tie pads have effectively eliminated tie abrasion, except for the hard

J-M pads in section 25, where the tie wear was slight. The single-ply duck pads coated

with asphalt have not performed well because of ripping at the spikes. The 5 and 7-ply
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duck-felt pads installed in 1947 have suffered some from delamination and failure of the

felt plies. This type of pad was superseded in 1948 by the Bird duck-burlap pads, which

were in good condition after two years' service. Tie surface moisture measurements made

under the tie pads indicated that only the coated pads (furnished by Bird & Son, Inc.)

held the moisture content below 26 percent, which is about the fiber saturation point

of the ties. Prior to August 1950, the 1947 tie pads had carried about 60 million gross

tons of traffic, consisting of about S million before taking the initial penetration reading!

and 55 million subsequently. The tests on all types of pads have been too short U
develope information on their serviceability and economy.

Some of the subsections of section 1 with coatings or adhesives have shown a smah

initial reduction in tie wear. These differences may disappear in the future. However,

in any event, final judgment as to their merits will be more in order at some later date.

Although the bridge waterproofing asphalt applied to the tie plates in section 1.2 had

squeezed out badly, the moisture readings taken under two plates were below 26 percent.

Likewise, the tie surface moisture content under the tie plate in section 1.10, with

Solvated Sealz, was held below the fiber saturation point.

It is believed that the greatest benefits to be derived from coatings, with or without

pads, is in keeping out free water and sand, or other abrasive material. Water acts as a

lubricant, particularly with reasonably new ties, and will ultimately soften the wood.

Laboratory tests with new timber have shown that tie abrasion progresses most rapidly

with the combination of horizontal tie plate movement, water and sand. The benefit to

be derived from holding the moisture content of the tie surface under the tie plate to

less than the fiber saturation point of the species of wood has not been determined.

These tests have not progressed sufficiently to warrant evaluation of the various types

of construction.
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Committee

Report on Assignment 4

Tie Renewals and Costs Per Mile of Maintained Track

The statistics compiled annually by the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, pro-

vide information regarding the number and cost of cross ties laid in replacement in 19S0

and are shown in Tables A and B. It will be noted that the average cost per tie laid in

replacement, as well as the total number of ties laid in replacement in the United States,

was approximately the same in 1950 as in 1949.

The Committee on Ties,

B. D. Howe, Chairman.
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Investigation of Distribution of Pressures

Under Bridge Rocker Shoe Slabs

Submitted by Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures,

as an Advance Part of Its 1952 Report

By M. B. Lagaard

Associate Professor of Civil Engineering

Northwestern Technological Institute

Synopsis

The following report covers an investigation of bridge rocker shoe slab assemblies

conducted at Northwestern University for AREA Committee 15—Iron and Steel Struc-

tures. The purpose of these tests was to secure data regarding the pressures on the con-

crete under the base slab, as well as the stresses in the slab and its deflection, so that

a modification of the present design specifications could be made.

Eight slabs of different dimensions were selected for investigation. These varied

in width from 8 to 18 in. and thickness from 3 to 4J4 in. The length of all the slabs

was 36 in.

Two loads were used in the tests and were applied to all slabs regardless of dimen-

sions. The first load was equivalent to an average pressure of 600 psi. computed on

the basis of the area of the widest slab. The second load was 900 psi. computed on

the same basis.

Present requirements of the specifications limit the bearing stress on the concrete

to oOO psi.

Steel pedestal blocks were used underneath the base slabs to provide a means

for measuring the pressure on the concrete. To these were attached electrical strain

gages leading to a portable instrument which indicated the actual values of the strains.

This equipment was also used for measuring the strains in the slab itself. A portable

dial deflectometer was used for measuring deflections.

The readings on the pedestal blocks show that the pressure on the concrete is

not uniform, but varies in general from a maximum along the centerline of the slab

directly under the rocker, to a minimum at the edges. It also appears to be somewhat

larger at the central portion of the slab longitudinally than at the ends. The stresses

and deflections show the same relationship.

In studying the effect of varying the width of the slab, it was noted that pressures

on the concrete along the centerline of the rocker decreased as the width of the slab

increased from 8 in. to about 14 in. and then increased as the width further increased

to 18 in.

The average stresses at the center of the slab under the rocker increased as the

width of the slab increased, the 18-in slab showing about 50 percent more stress than

the 8-in. slab. The deflections also increased as the width of the .slab increased, vary-

ing from about 0.0008 in. for the 8-in. slab to about 0.0036 in. for the 18-in. slab.

In studying the effect of variable thickness of the base slab, the average pressures

along the centerline of the rocker decreased from about 1900 psi. for the 3-in. slab

to 1200 psi. for the 4^-in. slab. A projection of the curve would indicate that the

pressure would be about uniform, for all practical purposes, if the slab thickness were

increased to about SJ/^ in.
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The stresses in the rocker shoe slab and the deflections increased as the width

of the slab increased.

The rubber-fabric pads reduced the average pressure on the concrete along the-

centerline of the rocker; however, when compared with the neat cement bed, the

maximum single value of the recorded pressure on the individual pedestal blocks was

higher than for the neat cement bed. The J^-in. pad was more effective in reducing

the maximum pressures than the ^-in. pad.

General Statement

The series of tests described in this report was planned to secure data regarding

the distribution of pressures under the base slab of a rocker shoe for a bridge, us well

as the stresses and deflections in the slab, so that a simple method of design could be

evolved. The tests were made for Committee IS of the AREA, and were financed

largely by the Association of American Railroads and partly by Northwestern Univer-

sity in a cooperative enterprise. The tests were conducted in the civil engineering labo-

ratories at Northwestern Technological Institute, Evanston, 111.

Method

The method of making the tests consisted of measuring pressures under, and stresses

and deflections in, a full size rocker shoe assembly by means of electrical .strain gages

and a dial-type deflectometer, shown in Figs. I and 2.*

The shoe assembly was placed in a 1,000,000-lb. testing machine on a heavy con-

crete base 211/2 in. thick and loaded vertically. Eight different size slabs were tested

and several bedding conditions were investigated. The schedule of tests is shown in

Fig. 3.

The bedding conditions shown in the schedule of tests consisted of two types of

cementing materials and two types and thickness of rubber-fabric pads. For the

cementing materials, Lumnite, a high alumina, 24-hour cement, was used to speed

up the program of tests.

For the neat cement mixture, the proportions that gave the best results for setting

purposes were 25 lb. of cement to 7 lb. of water, or a water-cement ratio of 3.15

gal. per sack of cement. Cylinders made from this material weighed 131 lb. per cu. ft.

and tested 4600 psi at 24 hours.

The Embeco mixture was used in the following proportions: sand—6.75 lb., Lum-
nite cement^—6.75 lb., Embeco—15.25 lb., and water—3.69 lb. The water-cement ratio

for this mixture was 6.15 gal. per sack of cement. It weighed 174 lb. per cu. ft. and

tested 500 psi. at the age of 2 days and 4300 psi. at 11 days.

There were two styles and thicknesses of rubber-fabric pads. The ^-in. pad had

.n layers of fabric impregnated with a rubber-like material. The outer layers were

heavier and smooth in texture.

The %-m. pad had 6 or 8 layers of fabric impregnated with a rubber-like mate-

rial and the surface was knurled to give a rough surface with very little of the fabric

exposed.

Equipment and Apparatus

The concrete base used in this test had been used previously in a rocker shoe assem-

bly test as reported in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 49, 1948, page 214. It was 30 in.

wide, 47 in. long and 27J4 in. high. It rested directly upon the steel bed of the testing

machine. The top surface of the block had been leveled off when it was constructed

* All figures referred to in this report are shown at the end of the text, beginning on page 99.
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by carefully screeding and trowelling but. other than that, no effort had been made

to make the surface a true plane. The concrete in the block te.sted 4000 psi. at the

time the original tests were made, which was at the age of 2 months. It had undoubt-

edly increased somewhat in strength since that time, but no cores were taken and no

further tests of the strength of the concrete were made.

The rocker shoe slabs were rolled steel plates 36 in. long and varying in width

and depth as shown in Fig. 3.

Details of the rocker itself are shown in Figs 2 and 3. It will be noted that a

segmental rocker was used. This was done to reduce the cost of manufacture, as no

tilted tests were planned. The curvature at the top and bottom of the rocker was the

same as in a complete rocker of the particular size tested. The cap slab was used as

r'.'ceived from the fabricating plant. The pedestal blocks, which were the means of

measuring the pressure under the base slab, were composed of hot-rolled steel blocks

cut from a 2-in. bar and machined to 1-in. rectangular thickness at the center to

increase the strain from the load to a measurable amount. The total depth of the

block was 3 in. Details of the blocks are described in the previous report and can

be seen in Fig. 2. The tops and bottoms of the blocks were surface ground to a tol-

erance of 1/1000 in.

Strains in the blocks were measured by two SR4 strain gages on opposite sides

of the block. A portable strain indicator was used. The gages were connected in series

so that a single reading gave the average strain in the block.

Arrangement of Loading Blocks

The blocks were spread uniformly over the bottom of the slab. In all cases,

except in some of the early tests of the 18-in. slab, it was possible to set one row

of blocks for each 2 in. of width of slab. Longitudinally, 17 rows were used.

Pattern of Gage Lines

Strain gage readings were taken on top of the slab to determine the distribu-

tion of stresses both longitudinally and transversely. The transverse readings were taken

across the width of the slab at five points, namely; the two ends, the quarter points,

and the mid-point. Readings were taken on the top of the slab only, since it was

assumed the material was homogeneous and that the neutral axis was in the center.

Because of the extreme importance of getting readings directly under the point of appli-

cation of the load, notches ^ in. wide and ^ in. deep were cut in the bottom of

the rocker itself so that gage lines could be placed directly under the rocker and across

the centerhne of the slab at these points.

Longitudinal readings were taken in some cases along each edge and along both

.sides of the rocker, and in other cases along the sides of the rocker only. This gave

a rectangular pattern of stress measurement which covered the slab fairly well. The

locations of the gages arc .<ho\\n in each diagram of recorded stresses, Figs. 18 to 30

inclusive. No diagonal readings were taken.

Pattern of Deflection Points

Deflections were taken along lour longitudinal lines; namely, at the two edges

and at approximately the third points. This gave 4 points in the transverse pattern and

8 to 12 points in the longitudinal pattern. See Figs. 31 to 4S inclusive.

Procedure for Making Tests

In some of the early tests, it was noted from the readings that the rocker was
not bearinc uniformly on the base slab. While the surfaces had been planed in the
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structural steel fabricating shop in the usual manner, there apparently were enough

irregularities after planing to prevent a perfect contact. It was decided, therefore, to

dress the surfaces of the slabs in the laboratory shop in an attempt to improve this

condition. A straightedge along the underside of the rocker also indicated unevenness,

and this was corrected by filing, using Prussian blue to detect the high spots.

The 18-in. by 3-in. by 36-in. slab was tested before and after planing to deter-

mine the effect of slab irregularities.

The steel blocks used to measure the pressures under the slab were glued to the

underside with Duco cement. This permitted turning the slab over after the blocks

were fastened without breaking their contact with the slab. Care was used to squeeze

out any surplus cement so that the deformation of the cement itself would be a

negligible quantity.

After the adhesive cement had hardened, which took about 24 hours, the slab was

placed in a cradle and supported in a sling by the head of the testing machine and

revolved 180 deg. so the blocks were underneath the slab. The head of the machinjc

was then lowered and the blocks guided into position on the bed prepared for them.

Where neat cement was used for the bed, the mixture was spread between %-in.

plates serving as forms on top of the concrete base. As soon as the neat cement had
started to harden sufficiently to prevent flowing as a liquid, the slab was lowered

into place. Unless this was done with great care and at the proper stage of setting

of the cement, a uniform bearing would not be secured under the slab. This was

evident from the irregularity in the readings on the individual blocks, and also from

the appearance of the hardened cement when the blocks were removed. The blocks

themselves did not adhere to the cement because a coating of oil had been applied to

the contact surface before the slab was set on the bed.

When the slab had been set in position, the rocker was then lowered into place

and the cap slab added to the assembly. Where neat cement or Embeco cement was

used as bedding material, the slab was allowed to set for about 24 hours undisturbed.

Readings were started as soon thereafter as practical, and continued whenever the

opportunity permitted until the test was complete. Where the rubber-fabric pads were

used, readings were started as soon as the slab had been set.

Method of Loading

An hydrauHc-type testing machine with a capacity of 1,000,000 lb. was used

in this investigation. While the machine was equipped with a load mantaining attach-

ment, it was found to be more convenient to station a man at the valve during the

entire period of the test so that the load could be held constant while obscrv'ationis

were in progress.

Referring to Fig. 1, the rocker shoe assembly is in the testing machine in the right

background. The observer at the extreme right is reading the deflections of the slab

from a steel frame anchored to the base of the concrete block. In the center fore-

ground the observer is operating the dial indicator which measures the strains in the

supporting blocks and in the slab itself. Surrounding him are switch boxes which

lead to the various SR4 gages. The valve control for the testing machine is at the

extreme left, where the operator is applying the load.

The loads selected for the tests were 388,800 lb. and 578,800 lb. The former gives

an average pressure calculated on the basis of the 18-in. slab of 600 psi., which is

the value recommended in the present design specifications. The latter is approximately

'SO percent greater, or a little less than 900 psi.
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The method of loading used in the later tests is given in sequence below:

(1) 1000 lb. (called the initial load)

(2) 578,800 lb.

(3) 1000 lb.

(4) 388,800 lb.

(5) 578,800 lb.

(6) 1000 lb.

Readings were taken at all loads. The first application of the 578,800-lb. load

was made to permit the slab to take up any slight irregularities which might have

occurred in the bed under the slab, and load No. 3 of 1000 lb. was con.sidered: the

.<tart of the test. However, the results indicated no appreciable differences in the 1000-

II). readings, except in the deflections.

Method of Reading

Readings of strains and deflections were taken in all cases in sets of two, with

a third set taken to check the readings which disagreed by more than a predetermined

amount.

In the case of the strain gage readmgs, which were read to an estimated value of

1/1,000,000 in., a difference of 6 estimated points was considered satisfactory. In the

case of the deflection readings, which were estimated to 1/10,000 in., a difference of

more than 7 points was checked with a third reading.

In general, it was passible, b>- having two observers, to take the strain and deflec-

tion readings simultaneously. Whenever a partially completed test was discontinued

at the end of the day, a set of readings at the initial load was u.sually taken in the

morning to detect any possible change in conditions which might have taken place

while the load was off.

Presentation of Data

In presenting in graphical form the vast amount of data that has been accumu-

lated, separate charts have been prepared for each slab under the following headings

(1) Pressures under the base slab. Figs. 4 to 17 inclusive, (2) Stresses in the slab.

Figs. 18 to 30 inclusive, and (3) Deflections and settlement of the slab. Figs. 31 tn

45 inclusive.

Pressures

The general pattern of pressures varied from a minimum at the longitudinal

edges of the slab to a maximum under the center of the shoe. However, in spite of

exceptional care taken to secure uniformity in bearing when setting the .slab in cement

urout, some irregularities developed .so that a compari.«on of individual block read-

ings would not give the over-all picture. For this reason, .symmetrically located rows
of gage lines were averatied in analyzing the results. Single rows of readings, where

located on the centerline, were plotted as read without averaging where grouping was
not advantageous. This method was used also for the strains and the deflections, but

in both of these types (»f readings, of course, sharp variations in the individual read-

ings flid not occur.

In addition to the average curves, the maximum >inglc leading of pressures under

the blocks was given in the figure so that extreme conditions could be noted.

The curves of pressures were plotted using a multiplying factor of 7^, which is

based on an assumed modulus of .^0.000,000. ralihration of the individual blocks shows
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some variation in this factor, but the differences were not great, and the general pat-

tern of pressures was not affected thereby. A comparison of the sum of the individual

block readings and the total load indicated on the testing machine gives an average

value for a few tests selected at random as follows:

Sum of the individual block readings—543,300 lb.

Load indicated on the testing machine—578,800 lb.

In considering the merits of the four types of bedding conditions tested, it must

be remembered that the top of the concrete block on which the slabs rested was not

an absolutely true plane. Therefore, when the J4 and %-in. rubber-fabric pads were

used, they were placed directly on an irregular surface. No tests were made with

the slab resting directly on this irregular concrete surface without any bedding material,

but there is no doubt that the pads did assist in ironing out the irregularities in the

surface on which they were placed.

Where neat Lumnite cement was used as a bedding material, the maximuTn

strength was acquired in about 24 hours; the character of the bed remained practically

unchanged after that time. Therefore, readings which carried along over a period of

a week or so could be assumed to apply to the same bedding conditions as at 24 hours.

However, in the case of the Embeco mixture, the strength appeared to be low

at the start and increased over a period of several weeks, with the result that the

properties of the bed were changing somewhat as the work progressed. The readings

must, therefore, be interpreted with this in mind.

Stresses

As previously stated, the stresses in the top of the slab are represented graphically

in the same manner as the pressures, showing averages of symmetrical gage lines as

well as the average of all gage lines, longitudinal and transverse. In addition, the maxi-

mum measured transverse stress is plotted on the average curve chart, so the extreme

condition of bending can be noted.

The longitudinal distribution of transverse stresses is also plotted to show the

variation throughout the length of the slab. A considerable decrease is noted as the

readings approach the ends. This may be accounted for partially by the fact that the

slabs were slightly longer than the rocker, and the rocker itself was shallower at the

ends, which would tend to concentrate more pressure near the center of the slab.

In view of this variation, it was necessary to plot the longitudinal distribution

of transverse stress at all locations and take the average ordinate under the curve

to get the value which is designated as the average of all rows in the transverse curves.

Deflections

The curves for deflections show a combination of deflection and settlement. The

net deflection may be obtained b> drawing a straight line from the extremities of the

curve and measuring the vertical ordinates. The same method of averaging symmetrical

readings on opposite sides of the centerline has been used in presenting the data

graphically.

Summary of Data

In preparing a summary of the tests, curves have been grouped to bring out the

effect of the variables listed in the original program; namely, (1) variations in the

width of the slab, (2) variations in the thickness of the slabs, and (3) variations in

bedding conditions.
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Fig. 46 shows the effect of varying the width of the slab on the pressures, stresses

and deflections. It is interesting to note that the average and maximum pressures along

the centerUne decrease as the width of the slab is decreased to a certain point, and then

increase again as the width of the slab is further decreased.

The stresses show a relatively small but consistent change as the width of the

slab is increased, the effect of increase in the lever arm of the pressures at the edge

of the wider slabs being partially offset by the fact that the pressure at this point is

less than for the narrower slabs. The deflections abo show a similar relationship.

Fig. 47 shows the effect of increasing the thickness of the slab, with all other factors

remaining the same. As would be expected, the maximum pressures, stresses, and deflec-

tions decrease as the thickness of the slab is increased. The ratio of thickness (t) of

the slab to the over-hang (D) is also shown on this graph. The ma.ximum and aver-

age pressures decrease as the value of t/D increases. By projecting this curve to where

the maximum pressure is equal to the average or uniform pressure, it will be seen

that when a value of t/D equal to :j is reached, a further increase in the thickness

is of no benefit for this particular slab.

Fig. 48 shows the effect of bedding conditions on the pressure on the concrete

and the stress in the slab. It will be noted that the average pressure along the center-

line of the rocker is less with the rubber-fabric pad than with the neat cement base,

and that the thicker pad reduces the average pressure more than the thinner pad. The

maximum recorded pressure, however, is highest under the thinner pad and least

where a neat cement base is used. The high value of maximum pressures under the

rubber-fabric pads is undoubtedly due to the unevenness of the concrete surface on

which the pads rest, even though the surface was finished by screeding and trowelling

with a steel trowel. They seem to indicate that the pads of this particular thickness

could not wholly iron out these irregularities, even though the irregularities were

probably less than might be expected under field conditions. The effect of d'stributing

the pressures under the slab more uniformly is to increase the stresses in the slab to

some extent. However, this is of secondary importance compared to the benefit of

more uniform distribution of pressure on the concrete.
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Fig. 1. General view of the test arrangement while making measure-
ments. The rocker shoe assembly is in the testing machine in the right
background.
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Fig. 2. Rocker shoe assembly and instruments.
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FIG 27
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FIG 46
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Tests of Steel Girder Spans on the Illinois

Central Railroad

Advance Report of Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

1. Digest

This report contains a description and analysis of the test data obtained on two

double-track deck plate girder bridges, of 40-ft. and 60-ft. span, respectively, on the

Illinois Central Railroad. Each of these bridges has two parallel independent spans, one

for the northbound track, and one for the southbound track. The 40-ft. bridge, con-

sisting of two girders per track, has a ballasted track with a poured-in-place concrete

floor, while the 60-ft. bridge, also consisting of two girders per track, has an open timber

floor. The tests were made under regular scheduled trains, using both diesel and steam

locomotives operating over a complete range of speeds varying from 5 mph. up to the

maximum operating speed of 100 mph. for the diesels and 80 mph. for the steam loco-

motives. Stresses were measured under 45 diesel locomotives and 2^4 steam locomotives,

or a total of .339 locomotive test runs on the two bridges.

The stresses were measured by means of electromagnetic strain gages, with oscil-

lograph recordings, in various parts of the bridge such as:

Bottom flanges at the center of the span.

Top flanges at the center of the span.

Edges of bottom flange at the center of the span.

Bottom flanges along the length of the span.

Bottom flanges on a section through and outside the web splice.

Web plates at the end of the span.

Web plates at the quarter point of the span.

Lateral and cross frame bracing.

The tests were conducted as a part of the research program to determine the static

and dynamic effects in plate girder bridges; the final conclusions will be based upon the

results obtained in S2 plate girder bridges varying in length from 40 ft. to 140 ft.

The data secured during these tests were analyzed for the purpose of determining

the static and total impact effects as well as the individual effects which contriliute to

the total impacts. .\ brief summary of the analysis of the data follows:

1. There was considerable variation between the static stresses recorded in the

lower flanges of the girders at the centers of the spans and those calculated by the usual

method, as shown in Tables 3 and 5. The ratio of the recorded stress to the calculated

stress varied from 0.63 to 0.73 for the 40-ft. spans and from 0.60 to O.Ql for the 60-ft.

spans.

2. .\ comparison of the recorded and «:alculated static stresses in the web plates

of the girders close to the ends of the spans is shown in Tables 3 and S; it can be seen

that this ratio varied from 0.65 to 1.00 for the 40-ft. spans and from 0.91 to 1.14 for

the 60-ft. spans.

3. A comparison of the recorded and calculated static stresses in the web plates

of the girders close to the quarter points of the spans is shown in Tables 3 and 5 ; it can

All numbered tables referred to in this report appear beginning on page 168; figures begin on
page 178.
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be seen that this ratio varied from 0.S4 to 1.01 for the 40-ft. spans and from 1.03 to

1.76 for the 60-ft. spans.

4. A comparison of the stresses recorded in the top and bottom flanpes is shown in

Tables 4 and 6. The top flange stresses of the 40-ft. span were, on the average, 25

percent lower than the bottom flange stresses, as compared with the calculated value of

1 1 percent greater than the lower flange stress, indicating .'iome composite action between

the concrete floor and steel flange. The top flange stresses of the 60-ft. span are, on the

average, about 19 percent greater than the lower flange stresses, as compared with the

calculated value of 7 percent, indicating some possible frictional restraint of the end

bearings.

5. An increase in the average mean stress of both girders for an increase in speed

over the slow speed runs has been termed "speed effect." This effect was found throughout

these tests, as is shown in the upper left diagrams of Figs. 7, 8 and for the diesel

locomotives and Figs. 10 to 21, incl., for the steam locomotives.

The speed effects generally were not greater than 20 percent for the steam locomo-

tives and were somewhat smaller for the diesel locomotives.

6. The simultaneous stress measurements usually indicated an increase in stress in

the girder under one rail, with a corresponding decrease under the other rail. This

change in stress is termed "roll effect" and this effect on the two bridges is shown in the

lower left diagrams of Figs. 7, S and 9 for the diesel locomotives and Figs. 10 to 21,

incl., for the steam locomotives.

The roll effect generally amounted to about IS percent under the diesel locomotives

and 20 percent under the steam locomotives, and was about the same at the low speeds

as at the higher speeds.

7. The oscillograms showed that vibrations were induced in the test spans by the

diesel locomotives, even though their wheels had no unbalanced counterweights. This

impact has been termed "track effect" and is presumably caused by irregularities in the

track surface, flat spots, or out-of-round wheels. The track effects under the diesel

locomotives are shown on the right diagrams of Figs. 7, 8 and 9.

The track effect generally increased with an increase in speed, and amounted to

about 20 percent of the static stresses.

Table A. Girder Flanges At Centkr
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Table B. Girder Webs At End

Span length
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10. The total impact effects and recorded maximum stresses in the girder webs at

the ends of the spans, produced by the diesel and steam locomotives, are shown in the

diagrams of Figs. 37 to 51 incl. A comparison of the values determined by the current

AREA design specification with the maximum recorded values and with the average

of the six highest recorded values is shown in Table B:

11. The total impact effects and recorded maximum stresses in the girder webs near

the quarter point of the span, produced by the diesel and steam locomotives, are shown

in the diagrams of Figs. 52 to 66 incl. A comparison of the values determined by the

current AREA design specification with the maximum recorded values and with the

average of the six highest recorded values is shown in Table C:

12. The maximum direct stresses recorded in the angles of lateral bracing and cross

frames of the two bridges are shown in Figs. 67 to 70 incl. The maximum direct stresses

in the bracing members of the 40-ft. span with the poured-in-place concrete deck were

appreciably lower than those in the 60-ft. span with the open timber floor.

A comparison of the recorded and calculated maximum direct stresses in the laterals

of the 60-ft. span is shown in Table 7.

13. Since the readings were secured under practically all the trains passing over the

bridge during the test period, valuable data were secured on the frequency of occurrence

of the maximum stresses. A summary of the maximum stresses recorded in one girder

of each span and data on the frequency of occurrence of the maximum stresses are

shown on Figs. 71 and 72. The data for the two bridges indicate that only from 10

to 14 percent of the trains passing over the bridges produce stresses in the higher range.

14. The recorded simultaneous stresses across the section of the lower girder flanges

are shown in Tables 8 and 9. The difference between the stresses on the edges of the

same girder flange was small, indicating very little bending of the flange about a vertical

axis. The maximum bending amounted to about 12 percent on the girder of the 40-ft.

span and o percent in the 60-ft. spans.

15. The results of strain gage readings taken on the lower flange along the length

of two girders on the 40-ft. spans are shown in Table 10. These results indicate that

the shape of the moment curve for these spans under normal high-speed loading is about

the same as that calculated for static loading.

16. A comparison of the results of strain gage readings taken in the lower flange on

a section through a web splice and away from the web splice is shown in Table 11.

These results indicate that the stresses in the lower flange will be about the same, even

though the web splice plates are not completely developed.

2. Foreword

The bridge impact tests analyzed in this report were conducted in 104o lor AREA
Committee .W—Impact and Bridge Stres.ses, and were carried out under the direction

of G. M. Magee, research engineer. Engineering Division, Association of American Rail-

roads. The funds necessary for the tests were provided by the AAR.

The conduct of the test, analysis of data, and preparation of the report were in

charge of E. J. Ruble, structural engineer, research staff, AAR, assisted by A. A. Sirel,

assistant structural engineer.

The second assignment to Committee 30 is: Steel girder spans with open decks

and with ballasted decks. To secure data for this assignment the research staff arranged

to conduct tests of girder .spans of various lengths and types on several railroads where
both diesel and steam locomotives are operating at high speeds. In selecting girder spans
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for the tests on assignment 2, an effort was made to choose four girder spans of the

same length, consisting of one open track span of light design, one open-track span of

present day design, one ballasted track span of light design, and one ballasted track

jpan of present-day design. Since these requirements could not be met and still have

the bridges in high-speed territory, it was necessary to select bridges of various span

lengths, and capacities, and various types of decks.

The two bridges selected and tested on the Illinois Central Railroad and analyzed

in this report are on the main line between Chicago and New Orleans where several

diesel locomotives, as well as high-speed steam locomotives, are operating each day. Both

bridges are in double-track territory, with a separate southbound and northbound span.

The first bridge tested and analyzed in this report is a 40-ft., double-track, deck girder

.span with a ballasted, reinforced poured-in-place concrete floor, located close to Tuscola,

111. The second bridge is a 60-ft.. double-track, deck girder span with an open timber

floor, located close to Onarga, III., the southbound span being of heavy design and the

northbound span of light design.

The tests were conducted under regular scheduled trains since the maximum stresses

in the 40-ft. spans occurred under the locomotive only, and the effect on the stresses

of any variation in the tender loads on the 60-ft. spans was minor and easily adjusted.

Arrangements were made with the operating department of the railroad to have the

trains cross the test bridge at various speeds ranging from 5 mph., which is considered

the same as static loading, to the maximum operating speeds of the locomotives. Tele-

phone service was provided between the bridge and the dispatcher by placing a telephone

in the test building. The general procedure in conducting the test was to erect a 6-ft. by

8-ft. sectional test building at one end of the bridge, in which were placed the instruments,

special care being taken to set the recording oscillographs and power unit on sponge

rubber pads to eliminate any damage to the equipment from vibration. The electro-

magnetic gages used in these tests were individually calibrated and then erected on the

steel. Recordings were secured under both diesel and steam locomotives at all speeds,

with the track in normal operating condition. No effort was made to determine the

effect of a battered rail joint.

3. Instruments

The electrical-type instruments used in these tests were fully described in the AREA
Proceedings, Vol. 42, 1941, page 402. The gages used were of the electromagnetic type,

having a 2-in. gage length. Two 12-element oscillographs were used, and a maximum

of 24 simultaneous stresses were recorded for each locomotive test run. To secure read-

ings on both the northbound and the southbound span, gages were mounted on both

spans and a system of switches employed whereby the oscillographs recorded the effect

of the trains on either track. The relative position of each locomotive wheel with respect

to the centerline of the span was indicated by the two .solenoid marker units in each

oscillograph through the use of a spring-type switch on the wheel position marker,

located at or near the centerline of the span. The speed of the locomotive was readily

obtained from the oscillograms by determining the elapsed time for the locomotive of

known wheel ha.^e to pass over the wheel position markers. With the locomotive speed

known, the position of any wheel, such as the location for maximum ."Stress in the flanges

or in the webs, could be ascertained readily.

The strain gages were calibrated individually before the test runs were started and

after completing the runs. The average values obtained for each gage were used in

arriving at the stress factors, or the amount of unit stress in the steel per inch of dcflcc-
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tion of the light trace on the film for that particular gage. Usually a variation of only

100 or 200 psi. in the stress factor was found between the first and final calibration of

each gage. In general, for these tests a 1-in. deflection of the light trace on the film

indicated a strain in the steel of 0.001 in. for the 2-in. gage length, which is equivalent

to a unit stress of 15,000 psi., assuming a modulus of elasticity of .^0,000,000 psi.

4. Test Spans and Location of Instruments

40-ft. Deck Girder Spans—Ballasted Concrete Floor

This structure, built in 1921, near Tuscola, III., consist.s of one double-track span

having two girders per track. Girders are 40 ft. overall and 38 ft. 2]/^ in. center to center

of bearings, spaced at 7 ft. center to center of webs, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The

girders are supported by concrete abutments, as shown in Fig. 1. The capacity of the

span, using the gross section of the steel only and the present AREA design stresses and

impact for steam locomotives, would be Cooper E 74.8. The center line of the south-

bound track was off center % in. to the west at the center of the span, so that the west

girder was carrying 50.1 percent of the total load and the east girder 49.9 percent. The

centerline of track on the northbound span was off center 1J4 in. to the west at the

center of the span, so that the west girder was carrying 51.8 percent of the total load,

and the east girder 48.2 percent.

The floor was of the ballasted type, that is, the track ties supporting the rail rested

on about 12 in. of crushed rock ballast. The ballast is supported by poured-in-place

reinforced concrete slabs, resting directly on the smooth top flanges of the girders. No
effort had been made during construction to bond the concrete slabs to the top flanges

of the girders. The southbound track was laid with 112-lb. rail on double-shoulder tie

plates, while the northbound span was la'd with 131-lb. rail on double-shoulder tie

plates. The strain gages were erected on various parts of the structure, such as the

bottom and top flanges of both girders close to the center of the span, and the web

plates at the end and quarter points of one girder on each span, as shown in Fig. 3.

The gages were also placed on the angles comprising the cross frames and lateral bracing,

as shown on Fig. 67. A few test runs were secured with the gages at various locations

along the length of the lower flange, as shown in the bottom diagram of Fig. .^.

60-ft. Deck Girder Spans—Open Timber Floor

This structure, located near Onarga, 111., consists of one double-track span having

two girders per track, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. The northbound track girders were

erected in 1901, while those under the southbound track were erected in 1925. The

girders under both tracks are 60 ft. overall, with the southbound span having a center

to center of bearings of 58 ft. 4 in., and the northbound span having a center to center

of bearings of 58 ft. Q in. The girders under the southbound track are 7 ft. center to

center of webs, and the girders under the northbound track arc 8 ft. center to center

of webs. The girders arc supported by concrete abutments, as shown in Fig. 2. The

capacity of the southbound girders, using the gross section and the present AREA design

stresses and impact for steam locomotives, would be Cooper E 97.2, while the capacity

of the northbound girder would be Cooper E 80.2. The centerline of the southbound track

was off center 5/16 in. to the west at the center of the span, so that the west girder was

carrying 50.4 percent of the total load and the south girder 49.6 percent. The center-

line of track on the northbound span was ^ in. to the west at the center of the span,

so that the west girder was carrying 50.6 percent of the total load and the east girder

49.4 percent. The floor is of the open type, that is, the 8-in. by 8-in. timber ties support-
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ing the rails of the southbound span, and the S-in. by 10-in. timljcr tits supporting

the rails of the northbound span, rested directly on the top flange of the girders. The

rails were 112-lb. on both tracks and rested on double-shoulder tie plates. The strain

gages were erected on various parts of the structure, such as the lop and bottom girder

flanges close to the center of the span, and the web plates at the end and quarter points

of one girder on each span, as shown in Fig. 4. The gages were also placed on the

angles comprising the cross frames and lateral bracing of the southbound span, as shown

in Figs. 60 and 70. It was recognized that the rivet pattern in the web splice plates did

not completely develop the web plate, so that gages were placed on the lower flange on a

section through the center of the web splice plates, and also on the lower flange at a

point 1 ft. oJ/2 in. from the centerline of the splice, as shown in Fig. 4. so that com-

paratixe stresses could he obtained on the two locations.

5. Test Trains

The tests were conducted, as previously explained, under regularly scheduled trains.

The locomotive numbers were recorded as the trains passed over the bridge, and the

locomotives were then grouped for analysis of data according to their classes. A record

was maintained of the amount of coal and water required to fill the tender at the next

service stop pa.st the bridge, but it was not necessary to make any correction to the

calculated stresses for the 40-ft. span, and the correction for a partially filled tender was

negligible for the bO-ft. spans.

The necessary information regarding all the locomotives used in these tests, such as

axle weights, axle spacing, nominal wheel diameters, and all information required to

calculate the components and resultant unbalanced weights on the driving wheels of the

steam locomotives, was furnished by the mechanical department of the railroad. The

diagrams of all the locomotives used in these tests, except the mountain type 4-8-2.

class 2300, have been shown in past reports, but in order to facilitate the study of this

report the locomotive axle weights and axle spacings are shown on each diagram of

impact effects. A general description of all the locomotives under which test records

were obtained is as follows:

Diesel-Electric—4000 ftp. The locomotives of this class are used in passenger

service and their diagram can be found in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1Q4S,

page 241. The rating of the locomotives of this class in terms of Cooper loading

for moment at the center of the span varies from E 36.8 to E 30.8, as shown in

Table 1.

Steam Locomotive—Mountain Type—^-c?-2 (Class 2300). The locomotives

of this class are used in passenger service and all general data regarding them

are shown in Fig. 5. The ratings of these locomotives in terms of Cooper loading

for moment at the center of the .span varies from K .>?..> to K ,^8.0, as shown .'n

Table 1.

These locomotives have average reciprocating unbalance per side per ton

of locomotive weight in working order of S.81 lb., and an average reciprocating

compensation of 45 percent. The main drivers are cross-balanced, while the front,

intermediate, and rear drivers are straight-balanced. The average calculated ham-

mer-blow stresses in the two test bridges, based on the gross section at the center

of the span at one revolution per second, are .shown in Table 2.

Steam Locomotive—Mountain Type—i-S-2 (Class 2400). The locomotives of

this class are used in passenger service and their diagrams and counter-balancing
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data can he found in AREA Proceedings, \'ol. 46, 1045, page 243. The rating of

the locomotives of this class in terms of Cooper loading for moment at the center

of the spans varies from E 56.6 to E 56.7, as shown in Table 1. The straight-

balanced locomotives of this class have an average reciprocating unbalance per

side per ton of locomotive weight in working order of 5.79 lb., and an average

reciprocating compensation of 46 percent. The cross counter-balanced locomotives

have an average reciprocating unbalance of 5.96 lb. and an average reciprocating

compensation of 45 percent. The average calculated hammer-blow stresses in the

two test bridges (under the cross-balanced locomotives), based on the gross sec-

tion at the center of the span at one revolution per second, are shown in Table 2.

Steam Locomotive—Mountain Type—4-8-2 (Class 2500). The locomotives

of this type and class are used in freight service and their diagrams and counter-

balancing data can be found in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 244. The

ratings of these locomotives in terms of Cooper loading for moment at the center

of the span varies from E 62.3 to E 64.6, as shown in Table 1.

These locomotives have an average reciprocating unbalance per side per ton

of locomotive weight in working order of 6.63 lb., and an average reciprocating

compensation of 41 percent. The main and intermediate drivers are cross-balanced,

while the front and rear drivers are straight-balanced. The average calculated

hammer-blow stresses in the two test bridges, based on the gross section at the

center of the span at one revolution per second, are shown in Table 2.

Steam Locomolive—Mountain Type—4-8-2 (Class 2600). The locomotives

of this class are used in freight service and their diagram and counter-balancing

data can be found in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 245. The rating

of these locomotives in terms of Cooper loading for moment at the center of

the spans varies from E 65.7 to E 67.8, as shown in Table 1. These locomotives

have an average reciprocating unbalance per side per ton of locomotive weight

in working order of 6.58 lb., and an average reciprocating compensation of 40

percent. The main and intermediate drivers are cross-balanced, while the front and

rear drivers are straight-balanced. The average calculated hammer-blow stresses

in the two test bridges, based on the gross section at the center of the span at one

revolution per second, are shown in Table 2.

6. Analysis of Field Records

Test Records

The test records, or oscillograms, were photographed on sensitized paper, 10 in.

wide and 200 ft. long. Each oscillogram was marked with the name of the railroad, bridge

number, and date. • The oscillograph and run number, which is photographed on the

record after each run, refers to the log of test runs which shows the engine number,

direction, approximate speed, type of train, and all other necessary information regarding

the test run. The inclusion of all the test records, consisting of 678 oscillograms for the

294 test runs under the steam locomotive and 45 test runs under the diesel locomotives,

would make this report too voluminous. The oscillograms recorded during the test on

these girder spans are similar to the typical oscillogram shown in APvEA Proceedings,

Vol. 52, 1951, opposite page 14. All of the oscillograms are now on file in the AAR Central

Research Laboratoi-y at Chicago.
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Reading of Oscillograms

For an analysis of the oscillograms it was first necessary to find the base line repre-

senting zero stress. The first two or three inches of the record were taken before the

locomotive reached the span; the oscillographs were then started just as the locomotive

reached the test span and continued until the locomotive and tender were off the span.

The final two or three inches of oscillogram were then taken after the entire train had

passed over the span. Base lines representing zero stress were then drawn from one side

of the light trace for all the gages connecting the two "no load" parts of the record. Light

dash pencil lines were drawn on the records indicating the upper and lower envelope

cur\-es through the peaks of the oscillations on the traces as recorded from the gages on

the center of the lower flanges and on the web plates. The mean stress curves for the

slow locomotive speeds represent the static stress at the gage location for the different

positions of the locomotive as it passed over the span. Hence, the average of the greatest

mean stresses for the slow speed runs of about 10 mph. and under was used in arriving

at the recorded static stresses.

The semi-amplitudes of stress, or the difference between the upper envelope curve

and the mean stress curve, are produced by irregularities of the track and the effect of the

locomotive hammer blow. At slow speeds of about one revolution per second of the

steam locomotive drivers, the effect of the hammer blow in producing oscillations is

negligible, so that the semi-amplitudes of stress are almost entirely due to track or wheel

condition. At higher speeds the effect of the hammer blow in producing oscillations in

the structure increases rapidly. At or near synchronous speed the oscillations keep build-

ing up until they reach a maximum, which usually occurs at the time of maximum mean
stress. It has been interesting to note from the oscillograms that the frequency of these

oscillations coincides with the speed of the locomotive drivers in revolutions per second,

as the theory predicts.

Stress Corrections

The center of gravity of the "air gap" on the magnetic strain gages being 0.44 in.

from the base, the strains were correspondingly recorded on a plane 0.44 in. from the

surface of the steel. The stresses recorded in the top and bottom flanges of the girders

were corrected by assuming that the stress is proportional to the distance from the

neutral axis. The stresses recorded by the gages on the web plates were not corrected,

as the average of the maximum simultaneous stress recorded by the two gages was used

for these readings, thus eliminating all bending effects in the web plates from the test

results. It was not necessary to correct the stresses in the lateral bracing as the gages

were placed on the inside of the angles close to the neutral axis as shown in Fig. 6. Hence,

only the direct stresses were recorded (see Fig. 67).

Tabulation of Stresses

The mean, semi-amplitude, and maximum galvanometer deflections from the gagej

on the lower flanges and the web plates, and only the maximum deflections from the

remaining gages, were secured from the oscillograms and tabulated. The stresses were

then determined for each gage by multiplying the galvanometer deflections by the indi-

vidual stress factor determined from the calibration of the gages and based upon a

modulus of elasticity of 30,000.000 psi. The locomotive speed, and the position of the

first locomotive driver on the bridge with respect to the centerline of span at the instant

of recorded stress, are also shown on the tabulation sheets.
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Tables were then prepared for each test location, showing the various static and

dynamic effects at that location. The effects were tabulated acrording to locomotive

classes and in order of speeds for each test span.

The tables containing all the data taken from the film and entitled "Tabulation of

Recorded Stresses" and "Analysis of Strain Gage Readings" are on file in the AAR
Ontral Research Laboratory.

7. Static and Dynamic Effects

The data as taken from the oscillograms and summarized in the previously mentioned

tables were analyzed for the particular purpose of segregating and determining the mag-

nitude of the various static and dynamic effects of the live load. The results of this study

are as follows:

A. Static Stresses

The recorded static stresses in the lower flanges and web plates of the girders were

determined from the maximum mean stresses secured under slow-speed runs of approx-

imately 5 mph. for each locomotive class. The static stress in the girder flanges was the

greatest mean stress recorded by the one gage on the lower flange of each girder, while

the static stress in the girder webs was the average of the greatest mean stresses recorded

by the two gages on the web plates at each location. The static stresses in the flanges and

webs under the different locomotive classes were calculated for comparison with the

recorded static stresses. The exact position of the locomotive wheels which produced

the maximum recorded stress was secured from the oscillograms and the same locomo-

tive position was used for the calculated stress. The exact position of the locomotive

wheels which produced the maximum recorded stress usually met the criteria for cal-

culated maximum stress. Concentrated wheel loads were used in computing the bending

moment and the stresses are based upon the gross moment of inertia of the section.

(a) 40-ft. Deck Girder Span—Ballasted Concrete Floor

The comparison of the recorded and calculated live-load static stresses and the stress

factors, or the ratio of the recorded to the calculated stresses, in the lower flanges of the

girders close to the center of the span, in the web plates of the girders close to the end

of the span, and in the web plates near the quarter point of the span, is shown in Table

3. The static stresses recorded in each girder and the average of the two girders are

shown in columns 5, 6, and 7 of this table, while the calculated stresses are shown in

column 8. The recorded static stresses in the lower flanges of the girders under both

the southbound track and the northbound track are, on the average, 33 percent smaller

than those calculated. The calculated stresses were based upon the gross steel section

only, and no consideration was given to any composite action of the concrete floor and

steel. The reason for the variation between recorded and the calculated static stresses

has not been definitely determined, but experience with locomotive scales has proved

that there is a redistribution of the locomotive axle loads when the axles change eleva-

tions relative to each other. As the span deflects under live load, the center axles become

lower than the end axles; consequently, part of the load on these axles may be trans-

ferred forward and backward to the end axles. Undoubtedly the low recorded static

stresses are also due to the longitudinal distribution of the wheel loads. It has been

proved by rail stress measurements that the rail acts as a continuous beam on an elastic

support. This continuous action of the rail would result in a more nearly uniform load

on top of the girders.
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The large difference between the recorded and calculated static stresses in the top

flange is due to some composite action of the poured-in-piace concrete floor and steel,

as indicated by the low top flange stresses shown in Table 4. On the average, the top

flange stresses in the two girders of the southbound span were 29.2 percent lower than

the bottom flange stresses, while those in the northbound span were 21.1 percent lower.

However, it is evident that the composite action was not complete, as calculations indi-

cate that under complete action the top flange stresses would be 7S.S percent lower

than the bottom flange stresses. Complete composite action between the concrete floor

and steel would have reduced the calculated stresses shown in Table 3 by about 29.0

percent.

The recorded and calculated live-load static stresses in the web plates of one girder

of each span close to the end of the span and near the quarter point of the span are

shown in Table 3, and are the maximum tensile stresses occurring at the center height

of the web on a 45-deg. angle with the horizontal. The stress factors, or the ratio of the

recorded stress to the calculated stress, for (he shear in the web plates are somewhat

greater than the stress factors for bending moment at the center of the span. Average

stress factors for the shear in the web plates vary from 0.72 to 0.92.

The stresses in the web plates were measured in only one girder of each span, so the

data is not complete on the shears in these girder webs, as there is usually some variation

in the stresses between the two girders. However, it appears reasonable to assume that

these low stress factors for web shear are the result of partial composite action, whereb>'

the horizontal shears in the web are low.

(b) 60-ft. Deck Girder Spans—Open Timber Floor

The comparison of the recorded and calculated live-load static stresses and the stress

factors, or the ratio of the recorded to the calculated stresses, in the lower flanges close

to the center of the span and in the web plates of the girders close to the end of the

span and near the quarter point of the span, is shown in Table S. The static stresses

recorded in the lower flange of each girder and the average of the two girders are shown

in columns 5, 6. and 7 of this table, while the calculated static stresses are shown in

column 8. The recorded static stresses in the lower flanges of the girders under the

.southbound .span, which is of heavy design, are about 17 percent lower than those cal-

culated, while the recorded stresses in the northbound span, which is of lighter design,

are about 23 percent lower than the calculated stresses. It would appear that the differ-

ence in the recorded stresses between the two .spans is a result of the increased deflection

of the lighter span, thus reducing the axle loads near the center of the span.

The simultaneous stresses recorded in the top and bottom flanges of each girder

under various test runs selected at random for the various locomotive classes are shown

in Table 6. The maximum recorded stresses in the top flange of the west girder are

.shown in column .=^. while the maximum stresses in the bottom flange of the same girder

are shown in column 6. The difference in stress between the top and bottom flange is

shown in column 7. while the difference, as a percentage of the bottom flange stress, is

shown in column 8.

The average of column 8 for the southbound .span indicates that the top flange

-tress of the west girder is 19.2 percent greater than the bottom flange stress, while the

average of column 12 for the same span indicates that the top flange stress of the east

girder is 0.8 percent smaller than the lower flange stress. The average for both girders

indicates that the top flange stresses for this span arc 0.2 percent greater than the lower

flange stresses, which is in fair agreement with the calculated value of S.4 percent, as

shown bv the note at the bottom of Table 6.
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The average difference between the top and bottom flange of the northbound span

indicates that the top flange stress of the west girder is 25.3 percent greater than the

lower flange, while the top flange stress of the east girder is 34.7 percent greater, or an

average of 30.0 percent for the two girders. With perfect freedom of movement of the

end bearings, the top flange stresses should only be 8.3 percent greater than the lower

flange stresses because of the location of the neutral axis; thus, it would appear that

there was some frictional restraint against movement at the end bearings.

The recorded and calculated static live load stresses in the web plates of one girder

of each span are shown in the lower part of Table 5 and are the maximum tensile

stresses occurring at the center height of the web on a 45-deg. angle with the horizontal.

The recorded static stresses in the web plates were greater than those calculated, with

the average stress factor varying from 1.02 to 1.07 for the shear at the end of the girder,

and from 1.12 to 1.41 for web shear at the quarter point of the girder. The low recorded

and calculated static stresses in the web plates near the quarter points are the result of

using the same thickness of web plate for the entire girder, which is common practice.

A small difference between the recorded and calculated stresses in the web shears at this

point makes an appreciable difference in the stress factors.

B. Speed Effects

The increase in the average mean simultaneous stresses recorded in the two girders

of each span resulting from the locomotive passing over the bridge at increasing speeds

has been termed speed effect. This speed effect could be due to the centrifugal force

resulting from the loaded axles running over the deflected span, or to the variation of

axle loads resulting from the accelerations of the unsprung weight of the locomotive

during the vertical oscillations of the sprung weight. The measured speed effects, in per-

cent of the measured static stresses secured at crawl speeds, are shown in the upper left

diagrams of Fig. 7 for the diesel locomotives on the 40-ft. deck girder spans, and the

upper left diagrams of Figs. 8 and 9 for the diesel locomotives on the 60-ft. deck girder

spans. The speed effects determined under the steam locomotives for both the 40-ft.

deck girder spans and the 60-ft. deck girder spans are shown in the upper left hand

diagrams of Figs. 10 to 21 incl. It should be noted that only 4 test runs on the 60-ft.

southbound span indicated any speed effects under the diesels, and only 2 test runs on

the 60-ft. northbound span. The test records indicate that the average mean stresses for

the remaining test runs were slightly smaller than those secured at the low speeds. In

general, it appears that the speed effects under the diesel locomotives are smaller than

those recorded under the steam locomotives.

C. Roll Effect

An increased mean stress in one girder with a corresponding decrease in the mean
stress in the other girder of the same span is undoubtedly due to the spring-borne weight

of the locomotive oscillating about a longitudinal axis. This roll is probably set up not

only by track inequalities, but also by the locomotive weaving or nosing from side to

side. This increase in the mean stress in one girder is called roll effect. The magnitude

of the increase in stress in one girder was found by subtracting the average simultaneous

mean stress of both girders from the maximum mean stress recorded during the same
run. The increase in pressure on the rail which would produce the recorded difference

in stress, in percentage of the recorded static stress, is shown in the lower left diagrams

of Figs. 7 to 9, incl, for the diesel locomotives, and of Figs. 10 to 21 for the steam

locomotives. For example, when the diesel locomotive passed over the 40-ft. deck girder
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span at 95 mph. (see Fig. 7), the mean stress in the west girder was found to be 11.7

percent greater than the average stress in both girders, due to an increase in pressure on

the west rail of 13.9 percent, as shown by the solid square for this particular run. The

open symbols indicate a roll toward the east, while the solid symbols indicate a roll

toward the west. There is considerable variation in the rolling effect found in these two

bridges, and this does not appear to bear any relation to locomotive speed. The roll

effect appears to be somewhat greater from the steam locomotives; however, only three

values of a total of 339 test runs exceeded the present ARE.A allowance (see Figs. 13

and IS). It should be pointed out that the rolling effect under all the locomotives appears

to be about equally divided as to direction on the 40-ft. girder spans and on the 60-ft.

southbound girder span. However, the rolling effect on the 60-ft. northbound girder

span was all to the west, indicating some track condition tending to roll the locomotive

in that direction.

D. Track Effects—Diesel Locomotives

The vertical vibrations induced in a railroad bridge by the passage of a diesel

locomotive are undoubtedly caused by the wheel or track irregularities. The wheel

irregularities are usually the flat spots, out-of-round wheels, and eccentric mountings,

while the track irregularities usually result from hard and soft spots in the ballast or

irregular bridge tie wear. The stress semi-amplitudes of vibration as read from the oscil-

lograms for the two girder bridges are plotted on the upper right diagrams of Figs. 7, 8,

and for the diesel locomotives for a complete range of speed varying from 5 mph.

up to 100 mph. The calculated natural load frequency of vibration of these spans in

vibration per second is shown on these figures. It can be seen that the track effect stresses

for the diesel locomotives became a maximum at about 80 mph., with a gradual increase

in stress with an increase in speed up to this point. It should be kept in mind that since

the wheels on the diesel locomotive do not have any unbalance weights, the force to

excite vibration must be induced by the uneven track, flat spots, or out-of-round wheels.

The track effects, expressed as a percentage of the recorded static stresses, are shown

in the lower right diagrams of Figs. 7. 8 and 9. The track effect percentages on the

40-ft. girder span with the ballasted concrete floor are about the same as those recorded

in the 60-ft. girder span with the open timber floor, with both maximum values about

20 percent of the recorded static stress.

E. Track and Hammer-Blow Effect—Steam Locomotives

The vertical vibrations produced in a railroad bridge by the passage of a steam

locomotive are undoubtedly caused by a combination of wheel and track irregularities

and the periodic disturbing force of the counter-weights. This disturbing force, or ham-

mer blow, of the steam locomotives is due to the centrifugal force of the unbalanced

weights on the revolving driving wheels. It is quite possible that in some cases the con-

dition of the track would tend to counteract the vibrations due to the hammer blow.

In other cases, the vibration due to the track conditions might be additive to the vibra-

tions caused by the hammer blow. Since for these tests there is no way to determine the

separate effects, the only alternative is to report their combined effect.

The stress semi-amplitudes of vibration as read from the oscillograms for the two

girder spans are plotted on the upper right diagrams of Figs. 10 to 21, incl., for the four

classes of .steam locomotives. The diagrams cover a complete range of speed varyinL'

from 5 mph. up to 80 mph. for the 2300 and 2400 class locomotives. The calculated

.'itrc.sses in the cirder flanges caused by the resultant weights producing dynamic augment
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or hammer blow of the locomotive drivers, without magnification, are shown by the

curved lines of these figures. For example, the calculated maximum stress in the lower

flanges of the 40-ft. deck girder span, produced by the vertical components of the resultant

unbalanced weights in the drivers of the 2300 class locomotives, with the crank pins at

45 deg. with the vertical, as shown on Fig. 5, is 0.035 ksi. when the locomotive is operat-

ing at 1 rps., and 1.26 ksi. when operating at 6 rps. (see curves of hammer blow static

stress on Fig. 10). These static hammer-blow stress curves, indicated by the solid line

on each diagram, are the average of the east and west girders and are based upon the

gross steel section. The values were taken from Table 2 and corrected by the proper

stress factor as determined for each span.

The calculated natural loaded frequency of vibration of these spans in vibration per

second and in miles per hour for the nominal driver diameters is shown on each diagram

for the particular locomotive class and span. It can be seen from the diagrams that the

critical speed was attained for the locomotive classes 2300 and 2400 on the 40-ft. spans

and the 60-ft. northbound span, but that there does not appear to be any appreciable

magnification of the stresses at these synchronous speeds.

The track and hammer-blow effects, expressed as a percentage of the recorded

static stresses, are shown in the lower right diagrams of Figs. 10 to 21 incl. In general,

the track and hammer-blow effects amounted to about 40 percent of the recorded static

live-load stresses on the 40-ft. deck girder span and to about 30 percent on the 60-ft.

deck girder spans.

F, Total Impacts

Total impacts recorded in the lower flanges of the girders close to the center of the

span, in the web plates close to the ends of the girders, and in the web plates close to

the quarter point of the girders, and under the various locomotive classes at a full range

of speeds, are shown on the right diagrams of Figs. 22 to 66 incl. The total impact per-

centage in each test run for a particular speed is the increase in the stress in the member

over that occurring at a slow speed for the same locomotive class. The total impacts are

the combinations of (1) speed effect, (2) roll effect, and (3) track and hammer-blow

effects, although it would be only by chance that the maximum for all effects would

occur simultaneously.

0. Flanges at Center of Girder

The total impact percentages resulting from the 45 diesel locomotives crossing the

two girder bridges, as determined from the tests with the gages on the lower flanges

of the girders close to the center of the span, are shown in the right diagrams of Figs,

22, 23 and 24. These diagrams also show the impact percentage as computed by the

AREA design specification for rolling equipment without hammer blow, and it can be

seen that the recorded values are considerably below the specification values. The

diagrams of total impacts show that there is considerable scatter of the impact values,

even at the same speeds, indicating that not all of the impact effects are a maximum
at the same time. In general, these diagrams indicate that the maximum impacts under

the diesels increase with an increase in speed.

The total impacts resulting from the 294 steam locomotives crossing the two girder

bridges, as determined from the tests with the gages on the lower flanges of the girders

close to the center of the span, are shown on the right diagrams of Figs. 25 to 36 incl.

The current AREA design specification allowance for rolling equipment with hammer
blow is also shown in these diagrams, and it can be seen that all recorded values arc
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below the specification values, except lor one run under :i class J400 locomotive at about

72 mph. over the 40-ft. girder span (see Fip. 26).

The calculated natural loaded frequency of these girders in vibrations per second

and in miles per hour is shown for each locomotive on the diagram, and this critical

speed was attained on both bridges for the 2.500 and 2400 class locomotives. It can be

sten from the diagrams, for example Figs. 25 and 29, that the maximum impacts occurred

in these spans at approximately these synchronous speeds. In general, it appears from

these diagrams that greater impacts occurred in the 40-ft. deck girder span with the

poured-in-place concrete floor than in the 60-ft. spans with the open timber floor. How-
ever, is should be kept in mind that the recorded static stresses in these spans were

considerabh' below those calculated; thus, any impact stress shows a larger percentage

of the recorded static stress.

b. Web at End of Girder

The total impact percentages resulting from the diesel locomotives crossing the two

girder bridges, as determined from the tests with the gages on the girder webs close to

the end of the span, are shown on the right diagrams of Figs. 37, 38, and 39. These

diagrams also show the impact percentage as computed from the current AREA design

specification, and it can be seen that these values are considerably below the design

allowance. The total impact percentages resulting from the passage of the steam locomo-

tives over the two girder spans, as determined from the tests with the gages on the

girder webs close to the ends of the span, are shown on the right diagrams of Figs. 40

to 51 in. In general, the impacts are smaller than those recorded in the lower flanges,

and are appreciably lower than the current .\REA design allowance shown on the

diagrams.

c. Webs at Quarter Point of Girder

The total impact percentages resulting from the diesel locomotives crossing the two

girder bridges, as determined from the tests with the gages on the girder webs close to

the quarter point of the span, arc shown on the right diagrams of Figs. 52, 53, and 54

for the diesel locomotives. The recorded impact values are considerably below the AREA
design specification allowance, as shown on these diagrams. The total impact percentages

resulting from the passage of the steam locomotives over the two girder spans, as deter-

mined from the tests with the gages on the girder webs close to the quarter point of

the spans, are shown on the right diagrams of Figs. 55 to 59 incl. The recorded impact

values are below the design allowance except for one run under a class 2400 locomotive

on the 40-ft. deck girder span (see Fig. 56).

G. Maximum Stresses

The maximum live load plus impact stresses recorded in the lower flanges, webs,

and lateral bracing of the spans under the various locomotive classes at a full range of

speeds are shown in Figs. 22 to 70 incl.

a. Flanges at Center of Girder

The maximum stresses recorded in the lower flanges of the girders close to the center

of the span under the passage of the diesel locomotives are shown in the left diagrams

of Figs. 22, 23, and 24. These diagrams also show the recorded and calculated static

stresses and the calculated maximum stresses using the current AREA design specifica-

tion. It can be seen that the recorded maximum stresses are well below the calculated

maximum stresses, as would be expected since the recorded static stresses were appreciably

lower than the calculated static stresses.
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The maximum stresses resulting from the steam locomotives passing over the two

girder bridges, as determined from the readings on the lower flanges close to the center

of the span, are shown on the left diagrams on Figs. 25 to 36 incl. The recorded and

calculated static stresses, as welJ as calculated maximum stresses using the current AREA
design specification for impact, are also shown on these diagrams. It can be seen that

the recorded maximum stresses are appreciably below the calculated maximum stresses

for all locomotive classes, as would be expected on account of the low recorded static

stresses. In general, there appears to be an increase in the maximum stresses with an

increase in speed; however, it is interesting to note from these diagrams that it is not

unusual to record stresses at the higher speeds which are as low as or lower than those

recorded at very low speeds. This phenomenum is undoubtedly the result of a heavy roll-

ing of a locomotive about a longitudinal axis, accompanied by a vertical acceleration of

the sprung weight of the locomotive, or of a low track and hammer-blow effect at that

particular time. As previously mentioned, one test run under a class 2400 locomotive

produced an impact in the 40-ft. deck girder span slightly greater than the AREA design

specification allowance. However, it can be seen from the left diagram of Fig. 26 that

the recorded maximum stress for this particular run was only 6.99 ksi., which was

appreciably below the calculated maximum stress of 10.60 ksi. for this particular

locomotive class.

b. Web at End of Girder

The maximum live load plus impact stresses resulting from the diesel locomotives

crossing the two girder bridges, as determined from the readings on the girder webs

close to the ends of the spans, are shown on the left diagrams of Figs. 37, 38, and 30.

The recorded and calculated static stresses and the calculated maximum stresses using

the current AREA design specification for impact are also shown on these diagrams for

comparison. It can be seen that the recorded values are below those calculated for

both spans.

The maximum live load plus impact stresses produced by the steam locomotives

in the girder webs at the ends of the two girder bridges are shown in the left diagrams

of Figs. 40 to 51 incl. The recorded values are below those calculated using the current

AREA design allowance for impact, for all locomotives and spans, with the exception

of one run under a 2300 class locomotive at 66 mph. on the 60-ft. southbound deck

girder span (see Fig. 48)

.

c. Web at Quarter Point of Girder

The maximum live load plus impact stresses produced by the diesel locomotives in

the girder webs close to the quarter point of the girders, as well as the calculated and

recorded static stresses and the calculated maximum stresses, are shown on the left

diagrams of Figs. 52, S3 and 54. In general, there is fair agreement between the recorded

maximum and calculated maximum stresses, with a few values exceeding the calculated

maximum, as shown on Fig. 53 for the 60-ft. northbound deck girder span. These larger

values are, of course, the result of the larger recorded static stress, which exceeded the

calculated static stress for this particular span.

The maximum live load plus impact stresses produced by the steam locomotives

on these two bridges and the calculated static and calculated maximum values are shown
on Figs. 55 to 66 incl. The maximum recorded stresses on the 40-ft. deck girder span are

below those calculated. However, the values for the 60-ft. deck girder spans are well

above those calculated for the northbound span, and a few values exceed the calculated

values on the southbound span. It can be seen that while the recorded maximum values
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exceed the calculated maximum values at the quarter point of the girders, these values

are appreciably lower than those recorded at the ends of the span, as would be expected

on account of the uniform web thickness.

d. Lateral Bracing of Girder Spans

The maximum direct stresses recorded in the lateral bracing angles of both 40-ft.

girder spans and cross-frames, and in the 60-ft. southbound girder span under the various

diesel and steam locomotives, in relation to speed, are shown on Figs. 67 to 70 incl. As

previously explained, the gages were located close to the neutral axis of the angles so

that the traces shown in these diagrams represent only direct stresses. The maximum
compressive stresses are shown by the solid circles on these diagrams, while the maximum
tensile stresses are shown by the open circles.

In general, the stress range on the 40-ft. deck girder spans varied from about 1 ksi.

tension to about 6 ksi. compression, while the stress range on the 60-ft. southbound deck

girder span varied from 8 ksi. tension to about 7 ksi. compression. Undoubtedly the rein-

forced concrete deck on the 40-ft. deck girder spans added considerably to the lateral

stiffness of the spans. In general, there is some indication in some of the angles that the

stresses increase with an increase in speed; however, most of the values appear to be

about uniform for all speeds. The stresses in the three corners of the angles of several

lateral and cross-frame bracing members of the 40-ft. northbound span were measured

with SR4 wire gages with oscillograph recording during these tests, and the magnitude

of the bending stresses occurring in these angles were reported in AREA Proceedings,

Vol. 50, 1949, page 134. The results of the tests previously reported indicate that stresses

as great as two or three times the direct stresses shown on these diagrams may be expected

on the corners of the angles.

A comparison of the recorded and calculated maximum direct stresses in the top

laterals of the 60-ft. southbound deck girder span is shown in Table 7. For example,

the maximum direct stress recorded in the end lateral angle, gage position Gl, under the

class 2300 steam locomotives, was 8.49 ksi. compression. The corresponding lateral load

to produce a stress of 8.49 ksi. in the end angle would be 18.7 kips, as shown under the

"corresponding lateral load." The calculated stress in this member, using the AREA
design allowance for nosing, is 9.12 ksi. The calculated stress for transverse shear in the

compression flange is 2.67 for a total unit stress in the angle of 11.79 ksi. tension or

compression. The corresponding values in the other lateral members are shown in this

table, with a maximum calculated lateral load of 22.8 kips, required to produce the

recorded maximum stress of 9.45 ksi. in the second lateral angle from the end, gage

position G2.

H. Frequency of Maximum Stresses

The strain gage readings, as previously mentioned, were secured under regular trains

with the speed reduced on only a few of the trains for the slow-speed runs, so that the

stresses recorded during these tests actually indicate the frequency of occurrence of the

maximum stresses on the bridge tested.

The maximum stresses recorded in one girder each of the 40-ft. spans under all the

locomotives are shown on the upper diagrams of Fig. 71. The maximum stresses

recorded in one girder of each 60-ft. span under all the locomotives are shown on Fig. 72.

The maximum stresses recorded under the diesel locomotives are shown by the open

symbols, while those under the steam locomotives arc shown by the solid syml)ols. These

diagrams arc a summation of the maximum stresses recorded in the lower f1.incc>^ near
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the center of the span, as shown on Figs. 22 to 36, incl., for thr individual locomotive

classes.

The data shown under the tables of "Stress Range Distribution" in Pigs. 71 and 72

indicate the number of stresses at any one stress range which were recorded under each

locomotive class for the particular span considered. For example, locomotives of the

2600 class passed over the southbound span 18 times during the tests, but only 3 locomo-

tives of this class produced stresses varying from 7 to 8 ksi., and only 7 locomotives

produced stresses varying from 6 to 7 ksi., as shown in the left tables on Fig. 71. Loco-

motives of the 2500 class passed over the bridge 22 times during the tests, but these

locomotives did not produce any stresses over 7 ksi. However, 5 of the locomotives

produced stresses varying from 6 to 7 ksi. Since there were 78 locomotives across the

southbound span during the tests and only four of these produced stresses within the

range of 7 to 8 ksi., it appears that only about S percent of the trains crossing this span

will produce the higher stresses, provided the same distribution of power between the

various locomotive classes is maintained. The average of the two 40-ft. deck girder

spans indicates that only about 10.1 percent of the trains passing over this bridge will

produce stresses in the higher range, while the average on the two 60-ft. spans indicate

14.3 percent of the trains will produce maximum stresses.

The data tabulated in the tables are shown graphically in the lower diagrams of

Figs. 71 and 72.

J. Secondary Effects

Three strain gages were placed on the lower flange of each girder of both bridges

at the same section near the center of the span, as shown in section B-B, Fig. 3 for the

40-ft. spans, and section A-A, Fig. 4 for the 60-ft. southbound span. The maximum
simultaneous stresses recorded by these gages under several test runs, selected at random

for the various locomotive classes, are shown in Tables 8 and 9.

The maximum stresses recorded at the center of the lower flange of the west girder

of the southbound span are shown in column 5 of Table lS, while the simultaneous stresses

recorded on the edges are shown in columns 6 and 7. The average of the stresses recorded

on the edges is shown in column 8, and the difference between the maximum edge stress

and the average edge stress is shown in column 9. The difference between the maximum
edge stress and the average edge stress, as a percentage of the average edge stress, is

shown in column 10. For example, the passage of the diesel locomotive over the 40-ft.

southbound span at 95 mph. produced a stress of 2.95 ksi. in the outside edge of the west

girder and a stress of 2.77 ksi. in the inside edge, with an average of 2.86 ksi. The stress

on the inside edge was —O.OO^ ksi.. or —3.1 percent smaller than the average stress

(see columns 9 and 10, Table 8). This difference in the edge stresses is undoubtedly the

result of bending about the vertical axis of the girder.

It can be seen from Tables 8 and 9 that there was very little cross bending of the

lower flanges of the girders about a vertical axis for these two bridges, the maximum
bending in the 40-ft. spans occurring in the east girder of the northbound span, where

a difference of 11.8 percent was recorded under a 2500 class locomotive at 38.7 mph. The
maximum bending in the 60-ft. southbound span was recorded in the west girder under

a diesel locomotive at 78 mph., and amounted to 7.9 percent.

K. Shape of Moment Curve

Strain gages were placed at various locations on the center of the lower flange of

one girder of each of the 40-ft. spans, as shown by the upper diagrams on Table 10.

The maximum simultaneous stresses recorded by these gages under several test runs for
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the various locomotive classes are shown in the table. The calculated live-load and impact

stresses at the various locations for the same position of the locomotive are shown in

columns 10 to 14, incl.. while the ratio of the recorded to calculated stresses for each

location is shown in columns 15 to 19 incl.

The larger difference between the recorded and calculated maximum stresses is,

undoubtedly, as previously explained, the result of either partial composite action of

the concrete floor and steel or end restraint, or both. However, it can be seen that the

average ratio is fairly constant for all five locations, indicating that the shape of the

moment curve under normal high-speed loading is about the same as that calculated for

static loading.

L. Web Splice Effect

In conducting the tests on the 60-ft. deck girder spans, the gages were placed on

the flanges at locations varying from 1 ft. 1J4 in., to 1 ft. 9K' in- from the center of the

span, as shown on Fig. 4. The principal reason for not locating the gages on the center

of the span was that the girder webs were spliced at these locations, and it was considered

desirable to place the gages at locations where the stress on the gross section could be

recorded.

The web splice plates at the center of the southbound span increase the section

modulus of the girder section by about 10 percent, provided the plates are completely

developed, so that the flange stresses at the center of the span should be about 10 percent

lower than those recorded at the gage positions. On the other hand, if the web splice

plates were not acting, the section modulus would be decreased by about 11 percent

because of the joint in the web plates, with a corresponding increase in the stresses at

the center of the span.

In order to determine the relation between the stresses in the lower flanges at section

A-A and on a section at the center of the span, additional gages were placed on section

B-B of both girders of the southbound span, as shown on the upper diagram of Table 11.

Strain gage readings were secured under several locomotives at various speeds, and the

maximum stresses recorded at the two locations are shown in columns 4 and 5 of Table

11 for the west girder, and in columns 8 and 9 for the east girder. The difference in the

stresses at the two locations, as a percentage of the stress recorded at section .\-A, is

shown for the two girders in columns 7 and 11. The average of the percentage values

indicates that the stress through the web splice of the west girder is 2.2 percent greater

than the stress at section .\-A, while that through the web splice of the cast girder is

7.4 percent greater.

8. Conclusions

The tests on these two girder bridges afforded an opportunity to measure and com-

pare the static and dynamic effects produced by the passage of dicsel and steam locomo-

tives over the same spans at various speeds. The conclusions stated in this report must

be considered as applying to these two bridges only ; the final conclusions pertaining to

girder spans generally must await completion of the investigation of all the spans of

this type.

From the data as found from these tests, it seems logical to conclude that

:

1. Static Stresses

The recorded static live-load stresses in the lower flanges of the 40-ft. girder bridge

with the poured-in-place concrete floor were .'.? percent smaller than those calculated.
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A poured-in-place concrete floor on a girder span will act, to some extent, as part

of the top flange, even though no effort is made to bond the concrete to the steel.

The recorded static live-load stresses in the lower flanges of the 60-ft. girder bridges

were 17 percent lower than the calculated stress for the heavy designed girders, but were

23 percent lower for the light designed girders, indicating either some effect of deflection,

or effect of end restraint, or both, on the static stresses.

The recorded static live-load stresses in the web plates of the girders were appreci-

ably lower than the calculated stresses for the girder spans with the poured-in-place

concrete floor, but were larger than those calculated for the 60-ft. girders with the open

timber floor.

2. Speed Effects

The speed effects under the diesel locomotives were smaller than those under the

steam locomotives.

The speed effect under the steam locomotives was usually not greater than 20 percent

of the static stress.

3. Roll Effects

The roll effect under the diesel locomotives was about IS percent of the static

stress, and amounted to about 20 percent under the steam locomotives.

The roll effect was generally about the same at the low speeds at that occurring

at the high speeds.

4. Track Effects—Diesel Locomotives

The track effects under the diesel locomotives were about 20 percent of the static

stresses in the two bridges, and the track effects generally increased with an increase

in speed.

5. Track and Hammer-Blow Effects—Steam Locomotives

The track and hammer-blow effects amounted to about 40 percent of the recorded

static live-load stress in the 40-ft. spans, and to about 30 percent in the 60-ft. spans.

In general, the effects were about twice the calculated hammer-blow static effects

and did not appear to increase at or near synchronous speed.

6. Total Impacts—Diesel Locomotives

The total impacts measured in the lower flanges and in the web plates under the

diesel locomotives were considerably below the current AREA design allowance; there

was an increase in the total impact with an increase in locomotive speed.

7. Total Impacts—Steam Locomotives

There was fair agreement between the maximum total impacts recorded in the lower

flanges and the current AREA design allowance for the 40-ft. girder spans.

The total impacts recorded in the lower flanges of the 60-ft. girder spans were

generally 10 to 15 percent lower than the current AREA design impact allowance.

The total impacts recorded in the girder webs near the end of the span were lower

than those recorded in the flanges for both bridges.

The total impacts recorded in the girder webs near the quarter point of the span

were greater than those recorded in the girder webs near the end of the span, but were

lower than the current AREA design allowance.

8. Maximum Stresses—Diesel Locomotives

The maximum stresses recorded in the lower flanges at or near the center of the

span and in the webs near the end of the span were appreciably below the calculated

stresses, using the current AREA design allowance for impact.
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A few of the maximum stresses recorded in the webs near the quarter point of the

span were greater than the calculated stresses as a result of the high stress factor.

9. Maximum Stresses—Steam Locomotives

The maximum stresses recorded in the lower flanges of the 40-ft. spans were only

about 60 percent of the calculated maximum stresses, using the current AREA design

impact allowance, while those in the 60-ft. spans were only about 70 percent of those

calculated.

There was fair agreement between the recorded and calculated maximum stresses

in the web plates near the ends of the spans for most of the locomotive classes.

The recorded maximum stresses in the web plates near the quarter points of the

spans were in fair agreement with those calculated for the 40-ft. girder spans, but were

greater than the calculated stresses for the 60-ft. girder spans.

10. Maximum Stresses—Lateral and Cross-Frame Bracing

The maximum direct stresses in the lateral bracing angles of the 40-ft. span with the

cast-in-place concrete floor were lower than those in the 60-ft. span with the open

timber floor.

The maximum direct stresses recorded in the lateral bracing angles under the diesel

locomotives were lower than those recorded under the steam locomotives.

There was fair agreement between the recorded maximum direct stresses in the

lateral bracing angles and those calculated, using the AREA design allowance for nosing

of the locomotive.

11. Frequency of Maximum Stresses

About 10 percent of the trains passing over the 40-ft. girder spans produced stresses

varying from 90 percent of the maximum to the maximum.

About 14 percent of the trains passing over the 60-ft. girder spans produced stresses

varying from 90 percent of the maximum to the maximum.

12. Secondary Effects

The stresses across the section of the lower flanges of the girders were quite uniform

for all locomotive speeds.

The maximum bending of the lower flange about a vertical axis was about 12

percent in the 40-ft. spans and 10 percent in the 60-ft. spans.

13. Shape of Moment Curve

The shape of the moment curve for the 40-ft. span under normal high-speed loading

is about the same as that calculated for static loading.

14. Web Splice Effect

The stresses in the lower flanges on a section through a web splice will be about

the same as those occurring on a .section outside the splice, even though the splice plates

are not completely developed.
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TABLE 3

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD BRIDGE TESTS
40'-0 DECK GIRDER SPAN -BALLASTED CONCRETE FLOOR

COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND CALCULATED STATIC STRESS

TYPE
OF

STRESS
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TABLE 4
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD BRIDGE TESTS

40'- DECK GIRDER SPAN - BALLASTED CONCRETE FLOOR
COMPARISON OF TOP AND BOTTOM FLANGE RECORDED STRESSES

SPAN
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TABLE 5

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD BRIDGETESTS
60'-0DECK GIRDER SPANS- OPEN TIMBER FLOOR

COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND CALCULATED STATIC STRESSES

TYPE
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TABLE 6

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD BRIDGE TESTS
60'-0DECK GIRDER SPANS-OPEN TIMBER FLOOR

COMPARISON OF TOP AND BOTTOM FLANGE RECORDED STRESSES
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TABLE 8

40'-0 DECK GIRDER SPAN - BALL ASTED CONCRETE FLOOR

VARIATION OF RECORDED STRESSES ACROSS LOWER FLANGE

t EAST GIRDER WEST GIRDER

*^ 7'-0 C. TO^. GIRDE RS ^^
^

' ^^

SOUTHBOUND SPAN

EAST GIRDER

NORTHBOUND SPAN

SPAN
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TABLE 9

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD BRIDGE TESTS
60-0 DECK GIRDER SPAN -OPEN TIMBER FLOOR

VARIATION OF RECORDED STRESSES ACROSS LOWER FLANGE

WEST GIRDER

7-0 C.TO C. GIRDERS

SOUTH-BOUND SPAN

EAST GIRDER

TEST LOCOMOTIVE
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TABLE 10

40'-0 DECK GIRDER SPAN - BALLASTED CONCRETE FLOOR

VARIATION OF RECORDED STRESSES IN BOTTOM FLANGE

tSPAN ^BASE OF RAIL SOUTH NORTH BASE OF RAIL LSPAN

END OF GIRDER

t. BEARING

SOUTH-BOUND SPAN-WEST GIRDER NORTH-BOUND SPAN-EAST GIRDER

SPAN
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SOUTH

TABLE II

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD BRIDGE TESTS
60-0 DECK GIRDER SPAN -OPEN TIMBER FLOOR

r-B

2-SPLICE
PLS 8x|

- 2-SPLICE
PL&l3x|-

2-SPLICE
PLS IOx| I

i

COMPARISON OF RECORDED BOTTOM
FLANGE STRESSES ON t OF SPAN
AND AT END OF WEB SPLICE.

SOUTH-BOUND SPAN

tGAGES 1-6

SEC.A-A SEC. MOD. (GROSS)
" B-B
" B-B

3565 IN

3960 •

3178 (NO SPLICE PLS)

TEST LOCOMOTIVE
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Fig. 1. General view of 40-ft. deck girder span, near Tuscola, 111.

Fig. 2. General view of 60-ft. deck girder span, near Onarga, 111.
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DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC
^

40'-0 TO OF GIRDERS

t SPAN

SB SPAN 10,' ,6 N B SPAN

GIRDER section:

l-WEB PL 42 .||

4-TOP FL IS
6'4«J^

2- SIDE PLS 1 1.

1

2-BOTT FL IS 6«8«|
I COV PL. 18 «-^

2 COV PLS 18 «

I

PLAN

t NORTH-BOUND SPAN

'
7'-6

L SOUTH - BOUND SPAN

7-0
BASE OF RAIL

6«8«8'-0 TIES

L-- ^
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I5'-II NORTH TO CHICAGO

ELEVATION SOUTH -BOUND SPAN

I'-ioi

GIRDER SECTION

l-WEB PL. 78>ii%

2-TOP FL. 1» 6«6«s
2- •• •• a 6«4"|
2- • > SIDE PLS. e

2- BOTT. FL. LS 6«e«ff

I
- " COV. PL. 18

2- PLS 18 _

END STIFFS 815- 5 « 32.4
INTERM. STIFFS. 2-12 5«35«|

,t WEST GIRDER

A

TOP a BOTTOM LATERALS

8'-4|
J^

lO'-O
J

lO'-O I0'-8| _ 1
0-0

| _
8'-4|

_

PLAN

f ' t STEEL

t EAST GIRDER

tWEST GIRDER

t STEEL

IeAST GIRDER

r-3

GAGE

SECTION A-A
c-c

NORTH TO CHICAGO

ELEVATION NORTH -BOUND SPAN

i NORTH-BOUND SPAN

GIRDER SECTION--

1- WEB PL. 78»i|
2-TOP FL. L» 61617
2- . SIDE PLS. 12 »}^

2- BOTT. FL. IS 6»6« jj

3- " COV PLS. 14 «3
END STIFFS. 2-ll5«35«7

4-L>3i«3i.i

t SOUTH -BOUND SPAN

4 Z. 112-LB^AIL J. Jg. ^ BASE OF RAIL^-^ ^ 112- LB RAIL 1
-f^

Piiniin' T1F<5 n I'-n r.Tf; \'
I o.a.in' tipq n iVi rr<i ,',

t E. GIRDER t W. GIRDER t E. GIRDER

SECTION A-A

NOTE: ELECTRO- MAGNETIC STRAIN GAGES
WERE USED IN THE TESTS-
FOR LOCATION OF GAGES ON CROSS
FRAMES AND LATERALS SEE FIG. 698.70.

I. C. R. R. BRIDGE TESTS
60'-0 DECK GIRDER SPANS
OPEN T IMBER FLOOR

NORTH-BOUND AND
SOUTH- BOUND SPANS
LOCATION OF GAGES
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LEFT COUNTER
BALANCE PLANE

RIGHT COUNTER
BALANCE PLANE
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Fig. 6. View of electromagnetic strain gages attached
to cross frame members.
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RECORDED STRESS
KIPS PER SQUARE INCH
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RECORDED STRESS
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RECORDED STRESS
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RECORDED STRESS
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RECORDED STRESS
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RECORDED STRESS
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PERCENT OF RECORDED
STATIC STRESS
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PERCENT OF RECORDED STATIC STRESS
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DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC

PLAN OF TOP LATERALS

ELECTRO -MAGN.
STRAIN GAGE -

L^Le—-{pGUSSET PLATE

T'tIUlateral or
^ cross frame l

G7' G6
INTERIOR CROSS FRAME

SECTION K-K
TE: ALL CROSS FRAME AND

TOP LATERAL ANGLES:
|-L3|x3ix|-

GUSSET PLATES r
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BRIDGE
MEMBER
TESTED

END
CROSS FRAME

TOP
STRUT

DIAGO-
NAL

BOTT
STRUT

INTERIOR
CROSS FRAME

TOP
STRUT

BOTT
STRUT

TOP LATERALS

l-ST 2-ND 3-RD 4-TH 5-TH
GAGES G9 GIO Gil 612

<*

< 10

ji^ ^^:i^

SPEED RANGE 7 TO 100 MPH.

^ -5

z-6
SPEED RANGE 6 TO 68 MPH.

en .

I

CO ^

'

<- - I

-2

UJ "J

g-4

SPEED RANGE 5 TO 76 MPH.

3+2
in
<

^'^^T^
^^
?.--'• •••^•^c^,

s^wSA?»r« ^s:
V;5W ^%^

SPEED RANGE 3 TO 55 MPH.

:p^ qOO oo*^

• ••••• ** »«

*z

I

-I

-2
-3

-4

-5
-6

t2

+ 1

-I

-2
-3
-4
-5

-6

2
+ 1

- I

-2
-3
-4
-5

-6

+ 2
1-1

- I

-2
-3

-4
-5

-6

+2
+ 1

-
I

-2

-3
-4
-5
-6

SPEED RANGE 14 TO 58 MPH.

symbol:
• maximum compression (-)
©maximum tension ((•)

note: LOCATION OF GAGES IS THE SAME .

AS SHOWN AND NOTED ON FIG. 67'

I.e. R.R BRIDGE TESTS
40'- DECK GIRDER SPAN

BALLASTED CONC RETE FLOOR

SOUTH-BOUND SPAN
RECORDED MAXIMUM STRESSES

IN CROSS FRAMES AND LATERALS
3-AXLE DIESEL AND LOCOMOTIVES
CLASS: 2300,2400, 2500 a 2600
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MEMBERS
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ALLTOP LATERALS
NORTH TO^HICA_GO__ |-L35x3i«|

'guss.pl.
-E.M.GAGE

SYMBOL- • MAXIMUM COMPRESSION
o MAXIMUM TENSION

FIG. 70

PLAN OF TOP LATERALS

I C R.R. BRIDGE TESTS
60-0 SOUTH- BOUND DECK GIRDER SPAN

OPEN TIMBER F LOOR

TOP LATERALS
RECORDED MAXIMU M STRESSES

DIESEL AND STEAM LOCOMOTIVES
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Report of Committee 13—Water Service and Sanitation

G. E. Martin, Chairman, S. H. Haley H. L. McMullin,
W. R. Arksey M. a. Hanson Vice-Chairman,

R. A. Bardwell T. W. Hislop, Jr. J. M. Short
R. C. Bardwell H. M. Hoffmeister H. E. Silcox

M. R. BosT A. W. Johnson H. M. Smith
I. C. Brown C. O. Johnson R. M. Stimmel
R. W. Chorley J. J. Laudig D. C. Teal
George Clark W. A. McGee T. A. Tennyson, Jr.

R. E. COUGHLAN G. F. Metzdorf J. E. Tiedt

B. W. DeGeer L. R. Morgan A. G. Tompkins
C. E. Fisher Theodore Morris J. W. Ussher
A. K. Frost J. Y. Neal H. W. Van Hovenberg
R. S. Geynn a. B. Pierce R. E. Wachter
H. E. Graham E. R. Schlaf C. L. Waterbury
F. E. Gunning H. M. Schudlich J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

W. H. Shoemaker E. L. E. Zahm
Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Types of corrosion of steam boilers.

Progress report which offers recommendation for inclusion in the Manual . page 250

3. Federal and state regulations pertaining to railway sanitation, collaborating

with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.
Progress report, submitted as information page 250

4 Mechanics of foaming and carry-over in locomotive boilers.

Progress report, submitted as information page 251

5. New developments in water conditioning for diesel locomotive cooling

systems.

Progress report, offered as information page 253

6. Railway waste disposal.

Progress report, offered as information page 254

7. Design and maintenance of septic tanks for railway purposes.

Final report, offered as information page 255

8. Specification for design and installation for efficient maintenance and opera-

tion of diesel oil facilities, collaborating with Committee 6.

Progress report, offered as information page 266

9. Water quality for stationary automatic steam generators.

Final report, offered as information page 277

10. Prevention of corrosion of automatic car washing equipment and facilities.

No report.

249
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11. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute non-critical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

The Committke on Water Service and Sanitation.

G. E. Martin, Chairman.

AREA Biillftin 497, November 1951.

Report on Assignment 2

Types of Corrosion of Steam Boilers

R. E. Coughlan (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Bardwell, B. W. DeGeer, T. W. Hislop,

Jr., H. M. Hoffmeister, H. L. McMullen, H. M. Schudlich, R. M. Stimmel, J. W.
Ussher.

Recommendation for Control of Intercrystalline Corrosion

This is a progress report which offers recommendations for inclusion in the Manual.

The experimental work at the Bureau of Mines has conclusively proved the findings

of several of the railroads showing that the Society of Mechanical Engineers' Boiler

Code, adopted from the University of Illinois Bulletin, Vol. 25, No. 40, issued June S,

1928, recommending the use of sodium sulfate-hydroxide ratio under various boiler

pressures for the prevention of intercrystalline corrosion, was worthless insofar as the

railroads are concerned.

The additional work at the Bureau of Mines, as well as the experience of the rail-

roads operating steam boilers, has definitely confirmed the findings as outlined below.

For this reason it is the recommendation of your committee that these findings be

adopted for inclusion in the Manual, as practical means of controlling this type of

corrosion on American railroads.

Recommended Means of Control of Intercrystalline Corrosion

1. Disregard the sodium sulfale-hydroxide ratio recommendations as outhned in the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers' Boiler Code of 1949, as these ratios are of

questionable value and have increased operating difficulties in railroad steam boilers.

2. Make a complete investigation of boiler feed waters, with special reference to

alkaline content and the presence of natural inhibitors.

.^. Install embrittlement detectors on boilers operating in suspected water districts.

4. Use properly supervised and controlled chemicals, such as sodium nitrate or

lignin, in waters known to have embrittling tendencies.

Report on Assignment 3

Federal and State Regulations Pertaining to Railway Sanitation

Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR
H. W. Van Hovenberg (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Bardwell, B. W. DeGeer, R. S,

Glynn, H. E. Graham, S. H. Hailey, A. W. Johnson. G. F. Metzdorf, A. B. Pierce,

H. M. Schudlich, J. M. Short, D. C. Teal, R. E. Wachter.

This is a report of progress, presented as information.

Your committee summarizes for this year the activities of the Joint Committee

on Railway Sanitation, AAR, composed of representatives of the Engineering and
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Mechanical Divisions; the Medical and Surgical Section, Operating-Transportation Divi-

sion; the U. S. Public Health Service; and the Department of National Health and

Welfare of Canada.

Changes in the Interstate Quarantine Regulations as proposed by the PHS were

agreed upon as being in the railways' interest, following prior submission to a number

of AAR member roads for consideration and comment. These revisions in the Regula-

tions, covering amendments thereto through April 1951, were published July 23, 1Q51.

Reprints are available. Based on these revisions, and conforming with the text of the

Regulations, the Handbook on Sanitation of Railroad Servicing Areas has been pub-

lished and distributed. Final drafts of the Handbook on Sanitation of Railroad Pas-

-senger Car Construction and on Sanitation of Dining Cars in Operation, were completed

in April and it is expected that they will be distributed shortly. These Handbooks serve

as guides to the interpretation of the Regulations and should serve a useful purpose in

the hands of those railroad supervisors, and others, charged with the design and opera-

tion of facilities and equipment as affected by federal health and sanitation requirements.

Technical Reports Nos. 5, 6. 7, and 8, which complete the series, as prepared in

connection with the Sanitation Research Project in its studies on disposal of toilet wastes

from railway passenger cars, were printed and distributed to Member Roads. These

reports are entitled as follows:

No. 5—A Study of Railway Passenger Traffic and Its Relation to Quantities of

Toilet Wastes.

No. 6—Bacteriological Studies of the Effects of Human Wastes from Passenger-

carrying Cars on Railroad Rights-of-Ways.

No. 7—Retention of Sewage Wastes from Railroad Passenger Cars.

No. 8—Disposal and Treatment Processes for Sewage Wastes from Railroad

Passenger Cars.

The personal completion report of the consultant director of the project, and the

final report of the railroad members of the Joint Committee covering the history of the

research project and their comments as affecting the recommendations and conclusions

of the consultant director, have been submitted to the AAR.
The Joint Committee has supervised the activities of Sanitation Research, which is

a permanent set-up resulting from the research project, and has appointed a subcom-

mittee to appraise and guide its ordinary activities. It has also continued to be a point

of contact with the PHS on matters of general sanitation affecting railroads. Your

representatives on the Joint Committee are R. C. Bardwell, A. B. Pierce, and H. W.
\'an Hovenberg.

Report on Assignment 4

Mechanics of Foaming and Carry-over in Locomotive Boilers

R. M. Stimmel (chairman, subcommittee), W. F. Arkscy, R. C. Bardwell, I. C. Brown,
R. E. Coughlan, C. E. Fisher, T. W. Hi.slop, Jr., H. M. Hoffmcislcr, H. L. McMullin,
H. M. Smith, E. L. E. Zahm.

This is a progress report, .>;ubmitted as information.

The carry-over of water with steam in boilers was reported in the American Rail-

way Engineering Association Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, to occur in one of three ways:

(1) .\s slugs from splashing or priming; (2) as small drops; and (3) as foam. Carry-over
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by drops is not considered to be a frequent cause of trouble with locomotive operation.

This type of carry-over was reported on thoroughly by Seniff in a monograph in the

1945 Proceedings. Foaming appears to be the principal cause of liquid water carry-over

in locomotive boilers. However, within fairly recent years, chemicals new to the field

of foam prevention in boilers have been found to effect a material decrease in foaming

troubles and to permit reduction in the amount of water blown from boilers to keep

down foaming tendencies.

Prior to the use of these new chemicals, boiler blow down was the principal method

used to prevent foaming and only one chemical was generally used as an antifoaming

agent. This chemical was castor oil. However, castor oil was effective for only a short

time at boiler water temperatures and it saponified in water having soda alkalinity, so

the use of castor oil was extensive only in territories where foaming could not be pre-

vented by boiler blow down alone or where excessive blow down was required. The

recently developed antifoams have a much longer life in boilers than castor oil, do not

saponify, and are more effective in foam prevention. They are reported as used not onl\

in "bad" water territories, but also in general to produce a better steam quality and to

decrease the amount of blow down required to prevent foaming trouble.

The 1944 and 1945 Proceedings of this Association contain reports by Committee 13

in which it is stated that boiler foaming would be eliminated or reduced if small bubble

formation was prevented and if small bubbles coalesced to form large less stable bubbles

in the boiler water and at boiler water surfaces. Mechanical devices were suggested to

change the numerous small bubbles to a few large ones. These devices proved successful

in preventing water carry-over from foaming in test applications on one railroad. The

new polyamide and polyethylene glycol type antifoams have been reported to effect

similar results in causing bubb!es to coalesce, as well as to decrease small bubble forma-

tion at heating surfaces. Only very small amounts of these recently developed antifoam-

ing chemicals are required to prevent foaming trouble. The chemicals have not been used

on the railroads in the pure form, except to a limited extent, but have been used a<

proprietary compounds containing a large percentage of tannin or lignin materials. The

amount of the compounded chemical required averages approximately 1 lb. per 10,000

gal. of water treated. On at least one railroad an antifoaming chemical not compounded

"with tannin, etc., has been used successfully in water softening plants in amounts of

approximately 1 lb. per 200,000 gal. of water.

Although the polyamides and polyethylene glycols are generally effective in prevent-

ing foaming, several substances have been found to interfere to some extent with the

action of these chemicals. These interfering substances include magnesium compounds,

silica, low pH water, algae, and some organic compounds found in industrial wastes and

sewage. Tannins and lignins appear to increase the effectiveness of the polyamides when

magnesium compounds and silica are present in the water. Low pH can be avoided if all

water is treated satisfactorily at all times. Organic wastes cause interference with the

antifoam action and pretreatment of the water with copperas and heavier dosages of the

antifoaming compound may be of benefit in such cases. Algae may have to be treated

at the source of the water supply. Since the polyamides and other new antifoams have

been in use for only a few years, improvement in the antifoams and new developments

in their application may be expected.
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Report on Assignment 5

New Developments in Water Conditioning for Diesel

Locomotive Cooling Systems

M. A. Han<on (chairman, subcommittee), I. C. Brown, H. W. DcCieer, R. S. Glynn,
T. W. Hislop. Jr.. H. M. Hoffmeister, C. O. Johnson. H. L. McMulIln. H. M.
Schudiich. R. M. Stimmel, A. G. Tompkins, C. L. Waterbury. J. E. Wiggins,
E. L. E. Zahm.

This is a report ol progress, offered as information.

The use of alkaline chromate corrosion inhibitors to prevent corrosion in railway

diesel engine cooling systems has become almost universal during the past four years.

The degree of protection obtained from them has become increasingly better. This most

probably has been due to the improved controls established by the supervisory personnel

and the elimination or improvement of the more undesirable water supplies. On the basis

of performance in the locomotive cooling system the alkaline chromate inhibitors are

quite satisfactory.

A search for alternate types of corrosion inhibitors has been continued because of

the probability of a shortage of chromate supply in case of a national emergency. Some
objections have also been voiced concerning the use of chromates because of their toxicitN

if accidentally swallowed, and the possibility of skin irritation due to the sensitivity of

some persons to them during handling.

One proprietary compound consisting of 95 percent borax and 5 percent sodium

nitrite has been tested and found to have some merit. This compound was rather exten-

sively laboratory tested and found to have apparently satisfactory inhibitive action in

distilled water against corrosion of the metals commonly found in a diesel cooling system.

Its protection of aluminum, although not completely satisfactory, was as good as the

usual alkaline chromate compounds. So far as could be determined the compound did

not break down by heating in an aqueous solution over a period of two months' time.

The pH of the solution remained relatively constant for the duration of the tests. The

pH value was approximately 9.0 from a concentration of 0.2 oz. per gal. up to 0.8 oz. per

gal. and did not vary with the concentration within the limits of these tests.

The mechanism of corrosion prevention for nitrite-borax mixtures is believed to be

similar to that of the alkaline chromates. The nitrite acts as an oxidizing agent and is

reduced to ammonia but is not consumed to any great extent in its functioning as an

inhibitor.

If used in insufficient concentration a pitting type of attack could be expected. The

corrosion occurring under these circumstances would probably be the most severe in

crevices where the expended inhibitor could not be readily replenished.

It is recognized that laboratory corro.sion tests are not completely reliable and may
not be indicative of results obtained under field service conditions. They do, however,

serve as a useful screening procedure to determine if further testing is warranted. This

was the function of the laboratory tests. Following these tests, arrangements were made
to start field testing on locomotive cooling systems.

To date two field tests have been completed. One te.st was conducted on a switch

engine in yard .service at Kansas City, Mo. This test was continued for a five-month

period using Kansas City, Mo., city water for make-up water. The concentration ol

compound was held at a level of i lb. per 100 gal. and a pH value of approximately 9.0

resulted.
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During the test period, chromate-type cooling water treatment was twice added in

error. In both instances the system was drained, flushed, and the proper compound

restored.

At the end of the test one liner was removed for examination, and found to be in

generally good condition; however, in the opinion of the competent observer present it

was not quite as completely protected as liners protected with the alkaline chromate

compound being regularly used.

The other test was conducted on an E. M. D. F-7 freight locomotive in freight

service. The test was conducted for 2J^ months, during which time 26,899 miles of service

were accumulated. The concentration in the cooling system of the borax-nitrite compound

was maintained at approximately 4 lb. per 100 gal.

Inspection of the engine at the end of the test revealed the engine frame and liners

to be free from corrosion and covered with a very thin film of a light brown deposit.

The difficulty of securing complete inhibition differs considerably with various types

of engines and with waters of varying composition. Therefore, the data .secured from

two tests are not entirely conclusive.

Additional service tests are being conducted, but have not been continued for a

sufficient length of time to allow any definite conclusions to be drawn.

The borax-nitrite compound imparts no color to the solution; therefore, the con-

centration cannot be estimated by appearance. The analysis of a cooling water treated

with such a compound is relatively difficult and an analysis for the constituents would

not be a suitable method of control by terminal forces. The only comparatively simple

method is by measurement of the electrical conductivity, which would require suitable

apparatus to perform such testing. Such apparatus probably is already obtainable at a

number of terminals but is by no means universally available.

The data accumulated to date indicate this compound has some merit and probably

would be a fairly acceptable substitute for alkaline chromates as a diesel cooling water

inhibitor.

Several investigators have studied the use of chromate-phosphate mixtures for cor-

rosion prevention. The chromate concentrations were maintained at a considerably lower

level than those normally used in diesel cooling systems. These investigations have shown

that although inhibition was improved by the addition of phosphates to solutions con-

taining low concentrations of chromates, the protection offered was not as good as that

secured by high concentrations of alkaline chromates. Since the degree of protection

desired in a deisel locomotive cooling system is of a high order, the commonly accepted

practices of maintaining a concentration of sodium chromate of IJ^ lb. per 100 gal. or

more should be continued.

Report on Assignment 6

Railway Waste Disposal

T. A. Tennyson, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), W. K. Arksey, M. R. Bosl, A. K. Frost,

F. E. Gunning, J. J. Laudig, W. A. McGee, L. R. Morgan, Theodore Morris, J. Y.
Neal, A. B. Pierce, E. R. Schlaf, W. H. Shoemaker, H. M. Smith, J. E. Tiedt,

J. W. Ussher, J. E. Wiggins, Jr.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The general subject of railway waste disposal has been presented to the Association

during the past several >'ears—and the task of assembling and compilation of new laws

or regulations, federal and state, which affect waste disposal in general—by Subcommittee
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6. But, since there are a number of waste disposal problems which are pressing at this

time. Subcommittee 6 should also have specific assignments consisting of one or two

such problems. With this in mind we have suggested to the subcommittee on new sub-

jects that the first assignment should be to find a solution for the ultimate disposal of

diesel engine cooHng system wastes containing sodium chromate, and possibly under the

same assignment the disposal of wastes from car cleaning operations consisting of water

containing acid or alkaline derivatives along with possibly oil, grease and dirt.

While this subcommittee in itself may or may not be self sufficient, it is our sug-

gestion that channels be set up whereby this subcommittee may, if consistent, have

contact with the Office of Sanitation Research, AAR, which is provided with laboratory

and other facilities for just such study and research. Expressly, the Sanitation Research

is the one railroad office serving all the railroads where the chemical, engineering,

mechanical and operating phases of the railroads, which are all involved in waste disposal

problems, can be brought together in one place. This contact would be through the

Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, on which the Association has representatives

from Committee 13.

Report on Assignment 7

Design and Maintenance of Septic Tanks for Railway Purposes

1). C. Teal (chairman, subcommittee), George Clark, C. E. Fisher, H. E. Graham, J. Y.

Xeal. H. M. Schudlich, W. H. Shoemaker, J. M. Short, A. G. Tompkins, J. W. Ussher,

H. W. Van Hovenberg, R. E. Wachter, E. L. E. Zahm.

This is a final report, oft'ered as information.

This is the second report on a subject assigned in 1950. The first report was pre-

sented last year as information and may be found in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951,

pages 241-252. This year's report is also presented as information.

Sources of Material: The material for both reports was obtained from the many

State and U. S. Public Health Service publications on this subject. A reference to these

publications is shown in last year's report.

Scope: The 1951 report covered design and operation of small septic tank disposal

systems capable of handling the liquid wastes of 5 to 20 people, or up to 1000 gal.

sewage flow per day, and consisting of (1) building sewer, (2) single compartment septic

tank, (3) distribution box, and (4) seepage drain line disposal of effluent. It also pre-

sented tables and formulas for developing daily sewage flows, the percolation coefficient

of soils, size of sewer lines, length of drain lines, etc.

In addition to the basic factors discussed in last year's report, there are others that

may have to be considered in designing septic tanks, especially those handling larger

amounts (over 1000 gpd) of sewage, and certain additional or alternate features may

be needed.

(a) Too much grease in the sewage may adversely affect operation of the septic

tank. Troubles can be prevented by the installation of a grease trap in the kitchen drain.

(b) Some states require the use of a multi-compartment septic tank for sewage

tlows of over 1000 gpd.

(c) When the amount of sewage or the absorptive quality of the soil is such that

more than 500 ft. of seepage drain lines are required, an automatic siphon arranpemer.t

should be installed to insure proper distribution.
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(d) If the soil in the absorption field is practically impervious, with a percolation

coefficient of over 1.3, subsurface sand filters with bottom collecting drains should be

installed in place of the regular seepage lines.

It is intended, therefore, that the scope of this year's report be to complete the

assignment by describing and illustrating the more complex types of septic tanks and

filter disposal arrangements as mentioned above.

Grease Traps

When Needed: Although experience and research to date indicate that the presence

of small amounts of grease, up to 200 ppm, have no apparent effect on septic tank-

digestive processes, it is also an established fact that excessive amounts, such as from

a restaurant kitchen, will affect digestion and eventually clog up the tank and sewer

lines. For this reason, grease traps should always be installed in kitchen waste water

lines serving more than 10 people.

Location: Proper maintenance requires frequent, sometimes daily, removal of grease,

and the traps must, therefore, be easily accessible. Small traps may be placed under the

kitchen sink. The larger ones are usually located just outside the building. In either case,

they should be connected so as to handle only the kitchen wastes.

Essentials of Design: Grease traps may be purchased or constructed at the site.

Some of the commercial types are quite satisfactory; others appear to have been devel-

oped primarily to meet price competition and are too small. Whether purchased or home

made, the most important considerations of design are (1) capacity, (2) properly trapped

inlet and outlet, (3) maximum distance between inlet and outlet to allow time for

grease to cool and rise to surface, (4) insect proof cover, and (5) location accessible for

cleaning. Some typical home-made grease traps are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Materials: Commercial grease traps are usually made of metal. Those constructed

at the site may be of concrete, brick, or vitrified or concrete pipe.

Capacity: Will depend of course on the amount of grease involved, which is propor-

tional to the number of people served. A working capacity of 2^4 gal. per person will

allow proper separation of grease within the trap. The minimum capacity should bo

30 gal. with an increase of 2J^ gal. per person for all over 10 people. As in the case

of septic tanks, it is generally good economy to build grease traps a little over size.

Maintenance: The traps must be cleaned often enough to prevent the build up of

grease to a point that it will overflow into the septic tank. Small traps in large kitchens

may require daily cleaning, while weekly or even monthly cleaning intervals may be

adequate for the larger ones. The frequency is best determined by experience. Owing to

the human element involved, the cleanings should be scheduled on definite days and

hours, rather than "every week" or "every month."

Grease from the traps may be clarified by melting and recovered as fat.

Flies and roaches are especially attracted to grease traps and should be controlled

by appropriate measures.

Multi-Compartment Septic Tanks

When Needed: Recent Public Health Service sponsored research work performed

at the Environmental Health Center in Cincinnati, Ohio, indicates that there is but

little difference in efficiency between the single and multi-compartment septic tanks

providing total capacity is adequate. About the only advantage that can now be claimed
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for the latter is that the second compartment can be used as an observation point to

determine when the tank needs cleaning. The relative absence of solids in the second

compartment indicates that the first one is functioning satisfactorily.

However, some states still require the use of 2-compartment septic tanks for sewage

flows of over 1000 gal. per day, and the information on them is presented for this

reason.

Criteria for Design: When figuring size, no allowance should be made for the second

compartment. In other words, the first compartment should be large enough to handle

the entire sewage flow.

Materials: Recommend poured-in-place reinforced concrete.

Shapes: Although Public Health Service research indicates little difference in efficiency

between rectangular, oval or circular shaped tanks, the rectangular tank is usually easier

to construct and is recommended for this reason. The inside length of the first compart-

ment should be approximately two times its width, the minimum depth of liquid should

be S ft., and there should be at least 15 in. of air space. The second compartment should

be appro.ximately one-quarter the size of the first compartment.

Wall Thickness and Reinforcing: Should be in accordance with regular concrete

design practice for underground structures. Recommend minimum thickness of walls and
bottom of 6 in.; of top slab, 5 in.

Size—Capacity: Septic tanks handling from 1000 to 2000 gpd sewage flows should

have a retention period of approximately 24 hours. Larger tanks can digest just as

efficiently with somewhat less retention. In either case, room must be provided for the

accumulation and storage of sludge. The following formulas are recommended for deter-

mining the size of the first compartment in a two-compartment septic tank:

(1) C= 1.9 Q for sewage flows of from 1000 to 2000 gpd.

(2) C= 1500 -^ 1.15 Q for sewage flows of over 2000 gpd.

C= the total liquid capacity

Q 3= average gpd sewage flow

The table included in Fig. 2 gives recommended dimensions of two-compartment
septic tank for sewage flows of from 1000 to 5000 gpd and is based on the above
formula.

Bury: In temperate climates and with topography and grades permitting, the tank

need not be buried more than 18 in.

Manholes: Are required for inspection and cleaning purposes. There should be at

least one manhole for each compartment. Their minimum size should be 24 in. diameter

and they should be extended so their tops are near finished ground level.

Vents: Are not desirable at septic tanks. Adequate venting should be obtained through
the building plumbing.

Septic Tanks with Automatic Siphons

When Needed: The conventional absorption field with seepage drain lines laid in

gravel trenches will normally operate better if the sewage effluent is distributed in approx-
imately equal amounts to all parts of the system. For this reason, when the quantity of

sewage and the nature of the soil calls for more than 500 ft. of seepage drain line, it

may be advisable to provide automatic siphon ejection of the effluent from the septic

tank. By this means the effluent is discharged into the absorption field intermittently and
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in such a manner that it completely fills the drain line system, thus insuring that ever>-

part of the absorption field will receive its quota of sewage. In addition to better

distribution, the periods of no flow give the drainage system a chance to dry out between

dosings. Rest periods are especially important if the soil is dense.

One siphon should be provided when the disposal field has over 500 and up to

1000 ft. of drain Unes. Two siphons are recommended for fields of over 1000 and up to

iJOOO ft. of drain.

Description of Operation: With reference to Fig. 3, the overflow from the septic

tank slowly fills the siphon chamber compressing air under bell of siphon until the air

seal is broken and the siphon starts to operate. When the siphon chamber is nearly empty,

air is automatically drawn into the bell to break the siphon action.

Criteria for Design: The siphon chamber can be installed separate from the septic

tank or can be made an integral part of same. Fig. 3 shows the latter design. The choice

of siphon and design of its chamber should be based on having siphons discharge every

three to four hours.

When two siphons are used, each one should serve one-half the absorption field.

The specifications for purchase should include complete information on working

conditions. When dual siphons are ordered, it should be specified that they are to operate

alternately.

The recommended design and construction features discussed herein are illustrated

in Fig. 3.

Size—Capacity: As the septic tank part functions exactly the same as any other

septic tank, its capacity can be determined by the previously discussed formulas.

(1) C=:1.9 Q for sewage flows of 1000 to 2000 gpd.

(2) C = 1500 + 1.15 Q for sewage flows of over 2000 gpd.

The siphon chamber should have a working capacity of approximately 75 percent

of the volume of the tile drainage system. For example, the siphon chamber for an

absorption field with 800 ft. of 4-in. tile drain should have a working capacity of 400 gal.

The table of dimensions shown in Fig. 3 is in accord with the above.

Materials: Poured-in-place, reinforced concrete.

Wall Thickness and Reinforcing: Should be in accordance with regular concrete

design practices for underground structures of this kind. Recommend minimum thickness

of walls and bottom of 6 in.; of top slab, 5 in.

Manholes: Are required for inspection and cleaning. There should be two for the

septic tank proper and one to serve the siphon chamber. Their tops should be at or

just below finished ground level.

Subsurface Sand Filters

General: When the soil is practically impervious with a percolation coefficient of

over 1.3, disposal by the conventional absorption trench method becomes impractical

and unduly expensive because of the long length of drain lines needed. The exact point

at which this occurs will depend on the amounts of sewage and the relative costs of

labor and material of alternate methods; also on the area available for use as a disposal

field.

In such cases the possibility of disposal by means of a subsurface sand filter should

be considered. By this method, the septic tank cfiluent is filtered through 30 in. of sand

and is then collected and carried away hv an under drain piping .system The final
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effluent from a properly designed subsurface sand filter has received a high degree of

purification and, in most cases, can be discharged into storm sewers, ditches, creeks or

rivers without further treatment.

There are two designs of subsurface sand filters in common use—the sand filter

trench and the sand filter beds (see Figs. 4 and S), each of which is best suited to certain

conditions.

Sand Filter Trenches

When to Use: In most cases, the decision of when to use the sand filter trench

design instead of the conventional seepage trench should be based on their relative costs.

For example, given 1500 gpd of sewage and soil having a P C of 2.0, the length of 2-ft.

PC 2

seepage trench required would be gpd X "Tjrr or 1500 X 7 = 1500 ft.

Note: Two siphons would be needed for 1500 ft. of drain line.

Compared with the sand filter trench which has a PC of 0.87, the length of a 3-ft.

0.87
sand filter tren;h would be 1500 X ~f =435 ft.

Note: No siphons would be required for the latter design.

The materials and labor for each design would have to be figured according to local

conditions, but normally it would be more economical to use the sand filter trench design

.or the above example.

Length and Spacing: The details of construction for a typical sand filter trench are

shown in Fig. 4. This particular design has a percolation coefficient (PC) of 0.87 and

che length required can be determined by substituting in the formula-—Length = gpd

X PC -i- width of trench (see example in preceding paragraph). Parallel lines should

be spaced at least 8 ft. apart.

Grades: The slope of the top line or distributor should be about 0.5 percent or 6 in.

per 100 ft., and of the under drains 0.5 to 1.0 percent. It is essential that the distributors

be laid accurately to grade and that the filter sand be thoroughly settled by flooding or

other means before the distributors are placed to their final grade.

Distributors: Recommend use of 4 or 6-in. perforated concrete or tile pipe with

hub and spigot joints, made expressly for this purpose. Ordinary farm drain pipe with

j4-in. open joints and tar paper collars over joints are almost as good, but the special

perforated pipe comes in longer lengths, is easier to install, and holds to its alinement

better.

Collectors: Use 6-in. farm tile with j4-iii- open joints and tar paper collars over

top of each joint.

Filter Sand and Aggregate: The filter material should be clean, coarse sand passing

a screen having four meshes to the inch. The sand should have an effective size between

0.25 and 0.50 mm. and a uniformity coefficient not greater than 4.0. (Metcalf & Eddy
C. E. Handbook). There should be not less than 30 in. of sand filter bed. The dis-

tributor and collector lines should be surrounded by coarse screened gravel or crushed

rock. All of this coarse aggregate should pass a 2J/$-in. screen and should be retained

on a ?4-in. screen. Fine gravel, cinders or broken shell may be used above and around

the coarse aggregate to prevent infiltration of the sand.
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Sand Filter Beds

When to Use: Here again the decision should be based on relative costs. The

excavating work for sand filter beds can usually be done with heavy earth-moving

equipment and at a more economical unit cost. The space available may also be the

deciding factor. As a rough guide, construction of filter trenches becomes impractical

when length needed is over 500 ft., or enough to require use of an automatic siphon

dosing arrangement.

In their range, subsurface sand filter beds are cheaper than filter trenches, they

require less total area, and they will do the job just as well. They need more care in

de.sign and construction, but this is more than offset by the savings in cost.

Design: The principles of design for the filter beds are practically the same as for

the filter trenches. The essential difference is that instead of having trenches with natural

earth between, the entire area is filled with filter sand. Fig. S shows a typical layout.

The same depth of sand is used (30 in.) and the area of the filter bed is based on

the filter sand having a percolation coefficient of 0.87, which means that there should

be 0.87 sq. ft. for each gallon of sewage effluent applied daily.

An automatic siphon dosing arrangement should be provided when the total area

of the filter bed exceeds 1800 sq. ft. Two siphons should be provided for anything over

3600 sq. ft. The working capacity of the siphon should be approximately 75 percent of

the volume of the distributor lines.

Grades: When automatic siphons are used, both distributors and collector or under

drain piping should be laid to a 0.3 percent grade, otherwise 0.5 percent.

Distributors: Same as for sand filter trenches.

Collectors: Same as for sand filter trenches.

Filter Sand and Aggregate: Same as for sand filter trenches.

Summary

The two reports made to date on this subject cover in a general way Public Health

Service recommended practices for the design of septic tank disposal facilities capable

of handling sewage flows of up to 5000 gpd. Under favorable environmental conditions,

septic tanks can take care of larger amounts of sewage than this; however, conditions

are not always favorable and state or city health laws may necessitate the installation

of other and more complete types of treatment; for example:

(1) Sometimes the ground water table is found too near the surface to permit

successful operation of any subsurface method, and it becomes necessary to install above

ground filters supplied by sewage pumps.

(2) When disposal is by a filter arrangement with the collector pipe discharging

into the source of a public water supply system, Public Health laws may require that

the filtered effluent be chlorinated.

There are other conditions under which the conventional septic tank disposal system

would not be satisfactory. Each project should be considered on its own merits and the

design should then be adapted to and in accord with the governing Public Health Laws.

Also, whenever called for, the plans should be approved by the local or state health

department before construction is started.
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Report on Assignment 8

Specifications for Design and Installation for Efficient

Maintenance and Operation of Diesel Fuel

Oil Facilities

Collaborating with Committee 6

J. E. Wiggins, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Bardwell, I. C. Brown, A. K. Frost,

F. E. Gunning, S. H. Hailey, M. A. Hanson, A. W. Johnson, C. O. Johnson, J. J.

Laudig, W. A. McGee, G. F. Metzdorf, L. R. Morgan, H. E. Silcox, R. E. Wachter,

C. L. Waterbury.

Your committee submits this report as information.

The change from steam to diesel motive povi'er has wrought many changes on

American railroads, one of these being the handling of fuel. Coal handling equipment is

being replaced by facilities for handling diesel fuel oil; groups of large capacity oil

storage tanks are taking the place of coal storage piles. This fuel picture on many

railroads is a new one which brings with it a new problem. This report deals with the

design, installation and maintenance of facilities for meeting the requirements of this

problem.

Facilities for fueling road engines are installed at engine terminals and at points on

line of road where operating experience indicates their need. Facilities are also required

for switch engines. The size of a given facility will be determined by the amount of fuel

handled. Regardless of size, the basic principles of design will be the same.

The characteristics of diesel fuel oil have an important bearing on the design of

facilities for handling it. The design should be for facilities capable of handling a neutral

distillate petroleum product having the general properties given below, varying somewhat

according to geographical location.

Viscosity: Not less than 35 sec. nor more than SO sec. at a temperature of 100 deg.

F., as determined in a Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter.

Pour Point: Shall flow freely at a maximum temperature deg. F., from Sep-

tember 1 to March 31, and at IS deg. from April 1 to August 31, and there

shall be no separation of wax or other solid material at these temperatures.

Flash Point: Not less than 150 deg. F.

In the event of a national emergency and the consequent military demand for diesel

and jet fuels, it is considered likely that the quality of railway diesel fuel will be affected,

Indications are that diesel fuels will have higher end points, higher sulfur contents,

lower gravities, and higher pour points. The pour point will likely be in the range of

40 deg. to 50 deg. F. When the railroads are forced to use this lower quality oil as a

diesel fuel it will be necessary to winterize existing facilities. The Association of American

Railroads, Society of Automotive Engineers, and American Society for Testing Materials

have this problem under active consideration. This report recognizes these probable con-

ditions but will deal only with facilities for conditions prevailing at the present time.

Generally speaking, a system for fueling diesel locomotives consists of storage tanks,

pumps, motors, motor controls, pump houses, pipe lines, valves, strainers, filters, air

eliminators, meters, oil unloading equipment, and facilities for delivering oil to diesel

locomotives.
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Storage Tanks

Adequate storage should be provided to assure regular operation of trains in the

event the scheduled delivery of oil from the source of supply is interrupted for a pro-

longed period. It is recommended that storage be provided for not less than 30 days;

and preferably for 60 days' supply.

The question of using one or more oil storage tanks at a location is one of economy.

It revolves around the savings in tank cost and the possible contamination of the total oil

supply when only one tank is used. This is a question that should receive proper consid-

eration when storage facilities are being designed.

Storage tanks should be of welded steel construction.

Oil in quantities not greater than 35,000 gal. can be conveniently stored in prefabricated

cylindrical steel tanks. Tanks of this type are usually supported in a horizontal position

on reinforced concrete or combination concrete and steel saddles. If space is limited and

it is necessary to support a tank having a relatively small diameter in a vertical position,

it should be placed on a reinforced concrete slab foundation with anchor bolts to prevent

overturning. Tanks in this capacity range having a relatively large diameter may be set

in a vertical position on a foundation of graded crushed stone and sand.

Tanks with a capacity greater than 35,000 gal. have flat bottoms and conical roofs

and are installed in a vertical position. Tanks of this type not over 40 ft. high can be

installed on a foundation of graded crushed stone and sand at sites where the soil has

a bearing capacity of not less than 3000 lb. per sq. ft.

A crushed stone and sand foundation usually consists of a graded stone and sand

mat 10 in. thick, with a diameter about 2 ft. greater than that of the tank; a 3-in.

cushion of sand, well mixed with sulfur free oil; a reinforced concrete curb around the

stone mat and sand cushion; and asphalt paving over the area between the tank shell

and the concrete curb.

Foundations for tanks at locations affording soil with less than 3000 lb. per sq. ft.

bearing capacity will require special design to meet local conditions.

Horizontal storage tanks shall be equipped with a nozzle for inlet and outlet pipe

connection, a manhole, a clean-out connection, with cap, at the bottom of the tank, a

gaging hatch, and a free vent the size of which shall be determined by the Proposed

Tentative Standards: American Petroleum Institute Venting Guide.

Vertical storage tanks shall have the following appurtenances: roof manhole, .shell

manhole, outside and inside ladder, level indicator, vent sized as indicated above, clean-

out sump, nozzle for inlet and outlet pipe connection, and nozzle for siphon pipe

connection.

The distance between tanks, and the distance from tank to the line of property

which may be built upon, should meet the code of the National Fire Protection

Association.

All tanks should be grounded to permanent moisture as a protection against static

electric currents.

Dykes constructed of either earth or concrete should surround the storage tanks.

The volume enclosed below the top of the dyke should be not less than 10 percent

greater than the volume of the tank or tanks within the dyked area. Tanks above

35,000 gal. capacity should have individual dykes.
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Pumps and Motors

Pumps of either the centrifugal type or the rotary type may be used for handling

diesel fuel oil. Both types give satisfactory service, depending on local operating con-

ditions. The centrifugal type may be used at locations affording a flooded suction or a

low suction lift and a self priming arrangement. At locations where the pump has to

work against a suction hft, such as pumping from the dome of a tank car, the rotary

type pump serves more satisfactorily.

Rotary type pumps are positive displacement pumps and must be equipped with a

relief valve and by-pass arrangement built integral with the pump to prevent excessive

pressures when valves are closed while the pump is in operation. This type pump is

manufactured and regularly furnished with reduction gears, enabling the rated capacity

to be at a relatively low speed. It is customary to limit the speed of the pump to

600 rpm.

The discharge capacity of the pumps will depend upon local requirements. At major

fueling points and points where fast fueling is required, 300-gpm. pumps are used. Fuel

tanks on diesel locomotives are vented for a maximum of 300 gpm. oil delivery. At

small fueling points for switcher service, pumps of 100 to 200 gpm. capacity are

adequate.

Pump motors may be either open or splash-proof construction, but explosion proof

is preferable. They should be of adequate capacity to develop the full rated discharge

capacity of the pump. Calculations for power requirements should allow for pressure

drop due to flow through the pipe, hose, and the various pieces of equipment such as

filters, meters and strainers, in addition to the static head against which the pump
will be required to work.

.\11 electric wiring should be in conduit. Safety switches and starters should be in

dust-tight enclosures.

At important fueling points duplicate installations of pumps, motors, and starter.<

should be made. The electric switches and starters should be installed to permit only

one pump to operate at a time.

Pump House

The pump house should be. of fire-resistant construction and of adequate size to

accommodate the piping, valves, pumps, motors, motor controls, air releases, meters, and

filters.

Pipe Lines

Pipe may be either standard weight steel or genuine wrought iron. Line pipe joints

may be flanged, collar-type joint with bolts, screwed or welded. Pipe connections to

valves and equipment should be made up flanged. Pipe should be sized to hold the

friction loss as low as practical. Generally this can be accomplished by using 3, 4, and

6-in. pipe for 100, 200, and 300 gpm. pumping, respectively.

Pipe hnes may be installed either above or below ground. Pipes above ground must

have supports spaced to prevent excessive sag in line, and provision must be made to

take care of expansion. Undergound piping should be protected from corrosion.

All fittings should be free from flaws and sand holes, tapped true and of uniform

size throughout to insure uniform engagement of pipe threads without the necessity for

adjusting the die or overcutting the thread.

All pipe threads should be clean, cut sharp and true, and of such size as to engage

the fittings by at least six threads when brought up tight as practicable without injury.

Joints should be made up tight without caulking.
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Special attention should be given to the type ol thread lubricant used. A lubricant

or pipe thread compound formulated for use on oil pipe line threads should be used

to prevent leaks at connections.

The thread lubricant should be applied to the pipe thread and not in the fitting.

All pipe should be reamed to full size of bore.

Welded joints should be used only when both the welding procedure and the

operator have been quahfied in accordance with recommendations of the American

Standard Code for Pressure Piping.

For welded pipe lines, all pipe ends should be squared accurately and machine

beveled. When field beveling becomes necessary, the cutting oxide should be removed.

The abutting edges of all joints should be separated the proper amount to allow for

expansion during welding and to permit fusion to the bottom.

Gaskets for flanged connections should be either ring or full-faced and made of a

material designed to prevent oil leakage. Several gasket materials have proved effective

for this service, among them being a material made of long fiber Canadian asbestos and

an oil-resistant rubber compound. The gasket should be coated with an oil-resisting

gasket paste before installing.

All assembled piping should be suitable for and capable of withstanding, without

injury or leakage, the hydrostatic or oil test pressures specified (for the service pressure

rating) by the applicable standard of the American Standards Association's Code for

Pressure Piping, latest revision. The test pressure should in no case be less than IJ/2

times the actual working pressure.

Valves

Check valves should be swing type, 125 lb., iron body, brass trimmed. Gate valves

should be outside screw and yoke, wedge type, 125 lb., iron body, brass trimmed. Plug

valves should be made of steeliron, and may be either single-gland type or regular gland

type with pressure sealed lubrication. Gate valves should be packed with a material

formulated to prevent leaking—a neoprene packing is recommended for this service.

Plug valves should be packed with a special plastic packing.

Strainers

A strainer fitted with a 30-mesh removable screen should be installed in the suction

line near the pump. Such a strainer will protect the pump from large foreign matter

that may flow with the oil from the tank car. Some installations provide a strainer on

the inlet side of the meter for its protection. All strainers should be cleaned periodically.

Filters

Element-type filters should be installed in the discharge line to the storage tanks.

It is a good policy also to install filters on the discharge line near the delivery point to the

die.sel. Such an installation will provide for filtering of the oil going to storage tanks,

and for a second filtering operation for oil going from the storage tanks to delivery on
diesel locomotives.

Different kinds of material are used to pack the filter cartridge, such as cellulose,

cotton waste, pressed paper, and wood fiber. Filters employing any of these filtering

mediums in a sufficient number of tubes or cartridges to afford not less than % sq. ft.

of filtering area per gallon per minute of fuel oil pumped will give satisfactory results.

The pressure drop across the filter will be about 4 lb. when the filter cartidgcs an-
dean. When this drop in pre.ssure increa.se is excessive, the dirty cartridges should he
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replaced with new ones. The filter tank should be cleaned at the time of cartridge

renewal. Caution should be observed when cleaning the filter tank and renewing filter

cartridges to prevent sludge getting into the filter outlet pipe.

Meter and Air Eliminator

A rotary positive-displacement meter is accurate and causes minimum resistance to

line flow, and therefore it requires a small pressure head for operation. A wide variety

of registers are available for use on the meter, including the continuous counter, good

for 1,000,000 gal., and the re-set dial, good for 10,000 gal. A recording printer dial is

also available for those who keep printed records of each oil delivery.

A meter should be installed in the pump house on the discharge side of the pump.

It is good practice to use a meter having a capacity 10 to 20 percent greater than that

of the pump. To insure accuracy an air eUminator should be installed adjacent to and

on the inlet end of the meter. This eliminator, or air release, must be capable of auto-

matically releasing entrapped air or gases in the oil before they reach the meter and

affect the accuracy of its reading. It should be capable of releasing air or gas without

permitting oil to escape while being pumped at the maximum rated capacity of the pump.

At major fueling points one or more meters with air eliminator should be installed

at the fueling outlets. It is the policy of some roads to install a meter at each fueling

outlet. The number of meters installed will be governed by the kind of records required.

Unloading

Diesel fuel oil deliveries are made either by tank truck or tank car, and provision

for both should be made.

For tank truck deliveries, a connection in the suction line at ground level should be

provided. This connection should be equipped with proper fittings for connection with

tank truck hose, and should be capped when not in use.

Tank cars can be unloaded through a valve at the bottom of the car or through

the dome at the top. The valve mechanism at the bottom of tank cars is such that oil

spillage is practically unavoidable when connection is made to it. The chief advantage

of unloading from the bottom of cars is the flooded suction for pump operation afforded

by this method. This advantage does not offset the disadvantage of the spillage and

possible contamination by sediments from the bottom of the tank car; therefore, many

railroads have adopted dome unloading as standard practice.

For bottom-of-car unloading, provide a concrete box with a metal hinged cover

over the riser pipe from the suction line. The box should be sufficiently large to permit

the storing of 3 or 4-in. reinforced suction hose, S ft. long. The hose should be of an

oil-resistant material such as neoprene, and be equipped with a tank car connection on

one end and a female coupling on the other. The required number of such unloading

connections will be determined by the number of tank cars to be spotted for unloading.

For dome unloading, provide one or more unloading cranes, depending on the

number of tank cars to be unloaded. The diameter of the pipe should be not less than

3 in., but preferably larger to reduce friction in the pipe.

There are many variations of design of such a crane. Generally, it consists of a

system of piping arranged as follows: A vertical wrought iron riser pipe extending

about 10 ft. above ground and supported in the vertical position by a section of 4 or

6-in. pipe imbedded in a concrete pedestal; a gate valve in the riser pipe, about 3 ft.

above ground; an aluminum or other non-ferrous metal cross pipe cut to extend from
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the riser pipe to the center of the tank car, and connected to the top of the riser pipe

with a ball-bearing double-swing joint; and an aluminum or other non-ferrous metal

drop tube 10 to 12 ft. in length, with a bell strainer on the bottom end, and the top

end connected to a cross pipe with a ball-bearing drop tube swivel joint. Double-swing

joints with weight adaptors for counter weighting are available and are used to add to

the ease of operation. Such a crane is very flexible and affords complete horizontal and

vertical movement. The swing joints should be the type that require no packing and

are equipped with a non-leaking ring to seal the lubricating chamber which has been

packed with proper lubricant at the factory. A push-button station to control the pump
motor should be installed at a convenient point on or near the unloading crane.

Fueling

Generally speaking, two types of fueling devices are in use ; a discharge pipe outlet

at the ground or platform level, to provide a means for hose connection to the fuel tank

on the diescl, and a fueling crane extending about 10 ft. above the ground platform

level for the same purpose. Experience has proved that the fuehng crane has operating

advantages over the surface-type connection; for this reason many railroads have made

the crane standard equipment at locations affording adequate distance between tracks

to permit its use.

The fueling crane is similar to the unloading crane previously described, excepting

that in lieu of a drop pipe, a delivery hose is connected to the outlet end of the cross

pipe. This connection is made with a single-swing joint with reducing fittings on the

outlet end to receive the hose connection. The hose should be made of an oil-resisting

material such as neoprene. Short length hose, about 10 ft., should be used. Hose of this

length is easy to handle; moreover, the friction loss is held down when short length

hose is used. The outlet end of the hose should be equipped with a pressure-type self-

closing fueling nozzle. The outlet end of the nozzle must have proper fittings to provide

a mechanical connection to the fuel inlet on the diesel locomotive.

The number and spacing of the discharge outlets will, of course, be determined by

the number of diesel units operated as a locomotive, and the number of locomotives to

be fueled at one time.

A paved diesel service platform at the top of the rail level, equipped with surface

drainage facilities, should be installed at major points.

Conclusion

A facility which has been properly designed in accordance with the foregoing gen-

eral specifications and description, and which has been installed in compliance with

governing codes by master craftsmen, will give efficient service and require the minimum
amount of maintenance. In order that such a facility may continue to give efficient

service, a regular inspection and maintenance schedule must be followed, with responsibil-

ity for compliance assigned to a definite operating or maintenance officer.

It is the intention of your committee to submit a report next year dealing with the

painting of diesel fuel oil tanks, the heating of diesel fuel oil facilities, and fire protection

for diesel fuel oil facilities.
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Report on Assignment 9

Water Quality for Stationary Automatic Steam Generators

R. A. Bardwell (chairman, subcommittee), W. R. Arksey, M. R. Bost, 1. C. Brown,

R. E. Coughlan, M. A. Hanson, H. M. Hoffmcister, A. VV. Johnson, C. O. Johnson,

J. J. Laudig, E. R. Schlaf, H. M. Schudlich, J. M. Short, R. M. Stimmel, T. A.

Tennyson, Jr., E. L. E. Zahm.

The following report is offered as information.

The object of this report is to evaluate the quality requirements of water for these

types of generators, which will extend their useful life without maintenance or renewal

of parts. Although the existing recommendations for diesel steam generators may apply

in kind to all stationary generators, there are several variations to be considered: i.e.,

there are varying types of stationary generators; the water consumption rate to these

generators is very small compared to the high rate at which storage tanks are filled on

diesel units; and there is more space available for individual water-treating equipment

on the individual generators than on diesels. The types of generators may be water or

fire-tube construction, or continuous-coil type generators. The water consumption for

these generators is generally not over 10 gpm., although there are variations from 1 to

30 gpm. on individual installations.

With the object of this report in mind, the recommendations of methods of treat-

ment to produce water of proper quality are in the following order of preference:

1. Distilled water or equivalent from demineralization, with organic and sodium

phosphate after-treatment to prevent corrosion.

2. Zeolite-treated water, with organic and sodium phosphate after-treatment to

prevent corrosion.

3. Lime-soda ash softened water with sodium phosphate and organic after-

treatment to produce zero-hardness, non-corrosive water.

4. Potassium carbonate and organic in sufficient quantity to produce lack of cor-

rosion and non-adherent scale, especially in the form of silica salts.

5. Sodium phosphate, organic, and soda-ash treatment in sufficient quantity to

insure lack of scale and corrosion.

The water quality for the continuous coil-type generators is the most critical, due

to the small diameter of the heating coils, which may become easily plugged without

proper water conditioning. The first recommendation, distilled water or equivalent, is

e.specially advocated for this type, where it is economically feasible. Small capacity

zeolite treated plants, followed by corrosion control with caustic soda or phosphate and

organics, have been found to be effective in producing water of proper quality for these

units on some roads, and this method has been used in cases where there was a shortage

of acid for regeneration of existing demineralizing plants. Lime-soda ash treated water,

followed by an aftertreatment to produce a non-adherent sludge, is also capable of pro-

ducing suitable water, and may be recommended where such plants are in existence,

provided there is continued proper control. If expenditure for the above external treating

methods is not feasible, potassium carbonate internal treatment to produce non-adherent

sludge and soluble silica salt is indicated to provide satisfactory results, if the following

precautions are taken:

1. Frequent rinsing of the return water tank is necessary to eliminate build-up

of sludge, in cases where this overflow is returned.
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2. Blow-down valve must be kept free from sludge to prevent sticking and should

be arranged for automatic operation.

The alkalinity of water for the continuous-coil type generators may be quite high

without danger of carry-over into the steam lines.

For the water-tube and fire-tube generators, the demineralization or the zeohte treat-

ment is recommended, in that order, provided proper after-treatment is applied to prevent

corrosion. Lime-soda ash treated water with after-treatment is more suitable, where

available, for these types than for the coil-type generators. Water for these generators

has been successfully treated internally in some cases to prevent abnormal scale forma-

tion with proper control of chemicals and blow-down. This is done cither by potassium

carbonate or by phosphates, soda ash plus organics, in sufficient quantity to produce

high enough alkalinity for zero-hardness water in the boilers with lack of corrosion.

The choice of internal treatment would be dependent also on total scale-forming matter

in the initial water. When a large percentage of condensate is being returned, in the

order of 90 percent to 95 percent, the small amount of scale in make-up water also may

be controlled with dosages of soda ash and organics in sufficient quantity to prevent

corrosion.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

0. W. Stephens (chairman, subcommittee), F. H. Alcott, C. M. Angel, G. A. Belden,

R. R. Cahal, C. E. Close, D. W. Converse, C. O. Coverley, R. L. Fletcher, J. P.

Gallagher, C. S. Graves, J. W. Hayes, R. V. Hazer, H. C. Lorenz, J. E. South,

O. G. Wilbur.

Your committee recommends the following revisions:

Pages 6-140 to 6-144, incl.

Delete the entire specification? for Asphalt Mastic Floors dated 1931, and substitute

the following:

^HOT ASPHALT MASTIC FLOORS

1052

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, permits, insurance, tools and equip-

ment, except as otherwise noted, necessary to complete the hot asphalt mastic floor as

hereinafter specified and as shown or implied on the drawings.

2. Description

The floor shall consist of subtloor as specified, and a sheet asphalt wearing course

lYz in. thick.

3. Subgrade and Foundation

Where mastic is laid on a concrete base or foundation, the grading, subgrade and

concrete foundation course shall be constructed in accordance with the specifications

of the AREA for concrete for railway buildings as given in Section 4. The concrete

shall be finished to a rough even surface, parallel to the contour of the finished surface

of the mastic wearing course. The minimum thickness shall be 3 in.

Where mastic is laid on a wood subfloor, the wood shall be treated as specified,

solidly supported, and well nailed with all rough projections removed, and shall be

covered with 1 ply of 10-lb. asbestos paper lapped 3 in., and securely fastened.

4. Asphaltic Cement

Any contractor bidding on the work shall submit with his bid a 1-lb. sample of the

asphaltic cement properly labeled for identification purposes, together with a statement

from the producer thereof guaranteeing to furnish a sufficient quantity to complete

any work which may be awarded under the contract. A certified statement shall be

submitted with the bid giving the name and source of supply, and a complete chemical

and physical analysis, sworn to by a chemist of recognized standing, of the asphaltic

cement proposed to be used.

The asphaltic cement used in the construction of the asphaltic concrete work and

the sample submitted with the bid shall be of the same brand, and shall comply with

the following requirements:

a. It shall be thoroughly homogeneous, free from water, and .shall not foam when

heated to 350 deg. F.

b. The specific gravity shall not be less than unity at 60 deg. F.
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c. When heated in an open oil tester, it shall not flash below 480 deg. F., and

shall be in accordance with the current standard methods of tests of the

ASTM, serial designation D 92.

d. The penetration at 77 deg. F., No. 2 needle, 100 grams weight, S sections, shall

not be less than 50 nor more than 60. The penetration at 115 deg. F., No. 2

needle, 50 grams weight, 5 sections, shall not exceed 4J/^ times the penetration

at 77 deg. F., and shall be in accordance with the current standard methods

of tests of the ASTM, serial designation D 5.

e. The ductility at 77 deg. F. (Dow method, 5 cms. per min.) shall not be less

than 60 cms., and shall be in accordance with the current standard methods

of tests of the ASTM, serial designation D 113.

f. The loss on heating 50 grams in an open cylindrical vessel 2 ui in. in diameter

by IH in. high at 325 deg. F. for 5 hours shall not exceed 1 percent by weight,

and shall be in accordance with the current standard methods of tests of the

ASTM, serial designation D 6.

g. The penetration of the residue at 77 deg. F., No. 2 needle, 100 grams weight,

5 sec, shall not be less than 60 percent of the original penetration, and shall

be in accordance with the current standard methods of tests of the ASTM.
serial designation D 243.

h. At least 99 percent of the asphaltic cement shall be soluble in pure carbon

bisulfide and at least 98.5 percent shall be soluble in carbon tetrachloride, and

shall be in accordance with the current standard methods of tests of the ASTM.
serial designations D 165 and D 4.

6. Mineral Aggregate

The stone shall be clean, sound, durable limestone, trap rock or granite, uniform in

quality, free from dirt, dust, screenings, soft stone, or other foreign matter. It shall be

broken as nearly cubicle as possible, rough surfaced and sharp-angled, and shall be of

compact texture and uniform grain. The size and grading shall be as specified in Art. 6

—

Wearing Surface.

The aggregate shall be subjected to abrasion and toughness tests conducted by the

engineer. It .shall show a French coefficient of v/ear of not less than 7 and its toughness

shall be not less than 6, and shall be in accordance with the current standard method of

tests of the ASTM, serial designations D 2 and D 3.

6. Wearing Surface

Upon the foundation course prepared as directed, there .shall be constructed a

wearing surface con.sisting of a mixture of asphaltic cement and mineral aggregate pre-

pared as hereinafter described, of such a thickness that when compacted by rolling it

shall be 1^ in. in depth.

The materials composing the wearing cour.se shall be present in the finished mixture

in the following proportions by weight:

Percent

Bitumen 7-9
Mineral aggregate passing 200-mesh sieve 7-10
M neral aggregate passing 80-mesh sieve and retained on 200 '.

. . . 10-20
M'neral aggregate passing 40-mesh sieve and retained on 80 10-25
Mineral aggregate passing 20-mesh sieve and retained on 40 10-25
Mineral aggregate passing 8-mesh sieve and retained on 20 10-20
Mineral aggregate passing 4-mesh sieve and retained on 8 15-20
Mineral aggregate passing 2-mesh sieve and retained on 4 S-10
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The above gradation shall be in accordance with the current standard methods of

tests of the ASTM, serial designation E 13.

The asphaltic cement shall be heated from 300 deg. F. to 325 deg. F., in suitable

heating kettles. The mineral aggregate shall be thoroughly dried and heated in suitable

apparatus to from 250 deg. to 350 deg. F. When thoroughly heated, the ingredients

shall be thoroughly mixed in the proper proportions by weight in an approved mechanical

mixer so that each particle of the aggregate is completely coated with the asphaltic

cement, and the mixture discharged at a temperature of from 250 deg. to 325 deg. F.

The mixture as above compounded shall be delivered, properly protected, to the

work in clean vehicles and spread at a temperature of from 225 deg. to 300 deg. F. upon

the foundation previously cleaned and prepared. All vertical contact surfaces shall be

painted with hot asphaltic cement to furnish a bond for the wearing course. The mixture

thus delivered shall be spread evenly on the foundation with hot iron rakes and shovels

to such a depth that when compacted it shall conform to the required thickness, section

and grade. Sufficient mixture shall be laid around all structures so as to bring the

finished surface slightly above the edge of the structure. The wearing course thus spread

shall be properly rolled longitudinally, from the sides to the center, and diagonally with

a self-propelled tandem roller giving a compression of 250 lb. per in. of width of

tread, until it is compact and solid and ceases to creep under the action of the roller,

and the surface is even and true to grade. In all locations inaccessible to the roller and

around structures, curves, etc., compaction shall be obtained by hot iron tampers of

approved design.

7. Squeegee or Seal Coat

As soon as possible after rolling the above layer, the surface shall be swept clean

of all dust, dirt or loose particles. An application oi % to y2 gal. of the asphaltic cement

specified per square yard shall be uniformly spread over the surface. This application

shall completely coat all the stone and fill the surface voids without excess material

being used. After this, clean, screened stone chips, or clean, coarse, washed and sand grit

J^-in. size, or pea gravel passing ^-in. mesh sieve and retained on a 10-mesh sieve

shall be spread over the surface in sufficient quantity to absorb all surplus binding

material and shall be thoroughly rolled into the surface. The stone chips, sand grit or

pea gravel shall be thoroughly dry before spreading on the surface. The rolling shall be

continued until the surface gives no further indications of compressibility and is even

and true to grade.

8. Guarantee

It is hereby understood and agreed that the contractor shall guarantee the material

furnished and used, and the workmanship employed in the construction under the con-

tract, to be of such quality and character as to insure the same to be free from all

defects and to remain in continuous good order and condition for a period of 2 years.

The guarantee shall include all repairs required to be made or, if necessary, the entire

reconstruction of the work without additional charge or cost to the railroad company.

9. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the contractor shall

be subject to the approval of the engineer, and no part of the work will be considered

as finally accepted until all the work is completed and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in Art. 1. General of this specification shall be

considered to apply with equal force to this section of the specification.
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Pages 6-171 to 6-198, incl.

CHIMNEYS

1935

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 6-211 to 6-213, incl.

Delete the entire specification dated 102ft, covering Paints for Railway Buildings,

and substitute the following:

'PAINTS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

1952

1. Properly selected paints for railway buildings are necessary for decorative pur-

poses and to preserve the wood, metal and other building materials. Structures require

painting when first erected, and repainting of the surfaces is desirable and necessary at

certain intervals due to loss in appearance and deterioration of the paint's protective

properties.

2. In the selection of the proper paint, its protective value is important and is

largcly dependent on the ability of the paint film to prevent air and moisture from

reaching the surface of the painted materials. It is dependent also to some extent on

the preservative nature of the ingredients of the paint. The paints should be selected

which can be cleaned without too much injury and which will produce the most im-

pervious surfaces. Care should be exercised as to proper selection of the priming and

top coats as to the proper vehicle-pigment ratio and the compatibility of the priming

and top coats.

3. Color is important in paint selection, and some railroads have adopted certain

standards of distinctive colors for painting buildings; however, in the use of color, care

must be given to the proper blending of colors based on "Color Science." Only colors

should be used which will blend or complement other colors. From this, a psychological

effect results, reducing nervous tension and imparting a feeling of relaxation and cheer-

fulness.

4. Aside from prolonging the life of its structures, the railway which makes it a

practice to keep its buildings painted with attractive and pleasing colors gets an

unconscious goodwill from its patrons and derives a definite value in advertising.

5. The factors which produce an effective paint are the selection of proper ingredients,

and the careful grinding and mixing of these ingredients. The end product of the process

of painting is a paint coating (when applied with brush or spray or other means) which

will have maximum strength, impermeability and durability, and at the same time meet

the requirements as to color.

6. In general, there are three methods for specifying and ordering paints; by placing

the requirements that the various classes of paints are to meet before manufacturers and

depending on their judgement and ability to produce the most efficient paint for the

service; by adoption of standard paints based on accelerated weathering and outside

exposure tests of various manufacturers' paints; or to order in accordance with

specifications prepared by the railway company.
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7. The railroads that buy paint on specification do so for the purpose of insuring

delivery of a product which has been found under certain conditions to give relatively

good surface protection or decoration; however, since paint research is constantly devel-

oping better paints, railroads committed to specification paints may lose the economies

which result from paint improvements. They may also pay a higher price for a product

complying with specification requirements which could be purchased on the paint manu-

facturer's recommendation at a lower cost.

8. If paints are ordered under specifications or formulas, the paint formulas must

be prepared and developed by experts in paint technology. The formulas should be

revised from time to time so as to include improved manufacturing methods and newly

discovered materials. The adoption should be based on rigid physical tests, and chemical

composition.

9. Chemical analyses of paints will to a certain extent detect substitutions of

improper materials, but may not show up imperfect methods of manufacture.

10. The service life of paint is as much dependent upon its correct application as

upon the composition of the paint. The most important factor in painting work is to

see that the surface on which the paint is to be applied is properly prepared. Such

surfaces should be clean and dry and free from conditions which might have a tendency

to cause the paint to scale,, blister, peel, spot, discolor, etc.

11. When applied, paint should be brushed or sprayed to a smooth coating of unifomi

thickness so as to get the maximum spreading capacity of the paint consistent with a

film of the thickness to wear well and give the desired protection.

12. Usually where painting is done in two or more coats, each coat should be

allowed to dry hard before any succeeding coat is applied ; however, there are some

cases where this is not necessary or desirable.

13. Paints should be furnished preferably in cans, and mixed to the proper con-

sistency for direct application. Under certain conditions, paints will require some thinning,

which should be done only with turpentine, linseed oil, or approved thinners.

14. The failure of paint coatings before their expective life has been reached is

not only a loss in the cost of materials and labor, but there is also a deterioration of the

structural materials in the building due to the lack of protection furnished.

15. A record of all painting work on buildings should be kept on suitable forma

and the date painted or stencilled on buildings.

16. Form 1 shows the information that should be given and is recommended for use,

(See current Form 1 for Building Painting under Paints for Railway Buildings, Manual
page 6-213, in which no change is recommended).

Report on Assignment 9

Air Conditioning

J. T. Schoener (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, W. F. Armstrong, C. E. Booth,
D. W. Converse, J. F. Hendrickson, Earl Kimmel, E. M. Loebs, W. E. Webb.

This report is presented as information only.

As an introductory report on air conditioning, the purpose is to define air condi-

tioning and to describe briefly seven different ways of controlling the temperature or

air flow within a building.
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Thev are:

1. Heating

2. Ventilation

3. Cooling

4. Heating and ventilation

5. Heating and cooling

6. Cooling and ventilation

7. Heating, cooling and ventilation

Air conditioning of railway buildings might be defined as the serving of rail carriers'

structures with heating, ventilation, and cooling—taken individually, in pairs, or as a

whole—and for purposes of comfort or industrial application.

Considering heating, ventilation, and cooling as a complete installation, the most

common application in railway buildings is in office space. Each year more and more

office space is air conditioned, primarily for the comfort of the personnel, yet with the

secondary benefit of increased office work output.

Heating and ventilation, without cooling, is common practice, and in engine-houses

and diesel shops each function assumes about equal importance. In the case of the diesel

shop the purpose is both for personal comfort and industrial application, the latter

being particularly true because a frozen diesel locomotive is indeed useless.

Heating and cooling, without ventilation, and cooling plus ventilation, without

heating, comprise rather rare conditions; yet such installations do occur around a rail-

road, particularly in connection with the communications department. Some types of

sensitive electrical equipment must be protected from both heat and cold, as well as

from dust particles. This is an example of heating and cooling where ventilation is not

indicated by human occupancy, and where ventilation might be detrimental except

through the use of filters. Cooling plus ventilation, without heating, might be illustrated

by a battery of teletype machines installed in an inside office. Between the heat of the

electrical equipment and the body heat given off by the operators, cooling and ven-

tilation are required; yet at no time is heating necessary on such an installation.

Heating alone might be considered under two categories: (1) that where natural

ventilation is welcomed and where the primary object is comfort of personnel or patrons.

A prime example of such heating is where natural ventilation seeping through the window

cracks or moving doors is welcome—any average passenger station which benefits even

in mid-winter through the introduction of a little incidental fresh air. (2) installations

of heating alone where natural ventilation is not welcomed. These consist generally of

industrial applications. Automatic water pumping plants, for example, require heat

simpl\ to prevent freezing within the building and not for reasons of comfort in the

building, which may be unattended much of the time.

In buildings where ventilation alone is required, the secondary purpose is usually

that of removing excessive summer heat along with the introduction of fresh air. Ven-

tilators, for example, on large passenger train sheds or on the roofs of unhealed freight

stations exist to suck out the top layer of heated air before it affects the occupied por-

tion of the building. The only railroad ventilation program without the dissipation of

heat as a seasonal secondary benefit is that of tunnel ventilation, which is not truly a

building problem.

The cooling of railroad buildings without heating or ventilation is a unique situation

found, in all probability, only around the dining car department and is strictly an indus-

trial application of air conditioning. The walk-in refrigerators, being truly cold rooms.
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are an example of space cooling around the railroad where the designer shuns ventilation

as usually not necessary.

Report on Assignment 10

Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including Adaptation

of Substitute Noncritical Materials

Collaborating with the Purchases and Stores Division, AAR

J. W. Hayes (chairman, subcommittee), T. S. Carter, Jr., J. S. Cooper, R. L. Fletcher.

D. E. Perrine, S. G. Urban, W. E. Webb, O. G. Wilbur.

This is a preliminary report and is submitted as information only. For the past

year the National Production Authority has prepared numerous directives for conserv-

ing labor and critical materials to expedite the defense effort; and a definite controlled

material plan (CMP) was set up effective October 1, 1951. All construction comes

under the jurisdiction of the NPA and is subject to the restrictions and allocations

specified under the CMP program.

Scrap metals should be recovered for salvage. Second-hand metal should be reused

if possible, in lieu of using new steel, etc. Consideration should be given to the substitu-

tion of noncritical materials for critical metal materials. The CMP plan forms should

be carefully studied to enable one to discharge the construction work, properly in

accordance with the plan, and a general outline of the plan and directives in connection

tnerewlth follows:

Any construction projects requiring the use of more than certain minimum require-

ments of steel, copper and aluminum must have authorization from the NPA before

construction can be started, unless the work can be done within the limitations of the

self-certified allotment provided by the regulation.

Railway structures designated industrial construction, such as terminal warehouses,

grain elevators, etc., are allowed (without permits) 25 tons of carbon and alloy steel,

including structural steel (not to include more than 2^/2 tons of alloy steel and no

stainless steel), 2000 lb. of copper and 1000 lb. aluminum per calendar quarter.

Commercial construction such as depots and other type structures, except residen-

tial, permits self-authorization (without NPA permits) of 2 tons of structural steel, no

stainless steel, 200 lb. of copper and no aluminum per calendar quarter. (See Dir. 1 to

CMP Reg. 6). If a question arises as to whether or not the railroad structures are indus-

trial or commercial classification, a letter should be written to the regional office to

procure an opinion and approval.

New NPA Directives for Construction

1. Revocation of Order M-4, the basic construction order.

2. Issuance of Order M-4A, the new basic construction order.

3. Amendment of CMP Regulation 6, the CMP construction regulation.

4. Issuance of Direction 1 to CMP Reg. 6, providing for allotments of controlled

materials for construction and for self-authorization of minimum amounts of such mate-

rials for certain categories of construction.

5. Amendment to Delegation 14, NPA's delegation to other Government agencies to

process construction applications on categories of construction in their jurisdiction to

conform to the new regulations.
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6. Revocation of De'egation 7. This delegation was to 57, Department of Commerce

field offices, to process certain construction applications. Under the new regulations, all

construction applications will he processed for the time being in Washington.

7. Amendment to Order M-74, which restricts the use of copper in the manufac-

ture of certain items of material for construction. This amendment adds .«;ix items to the

restricted list.

8. Form NPA F24-A, issued for use in applying under terms of M-4.\ lor excep-

tion or adjustment from provisions of the order on prohibited construction cases and in

cases involving the prohibited use of copper and aluminum.

Intersted AREA members should procure complete sets of forms from their nearest

NPA office.

Reinforcing bars, standard steel pipe, flat galvanized sheets, copper tubing, electric

wiring and common nails can be purchased and certified under CMP Regulation 6, within

the limits stated on the Schedule. After October 1, one must self-certify to purchase the

above copper or steel products and one may not certify in excess of the quantity allowed

for self-authorization. Records should be maintained to show that certified quantities

of metal are not in excess allowed. Compliance is recommended and additional regulations

will be issued along with penalties if orders are ignored.

Normal maintenance and repair are provided for by CMP Regulation No. 5 and

are not affected by the new construction orders. Pursuant to CMP Regulation No. S,

the Owner (railway company) or his representative will be able to procure certain

quantities of controlled materials in the manner provided in that Regulation, which will

be required to maintain the property in sound working condition or to rehabilitate a

structure when it has been rendered unsafe or unfit for service by normal wear and tear.

Maintenance and repair, however, do not include alterations, modernization or improve-

ments of an existing structure. Under the new orders other priority assistance is being

given to the latter work. When one receives an authorized construction schedule, he is

also given the right to make use of the DO rating to procure products and materials

other than controlled materials in the minimum amounts to fulfill his authorized con-

struction schedule, or to acquire production machinery or production equipment necessary

for operation of the completed construction project covered by the schedule. An indi-

vidual who self-authorizes his procurement of the specified limited quant'ties of con-

trolled materials may use a DO rating for his procurement of other than controlled

materials, including his Class B products, which are needed for the construction, except

that there are certain types of equipment which are specifically excluded in the order

from such self-authorized procurement.

The new Order M-4A continues and extends the prohibition on the use of copper

and aluminum in construction. The limitation extends to the use of copper and aluminum-

controlled materials, as defined in CMP Regulation No. 1—for decorative or ornamental

purposes, and also now prohibits the use of aluminum for construction other than indus-

trial, except that such prohibition does not extend to the u.se of Class B products made

from aluminum, such as aluminum screens, doors, etc. It also prohibits the use of any

copper-controlled material to be fabricated, adapted, or fitted on the site of the con-

struction for any of the specified purposes. It should be observed that if an article is

already manufactured from copper (for examp'e, a downspout, accessory or terrazzo

strip) it may be used. The order contains the customary provisions for applications for

adjustments or exceptions. However, the provisions for adjustments and exceptions are

confined to applications for authorization to commence construction of recreational.
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entertainment, or amusement projects, or in connection with the limitation on the use

of copper and aluminum.

The NPA intends to be reasonable and intelligent in the applications and admin-

istration of the amended orders. Everyone realizes their significance and impact, and is

aware that they materially affect many segments of the economy and are far-reaching

in their scope. This amendment, as well as the previous construction orders, from their

inception, were occasioned by the national and international situation. They came from

the stringency resulting from the obligation to provide for the requirements of the

national defense. When the defense program is so advanced that the neces.sity for limita-

tions of this type no longer exists, these orders, together with the other controls that

have been imposed by the National Production Authority will be eased or revoked.

It is to be hoped that this day will not be too distant.
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Committee

To The American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your committee respectfully reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 2S<?.

2. Form of agreement covering subsurface rights to mine under railway carrier

property.

No report

3. Form of agreement covering subsurface rights to mine under railway non-

carrier property.

No report

4. Form of agreement for elimination of railway-highway crossings at grade,

collaborating with Committee 9.

Progress report, presented as information page 288

i. Form of agreement for development of oil, gas and sulfur deposits on

railway lands

Progress report, presented as information page 293

6. Insurance provisions recommended for \ari(nis forms of agreements.

No reporf

The Committke on Contrac t Forms,

L. .\. Oi.soN, ChairnuDt.

Report on Assignment I

Revision of Manual

W. K. Swatosh (chairman, sui)Comniittcc) , E. H. Barnhart, C. J. Henry, C. E. McCartv,
C. B. Niehaus, W. G. Nusz, L. A. Olson, G. W. Patterson.

The committee, in conformance with its assignment, reviewed during 1951, Form of

Agreement for Unloading Liquefied Petroleum and Other Gases, and Form of Agreement

for Wire or Cable Line Crossings. In the first instance the committee collaborated with

the Bureau of Explosives, .Association of American Railroads, and the Operating-

AREA Bulletin 407. N'ov.-ml.er I'^Sl.
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Transportation Division, Operations and Maintenance Department, AAR; and in the

second instance with the Electrical and Communications Sections, AAR, and the Rural

Electrification Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

In the main, the revisions in the Form of Agreement for Unloading Liquefied

Petroleum and Other Gases consist of editorial changes in the heading of the agreement,

the "Whereas" and "Now, Therefore" clauses, and Art. 1, 4, S, 6 and 7. New Art. 8

has been added and present Art. 8 becomes Art. 9. Present Art. 9 becomes Art. 10,

and redundant language has been deleted therefrom. A note pertaining to insurance has

been included at the foot of the agreement.

With the changes made it is the committee's considered opinion that the revised

agreement will be comprehensive in scope and in harmony as to text and form with the

other Manual agreements.

The committee submits herewith and recommends for printing a revised Form of

Agreement for Unloading Liquefied Petroleum Gases and Other Liquefied Gases which

as revised has the approval of the collaborating committees mentioned above.

The Form of Agreement for Wire or Cable Line Crossings was studied and certain

changes therein are contemplated. The Rural Electrification Administration is objecting

to some of these changes; accordingly the committee will continue its study and endeavor

to have its report ready in 1Q5.^.

^FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR UNLOADING LIQUEFIED
PETROLEUM GASES AND OTHER LIQUEFIED GASES

(Using Railway Owned Facilities)

1952

This Acirekment, made this day of 19 . . . .,

by and between a corporation, organized and existing

under the laws of the State of hereinafter called the Railway

Company, and hereinafter called

the Industry;

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, the Industry desires to unload

(Specify type of hquefied gas)

Irom an industry track located on the premises of the Railway Company at or near

Station, County of

State of described as follows:

and

Whereas, the Railway Company desires to license and permit the Industry to use

certain railway owned unloading facilities along the industry track belonging to the

Railway Company, and said facilities to be operated by the employees of the Industry.

Now, Therefore, in con.sideration of the mutual covenants herein stipulated to be

ke|)t by the parties hereto, it is agreed as follows:
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1. Grant

That the Railway Company hereby grants the right and permission to the Industry

to use said railway owned facilities, located along the said industry track for the purpose

of unloading without charge

(Specify type of liquefied gas)

to the Industry, except as herein provided, the unloading facilities to be operated by the

employees of the Industry.

2. Ownership of Facilities

It is understood that the title to and the sole ownership of all of the facilities shall

remain in the Railway Company, and that the Industry does not acquire any intere.st

therein.

3. Use by Others

The permission herein granted to the Industry is not for the exclusive use of the

above described unloading facilities, it being understood and agreed that such facilities

may be used also by other patrons of the Railway Company. It is understood and agreed

further that the Industry shall not use the unloading facilities for the benefit of any

other person, firm or corporation, without the written consent of the Railway Company.

4. Permits and Licenses

The Industry shall obtain, at its expense, any and all authority, license and per-

mission from municipal and other governmental authorities that may be necessary for it

to unload or handle the commodity herein specified.

5. Circulars and Instructions

It is understood and agreed that in using the said facilities, the Industry shall fully

comply with and be governed by Circular 17A or 17B, both dated May 1, 1939, and

Circular 17D, dated August 1. 1947, of the Association of American Railroads, and

amendments to or reissues thereof, or such other circulars and instructions as may be

issued from time to time by either said Association or its Bureau of Explosives, and

that the unloading shall also be under the jurisdiction of and subject to the instructions

of the of the Railway Company.

6. Clearances

The Industry shall not place or permit any obstructions over said industry track

less than ft. above the top of the rail nor alongside of the said

track less than ft. from the center of the track.

7. Liability

The Industry agrees that it will protect, indemnify, and forever hold harmless the

Railway Company from any and all claims, liabilities and expenses which the Railway

Company shall incur by reason of any real or alleged injury (including injury resulting

in death) to any person or persons whomsoever, (including the employees of the parties

hereto), and from all loss, claims, liabilities and expenses by reason of any real or alleged

damage to or destruction of property (including the property of the parties hereto),

arising out of, or in any way attributable to the use of said unloading facilities by the

Industry, or the unloading of or the

(Specify type of liquefied gas)
removal of the same from the premises of the Railway Company by the Industry, regard-

less of whether or not such injury or damage is caused by the negligence of the Railway
Company, its agents or employees.
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8. Consideration

The Industry agrees to pay to the Railway Company as consideration for the

privileges herein granted, a rental of Dollars per

year, payable annually in advance on or before the

day of , 19

9. Assignment

The Industry shall not assign this contract nor any rights thereunder without the

written consent of the Railway Company.

10. Duration and Cancellation

This agreement shall be in effect after lo ...

and continue in effect until terminated by days' written notice

from either party to the other.

This agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto,

their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

, the day and year first above written.

Railway Compan_\

Attest By

Secretary

Industry

Witness:

By

Note: Insurance. When considered necessary the agreement should contain provisions

for Workmen's Compensation Insurance and Public Liability and Property Damage Insur-

ance, and also Fire Insurance. The Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance

should be endorsed to cover the contractual liability assumed by the Industry under

Art. 7.

Report on Assignment 4

Form of Agreement for Elimination of Railway-Highway
Crossings at Grade

J. L. Perrier (chairman, subcommittee), G. W. Patterson, J. P. Aaron, H. F. Brockett,

A. D. Duffie, C. J. Henry, J. S. Lillie, W. L. Mogle, B. M. Stephens, I. V. Wiley,

Clarence Young.

Your committee submits the following draft of agreement as information:

The Manual does not contain a draft of agreement covering the elimination of

railway-highway crossings at grade.

In the Proceedings, Vol. 36, 1935, page 124, there is a draft of agreement with public

authorities for highway grade crossing elimination or separation, which agreement was

drafted in collaboration with Committee 9—Highways. This agreement, however, was

never approved for printing in the Manual.
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Due to the great variation in the agreements submitted by the various states covering

grade separations the committee felt that it would be impracticable to submit a form

of agreement which was complete in every detail and which could be used as a model

form. The agreement as submitted does, however, cover all the important features pro-

tecting the interests of the railway in such matters. Your committee, therefore, submits

this report in the hope that it may prove useful as an up-to-date guide to insure that

the interests of the railways are properly protected when an agreement of this nature is

submitted to them for approval.

'FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR ELIMINATION OF RAILWAY-
HIGHWAY CROSSINGS AT GRADE

This Agreement, made this day , 19 . . .

,

by and between the State Highway Commission of ,

hereinafter called the State, and the Railway Company,

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

hereinafter called the Railway Company.

WITNESSETH

:

Whereas, the State desires to improve a portion of the State Trunk Highway System

known and described as State Trunk Highway No , located in

Section , Township , Range , in the Town
of , County, (State) and

Where.\s, the aforementioned portion of said Highway crosses, at grade, the tracks

of the Railway Company, and

Whereas, in the interest of public convenience and safety it is desired to effect a

separation of highway and railroad grades at said crossing by construction of a viaduct

to carry highway traffic over and above the railroad tracks, (by construction of a subway

to carry railroad traffic over and above the highway).

Now, Theretore, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein stipulated to be

kept by the parties hereto, it is agreed as follows:

1. Plans and Specifications (For Viaduct)

(a) The State shall prepare detailed plans and specifications for the viaduct, its

approaches and all other structures and roadways required to serve pedestrian traffic

and highway traffic, all as shown on the general plan, Exhibit "A" attached hereto and

made a part hereof. Detailed plans and specifications shall be in conformity with the

State's standard specifications for road and bridge construction and the clearance require-

ments of the Railway Company. All plans, specifications, and contract awards affecting

the Railway Company's interests shall be subject to the written approval of the Chief

Engineer of the Railway Company prior to award of contract or start of work.

(b) The Railway Company will prepare the estimates, plans and specifications for

such additions or alterations to its facilities, as may be required by reason of construction

of the grade separation, and said plans, specifications and estimates will be submitted to

the State and subject to its written approval.

1. Plans and Specifications (for Subway)

(a) Upon written notice from the State, the Railway Company will prepare detailed

plans, specifications and estimates for the subway structure and for such additions or

alterations to the Railway Company's facilities as may be required by reason of the
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construction of the subway, as shown on the general plan, Exhibit "A", attached hereto

and made a part hereof. The plans, specifications and estimates shall he submitted to the

State and subject to its written approval.

(b) The State shall prepare detailed plans and specifications for the approaches,

paving, and ail other structures and roadways required to .serve pedestrian or highway

traffic. Detailed plans and specifications shall be in conformity with the State's standard

specifications for road and bridge construction. All plans, specifications, and contract

awards affecting the Railway Company's interests shall be subject to the written approval

of the Chief Engineer of the Railway Company prior to award of contract or .'itart

of work.

2. Permit

The Railway Company agrees to permit the construction and maintenance of the

grade separation and highway approaches, including the drainage thereof and other

appurtenances thereto over (under) its tracks and across its normal right-of-way, subject

to all the covenants and agreements herein set forth. All other property or right-of-way

required for the project shall be procured by the State at no expense to the Railway

Company, and the State further agrees to hold the Railway Company free of all costv

damage, expense and liability, except as specifically provided in this agreement, which

may arise by reason of the construction, maintenance or existence of the grade separation

or the performance of this agreement.

3. Construction

The parties hereto shall construct or cause to be constructed in accordance with

the approved plans and specifications the following items of work:

(a) Work by the State

[Outline the work to be performed by the State. In the case of a viaduct, it is

expected that the State will construct the roadways, approaches, viaduct

(including falsework), the drainage of the bridge and approaches, lighting, etc.

In the case of a subway, the State would construct the roadways, approaches,

drainage under the bridge, lighting and entire roadway surfacing, and such

parts of the bridge structure as may be agreed upon.]

(b) Work by the Railway Company

[Outline the work to be performed by the Railway Company. In the case

of a viaduct, it is expected that the Railway Company will perform the work

of rearranging its tracks, signals, communications and signal lines, drainage

of its roadbed or station grounds, etc. In the case of a subway, the Railway

Company would construct such parts of the bridge structure as may be agreed

upon and rearrange its own facilities.]

All work herein provided to be done by the State, or its contractor, on the Railwa\

Company's right-of-way, shall be done in a manner satisfactory to the Railway Compan>

.

and the State shall require its contractor to avoid delay or damage to the Railwa>

Company's trains and other property, and upon completion of the items of work as

herein stated, the State shall require its contractor to remove from the Railway Com-
pany's right-of-way all his machinery, equipment, temporary buildings and surplus

material, and to leave the right-of-way in a neat condition, satisfactory to the Railway

Company.
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4. Protection

When watchman or flagman service is deemed necessary by the Railway Compan>

to protect its operations or property in connection with the work carried out by the

State, or its contractor, such watchman or flagman will be furnished by the Railwa>

Company, and all cost and expense in connection therewith shall be borne by the Stall-

or its contractor. The provisions of this clause shall not be construed as relieving the

State or its contractor of any responsibility or liability.

5. Federal Participation (If applicable)

It is mutually understood that under various Federal Aid Highway Acts, certain

lunds have been made available to the State for the elimination of railway-highway

crossings at grade, and the grade separation project herein considered will be financed

in part by the use of such funds. It is therefore agreed that all plans, specifications,

estimates, awards of contract, acceptance of work and general procedure shall be subject

to all Federal laws, rules and regulations applying to this grade separation as a Federal

project. Specific reference is made to General Administrative Memoranda Numbers

dated , respectively.

6. Performance

All work herein conlcmplaled shall be completed in a manner satisfactory to the

Railway Company, the State, and the Commissioner of Public Roads, Public Roads

Administration, Federal Works Agency.

7. Estimates

In accordance with General .Administrative Memorandum No dated

, E.xhibit "B", dated

showing detailed estimate of cost of work to be performed by the State and work to be

performed by the Railway Company is attached hereto and made a part hereof, but

it is agreed that such inclusion of said Exhibit "B" is solely for purpose of designating

responsibility in the performance of the work.

8. Payment

The State shall reimburse the Railway Company for work carried out by the Rail-

way Company in conjunction with the performance of the various items of work being

a part of said project in accordance with the terms as herein stated, and in accordance

with the terms of the applicable Federal Highway .\ct to the extent authorized by thr

said Public Roads Administration for material, transportation, taxes, insurance and labor

used and performed, and Exhibit "B" shall not be construed as limiting reimbursement

only to those items specifically enumerated.

9. Maintenance

Upon completion of said project, the State will maintain or arrange for the main-

tenance of the grade separation facility, except that in the event the Railway Company
notifies the State of unsafe conditions requiring repairs and the State does not promptlv

make such repairs, the Railway Company, after written notice to the State, may make
such repairs and the State shall reimburse the Railway Company for all cost and expense

in connection therewith.
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10. Special Provisions

The State shall require its contractor to carry Workmen's Compensation Insurance

and to provide for and in behalf of the Railway Company regular Protective Public

Liability Insurance with a limit of not less than .S for all damages arising

out of bodily injuries to or death. of one person, and subject to that limit for each

person, a total limit of $ . for all damages arising out of bodily injuries

to or death of two or more persons in any one accident, and regular Protective Property

Damage Liability Insurance providing for a limit of not less than $ for

all damages arising out of injury to or destruction of property in any one accident,

and subject to that limit per accident, a total aggregate limit of $ , for

all damages arising out of injury to or destruction of property during the policy period.

In connection with the work to be done by the Railway Company, the Railway Company

will carry insurance similar in character and amounts to that which is to be carried

by the State's contractor.

All insurance policies must be written by companies qualified to write such insurance

in the State in which the work is to be performed and such companies shall be acceptable

to the Railway Company. Certified copies of all policies shall be submitted to the Rail-

way Company for approval and the Railway Company will be notified days

in advance of any change in or cancellation of the policies.

11. Failure of Performance

If at any time the work which is herein agreed to be done shall cease and not be

resumed within days without fault of the Railway Company, the Railway

Company may take whatever action is necessary to restore its properties and facilities

to a satisfactory permanent operating condition and the State hereby agrees to reimburse

the Railway Company for any and all cost and expense incurred by the Railway Com-
pany in connection with the terms of this agreement.

12. Inspection of Records

Either party to this agreement shall, upon due request, be permitted to inspect the

books and records of the other party, relative to the said project, and said books and

records of either party shall be open to inspection by the Commissioner of Public Roads,

Public Roads Administration, Federal Works Agency.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be duly

executed in ( ) as of the day and year first above written.

Witness: Railway Company

By

(Title)

Witness: The State of

By

Note to Art. 3.

It may be desirable to include a term in this section of the agreement obligating

the State to require its contractor to enter into a separate agreement with the Railway
Company for the contractor's entry or occupation of the Railway Company's right-

of-way.
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Report on Assignment 5

Form of Agreement for Development of Oil, Gas
and Sulfur Deposits on Railway Lands

W. D. Kirkpatrick (chairman, subcommittee), E. H. Barnhart, G. H. Bcaslev, H. F.

Brockett, L. J. Hughes, J. L. Perrier, E. E. Phipps, Bruce Shaffner, J. L. Way.

Your committee submits the following tentative draft of a Form of Lease for

Drilling and Producing Oil and Gas on Railway Lands as information, and requests

comments and criticism thereof. Sulfur deposits have not been covered in the tentative

draft pending further investigation of the desirability of including reference to them

in the form of agreement covering oil and gas deposits.

'FORM OF LEASE FOR DRILLING AND PRODUCING OIL
AND GAS ON RAILWAY LANDS

This Lease, made this day of , 19 . . . . , by and

between , a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of
,

hereinafter called the Railway Company, and

hereinafter called the Lessee.

WITNESSETH:

Whereas, The Railway Company owns certain premises situated in

, County of , State of

, further described as follows

:

; and

Whereas, The Lessee desires to lease said premises from the Railway Company for

the purpose of exploring, drilling, laying pipe lines and to carry on such other activities

as may be necessary to produce oil and gas and to transport and store said products ; and

Whereas, The Railway Company is agreeable to granting the Lessee such lease for

such purposes.

Now, Therefore, in consideration of $ cash in hand paid by

the Lessee to the Railway Company, of the royalties hereinafter provided, and of the

covenants herein contained, the Railway Company hereby leases said premises to the

Lessee, subject to the following terms and conditions:

1. Term of Lease

Subject to the other provisions herein contained, thise lease shall be in force for a

term of years from the date hereof (herein called "primary term."), and as

long thereafter as oil or gas is being produced from the leased premises.

2. Deferment of Drilling

If operations for drilling are not commenced on the leased premises' on or before

from this date, the lease shall then terminate as to both parties unless on

or before such anniversar>' date the Lessee shall pay or tender to the Railway Company
the sum of $ (herein called "rental"), which shall cover the privilege of

deferring commencement of drilling operations for a period of twelve months. In like

manner and upon like payments or tenders annually, the commencement of drilling
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operations may be further deferred for successive periods of twelve months each during

the primary term. The payment or tender of rental may be made by the check or draft

of the Lessee mailed or delivered to the Railway Company at

on or before the rental paying date. If operations for drilling are not commenced and

such rental shall not be paid on or before such rental paying date, this lease shall cease

and determine without demand or notice from the Railway Company. The down cash

payment is consideration for this lease according to its terms and shall not be allocated

as mere rental for a period. The Lessee, or any assignee hereunder, may at any time

execute and deliver to the Railway Company, a release or releases covering any portion

or portions of the premises held by the Lessee, and thereby surrender this lease as to

such portion or portions, and thereafter the rentals payable by the Lessee shall be reduced

proportionately.

3. Contingencies

If, prior to discovery of oil or gas on the leased premises, the Lessee should drill

a dry hole or holes thereon, or if, after discovery of oil or gas, the production thereof

should cease for any cause, this lease shall not terminate if the Lessee commences opera-

tions for additional drilling or reworking within sixty days thereafter or (if it be within

the primary term) commences additional drilling operations or commences or resumes

the payment or tender of rentals on or before the rental paying date next ensuing after

the expiration of three months from date of completion of dry hole or cessation of pro-

duction. If, during the last year of the primary term and prior to the discovery of oil

or gas on said land, the Lessee should drill a dry hole thereon, no rental payment or

operations are necessary in order to keep the lease in force during the remainder of the

primary term. If, at the expiration of the primary term, oil or gas is not being produced

on said land but the Lessee is then engaged in drilhng or reworking operations thereon,

the lease shall remain in force so long as operations are prosecuted with no cessation of

more than thirty consecutive days, and if they result in the production of oil or gas,

this lease shall remain in force so long thereafter as oil or gas is produced from said land.

In the event a well or wells producing oil or gas in paying quantities should be brought

in on adjacent land and draining the leased premises, the Lessee agrees to drill such

offset wells as are necessary to protect the leased premises from offset drainage.

4. Royalties

The royalties to be paid by the Lessee to the Railway Company are:

(a) To deliver to the credit of the Railway Company, free of cost, into the pipe

line to which it may connect its wells, or into tanks furnished by the Railway Company
on the premises, of all oil produced and saved from the leased

premises

;

(b) The Lessee shall pay the Railway Company as royalty for gas

of the gross proceeds at the prevailing market rate for such gas while the same is being

sold or used off the premises. While gas produced from said premises is processed through

a natural gasoline or similar processing plant for the removal of liquid hydrocarbons
therefrom, volumes for which royalty settlements shall be made hereunder shall be such
volumes as remain after plant extraction and use.

(c) To pay to the Railway Company of the value at the well of the

condensate recovered from gas produced from said premises by the use of a standard
separator located at or near the mouth of the well;
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(d) To pay to the Railway Company as royalty for gas produced from any oil well

and sold by the Lessee for the manufacture of natural gasoline or similar products

of the amount received by Lessee for the sale of such gas

;

(e) To pay to the Railway Company as royalty on natural gasoline and similaj

products ordinarily extracted at a gasoline plant, where the gas is processed by the

Lessee or an affiliated company, of 25 percent of the value of natural

gasoline contained in gas produced from said premises and so processed by the Lessee,

or its affiliated company, as determined by field compression or charcoal tests made

quarterly in accordance with the official code of The Natural Gasoline Association of

America for testing natural gas for gasoline content;

(f) If during any calendar year after the completion of a producing well; gas or

oil is not utilized or sold off the premises in sufficient quantities to provide the Railway

Company with a minimum royalty of $ ,
payment shall be made to the

Railway Company within thirty days after the close of such calendar year in an amount

which, together with the royalty (if any) already paid for such calendar year, shall

equal a minimum royalty of $ During periods for which such royalty

payments are made it shall be considered that gas or oil is being produced from the

premises for the purpose of perpetuating the term hereof;

(g) The due date of all money royalties due the Railway Company hereunder is

hereby fixed as the 20th day of each month covering oil production of the preceding

month and gas production for which the Lessee receives settlement during said month.

The Railway Company shall be furnished with the location and logs of all wells drilled

by the Lessee hereunder. Duly authorized representatives of the Railway Company shall

at all times during office hours have access to the Lessee's records and books of account

relating to the production and sale of oil and gas under the provisions of this lease.

5. Operations

All operations by the Lessee under this lease shall be according to the following

terms and conditions:

(a) The Lessee's wells, pipe lines, communication facilities, oil storage tanks, flow

tanks, oil sumps, separators, mud pits, power and other houses, stations and structures

required by the Lessee for use in connection with drilling for, producing and caring for

oil and gas, shall be located by the Lessee on the leased premises only at such places

as shall be approved in writing from time to time, in advance, by the Railway Company's

(b) No well shall be drilled by Lessee within ft. of the centcrline

of any railroad track on or adjacent to the leased premises, unless authorized by the

Railway Company's in writing.

(c) The Lessee agrees at all times to comply with, and to conduct its operations

under this lease in conformity with the requirements of any Federal, State, or other

public authority having jurisdiction in the premises.

(d) The Lessee agrees not to complete any well on the leased premises without

notifying the Railway Company's at

, by telegraph at least twenty-four hours

before such completion.

(e) The Lessee shall drill, complete and produce all wells on the leased premises

with every possible precaution and in the most approved manner, so as to avoid all risk

of explosion, fire or other catastrophe, and so as not to unreasonably interfere with the

use of the leased premises by the Railway Company or any party occupying any part

of the leased premises pursuant to rights granted such party by the Railway Company.
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(f) The Lessee agrees to keep the leased premises clean and safe from waste oil and

gas at all times and to store all oil produced hereunder a sufficient distance, but not less

jj^jjn ft. from any operated track or any improvement on or in the

vicinity of the leased premises to insure safety in the operation of locomotives, cars and

trains on said railroad tracks and safety to said improvements, and to take all possible

precautions against hazard by fire, explosion or other catastrophe.

(g) The Lessee agrees that it will not interfere with the communications and signal

lines, or other structures, upon the leased premises, or with the operation of said

facilities. In case the Railway Company's ,
after written

application of the Lessee, shall in writing approve the moving or rearrangement of any

of said facilities to permit of the Lessee's operations under this lease, the work shall be

done by the Railway Company at the cost of the Lessee, and the Lessee, on rendition

of bills, shall pay, within thirty days to the Railway Company the cost of said work

including customary charges and surcharges for labor and materials, and, also, for the

use of equipment employed on the work, and excise taxes on labor and materials.

(h) The Lessee agrees to bury all pipe hnes below plow depth, and fill all unused

mud pits, cellars and oil sumps, when requested to do so by the Railway Company.

6. Unitization

The Lessee is hereby given the power and right, as to all or any part of the land

described above and as to any one or more of the formations thereunder anil thr r'

and gas produced therefrom, at its option and without the Railway Company's joinder

or future consent, to at any time, either before or after production, pool and unitize the

leasehold estate and the Railway Company's royalty estate created hereby with the rights

of any third parties, if any, in all or any part of the land described herein and with any

other land, lands, lease, leases, mineral and royalty rights, or any of them adjacent,

adjoining or located within the immediate vicinity of the above described lands, whether

owned by the Lessee or others, so as to create by such pooling and unitization one or

more drilling or production units. Each such drilling or production unit, when limited

to any one or more formations and to oil and gas therein or produced therefrom, may

from time to time be enlarged and extended by the Lessee to additionally include any

other formation or formations and the oil or gas therein or produced therefrom, when

in the Lessee's judgment it is necessary or advisable to do so in order to comply with

the rules and regulations of lawful authority, having jurisdiction in the premises, or

when to do so would, in the judgment of Lessee, promote the conservation or orderly

production of oil and gas. Each such drilHng or production unit shall not exceed 40

acres, plus an acreage tolerance not to exceed 10 percent of 40 acres, when created for

the purpose of drilling for or producing oil therefrom ; and 640 acres, plus an acreage

tolerance not to exceed 10 percent of 640 acres, when created for the purpose of drilling

for or producing gas, distillate or condensate, or any combination of such minerals there-

from. As to each such unit so created by the Lessee, the Railway Company agrees to

accept and shall receive out of the production or the proceeds from the production from

such unit, such proportion of the royalties specified herein, including the minimum

royalty specified in Art. 4, as the number of acres out of the lands covered hereby

placed in any such unit bears to the total number of acres included in such unit. The

commencement, drilUng, completion of or production from a well on any portion of the

unit created hereunder shall have the same effect upon the terms of this lease as if a

well were commenced, drilled, completed or producing on the land embraced hereby.
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In the event, however, that only a part of the lands embraced by this lease are included

in a unit created hereunder, then the remaining portion of the lands embraced by this

lease shall be subject to delay rental payments as provided in Art. 2. The Lessee may

place and use on each unit created hereunder common measuring and receiving tanks

for production from such unit. If the Lessee does create any such unit or units under

the rights herein granted, then the Lessee shall execute in writing and record in the

county, or parish, in which each such unit or units created hereunder may be located,

an instrument identifying and describing each unit or units. The development of and

production from each such unit shall be in accordance with the valid orders, rules and

regulations of lawful public authority, having jurisdiction in the premises. The provisions

of this paragraph shall be construed as a covenant running with the land and shall inure

to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto, their successors and assigns.

7. Fuel for Operations

The Lessee shall have free use of oil and gas from said land, for all operations here-

under, and the royalty on oil and gas shall be computed after deducting any so used.

8. Assignment

It is agreed that the operating rights, duties and responsibilities of the Lessee here-

under shall not be assignable by the Lessee, either in whole or in part, except after

obtaining written consent to such assignment from the Railway Company. The Lessee

may, however, assign any portion of the proceeds from the working interests hereunder,

provided that the Lessee shall remain liable to the Railway Company for all of the

operating duties, responsibiUties and liabilities of the Lessee expressed in this grant.

The appointment of a Receiver or Trustee in bankruptcy affecting the Lessee or the

Lessee's interest under this grant shall be construed to be a violation of the covenant

against assignment.

9. Defense of Title

The Railway Company hereby warrants and agrees to defend the title to said oil

and gas against the claims of all persons whomsoever lawfully claiming all or any part

thereof by, through or under the Railway Company. Without impairment of the Lessee's

rights under the said warranty in the event of failure of title, it is agreed that if the

Railway Company owns an interest in the oil or gas on or beneath said lands less than

the entire fee simple estate, then the royalties and rentals to t)e paid thu Railway

Company shall be reduced proportionately.

10. Indemnification

The Lessee agrees, at its own cost and expense, to defend, fully indemnify and forever

.save harmless the Railway Company, its successors and assigns, from all claims, damages,

actions or causes of action resulting from or in any manner growing out of the opera-

tions of the Lessee hereunder, as well as out of the failure of the Lessee to comply

with the terms and conditions of this lease whether the same be caused or contributed to

by negligence of the Railway Company or otherwise, and will promptly repay any sum

or sums which the Railway Company may pay or be compelled to pay, and discharge any

judgment or judgments that may be rendered against the Railway Company, including all

costs and attorney's fees, because of any such claim or claims.
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11. Insurance

The Lessee further agrees at the Lessee's own expense to carry insurance at all

times in a company or companies approved by the Railway Company, protecting the

Railway Company and the Lessee against the liability involved in Art. 10 hereof, with

limits of $ for one person and .S for one accident for

personal injuries, and $ for property damage for each accident with an

aggregate limit of !p , and to furnish the Railway Company true original

counterparts of such policies and have the Railway Company's written approval of said

policies at least forty-eight hours before entering the said leased premises hereunder.

12. Rules and Regulations

All terms and express or implied covenants of this lease shall be subject to all laws,

rules or regulations of public authority having jurisdiction in the premises and this lease

shall not be terminated, in whole or in part, nor shall the Lessee be held liable for

failure to comply therewith, if compliance is prevented by, or if such failure is the result

of, any such law, rule or regulation.

This grant and all its terms and conditions shall extend to and he binding upon the

successors and assigns of the parties hereto.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this instrument in

on the day and year first above written.

Witness : Railway Company

By

Witness:

By

Lessee
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W. H. Giles, Chairman, J. E. Griffith J. E. Hoving,

M. H. Aldrich L. C. Harman Vice-Chairman,

C. J. AsTRUE H. H. Harsh C. E. Merkiman

F. E. Austerman L. M. Harsha C. H. Mottier

A. E. Biermann D. C. Hastings A. G. Neighbour

W. O. BoESSNECK F. M. Hawthorne B. G. Packard

E. G. BRIS3IN W. W. Hay C. F. Parvin

W. S. Broome W. J. Hedley R. H. Peak, Jr.

N. C. L Brown H. W. Hem J. L. Perrier

J. C. Bussey F. A. Hess C. M. Ratliff

K. L. Clark W. H. Hobbs R. B. Rhode
R. J. Coffee V. C. Kennedy H. T. Roebuck
Oscar Fischer A. S. Krefting M. S. Rose
H. C. FoRMAN B. Laubenfels W. B. Rudd
E. D. Gordon E. K. Lawrence \V. C. Sadler

H. J. Gordon J. L. Loida H. L. Scribner

W. H. Goold L. L. Lyford J. N. Todd
C. F. Worden

Cimtniittee

To the American Rail'way Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual

No report.

2. Classification yards, collaborating with Committee 16.

Progress report, presented as information page 300

3. Scales used in railway service.

Progress report, submitted for adoption and printing in Manual page 302

4. Facilities for the mechanical handling of mail and express.

Final report, presented as information page 303

5. Study of the handling of l.c.l. freight by conveyors.

No report.

6. Design and location of facilities for icing refrigerator cars in transit.

Final report, presented as information page 324

7. Recent trends in layout and location of freight houses.

No report

S. Store facilities, including reclamation, scrap and material yards.

No report

0. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute non-critical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of released

materials, tools and equpiment, coUaboratmg with Committee 3-A, General

Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

Progress report, submitted as information page 328

The Contmitteb on Yards and Terminals,

W. H. Gu.ES. Chairman.

ARKA Bullpfin 407. Nnvrmbpr 19.S1.
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Report on Assignment 2

Classification Yards

Collaborating with Committee 16

F. A. Hess (chairman, subcommittee), C. J. Astrue, A. E. Biermann, E. G. Brisbin,

N. C. L. Brown, J. C. Bussey, H. C. Forman, W. H. Giles, H. J. Gordon, L. C.

Harman, F. M. Hawthorne, W. W. Hay, B. Laubenfels. L. L. Lyford, A. G. Neigh-

bour. R. H. Peak, Jr., R. B. Rhode, H. T. Roebuck, M. S. Rose, W. B. Rudd,
C. F. Worden.

Your committee presents as information the following report pertaining to classi-

lication yards.

Review of Data on Hump and Retarder Yards

Previous proceedings have outlined methods by which hump yards with retarders

could be designed. The Manual gives reference to Proceedings in which the methods of

design are described. With some modification, these data are still being used.

There have been some new developments in hump retarder yard layouts and the

method of operation. There is a trend towards having more body tracks in each group

of tracks served from a single lead. The group layouts are designed to permit more

tracks in one group without harmful lengthening of the distance from the point of switch

to the farthest clearance point on the classification tracks. As many as nine tracks are

used in one group. This saves retarders without serious loss in hump capacities. In some

cases only two retarders serve any one track.

The most outstanding development in retarder hump yard operation is the use of a

control machine at the crest of the hump, or in the retarder control tower, whereby the

route of each car or cut of cars is selected by the pushing of one button, each switch

being operated automatically, according to the selection, ahead of each car or cut of

cars, as it moves down the hump, to guide it into the proper track. Several routes can

be selected and stored before cars leave the hump, but a route must be established for

each cut. The retarders are controlled generally from one tower, compared with several

towers used in earlier yard layouts. Individual control of switches is available in the

retarder control tower, but is normally used for movement of engines or other special

requirements.

There is a trend toward flatter grades in the body tracks of classification yards, in

some cases as low as 0.15 percent. Where length of yard will permit, the leaving end

of the body tracks is made level with a 0.20 percent to 0.30 percent rise as the track

approaches the ladder.

There still remains a difference of opinion as to whether the grades on curved tracks

beyond the last retarder should be compensated for curve resistance. A number of yards

have been laid out recently without providing grade compensation for curvature. How-
ever, other recent yards are designed to provide such compensated grades. The track

gage should be increased to correspond to the degree of curvature and consideration

given to the use of flange oilers.

Sometimes clearance indicators, such as signals along the lead, lights in control

machines, etc., are used to show crews and operators clearance conditions which other-

wise cannot be observed. Track circuits are used to actuate the indicators. A clearance

indicator in the yardmaster's or trainmaster's office will show tracks occupied or open.

Clearance indicators in the retarder control tower will show when cars are cleared in

classification tracks at the hump end of the yard and help to avoid cornering.
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There is a trend toward including long tracks in the classification yard for assembUng

long trains, using these tracks for the main part of the train and doubling over other

classifications needed for a full tonnage train. In some cases it may be desirable to extend

classification tracks to connect to departure tracks so that some or all of the departure

yard tracks will become part of the classification yard tracks.

Table A shows pertinent data on more recent retarder-controUed hump yards which

are in operation, under construction, and in the planning .stage.

Report on Assignment 3

Scales Used in Railway Service

J. N. Todd (chairman, subcommittee), E. D. Gordon, H. H. Harsh, H. W. Hem.
V. C. Kennedy, E. K. Lawrence, C. H. Mottier.

Your committee submits the following proposed revisions of material in Section 54,

Chapter 14 of the Manual, with the recommendation that the revised material be

approved for publication in the Manual as a substitute for existing material.

Page 14-85

Amend the title by addition of words to indicate that motor truck scales are of the

two-section type, the amended title to read:

54. Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of Two-Section

Motor Truck Scales, and Built-in, Self-Contained and Portable

Scales for Railway Service

On the same page: Amend the Introduction in the same fashion as the title so that

the amended first sentence will read:

Two-section motor truck scales, and built-in, self-contained and portable scales for

railway service of the kind known to the trade as knife-edge scales are covered by these

specifications. (The remaining two sentences are unchanged).

Page 14-86

In Section S4-II, amend paragraph 201 (a) by inserting the words Two-section

ahead of the title and adding a sentence limiting this class to two-section motor truck

.scales, the amended paragraph to read:

(a) Two-section Motor Truck Scales: A motor truck scale is one designed for the

purpose of weighing power-driven highway vehicles and trailers. Only two-section motor

truck scales are covered by these specifications.

In Table 1405 (a) amend the title by inserting the words Two-section ahead of

the words Motor Truck Scales, making the amended title read:

Two-Section Motor Truck Scales—Nominal Capacities and Sizes

In the same table, in the heading of capacities, change the word Maximal to Maxi-

mum, making the amended heading read:

Maximum Nominal Capacity

Page 14-87

Section 54-V, in the fifth line of paragraph 501 change the word Maximal to

Maximum.
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Page 14-88

Table 1406, under SAE 1010 to 1020 Tension, etc., change the word Maximal to

Maximum.

Page 14-90

Paragraph 510, in the seventh and fifteenth lines from tht- tjoituin of the page,

change the word maximal to maximum.

Page 14-91

In the first line of paragraph 512, change minimal to minimum, and in the second

line, change maximal to maximum.

Page 14-92

In the title of Table 140Q insert the words Two-section before the words Motor

Truck Scales, making the amended title read:

Combined Live and Dead Loads to be Used in the Design of Two-
Section Motor Truck Scales

Page 14-93

In the fourth line from the top of the page change the word maximal to maximum,

and in the seventh line change the word minimal to minimum.

Page 14-100

Table 1411: In the title and in the heading Minimal Vertical Movement in Trip

Loop, change the word minimal to minimum.

Page 14-101

Paragraph 1901: In the fourth line change minimal to minimum. Paragraph 1902:

In the second line change minimal to minimum.

Page 14-102

Paragraph 2202: In the first Une at two places, change the word minimal to minimum.

Page 14-106

Paragraph 2408: In the third line change maximal to maximum. Paragraph 2410:

In the fourth line change maximal to maximum.

Pages 14-104 and 14-105

Table 1412: In the title on each page insert the words Two-section before Motor
Truck Scales.

Report on Assignment 4

Facilities for the Mechanical Handling of Mail and Express

A. E. Biermann (chairman, subcommittee), M. H. Aldrich, C. J. Astrue, W. O. Boess-
neck, E. G. Brisbin, W. S. Broome, K. L. Clark, O. Fischer, W. H. Giles, W. H.
Goold, L. M. Harsha, D. C. Hastings, W. W. Hay, W. H. Hobbs, B. Laubenfels,

J. L. Loida, C. H. Mottier, A. G. Neighbour, C. F. Parvin, J. L. Perrier, H. L.
Scribner, C. F. Worden.

This is a final report on a new assignment and is presented as information.

The introduction of power tractors and four-wheel platform trucks for handling

mail and express in stations and at terminals was probably the first step in the mechaniza-
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tion of this factor of railway operations. Mail and express handled in this manner move

between certain points mechanically, but the loarlinp; and unloading of these trucks

remain a manual operation.

Platform trucks are still in use at large terminals, small stations and transfer points,

and probably will continue to be used to handle certain phases of the mail and express

traffic at these points for some time. However, as the volume of mail and express traffic

increased from year to year the number of trucks required rose to a point where station

platforms could not handle them. During the increase in volume of this traffic the length

of trains also increased, which resulted in a greater trucking distance between the cars

and the terminal facility. At certain terminals and stations conveyor systems were installed

to handle the unloading of storage cars and the moving of their mail contents to other

points.

Belt conveyor systems now form the basic pattern for the mechanical mail handling

facilities in our stations and terminals, while roller, belt and chain conveyors form the

basic pattern in the express field.

As the basic pattern is slightly different, the handling of mail and of express will be

considered individually in this report.

MAIL HANDLING

At wayside stations the handling is generally from the mail or storage car to a post

office truck, and vice versa. Wherever possible this transfer is direct, otherwise four-

wheel platform trucks, handled either by hand or by a tractor, are used. Unless the

volume of mail at these points is considerable, portable power conveyors to load and

unload the mail would not be economical.

At large stations and transfer points the bulk of the mail handled arrives and leaves

the terminal in storage mail cars which have a capacity of 40 to 70 ft. of mail, the

average being approximately 60 ft.

As 15% sacks are regarded as a foot of mail, each average storage car contains

approximately 950 sacks of mail. However, today the unsacked parcel post constitutes

about 30 to 40 percent (based on equivalent sacks) of the volume of mail handled. Post

office officials consider 23^ parcels to constitute a foot of mail. Therefore, an average

storage car consists of approximately 650 sacks and 480 pieces of unsacked parcel post.

While the primary function of the railroads is the moving of the mail between

cities, the sorting and handling of the mail in terminals is the major factor in this

operation.

Mail is received at stations and terminals from a combination of any or all of the

following sources:

(a) Inbound Railway Post Office or mail storage cars.

(b) Local or Postal Transportation Service Post Office.

(c) Trucks from industries, such as mail-order houses, having direct mailing depart-

ments.

(d) Trucks serving post office highway routes.

Mail received from source (a) is classified, as either post office or transfer mail.

It must be separated, and that consigned to the post office departments delivered to

them at the proper contact point. Mail classified as transfer mail must then be separated

for loading into outbound cars along with the mail received from sources (b), (c) and

(d), which mail is all consigned to outbound trains.
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The number of separations required to be made varies at each terminal and ranges

from as few as 30 to as many as 250.

As it is very impractical for individuals to learn the outbound train routings for

100 or more separations, it is the practice to divide the separation operations into two

phases, namely, the primary and the secondary.

From four to eight separations are made in tlu' primary stage, based on the out-

bound carriers, post office requirements, and geographical divisions.

Mail separated into a primary group is then further separated in the secondary

phase into as few as 8 or as many as 40 outbound distributions. Under this system.

relatively few handlers are required to know the destinations for the total mail handled.

The handlers in the secondary phase who work with a small number of .separations

readily know them and the efficiency of the operation is high.

To expedite the movement of the mail between the contact points of the incoming

mail (as set forth under a, b, c, and d), the primary dock, and the secondary docks,

belt conveyor systems are extensively used.

In certain of the existing conveyor installations, chutes and drops in the systems

are such that unsacked parcels cannot be handled along with the sacked mail. The

ideal system for handling mail in terminals is one which will handle parcels and sacks

simultaneously. Reductions in the cost of handling mail become large when this is

possible.

The movement of mail between the secondary docks and the outbound cars is gen-

erally by platform trucks. Where this movement occurs on two different elevations,

ramps or elevators are provided.

At some terminals where conveyors are used, or are proposed, existing station tracks

and building space are being, or will be, used. However, other terminals have, or will

have, separate mail-handhng buildings and tracks.

The most recent addition in the mechanized mail handling field has been the devel-

opment of the collapsible palletized containers. A type of this container with a 40-in.

by 48-in. rectangular palletized base, a 4-in. clearance from the floor, and a 36-in. clear

loading depth, was developed and placed in test service by the Post Office Department.

The container has woven wire sides, is light in weight, yet has ample strength to support

another fully loaded container. Each container has 40 cu. ft. of storage capacity. Other

types of palletized containers are now undergoing tests.

Post office employees load the containers which are placed on trucks and delivered

to the railroad employees at the proper locations. These trucks are then moved to the

car door where the containers are placed in the car by fork-lift trucks. Where the fork-

lift truck can not move into the car the containers are moved into place in the car by
hand-lift trucks. The containers are loaded in two lengthwise rows in the car and are

stacked two high in each row. At stations with track level platforms, fork trucks with

124-in. lift and 54-in. forks were used, while on car-floor level platforms, trucks with

54-in. lifts and 54-in. forks were found most suitable.

Tests have revealed that certain storage cars in service today are not suitable for

this operation as the cars for palletized container loading should have a floor clear of

obstructions and door openings high enough that two stacked containers can be placed

in the car simultaneously. Where doors are not high enough for this the containers must

be stacked inside the car.

Initial use of this procedure was by the .Atchison. Topeka and Santa Ke Raihva\

and current tests are being made by the Post Office Department on certain heavy-density

storage mail runs.
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The basic layout of a mechanical mail-handling system is generally as shown in

Fig. 1, and consists of unloading, loading or combination platforms; belt conveyors;

primary sorting dock; and secondary sorting docks. Several variations in the design of

the operating units of the basic layout are in use or are proposed at various stations and

terminals. A description of certain operating units, individual facilities for handling and

separating unsacked parcel post, and general features which should be observed in the

layout of a mechanical system follow under sections relating to each.

1. Unloading and Loading Platforms

Platforms for unloading cars only are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The one at Kansas

City, Fig. 2, is a concrete dock, its width being the minimum to accommodate the con-

veyor. Platforms of this type have the disadvantage of the vertical drop on the con-

veyor belt unless a counter-weighted hinged chute is used. Two examples of such arrange-

ment are shown in Fig. 4.

The arrangement proposed at Council Bluffs, Iowa, as shown in Fig. 3, is essen-

tially two conveyors mounted in an enclosed steel housing on a steel frame, and is

further protected from the weather by a canopy-type roof. At this transfer point a

primary separation between transfer mail and post office mail will be made as the cars

are unloaded. Mail designated for the post office will be placed on one belt and transfer

mail on the other. The slides shown beyond the outside face of the columns are hinged

access doors which are opened to this position after the cars are placed for unloading.

The doors which form these slides are 3 ft. long and are continuous along both sides

of both conveyors.

It is possible to use an existing low train shed platform for unloading the cars by

constructing the conveyor belt above the top of the platform and alongside the track

to be used for unloading. Such an arrangement has been installed in the Indianapolis

Union Station. A cross section of this installation is shown in Fig. 5. This arrangement

can undoubtedly be used at many stations, but steps must be taken to protect the

conveyor from the weather.

Shown in Fig. 6 is a combined unloading and loading platform which can be used

where space for separate unloading tracks is not available. The conveyor enclosed within

the platform should be not less than 42 in. wide, and preferably 48, 54 or 60 in. wide,

depending on the volume of mail to be unloaded in peak periods. The travel of this

belt, depending on the number of conveyors to deliver the mail to the post office or

the primary dock, should vary between 80 and 125 ft. per min. The mail is placed on

the conveyor through openings in the top of the platform, which are spaced at proper

intervals so that no spotting of the cars is necessary.

In order that unsacked parcels and sacks can be handled on the belt, sHde chutes

should be used from openings in the top of, and staggered along both sides of, the plat-

form. As the desirable vertical clearance over the top of the belt is 3 ft., a straight drop

on the belt is the least desirable. Where straight drops are used the rollers under the

belt should be spaced farther apart than those under the balance of the belt. For loading

purposes the outbound mail is trucked to the car on low-bed platform trucks, and with

proper conditions the trucks can be placed in the car for unloading.

The conveyor from the unloading dock discharges its mail on the primary sorting

dock. However, where the volume of post office mail is heavy and the inbound cars

have this mail separated from the transfer mail, it may be desirable to install a conveyor

which connects directly to the post office. As seen in Fig. 1, when mail designated for

sorting at the primary dock is being unloaded, a deflector can divert the mail from belt A
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K.AN5A5 CITY TERMINAL
K.AN5A5 CITY, MO.

MAIL UNLOADING DOCK.
FIG, 2.

CO.
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to belt C, and when mail for the post office is being unloaded the deflector is moved

off belt A and the mail is then transferred to the post office belt B.

At large city terminals where a Postal Transportation Service Post Office is oper-

ated, a third belt may be installed to take mail from the unloading belt and deliver it

to the P.T.S. Post Office. In this case two deflectors are necessary on the unloading belt.

2. Primary Separation Docks

Three types of primary docks are in use at the present time. One type is essentially

a square or rectangular platform built either on the floor above the secondary docks

or on the same floor. On this platform the mail is deposited on the floor through chutes

off the end of the car unloading belt and the belt from the post office. Located under

or just off the edge of the platform are conveyor belts, each of which leads to a secondary

sorting dock or the post office. Access openings should be provided to these conveyors as

close as possible to the point of discharge of the incoming chutes. The intent of this

is to allow the men sorting the mail to place it on the proper secondary dock conveyor

without excess motion or lost time. These platforms should be floored with hardwood

flooring, to allow the workmen to easily drag the sacks on the floor instead of lifting

and carrying them.

Where the secondary belts run under the platform the openings should be protected

by metal railings. These openings should preferably be 42 in. by 48 in. in size if unsacked

parcels are to be handled.

The size of a platform of this type depends on the volume of mail to be sorted and

will vary at each point. However, if space allows, more than one access opening to each

secondary belt should be provided. In order to keep the incoming belts running in peak

periods the discharge chutes should be large enough to allow the peak volume to build up

on the floor and in the chute. The storage volume of the chutes would, in this case, be

the reservoir for peak or flash deliveries.

As the incoming mail to a platform of this type must reach it at an elevation con-

siderably above the floor in order to feed the discharge chutes, it seems desirable to

locate the platform on the floor above the secondary docks. In this case the belts to the

secondar>' dock can be located under the primary dock, and the access openings for these

belts can be arranged to provide for a minimum of walking for the men working on the

platform. Where the platform is built 3 to 4 ft. above the main floor, the secondary belts,

due to the fact that they must arrive at the secondary docks high enough to discharge

into a chute, must rise as they leave the dock and, therefore, must of necessity start at

the edges of the primary dock, which results in more walking and less efficiency for the

men working.

At the Missouri Pacific Lines station at Texarkana, Ark., the conveyor feeding the

primary dock passes over the platform about 30 in., or waist, high. The sacked mail

and parcels are not fed to the dock floor but remain on the moving belt until picked off

by a workman. Three primary separations are made on this 24 ft. long belt, one for the

post office mail and two for transfer mail. The post office separation is pushed off this

belt onto a chute which feeds the inbound post office conveyor, while one transfer separa-

tion is removed from the belt and fed to a secondary dock chute opening in the floor,

and the second transfer separation is left on the belt to be transferred to a secondary

dock chute off the end of the belt. In an average day at this point a force of 134 men
handles approximately 40,500 sacks and parcels.

A recent installation of this type is in service at the Washington, D. C, Union Sta-

tion. Here a 60 in. wide belt is used where the storage cars are unloaded. At the point
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where the primary separations are made the belt is baffled down to 42 in. in width.

Three separations are made off the 60-in. belt and the mail placed on conveyors leading

to the secondary docks. Three additional separations are left on the belt, which dis-

charges them onto a 48-in. belt on which these three separations are made. Two of

these three are pushed or pulled onto chutes feeding secondary docks, while the third

transfers to a secondary dock off the end of the belt.

Plans are now under way to install a similar primary separation dock at the Union

Terminal in Dallas, Tex. At Dallas, however, the length of the horizontal belt will be

100 ft. and three separations will be picked off the moving belt and a fourth will

transfer directly off the end of the belt.

This type of primary dock has a high efficiency rating, although it has a disad-

vantage in that no reservoir for flash volumes is attainable. There is no doubt, however,

that where the belt is sufficiently long and the secondary belt openings are repeated

several times in the floor of the platform, this arrangement can efficiently handle large

volumes of mail.

The third type of primary dock in use today consists of an inclined steel table or

slide which terminates in a horizontal section about 3 ft. wide at an elevation of 30 in.

above the platform. At the top of the slide is a horizontal slider bed belt conveyor on

which runs a traveling deflector. Under the lower horizontal section of the steel slide

are openings 3 to 4 ft. wide, which provide access to chutes or conveyors which feed the

belts to the secondary docks. Access openings to other belts feeding the secondary docks

are arranged behind the lower horizontal section of the slide or can be installed in the

platform floor.

A section through the primary dock of this type installed at Indianapolis Union

Station is shown in Fig. 7. The incoming mail is brought into the dock on the slider bed

conveyor, and the traveling deflector, which travels faster than the conveyor belt, moves

automatically from «ne end of the steel slide to the other continually. The mail is

ploughed off on the slide from the conveyor belt and slides down to the lower horizontal

section. Here workmen pick off the sacks and parcels and deposit them in the proper

opening for the conveyor feeding the secondary dock.

The belts feeding the secondary docks run parallel to the slider bed conveyor feed-

ing the slide and the full length of the slide, thus the access openings for them can be

duplicated several times, depending on the number of secondary belts and the length

of the slide table. This type of primary dock has many good features. The slide table

itself can be of such width and length that an ample reservoir is created for handling

the peak mail volumes. At times when the mail volume is low the traveling deflector can

be set to travel only over one-quarter of the length of the feeding belt. As this deflector

can be set to travel over certain lengths of the feeding belt, this type of dock can handle

large or small volumes of mail. The number of times the access openings for the secondary

belts are repeated governs the number of men who can work this dock.

At the Union Station in St. Louis, Mo., the installation of a pair of the slider table

docks, each 112 ft. long and 23 ft. wide, is in progress. These docks will be arranged

in a front to front scheme with a 20 ft. wide platform between them. One table will

be used for sorting the transfer mail and the other for sorting mail from the post office.

Seven primary separations will be made and the access openings to each separation belt

will be repeated seven times along each table.

Each of the three mentioned types of primary docks has features which make it

desirable for certain installations. If space is available the primary dock should be located

on the floor above the main mail-handling floor. The dock should have the access
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openings to the secondary belts arranged so that the least amount of walking with the

mail is necessary. Sufficient storage space, if possible, must be available on the dock, to

accommodate the flash volumes of mail from the post office or the unloading dock,

or both.

3. Secondary Separation Docks

The secondary docks are essentially platforms built above the floor at an elevation

corresponding to the bed of the platform trucks used. Low-bed trucks will require a

platform only 20 in. above the floor, while for high-wheel trucks the platform should

be 3 ft. above the floor.

These platforms are built on the so-called saw-tooth plan, that is, the outside walls

of the platform are stepped in or out at 4-ft. intervals. This allows the truck to be

placed in an offset with 4 ft. of platform space alongside the truck for loading purposes.

Fig. 1 shows the saw-tooth plan of the secondary docks.

If space is available the secondary dock should have enough stalls to provide a

truck space for each separation. With the saw-tooth plan using a combination of regular

stalls and stalls at an angle of 45 deg., space for up to 40 trucks can be provided using

a minimum of floor space. Fig. 8 illustrates such a dock.

These docks should preferably be floored with hardwood flooring to provide a floor

having good wearing qualities and to allow the sacks to slide with minimum friction.

The substructure for the dock can be built of wood, steel or concrete.

At the secondary docks the mail is deposited on the platform floor at a central

point by a chute from the discharge end of the conveyor from the primary dock.

The workmen then sort the mail and place it on the proper truck. As the trucks

are loaded they are generally handled in strings pulled by a tractor to the cars for loading.

At the Pennsylvania Station in New York, certain separations made at the secondary

docks are handled by conveyors and slides direct to the car-loading platform. Hung

under the floor above is a section of horizontal conveyor which has a discharge chute

to the floor of the loading platform. This conveyor is fed by chutes from the conveyor

leaving the secondary dock. This overhead conveyor and chute section is movable along

a line parallel to the loading track, so that when a car is to be loaded with mail from

one of these separations the overhead conveyor is moved to a position where its dis-

charge is alongside the car door. Here workmen pick up the mail and carry it into

the car. With this arrangement, since the time of unloading, the mail has been handled

only twice by hand, once on the primary dock and again on the secondary dock. How-
ever, each handling has been for only a short period of time, and the mail has been

handled between the docks and to the loading platform by the conveyor belts.

4. Conveyor Belts

The belts under the unloading dock have previously been described so no further

mention will be made of them.

The belts from the unloading dock to the primary dock and to the post office

should preferably be 48 to 60 in. wide and travel at a speed of 10 to IS ft. per min.

faster than the unloading belt. If this condition is not met the mail will have a tendency

to pile up at the discharge end of the unloading belt. Where parcels are to be handled,

consideration should be given to using a 60 in. wide belt.

The belts serving the secondary docks can be 36 to 48 in. wide, depending on the

volume of mail handled. However, where one primary separation has a large volume

the belt width should be increased. Speeds of 80 to 125 ft. per min. are satisfactory for
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these belts. However, it should be remembered that wherever belt to belt transfer is

made the outgoing belt should travel faster than the discharging belt. At belt to belt

transfer points where chutes are used, particular attention should be paid to the design

of the chutes in order to hold the drop to the minimum. Care must also be taken to

design the chutes or slides so that the tie strings on the sacks will not be caught between

the belt and the chute.

The slider bed conveyor used on the slide-table type of primary dock is essentially

a belt conveyor sliding on a maple or steel bed. This arrangement is necessary to get

proper plowing action from the traveling deflector. If the belt were carried on rollers,

sack strings would run under the deflector where the belt sagged between the rollers.

With the slide bed under the belt and a maple shoe at the bottom of the deflector little

trouble with strings is encountered.

The large chutes which feed the primary and secondary docks should be designed

to provide for minimum vertical drop of the mail at the discharge end of the conveyors.

These chutes should not be too steep as parcels and sacks will have a tendency to roll

down end over end instead of sliding. Properly designed fiat chutes can be readily

adapted to fit most conditions. The contact point of the chute and the platform floor

should be on a long radius curve in order to allow the sacks and parcels to slide on

the floor.

The conveyors should have metal sides extending not less than IS in. above the top

of the conveyor belt. The belting should be of a type approved by the post office

department and may be stitched canvas or rubber. Where the belts are on an incUne the

belt should preferably have a maximum slope of 18 deg. A low friction, smooth top

belt should be used on the slider bed conveyors in order to allow the deflector to plow

the mail off the belt easily.

The transfer of mail from one belt to cross belts can be made by movable deflectors

installed at each transfer point. These deflectors can be controlled from a remote station

and can either be air or electric operated. When not in use the deflectors are positioned

as a section of the side of the conveyor trough. When used to deflect mail they pivot out

until they are approximately at an angle of 30 deg. with the conveyor.

The rollers under the loaded surface of the belt should be properly spaced to pro-

vide a level running belt, while the idler rollers under the returning belt should be

properly spaced to not allow too much sag. Ball bearing rollers should preferably be

used in all cases; however, solid bearings can be used when properly maintained. A
grease-packed ball bearing which requires minimum maintenance is highly desirable for

these rollers.

Where the length of the conveyor is short, screw-actuated take-ups to keep the belt

under proper tension can be used, but where the conveyor is long, weighted automatic

take-ups should be provided. Various devices are obtainable to vary the speed of the

belts; however, as they usually add to the maintenance cost it appears desirable to power
the belts through fixed speed reducers.

The motor horsepower to drive the conveyors depends on the width, length, loading

and slope of the belt; however, it appears desirable that a system should be over-

powered in some cases to allow for a standardization of motor sizes and controls. The
initial cost of this is slightly higher, but a large saving in the cost of spare parts will

result. This is also true in the case of the rollers and bearings.

Many companies specialize in the construction of conveyors to handle mail, and
specific problems of design and construction can be taken up with them.
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Where the primary dock is located above the secondary docks and is centrally

located with regard to them, it is possible to utilize a single conveyor for handling two

separations. The return section of the belt is located about 4 ft. below the top section,

and as the lower section of the belt is traveling in the opposite direction from the top

it is possible to load the top surface for a movement in one direction and the lower

section for a movement in the reverse direction. The top section can discharge directly

onto a chute or another conveyor, while the lower section requires a deflector to plow

the mail onto a chute or another belt. An arrangement such as this is now under

consideration for installation at Dallas.

5. Chain Conveyors

At the Council Bluffs transfer station of the Union Pacific, a combination belt and

overhead tow chain conveyor system, as shown in Fig. 9, is in the process of being

installed.

The sacked mail and parcels will be unloaded on the belt conveyors shown in

Fig. 3. Transfer mail will then be handled by conveyors from the unloading belt to a

waist high belt which travels along the center of the narrow saw-tooth platform. The

mail will then be removed from the belt and placed on the proper truck for outbound

loading. Only two primary separations will be made as the cars are unloaded, one for

the post office mail and the other for transfer mail.

The 2300 ft. long overhead tow chain conveyor, consisting of a forged steel chain

of 4-in. pitch supported on a 4-in. I-beam by ball-bearing trolley wheels and equipped

with special hooks at about 25-ft. centers for the attachment of trucks, will run con-

tinuously in an L-shaped pattern on the station platforms, as shown in Fig. 9.

Baggage trucks filled with their quota of mail and properly identified will be

manually pulled from their places along the saw-tooth stages and attached to the over-

head traveling tow chain. Empty baggage trucks circulating around the loop of this

conveyor will be manually removed and parked in the locations just vacated. Filled

baggage trucks, when attached to the moving chain, will be towed at a uniform speed

to their destination where they will be manually detached and placed in position for the

next movement. These baggage trucks filled with sorted mail will have three optional

destinations.

(1) Trucks with mail for the post office will be manually detached from the over-

head tow chain and parked in the covered concourse adjacent to the doors of the post

office. They then will be manually handled by the postal employees.

(2) Trucks with mail for cars being loaded at that time will be detached manually

from the overhead tow chain and placed alongside the cars for final transfer.

(3) Trucks with mail for cars not ready for loading will be detached manually

from the overhead tow chain and parked at some convenient location designated by

the foreman in charge. Thus the handling of the individual pieces of mail will be limited

to unloading, separating and loading. All the mail will be separated and placed on baggage

trucks in less than IS min. after it has been placed on the belt conveyor system by the

unloading crew. Any mail to be held for future disposition will be stored, in sorted

condition, on baggage trucks that can be easily moved to any part of the terminal

whenever required.

Loading crews will work in the cars and roving truck handlers will detach the

loaded trucks and move them alongside the car door. With the greater degree of separa-

tion that will be made, the cars will be loaded at the ends first. If a truckload arrives

that is known to be last loaded, it will be held out along the car until the crew is ready
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for it. Empty trucks will be attached at once to the tow chain to circulate back to the

sorting area. A two-way public address system will be limited to the use of the foremen

and supervisors.

6. Parcel Handling

For use at many terminals where existing conveyor systems are not suitable to

handle unsacked parcels, separate parcel-handling systems have been developed. Basically,

they consist of a belt or roller conveyor built about 3 ft. above the floor which, in turn,

feeds several lateral roller conveyors. Fig. 10 illustrates the basic scheme for these parcel

systems. The parcels are placed on the end of the conveyor with the mailing address up.

The parcels are generally unloaded at this point from platform trucks moved from the

cars being unloaded or received from the post office. In some cases, however, the loading

end of the conveyor is fed by a chute which serves a truck tailboard area on the street

level above.
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In the area following the loading section, sorters mark the parcels with numbers

which represent a separation for the outbound movement. Platform trucks are positioned

along the remainder of the conveyor, each representing a separation. As the parcels

move down the belt, workmen pick off those parcels having the corresponding truck

number in their area and place them on that truck. Where a large volume is moved to a

separation, a roller conveyor is placed at right angles to the main conveyor and the

workmen stationed at this point slide the parcels onto and down the roller conveyor,

from which other workmen pick them off and load them into trucks.

Where space is available the main conveyor can be long enough so that all parcel

separations can be made directly off from it.

This arrangement is one that can be very readily adapted to existing facilities and

present an efficient handling solution to the problems arising from the large volumes of

unsacked parcels.
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At small terminals the belt conveyor can be supplanted by a roller conveyor on

which the parcels are moved manually. However, where the lenp;th of the conveyor is

considerable, belt or power-roller conveyors should be used.

At the Kansas City Union Station, parcels are handled on a combined belt and

roller conveyor system which is more extensive than the basic system described pre-

viously. The outside parcels are received from mail-order houses, other industries, and

the post office on a common tailboard dock. Six primary separations are set up in the

parcel system, which is the same as their mail separations. The post office and outside

industries deliver the parcels in boxes or containers, separated for these separations. Six

chutes deliver the parcels from the dock onto six 40-in. conveyor belts, each of which in

turn discharges on a gravity roller conveyor inclined slightly from the belt conveyor.

The roller conveyors serve as the secondary dock in this case. Trucks are placed about

the roller conveyors and are loaded by workmen as the parcels move down the conveyor.

For unseparated parcels and parcels from inbound trains a primary separation roller

conveyor is located about 30 in. above the basement floor and is fed from the tailboard

dock and from platform trucks that were originally loaded when the mail cars were

unloaded. Six 36-in. belts connect this sorting belt with the 40-in. belts referred to

before. About 24,000 parcels are handled with this arrangement in 8 hours with 30

employees.

7. General Details

In any mechanized mail-handling system a basic factor which should not be over-

looked is that any mail which must be stored in the terminal should be stored on wheels.

The conveyor system should be used to separate and load into trucks all mail as it is fed

to the system. Where mail is stored for later sorting or loading on the primary or sec-

ondary docks double handling will result. The efficiency of a conveyor system depends

on the ability to keep the mail in motion.

In order to avoid jams at transfer points and on the separation or unloading docks

all the conveyor belts operating as one continuous function should have their electric

controls interlocked so they can be started and stopped as a unit.

The railroad owned belts which feed or receive mail from the post office belts should

be electrically interlocked with those belts.

To combat the dust arising principally on the primary dock, where the sacks are

handled on a slide or chute, it appears desirable to install an exhaust system.

Adequate lighting is essential at both the primary and secondary docks to facilitate

reading the labels on the sacks and parcels.

It should be understood that all mail is not suitable for handling on a belt conveyor

system. All sacked mail and pouches can be handled, but of the unsacked and outside

parcels approximately 10 percent can not be handled. Baby chicks, cans, hardware items

uncrated, trees, unwrapped metal goods, and certain other items can not be handled.

These items must be handled on trucks between the car or post office and the secondary

separation dock, and then to the outbound car.

In a system having belts with proper slopes, and properly designed belt to belt and

belt to sorting dock chutes or slides, unsacked parcels and sacks can be handled at the

same time. This is the desirable condition as most of the economies from a mechanical

system will come from a system which handles sacks and parcels simultaneously.

Where refrigerator cars are handled in storage mail service, the height of the unload-

ing platform above the top of rail should be fixed to permit the opening and closing of

the car doors.
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It may be advisable at large mechanical installations to provide a central dispatching

panel in order to have the conveyors under the control of one individual, who should

have direct contact with all phases of the system, including the yardmaster. It also

appears desirable to provide stop buttons throughout the system to allow the forces

working to stop the individual conveyors when necessary. However, only the central

dispatcher should have the controls to start the conveyors running again after he has

been informed by the crew foreman that the trouble has been cleared.

EXPRESS HANDLING

The handling of express is normally not a function of the railroads, except the switch-

ing of the express cars between the station and the express house. Partially loaded cars

are unloaded on the station tracks and the express parcels are loaded into platform

trucks similar to those used for the handling of mail. These trucks are then normally

handled in strings pulled by a tractor into the express house or to express cars set on the

station tracks for loading.

As the present traffic consists of many irregularly shaped parcels and objects weighing

from a pound to as much as 200 to 300 lb., it appears that no fixed conveyor facility

is adequate for this service. At several terminals the Railway Express Agency has installed

an overhead tow chain conveyor to handle trailer trucks in endless nonstop trains for

loading outbound cars. This system is similar to the proposed installation for handling

mail at Council Bluffs. The basic difference between the two systems is that the Express

Agency does not disengage the trucks from the chain. The Express Agency generally uses

double-deck trucks and repeats the separation pattern many times on the train. As these

trucks pass the highway truck unloading dock for outbound shipments the handlers place

the shipments on the proper truck as it passes their station. At the cars being loaded

handlers pick off the shipments and place them in the car. Thus, each car will be loaded

from the shipments taken from as many as 10 trucks on the continuous chain. It is

possible, therefore, for a shipment to make the round of the continuous chain more than

once before being picked off.

At the majority of the express houses the express shipments are handled from the

Express Agency inbound truck onto portable gravity or powered roller conveyors.

As the express shipments move down the conveyor they are sorted into outbound
shipping destinations and the shipments are then loaded on the proper truck for move-
ment to the outbound car. It is a practice of the Express Agency to move these ship-

ments on gravity roller conveyors, which at various points in the line have portable

powered belt conveyors to keep the shipments in motion.

Due to the variation in size and weight of express shipments a large number of

various mechanical devices ranging from dollies to fork-lift trucks are used. Copyrighted

in 1950 by the Railway Express Agency is a booklet entitled Manual of Mechanical
Handling Equipment in Railway Express Service, which describes the numerous
mechanical equipment pieces that are used in the handling of express in the various

express houses.
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Report on Assignment 6

Design and Location of Facilities for Icing Refrigerator

Cars in Transit

H C. Forman (chairman, subcommittee), C. J. Astrue, A. E. Biermann, W. S. Broome,

R. J. Coffee, W. H. Giles, J. E. Griffith, H. H. Harsh, D. C. Hastings, W. J. Hedley,

F. A. Hess, W. H. Hobbs, J. E. Hoving, A. S. Krefting, C. E. Merriman, J. L.

Perrier, C. M. Ratliff, H. T. Roebuck, C. F. Worden.

This is a final report, presented as information.

Facilities should be planned to care for the various icing services required to deliver

perishable products in a marketable condition. Experience has demonstrated that one

icing each 24-hour period generally affords proper protection.

Icing services may be defined as "mild refrigeration" when not more than five percent

salt is added, or "intensive refrigeration" when more than five percent salt is added.

The percent of salt is based on weight of ice. Frozen fruits, vegetables and juices present

the most difficult refrigeration problem, as it is necessary to maintain temperatures from

16 to 20 deg. F. inside the car. This type of refrigeration requires the use of pieces of ice

weighing IS to 20 lb. and from 25 to 30 percent salt.

Location

The location of the icing facility in a terminal is determined by the number of cars

in a train that require icing.

(1) If the number of cars to be iced is large the facility should be located adjacent

to tracks in the receiving yard to permit trains to pull along the icing facility so that

cars can be iced before they are classified.

(2) If the number of cars in a train to be iced is small, the facility may be located

adjacent to tracks in the classification yard.

Design

The design of an icing facility depends upon the number of cars to be iced per 24

hours and the type of icing required.

Top icing requires the use of crushers and slingers to place snow ice directly on the

lading. Cars can be served by trucks operating at ground level, crusher-slinger machines

operating on a car-floor-level platform, or crusher-slinger machines operating at track

level. The average amount of ice required per car is 4000 lb.

Bunker icing requires the ice to be placed in cars through the bunker doors in the

roof of the car. This service can be performed by trucks, by high-level platforms, and

by machines operating on platform or on tracks at ground level. The average amount of

ice required per car is 3500 lb. A car with empty bunkers requires from 9600 to 11,000 lb.

of ice.

Truck Icing

Trucks equipped with crusher-slingers are used for top icing. It will require approxi-

mately IS min. for a crew of two men to place 4000 lb. of ice in a car.

Trucks equipped with lifts or conveyors are used for bunker icmg. A four-man crew

can place 3500 lb. of ice in a car in approximately IS min.

Service trucks are used to furnish a continuous supply of ice to the icing trucks.
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Fig. 3.—Top icing machine installed on a platform.

Fig. 4.—Machines are available for both bunker and top icing.
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Icing Platforms

Platforms should be designed for the type of icing to be performed and for the

number of tracks to be served.

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical high-level platform used for bunker icing. The platform

serves two tracks.

If machines are to be used on either high or low platform, the platform should be

designed to support the icing machine.

Icing Machines

Bunker icing machines can be installed on a platform as shown in Fig. 2, and top

icing machines as shown in Fig. 3.

These machines travel on a track for the entire length of the platform.

Machines are available for both bunker and top icing (see Fig. 4) . These machines are

self propelled and operate on standard gage track at ground level, and ice cars placed

on tracks adjacent to the machine. Machines of this type eliminate the need of platforms.

Drainage, Communications and Lighting

Adequate drainage should be provided.

Direct communications with the yard office and mechanical department should be

provided.

A lighting system should be installed when icing is to be performed at night.

Report on Assignment 9

Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including the

Adaptation of Substitute Non-Critical Materials, and

Specifications for the Reclamation of Released

Materials, Tools and Equipment

Collaborating with Committee 3-A—General Reclamation, Purchases

and Stores Division, AAR

W. S. Broome (chairmen, subcommittee), Oscar Fischer, H. C. Forman, W. H. Goold>

H. H. Harsh, A. S. Krefting, B. G. Packard.

This is a progress report, submitted as information, on a new special assignment

given Committee 14 early in 1951, dealing with labor and materials conservation in

connection with the defense mobilization effort of the country. The report treats with

these matters only as they pertain to yards and terminals, and yet it has. been difficult

to confine the comments and suggestions contained therein entirely to yards and ter-

minals since there is, in most instances, an overlapping of interest with respect to other

railway facilities and operations. In other words, most suggestions for conservation

applicable to yards and terminals are equally applicable to other railway activities.

Conserve, Convert, Wear It Out, Use It Up, Make It Do. This is an excellent

slogan for any conservation program.

The first and most important action in the conservation of labor and materials is to

defer any work not actually necessary or which will not effect substantial savings. After

deferment has been carefully considered and final decision has been reached to proceed
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with any project, the problem of conservation becomes concrete and every reasonable

effort should be made to save labor and materials. If the need for conservation is imme-

diate because of difficulty in obtaining labor and materials due to national emergencies

or other causes, it may be advisable to provide less adequate facilities and to substitute

materials in plentiful supply for more desirable but scarce items. When no emergency

exists, conservation can be best furthered by providing facilities fully adequate for current

needs with proper provision for increase and expansion, constructed of the most desirable

or best adapted materials, and equipped with the latest and most efficient labor-saving

tools and devices.

Careful study should be made of all yards and terminals and steps taken to mod-

ernize and improve each to obtain greater efficiency. All facilities, such as modern yard

offices, scales of proper size and capacity properly located, communication systems, tube

systems for the transporting of waybills and records, car repair facilities, etc., should be

provided.

The handling of freight, mail, and express should be mechanized. Existing freight

houses should be modernized so far as practicable to facilitate the handling of freight.

New houses should be carefully designed and equipped with all modern facilities and

conveniences to expedite and reduce the cost of handling freight.

Supervision is very important in the conservation of labor and materials. More
intensive supervision will produce better results in the use of labor. Close inspection of

materials before they are removed from service should be made to be certain that the

full useful life has been secured.

Machines generally are great labor savers, and machines of certain types are avail-

able for repairs to materials without removing them from the track or facility, thus

conserving both labor and materials. Facilities for the reproduction of waybills,

switch lists, etc., are invaluable. Trucks for the transportation of men and materials

and tools to mechanize track maintenance are a necessity.

Reclamation is a very important function of materials conservation. Proper reclama-

tion plants should be provided and materials no longer suitable for their original use

should be accumulated there and reclaimed or converted to other uses. The Association

of American Railroads has issued a standard reclamation manual which should be invalu-

able to any reclamation department. This manual lists many items that can be reclaimed

profitably, items that can be made from others, the proper method of repair and con-

servation, and the proper and desirable tools needed for equipping a reclamation plant.

Education plays an important part in any labor and materials conservation program.

Campaigns should be conducted to acquaint employees with the value of various materials

handled by them. Posters, conspicuously displayed and frequently replaced with others,

are a valuable aid in impressing the cost or value of various items upon employeas.

Abuses in the use and handling of materials can be better depicted visually than by

words. A statement of values expressed in material items is very effective in educating

employees in the value of items of materials used by them. Thus, 5^ equals one nut

lock or one track spike; $5 equals one 12-ft. treated switch tie; $100 equals 6 kegs of

track spikes, etc.

Safety is an important activity in the conservation of labor. Many man-hours can

be saved by the reduction or elimination of accidents. Safety campaigns should be

carried on continuously to acquaint each employee with safe methods of performing his

duties. These campaigns must be perpetuated to prevent lagging of interest in safety.
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Scrap is of utmost importance in the conservation of materials, especially in times of

emergency. The proper accumulation and disposition of scrap should receive constant

attention from supervisory forces so that this material can again be incorporated in the

manufacture of useful articles and not remain an utter waste.

Work performed for appearance only is wasteful of both labor and materials.

Beautification of right-of-way and station grounds, painting not necessary for preserva-

tion, etc., are included in this category. Such work should be abolished or greatly curtailed

until the necessity for conservation is less acute.

Finally, to summarize, each railroad should authorize only such work as is absolutely

essential; provide proper supervision, tools, equipment and transportation for its labor;

and estabhsh and operate detailed conservation programs to prevent loss, deterioration,

or waste of materials. Inventories should be carefully reviewed and limited. Tight con-

trols should be set up and maintained to prevent the accumulation of materials in excess

of minimum requirements.
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* Deceased

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Viaduct columns, collaborating with Committee IS.

No report

2. Steel girder spans with open decks and with ballasted decks.

Progress report, presented as information page 332

3. Dynamic shear in girder and truss spans.

Progress report, presented as information page 332

4. Impact and bending stresses in columns and hangers of truss spans.

No report.

5. Concrete structures, collaborating with Committee 8.

Progress report, presented as information page 332

6. Determination of braking and traction forces in bridge structures, col-

laborating with Committees 7, 8 and 15.

Progress report, presented as information page 332

7. Stresses and impacts in timber stringer bridges, collaborating with Com-
mittee 7.

Progress report, presented as information page 333

8. Steel truss spans with open decks and with ballasted decks.

Progress report, presented as information page 333

9. Distribution of live load in bridge floors.

(a) Floors consisting of transverse beams.

(b) Floors consisting of longitudinal beams.

Progress report, presented as information page 333

10. Stresses in lateral bracing of bridges.

Progress report, presented as information page 333

The Committee on Impact and Bridge Stresses,

J. P. Walton, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 497, November 1951.
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iHcper ^ivsti}t\)al

The committee directs attention to the memoir to Meyer Hirschthal, a valued mem-

ber, who died on October 15, 1951, which appears in the annual report of Committee 8—

Masonry.

Report on Assignment 2

Steel Girder Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks

A report of the investigation of impacts and stresses in the flanges of two girder

spans on the Illinois Central Railroad was presented in AREA Bulletin 496, September-

October 1951.

During the past season, tests were made on two more girder spans as part of this

assignment. The AAR Research Staff now has complete data on 29 girder spans. Progress

is reported in analyzing the test data and a final report will be presented on this subject

at a later date.

Report on Assignment 3

Dynamic Shear in Girder and Truss Spans

A report of the investigation of impacts and stresses in the web plates of two girder

spans on the Illinois Central Railroad was presented in AREA Bulletin 496, September-

October 1951.

The dynamic shears have been measured in the web plates of all girder spans tested

under Assignment 2, and progress is reported in the analysis of the assembled data.

Report on Assignment 5

Concrete Structures

Collaborating with Committee 8

The AAR Research Staff has measured the static and dynamic compressive stresses

in the concrete, and tensile stresses in the reinforcing bars, of five concrete structures.

Three of these structures consisted of reinforced concrete pile trestles and the static

and dynamic direct and bending stresses were measured in the piles as well as in the slabs.

Progress is being made in the analysis of the accumulated data and a report on these

tests will be presented as soon as possible.

Report on Assignment 6

Determination of Braking and Traction Forces in Bridge Structures

Collaborating with Committees 7, 8 and 15

The magnitude and distribution of the braking and traction forces in two of the

reinforced concrete pile trestles referred to in Assignment 5 were determined by placing

vertical gages on the concrete piles and longitudinal gages on the webs of the running

rails during the testing of the structures listed under Assignment 5.

Progress is being made in the analysis of this data, and a report on this subject

will be presented as soon as possible.
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Report on Assignment 7

Stresses and Impacts in Timber Stringer Bridges

Collaborating with Committee 7

Tests were made during 1951 on the stringers of another ballasted floor timber

trestle on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad. Readings were taken

on the stringers to obtain moisture content and specific gravity in order to determine

the modulus of elasticity of the test stringers.

It is planned to conduct further tests in the field on timber stringers and to cor-

relate this data with the results of fatigue tests being conducted at the Forest Products

Laboratory and Purdue University.

Report on Assignment 8

Steel Truss Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks

The stresses were measured in the chord and web members of two truss spans under

a train of ore cars on the Chicago & North Western Railway, at the request and expense

of the railroad. A summary of these results will be published.

The stresses were measured in the counterweight truss members of a bascule bridge

on the Texas & Pacific Railroad at Plaquemine, La., to determine the primary and

secondary effects of the concrete counterweight during the opening of the bridge. These

tests were conducted at the request and expense of the railroad, and a summary of the

results will be published.

Report on Assignment 9

Distribution of Live Load in Bridge Floors

(a) Floors consisting of transverse beams

(b) Floors consisting of longitudinal beams

Tests have been completed on six girder spans having transverse beams and two

girder spans having longitudinal beams to determine the distribution of the axle loads

to these beams, under both static and high-speed locomotives.

Progress is being made in the analysis of the accumulated data and a report on

these tests will be presented as soon as possible.

Report on Assignment 10

Stresses in Lateral Bracing of Bridges

A report of the investigation of stresses in the lateral bracings of two girder spans

on the Illinois Central Railroad was presented in AREA Bulletin 496, September-

October 1951.

The stresses in the lateral bracing have been measured in most of the girder spans

tested under Assignment 2 and progress is reported in the analysis of the assembled data.

The Research Staff of the AAR will measure the stresses in the lateral bracing of

girder spans and trusses on curves as soon as the final report on Assignment 2 is

completed.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 335

2. Extent of adherence to specifications.

Progress report, presented as information page 337

.^. Substitutes for wood ties.

Progress report, presented as information page 338

4. Tie renewals and costs per mile of maintained track.

Progress report, presented as information page 338

5. Methods of retarding the splitting and the mechanical wear of ties, including

stabilization of wood, collaborating with Committee 5 and NLMA.
No report.

6. Bituminous coating of ties for protection from the elements.

No report

7. Causes leading to the removal of ties.

No report

8. End splitting of hardwood ties.

No report

The Committee on Ties,

B. D. Howe, Chairman

AREA Bulletin 498, December 1951

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

D. Turley (chairman, subcommittee), P. D. Brentlinger, VV. J. Burton, E. L. Collette,

B. S. Converse, L. P. Drew. H. R. Duncan. L. E. Gingerich, B. D. Howe, L. H.
Powell, M. H. Priddy, T. D. Saunders, S. Thorvaldson.

V<iur committee recommends the following revisions, reapprovals and deletions:

* 335
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CROSS TIES

1934

Reapprovc without change, except as follows:

Page 3-4

606. Class T—Ties Which Should Be Treated

(a) Remove Ashes and Hickories from Group Ta and place in Group Td.

(b) Remove Beeches, Birches, Cherries, and Hard maples from Group Tc and place

in Group Td.

APPLICATION OF THE SPECIFICATIONS FOR CROSS TIES

1934

Reapprove without change, except as follows:

Page 3-7

(a) Revise diagram for size 4, fifth column from left, to show bottom width of 9

to 10 in. instead of 9 to 12 in.

(b) Revise diagram for size 4, sixth column from left, to square tie with top face

over 10 in. and thickness over 8 in.

(c) Revise diagram for size 5, sixth column from left, to show thickness over 8 in.

MARKING TIES TO INDICATE SIZE ACCEPTANCE

1930

Pages 3-7 and 3-8

(a) Revise paragraph 1 to read as fol'ows:

Each tie accepted by a railroad should be marked. The mark used should identify

the railroad and the inspector and should indicate the size at which the tie is accepted.

It is desirable that the marking be done by branding or other methods in such a way

that the marks will not be obliterated by treatment.

(b) Delete the remaining paragraphs 2 to 8 incl., including Fig. 301.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SWITCH TIES

1934

Reapprove without change, except as follows:

Page 3-14

605. Class T—Ties Which Should Be Treated

(a) Remove Ashes from Group Ta and place in Group Td.

(b) Remove Beeches, Birches, Cherries and Hard maples from Group Tc and place

in Group Td.
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ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF CROSS TIES OF DIFFERENT
MATERIALS

1939

Pages 3-15, 3-16 and 3-16.1

Reapprove without change.

Report on Assignment 2

Extent of Adherence to Specifications

P. D. Brentlinger (chairman, subcommittee), R. F. Bush, G. B. Campbell, R. L. Cook,

W. F. Dunn, Sr., T. H. Friedlin, A. K. Frost, L. W. Kistler, Roy Lumpkin, M. H.
Priddy, P. V. Thelander, R. G. Wintrich.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

During the spring of 1951, Committee 3 substituted field observation of cross ties in

track in place of an inspection of railroad-owned cross ties in storage at treating plants.

In an address delivered before the 1951 convention of the American Wood-Preservers'

Association, President T. A. Blair spoke of a new poHcy initiated by the Santa Fe con-

cerning the removal of cross ties. The widespread interest aroused by this new approach

toward learning why cross ties are removed from track prompted Committee 3 to hold

its spring meeting on the Santa Fe, June 12 and 13, at Newton, Kan., and Perry, Okla.

The principle of the Santa Fe system is to train a corps of inspectors to mark ties

for removal from track. These inspectors, trained to recognize various species and sizes

of ties, and physical and mechanical defects, will keep records of the ties removed and

the cause for failure. It is anticipated that a summary of their findings will result in

recommendations that will lengthen tie life; these recommendations may take the form

of eliminating certain species, changing the size of ties, changing the kind and amount

of preservative, or increasing or decreasing the quality requirements.

The committee observed portions of two perpetual experimental test sections near

Newton, Kan., and Perry, Okla., in company with representatives of the engineering

department of the Santa Fe System.

The fall trip of the committee included the inspection of 250,000 ties belonging

to four railroads, stored at two wood preserving plants along the Atlantic coast. Pine,

oak, gum, cypress and mixed hardwood ties represented the species used by the railroads.

The yards of both wood preserving plants were exceptionally free of debris, vegeta-

tion, and pools of water, which indicated good drainage. The absence of decay-infected

ties in stock for sale to the railroads was noteworthy. In general, all ties were stored in a

satisfactory manner. At one of the plants uneven terrain caused uneven stacking because

the lift-truck loads shifted enroute to the stacks and were not straightened in the stack.

In all cases the ties owned by the railroads were free of impairing defects, such as

decay, shakes and splits. One railroad had in stock water oak ties, from the lowlands,

that were splitting excessively. It was the rule, rather than the exception, that the ties

were sized according to AREA specifications. One railroad accepted sizes according to

AREA specifications but allowed 1 in. of wane.

Each railroad had marked its ties in some manner to indicate size, ownership and

inspector. A modified system of branding was done in each case.

Your committee recommends the use of the AREA specification for ties in order to

assure the users of quality ties that will give the longest service possible and preclude

replacement costs caused by the early removal of ties containing defects not admitted by
ARE.\ specifications.
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Report on Assignment 3

Substitutes for Wood Ties

L. P. Drew (chairman, subcommittee), R. S. Belcher, C. M. Coates, R. L. Cook, T. Craw-
ford, W. E. Fuhr, M. J. Hubbard, Stuart Shumate, J. G. Sutherland, S. Thorvaldson.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

The statement showing a record of test installations of substitute ties, as published

in the Proceedings, Vol. 41, 1940, page 648, has been brought up to date and, in order

to provide a final record of the majority of installations, this statement is submitted for

republication.

Practically all of the original test installations of substitute ties have now been

removed, and so far as your committee has been able to determine, no new installations

have been made. The results of the tests were generally unsatisfactory and none of the

substitute ties was adopted by any road.

During the past two years some activity has been shown by patentees of metal ties,

but so far as your committee has been able to ascertain no actual test installations have

been made.

In England, France and Germany considerable numbers of concrete ties with pre-

stressed reinforcing are still being manufactured and installed.

The extensive use of reinforced concrete sleepers in European countries offers little

useful data for application to the problem in the United States. Although speeds are

comparable, their loads are light and their operating conditions are entirely different.

Labor is cheap, and the lack of an adequate timber supply, or the necessity of importa-

tion from foreign countries, has made the use of a substitute material an economic

necessity.

Even with the high prices of timber, no ties of substitute materials have been

found that can compete with fully pressure treated wood ties, either in first cost or annual

depreciation.

Report on Assignment 4

Tie Renewals and Costs Per Mile of Maintained Track

B. D. Howe (chairman, subcommittee), R. F. Bush, R. W. Cook, C. M. Long, L. H.

Powell, Stuart Shumate, E. F. Snyder, R. H. Timmins.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The statistics compiled annually by the Bureau of Railway Economics, AAR, pro-

vide information regarding the number and cost of cross ties laid in replacement in 1950

and are shown in Tables A and B. In order to make the information available as promptly

as possible, these tables were published in Bulletin 495, June-July 1951.

It will be noted that the average cost per tie laid in replacement, as well as the total

number of ties laid in replacement in the United States, was approximately the same in

1950 as in 1949.
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Report of Committee 17—Wood Preservation

G. B. CaMVBZLL, J. W. DiFFENDERFER W. F. DUNN, SR.,

Chairman, R. F. Dreitzler Vice-Chairman,

W. P. Arnold H. R. Duncan L. W. Kistler

VV. W. Barger T. H. Friedlin A. J. Loom
J. A. Barnes F. J. Fudge G. L. P. Plow
A. S. Barr W. H. Fulweiler R. R. Poux
R. S. Belcher H. F. Gilzow M. H. Priddy

P. D. Brentlinger W. R. Goodwin J. W. Reed
Walter Bi^ehler F. W. Gottschalk W. C. Reichow
C. M. Burpee B. D. Howe B. J. Richards

C. S. Burt M. S. Hudson W. B. Stombock
G. L. Cain R. P. Hughes J. E. Tiedt

H. B. Carpenter H. E. Hurst H. C. Todd, Jr.

W. F. Clapp M. F. Jaeger Hermann von Schrenk
L. C. CoLLisTER A. L. Kammerer C. H. Wakefield
G. H. Dayett, Jr, Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 344

2. Service test records of treated wood.

Progress report page 344

3. Destruction by marine organisms; methods of prevention.

No report.

4. Creosote-petroleum solutions.

No report

3. Destruction by wood destroying insects; methods of prevention, col-

laborating with Committees 6 and 7.

Progress report, presented as information page 344

6. New impregnants and procedures for increasing the life and serviceability

of forest products.

No report

7. Incbing forest products.

Progress report, presented as information page 346

8. Review the specifications for creosote, particularly with respect to limita-

tion of residue above 355 deg. C, and other revisions resulting from changes

in processes of manufacture.

Progress report, presented as information page 346

9. Treatment of wood to make it lire resistant.

Progress report, presented as information page 346

10. Artificial seasoning of forest products prior to treatment.

Progress report, presented as information page 347

11. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of re-

leased materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division. AAR.
No report.

The Committee on Wood Preservation,

G. B. Campbell. Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 498, December 19SI.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. S. Burt (chairman, subcommittee), W. P. Arnold, W. W. Barger, R. S. Belcher,

W. F. Clapp, H. R. Duncan, W. F. Dunn, Sr., W. H. Fulweiler, F. W. Gottschalk,

A. J. Loom, Hermann von Schrenk.

The committee has reviewed the sections of its Manual material and recommend

the following:

Pages 17-31 and 17-32

MEASURING AND SAMPLING CREOSOTE

VOLUME CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE IN THE MEASUREMENT
OF CREOSOTE

1Q35

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Report on Assignment 2

Service Test Records of Treated Wood

A. J. Loom (chairman, subcommittee), G. H. Dayett, T. H. Friedlin, W. R. Goodwin,
R. P. Hughes, L. W. Kistler, G. L. P. Plow, R. R. Poux, J. W. Reed, W. C. Reichow,

W. B. Stombock.

No new service records were available in time to be included in this report so the

committee reports progress only.

Report on Assignment 5

Destruction by Wood Destroying Insects; Methods of Prevention

Collaborating with Committees 6 and 7

W. F. Dunn, Sr. (chairman, subcommittee), Walter Buehler, W. F. Clapp, F. J. Fudge,

W. H. Fulweiler, H. F. Gilzow, F. W. Gottschalk, B. D. Howe, M. F. Jaeger,

A. L. Kammerer, H. C. Todd, Jr., Hermann von Schrenk.

The following report is submitted as information.

No meetings were held during the year, subcommittee matters having been handled

by correspondence.

As soon as convenient, a survey of soil poisoning tests at Florissant, Mo., will be

made and it is believed that a final report can be entered.

Investigation of the destruction of treated timber by insects, other than termites,

indicates damage too slight and isolated to warrant further research. It is recommended,

therefore, that this portion of the work of this subcommittee be discontinued and that

the phrasing of the assignment revert to Destruction by Termites; Methods of

Prevention.
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Report on Assignment 7

Incising Forest Products

W. p. Arnold (chairman, subcommittee) , Walter Buehler, F. W. Gottschalk, B. D. Howe.
R. P. Hughes, A. J. Loom, C. H. Wakefield.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Erie Railroad

In 1950 the Erie Railroad started a test which included incising and end ironing

of ties prior to seasoning. The initial work was described in the 1951 Proceedings, Vol. 52.

The ties were adzed and bored, and treated with 60/40 CCTS in May 1951. During the

same month they were shipped to Burbank, Ohio, for installation in track. The ties have

not been inspected since shipment.

Great Northern and Soo Railways

Tests described in the 1950 Proceedings, Vol. 51, under the Great Northern Railway

and the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway are still in progress.

Wheeling & Lake Erie Division of the Nickel Plate Railroad

The test of incised ties reported in the 1950 Proceedings, Vol. 51, is still in progress.

An inspection was made on October IS, 1951, and results are given in Table 1, page 345.

Report on Assignment 8

Review the Specifications for Creosote, Particularly with Respect

to Limitations of Residue Above 355 deg. C, and Other

Revisions Resulting from Changes in Processes

of Manufacture

W. W. Barger (chairman, subcommittee), R. S. Belcher, Walter Buehler, C. M. Burpee,

W. H. Fulweiler, W. R. Goodwin, A. L. Kammerer, B. J. Richards, J. E. Tiedt.

This is a progress report, presented as information

Subcommittee 8 has continued its investigation under this assignment but has not

as yet reached conclusions regarding revision of the present AREA Specification for

Creosote.

The committee has in mind revision of the present specification that will place

limitations on the distillation residue above 355 deg. C. and additional limitations on

distillation fractions. The committee also is considering the possible inclusion of the

specific gravity of fractions in the specification rather than as a footnote. The possible

effect on supply by changes in the specification also is being studied.
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Report on Assignment 9

Treatment of Wood to Make It Fire Resistant

W. H. Fulweiler (chairman, subcommittee), W. P. Arnold, W. W. Barger, R. S. Belcher,

P. D. Brentlinger, T. H. Friedlin, F. J. Fudge, F. W. Gottschalk, M. S. Hudson,
R. R. Poux, Hermann von Schrenk, H. C. Todd, Jr., C. H. Wakefield.

This is a progress report presented as information.

Subcommittee 9 has continued its investigations on this assignment by correspondence.

It is endeavoring to develop information regarding possible classifications for fire-

resistant treatment that should be useful in the preparation of specifications.

The committee is keeping informed on the work of other committees in this field.

Report on Assignment 10

Artificial Seasoning of Forest Products Prior to Treatment

W. P. Arnold (chairman, subcommittee), R. S. Belcher, P. D. Brentlinger, C. M. Burpee.

L. C. Collister, R. F. Dreitzler, H. R. Duncan, F. W. Gottschalk, B. D. Howe,
M. S. Hudson, R. R. Poux, M. H. Priddy, Hermann von Schrenk.

Your committee submits the following information on methods of pre-treatment

seasoning:

Controlled Air Seasoning

The sponsors of this process report the following:

As the name implies, Controlled Air Seasoning is a method of drying wood under

conditions of temperature and relative humidities that fall within the range of natural

air seasoning or atmospheric conditions.

Unlike natural air seasoning, however, the Controlled Air Seasoning method of

drying wood maintains, automatically, favorable temperature and relative humidity

conditions, as well as constant air movement throughout the complete conditioning cycle,

thus assuring continuous drying of the material. Further, Controlled Air Seasoning auto-

matically subjects the wood to different drying conditions as seasoning progresses. The
green wood meets rather mild drying conditions in order to prevent excessive checking

or a condition adverse to subsequent preservative treatment. As drying takes place, the

material gradually moves into the zones of more effective seasoning conditions.

The process has been in commercial operation on a small scale for about four years

and a large-scale operation has been employed for the past two years.

Thus far all seasoning operations have been restricted to southern pine, particularly

poles. These may be conditioned for treatment in from one to two weeks, the original

moisture content, ranging from 65 to 90 percent, being reduced to 30 to 40 percent in

that time. The moisture content of pine lumber 3 or 4 in. in thickness has been reduced

to less than 20 percent during similar periods.

The equipment employed for Controlled Air Seasoning is, in reality, a plant within

itself, and consists of a building for housing the tram loads of material to be conditioned,

means of producing the ideal air-seasoning conditions, instruments for indicating these

conditions, and automatic regulators and controls that will maintain the ideal conditions

regardless of changes in outside atmospheric conditions.
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Timber Engineering Company One-Step Seasoning and Creosoting Process

The object of this process is to treat ties while green, eliminating the seasoning

period. A study of tie defects showed that much of the checking and splitting of ties

occurs during air seasoning. It is hoped that ties can be seasoned and treated in one

operation by adding to the creosote solution a chemical that is miscible with water.

The objective of this process is to attract the water from the wood cells into the solu-

tion, replacing it with creosote. The process is still in the development stage. The Timber

Engineering Company indicates that it can be developed to a practical stage. No technical

information has been released for publication to date.



Report of Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor

H. E. KiRBY, Chairman, L. C. Gilbert, Secretary, R. J. Gammie,
Lem Adams W. W. Greiner Vice -Chairman,
A. D. AxDERsoN C. G. Grove W. H. Miesse
M. B. Allen C. T. Gunsallus H. C. Minteer
H. C. Archibald W. H. Hamilton H. K. Modery
E. J. Brown K. H. Hanger G. M. O'Rourke
J. A. Bunjer G. L. Harris W. G. Pfohl
F. G. Campbell W. H. Hoar L. F. Racine
R. H. Carpenter T. B. Hutcheson A. G. Reese
G. E. Chambers J. E. Inman C. W. Reeve

J. B. Clark H. W. Kellogg H. F. Reilly
M. W. Clark G. A. Kellow C. R. Riley
P. A. Cosgrove N. M. Kelly D. E. Rudisill
A. A. Cross W. I. King G. L. Sitton
A. T. D.anver H. S. Leard E. C. Vandenburgh
C. G. Davis Roy Lumpkin H. J. Weccheider
M. H. Dick J. S. McBride J. G. West, Jr.

J. P. Ensign E. H. McIlheran Edvs'Ard Wise, Jr.

J. L. Fergus C. R. Wright
Committee

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association

:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 350

2. Analysis of operations of railways that have substantially reduced the cost

of labor required in maintenance of way work.

Progress report, presented as information page 352

3. Organization of forces for track maintenance operations.

No report.

4. Labor economies of various methods of tamping track.

Final report, presented as information page 355

5. Meeting conditions imposed by shorter work week.

No report.

6. Economies which may be effected by mechanical cribbing and/or cleaning

of ballast, collaborating with Committee 27.

Final report, presented as information page ?57

7. Economics effected through the use of highway vehicles by maintenance

forces.

Final report, presented as information page 359

8. Economics of methods of weed eradication, collaborating with Committee 1.

Progress report, presented as information page 363

9. Labor economy of renewing ties by use of proper equipment, methods and
organization.

No report.

AREA Bulletin 498, December 19S1.
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10. Economic effect of slow orders on maintenance operations.

No report.

11. Means of increasing or conserving labor supply for the duration of the

emergency, advising the secretary currently of recommendations or practices

that merit emergency publication by the AREA.

No report.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

H. E. KiRBY, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. G. Grove (chairman, subcommittee), Lem Adams, H. C. Archibald, F. G. Campbell,

R. H. Carpenter, R. J. Gammie, K. H. Hanger, G. A. Kellow, J. S. McBride, H. C.

Minteer, G. M. O'Rourke, L. F. Racine, E. C. Vandenburgh, C. R. Wright.

During 1950 your committee revised the text on page 22-11 and Figs. 2201 and

2202 on pages 22-13 and 22-14. These recommendations were approved at the 1951 con-

vention and included in the Manual as pages 22-11, 13 and 14.

During 1951 your committee reviewed certain other sections in the Manual and, as a

result, makes the following recommendations for revision of the Manual.

Page 22-4

H. WEIGHT OF RAIL

In paragraph (e) eliminate "112 and 131-lb." and substitute therefor "115, 132 and

133-lb".

Page 22-5

I. WEED CONTROL
Reapprove with the following changes:

Change the heading, I. Weed Control, to Vegetation Control; change the reference

to "weeds" throughout the text to "vegetation".

Page 22-9

RELATIVE ECONOMY OF COMBINED AND SEPARATE GANGS

Eliminate this entire heading and subject matter, and substitute therefor the

following:

COMBINED OR SEPARATE BRIDGE AND BUILDING GANGS
1952

The relative economy of combined or separate gangs for bridge and building work

depends upon the conditions prevailing on individual railroads and, in many cases, on

divisions or districts of a single railroad. Combined gangs are preferable for railroads in

general, except where the volume and proximity of certain types or classes of work make
the use of separate gangs desirable for efficient and economical accomplishment.
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Page 22-15

^EQUATED TRACK VALUES FOR LABOR DISTRIBUTION

A questionnaire was submitted by your committee to 28 railroads. A copy of this

questionnaire with a summary of the answers furnished by 20 roads is presented in the

following:

Questionnaire Concerning Use of Equated Track Values

1. How does your railroad make use of equated track values for;

a. Allocating maintenance of way appropriations?

Summary of replies—None of the replying roads uses equated track values for

this purpose.

b. Assigning territories?

Summary of replies—Six of the replying roads use the values as a guide or check,

and use such other factors as experience and special conditions.

c. Distributing labor forces?

Summary of replies—Three roads use the values for this purpose, and two others

do so as a guide.

d. Other Uses?

Summary of replies—Five roads use the values to calculate M. W. costs, one to

compare annual expenses, two to determine retirement costs, and one to figure

deferred maintenance and to counter government reparation cases.

2. Which of the AREA factors do you use?

Summary of replies—The values are slightly modified to suit judgment of individual

roads.

i. If you do not use the AREA factors, what values have you developed for your own

use?

Summary of replies—Four roads have modified the AREA values.

4. Please describe briefly how you arrived at your own values.

Summary of replies—All arrived at their values on the basis of experience and

judgement.

5. What changes do you feel should be made in the AREA values, or what changes have

you made in your own values to adj^jst them to present-day requirements?

Summary of replies—Five roads suggested changes. Most of these were minor and

do not warrant changing the AREA values for equated track.

It is evident from the answers received that it would not be possible to set up

equated track values to meet all conditions on the railways or on portions of railways

having varying traffic, physical or other basic characteristics. To adopt any change in

the values now appearing in the Manual would cause confusion. Therefore, based on the

opinion of a large majority of those questioned, your committee recommends readoption.

without change, of the values as now appearing in the Manual.
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Report on Assignment 2

Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substantially

Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance

of Way Work

G. A. Kellow (chairman, subcommittee), H. C. Archibald, E. J. Brown, F. G. Campbell,

M. H. Dick, R. J. Gammie, W. H. Hamilton, T. B. Hutcheson, N. M. Kelly, H. S.

Leard. E. H. Mcllheran, G. M. O'Rourke, L. F. Racine, H. F. Reilly, D. E. Rudisill,

E. C. Vandenburgh, J. G. West, Jr., Edward Wise, Jr.

This report is submitted as information.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway has reorganized the section forces on a large

portion of its lines to reduce labor costs and to permit better utilization of such forces.

Briefly, the Frisco has combined, small section gangs into larger district gangs and

extended the territories to be maintained. To observe the district gangs and their work,

and to discuss the features of such an organization with officers and supervisors. Com-

mittee 22 made an inspection trip over the Frisco tracks between Tulsa, Okla., and

Kansas City, Mo., on July 11, 1951.

The Frisco operates over 5,000 miles of line in 9 middle, southern, and southwestern

states. Trunk lines run southwest and south from St. Louis and Kansas City, Mo., to

Tulsa and Oklahoma City, Okla., and to Dallas and Fort Worth, Tex.; and southeast

to Memphis, Tenn., and Birmingham, Ala. Branch feeder lines are operated mainly in

Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. Maximum allowable speed on main lines

is 70 mph. for passenger trains and 55 mph. for freight trains. As most of the main lines

are single track, centralized traffic control signaling has been or will be provided to

improve train operation.

The volume of traffic on trunk lines is as follows:

Kansas City to Tulsa 10 to 18 million gross tons per year

St. Louis to Tulsa 12 " 18 " " " "
" "

Tulsa to Dallas 5 " 8 " " " " "

St. Louis to Memphis 5 " 6 " " " " "

Springfield to Birmingham 9 " 17 " " " " "

The size of the track maintenance problems on the railroad may be illustrated by

the following:

4,820 miles of main track

1,795 miles of side track

4,259 main track switches

5,685 side track switches

350 railroad crossings

Maintenance practices provide for new llS-lb. rail on trunk lines with traffic density

under 10 million gross tons annually, and 132-lb. rail on lines having traffic density of

10 million gross tons or more. Six-hole joint bars are used on all new rail. Treated cross

ties are used on all tracks with 24 ties per 39-ft. panel under heavy rail. At present

8-ft. 6-in. ties are used for all main track renewals. The ballast used is chats, produced

locally on the Frisco as a by product of lead and zinc smelter operations. The maximum
size of ballast is ^ in.

The first district gang was established October 16, 1947, at Olathe, Kan., about 20

miles south of Kansas City, to supplement the work of section gangs on the 39 miles

of double track between Rosedale and Paola. Four of the 9 section gangs working prior

to October 16, 1947, were eliminated and the territories of the remaining S sections were
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extended. When the first district gang was inaugurated it was intended that this gang

would be used as a supplementary force, without a patrol unit, and without complete

responsibility for any particular section of track. This gang, under one foreman, handled

the heavier and out-of-face jobs, while the remaining section gangs continued to do the

lighter and minor work. The plan was so successful that additional district gangs were

set up, and by September 1, 1949, a total of 68 such gangs had been established.

Consideration was then given to the possibiUty of eliminating all small section gangs

on a roadmaster's territory and establishing district gangs, with a patrol unit included,

assigned the entire responsibility of a definite section of track. Such an arrangement was

put into effect on July 1, 19S0, between Sapulpa and Francis, Okla., including the line

from Okmulgee to Muskogee, Okla. As of July 1, 1951, 13 of the 36 roadmasters' terri-

tories were so organized. On 4 of the 13 territories 1 small section gang was left to

maintain either a branch line or a terminal.

District gangs, under both classifications mentioned above, should be differentiated

from extra gangs, in that a district gang has a permanent headquarters and is not assigned

outfit cars.

When the plan of using district gangs was started in October 1947 the Frisco had a

total of 1873 section laborers working 6 days a week on 602 sections. At present, it is

working 1753 laborers 5 days a week on 185 sections and 90 district gangs. Forty-eight

of the district gangs supplement the work of section gangs, and 42, with an assistant

foreman and a patrol unit, are assigned exclusive responsibility for a definite section of

track. The present supervisory force totals 317, compared with 602 in 1947.

A comparison of all track forces worked in 1946, before the use of district gangs

was established, with present forces is made in the following table:

September July
1946 1951 Change

No. section foremen 602 185 — 417

No. district gang foremen and assistant foremen 132 +132
No. section and district gang laborers 1,873 1,753 — 120

No. extra gang foremen 17 15 — 2

No. extra gang laborers 395 376 — 19

Total 2,887 2,461 —426

The above figures apply to the entire system. Variations occur occasionally in the

total number of laborers as emergencies arise and current conditions require.

As will be noted, the Frisco still has a total of 185 small section crews. These crews

are assigned to short branch lines, terminals, territories where relatively unstable track

conditions require constant attention, and to lines where heavy programs of rail laying

and ballasting are planned in the near future. The Frisco plans to extend the use of

district gangs to more lines as chronic track conditions are cured and as its general

programs of track improvement are completed.

Weather conditions in the territory served by the Frbco permit working a fairly

uniform force throughout the year. Where district gangs are used exclusively, the gang

consists of a district gang foreman, an assistant gang foreman, and 14 to 20 laborers.

The territory assigned will include 30 to 45 miles of main track, depending on the territory

and conditions involved. Where gangs are used to supplement section forces, the assistant

gang foreman is not used. All district gangs are furnished trucks for transportation and

have a motor car for use when neces.sary.
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The work of the district gangs is planned and organized to permit the major part

of the force to work almost continuously on constructive work. The assistant gang fore-

man (when one is used), with one or more laborers as required, patrols track, does some

minor spotting, and generally handles the miscellaneous work formerly done by the small

section crews. This leaves the district gang foreman and a sizeable crew free to handle

out-of-face surfacing, tie renewals, and short stretches of out-of-face rail relays. The

Frisco has found that, with this organization, the use of small extra gangs is decreasing,

as the district gangs are able to accomplish more and more of the work that was for-

merly handled by these small extra gangs. As an example, some of the district gangs have

surfaced out-of-face 10 to 15 miles of track in a year's time along with their other work.

The Frisco has kept pace in the use of power equipment for mechanizing track work.

A system rail gang, fully mechanized, handles all of the longer stretches of out-of-face

rail relays. System tie and surfacing gangs are used when the volume of this work is

greater than can be handled by local forces. However, the organizing of section forces into

larger work units also permits these forces to make economical use of power tools. Each

district gang now has a number of power tamping units, and it is planned to provide

them with other equipment as experience shows how and where it can be used to

advantage.

In emergencies, such as derailments, washouts, etc., several district gangs, with trucks

available for transportation, can be called to make repairs. In this manner a sizeable

working crew of experienced workers can be assembled in a very short time. Likewise,

when capital improvements are authorized, the larger gangs can sometimes carry out the

work without additional help, or possibly without moving in an extra gang.

The measure of the worth of a new system of forces is to be found in a comparison

of work accomplished and cost. The following table has been prepared to make this

comparison on the Frisco.
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adjusted to work the same number of man-hours as were worked September 1, 1^47,

under the 6-day week set-up, cost would be increased $2,663,000 annually.

On the property studied some of the advantages of such an organization of track

forces were found to be as follows:

1. With a small force assigned to do the patrolling and miscellaneous chores, the

major portion of the track forces are free to spend full time on constructive

track work.

2. A larger force, as used in the district gang, makes its possible to plan and carry

out major items of track work that ordinarily are too extensive for a small crew

to attempt.

3. The use of a larger force permits the utilization of power tools, with resulting

savings in labor.

4. By combining track forces into larger units the supervisory force required is

considerably reduced.

Some railroads may have difficulty in applying a system of district gangs where

weather conditions make it necessary to carry out the major portion of all track work

in a limited period of time.

Conclusion

The reorganizing of forces into district gangs is a practical method of utilizing track

forces for maintenance and has reduced the cost of such work in spite of a shorter work-

week and substantially increased labor rates.

Report on Assignment 4

Labor Economies of Various Methods of Tamping Track

H. J. Weccheider (chairman, subcommittee), Lem Adams, A. D. Alderson, R. H. Car-
penter, G. E. Chambers, M. W. Clark, P. A. Cosgrove, A. T. Danver, J. P. Ensign,

J. L. Fergus, L. C. Gilbert, C. T. Gunsallus, J. E. Inman, W. H. Miesse, H. C.

Minteer, H. F. Reilly. D. E. Rudisiil, G. L. Sitton.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

It is recognized by the committee that the increased speed of trains with appreciable

increase in weight of loaded cars in recent years has made the subject of various methods

of tamping track one in which all maintenance men are vitally interested. It is also

recognized that the increase in wages and the inauguration of the 40-hour week have

called to our attention the necessity of finding more economical and improved methods

of tamping track than by hand labor.

The increa.sed axle loads, carried at higher speeds, have a more detrimental effect

on our track structure than heretofore, particularly with respect to rail joint maintenance

and the life of the rail and ties, and also shorten the intervals when the track is ordinarily

worked over out-of-face.

It is agreed that the best pos.sible method of tamping should be used to decrease

materially this detrimental influence on the track structure. This pertains to both spot

tamping as done by section gangs, and to extra gangs engaged in resurfacing on a light

raise a fairly well-conditioned section of track which requires smoothing up witli no tie

renewals or general respacing of ties. This also pertains to extra gangs engaged in general

reballasting operations which involve comparatively heavy tie renewal and a general

respacing of the ties. In all cases the proper method of tamping ties will result in uni

formity of tamping and tight ties, which are essential to good maintenance and smooth
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riding track, and which are more economical in the long run due to the resulting increased

life of the rail, joint bars, and ties, and reduced frequency of renewing ballast, and the

greater intervals between out-of-face surfacings.

In considering this subject, two principles have been kept in mind, namely, maximum

production and adequate quality of work.

A check of various railroads covering methods of tamping ties in routine section

gang spot surfacing of joints, loose ties, etc., develops that some railroads, in main line

stone or slag ballasted track, are tamping with forks, picks or tamping bars, while others

have mechanized their section gangs to the extent of equipping them with small portable

power tampers, which insure that the ties are tamped more solidly and uniformly, in

less time.

In the interest of maximum production and of achieving a uniform, more solidly

tamped track, coinciding with the trend of the times in using power tamping equipment,

our report will cover this method of tamping ties where long sections of track are

programmed for reballasting, or for ordinary surfacing operations out-of-face, by organ-

ized extra gangs. It is generally recognized that, in the past few years, power tamping

equipment has proved advantageous and is still being improved in design, with the object

of bringing about absolute uniformity of compaction of the ballast under the ties, which

will lengthen the intervals between surfacings. Any power-tamped track has greater

uniformity of compaction of the ballast and tighter ties than track tamped by hand,

because, with hand tools all men do not tamp the same, nor do they have the same

interest in bringing about a uniform solidly tamped track. As a result, where hand tools

are used, surface deflections continue to develop under traffic, with a detrimental effect

on the entire track structure, necessitating a continuous job of spot surfacing.

It should be understood that the savings to be derived from the use of power

tamping equipment depend to a large extent on the care with which the equipment is

maintained. Such equipment must be properly maintained to permit its constant use and

to reduce the unproductive time of the well organized gang to which it is assigned. It is

also essential that it be properly maintained to avoid lowering the morale of the gang

as the result of disruption of their work due to breakdowns.

Considering the fact that the costs resulting from the purchase of a machine are

continuous throughout the life of the machine, the best possible way to offset

these costs is to derive maximum use from the machine. This can be accomplished in

various ways. One way, as mentioned above, is to keep the machine in the best possible

repair and adjustment. The maximum number of work hours possible should be striven

for on the job. Camps or local gang headquarters should be as close as possible to the

actual site of the work, and the quickest method of transportation should be utilized. Gen-

erally, the transporting of gangs by company-owned trucks results in the least possible

delay.

From our check on various railroads covering heavy extra-gang work, it was found

that the methods of tamping used and the amount of track tamped per unit of time

vary as the result of many controlling factors. Some of these factors are traffic density,

whether working on single or multiple track, the condition of the track being worked
over, and the amount of maintenance funds available for track-raising operations.

In multiple-track territory, work can be done more economically if arrangements

can be made to detour trains between designated points, so the money-saving equipment

is allowed to operate uninterrupted throughout the work hours, without making frequent

run-offs and or losing productive time clearing for trains. It is essential, and consistent

with a uniform, solid tamping of the ties, to arrive at a time element covering the

tamping of each tie with the particular power equipment being operated.
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To derive maximum production, consistent with quality, from the use of power

tamping equipment, the following measures are necessary:

Comprehensive advance inspection and programming of work.

Alert and well instructed supervision.

A well balanced gang organization.

An efficient operator of the equipment being used.

Uniform spacing of ties ahead of the actual tamping.

Uniform distribution of ballast.

Proper amount of ballast consistent with the actual height of raise to be made.

Proper tamping equipment for the size and type of ballast used.

Proper maintenance of equipment.

Clear, brief daily reports made in such form as to permit ready checking of the

progress of the work at any time. Reports should include all delays applicable

to the work.

Conclusion

As a general principle, the power tamping of track has important advantages com-

pared with the use of hand methods. Not only do power tampers produce direct savings

in the cost of the work, but they result in more uniformly tamped track, which main-

tains its surface much longer than track tamped by hand, thus also producing long-term

economies.

The character of tamping work to be done will determine the type of power tampers

to be used. Where this work is of the so-called "spot", or miscellaneous type, hand-held

power tampers are preferred, and may be operated by the section forces or by special

gangs organized for this purpose. For out-of-face surfacing, larger outfits of power-

operated, hand-held tampers are still used to some extent, although there is a marked

trend toward the use of the large on-track machines for this type of work.

Because of wide variations in local conditions and in the organization of surfacing

operations on different railroads, it is considered impractical to develop specific figures

showing the relative economy of the various types of power tamping equipment.

Report on Assignment 6

Economies Which May be Effected by Mechanical Cribbing
and/or Cleaning of Ballast

Collaborating with Committee 27

D. E. Rudisill (chairman, subcommittee), F. G. Campbell, G. E. Chambers, M. W. Clark,
A. A. Cross, C. G. Davis, J. P. Ensign, W. W. Greiner, C. G. Grove, C. T. Gunsallus,
W. H. Hoar, W. I. King, H. K. Modcrv, A. G. Reese, C. R. Riley, G. L. Sitton,
Edward Wise, Jr., C. R. Wright.

This is a final report, presented as information.

This same subject was reported on by your committee under Labor Economies
Derived from Cleaning Ballast, in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, page 122.

The committee at that time thoroughly analyzed the subject and discussed the

various ways economies could be effected. It is considered unnecessary, therefore, to repeat

the earlier material in the present report.

Your committee has approached the present study from the standpoint of the

advances that have been made in methods of crib and ballast cleaning since the 1944

report, which might add to and emphasize the recognized economies listed at that time.
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Forty-nine roads were requested to furnish information as to their latest practices

in crib and ballast cleaning, with details as to the mileage cleaned, costs per mile, and

types of machinery used. Replies were received from 25 roads, of which 11 reported no

ballast or crib cleaning. Fourteen roads furnished data for preparing this report. These

data showed that various methods are being used for cleaning the ballast in the cribs,

in the intcrtrack space, and on the shoulders.

Crib Cleaning

Reports were received on the cleaning of a total of 132 miles of cribs by use of three

different types of on-track crib cleaning machines and one operation using hand screens.

All the cleaning was in stone ballast, except the hand screen operation of 4 miles, which

was in slag, and done at a cost of $667 per mile. The cost per mile of crib cleaning with

the three types of on-track machines varied from $338 per mile to $2200 per mile for

cleaning to an average depth of 3 in. below the bottoms of the ties. The cost varied

considerably for the same type of machine as between the various roads, due, no doubt

to traffic conditions and the degree of hardness to which the ballast had been compacted.

The reporting roads estimated the cost per mile of crib cleaning by hand at from $2151

to $3010, so it is evident that the cost of crib cleaning has been reduced appreciably

since the 1944 report, which makes more attractive the economies to be realized.

Shoulder and Intertrack Cleaning

Reports were received on the cleaning of 2463 miles of shoulder, at costs varying

from $108 per mile to $850 per mile, for 9 types of machines, 7 of which occupy the

track and 2 of which do not. For the off-track machines the cost varied from $250 per

mile to $751 per mile. The depth to which the ballast "was cleaned below the bottom?

of the ties varied from 8 to 10 in.

The same types of machines were used for inter-track cleaning, including one of thj

off-track machines. A total of 2141 miles of inter-track space was reported cleaned at

costs per mile ranging from $108 to .$850 for the on-track machines, and $514 to $1093

for the off-track machine. The depth cleaned below the bottoms of the ties was 8 to 10

in. in stone ballast.

One newly developed machine was reported on which cleans the cribs, one-half of

the inter-track, and all of one shoulder, or both shoulders in the case of single track.

This machine cleaned 300 miles of roadbed at a cost of $3000 per mile for the entire

operation. This machine picks up the ballast with an endless chain of cutters which pass

under the ties and carry the dirty ballast to vibrating screens for cleaning. The machine

leaves a uniformly smooth subgrade, sloped to the shoulder for drainage, on which the

track is then given a raise to an established grade, generally below the original track

grade, on the ballast which had been cleaned and deposited in the track back of the

machine. Due to the cutting out of the ballast under the ties as well as the cribs, no new
ballast is required for the track raise, resulting in a saving in the cost of ballast, as well

as of work trains and labor that would be required to handle it.

Conclusion

Most of these machines have been developed in the past 10 years, and it is evident

that, with the improved methods of crib, inter-track and shoulder cleaning being devel-

oped yearly, greater economies can be realized throughout the track maintenance pro-
'

gram as the cleaning costs are reduced. It should also become economical for roads which

have done no cleaning in the past to consider now a program of such work where their

traffic and ballast conditions justify it.
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Report on Assignment 7

Economies Effected Through Use of Highway Vehicles

By Maintenance Forces

T. B. Hutcheson (chairman, subcommittee), M. B. Allen, J. A. Bunjer, M. W. Clark,

P. A. Cosgrove, A. A. Cross, J. L. Fergus, L. C. Gilbert, W. H. Hamilton, H. W.
Kellogg, G. A. Kellow, Roy Lumpkin, J. S. McBride, G. M. O'Rourke, W. G. Pfohl,

H. J. Weccheider, Edward Wise, Jr.

This is a final report, presented as information.

This subject has been considered by the committee on three prior occasions, having

been reported in the Proceedings, 1933, 1942 and 1946. This report is submitted as

information and to bring up-to-date the subject matter contained in the previous reports

as to the use of highway vehicles in maintenance of way and structures work, and the

economies effected through the use of this type of transportation.

As a basis for the study your committee prepared a questionnaire which was sent

to 72 Class I railroads throughout the United States and Canada. Replies were received

from 47 roads. All roads reporting are using highway transportation in at least a portion

of their maintenance of way and structures activities.

Forces to Which Highway Vehicles Are Assigned

At the time of the 1933 report the use of highwaj' transportation was found to be

confined largely to terminal areas, principally in the eastern portion of the United States,

in the Great Lakes area, and in the Mississippi valley, and even at terminals such trans-

portation was used only to a very limited extent. As reported in 1942, the pre-

dominant use of highway vehicles by railroads was still confined, in the main, to busy

terminal areas, although some roads had begun the practice of assigning highway trans-

portation to section gangs on congested main-line territory. When the 1946 report was

prepared it was found that the use of highway vehicles in maintenance of way work had

extended to main-line sections and to all other phases of track and structures maintenance.

The trend toward the general usage of highway transportation has continued and

many roads now have a high percentage of their maintenance forces equipped with

highway units. On some roads all of the maintenance of way and structures forces assigned

to selected divisions or sub-divisions are equipped with highway transportation. In such

force categories as supervisory employees, water service employees, welding gangs, signal

gangs, maintenance of way mechanics, and other miscellaneous forces, the percentage

of such forces to which highway transportation is assigned is extremely high ; on many
roads 100 percent of these forces are equipped, and few roads report less than 25 percent

of such forces so equipped.

The use of highway vehicles by the bridge and building forces has increased con-

siderably since the last report, and many roads now report 100 percent of such forces so

equipped, with a few roads reporting less than 45 percent. While the percentage of section

and other track maintenance gangs, such as extra gangs, rail gangs, ballast gangs, dis-

trict or division maintenance gangs, etc., assigned highway transportation is not as high

as for the other categories of forces engaged in track maintenance work, there has been
considerable increase in the past few years. Many roads report 25 to 50 percent of their

larger track gangs equipped with motor transportation, and several roads report 90 to

100 percent. Few roads report extended usage of highway vehicles by section forces, this

generally between 1 and 10 percent, with 6 roads reporting over 25 percent of their

torces so equipped. Of these, 1 large eastern road reports approximatly 50 percent, and
I New England road reports 90 percent, of its track forces assigned highway vehicles
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The practice of using highway transportation for maintenance of way and structures

employees is more prevalent in the region cast of the Mississippi River than in the West-

ern region of the country. In the more thickly populated eastern section of the country

highways and roads more closely parallel the railroad trackage than is the case in the

Western region and, in addition, the greater density of rail traffic found in the East

makes it more difficult to operate track motor cars. While the eastern roads have found

it possible to take advantage of highway transportation to a greater extent than have

the western roads generally, four of the Northwestern region roads report heavy use of

highway transportation in those segments of their lines where the terrain is favorable

to such transportation. In the Central Western region, with the exception of one road

which is a heavy user of highway transportation, the percentage of use drops below the

average found in the Eastern region. In the Southwestern region only one road reported,

and this road is a substantial user of highway transportation in all fields of track

maintenance work.

Types of Vehicles

It is evident that much thought has been given by the reporting roads to the proper

type of vehicles for assignment to maintenance of way and structures forces. For section

gangs, extra gangs, B.&B. gangs, and other medium to large track forces, the practice

generally is to equip these forces with IJ^-ton to 2-ton trucks, provided with stake

bodies so that the trucks can be used for handling material, supplies and personnel. In

many instances these vehicles are fitted with a detachable shelter, generally covering

the forward portion of the stake body, for protection of the employees from the elements.

An increasing number of roads, however, are equipping such gangs with trucks using

specially designed bodies containing bins in which material can be stored and tools

carried; also special racks for carrying rails. Roads following this practice state that con-

siderable time is saved in getting forces to the job if the tools are kept readily available

in the truck. In some instances these specially built bodies are equipped with winches

for handling heavy materials, and in some cases "A" frames. For signal and electrical

crews many roads are using utility-type bodies similar to those used by power com-

panies and telephone companies. Welding and other small forces are generally furnished

with 5^-ton to -^^-ton trucks which, in some instances, are equipped with van-type

bodies, and in other cases with open bodies. Water service, roadway mechanics, and

specialized forces are in nearly all instances furnished trucks equipped with special type

bodies which contain small machine tools, bins to carry repair parts, and equipment

necessary to make repairs on the road. These special bodies are usually equipped with

power take-offs or separate generators to run the machine equipment carried.

There is some usage of J4-tori (jeep) trucks for a variety of services, these vehicles

being used in some instances by inspection personnel, signal maintainers, and for other

services requiring only one or two men. Supervisory personnel are generally furnished

with J/2-ton trucks, suburban or station-wagon type vehicles, or passenger automobiles.

In most cases reported, the use of passenger cars is restricted to employees of the rank

of division engineer or above, with the more utihtarian type of vehicle being assigned

to B.&B. supervisors, track supervisors, and other supervisory employees. There is con-

siderable usage of bus-type vehicles for the transportation of maintenance of way em-

ployees, particularly in the Great Lakes region, the Central Eastern region, and the North-

western region of the country. These vehicles are used to transport large groups of

employees from areas of larger population to work on the track, generally within 50

miles of a city, to secure an adequate force, which would not otherwise be available.
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Considerable use of dump bodies in maintenance of way and structures work is

reported. Trucks so equipped are assigned principally to section and B.&B. forces and are

used in the same manner and for the same purposes that the stake bodies are used in

transporting men and material, with, of course, the addition of the dump feature.

Considerable time is saved in handling materials with this type body.

In the questionnaire the roads were requested to state the extent to which com-

bination rail-highway vehicles are used on their properties. The returns received indicate

that there is only very minor usage of such transportation at the present time. One

southern road has four such vehicles in use on sections. These are assigned to moun-

tainous branch-line territory where closely paralleling lines serve mining operations. The

other roads reporting rail-highway vehicles use them principally in inspection service.

Operation

The range of operation of highway vehicles generally was found to depend upon the

extent of the territory assigned to the force using the vehicles. Many roads expressed

the opinion that with large track gangs the range of operation should not exceed that

distance which can be traversed in 1 hour, or about 35 miles in open country. Water

service, roadway mechanics, and other specialized forces commonly travel distances up

to several hundred miles, the territory assigned generally being an operating division.

Some railroads have provided driveways on their rights-of-way for the operation

of motor vehicles when performing right-of-way work. In only a few instances have

railroads felt justified in spending time and money in the preparation of driveways for

the operation of motor vehicles when this was the only beneficial result obtained.

Thought has been given to the needs of motor transportation when other grading work

was in progress on the right-of-way. As a result of careful planning in this direction,

many roads have extended the territory in which motor vehicles can be operated at a

reasonable cost. One road reporting expressed the view that roads on the right-of-way

would be an invitation to trespassing, and opposed such construction on a large scale.

Ownership

In the New England region several roads have found it advisable to rent all vehicles.

Another New England road finds it economical to rent all passenger vehicles and station

wagons, but for the larger vehicles and for the vehicles equipped with special types of

bodies, the rental is so high as to make the practice too expensive. Since the use of

rental vehicles is so limited, and generally restricted to one region, it has not been pos-

sible from the returns to the questionnaire to develop any figures with respect to the

economies in the rental plan as against ownership of vehicles. In those few cases where

the rental plan is followed the necessary maintenance on vehicles is performed by the

rental company and the units are replaced when the rental company deems it advisable.

With the exception of these New England roads, practically all roads own the vehicles

operated on their properties, except for special vehicles used for a particular service or

emergency. One road which formerly used trucks on a rental basis has found that, for

its purpose, ownership by the road is more economical, and is, therefore, discontinuing

the practice of renting.

A tabulation of the total ownership of vehicles used in M.W.&S. work, classified

either by types or by the service in which used, would be too voluminous for the pur-

pose of this report, and it is not felt that the inclusion of such a tabulation would be
of any particular value. It is interesting to note, however, that one eastern road has

approximately 700 trucks in maintenance of way service. Another eastern road reports
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approximately 350 vehicles, and many roads report well in excess of 100 each. The

Canadian roads report a very small ownership of vehicles. Severe weather conditions and

long stretches of track without highway or roadway access have restricted the use of

vehicles. Those vehicles owned are generally used in terminal areas.

Maintenance

Eleven roads report that maintenance of their highway vehicles is done in company

shops. Some have centralized shops where the work is performed, while others have

shops located on each operating division. It is a general practice to ship the vehicle to

the maintenance point on these roads. Seventeen roads report that vehicles are main-

tained by contract at garages located close to the assigned headquarters of the unit, and

13 roads report that vehicles are maintained by either company shops or by outside

concerns, whichever is more convenient. In such instances, when the company shops have

more work than can be handled or the distance to them is too great, maintenance work

is assigned to outside concerns. No records are avaliable as to the comparative economy

in maintenance by company forces and by outside shops. The general practice is for

minor adjustments, lubrications, and other daily care to be attended to by the driver

or other employee responsible for the vehicle.

Twenty-five reporting roads keep records of operation and of maintenance costs;

14 roads keep no such records. Those roads keeping records of operations and of main-

tenance costs make replacements based on these records and on inspections. Other roads

not using a record system make replacements as a result of field inspections only. One

road reports that it formerly kept records on its units, but has since discontinued the

practice and now bases its judgment as to replacement, maintenance, etc., on inspection.

The practice of making one major overhaul during the life of the vehicle is general

throughout the industry.

Economies Effected Through the Use of Highway Transportation

It is not possible to evaluate exactly the labor economies which have been effected

on the railroads by the use of motor vehicles. So many other factors have entered into

the economies of labor during the period of development of the use of highway vehicles

in maintenance of way and structures work that direct comparisons cannot be made. The

advent of the 40-hour week, increased labor costs, the changes in productivity of labor,

and changes in maintenance requirements due to general economic conditions, present too

many variables.

It is apparent that the increased mobility of the maintenance of way and structures

gang and the longer effective working day obtainable through the use of highway trans-

portation are the main sources of economic benefit. The furnishing of highway trans-

portation to supervisors of bridge and buildings, track, and other forces has enabled them

to give more time to detailed supervision of their gangs, which would not have been

possible if they had been forced to rely on train and motor car transportation. In some

instances the use of highway transportation has obviated the necessity for maintaining

outfit cars, with the attendant costs.

In other cases, by using highway transportation in connection with permanently

located camps, it has been possible for roads to obtain sufficient labor to meet their

maintenance requirements in areas where an adequate supply of labor is unavailable.

The use of highway vehicles in transporting maintenance of way employees has

provided a means whereby employees and materials can be quickly assembled in cases

of emergency, thus materially reducing the time that the line is out of service. With the
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exception of one road, which made no comment as to savings, all roads report sub-

stantial savings on those highway units now in service.

While no attempt is made in this report to reduce the savings made to exact figures,

it is interesting to note that of those roads reporting savings in percent of productive

time as the result of the use of highway transportation, 20 percent savings was the

minimum reported, and savings were generally reported on the order of 25 percent.

Several roads reported that the savings in productive time over the time that would be

required if the employees were transported by motor cars, amounts to one man-hour

per man per day on the gangs using highway vehicles.

Conclusion

The use of highway transportation in maintenance of way and structures work has

resulted in substantial savings in productive time. If proper care is used in the selection

and assignment of units, highway transportation used in maintenance of way work will

result in a definite improvement in the speed, dependability, economy and safety of

transporting maintenance of way forces and materials.

Report on Assignment 8

Economics of Methods of Weed Eradication

P. A. Cosgrove (chairman, subcommittee), A. D. Alderson, M. B. Allen, J. A. Bunjer,

J. B. Clark, A. T. Danver, C. G. Davis, K. H. Hanger, G. L. Harris, Roy Lumpkin,
E. H. Mclheran, L. F. Racine, A. G. Reese, D. E. Rudisill, G. L. Sitton, E. C.

Vandenburgh, C. R. Wright.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The study of weed eradication may properly be divided into two parts: (1) Within

the ballast and subgrade, and, (2) on the remainder of the right-of-way. This report

deals with the control of weeds within the roadbed shoulders, and especially in the ballast

section. It is planned to continue the study, and to report on part two of the subject

next year.

Many benefits are derived from the destruction of weeds in the roadbed, the most

important being the facilitation of drainage and the assistance which it gives in pre-

venting fouling of the ballast. Vegetation catches and holds dust and dirt which, in turn,

fills the ballast section with foul material. Proper drainage is thereby prevented and

maintenance costs are increased. A clean ballast section also improves the appearance of

the railroad.

Various methods of weed eradication are used. Responses to a questionnaire indicate

that the railroads currently are employing the following methods: ballast diskers, mowing

machines, flame weed burners, oil weed killers, and various types of chemical weed killers.

Ballast Diskers

Ballast diskers are used by many railroads, not only as a means of controlling weeds

within the ballast shoulder, but also to keep the ballast shoulder loose and free of mud.

By stirring up the ballast the diskers can maintain a well shaped ballast shoulder and

improve the drainage. In the case of cemented ballast, scarifiers may be attached to

these machines to loosen the ballast before using the disks. According to reports received,

the cost per track mile per year to use diskers varies from $5.50 to $36.50. This wide

variation is due to different practices, whereby some railroads use such equipment only

once a year with fair re.sults, while others make four trips a year with very .satisfactory

results.
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On-Track Weed Mowers

On-track weed mowers may not be considered weed eradicators. However, they are

used to retard weed growth and to maintain a neat appearance of the roadbed section

beyond the ballast lines. Costs vary from $2.22 to $13.98 per mile per year, which is

probably due to the fact that one-half of the railroads reporting mow once a year, while

the other half reported mowing twice a year.

Flame Weed Burners

The use of flame weed burners is considered by many railroads to be a good,

economical method of controlling weed growth. This method is used to a greater extent

on secondary main lines, branch lines, and in yards than on most important main lines.

About one-half of the railroads reporting the use of flame weed burners indicated one

trip a year, while the other half reported two trips a year with satisfactory results. Costs

range from $14.78 to $41.64 per track mile a year, depending upon the number of trips,

extent of vegetation, and density of traffic.

Oil Weed Killer

The use of oil weed killer was reported by six railroads, and the results obtained

were considered to be satisfactory. The cost of application varys from $22.62 to $60.00

per track mile per year, with three railroads reporting two trips a year.

Chemicals

The most popular type of weed eradication appears to be the use of chemicals.

All railroads reporting their use indicated satisfactory results. Due to varying conditions,

such as the amount and kind of vegetation, and the different individual problems encoun-

tered by various railroads, many different types of chemical weed killer are used. Forty

railroads reported costs varying from $16.01 to $69.87 per track mile per year for a

single treatment, with the kill varying from 60 percent to 100 percent. The total expendi-

ture by the reporting railroads for chemical weed killers was $3,536,704, or more than

twice the amount spent for all other types of weed control combined.

The table presented with this report shows for 1951 the total track miles covered,

the total cost and volume of work as given by the reporting railroads, as well as the

average cost and effectiveness of the various methods of weed eradication used.

SiTMMARY OF REPORTS BY RAILROADS ON WeED ERADICATION ON ROADBED SHOULDERS
AND IN Ballast Section for 1951

Method of weed killing
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association

:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Final report, submitted as information page 366

2. Motor cars, trailer and push cars.

No report.

3. New developments in work equipment.

Progress report, submitted as information page 380

4. Improvements to be made to existing work equipment.

Progress report, submitted as information page 396

5. Off-track ballast cleaning machinery.

Final report, submitted as information page 398

6. Track cleaning machinery.

Final report, submitted as information page 404

7. Training of equipment operators.

Final report, submitted as information page 413

8. Depreciation of work equipment.

Final report, submitted as information page 415

9. Switch heaters, design, location and operation, collaborating with Com-

mittees 5 and 14.

No report.

AREA Bulletin 498, December 1951.
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10. Means of conserving labor and material, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute non-critical materials and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.
Progress report, submitted as information page 419

The Committee on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment,

R. K. Johnson, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

o. E. Tracy (chairman, subcommittee), Edgar Bennett, J. M. Giles, N. W. Hutchison,
C. F. Lewis, W. G. Luebke, H. E. Michael, C. E. Morgan, T. M. Pittman, P. S.

Settle, Jr., A. H. Whisler.

Your committee recommends the inclusion, revision, deletion, or reapproval of the

following items in the Manual:

Delete Form 2701, Report on Inspection of New Work Equipment, on page 27-11.

Reapprove Form 2702, Record of Work Equipment, page 27-12, but without example

of handwriting fill-in, and print it on page 27-11 as "Form 1—Front".

Reapprove Form 2703, Report of Transfers of Work Equipment, page 27-13, but

without example of handwriting fill-in, and print it on page 27-13 as "Form 2".

Delete Form 2704, Report of Failure of Work Equipment, on the bottom of page

27-13.

Reapprove Form 2705, Work Equipment Inspection Report, page 27-14, but without

example of handwriting fill-in, and print it on page 27-14 as "Form 3".

Delete Form 2706, Report of Location of Work Equipment, and Form 2707, Report

of Work Equipment Used lor AFE Work, on page 27-15, and insert revised form,

Periodic Report of Location, Use and Condition of Work Equipment, as "Form 4" on

page 27-15.

Delete Form 2708, Recommendation for Retirement of Work Equipment, page 27-16,

and insert new form, Daily Report of Field Repairs to Work Equipment, as "Form 5"

on page 27-16.

Delete Form 2709, Daily Re'port of Operation of Work Equipment, on page 27-17,

and substitute revised form. Daily Report of Operation of Work Equipment, as "Form
6" on page 27-17.

Delete Form 2710, Monthly Report of Operation of Work Equipment, and Form

2711, Report of Field Repairs to Work Equipment, on page 27-18.

Reapprove Form 2712, Report of Shop Repairs to Work Equipment, on page 27-19,

but without example of handwriting fill-in, and print it on page 27-18 as "Form 7".

Reapprove Form 2713, Service Record, on page 27-19, but without example of

handwriting fill-in, and print it on page 27-12 as "Form 1—Back".

Delete Form 2714, Motor Car Inspection Report, on page 27-20. Substitute revised

form. Report of Motor Car Operation and Inspection, and print it as "Form 8" on

page 27-19.

Delete Form 2715, Monthly Report of Motor Car Operation, on page 27-21. Sub-

stitute new form, Periodic Inspection Report of Motor Cars, and insert it as "Form 9"

on page 27-20.
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THE NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD

REPORT OF TRANSFER OF WORK EQUIPMENT
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THE NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD

PERIODIC REPORT OF LOCATION. USE AND CONDITION

OF WORK EQUIPMENT

1 nr ATiriN datf iq

ni\/l<;inN PFRinn ENDING W.
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THE NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD

DAILY REPORT OF FIELD REPAIRS TO WORK EQUIPMENT

TYPE OF EQUIPMENT R R NO

DIVISION

REPAIRS STARTED AT

REPAIRS MADE

LOCATION

AM
>M COMPLETED AT

DATE

AM
"PM

PARTS USED.

GENERAL CONDITION OF MACHINE.

NAME OF OPERATOR.

MACHINE IS PROPERLY MAINTAINED
YES

Form 5.

TITLE
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THE NORTH AND SOUTH RAILROAD

DAILY REPORT OF OPERATION OF WORK EQUIPMENT

DIVISION.

TO-

KIND OF MACHINE.

LOCATION

R R NO

DATE.

HOURS WORKED BY HOURS OR MINUTES DELAY FOR SUPPLIES USED

HELPER OTHERS

SERVICE

MACHINE

REPAIR

MACHINE TRAVEL

OTHER

CAUSES

FUEL

OIL GASOLINE OIL OREASE

OTHER SUPPLIES USED.

ASSIGNED HOURS ARE FROM.

EXPLANATION OF DELAYS

OVERTIME WORKED FROM. .TO.

KIND. AMOUNT AND MP LOCATION OF WORK PERFORMED.

CONDITION OF MACHINE AT CLOSE OF DAY'S WORK .

REMARKS.

COPY TO:

NAME TITLE

Form 6.
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DAILY /

AUTOMOBILE BU;
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LIST BELOW IN BRIEF DETAIL ADJUSTMENT AND REPAIRS MADE DURING THIS INSPECTION:

REMARKS:

NAME

Form 11—Back.
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Delete Form 2716, Monthly Report of Shop Repairs to Motor Cars, and Form 2717,

Report of Motor Cars Received and Shipped, on page 27-22.

Adopt new form. Daily and Monthly Report of Automobiles, Buses, and Trucks,

and insert it as "Form 10" on page 27-21.

Delete Form 2718, Record of Motor Cars, front and back, on pages 27-23, and

27-24.

Adopt new form. Automobile, Bus, and Truck field Inspection Report, front and

back, and insert as "Form 11" on pages 27-22, and 27-23.

Delete Form 2719, Record of Motor Cars, front and back, on page 27-25.

The approval of these revisions makes the following changes necessary in the last

sentence of paragraph 10, page 27-10:

Delete figures "2701—2719" and substitute "1—11".

Delete figures "27-25" and substitute "27-23".

Report on Assignment 3

New Developments in Work Equipment

H. E. Michael (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Baldock, T. F. Burris, S. H. Knight,

W. E. Kropp, W. G. Luebke, Francis Martin, Harry Mayer, J. F. Piper, M. M.
Stansbury, J. L. Starkie, M. C. Taylor.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Previous reports on this subject are to be found in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, pages

100 and 101; Vol. 50, pages 350 to 353, incl.; and Vol. 52, pages 340 to 357, incl. This

report covers new machines marketed since the last report, with the exception of "off-

track ballast cleaning machinery", "track-cleaning machinery", and "switch heaters",

which are being studied individually under other assignments. This report also includes,

at its end, the major improvements or additions that have been made to existing

machines since the last report on that subject (Proceedings, Vol. 52, pages 336 to 340,

incl.)

.

Air Compressor

—

Portable

A new line of trailer-mounted air compressors has been placed on the market for

operating paint-spray guns, chipping hammers, hght paving breakers, tampers and similar

pneumatic tools. Each compressor is driven through a V-belt by a gasoline engine. The

trailer of each unit is mounted on two roller-bearing wheels with semi-pneumatic tires

and is equipped with a drawbar, trailer hitch and stabilizer leg. The compressors are

available in three different sizes.

"Baby" Bulldozers

Two small crawler bulldozers have been developed for grading, excavating, back-

filling, snow removal, etc., in close quarters or in other locations where the use of larger

bulldozers is impractical.

(1) One of these units is 60 in. long, 36 in. wide, 29 in. high, and weighs 800 lb.

It is presently equipped with a hydraulically operated 4J/2-CU. ft. combination scoop and

dozer, with other attachments being designed for it. The machine is powered by a 5-hp.

air-cooled gasoline engine and has a speed range of 5^ mph. to 6 mph., both forward

and in reverse. It has a drawbar pull of 800 lb. and a scoop lifting capacity of SCO lb.
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(2) Another small bulldozer in railroad service weighs 1170 lb., is only 38 in. wide,

6 ft. long (with bulldozer), 41 in. high, and is driven by an 8^-hp. air-cooled engine.

It is available with either steel or rubber treads.

Chain Saws

(1) A new 27-lb., 4-hp., gasoline-powered chain saw is now in production. Special

features of the saw include a narrow-kerf chain which is said to minimize waste cutting,

thereby reducing power requirements, and a new type belt drive which eliminates gears.

The saw, because of its good balance and simple pivot action, is reported to be easy

to handle in making any kind of cut. Operation is controlled by a single throttle button

on the handle. An automatic centrifugal clutch stops the chain when the engine idles

and prevents engine overload if binding of the chain occur. A concentric-bowl car-

buretor permits operation at any angle. Changing from a vertical to a horizontal cutting

position is done simply by pushing a button and rotating the saw.

The new chain saw is equipped with ball and needle bearings at all points of friction.

A built-in governor keeps the engine from racing after the chain completes a cut. A
simple plunger lubricator oils the chain, sprockets and guide bar. This saw is available

with one-man straight blades in sizes of 18 in., 23 in., and 30 in.; and with two-man

straight blades in sizes of 23 in., 30 in. and 42 in. Bow saws, for one or two-man opera-

tion, are available in sizes of 19 in. and 25 in.

(2) Another company has offered a new line of S-hp. gasoline-driven portable chain

saws. Included in the line are one-man units ranging in cutting capacity from 20 in. to

36 in., and two-men models, equipped with an idler-type tailstock, with capacities of

24 in., 30 in., 36 in., and 60 in. Weight has been held to the minimum by compactness

of design and by the use of magnesium-alloy parts wherever possible.

The engine and the cutting attachments of each saw swivel a full 360 deg. and may
be locked at any desired angle. Hence, the handle bars, and the carburetor, which is of

the float-type, remain in an upright position in any type of sawing operation. Each

saw is equipped with a narrow, solid guide bar which minimizes binding, a fast-cutting

chain which is said to require no jointing or setting, an automatic clutch which stops

the chain when the engine is idling and provides overload protection, and a pressure-fed

oiling system which lubricates the chain in all cutting positions.

(3) A third company is manufacturing chain saws in two basic models. The first

of these is a lightweight saw with an all-purpose chain suitable either for ripping or

cross cutting. This saw is powered by a S-hp., 25-cycle engine with a built-in gas tank

and a beveled-gear transmission. The saw is equipped at one end with a pair of bicycle-

type handle bars and two cross bars for one-man operation. The opposite end of the saw

can be fitted with a detachable auxiliary handle for two-man use.

Engine speed is controlled either by a thumb throttle on the right handle bar or by

twisting the cross-bar grip. Other engine controls are grouped on a panel above the

gasoline tank. The carburetor is of the diaphram type, which is said to permit the engine

to be operated in any position.

The power transmission system includes an automatic clutch and a 360-deg. swivel.

At idling speed, the clutch disengages, stopping the motion of the chain. This unit is

available with so-called straight blades, 20 in., 30 in., 40 in., SO in., and 60 in. long, or

with a 20-in. bow saw of which the chain track and blade are made of tool steel and
the bow of rigid aluminum-alloy casting.

(3a) The other model is a one-man, gasoline-powered saw that weighs only 25 lb.,

but which is said to develop 3-hp. This saw includes hand grips shaped and positioned
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to permit sawing in a vertical or horizontal position by either a left or right-handed

person. It has a built-in chain oiler controlled by a thumb button just above the throttle,

which is trigger controlled; a primer for starting, and a re-wind starter. The saw is

powered by a 2-cycle, air-cooled engine and is available with 18-in. and 24-in. straight

blades or a 14-in. bow-saw blade.

Crane Attachment for Motor Car

For rail-laying operations a crane attachment is now available for heavy-duty motor

cars. This device has a capacity of 2000 lb. with a 2-part line, the unit consisting essen-

tially of a chassis, the rear end of which rests on the motor car and the front end on

2 flanged wheels; a 22-ft. boom extending forward from the front end of the chassis,

and a 6.1-hp. engine with a single-drum hoist, a clutch and foot brake.

The crane attachment is fastened to the mid-point of the motor car by pin con-

nectors in holes which are slotted to facilitate movement of the unit around curves.

The wheels, 16 in. in diameter, are mounted on a different axle. The boom, composed

of two S-in. trussed channel irons, is raised and lowered by a hand hoist. The crane

attachment can be removed from the track by hand, after pulling the motor-car connector

pins, at a road crossing or motor car set-off.

Cranes—Locomotive

(1) A locomotive crane was announced last spring that featured a torque converter

drive which is similar in operation to the automatic transmissions used in automobiles.

The new crane is available in three models, ranging in capacity from 25 to SO tons.

The torque converter drive is a specially designed hydraulic unit which is reported

to provide smooth and fast transmission of power to the travel, swing, hoist and boom-

hoist mechanisms. The converter is designed to supply the correct amount of power

required for each operation and to absorb hydraulically sudden increases in load, with

the result that wear of the clutches and brakes is held to the minimum. Automatic adjust-

ments of the converter eliminate shocks to the cables, clutches and gear train.

(2) Locomotive Crane With Dual Controls—For railroad maintenance-of-way work

a diesel-operated locomotive crane has been designed to provide a range of operator

vision so extensive that the need for ground men to give directions is said to be eliminated.

This has been made possible by setting the cab high on the crane, by extending it entirely

across the width of the crane, and by providing two sets of interlocking controls in the

cab, one set at each side.

This arrangement gives the operator full rear vision and permits him to look down

into a car while loading or unloading it. The dual controls permit him to operate the

crane from the side that gives him the best view of the work. For work on the right

side of the track, for example, he can use the controls on the right side of the cab. If the

work shifts to the left side of the track, the operator locks the right-side controls and

moves over to the controls on the left side, never leaving the cab. For work requiring

special safety precautions, both sets of controls can be left open to permit the crane to

be operated by two men, one at each side.

This dual-control crane has a capacity of 30 tons. It is equipped with a SO-ft. open-

type boom that gives the operator maximum vision when the boom is directly in line

with the work. It has three travel speeds, with a maximum of 13 mph. Its trucks are

equipped with a simple travel-gear disengaging mechanism that makes it possible to

prepare the crane in a matter of minutes for hauling in a train. Finally, it is equipped

for hook, clamshell or magnet work.
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Cranes—Mobile

Many new models of truck or mobile cranes have been developed recently. In fact,

practically every company manufacturing cranes of any kind can now supply similar

machines on rubber tires.

(1) One company has introduced three cranes of this type: One is a new heavy-duty

machine with a lifting capacity up to 20 tons and a capacity of 3/^ yd. in excavator

service. This machine is mounted on a 3-axle, tandem-drive crane carrier heavily-

reinforced to withstand the stresses and strains of all operations. With a 2-speed transfer

case, the machine has 10 speeds forward and 2 in reverse, and can travel over the road

at a speed of 30 mph. The machine is equipped with air steering and air brakes on all

4 rear wheels.

(2) Another model announced has a lifting capacity of 10 tons and a capacity

of ^ yd. in excavator service. This model is equipped with twin adjustable hook rollers

designed to relieve the center post of all stresses, and at the same time to reduce wear

of the turntable bushing. The weight of the upper structure is supported by 4 load

rollers which ride on top of a machined path.

The crane carrier is also said to be heavily reinforced and capable of withstanding

all the impacts of heavy-duty operation. The upper structure of the crane has a 2-

position mounting—a forward position which provides the maximum crane capacity,

and a rear position which gives the maximum working range in excavating operations.

The tandem rear axles of the machine are driven by the truck engine through a direct

straight-line drive. A separate engine, either gasoline or diesel, drives the upper structure.

(3) A third machine is a self-propelled crane with a lifting capacity up to 20 tons

and a capacity of ^4 3'd. in excavator service. This machine is controlled and operated

by one man and is powered by one engine. The front steering axle of the machine, as

well as the rear tandem axles, is equipped with dual, pneumatic-tired wheels. An air-

operated transmission provides 4 travel speeds in either direction. The road speed is

approximately 13 mph.

(4) Another company has announced two new 25-ton truck-cranes which were

developed by modifying the turntable of one of its cranes and mounting it on newly-

designed 3-a.\le, rubber-tired carriers. The two models are identical except that one has

an overall width over its rear tires of 118 in. and may be equipped with a front driving

axle, if desired, while the other has a width of 102 in. and is available with power on

the two rear axles only.

The turntables of these machines are each powered by a O-cyhnder gasoline engine

through a twin-disc hydraulic-coupling power takeoff and a multiple-strand roller-chain

drive leading to the operating mechanism. The hydraulic-coupling power takeoff includes

a plate-type disengaging clutch which permits stopping the mechanism for lubrication

or adjustment without stopping the engine. In addition to its ability to absorb sudden

shock loads, the hydraulic coupling permits raising or lowering loads at variable speeds

under control of the engine throttle.

The carrier frames consist of deep and wide side members of internally reinforced

box sections, joined together by a front bumper, cross bracing, two outrigger boxes and

a mounting plate to form a single-piece weldment. Power for the carrier is supplied by
a separate 6-cylinder, 220-hp. gasoline engine, which provides 10 speeds forward and
2 in reverse. All rear wheels are equipped with air brakes. Front brakes are available if

desired. All models are equipped with air-assist steering which functions automatically
as the driver operates a manual steering wheel.
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The crane booms for the new cranes are of the heavy-duty type, about a third wider

and a third deeper than those provided in previous models. Each boom consists of two

IS-ft. all-welded sections. Center sections are available which permit extending the main

boom to 100 ft. In addition, IS-ft. and 30-ft. tip extensions can be furnished to extend

the boom to a maximum length of 1.^0 ft. Also available are 19-ft. and 21-ft. shovel

booms and a 19-ft. hoe boom.

Cribbing Machine

A new machine has been marketed for lowering the ballast in the cribs before

adzing the ties in connection with rail replacement work. This machine removes the

ballast from between the ties by means of teeth mounted on an endless chain. The

design is such that the displacement of the ballast into the intertrack space or to the

shoulder takes place by a pushing action, thus, it is said, minimizing the possibility of

covering up track materials to be used in rail-laying work. Another feature of the design

is that the surface of the ballast as lowered in the tie crib is level. The manufacturer

points out that the formation of water pockets is therefore avoided.

The endless chain, together with hand grips for the operator, is mounted on one end

of a frame which has two flanged wheels at the opposite end. Mounted at the same end

as the wheels is a gasoline engine for driving the endless chain. Another pair of flanged

wheels, embodied in a suitable frame, is provided so that the unit may be operated as

a 4-wheel machine for movement to and from work. To prepare the machine for opera-

tion the second pair of flanged wheels is removed and fastened to the opposite end of

the unit, where it acts as a counterweight to the cribbing head, minimizing the effort on

the part of the operator in raising and lowering it into the cribs.

Drills—Electric

(1) Four completely redesigned heavy-duty electric drills, ranging in capacity from

Yt. in. to y^ in. in steel and up to lYi in. in hardwood, have been announced. The new

design is lightweight, compact, has good balance, and is said to feature ease of control

and vibration-free performance. All models have die-cast aluminum-alloy housings, over-

size ball bearings, helical gears and geared chucks. Morse-taper sockets are available in

place of the geared chucks if desired.

(2) Featuring light weight (11^ lb.) and automatic bit rotation, a new electro-

magnetic hammer drill—for drilling in concrete, brick or stone—has been added to the

line of electric hammers manufactured by one railway supply company. The automatic

rotation of the drill bit, which is reported to speed up hole drilling and reduce operator

fatigue because it eliminates the need of turning the drill chuck manually, is accom-

plished by a rubber ratchet mechanism actuated by the recoil of the hammer's piston.

Earth Augers

(1) A new earth auger has been designed as an attachment to a crawler tractor.

The standard machine will bore holes 9 in., 12 in., 16 in., 20 in., and 24 in. in diameter

to a depth of 8 ft.

The auger is compactly mounted on a crawler tractor to permit running over rough

ground and working in close quarters. The mast is positioned by power, which provides

fast raising to boring position and quick lowering for travel. The auger is driven by a

rear power take-off on the tractor which provides two speeds forward and one in

reverse. Positive roller-chain feed puts a steady pressure on the auger bar, assuring a

smooth boring action. A 5000-lb. capacity winch is provided for setting poles up to

SO ft. long.
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(2) A portable, 2-man, 5-hp., gasoline-powered post-hole digger, reported to be

capable of drilling at a high rate of speed in any type of earth or clay, was introduced

during the last year. The engine of the drill is the same unit that is used for a well-

known standard chain saw. Consequently, the drill can be quickly converted into a chain

saw merely by detaching the drill assembly and attaching a chain-saw assembly.

The weight of the earth drill, complete with a 6-in. auger, is 79 lb. A full-swivel

coupling at the engine permits the auger to drill at any desired angle. If necessary the

rotation of the auger can be reversed. Other features of the unit include a centrifugal

clutch which automatically disengages the auger at idling speeds, a kickproof automatic-

rewind starter, and a diaphragm carburetor that is said to permit full power engine

operation in any position.

Earthmoving Machines

Two new high-speed, long-haul and big-capacity earth-moving machines have been

announced. One of these is a 4-wheel diesel tractor-wagon combination. The other consists

of a 2 -wheel diesel prime mover equipped with a scraper. The tractor may also be

equipped with a scraper and a bulldozer in addition to a wagon. Both prime movers

have a new type 6-cyUnder diesel engine which has a peak capacity of 275 hp.

The 4-wheel tractor has 5 speeds forward (from 2.88 mph. to 26.60 mph.) and 1 in

reverse (3.72 mph.). The bottom-dump wagon has a struck capacity of 17 cu. yd. and

a heaped capacity of 25 cu. yd. The doors are hydraulically controlled and are said to

have positive mechanical locks. The scraper has a heaped capacity of 19J/2 cu. yd.,

which may be increased to 22^ cu. yd. by the addition of 12-in. side boards.

The 2-wheel prime mover has 5 speeds forward, ranging from 2.16 mph. to 20 mph.

Reverse speed is 2.79 mph. The cable-controlled scraper has a heaped capacity of 22J/2

cu. yd. with 12-in. sideboards.

Elevating Grader

Earthmoving jobs requiring casting or loading can now be carried out with motor

graders by mounting on the unit on elevating-grader attachment. This attachment con-

sists of a heavy, rigid plow beam, a 30-in. disk, and a 42-in. belt carrier with a normal

speed of 400 ft. per min.

The standard carrier is 19 ft. long, which provides ample lift for loading into trucks.

For casting work, a 3-ft. section can be removed if desired. The carrier is lifted by

cables powered by the regular blade controls of the motor grader.

Foundation Borer

A new unit known as a foundation borer has been designed for boring holes to a

vertical depth of 25 ft. at approximately 1 ft. a min., depending on soil conditions. In

addition to its use on foundation and caisson work, it is said to be applicable also to

boring holes for sand piles, in connection with roadbed stabilization, and for soil

sampling. Essentially, this unit consists of a crawler crane of 10 tons rated capacity,

equipped with a boring boom and bucket attachment.

The machine is powered by an 8-cyUnder industrial engine of 83 hp. at 1800 rpm.

The bucket speed is variable up to 20 rpm. in a forward direction and 40 rpm. in a

reverse direction under throttle control at full governed engine speed. Buckets are avail-

able in four diameters—35 in., 37 in. 42 in., and 47 in. Both the 35-in. and the 42-in.

buckets may be rendered more useful by a device for belling out boles up to 78 in. and

90 in., respectively.
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Belted Generator

A new generator that can be belted to a tractor or any other available power unit,

whenever electric power is needed, has been announced. The generator is of the 4-pole,

self-excited type designed to supply 60-cycIe, 120-volt current.

Features of the unit include armature and field-coil windings made of wire that is

said to be moisture proof ; screened ventilation openings ; and a frame of drip-proof con-

struction. The generator is available in two capacities—3kw. and 5kw. The smaller unit

is equipped with two twistlock receptacles and the larger is equipped with three. Each

unit is equipped with a slide rail which permits adjusting belt tension after the tractor or

other power unit has been spotted in place.

Electro-pneumatic Hammer
A new self-contained drill-hammer combines a compressor and drill in one hand-held

unit. In operation, a 1^-hp. electric motor drives the compressor piston through a chain

drive, building up a pneumatic pressure on the drill piston. No valves are required, air

being admitted or exhausted through two ports. Another port prevents back pressure

above the compressor piston. This type construction is said to permit the compressor

piston to idle freely against neutral pressure on either side when the drill piston is not

bearing down on the drill shank. Switch for the electric motor is located in the handle

and is spring loaded to cut off automatically when the operator releases pressure. The

weight of the unit is 80 lb.

Impactor

A new device has been introduced into the railroad field for consolidating bituminous

paving and patching materials. In appearance and operation the machine resembles a

power lawn mower. It is equipped with an impactor, powered by an air-cooled engine,

which pounds a strip 25 in. wide with 1750 to 2000 blows per minute. It is said that,

with this machine, bituminous materials can be tamped to a density equivalent to that

obtained with a pass of a 10-ton roller.

The impactor and finishing shoe are heated by the engine exhaust, thus permitting,

it is said, successful use of the machine at temperatures below freezing. Because the unit

is small and highly maneuverable it can finish surfaces flush to railroad tracks, manholes

or curbs, and can be used near rail joints without damage to track bond wires. It can

be used also for compacting earth and gravel surfaces.

Paint Sprayer—Steam Operated

A complete line of paint-spraying equipment, including a spray gun, which utilizes

super-heated steam instead of compressed air as the atomizing agent, has been introduced.

With this system of spraying it is claimed that paints of high viscosity can be used

because the material is heated by the steam. Hence, it is said, heavier coats can be

applied without sagging or running. Furthermore, a reduction is reported in pinholing

and popping caused by entrapped air.

For steam spraying a source of steam with a pressure of not less than 100 psi. is

required, as well as separators, strainers, traps, regulators, and a superheater to dry the

steam. The steam spray gun incorporates insulation and radiation features which so

dissipate the heat of the steam in the gun that the operator can hold it continuously

with his bare hands. Supports for the steam and paint hoses are designed to reduce the

downward torque on the spray head, making the gun easy to handle. Other features of

the gun include a built-in finger guard, an adjustable fluid needle, and a spray head with

a one-piece, easy-to-clean steam cap.
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Paving Breaker—Lightweight

A paving breaker weighing only 38 lb. has been designed particularly for fast

demolition work. The hammer of the new concrete breaker is of the reversible block-type

pistol sort in which the use of a koppet operating in a renewable bushing minimizes wear

of the hammer's striking face. The chuck liner is easily replaceable when necessary.

The tool also includes a throttle-valve lock which works like the "safety" on a gun,

a quick-acting, latch-type steel retainer which holds the tool securely, and an integral

oil reservoir which meters oil to all working parts, including the tool shank.

Two interchangeable low-lift plate valves are available for use with the breaker.

With the standard valve, the breaker is said to deliver a minimum of 1452 blows of

12.4 ft.-lb. each per minute on an air consumption of 26 cfm. at 60 psi., and 1704 blows

of 21.3 ft.-lb. each per minute on 50 cfm. at 100 psi. By replacing the standard valve

with the auxiliary valve, the breaker is reported to deliver a minimum of 1456 blows

of 15.6 ft.-lb. on air consumption of 20 cfm. at 60 psi., and 1732 blows of 27.1 ft.-lb.

on 57 cfm. at 100 psi.

Pile Driver With Folding Leads

A folding pile driver attachment designed for use with a diesel locomotive crane is

in use on at least one railroad. The pile hammer can be powered by a self-contained

steam generator mounted on a trailing car. Operating automatically, the steam generator

burns the same fuel as the diesel engine of the crane and supplies steam to the hammer

through flexible hose and piping. The steam genrator control valve is mounted on the

control stand in the crane cab.

The folding leads of the pile driver can be quickly set for driving either vertical or

batter piling. During the driving operation the leads and the crane boom form an integral

unit which is said to be as rigid at the truss-type pile driver. The leads can be lowered

as the crane travels under its own power in either direction. Thus, rapid clearing of the

track for the passage of trains can be accomplished when necessary. When desired, the

folding pile driver leads can be quickly detached from the crane by lowering them over

a flat car and removing the pins from the lead hangers.

Power Shear

A power shear, for brush clearing and heavy grubbing work, which is reported to

be capable of cutting cleanly a 2-in. hardwood branch with one stroke was announced

last year. Powered by compressed air at a pressure of 125 psi., the unit consists of an

aluminum-alloy shaft with tempered steel cutting jaws at one end and an air reservoir

at the other. The shear is available in lengths ranging from 3 ft. to 10 ft. Tt is also

available with completely insulated fiber-glass shafting, if desired.

Pump—Blade-Free, Trash-Handling

A new pump developed for handling trash and sewage is reported to be virtually

clog free. It is said that practically anything that will enter the inlet of the pump will

pass through it. This has been accomplished by substituting a helical tube channel for

conventional impellor blades. Centrifugal force, produced by rotation of the channel, does

the pumping work. The curved channel tube is wound, somewhat like a corkscrew, in a

helical path with increasing radius about the axis of rotation. When the tube rotates,

centrifugal action throws the fluid and any solids it may be carrying against the sides

of the channel. Because these follow a slanting path, the material is driven through

the channel and thrown out the discharge end. The diameter of the rotating channel at
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its narrowest point is equal to the diameter of the inlet pipe, which is available in

sizes from 2 in. to 5 in.

Rail Crane With Long Boom
To meet the growing demand for a rail crane that can effectively handle 78-fl.

rails, a new model of 12-ton capacity has been introduced that can be equipped with

either a 55-ft. or 60-ft. boom.

Rail-End Hardener

A machine has been developed for hardening rail ends uniformly. It consists of a

vertical heating torch with water-cooled tip, two air-quench tips, and control and actuat-

ing mechanisms, all mounted on a lightweight frame with four flanged wheels. When in

operation, clamps, actuated by air pistons, secure the machine to the rails in proper

position, and air motors and other air pistons actuate the mechanisms of the various

mechanical operations.

During the heating period the torch is oscillated parallel to the track to heat adjacent

rail ends simultaneously, and to provide suitable heat patterns. Upon completion of the

heating cycle, which is timed, the torch is shut off and uniform quenching is provided by

the air-quench tips. The rail hardness resulting from this operating is reported to be

within the range recommended by the AREA.

Saw^Pneumatic

A precision power saw has been introduced that is said to be as accurate and eas\

to handle as a handsaw, but which is up to 20 times as fast. Weighing 14 lb., the saw

is air operated by any compressor with a capacity of 60 cfm. or more it is said. The

pneumatic power drives twin reciprocating 21-in. blades in an opposed motion through

a 4-in. stroke at a rate of 1500 strokes a minute. According to the manufacturer, the

opposed motion of the blades provides dynamic balance to the extent that thrust or

torque during sawing, or "kick" on completion of a cut, is eliminated. The saw is reported

to be equally effective for cross-cutting, ripping or notching. Sawdust is blown away from

the operator and cannot clog or bind the blades. The width of cut is limited only by the

length of the blades. The depth of cut is unlimited. The saw teeth can be resharpened

and set the same as any handsaw.

Snow Blower—Rotary

(1) One of the manufacturers of small weed mowers has developed a snow-blower

attachment for its 5-hp. tractor, thus increasing to 20 the number of attachments now
available for the unit. The snow blower is reported to be capable of cutting a swath

25 in. wide through snowfalls up to 4 ft. deep. It can be quickly adjusted to throw the

snow either to the right or to the left, and at any angle desired by the operator.

(2) One of the small power scythes presently available can now be used for snow
removal in the winter by replacing the sickle bar with a snowplow and blower attach-

ment. The plow consists of a scoop which picks up the snow and a rotary rake which

chews it up and casts it to one side. The plow cuts a 16-in. swath at a time.

Sweeper

A power sweeper has been specially designed for fast sweeping of station platforms,

ramps, waiting rooms, shops, and similar areas. Although less than 29 in. wide, and
operated by one man, the machine is reported to have a sweeping capacity of more than

43,500 sq. ft. of area per hour. For sweeping, the unit incorporates a combination brush
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and vacuum system. A brush, 24 in. wide, revolves inside a sealed compartment and
hurls dirt and debris into an enclosed, built-in, *'floating"-type hopper. At the same
time a vacuum fan draws dust into a heavy fabric bag.

The machine, driven by a 4.4-hp. air-cooled engine, is equipped with a 2-speed

transmi.ssion, permitting speeds up to 8 mph. for open areas and as low as 2 mph. for

safe handling in narrow aisles or in crowded areas.

In operating the machine the operator lowers the brush with a foot pedal, shifts to

high or low, and presses the accelerator pedal. A centrifugal-type automatic clutch engages

when the engine reaches a preset speed. The sweeper is equippd with front-wheel, auto-

mobile-type steering, both foot and parking brakes, and sealed ball and roller bearings

throughout. Various types of brushes are available. One of these is a rotary side-sweeping

brush for cleaning flush with walls, under guard rails, etc.

Tamping Gun—Pneumatic

A new heavy-duty tamping gun has been developed which is reported to be powerful

enough to permit leveling track without the necessity of using jacks. Thus, it is said to

be particularly useful for tamping work at crossovers and bridge approaches, and for

loosening cemented ballast prior to ballast-cleaning operations. Features of the unit include

simplicity of design and low air consumption—14 cfm. at 80 psi.

Tamping Machines—Pneumatic, On-Track

(1) -An on-track, pneumatic track-raising and tamping machine has been developed

and improved. This unit consists essentially of a self-propelled car with a long open

frame that serves as the track for 2 carriage-mounted tamping units, each unit equipped

with 16 pneumatic tamping tools (8 for each rail). The machine is equipped with

hydraulic jacks at each end. The jacks at the end in the direction of travel can raise the

track to grade and hold it there while the ties spanned by the machine are tamped by

the 2 tamping units working simultaneously but independently.

The design of the original machine has been changed to permit either simultaneous

or independent operation of the 2 groups of tampers on each carriage. Thus, low spots

or joints on one rail can be brought up to the predetermined grade without overtamping

the other rail. Also, an indicator has been installed on each carriage which informs the

operator of the relative elevation of the rail over the tie being tamped with reference

to the general grade. Thus, over or under tamping is prevented.

(2) A smaller tamper using the same tamping principle as the larger tamper has

also been placed in production. However, in this new unit the groups of tampers are

suspended in front of the machine so that the machine itself runs only on tamped track.

Like the larger tamper, the newer machine also has a battery of 16 air tamping tools

arranged in 2 groups of 8, each centered over a rail. The 2 groups can be operated

simultaneously or independently.

The entire operation of spotting the machine over the tics and control of the tamping

action is handled by one man. A finished job of tamping is said to be secured with

track raises of from 1 to 5 in. where the track is raised to grade ahead of the machine

by independent jacks, although joints can be picked up and general spot surfacing can

be done with or without jacks. The independent operation of the 2 groups of tampers

makes it possible not only to tamp slued ties, by tamping one end and then moving the

machine for tamping the other end, hut also to pick up low joints.

Means are provided for adjusting the position of the tamping tools with respect

to the bottom of the tie and for the height of various rail sections and track raises.
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Tamping tools operate at an angle of 30 deg. with the rail in a fixed cam-controlled path.

Full tamping strokes bring opposed tools within 2J/$ in. of each other under the ties,

compacting the ballast for a distance of 16 in. out.side and 12 in. inside of the rails, in

addition to the spaces under the rails.

The tamper is equipped with set-off wheels and air-operated jacks to assist in moving

it to or from the track. It is propelled by an air motor through a 3-speed transmission

powered by a 3lS-cu. ft. diesel compressor. It will travel at speeds from 6 to 30 mph.

Tie Remover

One important phase of tie-renewal work—removing the old ties—is now mechanized.

The power for removing ties is supplied by a lateral hydraulic ram equipped at its

outer end with 2 teeth. When the ram is extended the teeth bite into the tie and force it

through the shoulder ballast. When the ram reaches the limit of its movement, it is

retracted, and another grip is taken on the tie. Under normal conditions only 3 strokes

of the ram are necessary to push a tie completely out from under both rails. The maxi-

mum force exerted by the ram is 16,000 lb., which is reported to be sufficient to push the

most stubborn tie, regardless of the type of ballast.

The ram is swivel-mounted on a steel frame which, during a tie-pushing cycle,

rests on one rail and is fastened to it by a lever-operated rail clamp. The reaction of the

pushing force of the ram is balanced by two chains hooked to the opposite rail, one

at each side of the tie being pushed.

In moving from tie to tie the unit is raised by a separate hydraulic system until its

weight is carried on two double-flanged wheels running on one of the rails. Balance is

provided by an axle extending across the track and terminating in a third wheel running

on the opposite rail.

The frame also carries the hydraulic pump and its power unit—a two-cylinder,

four-cycle gasoline engine—and is equipped with two pneumatic-tired set-off wheels.

When necessary to remove the machine from the track, it is first elevated until it rests

on the rail wheels. Next, the set-off wheels are swung down and locked with spring-

loaded plungers. Finally, the rail wheels are retracted until the load rests on the set-off

wheels. Then, with the aid of lift pipes, the machine can easily be rolled into the clear.

A sliding base for the engine and pump unit centers the load over the set-off wheels for

better balance.

In operating the machine one man guides the ram and operates the control valve.

He also releases and tightens the rail clamp and raises and lowers the machine with

respect to the rail wheels when moving from tie to tie. The other man places and removes

the rail hooks that anchor the machine to the opposite rail. For easy placement and

removal these hooks have cam-type connections with the chains to give the necessary

slack.

Tie Inserter

As a companion machine to the tie remover, another machine has been designed for

pulling the new ties into place under the rails. In carrying out this operation the new
machine—an on-track unit—utilizes a cable, both ends of which are fastened to a drum.
After the machine is clamped to the rails, the middle loop of the cable is hooked around
the far end of the tie. Power is then applied to the drum and the tie is drawn into place.

Before the pull is made, however, the near end of the tie is fitted with a nose plow
and the far end with a tie shoe. Each plow is equipped with a socket which slips easily

over the end of the tie. Three plow sizes are available to fit variations in tie dimensions.
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The tie shoe is clamped to the other end of the tie with the aid of a hand wheel, and

can be adjusted to fit any size of tie. The shoe is grooved to hold the cable in place

and is equipped with a handle for the convenience of the workman who guides the tie

as the pull is made.

The cable drum is driven by a reversible hydraulic motor through a differential

gear-type speed reducer and a jaw clutch. A 2-cylinder, 4-cycle, air-cooled engine drives

the hydraulic pump. The machine moves from tie to tie on double-flanged rail wheels

actuated by hydraulic rams. The rail clamps are also actuated by hydraulic rams. While

the tie is being pulled, three rollers under the machine help to guide it into position. The

middle one acts as an idler drum for the cable, which passes from the power drum down

around the roller and then out under the rail to the end of the tie. Practically a straight-

line pull is thus provided.

The machine is equipped with three manually lowered, pneumatic-tired set-off wheels

for use when the machine must be removed from the track. It also has large eye-bolts

for lifting if a crane is available. When the machine is set off between crossings, an

anchor chain is hooked to the rail to prevent it from running too far down an embank-

ment. With the cable anchored to the far rail, the machine can easily pull itself back

to the track.

Tie Sprayer

Improved equipment for spraying materials of heavy consistency on ties or bridge

timbers has been developed. The equipment consists of a new air-operated pump, an

e.xtension spray gun, and connecting hose. The pump has a cylinder with two pistons,

one above the other. A separate tube for the material take-off is connected to the cylinder

between the two pistons, making the pump double acting. The lower piston provides

power on the upward stroke and the upper piston provides power on the downward

stroke. At the same time the upper piston prevents material from reaching the packing

or air motor. The pump is equipped with two pressure regulators and gages, one to

control air pressure to the air motor and the other to control the atomizing pressure

of the gun. The pump is reported to be powerful enough to force such heavy materials

as cut-back asphalt or emulsions containing various types of fibers or other fillers to

the spray gun through SO ft. of -J^-in. hose.

The extension spray gun is specially designed for spraying ties and timbers. It con-

sists of two tubes (one for the material and the other for air) , with a nozzle that pro-

vides a fan-shaped spray covering a strip 9 in. or 10 in. wide. The gun is 4 ft. long,

permitting the operator to stand erect while spraying ties.

Tie Tamper—High-Cycle Electric

After more than four years of development work and field tests, a new, portable,

high-cycle electric tie tamper is in production, which delivers 1800 tamping blows a

minute and weighs 48 lb. It is designed for operation with any portable electric generator

producing 180-cycle, 230-volt current. A 2 500-watt generator will power two of the

tampers and a 5000-watt unit has sufficient capacity to operate four of them.

This tamper consists esssentially of a barrel, 27J/2 in. long and SJ^ in. in diameter,

which houses the motor and driving mechanism, and which is provided at the top with

either an offset or horizontal handle, as desired, and at the bottom with a tool holder.

Reciprocal motion is imparted to the tamping tool by a roller cam action. Rotation oi

the motor shaft causes rotation of a roller cam follower through the medium of gears

imposed between them. As the cam follower rotates it engages the surfaces of a circular
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cam mounted on a striker bar, thereby, in cooperation with a strong spring, causing

an up and down motion of the striker bar.

Starting and stopping the tamper is controlled by a toggle switch. The tamper is

provided with a lubrication seal which is said to permit safe operation for as long as

400 hours without attention. It may be fitted with any standard tamping tool. The tool

holder is provided with two cap screws which permit quick and easy mounting or

removal of the tamping tools.

Track Dresser

A self-propelled machine for sweeping and dressing track has been announced. The

machine consists of a cylindrical broom suspended beneath a steel frame with four

flanged wheels, and two oscillating shoulder rakes, one on each side. The broom con-

sists of a cyhnder studded on its outside surface with short lengths of discarded air hose.

As the machine moves along the track, a chain drive rotates the broom, sweeping all

ballast from the tops of the ties. At the same time the shoulder rakes move back and

forth across the ballast, scraping excessive ballast from the high spots and filling in the

low spots to give the shoulders an even contour. Small following plow-like attachments

on each side line and dress the toe of the shoulder. The broom can be raised to clear

crossings, turnouts, etc., and the rakes may be adjusted to meet various shoulder contour

specifications.

Tractor-Shovel

A new machine has been developed that combines a track-type tractor and a shovel

into one complete integrated unit. The engine of the new machine is mounted at the

rear to provide the best balance and maximum stability. The operator is stationed high

and forward where visibihty is best. A special full-reversing transmission is provided

which gives four speeds forward and four corresponding but faster reverse speeds. The

forward-reverse or directional shift is entirely separate from the regular shift, and is

reported to act quickly and easily.

The new shovel has a bucket capacity of 1 cu. yd. The boom arms and bucket dump
are controlled by a pair of double-acting hydraulic rams, which are reported to give

precise control and to require minimum maintenance. The machine is available with

either a gasoline or a diesel engine of 67 hp.

Vibrating Sand Screen

This device, which is self-contained, combines a high-frequency vibrating element

with a heavy-duty screen having a high percentage of open area. It is intended pri-

marily for use in connection with grouting operations, but is suitable for any type of

sand screening job as well, and is designed for fast and efficient screening.

The screen is supported in an inclined position above a small hopper by four hanger

arms attached to a structural steel frame. Each hanger arm has a rubber bushing at

each end. An opening at the lower end of the screen permits the rejected material to fall

to the ground.

The vibrating element is attached to the upper end of the screen frame. It consists

of an integral eccentric shaft turning on two tapered roller bearings and enclosed in a

housing. A single-cylinder, air-cooled engine, governed to a speed of .'5000 rpm., drives

the vibrating element through a flexible shaft. For safety the vibrator and drive are

totally enclosed. The complete screening outfit weighs 380 lb. and can be lifted by 4

handles, 1 at each corner of the unit.
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Improvements to Existing Machines

Air Compressor

(1) A lOS-cfm. portable air compressor has been improved to make it 300 lb.

lighter, 10 in. shorter, 4 in. lower, and more maneuverable than previous models. Other

principal features of the new model include a retractable third wheel; an underslung

spring-mounted undercarriage with heavy-duty commercial IS-in. trailer tires; a simple

retractable support leg; a new-style unit core radiator with pressure cap to prevent

boiling and to provide better engine operation at high temperatures and altitudes; and

a new carburetor with fixed jets.

(2) In 1947 a small wheelbarrow-type air compressor was developed for railway

use and reported by this committee in 1949. Several improvements were made in the

unit until 1050 when it was offered as a 36-cfm. air compressor, that weighs 265 lb.

and stands 32 in. high on a 27-in. diameter base plate. Like its predecessor the new

compressor is equipped with a special wheelbarrow mounting which enables one man

to take the compressor and air tools almost anywhere. It is said to operate 4 tie-tamping

guns.

This compressor incorporates a horizontal radial arrangement of three power

cylinders and three air cylinders spaced alternately at 60-deg. intervals around a vertical

single-throw crankshaft which gives a smooth conversion of engine power into air power

without the need of a heavy flywheel. The fuel tank has sufficient capacity for 2 to

2Y2 hr. of continuous operation.

Power Ballasting Machine

An important improvement has been developed for application to the impact-type

power ballasting machine. This improvement is a device that transmits the weight of the

forward part of the machine directly to the rails only a few inches ahead of the last

tamped tie, instead of on untamped track.

The device consists of an 8-in. flanged dolly above each rail about 18 in. ahead

of the last tamped tie. To prepare the machine for the tamping operation the forward

wheels are raised clear of the rails by the air-actuated jack provided for removing the

machine from the track. The dolly wheels are lowered by a toggle arrangement and

locked in contact with the rails, thereby carrying the weight of the fore part of the

machine to tamped ties.

Pump
Several important improvements have been made to a line of self-priming centri-

fugal pumps used by the railroads in diesel refueling and water .service. Among these

improvements are changes in the design of the front cover, and of the check valve, and

the introduction of a new leak-proof shaft seal. The front cover has been considerably

strengthened and the check valve has been redesigned to provide greater resistance

against leakage. The shaft seal, designed to prevent leakage between the rotating pump

shaft and the stationary pump casing, is available in two types; a self-lubricating seal,

for clear liquids and petroleum products, and a grease-lubricated seal, for fluids con-

taining abrasive sohds. Flanged fittings are now available with these pumps in the 2-in.

and 3-in. sizes. Also, the suction inlet has been lowered to obtain a smoother fluid flow.

Rail Drills

(1) One company has equipped both its portal)le rail drill and its portable bond

drill with improved quick-acting clamping devices which are reported to increase greal]>
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the speed and ease of mount injj; the machines on the rail and removing them to clear

for traffic.

(2) Another company has made a number of improvements in its power track

drill. A feed-screw stop has been added at the back end of the drill and a collar has

been added to the spindle to limit both the forward and backward travel of the feed

screw, thereby eliminating the possibility of feed-screw damage. AI50, the spindle and

feed screw are now being made of a heat-treated, high-tensile alloy steel which resists

wear, and the spindle is now supported on oil-tight bearings which eliminate the need

for lubrication of this part.

In addition, the front of the reduction gear housing has been changed from a die

casting to a fabricated and welded unit with a steel strip bolted to the drill frame for

additional support. The purpose of this improvement is to reduce the possibility of

damage resulting from improper feeding of the drill. A conversion change is available

which permits changing over power track drills now in use.

Rail Layer

A power rail layer has been improved in comparison with previous models, the out-

standing difference being that it is now a self-propelled unit while engaged in rail-laying

operations. To move the machine when it is not so engaged, it is either pushed manually

or towed by a motor car. It can be removed from the track by the men engaged in its

operation.

The improved rail layer, weighing about 2200 lb., consists of a chain hoist mounted

on a fixed boom supported on a wheel-mounted metal frame, and is powered by a 10-hp.

4-cycle gasoline engine. The engine, two operating levers and an operator's platform

are mounted on one side of the machine over two double-flanged wheels which roll on

one of the running rails. The opposite side of the machine supports the hoist and boom

on a crawler mechanism which travels on the ties when engaged in rail-laying operations,

or on an auxiliary flanged wheel which travels on the other running rail when in towing

position. Two vertical-folding flanged outrigger wheels, one at each end of the machine,

are let down on the running rail on the engine side to give the machine lateral stability

and to prevent its derailment when starting and stopping while it is carrying a rail.

The hoisting mechanism consists of a hoisting drum which is powered by means

of a double-cone friction drive, a worm, and a worm gear for both the raising and

lowering of the loads. When the power friction drive is released, the worm makes the

drum inactive, thus making it self-locking for holding a load automatically in a

suspended position. Hence, both the hoisting and the crawler mechanism can be used

simultaneously.

Roller—Portable

A roller of the type that can be towed from job to job behind a truck, has been

improved. To convert the new unit from a rolling position to a trailing position, the

spindles of two pneumatic-tired wheels are inserted into the frame, then an adjustable

tongue is placed at the front of the frame, and finally the load is transferred from the

rollers to the trailer wheels by a hydraulic lift. It is reported that one man can make
the change in less than 5 min.

When engaged in rolling work the machine is self-propelled by an air-cooled engine.

The main roll is 36 in. in diameter by 34 in. wide. The front roll is of the split type,

and is 24 in. in diameter by 32 in. wide. To give additional weight, both rolls, as well

as a tank in the hood of the machine, can be filled with a liquid ballast.
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Shovel—Crane

A power shovel-crane in the 1-yd. class has been improved by adding a twin-disc

hydrauhc coupling as standard equipment. The hydraulic coupling is reported to prevent

stalling of the engine under any digging circumstances, and to provide a means of absorb-

ing digging stresses and strains before they are transferred to the operating mechanism

and cables. The coupling is equipped with a "de-clutcher" to permit stopping the

machinery without stopping the engine.

The standard power plant of the crane is a 6-cylinder diesel engine equipped with

a separate gasoline starting engine, which is in turn equipped with an electric starter.

A 6-cylinder gasoline engine is available as optional equipment.

Tamping Machine—On-Track

A number of changes designed to improved performance have been made in a

foreign tamper introduced into this country sometime ago. This machine is a self-propelled

on-track unit with 16 tamping tools which impart both vibration and compaction. A
torque-limiting device provides an automatic safeguard against over compaction.

In making the design changes, the tamping tools were reinforced; the eccentric

shaft on the mobile chassis was improved; the drive of the trapezoidal spindles was

changed from a duplex to a triplex chain ; a damper was added to the lower crossbeam

which limits the vibration of the front end of the machine and also of the untamped

track in front of the machine ; the brake system was improved ; all transmission chains

were replaced with standard American types; and the engine clutch was reinforced.

The manufacturer also improved its:

Ballast Cleaner

This machine is a large on-track unit which, by means of a continuous excavating

chain threaded beneath the track structure, together with a series of conveyors and

screens, digs, elevates and screens the ballast and returns the clean stone to the roadbed

while disposing of the dirt.

In making the design changes in the machine, the hoist truck was reinforced and

the diameter of the four truck wheels was increased; a safety clutch was added to prevent

hoist-cable breakage in case of overloading; a rewinding device for the hoist cable was

installed; the hoist control system was improved; a safety clutch for the movable cross-

beam spindle was added ; the lifting screws for the lower digging chain drive were rein-

forced; the chain links were provided with many sharp cutting edges; the diameter

of the digging-chain sprocket on the turret was increased to provide longer wear; a more

efficient overload safety clutch was added to the digging chain; the capacity of the

digging-chain motor was increased to 60 hp.; the design of the turret gear and shafts

was simplified; the dirt conveyor was provided with a hand winch which permits raising

or lowering the conveyor while in operation; the screening area was increased from 40

to 60 sq. ft. ; the rating of the traction motor was increased from 20 to 30 hp. ; and a

new set-off device was provided.
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Report on Assignment 4

Improvements to be Made to Existing Work Equipment

L. E. Conner (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Baldock, W. S. Brown, R. E. Buss,

L. B. Cann, Jr., F. L. Etchison, Herbert Huffman, M. E. Kerns, W. E. Kropp,
C. F. Lewis, P. G. Petri.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

In spite of the fact that most of the units of work equipment and roadway machines

that are manufactured and marketed do a commendable job in an efficient and economical

manner, based upon the experience of users, it is found that the utility of a considerable

number of these machines may be increased through one or more improvements. In order

that such machines may be made more useful, your committee has discussed a great

number of suggested improvements, and has agreed that those which follow should

be made.

There is no intention in this report to recommend or condemn any particular machine

or group of machines, but rather to offer to the machine manufacturers constructive

criticism b}' which they may make their machines more acceptable to prospective

purchasers.

Ballast Cribber. This machine is used to lower the ballast in the cribs ahead of

the adzing machine in laying rail. It weighs about 2500 lb. and is poorly balanced. On
level track at least two men are needed to operate it; on ascending or descending grades

additional men are needed to push the machine up the grade, or to hold it on the down
grade. In operation, the machine leaves some of the ballast on the tops of the ties.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: It should be self-propelled so that

it can be operated by one man; a brush or sweeper should be added that will remove

the ballast from the tops of the ties; scrapers for extruding material should be made

more effective ; better balanced ; and weight reduced.

Mechanical Tie Tamper (1). This machine is used to surface track to a pre-

determined level; having 16 vibrating tools which descend into the ballast, imparting a

downward and compressive action to the ballast. These machines are presently offered

with only one make of diesel engine for the power unit.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: Some form of automatic lubrication

or a complete encasement of drive chains in an oil-tight case, so designed that adjust-

ments to chains can be made readily. This will reduce chain and sprocket wear. Cus-

tomers should be offered a choice of two or more makes of diesel or gasoline engines

for power. Also, an air-operated horn or warning device should be furnished in lieu of

electric horn.

Mechanical Tie Tamper (2). This machine is used to surface track to a pre-

determined level and embodies a 6200-lb. drop head, having 32 or less ballast shoes. This

drop head descends through a distance of approximately 2 ft., imparting a pile driver

action to the ballast, and by the use of cam action forces the ballast under the tie base.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: Provide lifting rings in the frame

of the machine and a sling for unloading the machine with a crane, providing two

methods of loading and unloading from cars; relocate gas tank, and provide a wear

plate in tamping head.
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Mechanical Tie Tamper (3). This machine is used to surface track to a pre-

determined level and is designed for one man to operate. This machine uses 12 vibratory

tamping tools and weighs approximately 8000 lb. The operator moves the machine from

tie to tie by hand, which is laborious on his part, particularly on ascending grades, pro-

ducing weariness and fatigue. There is a power pusher available for this purpose which

attaches to the rear of the machine and is driven by an electric motor. This is an attach-

ment and, therefore, subject to the abuse of all such attachments. This machine is offered

only with an air-cooled engine, which is some parts of the country is desirable; however,

in the extreme southern regions it is not so desirable. There is no voltmeter or tachometer

furnished with the machine to enable the operator to check the .speed and proper current

of the machine and vibrators.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: A built-in power spotting unit, having

one simple control with both forward and reverse motion to enable the operator to move
from tie to tie in the tamping operation, thereby eliminating the manual labor involved

with the present arrangement; choice of an air-cooled or water-cooled engine; mount

a voltmeter and tachometer on an instrument panel in plain view of the operator.

Power Tightening Machine. This machine is used for removing and tightening

track bolts.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: A hardened wear plate be installed in

the bottom of the operating gear housing as the housing normally drags on the rail head,

which causes the housing to wear rapidly; and a spring loaded locking device should be

provided in the shift mechanism to relieve the operator of holding the shift lever in the

"engaged" position.

Tractor Mower. This machine is used to mow weeds along the right-of-way.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: It should be built more substantially

so that it can be used for mowing light brush in addition to weeds; provide a short

cutter bar under the machine to reach weeds that cannot be mowed with the regular

cutter bar.

Power Adzing Machine. This machine is used for adzing ties in rail laying

operations to provide a smooth surface for tie plates.

Suggested improvement for this machine is: A slight change in the design of the

power unit to relieve the close clearance between the top of the engine cylinder head

and gas tank. Considerable time is lost by these machines when they develop ignition

trouble, due to the fact that the space in which a man has to service the ignition system is

so cramped that he is more or less forced to do his work blindly.

Track Cleaner. This machine is used to clean coal or other debris from the track

and load it into low-side gondolas or dump cars.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: It should be so designed that it would

be capable of loading into hopper cars 11 ft. 6 in. above top of rail; provide guard.s

around dirt hopper to prevent dirt from dropping down
;
provide a check valve in the

hydraulic system; and provide guard to protect hydraulic motor driving conveyor.

, Power On-Track Mowing Machine. This machine is used to mow vegetation

on the shoulders of the roadbed and is powered by two small air-cooled gasoline engines.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: Install one engine to eliminate the

necessity for having two engines to drive the two sickles; this engine would be used to

drive hydraulic pump and motors, which in turn would drive the sickle bars. This would
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eliminate considerable trouble usually experienced with the pitman and driving mechanism,

and would also eliminate several expensive castings.

Rail Laying Crane. This machine is used for handling material, both loading and

unloading, and also in rehandiing operations. It is self-propelled and moves on track.

Suggested improvement for this machine is: Redesign cab so as to facilitate access

to machinery for field repair.

Power Bonding Drill. This is a portable machine used for drilling rail in applying

signal bonds.

Suggested improvement for this machine is: It should be equipped with hard-

surface track rollers so they will not wear out so quickly.

Power Track Drill. This is a portable machine used for drilling holes in rail.

Suggested improvements for this machine are: It should be equipped with a heat-

treated steel gear instead of cast iron gear now used; and a positive quick-acting rail

clamping device.

Report on Assignment 5

Off-Track Ballast Cleaning Machinery

Edgar Bennett (chairman, subcommittee), R. E. Berggren, F. L. Etchison, Bernard Geier,

Haynie Hornbuckle, W. F. Kohl, H. H. Main, V. W. Oswalt, Sr., J. F. Piper,

G. M. Strachan, M. C. Taylor.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Your committee last reported on ballast cleaning equipment in 1948, which report

appears in the Proceedings, Vol. 49, page 172. That report covered principally large,

on-track, company-owned machines for cleaning shoulder and inter-track space ballast.

To eliminate the delay in operating on-track ballast cleaning equipment under traffic,

particularly on single-track heavy-traffic lines, one large railroad has developed, with

the cooperation of experienced manufacturers of this class of equipment, two types of

off-track shoulder ballast cleaning machines which promise effective and efficient ballast

cleaning with only slight delay from normal traffic.

These off-track machines are of the same general design in that each is mounted on

a crawler-type tractor for propulsion, but they differ to the extent that one uses a forced-

feed loader, while the other is fed by digging points or arms which bring the ballast to

the elevating conveyor as the equipment advances.

These off-track shoulder ballast cleaning machines are usually worked in pairs, one

on each side of the track. Each has capacity to clean both shoulder material and the

material which may be removed from the cribs.

The ballast cleaners have sufficient power to pick up the margin ballast, but in order

to produce better results, a crawler tractor equipped with a special short bulldozer blade

is operated in advance of the cleaning equipment, which windrows the ballast, cutting it

away from the heads of the ties just far enough to provide space for the inner tractor

tread of the ballast cleaner to run in. The purpose of cutting the ballast away from tha

heads of the ties is to permit the foul ballast to aerate a sufficient length of time before

the ballast cleaner reaches it, so that the dirt can be screened out more effectively by the

machine. One of the tractor-dozers, or plows, is generally used with a pair of the shoulder

ballast cleaners.
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These new machines were put in actual operation during the summer of 1950, and

their ability to clean ballast, following minor changes, has been satisfactory. It is felt

that they are now close to being out of the experimental stage.

The machines are fabricated of steel angles and channels into frames which are

mounted, in each case, on a crawler tractor. The ballast enters a feeder head at the front

end and is conveyed by an elevating conveyor to a vibrating screen which is mounted

near the top of the frame at the rear. The spoil falls into a chute under the screen and is

delivered to a swing conveyor, which carries it out to the shoulder of the embankment.

This conveyor swings from 90 deg. to 180 deg., thus allowing the spoil to be placed

where desired. The cleaned ballast, as it leaves the screen, falls into a chute which delivers

it to the margin immediately behind the machine. The operator's seat is on top of the

frame, near the front, where the operator has an unobstructed view of the ballast enter-

ing the machine, and has complete control to keep the machine in the proper relationship

to the track while cleaning is being carried out.

To operate these off-track shoulder ballast cleaning machines successfully, the roadbed

shoulder from the ends of the cross ties on fills and through cuts should be about 6 ft.

wide. Many places are, of course, too narrow to permit the use of these machines, but

as the railroads generally are widening cuts for better drainage and widening embank-

ments to permit better use of various types of off-track equipment, there is an increasing

territory where these off-track ballast cleaners can be used. The economy of using this

type of equipment in ballast cleaning will justify preparation of the roadbed so it can

be used.

The general specifications of the machines so far developed are as follows, designated

as (A and B)

:

(B)
(A) Digging-point-feeder

Force-feed type machine type machine

Length 32 ft. 4 in. 20 ft. in.

Width S ft. 10 in. S ft.

Height 8 ft. 10 in. 8 ft. 8 in.

Weight 23,800 lb. 18,850 lb.

Out-to-out of tractor shoes . . 68 in. S6J^ in.

Minimum ground clearance . 24 in. 24 in.

Cleaning speeds 0.3 to 0.6 mph. 0.23 to 0.6 mph.
Travel speeds 5.4 mph. 5.4 mph.
Controls Mechanical and hydraulic Hydraulic

Screen area 28 sq. ft. 24 sq. ft.

Screen type Perforated manganese metal Double-crimped wire cloth

Model of tractor D^ TD-6
Track length 6 ft. 9J4 in. 6 ft. 10^/^ in.

Width of shoes IS in. 12 in.

Ground pressure 9.73 psi. 9.52 psi.

Capacity 250 yd. per hour 175 yd. per hour

The accompanying illustrations show the machines referred to in this report. The

front, side and rear of the (A) machine are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

Views of the (B) machine, in similar order, arc shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Figs. 7 and 8

show the tractor with special short bulldozer blade used in cutting the ballast away from

the ends of the ties.
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Fig. 1—Front view of force-feed type machine (A).

Fig. 2—Side view of force-feed type machine (A).
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Fig. 3—Rear view of force-feed type machine (A),

Fig. 4—Front view of digging-point-feeder type machine (B).
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Fig. 5—Side view of digging-point-feeder type machine (B).

Fig. 6—Rear view of digging-point-feeder type machine (B).
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Fig. 7—Front view of tractor, equipped with special short bulldozer blade

for cutting the ballast away from the ends of the ties.

Fig. 8—Rear view of the bulldozer blade-equipped tractor, showing the dirty

shoulder ballast windrowed away from the ends of the ties.

Under ordinary operating conditions, the equipment shown in Figs. 7 and 8 is not

expensive to operate and maintain and will clean the shoulder ballast complete, both

sides of the track, at the cost of about 5(J per track foot. This type of equipment is

handled for long-distance movement by loading on flat cars or in drop-end low-side gons

by using a ramp.
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Report on Assignment 6

Track Cleaning Machinery

N. W. Hutchison (chairman, subcommittee), R. E. Berggren, W. S. Brown, T. F. Burris,

. E. L. Cloutier, C. L. Fero, M. E. Kerns, Harry Mayer, F. H. McKenney, E. H. Ness,

E. E. Turner.

This is a final report. sul)mitted as information.

Track cleaning machinery, insofar as its production by work equipment manufac-

turers is concerned, is a relatively recent newcomer into the field of work equipment.

Such machinery was mentioned in a subcommittee report of Committee 27 in 1950 under

the title New Developments in Work Equipment. Also, a brief description, with pho

tographs, covering three track cleaning machines, was included as part of a report under

the same heading, published in Vol. 52 of the Proceedings, pages 341-344, incl.

For the purposes of this report, track cleaning machinery is classified as those

machines which pick up or hand!e dirt, refuse, cinders, coal, or other car droppings, etc.,

from between the tracks or between the rails, above the tops of the ties, and load it into

cars, trucks, or other conveyances.

The machine which is generally considered as having been the first marketed for use

in cleaning tracks is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It is designed to pick up dirt from between

tracks, or between the rails of one track, and load it into gondola cars, dump cars, and

trucks, or waste it over a bank. It consists essentially of a pick-up mechanism, two con-

veyors, and a power plant. The pick-up mechanism, located at the front of the machine,

has in-gathering scraper blades and a series of curved "dragger-back" blades mounted

on a chain conveyor. The forward ends of the scraper blades are supported on floating

plates which slide along the rails, while the rear ends of the scraper blades are joined

by a clean-up scraper blade mounted on two small shoes which follow the contour of

the ground or the tops of the ties. This latter blade may be adjusted for any depth down

to the tops of the ties and the entire pick-up unit may be raised and lowered hydraulically

through a range of 10 in. above to 2 in. below the ground level.

The pick-up mechanism deposits the dirt onto the lower end of an incHned conveyor

which, in turn, conveys it to a swivel conveyor mounted at the back, and near the top

of, the machine. The conveyors are troughed, rubber-covered, cleated belts. The inclined

conveyor remains in a fixed position, but the swivel conveyor may be rotated at its free

end through 60 deg. horizontally on each side of the centerline of the machine, which

permits the dirt to be deposited into a car or other conveyance directly behind the

machine, or to the side. The free end of the conveyor is also adjustable vertically.

This track cleaning machine is powered by a 100-hp. gasoline engine and is propelled

by a fluid drive, with 4 forward speeds and 1 reverse speed. It is mounted on 3 a.xles,

and has six 24 x 8.00 wheels with heavy, 12-ply, pneumatic tires. The front and inter-

mediate wheels are steerable, making the machine more maneuverable, and the large

tires facilitate moving the machine over the rails.

The machine involved, in its forward movement, may either straddle one rail

or both rails, depending upon whether the space between the tracks or between the

rails is being cleaned. In cleaning yard tracks the customary procedure is first to clean

the inter-track space on each side of a track, depositing the dirt between the rails, after

which all of the dirt from between the rails is picked up and loaded into cars or whatever

other conveyance is being used.

The machine described above is advertised as being capable of cleaning up and load-

ing at speeds up to 80 ft. per min., and of handling from 5 to 8 cu. yd. of loose material
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Fig. 1—Machine loading dirt into gondola car on adjacent track.

Fig. 2—Machine loading dirt into dump car behind. Car being towed
by track cleaner.
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per minute, depending upon the conditions. It may be operated over roads, streets, and

highways at a speed, it is said, up to 30 mph. It is reported by one railroad which uses

two machines of this kind, that the machines on that railroad have been working at an

average speed of 35 ft. per min., loading 3 cu. yd. of dirt into a car per minute, at a

cost of 48J/2 cents per cu. yd., including labor, fuel, work train, depreciation, and other

expense.

A second manufactured machine under this classification is constructed in a manner

very similar to the one already described, except that it was designed originally as a snow

loader. It was redesigned to operate on the rails by substituting flanged wheels for the

tires in front, and by providing flanged guide wheels behind the rear drive wheels to

keep them on the track. This machine, illustrated in Fig. 3, is used for picking up dirt

from between the rails only, and loading it into a gondola which is pulled by the track

cleaner.

An accessory for use with this machine, shown in Fig. 4, and designed by the railroad

which owns the machine, is a dirt distributor. This consists of a pipe frame, with four

flanged rollers which ride on the top of the gondola car, and on top of the frame are

mounted a hinged scraper and a small pneumatic winch, powered by a small air com-

pressor. The compressor is mounted on the side of the track cleaner. Two lengths of

•ys-in. wire rope are wound on the drum of the winch, with their opposite ends fastened

to opposite ends of the car. When the pile of dirt reaches a height of about 2 ft. above

the top of the car, the scraper is put into operation to level it down. When the car

becomes full of dirt, the scraper is picked up from the car by two chains attached to the

rear end of the conveyor on the track cleaner and is held suspended until an empty car

is switched into place.

A third manufactured track cleaner, illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, is designed for opera-

tion on the track and consists of scrapers, a revolving sweeping impeller, and conveyors.

The scrapers, on both sides, plow the dirt from the inter-track space onto the ends of the

ties where the revolving sweeper impeller picks it up, along with the dirt between the

rails, and delivers it to a waste conveyor which, in turn, loads it into trucks, cars or

other conveyances.

The machine is powered by a 50-hp. gasoline engine which drives the impeller as

well as the necessary hydraulic pumps. The hydraulic pumps drive hydraulic motors

which provide for propulsion of the machine and operate the belt conveyors. The set-off

mechanism, illustrated in Fig. 7, is operated hydraulically also. The impeller, which con-

sists of short lengths of ^-in. steel cable, is the same length as the ties, is adjustable as

to height, and is raised and lowered hydraulically. The waste conveyor swings through

180 deg., and its discharge end may be raised or lowered as desired.

This machine is advertised as having a moving speed of y^ to 15 mph., a drawbar

pull of 2500 lb. and a weight of 17,300 lb.

A fourth machine under this classification is one which was designed and perfected

by the personnel of an Eastern railroad, and is referred to as a track sweeper. This

machine operates on the track, and by means of a revolving, steel-bristled broom, sweeps

up dirt and conveys it to one or more hopper cars behind the sweeper, through a series

of portable conveyors. (See Figs. 8 and 9).

Ahead of the revolving broom is a scarifier, the purpose of which is to loosen the

dirt between the rails and find any objects which are too large for the broom to pick up.

Such objects are thrown aside by men who ride the platform between the broom and
the scarifier. The dirt is swept onto inclined conveyors, and thence discharged into hopper
cars by a series of portable conveyors mounted on the tops of the cars.
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Fig. 5—Front view of track cleaner.

Fig. 6—Rear view of track cleaner.

Fig. 7—View showing one end of set-off mechanism.
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Fig. 8—Side view of machine developed by Eastern railroad.

Fig. 9—View showing generator car, sweeper, and hoppers with conveyors.
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The sweeper is equipped with an auxiliary plow which, when lowered, will plow dirt

from the inter-track space into the area covered by the brush. All of the moving parts

of the track sweeper and the portable conveyors on the hopper cars are actuated by

electric motors, the current for which is generated in a power car coupled to the sweeper.

This power car is also used for carrying supplies, spare parts, etc.

The track sweeper is equipped with a boom for transferring the portable conveyors

from loaded hoppers to empty ones. The railroad which designed this machine has two

of them in operation, and it is reported that in 1050 the two machines cleaned a total

of t)35 miles of track, disposing of 115,000 cu. yd. of dirt.

Under the classification of track cleaning machinery is a group of machines designed

by the personnel of a Midwest railroad. Used jointly, these machines perform the same

functions as a self-contained track cleaner, and are the forerunner of one of the machines

now being marketed and described earlier in this report. The complete outfit consists of a

machine referred to as a cleaning unit, shown in Fig. 10, which is either pushed or pulled

by a heavy-duty motor car and picks up the dirt from between the rails to a distance

of 3 ft. outside each rail, piling it in windrows in the inter-track space on either side

of the track being cleaned. Behind the cleaning unit comes what is called a loading

unit, consisting of a chain, bucket-type elevator with a horizontal belt conveyor, both of

which are mounted on two rubber-tired wheels. The elevator and belt conveyor are

closely coupled to and drawn by a rubber-tired, farm-type tractor. The loading unit,

which is illustrated in Fig. 11, operates in the inter-track space and picks up the dirt

which was windrowed by the cleaning unit.

The loading unit loads the dirt into specially built 2-yd., hydraulic, dump boxes, as

shown in Fig. 12. These boxes are mounted on push cars, which are pulled or pushed

by a heavy-duty motor car. When the dump boxes are full they are hauled to an elevating

conveyor located at some convenient spot, and the dirt is dumped hydraulically from

the dump boxes into a hopper at the lower end of the conveyor, from which it is loaded

into gondola cars on an adjacent track. The elevating conveyor is illustrated in Fig. 13.

The cleaning unit is composed principally of an impeller which kicks the dirt in a

forward and upward direction at high velocity, being actuated by a 20-hp. gasoline

engine driven through a double chain and sprocket. The impeller consists essentially of a

horizontal tube, transverse to the track, which has four longitudinal rows of wire rope

bristles extending radially from the surface of the tube. The dirt, upon being picked up

by the impeller, is propelled through a curved, steel, hood-Hke baffle downward onto a

horizontal transverse flat-belt conveyor, and thence to the inter-track space. A plow is

provided on each side of the machine for cleaning areas outside each rail, and the

impeller may, through a hydraulic ram, be raised and lowered as desired.

The loading unit, partially described above, has ingathering wings on the front of

the tractor, which guide the dirt into the buckets of the elevator. When uncoupled from

the tractor, the loading unit is easily moved about, and a special track-mounted carrier

permits moving it along the track to any location desired.

It is reported by the user that a total force of one foreman and six men is required

to operate the complete cleaning outfit, and also that the cost of removing debris from

one of its yards was reduced from $12.35 to $4.37 per cu. yd., through the use of this

equipment.

Another machine which may be classified partially as a yard cleaner is one designed

by an Eastern railroad, consisting of a small, conventional-type crawler tractor, to the

front of which has been attached an angling snow plow blade, as shown in Fig. 14. The
overall width of the tractor is such that it can operate between the rails of the track
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Fig. 10—^Cleaning unit developed by Midwest railroad.

Fig. 11—Loading unit.
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Fig. 12—Two-yard hydraulic dump boxes mounted on push cars.

Fig. 13—Elevating conveyor.
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Fig. 14—Tractor with angling snow plow blade.

to be cleaned. This machine merely plows up the dirt from between the rails and

windrows it in the inter-track space, after which the dirt must be removed by some

other means, such as clamshell buckets, front-end loader, elevated convej'or, etc.

Other machines, not designed for cleaning tracks, are frequently used for this pur-

pose. One of these machines consists of a rubber-tired tractor with a notched front-end

loading bucket, the notch in the bucket fitting over the rail head, thus permitting the

tractor to straddle the rail and the machine to pick up dirt in the space between the rails

and part of the inter-track space. Another machine sometimes used for cleaning tracks

is a truck-mounted shovel with a telescoping boom.

Report on Assignment 7

Training of Equipment Operators

A. H. Whisler (chairman, subcommittee), C. T. Blume, R. E. Buss, L. B. Cann, Jr.,

E. L. Cloutier, L. E. Conner, W. M. Dunn, Bernard Geier, J. W. Risk, F. E. Short.

F. E. Yockey.

This is a final report, submitted as information. It can be considered as a projection

or reiteration of the principles carried in subcommittee reports on related subjects and

recorded in the following volumes of the Proceedings; Vol. 32, page 4.';5; Vol. 37, page

170; Vol. 47, page 185; and Vol. 51, page 830.
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Railroad managements have invested large sums of money in vi^ork equipment and

it is natural that they should be vitally interested in protecting that investment and in

obtaining the maximum return on it. Such equipment is designed to permit maintenance

of the tracks and other facilities at a comparatively low cost over that of hand methods.

thus resulting in sizeable savings. To achieve the maximum return on the investment in

a machine and to take full advantage of the savings possible through its use, the machine

must be used to its greatest capacity, with little time lost due to delays, and must be

operated intelligently and efficiently to keep the operating and repair costs to the

minimum.

Under conditions existing on the railroads wherein the various machines may be

widely separated, thos making direct and frequent supervision difficult, achievement of

the maximum return from a unit of work equipment rests squarely on the shoulders

of the operator. Therefore, it is highly important that the equipment operator be of high

caliber and properly trained, which involves not only wisdom in the selection of prospec-

tive operators, but a definite program for training them after they have been selected

A survey indicates that only a few railroads have any definite program for training

and qualifying equipment operators.

There are certain hindrances to the setting up of such a training program, some of

which are:

1) Certain provisions in labor agreements.

2) Seniority restrictions.

3) Indifference on the part of management.

4) Seasonal or part-time employment.

5) Lack of adequate supervision through failure to provide a complete work

equipment organization.

Aware of the hindrances to be overcome, and of the difficulties that will be encoun-

tered in its practical application, your committee is, nevertheless, of the opinion that a

definite program or procedure for training M.W. equipment operators is essential if

operating and maintenance costs are to be kept to the minimum, and submits below

what it considers an effective and profitable method, or procedure, for producing the

proper type of machine operators, which may be modified to suit the needs of and

conditions on any railroad.

1) Establish positions of operator instructor, giving due consideration in making

each such appointment to the man's qualifications and his ability to impart the

necessary information.

2) Place on machines, such as cranes, shovels, tractors, compressors, etc., an

operator helper or operator trainee, who should, after becoming qualified to

operate a machine, be moved to other machines in order that he may become

qualified to operate a variety of them.

3) At the close of each working season make a survey to determine the approxi-

mate number of machine operators required to operate the various kinds of

machines during the next working season.

4) After seasonal forces have been disbanded, broadcast information among the

remaining permanent or regular employees as to the approximate number of

additional machine operators that will be required during next season. Men
interested in studying the necessary instructions, taking training, and passing

examinations to warrant their being considered as qualified operators, should

be encouraged to state their desires.
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5) A man interested in advancing to the position of a machine operator should

be given the necessary printed instructions and information pertaining to the

machine he desires to be qualified to operate.

6) Interested employees should attend a central school or repair shop and, upon

arrival at that shop, should be given an examination to determine their knowl-

edge of the printed instructions and information previously made available

to them.

7) Having passed that examination satisfactorily, the employee should be schooled

in the proper operation and maintenance of the machine; this to include the

peculiarities of the machine, which can be learned only by seeing it at least

partially dismantled and in operating it.

8) On a proving ground or test track the prospective operator should be required

to operate the machine under the supervision of the operator instructor.

9) Give all qualified operators "refresher" instructions at least every five years.

.\n important part of any operator training program is that of emphasizing the

need for correct lubrication of equipment. Another essential feature is that of main-

taining a record of the men who are qualified to operate various machines and the dates

they were quaUfied.

Conclusion

It is neither patriotic in wartime, nor wise or economical in peacetime, to shorten

the service life of any machine by placing it in the hands of a poorly schooled and

improperly trained operator.

Report on Assignment 8

Depreciation of Work Equipment

Collaborating with Committee 11—Records and Accounts

J. M. Giles (chairman, subcommittee), Edgar Bennett, T. F. Burris, Jack Largent,

V. W. Oswalt, Sr., T. M. Pittman, W. I. Stadter, J. L. Starkie, C. E. Stoecker, G. M.
Strachan.

This is a final report, submitted as information. It can be considered as an expan-

.sion of the principles presented in the .subcommittee's report on this .subject, recorded

in \ol. 39 of the Proceedings, pages 612-616, incl.

Through the medium of a questionnaire, your committee has sought to obtain

from those members of the Association familiar with such matters, information as to

the probable life expectancy of many of the various types of units of work equipment

in railway service.

Collaboration on this subject with Committee 11—Records and Accounts, has devel-

oped the annual depreciation percentage before salvage, which appear in the following

schedules. These schedules represent the consensus contained in replies to the ques-

tionnaire.
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Schedule of Life Expectancy of Units of Work Equipment and Annual
Depreciation Percentage Before Salvage

Item

Estimated Railroad Service

Lije

expectancy
Years.

Comm. 17

Anrxual
depreciation

percentage
before salvage.

Comm. II.

AUTOMOBILES, PASSENGER (all classes)

BOILERS, STEAM (all classes)

BORERS, EARTH __

BREAKERS, POWER PAVING
BUCKETS

Cableway
Clamshell
Concrete
Elevator
Orange peel

Bail, pivot turner

Scraper or dragline

BUGGIES
Concrete
Timber

CAR
Dump: Standard-gage air, steel—

Standard-gage air, wood, __

CLEANER
Ballast—Off-track
Ballast—On-track
Building—Steam or sand

COMPRESSORS, PORTABLE AIR
Electric
Gasoline
Diesel
Motor truck unit

Crawler mounted
Tractor—rubber tires

CONCRETE APPLICATORS (shotcrete)

CONCRETE MIXERS
Gas—3i^S, 5S, 7S
Gas—lOS, 14S
Gas—21S, 28S

CONCRETE HANDLING DEVICES
Bucket
Hopper
Spout or chute
Pump

CONVEYOR, PORTABLE
CRANES

Crawler, electric—under 10 tons

Crawler, electric—10 to 15 tons

Crawler, electric—20 tons and over

Crawler, gasohne or diesel-powered—under 10 tons

Crawler, gasoline or diesel-powered—10 to 20 tons

Crawler, gasoline or diesel-powered—20 tons and
over

Locomotive—gas-diesel—under 10 tons

Locomotive—gas-diesel—10 to 30 tons

5

20

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

5

7

20
15

10
10
15

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
11

10
10
10
10
5

20
5

12
20

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

20
15

10
10
7

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
9

10
10
10
10
20

7
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Schedule of Life Expectancy of Units of Work Equipment and Annual
Depreciation Percentage Before Salvage—Continued

Item

Estimated Railroad Service

Life
expectancy

Years.

Comm. 17

Annual
depreciation

percentage

before salvage.

Comm. II.

Locomotive—gas-diesel—over 30 tons

Rail—unloading-loading
Truck-mounted

DERRICK CARS
Bridge builder—steam, gas or diesel .

.

Crab—hand
—Powered

DERRICK AND BULL WHEEL
Guy, steel

Hand
Stiffleg

DRILL
Bonding, gas-powered. .

.

Rail, gas-powered
ELECTRIC TOOLS

Drill, steel

Drill, wood
Hammer, jack _^ _.

Grinders, tool -- .-

Grinders, rail ..

Saw, portable .-

Saw, bench . -

Spike driver, cut
Spike driver, screw •. .

.

Tie tamper—hammer
Blow-vibrator ..

Paving breaker
Form vibrator

ENGINES, GASor DIESEL (portable units)

FINISHING MACHINES, CONCRETE
GENERATOR SETS, PORTABLE _.

GRADERS, BLADE
GRINDERS

Gas, portable
Concrete surfacer

GROUTING OUTFITS
Pneumatic
Hydraulic

HOISTS, PORTABLE
Air, electric or gas
Steam ^
Chain

JACKS, POWER-OPERATED.
LOADERS, PORTABLE BUCKET
MOTORS, PORTABLE ELECTRIC
MOTOR CARS. TRACK
MOWERS, POWER

On-track
Off-track --

20
15
6

20
15
15

20
15
15

10
10

7

17

5

7

7

5

7

7

10
10

15
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Schedule of Life Expectancy of Units of Work Equipment and Annual
Depreciation Percentage Before Salvage—Continued

Item

Estimated Railroad Service

Life
expectancy

Years.

Comm. 27

Annual
depreciation

percentage

before salvage.

Comm. 1 1

.

PILE DRIVERS
Marine
On-track
Off-track

PILE HAMMERS
Heavy
Light

' Medium
PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Backfill tampers
Hammer, jack
Hammer, caulking and chipping _..

Clay digger
Rivet hammer and holder-on
Paving breaker
Saw
Drill, wood 1

Drill, steel.

Grinder, tool

Grinder, rail ^

Spike driver, cut
Tie tamper
Form vibrator
Wrench :

POST HOLE DIGGER, POWER
ROLLERS, ROAD _._.

SAND BLAST, OUTFITS
SCARIFIER, BALLAST
SCRAPERS, CARRY-ALL (self-powered)
SHOVEL ATTACHMENT FOR CRANES
SPIKE DRIVERS, GASOLINE
SPIKE PULLER, GASOLINE
SPRAYING EQUIPMENT, PAINT
TIE ADZERS, GASOLINE
TIE TAMPERS

On-track, powered ..

Hand-operated, off-track

TRACK CLEANERS
Off-track
On-track .

TRACK CRIBBER
TRACK SHIFTER
TRACTORS, CRAWLER
TRENCHING MACHINES
TRUCKS, AUTOMOBILE , . .

VEGETATION CONTROL UNITS
Sprayer
Burner

WELDING OUTFIT, PORTABLE ELECTRIC
WRENCH, POWER TRACK

20
20
20

10
10

10

10
10
10
10
10
12
15
15
10
10
10
10
10
8

7

10
15
10
10
10
12
5

5

10
5

10
10

10

10
10
10
10
10
6

10
10
10
5

5

5

5

10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
8
7
7

10
10
10
10
10
12
15
10
7
10
10
10
8

20
20
10
20

10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
17

10
10
10
20
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Conclusion

The committee appreciates the fact that the above schedules are of necessity based

on general averages, and that, in dealing with questions of purchase, retirement or

replacement, each individual case should be judged on its own merits.

Report on Assignment 10

Means of Conserving Labor and Material, Including the Adaptation

of Substitute Noncritical Materials and Specifications, for

Reclamation of Released Materials, Tools

and Equipment

Collaborating with Committee 3-A, General Reclamation, Purchases

and Stores Division, AAR

W. M. Dunn (chairman, subcommittee), C. T. Blume, R. E. Buss, E. L. Cloutier, L. E.
Conner, C. L. Fero, N. W. Hutchison, Jack Largent, C. F. Lewis, V. W. Oswalt, Sr.,

P. G. Petri, J. W. Risk, R. S. Sabins, M. M. Stansbury, E. E. Turner, F. E. Yockey.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Since Committee 27 deals entirely with work equipment. Assignment 10 deals only

with the conservation of labor and materials that are directly related to this equipment.

It is the thought of your committee that the best possible means of conserving

materials is by having a definite maintenance program set up, which provides for periodic

inspections and repairs before materials are worn out or damaged beyond repairs, and

that the best means of conserving labor is through the use of qualified men, properly

and adequately supervised.

There are, of course, other ways of conserving or controlling material, such as:

(1) Establish and operate detailed conservation programs to prevent loss,

deterioration or waste.

(2) Maintain necessary controls to prevent accumulation of materials in excess

of actual requirements.

(3) Redistribute available materials in order to reduce new procurements.

(4) Current reclamation policies and practices governing economically repairable

materials should be reviewed to assure that maximum repair or overhaul is

accomplished before procuring new material.

(5) All shops and other facilities should be surveyed for obsolete materials,

machinery and equipment, and immediate disposition be made of same.

The following practices are recommended for work equipment shops in connection

with the conservation of labor and equipment.

Gasoline and Diesel Engines

(1) Rebore blocks and use oversize pistons.

(2) Install valve seat inserts.

(3) Grind oversize pistons to size required.

(4) Metallize crankshaft and regrind to standard size.

(5) Regrind crankshafts as necessary.

(6) Install oversize wrist pins.
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(7) Apply hard surface to exhaust and intake valves and grind to finish.

(8) Weld blocks and cylinder heads.

(9) Grind warped cylinder heads.

(10) Use oil tester to find viscosity, fuel dilution and sedimentation of oil.

(11) Clean and re-gap used spark plugs.

(12) Properly maintain starters, generators, magnetoes and fuel pumps.

(13) Salvage connecting rods for rebabbiting and rebushing.

(14) Application and use of coil inserts for screw thread repairs.

(15) Substitute plastic tubing for copper tubing where adaptable.

(16) Use chrome pi.ston rings in badly worn and tapered cylinders.

Push Cars

(1) Use second-hand wheels released from motor cars.

(2) Manufacture side sills, cross sills and tops.

(3) Use axle box bearings and axles released from retired motor cars.

Trucks and Automobiles

(1) Regrind brake drums.

(2) Use oversize king pins.

(3) Re-arch springs.

(4) Re-cap, rotation of tires, alinement of wheels.

(5) Salvage and repair batteries, when condition warrants.

Work Equipment

(1) Reline clutch plates.

(2) Salvage ball and roller bearings for regrinding and refitting.

(3) Metallize and regrind various shafts.

Repair by Welding with Hard-Surface Rod

(1) Ballast mole digger points.

(2) Cribber digging shoes.

(3) Power ballaster tamping shoes.

(4) Clamshell and dragline bucket teeth.

(5) Spreader wing cutting shoes.

(6) Ballast shaper wings.

(7) Tie tamping tools.

(8) Cutting heads on front-end loaders and dozers.

(9) Build up worn crawler tractor rails and front idlers.

(10) Build up worn tracks and track carrier rollers.

In connection with the reclaiming by welding of cast iron, aluminum, and high-speed

steel drills, reamers and other expensive shop tools, this committee suggests the use of

the low temperature welding process. This process permits .satisfactory welding on cast

iron parts without pre or post heating, and leaves the part readily machinable.

Your committee recommends that a vigorous campaign be instituted by users of

wire rope, special emphasis being given to the proper application of clips and lubrication.

This will result in prolonging the life of critical material.

It must be understood that some of the recommendations made in this report would

not be economical or desirable during normal times when manpower and materials are

readily available.
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Contmittee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Waterproofing of railway structures, collaborating with Committees 6, 8

and 15.

No report.

i. Waterproofing protection to prevent concrete deterioration, collaborating

with Committees 6 and 8.

Progress report, presented as information page 421

4. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of released

materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A, General

Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.
No report.

The Committee on Waterproofing,

R. L. Mays, Chairman.

.AREA Bulletin 498, December 19S1.

Report on Assignmejit 3

Waterproofing Protection to Prevent Concrete Deterioration

Collaborating with Committee 8

E. \. John.son (chairman, subcommittee), Lyle Bristow, R. A. M. Deal, L. P. Drew,

W. G. Harding. W. H. Hoar, W. E. Robey.

For the past two years your committee has sponsored a sirii-s of tests on com-

mercial waterproofing paints and coating for surface treatments, and during this time,

has issued two progress reports as information.

The tests were recommended by your committee and performed at Purdue University

under contract with the Association of American Railroads.

The first and second progress reports included data on 86 surface waterproofing

paints under conditions of accelerated laboratory tests of weathering, freezing and thaw-

421
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ing, and in addition to the laboratory tests the paints were subjected to outside weather-

ing tests. The results of these tests were sent to the chief engineers of member roads

with the names of the paints and producers incorporated in the reports for their informa-

tion. The effectiveness of the various paints as a surface watcrproofer was measured by

the absorption of water by concrete test specimens coated with the paints, compared with

the amount of water absorbed by an uncoated control ?pecimen after being subjected

to the various laboratory and outs'de weathering tests. The results of these tests are

shown graphically in the reports.

The first progress report was completed in October 1040 and the second in April

lo.'^l ; the third progress report is now completed and will be distributed to the chief

engineers of the member roads ^i the same manner as the previous reports. The third

report completes the tests on waterproofing paints and covers tests on 20 paints, l.'^ of

which had been previously tested, and 16 on which no previous test data had been

collected.

The third progress report contains the data from two .separate investigations. Part 1

is concerned with the data obtained from three independent tests on laboratory concrete

specimens which were coated with several of the waterproofing paints that were reported

in Progress Report No. 1. These tests are supplemental to the original series of tests, as

outlined on page 6 of Progress Report No. 1, and were developed to yield additional

information on the durability and waterproofing ability' of paints whose behavior in the

original tests was known. The paints used in this investigation were chosen for their

better-than-average performance in the 72-hr. immersion test prior to being subjected

to weathering. In addition, the paints were fairly representative of the several basic types

of waterproofing paints.

Part 2 is a report of the data from a group of 16 paints which were subjected to

the original series of tests. Eight of these paints were white house paints which were

tested to substantiate the results that had been obtained with a white house paint, as

reported in the first and second progress reports. The eight house paints are grouped

together in a special series, while the remaining eight paints are designated by another

series. All the paints in a series were subjected to a particular weathering test at the

same time so that the conditions of test were the same for each paint within the series.

For some time it has been thought that an acceptance test should be included in

your committee's specifications with reference to surface waterproofing coatings, and

when all test data have been correlated, it is expected that a set of specifications will be

drafted for performance requirements and acceptability tests for Surface waterproofing

paints.

A final report will be made summarizing and correlating all of the test data of the

three progress reports.



Effect of Flat Wheels on Track and Equipment

Abstract of a Report Prepared by the Joint Committee on Relation

Between Track and Equipment of the Mechanical and

Engineering Divisions, AAR*

Summary

Under present AAR rules governing the removal of flat wheels, flat spots are limited

to 2^-in. length for one slid flat, and 2 in. each for adjoining spots on freight car

wheels and 1 in. on passenger car wheels. These limitations were established from the

experience and judgment of those concerned with the operation and maintenance of

equipment and track. To date mathematical solutions to evaluate the impact effects from

flat spots have not been adequate. Until recent years, instruments of sufficiently high

frequency response to measure accurately the rapid stress changes have not been available.

Tests made on the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad in 1942 estab-

lished the characteristics required for reliable instrumentation. Suitable stress-measuring

instruments were obtained and a comprehensive test program to determine the effects

of flat spots on both the track and equipment was conducted on the Chicago & North

Western Railway during the summer of 1047.

A special test train was used consisting of a locomotive, a passenger car carrying

the measuring and recording instruments for the measurements on the test car, and a

flat test car having a flat wheel and loaded with rails. A similar set of instruments was

located in a test house along the track for the measurements on the rails. By varying

the weight on the flat car, tests were made with wheel loads of 7600 lb., 16,400 lb., and

25,300 lb. Test runs were made at various speeds up to 90 mph. on track laid with 100

RA-A rail and 131-RE rail. Tests were made first with round wheels to provide a basis

for comparison; then successively with a 2^-in., 3J/2-in., and 4J/2-in. flat spot on one

wheel. After these were completed, a 4j4-in. flat spot was provided on the opposite

wheel of the axle, and finally both of these spots were rounded off at the ends to provide

flat spots of 8j4-in. length, but of no greater depth.

Impact effects on the track were evaluated principally from measurements of flexural

stresses in the rail base. Vertical web stresses were also measured directly beneath the rail

head to aid in determining the impact forces on the rail.

Impact effects on the car were evaluated from stress measurements on the wheel

plate, axle, truck frame, and one coil spring, and from acceleration measurements on both

the sprung and unsprung weights.

A complete description of the test procedure and a detailed presentation of the results

are given in the report. The principal conclusions are as follows:

Effect of Speed

(1) Rail fle.xural stresses increased rapidly with speed, reached a maximum value

at 17 to 23 mph., and were somewhat less at higher speeds up to the 90 mph. top speed

in the tests.

(2) Wheel plate stresses increased rapidly with speed and reached their maximum

values at the highest test speeds.

(3) Axle stresses increased moderately with speed to a maximum value at less than

20 mph., and generally were no higher thereafter.

• This abstract presents primarily only those phases of the investigation and stress measurements with

respect to the track. Report to be published in full, in mimeograph form, by the AAR.
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(4) Truck frame stresses increased with speed, but were sufficiently low throughout

all test conditions to be of little concern.

(5) Spring stresses showed a slight release at low speed and no noticeable effect

from the flat spot at higher speeds.

(6) The accelerometers on both the sprung and unsprung weight reflected a dis-

turbance from the flat spot at all speeds, but this could not be evaluated because of

insufficient damping of the instruments. Transmission of the impact effect to the sprung

weight at high speed was evidently through the snubber used in the spring group.

Effect of Flat Spot Length

(1) The impact effect on the rail flexural stress was approximately proportional to

the length of flat spot. The ratio of stress with a flat spot to the round wheel stress was

approximately equal to the length of the flat spot in inches. There was some indication

that greater lengths of flat spot than 4^/2 in. might give greater relative stresses.

(2) The effect on wheel plate stress for different lengths of flat spot corresponds

closely to that on the rail flexural stress.

(3) Axle stresses increased with the length of flat spot to a maximum effect of about

60 percent for the 4i/2-in. length.

(4) The depth of a flat spot is a better criterion of its impact effect upon track

and equipment than its length.

Effect of Wheel Load

(1) The impact effects on rail, wheel plate, and axle stresses increased almost in

proportion to the increase in wheel load.

(2) Impact effects on rail flexural stress and wheel plate stress were only slightly

greater with the 3J^-in. flat spot and half load, and no greater with the 4J/2-in. flat spot

and light load, than with the 2y^-'m. flat spot and full load.

Impact Force from a Flat Spot

(1) It appears probable that the striking force with the 2S,000-lb. wheel load was

of the order of 50,000 lb. for the 2,^-in. flat spot, 70,000 lb. for the 3J^-in. flat spot,

and 90,000 lb. for the 4^-in. flat spot.

The following recommendations are presented for consideration:

Removal of Flat Wheels

(1) The depth of a flat spot rather than its length should be the basis for replacing

flat wheels. Rounding the ends of a 4J^-in. flat spot to provide an 8^-in. length and

the same depth showed no change in impact effect.

(2) A suitable gage should be devised for measuring flat spot depth.

(3) A depth of 0.05 in. (corresponding to that for a chord of 2j4-in. length on the

wheel circumference) is the maximum that should be permitted.

Operation of Flat Wheels to Terminals for Removal

(1) Cars with flat spots may be operated into terminals for wheel replacement

without speed restriction if the flat spot depth and wheel load do not exceed the following

amounts:

Flat spot
Wheel Load—Lb. Depth—In.

25,000 0.05

20,000 0.075

15,000 ; 0.100

10,000 0.150
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(2) If the wheel load and flat spot depth exceed the above values, the car should

he operated into the terminal at a speed not exceeding 10 mph. Operation at speeds of 17

to 2i mph. will produce maximum impact effects on the rail and wheel and should not

be permitted. Operation above this critical range, although being somewhat less damaging,

does not appear pract'cal.

Introduction

1. Acknowledgment

These tests of flat wheels were carried on as a part of the research program of the

Joint Committee on Relation between Track and Equipment of the Engineering and

Mechanical Divisions of the Association of American Railroads. The work was under the

general direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer and J. R. Jackson, mechanical

engineer. Randon Ferguson, electrical engineer in charge of the tests was assisted by

M. F. Fmucker. a.ss'stant electrical engineer, and G. U. Moran. former assistant mechanical

engineer. The report was prepared by Mr. Ferguson.

Some of the equipment and services required for the tests were furnished by the

Chicago and North Western Railroad. These facilities were of great aid to the test

program. E. C. Vandenburgh, chief engineer, and L. R. Lamport, engineer of main-

tenance, arranged all matters regarding the track, and J. E. Goodwin, executive vice-

president, and G. W. Bohannon. chief mechanical officer, handled all arrangements

regarding shop work and operating equipment. A passenger car to carry the test equip-

ment and a freight car loaded with rails were assigned to the tests and the necessary

shop work in preparing them was done in the railroad's shops. The cars were operated

on the C.&N.W. track near Harvard, 111., as a special test train during the summer of

1947. The work of loading and unloading the rails from the car and the preparation

of the track at Harvard was done by the local maintenance of way department forces

of the railroad.

2. Purpose of Tests

The test program was planned to develop sufficient information of the impact effects

produced by slid flat spots on car wheels to permit review and revision, if found desirable,

of the present .WR rules governing the removal of flat wheels. The AAR regulations

regarding flat spots are given in the Code of Rules for the Interchange of Traffic, under

Rule 68 for freight car wheels and P.C. 8 for passenger car wheels. Flat spots are limited

to a lYz-m. length for 1 slid flat and 2 in. each for adjoining spots on freight car wheels,

and 1 in. on passenger car wheels. The AAR Wheel and Axle manual refers to these

rules and further states (paragraph 98, page 72) that the full length slid flat is not

dangerous as far as its effect on the wheel is concerned, but that it makes a rough riding

car, may damage the rail, and increases rolling resistance.

Thus it is evident that the aim of the tests was to measure such effects of flat wheels

on track and equipment that limits of safe and economical operation might be estab-

lished. .\ further objective of the tests was to determine how best to operate slid flat

wheels into terminals where replacement facilities are available.

3. Previous Investigations and Analyses

There has been considerable interest in the effect of flat spots on wheels for many
years. In spite of this, little experimental work could be done on the subject until the

advent of electrical strain and vibration measuring and recording equipment. The severity

of the impact caused by the flat spot and the high frequencies involved were beyond

the capacities of any of the mechanical-type instruments to measure reliably. An attempt
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was made in 1920 by a test party of the AREA Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track

to measure stresses in rail due to a Hat wheel by means of stremmatographs. These instru-

ments (1)* were mechanical-type strain recorders producing true scale records (no mag-

nification) on smoked glass disks. The strains were read by a microscope. This attempt

was entirely unsuccessful and was not reported because the severe impact set up such

vibrations in the instrument that the recording needle lifted from the surface of the

recording disk.

A second attempt was made by the same committee (2) in tests conducted on the

Pennsylvania Railroad in 1Q37, using a flat spot length of about 4 in. and depth of

0.12 in. The speed was limited to .^0 mph. for these tests because of the length and depth

of the flat spot and the thinness of the wheel rim. Magnetic strain gages and oscillograph

recording were used. For the first time records were obtained showing the pattern of

stress and depression at a given point in the rail as a wheel with a flat spot rolled

over it. (see Fig. 1)

One important finding from these tests was that the stresses in the rail due to a flat

wheel were greatest at about 20 to 22 mph., with lesser values at lower and higher

speeds. The same was true of the depressions, but the depression curve was not so

sharply peaked. There was some indication that the values at the higher speeds had an

upward trend, but the maximum speed of 32 mph. was not high enough to indicate this

definitely. The maximum rail stresses under the flat wheel were 2.S times those under

the round wheel.

The above tests indicated some of the characteristics of the action of a flat wheel,

but there was some doubt as to whether the response of the equipment used at that time

was sufficient to indicate the peak values correctly. Magnetic strain gages and oscillo-

graphic recording were used and it was considered that this equipment would record

stress changes up to 500 cps. with good accuracy. The stress frequency developed during

flat wheel impact was not known, but it was suspected to be considerably in excess of

this value. Also, measurements at much higher train speeds were obviously desirable.

Accordingly, a set of exploratory tests (3) was run by the AAR research staff on

the New Haven Railroad in 1942 with the aid of Prof. A. C. Ruge of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, using wire resistance gages and cathode-ray recording apparatus

of high frequency response, a requisite sensitivity and high recording speed. These tests

indicated that any apparatus which would respond with the required accuracy and sen-

sitivity to stress variations of 1000 cps., would give reliable results. The shape of the

stress variations in the rail were similar to those found in the tests on the Pennsylvania.

Shown in Fig. 2 is a reproduction of records taken of stresses in the rail at various speeds

in the New Haven tests. It may be seen that the effect of the flat spot reaches a maximum
at 20 mph. and decreases slightly at the higher speeds. For the 2.5-in. flat spot used,

the maximum rail stress was 2 times as great as with the round wheel. At the higher

speeds, the rail stress decreased almost to zero directly under the flat .spot, and then

increased quite sharply during the period of impact.

Concurrently with the various investigations just described, consideration was given

to analytical evaluations of the impact effects. Timoshenko published in 1025 an analysis

of the effect of a flat spot on a wheel (or low spot in track) in his book Applied

Elasticity (4). This analysis treated the mass of the wheel supported on the elastic track

structure as a single degree of freedom vibration problem. Certain assumptions were

made to simplify the calculations and the limitations of these assumptions were then

pointed out. The analysis evaluated the impact effect as an addition to the static wheel

load as determined by the added depression of the rail.

* Numbers in parentheses throughout this report refer to references in Appendix E, page 447.
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-10 -5 +5 +10 +15

Distance olong Rail in Inches—t of 2'/2-in. Flat Spot Down ot Oin.

Fig. 2—Stress in Base of Rail at Various Speeds
with a ZYz-'m. Flat Spot on a 33-in. Wheel—New
Haven Tests of 1942,
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One of the most important limitations in the analysis is undoubtedly the assumption

that there is continuous contact between the flat spot and the rail for the full length

of the flat spot. Consideration of the factors involved indicates that continuous contact

can be maintained only at the lowest speeds.

The assumption is also made that the forces arising from the action of the flat spot

produce the same effect as a static or slowly acting force. This, in effect, means neglecting

the mass of the rail and other parts of the track affected in producing inertia resistance

to added impact depression, and thereby modifying the shape of the flexural curve

of the rail from the static form. Timoshenko recognized this factor when he stated that

the mass of the support may be neglected if the time required for the flat spot to pass

is long compared to the fundamental period of the rail. Since the fundamental period

of the rail may be 0.02 to 0.03 sec. and a 4-in. flat spot will be crossed in 0.025 sec. at

10 mph., the validity of the assumptions is limited to a very low speed. The analysis

also deals only with the unsprung mass of the wheel and does not consider the spring

force on the wheel due to the sprung load.

As previously stated, the impact evaluation in the analysis is determined by the

added deflection of the rail. In most of the tests, the impact evaluation has been based

upon measurements of rail stress, and it is well known that slight variations in curvature,

hardly detectable in the deflection curve, can make important variations in the stresses

present. This was shown by R. N. Arnold (5) in impact tests where weights were dropped

from various heights on a short length of rail supported at its ends, and the stresses

measured with scratch gages at various locations. This was also shown in the Penn-

sylvania tests where rail stress and depression were both measured (Fig. 1). A significant

point in these tests is that although the depression of the rail decreased only slightly

when the flat spot lost contact, the stress in the rail decreased to almost zero. This could

only occur as a result of a very localized change in the flexure of the rail, extending over

an insufficient length to appreciably affect the general depression curve under the wheel

load.

It is evident that the present analytical approach to the problem is far from satis-

factory. No attempt is made in this report to develop a general mathematical analysis.

From the measurements made it may be that enough information can be obtained regard-

ing the forces present and their time rate of variation to make possible the analysis of the

problem in the future by an analog computer or other similar method. However, the

tests were planned to include sufficient variables in track and operating conditions to

obtain from actual measurement the objectives of the investigation.

Description of Test and Test Apparatus

4a. The Track Structure

A location was selected for the tests on the single-track main line of the Chicago

and North Western Railroad between Harvard, 111., and Sharon, Wis. This track was

suitable for high-speed running and was reasonably free of train movements during

daylight hours. The test house was placed about halfway between these two towns, thus

providing distance for accelerating and braking the test train before reaching Harvard.

The track was laid with 100 R.\-.A rail in 1936. on gravel ballast. In order to also

include heavier rail in the tests, 5 new 39-ft., 131 RE rails were laid, 3 in the south rail

and 2 directly opposite in the north rail, about ISO ft. east of the test house. The test

rail was the middle one of the three in the south rail. The lift for the increased height

of the 131 -lb. rail was run out in about two rail lengths by tamping up the ties. A test

rail for the lOO-lb. section, having little play between the ties, tie plates and the rail,
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was selected about 150 ft. west of the test house. Tests of these two rail sections provided

data on both the heaviest and lightest rails generally used in mainline track.

The tie plates for the 100-lb. rail were 7 in. by 12 in., single shoulder, with about

^^ in. eccentricity. The plates for the 131-lb. rail were new double-shoulder, 8 in. by

14 in., with ^ in. eccentricity. Tie spacing was somewhat irregular, but the spacing at

the gage application point was about 19 in.

4b. Location of the Track Gages

The location of the wire resistance strain gages on the rail is indicated in Fig. 3.

The strain gages were limited to eight in all by the ampHfier channels available. Four

gages were located at 2-in. intervals on the middle of the base of the rail to measure

mean longitudinal stress, and one was at 16 in. in the next tie space, as shown in Fig. 3.

It was hoped from this arrangement to obtain the shape of the stress curve along the

rail at the instant the flat spot struck, compared to that due to a slowly applied loading.

Two gages were placed vertically at the fillet near the head of the rail on the inner and

outer web of the rail. Previous tests (6) have determined that the average of these gages

will give an indication of the load on the head of the rail. The eighth gage was placed

longitudinally on the head of the rail to be as close to the point of impact as possible.

It was necessary to know immediately the place the flat spot hit the rail at the

time each run was made in order that the run might be repeated if the contact was

not close to one of the track gages. To ascertain the point of impact a hook was attached

to the side of the rim of the wheel diametrically opposite the flat spot. The hook extended

out about 2 in. beyond the edge of the rim. Alongside the track a trough was placed so

the hook would dip into it and make a mark in modeling clay in the trough. The trough

was about 30 in. long and the whole arrangement was displaced one-half the circum-

ference of the wheel to clear the gages on the wheel, and also to permit taking moving

pictures of the wheel position at the track gages as a check. The surface of the modeling

clay was coated with a jelly-like mixture of graphite, tragacanth and water, the mixture

possessing some electrical conductivity. The contact of the hook closed a circuit between

the rail and trough through a galvanometer, which made an indication on the track

oscillograph record. Of course, this indication was displaced on half of the circumference

of the wheel to the time scale of the record.

5a. Instrument and Test Cars

A passenger-baggage combination car served as an instrument car and carried the

testing equipment required to make the measurement on the test car.

The test car was a 70-ton C.&N.W. flat car with a cast steel frame, 6-in. by 11-in.

journals, double-truss spring plankless trucks, and 33-in. diameter, one-wear wrought

steel wheels. Each bolster end was supported by four double-coil springs and one Simplex

snubber. The test car was placed at the rear of the test train, and the flat wheel was

the last wheel on the car so that the stress was influenced by only the one adjacent wheel.

The test car was loaded with 70 tons of rails that were marked so that 35 tons

could be removed to give one-half rated load, or all removed to give no load. The rails

were tied down by cross members bolted to the sides of the car and were held longi-

tudinally by a tie barricade. The weight of the car was 60,700 lb. light, 131,200 lb. with

one-half load, and 202,100 lb. fully loaded. The rails were loaded and unloaded between

series of runs by a section gang using a traveling crane. The two cars were pulled by a

steam passenger locomotive capable of attaining the speeds desired.
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Fig. 3—Location of Strain Gages on Rails.
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Fig. A—Location of Slip Ring Assembly and Strain Gages on Rear Wheel
Plate and Axle and on Truck Frame and Spring.
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5b. Measuring Equipment and Methods

(1) Gages and Accelerometers

The general location of the strain gages on the wheel, axle, and truck are shown

in Fig. 4. These gages were placed to indicate most advantageously the effects from the

flat spot impact. All strain gages were of the wire resistance type.

A series of gages was placed on the wheel
i
late on both sides, radially to the striking

end of the flat spot. Prior to the test runs a static test was made in which the point of

bearing of the wheel on the rail was varied across the width of the wheel tread, and

two of the gages were chosen for the dynamic tests because they most nearly gave a

constant numerical sum when the stresses were added. This procedure tended to eliminate

the effect of eccentricity of bearing on the indicated wheel plate stress, and to make the

indication proportional to the load or force on the wheel.

Gages were placed to measure the bending stress in the axle at mid-length, where

the axle diameter was a minimum, and also at 18 in. from mid-length, which was as

close to the flat wheel as practicable. These gages and the wheel gages were applied at

the C.&N.W. shops before installing the assembly in the car.

In addition to the gages on the wheel and axle, there were gages (3 and 4, Fig. 4)

to measure the load transmitted by the bolster spring group on the flat wheel side;

also gages 1 and 2, to measure the stresses in the top and bottom of the truck frame at

locations where the stresses had been found to be a maximum in other tests. The accelera-

tion of the unsprung weight was indicated by an accelerometer placed on the journal

of the flat wheel, and that of the sprung weight by an accelerometer placed on the car

floor. The journal accelerometer was a 200 g Statham instrument with a natural frequency

of about 1000 cps., and the other was of 10 g capacity with about 200 cps. natural

frequency. Both were found to be insufficiently damped when the tests were started, but

this could not be corrected without undue delay, and the records obtained from them

are of little value at speeds above S mph. because of resonant vibration at their natural

frequency.

(2) Slip-Ring Assembly

Because of the rotation of the wheels and axles, a slip-ring assembly mounted on the

axle was required to transmit the signals from the wheel and axle gages to the recording

equipment. The slip-ring assembly was installed before pressing the wheels on the axle.

It was mounted near the wheel that had no flat spot to minimize the shock on the

brushes from the impact. The wheel and slip-ring assembly is shown in Fig. 5. This

assembly was designed and built by the Ruge-Deforest Company of Cambridge, Mass.

6. Recording and Amplifying Equipment

The recording of all stresses was done with one 12-element Hathaway magnetic

oscillograph in the car and one in the test house. The amplifiers were the carrier-wave

type designed and built by the Association research staff and previously described (7).

Eight channels were available for the car and eight for the track. For the purpose of

these tests a higher frequency response was desired, and a special lot of higher-frequency

galvanometers was obtained. These galvanometers gave good response to 1000 cps., and

were down about 10 percent at 1200 cps. The sensitivity of the galvanometers was con-

siderably lower (about J4 of the usual amount) , so the operation of the amplifiers was

modified to obtain the increased output current required. The discriminator normally used

was switched out and an external rectifier and filter used to operate with a galvanometer

offset in a manner similar to the method used for the magnetic gages. This mode of

operation gave a usable sensitivity for all gages and provided the frequency response

which the New Haven tests had shown to be necessary.
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Fig. 5—View of the Slip-Ring Assembly in Place on the Axle
with Cover Removed.

Fig. 6—View of Profile Gage in Place for Measurement of Flat Spot Contour.
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Distance in Inches along Arc of 33 in. Diam.Wheel

Fig.' 7—Profiles of the Three Lengths of Ground Flat Spots
on a 33-in, Wheel—Profiles shown are before and after test

'8 76 5 4 3 2"
I

Distance in Inthes along Arc of 33 in Diom. Wheel

Fig, 8—Contours of the Three Lengths of Ground Flat Spots on a
33-in. Wheel—Contours shown are before and after test runs.
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7. Test Program and Procedure

Two series of tests were first run with round wheels and fully loaded car on the

100-lb. and 131-lb. rail. These were followed by 18 series of tests, including full load,

half load, and light car on both the 100-lb. and the 131-lb. rail, and with flat spots of

Zyi-m., 3J/2-in., and 4H-in. lengths. Nominal speeds were used for each test condition

of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mph.

After completion of these tests, two additional series were run with the fully loaded

car. In one series a 4^-in. flat spot was ground on the opposite wheel of the axle to

determine the difference in impact effects compared to those with a flat spot on one

wheel only. In the last series, the 45^-in. flat spots on the two wheels were rounded off

at both ends, making a total length for each of 8^ in., but with no increase in their

maximum depth.

The flat spot was made on the right rear wheel, at the proper location with respect

to the gages, by a portable grinder. A straight chord of 2]^ in. was ground across the

wheel for the first test, and the striking end of the flat spot (the last point to contact

the rail) was taken as the zero position of reference, and the strain gage location for

the gages on the wheel and axle was along the same radial line. The maximum impact was

found in previous tests to occur when this end of the flat spot struck the rail. Obviously,

all tests with a given length of flat spot had to be made before grinding a larger spot

unless the wheel was replaced, a rather impracticable undertaking in this case. Thus,

the tests were made with a given car loading on the 100-lb. rail, and then the gage leads

on the track gages were shifted to the 131-lb. rail. After testing the 131-lb. rail the load

was then changed and the tests repeated on the two weights of rail. The load was

changed again, and the tests again run with the same flat spot. Each series with a given

condition took about a day. After the six test series with a given length of flat spot,

the flat spot was increased 1 in. in length.

The contour of the flat spot was checked with a special contour measuring gage

before and after each day's run, and sometimes during the day. At times the spot was

reground because the corners had rounded off. A view of this instrument in place on

the wheel is shown in Fig. 6. Representative profiles of the flat spots plotted with refer-

ence to the variation from a true circle are shown in Fig. 7 for the various lengths of spot.

The same readings are also plotted in Fig. 8 as contours of the wheel, with the ordinates

to an enlarged scale. The readings shown were taken after grinding and following a

number of test runs. It may be noted that there was some rounding off, especially at

the striking edge of the flat spot, after a number of runs. The depth of the 4^-in. flat

spot was about 0.19 in. The flat spot of about 4-in. length previously tested on the

Pennsylvania was 0.12 in. deep, the ends being rounded off some by running.

Since the number of channels available for the track measurements was limited to

eight, this made the distance covered by the gages along the rail relatively short. Con-

siderable difficulty was experienced in getting the flat spot to come down within this

distance. It was desired to have the point of impact within 1 in. of a gage, preferably

the one designated OB in Fig. 3. At the lower speeds the point of impact did not change

very greatly and could be readily controlled. Of course, the distance traveled was not

great in making the runs up to 30 mph. At the higher speeds the point of impact could

not be predicted with any accuracy. At the extreme speeds of 80 or 90 mph. the running

distance was 6 or 8 miles, and the location of the flat spot impact was quite variable.

This is the principal reason for the small number of plotted points on the track records

for the higher speeds. Also, it was difficult to attain the 90-mph. speed because a curve not
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far from the test section required a speed restriction of 80 mph., and the locomotives

available could not readily accelerate to 90 mph. in the intervening distance.

When the flat spot struck beyond the range of the gage location, it was necessary

to slip the wheel to bring it back to the desired location. This was done by placing

hardwood wedges under the wheels and sliding the wheels the proper amount. Several

trials were usually necessary to get it exactly to the desired position.

Results of the Tests on the Track

8. Discussion of Typical Records

All measurements on the rail were obtained at eight gage positions; five showed

the flexural or bending stress along the centerline of the base; two, the stress in a ver-

tical direction in the upper part of the rail web ; and one, the vertical (and lateral, if

present) bending stress along the outer side of the rail head (See Fig. 3). All eight gages

were recorded simultaneously on one oscillograph.

Study of the stress records indicates several interesting characteristics of the flat

spot impact. Typical records of rail stress in the 100-lb. rail at 10 mph. and 80 mph.

for full load with round wheels are shown in Fig. 10 to illustrate the stress variation

without the flat spot, and to provide a basis for comparison of the flat spot effects.

Without the flat spot, the five traces of bending stress in the base (traces 16 BW, 4 BW,
2 BW, OB, and 2 BE) each show a peak tension stress directly under each passing wheel,

with a smooth transition into compression between wheels. These traces are seen to be

smooth and symmetrical, even at 80 mph., although at this speed the effect of the impact

of the wheels on nearby rail joints is apparent. Traces 3 and 13 show vertical stress

in the web, and it will be noted that these stresses show sharp peaks under each wheel

load, and that there is little stress present except when the wheel is within a few inches

of the stress gage. Trace OH is the longitudinal stress along the outer side of the rail

head; the small reverse peak directly under the wheel load is the transverse tension

component from the vertical bearing pressure under the wheel load.

The difference in the stress pattern due to a flat spot is illustrated in Fig. 11. This

record is with the fully loaded car and a 4^-in. flat spot at speeds of 6 and 65 mph.,

also on the 100-lb. rail. The traces are in the same relative position as in Fig. 10. The

flat spot struck between gages OB and 2 BW in the 6-mph. record, according to the

indication made by the wheel marker. The sharp peak of stress and a double oscillation

after the initial impact are similar in form and magnitude for gage lines OB and 2 BW.
The frequency of the oscillation is approximately 65 cps. At this low speed there is little

if any reduction of stress prior to the impact, because contact is probably maintained

with the rail throughout.

The right side of Fig. 11 is at 65 mph. The flat spot in this case struck only Yt. in.

east from gage OB, the third trace from the bottom of the record. The traces were very

faint at the instant of the impact due to the high rate of travel of the light beam, and

the record has been reinforced so it will be visible in the reproduction. In this test the

stress reduction due to the presumed loss of contact is seen to be quite definite, and the

rail stress under the wheel actually becomes compressive for a short interval. This point

is easily picked out by noting where the trace first suddenly departs from its usual form
seen in the adjacent round wheel record, and becomes quickly compressive. A relatively

high stress is produced at the gage OB, after the flat spot gets a revolution past the

gage location, as shown by this record. This stress for the first revolution beyond is

10,000 psi. tension, and becomes progressively less for later revolutions. A careful ex-

amination of the sign of this stress at OB, compared to that at the same instant in the
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head of the rail, the top trace, indicates that the stress is caused by a flexure of the rail,

rather than a longitudinal wave along the rail vibrating in the manner of a prismatic

bar struck on the end. The effect appears to be a transverse wave induced by the impact

that travels down the rail in a manner similar to the wave that travels down a rope when

it is "flipped" at one end and the other is fixed. It is especially noticeable that this effect

does not occur between the trucks of the car to nearly as great an extent as it does after

the last truck has passed beyond the gage location. The load from the two trucks

apparently restrains the whipping action of the rails between the trucks in the manner

that transverse restraint of the rope tends to restrain a wave in the rope from travehng

along its length.

To illustrate further the effect of the flat spot on the rail stress Fig. 12 is given.

Here are presented the records of longitudinal stress in rail for the various speeds. The

records are with the full load of 70 tons on the car, and with respect to the 100-lb. and

131-lb. rail. Certain characteristics of these records are significant. The appearance of the

records for both weights of rail are similar at 5 and 10 mph., but due to the impact

the shape of the stress curve changes above that speed. The amplitude is greatest at 20

mph. and smaller at higher and lower speeds. The record for the 131-lb. rail has a

double peak above 40 mph., which is not present in the records for the 100-lb. rail.

This double peak would indicate a double impact, as if the wheel "bounced" up enough

after the first impact to hit again with force comparable to the first impact. This double

impact effect was also present in the wheel plate stress and axle stress. A possible ex-

planation of its occurrence in the 131-lb. rail and not the 100-lb. rail is that the greater

stiffness and mass of the heavier rail give more tendency for the wheel to rebound.

The wheel has the full force of the compressed car springs acting to force it quickly

back down onto the rail whenever contact with the rail is lost.

The maximum impact stress at 20 mph. may readily be compared quantitatively

with that under the round leading wheel.

9. Impact Effects

(a) Effect of Speed

The gages measuring bending stress along the centerline of the rail base provide

the best means of analyzing the impact effects in these tests. Unfortunately, the test

location on the 131-lb. rail was found to have considerable play between the rail, ties,

and the ballast bed, possibly due to disturbance of the ballast in laying the heavier rail.

This play had the effect of increasing the bending stresses in this rail by a constant

amount at each gage location. This added stress tended to distort the relation between

the impact stress and wheel load stress, and in order to correct for this, and also provide

a better comparison with the 100-lb. rail location at which no play existed, calculations

were made as explained in Appendix A* to bring the stress values into their proper

relative magnitudes for the two weights of rail. These corrections are given in Table If

for the several gage locations.

The readings of maximum bending stress in the rail base for the three load con-

ditions are plotted with respect to train speed in Fig. 13 for both the 100-lb. and 131-lb.

rail (after being adjusted to correct for play). Only readings from those runs in which

the flat spot struck within 1 in. of a gage are included. Certain series, as mentioned

previously, have a shortage of points at the higher speeds, but fortunately there are some
points for the most severe conditions with the 4J^-in. flat spot. For comparison, the

• Appendix A, as well as Appendices B, C, and D, referred to later, are not presented in this
abstract.

t Table 1 is not presented in this abstract.
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Fig. 12—Traced Records of Stress in Rail Base Due to 4^-in. Flat Spot
at Various Speeds—Full Load, 100-lb. and 131-lb. Rails.
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average stress for runs up to 20 mph. for the wheel without the flat spot is plotted as a

broken line for each test condition.

It will be observed that the flat spot stress increased quite rapidly with speed, and

that only at speeds of S mph. or less was this stress near the round wheel stress. In all

test series the flat spot stress reaches a peak value at approximately 20 mph. This is not

very clearly defined in the tests with no load, but in the others it is clearly defined or

very marked, especially in the tests on the 100-lb. rail. At 40 mph. the stresses have gen-

erally decreased to about the same amount as found at 10 mph. There appears to be

some tendency for the flat spot stress to increase above 40 mph., but in no case for the

most severe conditions of full load and longest flat spot, where the peak stresses were

highest, did the stress at the top speeds reach the 20 mph. maximum stress.

It is evident, therefore, that the rather general practice of putting slow orders

of IS to 2S mph. on trains with flat wheels is disadvantageous from the standpoint of

rail stress, and actually means that the flat spot will be run at the speed most damaging

to the rail. Operation at higher speeds involves additional hazard should rail breakage

occur, and the speed would have to be limited to below 10 mph. to effectively reduce

rail stress, which would only be practical for movements of short distance. These values

indicate that the control of train speed is not in general a very effective way of pro-

tecting the rail in handling slid flat wheels into terminals for replacement.

The analysis by Timoshenko previously discussed (4) indicates that the maximum
effect of the flat spot may be expected at a speed such that the time required to cross

the flat spot is two-thirds the natural vibration period of the wheel mass on the track

structure. These critical speeds for the three lengths of flat spot have been calculated in

Appendix B, and are as follows:

Length of

Flat Spot 2y2in. 3y2in. 4^2 in.

100-lb. rail 7.6 mph. 10.5 mph. 14.1 mph.
131-lb. rail 8.2 mph. U.Smph. 14.6 mph.

These calculated critical speeds are considerably lower than the 20-mph. speed

found in the tests to give maximum impact effects. Also, the critical speed from the

measured stresses is the same throughout, and does not increase with the length of the

flat spot as indicated by the analysis.

(b) Effect of Length of Flat Spot

It is apparent from Fig. 13 that the impact stress increases appreciably with an

increase in length of the flat spot. This is further indicated in Fig. 14, in which the

stress is plotted with the length of the flat spot as abscissa, instead of speed. Each curve

includes values within a given range of speed since there were not sufficient points for

any one speed to determine a curve very definitely. The plotted points corresponding

to a flat spot of zero length are the measured round wheel stresses.

The critical range of 17 to 23 mph., of course, shows the highest stress and steepest

slope, and the curves are not linear, the stress increasing at a somewhat greater rate than

the length of flat spot. For the other speed ranges, the curves show a more nearly linear

variation. These curves may be used as a guide in comparing the effect from flat spots

of various lengths.

Ratios of the impact stress to the round wheel stress for the fully loaded car, shown
in Fig. IS, bear an interesting relationship to the flat spot length. It will be observed

that these ratios are approximately equal to the length of the flat spot in inches, ranging

up to almost 5 for the 4^-in. flat spot. The ratio for the 2j4-in. flat spot was 2 to 2.5.

This is the same length flat spot used in the New Haven tests, previously discussed, in
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Fig. 14—Longitudinal Stress in Rail Base Due to Flat Spots at Three
Ranges of Speed and Three Loads—100-lb. and 131-lb. Rails.
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which the stresses due to the flat spot were found to be about 2 times the stresses with

a round wheel, a good agreement with the present data. The corresponding ratio for the

Pennsylvania Railroad tests was about 2.5 for a 4-in. flat spot. However, the ends were

rounded somewhat, so its depth actually corresponded to a flat spot of less length. Also,

there is the previously mentioned question as to whether the frequency response of the

instruments used in the Pennsylvania tests was sufficiently high to record the true

maximum value of the impacts.

Reference has been made to the length of flat spot without regard to depth because

in the tests the flat spot was cut squarely across the wheel as a chord on the arc of a

circle, and the depth would vary as the length. Flat spots encountered in service are

often rolled out to a considerable length, but are not of comparable depth. In the final

series of tests the 4^-in. flat spot was rounded off 2 in. at both ends to form a flat spot

SJ^ in. long without increasing the depth. The results of these tests, included in the

lower right-hand corner of Fig. 13, show that the rail stresses were no higher with the

8]^-in. flat spot than with the 4J^-in. flat spot of the same depth. This indicates clearly

that the depth of the flat spot determines the impact effect rather than the length, and

that the length should only be used as a guide to the extent that it is representative of

the depth.

(c) Effect of Wheel Load

Fig. 13 shows that the impact stress, as well as the round wheel stress, increases

with increasing wheel load. This was not anticipated from the theoretical analysis, which

indicates that the impact effect (as determined by additional rail depression) is only

influenced by the depth of the flat spot and the mass of the unsprung weight. It seems

logical to expect, however, that when the wheel loses contact with the rail, a circum-

stance not considered in the analysis, the greater spring force produced by the greater

weight will accelerate the wheel downward more rapidly. Also, the rail, being depressed

farther by the heavier wheel loads, will tend to spring upward more quickly. With both

the mass of the wheel and the mass of the rail moving more rapidly toward each other

at the time of impact, it would seem logical with the heavier loads that the rail would
tend to "wrap" itself farther around the wheel and produce the higher bending stresses

actually measured.

In the tests the impact stress was little greater with a 33^-in. flat spot and one-half

load, and no greater with a 4j4-in. flat spot and light load, than with a 2^-in. flat spot

and a fully loaded car. Consideration might well be given to this in handling slid flat

wheels into terminals. As a temporary measure, wheels with flat spots longer than 2J^ in.

could be operated into terminals if the car was not heavily loaded. On passenger cars

with relatively moderate wheel loads, the inconvenience to passengers of transference to

another car might be avoided for flat spots not exceeding 3^ in. in length. With flat

spots of 4J^-in. length or slightly longer, the unloading of freight cars might be desirable

in some cases to permit movement into terminals and avoid changing wheels at outlying

points.

10. Conclusions

The preceding data support a number of conclusions in regard to the effect of flat

spots on the rail:

(a) The rail stress due to a flat spot increases rapidly with speed, reaching a maxi-
mum at 20 mph. irrespective of flat spot length, wheel load, or weight of rail. It decreases

somewhat to 40 mph., then tends to increase at higher speeds, but does not again reach

the 20 mph. maximum stress up to 90 mph.
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(b) Reduction of train speed to protect the rail from flat spot damage is only

effective if limited to below 10 mph.

(c) Rail stress increases with the length of flat spot. For a fully loaded car the

bending stress in the rail is increased by a ratio approximately equal to the length of the

flat spot in inches.

(d) The rail stress with the 2j4-in. maximum length of flat spot now permitted is

not excessive. However, since the impact effect is from 100 to 150 percent additional,

it would not seem wise to increase the permissible length beyond this amount because

of possible rail breakage in cold weather.

(e) Rail stress increases with increasing wheel load. Maximum rail stress was only

slightly greater with a 3]^-in. flat spot and one-half load, and no greater with a 4J^-in.

flat spot and light load, than with a 2J/2-in. flat spot and full load.

(f) The depth of the flat spot, rather than the length, determines the impact effect

upon the rail.

Results of Tests on the Car

[The following articles in the report, which deal primarily with stress measurements

in equipment, are not presented in this abstract:

11. Discussion of Typical Records
12a. Static Stresses in the Wheel Plate

12b. Dynamic Stresses in the Wheel Plate

13. Stresses in the Car Axle

14. Stresses in the Car Spring

15. Stresses in the Truck Frame
16. Accelerometer Measurements on the Car Body and Journal Box.]

17. Impact Force Between Rail and Wheel Due to a Flat Spot

Measurements of the flexural stresses in the rail base have been presented as the best

criterion of the damaging effect of a flat spot on the rail. However, it has been pointed

out that at the higher speeds the inertia of the rail, no doubt, affects the flexural stresses

developed, so these stresses could not be considered a very reliable index of the actual

force due to the flat spot impact. Gages 3 and 13, placed to measure the vertical stress

in the web immediately under the rail head, have been found in previous tests to be a

reliable indication of wheel load under ordinary conditions. It seems probable that this

is the best measure of the impact force from the flat spot that can be obtained from

measurements on the rail. It also seems likely that this will constitute a fairly reliable

measure, and that the stress at this location will not be too much affected by the inertia

of the rail.

Accordingly, in Appendix D a comprehensive analysis is given of the evaluation

of the impact force between rail and wheel as determined from these rail web stress

measurements. A similar evaluation is also made to determine the impact force from

the wheel plate stresses. Since the impact force with which the wheel strikes the rail

is the same as that with which the rail strikes the wheel, the two evaluations, if each

is correct, should give equal results.

Examination of the two evaluations shows that this is only partially true. At speeds

of about 15 to 30 mph., the impact forces so evaluated agree reasonably well, particularly

for the fully loaded car. For this condition, it appears that the total wheel load, including^

the impact effect, is on the order of 50,000 lb. for the 2J^-in. flat spot, 70,000 lb. for

the 3j4-in. flat spot, and 90,000 lb. for the 4^-in. flat spot.
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At higher speeds the impact forces evaluated from the wheel plate stresses show a

well defined increase. A similar relative increase was noted in the maximum values of

wheel plate stresses for round wheels, attributed largely to the bouncing and rolling action

of the car body on the springs.

Evaluation of the striking force on the rail at high speeds is not possible from the

measured rail stresses. On only a few of the high-speed runs did the fiat spot strike

sufficiently near the one set of web stress gages to make this measurement of value. For

these few measurements it is not likely that the spring pressure was at or near its

maximum amount.

Probably the general values given above for maximum total wheel load, including

impact at speeds of IS to 30 mph., would be increased on the order of 50 percent at

the highest speeds.

18. Conclusions

From the preceding data, the following may be concluded regarding the effect of flat

spot impact on the components of the car:

(1) Wheel plate stresses increase with speed, wheel load, and length of flat spot.

The increase due to impact effect is as much as 200 percent for a 2J/2-in. flat spot and

fully loaded car. Reduction of speed to 10 mph. or less will effectively reduce wheel

plate impact stress. The impact effect is no greater with a 3%-in. flat spot and half load,

or with a AYz-in. flat spot and light load, than with a lYz-in. flat spot and full load.

(2) Total axle stresses, including the flat spot impact effect for a 2J/^-in. flat spot

and full load, are but little under the lower values for endurance limit of axles. However,

these stresses are not so greatly increased with longer lengths of flat spots, so axle stress

does not appear to be a factor of major concern in limiting flat spot length.

(3) Car spring stresses are somewhat reduced by the impact effect at slow speed,

and are not influenced at all at high speed.

(4) Truck frame stresses were found to be low, even for the 4J^-in. flat spot and

full load. Maximum truck frame stress for full load and round wheels was approximately

4000 psi. at low speed and 6000 psi. at high speed. Although the impact effect of the

4}^-in. flat spot increased this to 10,000 psi., this is still a stress well within that

permissible.

(5) There was some transmission of the impact effect to the car body (sprung

weight) by the snubbers used in these tests. It was not possible to evaluate the extent

of the disturbance to the car body with the equipment used.

Appendix E*—List of References

(1) First Progress Report—Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, Vol. 19,

1918, page 873, Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association, and

Vol. 82, 1918, of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

(2) Seventh Progress Report—Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, Vol. 42, 1941,

page 139, Monograph section, Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering

Association.

(3) Investigation of the Impact Effect of Flat Wheels—Preliminary Report, by G. M.
Magee and E. E. Cress. Vol. 45, 1944, page 9 of Monographs, Proceedings, American

Railway Engineering Association.

(4) Applied Elasticity—(page 334)—by S. Timoshenko.

* Appendices A, 6, C, and D are not presented in this abstract.
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(5) Impact Stresses in a Freely Supported Beam, by R. N. Arnold—Vol. 137, page 217,

Transactions of The Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

(6) Static Stress Measurements on Five Test Rails in Special Tangent Track under Con-

trolled Loading Conditions—Vol. 46, 1945, page 684, and Vol. 48, 1947, page 785,

Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association.

(7) Design of and Stresses in Tie Plates—Vol. 47, 1946, page 507, Proceedings, American

Railway Engineering Association.

(8) Fourth Progress Report, April 1, 1940, Table A, and Seventh Progress Report, page

3, April 12, 1948, Passenger Car Axle Tests, Mechanical Division, Association of

American Railroads; also Fatigue Strength of Machined Forgings 6 in. to 7 in. in

Diameter, Proceedings, American Society for Testing Materials, 1939, pages 723 to

737, incl.

(9) The Effect on Wheel Loads of Irregularities of Wheels and Track, by H. R. Thomas

and N. H. Roy—Vol. 39, 1938, page 843, Proceedings, American Railway Engineering

Association.
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MEMOIR

(George Jgurr JHciHiUcii

George Burr McMillen, depreciation engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad, and

a member of Committee 11—Records and Accounts, died on August 27, 1951.

Mr. McMillen was born at Mount Sterling, 111., August 21, 18Q0, where he attended

the public schools. In 1915 he was graduated from the University of Illinois with the

degree of A.B., following which he remained at the university as an assistant in economics

and continued his studies, securing a degree of Master of Arts in 1917.

He was an instructor in transportation at the University of Illinois after the com-

pletion of his schooling. From September 1918 to August 1919 he was in service with

the United States Army. After short terms of employment with the Chicago & North

Western Railway and other interests, he entered railway service with the Illinois Central

Railroad in the engineering department in 1923, and was appointed depreciation engineer

in 1942.

He joined the American Railway Engineering Association in 1948 and became a

member of Committee 11—Records and Accounts in 1949; however, for many years prior

he assisted the committee in many ways. Mr. McMillen was a member of the sub-

committee of the Joint Equipment Committee—a group composed of representatives of

the railroads and the Bureau of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission.

He is survived by his widow, Lucy McMillen. Since 1943, Mr. McMillen was a mem-

ber of the University Church of Disciples of Christ in Chicago, 111., serving as a member

of the official board.

Mr. McMillen gave generously of his time to committee work and will long be

remembered as a cultured gentleman, and a profound student of economics, statistical

science, and railroad valuation.

The committee joins here in recording its sorrow at his passing.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. B. Mitchell (chairman, subcommittee), F. B. Baldwin, W. C. Bolin, M. A. Bryant,

P. D. Coons, Benjamin Elkind, D. E. Field, W. A. Godfrey, C. C. Haire, E. M.
Killough, W. M. Ludolph, M. F. Mannion, S. M. Rodgers, R. L. Samuell, J. H.

Schoonover, J. N. Smeaton.

During the past year your committee has given a great deal of attention to the

material in its chapter in the Manual and, looking to the reprinting of the Manual during

19S3, has developed a Table of Contents for a complete rearrangement of its Manual

material.

In addition, your committee recommends for adoption the following revisions of

and additions to the Manual:

Page 11-29, 11-30

(1) A revision of Form 1116, Annual Report of Highway Grade Crossings, and

Form 1117, Individual Highway Grade Crossing Data, and the addition of text covering

instructions for the use of the two forms. The proposed forms and text are as shown in

Statement A.
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Page 11-7, 11-8, and 11-10

(2) The revision of Form 1104, Authority for Expenditures, and Form 1105, Detailed

Estimate, and the text regarding them, according to the revised forms and text which

are as shown in Statement B.

Page 11-16

(3) A revision of Form 1108, Roadway Completion Report, and addition to the text

explaining its use. The revised form and text addition are as shown in Statement C.

Page 11-19

(4) A revision of Form 1111, Record of Ballast Changes, and the instructions regard-

ing it. The revised form and text are as shown in Statement D.

Page 11-63 to 11-66, incl.

(5) A revision and rearrangement of the subject-matter pertaining to Bridge and

Building Records, and the addition of a bridge record form. Proposed text and form

(No. 11 33A) are as shown in Statement E.

Page 11-67

Reapprove, without change. Form 1134, Register of Buildings.

Statement A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF FORMS 1116 AND 1117

1952

Form 1116, Annual Report of Highway Grade Crossing, is designed for use in

reporting data required in 1950 Subschedule 510, Annual Report to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission (Steam Railway Annual Report), Grade Crossings Railway with

Highway. Subschedule 510 contains the information concerning the data required. The
information required in lines 14 and 15 of the subschedule should be shown in the

remarks column.

Form 1117, Individual Grade Crossing data, is for recording individual crossings

and is designed for the purpose of collecting annual data for Form 1116. If it is desired

to avoid filling out completely new forms every year, tracings may be prepared and

corrected as necessary, making prints annually. If this system is adopted, single columns

for listing facilities in service at the end of the year should be substituted for the double

columns shown which differentiate between the beginning and end of the year. Changes

during the year can then be ascertained by comparing the current prints with those of

the preceding year.

General

A highway crossing is to be regarded as one comprising all the tracks within, or

immediately adjacent to, the right-of-way, owned or leased, at a definite point of inter-

section with a highway. The information shown should relate to public crossings onh
and should exclude farm lanes and roads leading to or within industrial plants. Highway
crossings with industrial tracks, not owned or leased by the railway, over which it docs

switching, should be excluded.
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The columns for visible and audible signs (Form 1117, columns 13 to 16, incl.)

are intended for devices that indicate the approach of locomotives or trains. The columns

for fixed signs (17 to 20, incl.) are intended for signs or barriers. The term "Standard"

applies to common roadside signs of the simple "railway crossing" type. The term "Spe-

cial" applies to barriers and all other signs. Highway crossings without signs or other

cautionary fixtures should be shown in columns 21 and 22, "Otherwise Unprotected".

A crossing should be assigned to but one classification, although it may have more

than one type of protection.

Statement B

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF FORM 1104

1952

Request for Authority for Expenditure should be made for each change in the rail-

road's property involving an extension, addition, betterment, transfer of class of service,

or retirement from service which, when signed by the highest approving officer, becomes

an Authority for Expenditure. When properly prepared it should show:

1. The location of the project.

2. A brief and precise description of the project showing the character, magnitude,

and extent of the work. The terminology used in describing the project should

be in harmony with the details shown on the supporting estimate (Form llOS)

to reflect properly the actual work to be done, and with the correct distinction

between the classifications—Additions, Betterments, Retirements, Operating

Expenses, and Other Accounts.

3. Explanation of the reasons and necessity for the proposed changes, including

estimated saving in operating expense or maintenance costs, if any, and estimated

additional revenues resulting from the project.

4. Summarized distribution of the estimated cost.

So far as possible, Authorities for Expenditure should be secured in advance of the

changes in the property.

Involuntary changes in fixed property, such as destruction by storm, flood, or fire,

and other changes affected by emergency, should be covered by an AFE as soon there-

after as possible. AFE's covering the destruction of equipment should be made for each

class at the end of each month.

A sketch showing the location and extent of the proposed changes should accompany

and be made a part of the AFE covering changes in fixed property.

AFE's should not overlap collections of valuation sections. If a project, such as

relaying rail, extends through or into two or more valuation sections, separate AFE's

should be secured covering the changes in the property in each valuation section.

The expenditures under an AFE must be kept within the amount authorized, taking

into consideration any prescribed allowance for overrun.

Program authorities should expire at the end of the period for which they arc

granted.

A detailed estimate of the classified cost of the project should be prepared and

accompany the request for authority. When the estimate is based upon plans, always

refer to the numbers and dates of the plans.
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Size 8^ X 11 in. Form 1104

NotTH i South I! » i l i • » »
afens..

STATE

AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURE val sec

AUTHOEITY FOR AN EXPENDITURE OF * iSREaUCSTED FOR THE PURPOJt OF.

TO THE PEOPE.RTY OF

THAT 15 NOW OPEBATtO BY.

-(V.Vi.Vf

LOCATION OF PROJECT -.

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

REASONS ANO NECESSITY FOR THE EXTENSION, IMPROVEMENT, OR OTHER CHAN6ES.

Summary of Estimate

estimated oboss cost of project

amount chattceable to accrued depreciation for property retired

amount chargeable to operating eapenses for property retired

value of salvace recovered

cost of property retired

incidental costs chargeable to 0pebat1n6 expenses

to other accounts

NET cStDrr''
""^ PROPERTY INVESTMENT ACCOUNT

TOTAL COST TO BE BORNE BY

OB PARTICIPATED IN BY

RECOMMENDED
T.v,;;v

'
"•'^>

(«A"S) IT!'!.!)

VHiMO l^"")

APPROVED AND AUTMORIIEO
YiVMti

DATE OF FINAL APPROVAL AND AUTHORIIATION
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The estimate will be divided between Additions, Betterments, Retirements and

Operating Expenses, and Other Accounts, in accordance with the ICC Classification of

Accounts.

Observe the following rules in describing projects:

(a) When additional buildings or other structures are to be built, begin the

description with the word "New".

(b) When a building or other facility is to be built to replace another building

or other facility, describe the property change as "Retire old (name of

facility) and place new (name of facility)", stating any variation from the

original construction, such as the substitution of stone or steel for wood or

frame.

(c) When a building or other structure is reconstructed or remodeled, the nature

of the property change should be carefully described and the estimate should

be divided between Additions, Betterments, Retirements, Operating Expenses,

and Other Accounts.

(d) Under conditions other than the foregoing, the terminology should be in

harmony with the conditions of the project and the words used in each which

will reflect the class of work to be carried out and its classification between

Capital Account, Operating Expenses, and Other Accounts, such as:

Excavate made embankment )

„, J u • u J • f vs. Excavate
Clean up debns washed m )

Restore embankment vs. Widen bank (or fill)

Clean out vs. Widen cut

Resurface track vs. Surface track

Replace riprap (washed out) vs. Place riprap

Fill holes in pavement )

Spot patch pavement )

Repaint vs. Paint

Remove old roof surface

Remove a few pieces of sheathing damaged b5

dry rot 1^ vs. Place roof

Place sheathing to replace damaged sheathing .

Place new roof surface

Remove old )
,

.

Place new }
vs. Replace (or renew)

vs. Repair (or rehabilitate)

Show actual description, i.e..

Spot patch

Sporadic replacement of damaged parts

Replace broken window glass

Credits: When including in the estimate material which is to be used in temporary

work, allow (under head of "Credits") an amount to cover estimated value of material

to be recovered.

Disposition to be made of the abandoned buildings or other structures should be

shown, if necessary, on the back of the form.

Dates of agreements, names of parties, etc., that are to be billed for items dis-

tributed to individuals and companies should be shown.
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This fonn to be submitted in by the originating officer to the

approving officer. (The initiation and submission of the papers as per special instructions

of individual roads.) If the request for authority is approved, designating number should

be given and notice thereof should be sent out to all interested officials.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF FORM 1105

1952

Whenever it is desired to make an extended statement of the estimated cost of any

property change, a detailed estimate sheet to supplement the Authority for Expenditure

should be used. A suggested form for this purpose is Form 1105." {814 in. by 11 in.).

Each request for authority for expenditure should be accompanied by a detailed

estimate of the project on this form, unless the proposed change in the property is so

small and so simple that it is deemed unnecessary to show the details of the estimate.

It should be signed by the maker and approved by various officers in accordance with

the prevailing organization, one copy to be attached to each copy of the AFE.

A complete estimate on this form should show:

1. Reference to the plan, if any, date, number, and origin.

2. A brief and concise description and location of the project.

3. Estimate of cost in detail, carefully observing the rules outlined for Form 1104.

4. Credits, if any, for material to be recovered, etc., such as salvage from false-

work, temporary tracks, and in case of a renewal on account of fire, the

amount of insurance recovered, and anything else that is a proper credit to

the project.

5. Distribution of estimated cost as between additions, betterments, renewals, re-

placements, retirements, and between other companies and individuals.

6. Ledger value, estimated if not known, of property which is to be retired.

7. Summary by gross charges and gross credits by the various accounts affecting

Investment in Road, Equipment, Operating Expenses, and Other Accounts so

that the aggregate amounts can be transferred to the AFE Form from Form

1105.

The suggested form does not contain columns for details, the body of the form

being intentionally left blank to give latitude in its use. If desired, columns and headings

can be added to show detailed information such as units, cost per unit, labor, material,

salvage, etc.

Valuation Order 3, Second Revised Issue, issued in 1919 by the Interstate Commerce

Commission, prescribes a system of reporting and recording changes in the physical

property of common carriers and illustrates the forms to be used in complying with the

.sy.stem. The Authority for Expenditures and Detailed Estimate are a part of this system.

Statement C

EXPLANATION OF USE OF FORM 1108

1952

This form is as prescribed in I.C.C. Valuation Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue.

If desired, the printing on the form may be reversed, that is, with the headings

along the long side of the sheet, thus giving more room for description and data. Double

columns may be used for retirements, dividing Engineering Report and V.O. 3 Retire-

ments. If desired, only one column need be used for "Acct. No."
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Size 8J4 X 11 in. Form 1105

NoBTH h South Hailcoad

DETAILED ESTIMATE o.pe.ENCE

SHttT N« OF SHEETS

DEFERENCE

BEFEBENCE

OFflCl OF DATE 19

TITLE OF PaOJtCT:

DESCBIPTION AND LOCATION:

DETAILED ESTIMATE OF LABOR AND MATERIAL

EiTIMATED RY
(>l«Mt)

APPBOVEO BY
(HAMO

APPROVED BY...
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Size 11 X 17 in. Form 1108

NoBTH & South Pailcoad
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GtNKRAL ACCOUNTS

I ROAD, AND
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m GENEDAL EXPENDITURES

LOCATION OF PftOJtCT' STAYC.
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Oe^tDIPTIOM

poojecT {betibVo S-r"
woan ooMt et

tttO FOOM j *

NDCft SUPEQVlStON

LOTV UNITS ADDED, THE AG&BEGME OF
. COSTS m PLACE; COST OF EFFECTIH(

PROPtttTY OETIRLMENTS OF PROPERTY
NO COST& aCTlQEO

UNITS COST
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Statement D

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF FORM 1111

1952

Specifications for Form 1111.

Form as shown, Size 11 in. by 17 in.

All lines and printing black, on perforated sheets for loose-leaf binder.

Instructions for use of Form 1111.

Form 1111 may be used as a continuing record of ballast inventory, so arranged

that totals of ballast in any mile, or other unit of track may be readily obtained

at any desired date. A suitable combination of symbols (as specified on the

form) should accompany each yardage entry in columns S to 19, incl., to record

properly the kind and classification of ballast.

Data for Basic Inventory should be entered on line 1 (or as many more lines as

are needed) under the appropriate column heading, and suitably indicated in

column 1. Addition and Retirement quantities should be entered in the same

columns, indicating retirements in red.

The form can be reversed if desired to show Miles down the side and AFE's

across the top.

Statement E

BRIDGE AND BUILDING RECORDS
1952

Preface

Proper identification of bridges and buildings is necessary to serve purposes such as

the following: Record of Investment, maintenance record, valuation record, insurance

record, and tax schedule, and other engineering purposes.

The numbering of bridges presents no difficult or unusual problem. The numbering

of buildings, however, on account of the diversity of characteristics and location, does

present complications.

The methods of numbering are described herein, but no recommendations as to

methods or systems are made, as this is a matter for each road to decide.

NUMBERING OF BRIDGES

1952

The method of numbering bridges varies on individual railroads, but the majority

of carriers use the decimal system, with prefix letters designating branch lines or large

divisions, and the prefix "X" for overhead bridges.

It is recommended that the mile and decimal system be used, with prefix letters for

branch lines and the prefix "X" for overhead structures, numbering all bridges, culverts

and trestles, whether over or under the track. Under the decimal system the number is

expressed to the nearest tenth of a mile, except that where two or more structures are

located within the same tenth of a mile, it is recommended that all such structures be

numbered to the nearest hundredth of a mile.

Some carriers find it more practicable to eliminate the decimal; for example, a bridge

located at mile 103.4 would be numbered 1034.
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Form 1133 A is suggested for keeping a record of bridges, and a similar form can be

used for culverts. The form can be revised to show more or less data to fit the carrier's

own needs. Changes in the list can be made periodically, or after each change, on a

master tracing.

NUMBERING OF BUILDINGS

1952

Type of Numbering System

Larger buildings such as stations and enginehouses arc easily identified by name, but

in large towns and terminals there are usually a number of minor structures having no

marked characteristics either as to form or use, and which are frequently moved, altered,

or their use changed, making identification difficult. This difficulty may be overcome by a

system of numbering all buildings for general and division use.

The type of system to be adopted depends on:

Location and character of lines

—

One long main line with few buildings.

A network of branch lines in congested territory with many buildings.

A terminal company having no long main line.

A combination of two or more of the foregoing.

Any system adopted should have a permanent scheme of numbering, and should not

be dependent on operating divisions, which are subject to change. A building number

should always apply to the structure to which it was originally assigned, regardless of

its location at some later date, and should be permanently discarded when the structure

is retired.

Definition of Word "Building"

For the purpose of this article, the word "buildings" is deemed to cover any structure

coming within the various building accounts of the ICC Classification of Investment

Accounts, and to include, in addition to major buildings:

Derricks and cranes

Coal trestles, ash pits and sand towers

Track or wagon scales

Water tanks, standpipes and penstocks

Turntables and transfer tables

Watch boxes

Drawbridge houses

Car bodies off trucks

Small items may be omitted from the numbering scheme, such as:

Hose houses and boxes

Signal boxes and relays, batteries

Telephone boxes on posts

Small coal boxes

Temporary construction buildings

Toilets and sheds

Platforms
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Small outbuildings which are a part of a section house, depot, or other building

layout, should be included in the field description of the building to which they arc

accessory, and will not require individual numbers.

Buildings Classified as Non-Carrier or

Real Estate Buildings Under Lease to Others

It may be desirable to cover such structures by a separate series of numbers, or to

use a letter prefix to the number, and possibly to add in small letters the initials of the

owning company.

Buildings on Railway Property Owned by Outside Parties

These buildings should be a matter of record in connection with the lease of the land

on which they stand. A schedule of leaseholds similar to the building schedule, but

specifying and describing the occupancy, may be found to be desirable to some carriers,

but the identification marking should be a separate and distinct system from that used

for railroad owned buildings.

Buildings owned jointly by two or more roads should be identified by each owning

carrier as if they were solely owned, with the information as to ownership noted on the

building schedule.

Suggested Systems of Numbering to Meet Various Conditions

(a) Consecutive Number Only. On a road having comparatively few structures,

the simplest system is to assign consecutive numbers to each structure from one end

of the line to the other. This makes no provision for new structures except to add them

to the end of the list, and has no geographic significance.

(b) Combination of Letters and Figures. Under this system a letter is assigned to

each main line or branch of the road, a number to each station, and a separate number
to each building at the station.

(c) Mileage System. This consists of numbering each building with the nearest mile

from the beginning of the line, using decimals to indicate the exact location.

This system is not entirely satisfactory, however, in extensive shops and yards,

where numerous buildings would come on the same decimal of a mile, unless supple-

mented by letters or subnumber designation.

(d) Valuation Section Number and Consecutive Numbers.

(e) Station Name or Number and Consecutive Numbers. Assign an arbitrary num-
ber to each station group or large yard group, then assign consecutive numbers to each

of the structures, starting from one end of the yard.

(f) Valuation Sections and Decimal Numbers. The valuation section number may
Ije used as the first part of a compound number or the numerator of a fraction, with

the building number used as the second part or denominator.

Methods of Numbering

Types and kinds of numbers are:

(1) Figures put on with paint and stencil

(2) Enamel or other type of metal plates

(3) Stamped into the structure with steel dies

It is suggested the number be stamped over the main doorway, or, if this is not
feasible, in the wood frame of door at a uniform height of about S ft., or in the comer
board on track side
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5. Influence of Government Regulation on Development of Today's Accounting Prac-

tices. Government agencies have had a great deal to do with making accounting what

it is today. The regulatory commissions, the SEC, and the taxing authorities have

each in their own way shaped the development of current accounting practices.

Pcrcival F. Brundage, Partner; Price, Waterhouse & Co. Journal of Accountancy,

Vol. 90, November 1950, pp. 3S4-391.

6. The Case Against Price-Level Adjustments in Income Tax Determination. Adoption

of new accounting procedures to eliminate distortions caused by inflation would be a

good thing, these authors agree. But the difficulties and dangers of all plans proposed

to date far outweigh the advantages hoped for from them. Edward B. Wilcox and

Howard C. Greer, Journal of Accountancy Vol. 90, December 1950, pp. 492-504.

7. Review of Significant 1950 Federal Tax Decisions. Nine tax appeals were heard last

year by the Supreme Court, which decided three in favor of the taxpayer. Martin

M. Lore, C.P.A., member of New York bar. Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 91,

January 1951, pp. 78-85.

8. Continuing Property Records; Principles and Procedure: 1950 Report of the Com-

mittee on Valuation, National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners.

The fundamental basis for the effective use of "Book Cost" or "Original Cost" for

the regulatory purposes lies in the establishment and careful maintenance of an

adequate system of Continuing Property Records for Public Utilities.

9. The Railroads' Interest in Accurate Reporting to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion. Informal speech by Director W. H. S. Stevens of the Interstate Commerce Com-

sion's Bureau of Transport Economics and Statistics, to the Baltimore & Ohio Ac-

counting Association. Railway Age, Vol. 130, No. 4, January 29, 1951, pp. 14-15.

Mr. Stevens outlined the errors which railroads most frequently fall into in reporting

their statistics to the commission. Most of these reports, except those covering acci-

dents, fall into the bailiwick of the accounting department and errors unfortunately

are not too infrequent.

10. How to Simplify Use of Lifo by the Dollar-\'a]ue Method of Calculating Inven-

tories. By Leon M. Nad, instructor in accounting, The Wharton School of Finance

and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania. Calculating inventory values under the

Lifo method is sometimes exceedingly burdensome, expensive, and time consuming.

The Treasury now permits taxpayers using Lifo to determine inventory figures on the

basis of dollar value, either in toto or by the broad categories of items, rather than

on account of number of physical units. The Journal of Accountancy, February 1951,

Vol. 91, pp. 266-271.

11. New Canadian Depreciation Regulations Diminish Gap Between Law and Good

Accounting. By Edward H. Robertson, C.P.A., Price, Waterhouse & Co. Early in

1949 the Canadian government revised tax regulations governing depreciation, partly

in response to demand for higher charges to accommodate higher costs of asset re-

placement. The gap between the new regulations and good accounting practice was

so wide that a storm of protest arose; then in June 1950, an amendment was released

by the Dominion government eliminating certain objectionable requirements. The

Journal of Accountancy, March 1951, Vol. 91, pp. 428-433.

12. Equitable's Equipment-Leasing Plan Raises Questions "As to its Merits" I.C.C. says:

Annual report to Congress also asserts that the arrangement poses "some serious

accounting problems"—Seven legislative recommendations made, one which would
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picture, but because it cannot be effected at lower levels in the organization before

management objectives and policies in regard thereto have been defined. It requires

a program based on a careful study of the variables peculiar to each situation; there

is no simple formula or procedure that can be applied generally.

22. Why the Canadian Pacific Prefers User Basis for Depreciation: Road's accountants

hold this "realistic" method tends to smooth out peaks and valleys in annual income

figures, and as a result encourages stabilized employment. Most railroads on the North

American continent use the "straight-line" method of depreciation accounting in

setting up user depreciation accounting—a sound basis must be used. Canadian

Pacific accounting officers believe that road has done so. Railway Age, Vol. 130, No.

23, June 11, 1951, pp. 50-51, and Vol. 130, No. 24, June 18, 1951, pp. 50-52.

23. The Engineer's Stake in Public Relations. By John D. Waugh. Compared to the

struggles of other professions for favorable recognition, engineering is twice blessed.

Both its origin and its recent past have bequeathed it a favorable, though not

prominent, public standing. In the minds of people who understand the creed,

philosophy, and contributions of engineering, the collective image of the profession

is a positive one of objective research, constructive effort, and service to mankind.

Mechanical Engineering, Vol. 72, No. 12, December 1950, pp. 984-986.

24. Index of The Interstate Commerce Commission Valuation Reports: Compiled by

Herbert William Rice, Ph. D., associate professor of history, Marquette University,

Milwaukee, Wis. Published by Association of American Railroads. This "Index of

the Interstate Commerce Commission Valuation Reports" is distributed jointly by

the author and by the Association of American Railroads as a public service to

libraries, institutions of learning, railroad men, government officials, historians,

researchers, students, and to others who may find this consolidated list both con-

venient and helpful.

The Index lists the names of approximately 1900 railroads, including operating

and lessor companies, and pipe line companies, as they appear in the I.C.C. volumes.

An added unique feature is the index of railroad company valuation report citations

by states.

The Index has been published and distributed in a limited edition to the

libraries and institutions of learning mentioned in the Depository List.

25. Commissioner of Internal Revenue. Petitioner v. Union Pacific Railroad Company,

Respondent. In the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit Nos. 221

to 227, both inclusive. October Term 1950. Docket No. 21907 and 21913, both

inclusive. Decided May 7, 1951.

Basis for depreciation "Retirement accounting" system of railroads: Pre-1913

depreciation: Pleadings—A railroad which had been permitted by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to keep its books on a "retirement accounting" system,' under

which no depreciation is taken for an item until the year in which it is abandoned,

is not required to reduce the cost of abandoned items by pre-1913 depreciation in

accordance with Code 113 (b) (1) (C). The case was remanded for proof of ex-

penditures added to original cost, unless the railroad is content to rest upon original

cost and to prove that that is all it deducted, in as much as it could not be said

that the commissioner had conceded that the railroad had deducted only cost.

26. You Never Miss The Water 'Til The Well Runs Dry. By Myron L. Matthews,

president. The Technical Society, delivered before the Pittsburgh Section, Technical

Valuation Society, January 10, 1951. Technical Valuation, Volume 3, No. 1, pp. 3-7,
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32. Relation of Income Tax to Engineering Economics and to Valuation of Public Utility

Property. Review of the report of an eminent consulting engineer on the engineer-

ing and economic comparisons of several alternate projects to provide for the expan-

sion of a public utility system. By Maurice R. Scharff, consulting engineer. Technical

Valuation, Vol. 2, No. 3, October 1950, pp. ,'^-10.

i.i. Valuation of Business Capital: an accounting analysis. By M. Moonitz. American

Economic Review. Papers and proceedings, Vol. XLI, No. 2, pp. 1S7-16S, May 1951.

The inability of modern accounting procedures to provide a satisfactory measure

of cither business capital or business income is notorious. The present paper is pri-

marily on exploration of the reasons for the results which accounting procedures do

produce ; in addition certain suggestions for improvement of those procedures will

be offered.

34. Transportation and the Investor. By W. M. W. Splawn. Commercial and Financial

Chronicle, Vol. 173, pp. 2054+, May 17, 1951. Mr. Splawn delves into history of

U. S. rail transportation and points out methods of financing in which capital was

supplied by investors, saving banks, and government. Cites severe tests of railroads

under growing competitive conditions, and concludes, despite adversities, railroad

securities are still regarded highly by investors.

35. The Future of Railways (trends toward government ownership and increased com-

petition are problems facing the railroad industry). Len Hollander. Worlds Carriers,

Vol. 47, pp. 97-99, December 1950. Part of an address before the Institute of Trans-

port, London, November 20, 1950.

36. Interstate Commerce Commission Hits Leasing: Business Week, February 1951, pp.

118-f . Says rented rolling stock will cost lines more than under equipment trusts.

Asks power to regulate new-type deals; I.C.C. is asking Congress to give it power

to: (1) determine rent and other terms of the lease contracts; (2) prescribe records

and require reports on locomotives as well as passenger and freight cars.

37. Still Needed; Depreciation Reform. Steel, Vol. 127, pp. 30-33, November 27, 1950.

You can amortize defense facilities in five years, but thorough tax depreciation

reform is yet necessary. That is the consensus among eight students of the sub-

ject whom Steel has invited to participate in this forum which climaxes a series

of articles on the matter running May 8, June 19, July 31, August 21, and October

9. Industrialists say ".Act now for reform": The 82nd Congress will be favorable to

business; a top industrial plant is vital for America.

38. Danger point in taxes. C. Clark, Harper, Vol. 201, No. 1207, pp. 67-69, December

1950. How high can taxes rise without economic trouble? The question is timely. Is

there a discoverable point where the burden of taxes become insupportable—or sup-

portable only by such dubious means as inflation.

39. Let's have a stiff defense tax instead of excess profits tax. J. C. Thompson. Com-
mercial and Financial Chronicle, Vol. 172, pp. 1987-|-, November 23, 1950. Spokesman

for business group, in reply to Secretary Snyder, declares Treasury's proposals do not

define "excess" profits nor a proper base, and would actually "weaken America".

Maintaining Congress should not be forced to choose between an excess profits levy

and no tax at all, advocates instead a "Defense Profits Tax" of IS percent, giving

combined rate of S3 percent.

40. The Railroad Monopoly: an instrument of banker control of the American economy.

Public Affairs Institute 1950, XI + 2S0 p. Concerning the why and how of the Reed-
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Bulwinkle Act, and the story of the development of a system of private government

in the railroad industry.

41. Railroad Problems, Management and Securities: reviews legal discriminations against

railroads, and calls lor improved and efficient railroad management. P. B. McGinnis.

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, Vol. 172, pp. 2443+, December 21, 1950. Rail

securities specialist, after commenting on increased public interest in railroad stocks

in the wake of Korean crisis, deplores "terrific cycles of values and peaks in railroad

securities", and says they can be eliminated by legislation which would place rail-

roads on equal basis in competition with other carriers. Reviews legal discriminations

against railroads, and calls for improved and efficient management.

42. Supreme Court Says Assets Contributed by Community for Construction May Be

Depreciable. By C. A. Reynolds. The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 91, No. S, pp.

715-717, May 1951. U. S. Supreme Court held in Brown Shoe Case that assets con-

tributed to a manufacturing company to induce it to set up plants in the communities

of the donors are: (1) depreciable assets for income tax purposes, and (2) includible

in invested capital for excess-profits tax calculation. This decision modifies Detroit

Edison Case, which held assets nondepreciable because donors gained therefrom.

Brown Shoe does not settle the question. This author recommends that taxpayer

check with commissioner before entering agreements based on contributions of assets

for construction of new manufacturing facilities.

43. Accelerated Amortization of Facilities for Military Production: How It Works Today.

By John J. Fox. The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 91, No. 6, pp. 816-821, June

1951. Through accelerated amortization permitted by the 1950 Revenue Act, taxable

income may be decreased to permit contractors to recover their costs in 60 months.

Despite growing controversy over the desirability of the program, certificates of

necessity have been issued up to April 26 for amortization of $4,797,827,410 on 1013

facilities. This article describes how the plan works; how contractors can get cer-

tificates entitling them to accelerated amortization; administrative procedures; differ-

erences between this and the World II program
;
percentages covered in various indus-

tries; financial statement treatment; and eight recommendations for accountants to

obtain best results for their taxpayer-clients.

44. Construction Equipment Depreciation Schedule. Engineering News, Vol. 146, No. 13,

p. 159, March 29, 1951. The January 1942 revision by the U. S. Bureau of Internal

Revenue of its 1931 Schedule F of probable useful life and depreciation rates allowable

for income tax purposes is still in use. Annual depreciation rates are computed on a

straight-line basis.

45. Depreciation Schedule: U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue—Schedule "F", 1942. En-

gineering News, Vol. 146, No. 13, p. 157, March 29, 1951. In January 1942 the U. S.

Bureau of Internal Revenue revised its 1931 Schedule of probable useful life and

depreciation rates. These rates are still in effect. Items of direct interest to civil

engineers are shown in revised Schedule "F". This schedule gives the "Probable

useful life" of buildings and equipment in years. Depreciation rates are calculated

from years of useful life on a straight-line basis.

46. The Burlington Cuts Drafting Time by New Photographic Methods: They produce

clearer reproductions in shorter time. On the Burlington this has already included

line changes, lease plans and restoration of worn, damaged drawings. New pho-

tographic methods of reproducing plan and profile drawings have largely eliminated
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the need of hand tracing in the engineering department of the Chicago, BurHnfjton

and Quincy Railroad. Modern Railroads, Vol. S, No. 10, pp. 38-40, October 1950.

47. Missouri Pacific Railroad Organizes Consolidated Machine Accounting Bureau: JSiol

only has this move permitted greater utilization of its accounting machines, but jl

has also resulted in accounting work being handled more efficiently without addi-

tional clerks. The work is also being maintained on a more current basis. Modern

electronic Calculator effects substantial savings in errorless computation of crew

wages, pensions and taxes. Modern Railroads, Vol. 5, No. 10, pp. 47-49, October

1950.

48. Milwaukee Road Reduces Age of Cars Almost Three Years: By continuing car build-

ing program and regularly scheduling car modernization it has cut average age of cars

to 15.6 years. To do this successfully, the road has improved and modernized its shop

facilities, particularly its car building shop, so that an accelerated car building pro-

gram could be carried out efficiently and economically. Modern Railroads, Vol. S,

No. 11, p. 113, November 1950.

40. Public Utilities: Accounts and Rate Base. By Henry A. Home. Mr. Home states in

part, "Industrial enterprises feel the effects of inflation in their inability to provide

adequately for depreciation if conventional accounting methods are used." One of

our leading industrial accountants wrote a spirited article under the caption "What

are we accounting for." He asked pointedly if we are accounting for actual, presently

existing industrial plant buildings and machinery—or, for the dollars that had been

surrendered, years before, when the plant was acquired—which dollars are now quite

obsolete. Technical Valuation, Vol. Ill, No. 2, pp. 11-14, April-July 1951.

50. Importance of Statistics in Railroad Operation: By R. H. Smith, president, Norfolk

and Western Railway Company. Address before 5 7th Annual Meeting, Railway Ac-

counting Officers, The Biltmore Hotel, New York, June 12-14, 1951. Mr. Smith stated

in part, "I have always believed that accurate, sensible, performance-revealing statis-

tics are just as important for the operating man and, just as essential to good opera-

tion as are locomotives and track facilities. They are just as necessary in portraying

how the railroad is getting along as the charts kept by a hospital nurse are necessary

to tell the doctor what progress his patient is making. Without these charts, the

doctor has only the external appearance of his patient by which to judge. And exter-

nal, superficial appearances can be just as misleading on a railroad as they are with

a sick person". Addresses, Published by Accounting Division, Association of

American Railroads, pp. 12-15.

51. What Concept of Depreciation for Fixed Assets Is Most Useful Today? By C. W.
Smith, CPA, chief. Bureau of Accounts, Finance and Rates, Federal Power Com-
mission. Theories and practices of charging depreciation on fixed assets are still

getting serious attention from some of our best accounting minds. While depreciation

is handled much more scientifically and consistently than it was a few years ago,

government regulatory and taxing agencies have had as much to do with present

practice as had development of accounting theory. This article discusses thoughtfully

some factors bearing on the principal methods of charging depreciation today. The

Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 92, No. 2, pp. 166-174, August 1951.

52. Accelerated Amortization Is a Cost. Editorial, The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 92,

No. 1, pp. 33-34, July 1951. The editorial states in part, "Dangerous confusion, which

may retard the nation's rearmament, has enveloped the concept of accelerated amor
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tization of defense facilities. Fuzzy thinking about what is in fact a simple accounting

problem has led spokesmen for government, labor, and industry into a fog of emo-

tional reactions which obscure the real issue. Conclusions reached in this fog may

be disastrous."

53. Is the Retirement Reserve Method Still Generally Accepted? Editorial by Carman G.

Blough, The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 91, No. 6, pp. 840-842, June 1951. The

editorial states in part, "In our opinion, the retirement reserve method of accounting

ceased to be a generally accepted accounting principle among commercial and indus-

trial companies many years ago. In the pubUc utility field, however, the retirement

reserve method continued to have rather widespread use during the twenties and the

first half of the thirties, and apparently still continues to be used today although on

a vastly diminished scale.

54. British Transport Commission's Adoption of Depreciation Accounting. Editorial by

Carman G. Blough, The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 92, No. 1, pp. 91-92, July

1951. In its "Report and Accounts" for 1948, issued in July 1949, the commission

states that two different bases of accounting for capital assets were inherited, are

described as the "Double Account" and the "Commercial" System. Although the

terminology used by the British in designating the two accounting bases is somewhat

unfamiliar, it is clear that the Double Account System is similar to what is known

in the United States as the replacement or replacement reserve method, and that the

Commercial basis is identical to what we would call the depreciation accounting

method. Stressing the need for a reasonable uniformity in the accounting systems

of the various undertakings and the necessity for reconciliation of different account-

ing bases, the report states that the commission decided to employ the Commercial

basis in accounting for certain types of fixed assets.

55. Punch Card Pioneer Still Improving: By adopting the most modern types of machines

the Erie has been able to take in stride the 40-hour week and the heavier burden

of statistical requirements. Modern Railroads, Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1951, pp. 81-86.

56. Valuation and Depreciation Related to Income Tax. Paper by Maurice R. Scharff.

ASCE Proceedings-Separates, Item No. 69, page 99, Civil Engineer, Vol. 21, No. 7,

July 1951. This paper supplements a previous paper by suggesting a procedure by

which income tax can be taken into account in economic comparisons of engineering

projects and in valuations of public utility property, based upon present worth of

earning power. In effect income tax is treated as an additional fixed charge on invest-

ment. Algebraic formulas are presented and illustrated by examples.

57. Handling higher replacement costs. IsTew York, National Industrial Conference Board.

Studies in Business Policy No. 47, 32 pp. 1950.

58. Accelerated depreciation of emergency plant facilities. Mill & Factory, 47: 112,

December 1950.

59. Depreciation reserves problem in trust accounting: American Bankers Association.

Committee report with citation of cases. Trusts & Estates, 89: 648-654, October 1950.

60. Thoughts on depreciation accounting. J. R. Foster and B. S. Rodey. Public Utilities

Fortnightly, 47+ 224-233, February 1951.

61. Accounting a mid-century appraisal, J. A. Beckett. National Association of Cost

Accountants Bulletin, 32: 3-11, September 1950.

62. For that rainy day; A depreciation reserve. F. I. Vilen. Sewage & Industrial Wastes,

22: 1219-1220, September 19S0.
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63. Accounting for Inflation: Viewpoints of the economist and the accountant. W. T.

Baxter. Cost Accountant, October 1950, pp. 162-171.

64. Replacement and retirement accounting and rate base valuations. \V. S. Krebs. Ac-

counting Review, October 1950, pp. 351-359.

65. Current aspects of "Lifo." By Herman F. Bell. Balance Sheet, October 1950, pp. 3-4.

66. How to compute "Lifo". By Walter I. Ettinger and David Ladin. Balance Sheet,

October 1950, pp. 7-9.

67. Should an excess profits tax be applied to public utilities? Edwin M. Stark. Public

Utilities Fortnightly, November 9, 1950, pp. 651-653.

68. Compensating for Dollar Inflation in Rate Regulation: Clarence H. Rose. Public

UtUities Fortnightly, May 24, 1951, pp. 663-f

.

69. Amortization of emergency facilities. Thomas E. Jenks. Taxes, November 1950, pp.

1025-1028.

70. Case for adopting Lifo now. Raymond F. Capes. Stores, September 1950, pp. 36-37.

71. Meaning of the term "cost" as used in inventory valuation. Research Bulletin No. 5,

by Dominion Association of Chartered Accountants. Canadian Chartered Accountants,

November 1950, pp. 223-225.

72. Inventory methods for income tax purposes, with particular reference to Lifo. By

John McCullough. L. R. B. & M. Journal, December 1950, pp. 2-18.

73. Accounting problems of construction contractors. By John F. Lee. National Associa-

tion of Cost Accountants Bulletin, January 1951, pp. 570-576.

74. Accelerated Amortization. By Robert Schlaifer and others. Harvard Business Review,

May 1951, pp. 113-24.

Report on Assignment 3

Office and Drafting Practices

W. M. Ludolph (chairman, subcommittee), V. H. Doyle, Benjamin Elkind, D. E. Field,

A. T. Hopkins, W. A. Krauska, A. H. Meyers, A. T. Powell, H. B. Sampson,
R. L. Samuel], J. H. Schoonover, H. A. Shinkle, J. R. Traylor.

Your committee has from time to time presented reports on new materials, methods

and processes to aid or improve office and drafting practices.

The following have come to the attention of the committee since its last report:

1. A diagram showing the eight directions of the compass commonly used in pre-

paring engineer's descriptions for use with various forms of leases, track agreements, etc.

The purpose of this diagram is to standardize the engineer's descriptions prepared

in various division offices, thus achieving uniformity and simplified checking.

For best results, this diagram should be printed on transparent film for use on maps,

exhibits, etc.

The use of similar diagrams, mats printed on plastic films, etc., as well as the use

of various photographic and other reproduction processes, is discussed in an article

entitled "The Burlington Cuts Drafting Time By New Photographic Methods", which

appeared in Modern Railroads, Vol. 5, No. 10, pp. 47-49, October, 1950.
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Diagram showing the eight directions of the compass commonly used
in preparing engineer's descriptions for use with various forms of leases,

track agreements, etc.

2. Plastic coatings for use in connection with records, which can be used on tracing

cloth, metals, wood, leather and paper products. Following are described briefly the

various types of plastic coatings, solvents, cleaners and sealers manufactured by one

company.

(a) Plastic Coating (Industrial) for Metals, Wood, Leather, Paper Products

Designated as the general purpose or basic solution. A transparent plastic protective

coating. Can be applied by spraying, brushing, or dipping. Resists rust, tarnish, and cor-

rosion. Water-repellent. Resistance to discoloration. Resists dilute alcohol, dilute alkali

and acids. Resists mineral oils, vegetable oils, and grease. Dries in several minutes—hard

in several hours. High insulating properties. Flexible and durable. Non-inflammable.
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(b) Thinner

Combined solvent and cleaner. Clear liquid having three-fold use value: 1. Used as

a cleaner to clean surfaces preparatory to application of plastic coating; 2. as thinner

to mix with plastic coating to consistency needed; and 3. to remove plastic coating

when necessary. Non-inflammable.

(c) Industrial Solution

Drying time has been slowed up for specific purposes. It will be used for general

coating where speed in drying is not an important factor and slower drying is preferable.

(d) Industrial Solution

Same consistency as plastic coating referred to in Item (a), but changed to give a

harder surface, more resistant to abrasion. It is slightly slower in drying but not quite

as flexible as the (a) coating.

(e) Industrial Solution

Specifically designed for application on ^op-grained leather. It has an extra amount

of flexibility in order to withstand the normal bending and flexing of leather on which

it is applied. It has a good penetration factor and is slightly slower drying than the

coating referred to in Item (a). It lends itself readily to a spraying application and is

recommended for manufacturers using top-grain type of leather.

(f) Industrial Solution

Designed primarily for use under conditions as set up in an operation involving

printing. The experiment was carried out on a Champlain press. This material has

properties which make it particularly applicable for printing type in operation in that

it has greater adhesion but less penetration, and is very rapid drying. This substance is

highly inflammable, which is made necessary by the requirements shown above—namely,

rapid drjing.

On the Champlain press, on which this material was tried, it was necessary to make
certain changes in equipment; for example, it was necessary to substitute nylon or

flexible metal tubing instead of rubber in the transferring of material from the reservoir

to the roller fountain of the press. It was also found that a 90-line metal roller gave

the desired coating, and this in conjunction with a water-cooled idler roller speeded up

the drying and provided quicker results. In certain cases it may be necessary to install an

extended drying area, which will be done by Champlain press.

The whole cost of these changes in equipment, except the drying area, will run less

than roughly $125. It is not possible to use a rubber roller or tubing on account of the

effect which Toluol has upon rubber. However, the cost of these adjustments is so slight

that there is no hesitancy on the part of the users in making a change-over. It has been

found that using a ISO-line roller, coating will give a coverage of roughly 3500 sq. ft.

per gal., which is good coverage as compared to other coatings. Furthermore, with this

coating it has been determined that a much cheaper grade of ink, probably at least SO

percent, will give proper results, and this in conjunction with the principle of printing

and coating in one operation more than compensates for the cost of the coating.

(g) Industrial Solution

This material has the same base as that described in Item (f), with a heavier

viscosity for use on varnish machines where a high gloss and heavier coating are required.

This results notably in slower drying when speed is not a factor here, since it is an
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operation separate from that of printing. Here again it is necessary to use metal rollers,

or at least some roller made of material other than rubber; otherwise no special equip-

ment is required.

(h) Industrial Solution

This is still, at least in part, in the experimental stage. It has been developed for

the application on suede leather. The results, to date, have been highly satisfactory.

Application of solution sets the colors and prevents rubbing off when in contact with

clothes or other material.

On subject test, application is made by an automatic spray over a moving belt on

which the skins are placed. The belt moves through a steam heated oven which speeds

the drying and provides for a quicker setting of the coating. It is desirable to have a

flow of air in the ovens when the skins are going through. This speeds up the removal

of the solvent vapor as the heat drags it out of the spray. It has been possible to coat

roughly 1000 sq. ft. of skin per gallon with two coats. This makes the operation an

economical one and the additional price which manufacturers will get for their leather

will more than compensate for the additional costs incurred by the use of the coating.

(i) Heavy-Duty Sealers

Transparent solution that penetrates and seals window leaks. Developed as a pre-

vention of and remedy for leaks from glass mounting, frames, etc.

For railway cars, busses, trolley cars, trucks, steamships. Assures maximum efficiency

of air conditioning in railway cars, buildings, etc., by sealing the windows, frames, etc.

Apply by brushing, or with any nozzle-type applicator. Quick drying. Non-inflammable.

(j) Aviation Type

Transparent plastic solution penetrates and seals leaks in windscreens, windows,

seams, joints. Insulates and waterproofs exposed wiring, terminals, connectors, etc. Apply

by brushing, or with any nozzle-type applicator similar to an oil can. Quick drying.

Non-inflammable.

Microfilniing

Because of the present emergency and the fact that many of the permanent records

of the railroads are becoming older and more valuable, many are giving consideration to

microfilming these records, as well as to repairing and preserving them. In this connec-

tion, the bulletin listed below gives valuable information.

Bulletin of the National Archives on Repair and Preservation of Records

By Adelaide E. Minogue

Publication No. 25

Contents

Preservation of paper records

Materials and processes of manufacture

Retarding natural aging

Other causes of paper deterioration
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Repair of loose papers

Cleaning

Flattening

Washing and stain removal

Treatment of faded ink

Methods of reinforcing paper

Inlay

Mounting

Glazing

Sizing

Crepeline

Japanese tissue

Transparent sheeting with adhesive

Transparent sheeting without adhesive

Special problems

Map repair

Photographic reproductions

Burned records

Water-soaked records

Preservation and repair of bindings, seals and parchments

Bindings

Seals

Parchments

Special precautions and recommendations

Good housekeeping

Boxing and shelving

Conclusion

Appendix A: Specifications for writing paper of maximum purity for permanent records

recommended by the National Bureau of Standards

Appendix B: Suggested equipment and suppUes for the repair of records

Appendix C: Bibliography

Illustrations

Vacuum fumigating vault

Cleaning tables

Humidifying vault, showing racks and trays

Steam-heated hydraulic press for the lamination of documents

Mangle for flattening papers after humidification

The removal of a laminated document from the polished plate

Records-storage area, showing metal equipment for storing loose papers

Cardboard container for storage of records

This Bulletin is distributed by the Division of Information and Publications, the

National Archives, Washington, D. C.
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Report on Assignment 4

Use of Statistics in Railway Engineering

W. M. Hager (chairman, subcommittee), S. H. Barnhart, H. T. Bradley, V. R. Copp,
Spencer Danby, C. C. Haire, L. W. Howard, C. Jacoby, G. B. McMillen, B. H.
Moore, M. G. Pettis, A. T. Powell, H. L. Restall, E. J. Rockefeller, S. M. Rodgers,

J. E. Scharper, R. W. Scott, H. C. Wertenberger, J. L. Willcox.

(a) Revision of Manual, pages 11-81 to 11-115, incl.

Your committee submits the following recommendations for adoption and inclusion

in the Manual.

1. Delete the entire section under the title "Cost-Keeping Methods, Statistical

Methods, and Forms for Analyzing Expenditures for Assistance in CfontroUing

Expenditures", pages 11-81 to 11-115 incl., except Fig. 1102 on page 11-95.

2. Adopt the following in lieu of the text deleted as described in 1 above, and

include Fig. 1102 on page 11-95.

^COST-KEEPING METHODS, STATISTICAL METHODS, FORMS
FOR ANALYZING EXPENDITURES FOR ASSISTANCE

IN CONTROLLING EXPENDITURES
1952

A. GENERAL

The analytical study of expenses incurred through the application of proper statistical

methods provides a medium for the administrative budgeting and control of expenditures.

A statistical method is a technique used to obtain, analyze and present numerical

data, and the elements of statistical technique include the:

1. Collection and assembling of data.

2. Classification and coordination of data.

.^. Presentation of data in:

(a) Textual form, (b) Tabular form, (c) Graphic form.

4. Analysis of data.

5. Conclusions derived from the analyses.

In administrative and supervisory work the use of these data is a vital tool; how-

ever, the interpretation and determination of the significance of this information require

much skill. Railroad accounting is a routine of reporting chronologically the expenditures

for labor, material, and miscellaneous costs according to the accounting classification

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, modified as required to meet the corporate needs

of each carrier. On the other hand, if statistical methods are superimposed on accounting

results with other data for the purpose of understanding the circumstances of the past

and present performance, it is possible to control current expenses and to forecast the

work programs and the future money outlays of the engineering department.

Figures obtained from special cost studies, and from data available in the official

reports and records of the engineering and accounting departments provide information

on past and present performances, but become of greater value when proper application

1 References, Vol. 26, 1925, pp. 776, 1428; Vol. 36, 1935, pp. 400, 1057; Vol. 37, 1936, pp. S97,

lOSl; Vol. 47, 1946, pp. 273, 667; Vol. 48, 1947. pp. 403, 922; Vol. SO, 1949. pp. 461, 777.
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of them is made. Thus, to know the cost of renewing ties per tie is to establish a

measuring stick for making comparisons of cost of future renewals with incentive to

reduce the cost and establish new measuring sticks, and to know the length of life of ties

in track and their costs lays the foundation for the study of economic renewal of ties.

In both instances the trend is toward efficiency and economy, the product resulting from

a statistical processing of the data developed from special cost studies and from the

official reports and records of the engineering and accounting departments.

In the following discussion these subjects are treated under their respective headings,

but their close relationship should be kept in mind.

Engineering officers are constantly striving to get the maximum worth from every

dollar spent. They should, therefore, be able to show that their expenditures are efficiently

and economically handled as a matter of sound business practice. This requires a knowl-

edge of the unit costs of maintenance, with comparisons of the costs of one period of

time with another and of one location with another, and where several methods are

in use, one method with another.

B. ESSENTIALS IN PREPARING AND ASSEMBLING DATA

In preparing, assembling and making use of data for these purposes certain funda-

mentals must be observed.

The test to be applied before making a statistical investigation and establishing

a series of statistical reports is to ascertain whether or not the data will aid in the super-

vision and control of the departmental activities so as to bring about more efficient and

economical operation. Attempts should be made to avoid the inclusion of unnecessary

and inconsequential elements which serve no useful purpose.

The determination of the proper unit of measurement is one of the first essentials,

such as cost of renewing ties per tie, relaying rail per mile, painting bridges per ton of

steel, maintaining roadway and track per equated mile, etc. An analysis of the accountins

and statistical routine should then be made to know that the basic information required

is readily available, and if not, arrangements must be made to obtain the required data.

The field data are the foundation of cost-keeping and must be secured in sufficient

detail for the purpose and be accurate. The assembling of the field data and the com-

putation and compiling of costs should be performed in that office best prepared to

handle such work, depending upon the road organization. Duplication of work should be

avoided and best results will be obtained where it is handled by those most familiar with

the character of the work.

Reports and the work connected therewith must be easily understood. Each step

in securing and assembling the data must be simple and the transition from one step

to the next must be logical and in progressive order, not involved or complicated.

Data must be economically assembled. Where possible, use should be made of infor-

mation already at hand, and existing facilities should be adopted or expanded for its

future accumulation. It should not cost more to get the records than they are worth or

the amount that can be effected in savings through their use.

Records must be for a purpose, and the more specific and better defined the purpose,

the more valuable will be the result.

Reports and records must be periodic, not only as to the time interval they cover

but as to the time they are available. With information readily available, bad practices

may be prevented or exposed and promptly corrected, lagging performances checked, and
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control of expenditures facUitated. The necessities of the case will determine the report

frequency.

Information must be comparable. Data should be in sufficient detail to make the

differences portrayed by the comparison intelligent, but too much detail is confusing

and should be avoided. The number of comparisons which should be made to permit

a fair criticism should be sufficient to give a true picture of the situation.

Data should be properly used. If not used, their preparation is a waste of money,

and the compilation of such information should be discontinued at once. It should be

possible from good records to predict results, to locate trouble definitely, and to point out

the possibility of further progress and improvement. In the last analysis, proper use and

the savings effected thereby is the proper gage of the value of any statistical record.

C. APPLICATION TO EXPENDITURES FOR MAINTENANCE OF WAY
AND STRUCTURES

It is the purpose of the following discussion to make application of the foregoing

to expenditures for maintenance of way and structures, and to show how unit costs

of individual items of work and costs of maintenance per equated track mile or similar

unit may be determined, and outline methods as a guide for obtaining these results.

The ICC Classification of Operating Expenses was not formulated to show directly

unit costs of maintenance, and the limitations of the accounting in that respect control

the kind of analysis of maintenance costs that can be made. Further consideration of

these matters points out that this study may be resolved into three natural classifications.

They are as follows and will be treated in their respective order:

1. Maintenance costs from primary accounts.

2. Maintenance costs from sub-primary accounts.

3. Maintenance costs from special cost study.

1. Maintenance Costs from Primary Accounts

By this is meant, as the term implies, that study of the costs of railroad maintenance

that may be made of the charges to the ICC primary accounts as regularly assembled.

These charges merely give total expenditures to the various accounts and are not prepared

to show unit costs of performing any particular item of work, but as will be shown

hereafter, these data may be easily compiled to show unit cost of maintenance of way

and structures per equated mile or in other desired units of measurement.

Proper use of these data requires an understanding of their substance and com-

position, and this requires a comprehensive knowledge of the principles of accounting

and the accounting routines used to build up the data. Primarily, the analyst should

be qualified by experience in railway engineering work, i. e., construction, maintenance

and operation and, secondly, he should be familiar with ICC accounting classifications

and other regulations affecting engineering department activities, in order to evaluate

the recorded figures and understand the adequacies and inadequacies of accounting

results. He should understand that the accounting dollars are not always representative

of current maintenance costs, but result from entries of debits and credits that may not

always cover current operations and may contain adjustments, non-cash items, accruals,

improper distribution or classification, etc.

Also, true statistical comparability can be had only by comparison of like values,

therefore, disparity in price levels, effect of use, increased efficiency, and other significant

factors should be recognized and given effect.
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The recorded expenditures for maintenance of way and structures are to be grouped

under seven headings with the appropriate primary accounts under each heading. The

suggested divisions for an analysis of recorded expenditures are:

1. Superintendence.

2. Roadway and Track.

3. Bridges and Structures.

4. Communications, Signaling and Power Lines.

5. Miscellaneous.

6. Extraordinary Charges and Expenditures.

7. Maintaining Joint Tracks, Yard and Other Facilities.

Most of the primary accounts are made up of labor and material charges, so that

it is not possible to obtain directly from the accounts a segregation of these two

important items.

The units as established in this discussion and as shown on performance Form 1138

are believed to be ideal for comparative analyses. If a carrier prefers, "equated track mile

operated" or similar unit may be substituted.

Form 1138 is designed for assembling the data, all of which are readily available

from the carrier's accounting records, and securing such unit costs as can be obtained

from this information. As previously pointed out, because of the limitations of the

accounting, these unit costs will not show cost of individual items, but will show the

selected unit costs for each primary account under the various group headings.

From an inspection of the form it will be noted that Line 9 is the total of Account

202—Roadway Maintenance, and Account 220—Track Laying and Surfacing. These two

accounts contain practically all the labor expended for roadway and track, so that Line 9

will show very closely the selected unit costs for roadway and track labor. Line 14 will

show the selected unit costs for track materials, and Line 15 will show the selected unit

costs for "Roadway and Track." The same results are obtained for the other divisions

which are further subdivided through account groupings.

Unit costs used especially for comparative purpo.ses should have those items ex-

cluded that fluctuate considerably and tend to distort the results. Line 43 on Form 1138

gives the cost for the selected units in what may be termed ordinary maintenance or

that maintenance which is under the direct control of the engineering officer.

Lines 44 to 55 on Form 1138, under the heading "Extraordinary Charges and

Expenditures", provide for the segregation of charges and expenditures which may
fluctuate greatly and are beyond the control of the official in direct charge. Some of

these charges and expenditures are available directly as recorded under the respective

primary accounts. Other items under this heading must be developed by the analyst in

an independent study. The recorded charges to the respective maintenance of way and

structures primary accounts should be reduced to show the results of ordinary main-

tenance, unaffected by abnormal, non-recurring and extraneous transactions.

Form 1138 is designed to show the grand total for maintenance of way and struc-

tures expenses, including all extraordinary charges, and the net of the cost for main-

taining joint facilities, as shown on Line 59. Joint facility charges and credits arc shown

as added information and for reconciliation with the accounting records.

This form may be used to conduct analyses by subdivisions and divisions of a road,

or the information of several divisions may be assembled for a major division, and this

information assembled for the entire road.

As all continuing records must be designed with regard to the minimum of clerical

work, the following procedures are suggested. Horizontal expansion requires four addi-
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tional columns for each year. Four additional columns are required for the period aver-

ages. The extent of the horizontal expansion is optional, but it should be limited to avoid

an unwieldy form. Each sheet is a master sheet. When the year under analysis has been

entered, a sheet of four columns identical to the master sheet is superimposed to the

right of the entries in the last column. This overlay contains the data for the period

averages.

The sheet is then reproduced and thereafter the superimposed average sheet may be

removed and destroyed while the master sheet is retained for the following year when

the process described is repeated.

As a master sheet falls entirely outside the period selected for averaging costs it

would be withdrawn from the report to management and placed on file as a continuing

record.

If comparative statements of monthly costs are desired they can be assembled on a

form designed with 20 columns to the right of the account title. Monthly costs would

be entered in the first 12 columns as they become available. A sheet of 8 columns

identical to the master form would be prepared each month to show the following:

Current year

from month of to

month of incl.
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costs, and has for its ultimate purpose the economy of maintenance. The time, material

and other reports required for the conventional accounting routine may be a basis for

most of the statistical data required by the engineering department, but such reports

often require supplementation by other prescribed reports for a statistical processing

of this nature. The refinement to which this may be carried should be determined by

the value that may be obtained from such an analysis as compared with the cost of

securing the information.

These studies would be used as a supplement to Form 1138 to define the activities

of the subdepartments, divisions, and other subdivisions of the engineering department

for general maintenance. This type of statistical information should be stated in descrip-

tive and quantitative form. Therefore, the following columnar headings are suggested

as substitutes for the headings on Form 1138:

Column 1. Line number

Column 2. Primary subaccount number

Column 3. Item of work performed

Column 4. Total cost

Column S. Unit

Column 6. Quantity

Column 7. Unit cost

Column 8. Cost per equated mile

The form may be developed as a continuing comparative statement of monthly or

annual expenditures through the methods outhned in the discussion of Form 1138.

Expenditures are segregated to labor and material. Labor is further segregated to

the desired items of work. The following is a suggested list and combination of items for

Roadway and Track with the suggested units for Column 5. Where the unit is shown

as "per equated track mile," the unit cost would appear only in Column 8.

Account
Number Item of Work Unit

220.1 Labor cost of cleaning stone ballast per track mile

218.1 Labor cost of unloading stone ballast per cu. yd.

220.2 Labor cost of ballasting with stone per cu. yd.

Total, Accounts 218.1 and 220.2 per cu. yd.

218.2 Labor cost of unloading other ballast per cu. yd.

220.3 Labor cost of ballasting with other ballast per cu. yd.

Total, Accounts 218.2 and 220.3 per cu. yd.

220.4 Labor cost of renewing main track ties per tie

220.5 Labor cost of renewing side track ties per tie

220.6 Labor cost of renewing switch and bridge ties per M. ft. bm.
220.7 Labor cost of respacing ties per track mile

220.8 Labor cost of renewing with new rail per gross ton

220.9 Labor cost of renewing with repair rail per gross ton

Total labor cost of track renewals per equated track mile

202.1 Labor cost of ditching per mile of ditch

202.2 Labor cost of care of roadbed per track mile

202.3 Labor cost of general cleaning per track mile

202.4 Labor cost of patrolling and watching per track mile

220.10 Labor cost of Uning, surfacing and gaging per track mile

Total labor cost of roadway and track per equated track mile

202.5 Material cost for roadway protection per equated track mile

212.1 Material cost of main track ties per tie

212.2 Material cost of side track ties per tie

212.3 Material cost of switch and bridge ties per M. ft. bm.
214.1 Material cost of new rail per gross ton

A
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Account
Number Item of Work Unit

216.1 Material cost of other track material for new rail per gross ton of rail

Total material cost, new rail per gross ton of rail

214.2 Material cost of repair rail per gross ton

216.2 Material cost of other track material for repair rail .... per gross ton of rail

Total material cost, repair rail per gross ton of rail

218.3 Material cost of stone ballast per cu. yd.

218.4 Material cost of all other ballast per cu. yd.

Total material cost, ballast per cu. yd.

Total material cost of Roadway and Track per equated track mile

Total labor and material cost of Roadway and Track . . per equated track mile

Work train service, Roadway and Track per equated track mile

Grand total Roadway and Track per equated track mile

Normally the expenditures for Roadway and Track will approximate 60 percent to

70 percent of total expenditures for maintenance of way and structures, the balance

being divided between charges to Bridges and Structures; Communications, Signaling and

Power Lines; Miscellaneous; and Extraordinary Charges and Expenditures.

Many of the items comprising these last named subdivisions do not lend themselves

readily to unit cost analysis from recorded charges. It would seem, therefore, that, except

for such items as may be the subject of special cost studies as an individual road would

determine, the most available and most satisfactory comparison is that of money

expenditures, as shown on Form 1138.

Like Form 1138, the suggested supplementary analysis is intended as a guide for

cost study only, and may be consolidated to show less detail or enlarged to show more

detail, as the road making use of it may desire.

3. Maintenance Costs from Special Cost Studies

Studies 1 and 2 have to do with the cost data that may be developed from the

routine reports and records of the engineering and accounting departments. Special cost

studies are best suited to the determination of the relative efficiency or inefficiency in

major selected operations; also to develop normal or standard costs.

All costs for work done wholly or partly by company forces involves the following

elements

:

1. Labor

Man-hours

Wage rates (or total compensation by work-units and projects)

2. Material

Kind and quantity

Unit costs (or total costs by kind and quantities for each work unit)

3. Miscellaneous charges

Overhead items (supervision, light, heat, power, rentals, depreciation, interest,

etc.)

Contract or other billed items for work performed by others

Work train costs

The above list is intended to be suggestive only, as it is not inclusive of all the items

that may arise. However, cost-finding practice does classify all costs under the three

general headings of labor, material, and overhead.

Statistics for the development of costs which serve as a guide to the efficiency or

inefficiency of work done should be built around the concept of a standard or normal
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cost for the work unit. Efficiency is a relative term and cannot be stated except in terms

of some yard stick. Only by comparison with a well-established standard can real

efficiency or inefficiency be measured. The first object of the establishment of statistical

data on maintenance operations or work units should, therefore, be to determine such

standards for the work units.

When the standards have been established, the relative position of the work unit

costs on the particular work order or project can be developed and a study made as to

the causes of the excessive cost of any inefficient work. It should be understood that the

standards themselves are not inflexible; in fact, over a period of time the standards

themselves should be adjusted in line with progress in efficiency of work. A standard

which fits hand work of the pick-and-shovel period will not apply to such work done

with the help of modern roadway machines.

In efficiency studies the engineering department should be held accountable for

changes in the physical quantities of work units to accomplish a given total amount of

work, but should not usually be held responsible for changes in the prices which must

be paid for labor, material, etc., to do necessary work. Therefore, the statistical data

should be set up with full provision for separation between the physical work units

(hours of labor, quantities of material, etc.) and the money cost which is the product

of those physical units and the unit prices in effect at the time. The true effect of the

changing price level can thus be analyzed and accorded its proper place in the picture.

This work can be said to consist (in the first instance) of:

1. The separation of physical work units, such as man-hours, quantities of mate-

rial, etc., from the prices or costs paid for these units.

2. The allocation of both physical work units and unit prices with total costs to

each work operation which it is desired to compare with other like operations.

Many of the items under "Maintenance Costs from Sub-Primary Accounts" are

proper subjects for special cost studies. The following additional list of work operations

is submitted as further subject-matter. It is not intended to be complete and inclusive of

any and all such additional operations as all railroads will wish to study:

A. For the track accounts:

(a) Man-hours

1. Placing cross ties (digging in and raising in)

2. Placing switch ties (not involving complete turnout)

3. Laying rail

4. Placing ballast

5. Placing turnouts (complete)

6. Placing crossing frogs

7. Placing double-slip switches

8. Installing tie plates

9. Installing other track fastenings (other than in 3 above)

10. Raising track and tamping ballast

11. Lining and gaging track

12. Surfacing track

13. Cleaning ballast

14. Ditching

15. Mowing and cleaning right-of-way (off track)

16. Removing snow, ice, and sand

17. Grouting and repairing embankment
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(b) Average hourly rate of or total compensation of men; separately for each

operation under (a).

(c) Material used on each work operation (allocated). A suggested form of

compilation:

Kind of
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(c) Labor (man-hours) allocated to each work operation.

(d) Average hourly rate of or total compensation for each work operation.

(e) Material used (see suggestions under (c) of A for the track accounts).

(f) Cost of work-train service for each operation.

(g) Cost of rental or interest on investment in equipment, pile drivers, etc.,

used; allocated by work operations. As in the case of track operations,

it may be desirable to compute these costs in the office, but sufficient infor-

mation should always be reported by work operations from the field to

enable such costs to be assigned.

(h) Special machinery used on the job. (Handle as in (g) above),

(i) Estimate of overhead (see (f) of A for the track accounts).

In the case of structural accounts, as in the case of track accounts, the final objective

is to get all costs together, both physical units and money units, for each work operation,

so that the cost engineers and statisticians can study this particular operation in com-

parison with other like operations, both as regards physical units of labor and material,

overhead, etc., and as regards unit prices and total costs of operation in comparison

with the standard costs. It may be necessary to set up work units not only in man-hours,

but also in square yards, cubic feet, etc., on the structural accounts to get any real

measure of efficiency.

Such is the kind of information required for a cost analysis which will be informative

and sufficient for study to develop normal or standard costs by work units and opera-

tions, as required for any conclusions as to the efficiency with which other work is being

done. As time goes on these data can be used to advantage for estimating, control of

expenditures, and otherwise. A complete and excellent description of this routine is

described in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pp. 286-299.

Of recent years in most industries, modern statistical techniques are gradually sup-

planting former concepts, bringing into the picture the principle of frequency distribution,

correlation, sampling, trends and index numbers, etc. The new school of cost engineers

and statisticians is trained to measure whether or not certain data are significant and/or

controlling by approved mathematical processes; but while the modern technique is

complex, its use is growing as executives comprehend the value of the improved methods.

D. GRAPHICAL ANALYSES FROM DATA USED IN COMPILING FORM 1138

The engineering and accounting departments' records underlying the charges to the

various primary accounts and reports to the ICC for maintenance of way and structures

cover a large variety of subjects and include such items as number of ties renewed, tons

of rail laid, man-hours worked, etc. This additional available data may be used to

augment the cost analysis outHned on Form 1138 and its suggested supplement.

These additional analyses should be in the form of interesting visual presentations

susceptible of rapid comparison and interpretation. Where use permits, vertical bar

graphs would seem to be most effective. The compact nature of a bar or line graph is

ideally suited to the maintenance of a continuing record over an extended period of time.

Typical cases are discussed below. They are not inclusive of all possibilities. The
extent and form of the graphical presentation is left to the needs and discretion of the

analyst.
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Man-Hours Worked with Average Pay Rates and Traffic Superimposed

The year or month under analysis may be shown along the abscissa. The scale in

million man-hours worked may be shown on the right ordinate. Scales for average hourly

rates of pay, and for traffic in billion gross ton miles, may be shown on the left ordinate.

A graph with vertical bars may be plotted to the scale on the right ordinate to

show man-hours worked. The man-hours for the various crafts may be shown by alter-

nate black and white subdivisions properly labelled, the top of the bar indicating the

total number of man-hours for maintenance of waj' and structures.

The average hourly rate of pay to the scale on the left ordinate may be super-

imposed as a dashed-Iine graph. If desired, other coded lines may be used for each of

the crafts.

The traffic handled to the scale on the left ordinate may be superimposed as a solid-

line graph.

If the foregoing are placed on the lower portion of the graph, the upper portion

of the graph (or another graph if desired) may be used to portray the same information

per equated mile or other selected unit of measurement.

Over a period of years the graph will show a decided trend in the use of labor.

Thus, due to increased use of signals and electrical equipment the hours of labor will

show a rising trend for that craft. Permanent bridges, more substantial buildings, and

the increasingly wider use of mechanized equipment for the maintenance of roadway

and track should reduce the hours of labor and show a decreasing trend for these crafts.

In comparing expenditures per unit of work from year to year and making a study

of the same, it is necessary that the information as to rates of pay and hours of labor

be readily available that a true comparison of the cost per unit may be had. These data

would be conveniently shown on the graph.

If the amount of work to be done yearly and the traffic handled yearly were both

constant, this graph would show the relative efficiency of labor and supervision. Allow-

ance, however, may be made for these variations and the graph should be of some value

in assisting in the control of expenditures.

Modern labor relations also require analysis and study of construction and main-

tenance labor rates, rules, and working conditions as regards the past, present and future

prospects. The engineering department is the employer of a large proportion of non-

operating labor and should assume the responsibility of negotiation with the various

crafts. In addition, the personnel records of all employees should be maintained and
controlled in the department from induction into service until termination for any cause.

The records for the purpose of training and promotion of both technical and non-

technical personnel should be meticulously maintained.

Tie Renewals and Cost

The year or month under analysis may be shown along the abscissa. The scale

shown along the ordinate may be used to indicate:

1. The number of cross ties installed, in millions.

2. The cost of all ties installed, in million dollars.

3. The average unit cost of ties, in dollars. Treated and untreated may be shown
separately if desired.

4. The percent of tie renewals to the total number of ties in track.
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A vertical bar graph with black and white subdivisions may be used to show the

number of treated and untreated ties installed, the top of the bar indicating the total

number of ties installed.

Coded line graphs may be superimposed to show the information for Items 2, 3 and 4.

An indication of the approximate average life of ties in track may be obtained b\

the number of years required to equal 100 percent in a retrogressive cumulation of the

renewal percentages. The approximate average life for each year might be shown in a

table as added information to indicate further the trend toward a longer life due to the

greater use of treated ties and the advances made in reducing mechanical wear.

The same methods may be used for bridge and switch ties.

Rail in Track and Rail Renewals

Separate graphs may be prepared for new rail and relay rail in main tracks.

The year or month under analysis may be shown along the abscissa. The ordinate

may be used to show track miles of rail laid.

A vertical bar graph in suitable legend may be plotted, the top of the bar indicating

the total track miles of all rail laid, and subdivisions of the bar indicating the track miles

of each weight of rail laid.

The above graphical information should appear on the lower half of the sheet. On
the upper half, in hne with each of the ordinates, may be listed in five horizontal spaces

numerical values for:

1. Rail in track:

(a) Track miles

(b) Gross tons

2. Rail renewals:

(a) Track miles

(b) Track miles percent

(c) Gross tons

These five outlined units would appear on the left to designate the numerical values in

the horizontal spaces.

The unit "track miles" is chosen for the graph rather than gross tons as it is

believed it will more accurately represent comparison by years. If gross tons is used

as the unit there will be some distortion due to heavier rail section. The same thing is

true, of course, in the case of mileage added to the track length under consideration,

but this unit should be less affected.

Total Expenditures for Maintenance of Way and Structures

The year or month under analysis may be shown along the abscissa. The scale alonn

the ordinate will be used to indicate:

1. Total expenditures for maintenance of way and structures, in million dollars

2. Maintenance of way and structures operating ratio

3. Cents per thousand gross ton miles of traffic handled

4. Cost per equated mile

A vertical bar graph of alternate black and white subdivisions, properly labeled,

may be used for each of the seven major divisions on Form 1138, with the top of the

bar indicating the total charge to maintenance of way and structures.
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Coded line graphs may be superimposed to show the information for Items 2, 3

and 4.

The alternate black and white subdivisions of the vertical bar will facilitate com-

parison of the various items of work and will furnish an indication as to the direction

of the trend.

K. ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURES AND STANDARD COSTS—THEIR USE
IN BUDGETING AND CONTROLLING EXPENDITURES

Control of expenditures is the regulation of expenses and in its larger sense is a

function of management.

Management has to do with service to the public, upkeep and betterment of the

property, and provisions for meeting tolls for use of capital. The cost of capital is fixed

and the cost of service to the public is variable only to the extent that business fluctuates

or economies in transportation are effected, as the service must be performed and its

character should not be deteriorated.

The Budget—Its Function

The budget is the blueprint management uses in maintaining financial stability. It

defines the extent of operations and sets a ceiling upon expenditures.

It should never be regarded as a rigid plan. It is a flexible instrument subject to

revision from time to time to meet the fluctuations in the business barometer and allow

for corrections found necessary in actual experience. Therefore, the budget may be

prepared for the year but handled by monthly allotments for more effective control over

the welfare of the business.

The amounts to be expended for upkeep and betterment of the property are first

established through the medium of a budget or program determined by the condition

of the several units of the property. When revenues are not produced as anticipated, the

management, mindful of its duty to the public for service and to the lenders of capital

for their charges, is confronted with the problem of reducing the expenditures to meet

the necessities of the case. Or, when extraordinary conditions arise during the month,

such as washouts, wrecks, snowstorms and the like, and this extraordinary expense is

found extensive, the management may order retrenchments on various divisions in order

to offset the extraordinary charges.

Forecasting Budget Expenditures

The use of statistical data is an invaluable aid in forecasting monthly or annual

expenditures after it has been subjected to the statistical processing previously outlined.

Thus, the analysis of recorded expenditures becomes the raw data for the budget studies.

Its use in reliable budgeting requires further skill and an intimate knowledge of railway

engineering. The data needs to be adjusted for significant factors to make the perform-

ances of the past real estimates of the performances to be expected in the future.

The existence of standard costs (brought to currency through recurring studies)

facilitates a more reliable budget forecast.

Preparation of the Budgets

A. Budget—Capital expenditures

(a) Budget of annual capital expenditures. Each of the subdepartments should

prepare a request for annual budget of additions and improvement work,

including therein carryover items from previous year, and separate the
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recommendations to show classes of work, with the projects listed in

order of importance and necessity. Items should show, separately, amounts

chargeable to capital account and incidental expenses chargeable to

operating expenses.

(b) The chief engineer should examine and rearrange the budget in consolidated

form and submit it to the president for approval.

(c) Upon approval, the chief engineer will distribute the budget as the pro-

gram of work and instruct that AFE's be prepared for projects that should

be finally approved and authorized in order of importance.

B. Budget—Maintenance of way and structures

(a) An annual request for maintenance budget should be prepared by each

subdepartment in appropriate detail by classes of maintenance work and

summarized according to ICC classification of accounts. The estimates of

requirements should be developed separately for the next three to five

years, and carryover items of the previous year included therein. Amounts

of incidental expenses from construction work chargeable to the mainte-

nance budget should be added, and total of the estimated maintenance

shown.
•

(b) The chief engineer should examine, revise and consoHdate the mainte-

nance budget and submit to the president for approval.

(c) Upon approval and determination of the maintenance requirements the

budget may be rearranged by months of the year so that allotments can

be made by classes of work to operating divisions and/or other sub-

divisions.

As soon as the engineer maintenance of way has been advised what he will be

permitted to expend in a particular period, a conference should be held in his office,

which meeting should be attended by the general superintendent and district engineer

of the grand district, and all of the superintendents and division engineers within such

grand district, at which time a general discussion is conducted in which division officers

are encouraged to express freely their views and recommendations covering the work

at hand.

The value of such a meeting and the discussion of the work are manifold:

It enables the general superintendent and district engineer to obtain informa-

tion bearing upon the condition on each division that would not be easily obtained

in any other way.

It p||)vides a means for a better control of practice on the various districts

and divisions, and may prevent the use of extravagant methods.

It assists in formulating plans for carrying on the work in a quick and

thorough manner, which could not be so well accomplished by correspondence.

It is of great value to the division officers in encouraging them to express

their views and opinions about this very important feature of the work. It

strengthens them in their responsibility towards the proper maintenance of their

territories, makes them feel that their views are worth considering, brings them

in closer contact with the general officers, and instills in them the determination to

meet the budget requirements.
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The allotments decided upon are given the divbion officers at this expense confer-

ence, and the superintendent and division engineers on reaching their headquarters call

a conference of their supervisors. The supervisors, in turn, advise their respective foremen

of their allotment for the period.

Control of Expenditures Budgeted

The objective is to continually verify allotments and authorized amounts so that

overruns, delays, progress, high unit costs, wasteful methods, unauthorized work, and

other factors affecting efficiency and finances can be detected and controlled by this

routine before it is too late.

As construction projects are undertaken, the costs, both capital expenditures and

operating expenses, should be closely checked with the amounts authorized and methods

used to control the costs.

The supervision of the expenditures for maintenance should be exercised through

the issuance of work orders and monthly comparison of the expenditures as charged to

each divisional or departmental work order should be made to develop the over and

under amounts.

If a control limited to the amounts authorized is deemed satisfactory, the forms

previously suggested for analysis of recorded expenditures may be used to serve a dual

purpose. Thus, the overlay sheet suggested for the comparative statement of monthl>

costs may be designed with the desired additional columns to show the relationship of

costs incurred to the amounts authorized in the budget.

SUMMARY

1. The ICC Classification of Operating Expenses is not formulated to show directly

unit costs of any item of maintenance of way and structures, but these data may be

compiled to show unit cost of maintenance per equated mile or similar unit.

2. Unit costs of the main items of maintenance, particularly those pertaining to

roadway and track, may be determined by subdivision of the primary accounts in such

manner that the charges are allocated to those items. The subdivision of primary accounts

involves some additional expense, which is well justified when the information thus

obtained is used in determining and comparing unit costs.

3. Analyses of the costs of the details of any item of maintenance cannot be made
from the primary accounts or subdivisions of primary accounts, but they may be

obtained in the manner desired through special cost study of that subject.

4. Cost-keeping and statistical methods, applied to expenditures for maintenance

of way and structures, as indicated in this report, are entirely practicaL Through their

application expenses may be analyzed, economies of maintenance brought about, and

control of expenditures facilitated.

5. The statistical techniques outlined are susceptible to broad or narrow application

;

i.e., small or large carriers can organize their routines according to size and complexities

of engineering activities.

6. Figure 1102, CHART OF ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICAL REPORT PRO-
CEDURE IN MAINTENANCE OF WAY DEPARTMENT, gives the references to

the Proceedings wherein additional information and forms are presented for use in the

administrative budgeting and control of expenditures.
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'Form 1138

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES, STATEMENT
OF EXPENDITURES AND COST

North & South Railroad

Maintenance of Way and Structures Expense

Recorded charges by primary accounts for the year as compared to

the period average for the preceding year period expressed in

:

(a) Percent of total ordinary maintenance cost.

(b) Cents per thousand gross ton miles of traffic.

(c) Cost per equated mile of track maintained.
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Assignment 4 (b)

Standard Costs Developed by Statistical Methods

Your committee submits this progress report as information.

The Need for Time Study Data of Maintenance Work

The statistical development of time study data of maintenance work has an

important place in the field of railway engineering because, through the use of such

studies, inefficiencies in work practice are disclosed and there is developed a tendency

which leads toward standardization of machine and man-power utilization. Mechanized

maintenance-of-way jobs, such as ballasting and rail laying, are extremely similar to

production-line work in heavy industry and thus become candidates for time study

similar to those product.on lines. In the case of railroad work the production line is a

stationary object over which the work force should move at a uniform rate of speed

if work is to be progressed in the most efficient manner.

For several months this subcommittee has been engaged in making cost studies in

an attempt to develop normal unit production results of surfacing, ballasting, and tic

installation through mathematical calculation of data made from field time studies. Thi.

ballasting operation, together with the tie renewals, presents an interesting field ioi

development of such information because it is becoming more and more mechanized as

new machines and methods become available.

The Integration of Track Ballasting Work for Time
Study of the Integral Work Operations

This problem was attacked by first considering that the ballasting operation consists

of the following separate operations, all of which are capable of study.

1. Raise track to established grade

2. Make tie replacements

3. Tamp track to grade

4. Fill in track

5. Miscellaneous (explained below)

It was then further recognized that each of the separate operations which comprise

the ballasting work could be further broken down into its component parts. This was

done and each component operation was assigned a code number for ease in handling

computations. The list of the component work operations, with code number assigned,

is listed below and each is followed by a number in parentheses to identify it with the

list in the preceding paragraph:

210 Dig jack holes

211 Handle jacks and spot and level boards (1)

200 Distribute ties

201 Remove old ties

202 Prepare tie beds
} (2)

203 Install new ties

204 Spike ties

220 Tamping machine I /,-,

221 Tamp off jacks
J

^ '

230 Fill in track (4)
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240 Line track

250 Equalize ballast

260 Water boy
270 Space ties

280 Replace anchors
281 Gage track

282 Flagmen
28—Etc.

The Development of the Form for Recording Work in the Field

A form was developed to record the data in the field so that actual minutes worked

by the men in each operation could be separately recorded. This is accomplished by

recording the start and stop time of each work operation, together with the number

of men engaged in the operation between the times of start and stop. The starts and

stops are recorded when they occur in the work but the data are not recorded to the

point of absurdity in that only major start and stop times are recorded, such as those

encountered for changes in work force, train delays, weather delays, lunch time, etc.

Minor delays to individual operations or to the whole operation may be conveniently

recorded if necessary in an appropriate "remarks" column.

On the form used in the field is also recorded the location, date, track feet surfaced

on date, the number and size of ties installed, the number of foremen, assistant foremen,

machine operators, and laborers, kind and size of ballast, average height of raise, kind

of machine and number of tamping tools, weather conditions, work train expense, mate-

rials and supplies expense, minutes of machine delays other than recorded in the body

of the time study form, and the minutes of gang interruptions caused by trains passing

on an adjacent track which are not recorded in the body of the form.

Computation and Summarization

The field form when completed is returned to the general office where each form is

inspected for error before computation. On the form the man-minutes worked in each

recorded operation are computed and the time paid for not worked is computed separately

for work delays and travel time. The total of man-minutes worked and time paid for

not worked are cross checked against total time paid.

The man-minutes worked and delay man-minutes are then transferred to a daily

job summary sheet, together with work units produced and the actual units per man-hour

worked are obtained for each unit operation or code number.

The unit performances for each code number and the code groups are then trans-

ferred to a large summary sheet which, when filled with a sufficient number of daily

observations, will be statistically computed to produce the normal production figures

sought. Each type of machine used or studied must be summarized separately to account

for organizational changes between the different types of machines.

Costs are extended on the summary sheet through application of current wage rates

to man-hours paid, plus supervision, work train costs, materials and supplies costs, etc.

Similar series code numbers (i. e. 200, 201, etc., or 210, 211) when grouped give

accurate recorded time for any whole work operation. For example, to develop an

accurate cost of tie installation it is necessary to include man-hours spent in tie dis-

tribution if done on the job, in removal of old ties, in preparation of tie beds, in

installation of new ties and spiking ties.

Code (200 to 204, incl.) items were not considered to be in any manner, other than

incidental, connected with the actual operation of raising the track to final surface, and

these costs, therefore, arc over and above the costs of track ballasting and are a measure
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of the true cost of tie installations coincidental with track ballasting. It is based on the

assumption that if no ties were installed the other items entering into the ballasting job

would still be encountered and, therefore, these costs are truly assignable only to tie

installation. Note that tie spacing is not included in the tie cost, but is carried as a

separate work operation because it may be done whether or not there are ties to be

renewed.

Progress of This Study to Date

The collection of field data is performed by a foreman, assistant foreman or time-

keeper on the job in addition to his other duties, or by an assistant supervisor as part

of his training, so that the cost of obtaining the field data is negligible. The training to

the assistant supervisor who records cost data on the job is valuable because, through

this, he gains much experience in organizational methods and planning and is made cost

conscious.

The cost studies now in progress have not been carried beyond the summary stage

to date, and during the remainder of this work season the work of gathering field data

will continue. It is estimated that approximately SO days work will be needed for each

type of ballasting organization before the statistical results of the type of organization

can be computed.

The results will be analyzed by any appropriate method, including, if indicated, a

correlation to show what the results should have been under the actual conditions of

the particular job—a result not obtained by the use of simple averages, and to weight

into the end result all the principal factors that affect the final production result.

Progress of Development of This Type of Study

For Other Maintenance of Way Work

The subcommittee does not wish it to be understood that this type of cost analysis

is suitable only for study of track ballasting work. The study has also been extended

along other lines to make unit cost studies of rail laying operations, the economic value

of the individual roadway machines in use, the most economical methods to handle

materials—unloading, loading or distribution—and to date has developed study forms to

record field data in connection with the following type of work:

(1) Rail laying.

(2) Material loading, unloading or distribution" for handling.

(3) Time study of individual, newly developed machines to test their economic

worth vs. existing machines or hand labor.

Report on Assignment 5

Construction Reports and Property Records : Their Relation
to Current Problems

F. H. Neely (chairman, subcommittee), R. B. Aldridge, F. B. Baldwin, H. D. Barnes,
W. C. Bolin, V. R. Copp, W. S. Gates, Jr., A. T. Hopkins, W. A. Krauska, M. F.
Mannion, C. B. Martin, O. M. Miles, W. F. Sanders, R. W. Scott, H. A. Shinkle,

J. N. Smeaton, Louis Wolf.

Your committee submits a rail chart with the recommendation that it be adopted
and published in the Manual.

The following text is also recommended for adoption and publication in the Manual:
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RAIL CHART
1952

The rail chart is designed to show graphically the history of rail in the track.

The weight of rail is shown by symbols and the date placed in track is shown to

scale. The horizontal and vertical scales should vary according to individual

requirements.

Report on Assignment 6 (a)

Current Developments in Connection with Regulatory
Bodies and Courts

H. T. Bradley (chairman, subcommittee), R. B. Aldridge, M. A. Bryant, P. D. Coons,
Spencer Danby, W. S. Gates, Jr., M. M. Gerber,^W. A. Godfrey, H. N. Halper,

L. W. Howard, C. Jacoby, E. M. Killough, G. B. McMiUen, J. B. Mitchell,

B. H. Moore, H. L. Restall, J. H. Roach, E. J. RockefeUer, W. F. Sanders.

Regulatory Bodies

At the time of preparation of this report, the Interstate Commerce Commission's

allocation of its appropriation for the Bureau of Valuation for the year beginning July

1, 1951, had not been made. The Independent Office Appropriation Bill containing the

commission's appropriation passed both Houses of Congress and was signed by the

President, but uncertainty as to the application of certain amendments has delayed the

assignment of the funds to the several bureaus. For the year ending June 30, 1951, the

Bureau of Valuation's expenses amounted to $470,899. Any impairment of the amount

given the Bureau would only serve to hamper further its work, and any sizeable reduction

to practically destroy its usefulness.

During the year the forces of the Bureau were engaged in railroad and pipeline work,

with particular emphasis on the pipeline work as the need for current valuation of pipe-

line property was urgent, due to its use as a rate base on which pipeline companies were

permitted to make charges to users of their facilities to yield a specified return. The

work of bringing the pipeline valuations to date progressed to the extent of the service

of 62 tentative valuations out of a total of approximately 79 to be issued. Of these

tentative valuations, 55 became final.

During 1950 Class I carriers charged Account 459, Valuation Expenses, an amount

of $679,912, contrasted with $753,044 for the year ending 1949.

As of October 1, 19S1, the Class I carriers were practically on a current basis in the

filing of the 588 returns with the Bureau (1 carrier not filing for the year 1947, 5 not

filing for 1948, and 23 not filing for 1949). Of the returns due December 31, 1950, 13

carriers had filed. The Accounting Section of the Bureau is now 91 percent current in its

field check of these returns.* The 588 returns enable the Bureau to carry into their

continuous inventories and records the changes in property and their costs subsequent

to the original valuation.

The Engineering Section of the Bureau, having completed revised inventories for

practically all carriers through the year 1932, is engaged in bringing its inventories

forward to later dates and, as of October 1, 1951, was approximately 81 percent* current

(long form method). The work of the Accounting Section in bringing summaries of

• Based on 8,500,000 mile-years from basic valuation dates through 1950.
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original cost other than land is 95 percent* current; the summaries of original cost oi

land is 42 percent* current. The Land Section in its work of revising land valuations

to current dates has completed 76 percent* of its work. (Except in a few cases, the

latest appraisal was made as of 194S. Sub.sequent revisions have been limited to additions

and retirements.)

In measuring the progress made during the year, or even for the past five years,

on the railroad valuation work, it will be noted that the Bureau is just about able to

maintain a status quo in its program, and it will be impossible for the Bureau to keep

abreast of its work load or to make up arrears unless the commission importunes Congress

to grant sufficient appropriations to sustain properly the Bureau's activities. On October 1

the Bureau had a total of 81 employees, of which 30 were in the Engineering Section,

27 in the Accounting Section (15 office and 12 field), and 18 in the Land Section (12

office and 6 field)

.

Elements of Value as of January 1, 1951

The Bureau of Valuation is now completing its work in the preparation of its estimates

for the Class I carriers covering the standard elements of value as of January 1, 1951.

At the time of the preparation of this report, these figures were not yet available.

Ex Parte No. 175—Increased Freight Rates, 1951

Exhibit 15 in this proceeding was a statement prepared by the Bureau of Valuation

showing for the United States, for each region, and for each Class I carrier, its standard

elements of value, consisting of cost of reproduction new, cost of reproduction less

depreciation, estimated original cost except land (these three elements all subdivided

between road and equipment property), the present value of lands and estimates for

working capital; all prepared as of January 1, 1950, and following the methods used

by the Bureau in other Ex Parte cases, such as 166 and 168. A statement of the Bureau's

methods accompanied the exhibit.

As in Ex Parte 166 and 168, testimony in the form of a verified statement and

exhibits was introduced by Witness H. T. Bradley, valuation engineer, representing all

Class I carriers. Objection was again directed at the precedent established in these former

cases, wherein the Commission's finding of aggregate value gave no weight to the Bureau

of Valuation's estimated cost of reproduction, but instead used a formula based on esti-

mated original cost, plus the present value of land and working capital, less the carrier's

book depreciation and amortization reserves. The failure of the Commission to give

weight to present price levels in determining its aggregate value for the rate base was

vigorously protested by the witness, and in the carrier's brief filed July 9, 1951. The

following is an excerpt from the brief:

Sheet 6 of Appendix A to this witness's verified statement illustrates the

arbitrary consequences of ignoring reproduction elements in a period of rising

costs, as the commission has done since World War II in Ex Parte 166 and 168

and of giving them effect in depression years, as it did in Ex Parte 115 and 123

In this portion of his presentation, Mr. Bradley applied the Bureau's method of

determining value in Ex Parte 168 to elements of value reported in prior general

revenue proceedings. The original cost approach would have produced an aggregate

value of $21,761,000,000 in Ex Parte 115, whereas the method actually used

resulted in a value of $19,882,000,000. In Ex Parte 123, the original cost method

would have produced a value of $21,889,000,000, but the value actually reported

in that case was $19,972,000,000.
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In short, valuation of Petitioners' railroad property was subjected to the

depressing burden of reproduction cost elements in the thirties and has been denied

the correlative protection provided by such elements in recent years of greatly

inflated costs. This violates the very essence of fair play. If any weight is to be

accorded to Bureau of Valuation figures, it is most respectfully submitted that the

method of determining value may not properly be altered so as always to produce

the lowest value.

* * *

If the national transportation policy's paramount objective of a system of

railroad transportation adequate to meet the needs of commerce and defense is to

be maintained, it is unmistakably clear that the railroads must be provided with

earnings related to current costs. Appropriate weight, accordingly, must be given

to reproduction costs, or the rate of return must be correspondingly increased if

such an approach is to be used in measuring their revenue requirements. In short,

the railroads—like labor, agriculture and industry—cannot live unless the dollars

they take in bear a practical and reasonable relationship to the dollars which they

must pay out.

The Commission in its final report of August 2, 1951, ignored the points made, both

as to its prior valuations and as to the instant case, and had the following to say on the

rate base value found:

Since our interim report in this proceeding the rail carriers have revised

somewhat their initial estimates in the light of subsequent developments and more

recent information. As stated in our interim report, the net railway operating

income of Class I railways for the four war years 1942-1945 averaged $1,200.7

million per year. This was equivalent to a rate of return on net investment as

computed by the carriers of 5.16 percent. In the five post-war years 1946-1950,

net railway operating income has averaged $825.8 million, including back mail

pay, or a return of 3.51 percent. (Exhibit 42, p. 1) For the year 1950 net railway

operating income, including back mail pay, represented a rate of return on net

investment as of December 31, 1950, of 4.22 percent, and, excluding back mail pay

was 3.95 percent. As computed by the railroads, net investment includes book

investment in road and equipment, less accrued depreciation, plus materials, sup-

plies, and cash. Net investment as of December 31, 1949, was $24,028,408,760, and

as of December 31, 1950, was $24,631,245,000. The net investment as of December

31, 1949, is $1,890,395,746 higher than the total value determined by the elements

of the value of property devoted to common carrier service of the Class I railways

shown in the table below, as of January 1, 1950:

Elements of Value of Property in Common-Carrier Service

Class I Line-Haul Railways, January l, 1950

Total

United States

Original cost except land and rights $26,157,866,052

Present value of land and rights 1,952,374,483

Working capital, including materials and supplies 658,039,200

Total $28,768,279,735

Less: Recorded depreciation and amortization 6,630,266,721

Values $22,138,013,014
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Using the total value shown in the above table as a rate base, the net railway

operating income of Class I railroads for the year 1950 of $1,039,834,971 (which

includes back mail pay) represented a rate of return of 4.70 percent. For com-

parison, the net railway operating income in 1950, including back mail pay, was

4.22 percent, and not including back mail pay, 3.95 percent on net investment,

as computed by the railroads as of December 31, 1950.

As the elements of value referred to are not available for a date later than

January 1, 1950, this base and rate of return predicated thereon take no account

of capital expenditures during the year 1950, which are included in the rail figure

as of December 31, 1950. Gross capital expenditures in 1950 aggregated

$1,066,000,000, and were estimated by the railroads for 1951 at $1,376,000,000.

If this latter estimated figure is realized it would represent the highest gross

capital expenditure in any year in railroad history.

National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners

Valuation and rate base determinations figured largely in the discussions at the 63rd

annual convention of the National Association of Railway and Utihties Commissioners

held at Charleston, S. C, during the week of October IS, 1951. The report of the Com-

mittee on Valuation presented at the convention called particular attention to the effect

of rising prices on rate base determinations. The report of the committee opened with

this statement:

The inflationary price spiral has continued to rise without material abatement

since the report of the Committee on Valuation was presented at the Cleveland

convention upon the subject "Rate Base Stability in a Period of Fluctuating

Costs". In that report it was suggested that while Original Cost Less Depreciation

is the most reliable criterion, it cannot be used as the sole determinant of the

rate base. It was pointed out that some consideration must be given to present-day

prices where too great reliance on Original Cost data would produce unreasonable

results in view of the rapid cost fluctuation. Since that time the continuing infla-

tionary trend has accentuated the problem. Utilities are urging a return to little

used valuation processes of other decades. Various commissions have moved in

that direction. Financial experts are urging methods of compensating for dollar

inflation by reference to cost indices. Everyone concerned is apparently groping

for a yardstick that can be used to give a more direct reflection of the upward

spiral in rate base fixation. The Committee on Valuation, therefore, considers that

further consideration of the available valuation factors and methods is appropriate

at this time.

* * *

More and more frequently in the last few years utilities have urged state and

federal commissions to give greater consideration to present-day prices in rate

proceedings. Some utilities have brought forward evidence of cost of reproduction

new. Others have urged that the accretion in value of existing property, because of

present-day prices of labor and materials, must be recognized in passing upon the

issue of securities or in rate adjustments. Still others have advocated the use of

price index data available in federal departments as a means of reflecting present-

day costs in valuation and depreciation determinations.

In operations where there is a rapid turnover and small investment in rela-

tion to gross revenue, such as urban bus transportation, the operating ratio is being

advanced as a more reliable index of revenue needs than any concept of return
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on a rate base. More and more the testimony offered stresses the amount of return

needed for sound financing as a basis for rate determinations, even when the end

result indicated would necessitate an unusually high return related to customary

valuation data.

It has been urged that valuation criteria based on original cost less deprecia-

tion are of questionable value in a period of inflation or deflation unless this

period is a "part of cycle of a regular pattern of a reasonable duration over the

life of which prices will average out at a level equivalent to the average value

of the 'original cost dollar invested". The present inflationary period is said to be

too extended to permit reliance upon such data.

After discussing findings by a number of State Utility Commissions in recent rate

cases, the report points out that in some decisions original cost, and in others reproduc-

tion cost, were given dominant weight in determining the rate base. The report concludes

with this statement:

No rigid yardstick is available which can be applied mechanically to valuation

problems in an extended inflationary period such as is now being experienced.

Commissions must as always give due consideration to all available factors in

reaching conclusions as to valuations and rates of return thereon in rate cases. The

most important consideration, however, will always be the establishment of rates

which are reasonable and fair to the public and which will make possible the

rendition of adequate service to the public. This end result can be accomplished

only by rates which enable the utilities to secure, at reasonable cost, the capital

needed for the plant expansion necessary to meet expanding service requirements

—

in other words, which will keep the utihties financially healthy. Financial health

implies stability over the years. It is submitted that in the long run the financial

stability incident to the fundamental use of original cost less depreciation as a

factor in rate cases, subject to variation by proper consideration of other factors

which more directly reflect present conditions, is highly important and that this

factor should not be lightly discarded in favor of a return to costly and indefinite

processes of reproduction cost estimates. Commissions should, however, welcome

suggestions as to the use of new criteria, for valuation theories and policies cannot

be static but must mesh into the evolutionary processes of our time.

The convention proceedings were highlighted with an address by I.C.C. Commis-

sioner Clyde B. Aitchison, who chose for his subject, "Valuation: The State Commis-

sions, and Section 19a" (commonly termed the Valuation Act). After tracing the history

of the events which led up to the passage of the Valuation Act providing for an authorita-

tive valuation of railroad property and the time and effort spent in securing the

valuation, he urged that:

Valuations to be of practical use must not become obsolete, and the vast

amount of work performed in ascertaining the original valuation, inventories, and

land records must be supplemented periodically so as to reflect current conditions

at all times, as closely as practicable.

He pointed out the successive reductions that had been made in the staff of the

Bureau of Valuation since the completion of the primary valuation work and the repeal

of Recapture, until now only 81 persons in the Commission's Bureau of Valuation were

engaged in the work of bringing the records to currency. This small force he said was
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"already reduced to the stage where efficiency is well nigh impossible, that even nominal

or colorable compliance with the duties imposed by the valuation act would be impos-

sible" and "the cumulative effect of this long-continued process of compounded decimation

is most alarming".

Commissioner Aitchison thought the present situation had been brought about not

entirely by the efforts of the Congress to retrench expenditures, or reprisal for lack

of confidence in the integrity of the work, but was due in large part to the acceptance

of the thought that certain recent decisions of the Supreme Court have so diminished in

importance valuation and rate of return as factors in the rate-making process that the\

may be wholly ignored. He stated further that the thought has been expressed that of

all the functions of the Commission, the duty of keeping informed as to the value of the

carrier property in the country could be abandoned or curtailed with the least possible

injury to the public interest. Without alluding to the sponsor of this idea, it may be here

pointed out that this statement was made at a recent appropriation hearings b\- the

commissioner in charge of securing funds for the Commission, including its own Bureau

of Valuation.

Commissioner Aitchison's address continues wth this statement:

I disagree, both in economic principle and from the standpoint of what the

governing statute requires from the Commission as administrative practice. By

wishful thinking which has colored the reading of these recent decisions, we have

lulled ourselves into a false sense of freedom from the need of considering matters

which we desire to reject, and have rejected them without the necessary predicate

for finding them to be useless as tests.

Too much reliance has been placed upon this sort of reading of recent deci-

sions of the Supreme Court of the United States as to administration of provisions

of the Natural Gas Acts, of wliich the Hope National Gas decisions, 320 U. S. 591.

is a leading case. It has been read from those opinions that the Court has "dis-

carded the eminant-domain theory and basis of rate making, as announced in

Smyth V. Ames * * * and has gone back to the doctrine as originally announced in

Mjinn V. Illinois, * * * to the effect that rate-making is price-fixing through the

exercise of the police power of government". A reasonable "end result" is assumed

to satisfy the Constitution (and the particular statute which governed), but

nowhere has the court said "The rule announced in Smyth v. Ames, and heretofore

followed by us in many subsequent cases, is accordingly overruled". It might, or

might not, be wholly desirable and consonant with justice and sound economic

principles, for the court to have overruled the case cited, but it has not done so.

The carriers still may show the value of their property and the rate of return

thereon. Certainly, in administering the Interstate Commerce Act, the Commis-

sion must consider all the elements of value detailed in section 19a. Valuations

made under that section are prima facie evidence of value for all purposes growing

out of the Interstate Commerce Act. The Commission has had the humiliating

experience of reversal when it substitutes its own concept of what the act ought

to be, for what the law says it shall do. It was even rebuked in one instance,

although the court itself had said in unmistakable language that the matter

required to be found was "incapable of rational determination". It is perilous for

those charged with protection of the public interest to ignore Smyth v. Ames,

particularly with section 19a still the law and requiring findings as to the matters

which Smyth v. Ames said should be considered.
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In certain recent rate cases of great magnitude before the Commission,

summarizations of the elements of value prepared by the Commission's bureau

have been received in evidence. But although received without forceful objection

to their reception, their effect has been challenged in testimony submitted to cast

doubt upon the accuracy of the estimates.

But if either the "prudent investment" or "original cost" test is to be fol-

lowed—and they are not the same—and all other valuation elements required

under section 19a should be considered as read out of the act by judicial con-

struction, neither cost nor investment can be determined in the true sense of that

word without adequate poHcing and testing of the returns that are made by the

interested carriers.

These are and have been times of continued rising prices, and in recent

years the carriers have been able to show the need for more revenue without

invoking the constitutional protection against confiscation. But prudent administra-

tors, charged with the duty of keeping informed as to value, must look ahead

to the time when the trend of rising prices will reverse itself. When the inevitable

process of deflation sets in, we will have the situation presented that reduction

rather than increase in rates will again be in order. Then value and rate of return

once more will become a central factor in the inquiry as it was in 1922, following

the deflation of 1021.

At the conclusion of his address, resolutions advocating increased funds for the

Bureau of Valuation were unanimously adopted, both by the National Association of

Railway and Utihties Commissioners and by the Mountain Pacific States Conference

of Public Service Commissions. The resolution reads as follows:

Whereas, complete up-to-date valuation of the railroads is absolutely neces-

sary for the proper functioning of the Interstate Commerce Commission in cost

accounting, capitalization, regulation, reorganization, proceedings and other cases;

and.

Whereas, due to insufficient funds the Interstate Commerce Commission has

been unable adequately to carry on this work,

Be it resolved by the National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commis-

sioners at its sixty-third annual convention, that it go on record as favoring such

an increase in appropriation for the Interstate Commerce Commission as will

enable it adequately to bring and keep up its present valuation studies,

Be it further resolved that the National Association of Railroad and Utilities

Commissioners request the Committee on Interstate Commerce and the appropria-

tion committees of the Congress make every effort toward an adequate appropria-

tion by the Congress for this purpose.

Court Decisions

No outstanding cases involving valuation were decided by the U. S. Supreme Court

during the year.
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Report on Assignment 7

Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classifications

H. N. Halper (chairman, subcommittee), H. D. Barnes, S. H. Barnhart, W. M. Hager,

B. H. Moore, M. G. Pettis, J. H. Roach, H. B. Sampson, J. R. Traylor, J. L.

Willcox.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Since the latest report of this subcommittee, in March 1951, the Interstate Commerce

Commission issued the following orders and notices of interest to engineers:

1. Order issued July 26, 1951, effective September 1, 1951, relating to the method

of accounting for equipment which the railroads may lease from insurance

companies or others. The import of this order is that the annual payments for

lease of cars, locomotives, or other equipment for a period in excess of one

year shall be included in net operating income. Prior to this order such pay-

ments appeared below the line.

2. Notice issued August 20, 1951, effective January 1, 1952, which cancels the

amortization of Defense Projects for both road and equipment accounts and

prescribes the regular depreciation accounting for so-called emergency facilities

acquired after December 31, 1949, and certified as Defense Projects under Sec-

tion 124 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code. Protests and objections against

this order were filed by certain Class I railroads. The Interstate Commerce

Commission assigned this matter for hearing on November 20, 1951.

3. The Interstate Commerce Commission also issued a proposed order concerning

units of property and related matters. This is of particular importance to en-

gineers in that it has a direct bearing on the depreciation rates of physical

property of railroads as well as on estimates in connection with maintenance

and addition and betterment budgets. It is now for review before the Accounting

Division of the AAR. The subcommittee will carefully follow progress in this

matter and report to the Association.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1

.

Revision of Manual.

Revisions of Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges and other parts of

Chapter IS, submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual page 508

Digest of Sec. 5, 6 and 7, University of Illinois Bulletin No. 382, in con-

nection with strengthening existing bridges, presented as information page 513

Revisions of Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges, presented as

information page S22

2. Fatigue in high-strength steels; its effect on the current Specifications for

Steel Railway Bridges.

No report.

3. Design of expansion joints involving iron and .steel structures, collaborating

with Committee 29.

Progress report, presented as information page 591

4. Stress distribution in bridge frames:

(a) Floorbeam hangers;

(b) Counterweight trusses of bascule bridges.

Progress report, presented as information page 600

5. Design of steel bridge details.

Progress report on Investigation of Distribution of Pressures under Bridge

Rocker Shoe Slabs, published in Bulletin 406. September-October. 1951,

pages 91 to 146, incl pape 601

AREA Bulletin 4Q9, January 1952.
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6. Preparation and painting of steel surfaces.

Progress report, presented as information page 601

7. Specifications for cold riveted construction.

No report.

8. Specifications for design of corrugated metal culverts, including corrugated

metal arches.

No report.

9. Use of high-strength structural bolts in steel railway bridges.

Progress report, presented as information page 607

10. Substitutes for paint for preservation of steel bridge structures.

No report.

11. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of

substitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

J. L. Beckel, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

E. S. Birkenwald (chairman, subcommittee), J. L. Beckel, R. P. Davis, Jonathan Jones,

J. F. Marsh, Cornelius Neufeld, C. H. Sandberg, G. L. Staley.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES

Page 15-2. Add to Information To Be Given Bidders, the following item:

8. What is the design ultimate compressive strength of the concrete under

the bearings ? 301 (c)

Page 15-11, Art. 301 (c)

Change the present text to read:

(c) Masonry. Lb. Per

Bearing Pressure sq. in.

Granite 800

Sandstone and limestone 400

Concrete—0.25 of the design ultimate compressive strength. (When the

strength of concrete is unknown, use 2500 psi. for the design

ultimate compressive strength.)

Pages 15-23 and 15-24, Arts. 504 to 514, incl.

Change the present text to read:

Size of Holes for Rivets and Turned Bolts

504. The diameter of holes shall be specified in odd sixteenths of an inch, as 13/16,

15/16, etc.
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The diameter of holes punched full-size and of finished holes reamed or drilled shall

be 1/16 in. greater than the nominal diameter of the rivets.

The diameter of holes for turned bolts shall be not more than 1/32 in. greater than

that of the bolts.

The diameter of the punch shall be the diameter of the hole to be punched, and

the diameter of the die shall be not more than 3/32 in. greater.

Preparation of Holes for Shop Rivets

505. Holes for shop rivets shall be subpunched, or subdrilled at the fabricator's option,

J4 in- less in diameter than that of the finished holes, and shall be reamed to size with

the parts assembled, with the following exceptions:

(a) Holes in material thicker than % in. shall not be punched; however at the

fabricator's option, they may be subdrilled to the diameter specified for sub-

punching or may be drilled full-size with the parts assembled, provided that

the parts are adequately bolted or clamped together.

(b) Holes in rolled beams and plate girders, including stiffeners and active fillers

at bearing points, may be subpunched % in. less in diameter than that of the

finished holes and reamed to size after assembly, in material not thicker than

the nominal diameter of the rivet less % in.

(c) Holes in material not more than Ji in. thick for rivets which do not transfer

stress caused by external vertical loading, may be punched full-size, or, at the

fabricator's option may be subpunched ^ in. less in diameter than the finished

holes and reamed to size after assembly. This applies to holes for stitch rivets,

lateral, longitudinal or sway bracing and their connecting material, lacing,

stay plates, diaphragms which do not transfer shear or stress, inactive fillers,

and stiffeners not at bearing points. However, holes through assembled material

shall not pass through both reamed plies and plies punched full-size unless

(1) the reamed holes have been subpunched for the fabricator's convenience, or

(2) the assembled material is not over five plies thick, of which the main

material consists of not more than three plies.

Preparation of Holes for Field Rivets

506. Holes for rivets shall be punched or drilled at the fabricator's option, % in. less

in diameter than that of the finished holes, and shall be reamed to size through steel

templates with hardened steel bushings, with the following exceptions:

(a) Field splices in plate girders and in the chords of trusses shall be reamed \vith

the members assembled. Other field connections may be reamed with the mem-
bers assembled, at the fabricator's option. Chord splices of truss members

shall, in all cases, be reamed or drilled with at least three abutting sections

assembled and with milled ends of compression chords in full bearing.

(b) Assemblies, such as floor systems to girders, complete trusses, rolled beam

spans connected by diaphragms, and portals to trusses shall be reamed with

the members assembled if .so indicated on the contract plans, and otherwise

at the fabricator's option.

(c) Field connections of lateral, longitudinal or sway bracing shall conform to

the requirements of holes for shop rivets.

(d) Holes in material thicker than % in. shall not be punched but shall be sub-

drilled to the diameter .specified for subpunching, or drilled full-size with parts

assembled.
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Reaming and Drilling After Assembly

507. Reaming, or drilling full-size, of assembled parts or assembled members shall be

done after the parts or members are so firmly bolted or clamped together that the

surfaces are in close contact. Parts shall be separated before riveting if necessary for

removal of any shavings.

Match-marking

508. Connecting parts assembled in the shop for the purpose of reaming or drilling holes

in field connections shall be so match-marked that they may be reassembled in the same

position. The parts shall not be interchanged. Diagrams showing such match-marks shall

be furnished to the engineer.

Templates for Reaming and Drilling

509. All steel templates shall have hardened steel bushings in holes accurately dimen-

sioned from the centerlines of the connection as inscribed on the template. The center-

lines shall be used in locating accurately the template from the milled or scribed ends

of the members.

Reaming and Drilling Through Templates

510 a. Reaming, or drilling full-size of field connections through templates shall be done

after the templates have been located with the utmost care as to position and angle, and

firmly bolted. Templates used for the reaming of matching members, or of the opposite

faces of one member, shall be exact duplicates. Templates for connections which duplicate

shall be so accurately located that like members are duplicates and require no match-

marking.

510 b. When templates are used to ream field connections of web members of a truss,

at least one end of each web member shall be milled or scribed normal to the long axis

of the member and the templates shall be accurately set at both ends from this milled or

scribed end. Templates for reaming gussets of a truss shall be accurately set and located

before reaming or drilling to their true geometric dimensions, as shown on the shop plans.

510 c. Templates for field holes connecting shop-riveted floor sections to girders or

trusses shall be of such dimensions and so applied as to space the field holes correctly

from one floor expansion point to the next, as shown on the detail shop plans.

Fitting for Shop Riveting

511. The parts of riveted members shall be adequately pinned, firmly drawn together

with bolts and in close contact before riveting is begun. The drifting done during assem-

bly shall be only such as to bring the parts in position and not to enlarge the holes or

distort the metal.

Finished Holes

512. Holes shall be cylindrical, unless punched full-size, and perpendicular to the

member. They shall be clean-cut without torn or ragged edges. Burrs on the outer sur-

faces shall be removed. Where the grip exceeds 4J^ in., the holes shall be filleted 1/32 in.

Offset in Finished Holes

513. The offset in any hole reamed J4 ii^j i" any ply of material measured from an

outer ply after the hole has been finishd for riveting, shall not exceed 1/16 in. Not more

than 10 percent of the holes shall provide as much offset as 1/16 in., and not more than

20 percent shall provide as much offset as 1/32 in.
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The offset in any ply reamed % in. or punched full-size in any ply of material

measured from an outer ply after the hole has been finished for riveting, shall not exceed

l4 in. Not more than 10 percent of the holes shall provide as much offset as l4 i") and

not more than 20 percent shall provide as much offset as 1/16 in.

If approved by the engineer, holes may be overreamed to meet these requirements,

and larger rivets driven.

Pages 15-127 to 132, incl.

METHODS OF STRENGTHENING EXISTING BRIDGES
1952

The committee recommends for adoption the following revisions of the Methods of

Strengthening Existing Bridges, pages 15-127 to 15-132, incl.:

I GENERAL
101. No change.

102. Revise to read:

102. The decision as to whether a bridge is to be strengthened or replaced should take

into account the comparative estimated costs, the added length of life to be obtained for

the strengthened bridge, and the possible future increase in the life load. In general, the

strengthening of a span under traffic is undertaken only to increase the strength of

certain weak parts, rather than to strengthen the span as a whole.

103. First paragraph—Word "must" to be changed to "shall".

Second paragraph—Revise to read:

The kind of metal of which the various members are made should be known,

together with their physical and chemical properties. Usually this may be determined by

examining the original drawings, specifications, or test records, although in some cases

it may be necessary to obtain specimens of the metal from the structure.

Last paragraph—No change.

104. Revise first paragraph to read:

The unit stresses in strengthened members, under the load for which they are

strengthened, preferably shall not exceed 85 percent of the stresses allowable under the

Rules for Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges, except that where cover plates are

attached to rolled sections of members subject to a large number of stress cycles, such as

stringers and floorbeams, the unit stress preferably shall not exceed 75 percent of stress

allowable under the Rules for Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges. Stresses in details,

as well as those in main members, should be computed.

Second paragraph—Word "must" in first and fourth lines to be changed to "shall".

Last paragraph—Word "must" in first and third Hnes to be changed to "shall".

105. Word "must" appearing twice in first line, to be changed to "shall".

106. Welding (Insert as new article).

Electric arc welding may be employed subject to the approval of the engineer.

In general, welding and riveting shall not be assumed to act together. Where welding

is added to existing riveted connections, the welding shall be designed to transmit the

entire stress in the member.

Welding shall be in accordance with the American Welding Society current Standard

Specifications for Welded Highway and Railway Bridges, and may be used only where

specifically permitted in the following articles.
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II PLATE GIRDERS

201. No change.

202. Revise to read:

The bearing stiffeners may be reinforced by adding angles or plates, grinding the

bearing ends of the new parts to make them fit closely, or welding them to the flanges.

Add new second paragraph as follows:

Intermediate stiffeners may be added by riveting or welding, but they shall not be

welded to the tension flange.

203. Revise title of article to read "Flanges and Webs"

Revise the article to read:

The flanges may be reinforced in various ways.

(a) The flange section may be increased by adding cover plates. If the exposed

surfaces of old cover plates are rough or uneven from the effects of corrosion, new plates

will not make good contact with such surfaces. The new plates should be placed under

the old plates and extended out far enough to allow the corroded ends of the old plates

to be cut off.

Cover plates added to plate girders without existing cover plates shall preferably be

full length and connected to the flange angles with continuous fillet welds or rivets. If

partial length cover plates are used, they shall be long enough so that the maximum stress

in the main material at the ends of the cover plates shall not exceed, for welded plates

40 percent, and for riveted plates 70 percent, of the stress permitted under Art. 104.

(b) Where the cost of removal and replacement of the deck is excessive, as in bal-

lasted deck bridges, the flange section may be increased by adding longitudinal angles,

plates, or channels just below the flange angles, first cutting off the stiffener angles and

then placing new stiffeners between the outstanding legs of the old and new angles.

Where flange material is added, the flange riveting may be insufficient. This shall

be corrected by adding rivets or substituting larger rivets.

Flange material may be fabricated in the shop, or else subpunched in the shop and

reamed in the field. If it is impracticable to make accurate and complete measurements

of the rivet spacing, the holes may be drilled in the field. When rivets are removed from

two or more plies of material which are to remain in contact, holes shall be filled with

a bolt pulled up tight before any adjacent rivet is removed.

If the web was not originally spliced to resist moment, it may be so spliced by

adding cover plates or side plates.

204. No change.

205. Delete.

206. Renumber as 205, otherwise no change.

207. Renumber as 206. Delete the following "or to use three old girders in one span;

or to add a new center girder in each old span". Delete the words "an economical" and

insert the word "one".

III FLOOR SYSTEMS

301. Add new first paragraph.

Strengthening of riveted plate girder sections shall be in accordance with applicable

requirements of Part II—Plate Girders.

Revise present first paragraph to read:

Stringer systems may be strengthened by adding cover plates to existing stringers

or by adding new stringers. Wherever possible additional stringers shall be standard
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rolled sections without cover plates in preference to built-up sections. Stringers so placed

shall be connected to the existing stringers so that they will deflect together. The spacing

of stringers shall be such as to allow inspection, cleaning and painting of the interior

surfaces.

Last paragraph—Word "must" in third line to be changed to "shall".

302. No change.

303. Revise to read:

(a) Cover plates added to rolled sections preferably shall be full length and shall

be connected by continuous fillet welds or rivets. Intermittent welds shall not be used.

If cover plates are welded, they shall be of sufficient thickness to prevent buckling without

intermediate fasteners.

(b) No change.

Add new article to read:

304. Lateral Connections

Lateral plates attached to the tension flange of short span stringers and floor-

beams decrease their fatigue strength and the addition of such plates should be avoided,

particularly near point of maximum bending.

305. Formerly numbered 304—otherwise no change.

306. Formerly numbered 305—otherwise no change.

IV TRUSSES

401. Present paragraph—^Word "must" in fifth and tenth lines to be changed to "shall".

Add two paragraphs to read:

Rolled or built-up sections may be effectively reinforced by the addition of cover

plates in the planes of the gusset plates, riveted or welded to the flange of the member

and butt welded to the gusset plates, providing the strength of the gusset plate and its

connections is adequate.

Elongated eyebars may be shortened in accordance with "Method of Shortening

of Eyebars to Equalize the Stress" as published in the Manual.

402. Word "must" in fourth line of paragraph (b) to be changed to "should".

403. Word "must" in seventh and ninth lines of paragraph (b) to be changed to "shall".

404. No change.

V WELDING

Delete Part V and Art. 501 which is now covered by Art. 106.

VI OTHER STRUCTURES
Renumber as V.

501. Formerly 601—otherwise no change.

Fatigue Strength of Various Details Used for the Repair
of Bridge Members

Introduction

This report is a digest of Sec. 5, 6 and 7, incl., of University of Illinois Engineering

Experiment Station Bulletin Series No. 382, by Professors Wilbur M. Wilson and William
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H. Munse, dated December, 1949. The material contained in Sec. 3 and 4 of this bulle-

tin, covering tests on eycbars shortened by heating and upsetting, and by cutting and

splicing, was incorporated in a report entitled, "The Shortening of Eyebars to Equalize

the Stress", published in Vol. 48, AREA Proceedings. The material contained in Sec. 8

of this bulletin, covering tests on the fatigue strength of spliced and reinforced I-beams,

was incorporated in a report entitled "Fatigue Tests of Beams in Flexure", published in

AREA Bulletin 489.

The tests reported herein were planned to determine the fatigue strength of specimens

that incorporate expedients which have been used to strengthen or repair the members

of old bridges. The specimens for some tests represent reinforced bridge members for

which the increased area has become necessary because of an increase in the loads to

which the structure is subjected. Other specimens represent expedients that have been

used to splice members in service.

It is now recognized that the factors which have a major influence on the fatigue

strength of structural members and which should be kept in mind by the designing

engineer are:

(1) The magnitude of the stress-raising factor;

(2) The ratio of the minimum to the maximum stress in the cycle; and

(3) The number of cycles of near-maximum stress to which the member is sub-

jected during its life.

The object of the tests described in this report are:

(1) To determine the relative fatigue strength of various devices that have been

used or proposed to strengthen or repair old bridge members in order to

eliminate those methods that involve details with a low fatigue strength, and

(2) To determine quantitatively the fatigue strength of the members that have

been strengthened or repaired by the various methods.

The tests were sponsored by the American Welding Society and the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, under the general supervision of the Committee on

Fatigue Testing (Structural) of the Welding Research Council. The tests were planned

by a Subcommittee on Bridge Reinforcement Details, v/ith J. E. Bernhardt as chairman.

Several members of AREA Committee IS—Iron and Steel Structures, were members of

the subcommittee. This summary report was prepared by the Subcommittee on Bridge

Reinforcement of AREA Committee 15.

Description and Results of Tests

Following is a summary description of the individual tests and the results thereof.

Specific data concerning the tests are contained in Figs. 1 to 4, and Tables 1 to 7, incl.,

at the end of this report.

RIVETED AND COMPOSITE RIVETED-AND-WELDED JOINTS

Fig. 1 shows the type of test specimen used to determine whether the fiexural

resistance of girder web splices is increased by the addition of transverse fillet welds.

The narrow specimens, tested in tension or compression, could be comparable to the

behaviour at the edges of a wide web in flexure.

The stress cycle varied from to a maximum tension. Four specimens of each series

were tested, one statically and three in fatigue.

The results are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3, from which the following conclusions have
been deduced:
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A fillet weld along a transverse edge of the butt strap of a double strap riveted joint

affects the fatigue strength in two ways.

(A) It tends to increase the strength by protecting the rivets and by protecting

the section of the main plate through the transverse row of rivet holes.

(B) It tends to decrease the strength of the main plate at the weld, since the

fillet weld acts as a geometric stress-raiser.

This is apparent since for specimens with ^-in. main plates the fatigue strength

was slightly greater on a section along the welds than on a section through the rivet

holes for the specimen without welds. For the specimen with 1-in. main plates, the fatigue

strength was nearly twice as great for the section of the plate along the edge of the weld

as for the rivets of the specimens without welds.

BUTT WELDS REINFORCED WITH STRAP PLATES

Butt-weld joints have sometimes been "reinforced" by grinding the weld reinforce-

ments flush with the base plate and attaching strap plates across the joint with fillet

welds. The purpose of the tests in this section was to determine the effect of these plates

on the fatigue strength of the "reinforced" joints. It should be noted that although

the load on the butt weld may be reduced, the strap plates jnay act as stress-raisers,

thereby reducing the fatigue strength of the main plate.

Two factors affecting the fatigue strength have been considered.

1. The ratio of the thickness of the strap plate to the thickness of the main plate.

2. The ratio of the width of the strap plate to the width of the main plate.

Specimens shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were designed and tested to determine the effects

of these two factors on the fatigue strength of the butt-welded joint.

Four specimens of each type were tested, one statically and three in fatigue from

to tension.

The results of the tests are given in Tables 4 and 5, which indicate the following

conclusions:

1. The ratio of thickness of strap to thickness of main plate had no significant

effect on the fatigue strength of the joint.

2. Specimens with strap plates of the same width as the main plates had very

nearly the same fatigue strength as did specimens with strap plates narrower

than the main plates and welded on the four edges.

3. The butt-welded joints with the weld reinforcement ground flush with the main

plate on both sides and with no strap plates had a higher fatigue strength than

the butt-weld joints which were "reinforced" with strap plates. In other words,

the so-called "reinforcement" actually decreased the fatigue strength of the

butt-weld joints connecting the plates.

REINFORCED TENSION MEMBERS

The specimen, detailed in Fig. 4a, represents a tension member reinforced with plates

attached to the gusset plates at the ends with single-V butt welds, welded from one side

only. It is intended to simulate the procedure that would be followed in the field if this

method were used to strengthen web members of a truss. The specimen detailed in Fig. 4b

is a similar tension member without the reinforcements and is used as a basis of

comparison.
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Four specimens of the reinforced type were tested, one statically and three in fatigue.

Six non-reinforced specimens were tested, one statically and five in fatigue. The stress

cycle for the fatigue tests varied from to tension.

The results of the tests are given in Tables 6 and 7, which would indicate the fol-

lowing conclusions:

1. Reinforcing the wide flange truss tension member by adding flange plates in

the planes of the gusset plates, and connecting them to the gusset plates with

transverse single-V butt welds, increased the gross area of the section 97 percent,

increased the fatigue strength somewhat more than 100 percent, and increased

the static strength approximately 125 percent.

The merit of this particular type of reinforcement is attributed to the fact that the

reinforcing plates lie in the planes of the gusset plate and are terminated without an

abrupt change in section, thus eliminating the geometrical stress-raisers which sometimes

accompany the addition of reinforcing plates. The success of this method of reinforcing

presupposes that the strength of the gusset plate equals or exceeds the strength of the

reinforced member.

2. The low fatigue strength of the wide flange tension members of a truss attached

to gusset plates at the panel points, by the flanges only, is attributed to the fact

that the web, which is a considerable part of the section, is so far from the

rivets from which the stress is derived.

This is a matter of vital concern to the designing engineer if the member is one for

which the fatigue strength is a vital factor.

CONCLUSIONS

The limitation of conditions under which the foregoing tests were conducted pre-

cludes an exact estimate of the fatigue strength of the various bridge repair details

investigated, since the constant repetition of cycles of maximum stress applied at short

time intervals, as was employed in the tests, is a condition which is rarely, if ever, met in

actual bridge loading. However, the results of the tests do give a positive indication of

the superiority of certain types of detail features which should be adopted in preference

to those which are shown to be of an inferior nature on account of their stress-raising

effect and resulting lower fatigue strength.

Recommendations which have been derived from the result of the tests are as

follows:

(1) Transverse fillet welds, used to reinforce the butt-straps of riveted joints,

may increase the fatigue strength of the joint provided that the ratio of the

size of weld to the thickness of the main plate is sufficiently low to minimize

the stress-raising effect.

(2) Reinforcement of butt-welded joints by attaching butt-straps with transverse

fillet welds should be avoided since the stress-raising effect of the strap plates

may decrease, rather than increase the fatigue strength of the joint.

(3) Attachment of plates to the flanges of wide flange tension members of trusses

in the planes of the gusset plates and connected to the gusset plates with

transverse single-V butt welds provides a highly effective method of rein-

forcement, owing to the elimination of additional stress-raisers. In order for

this method of reinforcement to be effective, the strength of the gusset plates

and its connections shall be adequate.
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Results ok iSt.\tic Tests of Riveted and Comtosite
Riveted-and-Welded Joints

SpecliMPii No.
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Results of Static Tests: Butt Welds With
AND Without, Strap Plates

Series 44Sa to 44Se, inchisive

Specimen
No.
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Revision of Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges

The following is a complete draft of the Specifications for Movable Bridges and is

submitted as information for the purpose of soliciting comments and criticisms prior to

submission a year hence for adoption and publication in the Manual.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MOVABLE RAILWAY BRIDGES

FOREWORD

The purpose of these specifications is to formulate specific and detailed rules for the

design and manufacture of movable railway bridges, as a guide to both the designer

and the shop, rather than to confine the specifications to a statement of principles or to

limit them to rules defining the duties of the contractor. The intention is to describe the

best general practice for standard railways of the United States and Canada, and to

advance the causes of good design and workmanship. The requirements of light and

branch railways and foreign practice have not been considered.

CONTENTS
Section Page

Information to be given bidders 523

A. Proposals and General Requirements 524

B. General Features of Design 529

C. Loads, Unit Stresses, and Proportioning of Parts:

General 532

Special for Swing Bridges 540

Special for Bascule Bridges 541

Special for Vertical-Lift Bridges 541

D. Details of Design:

General 543

Special for Swing Bridges 552

Special for Bascule Bridges 554

Special for Vertical-Lift Bridges 556

E. Wire Ropes and Sockets 558

F. Power Equipment:

General Requirements 563

Internal Combustion 564

Electric 566

G. Materials 582

H. Workmanship:

General 584

Special for Swing Bridges 587

Special for Bascule Bridges 588

Special for Vertical-Lift Bridges 588

I. Erection 589
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INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED

The engineer shall specify, or the plans shall indicate, the following information

in accordance with the listed articles of the specifications: Article

1. What is the live load to be used ? 203*

2. Is the alinement straight or curved ? 105*, 208*

If curved, what is the degree of curve? What is the superelevation of

the outer rail? What speed should be used in the design?

3. What is the rate and the direction of grade on the bridge? 446*

4. Type of track anchorage on moving span and approaches

5. What are the conditions at the site? 2*

Furnish plans showing the general dimensions and conditions gov-

erning the design of the structure:

Length of spans

Types of spans

Number and spacing of tracks

Angle of skew

Type of floor

Required horizontal and vertical clearances for channel span

Type and dimensions of fenders

6. What kind of shop paint will be approved ? 544*

7. A copy of the contract form 102

8. Will there be separate contracts for the different parts of the superstruc-

ture ? 102

9. The normal time for opening the bridge after the ends are released, for

both main and auxiUary powers 103

10. The bouse or houses for the operator and for the signal devices shall be

buUt by whom ? 107

11. Warning lights required 109

12. Will the company furnish or place the deck and track materials? 114(o)

13. The type of movable bridge to be used 201

14. The type of center to be used in swing bridges 201

15. Shall the auxiliary operation be hand or power? 204

16. Kind of heating apparatus to be installed 207

17. Shall an overhead crane be installed in the machinery house? 207

18. Type of floor for machinery and operator's houses 207

19. Design for rail ends 210

20. Specifications for concrete 404

21. Kind of power to be used 601

22. Method of operating brakes 604, 605, 626

23. Type and kind of audible navigation signals 607

24. Spare parts required for combustion engine 609

25. Location and characteristics of electric power service 611

26. Kind of electrical control (manual or full magnetic, or semi-magnetic) .

.

626

27. Shall enclosures be provided for any of the control panels? 647

28. Data for submarine or overhead cables 653

* Article numbera marked thus refer to Specifications for Steel Railway Brtdces.
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A. PROPOSALS AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

1. General

The structural design and the mechanical and electrical design will be furnished by

the company, unless it is stated in the invitation for bids that such designs, or specified

portions of them, are to be furnished by the contractor.

The current Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges of the American Railway En-

gineering Association shall apply to movable bridges except as provided otherwise herein.

2. Responsibility

Unless otherwise provided, the contractor shall be responsible for the complete

installation of the superstructure and the operation of the moving span as far as pertains

to the materials, workmanship, and erection, and the designing of parts and details which

are not covered by the proposal plans. The contractor shall furnish and erect the struc-

ture ready for operation and to receive trains, except for such parts as are specified to be

furnished or installed by the company.

3. Time of Opening

The normal time for opening the bridge after the ends are released shall be as

specified on the proposal drawings for both the main and the auxiliary powers.

4. Machinery Drawings

The contractor shall make an assembly drawing and detail drawings of the machin-

ery. These drawings shall be so complete that the machinery parts may be dupUcated

without reference to patterns, other drawings, or individual shop practice.

The contractor shall make a drawing showing all bearings and other elements of the

bridge which require lubrication, and designating the lubricants to be used and the

frequency of lubrication.

5. Machinery Design

If the machinery design is prepared by the contractor, he shall furnish complete

design calculations for all parts of the machinery and shall include therein curves showing

the torques to be exerted at the shaft of each main and auxiliary operating motor and

engine as follows:

(a) For acceleration and for retardation.

(b) For frictional resistance.

(c) For any unbalanced condition of the bridge.

(d) For the wind loads.

(e) For the greatest resultant combinations of resistances acting at one time under

the various design conditions herein specified. The torque for starting friction

shall not be combined with the torque for acceleration. Torque curves show-

ing the rated full-load torque and the maximum starting torque of the motor

or engine shall be superimposed on this curve.

Where operation is by electric motor, these calculations shall include a

diagram on which there are shown the required speed-torque curves for the

various steps of resistance which are to be provided. On this diagram there

shall also be shown the overload relay setting and the speed-torque curves for

operation of the span under Conditions A, B and C of Art. C6.
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6. Weight and Center of Gravity

The contractor shall determine the weight and (where necessary) the location of the

center of gravity of the moving span, including parts attached thereto; also of the

counterweights, including their framework. These determinations shall be based on

weights carefully computed from shop plans. The computations, accompanied by the

weight bills, shall be submitted to the company in form for verification.

7. Houses

The contractor shall furnish and build the machinery house or houses. The house or

houses for the operator and the signal devices shall be built by the contractor or the

company, as may be stipulated.

8. Signals and Interlocking

The company will furnish and install the railway signal system, including the master

lever and the devices necessary for interlocking the signal system with the moving span.

The contractor shall furnish and install the devices necessary for interlocking the parts

of the bridge machinery with each other and for connection to the master lever. The

operating machinery and the electrical parts shall be so designed that the signal system

may readily be installed and attached.

9. Warning Lights

The contractor shall furnish and install (including wiring) on the moving span and

piers, navigation lights and other signals required by the United States government or

other authorities, and shall provide suitable means of access to such lights.

10. Wrenches

Two sets of wrenches to fit heads and nuts of all bolts for the machinery shall be

furnished by the contractor, together with suitable work bench, pipe vise, and suitable

wall racks for the storage of equipment and spare parts.

11. Defects

If any defects due to faulty workmanship or erection, or defective material, or due

to any design prepared by the contractor, are found within one year after the date of

acceptance, the contractor shall remedy such defects at his own expense. If necessary,

the company may remedy such defects at the expense of the contractor.

12. Wiring Diagrams, Operator's Instructions, Electrical

and Mechanical Data Booklets, and Lubrication Charts

The contractor shall furnish six bound copies of a booklet containing descriptive

leaflets and drawings covering all items of the electrical equipment, with catalog numbers

indicated; printed or typewritten statements prepared by the manufacturers of the

equipment covering the proper methods of adjusting, lubricating, and otherwise main-

taining each item; speed-torque-current curves for the span-operating motors for each

point of speed control; a concise statement of the necessary operating functions in proper

sequence; a detailed description of the functions of each item in connection with the

various operating steps; reduced photostatic copies of all wiring and conduit diagrams

and drawings of the control bench and switchboards; and a list of spare parts furnished
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The booklet shall contain a table of contents and shall designate each wire and item

of equipment by the numbers on the wiring diagrams.

The contractor shall also furnish six bound copies of a similar booklet for the

mechanical equipment, which shall include lubricating charts showing the locations of all

lubricating fittings and other points of lubrication.

13. Classification of Parts

The parts of the bridge shall be classified as follows and, unless otherwise stipulated,

paid for as indicated:

a) Structural carbon steel, by the pound.

b) Special structural steels, by the pound for each class specified.

c) Machinery, by the pound.

d) Counterweight sheaves, shafts, and bearings, by the pound.

e) Trunnions and their bearings, by the pound.

f) Tread plates and castings, by the pound.

g) Wire ropes and sockets, by the pound,

h) Balancing chains, by the pound.

i) Metal in counterweights, by the pound,

j) Concrete in counterweights, by the cubic yard,

k) Reinforcing steel, by the pound.

1) Gasoline, gas, and oil engines and tanks, a lump sum.

m) Electrical equipment, a lump sum.

n) Houses for machinery and operators, a lump sum.

o) Railway deck and track, by the linear foot of full-width deck,

p) Miscellaneous lumber, by the thousand feet board measure,

q) Items not classified in the foregoing.

Payment quantities shall be determined as follows:

Classes (a) and (b) by the provisions of Art. Gl of the specifications designated

in Art. Al.

Class (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i), by scale weight; except that for

Classes (c), (d), (e) and (f), scale weight in excess of S percent above the

computed weight shall not be included.

Class (k) by the computed weight of plain bars of the specified sizes.

Classes (j), (1), (m), (n), (o), (p), and (q) by the engineer's measurement.

14. Parts Included in Classes

Parts included in the different classes shall be:

a) Structural Carbon Steel, and (b) Special Structural Steel—In addition to the

moving span, any parts of rolled, forged, or cast steel which can be fabricated by the

common shop methods of punching, reaming, drilling, boring, shearing, planing, bending,

etc., usual for stationary structures, except structural steel parts that function as machin-

ery parts, which shall be classified under (c) Machinery.

Rim girders in swing bridges, segmental girders in rolhng bascule bridges and the

girders on which they roll, parts supporting the machinery, shim plates for adjustment

of the machinery, machinery housings, counterweight frames, counterweight trusses,

counterweight boxes, operating struts, towers, steel framing and plates in houses for
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machinery and operators, handrails, stairways and ladders, shall be classified as structural

steel.

Members composed wholly of carbon steel shall be classified as structural carbon

steel. Members composed wholly (except possibly for rivets) of sihcon steel, nickel steel,

or other special structural steel shall be classified as such. Members or parts containing

two or more classes of structural steel shall be clas.sified and paid for according to the

computed ratios of weights of the several classes of steel contained therein; except that

the heads of carbon steel rivets used in a member composed partially or wholly of a

special steel shall be included in the computed weight of the lowest-price class of steel

in the member or part.

(c) Machinery

Sheaves

Wheels

Winding drums

Spools

Center-pivot stands

Disks

Pivots

Tread plates

Rollers

Roller treads

Roller guides

Shafts

Axles

Gears

Racks

Worm gearings

Gear covers

and guards

Pedestals

Bearings

Lubrication devices

Screws

Wedges

Wedge bases

Toggles

Levers

Cranks

Pipes

Bars

Eccentrics

Hooks

Cables and wires for

push-pull devices

Deflector castings

and plates

Buffers

Pistons and their

cylinders

Capstans

Brakes (unless part

of electrical

equipment)

Whistles

Bells

Indicators

Bridge locks

Rail locks

Especially fabricated

track rails

Special rail joints

Wrenches

Shims

Pins about whose axes the connecting members rotate

Equalizing devices and other fastenings for wire ropes (except sockets)

Bolts attaching machinery parts to each other and to their supports

Similar parts which require machine shopwork and which are not included in

any other class.

Machinery parts attached to structural parts shall be separately weighed before

attachment thereto.

(d) Counterweight Sheaves—Cast or built sheaves, together with their shafts, and

bearings, and their connecting bolts.

(e) Trunnions and Bearings—Trunnion?, for moving leaves and counterweights of

bascule bridges, together with their bearings, sleeves, supporting pedestals, and their

connecting bolts.

(f) Tread Plates and Castings—Tread plates and castings for segmental girders and

track girders for rolling-lift bridges, together with their connecting bolts.

(g) Wire Ropes and Sockets—Wire ropes and their sockets, together with the socket

pins.

(h) Balancing Chains—Chains and their fastenings used for balancing the counter-

weight ropes.
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(i) Metal in Counterweights—Cast iron used as counterweights; also scrap metal

or steel punchings used to increase the unit weight of counterweight concrete.

(j) Concrete—Concrete or mortar used in counterweights, including concrete bal-

ance blocks, and concrete in pockets of column bases and similar places. No deductions

shall be made for enclosed reinforcing steel, scrap metal, or steel punchings.

(k) Reinforcing Steel—All reinforcing bars and mesh for concrete. Unless otherwise

provided, no direct payment will be made for clips, spacers, ties, chairs, or other fastenings

and supports for reinforcing steel, but their cost shall be included in the price per pound

paid for reinforcing steel.

(1) Gasoline, Gas, and Oil Engines and Tanks—Gasoline or oil-driven engines with

tanks, compressors, starters, and interrelated piping to and including clutch shaft, but not

clutch for delivery of power, and to but not including valve for delivery of air.

(m) Electrical Equipment—High-voltage equipment and transformers as specified,

the switchboard and control desk with their attachments, and electrical parts beyond

(whether on or off the moving span), such as motors, gearmotors, controllers, resistances,

electric brakes, solenoids, circuit breakers, fuses, relays, contactors, switches, electric in-

dicators, synchronizing and leveling equipment, limit switches, blow-outs, cut-offs, meters,

trolley poles, trolley wheels and contact shoes, service and indicating lights, navigation

lights and signals, electric heaters, conductors, wiring, submarine and other cables, and

conduits and their fittings, as specified for the operation of the moving span and acces-

sories, and the lighting and heating of the houses.

Unless otherwise noted in the invitation to bid, this item and this contract shall

include no parts or appurtenances of the signal interlocking system, except that the

switchboard shall be of ample size to accommodate the interlocking equipment as specified

by the engineer.

(n) Houses for Machinery and Operators—All parts of such houses, except steel

framing and plating if any; also all furniture, heaters other than electric, cranes, fire

extinguishers, supplies, and similar items, as specified in the invitation to bid.

(o) Railway Deck and Track—The complete timber deck, footwalks at deck level,

and permanent track, with all permanent fastenings in place, except specially fabricated

track rails, special rail joints and rail locks; also sheet metal or other track coverings

and fire stops.

Unless otherwise specified in the invitation to bid, the company will furnish all of

these materials and their fastenings f.o.b. bridge site, ready for installation, and the con-

tractor shall unload, place and fasten same for the unit price per linear foot under this

class.

(p) Miscellaneous Lumber—Any lumber not allocated to another class by the fore-

going definitions, together with nails, bolts and other fastenings. Measurement of lumber

shall be based on nominal sizes for the lengths in place.

15. Optional Requirements

Whenever hereinafter optional requirements are stated, the determination shall be

made by the engineer, and shall be indicated (a) in the invitation to bid if bidders are to

prepare plans or (b) on the plans prepared by the company which accompany the

invitation to bid.
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B. GENERAL FEATURES OF DESIGN

1. Types

Movable bridges preferably shall be of the following types:

(a) Swing.

(b) Single leaf bascule.

(c) Vertical lift.

The proposal drawings will show, or the engineer will determine, the following:

The type of movable bridge.

For swing bridges, the type of center.

For bascule bridges, the type of bascule.

For vertical-lift bridges, the type of tower, the location of the prime mover, and

the provisions for keeping the moving span level.

Pin-connected trusses shall not be used.

2. Counterweights

The counterweights shall be sufficient to practically balance the moving span and

its attachments in any position, e.xcept that there shall be small positive reactions at the

supports when the bridge is seated. For vertical-lift bridges having a vertical movement

exceeding 40 ft., the counterweight ropes shall be balanced by chains or other devices

unless otherwise specified.

Provision shall be made for unbalanced conditions in the design of the machinery

and the power equipment.

Provision shall be made for independent supports for the counterweights of vertical-

lift bridges.

3. Alining and Locking

Movable bridges shall be equipped with suitable mechanism to surface and aline the

bridge and track accurately and to fasten them securely in position so that they cannot

be displaced either horizontally or vertically under the action of traffic. Effective end

lifts shall be used for swing bridges, and span locks for bascule and vertical-lift bridges.

Rail locks shall be used for all movable spans.

Rail locks on movable bridges shall be designed so that they cannot be locked with

the rail displaced J4 in- or more from proper position.

Span locks on movable bridges shall be designed so that they cannot be locked

unless the movable parts are within % in. of proper position.

The operating mechanisms of end lifts and rail locks shall be independent.

The installation shall meet the applicable requirements of the Bureau of Safety of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

4. Auxiliary Power

Power-operated bridges shall be equipped with an auxiliary source of power. This

source shall be a gasoline or oil engine, a gasoline or oil-driven generator set, or hand

power, as specified.

Where sources of electric power arc unusually reliable, bridges may be provided

with two independent sources of electric power, instead of auxiliary power. In such in-

stances there shall be emergency motors with their control entirely independent of that

provided for normal operation, or each set of operating machinery shall be provided with
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two motors, either of which shall be capable of operating the bridge under overload

through an entirely independent control.

5. Interlocking

The bridge operating devices shall permit interlocking with the signal system. They

shall be so interlocked with each other that the operations, both for opening and closing

the bridge, must be performed in predetermined order, and so that the movable span,

tracks, and switches within interlocking limits are locked in proper position.

6. Insulation of Track

The connections of parts in contact with the track shall be such as to prevent all

possibility of short circuiting of signal or other circuits.

7. Houses For Machinery and Operators

If mechanical power is to be used for operating the bridge, a suitable house or

houses shall be provided for the machinery and the operator. Houses shall be large

enough for easy access to all machinery, and shall be fireproof and weatherproof. Houses

or rooms containing electric control equipment shall have thermal insulation. There

shall be at least one window in each side of the house. All windows shall be glazed with

wire or other shatter-proof glass. Openings shall be large enough to admit passage of the

largest unit of machinery.

The floor shall be built of concrete, steel, or other fireproof material, as specified. It

shall be smoke-tight and have a non-slip surface. Floors in rooms containing electrical

equipment such as switchboards and control desks shall be covered with linoleum, asphalt

tile, or rubber mats on areas surrounding such electrical equipment.

If the bridge is hand-operated, or if the operator is not located in the machinery

house, a house shall be provided for him. The type of construction shall be the same

as that specified for the machinery house, except that for hand-operated bridges with

the house located off the bridge structure, fully fireproof construction will not be required.

If practicable, the operator's house shall be located so as to afford a clear view of

operations on the railway and on the waterway.

Provision shall be made for the heating apparatus to be installed in the operator's

house by the company or by the contractor, as may be specified.

If stipulated, a hand-operated overhead traveling crane, of sufficient capacity for

handling the heaviest piece of machinery, shall be installed in the machinery house.

8. Stairways, Walks, and Elevators

Metal stairways, platforms, and walks with railings shall be provided to give safe

access to the operator's house, machinery, trunnions, counterweights, lights, bridge seats,

and all points requiring lubrication. Ladders may be installed only where stairways are

not feasible, and shall be provided with safety cages where required by codes. In vertical-

lift bridges, ladders and walks shall be installed to give access to the moving span in

any position from either tower. Hand railings shall be made of wrought iron, galvanized

copper-bearing steel, or other rust-resistant metal pipe, not less than IJ^^-in. size, or of

structural shapes. Stairways and ladders shall be of metal. The treads may be channels

filled with concrete. In tower-drive vertical-lift spans, electrically-driven elevators shall

be provided in each tower if specified.
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9. Materials Used

Materials in machinery and similar parts shall be as follows:

Rolled Steel or Forged Steel—For trunnions, shafts, axles, bolts, nuts, keys, cotters,

pins, screws, worms, piston rods, equalizing levers, and crane hooks.

Trunnions, shafts and axles up to 6 in. in diameter may be either rolled or forged;

those of larger diameter shall be forged. Shafts larger than 3J^ in. in diameter shall not

be cold rolled.

Rolled Steel, Forged Steel, or Cast Steel—For rim, segmental, and track girder

treads and rollers.

Forged Steel or Cast Steel—For levers, cranks, and connecting rods.

Forged Steel—For pinions and rope attachments.

Cast Steel—For pivot stands, couplings, wedges, wedge bearings, toggles, traiUng

wheels, end shoes, pedestals, pistons and their cylinders, buffers, eccentrics, valves, spools,

winding drums, racks, tracks, gears, brake wheels, clutches, lock castings, trunnion bear-

ings, shaft bearings and hangers, and sheaves for vertical-hft bridges.

Hardened Steel—For parts which require hardening or oil tempering, such as pivots,

friction rollers, ball bearings, and springs.

Bronze—For pivot disks, worm wheels, linings of the trunnion bearings of bascule

and lift bridges, linings of other large bearings carrying heavy loads, and such gears and

nuts as are required to be of bronze.

Bronze or Babbitt Metal—For the linings of journal bearings and of other rotating

or sliding parts.

Weldments—Welded assemblies of structural steel or of structural steel and cast

steel may be employed instead of cast steel for such parts as may be specified in the

invitation or approved by the engineer. Such weldments shall conform in all respects to

the Specifications for Welded Bridges of the American Welding Society, and shall be

stress-relieved before being machined, unless otherwise stipulated. The approval of the

engineer shall be obtained for all phases of the design and manufacturing procedure.

Cast Iron—Cast iron shall be used only for the parts of motors, engines, and

standard manufactured articles that are usually made of cast iron, for balance chains for

vertical-lift bridges and for counterweights.

10. Rail Ends

Rails at the ends of movable spans shall be mitered or cut square. Mitered rails

shall retain the full thickness of the web to the points. The points shall be trailing to

normal traffic where possible; otherwise they shall be trailing to traffic entering the

moving span.

Where rail ends are cut square, they shall be connected by sliding sleeve or joint

bars, or by easer rails to carry the wheels over the opening between the ends of the

bridge and approach rails.

Where rail ends are mitered, they shall be provided with seats that will secure them

effectively against transverse displacement, and with devices that will bring the mitered

surfaces nearly into contact and hold them in such position.

11. Protection of Traffic

Railway traffic shall be protected at movable bridges in accordance with the current

Requirements for the Protection of Traffic at Movable Bridges of the American Railway

Engineering Assodation.
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C. LOADS, UNIT STRESSES, AND PROPORTIONING OF PARTS

General

1. Live Load

The live load shall be as specified in the current Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges of the American Railway Engineering Association.

In computing the live-load stres-ses, the live load shall be considered as applied,

either continuously or in separated parts, in such manner as to produce the maximum

stresses.

2. Impact

The impact from live load shall be as specified in the current Specifications for

Steel Railway Bridges of the American Railway Engineering Association. For swing

l)ridges, L shall be taken as the length of the loaded arm when only one arm is loaded,

and as the total loaded length when both arms are loaded partially or wholly.

Dead-load stresses in structural parts in which the stress varies with the move-

Qitent of the span (as in the case of a bascule) , or in parts which move or support moving

parts (as in the case of swing-span trusses, vertical-lift bridge trusses and towers, and

supports for bascule trunnions), shall be increased 20 percent to allow for impact or

vibratory effect. This impact allowance shall not be combined with live-load stresses.

Stresses in structural parts caused by the machinery or by forces applied for moving

or stopping the span shall be increased 100 percent as an allowance for impact.

The end floorbeams of the moving span and the adjacent floorbeams of the fixed

spans shall be proportioned for a concentrated load of 90,000 lb., without impact, on

each track, in addition to the specified live load and impact, if the live load is the

Cooper E 72 loading, and proportionately for other live loads.

Allowa^ice has been made for impact in trunnions, wire ropes, wire rope attach-

ments, and machinery parts in the unit stresses specified herein for such parts.

3. End Ties

The ties which support the rail joint shoes at the ends of the moving span and at

the adjacent ends of the fixed spans shall be supported throughout their length, so that

they will not be subjected to bending. The supports for these ties, if other than end

floorbeams, shall be proportioned for a concentrated load of 90,000 lb. on each track

plus 150 percent impact, if the live load is the Cooper E 72 loading, and proportionately

lor other live loads.

4. Reversal of Stress and Secondary Stresses

Structural members and their connections, subject to reversal of stress during the

movement of the span, shall be proportioned as follows: Determine the resultant tensile

stress and the resultant compressive stress, and increase each by 50 percent of the smaller;

then proportion the member to resist either increased resultant stress. The connections

shall be proportioned for the sum of the resultant stresses.

Secondary stresses occurring in connection with reversal of stress, and those in

trusses of unusual form, shall be computed, and provided for in proportioning.

5. Wind Load and Ice Load

In proportioning the members and determining the stability of swing, bascule, and
vertical-lift spans, and their towers, wind loads shall be assumed acting either transversely,
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longitudinally, or diagonally at an angle of 45 deg. with the bridge tangent. Exposed

areas for transverse wind loads on the spans shall be determined as provided in the cur-

rent Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. Exposed areas for longitudinal wind loads

on the spans shall be taken as Yi those for transverse wind, except for bascule bridges

for spans when open where they shall be modified as specified below for loads acting

normal to the floor. Exposed areas for transverse and longitudinal wind loads on houses

and counterweights shall be their vertical projections. Exposed areas for transverse and

longitudinal wind loads on towers and their bracing shall be the vertical projections of

all columns and bracing not shielded by the counterweights and houses. For diagonal

wind, the equivalent simultaneous transverse and longitudinal wind loads shall be taken

as 70 percent of the values for winds acting transversely and longitudinally, respectively.

The following wind loads and unit stresses shall be used in proportioning the mem-

bers and determining the stability: .

Moving Span Closed

(a) 30 lb. per sq. ft. on the structure plus 300 lb. per lin. ft. on the train, com-

bined with dead load, live load, impact, centrifugal force, and longitudinal

force from trains, at 1.25 times normal unit stresses.

(b) 50 lb. per sq. ft. on the structure, combined with dead load, at 1.2.i times

normal unit stresses.

Moving Span Open

(c) When the moving span is normally left in the closed position, 30 lb. per

sq. ft. on the structure, combined with dead load, and 20 percent of dead

load to allow for impact, at 1.25 times normal unit stresses. For swing bridges

provision shall also be made for 30 lb. per sq. ft. on one arm and 20 lb. per

sq. ft. on the other arm.

(d) When the moving span is normally left in the open position, 50 lb. per sq. ft.

on the structure, combined with dead load, at 1% times normal unit stresses.

For swing bridges provision shall also be made for 50 lb. per sq. ft. on one

arm and 35 lb. per sq. ft. on the other arm.

For open-deck bridges, the area exposed to ice and to wind acting normal to the

floor shall be taken as 85 percent of the area of a quadrilateral whose width is the

distance center to center of the trusses and whose length is that of the span. For bridges

with solid floors, or with footwalks, the actual exposed floor surface shall be taken.

6. Power Requirements and Machinery Design

The machinery shall be proportioned and power provided to move the span under

the following conditions:

A. In the normal time for opening:

1. Bascule bridges and vertical-lift bridges against frictional resistances, rope

bending, unbalanced conditions (B2), inertia, and a wind load of 2J<^ lb.

per sq. ft. on the area specified in C5, acting normal to the floor. For ver-

tical-lift spans, this wind load shall be considered to include frictional resist

ances from span and counterweight guides caused by horizontal wind on

the moving span.

2. Swing bridges against frictional resistances, inertia, and a wind load of 2'.;

lb. per sq. ft on the vertical projection of one arm
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B. In not more than IJ^ times the normal time for opening:

Bascule bridges and vertical-lift bridges with an ice load of 2^ lb. per sq. ft.

on the area specified in CS, in addition to the loads specified in A.

C. In not more than twice the normal time for opening:

Bascule bridges and swing bridges against frictional resistances, unbalanced

conditions (B2), inertia, a wind load of 10 lb. per sq. ft. on any vertical

projection of the open bridge, and an ice load of lYi, lb. per sq. ft. on the

area specified in CS. For swing bridges provision shall also be made for a wind

load of 10 lb. per sq. ft. on one arm and S lb. per sq. ft. on the other arm.

In proportioning the machinery, the actual speeds produced by the prime mover

selected shall be used, rather than the specified speeds.

The torques to be exertea at the shaft of the prime mover for Conditions A, B, and

C are hereinafter referred to as the normal bridge torques. The bridge torque for starting

the span shall not include the torque to overcome inertia.

For bascule and swing bridges, the machinery shall also be proportioned to hold

the span in the fully open position against a wind load of 30 lb. per sq. ft. on any

vertical projection of the open bridge. For swing bridges, provision shall also be made

for a wind load of 30 lb. per sq. ft. on one arm and 20 lb. per sq. ft. on the other arm.

In proportioning the machinery for these conditions, l.S times the normal unit stresses

may be used.

7. Machinery Resistances

In calculating the resistances to be overcome by the machinery, the resisting forces

shall be reduced to a single force acting between the pinion and the operating rack, or in

the operating cable. In determining this force, the following coefficients shall be used.

For For

For trunnion friction Starting Motion

(a) Sliding bearings, one or more complete rotations 0.13S 0.09

(b) Sliding bearings, less than one complete rotation 0.18 0.12

(c) Roller bearings 0.004 0.003

For manually-operated bridges, the coefficients for motion given

above shall be increased 25 percent

For friction on center disks 0.15 0.10

For rolling friction of bridges having rollers with flanges, or built-up

segmental girders 0.009 0.006

For collar friction at ends of conical rollers O.lS 0.10

For 180-deg. bending of wire ropes, for each sheave, the coefficient

d d
of direct tension in rope ^-^^ ^'^ D
d^ diameter of rope in inches,

D = diameter of sheave in inches.

For rolling friction of solid cast rollers without flanges:

0.008 0.008
(a) In contact with one surface only == j=~

0.008 0.008
(b) In contact with two surfaces == '==~

y/r yr
(r^ radius of roller in inches).

In designing the machinery for holding the span against the wind pressure specified

in Art. 6, and for determining the required capacity of the brakes both for holding

the span against this wing pressure and for stopping the span when in motion, 0.4 of the

above mentioned coeifficients for motion shall be used. Rope stiffness, solid roller friction,
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and machinery friction shall be disregarded. In determining the effect of the brakes on the

machinery while stopping the span, full machinery friction shall be considered as effective.

For sliding friction between plane surfaces intermittently lubricated, the coefficient

of friction shall be taken as O.OS.

8. Machinery Losses

In computing the machinery losses between the operating rack, or the operating

rope, or a similar point, and the prime mover, the following coefficients shall be used:

For journal friction O.OS

For efficiency of any pair of gears, journal friction not included

Spur gears and herringbone gears 0.98

Bevel gears, collar friction included 0.90

Np
For efficiency of worm gearing, collar friction not included ^. , p

where N = number of threads of lead of worm
p =z circular pitch of teeth on wheel, and
R = radius of worm.

9. Brakes, and Machinery Design for Braking Forces

Bridges operated only manually shall be provided with one set of brakes.

Mechanically-operated bridges, except as otherwise specified by the engineer, shall

be provided with two sets of brakes. One set, called the motor brakes, shall be on the

motor shaft, or if the prime mover is other than an electric motor, as near the shaft

of the prime mover as practicable, and the other set, called the machinery brakes, shall

be as near the operating ropes or racks as practicable.

Where only one set of brakes is provided, the brakes shall have sufficient capacity

to stop the span in 10 sec. when it is moving at Condition A Art. 6 (the speed conforming

to the normal time for opening) under the influence of the greatest unbalanced loads

specified in Art. 6, and to hold the span against the specified wind pressure.

Where two sets of brakes are provided, they shall have the following capacities:

The motor brakes shall have sufficient capacity to stop the span in 10 sec.

when it is moving at Condition A, Art. 6, speed under the influence of the greatest

unbalanced loads specified for Condition A of Art. 6 for swing bridges, and Con-

dition B of the same article for bascule and vertical-lift bridges.

The machinery brakes for vertical-lift bridges and equal arm swing bridges

shall have a capacity, as measured at the shafts of the motor brakes, equal to 14

that of the motor brakes. The machinery brakes for bascule bridges and unequal

arm swing bridges shall be such that the combined motor and machinery brakes

will have sufficient capacity to stop the span in 10 sec. when it is moving at Con-

dition A speed under the influence of the greatest unbalanced loads specified in

Art. 6, and to hold the span against the specified wind pressure.

The coefficient of friction for braking shall be taken at 0.2S. If practicable, the

pressure per square inch on the rubbing surface of the brake shall not exceed 30 lb., and

the product of the pressure per square inch on the rubbing surface times the velocity

of the brake wheel rim in feet per minute shall not exceed 90,000.

Provision shall be made in the design of the machinery (including operating ropes

if any) as follows:

At normal unit stresses, when the span is moving at 75 percent of Condition A
speed, for the stresses caused by the brakes when only one set of brakes is provided, or
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for the stresses caused by either the motor brakes or the machinery brakes when two

sets of brakes are provided.

At unit stresses 50 percent greater than normal, when the span is moving at 7S

percent of Condition A speed, for the stresses caused by the combined action of the

motor brakes and machinery brakes.

For calculating the strength of the machinery parts under the action of manually-

operated brakes, the force applied at the extreme end of a hand lever shall be assumed

at 150 lb. and the force applied on a foot pedal shall be assumed at 200 lb. Under this

condition, the normal unit stres.ses may be increased 50 percent.

10. Machinery Supports

In the design of structural parts subject to stresses from machinery or from forces

applied for moving or stopping the span, due consideration shall be given to securing

adequate stiffness and rigidity. Beams subject to such stresses shall preferably have a

depth not less than ^ of the span; and if shallower beams are used, the section shall

be increased so that the deflection will not be greater than if the above limiting depth

had not been exceeded. Deflections shall be investigated sufficiently to insure that they

will not interfere with proper machinery operation.

11. Anchorage

Anchor bolts or other anchorages that take uplift shall be designed at normal unit

stresses to carry and engage a mass of masonry the weight of which is IJ^ times the

uplift.

12. Unit Stresses in Structural Parts

Structural parts shall be proportioned by the current Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges of the American Railway Engineering Association.

13. Unit Stresses in Machinery Parts

The following unit stresses in pounds per square inch shall be used for machinery

and similar parts:

Material Tension

Structural carbon steel 12,000

Class Ci forged carbon steel 12,000

Class E forged carbon steel—except keys . 14,000

Class E forged carbon steel—^keys

Class A forged alloy steel 16,000

Hot rolled shafting and cold finished shaft-

ing (equal to Class E forged) 14,000

Cast steel 9,000

Cast iron—Class No. 25 2,000

Bronze-Alloy D 7,000

• For struts whose — is 20 or less,

Compression
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Stress in Extreme Fibers of Trunnions

Rotation More Rotation 90

Than 180 Deg. Deg.or Less Fixed Trunnions

Class Ci forged carbon steel 13,000 13,000 15,000

Class E forged carbon steel 15,000 15,000 17,000

Class A forged alloy steel 16,000 20,000 22,000

For stresses in rotating parts, and in frames, pedestals, and other units which sup-

port rotating parts, the computed stresses shall be multiplied by the factor K. In the

following equations for A', n = rpm. of rotating part.

Stresses not reversed, where rotation is always in one direction, such as torques

on shafts and stresses in keys, couplings, cranks, and gears (except teeth)

:

^"1= 1.0 +0.03 Vn~
Reversed stresses, where there is reversal of stress only upon reversal of direction

of operation of the part, such as torques on shafts and stresses in keys, couplings,

cranks, and gears (except teeth)

:

^3= 1.0 + 0.03 V«~
Reversed stresses, where there is reversal of stress during rotation of the parts,

-uch as bending moments in shafts, and stresses in rims and spokes of counter-

weight sheaves, of vertical lift bridges:

K3=l.l + 0.033 V«
Extreme fiber stresses in trunnions:

a:=i.o

14. Bearing Pressures

The following maximum bearing pressures on the diametral projected area, in

pounds per square inch, for rotating and sliding surfaces shall be used:

(a) For intermittent motion and for speeds not exceeding SO ft. per

min.:

Pivots of swing bridges, hardened steel on Alloy A bronze discs .

.

3,000

Pivots of swing bridges, hardened, steel on Alloy B bronze discs .

.

2,500

Trunnion bearings and counterweight sheave bearings, rolled or

forged steel on Alloy B bronze 1,500

Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on Alloy C bronze 1,000

Wedges, cast steel on cast steel or structural steel 1 ,500

Acme screws which transmit motion, rolled or forged steel

on Alloy D bronze 1 ,500

(b) For speeds exceeding 50 ft. per min.:

Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on Alloy C bronze 600

Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on babbitt metal 400

Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on cast iron 400

Thrust collars, rolled or forged steel on Alloy C bronze 200

Cross-head slides (speed not exceeding 600 ft. per min.) SO

Step bearings for vertical shafts

Hardened steel shaft end on Alloy B bronze 1,200

Hardened steel shaft end on Alloy C bronze 600

The maximum pressures for the various bearings named in paragraph (b) above

also shall not exceed those specified in Art. 15.

For slow-moving journals, as on trunnions, counterweight and deflector sheave

bearings, and operating drum bearings, the bearing area shall be taken as the net area,

the effective areas of oil grooves being deducted from the gross bearing area.
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For crank pins and similar joints with alternating application and release of pres-

sure, the bearing values given above may be doubled.

15. Heating and Seizing

To avoid heating and seizing at high speeds, the bearing pressures on shaft journals,

step bearings for vertical shafts, thrust collars, and Acme thread power screws shall

not exceed:

250,000
a. Shaft journals, rolled or forged steel on bronze /> = '^

60,000
b. Step bearings, hardened steel on bronze /> = ^

50,000
c. Thrust collars, rolled or forged steel on bronze /> = ~3 ~

220,000
d. Acme screws, rolled or forged steel on bronze p ^ ' ~j

p = pressure in pounds per square inch of projected area.

11 '^ number of revolutions per minute.

d = diameter of journal or step bearing, or mean diameter of collar or

screw in inches.

For crank pins and similar joints with alternating application and release of pres-

sure, the bearing values given by the foregoing formulas may be doubled.

Where pressures given by the foregoing formulas exceed those specified for similar

parts in Art. 14, the values in the latter article shall be issued.

The pressures given by the foregoing formulas shall not be exceeded under the

overload provisions of Art. 19.

16. Pressure on Rollers

The permissible pressure in pounds per linear inch of rollers shall be:

Diameters
Diameters from

For rollers in motion up to 25 in. 25 to 125 in.

Cast iron 200d 1,000 Vd^
Cast steel 400</ 2,000 Vrf"

Rolled or forged carbon steel AOOd 2,000 V d

Hardened steel, 53,000 min. yield point in tension SOQd 4,000 ^ d

Hardened steel, 63,000 min. yield point in tension 1,000c? 5,000 \'

d

For rollers at rest

Cast steel 600d 3,000 V rf~

Rolled or forged carbon steel 600d 3,000 V d
(d^z diameter of roller in inches)

The foregoing values are for rollers and bearing surfaces of like materials. If the

rollers and bearing surfaces are of unlike materials, the lower value shall be used.

For rollers of trunnion and counterweight sheave roller bearings, the permissible

pressure in pounds per linear inch of roller shall be 3,000 d, where d is the diameter

of the roller in inches. One-fifth of the rollers shall be taken as effective in carrying

the load.
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17. Shafts

Circular shafts, trunnions, and axles shall be proportioned by the following formulas:

16
S= :;^,\/K^'M-'+ KiT

where /^ unit extreme fiber stress in tension or compression.

S^ unit shear.

d =: diameter of shaft at the section considered.

M= simple bending moment computed for the distance center to center of

bearings.

T= simple twisting moment.

/JTa^z /i:i=: 1.0 + 0^ Vn" (See Art. 13)

^3= 1.1 + 0.033 Vn (See Art. 13)

n= rpm. of shaft.

If a shaft, trunnion, or axle has one keyway at the section where the maximum
stresses occur, / and S shall be considered to be increased by 1/6; if two keyways, by 14-

18. Bolts in Tension

Bolts in tension in ijiachinery parts shall be designed by assuring the effective areas

of the threaded portion to be:

where A = effective area of threaded portion in sq. in.

.(4n:=net area at root of thread in sq. in.

a= net area of j4-in. bolt at root of thread in sq. in.

D = nominal diameter of threaded portion in inches.

This formula takes account of the fact that the initial stress in a J/2-in. bolt, pro-

duced by screwing up the net, frequently equals or exceeds the jield point of the

material.

For American Standard coarse threads, this formula reduces to:

A = An— y4D

19. Machinery Design

The machinery parts shall be designed for the normal bridge torques specified in

Art. 6, using the normal unit stresses herein given.

They shall also be so proportioned that the normal unit stresses \vill not be exceeded

by more than 50 percent, using K^zl.O -{- 0.03 V n (Art. 13), under the following forces

and conditions.

(a) Holding the span against the specified wind loads, at zero speed (Art. 6).

(b) Braking at 75 percent of Condition A speed for combin.cd action of motor

brakes and machinery brakes (Arts. 6 and 9).

(c) Effect of prime movers:

1. Internal combustion engines, at Condition A speed.

4 cylinders or more, 125 percent of rated engine torque

Less than 4 cylinders, 150 percent of rated engine torque

2. Electric motors, at 75 percent of Condition A speed. Torques not limited

by current-limiting or time-delay control devices, and by instantancous-

ucting overload limit devices, 225 percent of full-load motor torque.
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Torques limited by current-limiting or time-delay control devices, and by

instantaneous-acting overload limit devices, 110 percent of setting of the

overload limit device, but not less than 175 percent of full-load torque.

Special for Swing Bridges

20. Stress Combinations

The stresses in trusses or girders of swing bridges continuous on three or four

supports shall be calculated for the bridge in the following conditions:

1. Bridge open, or closed with ends just touching.

2. Bridge closed with ends lifted.

The computation of stresses shall be divided into the following cases:

Case I. Condition 1, dead load.

Case II. Condition 2, dead load, ends lifted to give positive reaction equal to the

maximum negative reaction of the live load and impact plus 50 percent of their

sum.

Case III. Condition 1, live load plus impact on one arm as a simple span.

Case IV. Condition 2, live load plus impact on one arm, bridge as a continuous

girder.

Case V. Condition 2, live load plus impact on both arms, bridge as a continuous

girder.

The following combinations of these cases shall be used in determining the maximum
stresses:

Case I alone, plus 20 percent.

Case I with Case III.

Case I with Case V.

Case II with Case IV.

Case II with Case V.

The stress sheet shall show the stresses in the different members of each of the fore-

going cases, together with the combinations which give the greatest positive and negative

stresses in each member.

21. End Lift Reactions

The end lifting machinery of swing bridges shall be proportioned to exert an uplift

equal to the maximum negative end reaction of the live load and impact plus 50 percent

of their sum.

The end bearings shall be proportioned for the maximum positive end reaction

including impact.

The center wedges and supports shall be proportioned for the reaction of the live

load and impact.

22. Rollers

The rollers of rim bearing or combined rim and center bearing swing bridges shall be

proportioned for the dead load stresses when the bridge is swinging, and for the dead

and live load and impact stresses when the bridge is closed.

In computing the load on the rollers, the rim girder shall be considered as dis-

tributing the load uniformly over a distance equal to twice the depth of the girder.
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back to back of flange angles. This distance shall be taken as symmetrical about the

vertical through the point of application of the concentrated load.

23. End Lift Machinery

In designing the machinery parts for the end lifts of swing biidges, the methods

specified for the machinery actuating the moving span shall be used.

Special for Bascule Bridges

24. Stress Combinations

The stresses in trusses or girders of bascule bridges shall be calculated for the bridge

in the following conditions:

1. Bridge open in any position.

2. Bridge closed.

3. Bridge closed, with counterweights independently supported.

The computation of stresses shall be divided into the following cases:

Case I. Condition 1, dead load.

Case II. Condition 2, dead load.

Case III. Condition 3, dead load.

Case IV. Condition 2 or 3, live load plus impact.

The following combinations of these cases shall be used in determining the maximum

stresses:

Case I alone, plus 20 percent.

Case II with Case IV.

Case III with Case IV.

The stress sheet shall show the stresses in the different members for each of the

foregoing cases, together with the combinations which give the greatest positive and

negative stresses in each member.

In the proportioning of members, unit stresses 25 percent greater than the normal

allowable unit stresses may be used for the combination of Case III with Case IV. Mem-
bers subject to reversal of stress under this combination of cases or in consideration of

this combination with any other combination shall be proportioned for the maximum
tensile and compressive stresses without increase for any reversal effect.

Special for Vertical Lift Bridges

25. Stress Combinations

The stresses in trusses or girders of vertical-lift bridges shall be calculated for the

bridge in the following conditions:

1. Bridge open.

2. Bridge closed.

3. Bridge closed, with counterweights independently supported.

The computation of stresses shall be divided into the following cases:

Case I. Condition 1, dead load.

Case II. Condition 2, dead load.

Case III. Condition 3, dead load.

Case IV. Condition 2 or 3, live load plus impact.
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The following combinations of these cases shall be used in determining the maximum
stresses:

Case I alone, plus 20 percent.

Case II with Case IV.

Case III with Case IV.

The stress sheet shall show the stresses in the different members for each of the

foregoing cases, together with the combinations which give the greatest positive and

negative stresses in each member.

In the proportioning of members, unit stresses 25 percent greater than the normal

allowable unit stresses may be used for the combination of Case III with Case IV.

Members subject to reversal of stress under this combination of cases or in consideration

of this combination with any other combination shall be proportioned for the maximum

tensUe and compressive stresses without increase for any reversal effect.

26. Wire Ropes

The total unit tension in counterweight ropes shall not exceed 2/9 of the specified

unit ultimate strength of the rope, nor shall the unit tension from the direct load only

exceed % of the specified ultimate strength. For operating ropes, the corresponding limits

shall be 3/10 and 1/6.

27. Bending Stress and Permissible Load Over Sheave

If a wire rope is bent over a sheave, the bending stress and permissible load on the

rope shall be calculated as follows:

Let P= permissible load on rope, in pounds.

K= unit stress due to bending in extreme fiber of largest individual wire.

E— modulus of elasticity 28,500,000.

a =^ cross-sectional area of rope in square inches,

rf^ diameter of largest wire in inches.

D ^^ diameter of sheave, center to center of rope, in inches.

S =^ greatest unit tension allowable.

L= angle of helical wire with axis of strand.

B= angle of helical strand with axis of rope.

c:= diameter of rope.

0.8 Ed cos^L cofB
Then K — ^ (D

/ Ed cofLcos'B\ {S—0.1Ed\ ,-.

P^a(5-0.8 5 j-a( ^
)

(2)

For rope having 6 strands of 19 equal wires each,

/ l,300,000c\ ,,.
P = a[s-—^—) (3)

c

assuming d =i -rr

c

For haulage rope, 6 strands of 7 wires each, <^ =^ "^

28. Small Sheave Over Short Arc

If a rope is in contact with a small sheave over a short arc (50 deg. or less), the

actual radius of curvature of the rope may be g^reater than that of the sheave-
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Let/?=:the actual radius of curvature of the rope.

9 ;= the angle between the directions of the rope.

W==pull on individual wire (equals P divided by the number of wires if

all wires are of equal diameters).

d' / E
Th^°^=

4.25 sin ej/TT
2

If R is greater than the radius of the sheave, 2R should be used in place of D in

formulas (1), (2) and {?>)

.

D. DETAILS OF DESIGN

(See Manual pages 15 61 to 15-65, inrl.. for original comparable text jor the following 63 articles.)

General

1. Rail End Connections

Designs for rail and connections will be furnished by the engineer.

If the connections are of the sliding-rail lock type, the ends of the bridge rails shall

be fixed, cut square, and connected with the approach rails by sliding sleeves or joint

bars, to carry the wheels over the openings between the rail ends. The distance from

the center of the track to the inside of the rail lock wheel tread shall be not less than

2 ft. 6 in., and not more than 2 ft. 6J4 in., the heads of the rails being planed off on the

outside if necessary.

If the connections are of the miter type, the two sections shall be held positively in

a transverse direction by guides, to prevent spreading at the miter joint.

Provisions shall be made so that the rail locks can be closed only when the span

is seated and the rail end sections properly engaged.

The edges of all drilled holes in rail locks and in the rail ends adjacent thereto shall

be chamfered approximately 1/16 in. AH reentrant angles in these appurtenances shall

be filleted.

2. Air Buffers

Air buffers to aid in seating the movable span shall be provided as elsewhere herein

specified.

The inside diameter of the cylinder of the air buffer shall be not less than 10 in.,

and the travel of the piston not less than 24 in.

There shall be three cast iron packing rings for each piston.

Each air buffer shall be provided with a needle valve and a check valve, and these

shall be suitable for sustaining for short intervals air pressures of 1000 psi. and tempera-

tures of 800 deg. F.

3. Counterweights

Counterweights usually shall be of concrete, supported by a steel frame or, p.xjferably,

inclosed in a steel box. Boxes shall be rigidly braced and stiffened to prevent warping

or bulging. All surfaces of the boxes in contact with the concrete shall be provided with

open holes (about 1 sq. in. to each 10 sq. ft. of surface) to permit escape of water from

the box as ihe concrete dries out.

Counterweights not inclosed in steel boxes shall be adequately reinforced.

Counterweights shall be made so as to be adjusted easily for variations in the weight

of the span and in the unit weight of the concrete. Usually this shall be done by adding
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or taking off properly located cast iron or concrete balance blocks. Pockets shall be

provided in the counterweights to house the balance blocks necessary to care for not

less than 3J^ percent underrun and 5 percent overrun in the weight of the span. Each

completed counterweight shall contain not less than 1 percent of its weight in bal-

ance blocks, arranged so as to be readily removable for future adjustment. Additional

blocks for future adjustment in the amount of O.S percent of the weight of the counter-

weight shall also be provided and shall be stored at the site as directed by the engineer.

All balance blocks shall be firmly held in place so that they will not move during the

operation of the bridge. Balance blocks for future adjustment shall be provided with

recessed handles and shall weigh not more than 100 lb. Balance blocks shall be fur-

nished only as necessary to meet the specified requirements for future adjustment and

to secure the required balance of the span and counterweights.

Pockets in counterweights shall be provided with drain holes not less than 2 in. in

diameter. The pockets shall be covered. The cover, its fastenings and frame shall be

of metal. The cover shall be weatherproof.

4. Concrete

Concrete, unless otherwise stipulated, shall conform to the Specifications for Con-

crete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Structures of the AREA,
shall be made with Type II cement, and shall be proportioned as directed by the engineer,

with not more than 6 gal. of water per sack of cement. Where heavy concrete is required

for counterweights, the coarse aggregate shall be trap rock, magnetic iron ore, or other

heavy material, or the concrete may consist of steel punchings or scrap metal, and mortar

composed of 1 part of cement and 2 parts of fine aggregate. The maximum weight of

heavy concrete shall be 315 lb. per cu. ft. and preferably not more than 275 lb. per

cu. ft. Heavy concrete shall be placed in layers and consolidated with vibrators or

tampers. Methods of mixing and placing shall be such as to give close control of the

unit weight of the concrete and uniformity of unit weight throughout the mass. Coun-

terweights containing punchings or scrap metal or iron ore aggregates shall be inclosed

in steel boxes.

Concrete counterweights of the revolving type shall be poured continuously if

practicable.

For ascertaining the weight of the concrete, test blocks having a volume of not

less than 4 cu. ft. for ordinary concrete, and 1 cu. ft. for heavy concrete, and 1

cu. ft. for the mortar for heavy concrete, shall be cast at least 30 days before con-

creting is begun. Two test blocks of each kind shall be provided, and one weighed

immediately after casting and the other after it has seasoned.

5. Machinery Design

The machinery shall be simple and substantial in design, and easily erected, inspected,

adjusted, painted, and taken apart. The fastenings shall be adequate to hold the parts

in place under all conditions of service. If practicable, each group of machinery shall

be mounted on a self-contained cast steel frame or base; otherwise on a rigid structural

steel support.

6. Location of Machinery

The location of the machinery shall be such as to allow easy access, and room for

ample size of machinery parts.
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7. Bearings

Bearings shall be placed close to the points of loading and located so that the unit

bearing pressure will be as nearly uniform as possible.

Journal bearings shall be of the split type with one-half recessed into the other

half. The length of a bearing shall be not less than its diameter. The base half of bearings

for gear trains and for mating gears and pinions shall be in one piece. The caps of

bearings shall be secured to the bases with turned bolts with square heads recessed into

the base and with double hexagonal nuts. The cap bolts shall have a close body fit in the

holes and the nuts shall bear on finished bosses or spot-faced seats.

Provision shall be made for the alining of bearings during erection by means of

shims and for the adjustment of the caps by means of laminated liners or other effective

device, where it is obvious that such alining and adjustment will be necessary.

Large bearings shall be provided with effective means for cleaning without dis-

mantling the parts.

8. Linings

Bearings carrying heavy loads shall have bronze Unings; for other bearings the

lining may be bronze or babbitt metal. For split bearings, the lining shall be in halves

and shall be provided with an effective device to prevent its rotation under load.

The force tending to cause rotation shall be taken as 1/16 of the maximum load

on the bearing and as acting at the outer circumference of the lining. There shall be

J4 in. clearance between the lining of the cap and the lining of the base into which

laminated liners shall be placed. The inside longitudinal corners of both halves shall

be rounded or chamfered, except for a distance of % in. from each end or shaft fillet

tangent point.

Linings for solid bearings shall be in one piece and shall be pressed into the bearing

bore and effectively held against rotation.

9. Step Bearings

The bearing ends of vertical shafts running in step bearings shall be of hardened

steel, and shall bear on bronze disks.

10. Roller Bearings for Heavy Loads

Roller bearings shall be used, when so specified, to support the trunnions of bascule

bridges, the counterweight sheave shafts of vertical lift bridges, and similar shafts

carrying heavy loads. Each roller bearing shall be of a type, or shall be so mounted,

that the deflection of the shaft will produce no overloading of any part of the bearing

or housing. The bearing rollers shall be relatively short for their diameter, shall be

closely spaced in bronze cages, and shall run between hardened-steel races, mounted in

the housing and on the shaft. The bearing mountings on each shaft shall be such that

the shaft will be restrained from a.xial movement by one mounting, and shall be free

to move in the other mounting.

Each roller bearing shall be mounted in an oil- and water-tight steel housing, which

shall be provided with means for replenishing the lubricant and arranged for convenient

access for thorough cleaning of the operating parts.

Rollers and races shall be of special steel proposed by the manufacturer, which shall

have Rockwell C hardness not le.ss than 58 for the rollers and not less than 56 for the

races. Bearings shall be made by a manufacturer of established reputation who has had

bearings of comparable size of the same materials and type in successful service for at

least ten years.
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11. Lubrication

Provision shall be made for effective lubrication of sliding surfaces, and of roller

and ball bearings. Lubricating devices shall be easily accessible.

Each sliding bearing requiring lubrication shall have a high-pressure grease fitting,

containing a small receiving ball or cone check valve, made of steel, that will receive

the grease and close against back pressure. These fittings shall be connected to the

linings of bearings by means of brass pipe, which shall be screwed into the lining

through a hole in the cap. If the bearings are not readily accessible, the fittings shall be

placed where they will be accessible, and shall be connected to the bearings by means

of brass pipe.

Grease ducts shall be so located that the lubricant will tend to flow, by gravity,

toward the bearing surface. Grooves shall be provided, wherever necessary, for the

proper distribution of the lubricant.

The grooves for trunnion bearings may be cut in either the shaft or the lining. Such

grooves shall be straight, parallel to the axis of the shaft, and for large bearings no

fewer than three; they shall be so located that the entire bearing surface will be swept

by lubricant in one movement of opening or closing the bridge, or in 90 deg. rotation

of the shaft, whichever is less. Each such groove shall be served with lubricant by a

separate pressure fitting. The grooves shall be of such size that a 5/l6-in. diameter wire

will lie wholly within the groove; their bottoms shall be rounded to a J4-iii- radius.

The grooves shall be accessible for cleaning with a wire.

The grooves for counterweight sheave bearings may be in accordance with the

requirements of the foregoing paragraph, or they may be spiral grooves cut in the

hning and served with pressure fittings. A cleanout hole shall be provided in the bearing

base and connected to the lowest point of the spiral grooves so that the journal surface

can be cleaned and the grooves flushed out.

In disk bearings, straight grooves shall be cut in the upper of the two rubbing

surfaces in contact. The grooves shall be not less than % in. wide and deep, and the

corners shall be rounded to a radius not less than half the width of the groove. The

corners at the bottom of the grooves shall be filleted so there shall be no sharp corners.

Small bearings with light bearing pressures and slow or intermittent motion, and

not readily accessible, may be lubricated with self-lubricating bushings. Bushings shall

be of a character which will not be injured by the application of oil, and the bearings

shall be provided with oil holes for emergency lubrication, and oil holes to be fitted

with readily removable screw plugs.

Hand-operated grease guns having a capacity of 12 oz. shall be provided to service

all lubrication fittings. There shall also be provided portable loaders of 2S-lb. capacity

and a loader for use with 100-lb. grease drums. All necessary adapters shall be provided

for the equipment.

Two guns shall be furnished for each swing and bascule span, and three guns for

each lift span. One portable loader and one drum loader shall be furnished for each

movable bridge.

12. Shafts

For shafts supporting their own weight only, the unsupported length of the shaft

shaU not exceed L= "—-in which Z,= length of shaft between bearings in inches;
80Vd^

d=: diameter of shaft in inches.

Shafts likely to be thrown out of line by the deflection of the supporting structure

shall be made in non-continuous lengths, and the arrangement preferably shall be such
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that only angular misalinemcnt need be cared for by the couplings, offset misalinemcnt

being cared for by a floating shaft. Each length of shaft preferably shall rest in not more

than two bearings.

Shafts shall be proportioned so that the angular deflections will not exceed the

following limits:

(a) For ordinary service, as in the operating gear trains, 1 dcg. in a length equal

to 20 times the diameter of the shaft.

(b) For special cases where more positive action is desirable, as in shafts drivmp

end-lifting devices, 0.08 deg. per Un. ft. of shaft.

Line shafts connecting the machinery at the center of the bridge with that at the

ends shall be designed to run at fairly high speed, the speed reduction being made in

the machinery at the end. The maximum speed of line shafts shall not exceed 2/3 of the

critical speed of any section of the shaft.

Shafts transmitting power for the operation of the bridge, and shafts 4 ft. or more

in length" forming part of the operating machinery of rail locks and bridge locks, shall

be not less than lYz in. in dia.

Journals on cold-rolled shafting shall not be turned down. Pinions may be forged

integral with their shafts.

13. Shaft Couplings

So far as practicable, all couplings used in connection with the machinery shall be

standard manufactured couplings. The couplings shall be close to the bearings.

Couplings between machinery units shall preferably be of the gear type, providing

for angular misalinemcnt or for both angular and offset misalinemcnt.

Couplings connecting machinery shafts to electric motor or internal combustion

engine shafts shall be flexible couplings, transmitting the torque through metal parts and

providing for both misalincment and shock.

Machinery shafts so supported and assembled as to avoid any misalincment between

the shafts may be connected by flange couplings. The bolt heads and nuts shall be seated

in recesses or protected by flanges. The couplings shall be cylindrical.

All couplings shall have pressed fits on their shafts and shall be keyed to the shafts.

The couplings shall in all cases be fitted to their shafts in the shop, the couplings after

manufacture being shipped to the manufacturers of the shafts as necessary to accompHsh

this result.

14. Longitudinal Thrust

Wheels and similar parts shall be securely fastened, to prevent longitudinal move-

ment, by set screws through the hub, or by clamps around the shaft. Provision shall be

made to hold bevel gears and worm wheels against movement along the shaft. The

axial thrust from bevel gears shall be taken by the shaft bearing with a loose bronze

washer between the gear hub and the face of the bearing, or with an equivalent mean?

to carry the thrust load to the bearing.

15. Collars

Collars shall be provided wherever necessary to prevent the shaft from moving

lengthwise. There shall be at least two set screws, 120 deg. apart, in each collar. The set

screws shall have cone points, and the shafts shall be counterborcd for the set screws.

The edges of the holes shall be peened over the set screws after the collars are adjusted.
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If a shaft or trunnion receives a longitudinal force, there shall be a thrust bearing to

prevent longitudinal movement.

16. Gear Teeth

Gear teeth, unless specifically stipulated otherwise, shall be machine cut, shall be

of the involute type, and shall have a pressure angle of 20 deg. Gears in general shall

have straight spur teeth of full depth. For special applications, stub teeth may be used.

For tooth speeds over 1200 ft. per min., and for tooth speeds over 500 ft. per min.,

where quiet operation is desired, herringbone gears preferably shall be used. Herring-

bone gears shall be assembled in a common frame, shall be fully enclosed in metal

housing, and shall run in oil ; they shall be assembled so that one gear of each pair

of mating gears may have a slight axial movement to permit operation at the correct

location relative to the other gear. Unless otherwise stipulated, all gear teeth shall be cut

from solid rims.

For full-depth spur gear teeth, the addendum shall be not more than 0.3183 of the

circular pitch and the tooth thickness measured on the pitch circle shall be 0.495 of the

circular pitch. For stub teeth, the addendum shall be not more than 0.2546 of the

circular pitch.

The face width of a spur gear shall be not less than 1% times the circular pitch.

The face width of a bevel gear shall be not more than 1/3 of the slant height of the

pitch cone, nor more than 3 times the circular pitch at the middle section of the tooth.

The circular pitch of spur gears, other than motor pinions, transmitting power for

moving the span, shall be not less than 1 in. The circular pitch for main rack teeth

shall be not less than 1^ in.

Pinions shall have not less than IS teeth. Rack pinions shall have not less than

17 teeth. Motor pinions preferably shall have not less than 19 teeth.

Herringbone gear teeth shall be cut to the same normal profile as spur gear teeth.

The helical angle shall be not less than 23 deg. and not more than 30 deg. The net

width of face, measured parallel to the axis of the bore, shall be not less than 3 times

the circular pitch nor more than 1^ times the pitch diameter of the pinion.

17. Strength of Gear Teeth

In the design of spur gears, bevel gears, and herringbone gears, the load shall be

taken as applied to only one tooth.

The tooth profile for spur, bevel and herringbone gears shall be the 20 deg., full

depth or stub, involute and shall be of the proportions stated in Art. 16.

The allowable load on gear teeth shall conform to the following formulas:

(a) Spur Gears and Bevel Gears

For full-depth involute teeth

fjr ^.i I ^ - r-. u.yii t 600

W
btub involute teeth

600 + V
For stub involute teeth

600

600-1- V
(b) Herringbone teeth, full depth

Pf=0.7/>./f 0.154- -^:?ll)-^200
\ n / 12011200 + V
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In the above formulas

W == allowable tooth load, in pounds.

P= circular pitch, in inches,

.y= permissible unit stress, in psi.

/= effective face width, in inches,

n = number of teeth in gear.

V= velocity of pitch circle, in feet per minute.

The effective face width for spur and bevel gears shall be the full face width up to

three times the circular pitch; for greater face widths, the effective width shall be three

times the circular pitch but not less than one-half the full width.

The effective face width for herringbone gears shall be the net active width of face

measured parallel to the axis of the bore.

For calculating the strength of bevel gear teeth, the middle section of the tooth

shall be taken. The number of teeth "n" in the above formulas for bevel gear teeth shall

be the formative number which, for the pinion, is determined as follows:

n = np ]/^ + {-^y
Where n/> = actual number of teeth in pinion.

ng= actual number of teeth in gear.

The permissible stresses in pounds per square inch for cut gear teeth of all types

shall be;

Bronze 9,000
Cast steel 16,000

Class C forged carbon steel 20,000

Class E forged carbon steel 22,500
Forged alloy steels 60 percent of yield point

in tension, but not
more than 1/3 of ulti-

mate strength in ten-

sion.

The permissible stress in pounds per square inch for machine molded teeth shall be:

Cast steel 8,000

For racks and their pinions and for all other mating gears and pinions which are

not supported in and shop-assembled in a common frame, the permissible unit stresses

shall be decreased 20 percent.

18. Worm Gearing

Except for the end lifts and center wedges of swing bridges, worm gearing preferably

shall not be used for transmitting power. In calculating the strength of worm gear

teeth, the load transmitted shall be taken as equally distributed between two teeth.

Worm gear reducers for transmitting power, except for end lifts of swing bridges,

preferably shall be commercial units which shall be selected on the basis of their rating

under the American Gear Manufacturers Association recommended practice. The helix

angle of the worm shall be not less than 20 deg. The worms shall be heat-treated alloy

steel forgings and the gear shall be bronze. The thread of the worm shall be ground

and polished, and the teeth of the gear shall be accurately cut to the correct profile
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The worm and gear-thrust loads shall be taken by anti-friction bearings, mounted in

water and oil-tight housings. The unit shall be mounted in a cast-iron or cast-steel

housing and the lubrication shall be continuous while in operation.

Worm gear units, that are used for end lifts and center wedges of swing bridges,

shall be self-locking.

19. Screw Gearing and Cams

Except for end lifts and center wedges of swing bridges, screw gearing preferably

shall not be used for transmitting power.

Screws and nuts for transmitting power shall be cut with 29-deg. general-purpose

Acme thread. Anti-friction bearings shall be provided to carry all thrust loads. The

unit shall be mounted in an oil and watertight housing and provided with continuous

lubrication. The screw and nut shall be made of dissimilar metals, preferably steel and

bronze.

Cams and similar devices transmitting power by line or point contact shall not

be used.

20. Hubs

If practicable, the length of all wheel hubs shall be not less than the diameter

of the bore, and for gear wheels also not less than 1.2S times the width of the teeth.

The thickness of the hub, preferably, shall be not less than 0.4 of the diameter of the bore.

Unless otherwise specified, all hubs shall have pressed fits on their shafts, and

shall be provided with keys designed to carry the total torque to be transmitted to

the shaft.

Bascule trunnion hubs that are to fit tightly into structural parts shall have shrink

fits therein, and shall be secured against rotation by keys or bolts.

21. Keys and Keyways

Keys for securing machinery parts to shafts shall be parallel-faced, square or flat.

Tapered keys may be used to meet special requirements. All keys shall be fitted into

keyways sunk into the hub and shaft. Preferably, the keyways in the shaft shall have

closed ends, which shall be milled to a semi-circle equal to the width of the key. Keyways

shall not extend into any bearing.

Keys that are not set into closed-end keyways shall be held by safety set screws,

or other effective means; in vertical shafts, collars clamped about the shafts, or similar

devices, shall be used.

In hubs of spoked wheels, the keyways shall be located in the centers of the spokes.

If two keys are required, they shall be placed 120 deg. apart.

All keys shall have a width not greater than % of the shaft diameter and the

thickness of flat keys shall be approximately ^ of their width; the dimensions shall be

such that the allowed unit stresses in shear and bearing will not be exceeded.

22. Capacity of Keys

The foregoing requirements for keys and keyways are for machinery parts, whose

use is intended to develop the full torsional strength of the shaft. For minor parts,

the keys and keyways shall be proportioned for that size of shaft whose torsional

strength would be developed by such parts.

For trunnions and similar parts which are designed chiefly for bending and bearing,

the keys and keyways shall be proportioned simply to hold the trunnion from rotating.

The force tending to cause rotation shall be taken as l/S of the load on the trunnion,

and as acting at the circumference of the trunnion.
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23. Bolts and Nuts

All bolts for connecting machinery parts to each other or to supporting steelwork

shall have turned shanks, cut threads, and semi-finished, washer-faced, hexagonal heads

and nuts. The finished shanks shall be I/I6 in. larger in diameter than the diameter of the

thread which shall determine the head and nut dimensions.

The dimensions of all bolt heads and nuts shall be in accordance with the heavy

series, and the threads shall be in accordance with the coarse thread series of the

American Standards.

All bolt heads and nuts shall bear on seats square with the axis of the bolt. On

castings, except where recessed, the bearing shall be on finished bosses or spot-faced seats.

Bolt heads which are recessed in castings shall be square.

All nuts shall be secured by effective locks. If double nuts are used, both nuts shall

be of standard thickness.

24. Set Screws

Set screws shall not be used for transmitting torsion; they may be used for holding

keys or light parts in place. They shall be safety-type headless set screws with cone

points, set in counterbored seats. Unless otherwise ordered, they shall be secured in

position by peening over the holes, or by welding.

25. Tap Bolts and Stud Bolts

Tap bolts and stud bolts shall be used only by special permission of the engineer.

26. Springs

Springs preferably shall not be used to actuate any moving part. For electric parts,

preference will be given to those having the fewest springs.

27. Equalizers

The net section back of the pin hole in equalizing levers shall be not less than the

required net section in tension to carry the load on the pin. The net section through

the pin hole shall be not less than 140 percent of the required net section in tension.

28. Covers

Dust covers shall be provided wherever necessary to protect the sliding and rotating

surfaces and prevent dust from mixing with the lubricant.

Safety gear guards shall be provided for all gears in the machinery houses.

If gears or sheaves are located where falling objects may foul them, they shall be

protected by metal covers easily removed.

Counterweight sheave rims shall be covered to protect them from the weather.

29. Safety Guards

Safety guards for the protection of persons shall be installed. All safety regulations

shall be observed.

30. Drain Holes

At places where water is likely to collect, there shall be drain holes not less than

1 in. in dia.
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31. Compressed Air Devices

Mechanical devices using power transmitted by compressed air may be used for the

operation of center wedges, and lifts, centering devices, and sliding rail locks.

Special for Swing Bridges

32. Center Bearing

Center-bearing swing bridges shall be so designed that when the bridge is swinging,

the entire weight of the moving span is carried on a center pivot, and when the bridge

is closed, the trusses rest at the center on wedges. Adjustment for height shall be

provided.

33. Rim Bearing

The load on the rim girder of a rim-bearing or commercial rim- and center-bearing

swing bridge shall be distributed equally among the bearing points. The bearing points

shall be spaced equally around the rim girder.

Rigid struts shall connect the rim girder to a center pivot, firmly anchored to the

pier. A strut shall be attached to the rim girder at each bearing point, and at inter-

mediate points when required. No fewer than eight struts shall be used in any case.

The rim girder shall be so designed that the load will be properly distributed over

the rollers. For calculating stresses in the girder, the loads shall be assumed to be dis-

tributed equally to all rollers. The span length shall be taken as the developed length

of the girder between adjacent bearing points. This part of the girder shall be considered

faxed at both ends. The girder shall be designed in accordance with the requirements for

plate girders.

The lower track shall be strong enough to distribute the load on the rollers uniformly

over the masonry.

34. Combined Bearing

In a combined rim and center-bearing swing bridge, a definite portion of the load,

not less than 15 percent, shall be carried to the center by radial girders attached rigidly

to the center and to the rim.

35. Shear over Center

In swing bridges having a center truss panel, this panel shall be so designed that

shear will not be carried past the center. The web members of such panel shall be

strong enough, however, to make the bridge secure against longitudinal wind pressure

when it is open.

36. Air Buffers

Power-operated skew bridges shall be equipped with air buffers to aid in stopping

the span smoothly. One air buffer shall be provided at each end of the bridge.

37. End Lift and Center Wedges
The end lifting apparatus of swing bridges shall be arranged to center the bridge

accurately when closed, unless a separate device is used to center the bridge. The end-

lift and center wedges shall be so designed that the action of the moving load cannot

cause displacement of the end supports and wedges in case of failure or disconnection

of the mechanism which actuates the end lift. The end lifting apparatus and center
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wedges shall be so designed as to permit adjustment. The center and end wedges may

be operated by the same mechanism.

38. Rim Girders

Rim girders shall be provided with stiffeners, with fillers on both sides of the web

at points of concentrated loading. These stiffeners shall fit close against both flanges.

The distance between adjacent intermediate stiffeners shall not exceed 2 ft. On rim

girders exceeding S ft. in depth, alternate intermediate stiffeners may extend only ^ the

depth of the girder, unless required to be of full depth to stiffen the web. The thickness

of the outstanding legs of stiffener angles shall be not less than % of their width. The

tread plate for the rollers shall be securely fastened to the rim girder and shall be

from 2 to 3 in. thick, depending on the weight of the bridge. The rim girder flange

angles shall be not smaller than 6 in. by 4 in. by ^ in.

39. Center Pivots

Center pivots shall consist of disk bearings, upon which the span revolves, and

supporting pedestals. Disk bearings shall consist of two disks, one of phosphor bronze

and one of hardened steel.

Center pivots shall be so designed that the disks may be taken out and replaced

while the bridge is closed, without interfering with the operation of trains over the bridge.

The disks shall be so anchored that sliding will take place only at the surface of contact

of the disks.

40. Balance Wheels

For power-operated center-bearing bridges, no fewer than eight wheels, running on

a circular track, shall be provided to limit the tilting of the bridge and to carry the

wind pressure to the track while the bridge is swinging. The balance wheel bearings

shall be adjustable for height, preferably by shims between the superstructure and the

seats of the bearings. For short, single-track, hand-operated bridges, four wheels may
be used.

When wheels are not cast integral with their axles, they shall have pressed fits

thereon. The axles shall rotate in bronze-lined bearings, which shall be provided with

means for lubrication.

41. Rack and Track

The rack and track of swing bridges shall be made in sections, preferably not less

than 6 ft. long. The track shall be deep enough to insure good distribution of the

balance wheel or roller loads to the masonry, but in no case shall the depth for rim-

bearing bridges be less than 4 in. If a cast track is used and the loads are light, as in

center-bearing bridges, the rack and track segments preferably shall be cast in one

piece. In rim-bearing bridges, the rack shall be cast separate from the track, so that

the parts may be easily removed for repairs. The joints in the rack and track shall be

staggered. The track shall be anchored to the masonry by bolts not less than 1]/^ in.

in diameter, extending at least 12 in. into the masonry, and set in portland cement

mortar or grout. The track of hand-operated, center-bearing bridges shall have an

ample number of anchor bolts so that the mortar or grout in which they are set will

not be crushed by the tractive force developed when turning the bridge. When center-

bearing bridges are operated by mechanical power, the track shall be anchored down
by bolts, and the tractive force developed when turning the bridge shall be taken by lugs
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extending from the bottom of the track downward into the masonry and set in cement

mortar, grout or concrete.

42. Main Pinion Shaft Bearings

When two rack pinions are used they shall be placed diametrically opposite, and

when four pinions are used, they shall be placed in pairs which shall be diametrically

opposite.

Each main pinion shaft shall be supported in a double bearing, which shall be

cast in one piece and provided with bolted caps, split linings, and liners, to permit easy

removal of the pinion shaft, and to provide adjustment for wear. A bronze thrust collar

shall be provided at the top bearing to carry the weight of the pinion, shaft and gear.

Means shall be provided for holding the pinion against movement along the shaft. The

double bearing shall be of ample strength for the maximum pinion load and shall be

adequately braced and attached to the rim girder or superstructure.

Sufficient shims shall be provided between the bearing base and the steelwork to

care for any necessary adjustment in position of the bearing. If practicable, the bearings

shall be shipped assembled to the steelwork, with the shims in place.

43. Equalizing Devices

In power-operated swing spans there shall be no fewer than two rack pinions. The

shafts of these pinions shall be connected by mechanical devices which will equalize the

turning forces at the pinions, unless such equalization is provided by other means

acceptable to the engineer.

Special for Bascule Bridges

44. Rail End Connections

If the rail end connections are of the sliding-lock type, the sliding locks at the heel

end of the bridge shall be on the approach.

45. Centering Devices

The bridges shall be equipped with self-centering devices at the toe end. Transverse

centering shall be accomplished by a device preferably located on the center line of the

bridge, as near the track level as practicable, with a clearance not to exceed 1/16 in.

46. Locking Devices

There shall be a locking device at the end for each girder or truss to force down
and hold down the toe end to its seats.

47. Air Buffers

Power-operated bridges shall be equipped with air buffers to aid in seating the span

smoothly. For single-track bridges having girders or trusses not more than 10 ft. center

to center, there shall be one air buffer at the toe end of the bridge. For all other bridges,

there shall be two air buffers at the toe end of the bridge.

48. Segmental Girders and Track Girders

The flanges of segmental and track girders of rolling-lift bridges shall be sym-

metrical about the central planes of the webs. The central planes of the webs of the
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segmental girders shall coincide with the central planes of the webs of the track girders.

The treads attached to the segmental girders and track girders shall be steel castings or

rolled steel plates, and shall not be considered as part of the flanges of these girders.

The permissible load per linear inch of line bearing between treads for segments

having a diameter of 120 in. or more shall not exceed

(P— UOOO)
(1200 + 80/9)

^Qoo

in which D is the diameter of the segment in inches, and P is the yield point strength

of the material in tension in pounds per square inch.

The thickness of solid tread plates shall be not less than 3 in. plus 0.004 D. The

effective length of line bearing for solid tread plates shall not exceed the thickness of the

web of the segmental or track girder, including the effective thickness of the side plates,

plus 1.6 times the thickness of the tread plate. The edge of the web and the backs of the

flange angles shall be machined so as to bear continuously on the tread.

The thickness of the web, including the effective thickness of the side plates, shall

be such that the quotient obtained by dividing the load by the area of a portion of the

edge of the web whose length equals twice the least thickness of the tread, shall not

exceed one-half of the yield point of the material in tension. Flange angles shall not be

considered as transmitting any load from the web to the treads, and the bearing value

of side plates shall not exceed the strength of those rivets connecting them to the web

which are included between diverging lines in the plane of the web that intersect in the

line contact between the treads and that make an angle with the normal to the rolling

surfaces at that point whose tangent is 0.8. The load, as used in this paragraph, shall be

the weight of the structure, no addition being made for rolling impact.

Tread plates may be flange-and-web castings instead of solid plates. The rolling

flanges of such castings shall have a thickness not less than specified for solid tread plates.

The castings shall be designed as pedestals to distribute the pressure from the web to

the line of contact between treads.

Solid tread plates on segmental girders shall have a radius slightly smaller than the

segmental girders in order to facilitate the securing of tight contact with the girders

throughout their length when drawn up with the attaching bolts.

When not otherwise stipulated on the plans, all tread plates shall be made as long

as practicable. When tread plates are made in segments, the faces of the tread plates at

the joints between the segments shall be in planes at right angles to the rolling surface

and preferably at an angle of 45 to 60 deg. with the longitudinal center line of the

tread plate.

Those portions of the segmental and track girders, which are in contact when the

bridge is closed, shall be designed for the sum of the dead load, the Hve load, and an

impact equal to the live load. Under this loading, the permissible line loading given

herein may be increased SO percent.

The segmental and track girders shall be fully reinforced with stiffeners and

diaphragms.

49. Location of Machinery

The machinery shall preferably he located on thr statiomirx part of the hridRp
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50. Equalizing Devices

There shall be mechanical devices on bascule bridges to equalize the forces at the

two rack pinions, unless such equalization is provided by other means acceptable to the

engineer.

Special for Vertical-Lift Bridges

51. Centering Devices

Bridges shall be equipped with self-centering devices at each end. Transverse cen-

tering shall be accomplished by devices located on the center line of bridge, as near the

track level as practicable, with a clearance not to exceed 1/16 in. For truss bridges these

centering devices shall be supplemented by close transverse centering of the unloaded

chords, to be accomplished by special centering devices or by the span guides.

52. Locking Devices

Bridges shall be equipped with locking devices to hold the span down to its seats

after it has been forced down to its seats by the operating machinery. At each end there

shall be a locking device on the center line of bridge for single track bridges, and a

locking device at each outside girder or truss for multiple track bridges.

53. Span Guides

The lift span and its counterweights shall be held in position transversely and longi-

tudinally during their movement by means of guides engaging guide flanges on the

towers. Truss spans shall have transverse guides at both top and bottom chords. The

guides may be of either the sliding or the rolling type. The ends of guide flanges shall

be planed smooth. The guides shall be adjustable, and shall preferably be set to provide

a normal running clearance of % in., except for the span guides for the seated position

of the span where the clearance shall not exceed % in.

54. Air Buffers

Power-operated bridges shall be equipped with air buffers to aid in seating the span

smoothly. For single-track bridges having girders or trusses not more than 10 ft. center

to center, there shall be an air buffer at each end of the bridge. For all other bridges

there shall be two air buffers at each end of the bridge.

Power-operated bridges shall also be equipped with air buffers to aid in stopping

the moving span and counterweights without damage to the structure, in the event that

the span is accidentally raised above the prescribed limit.

55. Counterweights

The balance-block pockets shall be placed as near the ends of the counterweights

as practicable, in order to aid in securing the required balance between the lift span

and the counterweights at each of the four corners of the span.

56. Clearance below Counterweights

The counterweights shall clear the track rails by not less than 5 ft. when the span

is fully open. In computing this clearance the counterweight ropes shall be assumed to

stretch one percent of their length.

57. Equalizing Devices

On vertical-lift spans operated through pinions engaging racks on the counterweight

sheaves, there shall be devices to equalize the forces at the rack pinions when two
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counterweight sheaves and two pinions are used at a corner of the span. Equalizing

pinions shall not be used between pinions at opposite sides of the span; but adjusting

devices shall be provided between such pinions, to permit leveling of the span.

58. Counterweight Sheaves

For main counterweight ropes, the pitch diameter of the sheave, center to center of

ropes, shall be not less than 72 times the diameter of the rope, and preferably not less

than 80 times. For auxiliary counterweight ropes, the pitch diameter of the sheave shall

be not less than 60 times the diameter of the rope.

Counterweight sheaves shall have shrink fits on their shafts, and shall be secured

by driving-fit dowels set in holes drilled after the sheave is shrunk on the shaft.

The shape of the grooves shall conform as closely as feasible to the rope section so

that while the ropes shall run freely in the grooves, the sides of the grooves shall

prevent the ropes from flattening under static loads, as when supporting counterweights.

The distance center to centsr of grooves shall be not less than J4 in. more than the

diameter of the rope.

59. Operating Drums and Deflector Sheaves

For operating ropes, the diameter of the drums and deflector sheaves shall be not

less than 45 times the diameter of the rope, and preferably not less than 48 times,

except for deflector sheaves with small angles of contact between rope and sheave.

Operating drums shall have pressed fits on their shafts, and in addition shall have

keys designed to carry the total torque to be transmitted to the shafts.

The shape of the grooves on operating drums shall conform as closely as feasible

to the rope section. The distance center to center of grooves shall be not less than

ys in. more than the diameter of the rope.

Deflector sheaves shall generally have the same diameter as the drums. Intermediate

deflector sheaves shall be provided as necessary to prevent rubbing of the ropes on

other parts and to avoid excessive sag of the ropes. When operating ropes have small

angles of contact with deflector sheaves, the sheaves shall be supported on roller or

ball bearings and shall be designed as light as practicable to insure easy turning and

minimum rope slippage in starting and stopping.

All deflector sheaves shall have deep grooves to prevent displacement of the ropes.

60. Built Sheaves

In built sheaves, there shall be enough rivets connecting the flanges of the cast rim

with the web to carry into the web all of the load coming on the rim. The rim shall

be strengthened by transverse ribs, or shall be thick enough to carry the load.

61. Counterweight Ropes

The connections of the counterweight ropes to the lift span and counterweights

shall be so made as to permit ready replacement of any one rope without disturbing

the other ropes. Provision shall also be made for replacement of all the ropes simul-

taneously, preferably by supporting the counterweights from the towers.

On the lift span side, the counterweight ropes shall be separated sufficiently to

prevent objectionable slapping of the ropes against each other while the span is in the

closed position. This may be accomplished either by use of widely spaced grooves on

the sheaves, by using deviations of the ropes from a vertical plane, or by other

approved means.
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The transverse deviation of a counterweight rope from a vertical plane through the

center of the groove on the sheaves, shall preferably not exceed one-half the spacing

of the grooves, and shall be the same for all the ropes on a sheave. In no case shall it

exceed 1 in 40. The longitudinal deviation of a counterweight rope leading from the

sheave, measured from a vertical plane tangent to the pitch diameter of the sheave,

shall not exceed 1 in 30, and shall be the same for all the ropes on a sheave. These

deviations shall not be exceeded on the span side for the lift span in its highest possible

position, and on the counterweight side for the span in the closed position.

The connections of all ropes shall be made in such manner as to give equal loads

on the several ropes of a group either by adjustment of the tension in the ropes during

erection, by fabrication of the ropes in the shop to the exact required lengths without

tolerance with provision for future adjustment of the tension if required, or by use of

equalizers.

The connections of all ropes shall be so made that the center line of the rope above

the socket is at all times at right angles to the axis of the socket pin for pin sockets

and to the bearing face of the socket for block sockets. Rope deflector castings or

plates or equivalent devices shall be provided near the sockets, as necessary, to accom-

plish this result.

62. Operating Ropes

The transverse deviation of a rope from a plane through the groove of a drum or

sheave at right angles to the axis of the shaft of the drum or sheave shall not exceed 1

in 30, and preferably shall not exceed 1 in 40.

There shall be at least two full turns of the rope on the operating drum when

the span is in the fully open or closed position and, in addition, the end of the rope

shall be rigidly clamped to the drum, the attachment being such as to avoid sharp

bends in the wires.

There shall be take-ups, consisting of turnbuckles or other devices, for taking up

slack in the ropes. The take-ups shall be such as to prevent any rotation of the ropes

about their axes. They shall be readily accessible for operation by one man.

63. Balance Chains

Cast iron chains for balancing counterweight ropes shall be made of cast iron links,

connected by rust-resistant steel pins, placed in bored or reamed holes. The holes shall

be of uniform size, carefully located, and at right angles to the length of the links. The

chains shall hang freely in vertical planes without twists. The pins shall be fitted with

washers and round cotter bars.

E. WIRE ROPES AND SOCKETS

1. Manufacturer

Wire rope shall be made by a manufacturer whose facilities and experience are

approved by the engineer.

2. Diameter of Rope

The diameter of counterweight ropes shall be not less than 1 in., nor more than

2J/^ in.; of operating ropes not less than ^ in.

The actual diameter of a wire rope (the diameter of the circumscribed circle) shall

be measured when the rope is unstressed. The amount by which the actual diameter of a

rope may differ from the nominal diameter shall be not greater than the following:
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Normal
Dia. of Rope Oversize

In. Undersize In.

H to H 1/32

il to IJ/^ 3/64

1A to lyi 1/16

1A to 2^ 3/32

2t^ to 2^ 1/8

3. Construction

All wire ropes shall be made of improved plow steel wire. All operating ropes shall

be preformed wire rope.

All wire ropes shall be of 6 X 25 filler wire construction with hard fiber core.

Each strand shall consist of 19 main wires and 6 filler wires fabricated in one operation,

with all wires interlocking. There shall be four sizes of wires in each strand; 12 outer

wires of one size, 6 filler wires of one size, 6 inner wires of one size, and a core wire.

Ropes shall be laid in accordance with the best practice. Every effort shall be made

to obtain ropes of uniform physical properties. The ropes shall be fabricated in the

greatest lengths practicable, and all similar ropes for any one bridge shall be cut from

ropes manufactured with one setting of one stranding machine and one setting of one

closing machine.

4. Lay

All wire ropes, unless otherwise specified, shall be right regular lay, and the maximum
length of rope lay shall be as follows:

Operating ropes —6^4 times nominal rope diameter.

Counterweight ropes—7J4 times nominal rope diameter.

The lay of the wires in the strands shall be such as to make the wires approximately

parallel to the axis of the rope where they would come in contact with a circular

cylinder circumscribed on the rope.

5. Lubrication During Fabrication

All hard fiber centers shall be prelubricated by the cordage manufacturer. All por-

tions of wire ropes—fiber center, wires, and strands—shall be lubricated during fabrica-

tion with a lubricant containing a rust inhibitor and approved by the engineer.

6. Splices

No splicing of the ropes or individual strands will be permitted. Wire splices shall

be securely and properly made by electric welding, and no two joints in any one strand

shall be closer than 25 ft. apart, except for filler wires.

7. Wire—Physical Properties

The wire from which wire ropes are made shall be tested in the presence of an

inspector designated by the engineer. Excepting that the filler wires may be made to the

manufacturer's standards, and physical properties of the bright (uncoatcd) individual

wires before fabricating into the rope shall be as follows:

The unit tensile strength shall be not less than the following:

Dia. of Wire Tensile Strength
In. Minimum, Psi. Maximum, Psi.

0.038-0.060 238,000 268.000
0.061-0.100 230,000 260,000
0.101-0.140 .- 225,000 255,000
0140-0.190 218,000 248,000
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The total ultimate elongation of the wires measured on a 10-in. gage length, at the

breaking strength of the wire, shall be not less than the following:

Dia. of Wire Elongation

In. Percent

0.038-0.060 1/^

0.061-O.100 1^
0.101-0.140 2

0.141-0.190 2%

In the foregoing tests, the specimens shall be at least IS in. long, and free from bends

and kinks.

The test specimens of the wire shall be subjected to a torsion test in which the

distance between the jaws of the testing machine is 8 in. The number of complete suc-

cessive turns of 360 deg. in one direction through which an 8-in. length wire can be

twisted around its longitudinal axis without breaking or showing any signs of splitting

or other defects shall be not less than the following:

Dia. of Wire
In. Number of Turns

0.038-0.060 2.3 Divided by Dia. of Wire in In.

0.061-0.100 2.2 " " "
" " " "

0.101-0.140 2.1 " " "
" " " "

0.141-0.190 2.0 " " "
" " " "

In this torsion test, one end of the wire is to be rotated with respect to the other

end of the wire at continuous uniform speed until breakage occurs. During the test the

applied tension shall be sufficient to straighten the wire. The speed of rotation shall not

exceed 60 twists per minute. Such tests shall be carried out by a mechanically driven

device, such as a motor or belt drive, in order to secure operation at constant uniform

speed.

All of the tests specified above shall be made upon fair samples which may be taken

from either end of any coil of wire, and such samples shall be taken from not less

than 10 percent of the total number of coils.

The tolerance limits on diameters of like positioned wires in the strands of the wire

rope shall not exceed the following value:

Total

Variation,

Dia. Wires, In. In.

0.038-0.060 0.002

0.061-0.100 0.0025

0.101-0.140 0.003

0.141-0.190 0.003S

8. Ultimate Strength

In order to demonstrate the strength of the rope and its fastenings, test pieces with

a length between the sockets equal to not less than 25 rope diameters, and preferably

not less than SO rope diameters, shall be cut, and shall have sockets, selected at random

from those to be used in filling the order, attached to their ends. The number of test

pieces shall be not less than two from each original length in which the rope is fabricated.
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and not more than 10 percent of the total number of finished lengths of rope to be made
for the order. The test pieces shall be taken from both ends of the original lengths in

which the rope is fabricated. A small zinc collar shall be cast around the rope against the

end of the socket, so that any movement of the latter can be readily detected. These test

pieces are to be stressed to destruction in a suitable testing machine, the first sample of

each size being tested with the machine running at its slowest speed. The sockets used for

these tests shall not be used in the structure. Under this stress, bright (uncoated) wire

ropes shall develop the minimum ultimate strength given in the following table:

Ultimate Strength of Improved Plow Steel Rope, 6 Strands by 19 Wires

Approximate
Area Strength

Dia. of Rope of Section Vltiviate Entire Rope
in In. 0.4iy Psi. Lb.

H 0.100 210,000 21,000

H 0.156 210,000 33,000

J4 0.225 206,000 46,000

H 0.306 205,000 63,000

1 0.400 203,000 81,000

1% 0.506 203,000 103,000

1% 0.625 201,000 126,000

IH 0.756 200,000 151,000

Ij^ 0.900 199,000 179,000

1% 1.056 198,000 209.000

IM 1-22S 197,000 242,000

1% 1.406 196,000 275,000
2 1.600 195,000 312.000
21/^ 1.806 193,000 349.000

2% 2.025 192,000 390,000

2^ 2.256 191,000 432,000

2j4 2.500 190,000 476,000

9. Rejection

If the physical properties of the rope or of its individual wires fall below those

specified, the entire length from which the test pieces were taken shall be replaced by

the manufacturer with a new length, the physical quaUties of which conform to those

specified.

10. Prestressing

Each counterweight rope shall be prestressed to 35 percent of its ultimate strength

given in Art. 8. This load shall be applied one time only to the rope, and shall be

held on the rope for a period of not less than 4 hours.

11. Sockets

All sockets used in connection with wire ropes shall be Class Cl forged steel, nor-

malized, and shall be forged, without welds, from solid steel. They shall be neatly

finished to the exact dimensions shown on the plans. All socket pins shall be Class Cl

normalized steel forgings. In every case the dimensions of the sockets shall be such that

no part under tension shall be stressed higher than 48,000 psi. when the rope is stressed

to its specified ultimate strength. The sockets shall be attached to the ropes by using

zinc of a quality not less than that defined for Intermediate Grade in the current
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Specifications for Slab Zinc (Spelter) of the American Society for Testing Materials,

Serial Designation B 6, and using a reliable method that will not permit the rope, when

stressed to 80 percent of its specified ultimate strength under the test specified in Art

8, to slip more than 1/6 the nominal diameter of the rope. If a greater movement

should occur, the method of attachment shall be changed until a satisfactory one is

found.

The sockets shall be stronger than the rope with which they are used. If a socket

should break during the test specified in Art. 8, two others shall be selected and at-

tached to another piece of rope and the test repeated, and this process shall be continued

until the inspector is satisfied of their reliability, in which case the lot shall be accepted.

If, however 10 percent or more of all the sockets tested break at a load less than the

specified minimum ultimate strength, the entire lot shall be rejected, and new ones, made

of stronger material or to a heavier design, shall be furnished.

Sockets shall be painted in the shop as specified for structural steel.

12. Facilities for Testing

The manufacturer shall provide proper facilities for making the tests, and shall

make, at his own expense, the tests required. Tests shall be made in the presence of an

inspector representing the engineer.

13. Length

The length of each counterweight rope from inside of bearing to inside of bearing

of sockets shall be determined, and a metal tag having the said length stamped thereon

shall be securely attached to the rope. While being measured, each rope shall be twisted

to the correct lay, it shall be supported throughout its length in a straight Hne at points

not more than 25 ft. apart, and it shall be under a tension of 12 percent of its ultimate

strength. (This corresponds approximately to the direct load on the rope.) A variation

from the required length of not more than ^ in. in 100 ft. will be allowed. For block

sockets which provide for the direct load on the rope to be transmitted by bearing on

the front face of the socket, this permissible variation from the required length shall

be corrected in the shop by permanently fastening steel shims to the bearing face of one

socket so that the length from bearing face of one socket to bearing face of shim at the

other socket corresponds exactly to the required length. No shim shall be less than ^ in.

thick.

14. Operating Ropes

Ends of operating ropes when not provided with sockets shall be seized and shall

have the wires composing the ropes welded together. This seizing shall be removed prior

to making the attachments of the ropes to the drums and take-ups. The lengths of

operating ropes to be furnished shall be determined by the contractor.

15. Shipping

All ropes shall be shipped on reels, the diameter of which is not less than 25 times

the diameter of the rope, unless permission to ship in coils is specified in the order.
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F. POWER EQUIPMENT
(See Manual pages 15-72 to 15-S5, incl., for original comparable text Jar the jollowing 57 articles.)

General Requirements

1. Kind of Power

If the bridge is to be operated by mechanical power, the kind of power to be used

will be stipulated by the company. The internal combustion engine, electric motor, or

other prime mover that may be stipulated shall be of ample capacity to move the bridge

at the required speed. The type of prime mover and the name of the manufacturer shall

be given in the proposal if the design is made by the contractor.

2. Man Power

If the bridge or parts thereof are to be operated by hand, the number of men and

the time of operation shall be calculated on the following basis:

(a) The force which a man can exert continuously on a capstan lever is 40 lb.

while walking at a speed of 160 ft. per min.

(b) The force which a man can exert continuously on a crank at a radius of IS in.

is 30 lb. with rotation at 15 rpm.

For calculating the strength of the machinery parts, the force of one man applied

to a lever shall be assumed as 125 lb., and to a crank as 50 lb. Under these loads, the

normal unit stresses may be increased 50 percent.

3. Machines

Machines which are of the usual manufactured types, such as gasoline engines,

electric motors, pumps, air compressors, etc., shall be tested for the specified requirements

to the satisfaction of the engineer, and shall be guaranteed by the contractor to fulfill

these requirements for one year.

4. Brakes for Span Operation

Brakes shall be provided in accordance with the requirements of C 9.

For electrically operated bridges, the motor brakes shall consist of one or more

electrically operated brakes for each main motor; the machinery brakes shall also be

electrically operated or, when so stipulated, they shall be operated by air, by hand, or

by foot. If specified, electrically operated machinery brakes shall be provided with three

steps of retarding torques.

Brakes for bridges operated by power other than electricity shall be operated by air,

by hand, or by foot, or, when so stipulated, they shall be electrically operated from an

auxiliary electric generator.

5. Air Brakes

If air brakes are used, they shall be controlled from the operator's house. The air

compressor shall be electrically operated, and shall be able to compress 11 cu. ft. of free

air a minute against a tank pressure of 90 psi. The loss of pressure through the valves

of the compressor shall be not more than IJ^ lb. in 10 min. The pressure at the tank

shall be maintained automatically between 60 lb. and 90 lb.

The air tank shall be cylindrical with a capacity of at least 10 cu. ft. It shall be

built up of boiler plate with riveted joints, or shall have boiler plate sides welded to

pressure vessel heads, and shall be capable of withstanding without rupture a pressurp
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of 250 psi. It shall be equipped with an adjustable safety valve and blow-out plug. It

shall show no leaks when tested at a pressure of 160 psi.

The brake cyhnder shall have a spring release capable of placing the brake in the

released position automatically as soon as the air is exhausted. The cylinder shall be

not less than 6 in. in diameter with a stroke of not more than 6 in.

At a convenient place in the Hne carrying air to the brake cylinder, there shall be a

union with a choke which will introduce a period of at least 5 sec. for establishing the

tank pressure in the cylinder.

If the control of the air in the brake cylinder is remote and electrically operated,

the arrangement of the application and release magnets shall be such that the brake will

be applied in case of any power failure.

6. Hand Brakes and Foot Brakes

Hand brakes and foot brakes shall preferably be arranged so that the brake is applied

by means of a weight or spring, and released by hand or foot.

7. Audible Navigation Signals

As an audible navigation signal, an air whistle, electric horns, electric sirens, or

other devices, shall be provided, as stipulated.

Audible navigation signals shall conform to the requirements of all legally con-

stituted bodies, agencies, or authorities having jurisdiction over the waterway, and shall

be installed to their satisfaction and approval.

For electrically operated bridges, when not otherwise stipulated, there shall be pro-

vided two electric sirens, each audible at a distance of ISOO ft. under the conditions

surrounding the site and with the wind blowing in any direction, and as an auxiliary

two smaller electric sirens having approximately one-fourth the above range. Sirens

shall be installed in approved locations, pointing up and down stream. Push buttons for

their control shall be provided on the control desk.

When so stipulated a whistle shall be provided. The bell of the whistle shall be not

less than 3 in. in diameter and 9 in. long. If the whistle is operated by air, the com-

pressor shall be power driven, the motor and compressor being gear connected on one

frame. The working parts shall be enclosed and self-lubricating. The compressor shall

have a piston displacement of from 25 cu. ft. to 30 cu. ft. a min. when working against

a tank pressure of 90 psi. The compressor shall be provided with an automatic governor

and switch in order that the compressor may start and stop automatically at any

predetermined tank pressure.

The air receiving tank shall be 36 in. in diameter and 8 ft. long, or of equal capacity.

It shall be good for a working pressure of 125 psi. It shall be provided with pressure

gage, pop valve, and drain cock, and shall have standard flanges bushed for 1^-in. pipe.

The contractor shall furnish and install pipe, pipe fittings and valves; all to withstand

a working pressure of 125 psi.

Internal Combustion

8. Engine Torque for Span Operation

The ratio of the rated engine torque to the maximum bridge starting torque shall

be not less than the following:

(a) Four cylinders or more 1.33

(b) Less than four cylinders l.SO
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The rated engine torque, as referred to above, shall mean the rated torque of the

engine at the speed to be used for operation, measured at the flywheel, with all metal

housing in place, and with radiator, fan, and all other power-consuming accessories in

place, and shall be taken at not more than 85 percent of the rated torque of the stripped

engine.

9. Engines

Gasoline and other combustion engines shall be of the truck or marine type and

of the most substantial kind. The engines shall operate at a speed of not more than

1800 rpm. and preferably not more than 1400 rpm., and shall be equipped with a gov-

ernor to limit the maximum speed to the designated value. Unless otherwise stipulated,

the engine shall have not less than 4 cylinders. The engine shall be tested by the manu-

facturer at his plant to demonstrate that it will develop the rated torque as defined in

Art. 8.

The engine shall be equipped with reversing gears, preferably of the heUcal type,

and preferably in a separate gear unit, with a gear ratio of not less than 2 to 1.

Reversing shall be by means of approved friction clutch or clutches on the countershaft

operated by a lever or other approved device. The arrangement shall be such that the

machinery may be operated in either direction without stopping the engine. The reversing-

gear unit shall meet the requirements given in Sec. D. Details of Design.

All engines having a rating of 20 hp. or more shall be equipped with an electric

starter with generator and storage battery. Where electric current is available at the

bridge, a battery charging unit shall also be provided. All engines having a rating of

60 hp. or less shall also be provided with a hand cranking device.

Provision shall be made for effectively cooling the engine by means of a radiator

and fan. There shall also be provided a wrought iron exhaust pipe discharging outside

the engine room and fitted with an effective muffler.

The fuel tank shall be located outside the engine room, below the level of the

intake. The tank shall be made of corrosion-resisting metal and shall be large enough

to hold fuel for 30 days of normal operation. It shall be protected from the sun. It shall

be equipped with an automatic gauge to show the quantity of fuel in the tank. The fuel

pipe and fittings connecting the fuel tank and the engine shall be of copper or brass,

so arranged and supported as effectively to provide for temperature and vibration move-

ments tending to produce fracture and leakage at connections.

A small control board containing throttle and choke controls, ignition switch, starter

button, and oil and temperature gauges shall be provided at the engine.

If the fuel is suitable, such as gasoline, the ignition shall be of the jump-spark kind,

for which the secondary coil is made up so that a low-voltage primary current of not

more than 24 volts will be sufficient. For other fuel, the best device available shall

be used.

The engine shall be enclosed in readily removable metal housing and, together with

reversing gears and all other engine accessories, shall be mounted in the shop on a rigid

steel frame so as to form a complete engine unit ready for installation.

There shall be provided in the engine room indicators to show the position of the

moving span and, if so stipulated, of the lifting and locking apparatus.

Spare parts for engines shall be furnished as stipulated.
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Electric

10. Basis for Specification Requirements

The specification requirements given herein are based on the use of either direct-

current or 60-cycle alternating-current motors, and on the use of rheostatic control.

When so stipulated, the bridge shall be operated with direct-current motors using

variable voltage control; in such cases the specification requirements shall be modified

as specified by the company.

For the operation of a vertical-lift bridge, the specification requirements are based

on the use of one hoisting machine to operate the bridge, or on the use of two hoisting

machines mechanically connected. Some special requirements are also given for tower-

drive vertical-lift bridges which involve the use of independent hoisting machines at the

ends of the span which are operated by alternating-current motors electrically connected

by means of synchronizing motors to maintain the bridge in level position during opera-

tion. When so stipulated, such independent hoisting machines shall be operated by direct-

current motors and the bridge maintained in level position during operation by means

of special control generators; in such cases the specification requirements shall be

modified as specified by the company.

11. General Requirements for Electrical Installation

The company will state the electric power service which is available and will give

the location of the service point at which such service shall be obtained. The contractor

shall provide the electrical installation complete from this service point, including all

equipment, wiring, and cables, except as otherwise stipulated by the company.

The electrical equipment shall conform to the Standardization Rules of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers.

The National Electric Code and local ordinances shall apply to the electrical material,

construction, and installation, except as provided otherwise herein.

Insofar as practicable, all major items of electrical equipment throughout, such as

motors, control, etc., shall be products of the same manufacturer in order to secure

single responsibility and most satisfactory service. All electrical equipment shall be equal

to the best grade of that particular type of equipment made by the leading manu-

facturers of such equipment.

The contractor shall provide all grounds which may be required for the electrical

equipment and service.

In order to prevent deterioration due to corrosion, all bolts, nuts, studs, pins,

screws, terminals, springs, and similar fastenings and fittings shall be, where practicable,

of an approved corrosion-resisting material, such as brass or bronze, or of a material

treated in an approved manner to render it adequately resistant to corrosion. Hot-dip

galvanizing of materials in accordance with the Standard Specifications of the American

Society for Testing Materials for such materials shall be considered such approved

treatment.

Except as otherwise approved by the company, all metal parts of the electrical

equipment, including all conduits, shall be painted as specified for structural steel. For

conduits and similar parts where it is not practicable or convenient to apply paint in

the shop, the shop coat of paint specified shall be applied in the field, to be followed

by the required field coats.

The contractor shall take megohm readings on aU circuits installed, and shall furnish

a complete report of the results obtained. Defective Hrruits shall be replaced at the

lontractor's expense.
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12. Working Drawings

In addition to furnishing the data required under A 12, the contractor shall make
complete working drawings for the electrical equipment. The tracings shall become the

property of the company after they have been corrected to show the work as constructed.

These drawings shall include:

(a) Complete wiring diagrams, giving sizes and numbers of all wires and cables,

and the make and capacity of all apparatus, including the sizes of all resistances. Wiring

diagrams shall include elementary diagrams showing the general scheme of connections

and the general connection of detailed apparatus, and detail diagrams which shall also

include the wiring of the switchboards and the control desks. The wire number of each

wire and an individual device designation for each electrical device or piece of apparatus

shall be shown on the elementary diagram. This device designation shall be used to

identify each piece of apparatus on all assembly or installation drawings.

(b) Complete conduit diagrams, which shall show the size of each conduit and the

wire number and size of each wire therein, together with a complete one-line schematic

conduit diagram. These diagrams shall show the exact location and method of support

of all conduits, ducts, boxes and expansion fittings, and each conduit shall be given an

individual conduit designation.

(c) Installation diagrams giving locations of all cables, conduits, switchboards, con-

trol desks, resistances, switches, lamps, and all other apparatus.

(d) Sectional drawings of all cables showing all component parts and their dimen-

sions, and the materials u.^ed.

(e) Drawings showing dimensions of all switchboards and the arrangement of all

apparatus thereon.

(f) Drawings showing the details of the control desks and the arrangement of all

apparatus thereon.

(g) Certified dimension prints of all electrical apparatus.

(h) Detailed construction drawings of all boxes, troughs, ducts, and raceways other

than conduit.

(i) Complete curves for each span-driving motor showing the variation in motor

speed and motor currents with output torque, for each point of the controller, and from

zero to breakdown torque.

Special apparatus shall be designated by the manufacturer's name and catalog

reference.

13. Motor Tests

One span-driving motor of each size or type used shall be subjected to a complete

test in accordance with the latest requirements of the National Electric Manufacturers

Association Standards for Motors and Generators. The test shall also include the deter-

mination of efficiency and the power factor at ISO percent and 200 percent of full-load

torque, and the determination of the variation in speed and motor currents with motor

torques from zero to breakdown torque. For alternating-current motors, the spced-

current-torque relationship shall be determined for rotor shorted and for external rotor

resistance. For direct-current motors the speed-current-torque relationship shall be deter-

mined for each point of the controller.

Unless otherwise stipulated by the company, each of the other span-driving motors

shall be subjected to a short commercial test. Should the results of this test indicate

characteristics differing materially from those of the motor on which ihe complete test
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was made, the contractor shall be required, at his own expense, to make the necessary

alterations, and to run complete tests to demonstrate the final characteristics.

For tower-drive vertical-lift bridges with synchronizing motors, the synchronizing

motors shall be subject to the test requirements for span-driving motors.

Each electric motor other than the span-driving motors shall be subjected to a short

commercial test.

Except as otherwise approved by the company, all motor tests shall be made in the

presence of the company's inspector.

The contractor shall furnish six certified copies of reports of the motor tests and

of all tests of other electrical parts which are required to be tested.

14. Motor Torque for Span Operation

The maximum starting and running torques of a motor shall be not less than 2

and 2.5 times, respectively, the rated full-load torque.

The rated full-load torques of the motors shall be as follows:

(a) One motor installation:

The rated full-load type torque of the motor shall be not less than 80 percent

of the maximum bridge starting torque, and the maximum torque peaks that

occur when the bridge is accelerated to the required speed, using the specified

bridge control, shall not exceed 90 percent of the maximum starting torque

of the motor, nor preferably 180 percent of the rated full-load torque of the

motor.

(b) Two motor installation, with no provision for operation of the bridge with

a single motor:

The two motors jointly shall meet the requirements given in paragraph (a)

for one motor.

(c) Two motor installation, with provision for operation of the bridge in emer-

gency with one motor in not more than 1.5 times the times of openings

specified in C 6:

The rated full-load torque of one motor shall be not less than 65 percent

of the maximum bridge starting torque, nor 80 percent of the maximum
bridge running torque, not including inertia, and the maximum torque peaks

that occur when the bridge is being accelerated to the required speed, using

the specified bridge control, shall not exceed 90 percent of the maximum

starting torque of the motor, nor preferably 180 percent of the rated full-load

of the motor.

When stipulated or approved by the company, the determination of the

size of the motor, according to the preceding paragraph, may be for con-

ditions less severe than the maximum conditions specified in C 6.

The maximum bridge starting torque shall be determined in accordance with the

requirements of Section C.

15. Number of Motors

If the total power necessary at the motor shaft to move the bridge under Con-

dition A of C 6 at the required speed exceeds 50 hp., consideration shall be given to the

use of two span operating motors, alike, with provision for operation of the bridge in

emergency by one motor.
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Except as otherwise stipulated by the company, the rail locks, the bridge locks,

the end lifts of a swing span, and the center wedges of a swing span, shall be operated

by one or more motors separate from and independent of the span operating motors.

16. Synchronizing Motors for Tower-Drive Vertical-Lift Bridges (A.C.)

When synchronizing motors are used on tower-drive vertical-lift bridges to maintain

the bridge in level position during operation, the total full-load rated torque of the

synchronizing motors on each tower shall be not less than 50 percent of the total full-load

rated torque of the span operating motors on each tower. All synchronizing motors

shall be alike and of the same type as the driving motors.

17. Speed of Motors

The speed of motors of 10 hp. or more at the rated output shall not exceed 750

rpm. For smaller integral horsepower motors, the speed shall not exceed 1200 rpm. For

gearmotors of 10 hp. or less, and for fractional horsepower motors, the speed shall not

exceed 1800 rpm.
*

18. Motors—General Requirements

All motors shall be of the totally enclosed crane, hoist, or mill type, constructed as

nearly weatherproof as practicable, except when the size required can not be obtained, or

unless otherwise authorized by the company. Unless otherwise stipulated by the company,

motor windings shall be impregnated by vacuum process with a moisture-resisting com-

pound to increase the resistance to excessive moisture. Open motors outside of the

machinery house shall be housed in a weatherproof metal housing. This housing shall be

arranged to allow the motor to be inspected and oiled, and shall be readily removable.

The metal in the housing shall be galvanized and not thinner than No. 16 U. S. Standard

gage.

19. Direct Current Motors

Direct current motors shall be series motors with commutating poles, and shall be

designed for the service characteristics specified. If the motors are to be used for dynamic

or regenerative braking, they shall perform that function without injurious sparking or

temperature rise. Span operating motors shall conform to the requirements of the

Association of Iron and Steel Engineers standards for mill motors.

20. Alternating-Current Motors

Alternating-current motors shall be induction motors designed for the service char-

acteristics specified. Span operating motors, and other motors of more than 10 hp. shall

be of the wound-rotor type; motors other than span operating motors, of 10 hp. and

less, may be squirrel-cage motors with high-resistance rotors.

21. Heating Requirements for Motors

All alternating-current span operating motors shall be capable of dehvering their

rated output continuously for 30 min. without exceeding 55 deg. C. rise in temperature;

for squirrel-cage motors the time shall be IS min.

All mill-type direct-current motors shall be capable of delivering their rated output

continuously for 30 min. without exceeding 75 deg. C. rise in temperature ; for crane and

hoist motors, the rise shall not exceed 55 deg. C.

The motors provided for moving the bridge shall also be capable of exerting,

through successive cycles of bridge operation extending through 30 min., the torques for
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the loads specified in C 6, without exceeding the temperature rise specified above; and

for 15 min. one and one-quarter times those torques. A cycle is defined as an opening

and a closing of the bridge without a period of rest between opening and closing, and

without a change of wind and unbalanced loads in amount or direction. Successive cycles

shall be taken without periods of rest.

22. Gearmotors

Gearmotors shall preferably be provided with an extension of the high-speed shaft

to allow hand operation of the mechanism. All gears shall be lubricated by immersion

in the lubricant, and effective seals shall be provided to prevent the lubricant from

reaching the motor windings.

23. Electrically-Operated Motor Brakes

The brakes for the span operating motors, designated in C 9 as the "motor" brakes,

shall be floor-mounted shoe brakes which are held in the set position by springs with

such force as to provide the retarding torques specified in C 9. Brake wheels for the

motor brakes shall be mounted'on the motor pinion shaft, or on a motor shaft extension.

Brakes shall be designed for continuous duty for the required retarding torques. The

brakes shall be designed to hold off when the current is on and to apply automatically

when the current is cut off.

Similar brakes shall be provided for the end lift motors for swing bridges.

The brakes shall be equipped with a means for adjusting the torque and shall

be set in the shop for the specified torque.

Direct-current brakes shall be released by thrustor units or shunt coil solenoids.

Alternating-current brakes shall be released by thrustor units, or motor operators if so

stipulated. Shunt coils shall have discharge resistors so as to obtain quick setting of the

shunt brakes. Thrustor motors shall be totally enclosed and shall have special weather-

proof insulation.

The brakes for other motors shall also be shoe brakes, conforming to the foregoing

requirements, except that brakes for motors of 5 hp. and less may be solenoid-operated

shoe brakes, or when specifically authorized by the company may be disk brakes. Disk

brakes shall be dry brakes. The brakes for such motors shall have a time rating equal to

the full-load rated torque-time rating of the motors with which they are used.

All brakes shall be of a construction which insures uniform wear, and shall be

provided with independent adjustments for adjusting lining wear, equalizing clearance

between friction surfaces, and adjusting the retarding torque. The friction surfaces shall

be of materials which are not affected by moisture. The solenoids, thrustor units, and

motor operators shall be moisture proof. All fittings shall be corrosion resisting.

All brakes shall be equipped with a suitable hand release. Brakes with a maximum
retarding torque of SO ft.-lb. or more shall be provided with a hand release lever per-

manently attached to the brake mechanism and arranged so that one man can operate

the releases easily and rapidly. Means shall be provided for latching the lever in the set

and released positions.

When the brakes are located outside of the machinery house, weatherproof metal

housing shall be provided. The housing shall be arranged to permit operation of the band

release lever from without the housing.

If installed on the moving span, the brakes shall operate satisfactorily in any position

of the span.
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24. Electrically Operated Machinery Brakes

The brakes for the span operating machinery, designated in C 9 as "machinery"

brakes, shall meet the requirements for the "motor" brakes, except as otherwise herein

provided.

The brake wheels for the machinery brakes shall be shipped to the manufacturer

of the machinery who shall press them onto the shafts.

25. Design of Electrical Parts

Electrical parts, including wiring, switches, circuit breakers, controllers, contactors,

and all other apparatus shall be designed for operation of the bridge through successive

cycles .as specified in Art. 21, and the temperature rise for all such parts under such

operation shall not exceed that for which the part is normally rated according to the

requirements of these specifications, including those of Arts. 11 and 48.

The allowable drop at the motor terminals shall not exceed 5 percent of the supply

voltage at the switchboard.

26. Electrical Control

Separate controllers shall be provided for the span operating motors, the rail lock

motors, the bridge lock motors, and the wedge motors.

When there are two main direct-current motors, the control shall be parallel

throughout, unless the current is furnished by a storage battery, when the control shall

be of the series-parallel type.

When the rated horse power of each span operating motor is more than 75, the

control shall be of the full magnetic type. When the rated horse power of each span

operating motor is 75 or less, the control shall be of the manual, full magnetic, or semi-

magnetic type, as stipulated by the company.

For manual control, all span operating motor circuits shall be opened and closed

directly by operation of the master controller. The brakes shall preferably be controlled

through magnetic contactors energized by control contacts on the master controller.

For full magnetic control, all span operating motor and brake circuits .shall be

energized by magnetic contactors which are opened and closed by control circuits wired

through the master controller and operated by it. Speed control of span operation shall

be provided by accelerating contactors.

For semi-magnetic control, the control shall be as specified for full magnetic control,

except that the speed control of span operation shall be provided in whole or in part

by opening and closing the motor circuits directly by operation of the ma.ster controller,

as specified for manual control.

Motor brakes shall be controlled through contacts on the master controller. These

contacts shall be so arranged that all motor brakes shall be held released when power is

applied to the span operating motors.

When two motor brakes are used on a hoisting machine, a point of control for each

motor brake shall be provided for each direction of travel, so that both motor brakes

cannot be applied simultaneously.

For tower-drive vertical-lift bridges, two points of motor brake control for each

direction of travel shall be provided when two motor brakes are used for the hoisting

machine in each tower.

Electrically operated machinery brakes may be controlled through contacts on the

master controller, or by a separate controller.
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If the machinery brakes are controlled by the master controller, the contacts shall

be so arranged that all machinery brakes must be held released when power is applied

to the span operating motors, except when the seating switch is used, as hereinafter

described. The sequence of the master controller contacts shall be so arranged that the

machinery brakes may be applied by the operator whenever the span is coasting. One

point of machinery brake control shall be provided for each direction of travel for all

machinery brakes on a hoisting machine.

If the machinery brakes are controlled by a separate controller, they shall normally

be set, and shall be so arranged that they must be released by the operator before

starting the bridge. They shall be held in release during the entire operation unless the

operator desires to use them while coasting, or unless an emergency condition arises

requiring brake power in excess of that offered by the motor brakes, when they may be

applied instantly by the operator. This portion of the equipment shall be designed so

that it will not be injured if left in release indefinitely. When so stipulated, the brakes

shall be provided with not less than three steps of retarding torque to permit partial

application of the brakes. The machinery brake circuits shall be independent of the

general interlocking system, and there shall be an electrically operated interlocking device

which will prevent the use of the main motors and the machinery brakes one against

the other, except at the instant of closing.

A seating switch shall be provided for applying the machinery brakes with power

still on the motors, in order that the span may be drawn tightly to its seat and held in

that position. The seating switch shall be convenient to the operator and shall be hand

or foot operated.

For tower-drive vertical-lift bridges one point of control for each direction of travel

shall be provided for all machinery brakes. In addition, all machinery brakes shall be

applied automatically if the span should attain a predetermined skew when lowering

under an overhauling load.

Motors for rail locks, bridge locks, wedges, and other devices associated with the

movement of the span shall be controlled through magnetic contactors energized by

control switches independent of the master controller. Inverse time overload relays shall

be provided for running protection of all such motors.

27. Speed Control for Span Operating Motors

The controllers for all span operating motors shall provide for speed control of the

motors. For direct-current series motors, this shall be obtained by use of series resistance

;

for alternating-current slip-ring induction motors, by use of resistance in the rotor cir-

cuit. Not less than six steps of acceleration shall be provided. These steps shall be such

that the motor torque will differ as little as practicable from the average torque required

for uniform acceleration from zero speed to full speed. The arrangement shall be such

that the bridge will start slowly and accelerate smoothly and without excess torque

when under the smallest friction conditions and without wind or other extraneous unbal-

anced loads; and will accelerate similarly when the motors are carrying their maximum
loads. Separate resistors shall be provided for each motor.

28. Manual Control

For manual control, master controllers for the span operating motors shall be drum-

type or cam-operated reversing controllers. Direct-current controllers shall have mag-
netic blowouts. The controllers shall be capable of varying and maintaining the speed of

the motors throughout the entire range desired, without injurious sparking at the con-

troller contacts, and without shock to the machinery due to sudden variations in speed,
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Controllers shall be capable of doing their work under the greatest loads that may
come upon the motors while operating through successive cycles for 30 min., as set forth

in Art. 21, without exceeding a temperature rise of 30 deg. C. The continuous current

rating of the controller shall be not less than the rated full-load current of the motor

which it controls.

For manual control of motors in parallel, the controllers shall be interconnected so

that all controllers will be operated simultaneously by one controller handle manipula-

tion. The controllers shall be so arranged that the operation of any motor may be cut

out without affecting the operation of any other motor.

29. Full Magnetic Control

The following features apply to full magnetic control:

(a) Master Controllers

Master controllers for the span operating motors shall be cam-operated reversing

controllers with single handle, and provided with necessary contacts and contact fingers

for operating the magnetic contactors. The contacts and wearing parts shall be easily

removable and replaceable. The controller shall provide for speed control of the motors.

(b) Parallel or Series-Parallel Operation

For parallel operation for alternating current, and for parallel or series-parallel opera-

tion for direct current, there shall be separate reversing contactors and separate resistors

for each motor. Accelerating contactors shall be common to both motors, unless other-

wise stipulated by the company. For three-phase alternating current, each phase shall

have its own resistors, so designed as to give balanced current in all three phases. The

trains of acceleration contactors shall be controlled by a train of acceleration relays,

When common accelerating contactors are not used, the acceleration contactors shall be

so designed, or electrically or mechanically connected, that corresponding circuits in each

motor control will be made simultaneously, and that in the event of one motor being

cut out, the control for the motor in service will operate satisfactorily.

(c) Acceleration Relays

Adjusting plugs, screws, and nuts, including time limit adjustments, shall be easily

accessible, to allow the relays to be adjusted for closing values. The contacts shall be

removable without disturbing any other part of the relay.

(d) Reversing of Motors

Magnetic contactors of the shunt type for reversing the motors shall be installed,

with a forward and a reverse pole for each motor conductor.

30. Semi-Magnetic Control

The contacts for speed control which carry the motor circuits shall meet the require-

ments specified in Art. 28 for contacts of the master controller. When magnetic accel-

erating contactors and relays are used in series with the accelerating contacts of the

master controller, they shall meet the requirements of Art. 29.

31. Resistances

Resistors for motor control shall, unless otherwise stipulated, be non-breakable,

corrosion-resistant, edgewise-wound resistor units. The resistors for the span operating

motors, unless otherwise specified, shall be of a capacity equal to National Electrical

Manufacturers Association intermittent cycle rating providing for 15 sec. on out of each

45 sec. With the resistors there shall be furnished a steel frame on which the units or

sections shall be so mounted as to be free from injurious vibration and to permit free
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circulation of air around them ; and so that any unit or part of a unit may be removed

and replaced without disturbine the others. The units shall be insulated from their

supports.

32. Limit Switches

For the bridge lock, rail lock, end lift, and wedge motors, limit switches shall be

provided which will stop the motors and set the brakes automatically at each end of

travel.

For the movable span, limit switches shall be provided which will cut off the current

from the main motors and set the brakes so as to stop the span in the "nearly closed"

and "nearly open" positions. It shall then be necessary to return the controller handle

to the "off" position in order to by-pass the limit switch contacts and regain control

of the span to fully close or fully open the bridge. If so stipulated, relays shall be pro-

vided which will prevent the by-pass from functioning until a predetermined time after

the brakes have set. Additional limit switch contacts shall be provided to stop the span

in the "fully open" position, and for swing bridges, if so stipulated, in the "fully

closed" position. Unless otherwise specified, the "nearly closed" and "nearly open" posi-

tions shall be taken to be 6 ft. from the "fully closed" and "fully open" positions.

For vertical-lift and bascule bridges, fully seated switches shall be provided, which

shall indicate to the operator that the bridge is fully closed.

For tower-drive vertical-lift bridges, "skew" limit switches mechanically connected

to the machinery on the two towers, or equally effective switches of other type, shall

be provided which will cut off the current from the main motors and set the brakes so

as to stop the span whenever it is more than a prescribed amount out of level.

All limit switches exposed to the weather shall be watertight, and all exposed parts

shall be corrosion resisting.

33. Interlocking

The operating mechanisms of all movable bridges shall be so interlocked that the

operation of all devices can be performed only in the prescribed sequence in accordance

with the American Railwaj^ Engineering Association Requirements for the Protection

of Traffic at Movable Bridges.

There shall be provided emergency switches which will free the various motors from

the prescribed interlocking in case of an emergency. These switches shall be mounted

on the control desk or on the main switchboard so as to be within convenient reach

of the operator. Each such emergency switch shall be sealed in the "Off" position.

Auxiliary power units and main power units shall be interlocked to prevent either

from being operative while the other is in service.

34. Switches

A knife switch shall be provided on the switchboard as a disconnect for the supply

feeder, with a pole for each ungrounded conductor. A similar switch, or a circuit breaker

capable of being operated as a switch, shall be provided as a disconnect for each motor,

light, signal, or other circuit.

Knife switches shall be designed to carry not more than 900 amps, per sq. in. of

cross-section. Knife switches shall be of not less than 60 amps, capacity. Contact shall

be maintained by spring pressure and contact areas shall be silvered.

Toggle and tumbler switches shall not be installed in circuits carrying more than

6 amps. They shall be of not less than 20 amps, capacity.
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35. Circuit Breakers and Fuses

An automatic circuit breaker shall be placed in the supply Une. Wherever practicable,

circuit breakers, instead of fuses, shall also be used to provide short-circuit protection

for all other wiring circuits. There shall be such a protective device in each motor, brake,

Ught, signal, indicator, or other circuit. When fuses are used, they .shall be of a non-

refillable type. Fuses of more than 60 amps, rating shall have knife blade contacts.

Circuit breakers of 600-amp. capacity or less shall be air circuit breakers. Breakers

shall have a pole for each wire feeding through the breaker, an overload device con-

sisting of a thermal or magnetic element for each pole, and a common trip. The circuit

breaker for the supply line shall also have an undervoltagc release, and for alternating

current, phase failure, and phase reversal protection, and shall have an interrupting

capacity adequate for the power line. Circuit breakers shall have inverse time limit

characteristics so that the tripping will be delayed on normal overloads but will occur

instantaneously on abnormal values. The mechanism shall trip free from the handle bo

that contacts can not be held closed against abnormal overloads or short circuits. The

breaker shall have a quick-make and quick-break mechanism insuring full contact to

the time of opening whether actuated automatically or manually. Tripping attachments

shall be positive in action. Contacts shall be of the non-welding type.

Circuit breakers for capacities in excess of 600 amps, for alternating current, or for

voltage of more than 250 for direct current, shall be oil circuit breakers.

Circuit breakers shall not be used for motor overload protection or for limiting the

travel of any mechanism. Limit switches shall be used, in connection with magnetic

contactors, to stop the motor at the end of travel.

36. Contact Areas

Line contacts shall be avoided wherever practicable. The current per square inch

of contact area shall not exceed 50 amps, for loose contact, or 100 amps, for bolted or

clamped contact.

37. Magnetic Contactors

Magnetic contactors shall be of the shunt type, and shall be quick-acting. All contacts

shall be well shielded to prevent arcing between them and other metal parts near. Copper

contacts shall have a wipe. The contactors shall have double break features or shall have

magnetic blowouts or equivalent means for rapidly quenching the arc. Contacts shall be

designed so as to be readily accessible for inspection and repair. The contactors shall

have a minimum number of parts and all steel parts shall be corrosion-resistant. No
magnetic contactors shall be of less than 25-amp. rating.

38. Overload Relays

Overload relays, automatic or hand reset as specified, shall be used for overload

protection of all motors. They shall be of the thermal type or the magnetic type, and

shall be inverse time relays, except for the span operating motors. Circuit breakers shall

not be used for motor overload protection.

Unless other means are provided for limiting the maximum torque which the span

operating motors deliver, an instantaneous magnetic overcurrent relay shall be provided

in each motor circuit which shall de-energize all motors when the safe torque is exceeded
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39. Shunt Coils

If shunt coils are used, in particular with brakes and magnetic contactors, the insula-

tion shall be such as to withstand the induced voltage caused by cutting off the current

without the aid of external resistance.

40. Meters

A line voltmeter, ammeters for span operating motors, and a power bus watt-

meter, shall be provided and mounted on the control desk. A voltmeter switch shall be

provided which will allow the voltage between any two phases, and also the voltage

between any phase and ground, to be measured. Instruments shall be of the rectangular

illuminated type and shall be flush-mounted and back-connected.

41. Protection of Contacts

Electrical contacts shall be protected from the weather and from accumulations of

dirt. Relays shall be protected by covers.

42. Cast Iron in Electrical Parts

Cast iron, unless malleable, shall not be used in switches and small electrical parts.

43. Position Indicators

In order that the operator may know the position of the moving span at all times,

there shall be provided synchronous position indicators of the high-accuracy type guaran-

teed within plus or minus one degree. The transmitters shall be geared to the trunnion

shafts, counterweight sheave shafts, or machinery shafts, as is most suitable for the

particular installation, and the receivers in the control desk shall be geared to the

indicators. The gearing shall be arranged so as to give the greatest practicable accuracy

in indication.

44. Indicating Lights

There shall be furnished and installed on the control desk indicating lights of suit-

able colors which will show to the operator the various positions of the bridge, especially

the fully closed, fully open, nearly closed, and nearly open positions, and also the closed

and open positions of the bridge locks, rail locks, end lifts, and wedges. Indicating lights

shall also be provided to show when each brake is released.

45. Control Desk

The span shall be operated from a control desk on which there shall be located

the master controllers for the span operating motors and controllers for the lock, end

lift, and wedge motors; seating switches; emergency by-pass switches; meters; position

indicators; indicating lights; and all other control devices and apparatus necessary or

pertinent to the proper operation and control of the span by the operator.

The control desk shall be so located in the operator's house as to afford the operator

a clear view in all directions. The desk shall be of cabinet type construction with a

horizontal front section about 36 in. above the floor and an inclined rear meter panel

sloping about 45 deg. with the horizontal. The plan dimensions of the desk and the

arrangement of equipment on the desk shall be such that all control devices are within

easy reach of the operator. The top of the desk shall be of ebony asbestos compound
not less than l]4 in. thick, with edges beveled and neatly finished. The horizontal and
sloping sections of the top shall be accurately cut to insure a close fit.

The desk frame shall be constructed of copper-bearing sheet steel of not less than

No. 11 U. S. Standard gage. All corners and edges of the desk shall be rounded and
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the sheet steel shall be reinforced by flanging the metal into angle and channel sections.

All connecting sections shall be properly joined by continuous seam welding and all

external welded joints shall be carefully ground to conform to the radii of the formed

sheet metal. The bottom of the desk shall be left open. The supporting flange on the

inside of the desk frame at the bottom shall be provided with suitable holes for bolting

the desk to the floor. Suitable brackets and angles shall be provided on the inside of the

desk to support the top and the equipment mounted thereon.

The desk shall be provided with a hinged door at one end, double doors on the

front, and a solid non-removable back. All doors shall have flanged edges well rounded

and shall be flush-mounted on concealed hinges. The hinges shall incorporate jambs to

limit the swing of the doors. The doors shall be fitted with sturdy, three-point latches

operated by flush-type, chromium plated handles. The doors shall be assembled accurately

and shall have a clearance not exceeding %-m. at any point.

The seating switches, if foot-operated, may be supported to the outside of the desk

or may be set in a suitable recess at the bottom of the desk. If a foot recess is used, it

shall be rounded at the top to a 1^-in. radius.

All outgoing control connections from the desk shall be brought to suitably marked

barrier type terminal boards supported on straps welded to the back plate of the desk

frame. The terminal boards shall be so located that they do not interfere with access to

the inside of the desk through the doors. All wires shall be brought from the terminal

boards to their respective terminals in a neat and orderly arrangement, properly bunched

and tied.

The desk frame when finished shall be given one coat of moisture-resisting primer,

followed by a coat of filler and finally by a coat of dull lacquer.

The desk interior shall be suitably lighted and the lights controlled from a switch

on the desk.

Each piece of equipment and each indicating light on the control desk shall have

a properly engraved metal or lamicoid nameplate showing white characters on a black

background.

46. Control Panels

All knife switches, circuit breakers, contactors, relays, rectifiers, meter transformers,

and other electrical apparatus for the control of the span and its accessories shall be

mounted on one or more control panels located to suit the type of drive selected.

Panelboards shall be of ebony asbestos compound not less than IJ/2 in. thick, with

edges beveled and neatly finished. The panels shall be mounted on substantial steel pipe

or angle supports. The bottom of the panelboard shall clear the floor by at least 9 in.

There shall be a distance of at least 2J<2 ft. between the wall and any of the live parts

on the back of the panelboard.

The control panels shall be designed and installed with a view to the safety of the

operator. The equipment shall be so arranged as to be easily reached and operated and

to give a neat and attractive appearance.

All connections to equipment on the control panels shall be made on the back

of the panels, and all interconnections carrying over SO amps, shall be made by copper

bus bars. Bus bars shall be proportioned for a current density of 800 amps, per sq. in.

of net cross section, based on the summation of the nameplate ratings of all simul-

taneously energized equipment connected to the bus. Bus bars shall have right angle

bends and shall run in horizontal and vertical lines only. All wiring at boards shall

terminate in terminal strips supported in a substantial manner.

Each piece of equipment on the board shall have a properly engraved nameplate, as

specified for the control desk.
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47. Control Panel Enclosures

Enclosures for panelboards shall, unless otherwise specified by the company, be

general-purpose enclosures conforming to the requirements of the National Electrical

Manufacturers Association for Type 1 General-purpose enclosures. The cabinet shall be

provided with suitably arranged doors to give access to the front of the board and either

doors or removable panels to give access to the back. The cabinet, including doors and

panels, shall be of copper-bearing sheet steel of not less than No. 11 U. S. Standard

gage and shall be constructed and finished in the manner specified for control desks.

48. Electric Wires and Cables

All electric wires and cables shall conform to the requirements of Arts. 11 and 25.

The quality of the wires and cables, and their insulation and covering, shall conform

to the General Specifications for Wire and Cable with Rubber and Rubber-like Insula-

tions of the Insulated Power Cable Engineers Association; when these specifications

do not apply, they shall conform to the Standard Specifications of the American Society

for Testing Materials.

In general, unless otherwise stipulated, all wires shall be double-braided rubber

insulated wire, and shall be drawn into metal conduits. The insulation shall be Per-

formance Grade, and the braids shall be thoroughly saturated and finished with flame-

retarding, moisture-resisting compound.

Insulated wire for connections on the backs of switchboards and in control desks

shall be the best grade of asbestos varnished cambric switchboard wire.

Insulated wire for connections between the controller and the motor resistance grids

shall be the best grade of all asbestos switchboard and rheostat wire.

No wires smaller than No. 10 B & S gage shall be used except that No. 12 gage will

be permitted for fixture drops for service lights, and for control desk and control panel

wiring. All wires shall be stranded.

The ends of all wires No. 8 B & S gage and smaller shall have solderless pressure-

type terminals where they terminate at switchboards, control desks, terminal strips,

lighting panels, junction boxes, and similar points. Similar connections for larger wires

shall terminate in pressure lugs or screw-type solderless connectors.

49. Tagging of Wires

Wires shall be numbered and the number permanently marked on durable metal

tags so that any wire may be traced from terminal to terminal.

50. Wire Splices

Splices shall be neatly and carefully made. They shall be made mechanically and

electrically secure before soldering. They shall be wrapped with rubber tape and friction

tape and painted with waterproof insulating varnish. Splices shall not be inside a conduit.

51. Metal Conduits, Conduit Fittings, and Boxes

Except as otherwise stipulated by the company, conduits shall be hot-dip galvanized

standard weight wrought iron pipe not less than ^4 ^^- ^^ diameter, conforming to ASTM
Specifications, Designation A72. Conduits shall be thoroughly plugged on the inside to

remove all fins, scale and other obstructions, and shall be reamed at each end after

threading.

The size of a conduit shall be such that the total areas of the wires, including insula-

tion, shall not exceed the percentage of the area of the conduit specified by the National
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Electric Code. To lessen the inductive effects, the phase wires in alternating-current motor

circuits shall be placed close together in one conduit. The circuits for not more than

three alternating-current motors shall be in one conduit.

Suitable condulets, pull boxes, ells, and other fittings shall be used with conduits.

Junction boxes may be used where other fittings are not suitable. All boxes, condulets,

and other fittings shall be of cast iron or malleable iron of sufficient thickness to permit

the conduit to be threaded into the fitting, and shall be galvanized. All boxes and other

fittings must be weatherproof throughout, in particular at conduit connections, and be

free from rough edges and rough surfaces. Large boxes, for which cast iron or malleable

iron is not practicable, may be built of steel plates and angles not less than 3/16 in.

thick, with all joints continuous welded. All boxes shall be provided with drain holes.

Bends in conduits shall be used sparingly. The total angle of all bends between

junction boxes or condulets shall not exceed 180 deg. If the conduit is bent, the radius

of the bend to the center of the conduit shall be not less than 12 times the inside

diameter of the conduit; this does not apply to factory ells. All conduits shall have

drain holes which shall be placed in tee-connections located at the low points of the

conduits. So far as possible, all conduits shall be run in lines parallel and perpendicular

to the principal lines of the house and structure. All conduits shall be carefully rodded

after placing with a device that will insure that the whole interior surface of the conduit

is free and clear of obstruction. The conduit shall be plugged with wooden plugs after

being rodded.

Conduits shall be firmly clamped to the structure to prevent rattling and shall be so

placed that dirt will not accumulate around them. Supports shall be on not more than

6-ft. centers. There shall be at least 1 in. clearance between conduits, and at least 4 in.

clearance betv.^een conduits and the supporting structure. Adequate provision for the

movement of conduits shall be made wherever conduits cross expansion joints in the

supporting structure.

52. Electrical Connections Between Fixed and Moving Parts

Electrical connections for carrying current between fixed and moving parts shall be

made as stipulated or approved by the company for each particular installation, and

may be by means of flexible cables, collector rings, sliding or rolling trolleys, as generally

indicated below, or by other suitable methods.

(a) Flexible Cables

The conductors in flexible cables shall have extra flexible stranding. In general, the

cables shall be connected to terminal strips in junction boxes at which the wiring in

conduits terminate. Short cables with relatively small movement of the moving part

with reference to the fixed part, such as cables extending from a fixed pier to a fender

not rigidly attached to the pier, shall be extra flexible round portable cable covered

with a neoprene jacket or protected with corrosion-resistant metal armor. Long cables

with relatively large movement of the moving part with reference to the fi.\cd part,

such as vertical cables hanging in a loop between the end of a vertical-lift span and a

tower, shall be special rubber insulated flexible cables covered with a special neoprene

jacket internally reinforced with strong cotton twine to aid in carrying the weight of

the cable. Such cables shall be suspended from segmental supports arranged to insure

against any sharp bends in the cables as the span moves.

(b) Collector Rings

On swing bridges the connection between the fixed part and the swing span may
be made through shoes sliding on circular collector rings attached lo the center pivot.

The collector rings shall be protected by a removable metal casing.
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(c) Sliding and Rolling Trolleys

On vertical-lift bridges, the connection between the lift span and the towers may
be made through trolleys with sliding or rolling shoes moving along vertical tracks

supported on the towers. For sliding shoes, the track for each conductor shall consist

of a flat copper contact strip not less than J4 in. thick supported continuously on a

rolled steel section of adequate size and so supported from the tower as to secure a rigid

track during operation. For rolling shoes, the track for each conductor shall consist of a

grooved copper trolley wire supported at close intervals on a continuous wood strip

attached to a steel section. Means shall be provided to put the trolley wire in tension

so as to secure a rigid track during operation. The roUing shoes shall be standard trolley

wheels. Twin sliding or rolling shoes shall be provided for each conductor in order to

secure good contact during ice and sleet conditions. The twin shoes shall be supported

on a trolley arm so designed as to hold the shoes against the track by a spring or by

gravity and to provide full contact between the shoes and the track under extreme lateral

and longitudinal movements of the span.

53. Electrical Connections Across the Navigable Channel

Electrical connections for carrying current across the navigable channel shall be

made as stipulated or approved by the company for each particular installation. They

shall generally be made by means of submarine cables but may be made by overhead

cables, particularly for vertical-lift bridges. The voltage, the number of conductors in

each cable, the size and number of strands in each conductor, the exact construction

of the cable, and other data special to the location shall be as specified by the company

for each bridge. In general, each cable shall provide a number of spare conductors.

Installations shall conform to the general requirements which follow.

(a) Submarine Cables

Submarine cables shall be armored with spiral-wound galvanized steel wire armor

and, if so stipulated, covered with a neoprene jacket. The individual wires shall meet

the requirements specified in Art. 48. Submarine cables may be lead-covered but prefer-

ably shall be provided with conductor insulation suitable for submarine use without

the use of a lead sheath. Unless otherwise stipulated, they shall be placed at least 5 ft.

below the bed of the channel. The cables shall be long enough to provide ample slack.

(b) Overhead Cables

Overhead cables shall be provided with a tough rubber jacket, resistant to weather

and to aging. The individual wires shall meet the requirements .specified in Art. 48.

Each cable shall be suspended from a messenger strand at intervals of not more than

18 in. The messenger strand shall be strung with such a sag as required to safely support

the entire construction under various conditions of ice, wind, and temperature, appropriate

for the location of the bridge. All messenger strands shall be of high-strength material

and shall be adequately anchored to steel framework at their ends. Messenger strands,

cable hangers, and all accessories shall be protected against corrosion in such manner

as to insure a service life not less than that of the overhead cable.

54. Service Lights

A complete electric lighting system shall be installed for the operator's house,

machinery house, stairways, vertical-lift span tower tops, signals, machinery, the end

lifting and locking apparatus, and at all other points where periodic inspection or main-

tenance of equipment is required. The system shall be designed and proportioned for

the electric lighting service available.
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All lamps shall be 75-watt lamps unless otherwise specified. All fixtures fitted with

lamps smaller than 100 watts shall be so equipped that lamps up to 100 watts can he

used, and the sizes of conductors shall be based on the use of 100-watt lamps.

The lights in the operator's house shall be ceiling lights which shall have fixtures

finished in polished brass or chromium, with globes not less than 12 in. in diameter fitted

with 100-watt lamps. In machinery houses, there shall be fixed pendants of suitable

length, with porcelain sockets and firc-cnameled steel dome reflectors. For exterior light-

ing, vapor-tight, fire-enameled, steel dome reflectors, and weatherproof sockets shall

be provided. Enameled steel reflectors shall meet the requirements of the RLM Standards

Institute. The company will furnish at the site one complete set of lamps. The con-

tractor shall place them in the sockets and shall be responsible for them until the

acceptance of the work by the engineer.

Convenience outlets shall be provided in each room of the operator's house; in

machinery houses ; at the bridge lock, rail lock, and wedge machinery ; at submarine

cable terminal cabinets; and at all locations where occasional inspection or maintenance

of equipment is required. They shall be of the twin-receptacle type with screw cover.

There shall be furnished two extension cords, each about 30 ft. long, which shall be

heavy rubber-jacketed cord, with hand lamps and guards fitted with a 100-watt lamp

and with a plug to fit the receptacles specified above.

55, Navigation Lights

Navigation lights shall be provided in accordance with the requirements of A 9.

All navigation light units on the movable span and on fenders shall be capable of

withstanding shocks and rough treatment, and shall be completely weatherproof. Unles.s

otherwise specified, the bodies shall be bronze and the lenses shall be fully gasketted.

They shall be provided with shock-absorbing porcelain sockets.

56. Circuits

Circuits shall be classified as follows:

1. Power circuits

a. Motors

b. Other

2. Control circuits

a. Span

b. Rail locks

c. Bridge locks

d. Wedges

e. Other

^. Lighting circuits

a. Navigation lights

b. Service hghts

c. Convenience outlets

d. Other

There shall be an independent circuit for each motor, each control circuit, tlie

navigation lights, each group of service lights, and each group of convenience outlets.

The use of a common return wire will not be allowed. Each circuit shall be protected

and controlled by its own circuit breakers, fuses, and switches, located on the panclboards

or at an equally convenient point.
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57. Spare Parts

The contractor shall furnish the following spare parts as a part of the electrical

equipment:

(a) Six fuses of each size and kind used.

(b) One complete set of stationary and moving contacts for each size of each

device.

(c) Twelve indicating light units, complete with lamps, fitted with caps of the

several colors used in the installation.

(d) One coil for each size of magnetic contactor used.

(e) One brake coil or thrustor motor for each size of brake used.

(f) For each size of motor: one set of brushes, and one set of motor bearings.

For d.c. motors: one armature complete with shaft and commutator, one

series field coil, and one commutating field coil. For a.c. motors: one rotor

complete with shaft and slip rings, and one complete set of stator coils.

G. MATERIALS

(See Manual pages 15-S5 to 15-SS, incL, for original comparable text for the following 7 articles.)

1. Cast Steel

Steel for castings shall conform to the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges

of the American Railway Engineering Association, except as provided otherwise herein.

A test to destruction on three castings selected from a lot may be substituted for

the tensile test, in the case of small or unimportant castings. This test shall show the

material to be ductile, free from injurious defects, and suitable for the purpose intended.

A lot shall consist of all castings from the same melt or blow annealed in the same furnace

charge.

Large castings shall be hammered all over while suspended. If cracks, flaws, defects,

or weaknesses appear, the casting shall be rejected.

2. Cast Iron

Cast iron shall conform to the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges of the

American Railway Engineering Association.

3. Carbon Steel Forgings

Except as otherwise specified in this section, carbon steel forgings shall conform to

the requirements of the current specifications of the ASTM, Designation A 235, and shall

be Class Cl, E, or G, as specified.

The chemical composition shall conform to the following table:

Percent

Manganese, max 0.90

Phosphorus, max 0.05

Sulfur, max O.OS
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the current specifications of the ASTM, Designation B 22, and shall be Alloy A, B, C,

or D, as specified.

7. Babbitt Metal

Unless otherwise stipulated, babbitt metal shall conform to the requirements of the

current specifications of the ASTM, Designation B 23, and shall be Grade No. 2.

H. WORKMANSHIP

(See Manual pages 15-88 to 15-91, incl., for original comparable text {or the following 32 articles)

General

1. Machinery Manufacture in General

The machinery shall be manufactured, finished, assembled, and adjusted in approved

manner and according to the best machine shop practice. The Hmits of accuracy, which

are to be observed in machining the work and the allowances for all metal fits, shall be

placed on the contractor's working drawings. These drawings shall show separately the

working allowance for the journals and their bearings, so that the total differences

between journal and bearing diameters shall be within the prescribed limits.

Parts of the machinery in contact with other parts or with supports shall be

machined so as to provide even true bearings, and surfaces in sliding or rotating con-

tact with other surfaces shall be finished true to dimensions and highly polished. Castings

shall be clean and all fins and other irregularities shall be removed so that they will have

clean, smooth surfaces, suitable for this class of work. Unfinished edges of flanges and

ribs shall be neatly made with rounded corners. All inside angles shall have suitable

fillets. Drainage holes of suitable sizes shall be drilled so as to drain all places where

water might collect.

Finished rubbing surfaces shall be coated as soon as possible after being accepted

with an approved rust-inhibitive grease before removal from the shop. Other surfaces

shall be cleaned and painted in the shop as specified for structural metal. All finished

rubbing surfaces which are not assembled in the shop for shipment shall be adequately

protected during shipment by wrapping with burlap or canvas which shall be secured

by wooden bats securely wired together. All grease holes shall be adequately plugged

for shipment. Careful attention shall be given to the protection of all machinery parts

during shipment.

2. Racks

When racks are built in segments, the segments shall be fitted together accurately.

Particular care shall be taken to have the pitch of the teeth at the joints accurate. The

periphery of rack teeth shall be planed. The pitch line shall be scribed on both ends

of the teeth.

The backs of racks which bear on metal surfaces and the surfaces in contact with

them shall be planed.

3. Shafts

All shafts shall be straight, true to gage, and turned or otherwise well finished

throughout their lengths. All shafts shall be made with fillets where abrupt changes

in section occur.
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All shafts more than 8 in. in dia. shall have a hole bored lengthwise through

the center. The diameter of the hole shall be about 1/5 of the diameter of the shaft.

4. Journals

Journals shall have accurate machine finish and shall be polished. Particular care

shall be taken to secure a high polish on the journals of trunnion and counterweight

sheave shafts.

Unless otherwise specified, all machinery journals and those of trunnion and counter-

weight sheave shafts shall have the corners at their ends rounded and, except for cold-

rolled shafts, shall be of slightly less diameter than the remainder of the shaft.

5. Linings

Linings shall be bored, finished smooth, and scraped to a true fit so that the journals

will run without excess friction or heating.

The total differences between journal diameters and lining diameters shall be

within the following limits:

(a) For machinery journals having both bearings in one unit frame with shafts

and bearings finally assembled and alined in the shop:

Maximum difference 0.003" plus 0.00085 d
Minimum difference 0.001" plus 0.0007 d

(b) For all other machinery journals, for trunnion journals, and for counterweight

sheave shaft journals:

Maximum difference 0.005" plus 0.00085 d
Minimum difference 0.003" plus 0.0007 d

The edges of oil grooves and the edges of linings shall be rounded.

6. Bearings

The rubbing and bearing surfaces and the joints between cap and base of bearings

shall be finished. The holes in cap and base shall be drilled. The holes in bearings for

bolts fastening them to their supports shall be drilled.

7. Couplings

The faces of flange couplings shall be machined to fit.

8. Hubs

The holes in all hubs including hubs of sheaves, drums, gears, pinions, and all other

wheels shall be bored concentric with the pitch circle or rolling surface and, unless other-

wise specified, so as to give a pressed or shrink fit on the shaft. All such hubs shall

be properly keyed to the shafts. If the hub performs the function of a collar, the end

next to the bearing shall be faced.

Unless otherwise specified, the total difference in diameter between hole and shaft

for pressed or shrink fits for hubs on shafts having a diameter of 2 in. or more shall be

such that there will be an interference of metal and shall be within the following limits:

Maximum difference O.OOOS d plus 0.001"

Minimum difference 0.0005 d minus 0.001"

but not less than 0.0005"

where d is the diameter of the shaft in inches.
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9. Gears

The teeth of gears, unless specifically stipulated otherwise, shall be machine cut,

The periphery and the ends of teeth and gears shall be turned. The pitch circle shall

be scribed on both ends of the teeth.

10. Bevel Gears

The teeth of bevel gears shall be cut by a planer having a rectilinear motion in

lines through the apex of the cone. Rotating milling cutters shall not be used for making

bevel gears.

11. Machine Molding

Uncut teeth shall be machine molded.

12. Worms and Worm Wheels

Threads on worms shall be machine cut and the teeth of worm wheels shall fit

the worm accurately with surface or line contact.

13. Keys and Keyways

Keys shall be planed and keyways machine cut. The finish of the keys and keyways

shall be such as to give the key a driving fit on the sides. Tapered keys shall bear on

the top, bottom and sides; parallel-faced keys on the sides only.

14. Bolt Holes and Turned Bolts

Bolts for the connection of minor machinery parts, to each other or to their supports,

may be unfinished bolts, the holes for which shall be drilled or reamed not more than

l/l6 in. larger in diameter than the bolts. All other bolts for connection of machinery

parts to each other or to their supports shall be turned bolts having the shank 1/16 in.

larger in diameter than the threaded portion. The turned bolts fastening trunnion and

counterweight sheave bearings to their supports, and all turned bolts which carry

shear shall have a driving fit in their holes, which shall be of the same diameter as the

bolts. Other turned bolts shall have holes 1/32 in. larger in diameter than the bolt.

15. Assembling Machinery in Frames

All shafts, gears, pinions, and other parts supported by machinery frames shall be

assembled in the shop in their several frames, tested by operation, and shipped to the

field ready to be set in place. Each assembly shall be operated continuously for a period

of not less than four hours in the shop before shipment; the speed of operation shall

be not less than that of the assembly under normal bridge operation.

16. Balancing of Gears

In order to reduce the noise of operation to the minimum, the gears shall be assembled

in the shop on their shafts with their keys m place, and each shaft assembly shall be

balanced for any position of rotation of the shaft. Gears shall be so cast that compensa-

tion can be obtained after assembling.

17. Assembling Machinery on Structural Supports

When so stipulated on the plans, machinery parts shall be assembled on the sup-

porting members in the shop. They shall be alined and fitted, and holes in the sup-

ports shall be drilled with the members in correct relative position. The members shall
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be matdi-marked, both to the supports and to each other, and erected in the field in the

same relative positions.

When the foregoing assembly is not stipulated, the holes in the machinery parts

shall be drilled in the shop and the holes in the supports shall be left blank and drilled

in the field after the machinery parts are assembled and alined. If any small size

placement holes are provided to aid in field alinement of the machinery, they shall be

reamed to fit the permanent bolts after all other holes have been drilled and their bolts

placed.

18. Grooves in Journals and Linings

The lubrication grooves in the surface of shaft journals and bearing linings shall be

machine cut. Small inequalities may be removed by chipping and filing. The grooves

shall be smooth, including the rounded corners.

19. Air Buffers

The workmanship on air buffers shall be so accurate that the weight of the cylinder

and its attachments will be sustained by the confined air for six minutes, with a piston

travel not more than that which occurs during the closure of the bridge. The valves

must be closed and the buffers balanced so that the whole weight is carried by the

piston rod.

Special for Swing Bridges

20. Rim Girders

In the bottom flanges of the rim girders of rim-bearing swing spans, the edges of the

webs and side plates and the backs of the flange angles shall be so planed that full

bearing on the tread plates will be secured.

21. Rack and Track

Track segments shall be planed on the top and bottom and at the ends. Surfaces

on which conical rollers bear shall be planed to the true bevel. The center line shall be

scribed on the surface.

The rack and track shall be completely assembled in the shop to their correct

center lines, fitted, drilled, and the parts match-marked.

22. Bearings for Rack Pinion Shafts

The bearings for rack pinion shafts shall be bolted to the bracket supporting them
and bored while so fastened to insure perfect alinement.

23. Rollers

The faces and sides of rollers and balance wheek shall be finished, the corners

rounded, and the center hne of the rollers and balance wheels scribed on the faces. The
hubs shall be bored accurately and faced on both ends.

24. Pivots

Pivot stands and center castings of swing bridges shall be finished and fitted

accurately. The base shall be faced truly at right angles to the axis and shall be turned

on the circumference concentric with the axis.
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25. Disks

Steel disks shall be fitted accurately, finished to gage, and ground accurately to the

final finish. The sliding surfaces of steel and phosphor-bronze disks shall be polished.

Disk centers shall be assembled, fitted accurately and match-marked.

26. Assembling Centers

For a rim-bearing swing span, the complete center, including rim girders, center

pivot, radial members, rack, track and rollers, shall be as.sembled, alined, fitted, drilled,

and the parts match-marked in the shop.

Special for Bascule Bridges

27. Segmental Girders and Track Girders

In rolling-lift bridges, the bottom flanges of segmental girders and top flanges of

tiack girders shall have the edges of the web and side plates and the backs of the

flange angles so planed that full bearing on the tread plates will be secured. Flanges

of the segmental girders shall be so accurately bent to the required radius that planing

will not reduce their thickness more than % in.

28. Racks

When stipulated on the plans, all circular racks shall be assembled in the shop on

their supporting members, including all parts up to and including the trunnion shaft

or its supporting member, the parts then alined and adjusted so that the pitch of the

rack throughout its length is at the prescribed radius from the center of the trunnion

shaft, the holes drilled, and the parts match-marked. If any temporary radial members

are required to properly aline the rack, they shall be furnished and match-marked for

use in erection.

29. Tread Plates

In rolling-lift bridges, the top and bottom surfaces of the tread plates shall be

planed. When tread plates are built in segments, their ends shall be faced.

Tread plates shall be assembled in the shop with their segmental girders and track

girders, alined, fitted, drilled, and the parts match-marked.

30. Assembly of Trunnion Shafts and Bearings

Each trunnion shaft shall be assembled in the shop with its bearings, and the

linings shall be scraped to a true fit with the journals.

Special for Vertical Lift Bridges

31. Sheaves and Drums

The grooves in sheaves and drums shall be turned. Particular care shall be taken

to secure uniformity of pitch diameter for all of the grooves of a counterweight sheave.

The variation from the required diameter shall not exceed plus or minus 0.01 in.

Built sheaves shall be assembled and permanently riveted before the grooves are

turned.

32. Assembly of Counterweight Sheave Shafts and Bearings

Each counterweight sheave shaft shall be assembled in the shop with its bearings,

.ind the linings shall be scraped to a true fit with the journals.
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I. ERECTION

(See Manual pages 15-91 und 15 i>2 for origitial comparable text for the followhig 12 articles.)

1. General Specifications

The Specifications for the Erection of Steel Railway Bridges of the American

Railway Engineering Association shall apply to the erection of movable bridges, with

additions specified herein.

2. Erection of Machinery

The installation and adjustment of all machinery shall be by competent machinists,

experienced in this class of work. They shall be provided with all necessary gages,

straight edges, and other precision instruments to insure accurate installation.

The final alinement and adjustment of machinery parts, whose relative position

is affected by the deflection or movement of the supports under full dead load, or of

the span under full dead load, shall not be made until such deflection or movement has

taken place.

Machinery parts assembled in the shop on their supporting members, with all

holes for connections drilled in the shop, shall be erected according to the match-

marking diagrams. Machinery frames carrying machinery assemblies, individual bearings,

and other machinery parts, which have not been assembled with their supports in the

shop, shall be assembled in the field and adjusted to proper elevation and alinement on

the supporting steel parts, by the use of full-length shims, the holes through the sup-

porting steel parts for the connecting bolts to be drilled while the parts are so assembled.

If any small size placement holes are provided to aid in field alinement of machinery,

they shall be reamed to fit the permanent bolts after all other holes have been drilled

and their bolts placed.

Careful attention shall be given to the protection of all machinery parts during

unloading and while stored before erection. Before erection, all finished surfaces which

were coated in the shop with a protective rust-inhibitive grease shall have such grease

thoroughly washed off with gasoline or benzine.

3. Erection of Trunnion Bearings and Counterweight Sheave Bearings

Trunnion bearings and counterweight sheave bearings shall be ahned with the

utmost accuracy. After they have been adjusted to proper elevation, alinement and

position on the supporting steel parts, with due allowance for movements of the bear-

ings which may result from the dead load to be placed on the bearings, by the use

of full length shims, the holes through the supporting steel parts for the connecting

bolts shall be drilled through the holes in the bearings which were previously drilled

in the shop.

The exact methods to be used in securing the required alinement of trunnion and

counterweight sheave bearings shall be shown on the contractor's working drawings.

For counterweight sheaves, before the ropes arc placed over the sheave, the bearings

shall be lubricated and the sheave shall be turned to see that the shaft turns freely in

the bearings. If the shaft does not turn freely, the alinement of the bearings must be

corrected, as necessary, to accomplish this.

4. Protection of Parts

Parts which are protected from the weather in the finished structure shall be pro-

tected in the field during erection by housing or equivalent means. This applies in

particular to electrical parts.
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Wire ropes shall be housed and stored at least 18 in. above the ground. The ropes

shall be kept free from dirt, cinders, and sand.

5. Lubrication

The contractor shall furnish at his own expense grease, oil, fuel and all other things

necessary for satisfactory operation of the movable span until it has been accepted

by the company, excepting only that for electric motor operated spans the company

will pay for electric current obtained from the power line. Greases and oils must be

suitable for the operating service and pressures and shall meet the approval of the

engineer.

After the movable span is in operating condition, the contractor shall thoroughly

clean all counterweight ropes and operating ropes of foreign material and shall furnish

and apply hot, when weather conditions are suitably dry and warm, one coat of

approved wire rope dressing. The dressing shall not be applied in an atmospheric

temperature below 40 deg. F.

6. Erection of Wire Ropes

Wire ropes shall be carefully removed from reels and coils by revolving them, and

shall be so erected as to avoid any sharp kinks or bends. They shall not be pulled

through dirt.

Operating ropes for vertical lift spans shall be adjusted to equal tensions at the

four corners of the span, and in such manner as to give only slight tension in the slack

side of the rope.

Counterweight ropes, when not fabricated to exact lengths without any variation,

and when not connected by equalizers, shall be adjusted in the field so as to secure

equal loads on all of the ropes at a corner of the span. The stripe painted on each rope

in the shop shall be straight after the rope is erected.

7. Painting

Surfaces of machinery parts, except rubbing surfaces, shall be cleaned and painted

in the field as specified for structural metal.

Exposed concrete surfaces of counterweights shall be coated with approved

waterproofing material.

8. Counterweights

The contractor shall prepare calculations showing the required dimensions and

weights of counterweights based on weights computed from the shop drawings of struc-

tural steel and machinery, and on estimated unit weights of concrete, timber, and other

parts of the span. These calculations shall be submitted to the engineer, in form, for

verification. These calculations shall include summarized tabulations showing, for each

kind of material, the total quantity of the material, its estimated unit weight, and its

total estimated weight. Before pouring the counterweights, the contractor shall verify

these estimated and computed weights by comparison with shipping weights of steel,

and by weighing suitable portions of non-metal parts, and shall submit to the engineer,

supplemental summarized tabulations based on these actual weights.

The contractor shall adjust and correct the counterweights, shall provide the

required balance 'blocks, and shall secure the required balance of the counterweights
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and span. Approval of any balance tabulations or of any materials or processes, by the

engineer, shall not relieve the contractor of the entire responsibility for securing such

balance.

9. End Lifting Devices for Swing Spans

The end Hfting devices shall be adjusted to produce a lift equal to the deflection

caused by the negative end reaction of the live load and impact, plus 25 percent of

their sum.

10. Channel Lights

During erection and in taking down the old span, the contractor shall place and

maintain navigation lights and signals, in accordance with the government requirements

for the protection of the falsework, as well as navigation.

11. Testing

Before the main operating machinery is connected for transmitting power, it shall

be given an idle run for four hours.

When the entire installation is completed, the span, including all accessories, shall be

operated through not less than three complete cycles using normal power, prime movers,

and control ; and through at least two cycles using auxiliary or emergency power, prime

movers, and control. During these runs, the entire equipment shall be inspected to deter-

mine whether all features are in proper working order and adjustment, and meet fully

the requirements of the plans and specifications. Should the tests show that any features

are defective or inadequate, or function improperly, the contractor shall make, at his

own expense, any corrections, adjustments, or replacements required.

12. Bridge Operator

For a power-operated bridge, the contractor shall provide, at his own expense,

competent men to supervise the operation of the bridge for a period of 14 calendar

days after the span is completely operable; and for an additional 14-day period, he

shall provide one man. These men shall be competent to operate the bridge, to super-

vise its operation, and to make any adjustments or corrections that may be required

in the mechanical or electrical equipment of the bridge. They shall instruct and qualify

the employees of the company in the operation of the bridge. Any adjustments or cor-

rections required during the two 14-day periods shall be at the expense of the

contractor.

Report on Assignment 3

Design of Expansion Joints, Involving Iron and Steel Structures,

Collaborating with Committee 29

A. R. Harris (chairman, subcommittee), P. E. Adams, H. A. Balke, M. Block, R. N.
Brodie, V. R. Cooledge, R. P. Davis, M. L. Johnson, R. L. Kennedy, K. L. Miner,
CorneHus Neufeld, R. E. Peck, H. F. Smith, A. J. Wilson.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the study of the design

of expansion joints, involving iron and steel structures. We have collected plans covering

various types of expansion joints which have been in use on a number of railroads. The

following plans—Figs. 1 to 16, incl.

—

are submitted as information, and your comments
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and criticisms are invited. These details will form a basis for the replacement of Manual

materi 1 appearing on pages 15-101 to 15-108, incl.

It is recommended that this report be received as information and that the subject

be continued for another year. It is our intention to submit this as Manual material

in 1953.

DESIGN OF EXPANSION JOINTS FOR IRON AND
STEEL STRUCTURES

GENERAL NOTES

1. Provision should be made for the free drainage of water away from the joint

by sloping the deck surfaces, and by means of a drainage discharge system.

2. For Specifications for Membrane Waterproofing, including Protective Cover, refer

to AREA Manual—Committee 29, Waterproofing.

SOLE PL. FASTiilJiD TO FL. i^L.

SLIDES ON KAS. ?L, THRU PLATE GIRDER SPAl!

^ V
—

FLOOR r-L. TURNED UP
u? ai;d tiuhtly
:oroiECTi:D to girder—,

FIG. 1, EXPANSION JOINT AT ABUTKEJIT

SON-BALLAST DECK, CLOSED STEEL PLATE, !T0 WATERPROOFING.
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DIiaOTIOM OF DRAIMAQ« ^
. PLUG WELDS —

FLOOR PLATC TURI'IED UP AIJD
TIGHTLY CONi'ECTED TO GIRD.-R.

TRACK RAIL-

;'

RAIL PLAT£3
FASTENED TO FL. PL.

THRU. PL. GIR. SP THRU. PL. GIR. SP.

FIG. 2, expa:jsion joint at pier

NON-BALLAST DECK, CLOSED STEEL PLATE, NO WATERPROOFING.

BASE OP RAIL-

ANCHOR BOLT OR CINCH
ANCHOR WITH PLAT HEAD
BOLT 18" O.C.'7 PROTSCTION FOR T-EMBRANE \'='

\ MEI-IBRANE WATERPROOFING-

^t

CONCRETE DECK SLAB

3/16" PL. TO
SUPPORT AND PROTECT
MEMBRAra WATER-
PROOFING.

SCREW DOLT U!"riL
PLATE TOUCHES AT
BOTTOM.

CONCRETE BACKWALL

PIG.3# EXPANSION JOINT AT ABUTMKNT.

BALLAST DECK, CONCRETE SWB ON STEEL SPAN, WATERPROOPINO.
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BASE OF RAIL-

PROTECTION FOR
MEMBRANE

WATERPROOFING iffiMB.

t*
*
'r T T^^3/8 APRON PLATE

' I ' I ' I I I Io* • < . -^ . *3 ; ia; , 5r

EXPANSION SPACE7^

CORROSION-RESISTENG
WTAL NAILS

*'-^i II'
T-&, -; '-«;

a:^

I

U

3A"x6" bo'lts
*" 21-0" CTR'S. ,

CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB CONCRETE FLOOR SLA.B

FiO.t)., EXPANSION JOINT AT PIER

BALLAST DECK; CONCRETE SLAB SPANS, WATERPROOFING,,

BASE OF RAIL-

' I I I I I I I I I r
-^:

PLA8TI0 CEMENT

-

STEEL PLATE ---''' (zz^^^zzL

-PROTECTION FOR JiSilBRil-i;

WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE

MIN.2-—1

.'^
<

3-
1 I I I I I I I i:

..^ -J^-. .^:

Sd- FLEXIBLE CORROSION-RESISTING
MATERIAL, FULL LENGTH
OF JOINT

•a:
^: ^. ^•

CONCRETE SLAB CONCRETE SLAB

FIG. 5, CONSTRUCTION JOINT OR EXPANSION JOINT AT PIER.

BALLAST DECK, CONCRETE SLAB SPANS, WITH WATERPROOFING.
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BASE OF RAIL-

PROTECTION FOR JiEiiBRANE ~

WATERPROOFING UEUBRANE
CORROSION-RESISTING
IffiTAL CHANNEL [Tr

liIN.2»—1-|

CENTER LINE
BETWEEN TRACKS

-^. - <? .- -d-

TRANSVERSE SECTION—ADJACENT CONCRETE SLABS

FIG. 6, LONGITUDINAL JOINT BET\TEEN TRACKS.

BALLAST DECK, CONCRETE SLAB SPANS, WITH WATERPROOFING.,

BASE OF RAIL

FLEXIBLE COft'iOSION-RESISTIMG
l.AT.'.RIAL, FULL LENGTH OF JOINT.

1/2" Bituminous
fUler.

7 r
FI0.7, DBFLSCTI05 JOI-T i:' COrcnj.rL 3UD FLOOR 0!Ji PliR

BALUSr DECK. COUCRLTE FLOOR ON STi-EL SPAJI3. V.^TERPROOFIKO.
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BA3£. OF RAIL ^

CORHOSICN-RtSISTII.'G
K£TXL I:aTLRIAL—

EXPANSION SPACE

PlfE -^IKLDSD TO FLOOR PLATE
(cor':2CT TO do'vmspouts)

I
— 8TRAISEB

CORHOSION-RiSISTIIX- KKTAL
FLCCR PLATE KATERIAL

COHCRi-TL BACKV.'ALL BEAM SPAN

FIG. 8, EXPANSION JOINT AT ABUTKENT

.

BALLAST DECK, STEEL SPAN WITH METAL PLATE FLOCR, NO WAKRPROOFINO

.

BASE OF RAIL

-?IPE WELDED TO FL. PL.
(CONr!ECT TO DOWNSPOUTS)

CORROSION- RESISTING METAL
FLOOR PLATE KATERIAL.

BEAK SPAN

FIG. 9, EXPANSION JOINT AT PIER.

BALLAST DECK, STEI'.L SPANS WITH METAL PL. FLOOR, NO WATERPROOFIMO.
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i ^-Bifflt or RAIL

3 o CORROaiON-RESISTIMO
O M£TAL MATERIAL. ri

CORROSION-RESISTIMO KETAL
PLATE KAT?;RIAL

T^

CROSS SECnCN OF BEAM SPAN. CENTER LIKE
BETWEEN TRACKS-

r

L
FIG. 10, LOIJGITUDIMAL JOIMT BET-'-EEK SPANS.

j

BALLAST DECK, STEf.L SPANS WITH METAL PL. FL. , NO WATERPROOFING.

BASE OF RAIL

WATSRPROOFING umSHANE

PROTEOTION FOR UEUBRAtJE

HIQH-STRSNGTH, HEAVY-DUTY PAPBR —
CORROSlON-RESlaTINC; FLEXIBLE UETAL —

, \

DRAIN PIPS
(PERyORATED
OH BOTTOU)
PUCS BELOW
CONSTRUCTION
JOINT.

,^o- CONCRETE BACKWALL

FIG. 11, EXPANSION JOINT AT ABUTMENT.

BALLAST DECK, STEEL SPAN WITH STEEL PL. FL. , WATERPROOyi NG

.
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BA33 OF RAIL-

36" WIDE 9THIP OF
HIGH STRENGTH,
HEAVY DUTY PAPER

-

(NOT MOPPED ON)

|— C0RR03I0N-RS3I8TING UETAL UATERIAL
2^0 tIDK

PROTECTION TO IfEUBRANB

-WATERPROOFING
UEUBRAl-IE

BEAM SPAN BEAU SPAN

FIG. 12, DEFLECTION JOINT OVER PIER

BALLAST DECK, STEEL SPANS WITH STEEL PL. FL. , WATERPROOFING.

RASE OF RATI.

PROTECTION TO MEMBRANE

WATERPROOFIKG MEMBRANE
yLEXIBLE OORROSIOH-
RSSISTIHQ UBTAL MATERIAL

(SKCF Wi-LD TO l"xl/8" PL.)
1x1/8" 3TEEL BAR
(FIELD V/ELD TO FL. PL.)

STEEL SPAN. STEEL SPAN

FIG. 13, EXPANSION JOINT BETWEEN SPANS.

BALLAST DECK, STEEL SPANS WITH FL. PL., WATERPROOFING.
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BASE CF RAIL

3/8" stel,l plxtl:^-? ^ ^ d

3/A"x8'' ANCHOR BOLTS
a 2' 8" OENTERS

CRLOSOTED WOOD FLOOR

r5/8*x5" LAG 3CR:-,v;S 32 '8"" CENTERS.

CONCRETE BACKV.'ALL DECK BEAM SPAN

FIG. 14, EXPANSION JOINT AT BACJf'.VALL

BALLAST DECK, STEEL SPAN WITH WOOD FLOOR, i:0 V;AT::RPROOFinG.

BASE OF RAIL-

15"x3/3" STEEL PLATE

LAG SCREWS, 5/8 "xS
e 2*-8'* CENTERS.—

O) '^ o

CREOSOTED WOOD FLOOR

EXPANSION
END

BEAK SPAN BEAM SPAN

FIO. 15, MXBAJStaiaS JOINT AT PIER.

BALLAST DECK, STEEL SPANS WITH WOOD FLOOR, NO WATERPROOFING.
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BASE OF RAIL—->^

2"xlO

1/2" PLATE WASHER
iiVERY 3RD. TIE—•,

3"x6*' BALLAST STOP

REOSOTLD V;OCD FLOOR.

CROSS SECTION—ADJACENT STEEL BEAM SPANS.

FIG, 16, LONGITUDINAL JOINT BET'.VEEN SPANS— ADJACENT TRACKS,

Report on Assignment 4

Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames

(a) Floorbeam Hangers

(b) Counterweight Trusses of Bascule Bridges

C. H. Sandberg (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Bernhardt, E. S. Birkenwald, J. C.

Bridgefarmer, S. C. Hollister, J. F. Marsh, F. M. Masters, N. M. Newmark,
G. L. Staley, C. Earl Webb, L. T. Wyly.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in the study and inves-

tigation of the causes and remedies of floor-beam hanger failures in raihvay bridges. This

research project is being conducted at the Purdue University Engineering Experiment

Station under the direction of L. T. Wyly, research professor of structural engineering

and head of department. Administration is by Dr. A. A. Potter, director of the Engineer-

ing Experiment Station and dean of engineering, and by Professor R. B. Wiley, head

of the School of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.

The project is sponsored financially by the Association of American Railroads. The

program was initiated upon the recommendation of AREA Committee 15—Iron and

Steel Structures, and is supervised by the Subcommittee on Stress Distribution in Bridge

Frames—Floorbeam Hangers. This is a cooperative project, and the research office of the

Association of American Railroads, under the general direction of G. M. Magee, research

engineer, and E. J. Ruble, structural engineer, assists in and advises regarding the work.

A description and an analysis of static tests on a floorbeam hanger in a 124-ft. 2-in.

pin-connected through truss span on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway are

given in Bulletin 495, pages 35 to 63, incl. A report covering the description and analysis

of tests to determine stress concentrations in plates in the vicinity of rivet or bolt holes

under varying conditions of pitch, gage, edge distance, bearing and clamping force, is

printed in Bulletin 495, pages 1 to 34, incl.
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Report on Assignment 5

Design of Steel Bridge Details

Investigation of Distribution of Pressure Under Bridge Rocker Shoe Slabs

G. L. Staley (chairman, subcommittee), P. E. Adams, H. A. Balke, F. Baron, R. P.

Davis, W. E. Dowling, G. V. Gucrin, Jr., Shortridge Hardesty, J. C. King, W. B.

Kuersteiner, M. B. Lagaard, D. V. Messman, N. M. Newmark, A. G. Rankin,

H. F. Smith.

This is a report submitted as information preliminary to a final report to be

submitted in 1953 for the revision of Arts. 444 and 445 of the Specifications for Steel

Railway Bridges.

The progress in design of expansion bearings of railway bridges includes an improved

type of expansion bearing. Some 20 or 25 years ago, rocker-type bearings began to be

used in preference to cylindrical and segmental-type rollers. The design of the rocker

bearings was based on data then appearing in the Manual for the other types, which,

while if used by the purchaser direct, afforded entirely safe criteria, did not contain com-

plete information for this particular type of design.

This matter was brought to a head in 1946 when one of the larger bridge manu-

facturers was engaged in furnishing railroad bridges to a foreign government. Rocker

expansion bearings were being used, to be designed in accordance with the AREA
specifications, which at the time did not specifically include this type of bearing, especialh

design of the steel slab below the rocker.

Committee IS was asked to revise Arts. 444 and 445 to cover rocker bearings. Study

by the committee members developed that information did not exist upon which a

revision could be scientifically based. The Association decided to institute a series of

tests to develop the information, and assigned the work to the Northwestern Tech-

nological Institute at Evanston, 111. Tests were begun early in 1947 under the direction

of Professor M. B. Lagaard, and were completed early in 1951.

The final report on the tests was published in AREA Bulletin 496, Vol. 53, Sep-

tember-October 1951. Arts. 444 and 445 are being revised to provide for the design

of rocker-type expansion bearings based on information developed by these extensive

tests.

Report on Assignment 6

Preparation and Painting of Steel Surfaces

M. A. Roose (chairman, subcommittee), F. H. Boulton, Jr., R. N. V. Brodie, E. M.
Glaros, O. E. Hager, A. R. Harris, Jonathan Jones, J. C. King, F. M. Masters,

K. L. Miner, N. W. Morgan, R. E. Peck, A. G. Rankin, W. S. Ray, C. A. Roberts,

C. E. Sloan, C. Earl Webb, W. M. Wilson.

This report is submitted as information, and covers the results of a painting ques-

tionnaire circulated throughout the railroad industry in cooperation with the newly

organized Steel Structures Painting Council. This subcommittee worked with the Paint-

ing Council in the preparation of the questionnaire, which was entitled "Data Sheets

for Paint Systems," and it was sent to all chief engineers of Class I railroads in the

United States and Canada by the Association of American Railroads.
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Thirty-four questionnaires were returned by 32 railroads. A digest of the data

contained in these returns is given in this report. While a considerable amount of valuable

information has been obtained, very few questionnaires were completely answered, and

many portions of the questionnaires were improperly filled out, with the result that the

information given could not be correlated. There was a very noticeable lack of informa-

tion regarding the costs of using various methods of surface preparation, and the spread

in costs reported for identical methods was so wide that it is believed that the basis

of computing the costs must not have been the same. The value of this information

is doubtful. This is one area where considerable information might well be developed

as part of the future program of this subcommittee.

Following is a resume of the data received from the Paint Systems Questionnaire.

No attempt is made to summarize the results: (The italicized headings are those con-

tained in the questionnaire.)

Resume of Replies to Questionnaire on Paint Systems

Type of Paint Systems

Fifty replies were received under this heading, and are grouped as follows: 28 listed

a red lead primer with black graphite second and third coats; 9 listed red lead primer

with an aluminum pigment second or third coats; S listed a chromate primer with black

graphite second and third coats; 2 listed a proprietary rust inhibitor primer with black

graphite top coats; and 6 other combinations of primer and top coats were listed,

including proprietary and specification paints.

Comments on Paint System

Longest life of 16 years was reported for red lead primer with black graphite top

coats, while as little as 4 years life was also reported for this same combination. The

next longest life reported was for red lead primer and aluminum coats, with 12 years'

life shown. Aluminum top coats were reported to be extensively used by several large

railroads, indicating a considerable tonnage of steel structures so protected. Satisfaction

was generally reported with the type of paint system used; hov/ever, this satisfaction

seemed to be measured in terms of relative economy rather than the feeling of complete

satisfaction which would leave no room for improvement in the system used. Ease of

application of a certain proprietary primer was given as an advantage when use of

inexperienced painters is necessary.

Structures (Number indicates number of times this type of structure was reported.)

36 Bridges S Breechings

21 Elevated water tanks 4 Tank towers

IS Buildings 4 Smokestacks

IS Flood light towers 3 Penstocks

14 Standpipes 2 River crossing towers

14 Oil tanks 2 Transmission towers

12 Sand tanks 2 Turntables

11 Outdoor tanks 2 Track scales

10 Chutes 1 Barge

10 Coal bunkers 1 Radio tower

8 Hoppers 1 Catenary pole

6 Steel pipe 1 Ore dock

6 Bins 1 Cinder plant
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Exposure and Environment (Number indicates number of times this type of

exposure was reported.)

36 Outdoor

31 Temperate climate

29 Rural atmosphere

26 Industrial atmosphere

13 Salt atmosphere

6 High temperature (100 to

130 deg. F.)

S Low temperature (— 150 to

— 40 deg. F.)

3 Water immersed, fresh water

2 Water immersed, salt water

2 Cast in concrete

2 Masonry enclosed

1 Underground

1 Arctic climate

1 Tunnel

Surfaces on Which System Has Been Satisfactorily Used (Number indicates

number of times surface was reported.)

31 Previously painted, old paint coat less than SO percent gone.

24 Previously painted, old paint coat over 50 percent gone

17 Previously painted, old paint coat unbroken.

14 New hot-rolled steel, mill scale removed.

14 Weathered new hot-rolled steel.

13 Galvanized roofing and siding, weathered.

8 New hot-rolled steel, mill scale not removed.

5 New cold finished steel (no mill scale or rust.)

4 Tinned (lead coated) roofing and siding, weathered.

3 Galvanized steel beams, pipes, etc.

2 Tinned (lead coated) roofing and siding, new

1 Galvanized roofing and siding, new.

1 Rails in tunnels.

Methods Employed in Preparing New Steel for First Coat of Paint or Prime

Coat (Number indicates number of limes method reported.)

26 Mill stock manually wire brushed and chipped.

13 Surface weathering cleaned by hand wire brushing.

9 Surface weathering cleaned by chisels or other cleaning tools.

8 Mill stock power wire brushed and chipped.

6 Surface weathering cleaned by power wire brushing.

6 Mill stock flame cleaned.

3 Mill stock blast cleaned to complete removal of all corrosion products, and

tight and loose mill scale.

1 Mill stock blast cleaned to white surface.

The use of pickling or chemical cleaners, or electrolytic cleaning and pickling was not

reported other than benzine or gasoline to remove oil, paraffin, and grease.

When asked to report first choice of cleaning method for new steel, 5 gave power

wire brushing; 2 gave surface weathering and then hand brushing; 1 each gave surface

weathering and then power brushing, wire brushing and chipping mill .stock (power or

manual not specified), and sand blasting.

When asked to report second choice of cleaning method for new steel, 3 indicated

manual wire brushing; 2 flame cleaning; and 1 each listed surface weathering and then
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cleaning with chisels or other tools, and surface weathering followed by power wirr

brushing.

When asked to list third choice of cleaning method for new steel, 2 listed manual

wire brushing and chipping; 1 each for flame cleaning mill stock and for blast cleaning

mill stock.

Methods Employed in Preparing Old Steel for First Coat of Paint or Prime

Coat (Number indicates number of times method reported.)

29 Manual wire brushing and chipping.

24 Power wire brushing and chipping.

12 Open dry sand blasting system (degree of cleaning not given).

10 Flame cleaning with hand brushing.

7 Sand blast brush off, complete removal of all corrosion products and loose

mill scale.

5 Sand blast to white surface, complete removal of all corrosion products, mill

scale, and grey mill scale binder.

^ Commercial cleaning, complete removal of all corrosion products and tight and

loose mill scale.

.'< Flame cleaning with power wire brushing.

2 Flame cleaning with scraping.

2 Air blast grit and shot blasting.

1 Flame cleaning with light sand blasting or power chipping and wire brushing,

1 Chemical cleaners (Methyl Hydrate to remove moss and green scum.)

When asked to name first choice of cleaning method for old steel, 13 indicated manual

wire brushing and chipping; 10 reported power wire brushing and chipping; 3 each

reported flame cleaning and blast cleaning.

When asked to name second choice of cleaning method for old steel, 9 reported

manual wire brushing and chipping; 8 listed flame cleaning; and S gave sand blasting.

When asked to name third choice of cleaning method for old steel, 3 listed manual

wire brushing; 3 reported blast cleaning; 1 each power wire brushing and flame cleaning.

Equipment and tools reported as being used included compressors, chipping and

scaling hammers, grinders, hand wire brushes, power wire brushes, flame cleaning equip-

ment, spray painting equipment, and sand blast equipment. Included in the above were

various models, sizes and types; especially so for chipping and scaling hammers, grinders,

power wire brushes, and flame cleaning equipment. Some home-made equipment was

reported.

Economics of Cleaning New Steel

With own forces, power brushing was reported to cost 2^, 44 and S^ per sq. ft.;

another was $3.00 per ton. Sand blasting was reported to cost .$3.75 per ton. Power wire

bru.shing with chisels on weathered steel was reported to cost 7^ per sq. ft. when done

by own forces.

When done by contract, power wire brushing was reported to have cost 2^0 per

sq. ft., while manual wire brushing cost 44 per sq. ft.

The above figures are fairly well in line; however, they represent only the experience

of four roads and thus could not be considered an average for the 32 roads returning

questionnaires.
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Economics of Cleaning Old Steel

With own forces, manual wire brushing was reported to have cost 5(}, 14 and &(f

per sq. ft.; power wire brushing was reported as 4(' per sq. ft.; flame cleaning was

reported to cost 60(? per sq. ft.

By contract, manual wire brushing was reported to be done at a cost of A<f per sq. ft.,

while power wire brushing was done for 2J/2i(^ per sq. ft. In contrast to work by own

forces, flame cleaning by contract was reported to cost only 7^ per sq. ft.

When reported on a tonnage basis, manual wire brushing was given at a cost of

SI.25; power wire brushing SI .00; flame cleaning ?5.00 to $30.00; and sand blasting

.'^S.OO per ton. Thus, there appears to be a wide spread in flame cleaning costs. The

above costs are again those of only a small percentage of the number of roads which

returned the questionnaire. On most questionnaires no information on costs was reported.

Recommended Practice for Preparing New Steel for First Coat

The following are digests of comments received:

1. Fabricator paints new steel according to his shop practice.

2. Remove all loose scale.

?>. Wire brush or chip to remove loose scale, dirt, rust.

4. Power brushing and chipping favored over manual brushing and chipping.

5. Remove all grease and oil by solvents or torch.

6. No painting shall be done in wet weather or at temperatures near freezing.

7. Flame clean to remove loose mill scale.

8. Shop coat of paint should follow immediately after flame cleaning and brushing.

0. Rails for use in tunnels flame cleaned to remove all scale, then coated with

crater compound while steel is hot.

10. Surface weathering to be cleaned with scrapers and wire brushes.

Recommended Practice for Preparing Old Steel for First Coat

The following are digests of comments received:

1. Old paint in good condition can be brushed and one coat applied, u.sini; no

primer, over old paint.

2. Old bridges with several coats of paint which must be removed before repaint

ing will require flame cleaning or sand blasting.

3. Paint in good condition, spot paint at broken areas before top coat is applied

4. If structure is not painted before thorough cleaning is required, sand blasting,

followed by painting as if new steel, should be done.

.V Grease and oil should be removed by solvent.

6. Wire brush and chip where cleaning is light : flame clean where cleanini; is

heavy.

7. When flame cleaning, followed by wire brushing, is used, work from top towards

bottom of structure.

5. When erecting new or repainted old steel, spot paint or stripe paint all rivet

and bolt heads, edges of angles and plates to 1 in. from ed?e, top surfaces ol

floorbeams, stringer flanges, and floor liracing. scratches, bruises, ru.st .spots and

thin spots.
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Climatic Considerations

A considerable response, probably the best to any of the questions contained in the

questionnaire, was received under this subject. The following is a digest of replies:

1. Structures near salt water require frequent painting.

2. Arid climates give long life to paint.

3. Paint in rural areas lasts longer than paint in industrial areas.

4. Industrial mill atmosphere increases the cost of cleaning steel for painting.

5. Summer months are best for painting.

6. Painting should not be done near freezing temperatures.

7. High temperatures and sun produce fast deterioration of paint.

8. Rain, fog, and dew condensation cause immediate oxidation of clean metal

surfaces.

9. Dampness near coastal regions hampers preparation and prevents getting a dry

surface on which to apply paint.

10. Flame cleaning is good in a damp climate.

11. In arid or desert regions, painting may be principally a matter of appearance,

except where brine drip is present.

12. In some areas, wind-carried sand and dust have a sand-blast effect on paint.

13. An especially penetrating analysis of the effect of a moist chmate on painting

practices was received and is repeated verbatum:

"Moist climate greatly shortens paint life and accelerates damage from neg-

lect. Effect of moist climate is (1) to reduce the number of dry days, making

it almost necessary to paint when weather is not suitable; (2) to make it

very probable that even on fair days there is invisible moisture adhering to

steel; (3) to promote the growth of moss and bacterial matter which accel-

erates breakdown of paint, and (4) to cause very rapid rusting wherever

paint protection is broken.

This indicates that flame cleaning followed by painting the warm flame-

dried surface should be good in this climate."

Chemical Treatment

There was no report of chemical treatment of painted surfaces to remove old paint.

First Coat of Recommended Paint System

Thirteen different proprietary paints, in addition to several specifications paints, were

reported. Eleven of these were of red lead variety; three were chromates; and one was

zinc and iron oxide.

Second Coat of Recommended Paint System

Thirteen proprietary paints, in addition to several specification paints, were listed.

Of these, nine were of black graphite variety ; four contained aluminum pigment ; and

five were trade-name paints whose main pigment constituent was unknown to the writer.

Conclusion

Fi-om an examination of the data presented here, a program of study and inves-

tigation can be determined. Field tests will be required, and in this connection the Steel

Structures Painting Council, as a recipient of our financial support, stands ready to con-

duct part of, and to cooperate with, the program that may subsequently be set up by

Committee 15.
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Report on Assignment 9

Use of High-Strength Structural Bolts in Steel Railway Bridges

A. G. Rankin (chairman, subcommittee), F. Baron, J. E. Bernhardt, W. E. Bowling,
N. E. Hueni, C. T. G. Looney, E. K. Timby.

As a result of tests, reported in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, pages 506 to

540, incl., it was felt that the following Specifications for Assembly of Structural Joints

Using High Tensile Steel Bolts in Steel Railway Bridges should be submitted as infor-

mation for comments and criticism, with the view of adoption and publication in the

Manual one year hence.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ASSEMBLY OF STRUCTURAL JOINTS
USING HIGH TENSILE STEEL BOLTS IN STEEL

RAILWAY BRIDGES

A. SCOPE

1. General

a. This specification, when required by the plans, covers recommended practice for

the fabrication of structural steel forming rigid joints using high tensile steel bolts where

initial tension in the bolt body is depended upon to resist shear load through friction

at the faying surfaces. This method precludes the need for using tight fit bolts.

b. Unless otherwise specified, and until other safe rules for the design of bolted

joints can be developed, the principles and rules for design of these joints and structures

incorporating them shall be as required for riveted construction.

c. Construction shall conform to existing codes for riveted structures except as

provided herein.

B. BOLTS, NUTS AND WASHERS
1. Material

a. Bolt, nut and washer material shall conform to requirements of the current

ASTM Specifications, Designation A 325, for Quenched and Tempered Steel Bolts and

Studs with Suitable Nuts and Plain Washers.

2. Bolt Dimensions

a. Bolt dimensions shall conform to the current requirements for Regular Semi-

finished Hexagon Head Bolt of the American Standards Association (ASA Designation

B 18.2), except the radius of fillet under the bolt head shall not be less than 1/64 in.

for size 5^ in. and under, 1/32 in. for size over -% to 1 in., incl., and 3/64 in. for size

over 1 in.

b. In determining bolt lengths, the grip shall be calculated the same as for a riveted

joint, and the values shown in Table 1 shall be added thereto. If other than the preferred

thickness of washer (see Table 2) is- used, the necessary length shall be adjusted accord-

ingly. The total length shall be adjusted to the next longer J4-in- increment.

c. Unless otherwise ordered, minimum thread length (extreme point to last com-

plete thread) shall be twice the diameter plus J4 >"• for lengths up to and including

6 in., and twice the diameter plus ^ in. for lengths over 6 in.

Bolts too short for the formula length shall be threaded as close to the head as

practical.
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3. Nut Dimensions

a. Nut dimensions shall conform to current American Standards Association require-

ments for Heavy Hexagon Semifinished Nuts (ASA Designation B 18.2).

4. Washer Dimensions

a. Washers shall be flat and smooth, and their dimensions shall be not less than

would conform to current American Standards Association requirements for Heavy

Plain Washers (carburized) . (ASA Designation B 27.2). These dimensions are shown

in Table 2.

b. Where clearance makes it necessary, washers may be clipped on one side at a

point not closer than % of the bolt diameter from the center of the washer. Where bear-

ing faces under hardened washers of bolted parts are not normal to the axis of the bolt,

beveled washers shall be used.

C. BOLTED PARTS

1. Material

a. This specification contemplates that the bolted parts shall consist of wrought

iron, soft steel or medium steel.

2. Dimensions

a. Surfaces of bolted parts adjacent to bolt head and nut shall be parallel within

the customary tolerances for parallel-surface rolled materials. Bolted parts shall fit

solidly together when assembled and without interposition of gaskets or other flexible

material. Holes may be punched, subpunched and reamed, or drilled as required by the

applicable specifications and shall be of a diameter not more than 1/16 in. in excess of

the nominal bolt diameter.

3. Finish

a. The faying surfaces, when assembled, may be bare, either descaled or carrying

the normal mill scale; or they may carry a thin, thoroughly dried coat of synthetic

lacquer. Faying surfaces shall be free of paint, dirt, oil, scale, burrs, pits and other defects

that would prevent solid seating of the parts or would interfere with the development

of friction between the parts.

D. ASSEMBLY
1. General

a. Bolts shall be asembled with a hardened washer under the bolt head and nut

as described in B la and 4a.

b. All nuts shall be tightened to give the bolt tension values given in Table 3.

2. Use of Wrenches

a. In using a manual plain wrench, a ratchet wrench of length consistent with the

man-effort available should be used so that the product of the effective wrench length

in feet times the man-effort in pounds equals the torque required.

b. In using a manual torque wrench, the required torque can be read from the wrench

dial, or in other types of wrench the torque may be indicated by a "release" of the

wrench. Care should be taken that the wrench is properly calibrated. Nuts shall be in

motion when torque is measured.
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c. In using a power wrench, the recommendations of the wrench manufacturer

should be referred to, and care should be taken that the machine is in proper working

condition and is properly calibrated.

E. INSPECTION

1. General

a. The proper execution of the bolting operation shall be checked and approved by a

procedure of loosening and retightening a certain proportion of the bolts (between five

and ten percent is recommended) . The proportion to be thus loosened and retightened

shall be specified in advance by the engineer. The procedure shall be such as to establish

that when the nut is retorqued to its original position, the torque is at least equal to that

required by the provisions of D lb.

Table 1

—

Bolt Lengths
Bolt Size Add to Grip
(In.) (In.)

'A 1

H T^Vs

V4 1^
Vs I'A

1 iVs

vA 1^
iVa 1^

This compensates for thickness of nut, two washers and boltpoint.

Table 2

—

Washer Dimensions

Bolt Size Inside Outside

(In.) Diam. Diameter

Vi 9/16 \Yz

Vi. 11/16 \Va

54 13/16 2

^ 15/16 IVa

1 ItV 2^
Wi 1t^ 234

1J4 li^ 3

Nominal Thickness

Birm. Wire
Ga.No. In.

12

10

9

0.109

0.134

0.148

0.165

0.165

0.165

0.165

Table 3

—

Bolt Tension and Torque Values

Bolt Size Required Bolt

(In.) Tension (Lb.)*

y2 11,500

fg 17,300

y^ 25,600

^ 32,400

1 42,500

11^ 50,800

114 64,500

• Equal to 90 percent of elastic proof load of bolt.
•* Equal to 0.0167 ft. -lb. per in. bolt diameter per pound tension.

Equivalent
Torque

(Ft. Lb.)**

100
180
320
470
710
960

1,350
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E. R. Word

Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, comprising recommended revision .

.

page 612

2. Clearances as affected by girders projecting above top of track rails, struc-

tures, third rail, signal and train control equipment, collaborating with

Signal and Electrical Sections, Engineering Division, and with Mechanical

and Operating—Transportation Divisions, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 612

3. Clearance diagrams for recommended practice, collaborating with commit-

tees concerned.

No report.

4. Compilation of the railroad clearance requirements of the various states.

Progress report, revised, presented as information page 613

5. Clearance allowances to provide for vertical and horizontal movements of

equipment due to lateral play, wear and spring deflection, collaborating with

the Mechanical Division, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information page 613

6. Methods for measuring railway clearances.

No report.

The Committee on Clearances,

A. R. Harris, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 499, January 19S2.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. E. Fanning (chairman, subcommittee), R. A. Emerson, W. F. Pohl, W. E. Quinn,
A. M. Weston, E. R. Word.

Your committee recommends revision of Special Note No. 1 on page 28-1 of the

Manual, to read:

1. The clearances shown are for tangent track and for new construction. Clear-

ances for reconstruction work or for alteration are dependent on existing

physical conditions and, where reasonably possible, should be improved to meet

the requirements for new construction.

Report on Assignment 2

Clearances as Affected by Girders Projecting Above Top
of Track Rails, Structures, Third Rail, Signal

and Train Control Equipment

Collaborating with Signal and Electrical Sections, Engineering Division,

and with Mechanical and Operating-Transportation Divisions, AAR

C. O. Bird (chairman, subcommittee), E. S. Birkenwald, A. B. Chapman, W. T. Davis,
D. H. Dowe, J. E. Good, W. L. Hartzog, M. V. Kane, E. R. Logic, F. Martin,
R. C. Nissen, W. E. Quinn, J. E. South, O. W. Stephens, J. W. Wallenius, A. M.
Weston.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Progress on this assignment is slow due to the collaboration necessary with other

sections and divisions of the AAR.

In the development of clearance diagrams, one of the most important of the many

questions involved is establishing the clearance lines for rolling equipment for and fixed

track appurtenances on or adjacent to the track, such as train control inductors, self-

guarded frogs, guard rails, car retarders, and switch point protectors.

The various collaborating sections and divisions are in general agreement to proposed

limiting clearance outlines, with exception of the limiting equipment line above top of rail.

The Signal and Electrical Sections, as well as our own, desire to establish a 3-in. minimum

distance above top of rail for equipment, whereas the Mechanical Division desires 2^ -in.

clearance above top of rail. Unless this question is settled, fouling will continue to occur

between equipment and appurtenances.

A number of existing or proposed clearance diagrams are effected by the question at

issue with the Mechanical Division. Two important new diagrams (No. 1 and No. 2)

show the bottom equipment clearance line EE-FE now under discussion with the

Mechanical Division. Your committee hopes to settle the question covering these and

other diagrams during the coming year.





Association of American Railroads - Engineering Division

Clearance Lines for Third -Rail Territory
For Tonii.nt Trock ond Cur.«> not iJicsadlnq T— 10' (800' Rodlui )

DIAGRAM NO.

I

NOTE l-No ,
' of I

A\1
' project btyo

HT-GT-FT-AT-BT-CT-DT-ET-JT
locai:or, as ihonn on I

no! »xc»»(/<'ny r-IO'. The

d!ng 7'- 10' (See d'lagram No-2},

Diagram No. 1—Clearance 1arance lines for third-rail territory for tangent track and curve

not exceeding 7 deg. 10 min. (800-ft. radius).





Association of American Railroads - Engineering Division
Clearance Lines for Third - Rail Territory

For SwHchBi and Curwej sMcvvdinq 7* — 10' (800' Radiui)

DIAGRAM NO.

2

NOTE I- Nc t

EQUIPMENT CLEARANCE LINE

CT-DT-ET-JT-KT I

Tht Ihird rail t,a, Iw.

OiagrairlNcPJrcr sx.IStrNolt% ! 3 S4j

I

THIRORAIL CLEARANCE LINE
(S,. Not, I ) ^^ ^. ^^ ^^, ^f ,^^

""'''""'
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Report on Assignment 4

Compilation of the Railroad Clearance Requirements
of the Various States

E. R. Word (chairman, subcommittee), W. S. Campbell, A. B. Chapman, S. M. Dahl,
W. T. Davis, D. H. Dowe, R. A. Emerson, J. E. Fanning, J. L. Fergus, N. O.
Geuder, W. F. Hart, W. L. Hartzog, J. D. Hudson, C. F. Intlekofer, M. L. Johnson,
E. R. Logie, A. G. Neighbour, R. C. Nissen, C. E. Peterson, A. D. Quackenbush,
A. J. Rankin, W. S. Ray, J. H. Shieber, A. M. Weston.

Your committee submits as information a tabulation of the clearance requirements

of the various States, brought up to date as of October 1951. This tabulation is shown

following the next page.

Report on Assignment 5

Clearance Allowances to Provide for Vertical and Horizontal
Movements of Equipment Due to Lateral Play,

Wear, and Spring Deflection

Collaborating with the Mechanical Division, AAR

S. M. Dahl (chairman, subcommittee), C. O. Bird, B. Bristow, J. L. Fergus, W. F. Hart,

J. D. Hudson, M. L. Johnson, A. G. Neighbour, C. E. Peterson, W. F. Pohl, A. D.
Quackenbush, A. J. Rankin, J. W. Wallenius, A. M. Weston.

This report is presented as information.

In its report a year ago, your committee suggested a formula for determining the

throw of equipment, but did not make a recommendation pending field tests to prove

the accuracy of the formula.

A formal request for funds to carry out field tests has now been made. G. M. Magee,

research engineer, Engineering Division, AAR, has advised that much of the information

required can be secured in connection with tests in behalf of other AREA committees

and, in line with this, some data were secured in 1951 during tests made for Committee

S—Track.

Your committee is also making a study of the relation of track irregularities to the

throw of equipment, particularly on curves. Information on the extent of irregularities

in line,, gage, and superelevation, which may normally be expected in high-.speed track,

is presently being secured from the various railroads.









Report of Committee 8—Masonry

C. B. Porter, Chairman,
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MEMOIR

JHeper ^irgcfjtljal

Died October IS, 1951

Mc\er Hirschthal, retired concrete engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna and

Western Railroad, was born on December 12, 1879, in Cracow, Austria. He was educated

in the public schools of the City of New York, and received a B.S. degree at the College

of the City of New York in 1899, and a C.E. degree at Columbia University in 1902.

On June 16, 1914, he married Regina Diamond, who survives him. He is also survived

by his son Philip King, and two granddaughters.

Mr. Hirschthal began his railroad career with the D.L. & W.R.R. in 1907, and in

1920 became concrete engineer for the road, which position he held until his retirement

in December 1949. In his capacity with the Engineering Department of the Lackawanna

prior to becoming concrete engineer, Mr. Hirschthal assisted in the design of the Tunk-

hannock Viaduct and the Martins Creek Viaduct, under the general direction of G. J.

Ray, chief engineer of the railroad, and the immediate supervision of A. Burton Cohen,

concrete engineer. In those same years Mr. Hirschthal participated in the adaptation

of the "flat slab" for railroad loading under the direction of Mr. Ray and Mr. Cohen,

and subsequently designed numerous structures of this type.

Besides being an ardent worker for the AREA from the time he became a member
in 1925, he took an active part in many technical and scientific organizations. He was a

member and director of the American Concrete Institute, the American Society of Civil

Engineers, the Highway Research Board, and the E.xecutive Advisory Council, College

of Engineering, Columbia University. In 1950 Meyer Hirschthal became a Life Member of

the American Railway Engineering Association.

Mr. Hirschthal was a member of Committee 8—Masonry, serving as its chairman

from 1933 until 1937; he was chairman of the AREA representation to the Joint Com-
mittee on Standard Specification for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, from 1930 until

the completion of its work in 1940; he also served on Committee 26—Standardization;

Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses; and on the Special Committee on Clearances.

He also acted as a liaison representative for the ARE.A. to the American Standards Asso-

ciation
; the American Society for Testing Materials, and the Prestressed Concrete Ad-

visory Committee. His last official act for the AREA was as its representative at the

First Prestressed Concrete Conference at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in August

1951, where he was chairman of the session devoted to bridges.

Mr. Hirschthal was known for his series of lectures at Columbia University (1927-

1934) and his textbooks for the International Correspondence Schools on Concrete .\rches

(1930), Tunnels (1936), Rigid Frames (1940), and Prestressed Concrete (1950). His

articles relating to concrete design and construction appeared in many publications, such

as the Engineering-News Record, Railway Age, Transactions of the ASCE, Engineering

and Contracting, Proceedings of the ACI, Railway Engineering and Maintenance, and the

Railway Review. Many of his articles were reprinted by the Portland Cement Associa-

tion, and numerous articles were translated into French, German, Russian and Chinese

and reprinted abroad.

For a number of years Mr. Hirschthal was retained as consulting engineer on such

projects as the Veterans Gorge Memorial Bridge at Rochester, N. Y., the Yardley Viaduct

in Pennsylvania, and the Mt. Kisco grade crossing ehmination program. Since his retire-

ment in 1949, Mr. Hirschthal was engaged in the practice of consulting engineering in

New York City, where he completed the design of a series of bridges for the New York

State Department of Public Works on the new Thruway.
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In the death of Meyer Hirschthal, the American Railway Engineering Association

and other engineering societies with which he was associated and in which he was keenly

interested, his associates, and a host of his friends, have suffered a great loss. His pro-

fessional ability and his enthusiasm for the advancement of the use of concrete in various

types of structures will, without doubt, have a marked and lasting effect on future design

in the medium.

Report on Assignment 6

Methods of Repairing Masonry, Including Internal

Pressure Grouting

R. W. Gilmore (chairman, subcommittee), L. T. Casson, C. C. Cooke, D. H. Dowe,

J. S. Hancock, R. Hayes, W. C. Love, R. F. M. Marshall, L. H. Nccdham, D. B.

Packard, Jr., J. L. Rippey, C. P. Schantz, F. R. Smith.

Your committee presents as information the following tentative revised Specifica-

tions for Shotcrete with the view of offering it next year for adoption and publication

in the Manual to replace material on pages 8-95 to 8-97, incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SHOTCRETE

A. GENERAL
1. Scope

These specifications apply to the use of Shotcrete for repairing masonry and pro-

tecting structural steel. Any necessary hand patching, encasement with pourcd-in-place

concrete, and pressure grouting of deteriorated masonry, shall be done in accordance

with separate Specifications for Repairing and Solidifying Masonry Structures unless

otherwise specified or directed by the engineer.

When strengthening of the structure is involved, engineering plans should be made.

Shotcrete consists of prcmixed dry portland cement and sand pneumatically ejected

from a machine through hose and a discharge nozzle where water is added, all under

regulated pressure. Shotcrete equipment means all equipment necessary for mixing and

applying Shotcrete. The word "Shotcrete" is not copyrighted and like material similarly

applied may be known by different names.

2. Preliminary Work
Conditions causing or contributing to deterioration, including faulty drainage, shall

be corrected where practicable. Existing drains shall be cleaned and otherwise put in

working order. New drains shall be installed where required.

If impracticable to correct inadequate drainage of masonry structures, an attempt

shall be made to prevent saturation in accordance with applicable provisions of thf

Specifications for Repairing and Solidifying Masonry Structures, or by other methods
approved by the engineer.

The effectiveness of existing expansion joints shall not be impaired.

3. Materials

The materials used shall conform in physical properties to AREA Specifications fin-

Concrete and Reinforced Concrete for Railroad Bridges and Other Structures, except as

hereinafter specified. Air-entraining cement may be used if approved by the engineer.
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Wire mesh shall be composed of cold-drawn steel wire, electrically welded and

galvanized.

Any bonding, waterproofing or counter shrinkage material used shall be approved

by the engineer.

All special equipment for placing Shotcrete, including pneumatic apparatus, screens,

etc., shall be of approved types.

B. SHOTCRETE ON MASONRY
1. Scope

Repairs shall consist of removal of soft, disintegrated or honeycombed concrete or

stone, or loose pieces of brick or mortar, cleaning and preparing the bonding surface,

placing of anchor bolts and reinforcing, placing of Shotcrete and finishing to true lines

and surface, and proper curing.

2. Preparation

All loose, soft, honeycombed and distintegrated concrete or stone shall be removed

from the areas to be repaired by means of power and hand tools, to expose a bonding

surface of sound material.

Thin or feathered edges shall be avoided, and the boundaries of the areas to be

repaired shall be square cut or slightly undercut to a depth of not less than 1 in.

Abrupt changes in the thickness of Shotcrete patches shall be avoided.

The thickness of concrete removed shall not exceed 8 in., or one-third the thickness

of the member, which ever is the lesser, except as specified or directed by the engineer.

All defective construction joints and detrimental cracks in concrete shall be chipped

out to a minimum of 4 in. in width by 2 in. in depth.

Unless otherwise specified, Shotcrete on brick masonry shall be not less than 3/g in.

thick.

Structural cracks or joints where movement in the structure, by reason of expansion,

contraction or vibration, is apparent, shall be sealed by means of 10-in., 16-oz., cold-

rolled copper expansion plates preformed along the longitudinal centerline of the copper

to produce a modified "V" shape, 1 in. high and K in. open, having rounded bends. The

concrete shall be chipped out sufficiently to provide space for the installation of a water-

tight joint between the copper and concrete, and also for a channel for water seepage,

properly drained at the base of the crack or joint. (See Fig. 1)

/6 oz cold rolled

copper 10"ivide
Bronze or brass exp.

bolts Jills'sq. hd. t^4"ctrs.

4
'" 5" Hooked e^p

bolts t 24"ctrs.
2"k2" ^12 gage

Shotcrete or mortar-^

Wcter channel
Hea^y coat of
fibrated mastic

Chipped surface y-/ith

mortar or shotcrete
trotveled smooth

!^2 Premolded
Joint materia/

^ 3" W.I. pipe bleed at base
of joint or crack to be set
at or be/oty grade

Fig. 1- -Repair of joints or cracks where movement occurs
in the structures
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The expansion joint between the finished surface and "V" of the copper plate shall

be tilled with a Yi-in. thick strip of premouldcd asphaltic expansion joint material. The

patch shall be reinforced and placed as hereinafter specified.

The bonding surface shall be rough, clean, sound masonry. Oil or film of any sort

that may reduce the bond shidl not be permitted. Loose particles of dust and dirt shall

be removed by wire brushes, sand-blast, or air, followed, finally, by water blast. Brick

or tile shall be sand blasted sufficiently to provide a good bonding surface.

Exposed reinforcement in the original structure shall be thoroughly cleaned, and

any appreciable reduction in its area shall be restored. Where such reinforcing bars would

be within 1 in. of the desired finished surface of Shotcrete, they shall, if practicable, be

driven back in recesses cut in the masonry to obtain that coverage from the desired

finished surface, but if that is impracticable, because of a large concentration of rein-

forcing bars, the minimum specified coverage shall be provided by such modification of

the finished surface as may be approved by the engineer.

3. Anchorage

Where Shotcrete less than 4 in. thick is to be placed on concrete or stone masonry,

or more than V/2 in. on brick masonry, J4-in- diameter expansion hook bolts shall be

spaced 18 in. center-to-center on vertical surfaces and 12 in. center-to-center on overhead

surfaces. Each bolt shall have sufiicient engagement in the sound masonry to resist a

pull of 150 lb. When pried from the wall with a bar inserted under the bend of the bolt,

the bend shall straighten without pulling the bolt.

Specified spacing of anchors is based on supporting three times the total weight of

suspended Shotcrete and two times the weight of Shotcrete on vertical surfaces. Facilities

shall be provided for testing the supporting value of. anchors. Each anchor shall be set

in sound masonry, as specified in the table below and shall be capable of supporting,

without loosening, the suspended load indicated:

Diameter Mbiimum
oj Bolt—In. Embedment—In. Load in Lb.

Va • 1^ ISO

M 2^ 400
V-z 2Vz 750

\i 3J4 1,200

Yi, 4 1,750

Any anchor failing to support such load shall be reset and tested.

Where Shotcrete 4 in. or more in thickness is to be placed, approved anchors shall

be set where shown on the plans, or in accordance with the following table:

Size and Spacing of Anchors

Thickness Suspended Vertical Top
of Shotcrete, Surfaces, Surfaces,

Shotcrete, In. Dia. In. Dia. In. Dia.

In. at Ft.—In. at Ft.—In. at Ft.—In.
4 H(aJ, 1—8 y& (g\ 2—0 H ® 3—0
5 " @ 1—5 " @; 1—9 " @ 3—0
6 " @ 1-^ " @ 1—8 " @ 3—0
7 " @ 1—2 " @ 1—6 " (S; 3—0
8 J^@l—

7

J4@l—11 ^@3_0
y " @ 1—6 " @ 1—10 " @ 3—0
10 " @ 1-5 " @ 1—9 " @ 2—0
11 " @ 1-^ •'

f«) 1—

8

"®2—
12 " (t^ \- ^ " (w 1-6 " ra 2—0
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Where the thickness of Shotcrete is more than 8 in. the anchors shall be dowels.

Where the thickness of Shotcrete exceeds 12 in. the size, length, spacing and embedment

of dowels shall be determined or approved by the engineer.

The exposed end of each anchor shall have a right angle, or greater, bend for

engaging reinforcement.

No isolated area greater than 2 sq. ft. shall have fewer than 3 anchors.

Where only a single line of anchors is required, the maximum spacing shall be

24 in. and the size shall be determined in accordance with the second paragraph under

Anchorage.

Dowels shall be made of deformed bars, shall be grouted in, and shall be long

enough to engage a mass of masonry sufficient to support the load. Horizontal dowel

holes, except in brick masonry, shall be drilled downward on a slope of approximately

1 in. per foot.

4. Reinforcement

No reinforcement need be used on brick masonry where the thickness of Shotcrete

to be placed will be less than V/i in., unless specified by the engineer.

Where Shotcrete IJ^ in. or more in thickness is to be placed on brick masonry, or

Shotcrete 4 in. or less thick is to be placed on concrete or stone masonry, one layer of

3-in. by 3-in. by No. 10 or 2-in. by 2-in. by No. 12-gage wire mesh shall be secured to

the anchor bolts.

Vertical and Top Surfaces. Where Shotcrete over 4 in. thick is to be placed, 1 layer

of wire mesh shall be used for each 4 in. thickness, or fraction thereof, secured to the

anchors.

Suspended Surfaces. Where Shotcrete over 3 in. thick is to be suspended, 1 additional

layer of wire mesh shall be used for each additional 3 in. thickness, or fraction thereof.

Each layer of mesh shall be wired to each anchor.

A two-way system of ^-in. diameter reinforcing bars shall be provided where

Shotcrete 3 in. or more in thickness is to be placed on vertical and suspended surfaces.

These bars shall be securely wired to anchors and the last layer of mesh shall be secured

by wiring to the bars.

Reinforcement shall be held away from the surface of the masonry about ^ in.

Each layer of mesh must be completely encased in Shotcrete which has taken initial set

before the succeeding layer of mesh is applied. All reinforcement shall be completely

embedded in the Shotcrete and shall be not less than 1 in. from the finished surface.

Reinforcement extending around corners or re-entrant angles shall be bent to a

templet before securing to anchorage and not sprung or forced into position. At corners,

double reinforcing mesh shall be provided and extended a minimum distance of 6 in.

beyond the intersection of the 2 planes.

Splice bars shall lap at least 20 diameters of the bar, with laps securely wired

together. Where splices of wire mesh are necessary, a lap of 1 mesh shall be required,

wired together at intervals of not more than 18 in.

Where special reinforcement is required for structural strength, engineering plans

shall be furnished.

5. Placement

Shotcrete shall be made of a mixture of portland cement and sand in the proportion

of one bag of cement to approximately 4 cu. ft. of sand by volume. The amount of sand

shall be based on dry, loose measurement with proper correction in quantity for effect
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of bulking due to moisture content. The sand and cement shall be thoroughly mixed dry,

passed through a ^-in. screen before being placed in the pneumatic apparatus, and

placed by pneumatic pressure through Shotcrete equipment with proper amount of water

applied in the mixing nozzle for the necessary placement consistency. The screened sand

and cement shall be applied in the surface within 1 hour after combining them. To avoid

voids and reduce shrinkage cracks, Shotcrete shall be applied as dry as practicable.

The air pressure in the pneumatic apparatus shall be maintained uniform and not

less than 35 psi. while placing the mixed material, with necessary increase in pressure

for horizontal delivery distances of more than 100 ft. or vertical distances of more than

25 ft. The water pressure applied through the nozzle shall be not less than 10 psi. greater

than the air pressure in the Shotcrete machine.

Shooting strips shall be employed to insure square corners, straight lines and a plane

surface of Shotcrete, except as otherwise permitted by plans or approved by the engineer.

They shall be so placed as to keep the trapping of rebound at a minimum.

The surface, particularly porous brick, to which Shotcrete is to be applied shall be

thoroughly wetted, without free water, to facilitate bond.

At the end of each day's work, or similar stopping periods requiring construction

joints, the Shotcrete shall be sloped off to a thin edge. No square joints will be allowed.

In shooting vertical surfaces, care must be taken in general to begin the Shotcrete area

at the bottom and complete at the top.

A sufficient number of coats shall be applied to obtain the required thickness. The
thickness of each coat shall not be greater than 1 in., except as approved by the engineer,

and shall be so placed that it will neither slough nor decrease the bond of the preceding

coat. Where a successive coat is applied on Shotcrete, which has set more than 2 hours,

the surface shall be cleaned and water blasted.

When placing Shotcrete, the stream of flowing material from the nozzle shall impinge

as nearly as possible at right angles to the surface being covered, and the nozzle should

be held from 2 to 4 ft. from the working surface.

Deposits of rebound from previous shooting, whether loose or cemented, shall be

removed and not covered up. Should any such deposits be covered, they shall be cut out

and the area reshot.

The final surface of Shotcrete shall be given either: (1) a thin finishing or flash coat;

(2) a screeded finish; (3) a rubbed finish; or (4) a brush finish, as specified or directed

by the engineer.

6. Curing and Protection

The finished intermediate surface of Shotcrete shall be kept wet for a period of at

least 4 days, beginning immediately after placement.

An approved curing compound may be used over the final surface in lieu of the

above if permitted by the engineer.

Shotcrete shall not be applied in freezing weather unless properly protected, nor
until the masonry is free from frost. The Shotcrete shall have a temperature when placed

of not less than SO deg. F., nor more than 120 deg. F., and shall be kept at a tem-
perature not lower than 40 deg. F. for not less than 72 hours after placing, or until the

Shotcrete has thoroughly hardened.

If payment by unit price is desired, measurement for payment of all Shotcrete areas

shall be the net finished surface areas encased by or covered by Shotcrete.
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C. SHOTCRETE ON STRUCTURAL STEEL

1. Scope

The work shall consist of the preparation of the steel surfaces, placing of anchors

and reinforcement, application of Shotcrete, and finishing such Shotcrcte to true lines

and surface, and proper curing.

2. Preparation

All surfaces of steel to be protected with Shotcrete shall be cleaned of all paint,

dirt, grease, loose rust or scale and other deleterious materials by sand-blasting, wire

brushing, air-blasting, or other approved means.

3. Anchorage

Shotcrete shall be anchored to the surfaces of steel members to be protected by means

of J4-in- diameter steel tie rods attached to the members. Generally the tie rods shall be

parallel with each other and with the member, and so located as to hold the wire mesh

reinforcement firmly at a uniform distance from the surfaces of the member. The rods

shall be spaced not more than 2 ft. apart, but there shall never be less than 1 rod along

any suspended surface.

The attachments for fastening the tie rods in place shall be approved as to type and

method of fastening to the rods and to the steel to be protected, such as welding or

bolting. They shall be spaced not more than 2 ft. apart along each rod.

4. Reinforcement

The reinforcement shall be 1 layer of 3-in. by 3-in. by No. 10, or 2-in. by 2-in.

by No. 12-gage wire mesh bent to templet before being placed, to conform as nearly as

possible to the outlines of the steel member to be encased, and it shall be placed ^ in.

from the surfaces of the member. Adjacent sheets shall lap at least 4 in., and be securely

tied with wire to each other and to the outside of each rod at about 12-in. intervals.

5. Placement

The Shotcrete shall be made and placed the same as specified for placement on

masonry. Special care shall be taken to so place shooting strips as to allow free escape

of all rebound material and, at the same time, provide straight, square exposed edges

of outside faces. The surfaces of interior members, where appearance is unimportant,

shall be brought to generally uniform lines but need not have square edges as specified

for the outer surfaces.

The minimum thickness of Shotcrete shall be 1^ in. on vertical and horizontal top

surfaces, and 2 in. on the outside edges and on the bottom of flanges of members. The

Shotcrete shall be applied in two or more courses, as may be necessary to avoid danger

of sagging.

The final surface on outside faces and on columns shall be finished before the Shot-

crete has taken final set by first screeding the surfaces and then brushing with a wide,

long-haired brush, thoroughly wetted with clean water, care being taken not to work

the surface with the brush. A flash coat finish may be used on surfaces of interior mem-

bers where, in the judgment of the engineeer, appearance is unimportant.

6. Curing and Protection

The curing and protection shall be the same as specified for Shotcrete on masonry.
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Report on Assignment 7

Methods for Improving the Quality of Concrete and Mortars
Collaborating with Committee 6—Buildings

M. S. Norris (chairman, subcommittee), M. W. Bruns, W. J. Galloway, J. F. Halpin,
L. M. Morris, G. H. Paris, C. M. Segraves.

Your commitee presents as information the following revisions of the Specifications

for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Structures to include

the use of air-entrained concrete, with the intention of offering them next year for adop-

tion and publication in the Manual. Your comments and criticisms are requested.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE AND REINFORCED
CONCRETE RAILROAD BRIDGES AND

OTHER STRUCTURES

(Revisions to Include Air-Entrained Concrete)

Page 8-3, Sect. 110. Mortar Strength. Revise to read:

Fine aggregate shall be of such quality that when made into a mortar and subjected

to the mortar strength test in accordance with the Standard Method of Test for Measur-

ing Mortar-Making Properties of Fine Aggregate, ASTM Designation C 87, the mortar

shall develop a compressive strength of not less than that developed by a mortar pre-

pared in the same manner with the same cement and Ottawa sand graded as specified

in the Standard Method of Test for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic-Cement Mortars,

ASTM Designation C 109.

Page 8-5, Sect. 119. Mortar Strength. Revise to read:

WTien subjected to the mortar strength test, the strength, at 28 days, of mortar

specimens made with the water under examination and Type I, lA, II or IIA portland

cement shall be not less than 90 percent of the strength of similar specimens made with

the same cement and with water of known satisfactory quality.

Page 8-6, Sect. 124. Quality and Methods of Sampling and Testing. Revise

to read:

Cement shall be portland cement or air-entraining portland cement as specified by

the engineer.

The entrainment of air in concrete shall be obtained by the use of air-entraining

Portland cement or by the use of an air-entraining admixture meeting the requirements

of ASTM Specification C 233.

The quality of cement and the methods of sampling and testing it shall be as required

by ASTM Specification C ISO for portland cement and C 175 for air-entraining portland

cement.

Page 8-8, Sect. 203.1. Air Content of Air-Entrained Concrete. Add new
section:

The volume of entrained air in freshly mi.xed concrete shall be not less than three

percent nor more than six percent unless otherwise specified by the engineer. The air

content shall be determined by one of the following three methods:
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(1) The gravimetric method, ASTM C 138.

(2) The volumetric method, ASTM C 173.

(3) The pressure method, ASTM C 231.

Page 8-8, Sect. 204. Assumed Strength of Concrete Mixtures. Revise second

and third paragraphs to read:

The above values are based on the use of cement and aggregates meeting the require-

ments of these specifications and the concrete being sufficiently protected from loss of

moisture and from low temperatures to insure that proper hardening will develop. When

Type III Portland cement is used in lieu of Type I or Type II portland cement, it is

assumed the above values for compressive strength will be obtained at the age of 7 days.

The above strengths may be somewhat lower when air-entrained concrete is used.

The strength of cylinders made with Types I, lA, II or IIA portland cement and

tested at the age of 7 days should not fall below 65 percent of the assumed compressive

strength at the age of 28 days. The strength of cylinders made with Type III or IIIA

Portland cement and tested at the age of 3 days should not fall below 65 percent of the

assumed minimum compressive strength at the age of 28 days shown for Types I, lA,

II and IIA portland cement.

Page 8-21, Sect. 266. General. Revise to read:

These specifications for heat curing and wet curing are based on the use of Type I,

lA, II, IIA, III, or IIIA Portland cement concrete deposited in air.

Pages 8-21, 8-22, Sect. 267. Heat Curing. Revise first and fifth paragraphs

to read:

In freezing weather, or when there is likelihood of freezing temperatures within

the specified curing period, suitable and sufficient means must be provided before con-

creting, for maintaining all concrete surfaces at a temperature of not less than SO deg. F.

for a period of not less than 7 days after the concrete is placed when Type I, lA, II,

or IIA Portland cement is used, and not less than 3 days when Type III or IIIA portland

cement is used.

When protection from cold is needed to insure meeting these specification require-

ments, all necessary materials for covering or housing must be delivered at the site of

the work before concreting is started and must be effectively applied or installed, and

such added heat must be furnished as may be necessary without depending in any way
upon the heat of hydration during the first 24 hours after concrete is placed when
Type I, lA, II or IIA portland cement is used, or the first 18 hours when Type III or

IIIA Portland cement is used. The methods of heating and protecting the concrete shall

be approved by the engineer. Manure, if used for such protection, shall not come in

contact with the concrete. Chemicals or other foreign materials shall not be mixed with

the concrete for the purpose of preventing freezing, unless approved by the engineer.

Page 8-22, Sect. 268. Wet Curing. Revise first paragraph to read:

When not otherwise specified, all concrete surfaces when not protected by forms,

must be kept constantly wet for a period of not less than 7 days after concrete is placed

when Type I, lA, II or IIA portland cement is used, or not less than 3 days when
Type III or IIIA portland cement is used.
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Page 8-23, Sect. 269. Field Tests. Insert between third and fourth para-

graphs :

The air content of freshly mixed air-entrained concrete shall be checked at least

twice daily for each class of concrete. Changes in air content above or below the amount

specified shall be corrected by adjustments in the mix design or quantities of air-entraining

material being used.

Pages 8-25, 8-26. Appendix A. Revise the following references:

C 87-47 Method of Test for Measuring Mortar-Making Properties of Fine Aggregate.

C 109-4Q Method of Test for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic-Cement Mortars.

Add the following references

C 138-44 Method of Test for Weight per Cubic Foot Yield and Air Content (Gravi-

metric) of Concrete.

C 173-42T Method of Test for Air Content (Volumetric) of Freshly Mixed Concrete.

(Tentative)

C 17S^8T Specification for Air-Entraining Portland Cement. (Tentative)

C 185^9T Method of Test for Air Content of Air-Entraining Portland Cement Mortar.

(Tentative)

C 231-49T Method of Test for Air Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by the Pressure

Method. (Tentative)

C 233-49T Method of Testing Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete. (Tentative)

Page 8-30.

Insert in the Manual on page 8-30, immediately following the "Specifications for

Portland Cement":

TENTATIVE SPECIFICATIONS FOR AIR-ENTRAINING
PORTLAND CEMENT

1951

The same as ASTM Designation C 175-48T.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Grading rules and classification of lumber for railway uses; specifications

for structural timber, collaborating with other organizations interested.

Progress report, submitted as information with the view to revising the

Manual a year hence page 628

3. Specifications for design of wood bridges and trestles.

No report.

4. Methods of fireproofing wood bridges and trestles including fire-retardant

paints, collaborating with Committee 17.

No report.

5. Specifications for design of wood culverts.

Final report with recommendation for adoption and publication in the

Manual page 635

6. Design of timber pile dolphins.

Progress report, submitted as information page 63.'?

7. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of released

materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A General

Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, A.'\R.

No report.

The Committee on Wood Bridges and Trestles,

C. H. Newlin, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 499, January 1952
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Report on Assignment 2

Grading Rules and Classification of Lumber for Railway Uses;
Specifications for Structural Timber

Collaborating with Other Organizations Interested

C. H. Newlin (chairman, subcommittee), W. L. Anderson, T. J. Boyle, F. H. Cramer,
F. J. Hanrahan, R. P. Hart, R. P. A. Johnson, A. L. Leach, C. V. Lund, F. W.
Madison, L. J. Markwardt, T. K. May, W. H. O'Brien, A. M. Westenhoff.

This is a progress report, submitted for criticism with a view to presenting a revised

report for your approval a year hence to replace Manual material now appearing under

the title Speciiications for Structural Timbers, pages 7-17 to 7-35, incl., and under the

title Notes on the Use of Stress-Grades, pages 7-107 to 7-112 incl.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL LUMBER

A. FOREWORD
L General

Lumber, including structural lumber, is the product of the saw and planing mill not

further manufactured than by sawing, resawing, passing lengthwise through a standard

planing machine, cross cutting to length and working. After the lumber is produced it is

necessary to inspect each piece individually to determine its grade. Lumber which is so

graded that working stresses may be assigned is called stress-graded or structural lumber.

Existing grading rules for structural lumber issued by the industry's regional agencies

are in conformity generally with the recommendations of the U. S. Forest Products

Laboratory as presented in U. S. Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication

No. 185*, Guide to the Grading of Structural Timbers and the Determination of Working

Stresses, and supplements thereto, and with American Lumber Standards, and the range

of grades available is adequate for railway purposes.

It is recommended that structural lumber be purchased in accordance with the

grading rules of the industry's agency publishing rules for the species.

B. ORDERING STRUCTURAL LUMBER

1. Inquiry or Purchase Order

An inquiry or purchase order for structural lumber should clearly stipulate:

a. Quantity in board feet or number of pieces.

b. Thickness, width and length.

c. Whether rough or surfaced, and extent of surfacing.

d. Stress-grade. Use the complete designation as given in the rules. Paragraph or

page numbers may be used as additional identification.

e. Species of wood.

f. The name and date of the grading rule book and the name of the organization

issuing it. It is preferable to use the most recent rule book but the designation

"current grading rules" should not be used because confusion may result due to

changes in grade names and/or paragraph or page numbers.

• Similar information may be found in ASTM Specification D 245-49T, and in the Wood
Handbook prepared by the U. .'^. Forest Products Laboratory.
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g. Any exceptions to or modifications of the grading rules such as:

(1) Lumber to be free of wane.

(2) Seasoning if desired, stating the method and acceptable moisture content.

Note that mills do not ordinarily season beam and stringer or post and

timber sizes.

(3) Special heartwood requirements.

(4) Special shear grades.

(5) Special provisions to make joist and plank or beam and stringer grades

suitable for continuous spans.

(6) Special provisions to make joist and plank or beam and stringer grades

suitable as columns or tension members.

(7) Special inspection provisions.

(8) Provisions for treatment.

Example 1: 30,000 fbm. 2x8—12 ft., S4S, 1300#f Structural Joist & Plank, Southern

Cypress, in accordance with Standard Specifications for Structural Stress—Grades of

Hardwoods and Cypress, dated 1943, issued by the National Hardwood Lumber

Association.

Example 2: 120 pieces 3x12—20 ft., S4S, Select Structural Framing, Joist, Plank &
Small Timbers, Douglas Fir, coast region, in accordance with paragraph 202 of Standard

Grading Rules for Douglas Fir, Sitka Spruce, West Coast Hemlock, Western Red Cedar

Lumber, dated August 1, 1947, revised November 1, 1948, issued by the West Coast

Bureau of Lumber Grades & Inspection, except to have 90 percent heartwood in

accordance with paragraph 225 (f).

Example 3: 48 pieces 12x12—26 ft., rough. Structural Square Edge & Sound Posts &
Timbers, Longleaf Yellow Pine, in accordance with Standard Grading Rules for South-

ern Pine Lumber dated September 1, 1948, issued by the Southern Pine Inspection

Bureau, except to be free of wane.

C. WORKING STRESSES

1. Recommended Working Unit Stresses

Recommended working unit stresses for most commercial stress-grades of lumber

have been determined in accordance with the basic principles set forth in U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication No. 185 and supplements thereto for

several conditions of use, and these stresses are given in Tables 1 and 2. For other con-

ditions the stresses should be adjusted as recommended in Sec. D. Notes on the Use of

Stress-Graded Lumber, below.

D. NOTES ON THE USE OF STRESS-GRADED LUMBER

1. Introduction

To make the most effective and efficient use of any material the designer should be

familiar with the characteristics of that material. In the following, the important char-

acteristics which affect the strength of lumber are discussed briefly. Other characteristics,

such as durability, resistance to splitting, resistance to wear, hardness, holding power of

nails, finishing characteristics, etc., are not discussed, although they may be important

and must not be overlooked.

2. Basic Stress

The term "basic stress" is used to denote the allowable working stress for lumber

which is straight grained and clear, and which will be subject to maximum load for a
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long time and will be saturated all of the time. The basic stress is not a working stress

for any commercial grade. It must be modified for the grade of the lumber and for actual

loading and moisture conditions to obtain working unit stresses. For basic stresses and

for the quantitative effect of lumber characteristics on strength see M.P. 185*. The stresses

'^iven in Tables 1 and 2 take into account the characteristics permitted in the grading

rules.

3. Knots and Holes

The distortion of the grain around a knot causes stresses across the grain which

limit the allowable stress in tension and compression parallel to grain for fully inter-

grown knots the same as for loose knots and knot holes. The effect of knots and knot

holes on compression perpendicular to the grain and on shear stress may ordinarily be

disregarded. Holes from other causes, such as bored holes, have approximately the same

effect as knots. If there are many holes or large holes or grooves made in the lumber

during fabrication and erection, their effect on stress should not be disregarded.

4. Slope of Grain

Lumber is much stronger in both tension and compression along the grain than in

any other direction and, since, in a straight beam or post, there will be a component

of stress across the grain whenever the grain is not parallel to the axis of the beam or

post, it is necessary to limit slope of grain. Ordinarily, grading rules limit the slope of

grain throughout the length of posts, but only in the middle half of beams and joists on

the assumption that the slope of grain near the ends will not be much greater than the

slope in the central part. If a beam or joist is to be used for continuous spans or a

tension member the slope of grain should be further limited (see Notes 10 and 11 under

Table 1). Since the allowable slope of grain for posts is somewhat greater than for beams

and joists, it is not considered necessary to limit specifically the slope of grain near the

ends of beams or joists which are to be used as posts.

5. Pitch and Gum Pockets, Seams and Streaks

The effect of pitch or gum on the strength of wood may be disregarded, although

it is sometimes associated with pockets or seams where the absence of wood may affect

the strength.

6. Wane

Wane is permitted in most structural grades. Its effect on the strength of the piece

in bending or compression parallel to grain is not great. Wane at a point of cross grain

bearing has a relatively large effect on the bearing stress and may cause eccentricity of

load or support. Where bearing stresses are high or eccentricity is undesirable, the struc-

ture can be designed so that the wane will be removed in framing or the lumber can be

ordered "to be free of .vane."

7. Density

Density has a large effect on the strength of lumber. For a few species a visual

inspection method has been developed which will separate the lumber into two density

classifications, but there is considerable overlap of actual densities in the two classifica-

* The designation M.P. 185 as used throughout these Notes on the Use of Stress-Graded Lumber
means Miscellaneous Publication No. 185, and supplements thereto, published by the U. S. Department
i>f Agrirulliire and titlH Ouirlp to thp rTrnding of Strurtiirfil Timbers: and the 'nptprmination of Working
.Strpssps.
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tions. If a more accurate method of density segregation, economically applicable to com-

mercial production, could be devised, a large increase in allowable stress could be made

for most lumber.

8. Warp, Cup, Bow
Warp, cup and bow may cause eccentricity of loading and torsional stresses and

difficulties in framing. For ordinary construction the stresses produced can be disregarded

if the member is straight enough for easy framing.

9. Checks, Splits, Shakes

Some grading rules limit checks, splits and shakes throughout the length of struc-

tural lumber because of their effect on hazard of decay, appearance, etc., and these con-

siderations are the primary ones in post grades. In beams and joists the checks, splits

and shakes within the middle half of the height of the piece within a distance from each

end equal to three times the height of the piece are limited because of their effect on

shear stresses. Outside of these limits checks, splits or shakes large enough to cause a

shear failure are unlikely.

10. Shear

When a beam is checked or split, or has a shake at the end, the total shear stress

on the remaining area will be less than the total for an unchecked beam because thi-

upper and lower parts of the beam will carry part of the load independent of the beam

as a whole. This distribution of shear stress in a checked beam is a function of the span

depth ratio and of the location of the loads and, therefore, cannot be compensated for

by changes in grading rules. For the detailed procedure to be followed in shear design

of rectangular beams see paragraph on Horizontal Shear, Sec. Ill, Unit Stresses, Specifica-

tions for Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles for Railroad Loading.

This procedure assumes that the beam must be safe against shear failure. A shear

failure has the effect of splitting the beam into two pieces and, therefore, if the bending

stresses in the original beam were low, the two parts of the beam might safely carry the

load after the beam had "failed" in shear. This factor is ordinarily disregarded in the

design of new structures, but should not be disregarded in rating existing structures.

11. Mismanufacture

Mismanufacture affects framing primarily. If the strength of the pieces is based <in

the smallest size permitted, mismanufacture may be disregarded.

12. Moisture Content

The strength of lumber in tension, compression and shear is a function of the moisture

content at the time and is practically independent of previous condition. However, changes

in moisture content produce checks and enlarge checks and splits already present. The
amount of checking will increase with an increase in the size of the piece and will vary

with the method of seasoning and exposure to weather. Tables 1 and 2 assume the lumber
has not become more severely checked, because of improper seasoning or severe exposure

to weather, than contemplated by the grading rules.

Under most conditions lumber which has been installed when green or .saturated

will dry out in service and prolonged exposure to moisture will be required to raise the

moisture content very much. Lumber of joist and plank sizes and larger which is not

submerged or framed to retain moisture will not acquire much moisture content in

exposure to usual weather most places in the United States. Some contact surfaces, such
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as the bearing between stringers and caps of railway trestles, are conducive to the reten-

tion of moisture, and at such surfaces it is recommended that the stresses be limited to
those applicable to green or saturated lumber.

Good timber preservatives do not affect the strength—moisture content relations.

13. Decay

Decay weakens wood. The decrease in strength may be very marked when the decay
is barely perceptible, and since decay may spread rapidly, infected structural members
should be inspected frequently until replaced. Good preservatives can protect wood
against decay for many years, and if applied by modern treating processes, properly
conducted, the damage to the wood by the treating process may be disregarded.

14. Duration of Load

The allowable load varies with the length of time the load is applied. Fig. 1 shows
graphically the approximate relation of allowable stress to time. If the load is removed
before failure is reached there will be some recovery, but so little is known about the
amount of recovery that it should be disregarded, and the duration of load should be
figured as the sum of all the lengths of time that the load is applied. If lumber is sub-
jected to several different loads with different durations, each combination should be
investigated, and if each alone is safe the lumber may be considered safe.

<^

> ff>0

1^

/zo

%

^

Durah'on of mQ-x'imum /ood - dous
CHfiGT SHOWING IS£Lfl7ION OF DE5li^N 3Tf?£ 55 TO DO/SFiT/O^J OF L0F)2).

Fig. 1.
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15. Temperature, Heat

The stresses recommended in Tables 1 and 2 and the provisions in these notes on the

use of stress-graded lumber assume the lumber is to be used under ordinary conditions

of temperature. If abnormal temperatures are anticipated the designer should refer to

the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory Report No. R 471, Effect of Heat on the Properties

and Serviceability of Wood.

16. Notches

Notches with square corners should be avoided where pos.sible because there will be

a strong tendency for a check or split to result. If a square-cornered notch is used near

the end of a piece the effective depth in computing shear should be taken as

c"

d

where c = the net depth at the notch

and d = total depth of the piece

17. Size of Bearing Area

The stresses for compression perpendicular to grain given in Tables 1 and 2 apply to

bearing 6 in. or more in length anywhere in the length of the piece and to bearings of

any length at the ends of the piece. For bearings shorter than 6 in. located 3 in. or more

from the ends the stresses may be increased in accordance with the following factors:

Length of bearing (inches) y^ 1 IJ/2 2 3 4 6 or more
Factor 1.75 1.38 1.25 1.19 1.13 1.10 1.00

For stresses under a washer the same factor may be taken as for a bearing of length

equal to the washer diameter.

18. Centrally Loaded Columns

The stresses given for compression parallel to the grain in Tables 1 and 2 are

applicable to columns or struts with an unsupported length not greater than 11 times the

least dimension of the member.

L
For columns where ~r is more than 11, the allowable stresses are:

a

P 0.274 £ L
—J- = / J \^ ^^^ ~T i^reater than A.

\d)

A" = 0.641^ —£
c

P = Total load in pounds

A r= .Area in square inches

c = Working unit stress in compression parallel to the grain

L =3 Unsupported length in inches

d = Least dimension in inches

£ = Modulus of elasticity

L
Columns should be limited to -j not more than 50.

The allowable load on a centrally loaded round column is the same as for a square

column of the same cross sectional area.
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19. Combined Axial and Bending Loads

The general formulas for safe eccentric or combined bcndini; and end loadings ol

sciuarc or rectangular wood columns are

J!_(^\ K ^ L.
A\d )~^ S '^ A . A _^

-f-
—

• — 1

/ c

L
for columns with ~^ of 11 or less, and

A\2d)
M zP P

P
f-A-

for columns with slenderness ratios of 20 or more, where

P
-J= average compressive stress induced by axial loud.

M
-^^flexural stress induced by side loads.

z = ratio of flexural to average compressive stress when both result from the same

loading, .so that the ratio remains constant while the load varies.

e = eccentricity of axial load.

d = width of column, measured in the direction of side loads and eccentricity. This

is the depth to use in computing the flexural stress.

/ = allowable working unit stress for extreme fiber in bending.

c = allowable unit stress for the member if used as a centrally loaded column.

Stresses for columns with slenderness ratios between 11 and 20 are determined by

straight-line interpolation between the formula for a slenderness ratio of 11 and the

formula for a slenderness ratio of 20.

Where side loads are such that maximum deflection and flexural stress do not occur

M
at mid-length of the column, it is generally satisfactory to consider ~^ as the maximum

flexural stress due to the load or loads, regardless of its position in the length of the

column.

A more detailed discussion may be found in U. S. Forest Products Laboratory Report

No. R 1782, Formulas for Columns with Side Loads and Eccentricity.

20. Form Factor

The size and shape of a beam affects the modulus of rupture. This effect is called

the form factor. A factor of 0.90 has been assumed in arriving at allowable stresses,

so that for rectangular beams of ordinary size no form factor need be figured. The form

factor for beams of all sizes and for round and box or I-section are given in the Wood
Handbook prepared by the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory.

21. Deflection, Permanent Set

The modulus of elasticity given in Tables 1 and 2 gives the deflection which will

occur immediately on application of load. Under long continued load there will be an

additional sag or permanent set which will be approximately equal to the elastic deflection.
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22. Factor or Safety, Variability

There are many factors affecting the strength of lumber for which no satisfactory,

commercially applicable, methods of evaluating the effects have been found. These factors

produce a variability among pieces which otherwise seem to be alike. Since the allowable

stresses of Tables 1 and 2 are based on the strength of the weakest pieces that may
occur in the grade and assume that each piece must carry its load, it follows that if a

load is carried by several members, not independent of each other, the designer could

reasonably allow somewhat higher stresses. Conversely, if the failure of a single member
would cause unusually great damage, the allowable stress on that member should be

reduced. An overload of SO percent will cause failure in only rare cases, but if the load

is doubled failures will be frequent.

Report on Assignment 5

Specifications for Design of Wood Culverts

F. E. Schneider (chairman, subcommittee), E. F. Croxson, E. L. Haberle, R. E. Jacobus,
M. W. Jackson, C. S. Johnson, W. D. Keeney, J. R. Kelley, J. C. Korte, J. M.
Montz, A. H. Schmidt, R. L. Stevens, F. L. Thompson.

Last year your committee presented, as information, a tentative draft of a plan

showing Recommended Practice for Design of Wood Culverts (Proceedings, Vol. 52,

1951, page 436), and requested comments and criticisms thereon. This plan, with revi-

sions, as shown following page 636, is now submitted with the recommendation that it be

adopted and published in the Manual.

Report on Assignment 6

Design of Timber Pile Dolphins

Milton Jarrell (chairman, subcommittee), J. C. Boston, W. C. Howe, C. S. Johnson,
W. D. Keeney, J. C. Korte, A. L. Leach, W. A. Oliver, W. H. O'Brien, W. L. Peoples,

H. S. Rimmington, A. H. Schmidt, B. J. Shadrake, Josef Sorkin, W. C. Wilder.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Your committee has made a study of the design plans and specifications for timber

pile dolphins as prepared by a number of railroads, consulting engineers, and public

authorities.

This report indicates the general purposes for which timber pile dolphins are used,

briefly describes tests which have been made on a few of these structures, and presents

plans of several dolphins to show typical details as obtained from drawings reviewed

by the committee.

Information included in the report and shown on the plans has been made complete

enough to show clearly typical dolphins designed and built by engineers most familiar

with these structures.

The dolphins shown nn plans reviewed by the committee were designed for the

following purposes:
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1. For the protection of ships and piers at bridges over navigable streams.

2. For the protection of structures and for guiding vessels into position at wharves,

docks, ferry slips, marine-railway terminals, and drydock approaches.

3. For mooring vessels.

4. For the side berthing of ships, where weather and soil conditions are favorable.

5. As markers at obstructions or angles in navigable channels.

Timber pile dolphins, most frequently constructed by railroads, are used for the

protection of bridge piers in navigable rivers, or for the protection of structures and for

guiding vessels at rail-marine terminals.

Very sturdy dolphins are required at many locations to provide ample protection.

Fleets of 12 or more steel barges are frequently handled by large tow boats. At bends

in channels, particularly during high winds, the barges often get out of control and

cause severe damage to structures. Experience has clearly demonstrated that at some

locations important structures require stronger protection than can be provided by

timber pile dolphins.

There is a scarcity of information dealing with the actual design of dolphins. The

number and arrangement of piles and the details of the dolphins on most of the plans

studied by the committee were dictated by the experience and judgment of the designing

engineer, supplemented by a study of similar structures which appeared to meet ade-

quately the purposes for which they were designed.

The committee has received some information on a few tests made on timber pile

dolphins as a check on the design proposed at particular locations. These data are pre-

sented briefly as follows:

Tests of Pile Dolphins at Lock No. 21, Mississippi River—1938—
Corps of Engineers

At this location 7 -pile dolphins were constructed as shown in Fig. 1, and tested by

ramming with a derrick boat of an estimated gross weight of 210 tons, traveling at

about \y2 mph. The action of the piles appeared satisfactory, although the deflection

at the top was about 2 ft. On two other tests, 7-piIe dolphins were demolished by an

impact of about 170 tons traveling at about 3 mph. Seven-pile dolphins with reduced

radii at the bases were tested with the same result.

Tests were made on a 13-pile dolphin, as shown in Fig. 1. This dolphin stopped

a barge with a gross weight of about 324 tons, traveling at about 3 mph. It was later

determined that 11 of the 13 piles had been sheared off.

It was concluded that the sizes of dolphins as tested were inadequate to protect

either river traffic or the structures at the location. It was further believed that dolphins

for the protection of important structures, to meet conditions similar to those at Lock

No. 21, should be able safely to stop 1000 tons moving at 2 mph., and that .such pro.

tection would be quite rugged, approaching 3 7 -pile dolphins.

Test of Pile Dolphins—U. S. Navy Submarine Base

—

1946

In connection with the building of a submarine base in 1946, the Bureau of Yards

and Docks tested 1-pile, 2-pile and 14-pile dolphins. The 14-pile dolphin was constructed

as shown in Fig. 2.

The 14-pile dolphin was designed for a horizontal live load of 21,000 lb. Specifica-

tions provided for the piles to be driven to a minimum bearing capacity of 20 tons

per pile.
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Piles varied in length from 115 ft. to 125 ft., and were driven to a penetration of

about 80 ft. below the top of sand fill at Elevation minus 22. Each pile was driven in

two sections. The bottom sections, with lengths from 37 ft. in. to 75 ft. in., were

driven with the large diameters down, and the top sections, with lengths from 50 ft. in.

to 88 ft. in., were driven with the large diameters up. The two sections of each pile

were spliced with 8-in. steel pipe sleeves 5 ft. 4 in. long. Butt diameters were about

12 to 14 in. and tip diameters at the point of splice were approximately 8 in. Thirteen

fir piles and 1 yellow pine pile were used in the 14 -pile dolphin. All piles were driven

using a water jet with a McKiernan-Terry 9-B-3 hammer to give a calculated safe load

2wh
of 20 tons, based on the formula L = „ . .

Loads were applied by a winch, as shown in Fig. 2, to produce a horizontal deflection

in increments of 6 in. at the top of the dolphin. The load was released after each 6-in.

increment of deflection. The test loads and corresponding deflections at the top of the

14-pile dolphin are shown in Test Results, Fig. 2. As the larger loads were applied, the

dolphin had a tendency to twist or rotate. The rotation was not great but the 1-in. bolts

at the top of the dolphin were bent about 1 in. and the wire rope wrappings around

the piles were deflected because of the twisting. The staples did not pull out or fail. The

test loads remained practically constant after a load of 25 tons was reached, and the

horizontal deflection increased from 42 in. to 66 in. The dolphin did not fail, although

there was a permanent deflection of 38 in. after the final load was released.

In a similar test on a 2-pile dolphin, failure occurred wdth a load of 2S00 lb. and a

horizontal deflection of 66 in. Both piles broke at the same time at Elevation minus 26.

The single-pile dolphin failed at a 2600-lb. load with a horizontal deflection of 72 in.

This pile also broke at Elevation minus 26.

Typical Plans

A few drawings have been prepared from the many plans received by the committee

to show typical timber pile dolphins. The information included on the plans has been

made complete enough to show clearly the details used in constructing the dolphins and

to indicate the purposes for which they were designed.

The following plans are an important part of this report:

Fig. 1—Details of 7-Pile Dolphins and 13-Pile Dolphins—Used for protection and

guides at Lock No. 21, Mississippi River. (Description of tests on these

dolphins is included in this report)

Fig. 2—14-Pile Dolphins, U. S. Navy Submarine Base—Details and Test Results.

(Description of dolphin and of tests is included in this report)

Fig. 3—19-Pile Dolphins—Used as protection of bridge piers.

Fig. 4—37-Pile Dolphins—^Used as protection at rail-marine tcrniinal unloading

pier.

Fig. 5—31 -Pile Dolphins—Used as protection of bridge piers.

Fig. 6—20-Pile Dolphins—Used at U. S. Navy Dock.

Fig. 7—30-Pile Dolphins—Used for protection of bridge piers.

Some designers prefer a cluster of piles driven in close contact for the purpose of

having the piles act as a unit when they are securely wrapped near the top of the

dolphin and near the water line with wire rope or chains. Some of the piles may be

driven with the large diameter down to provide a more compact cluster. This type of
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dolphin is shown in P^igs. 1, 4 and 7. Dolphins so constructed must depend entirely on

the material around their perimeter for support.

Other designers space the piles in the dolphins about as required for foundation piles,

so that the strength of each pile can be developed by the surrounding material. The piles

are then pulled together at the top and wrapped with wire rope or chain. Timber wedges

or blocking may be placed between the piles near the water line to distribute horizontal

impacts and assist in making the dolphin act as a unit. This type of dolphin is shown

in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6.

A sketch showing the locations of the dolphins has been included on each of the

plans accompanying this report. Generally, the details of the dolphins and the location

plans agree with the drawings from which they were obtained. The plans which accom-

pany this report are representative of the many received by the committee. Many other

drawings reviewed show equally as good details.

Your committee is continuing its study on this assignment. Additional data and

comment will be appreciated.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

H. G. Morgan (chairman, subcommittee), Bernard Blum, J. A. Droege, Jr., J. S. Findlev,

A. S. Haigh, W. H. Huffman, J. E. K. Krvlow, R. E. Nottingham, W. C. Pinschmidt,

C. V. TaUey, J. W. Wheeler.

Your committee recommends the following revisions:

Item 1

Delete page 9-32 and substitute new drawing, Fig. 4—Sign for Harrier. Change is

made to conform to present recommended practice of the American Association of State

Highway Officials.

Yellow BackGroundi

Black Letters

"ROAD" or "STREET

Black Border-

30"

STOP

h'-fc-i''-^^-^^-^^-"

Scale in Fee"V

Fig. A—Sign for Barrier.

All Signs Shall be Reflectorized.

Reflectorization may be by: (1) A yellow reflecting coating

covering entire sign background; (2) white or clear reflecting

buttons in the black letters; (3) a black horizontal panel in which
white or yellow letters are made of reflecting coating or set with
clear reflecting buttons; or (4) a white horizontal panel of reflect-

ing coating on which the letters appear in black. The panel, if

used, should be just wide enough to accommodate the line of

lettering, with necessary margins above and below the lettering.

Item 2

New requisites of Signal Section for "No Right Turn," or "No Left Turn" signs,

with Sig. Sec. 1488A, are recommended for adoption and inclusion in the Manual, to

begin on page 9-lOS, subject to final approval of these requisites and drawing by the

AAR. For drawing see page 650.
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REQUISITES FOR "NO RIGHT TURN" OR "NO LEFT
TURN" SIGNALS

1952

1. Purpose

(a) These requisites are for the purpose of setting forth the recommended general

requirements for "No Right Turn" or "No Left Turn" signals for highway crossings at

grade over railroad tracks.

2. Application

(a) On highways adjacent to and approximately paralleling a railroad, which inter-

sect or join another highway that crosses the railroad, signals displaying the legend "No

Right Turn" or "No Left Turn" on the approach of a train may be used to supplement

the highway grade crossing signals which are located at the crossing.

3. Aspect

(a) The aspect shall be that of an illuminated sign, bearing the legend "No Right

Turn" or "No Left Turn" surmounted by a flashing yellow marker light.

4. Mounting

(a) Signal shall be placed preferably to the right of the parallel highway approaching

the crossing and as close to the intersection as practicable.

(b) The center of the sign shall be not less than 7 ft. nor more than 9 ft. above

the surface of the highway, and the center of the marker shall be approximately 2 ft.

higher.

(c) Mounting of sign and marker on ma.st shall conform to Sig. Sec. 1482 or Sig.

Sec. 1483.

5. Painting

(a) Pipe, base, pinnacle, brackets, and clamps shall be painted in accordance with

Specification 120, Signal Section Manual, Part 110, with a finishing coat of white or

aluminum when installed.

6. Design and Assembly

(a) Signal shall conform to Sig. Sec. 1488.

(b) Sign shall conform to Sig. Sec. 1481.

(c) Sign shall be in accordance with Specification 231, Signal Section Manual, Part

237.

(d) Marker shall be in accordance with Specification 190, Signal Section Manual,

Part 166, or Specification 232, Signal Section Manual, Part 244, except to display yellew

and arranged for fastening to bracket, Sig. Sec. 1485.

7. Operation

(a) Controls for the operation of the signal shall be in accordance with Requisites

for Control of Automatic Highway Grade Crossing Signals and Devices.

Item 3

Subject to their final approval by the AAR, revise the drawings for crossing pro-

tection signals as listed below to conform to changes recently adopted by the Signal

Section, AAR. Revisions cover minor details and addition of reference to reflex-reflecting

sheet type signs on sign assembly drawings. Detail sign drawings have boon revised to
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ELECTRIC LIGHT UNIT

:

AAR SI6.SEC. SPEC. 190, MANUAL BM?r IG6 OR
AAR SIG. SEC. SPEC. 232, MANUAL RMTT 244

,

EXCEPT TD DISPLAY YELLOW.

J2452

MOUNTING IN ACCORDANCE WITK:
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NOTE:
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SCALE AND ALL DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES
UNLESS OTHERWISE INDIUTED

NO rightturn" or "no lef turn" signal-assembly AAR
SI6.SEC.

I488A|M-1950|SERI950

Fig. 1.
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provide separate new drawings for back plates so they may be ordered separately. The
drawings in the Manual affected are as follows:

Page 9- 54 Fig. 2—Replace Sig. Sec. 1691D with 1691E.

Page 9- 55 Fig. 3—Replace Sig. Sec. 1692B with 1692D.

Page 9- 56 Fig. 4—Replace Sig. Sec. 1693C with 1693E.

Page 9- 59 Fig. 7—Replace Sig. Sec. 1642D with 1642F.

Page 9- 60 Fig. 8—Replace Sig. Sec. 1643D with 1643F.

Page 9- 61 Fig. 0—Replace Sig. Sec. 1645C with 1645E.

Page 0- 07 Fig. 2—Replace Sig. Sec. 1653E and accompanying "Directions"

with 16S3F.

Page 9- 98 Fig. 3—Replace Sig. Sec. 1654E and accompanying "Directions"

with 1654F.

Page 9- 99 Fig. 4—Replace Sig. Sec. 1651E and accompanying "Directions"

with 165 IF.

Page 9-100 Fig. 5—Replace Sig. Sec. 1652E and accompanying "Directions"

with 1652F.

Page 9-101 Fig. 6—Replace Sig. Sec. 1646C with 1646E.

Page 9-102 Fig. 7—Replace Sig. Sec. 1648C with 1648E.

Page 9-103 Fig. 8—Replace Sig. Sec. 1686E with 1686F.

Page 9-104 Fig. 9—Replace Sig. Sec. 1688C with 1688D.

Page 9-116 Fig. 4—Replace Sig. Sec. 1489C with 1489E.

Page 9-117 Fig. 5—Replace Sig. Sec. 1491C with 1491D.

The new drawings appear on pages 652 to 667 incl.

Item 4

Subject to its approval by the AAR, add drawing recently adopted by the Signal

Section, AAR, covering a highway crossing signal and gate with a pedestal mounting.

This is in addition to the present drawing covering highway crossing signal and gate

with mast mounting now in the Manual. This differs only in the manner of mounting

from present standard highway crossing signal and gate, Sig. Sec. 14S9E. Drawing to be

added is Sig. Sec. 1462B, shown on page 668.

Item 5

On page 9-26 are Requisites for Floodlighting of Highway-Railway Grade Crossings.

Delete Art. 12, which now reads as follows:

"Floodlighting at crossings may, where practicable, be automatically controlled b\

track circuits. The track circuits shall be of sufficient length to insure the crossing being

illuminated for not less than 20 seconds before the arrival of the fastest train operating

over the crossing."

Substitute the following wording:

"12. Floodlighting should be used to show the presence of trains in the vicinity of a

crossing. It must not be used as ;i substitute for warning signals to indicate the approach

of trains."

Delete Article 13, which now reads as follows:

"Circuits for automatic control of floodlighting shall be so arranged that the lights

will burn until the rear end of the railroad equipment has cleared the crossing."

Sub.stitute the following wording:

"13. Where floodlighting is used in conjunction with .lutnmatic warning signals,

track circuit control may be employed if practicable."
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12452

16921,16922,
6323,16924

17151 OR 17152

NOTE 5

164512, 164513,

164514, 164515,

17191 OR 17192

NOTE 5

4 INCH PIPE II FT. 6 LONG

12 24 36
I.. I.. I.

TOP OF FOUNDATION G INCHES
ABOVE CROWN OF HIGHWAY

SCALE AND AlLDINflENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

NOTES:
I - SIGN, INDICAT1N& NUMBER OF TTJACKS, TO BE USED WHERE

THERE ARE TWO OR MORETTJACKS. THE NUMBER DISPLAYED

ON THE SI6N SHALL BETHETCTAL NUMBER CROSSED, INCLUDING

SIDINGS. TOE DISTANCE THAT SHAIL BE ASSUMEDTO SEPARATE

"nWCKS BEFORE AN ADDITIONAL CROSSING SIGN IS CONSIDERED

IS 100 FT. UNLESS LOaLCONOmUNS REQUIRE OTHERWISE.

2 - HEIGHT MAY BE VARIED AS REQUIRED BY LOCAL CONDITIONS.

3 -IT IS PERMISSIBLE TD PLACE REFLECTOR SIGNS ON EXISTING POST

4-PIPE, BASE, PINNACLE AND CLAMPS SHALL BE PAINTED WHITE

OR ALUMINUM.
5 -SPECIFY SIGNS REQUIRED,

14492

16941 OR 16942 MAY BE USED WHEN SPECIFIED

HIGHWAY CROSSIKG SIGN
50 " REFLECTOR TYPE - ASSEMBLY

I M-I95IISEP. 1951 1 M-1347|StP.I947|M- 1945 lOCT 19451 M-I940IOCT 19401 M-I939|MAR 1939

AAR
SIG. SEC

I69IE

Fig. 2.
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Material and painting sliall be in accordance with Specifications 155 and 156,
SJL'nal Section Manual Parts 44 and 43.

Fig. 4.
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STAINLESS STEEL OR BRONZE
MACHINE SCREWS AND NUTS,

THEFT-RESISTING TYPE. 16554 FOR 4 INCH PIPE

IG55I . 5 " -

16972 « 6

16982 u 8

REFLfCTOR UMtT TYPE AS SHOWN

16428 RAILROAD CROSSING SIGN COMPLETE, stnthetic enamel finish, specify pipe size.

16429 II II II II VITREOUS II II f 11 n n

REaEX- REFLECTING SHEET TYPE

164210 RAILROAD CROSSING SIGN COMPLETE, specify pipe size.

12 24

SCALE AND AU. DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

ON FROIfr PLATIS ONLY.

RAILROAD CROSSING SIGN
90° REFLECTOR TYPt FOR 4 TO 8 INCH PIPE - ASSEMBLY

M-1951 ISEP B5IIM-I950 |SEPI950[M-I947 |SEP I947| MM942Tocfl"3AZ| M-1937 IMAR I337| M-1933|MAYI93I

AAR
SIG SEC

1642 F

Fig. 7.
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^-Ii|k4-]ij

OJ—K»
S ><

= g
8:

NOTE I : HOLES SUITABLE FOR THEFT-RESISTING

r«T>E SCREWS AND NUTS.

NOTE 2: unless drawn, corners shall be

CLOSED BY WELDING.

NOTE 3: embossing required for syNTHEnc

ENAMEL ONLY.

NOTE 4: HOLES FOR REFLECTOR UNITS SHALL BE

^ AFTER ENAMaiHG.

? ^ '.^

< _i -i

S -^ -

m 2 in UD

SS§2

1 ?
SCALES AND All DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHS

FRONT PLATES FOR RAILROAD CROSSING SIGN
90 • REFLECTOR UNfrTYPE - DETAILS

1VM95I |srPI95 l|M-1950 |SEP.I9S0| M-I947"[SE"p laiTi M-1942 |0CT.I94?| M-1937 |MAR.I937| M - 1333

1

MAy1333

accordant
Manual P

Fig. 8.

AAR
S16.SEC.

I643F

Material and painting shall be in accordance with Specifications 155 a«d 1S6,

Signal Section Manual Parts 44 and 43.
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BOLT, SPECIFY AS REQUIRED

16554. FOR 4 INCH PIPE

16551 a 5 II II

16972 n 6 II II

16982 II 8 It II

STAINLESS STEEL OR
BRONZE MACHINE SCREWS
AND NirrS, THEFT-RESIST
ING TiPi.

REFLECTOR UNIT TYPE AS SHOWN

164512 TRACKS SIGH GOMPL. SYifTOETic emamel fimish, specify numeral and pipe size

164513 II II II Vitreous n « ,* " t> » « «

REFLEX -REFLECTING SHEET TYPE

164514 TRACKS SIGN COMPL. specify numeral and pipe size.

ON FRONT PUTtS ONLY

12 3 J_-
SCALE AND AU tMMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

NUMBER OF TRACKS SIGN
REFLECTOR TYPE FOR 4 TO 8 INCH PIPE -ASSEMBLY

IM-l951|$tP.B5l|MH949|SEP.I9»9!M-l9*7|SEPI947| M-1937 |Mmi937| M-1933 |MAYB33

AAR
SI6.SEC

I645E

Material and paintiac shall be in accordance with Specifications 155 and 156,

Signal Section Manual Parts 44 and 43.

Fig. 9.
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12452 (4 INCH PIPE)

12451(5 " " )

16404. 16428. 16429,
164210 OR I7I7I

16444,164512,164513,

164514 OR I7I9I

16565,16566,16567 OR 16568

ELECTRIC LIGHT UNITS

AAR SI6. SEC. SPEC. 190,

MANUAL PART 166 OR
AAR SIG. SEC. SPEC. 232,
MANUAL PART 244.

16467, 16468,
I64€9 OR 17201

NOTE:
THIS DRAWING IS TYPICAL AND VARIATIONS

IN THE MOUNTINGS ARE PERMISSIBLE.

4 OR 5 INCH PIPE

14492 (4 INCH PIPE

)

14471 (5 " )

TOP OF FOUNDATION

6 IN. ABOVE CROWN OF HIGHWAY

16941 (4 INCH pipe)

11078(5 " " )

24 36

SCALE AND All DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNAL
FLASHING UGKT TYPE WITH STOP ON RED SIGNAL SIGN ASSEMBLY

IVI-l9.SliSEP. 1951 1 M-I947|SEPI947|M-I945|0CT. 19451 M-l940|0Cr.l940|M-l937|MAR1937|M-l934|MABI93

Fig. 2.

AAR
5IGSEC.

34!I653P
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TOP OF FOUNDATION

6 IN. ABOVE CROWN OF HIGHWAY

124-52 (4 INCH PIPE)

12451 (5 n " )

,^y 16404.16428. 16429,
<b/ 164210 OR I7I7I

16444,164512.164513.

164514 OR 17191

16565, 16566, 16567 OR IG568

ELECTT?IC UGHT UNITS

AAR SI6 SEC SPEC. 190,

MANUAL PART 166 OR
AAR SIG.SEC SPEC. 232,

MANUAL PART 244.

NOTE:
ILLUMINATED SIGN SHALL DISPLAY THE WORD
"STOP" IN RED LETTERS TOWARD HIGHWAY

TT?AFFIC APPROACHING T><E NEAR SIDE OF THE

CROSSING ONLY WHILE SIGNAL LIGHTS ARE

FLASHING.
THIS DRAWING IS TYPICAL AND VARIATIONS

IN THE MOUNTINGS ARE PERMISSIBLE. •

4 OR 5 INCH PIPE

14492 (4 INCH PIPE'

14471 (5 » « ,

16941 (4 INCH PIPE )

1078(5 " " )

12

L..,. I

SCALE ANDAa DIMENSIONS GIVDI IN INCHES
UNLESS OTHtRWISE INDICATED

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNAL
FLASHING UGHT TYPE WITH STOP SIGN - ASSEMBLY

M-I95I [SEP. I95I|M-I947|SEP 19471 M-1945 log 19451 M-I940|OCTI94C|M-I337|MAR 1937 IM-1934IMAR 1934

Fig. 3.
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16404,16428,16429,
164710 OR 17171

NOTE:

mis DRAWING IS TYPICALAND VARIATIONS

IN TWE MOUNTINGS ARE PERMISSIBLE.

16444,164512,164513,

164514 OR I7I9I

16487, 16488

16489 0RI72II

5 INCH PIPE

11078

TOP OF FOUNDATION

6 IN. ABOVE CROWN OF HIGHWAY

12
..I I

36 48

SCALE AND Aa DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

UNLESS OmERWISE INDICATED

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNAL
WIG-WAG TYPE WITH STOP WHEN SWINGING SIGN - ASSEMBLY

AAR

M-T95I ISEP 1951 1 M-1947 |SEP.I947| M-1945 lOCT.msl M-1940 lOCT m0iM-1937IMAR1937|M-l93JTMARI')VM IPJT

Fig. 4.
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12451

16404,16428,16429,
164210 OR I7I7I

16444.164512,164513,

164514 OR I719I

MOTE:
ILLUMINATED SIGN SHALL DISPLAY THE WORD
"STOP" IN RED LETTERS TOWARD HIGHWAY

TRAFFIC APPROACHING THE NEAR SIDE OFTHE

CROSSING ONLY WHILE WIG-WAG IS SWINGING.

THIS DRAWING IS TYPICAL AND VARIATIONS

IN THE MOUNTINGS ARE PERMISSIBLE.

5 INCH PIPE

1078

TOP OF FOUNDATION

G IH. ABOVE CROWN OF HIGHWAY

SCALE AW) Aa DIMEMSIOHS GIVEN IN INCHES

UNLESS OTXERWISE INDtaTEB

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNAL
WI6-WA6 TYPE WITH STOP SIGN -ASSEMBLY

M-l95l|Sg>.l95l|M-l947|StP.I947|M-l945|OCTI34S|M-l940lQCTI340iM-l337|MARiea7|M-l934lMARI9^652F

AAR
SIG StC

Fig. 5.
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STAINLESS STEEL OR BRONZE
MACHINE SCREWS AND NUTS,

THEFT-RESISnNG TYPE

16554 FOR 4 INCH PIPE

16551 1. 5 .. ...
16972 M 6 I. n ^
IG982 "

'

16477

RERECTOR UNIT TYPE AS SHOWN

16467 STOPOH RED SIGNALSIGN COMPLETE, smHETic ENAMEL FINISH, specify pipe size

16468 » « H u •• • VITREOUS >< >! * .( » n

REFLIX-REFLECTIN6 SHEET TYPE

16469 STOPOH RED SIGNAL SIGH COMPLETE, specify pipe size

* ON FRONT PLATE ONLY

3 6 9 12

SCALE AND ALL DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

I I

STOPON RED SIGNAL SIGN
REFLECTOR TYPE FOR 4 TO 8 INCH PIPE - ASSEMBLY

M-t95l|SFP.195)|M-l95D|SEP.I950|M^I947|SEP.iat7| M-I937|MARI937| M-1933 |MAY 1933

AAR
SI6.SEC.

I646E

Fig. 6.
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STAINLESS STEEL OR BRONZE
MACHINE SCREWS AND H\JT^

THEFT-RESISTING TVTE

16554 FOR 4 INCH PIPE

1655! I, 5
16972 H 6
16982 II 8

16477

4f_t

17031

REFLECTOR UNIT TYPE AS SHOWN
16487 STOP WHEN SWINGING SIGN COMPLETE, stnthetic ENAMEL RNISH, SPECIFY PIPE SIZE.

16488 It H B H II VITREOUS II II f II UN
REFLEX -RERECTING SHEETTYPE

IG489 SrOPWHEH SWINGING SIGN COMPLETE, specify pipe size.

* OH FRONT PLATE ONLY

24

SCALE AND AIL DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

STOP WHEN SWINGING SIGN
REFLEaOR TVPE FOR 4- TO 8 INCH PIPE - ASSEMBLY

I
M-I95I|SEP.I95I|M-1950|SEP 19501 M-l347|SEPI947|M-l337|MARIS37|M-l933|Ktfy 1933

AAR
SIG SEC

I648E

Fig. 7.
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IZ

SCALE AND ML DIMINSIONS GIVEN IN INCHES

UNLESS OmiRWISf INWCATIO.

aECmiCUGKT UNITS

AARSIG. SEC SPEC. 190

MANUAL PART 166 OR
AAR SIG.SEC SPEC.
232 MANUAL PART
244.

NOTE I

:

I

16861 INCLUDES LADDER. CANnLEVER

STRUCTDRE WITH PLATFORM AND

4 INCH MAST. DOES NCn" INCLUDE

SIGNS, aASHlNG LIGHT UNITS, JUNCnON

BOX AND TXEIR FimNGS.

16861 MAST ASSEMBLY ONLY, NOTC 1.

16862 SIGNAL COMPL. AS SHOWN.

(SPECIFY LENGTTI OF SPAN)

FOUNDATION TO EXTEND
NOT LESS THAN 5 FT.

BELOW GROUND UNE

TOP OF FOUNDATION

6 IN. ABOVE CROWN OF HIGHWAY 11078^

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNAL
FLASHING UGKTTYPE, 6 FT AND 8 FT. CANTILEVER SPAM -ASSEMBLY

I H/t-l95l ISH'.l95l|M-l94.7|SEP.1347|M-l9ASKX:T.I9A5|M-l342|0CT.I9<2lM-l340|0a.l94OlM-l937 lMAR.1337

Fig. 8.

AAR
SIG.SEC

I686F
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Fig. 9.
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^
K
^

^ = OS

-H < -I

sfiii

^ SO; at S z

ff^ r«l O -^ -J Q-

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNAL
FLASHING LIGHT TYPE WITH SUSPENDED LIGHTS AND MAST MOUNTED GATt- ASSEMBLY

IVI-I95I |SEP.i95l l M-l950|SEP.I950lM-l947|SEP.I947|VI-l945|OtT I945IM-l94310CTi3«

AAR
SIG.SEC.

I489E

Bolts, nuts and threads shall be in accordance with Specifications for Bolts NuU and Threads,

Signal Section Manual Part 17. Spring Lock Washers shall be of Carbon Steel.

(ASA Current Specification B27.1 is preferred where practicable).

Fig. 4.
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Boli>. nuts and threads shall be in accordance with Specifications for Bolts, Nuts and Threads,

Signal Section Manual Part 17.

Fig. 5.
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a if 11w 0.5: e =

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNAL
FIASHING UGHT TYPE WIDt EXTENDED UGHTS AND PEDESTAL MOUMTH) GATE- ASSEMBLY

AAR
SI6.SEC.

I462BlM-1951 |gP.I95l|M-1950|Sgl950

Bolts, nuts and threads shall be in accordance with Specification for Bolts, Nuts and Threads,

Signal Section Manual Part 17. Spring Lock Washers shall be of Carbon Steel.

(ASA Current Specification B27.1 is preferred where practicable).

Fig. 6.
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Report on Assignment 2

Design and Specifications for Full-Depth Plank Crossings

R. E. Nottingham (chairman, subcommittee), Bernard Blum, F. N. Beighley, H. D. Blake,

D. A. Br>an, M. H. Corbyn, W. R. Dunn, Jr., P. W. Elmore, W. H. Huffman,
R. W. Middleton, R. J. Pierce, D. A. Steel, C. V. Talley, V. R. WalUng.

The AREA Manual contains Specifications for the Construction of Wood Plank

Crossings, pages 9-7 and 9-8, which were adopted originally in 1934. At the 1951 annual

meeting your committee presented, for comment and criticism, a proposed revision of

these specifications (see Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, page 214) expanded over the existing

specifications to cover both the full-depth type and the shimmed-plank type construction

of wood plank crossings. These revised specifications, with only minor editorial changes,

are now presented for adoption and publication in the Manual, in substitution for the

existing specifications appearing on pages 9-7 and 9^-8.

Report on Assignment 4

Location of Highways Parallel with Railways

W. C. Pinschmidt (chairman, subcommittee), Bernard Blum, H. D. Blake, W. R. Dunn
Jr., J. S. Findley, L. W. Green, C. I. Hartsell, W. J. Hedley, G. A. Heft, W. H
Huffman, T. J. Jaynes, J. A. Jorlett, J. R. C. Macredie, Walker Paul, R. J. Pierce

H. E. Snyder.

Last year your committee presented as information a tentative draft of recommended

principles for guidance in long-range planning that involves development of property

and location of parallel highways in areas close to existing railroads (Proceedings, Vol

52, 1951, pages 215 and 217).

This subject has been handled very actively by the committee during the past year.

Because of the increasing importance of the subject and the many benefits to public

safety and convenience possible through adherence to the principles set forth, the report

is submitted with the recommendation that it be adopted and published in the Manual.

LOCATION OF HIGHWAYS PARALLEL WITH RAILWAYS
1952

Many instances have occurred in the past where highways have been built parallel

with and close to existing lines of railroad, followed later by the construction of spur

or connecting tracks crossing the highways at grade to serve industrial plants subse-

quently established beyond the highways. In other instances, in residential areas, after

streets or highways have been built parallel with and close to existing railroad tracks,

it has been found necessary to construct streets through an area and across the main

running tracks of the railroad at grade in order to serve the area more adequately. Many
such cases have not only increased the number of grade crossings, but have greatly

increased the accident potential.

To minimize hazards and inconveniences to all who might be affected the following

principles are recommended for the guidance of railroads, industries, public authorities,

and developers of property, in cooperative planning for the future. Adherence to these

principles will insure the locating of highways with due regard to expected traffic con-

ditions and with proper attention to safety, and will have the effect of holding to the
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minimum the construction of public highways close to and parallel with railroad tracks.

Reference to highways in these recommendations includes streets, avenues, boulevards,

rural roads, through or arterial highways, limited access highways, freeways and

parkways.

Industrial or Manufacturing Areas in or Near Cities

It is desirable that public highways paralleling railroad main tracks be located far

enough away from railroad rights-of-way to make possible the industrial development

of suitable areas without having service tracks cross public thoroughfares. The minimum

distance between railroad tracks and parallel public roads in industrial areas in or near

cities should be 500 ft., with 800 ft. preferable in the case of small and medium plants,

and 2000 ft. where large plants are to be accommodated.

The number of public highways crossing railroad main tracks, whether over, under,

or at the grade of such tracks within a given industrial area should be kept to the mini-

mum. To minimize the interference with track connections serving industrial plants, it is

desirable that any such crossings of highways and main tracks be located not closer

than Yt. mile apart, measured along the tracks.

Where highways generally parallel with main tracks intersect highways that cross

the main tracks, there should be sufficient distance between the tracks and the highway

intersection to permit appropriate roadway connections that will enable highway traffic

in all directions to move expeditiously with safety.

Urban Residential or Retail Commercial Areas

It is desirable that streets paralleling railroad main tracks in urban residential or

retail commercial areas be located at least 200 ft. from the normal right-of-way of the

railroad.

It is desirable that highway crossings of main tracks, whether over, under or at grade

of these tracks, be located not closer than Y?. mile apart, measured along the tracks.

Where a community has been built up alongside a main line of a railroad, and there

are numerous streets crossing main tracks, with other streets generally parallel with and

close to the tracks, the parallel streets in some instances can be effectively used to serve

as outlets for the intermediate intersecting streets, thus enabhng the abandonment of

some of the intermediate grade crossings.

Where a community is to be developed alongside a main line of a railroad, the

number of highway crossings of main tracks should be kept to the minimum. This can

be accomplished by planning the street layout of the area so that a limited number of

streets will cross the tracks, while others will end at the parallel street nearest the railroad

right-of-way.

When property adjacent to a railroad is in a transition stage, such as from retail

commercial to either light or heavy industrial, planning for changes of highways in the

area should include possible future rail service requirements that would be brought about

by the changed conditions and the subsequent industrial development. Care should be

taken to avoid locating such public highways immediately adjacent to railroad right-of-

way or station grounds.

Rural Areas

Where pubhc highwaj's are planned to be constructed generally parallel with rail-

road main tracks in other than urban residential or retail commercial areas, it is desirable

that they be located at least 1000 ft. from the railroad main tracks.
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When it is proposed to locate or reconstruct a highway generally parallel with a

railroad in a rural area, the possibility of locating manufacturing or industrial plants

along the Une of railroad should not be overlooked.

Even though there may appear to be no immediate plan for the establishment of

either light or heavy manufacturing plants in the area in question, and topographic

features do not preclude such development, before planning construction of a new high-

way parallel with the railroad, consideration should be given to the factors that would

influence the selection of a site or sites for the location of such manufacturing or indus-

trial plants. Sufficient space should ordinarily be reserved to permit such location of

plants adjacent to the railroad without interference from a new highway. Therefore, if it

is proposed to construct a new highway generally parallel with a railroad in a rural

area, it is desirable to locate the highway at least 1000 ft. from the railroad main tracks.

Crossing Protection

At locations where streets generally parallel with railroad main tracks intersect cross

streets near grade crossings of such main tracks, suitable highway traffic control pro-

tection should be provided to protect the traffic moving from the parallel streets, intend-

ing to cross the main tracks, in the event of a train movement. Likewise, adequate pro-

tection should be provided to take care of traffic crossing the main tracks to enter the

parallel streets. If automatic or manually-operated crossing protection is used at these

crossings the highway traffic control signals should be interconnected with the crossing

protection to prevent the trapping of highway vehicles on the tracks.

Report on Assignment 7

Design and Specifications for Pavements in Railway Tracks

Collaborating with Committee 5

C. I. Hartsell (chairman, subcommittee), O. C. Benson, H. D. Blake, D. A. Brvan,
P. W. Elmore, J. S. Findley, L. W. Green, W. H. Huffman, J. T. Hoelzer, J. A.

Jorlett, R. E. Nottingham, R. R. Thurston, J. W. Wheeler.

Your committee submits the following specifications to cover the construction of

tracks in a paved area. These specifications are submitted for adoption and publication

in the Manual.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRACKS
IN A PAVED AREA

(For Highway-Railway Grade Crossings, see Appropriate Specifications)

1. Scope
These specifications cover the furnishing and placing of materials necessary to the

installation of tracks in a paved area.

2. Use

This construction is not recommended for main-line tracks or for areas where track

surfacing is required.

3. Special Track Construction

The track structure and subgrade shall be constructed in accordance with .ARK.A

recommended practice, except that ballast shall be placed onl\ to an elevation of S in
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or more below the bottoms of the ties. Rail through the paved area shall be free from

joints.

The first pour of concrete shall be made before the track is in place. Proper surface

and line shall be obtained by the use of shims placed underneath the ties. The shims shall

be of approved hardwoods.

4. Design

The concrete shall be poured in two courses. The first pour shall be for the full width

of the construction, and to a true surface in the plane of the bottoms of the ties so as to

eliminate as much as possible the use of shims. The second pour shall completely encase

the ties and shall extend 6 in. beyond both ends of the ties. The second pour shall be

brought to a surface in the plane of the tops of the rails, for the full width of the con-

struction, except for the space next to the ball of the rail, described as follows:

On the gage side of the rails there shall be a space 2J^ in wide, extending from the

top of the ball to the base of the ball of the rail. On the outside of the rails there shall

be a bevel J4 '" ^^ depth and 3 in. in width at the top of the rails.

Reinforcement of the concrete in the first pour shall consist of eight ^-in. round

bars, or equal, running longitudinally the full length of the construction on IS-in. centers.

There shall be ^-in. round bars transverse with the track at a minimum depth of 4 in.

below the bottoms of the ties. The transverse steel shall be spaced at iS-in. intervals

throughout the length of the construction. There shall be a 2^-in. minimum cover of

concrete between the reinforcing bars and the edges of the construction.

Reinforcement of the concrete in the second pour shall consist of eight 54-ii^- round

bars running longitudinally the full length of the construction, these bars to be placed

in 4 pairs, with the bars in each pair spaced 3 in. apart. These pairs of bars are to be

located on opposite sides of both rails, with the center of each pair located 1 ft. from

the center of the rail. Bars shall be supported in a position half way between the tops

of the ties and the top surface of the finished concrete. A minimum lap of 12 in. should

be used on reinforcing steel.

5. End of Concrete

The end of the concrete shall be squared up with the track and shall be at the near

face of a tie. It shall be beveled from the top surface of the concrete to the top of tie

on a plane making an angle of 30 deg. with the horizontal.

6. Concrete

Concrete shall conform to AREA specifications for concrete, with a minimum com-

pressive strength of 3300 psi. in 28 days. High -early -strength concrete may be used where

conditions require. Air-entrained concrete may also be used if desired. All concrete mate-

rials shall conform to requirements of AREA specifications. The concrete shall be care-

fully placed under the ties and around the reinforcement so as to leave no voids in the

finished slabs. The top of the concrete shall be brought to a true surface and finished.

7. Steel

Steel for reinforcement shall conform to AREA specifications. Bars shall be

thoroughly cleaned and free from rust, and shall be carefully placed and effectively

secured so that the specified covering shall be provided.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

L Stimulate greater appreciation on the part of railway managements of

a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of colleges

and universities, and

b) the necessity for providing adequate means for recruiting such graduates

and of retaining them in the service by establishing suitable programs

for training and advancement.

Progress report, presented as information page 676

2. Stimulate among college and university students a greater interest in the

science of transportation and its importance in the national economic struc-

ture, by cooperating with and contributing to the activities of student organ-

izations in colleges and universities.

Progress report, presented as information page 676

3. The cooperative system of education, including summer employment in rail-

way service.

Progress report, presented as information page 680

The Committee on Cooperative Relations with Universities,

C. G. Grove, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 499, January 19S2.
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Report on Assignment 1

Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part of Railway
Managements of:

a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates

of colleges and universities, and

b) the necessity for providing adequate means for recruiting such

graduates and of retaining them in the service by establishing

suitable programs for training and advancement.

J. B. Akers (chairman, subcommittee), M. B. Allen, H. R. Clarke, C. G. Grove,
Clark Hungerford, G. A. Kellow, N. W. Kopp, F. J. Lewis, C. H. Mottier, R. B.
Rice, R. J. Stone, R. C. White, A. D. Wolff, Jr.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

A letter with questionnaire has been sent to the managements of all Class I Rail-

roads to develop the extent to which the railroads have programs for training technical

graduates for supervisory and managerial positions. It is hoped that this will call atten-

tion to the importance of developing means of attracting and training young men for

service on the railroads.

It is expected that analysis of the data received will be ready for report at the annual

meeting in March 1952.

Report on Assignment 2

Stimulate Among College and University Students a Greater
Interest in the Science of Transportation and Its

Importance in the National Economic
Structure

By Cooperating with and Contributing to the Activities of Student

Organizations in Colleges and Universities

R. P. Davis (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, W. S. Autrey, T. A. Blair, C. G.

Grove, J. R. Ivey, H. E. Kirby, B. B. Lewis, H. S. Loeffler, E. E. Mavo, C. T.

Morris, J. E. Perry, J. A. Rust, W. C. Sadler, H. O. Sharp, J. F. D. Smith, D. W.
Tilman, Barton Wheelwright.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

During the past year Subcommittee 2 aided in circulating among engineering col-

leges lantern slide sets of the historical exhibit prepared by the American Railway

Engineering Association and the National Railway Appliances Association during 1949,

the Centennial year of the AREA. These slides have now been shown before student

groups in the following colleges and universities:

University of California

Case Institute of Technology

Illinois Institute of Technology

University of Illinois

Kansas State College

Lehigh University

University of Maryland
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Oklahoma A. & M. College

Pennsylvania State College

Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth College

University of Toronto

Tulane University

University of Washington

Two schools, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Yale University, purchased sets

of the slides.

Among the visits to engineering colleges made by members of Committees 24 during

the year were the following: one by C. H. Mottier, who spoke before a student group

at the University of Illinois, and two by L. L. Adams, who addressed the senior class at

Tulane University and the Student Chapter of ASCE at the University of Kentucky.

Messrs. G. M. Magec and E. J. Ruble, research engineer and structural engineer,

respectively, of the Engineering Division, AAR, gave talks describing their work before

engineering student assemblies at the University of Illinois.

Following is an abstract of a thought-provoking address entitled "The Selection of

Railroad Engineering as a Career", given by C. G. Grove before the Civil Engineering

members of the American Society for Engineering Education at their annual convention

at Michigan State College on June 27, 1951.

The Selection of Railroad Engineering as a Career

The most important thing that technical students have to do upon graduation, in

normal times, is to select a job they will like. That job must assure a stipulated com-

pensation in wages, as essential to their li\ing, but the real compensation that will come

from their jobs will be their love of accomplishment and the kick they will get out of

analyzing, planning, and completing their tasks. If they do not have this reward day

by day they are in the wrong business.

Railroad engineers are deeply conscious of the heritage of their profession handed

down from those daring, resourceful, pioneering men of vision who layed out and built

our American network of railroads. This network of the greatest transportation system

on earth made us a united nation. This transportation system is also one of the basic

reasons for the growth and progress of our country.

It is true that those epic days of expansion are past, but in their place have come

refinement and improvement, both from an engineering and economic standpoint, of the

entire structure of railroad transportation, that is a challenge to our engineering skill.

There are various reasons for selecting railroad engineering as a career. To many

young railroad men the outdoor rugged life which it affords, with the daily problem of

coping with a changing, moving enterprise, is fascinating and interesting. To others the

opportunity to live in different parts of our country and to meet and make friends

wherever one is located have been found stimulating.

The greatest tangible reward for any young civil engineer, however, is the oppor-

tunity, through merited service, to be promoted to the most responsible positions exist-

ing on a railroad. The railroads are in need of young men of the highest calibre for

promotion to innumerable top positions. These positions are waiting to be claimed by

men of character, ability, industry and courage.

While many young civil engineers are employed by the railroads in straight engineer-

ing work, and so remain throughout their careers, there is a growing tendency on many
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of the larger railroads of the country to place them in departments, such as the main-

tenance of way department, where they have an unusual opportunity to learn the basic

principles of railroading. After this training period they may advance in any other

department except law and medicine.

Let us look at a cross section of the life of a young civil engineer in the maintenance

of way organization of the operating department of a railroad. What does the railroad

offer such a young man? First, what doesn't it offer? It does not promise banking hours,

with no responsibilities outside of such hours. One cannot leave every Friday afternoon

and dismiss all business cares until Monday morning. It does hot guarantee a permanent

place of residence, at least for many years. It does not even promise the comfort of a

modern office or drafting room, without any discomfort of heat and cold.

On the other hand, it demands that as situations and emergencies arise one must

work long hours, often under adverse weather conditions. Starting new jobs and new

programs requires detailed attention. Maintenance has changed from a crude manual

operation to a highly mechanized and precise task. This requires careful planning, pro-

gramming, budgeting and various controls. When promotion comes it is usually neces-

sary to move to a new location, because the railroad plant is widely scattered. There are

delicate problems of labor, personnel and public relations. On the whole, one will find

it is a most interesting, absorbing assignment.

There are worthwhile compensations to one who would accept this challenge.

Handling emergencies and doing heavy work with split-minute timing under traffic yield

a sense of excitement almost like that in battle. There are new problems to meet every

day. Change is routine. The job is never static. One handles all kinds of men. Friend-

ships and acquaintances are made and cultivated while in close association making

joint studies of mutual interest.

There are those who think that the present generation of young men is soft and

does not want to work. We cannot subscribe to that theory because many young college

graduates have entered railroad service and are making good. They have accepted their

responsibilities and many have developed not only into good engineers, but into promis-

ing executives as well. They are raising normal, well-educated American families; they

are participating in civic duties ; and they are taking their place in the religious life of the

community.

The molding and training of young engineers into alert able railroad men comes

about during their training period, and afterward by a process of observing, questioning

and learning as they work in capacities of increasing responsibility at various places on a

railroad.

To present the picture of the training and development of young civil engineers

from junior engineers to higher positions on the railroads, such as chief engineers, gen-

eral managers, and vice presidents, we cite the training program in effect by one of the

larger railroads of the country to develop supervisory and executive officers—a program

which is much the same on many other roads. The young engineer starts as an appren-

tice—a junior engineer—and after spending a few days at regional headquarters for

orientation is assigned, under the direction of a division engineer, to work for a track

supervisor, who may or may not be a technical man. The young engineer is constantly

with his supervisor, watching how he plans his work, and how he handles men. He is

with him in routine work, in emergencies, and when large regional gangs perform special

tasks. He lines curves, runs grades, builds industrial tracks—all the time observing trains

passing, learning the time they are due, working with the life blood of the railroad,

securing the track, doing the job, clearing for trains without delay.
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He naturally learns about material, how it is ordered and handled by work trains,

and how it is applied. He actually participates in the work so that he may know how

to accomphsh the tasks which later on he will supervise. He spends some time with the

supervisor of structures observing the planning and execution of this sort of mainte-

nance. He spends a period of time with the bridge inspector looking for possible advance

indication of failure in steel work or foundations after a heavy storm or high water. He
also spends some time with the organization of the supervisor of telegraph and signals,

where he receives instructions and learns of their problems and work, and just how they

fit into the transportation picture. He studies and is examined on the subject of train

rules. He spends two months in the organization of the engineer of tests—maintenance

of way, where various materials are machine-tested or tested in actual service. He sits in

on investigations, where he learns the interpretation of regulations governing the rail-

road's relations with its men. Preferably, during the winter months, he remains in the

division engineer's office, where he is taught how to make plans and estimates for pro-

posed new work. During all of this time he is observing train dispatching, and is around

enginehouses and yards, where ebb and flow the traffic of a railroad. He sees trains

arrive, switched, and dispatched. He is in the block offices along the way, he contacts

the agents, the public, the various municipal, county and state agencies and regulatory

bodies, and through observation and questioning learns what makes a railroad run.

After from two to three years of such a procedure he becomes an assistant super-

visor of track, first on a branch line and later on a main line, where he shares the

responsibility of his supervisor, constantly widening his viewpoint through new experi-

ences. His next step is to the job of supervisor of track on a branch line, and later to a

like position on the main line, where dense and fast traffic makes his work more difficult,

and also more interesting. The position of division engineer is his next assignment at

several locations, where he is on the staff of a superintendent of a division, in charge

of all maintenance engineering, and where he has under him a number of supervisors

of track, a supervisor of telegraph and signals, and a supervisor of structures. He has

now reached the time in his career when, besides the actual maintenance work, he has

considerable planning and budgeting to handle on a larger scale, and his executive ability

is demonstrated.

If by this time he has shown a special interest in and knowledge of transportation

—

the moving and handling of trains—he may be made a superintendent of a branch divi-

sion. His natural route from here on will be to a more important superintendency, super-

intendent of freight or passenger transportation, general superintendent of transportation,

general manager of a region, and possibly vice president of a region.

If as a division engineer his primary interest has been in railroad engineering, he can

advance to engineer maintenance of way; chief engineer, maintenance of way of a region,

and then to assistant chief engineer-maintenance system, and finally to chief engineer

of the system.

Some of the men trained as maintenance engineers, because of their interest and

demonstrated ability, may go into other departments at some point in their career, such

as the treasury, valuation, accounting, stores or real estate departments.

That this training and the opportunities afforded young technical graduates on one

large railroad are effective and real, is shown by the fact that of this railroad's 12 presi-

denis in its 106 years of service to the country, 8 have been engineer trained. Forward

looking railroad managements realize that a civil engineer is trained to analyze problems

and to ascertain the facts. With this acquired ability, he approaches railroad operating

problems with the necessary skill to solve them.
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Thus far we have discussed the reasons for selecting railroad engineering as a career

from a purely material standpoint. It is equally important that we consider the moral

and spiritual qualifications of these men, because they should have certain basic

qualifications above their engineering knowledge.

A civil engineering graduate may come away from his college with a brilliant scholastic

record behind him, and yet, because he lacks certain qualities, may be poorly fitted for

the battle of life. Far more important than the courses given by the college or university

is the development of character, integrity, and responsibility. Coupled with these

qualifications, he must like people and know how to get along with them.

This raises the question as to the emphasis that should be placed on the spiritual

background of these young people on the campuses, in the highly formative years of

their lives. Is proper stress being placed on the lasting values of life? Do these young

people know that the only things they can keep are the things they give away—their

kind deeds, their helpfulness to others, their concern and consideration for their fellow

man? Are they steeped in the ideals that motivated our ancestors in founding our coun-

try—belief in God, freedom of worship—or are these great values being squeezed out

by materialistic ideas? Too much stress cannot be placed on these essentials of life.

Report on Assignment 3

The Cooperative System of Education, Including Summer
Employment in Railway Service

This report high-spots some of the more important factors related to the current

possibilities of temporary and permanent employment of engineers in railway service,

and is presented as information.

With the passage of the Selective Service Act last spring, and provision later for

Universal Military Training, which program is now being formulated, previous uncer-

tainties have been partly dispelled.

At the AREA annual meeting in March 19Sl, it was reported that an advisory

group seeking effective legislation was in unanimous agreement on three points vitally

affecting the supply and use of engineering talent. These points were as follows:

1) Provision for a continuous flow of technical students through college, with the

expectation that they would be available to industry in the war effort.

2) Provision for a National Scientific Personnel Board, a policy-making body

outside the Selective Service, to insure effective placement and deferment of

technical talent.

3) Provision for the establishment of more effective policies regarding the calling

of active, inactive and involuntary reserves.

Aside from providing for deferment of college students on the basis of class stand-

ing or score in the College Qualification Test, and the delegation of manpower control

to the Director of Defense Mobihzation, both of which occurred by executive order,

Congress has ignored all three provisions in the Selective Service Act and has particularly

specified that the draft boards are not to be required to use test scores in determining

postponements of induction of college students.

It is too early to predict what effect the policies will have in the next few years

upon the supply of engineers and college male enrollments.

It is encouraging to note that Selective Service has recognized cooperative education,

five-year programs, and the necessity for students to work in the summer in order to
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earn money to defray the cost of Iheir education. In this respect, companies may con-

tinue to train engineers, but with little hope of retaining their services immediately upon

graduation.

The Manpower Commission of the Engineers Joint Council has recently (News
Letter No. 4, August 29, 1951) estimated supply and demand, giving the probable grad-

uations and estimated needs for the near future. This is shown in the graph forming

a part of this report. The lower need curve seems likely; the upper one might well

represent the numbers which could be used effectively in our war preparedness economy,

but not in strictly professional capacities.

For industry the picture is black indeed.

Recently (August 22, 1951) the chairman of the Engineering Manpower Commis-
sion sent a report on The Impact of Mobilization on Manpower, and A Suggestion for

Organizing the Assignment of Reserve and Draftee Engineers to Dr. Arthur S. Fleming,

Office of Defense Mobilization, for consideration of the Committee on Specialized Per-

sonnel, in the hope that prompt and definite action will soon be taken to reduce to the

minimum the wastage of engineering talent in the armed services.

An analysis of the impact of mobilization on manpower is pertinent to this dis-

cussion. The facts are approximately as follows:

I. In the year prior to July 1, 1951, the armed forces were increased from

1,460,000 to 3,500,000. The present figure is the desired or proposed strength

and has been attained as follows:

1) Extension of enlistment contracts.

2) (a) Involuntary recall of reservists.

(b) Induction of National Guard units.

3) Voluntary enlistments, partly accelerated by the draft.

4) The induction through Selective Service of about 600,000 men.

II. Replacements which will be required through Selective Service and volunteer

enlistments may be estimated as follows:

Of the 3,500,000 now in service, 2,7 70,000 will have to be replaced as

enlistments expire. This means about 900,000 a year. An authoritative estimate

is 1,750,000 in the next 24 months.

III. The main source of supply must come from present draft registrants, for it is

not likely that public opinion will support extension of service, nor can much

be expected on a year-to-year basis by further induction of National Guard

units.

Between the ages of 18J^ and 26 there are 8,575,000 men.

This number is divided as follows:

1

)

Married men with children 1,000,000

2) Veterans of World War II 2,450,000

3) Classified 4F 1,000,000

4) Deferred, or not available for various reasons 2,225,000

5) Available for Class 1-A 1,900,(X)0

Total 8.575,000

I\'. From the 1-A croup m:iny will be rejected or will not he immediately avail-

able for other rcai^ons. It has been estimated that about 1,000,000 may be

obtained from the present registrants before those becoming I8J/2 will be
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called. To replenish the group at present, 1,050,000 will become I8J/2 years

of age yearly, of whom 500,000 will probably be available. Thus, within

2 years the total supply will be exhausted and future quotas must come from

current 18J^ -year-olds and from those graduating from college. If the quota

is to be met, all eligibles will obviously be needed.

A logical conclusion from the above analysis would be that Selective Service cannot

hope to maintain its present policies with respect to occupational deferment of students,

trainees, and young graduates.

It will be difficult to demonstrate that college education should be maintained in the

interests of the general welfare, but it should not be as difficult to justify a system of

essential deferment to meet the creative and operating needs of industry.

As matters now stand, industry's main supply will be from those classified 4F and

those returning from service.

The Critical S/iortage of Engineers

August 21, 19S1—Prepared by S. C. Hollisler from data rom-
piled by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Office of

Education, American Society for Engineering Education, and
Engineering Manpower Commission of Engineers Joint Council.
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Committee
To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Fabrication.

Progress report, presented as information
page 683

2. Laying.

Progress report, presented as information
pa e 680

3. Fastenings.

Progress report, presented as information
page 691

4. Maintenance.

Progress report, presented as information
page 692

5. Economics.

No report.

Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail.

H. B. Christianson, Chairman.
ARE.A Bulletin 500, February 1952.

Report on Assignment 1

Fabrication

Encompassing Methods of Welding, Space and Facilities Required
Organization, Procedure and Costs

This is a progress report, submitted as information
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1. Oxyacetylene Pressure Welding Process

Fig. 1 shows the relative positions of the various processing stations. Information

on the various operations is shown in the following outline.

2. Specifications for Rails to Be Used in Pressure Welding Process

a. Total number of 39-ft. rails drilled "front" end and "back" end should be specified.

These rails are used with the bolted joints at each end of strings of continuous welded

rail (Facing the heat-number side of the rail, the left end of the rail is considered the

front end.) This specification is desirable to produce better matching of the rail ends

in the welding machine because of the mill tolerance in the rail section.

b. Number of undrilled rails required should be specified.

c. All rails to be first quality with no "A" rails. (This is optional with the railroad,

depending on the individual practice and v/here the rails are to be used.)

d. No straightener's marks, quality stamps or code letters to be applied to the

undrilled ends. The ends of the rails shall not be beveled. If rail is ordered from the mill

with ends milled (to eliminate saw operation), grease should be applied at mill to

prevent oxidation. No paint is to be applied within 4 ft. of ends of rails.

e. All rails for pressure welding should be loaded into separate cars and not be

mixed with other rails.

3. Stock Piling of Rails to Be Welded

The blank rails and rails drilled one end only should be unloaded into separate piles.

If rails are received from more than one mill, and space is available, it is desirable to

unload them in separate stock piles due to variations in rail section between the rolls

of the various mills. A crawler crane is best adapted for unloading rails into the various

piles and for handling the rails from the piles to the saw skids. Stock piles should be

immediately adjacent to the saw skids. When possible, rails from the same mill should

be placed in sequence on the saw skids and the rails turned, if necessary, to have the

brand side of the rails in the same relative position. The three skid rails should be 12 ft.

6 in. apart, the length to be governed by available space and the availability of a crane

to load the skids for each day's operation. The outside ends of the skid rails should be

elevated a sufficient amount to permit the rails to be skidded into position on the saw

roller hne by hand without difficulty.

4. Sawing Station

The purpose of sawing the rails is to remove the hot saw marks on their ends and

to square up the ends so there will be a more perfect matching of the ends when placed

in the welder. The saw must be installed level on a base of sufficient stability to prevent

shifting or settling. The roller line grade should be set so that the outside ends of the

two rails to be sawed simultaneously will be raised 1?4 in. higher than the rail ends at

the saw, with a uniform grade between the end of each rail and the saw. This will

produce a cut which will offset the tendency of the welds to come out of the welding

machine slightly high.

5. Welding Station

From the saw roller hne the rails are transferred to the welder feeder skids. These

skids are so constructed that the rails can be skidded by hand from the saw roller line

to the welding roller line. The welding roller line must be supported with three adjustable

rollers per 39-ft. rail on each side of the welding machine. The welding roller skids are

so constructed that the outside ends of the rails will be slightly higher than the rail
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ends in the welding machine (an amount sufficient to obtain square matching of rail

ends without excessive pressure on the gag rollers of the welding machine which main-

tain the rail ends in position during the pressure welding operation), with a uniform

grade between the end of each rail and the welding machine.

Before the rail has been moved up into position at the welding machine, a laborer

smoothes the rail ends with a file and uses gasoline on a rag to remove all of the grease

from the ends of the rails, which is placed on the rail ends immediately after sawing to

prevent oxidation. It is highly important that all of this grease and foreign matter be

removed from the rail ends; otherwise there is a possibility that the metal will not

properly weld in the upsetting process.

Immediately before setting the gag rollers on rails the welder again cleans the rail

ends, using carbon-tetrachloride. By means of hydraulically-operated clamps the ends

of the rails are pushed together under a pressure of approximately 2700 psi. and are held

in alinement by a simple but positive system of gag clamps and rollers. The rail on the

outgoing end of the machine is held stationary, while the incoming rail moves up as the

heat is applied and the welding upset takes place.

The end of each rail is upset I'k in., or a total of % in. per weld. This % in. plus %
in. removed in the saw cut, gives a total of 1 in. which the rail is shortened by each weld.

The number of tips in each welding head varies with the rail section. After the

rails have been gagged in the proper position for welding, the welding heads are adjusted

so that the entire rail section is heated evenly.

The welding heads are attached to an oscillating table. The actual temperature of

the rail during the welding cycle reaches approximately 22SO deg. F., and after the

upsetting has proceeded to the point where the hydraulic ram has moved a total of % in.

the gas is turned off, the gags loosened and the welding heads retracted to prevent

damage when the rail is moved out of the welding station.

6. Cutting Station

A hand torch with guide is used to remove most of the upset metal from the top

and sides of the head and the edges of the base of the rail to minimize the amount of

grinding work necessary to restore the contour of the rail to the original section. This

work is done by the welder, and welder helper from the normalizing station.

7. Normalizing Station

The normalizer has heating heads and oscillating table similar to the welding machine.

The weld is brought up to a temperature of 1500 deg. F. to 1550 deg. F., the temperature

being checked by the welder by the use of Tempil pencils.

8. Power Winch

After each welding cycle, and on a signal from the operator at the welding machine,

the line of rail is moved forward by means of a power winch and cable, using a clamp

on the ball of the rail which can be quickly applied and removed.

9. Grinding Stations

Station No. 1

At this station the grinder operator, assisted by the winch operator, grinds the

surface of the rail head, using one grinder.

Station No. 2

At this station grinder operators, using two grinders, grind the sides of the head

and base of the rail.
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Station No. 3

At this station grinder operators, using two grinders, grind the seams on the upset

portion of the entire weld.

At all three grinding stations 220-volt, 3-phase electric grinders, mounted on a sup-

porting overhead frame and counterweighted to reduce the amount of weight to be

handled by the grinder operators, have been found most efficient for this purpose,

although a gasoline-powered flexible-shaft grinder can also be used. After the grindin;.'

is completed the weld is tested by the magnaflux method, and if any incipient cracks or

surface defects are found, they are ground out before the rail leaves this station. The

number of men employed in the grinding station will depend on the refinement desired

and the necessity for completing this work so as not to delay the welding line.

10. General Information

Water is required for cooling the torch heating heads, and this can be supplied from

an available water line or a closed-circuit, radiator-cooled system at both welding and

normalizing stations.

If available, it is recommended that .5 -phase, 220-volt electric power line current be

used for most efficient operation of the various motors; otherwise the power can be

furnished by two 5 kw. gasoline-driven portable generators.

The oxygen and acetylene cylinders are manifolded and located at the side of the

welding line at a point about half way between the welder and the normalizer. If more

than 2000 welds are to be made at one location and there is a source of oxygen supply

within trucking range of the set-up, an oxygen cascade system can be utilized to reduce

the cost of the oxygen and the cost of handling the cylinders. Approximately 100 cu. ft.

each of oxygen and acetylene are required per weld for rail sections 112 lb. to 132 lb.

A shelter with top and side protection is required for the welding and normalizing

stations. Shelters over the sawing and grinding stations will also insure more continuous

operation under adverse weather conditions. Removable metal hoods should be provided

for the welds between the welding station and the last cooling station for use during

inclement weather to avoid rapid cooling of the welds.

11. Organization

The following organization should jjroduce 40 to .SO finished welds in 8 hours of

operation of the pressure-welding line.

1 Foreman-—supervising entire installation.

1 Crawler crane operator—who unloads the rails into storage piles for pressure

welding, and loads the finished welded rails on cars at the end of the assembly

line. He also loads rail onto .saw skids.

1 Machine operator—sawing rails.

1 Laborer—assisting saw operator.

1 Laborer—handling rails from saw bed to pressure-welding machine.

1 Welder and Welder Helper—operating pressure-welding machine.

1 Laborer—working between pressure welding machine and normalizer, bolting

on angle bars for the movement of rails on the assembly line, and lining up

rails as they come out of the pressure welding machine.

1 Welder and Welder Helper—with normalizing machine, who also trims over-

flow metal from welds before they go into normalizing machines.

1 Machine Operator—on power winch, who also operates first grinding station

grinding metal from top .surface of head of rail.

1 Laborer—as.sistinR winch operator in the movement of cable.
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2 Grinders—on second grinding station where sides of head and base are ground.

2 Grinders—on third grinding station where weld is ground to a finish.

1 Laborer—on end of a.s.sembly line placing skid on end of rails and unfastening

angle bars.

3 Laborers—either loading rails or barring them onto storage skids. These same

laborers also unload rails into stock pile for pressure welding.

A hydraulic shear can be used to trim the weld upset to the approximate rail con-

tour. The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern uses this method and, as a result, reduced the grinding

stations to one, where only the head of the rail is polished and the rough edges of the

weld on the base and web are ground off.

12. Fabricating Costs

Costs for 1950 work on the Chicago & North Western and the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

are given in Table 1. It should be noted that they are for the larger projects as presently

installed. Costs for some of the others are as follows:

Railroad
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Report on Assignment 2

Laying

Encompassing Track Preparations, Transportation and Distribution of

Long Rails, Installation in Track, Temperature Considerations,

Closure Welds, Disposition of Rail When Continuous Rail is

Replaced, Length Limitations, Procedure at Insulated

Joints, Switches, Railroad Crossings and Draw-
bridges, and Cost Data

F. G. Campbell (chairman, subcommittee), T. A. Blair, E. J. Brown, H. B. Christiansen,

T. B. Hutcheson, L. F. Racine, C. E. Weller.

This is a progress report, which embodies statistical data developed from replies to a

questionnaire from 17 of 25 railroads having installations of continuous welded rail as

covered by the questionnaire. It is submitted as information.

Since replies were not received from all roads, the information developed is not

complete. However, the data so far obtained are, we believe, of sufficient interest to

merit publication. Items of the questionnaire, together with a summary of the replies

received, follows:

Special Track Preparations, If Any, That Were Made in Advance
OF Welded Rail Laying, and Costs Thereof

Re/slies
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Cost and Method of Distributing Rail and Fastenings

Retflie.^
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Report on Assignment 3

Fastenings

Encompassing Rail Expansion, Types and Number of Anti-creeping Devices

on Welded Track and Adjacent Jointed Track, Type of Joint Bar

at Ends of Welded Sections, Tie Plate and Spike

Requirements, and Cost Data

J. W. Hopkins (chairman, subcommittee), H. B. Christianson, W. E. Cornell, A. A.

Cross, E. E. Martin, L. F. Racine, C. R. Strattman.

The committee has studied the replies of 17 railroads to a questionnaire sent out

July 10, 1951, havinK to do with continuous welded rail installations.

Only one road reported difficulty in taking care of the expansion and contraction

of continuous welded rail. In that case, 131-lb. rail was laid late in 1947 on 0.7 mile

of double-track railroad under temperature conditions ranging from 28 deg. F. to 68

deg. F. Each 39-it. rail is anchored with 16 conventional anchors, except for 6 rail lengths

at each end of the welded section where all ties are box anchored. The eastbound track,

on an 0.82 percent descending grade throughout, showed evidence of being very tight in

August, 1949. Correction was made by cutting both rails at the west end of the welded

section and removing the anchors. Rail was connected and anchors reinstalled when

the temperature was 82 deg. F., after rail had moved 9% in. on one side and IOJ'2 in.

on the other side. No trouble has been experienced since then nor has there been any

difficulty with the westbound track which is on an 0.82 percent ascending grade. One

road reported several instances where rail creepage in the adjacent jointed track caused

the bolts to be sheared at the ends of the welded track. All roads reported that the track

was anchored at the same temperature as when laid.

The number and method of application of anti-creepers varies considerably. How-
ever, most roads provide for greater anchorage at the ends of the continuous sections

than elsewhere. Except for a few roads reporting G.E.O. construction, the maximum

anchorage at the ends of welded sections, in the case of one road, provides that all ties

be boxed for nine rail lengths. This same road has a minimum end anchorage of all ties

boxed for three rail lengths. Other roads specify that from eight to five rail lengths be

fully box anchored. Intermediate anchorage varies from a minimum of every sixth tie

boxed to a maximum of one compression clip on each rail on all ties. Other patterns

range from every fourth tie boxed to alternate ties boxed without any particular distinc-

tion between one-way and two-way traffic. Some roads use 10 or 12 conventional

anchors per 39-ft. rail, with 4 of these anchors being back-up anchors.

All of the roads reporting have used double-.shoulder tie plates, with one exception,

and all have used conventional tie plates, except two roads, both of which reported one

mile of welded rail with G.E.O. fastenings. There is no departure from present jointed

track practice in the use and pattern of cut spikes for line spikes and hold-down spikes.

The two roads using compression clips specify one cut spike and one compression clip

per plate for line, and two cut spikes for hold-down. No road reported other than

standard type joint bars for use at the ends of the welded sections.

The upset on the underside of the rail base produced in the welding operation is

not removed and forbids the use of standard tie plates in that area. Most roads report

respacing ties to clear the welds; two roads report using half tic plates; and one road

notched the plates to fit the welds.
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No cost data have been compiled comparing anchorage and fastenings of welded

rail with conventional bolted rail. Also, your committee feels that sufficient data have

not been obtained to permit specific recommendations for anchorage and fastenings.

We hope to be able to present both in our next report.

Report on Assignment 4

Maintenance

Rail, Track, Fastenings, Ties and Ballast Including Out-of-face

Resurfacing and Reballasting, and Cost Data

C. E. R. Haight (chairman, subcommittee), C. B. Bronson, H. B. Christianson, S. R.
Hursh, W. C. Perkins, L. F. Racine, E. F. Salisbury.

This is a progress report, which presents statistical data developed from replies to a

questionnaire made from railroads having installations of continuous welded rail. It is

submitted as information.

Replies from all roads having welded rail installations have not been received, so

the information developed is not as yet complete. However, the data so far obtained

are, we believe, of sufficient interest to merit publication. Items of the questionnaire,

together with a summary of the replies received, follow:

What Sitbsequent Corrective Work, If Any, Has Been Necessary Because
OF Rail Creepage or Expansion?

Number of

Railroads

Replies Reporting

No subsequent corrective work 12

Joints at the ends of welded stretches built up by welding once each year ... 1

A single rail cut in between stretches of welded rail to distribute the joint

gap over two joints 1

Original test anchors changed out to conventional anchors 1

In a few instances where rail creepage has caused the bolts in the ends of

welded rail to be sheared, the openings were closed temporarily with a short

piece of bolted rail. As soon as practicable a new closure rail was cut in. No
difficulties have been experienced due to expansion 1

How Are Tie Renewals Handled in Welded Track as Compared
TO Jointed Track?

Same as on jointed track 9

Renewals made only when weather is cool 1

Renewals made in spring and fall when temperatures are same as when welded

rail was laid 2

Renewals made when temperatures are below that at which closures were made 2

Renewals made when temperature is not appreciably more than when rail was
anchored 1

Renewals not made in extreme temperatures 1

State What Difficulties, If Any, Have Been Experienced

With Broken Rails in Cold Weather.

No difficulty 1

1

One broken rail near insulated joint; rail pulled apart 2 in., temperature

—10 deg. F 1

Bolts in joints at the ends of welded rails have sheared in several instances in

winter time, causing joint openings averaging about 2^^ in 1
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How Are Repair Rails Installkd in the Case of Sin(;le Replacement?

Number of

Railroads
Replies Reporting

Defective rail is cut out with rail saw 1

Field butt weld a short length of rail 1

Section of welded rail 18 ft. in length is cut out and new rail welded in by
hand method 1

Derailments due to burned off journals have necessitated repairs to welded rail

at two locations. At these places the torn up rails were cut into the longest
possible unkinked or undamaged lengths and restored to track and the ends
welded. Where only short lengths were salvageable, these were cut and
drilled and used as conventional rails. Eventually the short bolted lengths
will be welded together or replaced with welded lengths 1

No replacements due to broken rail. However, 12 rail lengths were removed,
substituting bolted construction, on account of rail being kinked by locomo-
tive driving wheel 1

On single replacement, welded rail is cut with hack saw and replacement
rail installed with standard construction (not welded) 1

No replacement rails installed to date 12

How Are Repair Rails Installed When Replacing Curve-Worn Rail?

Only one railroad so far reporting has made renewal of curve-worn rail and
reports that the rail was cut into 50-ft. lengths and removed with rail crane.

Ha\t; Any Irregularities in Alinement Occurred in Hot Weather,
And To What Extent?

No difficulty 14

Two small kinks, which were straightened by jacks 1

Adjustments in alinement have been normal 1

Very slight 1

Rail raised ^ in. off the plates, necessitating anchor adjustment 1

Your committee will report later and more fully when reports of remaining railroads

having installations of welded rail have been received and analyzed.





Report of Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

G. W. MiLi-ER, Chairman, H. W. Jensen B. H. Ckosland,

W. T. Adams L. H. Jentoft Vice-Chairman,
E. W. Bauman H. G. Johnson R. J. Scott
R. H. Beeder L. V. Johnson L. D. Shelkey
C. R. Bergman H. W. Johnston L. R. Shellenbarger
F. W. BiLTz W. T. Johnston F. H. Simpson

J. M. Boles H. W. Legro W. C. Swartout
L. H. Bond R. R. Manion H. M. Tremaine
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A. T. Goldbeck K. W. Schoeneberg R. C. Young
R. a. Gravelle a. W. Schroeder W. L. Young
G. B. Harris J. R. Scofield Committee

* Died May 17. 19S1.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 698

2. Physical properties of earth materials;

Progress report, presented as information page 699

(a) Roadbed. Load capacity. Relation to ballast. Allowable pressures.

Part 1—Fourth progress report on soil pressure cells, submitted as

information page 700

(b) Structural foundation beds, collaborating with Committees 6 and 8.

No report.

Part 2—Joint progress report on (a) and (b), submitted as informa-

tion for comment and criticism, looking to presentation at the 1953

annual meeting for adoption and inclusion in the Manual, in substitu-

tion for Sections 101, 102, 103 and 106, pages 1-6.1 to 1-6.63 page 712

3. Natural waterways; Prevention of erosion.

No report.

4. Culverts:

(a) Conditions requiring head walls, wing walls, inverts and aprons, and

requisites therefor.

Xo report.

(b) Installation of culverts.

Final report, submitted for adoption page 718

AREA BiilL-lin lOO. Frhniary lOS?.

69,')
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5. Roadway drainage: Critical review of recommended practice.

Reviewed and submitted for adoption page 718

6. Roadway: Formation and protection:

(a) Roadbed stabilization.

A report on Stabilization by Pressure Grouting, submitted for adoption,

plus additional reports, submitted as information page 736

(b) Construction and protection of roadbed across reservoir areas:

Specifications.

No report.

(c) Chemical eradication of vegetation.

Progress report, presented as information page 750

7. Tunnels: Construction and maintenance (exclusive of tunnel linings)

No report.

8. Fences:

(a) Corrosion-resisting fence wire, collaborating with Committee A-S on

Corrosion of Iron and Steel, ASTM.

No report.

(b) Electric shock fences and their adaptability to railroad requirements,

collaborating with the Electrical Section, Engineering Division, AAR.

Progress report, presenting specifications as information for the purpose

of soliciting comments and criticisms prior to submission a year hence

for adoption and publication in the Manual page 759

9. Signs:

No report.

10. Ballast.

(a) Tests.

No report.

(b) Ballasting practices.

No report.

(c) Special types of ballast.

No report.

11. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute non-critical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

The Committee on Roadway and Ballast,

G. W. Miller, Chairman.
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MEMOIR

Carlton ^. IHicfeer

Died May 17, 1951

Through the death of Carlton S. Wicker on May 17, 1951, Committee 1—Roadway
and Ballast, of the American Railway Engineering Association has lost one of its most

valuable members. Mr. Wicker joined the A.ssociation in 1932 and became a member

of the then Committee 2—Ballast. When that committee was consolidated in 1937 with

committee 1 to form the present Committee on Roadway and Ballast he continued his

membership and was active in its work until his death.

Born in Geneseo, N. Y., in 1889, Mr. Wicker spent his early life there and later

attended Dartmouth College where he studied civil engineering. He was active in Theta

Delta Chi fraternity. On leaving Dartmouth in 1912 he joined the engineering department

of the Erie Railroad, working as instrumentman, later chief of party and, at the time

he left to join the U. S. Army in World War I, as construction superintendent on the

New York division of the road. He was with the 16th Corps of Engineers and served

two and a half years in France. During World War 11, he was a major and engineering

officer of the 106th Field Artillery, Home Guard.

On returning from France at the end of World War I, he was associated with the

Charles H. Fry Construction Company of Erie, Pa., for a short time, and in 1919 joined

the Buffalo Slag Company as sales engineer. He was later promoted to sales manager,

the position which he held at the time of his death. Mr. Wicker was a member of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, the Society of American Military Engineers, the

American Concrete Institute, and the American Society for Testing Materials, as well as

the American Railway Engineering Association.

"Carl" Wicker was much esteemed by his associates. He was genuinely friendly, with

tLe desire always to be helpful. He was a man with a broad background of experience

and great ability. Committee 1 has suffered a real loss in his passing.

Therefore, be it resolved that Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, of the American

Railway Engineering Association spread this memorial to Carlton S. Wicker on its

minutes and, further, that a copy of this memorial be sent to Mrs. Wicker and to the

president of the Buffalo Slag Company, as an expression of our sympathy.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

A. P. Crosley (chairman, subcommittee), F. W. Biltz, R. H. Beeder, L. H. Bond, A. T.

Goldbeck, L. V. Johnson, H. W. Legro, Paul McKay, J. A. Noble, A. W. Schroeder.

Your committee has made a study of its chapter in the Manual and recommends the

following changes:

Page 1-88

IX SIGNS

902, PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN AND RULES FOR USE
Present

C

—

Ground

Ground, the body of the sign, is best in sharpest contrast with the lettering. Black

letters on white ground show best but, of necessity, must be varied to conform with local

conditions. In some cases, to secure the sharpest contrast, the lettering on signs has been

perforated. Grounds used on speed control signs should conform, in color, to indications

used on that particular railway for reducing the speed of trains.

Proposed

C—Ground

Ground, the body of the sign, is best in sharpest contrast with the lettering. Black

letters on white ground show best but, of necessity, must be varied to conform with

local conditions. Grounds used on speed-control signs should conform, in color, to

indications used on that particular railway for those purposes.

Present

D—Legends

Legends on signs preferably are short, consisting of characters that are as large, as

plain, and as widely spaced as necessary for legibility at the required distance. Care

should be observed to minimize the wording on signs. Proper spacing of characters is

best determined by field tests. Bold stroked letters are preferable. These same char-

acteristics should be observed in using signs for night indications as well as daytime, such

as reflector button types.

Proposed

D—Legends

Legends on signs preferably are short, consisting of characters that are as large, as

plain, and as widely spaced as necessary for legibility at the required distance. Care

should be observed to minimize the wording on signs. Proper spacing of characters is

best determined by field tests. Bold stroked letters are preferable. These same charac-

teristics should be observed in using signs for night indications as well as daytime, such

as reflector types of various kinds.

Page 1-89

903. ECONOMY OF VARIOUS MATERIALS
Present

A—Wood
(a) Untreated wood has been the common material for roadway signs since the

inception of railroad operation. Comparatively low first cost, ready workability, light
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weight and plentiful supply are advantages. Wood is not easily damaged in transporta-
tion, takes paint well and serves the purpose for which many signs are required. On the

other hand, it must be repainted frequently, is subject to decay, especially near the
ground line, and offers only medium resistance to decay.

(b) Chemically treated wood is much more lasting at small increase in first cost

and provides a good post on which to place signs. While creosoted wood will not receive

oil paints well, wood—pressure treated with one of the several salt solutions—has been
used successful!}-.

Proposed

A—Wood
(a) Untreated wood has been the common material for roadway signs since the

inception of railroad operation. Comparatively low first cost, ready workability, light

weight and plentiful supply are advantages. Wood is not easily damaged in transporta-
tion, takes paint well, and serves the purpose for which many signs are required. On the
other hand, it must be painted frequently, if subject to decay, especially near the
ground line.

(b) Chemically treated wood is much more lasting at small increase in first cost
and provides a good post on which to place signs. While creosoted wood will not receive
oil paints well, wood—pressure treated with one of the several chemical solutions—has
been used successfully.

Pages 1-6.8 to 1-6.85 incl.

203. SIZE OF WATERWAY OPENINGS, 1941.

Reapprove without change.

Pages 1-65 and 1-66.

602. SLOPE PROTECTION, 1940.

Reapprove without chanfie.

Report on Assignment 2

Physical Properties of Earth Materials

(a) Roadbed. Load capacity. Relation to ballast. Allowable pressures

(b) Structural foundation beds, collaborating with Committees 6 and 8

R. R. Manion (chairman, subcommittee), J. P. Datesman, J. G. Gillev. L H Tentoft
W. T. Johnston, J. W. Poulter, R. J. Scott.

'
'

Your committee reports this year on both assignments. One report. Part 1, comes
under assignment (a) only. It is the 1952 report on the results of the soU pressure cell

mstallation under railroad tracks, prepared with the assistance of the Engineering Division
research staff, AAR, under the direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer, and Rockwell
Smith, roadway engineer.
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Part 2 relates to both assignments (a) and (b), and is a report on Physical Proper-

ties of Earth Materials, which is submitted as information with the expectation that it

will be proposed as Manual material in 1953, in substitution for Sec. 101, 102, 103 and

106, pages 1-6.1 to 1-6.63 incl. This report was also prepared with the assistance of the

Engineering Division research staff, under the direction of G. M. Magee and Rockwell

Smith,

Part 1

(a) Roadbed. Load Capacity. Relation to Ballast.

Allowable Pressure

This is the fourth progress report on the study of soils being conducted by the

Engineering Division research staff of the Association of American Railroads for this

committee.

Fourth Progress Report on Soil Pressure Cells—1952

Synopsis

This is the fourth progress report on the measurement and study of soil pressures

under normal rail traffic by means of soil pressure cells. The present test installation was

placed under the New York Central track near Trenton, Mich., in 19S0, and includes

12 pressure cells placed 4 ft. below the bottoms of the ties over a 16-ft. wide section.

Five of these cells are placed to record vertical pressures, four to record transverse

horizontal pressures, one for longitudinal horizontal pressure, and two at an angle of

45 deg. transverse and downward. Tie loads on five ties, the center one directly over the

pressure cells, were obtained by a system of shims and strain gages under the tie plates.

All data were recorded by oscillograph under normal traffic. The installation was made

near the center of a ballast pocket, three rails in length, which was treated by pressure

grouting after the first 20 test runs. Following grouting, 22 runs were recorded in 1950

and 27 additional runs in 1951. The test installation is described in detail in the Third

Progress Report on Soil Pressure Cells, which appears in the AREA Bulletin 493,

February, 1951.

The present report includes an analysis of data obtained in June, 1951, as well as a

comparison of these data with the data obtained in 1950. Presented is a comparison of

theoretical and recorded pressures and shears and the apparent effect of grouting on the

recorded values. It was noted in the previous report that very good correlation was

obtained between recorded and theoretical vertical pressures prior to grouting. Grouting

was noted to have produced a decrease in measured vertical pressure intensity ,of approx-

imately 9 percent. The 1951 data indicate an approximate 7 percent decrease in vertical

pressures, which is in fairly close agreement with the measurements after grouting in 1950.

The 1951 readings show that the recorded values for lateral horizontal pressures

taken 4 ft. off the centerline of the track e.xceed the theoretical by an appreciable amount,

but the reverse is true 8 ft. off the centerline. The apparent effect of grouting in all cases

is to reduce the pressure intensities. These results are in close agreement with those

obtained in 1950.

The 1951 readings still show the tendency toward reduced pressure readings for

equivalent loads after grouting. The reductions, however, are generally not as large as

those obtained for the 1950 runs after grouting.
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The close agreement of the 1051 values with those obtained after grouting in 1951

indicates the pressure cells are still performing well. This is with the exception of pressure

cell No. 7, which measures horizontal pressures on vertical planes 4 ft. to the left of the

centerline of the track, and pressure cell No. 12, which measures vertical pressures on

horizontal planes 8 ft. to the left of the centerline. These two cells did not register in

19S1. The reason for the failure of these cells is probably in the electrical circuits, and

will be determined when the cells are dug up at a later date.

Introduction

This is the fourth progress report on the measurement of subgrade soil pressures

from normal rail traffic by means of soil pressure cells. The work was conducted with

committee sponsorship under the general direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer

of the Engineering Division, AAR, and Dr. R. B. Peck, research professor of soil mechan-

ics of the Engineering Experimental Station of the University of Illinois, by Rockwell

Smith, roadway engineer, and M. F. Smucker, assistant electrical engineer, of the research

staff, with the assistance of G. L. Hinueber, assistant roadway engineer, who also pre-

pared the report. The pressure cells in use are of AAR design. The installation is described

in detail in the Third Progress Report on Soil Pressure Cells which appears in ARE.A

Bulletin 493, February, 1951, page 482.

The cell installation was made on July 7, 1950, and records were obtained that

year from 42 runs, 20 before grouting and 22 after grouting. Readings were taken on 27

additional runs in June, 1951.

Discussion

In order to compare recorded vertical pressures with the theoretical pressures as

determined from Newmark charts (Influence Charts for the Computation of Stresses

in Elastic Foundations, Nathan M. Newmark, Bulletin Series 338, University of Illinois

Engineering Experiment Station) for the tie loads involved, both the theoretical and

the recorded pressures were integrated graphically for the 16-ft. width covered by the

pressure cell installation and the average values of the equivalent vertical pressure ob-

tained. The curves of equivalent vertical pressures vs. tie loads on five ties for theoretical

pressures and for the 1951 recorded pressures before and after grouting are reproduced

in Fig. 1. A similar curve for the 1951 data is also included in this figure. An examination

of these curves reveals close agreement between the 1950 results after grouting and the

1951 results. The reduction of pressure brought about by grouting is still in evidence.

The equivalent vertical pressures for corresponding tie loads for 1951 runs are slightly

higher than those for runs after grouting in 1950. This might be explained by the fact

that the center tie, which is directly over the line of pressure cells and which consequently

has the greatest influence on pressure cell readings, was seated better in 1951 than in

1950 and, therefore, carried more of the load. The small increase in pressures may also

be due to increased compaction and settlement of the soil overlying the pressure cells,

brought about by traffic, and possibly some rearrangement of the grout structure.

The cucves of lateral horizontal pressures vs. tie loads on five ties for theoretical

values, as well as values recorded before and after grouting in 1950, have been reproduced

in Fig. 2. This illustration includes curves for pressure cells 4 ft. off the centerline of the

track, as well as those 8 ft. off the centerline. Similar curves for 1951 runs are also

plotted. A comparison of these curves shows very close agreement between the 1950

results and the 1951 results. The curves for lateral horizontal pressures 8 ft. off the track

centerline for the 1950 runs after grouting and for the 1951 runs are, for all practical
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Fig. 2—Relationship of lateral horizontal pressure to load.

1951 runs over the 1950 after grouting runs. This slight increase is consistent with the

results for equivalent vertical pressures and lateral horizontal pressures previously noted.

In determining theoretical values for both lateral and longitudinal horizontal pressures,

eight additional ties were included in the system. The load on each additional tie was
taken to be the same as the average load for the five ties on which the load was actually

determined by strain gages on the tie plates.

Figs. 4, S and 6 show the distribution of vertical pressure over the section on which
pressure cells are installed. The recorded pressures are represented by the solid lines and
the theoretical pressures by the dash lines. Fig. 4 shows close agreement between recorded

and theoretical pressures before grouting. Fig. 5 shows a similar pressure distribution but

indicates reduction of recorded pressures after grouting in 1950. Fig. 6 shows the vertical

pressure distribution for 1951 to be almost identical with that for the 1950 after grouting

runs for equal tie loads. The pressure cell recording the vertical pressures 8 ft. to the left

of the track centerline was not in working order for the 1951 runs, and, therefore, the

recorded pressure at this position is not indicated on the diagrums in Fig. 6.
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Before Grouting

Run No. 8- Diesel 67 MPH Total on 5 Ties 90 445 lb.
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After Grouting

Run No. 29 - Diesel 70 MPH Total on 5 Ties 81920 lb.
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1951 RUNS

Run No. 26 -Diesel 72 MPH Total on 5 Ties 82 500 lb.

Run No. 3 - Steam 31 MPH Total on 5 Ties 113600 lb.

en
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1951 RUNS

Run No. 26 Diesel
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9—Lateral horizontal pressure distribution at pressure cells.

A somewhat larger divergence exists between theoretical and recorded horizontal

pressures. For the pressure cell position 4 ft. off the track centerhne the recorded exceeds

the theoretical. The opposite is true for the pressure cell position 8 ft. off the centerline

Pressure grouting decreases the horizontal pressure intensity for both po.sitions, and thus

decreases divergence between theoretical and recorded pressure for the position 4 ft. off

centerline and increases this divergence for the position 8 ft. off centerline. A straight-

line proportionality between load and pressure is retained, but the slope is slightly

increased after grouting. There is a very slight increase in horizontal recorded pressure

4 ft. off the centerhne one year after grouting, but for all practical purposes horizontal

pressure intensities remain unchanged one year after grouting.

Maximum theoretical shears and ma.ximum shears computed from pressure cell read-

ings are widely divergent. A straight-line proportionality exists between load and max-

imum shear, although the theoretical plot has the lesser slope of the two. Pressure grout-

ing produces a reduction in maximum shears for equivalent tie loads. This reduction is

not as great one year after grouting. According to theory, maximum shears are greater

4 ft. off the centerline than 8 ft. off the centerline. Since there is not sufficient data to

compute maximum shears from pressure cell readings at the position 8 ft. off the track

centerline, no comparison between maximum shears from recorded data 4 ft. off the
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centerline and 8 ft. off the centcrline can be made, and no comparison can be made

between theoretical and recorded maximum shears at the 8 ft. off centerline position.

The apparent effect of grouting is in all cases to reduce pressure intensities. These

reductions were generally slightly greater for the 1950 runs after grouting than for the

1951 runs. This slight decrease in the effectiveness of grouting in reducing pressure

intensities may be caused in several ways. If the center tie, which is directly over the

line of pressure cells, and thus has the greatest influence on the pressure cell readings,

becomes better and more uniformally seated in the ballast, it is capab'.e of carrying a

greater portion of the load. An increased compaction and settlement of the soil over-

lying the pressure cells caused by traffic and possibly a slight rearrangement of the grout

structure may be other influencing factors.

From an analysis of the data it appears that the elastic theory may be used satis-

factorily in computing vertical stresses. It would appear, however, that the elastic theory

cannot be used with any degree of accuracy in predicting lateral pressure intensities and

shearing stresses in earth masses.

In view of the close check between 1950 and 1951 recorded results, there is every

reason to believe that the pressure cells are functioning well and recording accurately.

Part 2

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF EARTH MATERIALS

A. GENERAL

The track structure is almost invariably within or founded on natural earth mate-

rials. There are two general classifications of these earth materials, namely, rock and

soil, the latter of which comprises the great majority of the mileage. The properties of

solid rock as a subgrade material are sufficiently well known to need no further elabora-

tion, so it is to soil that this treatis pertains. Any earth material or shale not readily

classified as rock is assumed to be soil for the purpose of this discussion, with the excep-

tion of ballast, which is excluded entirely from this Section, limiting consideration to

roadbed and foundation bed soils, their properties, performance and methods of explora-

tion and test.

The term soil or soils is loosely defined as sediments and other unconsolidated por-

tions of the earth's crust produced through the chemical and physical weathering of

rocks, including material of organic origin. It is to be understood that complete knowl-

edge of the properties and performance of soils is not yet available. Theoretical consid-

erations are usually based on the assumption that soil masses are elastic or plastic mate-

rials of known properties, through which, as for steel, their performance can be predicted.

This is far from the observed behavior in many cases. For instance, the same soil can

perform very differently under different conditions of moisture and density.

There is, however, a general classification of soils by grain size of the individual

particles, into three groups, within which the performance of individual soils is generally

similar. These groups are sands and gravels, silts, and clays.

Sands and gravels often occur in nature in pure form; silts occasionally, usually as a

result of wind-blown deposits; but the clays are almost invariably, on a grain size basis,
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a combination of the three materials. Most soils, however, are combinations, and their

classification into any of the performance groups is dependent on their physical properties

and mineralogic content.

It is possible, however, to identify generally the three groups by visual and "feel"

tests. Sand and gravel are loose and granular. The individual particles can be seen and

felt. Silt is fine grained with a floury texture. The size of the individual particles is usually

not distinguishable visually or by "feel". When dry it crushes easily and dusts readily

under the fingers. Clay, when moist, is plastic through a considerable range of water

content. When dry it is hard and will not powder under the fingers. Visual and manual

inspection will also permit additional descriptive classification, such as color, consistency

or relative moisture content, and combinations of apparent grain sizes, such as sandy

clay, silty clay, clayey sand, etc. This field identification of soils will give considerable

information on their properties and probable performance in service. Additional classifica-

tion is dependent on tests.

B. ROADBED SOILS

Roadbed soils, as disturbed and remolded in railroad subgrades, should support the

loads imposed on them without displacement. With adequate ballast the stresses involved

under present-day loading usually will not exceed the strength of the roadbed soils when

dry. The track structure is such that precipitation waters falling on it go through the

ballast and presumably drain laterally on the subgrade soils, thus exposing them to

moisture. Free water, under the loads, impact and vibrations of traffic, can be absorbed

into the roadbed soils, reducing their strengths sufficiently to permit displacement under

loads. This process is progressive. The character of the soils comprising the roadbed is a

determining factor in the development of this condition.

Sands with high frictional qualities when compact are not subject to pocket develop-

ment under present conditions of loading. This applies to a considerable range of sand,

silt, and clay mixtures. Sands and sandy soils are generally free also from frost-heaving

qualities and make by far the best subgrades. A measure of the ability of sandy soils to

maintain stability as railroad subgrades is the plasticity factor. Plasticity indices below 8

in sandy soils are generally indicative of very good subgrade support under present

loading characteristics. Silts, when loosely compacted, can be unstable. Good densifica-

tion is difficult to obtain, which, along with high capillary water-holding properties,

makes silts generally unsuitable for roadbed materials, particularly near the top of the

subgrade. Pockets will develop in silt soils, although slowly. Frost heaving is prevalent,

and fills of this material, unless well compacted under close control, continue to subside

for long periods.

Silts may be non-plastic in the coarser materials and usually show plasticity indices

under 10. Low plasticity in a predominantly silty soil is not a good measure of its

stability in the subgrade. In addition, silts are subject to underground erosion and piping

around leaking culverts, drains, etc.

Clays and clayey soils are most subject to loss of strength with increase in moisture

content. Their permeability is relatively low and, after once started a pocket can develop

rapidly in the presence of water. The plasticity indices of clay soils afford a good measure

of their action in the roadbed. The greater the index the more subject the material is to

loss of strength. The compressibility of clays increases directly with liquid limit. The
mineralogical content of clay also is a factor in the performance of clay. Soils with clay

fractions of illite and kaolinite show less tendency to swell than tho.se with montmoril-
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lonite. Clays with the last named mineral in predominance are usually very unstable in

the presence of water, and should be avoided where possible. The treatment for clays,

where used, varies, but should include provision for drainage and for a granular cap

sufficient to reduce stresses below the strength of the soils under unfavorable conditions.

Most clays in themselves do not show particularly high frost-heaving characteristics, but

water-pocketed track over clay soils, when frozen, results in sufiicicnt differentia! heave

to require shimming. This hea\'ing may result in some decrease in the clay density, with

a further decrease in strength properties. Clays are usually low in frictional properties

and require cohesion for stability in fills and cut slopes. Because of this the critical

height for any slope in clays is determined by the strength of the soil. At critical height,

any decrease in strength results in a slide failure. Clay fills may become stronger with

time because of continuing densification. Cut slopes usually react oppositely because of

swell, absorption of moisture, etc.

Methods of exploration and sampling, tests for determinations of factors affecting

performance, and a discussion on interpretation of results are given in Sec. D.

C. FOUNDATION SOILS

Foundation soils may be considered as undisturbed soils that are required to sup-

port the loads superimposed. As applied to railroads the loads may consist of a com-

bination of earth fill, structural foundations or footings, track and ballast weights, and

the live loads of traffic. Soils below original ground under fills, and in cuts more than

about 3 ft. below the ballast, may be considered as foundation soils.

It is to be understood that the following discussion is very general and is intended

only as information on the problems to be considered. Soils in nature are soil aggregates

with varying percentages of sand, silt and clay appearing with extreme variations of

moisture contents, water table, and underlying strata. Each foundation is a separate

problem.

As opportunity to select the character of foundation soils is very limited, it is of

the utmost importance to investigate the character and properties of the foundation and

to adapt the design of the structure accordingly. The factor of safety against breaking

into the ground should be adequate, and deformation of the base controlled to prevent

damage to the structure.

Foundation soils may likewise be classified into three general groups—sands and

gravels, silts, and clays—each with definite characteristics.

Sand and gravel in foundations, as for roadbeds, generally produce the most stable

base from a settlement and bearing standpoint. The inherent characteristics of very fine

sand foundation soils produce possible piping or underground erosion. Sand in a loose

state is subject to liquefaction in the presence of vibration and water. Loose sand and

gravel may show appreciable compressibility. Compact sand is relatively incompressible.

Water-bearing sand strata in clay and silt soils are a possible source of seepage pressures

and hydrostatic uplift. The depth of water table is an important factor. Grain size is

usually unimportant.

Silts are generally poorly suited for the support of foundations, especially in a rela-

tively loose condition. They have inherent qualities that lead to piping, high settlement

unless highly compacted, and low bearing ability. Water table conditions affect action

materially, as do vibratory loads. True loess soil, classed as silt in this discussion, often

shows apparent strength through cementation when dry that may disappear completely

in the presence of water and vibration.
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Clays and clayey soil are cohesive soils, usually compressible, but at a relatively slow

rate. The settlement of structures over compressible clays can continue for long periods

of time. Foundation clays are usually near the water saturation point. Exceptions occur

near the surface, subject to drying cycles. The dry strengths of clays are usually high,

but decrease generally with increased moisture content. The bearing values and stability

of clay foundations must be considered for all loads. Stratified deposits with soft clay

layers or sand and silt partings may act appreciably different from homogeneous clay

deposits.

D. EXPLORATION AND TESTS

The purpose of exploration is to determine the nature and extent of the various soil

deposits, ground water conditions, etc., and to obtain the required samples for tests;

the samples to be of such nature as to disclose under test the basic information pertinent

to the appraisal of the resulting roadbed or foundation bed.

The following is a very brief resume of the basic considerations for soil investigations.

Experience and accumulated information from adjacent projects serve to reduce the

burden of work of a complete soil survey. Surveys complete in every detail often "serve

no practical purpose and only complicate a problem. Better results are obtainable with

good basic information, together with close and careful observation during construction.

It is the studied opinion of this committee that many roadbeds are subject to high

maintenance costs because there was lack of adequate basic soil information prior to

construction; also that many foundations are under or over-designed because of lack of

complete information or mis-interpretation of prevalent conditions. It is the belief of

the committee that long-term savings can be achieved by a comprehensive investigation

into the soil conditions involved in roadbeds and foundation beds.

Two general steps are required for all soil investigations: First, consideration of the

general geological features of the site, and second, exploratory borings to produce more

specific information as to the extent of soil variations, moisture contents, etc. Further

investigations will vary with the project and the character of the soil. Certain basic tests

should be performed on samples from all projects, namely, grain size analyses on granular

samples, and liquid-limit and plastic-limit tests on all samples; these are indicative of the

compressibility of the soil.

The liquid limit may be defined as the lowest moisture content at which the soil

passes from a plastic to a liquid state; the plastic limit as the lowest moisture content

at which the soil passes from a solid to a plastic state. The plasticity index is the differ-

ence between the two and is indicative of the plastic range. Arbitrary test procedures are

used to determine the limit values, but the above definitions are, in effect, the practical

intent or application of the test values.

The classification of soil characteristics can be made from the liquid and plastic-

limit test results by use of the plasticity chart. Fig. 1. The ordinates for this chart are

the liquid limits and the abscissas are the plasticity indices. In general, the dry strengths

and compressibility of soils increase with the liquid limits. For soils approaching the

liquid limit in moisture content there is a direct relationship between the liquid limits

and the compressibility. Where this condition holds, the approximate amount of settle-

ment for most normally loaded clays can be predicted on the basis of the liquid limit

alone.

Field moisture contents should also be determined. For roadbed soils, moisture-

density tests are important for the control of compaction; also unconfined compressive
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Fig. 1—Plasticity chart.

strengths on remolded specimens. For questionable clays, mineralogical analyses of the

clay minerals will identify materials with unfavorable swelling characteristics.

For foundation bed soils, considerable valuable information may be obtained from

the standard penetration test. This test alone often can be sufficient to determine the

required information. In any event, it will demonstrate the extent and type of required

explorations. The standard test is performed by dropping a weight of 140 lb. through

a height of 30 in. on a sampling spoon. Fig. 2. The tube attached to drill rods, as

required, is usually seated about 6 in. into the soil and the number of blows required to

Flat , for Wrench
n.

for Wo.h il 1

111 CK 11

Water Ports, Center Section, Split Ls.ngthwise''

Totol Weight 15 lb. Tool Steel Drive Shoe-

Fig. 2—Dimensions of sampling spoon for standard penetration test.
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penetrate the next 1 ft. of soil is the penetration number N. The following table gives

the relative densities of sand soils and the relative strengths of clay soils corresponding

to variable values of A'^.

Sands
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Report on Assignment 4 (b)

Culverts: Installation of Pipe Culverts

A. W. Schroeder (chairman, subcommittee), W. T. Adams, T. F. DeCapiteau, W. C.

Swartout, A. A. Winter.

Last year your committee presented, as information, a tentative draft of Specification

for Installation of Culverts (Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, pages 492 and 493) and requested

comments and criticism thereon. These specifications, not reproduced here, are now sub-

mitted for adoption and publication in the Manual.

Report on Assignment 5

Roadway Drainage : Critical review of recommended practice

J. A. Noble (chairman, subcommittee), H. S. Ashley, J. G. Johnson, L. D. Shelkey,

W. O. Trieschman, Charles Weiss.

This report presents the results of a review of the subject of Roadway Drainage and

it is recommended that it be published in the Manual replacing the material now
appearing on pages 1-43 to 1-63 incl.

ROADWAY DRAINAGE

A. SCOPE, IMPORTANCE

This subject has to do with the artificial surface and subsurface drainage of the cuts

and fills which make up the roadbed, as distinguished from the drainage of the natural

surface of the ground by natural waterways.

Since the stability of most subgrade materials is affected by their moisture content,

controlling the amount of water in the roadbed is an important factor in the mainte-

nance of good track. Consequently, adequate drainage of roadbeds is a matter of major

importance to every railroad company, more particularly in view of the universal demand

for high speed in transportation and the tendency toward greater axle loads.

B. LOCATION CONSIDERATIONS

Due consideration to probable roadbed drainage conditions should be given by

locating engineers in selecting locations, particularly in avoiding, where it is economically

practicable to do so:

1. Cuts in wet springy ground.

2. Long cuts on low grade lines.

3. Fills across swampy ground which cannot be drained readily.

C. SURFACE DRAINAGE

Every reasonable means should be employed to intercept the natural course of

water from outside sources that would otherwise reach the roadbed.

Intercepting Ditches for Cuts

Through ground sloping transversely, intercepting ditches should be made on the

upper side of all cuts where ditches may be opened without becoming the proximate

cause of slides to the roadbed.
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The size of the ditch should be determined in each instance by hydraulic calcula-

tions based on the amount of water to be carried. The minimum ditch should be 1 ft.

deep and 3 ft. wide on the bottom, with slopes to suit the soil.

The minimum grade for intercepting ditches should be 0.3 percent. If the grade

of any ditch necessarily be so great as to produce eroding velocities the ditch should be

paved or the velocity reduced by check dams or drops.

The distance of top of slope of the ditch from the top of the cut slope should be

sufficient (not less than IS ft.) to prevent seepage of water from the ditch through the

ground to the slope of the cut and permit the operation of off-track equipment between

the ditch and the cut for cleaning purposes. In some cases where the soil is very

permeable it may be necessary to line or pave the ditch to prevent seepage.

So far as is practicable, intercepting ditches should be made in advance of excavating

cuts. The material excavated from the ditch should be deposited on the side toward the

cut. The slope of the waste bank from its high point toward the ditch should be as flat

as is feasible. In crossing light depressions in hillsides, levees may be constructed and

the depression filled in above the levee to bring its surface to the grade of the ditch.

Intercepting Ditches for Fills

Where embankments rest upon soils which may become unstable if saturated or

water in damaging quantities may come against the embankment, intercepting ditches

or dykes to divert water from the embankment should be considered. Such ditches should

be as deep as conditions warrant to aid in drying the soil and in removing such water

as may reach the ditch by percolation.

The distance between the toe of embankment and the top of slope of the ditch

should be sufficient to avoid any danger of causing slides in the embankment and should

not be less than IS ft.

In flat country, where the embankment has been made from side borrow, the inter-

cepting ditch should be located near the right-of-way line and should be deep enough

to drain the borrow pits. In all cases the area between the embankment and the ditch

should be graded so as to slope towards the ditch to prevent water standing in pockets

along the toe of the embankment.

The information given in the foregoing for grades of intercepting ditches and cuts

applies also to ditches at the toes of embankments.

Side Ditches

Side ditches should be constructed at the foot of the slopes in cuts through all classes

of material, for the dual purpose of draining the roadbed and protecting it by intercept-

ing and carrying off the accumulation of surface water from the slopes due to rainfall

and seepage. These ditches should be kept below the .subgrade, and should be so con-

structed that they will not lessen the stability of the embankment or cut.

They should be of sufficient capacity, determined by hydraulic calculations, to carry

off readily the water from the heaviest rainstorm, and of such shape as can most easily

be cleaned. The minimum side ditch should be 1 ft. wide at the bottom' and 1 ft. deep

below subgrade, with side slopes depending upon the material. Wide ditches are highly

desirable where trouble from slides, sand or falling rock occurs, both to afford storage

space and to permit the use of off-track equipment for cleaning. While it is desirable to

have a grade which will keep the ditch clean—not less than 0.3 percent—such ditches

will usually have a grade approximating that of the track, particularly in long cuts.
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D. SUB-SURFACE DRAINAGE

General

Drainage problems are definitely related to the mineralogical composition of the soil

involved, the physical condition of the mineral material, and the local geological and

climatic conditions which determine the source, or sources, of water.

The unfavorable character of a soil as determined by the presence of water and

manifested by swelling becomes more pronounced with an increase in clay content.

Water Cut-Off

Drainage in a broad sense involves both constant elimination of excess gravity

water, and the prevention of access of water to the mass under consideration. The latter

problem has to deal with lateral seepage or sub-surface flow (in volume) ; with vertical

or lateral capillary action; and with direct access of water from rainfall.

Capillary water from below may be cut off by a layer of gravel or broken stone

8 in. to 10 in. in thickness. It may be cut off laterally either by ditches or by gravel-back-

filled trenches. Laterally free-moving water may be cut off by trenches, gravel -back-

filled, and sometimes by open ditches. Cut-offs are often necessary beneath ballast, down
into undisturbed natural ground, at right angles to tracks. On down grades this will

eliminate the necessity of considerable drainage of "soft spots".

Drainage of Open Soils

If the actual moisture content of an open soil (less than 20 percent clay) exceeds

its "field moisture equivalent", it is an indication that the soil lies below the water table

in a stratum bearing free water. Where this is due to surrounding or underlying imper-

vious strata, the high water table in an open soil may be lowered by one of the three

following methods:

(a) Provide an outlet through the surrounding material.

(b) Drill through the impervious bottom of the area to permit the water to

escape through lower pervious strata—if such strata exist.

(c) Place sub-drain pipe at such depth as to lower the water table below the level

of adverse effect. An outlet is essential.

Such water-bearing materials may be encountered in cuts or under side-hill fills.

The source of the water should be determined. This may be a spring, flowing under

hydrostatic head from a higher area; it may be a thin water-bearing seam in rock or

in an impervious soil; it may be a thicker water-bearing stratum emerging on a side

slope; or it may be that only the upper portion of a thick water-bearing stratum is

intercepted.

Drainage of Impervious Soils

In less pervious soils (containing more than 20 percent clay) , if free water exists

it should be intercepted or the installation of a sub-drainage system .should be con-

sidered. The lowering of the water table in such soils tends to decrease the capillar)

moisture near the subgrade surface and so improves the bearing power of the subgrade.

Some of the denser clays are so impervious as to prevent entirely the passage of free

water through them. Drain pipes are of no value in such soils. Water should be kept

away from soils of this kind as they will hold an extremely high percentage of capillary

water.
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Pipe Drains

Except in impervious soils, effective sub-drainage of wet cuts and of saturated soil

upon which embankments rest may be attained by the use of pipe drains.

(a) Location. In cuts the main pipes should be laid parallel to and 9 ft. from the

centerline of the adjacent track. Along embankments the location should be about 10 ft.

from the toe of slope, thus keeping the pipe away from the zone of subsidence under

the fill and outside of the deposit of sediment washed down from the slope.

(b) Grade. The grade of the pipe should not be less than 0.2 percent; preferably

0.+ percent or greater where practicable. Mains should, where possible, be laid on a

uniform grade or with grade increasing towards the outlet ; where a reduction in grade

is unavoidable, an adequate catch-basin should be provided.

(c) Depth. The depth may depend wholly on the level of the water source. A
minimum depth of 3 ft. below bottom of ditch or 6 ft. below subgrade in cuts, or 6 ft.

below natural ground surface along fills is recommended. Care should be taken to locate

the pipe at such depths that no displacement will be made in the alinement or grade of

the pipe by the subsidence of the roadway under traffic or by the action of frost. To this

end, the trench in which the pipe is to be laid should be dug down into a motionless

stratum underlying the saturated material which it is desired to drain. Where this is

impracticable, some means of curing the situation other than by drainage, must be

adopted.

(d) Size. The minimum inside diameter of pipe for main drains should be 6 in.

In long wet cuts the diameter of the pipe should be increased at intervals between source

and outlet as the increasing inflow demands, from 6 in. to 8 in., to 10 in., to 12 in.,

etc., as necessary.

(e) Laterals. In many cases the mains alone may not be sufficient and laterals

extending under the track will be required. These should be spaced from 10 ft. to 40 ft.

apart, depending on the character of the material to be drained. A minimum grade of 4

percent, preferably 8 percent (1 in 12), should be provided to prevent sedimentation;

the maximum grade should be 16 percent (2 in 12), as with greater grades there is danger

of the lateral pu.shing into the main and causing failure.

(f) Kind. The pipe used should (1) have ample strength to sustain safely the load

and impact to be imposed upon it; (2) provide initially and maintain continually a high

capacity for drainage, unimpaired by the separation of its units or by the admission of

soil or rock particles; and (3) have sufficient durability to insure a long service life

with resulting economy and freedom from interference with train operation due to

renewals.
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Several materials are available, each of which, if properly laid, fulfills these condi-

tions. Among these are vitrified clay sewer pipe, corrugated galvanized iron pipe, and

concrete pipe.

The determination of the proper material to use should be based on local condi-

tions and the relative costs. Water carrying corrosive substances may damage iron pipe

and consideration should be given this possibility where such waters are encountered.

(g) Trench. The cross section of the trench should be such as to prevent the per-

meable backfilling being cut off through the temporary heaving of the roadbed before it

becomes compacted. A bottom width of 18 in. to 30 in. is recommended, with the side

away from the track vertical to the surface and the side toward the track vertical to

where a 4S-deg. slope from the bottom end of the tie is intersected, and thence followed.

The trench should be excavated 2 in. to 4 in. below the grade established for the outside

surface of the bottom of the pipe. The soil removed to form the trench should not be

used for pipe covering nor even deposited in the vicinity, but should be hauled away

from the site at the time it is excavated.

(h) Foundation. The bottom of the trench should be backfilled with a selected

permeable material to provide a firm plane surface at the correct grade as a foundation

for the pipe.

(i) Installing Pipe with Bell Ends. Commencing at the lower end, the pipe should

be laid with the bell end up grade, leaving the joints open to permit the water to enter.

(j) Installing Corrugated Iron Pipe. This pipe may be obtained in any lengths in

multiples of 2 ft. up to 20 ft. or 30 ft. The pipe should be laid with the perforations in

the bottom and with the inside circumferential laps pointing down stream. Laying the

pipe with perforations down permits the greatest inflow of ground water with the least

intrusion of sediment. The sections are joined by means of corrugated bands. All special

fittings, such as catch-basins, manholes, tees, wyes, elbows, crosses and reducers, should

be placed as the pipe is laid.

(k) Outlets. With any type of pipe, deep open ditch outlets should be avoided by

extending the pipe to shallow cover. The pipe outlet should be located so that material

which may be dragged out of the cut in cleaning operations will not obstruct it. The

outlet should have a small concrete headwall and should be screened.

(1) Risers. Risers should be placed at the upper end of each main and at intervals

of 300 ft. along the main to permit flushing.

(m) Backfilling. The underdrain trench must be backfilled with a pervious material

that will serve as a filter to keep the fine soil from entering and clogging the drains

liachjM Gradation
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shown for the No. 1 backfill gradation. Material having not more than 10 percent of

its weight in particles larger than •% in. size, but otherwise meeting No. 1 gradation,

will make a satisfactory filter.

Some types of pipe, such as perforated corrugated metal drains, will require the use

of only Gradation No. 1 backfill. Others may require both types. If perforated pipe is

used the joints should be filled with cement mortar. Laying burlap or roofing paper

over the joints will not prevent the entrance of the fine graded filter materials.

When both types are used the coarse filter material (No. 2) is placed around the

pipe to prevent entrance of the fine material into the pipe; fine graded material (No. 1)

is placed along the trench sides and over the coarse filter to prevent washing of the soil

fines out of the trench walls. The coarse material must be placed carefully, with tem-

porary forms to hold it in place until the fine material is placed around it, as it is

important that the fine material be in contact with the sides of the trench throughout

the water-bearing strata.

(n) Time. On new construction the drainage system should be completed, if it is

possible to get the pipe and backfill material to the work, before any track work is

undertaken.

(o) Record. A complete record should be kept of all drains, which should include

a description of kind, sizes, location, and depth, so they may be easily located when

necessary.

(p) Inspection. A yearly inspection .should be made on all sub-drainage systems to

assure proper maintenance.
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French Drains

French or rock drains are underground passages for water through the interstices

among stones placed loosely in a trench. They have proved particularly useful in draining

embankments made of water-retaining materials, which show a tendency to heave or

slide when wet, and also in curing slides in similar materials in cuts and in side-hill

cut-fill sections.

French or rock drains should be constructed transversely to the embankment or

slide at intervals determined by the conditions. Usually it is unnecessary to place them

closer together than about 20 ft. center to center, and in some cases it will be desirable

to stagger them.

The trench, with a width of 4 ft. to 5 ft., should be excavated to a depth of at

least 2 ft. below the bottom of ballast or water pockets or unstable material. The trench

should be thoroughly shored; the use of trench jacks is recommended. Shoring may be

removed as the trench is filled with stone. From the toe of the embankment, the bottom

of the trench should rise on a grade of at least 5 percent and terminate normally under

the far end of the ties of the farthest track. The blind end should be excavated on a

slope of approximately % horizontal to 1 vertical. Under extreme conditions the trench

may be excavated entirely through the full width of the fill; this is especially desirable

at the upgrade end of the fill to cut off the flow of water from the ballast and side

ditches of the cut above; also in side-hill fills and combination cut-fill sections. Extend-

ing rock drains entirely through the fill is undesirable in overflow territories on account

of flood water flowing through the fill at the drains when the water level is higher on

one side of the embankment than on the other.
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The center of the trench should be filled with stones of a size easily handled by one

man. To avoid failure, the sides and top of the trench should be filled with a fine

graded filter material to avoid any silting of the drain and consequent settlement of the

embankment and blocking of the drain.

The efficiency of the drain will be increased by installing a pipe at the bottom of

the drain. This is generally desirable as it gives a rapid outlet for the water, reduces

silting and prolongs the life of the drain.

Where the topography does not permit a direct outlet for these transverse drains,

an intercepting drain should be built about 10 ft. from the toe of slope to provide an

outlet for the laterals.
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E. SPECIAL PROBLEMS DURING CONSTRUCTION

Prevention of Soft Spots and Water Pockets

1. Causes

Soft spots are due to the instability of the material forming the roadbed or of the

natural ground upon which the embankment is placed when saturated with water. The

water may be either capillary water held in the soil by its nature, or free water held

there by lack of drainage, or both.

Water pockets originate in construction errors of two types: (a) the failure to

remove from the subgrade in cuts, and the use in fills, of unstable material into which

the ballast is driven by the increasingly heavy loads, and (b) the improper placing or

dressing of stable materials, such as the use of frozen material in winter, or the deforma-

tion of the subgrade prior to ballasting. The water contained in such pockets is free

water held there by lack of drainage.

2. Prevention

In many cases soft spots and water pockets can be prevented or their formation

delayed by proper construction of the roadbed and the use of suitable ballast material

of the proper depth. Some specific measures to minimize soft spots and water pockets

are described in the following:

Necessary surface and sub -surface drainage facilities as specified in Sections entitled,

Surface Drainage, and Sub-Surface Drainage, should be provided.

The roadbed should have sufficient crown to drain properly, and the surface should

be smooth, and be maintained in this condition until the ballast is placed. Any back-

filling necessary to make a smooth surface should be made of the same material as

exists in the roadbed.

Where it is necessary to use clayey soils in the roadbed, consideration should be

given to stabilizing them by the addition of sandy material or portland cement, or by

similar methods, and the embankment and the subgrade in cuts should be thoroughly

compacted.

The operation of trains over track laid on new roadbed without ballast or sub-

ballast tends to drive the ties into the roadbed and thus form depressions, which later

on develop into water pockets; .such operation should be avoided as far as possible.

Sub-ballast should be of good cinders, gravel, chats or similar material to prevent

the roadbed material from working up into the ballast proper. Stone ballast should not be

used directly on top of clay or loam roadbed.

Sufficient depth of ballast and sub-ballast should be provided to insure even

distribution of the load on the roadbed.

Long Cuts

If long, low-grade cuts are unavoidable, they should be takun out, if practicable,

to such width as will permit wide, deep side ditches. The side slopes should be such

that sloughing will be minimized. Some cuts will stand indefinitely with very steep

slopes, others are not stable at lyi to 1. Special attention should be given to the provi-

sion of adequate intercepting ditches on the hillside above the cut.

Where it is not practicable to take care of the drainage with adequate side ditches,

sub-drainage should be provided.
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Widening Cuts and Fills

When cuts arc to be widened or when fills are to be widened or raised, care should

be taken to sec that drainage of the existing track is not blocked. In some cases, pipe or

French drains may be necessary.

Multiple Tracks

The drainage of a roadbed carrying three or more main tracks ordinarily is not

materially different from that for a single or double-track line.

In cases where a system of pipe drains, consisting of mains on both sides of the

roadbed with laterals extending from each under two tracks, as described under Pipe

Drains, is for any reason impracticable or insufficient, there may be used, either as a

substitute or a supplement, a system of longitudinal drains between each pair of tracks.

Such drains should be 6 in. or more in diameter, and laid on a grade of at least 0.5

percent, with the top of the pipe at the upper end at least 12 in. below bottoms of the

ties. Lateral outlets should be used at intervals of 200 ft. to 500 ft. to take the discharge

into side mains or ditches. The trench excavated between tracks to take the longitudinal

drain should be backfilled with suitable graded material.

Where no other drainage of the intertrack space is provided, it will generally be

found desirable to install drainage outlets at the upgrade side of road crossings, bridge

abutments and other obstructions to drainage. Corrugated iron pipe laterals serve well

for this purpose.

Yards

Since railroad yards are usually located on the flattest terrain available and have

great widths of roadbed at approximately the same elevation, drainage is particularly

important.

Drainage, therefore, should be given due consideration in the location, design and

estimates for the construction of yards.

Where practicable, each yard should be so designed that, starting either at the

middle track on flat ground or at the uphill track on sloping ground, each adjacent

track in order is stepped down 2 in. to 6 in., thus providing for a quick surface run-ofi

at right angles to the track and a cross grade for sub-surface drainage, as well as

minimizing the volume of embankment in many cases.

The construction of yard drainage facilities is almost always incident to other work,

either the alteration of an existing yard or the construction of a new one.

Yards which involve drainage problems are flat-switching and gravity yards for

freight cars, and yards for passenger cars at terminals. The general drainage problem is

met in freight yards, which are usually remote from the centers of cities. Passenger car

yards, which are usually placed as near as practicable to the passenger stations served,

well within city limits, generally have city sewers available, which make their drainage

a special problem.

The drainage plan for a freight yard will depend upon local conditions, including

the amount and distribution of rainfall, character of the soil, topography, number and

grade of tracks and their position both in relation to each other and to the natural

ground, and especially the location and elevation of a suitable outlet.

If the site is crossed by streams, consideration should be given to the construction

of an intercepting channel along the entire up-stream boundary, as against building long
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culverts under the yard to carry the streams separately. Although the initial cost may

be comparatively high, such a stream diversion shuts off all cross drainage from outside

the yard, limits the yard drainage system to that required to dispose of water falling

directly on the yard area, furnishes an outlet for part, if not all, of the yard drainage,

and tends to bar trespassers.

Within the yard area, surface waters should first be taken care of as much as possible

by open ditches, where they will not interfere with the safe and efficient operation of

the yard.

Where the subgrade is of such a nature that water will pass through it, without

any of it being retained, no special drainage facilities will be required if the ballast and

sub-ballast are kept open and not allowed to become foul.

Where the sub-grade soil will hold water, special drainage facilities will be necessary.

Open ditches in yard areas generally will prove to be undesirably obstructive and unsani-

tary. Therefore, the greater part of a yard drainage system will consist of sub-surface

drains, into which surface water may be carried off the roadbed as quickly as possible.

A yard drainage system should be as nearly as possible a permanent facility. There

is no economy in using debatable materials and workmanship. The design, particularly

as to waterway capaciteis, should be made with due consideration of the probability of

future extensions of the yard, and consequently of the drainage system. The design

should permit thorough inspection, cleaning and flushing, and protection of inlets and
outlets.

In the case of the reconstruction of or additions to existing yards, the existing

drains, although adequate for existing facilities, may be unsuitable in elevation, grade

or capacity for the new layout; a new and independent system for the new layout will

then be necessary.

The design of the sub-surface system should be based on the available drainage

outlets, building up the profile of the drains on grades and to elevations suitable for

proper drainage ; or, if this is not feasible, the deepening of the outlets must be considered.

Ordinarily one or more main drains should be laid parallel with and in spaces

between the tracks. The detailed specifications for pipe drains given under Pipe Drains

should be observed.

Cross drains should be so located that all car retarders, switch layouts, signal facil-

ities, towers, scales, etc., may have suitable inlets, and all parts of the yard may be

drained by catch-basins between tracks. Breaks in the track grade are danger Hnes, even

where the change is slight. Water will drain from the steeper grade and collect at the

point of change, unless catch-basins are provided there to carry it away.

It is of advantage to lay cross drains at right angles to the tracks. Diagonal trenches

are awkward and expensive to excavate under tracks and the drains are expensive to

maintain ; a diagonal system should be used only when the proper grade cannot otherwise

be obtained economically.

On yard construction particularly, the drainage system should be installed before

the track work is begun.

If the subsoil is of such consistency as to fill up a pipe drain quickly, drains, as

described under French Drains, may be installed between tracks with pipe drains leading

off to natural drainage.

Passenger Stations

Light track grades, platforms, water cranes, and ballast fouled by collected dirt and
sweepings, all tend to make necessary special drainage at passenger stations.
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Perforated iron pipe, with catch-basins and laterals at frequent intervals, should be

laid in trenches located between the ends of the ties and the edge of the platform; or a

drain pipe may be laid between tracks at a sufficient depth to be below frost and move-

ment of the soil. These drains should be connected by cross drains and ditches to suitable

outlets. All trenches should be backfilled with a selected permeable material.

Highway Grade Crossings

Particular attention should be given to drainage at highway grade crossings. In

many cases it will be desirable to install pipe drains through the crossing, which should

be parallel to the track, outside of the ties, and below the ballast. Proper outlets should

be provided.

If conditions make such action appear desirable, possible changes in the highway

should be studied, such as placing intercepting drains and ditches, and particularly in new

construction, grading the highway so water will not be directed onto the track.

Special attention should be given also to drainage at railroad crossings. These are

difficult to maintain properly under the best conditions, and in some cases adequate

drainage will reduce maintenance difficulties materially.

F. MAINTENANCE OF THE ROADBED

Ditches

1. Causes

Ditch repairs may be necessary because of construction faults or deferred main-

tenance. If the gradient is unsuitable, the ditch may scour and cut, or accumulate silt.

Excessive grades tend to produce rapid flow which may scour the bottom of the

ditch and undermine its slopes. Where this occurs the resulting caving causes obstruc-

tion to flow, with eddies and cross currents which further aggravate an undesirable

situation.

Insufficient grade results in gradual silting. Unchecked growth of vegetation chokes

the stream, obstructs water flow, and thus causes silt deposits.

Some soil wears away readily, the slopes are eroded by rainfall and undermined

by the current of water in the ditch, unless the gradient is correct and the stream

bed clear.

2. Maintenance

Alert and methodical inspection, with prompt remedy of large and small defects,

is necessary to economical maintenance of ditches. The object is to preserve the original

section as nearly as practicable by preventing obstructions which tend to divert or

obstruct the flow. Emergency repairs to drainage ditches will necessarily be made

when conditions require such action, but a general program of repairing and cleaning

should be conducted annually, preferably in the fall.

Erosion may take place at curves, especially during high water, and can be pre-

vented by the placing of rip rap, brush bundles or concrete blankets. If the last men-

tioned is used, the footing should be extended sufficiently far below the bottom of the

ditch to prevent the blanket from being undermined.

Excessive grades may be counteracted with riffle dams of brush, stone or other

available material. While vegetation may be grown to prevent slope erosion, it should

not be permitted to restrict the cross section of the ditch, which should be kept free

of all obstacles to the free flow of water.
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Obstructive snow and ice must be cleared from ditches to prevent wash and to

eliminate the hazard of ice forming on the track during alternate thawing and freezing

weather.

Where it can be used effectively, off-track power equipment will probably give

more economical results for the cleaning of intercepting and drainage ditches than

other methods. Hand work or the use of teams and scrapers may prove to be most

economical under some conditions, but such methods should not be employed unless

analysis of the situation shows more economical procedures are impracticable.

Ditching of ordinary material in side ditches in cuts may be subdivided into two

principal classes:

(a) Shallow cuts

(b) Deep cuts

(a) Shallow Cuts. Ditching in shallow cuts can be done with spreaders equipped

with wings for shaping ditches and slopes, by draglines, or under some conditions by

power scrapers. Such ditching should not be done by hand where the magnitude of the

work justifies the use of power equipment.

(b) Deep Cuts. Where the volume of material to be removed is comparatively

small, the work can usually be performed with spreaders. Hand work should not be

resorted to unless a careful anlaysis shows the use of power equipment is not justified.

Where the volume of material to be removed is large, the cuts are long, or the points

of disposal are remote, the use of power ditchers will probably give satisfactory results.

If the terrain is such that draglines can work along the top of the cut, compara-

tively deep cuts can be cleaned in this manner, and probably at less expense than by

any other method.

Auxiliary track and small cars may be used economically on heavy-traffic lines

where there is sufficient clearance, provided the haul is long and the volume of material

to be handled justifies the initial cost of the plant.

In all cases waste material must be disposed of so it will not wash back into

the cut. Material removed from side ditches should never be cast upon the adjacent slope.

When waste dirt is disposed of along embankments, it should be wasted at an

elevation below the bottom of the ballast.

The use of work trains with hand labor is generally uneconomical and is not

recommended.

Ditching Machines

If ditching in any considerable amount is to be done it will usually be desirable

to use some type of power equipment.

Spreaders are suitable for shallow cuts, and in some cases in deep cuts where the cut

is short or the volume of material to be removed is small.

Where they can be used, draglines will perform ditch-cleaning operations without

interfering with traffic and at a very low cost per yard of material handled. If cuts are

wide enough or traffic is Hght, power scrapers or trucks and power shovels can be used.

Where the depth of the cut, the desire to use the excavated material, or other con-

ditions justify the cost, power-operated ditchers or draglines mounted on cars are effective.

A work train is necessary and the usual arrangement is to place the ditcher or dragline

between two air-dump cars.
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Before using work trains and on-track equipment, very careful analysis should be

made of the situation to see whether the cleaning can be done satisfactorily by methods

not affecting train movements.

In considering the subject of power ditchers, it should be remembered that new

methods and machinery are being evolved constantly, some of which may prove applicable

to the cleaning of roadway ditches, especially where the circumstances are unusual.

Maintenance of Drains

3. Pipe Drains

General. Drainage systems are expensive and valuable. After installation the drains

must be given enough care and attention to obtain from them the maximum life and

service. Record plans made at the time of construction should be carefully preserved for

reference, and any changes made promptly noted thereon.

Inspection. In addition to a yearly inspection, roadmasters, track foremen, and others

responsible for their maintenance, should make periodic inspections to see that the

drainage systems receive adequate maintenance.

Markers. Limits of covered drains should be marked with adequate signs to facilitate

inspection and maintenance.

Outlet Ditch. Ditches leading from outlet pipes should be kept clean, with adequate

width, depth, and grade to insure proper drainage. Side banks should be maintained with

sufficient slope that the material involved will not cave. Ditches should be maintained

free of vegetation, debris and other obstructions. Irregularities in alinement and grade

tend to cause silting and scouring and should be avoided.

Outlet Pipes. Screens on outlet pipes should be kept in place to prevent small animals

entering pipes. When silting occurs at outlet, screens should be removed and the outlet

cleaned. Special care should be given outlets to make certain that stoppage does not

occur.

Overflow. Occasionally outlet pipes discharging near bridges and culverts are subject

to overflow or backwater during high water. Inspection should be made as soon as water

recedes, and if necessary the pipe drainage system should be flushed.

Flushing. Frequent inspection of the mains should be made through the risers. Any
tendency to silt should be carefully watched, and when it occurs to a marked degree, the

entire system of mains should be flushed with hose from water car or other convenient

supply. This is especially necessary for systems involving light grades.

Vegetation. Trees, bushes or vegetation with deep roots should not be allowed to

grow near any line of subsurface drain pipe. The roots, seeking water, may fill the pipes

and cause stoppage of the system.

Failure. Rapid silting of main drains indicates serious trouble; the obstruction must

be located and removed. In excavating for obstructions, care should be exercised to

prevent fouling permeable material over the drains. The excavation should be backfilled

with permeable material as described under Pipe Drains. Any tendency toward further

development of water pockets or soft spots and heaving should be studied, and test

holes dug to determine direct cause of failure. If failure caused by defect in pipe drains

occurs, immediate repairs should be made. If heaving is due to obstinate water pockets

or soft spots that are not tapped with laterals, additional laterals should be installed.
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4. French Drains

Outlets. Screens covering ends of drain pipes in French drains should be kept in

place to prevent small animals from entering.

Outlet Ditches. When a ditch is necessary to provide an outlet for the French drain,

it should be well maintained to prevent silting and to afford a free discharge j'rom

the drain.

Silting. To avoid silting of the voids in French drains the embankment adjacent to

the drains should be built up or raised to direct drainage away from them.

Soft Spots and Water Pockets

5. Occurrence

Soft spots and water pockets have existed for many years, and in certain localities

since construction.

They hav'e increased and become more noticeable with increasing density of traffic

and the use of heavier equipment.

Soft spots and water pockets exist in localities where soil conditions are unfavorable

to satisfactory maintenance, particularly in clay. They will be found in both fills and

cuts, but more generally in clay cuts.

In soft spots the ballast has generally been beaten down into the roadbed, forming

a trough or pockets under the track, the sub-ballast and roadbed being pushed out lat-

erally and oftentimes raised, forming walls which prevent the water draining from the

track. This condition invariably results in water pockets.

The usual methods of surfacing and tamping track have no permanent effect.

6. Importance

The proper treatment of soft spots and water pockets is of vital importance for

safety under present high speed and heavy wheel loads. Higher speeds and heavier wheel

loads, with resulting heavy impact, will develop soft spots in roadbeds which have ade-

quately supported lighter loads at lower speeds.

Soft spots and water pockets should be given prompt attention as they soon develop

into serious defects. The longer they exist, the more hazardous they become and the

greater the resulting maintenance expense, as well as the greater expense involved in

providing a permanent remedy.

7. Treatment

In addition to pipe drains, various new methods of stabilizing soft spots and water

pockets have been developed, such as roadbed grouting, the driving of poles or ties, and

the use of sand piles. The situation should be studied to see what method will probably

give the most economical and satisfactory results.

In cuts, if drains are to be used, a system of pipe drains as outlined under Pipe

Drains is recommended. Test holes should be made at intervals frequent enough to

determine accurately the profile of the bottom of the water pockets. Lateral drains

should be spaced so as to tap all of the pockets; 16 ft. center to center will usually

suffice. The main and laterals should be placed in stable material, with the minimum
depth of the main 24 in., and of the lateral 12 in. below the bottom of the deepest

pocket, unless the surface of solid rock or hard shale lies at a less depth, in which case

the minimum depth of the main can be reduced to 12 in. below the bottom of the deepest

pocket. Quite often the "softest" cuts are of a clay material overlying rock or shale.
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Usually this harder underlying stratum is not on a uniform plane, but is irregular, and

if it is uniform it will not conform with the grade of the main. To prevent dislocation

of the drain pipe it is well to place the pipe into the rock or shale to at least a depth

equal to the pipe's diameter. Other minimum requirements given under Pipe Drains

should be adhered to.

Where soft spots cannot be stabilized effectively, the bearing area of the track

structure must be increased by the use of longer ties, deeper ballast section, or continuous

rail.

In fills, French drains, as described under French Drains, are recommended.

In side-hill cut-fill sections, French drains are recommended, supplemented (where

it is necessary to intercept water flowing directly from the cut side into the water

pockets) by pipe drains on the cut side.

Slides

Slides usually occur in unconsolidated material, but may occur in open faces of rock

formations. Gravity is a primary cause, supplemented by lubricating water, undermining

(natural or artificial), clay-type material, certain types of geological structure, or increase

of load; and in the case of rock slides specifically, by joint planes, fault planes, schistose

structure, or strata dipping towards an open face. In the latter cases, causes are accen-

tuated often by clay seams in partings of the rock. Where embankments are subjected

to hydrostatic head for a length of time sufficient to saturate the embankment, slides

may occur suddenly and without warning, particularly if the material is disturbed,

as by spreading operations. The last described type of failure is similar to slides in

earth dams.

Each slide should be considered as a problem by itself.

The cause of the slide should be determined. Thorough and expert examination

should be made of the soils, drainage conditions and geological conditions related to the

cause of the slides. The thickness and volume of the unconsolidated material should be

ascertained in order to arrive at a decision as to economic preference between the removal

of sliding material and the application of suitable control methods. The removal or

prevention of the cause is as important as the restoration of the roadway.

Piles or retaining walls for the prevention and cure of slides are not recommended;

but their use is permissible for temporary repairs and in special cases.

Surface water should be intercepted and diverted by surface ditches described in

Surface Drainage.

Underground water should be drained away, or preferably intercepted at its under-

ground source, and diverted. Slides due to flow of underlying material may be controlled

by drainage around the toe of slide by constructing French drains containing perforated

pipe. When this unstable underlying material is deep, tunneling to intercept the flow may
be necessary. When feasible, water cut-off is usually more economical and effective than

trenching or tunneling. French drains with perforated pipe are sometimes necessary to

remove underground water from the slide itself when it is impractical to remove all

the sliding material in hillside or cut slides. This control method is usually coupled with

removal of sliding material, slope modification, and water cut-off, or intercepting

drainage.

Where slides have developed in fills, sometimes they may be stabilized by construct-

ing French drains, by the building of berms along the fill, or by pressure grouting. The

last mentioned procedure is a comparatively recent development and is proving very

effective in many cases.
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To prevent surface water entering fills, a 12-in. coat of limestone screenings or other

impervious material, forming a blanket over the top and extending down the slope 10 ft.

to 20 ft., is successfully used. The lower edge of the blanket should be well keyed in.

Fissure filling and oil coating are also sometimes beneficial.

Depressions which have formed in unstable ground should be drained and any cracks

which may have developed should be filled.

Terracing or flattening the slope lightens the load, and may lessen or prevent sliding.

This may be done in addition to other methods of control. The removal of the entire

moving mass in hillside or slides in cuts may be more economical than control methods.

Firmly compacted berms, approximately one-third the height of the fill, will help

stabilize the fill and may be used in connection with drainage control methods. Weighting

of the toe of a slide is useless if movement exists throughout the mass. When used it

must rest upon, or be carried down to solid material.

A relocation of the line is sometimes necessary where the slide assumes the proportion

of an avalanche.

Heaving Track

This subject is concerned with the cause and prevention of heaving of track, due

to frost action, and maintenance methods to cope with this condition.

8. Cause

When water collects unevenly under the track and expands, due to freezing, the

track is lifted higher above the wet spots and produces what is known as "heaved track".

The extent of heaving depends upon the character and condition of material in the ballast

and subgrade, amount of moisture retained, and the extent and duration of low

temperature.

9. Prevention

The cost of maintaining shimmed track is a very considerable amount, and the

application of shims and braces in territories where relatively high-speed trains are

run requires the attention of a maintenance force experienced in this work.

The repeated spiking of ties due to placing and adjusting shims and braces is a

source of considerable reduction in the service life of ties.

The tendency towards heavier axle loads and higher speeds has increased the diffi-

culty of maintaining good riding track where shimming is required and, therefore, careful

study and considerable expenditure to eliminate this condition are warranted.

In new construction too much emphasis cannot be placed on obtaining good surface

and sub-surface drainage, and depressions that will hold water or prevent proper drainage

must not be allowed. A proper depth of suitable ballast is a primary requisite.

On existing tracks proper drainage is the principal factor in eliminating the heaving
of track.

Where heaving occurs in isolated places on fills, much may be accomplished by
digging out these places, removing the subgrade to a depth of 2 ft. or more, and carrying

the excavation to the shoulder to afford proper drainage and so decrease the tendency to

form water pockets. The excavation should be backfilled with clean coarse gravel or

similar material and an adequate depth of good ballast applied.

In wet cuts the installation of perforated underdrains backfilled with porous material
gives excellent results.
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If the subgrade shoulder obstructs drainage of the ballast section it should be

plowed off to the depth necessary to correct this condition.

In some cases where the embankment is built of impervious material, plowing the

shoulder off from the ends of the ties and to a depth of 3 or 4 ft. and replacing it with

pervious material may be justified, but before undertaking such a project careful explora-

tion should be made so it will be known that the wet spots will be drained. In track

of the kind under discussion, depressions in the roadbed will often exist, and in many

cases the procedure just described will not drain them.

Where heaving is extensive and the situation justifies the expenditure, the track

should be stabilized by, as far as practicable, preventing the entrance of water to the

subgrade and removing what does enter.

10. Maintenance Methods

(a) Shimming and Bracing Rules

When shimming is necessary, it should be done so as to provide easy and safe run-off

gradients. When one side of the track is heaved more than the other, proper cross level

must be restored when installing shims, and on curves care must be taken to maintain

proper curve elevation. Heaved ties must not be adzed or otherwise cut to lower their

height, and shimming under ties is prohibited except in an emergency, in which case the

shims should be removed and the condition otherwise taken care of as soon as possible.

Before a shim is placed on a tie, all spike holes in that tie must be plugged with

wood tie plugs, the tie must be free of ice, snow and other obstruction within the area

of the shim, and full bearing of the shim on the tie must be provided.

Two shims of the same length must not be used together under one rail on a tie.

One 12-in. shim may be used on top of a 24-in., or on top of a 7-ft. shim. One 24-in.

shim may be used on top of a 7-ft. shim. One 12-in. shim may be used on top of a 24-in.

shim which has been placed on top of a 7-ft. shim. Where possible use only one shim.

Where two shims are required, the lower shim must be of maximum thickness. Where

three shims are required; the two lower shims must each be of maximum thickness.

When tie plates with special shallow base patterns or with shallow ribs on their bases

are in use, they must be installed on top of shims. When tie plates with deep ribs on

their bases are in use they must not be installed on top of shims. Shims must never be

installed on top of tie plates.

In all cases where a 12-in. or a 24-in. shim, or a 12-in. on top of a 24-in. shim is

installed, all spikes used must be long enough to provide a minimum penetration of 4 in.

in the tie. In all cases where a 7-ft. shim is installed it must be properly and inde-

pendently spiked to the tie with 754-in. shimming spikes. In all cases where a 12-in.

or a 24-in. shim is installed on top of a 7-ft. shim, all spikes through the shorter shims

must be long enough to go through the 7-ft. shim and have a minimum penetration

of 1 in. in the tie.

When installing shims the track level and gage must be used to insure proper gage

and surface.

The driving of shims at an angle between the spikes weakens the track and is pro-

hibited. Shims must be placed squarely on top of the tie and the spikes driven through

the holes provided.

Wood or other types of rail brace must not be used where shimming is done on

tangent track or is done on curved track equipped with shoulder tie plates of a type
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SHIMMING PBOCEDUBE.

I. Locate spot to b* shimmed jnd dtferr

required, S5 illustrated in Figure 'A'

limate extent of shimming 14. Fully spike rill to gauge on the odd numbered ties, including the tie

originally blocked Situation is now as shown in Figure 'D'.

- Length to be shimmed
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FIS. A RAIt-TO BE SMIMMED

2. Clear off snow and ice on both sides of rail.

3. Ad3e top of ties, where required, to make an even bearing for shims.

i. Lay out sbms, tie plugs, spikes and tools; where they will bi readily

available.

5. Remove spikes from every other tic fsay odd numbered ones) over the

length of rail to be shimmed.

6- Baise spikes slightly in remammg tics, (say even numbered ones)

7 Remove tie plates from odd numbered ties. Situation is now as

illustrated in Figure 'K'.

15. Remove spikes from even numbered ties,

16. Remove tie plates from even numbered ties. 5ituatio

in Figure "e:
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ft. Plug spike holes in odd numbered tics; ad3e tops of plugs and do

any other adjing of odd numbered ties that may be required.

3. Foreman sight rail to be shimmed.

10- Sccfionman with claw bar raise rail up to height directed by foreman.

n. 5ectionnan holds rail in Ihis position while foreman blocks it using a tie

plate and shim of proper thickness, sliding them under the rail on one of

the o<d ties-near the centre of Ihe length being shimmed The blocking i!

not spiked it this time. The rail is now blocked up in correct position

at showo in Figure 'C.
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17. Plug spike holes in even numbered ties and finish adjing thesi

16- Seltcf- shims of proper thickness and place them in position on th

numbered ties, with tic plates Fully spike even numbertd ties. R;

now completely shimmed as shown in Figure 'T.'
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FIfi. F RAIL COMPLETELY ;
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I1MMCD AS REftUIREO.

Note; When required, flag prohctiort must be provid?'!, in which
case 'he procedure' followed miy be varied from that showr
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IS. Select shinrs of proper thickness for each remaining odd numbered tic,

slide the shim and tie plate under rail to see Ibat they fiti remove and

place Ihem at end of tie upon which they will be used Conlinne until shims

and tu plates are all lined up for the odd numbered tics.

If a tram approaches while this operation is in progress, knock

(he blocking shim and tie plate out and allow the rail to drop

back into position on the even numbered ties.

'i. Shcve tie plate and shims into place under the rail on odd numbered ties
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which must be used on top ol shims. Where shimming is done on curves not yet equipped

with tie plates, or equipped with shoulder tie plates of a type which must not be used

on top of shims, wood or other approved rail braces must be installed with the shims.

As the frost leaves the ground and the heaved places return to their proper level,

the shimming must be reduced from time to time in order to maintain proper surface.

When the frost has left the ground all shims should be removed without delay from

the track and any imperfect surface corrected. Shims and shimming spikes when removed

must be carefully preserved for future use. Twelve-inch shims should be kept under

cover when not in use.

(b) Shimming Procedure (see Fig. 7 for description of typical shimming procedure

and Fig. 8 for plan of typical shims and braces).

Typical Rail Shims

130 LB- RAIL SHIM
' BASE

'

100 LB. RAIL SHIM

O O- .
J-

.
I rM- I

85 LB. RAIL SHIM
' V"^",».

o <^]i7;^

60 -5b LB RAIL SHIM

,,,,94'V9.4i"?.^i'?-.."

X^^i

24- — IV —\

Rail Brace

NOTE. It' SHIMS SUPPLIED FROt^f i JO 1 4,.THICK.

Za' SHIMS SUPPLIED PROM li TO II THICK.

ALL MOLES BOILED /' IM DIAMETEI^.
SPACING OP HOLES IN SHIMS MAY BE
VAHIED TO SUIT LOCATIO/W OF SPIKE

MOLES IN TIE PLATES-

HOLE I aiAMETEfK

o
ISOMETRIC VIEW OF FINISHED BRACE

Shims 6t Rail Brace

Tw. 8
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Report on Assignment 6

Roadway Formation and Protection

B. H. Crosland (chairman, subcommittee), R. H. Beeder, J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., W. P.

Eshbaugh, R. A. Gravelle, G. B. Harris, W. T. Johnston, R. R. Manion, G. W.
Payne, C. S. Robinson, C. E. Webb, W. L. Young.

Your committee has been given three subassignments, namely 6 {a.)—Roadbed Stabil-

ization; 6 (b)—Construction and Protection of Roadbed Across Reservoir Areas:

Specifications (No report) ; 6 (c) Chemical Eradication of Vegetation (Progress report)

.

£ach assignment has been handled by a separate section of the subcommittee

reporting to the subcommittee chairman.

Report on Assignment 6 (a)

Roadbed Stabilization

W. T. Johnston (chairman, subcommittee section a), R. H. Beeder, R. R. Manion,
W. L. Young.

The material in Part 1 is submitted for adoption in the Manual as recommended

basic practice for Stabilization by Pressure Grouting, to appear, beginning on page

1-66.085. This report was first published in Bulletin 486, February 1950, and subsequently

in the Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, starting on page 735. A number of minor revisions

have been made and the revised copy follows.

Part 2 is a report for information only, giving maintenance cost data on a number

of grouting projects.

Part 3 is also a report for information only, on stabilization by pole driving.

Part 4 is a report on laboratory investigations of roadbed stabilization. The informa-

tion in these reports are a result of the investigation sponsored by the committee and

conducted by the Engineering Division research staff under the direction of G. M. Magee,

Research Engineer and Rockwell Smith, Roadway Engineer.

Part 1

604. STABILIZATION BY PRESSURE GROUTING

A. GENERAL

This process consists basically of the injection under pressure of cement-sand slurries

into the subgrade or embankment. Two different methods of supplying pressure are

common; namely, the use of compressed air pressure and the use of hydraulic pressure

supplied by a piston arrangement transmitting the pressure through the injection system.

The pneumatic and hydraulic injection methods are both adaptable to either ballast

pocket or fill stabilization. For short sections requiring numerous moves the pneumatic

method, requiring a smaller crew and lighter equipment may be economical. Where

acceptance is high on out-of-face work and fill stabilization, the hydraulic equipment

method usually results in lower costs.

Pressure grouting has proved generally successful in the correction of soft track

caused by water pockets, especially on fills. Complete correction with a single treatment

in cuts is more difficult to obtain because of reduced grout acceptance. However, progres-

sive grouting with a total of two or three applications, either in a single or successive
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years, will usually stabilize cuts to an extent that will more than amortize the cost.

For this type of stabilization a grout acceptance of less than 1 cu. ft. per track foot

will probably give only temporary correction. Grout acceptance of 2 cu. ft. or over will

probably insure sufficient permanence to pay for itself. The above statements are not to

be construed as indicating that it is only necessary to produce a grout acceptance of

2 cu. ft. per track foot to procure stabilization. For ballast pockets care should be taken

to achieve complete acceptance before refusal or breakout. It is usually the practice also

to grout unstable fills and slopes to refusal or breakout. Circumstances may modify this

practice somewhat, as discussed under the section Fill Stabilization.

B. BALLAST POCKETS

1. Equipment

Basic equipment required for pneumatic grouting consists of a mixer and injector

pressure tank, or combination thereof. The tank should be equipped with agitator

paddles attached to a power-driven shaft through the tank, even if used only for injec-

tion purposes, to reduce separation of the grout materials. The tank can be shop fabricated

or commercially produced of a size best adapted for the use intended. The usual capacity

is approximately 5 cu. ft .

For hydraulic pressure grouting, a mud-jack or other machine, which will mix the

slurry mechanically and supply grout line pressure through direct piston action, is

required.

Injection points of varied lengths, S ft. to 10 ft., are adequate for most ballast

pocket stabilization. These can be purchased commercially or made in the shops. Heavy-

duty pipe equipped with couplings to provide variable length can be used. All points

must be equipped with suitable heads to withstand driving. The points may be open

ended or pointed, with openings cut above the point.

Grout line hose is usually 1^4 in. inside diameter of heavy-duty quality. Lines and

points may be equipped with glad-hand couplings for .speed in handling. Two hundred

feet of hose is usually sufficient.

An air compressor of 105 cu. ft. capacity will be adequate to supply one injector

tank and the air hammers. Air hammers should be provided with a special chuck to fit

a driving head on the injection points or pipes. Where it is necessary to drive points

through coarse ballast, a hammer weighing SO lb. or more is advisable.

Other tools should include point pullers, wrenches as required, and standard small

tools. Unless the sand is absolutely free of all oversize or lumps, a sand screen is necessary

to minimize plugging in the grout lines. This screen may be constructed of 54-in- mesh

screen cloth or slotted cloth. A screen is usually included in hydraulic equipment.

2. Materials

Best results are obtained by the use of a rather fine rounded .sand such as dune or

beach sand. If possible, 100 percent should pass a No. 20 mesh sieve and more than

80 percent through a No. 40 sieve. As much as 20 percent passing a No. 200 sieve is

permissible if the material is of such character as not to ball up in the mixer. Many
local sources of suitable sand are available and the gradation other than the maximum
size is relatively unimportant. This consideration permits the use of a sand that will be

relatively inexpensive. Many roads have developed their own source. Rather coarse sands

can also be used, but operational difficulties with line plugs, etc., tend to develop more
readily. Finer gradations will permit the use of less cement if desired. See AREA Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 48, 1947.
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Standard portland cement (Type I) is usually used, although good results have

been obtained with air-entraining cement of similar characteristics (Type lA). It has

been reported that the air-entraining cement reduces flow friction and line plugs to some

extent. The air-entraining qualities are not of value in the grout after injection.

3. Mixtures

Usual mi.xtures for pneumatic grouting vary from 1 part cement with 1 part sand

to 1 part cement with 7 parts sand. For hydraulic grouting, mixtures up to 1 part cement

to 32 parts sand have been used. The type and gradation of sand will to a large extent

determine the amount of sand that can be used without operational difficulties. Water

requirements vary from 3 to 6 gal. per cu. ft. of loose material, depending on the n.mount

of moisture in the sand. Fly-ash is often used to supply additional fines to the sand

and to reduce cement requirements. It is a by-product of steam power plants burning

powdered coal and is collected on the electrical precipitators. Pulverized limestone and

other fine material will also serve this purpose.

The proportions of the mix are determined to a large extent by the policy of the

road and the purpose and type of grouting. Labor costs are by far the greatest factors

in this type of stabilization and savings in cement costs by the use of lean harsh mixtures

may be entirely nullified by line plugs or by failure to procure adequate penetration.

Where it is desired to penetrate the coarse ballast in the bottom of a deep pocket the

richer mixes are often used. Where the pockets are relatively shallow—less than 5 ft.

—

mixtures of the order of 1 to 4 may be more desirable to avoid setting the ties and

producing too much cementing strength in the upper ballast. Where acceptance is high

the cement content of the mixture may be reduced without apparent effect on the results

obtained.

Certain conditions may arise where a cement-water mixture is indicated, such as

tunnel floors on rock or shale, or in roadbeds where acceptance is low and grout pene-

tration is difficult to obtain.

Asphalt emulsion may be used as a lubricant to produce better flow of the grout

through the lines and appears to be of considerable value in reducing wear in hydraulic

equipment. When asphalt emulsion is used the quantities usually are from 0.1 to 0.2 gal.

per cu. ft. of dry ingredients.

4. Procedure

The results of the preliminary investigation will determine the depth of the pockets

and the severity of the moisture conditions in the pockets. Injections should be placed

accordingly. Common practice is to space injections, staggered, along each side of the

track, 5 to 10 ft. apart. The closer spacing is used if there are indications of considerable

variation in the depth of the ballast. Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically a typical layout of

injection holes.

Injection points may be driven either vertically between ties and close to the rail,

or sloped in from near the ends of the ties so that the injection end is approximately

under the rail. In either case care should be taken that the grout will flow out of the

point and into the pocket. The point should penetrate through the pocket and a few

inches into the subgrade material. A change in driving resistance will usually determine

the correct depth if this has not been previously determined for all locations. Pneumatic

hammers are used almost exclusively for driving points. Bull points are sometimes used

in ballast sections prior to the insertion of injection points.
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Ballast Pocket

Grout Injections - Spaced 5' to lO'

• • • • •

Fig. 1—Pressure grouting typical injection plan for ballast pockets.-

Where open-ended points are used the open end should be plugged with a rivet or

track bolt held in place until the point is on the ground. Prior to grouting this plug

must be rodded out and the point pulled up a few inches. Where closed-end points are

used it is necessary to circulate grout or water through the point during driving. Water

is usually used as this opens channels for the grout. It is often advisable to inject this

water through the open-end points after driving, and in cinders and sand it is necessary.

Usually 10 to 15 gal. are sufficient to insure grout acceptance.

In pneumatic grouting the grout is mixed in the desired proportions, the line is

attached to the injection point and the pressure is applied. Most compressors are governed

at 85 to 100 psi., which is required for efficient operation of the air hammers. This

pressure is too high for most pneumatic grout injection. Some equipment has a reduction

valve controlling this pressure to 60 lb. or below. In practice, however, the pressure can

be controlled by hand operation of the air intake on the injector sufficiently to eliminate

the bad features of too much pressure. In most cases the flow of the grout and the

sweep of the agitator paddles in the tank keep the pressure at the injection point actually

below the pressure in the compressor .storage tank. High pressures tend to segregate

the slurry constituents and to hump the track before grout penetration is complete. In all

cases, however, the air should be shut off before it penetrates into the hole. The com-

pletion of injection for a batch can be determined by holding the hose at its union with

the injection point. The flow of the last of the slurry, followed by air, will cause a

considerable jump in the hose, which is apparent to the touch of the hand.

Pressure for hydraulic grouting is a function of the equipment. It is pulsating and
may be much higher than in pneumatic grouting. Other details of procedure are identical

for both the pneumatic and hydraulic processes.

Injection is continued in any one hole until the grout breaks out or the track is

raised objectionably, possibly Yi in. or less. The grout hose is moved to an adjacent

point and the process repeated. In pneumatic equipment an arrangement of two tanks,

one above the other, with gravity flow between, controlled by suitable valves, will permit

slurry mi.xing to proceed simultaneously with injection. This arrangement will eliminate

most of the delay between batches, and the addition of one or two men to the crew
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will raise daily production by at least SO percent. In hydraulic equipment, mixing and

injection can usually proceed simultaneously.

Injection points should be pulled soon after they have been used. All equipment

should be washed thoroughly at the end of the day's work and at any interruption at

any time. It is also advisable to provide fittings so that the grout hose can be attached

directly to the air supply. This will facilitate cleaning if the line becomes plugged.

In grouting a section of soft track the injections should be continued at least one

rail length beyond the limit of the unstable section. Confining the stabilization to the

exact limits will often cause a soft section to develop at the end. Even with very little

grout acceptance the length extended will serve as a run-off or transition zone. After

grouting, the track usually requires a clean-up to eliminate grout in the top ballast and

a general spotting to smooth out any irregularities produced by the grout under pressure.

C. FILL STABILIZATION
1. Equipmeni

Same as for ballast pockets.

2. Sand

The sand requirements are the same as for ballast pockets.

3. Mixtures

Considerations set forth for slurries for ballast-pocket injections apply also for fill

stabilization.

4. Procedure

It is the usual practice on sliding fills to grout the slopes, starting at the bottom or

part way up the slope so that the first injections will occur in the vicinity of original

ground or in the area that the preliminary investigation has shown is the surface of

failure. The length of injection points is adjusted to reach the desired depth. In this

scheme of stabilization, 16-ft. points are usually the longest required, and often 10 or

12-ft. points will be sufficient. Injections spaced at 10-ft. intervals longitudinally and at

10 ft. vertically in a grid pattern will usually be sufficient, but, if needed, additional

injections may be made. Figs. 2 and 3 show diagrammatically a suggested layout. Most

sliding fills are weaker on one side, and where this is apparent, injections on the more

stable slope can be reduced below the normal pattern. Injections along the track are

usually made la.st. It is often possible to reach the failure zone or zones from the top

of the roadbed by the use of sectionalized injection pipes driven to the required depth,

and in some cases this may be the best method. However, it appears that 20 ft. is

about the practical and economical limit, beyond which the cost and uncertainty of

driving and pulling will favor slope injections on most projects.

In driving injection points through the ballast, bull points are sometimes used to a

depth up to S ft. These points are then pulled and the injection points inserted and

driven by the air hammer to the required depth. Water or grout is forced through the

points during driving if pointed-end pipes are used. Along the .slopes the pressure can

be applied and the points driven directly. Bolt or rivet-plugged open-ended pipes must

be rodded out prior to injection. In fill stabilization, driving the points while forcing

grout or water through them has much to recommend it. Areas of acceptance can be

detected in which it is of value to permit grout penetration, even if not at the prede-

termined depth. As mentioned previously, water injection prior to grout is a requirement

where the point penetrates cinders or fine sand.
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Track Injections Usually S'lo 10'

in D0plh OS Required

Length of Points to be

Varied os Necessary

Usually 10' to 15'

• • • •

Slope Injections @ 10' Centers. Horizontally & Vertically

~z
Track Injections Ip 5' to 10' Centers

Fig. 2—Pressure grouting typical injection plan for fill slope failures.

12' Points

6' Point
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Grouting is continued through a point until grout breaks out or until it raises the

track, except in areas where acceptance is extreme)}' high and there is reason to suspect

grout is escaping unseen. In these areas an arbitrary limit, such as ISO cu. ft., may be

placed on the acceptance. After this limit has been reached, injection is stopped and

transferred to another point. After a suitable interval—one day or longer—grouting

may again be tried at the location of high acceptance.

There is no data to show how much of the grout pumped into a fill is of value in

the stabilization. There are some indications that complete and full acceptance is not

required. These indications have been obtained from sections where the acceptance has

been limited to a given amount short of break-out. This applies only to areas of very

high requirements, such as fills of broken rock, etc. Where acceptance averages 5 percent

or less of the theoretical volume of the fill, it is doubtful that limitation of grout

acceptance should be specified, except for individual injections. Thickening of the slurry

may also be advisable in areas of high acceptance.

Part 2

Costs and Maintenance Data on Grouting Projects

Table No. 1 shows the grouting and maintenance costs on the New York Central

and the Santa Fe Railroads corrected to show an additional year of maintenance costs.

This table shows the yearly maintenance costs after grouting for eight years on three

projects. In none of the projects is a trend toward higher maintenance cost with advanc-

ing years apparent. This is indicative of the permanent features of the stabilization.

Most of the projects listed have already paid for themselves in reduced maintenance.

The New York Central policy is to grout selected sections showing the greatest instabil-

ity, and the resultant saving on a mile basis is, therefore, greater than that of the Santa

Fe where the grouting is out-of-face and the costs are computed only by the mile.

The data in Table No. 2 have been obtained from IS railroads and show the grout-

ing costs and the average yearly savings since grouting. Most projects list maintenance

costs for periods of 2 to 6 years, but the Pennsylvania reports continued savings on 1

project grouted in 1936, now IS years in service. A comparison of the data in this table

with those of last year shows there has been a change in the percent of savings on 13

projects. Of these 13 projects, 8 show an increase of savings over an additional year of

record and five show a decrease. In general, there is no indication of increased main-

tenance with length of the stabilization in service.

It is expected that the 1953 report will show 10-ycar costs on a number of projects.
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Part 3

Stabilization by Pole Driving

Last year's report (Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, pages 494 to 497, incl.,) gave construc-

tion costs and maintenance data on five pole-driving projects, installed during the years

1931-1948. Table No. 1 of the present report gives details on five rather extensive projects

installed in 1950 and 1951.

These data are the total for the contract, comprising a number of relatively short

sections of track actually treated. For the jobs on Central Texas and Arkansas-Missouri

railways, the contractor furnished all the material in addition to making the installation.

For the other three jobs the costs reported are for installation only.

Fig. 1 shows two special on-track drivers working in tandem. This type of equip-

ment was used on all projects reported. Usually poles are driven approximately 6 in. off

the ends of each tie to a depth below the bottom of tie.

For all the projects the railroad furnished the transportation and distribution of

materials, and flag protection, and did the required ballast dressing after the pole driving.

On the Missouri-Arkansas project on heavy-traffic lines, an hourly machine rate of $6

was paid for time lost clearing for traffic. This is prorated and included in the costs

shown in the table.

No cost figures for maintenance before or after treatment are available. However,

there is full agreement that the above projects return the original cost in reduced lining

and surfacing within five years, usually sooner.

This method of stabilization has been generally successful and used for over 40

years on roads in this locality. It is particularly effective at low cost for low fill and

cut sections in wet areas.

Two projects have been observed on which the poles in the original installation were

too short to correct the instability adequately and permanently. This was evidenced by

the poles generally leaning outward at the top, showing lack of sufficient penetration to

resist the lateral forces. In several instances, however, some poles moved outward from

the bottom, indicating instability below the poles. While no rigid determination is pos-

sible, it is indicated that for most installations the poles should be of such a length as to

penetrate below the seat of the instability to a depth at least equal to half the pole

length. This applies principally to water pockets, soft track, etc. Fill slides and deep-

seated instability require separate and individual analysis.

The exact method through which the pole installations restore stability to track is

not yet apparent. Several different factors are involved which may vary for different

projects. First, there is the subgrade confinement and direct load-carrying ability of the

pole ; .secondly, both vertical and lateral loads are taken by the ballast and subgrade

from the ties and transferred by friction to the poles. Any portion of the load so trans-

mitted will reduce the intensities of subgrade pressures at the zone of instability. Thirdly,

in some areas, vertical drainage may be established. That this is not usually the case

has been shown by the free water present in several successful installations that have

been investigated by test pits. The last possible factor is the increase in density, and

consequent increase in soil strength, obtained by installation of the poles. This is possible,

but it appears doubtful that the effect would be permanent unless some relief is obtained

through drainage. It has been advanced that the poles, even where downward vertical
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drainage is not obtained, will provide relief for excess water pressure in the soils. This

is quite probable during driving, but permanent assistance from upward movement of

water around the poles is subject to question.

It is now planned that the investigation of methods and results of pole driving

will be continued and intensified. Included will be methods of sand pile and sand-filled

blast hole installations.

Fig- 1 Two r,pccicti un-irack drivers working in tandem. This type
of equipment was used for driving poles on all projects reported.
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Part 4

Fourth Progress Report of a Laboratory Investigation
of Roadbed Stabilization—1952

By T. S. Fry
Research Assistant, University of Illinois

Introduction

This is the fourth report of a laboratory investigation for studying the factors that

cause soft spots in roadbeds. The first report appeared in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. SO,

1949; the second in Vol. 51, 1950; and the third in Vol. 52, 1951.

The investigation is part of the research work of the Engineering Division, AAR.
It is being done at the request of AREA Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, by the

Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, under the direction of Dr.

R. B. Peck.

The tests described in this report were performed on soil taken from a borrow pit on

the Pottsboro-Sadler line revision of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad. Compacted

fills constructed of this soil had proved to be exceptionally unstable (see Proceedings,

AREA, Vol. 51, 1950, pages 719-727). A field investigation had been carried out and

laboratory tests conducted in order to determine the index properties and other charac-

teristics of the fill material. The tests described in the present report constitute a further

investigation of the fill material, primarily under dynamic loading. The purpose of the

tests is twofold: First, to seek a correlation between the behavior of this soil and that

of the other soils subjected to similar research; second, to permit investigating any

relationships between the results of the laboratory tests and the field behavior of this soil.

The main part of the investigation deals with the behavior of a simulated roadbed

compacted in a box having a 2934-in. by 32-in. base and a depth of 12 in. The loading

apparatus was described in the first progress report. It produces a pulsating vertical load

which, in magnitude and number of apphcations per minute, is comparable to that

produced by a freight train traveling at a speed of 60 mph. The load is applied to the

simulated roadbed through a pedestal having a base 6 in. square.^

The borrow material used for fills on the Pottsboro-Sadler line revision is derived

from the Eagle Ford Shale. The index properties of this soil, as previously reported,^ are:

Liquid limit 65-86 percent

Plastic limit 25-28 "

Plasticity index 40-60 "

*Max. Dry Density (max. size ^ in.) 103.8 Ib/ft.'

*Optimum moisture content (max. size ^ in.) 16.0 percent

*Max. Dry Density (max. size J4 in.) 113.9 lb./ft.'

*Optimum moisture content (max. size J4 "i-) ^^•'^ percent

* Modified AASHO compaction test.

Of great importance is the type of clay mineral that is found in the borrow material.

Sixty percent of the sample consists of nontronite, a member of the montmorillonite

group with a high iron content. This mineral gives rise to appreciable volume changes

with changes in water content. The marked swelling tendencies of the material have

been noted previously.^

1 Proceedings AREA, Vol. 51, 1950.
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General Procedure

The entire sample was air dried before any tests were begun. Some of the pieces

of shale had a diameter of 5 in.; before water was added the sample was broken up

in a mixer with a muller wheel until the maximum size was ^ in. There were a few

pieces too hard to be readily broken in the mixer; these were picked out and discarded.

The water content of the air-dried material was determined in order that a close

control of the water content could be maintained. Each batch in the mixer contained

about 40 lb. of dry soil and a pre-calculatcd amount of water. Three batches of soil were

placed in the box and then thoroughly compacted. The total sample contains three layers.

The profile of the surface of the soil in the box was measured along one cross section

before and after each test.

After the soil was placed in the box and the ballast added, the box was placed

under the loading apparatus and the test begun. The machine loaded the soil at a uniform

rate of 231 repetitions per minute. The elapsed time and corresponding settlement of the

pedestal were recorded throughout the test. Five hundred minutes constituted the

maximum length of any test.

Tests Without Ballast

To ascertain the behavior of this soil during repeated loading, a series of tests was

made with the loading pedestal resting directly on the soil. This initial series of tests

gave an indication of the water content that would be critical in tests with ballast,

and in tests with grout and ballast.

Four tests were made without ballast. The results of these tests are summarized

in the following table.

Water Penetration
Test Content Cm. Time Min.

1 20.1 0.1 470
2 25.0 0.3 410
3 29.2 1.1 496
4 32.3 ll.S 1.75 (failure)

The water content in test No. 1 was well below the plastic limit and the soil quite

dry and crumbly. After the soil was compacted in the test box the surface was very hard

and it was quite obvious that the penetration would be small.

An increase in water content of 5 percent in test No. 2 did not have much effect

on the results. The water content in this test was just below the plastic limit. By the

time the test was completed the pieces of shale had almost completely disintegrated and

the soil had become a very plastic clay.

Test No. 3 was made at a water content of 29.2 percent, which is just above the

range of plastic limits. After 496 min., or 114,576 repetitions of loading, the pedestal

had penetrated the sample about J4 in.

A complete failure occurred in 1.75 min., or after 405 repetitions of loading, in test

No. 4. The average water content of the soil in this test was 32.3 percent. A square hole

the size of the pedestal was punched about 5 in. into the sample. This failure was accom-

panied with bulging around the pedestal, and some slippage or shear between the top

two layers of compacted soil.

If the water content at which progressive penetration takes place is called the

critical water content, the following conclusions can be stated for tests without ballast.

A
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(1) The water content of this soil docs not greatly effect the stability until the

critical value is approached.

(2) The critical value of the water content is in the vicinity of 31 percent.

Tests with Ballast

After the critical value of the water content had been determined for tests without

ballast, tests were performed to find the effect of ballast on the critical water content.

The results of tests with ballast are shown in the following table.

Approx.
Penetration

Water Settlement of of Ballast

Test Content Loading Plate Time Min. Into Soil

Cm. Cm.

5 21.7 7.5 502 1.2

6 27.0 8.3 460 2.5

7 32.4 13.4 14 Failure

The approximate penetration of the ballast into the soil was determined by measur-

ing the profile, on a given cross section, before and after each test. The term "failure"

applies to a sudden and very large settlement of the loading plate, such that the base

of the oscillator rested directly on the ballast. The settlement of the loading plate was

obtained by direct measurement. Most of the settlement of the loading plate was caused

by adjustment of the ballast. The total amount of settlement due to adjustment in the

ballast is somewhat indeterminate because it depends on the stability of the subgrade.

In tests Nos. 5 and 6 most of the settlement that took place was caused by the

rearranging of the ballast. Some of the ballast was crushed during test No. 5. In test

No. 5 the maximum penetration of the ballast into the soil was Yz in. In test No. 6

some of the pebbles were pushed almost 1 in. into the soil.

The profile of the surface of the soil in test No. 5 was the same before and after

the test, except for an occasional pebble that was forced into the soil.

In test No. 6 the cross section showed that a pocket about Yz in. deep had developed

during the test, and also that the entire bottom of the pocket was penetrated by pebbles.

A bearing capacity failure occurred during test No. 7 in 14 min., or after 3234 cycles

of loading. The water content was 32.4 percent, or about 1.5 percent above the critical

value determined in the series of tests without ballast. The pedestal penetrated into the

soil and pushed ballast ahead of it. The soil did not bulge and crack as in test No. 4,

A wedge of soil was forced upward from around the pedestal and a very shiny shear

surface was formed. There was some slippage between the top two layers of soil.

The most important results of the tests with ballast are as follows:

(1) The critical water content is the same for tests with or without ballast. This

water content is about 31 percent.

(2) There is some penetration of the soil by the ballast at water contents as low as

22 percent, and the amount of penetration increases with increasing water contents.

(3) Enough penetration can take place at water contents as low as 26 percent for a

water-holding depression to be made.

Tests with Grout and Ballast

This series of tests can readily be divided into the following two groups:

(A) Tests with grout layer on top of soil.

(B) Tests with grout layer between top two layers of soil.
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A. Tests with grout layer on top of soil.

The purpose of this series of tests was to investigate, in the laboratory, the effect

of having a layer of grout between the base of the ballast and the soil.

The results of three tests with a grout layer just below the ballast are shown in the

following table.

Approx.
Settlement of Thickness Penetration of
Loading Plate Time Min. of Grout Ballast Into Soil

Cm. Cm.

18.6 12.3 14 in. Failed

13.8 443 5^ in. 6.0

11.4 11.4 ^in. Failed

Test

Water
Content

9 30.7

10 28.9

11 33.8

The grout layer was allowed to set for 12 hours before testing.

The grout mix by volume was 1:2:5 for test No. 9. The grout did not have enough

strength to make the layer very rigid so, in effect, the grout layer became a slightly

cemented sand cushion which did very little to retard the failure. The failure in test

No. 9 was almost identical to the failure described in test No. 7.

For test No. 10 the sample was allowed to dry to a point below the critical water

content. The grout layer was made with 2 parts cement instead of 1 part in order to get

a more rigid layer. Test No. 10 was allowed to continue for 443 min., or 102,333 cycles

of loading. A definite ballast pocket was formed but complete failure did not occur.

The grout layer was almost entirely disintegrated below the pedestal.

Test No. 11 had a ^-in. layer of 2:2:5 grout on top of the soil. The water content

was 33.8 percent, or almost 3 percent above the estimated critical value. A complete

failure occurred in 11 min., or after 2541 cycles of loading. This failure was a bearing-

capacity failure like others where ballast was used.

From this series of tests the following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) When the water content is just below the critical range a thin layer of grout

just below the ballast might prevent or greatly delay a failure, but will not stop the

formation of a balla.st pocket.

(2) If the water content is above the critical value a failure will take place in spite

of the presence of a grout layer just below the ballast.

B. Test with grout layer between top two layers of soil.

To the present time it has been impossible to inject grout into a laboratory sample

by a procedure that is comparable to the grouting of a fill in the field. This series of

tests was an attempt to approximate, to some extent, the effect of a grout layer in the

fill. The grout layer was placed between the top two layers of soil, which was about

3 in. below the surface.

The results of this series of tests are shown in the following table.

Test

12

13

14

Water
Content

30.6

31.2

Settlement of

Loading Plate

Cm.

7.6

8.2

13.1

Time Min.

100
100

4.5

Thickness

of Grout

1/2 in.

Vzin.

Kin.

Approx.
Penetration of

Ballast Into Soil

Cm.

4.0

4.0

Failure

The water content of test No. 12 was just above the critical value; the layer of soil

above the grout layer failed progressively until the pedestal worked its way down to the
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grout layer. In this test the grout layer completely stopped the pedestal in about 35 min.,

or 8085 cycles, and after 100 min., or 23,100 cycles, the grout layer' did not show any

signs of distress.

The results of test No. 13 are similar to test No. 12 inasmuch as the water content

of both tests was almost the same. There were a few cracks in the grout after test No. 13.

When the water content was raised to 33 percent a failure occurred in the grout

layer. This failure took place in 4.5 min., or after only 1040 cycles of loading.

This series of tests leads to the following conclusions.

(1) If the water content is near the critical value, a layer of grout near the surface

will help to retard a progressive downward movement of the pedestal and may even

temporarily stop the movement.

(2) If the water content is above the critical value the grout layer will not stop

a failure.

Conclusions of All Tests on This Soil

The most important observations in connection with the tests are as follows:

(1) The critical water content is in the vicinity of 31 percent.

(2) A thin layer of grout on top of the soil does not prevent the formation of a

ballast pocket.

(3) The rate at which a ballast pocket is formed decreases if a grout layer is placed

near the surface.

(4) If the water content of this soil is above the critical value, the grout layer will

not appreciably increase the shearing resistance of the soil.

Future Research

During the past four years laboratory tests have been conducted on three types

of soil. These soils are of low, medium, and high plasticity. In the field, grout has been

placed in soils similar to those soils tested in the laboratory.

A sufficient amount of data on field behavior has been obtained so that it would

be profitable to compare laboratory tests and field observations at this time. Such a study

should also include a careful correlation of all laboratory tests performed on the three

different soil materials. It is anticipated that this study will constitute the major part

of the research program for the coming year.

Report on Assignment 6 (c)

Chemical Eradication of Vegetation

C. E. Webb (chairman, subcommittee section c), G. B. Harris, R. A. Gravelle.

The following report is submitted as information. Work on this assignment has been

performed with committee sponsorship by the Engineering Division, AAR, research staff

under the direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer and Rockwell Smith, roadway

engineer.

The report consists of two parts. Part 1 is a description of an extensive brush kilhng

project on the Western Maryland Railway. Part 2 is the first report of the research

performed at Ames, la., under a cooperative agreement between the Engineering Division,

AAR, and the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Part 1

Chemical Brush Control on the Western Maryland Railway

During 1951 the Western Maryland Railway undertook a right-of-way brush spray-

ing program over more than 321 miles of track, which is approximately 46 percent of the

line mileage. In addition, 847 track miles of roadbed weed spraying were included in the

program, as set forth in Table 1. This report, however, concerns itself only with the

brush control operations.

Considerable of the Western Maryland's track is through mountainous country,

difficult of access for brush cutting. The vegetation includes types native to the region,

including trees and overhanging limbs. In many cases the brush encroached on the right-

of-way, interfering with communication lines. In such areas cutting of the bru.sh had

been required, often twice yearly.

In preparation for a large-scale program for spray operations, an inspection of the

total mileage was made and the areas proposed for the first year's treatment were listed

on a strip map, as shown by cross-hatched area on Fig. 1. These data were invaluable in

preparing estimates and work plans. At the time of the spraying copies of the map were

available to the spray car operator and were of very substantial assistance in the opera-

tions. During these operations the areas actually sprayed were noted on the map and

appear as solid blocks on Fig. 1. These strip maps as used were charted to nearest 1,/10

mile. Such records on file will permit efficient planning of subsequent programs and will

furnish information for evaluation of results.

T.\BLE 1- -Chemical Brush ano Weed Spravino PR()GRA^f on
THE Western M-aryland—1951

PROPOSED COVERAGE FOR CHEMICAL BRUSH & WEED SPRAY 1951 |
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Right-of-way widths of 60 to 100 ft. were sprayed. As planned, the .<21 miles of

line involved 1750 acres—approximately 5.46 acres per mile. These quantities were closely

approximated in the actual operations.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the brush sprays in operation. This type of equipment is of rela-

tively recent development and has been designed specifically for right-of-way work. The

particular unit shown consists of a converted freight car, on top of which four turrets,

each equipped with 6 nozzles, have been mounted. These turrets are on swivels, per-

mitting use either against cut or fill faces. Each nozzle has a trigger valve in addition

to a single turret valve. Some units also have two small turrets with nozzles capable of

spraying distances of 125 ft. from the track. Required for operation are four turret men,

and the spray car operator who has instant control to stop all spray. For this project

the work train usually carried four tank cars of water connected to the spray car lOr

immediate and continual use. The storage for chemicals and the mixing is arrangeil for

in the spray car.

The formula used for the brush spray was an equal mixture of 2,4-D and 2, 4, 5, T,

using the low volatile esters of each. Each gallon of the mixture contained the equivalent

of 2 lb. of the acid for each ingredient. For application, 1 gal. of the mixture was included

in approximately 150 gal. of water. This is somewhat higher than the 100 gal. often used,

but apparently the same chemical coverage with the greater volume gave better and more

complete coverage. The chemical used per acre was about standard for this type of work

and amounted to 1J4 gal. per acre or more. In very heavy growth the rate approached

2 gal. per acre. The cost for this type of work is usually between $15 and .*p20 per acre

sprayed, excluding work-train expense. No damage claims were received on this job.

An inspection in the fall of the results of the June spraying showed a high per-

centage kill of the weeds and brush. Noted was some resprouting of the locust, but the

bushes were rotting at the ground and survival is doubtful. The ash and mountain laurel

Fig. 2—Brush-spraying operations on the Western Maryland Railway.
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Fig. 3—Brush spraying on the face of a bluff on the Western
Maryland Railway.

were slow in showing reaction but had definite indications of chemical action at the time

of the last inspection. More definite assessment of the results can be obtained in the

spring. It was also noted that in many sections grasses had sprouted, and it is possible

that this growth will retard the seeding and regrowth of weeds and brush. One of the

characteristic results of the chemicals used is the rapid disintegration of the stem or

stalk of the weeds or brush close to the ground, which makes it possible to clear the

dead brush readily. This has been noted on various other jobs and is in evidence here.

Full explanation of the phenomena is not as yet available.

Part 2

Association of American Railroads Weed Control Project

W. E. Loomis and D, W. Young^

Research work on the AAR weed control project was begun in April 19S1, and was

continued actively during the season. The iirst aim was to test the available materials in

a large number of combinations to obtain preliminary indications of the most promising

treatments. To date we have out some 850 plots. The first 11 experiments were applied

on the Ames-Jewell branch of the Chicago & North Western. Experiment 12 was set up

on the Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railway between Ames and Des Moines, la.

^ Professor and Associate, respectively, Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Paper
No. J-2051, Project 944, of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, la.
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We acknowledge and appreciate the ver>' generous cooperation of Mr. A. L. Barr and

his associates of the Chicago & North Western, and Mr. L. R. Jones and his associates

of the Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railway. The help and cooperation of

these railroads made the experimental work possible.

The treatments used can be divided into four groups, which have been used alone

and in combination:

1. Dry materials: Borascu and pelleted arsenic trio.xide.

2. Oils: Of which we have used three classes; diesel fuels of moderate to low

aromatic content and toxicity, distillates of higher aromatic content and greater

acute toxicity, and residual fuels of high boiling point and high chronic toxicity.

3. Fortified oils: Typically medium boiling point, medium aromatic content oils

fortified with dinitro, pentachlorophenol, trichloroacetic acid, or 2,4-D com-

pounds.

4. Water solutions or emulsions: Including 2,4-D, chlorates, polyborchlorate,

trichloracetates, chlorophenyl-dimethylurea, isopropyl-phenylcarbamete, etc.

Early applications were made with knapsack sprayers, but a power sprayer on a

light truck has now been assembled (Fig. 1), and more rapid and uniform applications

are possible.

The results of a single season's work must be considered as preliminary only. Certain

of the chemicals and combinations, however, have been sufficiently promising to warrant

brief discussion at this time.

Fig. 1—A plot sprayer for roadbed work. Such a machine could be used
for control of localized areas of perennials on the track, or equipped with an
extension hose for treating patches of brush or noxious weeds.
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Herbicidal treatments were applied in April, June, July, September, and November.

The results of the later applications cannot be evaluated until next year. End-of-the-

season results with selected chemicals applied once in April, June, or July are shown in

Table 1.

Early applications of TCA-chlorate were effective against perennials, chiefly quack

Krass, rose, and horsetail, but allowed annuals to come in late in the season. Later applica-

tions were better for all-summer results (Fig. 2). DuPont's new CMU Rave satisfactory

controls throuRhout the season, except for the lowest rate applied in June, where some

perennials escaped. In other experiments this chemical has been most effective on peren-

nials, particularly quack grass, when applied just as growth was starting. Work done at

this Station a number of years ago showed late fall to be a generally favorable season

for the application of chlorates, and recent work with TCA has shown the same trend.

We have, therefore, a fairly large series of treatments made November 15 for evaluation

next vear.

Table 1- -The Effect of Applying Herbicides at Different Seasons on Roadbed
Vegetation Control as of October 1951

Date of
afiplication
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Table 2

—

^The Relative Persistence of Effects of Chemicals
Applied at Two Dates
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Table S—The Effect of Applying Additives to CMU
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Plans for 1952

We propose to continue observations on any of the 1951 plots which show residual

toxicity. Borascu, arsenic, and possibly CMU, should show more or less carry-over tox-

icity. One series of plots (Experiment 2) is planned for repeat applications over a three-

year period, so that we will have unsprayed plots for comparison with plots sprayed

at one, two and three-year intervals.

Some additional materials and some new combinations will be used, but much of

our effort will be concentrated on: (1) heavy oil sprays, (2) fortified heavy oils, and

(3) chlorate—TCA—CMU combinations. These sprays will be used in larger blocks,

and, in part, under semi-operational conditions. If any of the local railroads wish to

cooperate we may attempt some larger-scale spraying. Especial attention will be given

to spraying under varying conditions of substrate and vegetation.

Some attention will be given to expanding our brush control program to right-of-way

conditions, and suggestions as to railroad needs in brush control will be welcome.

We have established collaboration in the Southeast and West for a still wider range

of tests. A collaborator is available at Gainesville, Fla., for work with Johnson and

Bermuda grasses, and another at Bozeman, Mont., for work under more arid conditions.

Eventually more attention should be given to the engineering problems of vegetation

control; perhaps by the AREA Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast.

Conclusion

Our preliminary results give us confidence that programs may be developed for

varying roadbed and right-of-way conditions which will permit safer, cheaper and more

effective vegetation control.

Report on Assignment 8 (b)

Fences

Electric Shock Fences and Their Adaptability to Railroad
Requirements

Collaborating w^ith the Electrical Section, Engineering Division, AAR

L. V. Johnson (chairman, subcommittee), J. W. Purdy, C. S. Robinson, L. R. Shellen-
barger, R. C. Young.

This report contains a Tentative Specification for Electric Shock Fences, prepared

by the committee, which is presented as information for the purpose of soliciting com-

ments and criticism prior to submission next year for adoption and inclusion in the

Manual.

SPECIFICATION FOR ELECTRIC SHOCK FENCES

1. General

Electric shock fences are constructed by energizing one or two wires of an existing

or newly constructed fence by means of either batteries or a primary source of electric

power transmitted through controllers.
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2. Construction

Figs. 1 to 7, inch, illustrate various types of electric shock fences and methods of

converting existing fences to electric shock fences.

Fig. 1 illustrates the conversion of an existing fence with woven wire fencing to an

electric shock fence by the addition of an energized wire at the top.

Fig. 2 illustrates the use of an existing strand of wire which has been energized to

form an electric shock fence.

Fig. 3 illustrates the conversion of an existing fence to an electric shock fence by

energizing the top and bottom wires, this providing a fence capable of restraining both

large and small animals.

Fig. 4 illustrates a method of constructing a new electric shock fence, indicating the

simplicity of construction and the small amount of materials used.

Fig. 5 illustrates new construction of an electric shock fence using two wires at

various heights to restrain both large and small animals.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the protection of an existing fence by the use of an energized

wire in front of the present fence.

If existing fences are to be electrified, the wire should be tightened to prevent a

possible short circuit of the electric current. Wire splices should be made or repaired in

such a manner as to permit the current to pass without undue resistance. Corner posts

should be properly braced to permit tight wires for carrying the electric current. After

the wire has been properly stretched, insulators shall be applied at each post and the

wire attached to the insulators by means of spring tie clips or short pieces of wire.

For new fences, posts may be set 30 to 50 ft. apart.

For large animals, wire shall be 30 in. to 36 in. above ground or J4 to % the average

height of animals to be confined.

For hogs, the energized wire shall be 12 in. to IS in. above ground.

For sheep and goats, 2 wires are recommended. Due to the insulation provided by

their wool, these animals are difficult to confine and 2 wires 12 in. to IS in. and 30 in.

to 36 in., respectively, above ground are recommended.

One controller will usually handle fencing extending between public roadways cross-

ing the railroad right-of-way, or a distance up to 5 miles, depending on the condition

and the character of the wire used.

Signs reading "Electric Fence" shall be placed on the fence at intervals of not more

than 200 ft. Signs shall be of wood or metal, 4 in. by 8 in., painted chrome yellow, with

black letters not less than 1 in. high, and fastened to the wire or posts.

Special precautions should be taken where high-voltage lines cross the railroad

right-of-way. The electric shock fence should be protected to prevent a high-tension wire

from falling on the fence and causing high-voltage current in the insulated wire.

THE INSTALLATION OF ALL ELECTRIC FENCES SHALL CONFORM TO
THE REQUIREMENTS OF PART 6 OF THE CURRENT EDITION OF THE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE ENTITLED "SAFETY RULES FOR
ELECTRIC FENCES," PUBLISHED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE—NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS.
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-/nsulafors- -Cnerg/zed iv/ra

Figure 1

-!nsu/ifors~~ -energized wire

-IrysuJsfors -

figure 2

S/p/7 /o be wooc/ or rr^e/^/

ps/n/ec/ Cihrome i/e//oiv tv//h

S/sc/i' /e//ers /yoi' /ess /y^^r? /'/i/p^-

£r>erp/'ied iv/re-^

ELECTRIC

FENCE

S/^ns fo be p/^ced o/> tv/r^

or 0/7 pos/s s/ //7/ery^/s

/7o/ /o exceeof 200'.

S^frgfffd wire

figure 3

Figs. 1, 2 and 3—Method of converting existing fences to electric
shock fences.
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/nsu/<f/or

f/ffure 4

->—4?-

Figs. 4 and 5—New electric shock fence construction.

f/'gure 6

f/gure 7

Figs. 6 and 7—Electric shock fence used to protect existing fence.
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3. Materials

The fence wire may be the existing fence wire properly insulated with porcelain

insulators, if the wire is not too rusty and the splices are tight and properly made to

transmit the electric current.

New wire may be used in either single-strand or double-strand design.

Wire preferably should be 4-prong barbed wire to more effectively deliver shock.

Posts

Wood or steel posts may be used.

Insulators

Porcelain insulators shall be used.

Gates

Gates should be of the same design as the fence, using an insulated handle gate hook

for each strand of energized fence wire.

4. Controllers

The controller is the most vital part of an electrified fence in obtaining good

performance and safety, and the type to be used shall be one of the following:

Battery controller designed to operate from battery circuits of 12 volts or less;

power-operated controller, designed to operate from lighting or power circuits of 125

volts or less; or combination controller, designed to operate from either battery circuits

or power circuits.

Inductive-discharge type controllers, capacity-discharge type controllers, intermittent

a.-c. output controllers, and continuous-type controllers are available, the design specifica-

tions for which shall conform to the requirements of the National Bureau of Standards

contained in Part 6 of the current edition of the National Electrical Safety Code entitled

Safety Rules for Electric Fences. ALL ELECTRIC CONTROLLERS SHALL ALSO
CONFORM TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE CURRENT EDITION OF THE
STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC FENCE CONTROLLERS PUBLISHED BY THE
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INC., AND SHALL CARRY THE UNDER-
WRITERS LABORATORIES LABEL OF APPROVAL.

Specially designed controllers for a 2-wire or l-wire energized fence shall be used,

depending on the type of fence and the purpose for which it is to be used.

5. Grounding

Each electric fence controller shall be effectively grounded by the use of a ground

rod of -j^-in. galvanized pipe or J^-in. copper-coated steel rod driven to permanent

ground moisture level or not less than 8 ft. below ground level, and connected to the

controller with not less than No. 18 AWG stranded and tinned wire or equivalent. Water
or pump pipes shall not be used as ground connections.

6. Lightning Arrestors

When the controller is located in or on a building, a lightning arrestor of approved

type shall be installed on the fence circuit and .shall be connected to the ground rod.
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7. Maintenance

Vegetation will cause leakage of electric current and should be kept clear of ener-

gized wires.

Wire should be kept tight to insure the proper functioning of the fence and to

prevent short circuits due to contact with other wires in the fence.

Batteries should be checked at frequent intervals to determine if they are func-

tioning properly.

Failures in electric fences may be caused by damaged controller, short circuits,

inadequate splices, failure of power supply, damaged insulators, improper gate con-

nections, growth of vegetation, or broken fence line.

Commercial fence testing equipment consisting of lights or a series of lights is avail-

able for testing fence for condition and effectiveness.

8. Conclusion

Electric shock fences, properly installed with controllers meeting the requirements

of the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., are suitable for fencing purposes under proper

conditions and show considerable savings in installation costs as compared with con-

ventional right-of-way fences. Electric shock fences are considered especially desirable

for temporary installations.



Report of Committee 5—Track

F. J. Bishop, Chairmnn,
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5. Design of tie plates, collaborating with Committees 3 and 4.

Progress report on tic plate service test measurements page 780

6. Hold-down fastenings for tie plates, including pads under plates; their effect

on tie wear, collaborating with Committee 3.

Progress report, submitted as information (Bulletin 495) page 785

7. Effect of lubrication in preventing frozen rail joints.

Progress report, submitted as information page 800

8. Field measurement of forces resulting from rail anchorage.

No report.

9. Critical review of the subject of speed on curves as affected by present-day

equipment.

Progress report, submitted as information page 837

10. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute noncritical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of re-

leased materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

Progress report, submitted as information page 838

The Committee on Track,

F. J. Bishop, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. R. Strattman (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, C. A. Anderson, T. H. Beebe,
F. J. Bishop, J. A. Blalock, F. W. Creedle, P. H. Croft, H. F. Fifield, C. E. R.
Haight, J. W. Hopkins, A. F. Huber, H. F. Kimball, W. N. Myers, G. R. Sproles,

M. J. Zeeman.

Your committee offers the following recommendations for the Manual and Appendix

B-Sl, Portfolio of Trackwork Plans:

1. Specification for High-Carbon Steel Track Spikes (page 5-11) Reapproved,

without change.

2. Specification for Lubrication of Rails on Curves (page S-46) Reapproved,

without change.

3. Revision of Appendix B-51 and Glossary.

4. Revision of Specifications for the Laying of New Track (page 5-20.1)

5. Revision of Specifications for Laying Rail (page 5-20.4)

6. Revision of Specifications for Tamping (page 5-45)

7. Revision of Specifications for Gage (page 5-46)

Item 1

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGH-CARBON STEEL TRACK SPIKES

Page 5-11 and 5-12

Reapprove without change.
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Item 2

SPECIFICATION FOR LUBRICATION OF RAILS ON CURVES

Page 5-46

Reapprovc without change.

Item 3

Change the following definitions in Appendix B-51 to agree with those in the

Glossary

:

Alinement Gage (a Tool)

Compromise Rail Insulation

Compromise Joint (Rail) Joint Drilling

Crossover, Double Jeint (Rail)

Elevation (of Curves) Spur

Fastenings (Auxiliary) Track

Delete the following terms and definitions in Appendix B-51:

Crossovers (Scissors) Surface (Track)

Gage, Standard Surface, Running (Tread)

Level Taper Rail

Line Trackwork

Lining Track Split Switch

Out of Face (Referring to track (under Split Switch Terms)

work) Frog (under Frog Terms)

Spiral (When used with respect Guard Rail

to track) (under Guard Rail Terms)

Spiral, Ten Chord Crossing (Track) (under Crossing

Splice Bar Terms)

Splice Drilling

Change the following definitions in Appendix B-51 and Manual Glossary to read a£

follows:

Rail, Track.—A rolled steel shape, commonly a T-section, designed to be laid end

to end in two parallel lines on cross ties or other suitable supports to form a track for

railway rolling stock. 5

Track Bolt.—A bolt with a button head and oval neck and a threaded nut designed

to fasten together rails and joint bars. 5

Add the following terms and definitions in Appendix B-51 to the Manual Glossary:

Branch Line Flangeway Width
Closure Rails Flare

Derail Flare Opening

Electric Railway (Track) Foot Guard
Flangeway Depth Guard Line
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Guard Check Gage

Guard Face Gage

Mate

Rail, Tee

Rail, Girder

Special Trackvvork

Steam Railroad (Track

)

Switch, Split

Switch, Spring

Switch Tongue

Switch Point Derail

Switch Stand

Split Switch with Uniform Risers

Split Switch with Graduated Risers

Manganese Tipped Switch

Insulated Switch

Detector Bar

Head Separation

Heel of Switch

Heel Spread

Heel Slope

Point of Switch (Actual)

Point of Switch (Theoretical) or

Vertex

Point Rail, Switch Rail or Switch

Point

Point Rail Rise

Planing, Bottom

Planing, Side

Planing, Top

Planing, Chamfer Cut

Rail Brace (Switch)

Rail Brace, Adjustable (Switch)

Throw of Switch

Bolted Rigid Frog

Spring Rail Frog

Spring Rail Frog, R. H. & L. H.

Railbound Manganese Steel Frog

Solid Manganese Steel Frog

Self-Guarded Frog (Flange Frog)

Clamp Frog

Frog Point

Heel End of Frog

Heel Length

Heel Spread

Throat of Frog

Toe End of Frog

Toe Length

Toe Spread

Wing Wheel Risers

Guard Rail (Switch)

Guard Rail, One-Piece

Adjustable Separator

Guard Rail Brace

Guard Rail Brace, Adjustable

Guard Rail Clamp

Bolted Rail Crossing

Manganese Steel Insert Crossing

Solid Manganese Steel Crossing

Movable-Point Crossing

Single Rail Crossing

Two-Rail Crossing

Three-Rail Crossing

Crossing Plates

Center Frogs

End Frogs

Knuckle Rail

Movable Center Point

Reinforcing Rail

Running Rail

Curved Lead

Lead

Item 4—Revision of

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE LAYING OF NEW TRACK
Page 5-20.1

Art. 11, change to read:

Ties must be adzed carefully, where necessary, to give a full bearing with the least

possible cutting of ties. The bottom of the rail, the tie plate and the bearing surface

of the tie shall be cleaned before rail is laid.

Page 5-20.2

Art 13, change to read:

Metal, fiber or wood expansion shims must be used to provide the proper opening

between the rails, and a thermometer shall be used to determine the thickness of shims
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to be used in accordance with the standards of the AREA. All shims must be removed

to within 12 rail lengths of the laying.

Art. 19, change to read:

Rail must be fully spiked to each tie in accordance with the standard of the railway.

If no tie plates arc used, the inside and outside spikes shall be as far apart as the face

and character of the tic will permit. The spikes shall be .so staggered that all outside

spikes shall be on the same side of the tie and all inside spikes on the opposite 'side

of the tie.

Art. 20, change to read:

All spikes shall be started and driven vertically and square with the rail and so driven

as to allow Js-in. to ns-in. space between the under .side of the head of the spike and

the top of the base of the rail. In no case shall the .spikes be overdriven, or .straightened

while being driven.

Art. 21, change to read:

No spikes shall be driven against the ends of joint bars.

Page 5-20.3

Art. 28, change to read, starting with the third line after the words ''fully spiked":

with all spikes driven as stated in Art. 20 of these specifications. Ballast shall be well

packed or tamped with tamping pick, shovel, tamping bar, ballast fork, ballast spade,

or tamping machine as directed, from a point 12 in. inside each rail for 8-ft. ties, 15 in.

inside each rail for 8-ft. 6-in. ties, and 18 in. inside each rail for 9-ft. ties, on both

sides of the ties to the end of ties. Tamping should not be permitted at the center of

the tie between the above stated limits, but this center should be filled lightly with

ballast fork or shovel. Both ends of the ties should be tamped simultaneously and tamp-

ing inside and outside of the rail should be done at the same time. Thorough tamping

of ballast under the rail seat should be required.

.\rt. 29, change to read, starting with fifth line after the words "driven to place":

by tamping machines, tamping picks, tamping bars, .shovels, ballast forks or ballast

spades, as directed by the proper repre.sentative of the railway company. In making the

fini.shing lift the spot board and level board must he used with care and the track

brought to a true surface.

Item 5—Revision of

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LAYING RAIL

Page 5-20.5

Under laying, fifth paragraph, change to read:

Standard metal, fiber or wood shims .shall be placed between the ends of adjacent

rails to insure proper space allowance for expansion, as indicated in the following table.

Change hth paragraph to read:

Where shims are used they shall be removed to within 12 rails of the laying.

Page 5-20.6

Change the .3rd paragraph to read:

All spikes shall be started and driven vertically and .square with the rail and so

driven as to allow ',s in. to h, in. .space between the under side of the head of the
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spike and the top of the base of the rail. In no case shall the spikes be overdriven or

straightened while being driven. No spikes shall be driven against the ends of joint

bars.

Change the 7th paragraph to read:

All rail laid down on any given date shall be fully spiked, bolted and anchored at

the end of the day's work. Bolt holes made in the field shall be drilled and not burned

with a torch.

Item 6—Revision of

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TAMPING
Page 5-45

Under Tamping Tools, Item 2 (a), in the second line, add "ballast spade" after

"ballast fork". At the beginning of the last sentence change "tamping bar" to "tamping

tool". At the end of the last sentence add "or vibratory tamping tool".

Item 2 (b)

In the first sentence add "engine cinders" after "gravel", and add "ballast fork" and

"ballast spade" after "shovel". In the third sentence change "tamping bar" to "tamping

tool".

Item 3, first paragraph

In the second line of the first sentence after the word "tie", add: "track with 8-ft.

6-in. cross ties should be tamped from IS in. inside the rail to the end of the tie". In the

second line of the second sentence after the word "10 in.", add "13 in".

Item 3, second paragraph

Change the first word in the second line of the first sentence from "bars" to "tools".

Item 3, fourth paragraph

After "tamping picks", add "ballast forks", "ballast spades", "shovels".

Item 7—Revision of

SPECIFICATIONS FOR GAGE
Page 5-46

Under (c) in the second line of the first sentence, change y> in. to J4 in-

Under (e), change to read:

All spikes shall be started and driven vertical and square with the rail, and so driven

as to allow Y^-in. to fg-in. space between the under side of the head of the spike and

the top of the base of the rail. In no case shall the spikes be overdriven, or straightened

while being driven. No spikes shall be driven against the ends of joint bars.

Under (f), change to read:

Rails must be fully spiked to each tie in accordance with the standard of the rail-

way. If no tie plates are used, the inside and outside spikes shall be as far apart as the

face and character of the tie will permit. Th^ spikes shall be so staggered that all the

outside spikes shall be on the same side of the tie and inside spikes on the opposite side

of the tie. The old spike holes should be plugged.
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Report on Assignment 2

Track Tools

Collaborating with Committees 1 and 22, and with Purchases

and Stores Division, AAR

Trov West (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, H. S. Ashley, L. E. Bates, F. J.

"Bishop, J. A. Blalock, H. J. Bogardus, E. W. Caruthers, W. E. Cornell, L. W.
Deslauriers, T. R. Klingel, Charles Kuchel, E. E. Martin, W. N. Myers, M. P. Oviatt,

C. E. Peterson, R. C. Slocomb, J. B. Wilson.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Plan No. 11-51, Claw Bar

A study is being made of the bending characteristics of the nipping end portion

of the new claw bar. Plan No. 11-51, to prevent, if possible, its being bent when used

for nipping. A laboratory bend test was made on one claw bar each of designs with and

without the safety hand-stop. The conclusion was that the bars yielded and bent just

beyond the heat-treated zone; the safety hand-stop had little effect on the yield strength

of the bar. It was evident from the test that by extending the heat-treated zone inward

from the nipping end the yield load could be increased from the existing 250 lb. to approx-

imately 300 lb. With this idea in mind, two additional sets of claw bars have been made

for further laboratory test.

One set consists of two bars of current design; one bar with the hand-stop

and one without the hand-stop. Both have the heat-treatment extended back from

the nipping end to increase the yield load.

The other set consists of two bars re-shaped at the nipping end to provide

greater depth of steel to resist vertical bending. One bar is provided with the

hand-stop; both bars are heat-treated as now required in the current plan. No
additional weight to be added.

Plan No. 20A-50 Wood Center Track Gage

The wood-center track gage, Plan No. 20A-50, has met with objection due to

warping, bending, and varying in length. The subcommittee is studying the problem

from the standpoint of strengthening the tool by wood lamination, increasing the wood
section, and the use of wood treated with a preservative. To get information on this

subject, a letter canvass was made last August of the engineering departments of the

principal railroads of the United States, England, and Canada. They were asked whether

or not they use the wood-center track gage shown in the AREA Manual. If "yes", what

trouble have they had with warping or bending. If they use any other type of wood-
center track gage, would they let us know particulars about its use. We received 65

replies, and a summary of the information given is as follows:

26 percent of the roads have used or are now using the present AREA wood-
center track gage and have found it unsatisfactory because of warping and not

being heavy enough.

33V:t percent of those roads using the wood-center gage found it unsatisfactory

because of warping and not being heavy enough.

15 percent of the roads use wood-center track gages but not AREA standard

design. The principal difference is a heavier construction and heavier ends. Many
indicated a preference for wood, other than ash, as shown in the Manual.
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With this information, the subcommittee recognizes that the objection voiced, which

started this investigation, is justified. The subcommittee will continue to study the

Specifications for the Wood-Center Gage with the idea in mind to improve its usefulness.

Tie Plate Setter

The subcommittee is considering a tie plate setter and Hfter for inclusion in the

Manual. Some members of the committee are now testing such a tool on their roads and

will report on the success of their use.

Track Spike Starter

A track spike starter is being considered for use in making the initial lift in pulling

spikes to prevent the improper use of the claw bar as a striking tool in pulling spikes.

Report on Assignment 3

Plans for Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Spring and Slip Switches

Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR

M. J. Zeeman (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, J. C. Aker, C. A. Anderson,
T. H. Beebe, F. J. Bishop, J. A. Blalock, T. E. Bliss, C. W. Breed, H. F. Busch,
E. W. Caruthers, H. B. Christianson, W. E. Cornell, E. D. Cowlin, P. H. Croft,

J. W. Fulmer, W. E. Griffiths, A. E. Haywood, A. B. Hillman, A. F. Huber, W. G.
Hulbert, C. H. Johnson, T. R. Klingel, Charles Kuchel, E. E. Martin, R. E. Miller,

W. N. Myers, M. P. Oviatt, G. A. Peabody, C. E. Peterson, S. H. Poore, J. A. Reed,
R. D. Simpson, R. C. Slocomb, C. R. Strattman, J. B. Wilson.

Your committee has corrected plans 912-41 and 921^1 as stated in the Proceed-

ings, Vol. 52, 1951, page 522, to agree with the revised lengths of Curved split switches

adopted in 1951, and is presenting the following revised plans for adoption as recom-

mended practice, and the withdrawal of the previous issue.

Plan 912-52—Bills of Switch Ties for Turnouts and Crossovers

Plan 921-52—Location of Joints for Turnouts with Curved Split Switches

Your committee has prepared a plan to provide improved track support at the

approaches to open-deck bridges and trestles and is presenting it for adoption as recom-

mended practice.

Plan 913-52—Approach Ties for Open Deck Bridges and Trestles

The revision of Art. 14, Bolts and Nuts, Specifications for Special Trackwork—1951,

is proposed to comply with recommendations of the American Standards Association as

to dimensions and material specifications for nuts. The proposed specification will be

consistent with the AREA Specifications for Heat-Treated Carbon Steel and Alloy Steel

Track Bolts. Your committee presents for adoption as recommended practice the fol-

lowing paragraphs in this article which are designated (New), and the withdrawal of

the previous corresponding paragraphs, and the retention of the paragraphs designated

(No change)

.

Article 14. Bolts and Nuts
(New)

1402. Manufacture

(a) The manufacture of the bolts and nuts shall conform in general and as far as

applicable to current AREA Specifications for Heat-Treated Carbon-Steel and Alloy-Steel

Track Bolts, in Carbon-Steel Gradt-.
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(No change)

(b) Bolts and nuts shall conform to the following detail:

Diameters.— (a) Main bolts or Iwlts throiiRh the body and fillers of froc;s, guard rails

and crossings shall be:

1^" diameter for rails heavier than 110-lb. per yd.

V/^" diameter for rails 110-lb. per yd. or lighter, down to and including rails

having 3" fishing height.

1%" diameter for rails having less than 3" fishing height. Fishing height is

measured on vertical center line of rail.

(b) Diameter of bolts in joint bars shall be as specified by Purchaser.

(c) Diameter of other bolts shall be as specified on detail plans.

(Nezv)

Heads.—.\merican Standard regular square heads (ASA B-18.2-1941), or any later

revision thereof, except where otherwise shown on detail plans.

Threads.—American Standard Screw Threads, Coarse Thread Series, .\SA B-1.1—
104Q, or any later revision thereof, Class 2 fit.

Nuts.—American Standard heavy square nuts (ASA B-18.2—1941), or any later

revision thereof, made of medium carbon steel (0.40-0.55 percent c).

(No change)

Fittings.—Bolts shall be equipped as shown on detail plans with head locks, spring

washers and flat or beveled washers to provide square bearing and to permit

tightening of nuts with a standard wrench.

(NeiiO

1403. Physical Requirements

(a) Bolts shall conform to the following minimum requirements as to tensile

properties.

Tensile strength, psi 110,000
Yield point, psi 80,000
Elongation in 2 in., percent 12

Reduction of area, percent 25

(!)) The threads of the nut shall not "strip" or the boh !)reak when the bolt, with

nut fully mounted, is tested in tension to the following lo;uls for the diameter

ordered.

Nominal Min. Load in Lb.
Bolt Stress Area*' Carbon Steel

Dia.In. Sq.In. 110,000 Psi.

Y^ 0.3340 36,740

V& 0.4612 50,730
1 0.6051 66,560

VA 0.7627 83,Q0O

1% 0.9684 106,520

].^ 1.1539 126,9.^0

Xnir: The above is predir.ited im minimum thirknr-> nf nut lirinK equal to the nominal holt

diameter.

* The stress area is the as.sumc<l area of a circle having a diameter equal to the average of the
mean pitch and minor diameters with Cla5» 3 toIcrance.s shown on page 16, A.SA BI. 1-1949.
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(New)

1404. Workmanship

(a) Bolts shall have rolled bodies within the following diameters unless turned bolts

are specified:

Nominal Maximum Minimum Out of Round
In. In. In. In.

^ 0.7S8 0.742 0.012

Ji 0.883 0.867 0.012

1 1.009 0.991 0.013

1% 1.135 1.115 0.015

114 1.261 1.238 0.016

1^ 1.387 1.363 0.018

(b) When specified bolts shall have turned bodies within the following dimensions:

Maximum diameter = nominal diameter -j- 0.0

Minimum diameter = nominal diameter — 0.010

Your committee has prepared a typical plan showing lap turnouts, which it believes

will be helpful in designing these special layouts, but because it realizes that all aline-

ment and clearance conditions cannot be taken care of by a single plan, it is presenting

this plan for information as follows:

Plan 925-52—No. 8 and No. 10 Lap Turnouts with Curved Split Switches

The collaboration of the Standardization committee of the Manganese Track Society

in the drafting of the plans and in the review of the specifications in this report is

gratefully acknowledged.

Your committee presents as information the following progress reports prepared by

the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR:

Appendix 3-a, Service Tests of Designs of Manganese Castings in Crossings at

McCook, 111. Appendix 3-b, Service Tests of Solid and Manganese Insert Crossings sup-

ported by Steel T-Beams and Longitudinal Timbers. Appendix 3-c, Crossing Frog Bolt

Tension Tests.

These subjects were reported last year as Appendices 4-a, 4-b, and 4-c, respectively,

and published in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, pages 528 to 552.

Appendix 3-a

Service Tests of Designs of Manganese Castings

in Crossings at McCook, 111.

This report is submitted as information.

This assignment, which was last reported in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, page

528, has been continued by observing the performance of two of the five original castings

and the shot-peened frog installed in April 1949.

Inspection of August 1951

Shot-Peened Casting

This frog is of the same design as the original Morden-Ramapo casting, except that

the flangeways were shot peened prior to installing it in the test corner in April 1949.





A. R. E. A.

NO. 8 AND NO. 10 LAP TURNOUTS WITH
CURVED SPLIT SWITCHES

PLAN NO. 925-52
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After 2% years of service, two flangeway cracks had developed at the receiving corners,

but none was found at the guard rail junctions of the casting. The crack in the Santa Fe

flangeway adjacent to the B. & O. receiving—Santa Fe leaving corner, which was reported

last year as having a length of l}i in., had progressed to 3 in. in length, but had not

extended to the apex of the corner. Another crack had developed around the Santa Fe

receiving corner. It had a length of 3% in., 2% in. of which was in the 3. & O. flange-

way, and 14 in- in the other flangeway. This crack was first observed in April 1951, but

had not changed in length 4 months later. This casting had an aggregate length of cracks

of 6% in. after 2Vi years' service, as compared to approximately 10 in. in the original

Morden-Ramapo design after 2 years' service.

The revised Taylor-Wharton casting at the end of a 2-year service period had two

cracks at the Santa Fe receiving—B. & O. leaving corner with a total length of 4 in., but,

in addition, it had a short crack at one of the guard rail junctions. In April 1951 the

B. & O. receiving corner on the shot-peened casting had mashed down and was later

repaired by welding. From the standpoint of the extent of flangeway cracks, the shot-

peened casting has performed better than the original Morden-Ramapo design, but no

conclusions as to the benefits from the shot peening of the casting are justified at present.

Revised Taylor-Wharton Casting

The revised Taylor-Wharton frog was in the position opposite to the test corner

and has had a total service of 4.9 years. No accurate check of the flangeway cracks

could be made because all except the 1-in. crack at the guard rail junction on the Santa

Fe side had been covered by welding. The Santa Fe receiving—B. & O. leaving corner had

considerable batter. This casting will probably be retired from service in a few months.

Summary

The other four of the original five designs of castings have been retired from service.

The original Morden-Ramapo design was in service 4J4 years, the Carnegie-Illinois

casting, 3 years, and the Bethlehem casting, 8 months. The original Taylor-Wharton

design was finally retired in March 1951, after 2J.^ years of service. The service life of

the latter casting may have been shortened to some extent because of damage by a

derailment, after which it was straightened and restored to service. Those designs having

an integrally cast base plate with a web between it and the running surface have shown

superior service performance.

Tests of Improved Designs

Two new designs will be added to these tests in a few months. The Johnstown

Works of the United States Steel Company has developed a new casting with a solid,

integrally cast pedestal between the base and the top portions of the casting, which

will strengthen the area under the corners of the casting. This design will be tested in

two crossing corners: One with their new method of depth hardening, and another in

the as-cast and ground condition. The Ramapo-Ajax Division of American Brake Shoe

Company will furnish one depth-hardened casting with depressed flangeway floors at

and near the flangeway intersection.

The sponsors of these two designs of castings have done considerable development

work to improve the service life of manganese frogs. Each design has been tested in track

by one or more railroads and the results show promise of a longer service period before

flangeway cracks develop at the receiving corners.
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Appendix 3-b

Service Tests of Solid and Manganese Insert Crossings Supported

By Steel T-Beams and Longitudinal Timbers

This report of progress is offered as information.

Installations in 1946

This test has two crossings, each of the solid manganese and insert types, in the

double-track lines of the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad and the Chicago & Western

Indiana Railroad (operated by the Belt Railway of Chicago) near SSth St. and Cicero

Ave., Chicago. Fig. 1 shows the location and type of support of each crossing, as well

as the fiangeway cracks, which have been drawn to the same scale as that used for the

flangeway width. Crossings A and B have structural steel T-beam substructures and

asphaltic concrete ballast. Crossings C and D are supported by framed longitudinal

timbers and stone ballast.

In the case of the solid-type crossings (B and D) the T-beam support has not been

beneficial in the reduction of the number and length of fiangeway cracks. However, in

the insert-type crossings, the castings on the steel support had fewer cracks than those

on timber. These castings are in good condition, whereas in the solid crossings some

welding of the corners was required in 1951 for crossing D, and fiangeway grinding

for both.

During the 5-year service period there has been no welding done on any of the

manganese insert castings in crossings A and C. In the August 1951 inspection it was

noted that all four crossings needed lining and surfacing. This work was scheduled for

the fall of 1951. Both crossings having the steel support and asphaltic concrete ballast

have not been kept in good line because of the difficulty of refining. The four crossings

are generally surfaced twice a year, but those on the steel support require two or three

lifts to secure compaction of the asphaltic ballast. This type of ballast has eliminated

muddy conditions that occur when other types become fouled.

Installations in 1949

These two solid manganese crossings (AREA plan 771-40) were installed in May
1949 and are located in the same north and south tracks shown in Fig. 1, and the Elsdon

Branch of the C. & W. I., which is about 40 ft. south of the eastward track of the

I.H.B. The crossing having the improved design of T-beam support is in the northward

track, and the other crossing is supported by longitudinal timbers. The inspection of

August 1951 developed that no cracks had formed at the guard rail junctions of either

crossing. Fiangeway cracks had occurred at three corners of the crossing on steel support

and at four corners of the other crossing, but the aggregate length of cracks in the

former crossing was 13^ in. compared to 8^ in. for the crossing on timber. Some of

this difference may be due to a greater tonnage being handled on the northward track.

Originally, both crossings were ballasted with crushed rock. In May 1950, at the

beginning of the second service year, the steel-supported crossing was trowel tamped

with J/2-in. stone, using special bars made by the Belt Railway. For one raise, 10 man-

hours were required, compared with 15 man-hours for raising the timber-supported

crossing. Because of the difficulty in keeping the steel-supported crossing to grade during

the summer of 1950, when it was necessary to give it a raise four times in 5 months,

asphalt ballast was placed by the penetration method in November 1950. At that time it
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Cro^iings A and B have jfrucfura/ sfee/ T-section supports.

Crossings C and D have ho/fed longitudinal timher supports.
N
I

^ - Receiving Corner * Not to scale
/r7specfior? made A ug. 25, 1951 -Crossings instaJled Oc fot>er 14, 1946.

Fig. A - Flangeway Craci<s in Four Crossings of the Chicago &
Western Indiana R.R. and Indiana Harbor Belt R. R.

near ^Jt'^ Street and Cicero Avarjue. Chicago. Illinois.
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was necessary to line the crossing, and the old ballast, which was badly fouled, was

removed. New crushed stone, ly^-'m. maximum size, was placed in layers, and hot paving

asphalt was poured in each layer. The crossing was not surfaced again until after the

end of the second year of service.

During the second year of service the timber-supported crossing was surfaced twice

with a total of 30 man-hours. The cost to maintain the two crossings for the second

year was ^59.14 and $311.72 for the timber and steel-supported crossings, respectively.

The corresponding costs for the 2-year period were $91.25 and $382.51, respectively.

The major items of expense of maintaining the steel-supported crossing during the last

service period consisted of $109.83 for lining, surfacing, and applying the asphalt ballast,

and $126.00 for building up the castings by welding.

In the spring of 1951 the crossing was swinging and pumping, and in May the

steel-supported crossing was first raised on fine black topping. By the latter part of

July, after the crossing had been given three 2-lift raises on the fine material, the original

asphaltic ballast had solidified sufficiently to support the crossing reasonably well. It is

believed that in the future considerably less maintenance work will be necessary to keep

the crossing in good surface than was required in the 2-year service period.

Appendix 3-c

Crossing Frog Bolt Tension Tests

The purpose of this investigation is to determine the reactive characteristics required

of spring washers for economical and efficient maintenance of adequate tension in cross-

ing and turnout frog bolts. The first progress report on this assignment was published

in the Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951, pages 532-553.

This work has been continued by conducting bolt tension tests on the same seven

crossings previously reported. The field work involves measurement of loss in bolt ten-

sion, pull-in, or wear, of the crossing assembly, and nut back-off for three types of

crossings: Solid manganese, manganese insert, and heat-treated bolted rail.

For the medium and high-reaction single-coil washers, the test results continue to

indicate that the superior reactive properties of these washers developed only a moderate

benefit in reducing the dissipation of the bolt tension. From observations in the field,

it is evident that the ends of the medium and heavy-duty coil washers crush the nuts

and crossing assembly under traffic much more than in the case of low-reaction coil

washers. This excess of crushing of the surfaces next to the coil washers tends to oft'set

the advantage of the heavier coil washers. A test is now under wa^ in the heat-treated,

bolted rail crossing between the Pennsylvania and the New York Central at Warsaw,

Ind., to determine if the best attributes of the heavier coil washers can be developed by

using harder material for the surfaces against which they bear. This was done by using

heat-treated nuts and flat, heat-treated bearing plates next to the corner braces.

Progress is also being made in the analysis of the shock-load measurements made

for the bolts in the westward crossing at Warsaw.

A progress report on both phases of this investigation will be presented in 1953.

Acknowledgment

The Association is indebted to the Indiana Harbor Belt, the Belt Railway of Chi-

cago, and the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal for their assistance in conducting the

several service tests.
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Report on Assignment 4

Prevention of Damage Due to Brine Drippings on Track
and Structures

Collaborating with Committee 15 and Mechanical Division, AAR

W. E. Cornell (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, H. S. Ashley, L. E. Bates, F. J.

Bishop, Blair Blowers, A. E. Haywood, H. F. Kimball, E. R. Murphy.

This subject was last reported in the Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, page 661. A sum-

mary of the experimental results indicated that the addition of a mixture of sodium

dichromate and soda ash to salt-ice mixtures would effectively inhibit over 90 percent

of the corrosion from brine drippings. Unfortunately, the toxic properties of sodium

dichromate served to prohibit its direct addition to the bunker mixture. The use of a

sodium dichromate-filled percolator located in the effluent spout was ruled out as being

too costly. The laboratory studies were then directed to the investigation of non-toxic

inhibitors. Preliminary tests conducted by the Armour Research Foundation Laboratories

revealed the corrosion-inhibiting potential of alkali phosphates and derivatives thereof.

Bunker Tests

During March 1951, members of the Refrigerator Car Research group of the AAR
Central Research Laboratory constructed four simulated bunkers. These were used to

evaluate the effectiveness of four methods of adding a representative corrosion inhibitor-

sodium polyphosphate. The salt content in this test was 30 percent of the ice batch,

while the inhibitor comprised 1 percent of the salt concentration.

The methods of addition of the inhibitor to the salt-ice charge were as follows:

(1) a homogeneous mixture of No. 2 rock salt and inhibitor as prepared by hand shovel-

ing; (2) the proportion-wise addition of inhibitor to each layer of salt as per accepted

icing practice; (3) the pouring of the inhibitor on top of the salt in the salt bucket,

without further mixing; and (4) the addition of the inhibitor to the water used in the

preparation of the ice. As the brine mixture melted, samples of the effluent were taken

at intervals over a S-day period and analyzed for inhibitor content.

The results indicated that the use of ice containing an inhibitor (Method 4) is unsat-

isfactory because an excessive amount of material is lost in the initial 5 hours of melting.

However, analyses of the inhibitor content of the effluent after S hours showed it to be

approximately 50 percent less than that shown by the other methods of addition. The

simplest techniques, as represented by methods 2 and 3, were impressive in their ability

to supply a relatively constant quantity of inhibitor to the brine drippings.

Additional laboratory tests have been planned to evaluate the effectiveness of non-

toxic corrosion inhibitors on steels of varying carbon content and representing the types

generally found in track and bridge structures.

Field tests are planned to verify laboratory data.
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Report on Assignment 5

Design of Tie Plates,

Collaborating with Committees 3 and 4

M. D. Carothers (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, C. A. Anderson, F. J.
Bishop, W. R. Bjorklund, Blair Blowers, E. W. Caruthers, C. A. Colpitis, F. W.
Creedle, J. W. Fulmer, A. E. Haywood, J. P. Hiltz, J. W. Hopkins, Charles Kuchel,

J. A. Reed, R. D. Simpson, R. C. Slocomb, R. H. Timmins, C. E. Weller, M. J.
Zeeman.

Your committee presents, as information, a progress report on the service test which

includes seven designs of tie plates for rails having a base Vv'idth of 6 in.

Foreword

This test installation is located in the single-track main line of the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway (Southern Railway System), approximately 12 miles

north of Chattanooga, Tenn. Seven designs of tie plates, ranging from 12 in. to 14^4 fn.

in length, were installed with new ties and 131 RE rail in tangent track and a 6-deg.

curve in November 1944. The test sections were originally ballasted with coarse crushed

rock and were given a general surfacing on slag ballast in the summer of 1950. This line

is operated with both diesel and steam power, but the former is predominant. In the

vicinity of the test location the track grade is level, and practically all of the trains

traverse the curve above balanced speed. In May 1951, a biennial check of the tie plate

penetration (plate cutting), tie plate bending, track gage, curvature, and elevation was

made. During this 6J^-year test the track has carried 139 million gross tons. This test

was last reported in the Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, page 673.

Tie Plate Penetration

The tie plate penetration measurements give the total depth of plate cutting into

the ties, and a summary of the data is shown in Table 1. In all of the test panels, except

for the 12-in. tie plates, the north half of each has 2 anchor cut spikes per plate and

the other half has no anchor spikes. There are no important differences in plate cutting

with or without anchor spikes. In the 18 test panels, exclusive of the 12-in. plates, which

were not punched for anchor spikes, the average plate cutting without anchor spikes

was less than 1 percent greater than that for the plates with 2 anchor cut spikes. So far,

the average rate of tie abrasion has not accelerated with respect to the amount of traffic

carried by the test track. There was evidence of damaging pressures at the field end of

the tie plates in the outer rail where, in some of the test panels, the penetration was

much greater than at the gage end. The average plate cutting on the outer rail of the

curve was 17 percent greater than on the inner rail. This indicates that train operation

above balanced speed has benefited the inner rail by eliminating the heavy dynamic

wheel loads exerted on the inner rail of curves by slow-speed trains. The inner rail is in

reasonably good condition for the tonnage carried in that the head flow had only

widened the rail head ^4 in- to 5^ in.

Plate cutting on the oak ties of the 6-deg. curve was 26 percent greater than for

the same kind of ties on tangent. On tangent the pine ties had 25 percent more abasion

than the hardwood ties.

The average penetration values are still of too small magnitude to show the effect

of tie plate design features, such as length, thickness, and shape of rail seat. The longer
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plates show a little more penetration than the shorter ones. It has been determined from

other tests that the longer plates, which have larger deviations from a flat surface than

the shorter ones, settle more during the initial test period, while becoming fully seated

on the tic. The centroid of the tie plate loads, as computed from the penetration data

for the four panels of 14-in. tie plates on the curve (all having an eccentricity of ^ in.),

was about the same as in the last report, viz., 0.9 in. and 0.5 in. outside the centerline

of rail base for the outer and inner rails, respectively.

Tie Plate Bending

These measurements were taken on the tie plate ends to detect upward bending

with respect to the tie plate shoulders, as described in the Proceedings Vol. SO, 1949,

page 40. No permanent bending of any design has been detected. Design 831-X is the

thinnest one for its length in the test (% in. thinner than ARE.\ Plan No. 12 for the

14-in. tie plate) , but apparently there have been insufficient damaging pressures on the

ties to cause the wood to dish out under the rail base and bend the plates.

Gage of Track

A graphical record of the track gage, measured at six points in each test panel, for

the entire test period is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the curve and tangent sections,

respectively. During the last 2-year service period the gage on the curve (Fig. 1) had

widened more than in the preceding 4J/2 years, and with more irregularity. In the north

half of panels 1 to 6, incl., each plate has 3 cut line and 2 anchor spikes, while in the

south half, 3 line spikes were used without anchor spikes. The gage irregularity is gen-

erally more pronounced in the south portions (right half of each panel in Fig. 1), where

only line spikes were used. The widest gage occurred in panel 7 with the 12-in. plates

and 3 cut line spikes.

It was observed that the outer rail tie plates had moved outward on the ties at that

location. The irregularity in the curvature (noted in Fig. 1) in panels 6, 7, and 8 may
have been a factor in causing the gage to widen in panel 7, which had a curvature of

7.1 deg. There was a similar sharp place in the curve in panel S, which caused a little

more gage widening where there were no anchor spikes. Wear on the outer rail accounted

for l4 in. to i); in. of the gage widening, and the measurements indicated that the rate

of side wear had accelerated during the last two years.

In all of the test panels, except No. 8, the plates have a flat bottom, while in panel 8

the tie plates have 3 transverse ribs on the bottom. In this panel the gage was held

better with 3 spikes per tie plate than in a portion of other panels having flat-bottom

tie plates with 5 cut spikes. It should be noted from Fig. 1 that panel 8 is on the south

spiral of the curve and had the advantage of 4.2-deg. curvature instead of the S-deg. to

7-deg. sharpness in the other test panels. During this 6^-year service test the gage of

track has widened appreciably less with the ribbed-bottom plates than with those having

flat bottom. This experience indicates that with ribbed-bottom tie plates, gage on curves

can be held equally as well with at least one less spike than would be required with

flat-bottom tie plates.

In June 1951 the curve was regaged to about % in. wide to compensate for the rail

wear and to facilitate changing rail in the future without regaging to avoid disturbing

the outer rail tie plates again. When the track was regaged the fourth line spike was added

in the sections with the 12-in. plates, and all other test panels were spiked to provide

3 line and 2 anchor spikes throughout.
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The uniformity of track gage in the tangent test panels (Fig. 2) has not changed

appreciably. The average gage on the oak and pine tie stretches is about the same as at

the beginning of the test.

Conclusions

From the results of this service test no conclusions as to tie plate design are justified,

except that the ribbed-bottom tie plate was superior for maintaining gage on the 6-deg.

curve with 3 spikes per plate, to the flat-bottom plates with 2 additional spikes. In this

test, as well as others sponsored by the AAR where new ties are being tested out-of-face,

plate cutting progressed rather slowly during the first few years of service. Several more

years of traffic will be required to develop information with respect to the design

characteristics of the tic plates.

Acknowledgment

The committee and the Association are indebted to the C.N.O.&T.P. Ry. for its

valuable cooperation and assistance in conducting these tests.

Report on Assignment 6

Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads Under
Plates: Their Effect on Tie Wear

Collaborating with Committee 3

Blair Blowers (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, C. A. Anderson, H. S. A'^hlev,

L. E. Bates, F. J. Bishop, M. C. Bitner, J. A. Blalock, H. J. Bogardus, E. W.
Caruthers, H. B. Christianson, C. A. Colpitis, E. D. Cowlin, H. F. Fifield, J. W.
Fulmer. C. E. R. Haicht, J. P. Hiltz, J. W. Hopkins, A. F. Huber, E. E. Martin,
W. X. Myers, M. P. Oviatt, J. A. Reed, M. K. Ruppert, C. E. Weller, Troy West,

J. B. Wilson, M. J. Zecman.

The following report, which covers service test installations on the Louisville &

Nashville Railroad and the Illinois Central Railroad, is presented as information.

Tests on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

Foreword

The.se tests, which are to develop information on the effectiveness and economy of

various hold-down fastenings and tie pads for extending the service life of tics by

minimizing plate cutting, were last reported in detail in Bulletin 495, pages 6S-Q0 (Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 53, 1952, pages 65-90). This report will describe the additions and ch.nnges

made in the test sections and the more important results of the general inspection made
in 1951. Fig. 1 and Table 1 .show the location and consist of all of the test sections

except those located in the 5-dcg. curve at East Bernstadt, Ky., which are covered by

Fig. 2 and Table 2. Both of the tables have been revised and amplified to include details

essential for those who wish to make an inspection of the test installations.

(Text ronlhiurd on page 790)
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131 lb RE Roil loid in 1944,4-Hole Joint Bors

Fig. 2- Plan of Test Track
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Additions in 1951

Section 46

This is the only section added to the test installations during the year, and it is

designated as No. 46 in Fig. 2 and Table 2, covering the S-deg. test curve. The sponsor

of this section is the American Brake Shoe Company, Ramapo Ajax Division, which,

after several years of research, developed a rubber-fiber tie pad known as the A-B-K
railroad tie pad. This pad is different from the rubber-fiber pads previously furnished by

Bird and Son, and Fabreeka Products Company, for sections 29 and 21, respectively.

The A-B-K pad is denser, a little harder than the other rubber-fiber pads, and has

shorter fiber material, but is judged to have sufficient pliability to yield and conform to

the irregularities of the tie plate and adzed surfaces.

The pads were cut to 7->4 in. by 13^ in. and punched with J^-in. dia. holes for 2

staggered line spikes. The uncoated pads were approximately ^ in. thick, and those

having an asphaltic coating on both sides were about iV in. thicker. The pads were

applied to new, creosoted oak ties with second-hand, flat-bottom AREA Plan 6B* tie

plates, and 2 each of new ^i-'m. by 6-in. cut spikes for line and anchors. Uncoated pads

were placed on the north 24 ties and coated pads were used on the south 25 ties in the

2 -track panel test section. This installation was made November 15, 1951, and none of the

pads split at the anchor spikes. A train passed over some of the coated pads before

spiking and it was observed that the pads stuck hard to the tie. The coating was firm

in mild weather, ranging from SO deg. to 60 deg. F.

Alterations in 1951

In July all of the pads were replaced in section 38 and some were changed out in

section 41. In November one-half of the pads were replaced in section 39, all being in

the 5-deg. test curve.

Section 38

The original Achuff sisal fiber pads, 14 in. in length, were placed in service in July

1950. By November 1 several of the pads had mashed out and a few were in poor con-

dition. After inspection of the pads by the sponsor, it was decided to replace all of the

pads with ones having an improved impregnant. The adhesive-type of impregnant in the

original pads became unstable during the hot weather. When the old pads were removed

it was observed that they had a good bond with the ties. Thirty-three of 96 pads

removed had mashed out of shape and 10 were in very poor condition. The new pads

were treated with a coating of diatomaceous earth to facilitate handling, and were cut

to 7^ in. by 13^ in., about |4 in. shorter than the plate. These pads were punched

for 2 staggered line spikes. In spiking the pads with 2 each of cut line and anchor

spikes, there were 9 splits at the anchor spikes. These pads were inspected on November

15, 1951, and were found in generally good condition, except 6 pads had mashed out

J^ in. to 1 in. on the field side of the rail.

Section 39

This section, consisting of 44 test ties, was installed with Johns-Manville rubber-

asbestos and vegetable fiber pads, 14 in. in length, in July 1950. During construction

the pads split at one-half of the anchor spikes. A year later splits were observed at five-

eighths of the anchor spikes. Because of the presence of such a large number of splits,

Plan 6B was withdrawn from the AREA Manual in 1948.
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it is possible that the pads have a low tensile or ripping strength. At the suggestion of

the research staff, the sponsor made some improvements to the pad to reduce the occur-

ence of splitting. The old pads had a gray appearance, which indicated possibly an

excess of fiber.

The new pads were IYj, in. by 14 in. by J4 i"- thick, excluding the coating, and were

not punched. They are made of a rubber composition and arc more flexible than the pads

furnished in 1950. The new pads have an asphaltic coating on the bottom side only. The

coating was brittle at temperatures around SO deg. to 60 deg. F. Also, the coating could

be easily removed from the pads after breaking the bond at the edges. In driving the

anchor spikes the coating split and worked out partially. The new pads were placed on

the south 22 ties of this section on November IS, 19S1. The pads split at only 2 of the

8S anchor spikes. In removing the old pads from the 5-deg. curve, where considerable

engine sand is used, many of the pads had sand and free water under them. Some of

the water might have been dropped from a steam locomotive which had been waiting

at East Bernstadt.

Section 41

This installation was originally made in July 1950 with Fabco tie pads to conduct

a test of two of the company's pad coatings known as Baker's K-2 and S-72 cements.

Since that time the sponsor has developed another pad coating which is considered

superior to the two previous cements, and has adopted it as standard for those who
desire coated pads. It is an oxidized asphalt compound. New pads with the improved

coating were used to replace the pads on the southerly 12 ties of the north 3S ties in the

portion of this section which had the K-2 cement coating applied with a brush in the

field. The new pads were coated on one side at the plant and had mica dusted on them

to avoid sticking together: None of the 24 pads split at the anchor spikes. The new coat-

ing was firm at room temperature and is said to remain stable at all service temperatures.

Anchor Spikes Retightened

In July 1951, when the general inspection was made, each fastening that required

retightening was marked. In all cases where only one fastening in a tie plate needed

attention, the other one was also marked, because for test purposes it is desired to avoid

inequalities of plate cutting at the ends of a plate due to one fastening being much
tighter than the other.

All of the work was done by hand, except that the Racor Studs and a few Racor
Drive Tight spikes in sections 6, 43, and 7 were driven down with a large size air hammer,'

principally because the spikes had not been driven down far enough when originally

placed in the test. This work was arranged by the sponsor, who provided the air ham-
mer. A summary of the work performed on all types of anchor fastenings requiring atten-

tion is given in Table 3, in which the sub-totals include the maintenance work deemed
necessary by the track engineer of the research staff. The anchor spikes in sections 10

and 22 on the softwood ties were tapped down out-of-face. In these two sections, with
softwood ties, it was observed that in driving the last anchor spike in a tie plate, the

first one would occasionally work up, which was then tapped down lightly the second
time. None of the common cut spikes needed tapping down. No work was required on
the anchor spikes in the sections that are not included in Table 3. No work was per-

formed in section 20 with the Thompson rail and tie plate clamps because that section

has been discontinued by request of the sponsor. It will be noted that the greatest per-

centage of fastenings was retightened or tapped down in the .softwood .sections. Even
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with the extreme care taken in originally driving the screw spikes with a Raco power

track wrench, 2 out of 118 were found stripped in the wood.

Track Gage of Curves

A record of the gage of the two 4-deg. 30-min. curves is shown in Fig. 3, and

similar information for the S-deg. test curve is presented in Fig. 4. In several of the

sections with special fastenings in the long 4-deg. 30-min. curve (Fig. 3), the gage has

been held close to the initial measurements. The gage has progessively widened a mod-

erate amount in some of the sections with cut-spike construction or tie pads. Section 21,

with Fabco pads on the short test curve, has consistently shown some gage widening for

each of the past three years. In the 5-deg. test curve (Fig. 4) there was less gage widening

in section 43 with Racor Studs. The dot and dashed line for July 1951 in section 3S,

and in parts of sections 39 and 41, shows the gage before replacing the tic pads. The

dotted lines in the above stretches indicate the gage after changing the pads.

General Inspection

In the report on the inspection made in 1950, a complete summary of the conditions

found was presented. This year, only the significant or new developments will be

discussed.

Tie Pads

In the five pad sections installed in the S-deg. test curve (Table 2), July 1950, only

the Fabco and Dunne molded rubber pads were in good condition a year later. All of

the Achuff pads were replaced in July 1951 because of failure of the impregnant. The

Johns-Manville pads in section 39 had split at five-eighths of the anchor spikes, and the

Taylor Fibre Company's pads in section 40 had started to delaminate, and the vul-

canized fiber layers had begun to develop splits and to show adverse effects from the

weather. It should be remembered that only the tie pad sections in the 5-deg. test curve

have anchor spikes. Pads should not split at the anchor spikes, even if there is no punch-

ing, because most of the pads used by the railroads are not punched.

All of the Bird 5 and 7-ply duck-burlap tie pads placed in sections 4 and 5 in the

long test curve in August 1948 were in good condition, except that one of the 5-ply pads

had become dislocated and partially dclaminated. Likewise, the S-ply duck-burlap pads

placed in section 30, with 11 -in. tie plates, on the north spiral of the same curve in

September 1949 were also in good condition. Many of the Bird 5 and 7-ply duck-felt

pads placed in August 1947 had felt plies working out. Several of the S-ply pads were

failing because of dislocation or delamination. The 7-ply duck-felt pads were in much
better condition than the S-ply. Even after most of the Bird asphalt coating had squeezed

out and weathered away, the pads were sealed down to the tie and had protected the

adzed surface from abrasion, free water and debris. After almost two years' service in

the long test curve (section 29) the Bird fiber-rubber pads with asphalt coating were in

good condition. These pads had not stretched in length and had retained the coating on

the tie to provide protection for the entire pad area.

Many of the 1947 Fabco pads placed in tangent track only have stretched in length

as much as 1 in. In August 1950 the pads in section 21 on tangent, with oak ties,

were cut off flush with the tie plate ends. In July 1951 the pads showed no further

elongation. The 1948 Fabco pads placed in the short 4-deg. 30-min. curve have stretched

much less than the original pads.

(Text continued on page 796)
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Generally, the Burkart fiber pads, after almost three years of service, were in good

condition, except that a few on the outer rail of the long curve were working out

toward the field side. Two defective pads have previously been reported, one tearing

apart near the field end of the plate, and another tearing at the gage edge of the

rail base.

Many of the wool felt pads in section 28 have mashed out and stretched lA in. to

I in., but appear in good condition otherwise. This soft pad yields to fit the tie plate

and tie, and while it does not stick to the tie, no abrasive materials were found under

the specimen removed for inspection.

The 1-ply coated duck pad (sponsored by the research staff) has proven unsatis-

factory in that the pads rip out, principally on tangent track where only 2 cut line

spikes are used. Four pads were missing and sLx were torn. These pads prevented tie

abrasion, except where the tie plate contacted the tie. Many of the pads are dislocated.

Several pads of different types were removed for inspection on July 25, 1951. The

inspection followed a rain two days before, and free water and sand were found under

several of the uncoated pads. In some instances the sand was pitting the pad and tie.

The abrasion on the tie was too irregular and shallow to measure. Conditions should be

more favorable in the next year or two for securing data on the abrasion.

When the Achuff fiber pads, having an adhesive type of impregnant, were replaced

on July 17, 1951, the weather was dry and no rain had fallen for several days. Some

readings were taken with a moisture meter on the ties and under the old pads. Under

the pads the readings ranged from 18 to 34 percent, averaging 24 percent. Outside the

pad area the readings of surface moisture on the tops of ties varied from 8 to 11 per-

cent, averaging 9 percent. Moisture content on the side of a tie 1 in. below the top was

48 percent. From other moisture readings taken under sealed pads in both dry and wet

weather, the surface moisture content of the area under the pads varied less than that

found under tie plates with or without uncoated pads. In dry weather the moisture

content was prevented from dropping, and in wet weather it was held down. It is pos-

sible that by having a better control of the moisture content under a sealed pad there

will be less checking of the wood in the tie plate area.

The tie pads have not been in service long enough to evaluate them as to their

effectiveness and economy. Four years' service is only a small fraction of the life of a

creosoted oak tie in heavy track construction. So far, for the various service periods,

the following pads have shown the better performance: Bird fiber-rubber, Fabco, Bird 5

and 7-ply duck-burlap, Burkart fiber, and Dunne molded rubber.

Hold Down Fastenings

The several types of anchor fastenings can best be judged from the standpoint of

initial cost, plate cutting, and maintenance work required to keep them effective. Within

the next two years more work will be required and another check of the tie abrasion

will be made.

Tie Coating

In sections 35 and 36 a test of Koppers No. 16 sealing compound had been in service

for a year. Section 35 has 120 new creosoted oak ties with only the odd numbered ties

coated with the compound. In the north half of the section the coating was placed on

only the tops of the ties, while in the other portion, the ends of the ties were also

coated. The uncoated ties will serve as a basis for comparison. Section 36 consisted of

118 existing creosoted hardwood ties, all of which were coated on top. The south 58 ties
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were also coated on the ends. T. G. Gill, senior technologist, Timber Engineering Com-
pany, made the inspection of the checks, splits, etc., in company with two representatives

of the Koppers Company at the time the track engineer, research staff, was making the

annual inspection.

After a year of service the coating was still soft but not tacky, and had stood the

effects of the weather well. Checks and splits, % in. wide or greater, on the top end

surfaces of all ties were counted and recorded before the coating was applied, and also

after one year of service. When the recheck of the checks and splits was made for the

coated ties, the count only included the defects where the seal coat failed to keep them

fully covered. An efficiency index for the coating was determined for each condition.

For the new ties, it was computed from the following formula:

Efficiency, percent = 100- r^">"^>^>- of checks in coated ties) ^ j^^
(A umber of checks in uncoated ties)

For the e.xisting ties, since all were coated, the original number of checks in ties before

being coated was used as the base for the efficiency index of the sealing compound.

Section 35—New Ties

1. Efficiency of ties coated on top surface only:

100 (1 — 1^\ = 70 percent

2. Efficiency of ties coated on top and ends:

1.00 (1 — 4^ ) = 79 percent

3. Efficiency of all coated ties:

100 (1 ——\ = 75 percent
112)

Section 36—Existing Ties

1. Efficiency of ties coated on top surface only;

100 (1 — -^1 = 64 percent
140 )

2. Efficiencv of ties coated on the top and ends:

100 (l — j^\ — 97 percent

3. Efficiencv of all coated ties:

57 \
100 (1 — "777 ) =82 percent

The end coating on the existing ties was more beneficial than it was for the new

ties. Normally, the ends of ties are left uncoated because all except the top inch or two

is usually buried in the ballast. A test of this nature will require many years to determine

its economy.

Moisture readings were taken at depths of J4 i"- and 1 in. below the top of six

each of coated and uncoated ties near their mid-length in section 35 with new creosoted

ties after a year of service. The weather was dry. At the ^-in. depth the moisture read-

ings for the coated ties varied from 15 to 18 percent, with an average of 16.5 percent;

and for the uncoated ties the values ranged from 9 to 12 percent, averaging 10.2 percent.

Readings for the 1-in. depth ranged from 22 to 30 percent, with an average of 25.8

percent for the coated ties, while the values for the uncoated ties varied from 24 to 38
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percent, averaging 29.7 percent. It is apparent that the tie coating prevents the top

surface of the ties from drying out as much as the uncoated ties, but the effect of the

coating at the 1-in. depth made little relative difference in the average moisture content.

In general, it can be said that the coating had a tendency to equalize the moisture

content of the ties.

Conclusions

No statement as to the effectiveness and economy of the many types of construction

is justified until the service period has extended over several more years.

Tests on The Illinois Central

The Illinois Central has extensive service tests of hold-down fastenings north of

Manteno, 111., and the research staff has been checking and reporting their progress,

the last report being in the Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, pages 686-688.

Tests on 131 RE Rail

This test is located in 3 miles of the middle main track carrying passenger trains

and high-speed freight trains, and includes 3 kinds of creosoted ties, 2 lengths of tie

plates, and 7 arrangements of hold-down fastenings.

Table 4 is presented to show the total tie plate penetration in each of the test sec-

tions for the period from October 1944 to August 1951, in which the track carried 103

million gross tons of traffic. During the past 2 -year service period, the plate cutting

percentagewise has increased more with screw-spike construction than with cut spikes.

During the last 2 years, the average tie plate penetration for the 4 screw-spike sections

on pine ties with 13-in. tie plates was the same as that for the 3 cut-spike sections.

This indicates the screw spikes on the softwood ties with the 13-in. tie plates have become

less effective in reducing plate cutting. However, in all other sections with screw spikes

they continued to be more effective than cut spikes during the last 2-year period. In the

pine tie sections with 13-in. tie plates, 2 and 4 screw spikes with double-coil spring

washers were slightly more effective than in the corresponding sections without washers.

For the entire test period the screw-spike construction has shown a marked reduction

in plate cutting as compared with cut-spike construction.

Because of the wave bottom of the 1454-in. tie plates, in most of the corresponding

sections with identical construction, except for the plate length, the penetration was

greater with the longer plate. In all of the sections with 13-in. tie plates the plate cutting

at the gage end with respect to that at the field end was greater than would be expected

with tie plates having Y^-'m. eccentricity. This same condition only occurred in one

section with \A^%-\n. plates. This excess cutting at the gage end may have been influ-

enced by slightly irregular adzing and possibly tilt of the tie plates in the sections with

screw spikes. The penetration measurements are still of relatively small magnitudes and

several more years of service will be required before the special fastenings can be

appraised as to their effectiveness and ultimate economy.

Maintenance of Anchor Spikes

In January 1950 the screw spikes in the 3 miles of track were retightened with air-

impact wrenches. This work was confined to the screw spikes in tie plates that were

loose on the tie or from other observations. The greatest percentage of screw spikes that

required retightening was on Mile C-43 with creosoted pine ties in the sections where
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TABU 4 - SERVICE TEST OF MECHA'JICAL WEAR OF TIES WITH WO DESIONS OF TIE PUTES
AND THRffi KDTOS OF TIES DJ H'.E WEST KAIL OF THE UIDJLE TriACK OF THE ILLINOIS
CENTRAL SYoTEU, BETWEEN M.P. C-U2 AND M.P. C-U5, NOrtTH OF llANTEIJO, ILL.

Tangent Track - Traffic in both directions. New 131-lb. RE rail with 6-hole joints
laid in 19U3. All ties 7 in. by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in. renewed in 19U3.

lllle

Kind of

Cross Ties

Number and Kind
of Anchor Spikes

per
Tie Plate

Tie Plate Penetration in 0.001
in. October 19Ui to Auj^st 1951

(103 Million Gross Tons)

End of Tie Plates

Field jage

Avg.

7 3A in* by 13 in. by 27/32 in. double shoulder tie plates, rolled circular
crown, 1:U0 - cant, flat bottom, le-zel shoulder extensions, ec-

centricity i in., AREA Plan No. 5B.

C-U3
C-U3
C-h3
C-U3
C-U3
C-Ji3

C-U3
c-Ul*

c-UU
C-U5
c-h$
C-U5

Oreo. Pine
Creo. Pine
Creo. Pine
Creo. Pine
Creo. Pine
Creo. Pine
Creo. Pine
Creo. Gum
Creo. Gum
Creo. Oak
Creo. Oak
Creo. Oak

None -------------
h S.S.*
2 S.S.

h S.S. with double coil washers
2 S.S. with double coil washers
Ii Cut Spikes ---------
2 Cut Spikes
None -------------
2 S.S, with double coil washers
None -- _________
2 S.S. with double coil washers
2 Cut Spikes

126
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TABI£ 5 - SERVICE TEST OF iECHANICAL WEAK OF CHEOSOTED QVli TIES WITH THREE
ARRANGEUENT3 OF ANCHOR SPIKES IN TrtACK NO. 3, NOhTHBOUND MAIN OF THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL SYSTEM NEAR M.P. C-U3, NORTH OF MANTENO, ILL.

New 112-lb. RE rail with 6-hole joints laid in I9U4, tangent track.

7 3A if- ''y 13 in. by 27/32 in. double shoulder tie plates, flat seat,
1:1*0 i cant, flat bottom, tapered shoulder extensions, eccentricity

3/8 in., 15/16 in. dia. holes for anchor spikes. Branded Lil9.

Number and Kind of
Anchor Spikes
Per Tie Plate
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A. TESTS ON THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Foreword

During the 6-year service test on the Burlington, near Earlville, 111., many deficiences

of the various types of lubricants or rust preventives were detected. In many of the

sections, the service life of the compounds applied with a brush was e.xtremely short.

Since that test was initiated, new types of rust preventives have been developed and

other methods of application, with or without end plugs, have been improved and used

by some of the member roads.

The purpose of the second service test installation is to develop information on

several of the lubricants or rust preventives and methods of application that will result

in a more satisfactory and lasting treatment of rail joints, and prevent stripped joints

and damaging corrosion during the life of the joint bars.

General Description of Test Installation

The Illinois Central agreed to place this service test in the northward main of its

double-track line between Chebanse and Danforth, 111., where about 5 miles of track

were to be relaid in 2 separate stretches. The test sections are located between points

about 10 and 22 miles south of Kankakee, 111., where it is conveniently accessible from

U. S. Highway 54—45, which parallels the railroad on the easterly side. A general plan

and profile of the test sections are shown in Fig. 1.

The track was laid in the latter part of June 1950 with 132 RE rail, the Rail Joint

Company's 6-hole headfree joint bars with head easement, l-:Pg-in. by 6j4-ii^- track bolts,

Hubbard Super-Service spring washers, 14-in., AREA Plan, No. 12 tie plates, two 5^-in.

by 6-in. cut line spikes only, and 10 forward and 4 back-up Fair anchors per rail. The

back-up anchors were not boxed. In less than 2 months after the relay, the work of

renewing ties and surfacing on stone ballast was completed.

The test track is all tangent, has light grades, and carries high-speed traffic. All

passenger trains, except for the slower schedules, are hauled by diesels. Freight trains

are hauled by steam locomotives, the largest ones being of the heavy Mountain type

(4-8-2). Trains operate in both directions on the test track. There are no turnouts or

crossing frogs in the test stretches that might affect rail creepage. There is only one short

open-deck bridge and it is located just north of M.P. 66 (Fig. 1). The 10 test sections

shown in the figure will be described briefly. Each section is Yi mile in length, except

section 10, which has only 40 joints.

South of Chebanse, 111.

Section 1

This section has RMC Plastic Joint Packing made according to the new formula,

which consists of vermiculite, heavy asphalt base oil, and rust inhibitors. The grease

cakes were applied in three arrangements as indicated in Fig. 1. The middle cakes were

omitted from two of the subdivisions, and the packing was supplemented with a brush

coat of Petrolatum (dark) on the rail opposite the middle foot of the joint bars in one

portion.

When the west rail was laid, the grease cakes were placed on the bars close together,

where they were packed solid, and about even with the ends of the bars where the

middle cake was omitted. With this spacing it was found that an insufficient amount

of the cake had been squeezed out to form a suitable plug by packing the material at

the ends of the bars. Later, when the east rail was laid the end cakes were placed to
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extend beyond the ends of the bars, which provided enough material for securing a

good job of packing the ends back into the joints. Inasmuch as Petrolatum (dark) was

used as a brush coat on the rail opposite the middle 12 in. of the joint bars in the middle

50 joints of this section, the same grease was used on the bolt threads throughout this

section.

An inspection of the test in August 1950 developed that in the joints having the

middle cakes omitted, there was very little bleeding of the oil. Joints packed solid

showed a Hberal amount of bleeding at the fishing surfaces and the bolt holes. It

appeared that the grease cakes of the new formula did not bleed as freely as the old-

formula cakes applied in the Burlington test in 1945.

Sections with Brush-Coat Application

Because some roads grease the rail only, while others also grease the joint bar fish-

ings, it was decided to subdivide sections 2, 3, 4, and 9 (Fig. 1) into two equal parts for

brushing on the rust preventives by the two methods. Since section 10 had only 40

joints, the Farbertite was brushed on both the rail and the bars. The lubrication test on

the BurUngton has demonstrated the difficulty in keeping a lubricant on the fishings,

particularly the upper ones.

The rail laying work was done with a highly mechanized organization, and the

rail ends were hardened with an oxyacetylene flame in conjunction with that work.

In order to minimize the effect of the heat, causing the lubricants to melt off the rail,

it was decided to apply the joint bars first with one bolt immediately behind the rail

laying crane to facilitate the work of end hardening, which required grinding of the tops

of the rail ends. The bars were then removed for applying the rust preventives imme-

diately behind the last mechanical spike hammer. This arrangement allowed about 20 min.

cooling time before brushing on the compounds. Even with this plan of work, the

greases in sections 2, 4 and 9 partially melted off the rail and bars about 6 in. to 8 in.

each way from the middle of the joint. The heat did not cause flow of Dixon's 1924

Quick-Drying Lubricant and Farbertite used in sections 3 and 10, respectively.

.Ml of the joints in the 10 test sections were hand cleaned with curved-back wire

brushes. The greases were brushed on with 2-knot roofing brushes equipped with handles

about 2 ft. long. This method of application promotes good workmanship because of the

ease in greasing the upper rail fishings by simply turning the brush upward, and because

of the elimination of the stooping that would be required in the use of paint brushes. The

bolt threads were greased with the same lubricant as used in each of the respective

sections, except as noted.

Section 2

The joints in this section were coated with Conoco Anti-Rust Compound, manu-
factured by the Continental Oil Company. This material is petrolatum based and con-

tains a solvent and an inhibitor. It was considerably thinner than Xo-0.\-Id "A" Special

and produced a thin coating on the rail and joint bars. Only 60 lb. of the lubricant were

required for Yi mile of track. The middle 21 joints of this section were plugged at both

ends with Texaco plastic H cement to serve as an alternate method for comparison.

Texaco Plastic Material H, No. 1407, contains asphalt, a thinner and finely-ground

asbestos. The plastic H end plugs used in several of the test sections were placed by hand.

Section 3

The JoM-ph Dixon Crucible Company is the manufacturer of the grease brushed on

lilt- joints in this portion of the test installation. The material u.sed is known as Dixon's
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1924 Quick-Drying Lubricant, which has been used extensively for many years on the

pantographs of electric locomotives to minimize the wear on trolley wires. In recent

years a few railroads have used the dry lubricant on slide plates for switch points and

the spring wing rails of spring frogs. It contains about SO percent graphite, wax and a

quick-drying solvent, and is a paste. For brush application, the quick-drying lubricant

was mixed according to the following formulas:

1) 30 lb. quick-drying lubricant in 1^ gal. gasoline

2) 30 lb. quick-drying lubricant in 1 gal. turpentine

Both mixtures are satisfactory, except for the greater fire hazard when using gasoline.

Because of the more rapid evaporation of gasoline, more of it must be added before all

of the material has been applied. Frequent stirring of each mixture is required because

the graphite does not remain in suspension. The mixture flows on the steel smoothly

and dries quickly to form a hard coating of mostly graphite. The heat left from the rail

end-hardening accelerated the drying and appeared to have no adverse effect on the

application. This type of grease is more expensive than most of the rust preventives used

on track joints. For the ^ mile of track, 110 lb. of the 1924 Quick-Drying lubricant

were used.

Section 4

The Dearborn Chemical Company has developed an end plugging material known as

No-Ox-Id Joint Bar Filler, and also a machine for applying the plugs. It was desired

to make a test of their end plugs, and upon their suggestion, No-Ox-Id "A" Special

was applied as a brush coat on the joints. The "A" Special grade was included in the

test at Earlville, 111., on the Burlington, but the joints had no end plugs. No-Ox-Id

"A" Special is a petrolatum-based compound with solvents and an inhibitor. The joint

bar filler consists principally of petrolatum, a filler and an inhibitor. In this section,

upon advice of the sponsor, the "A" Special was brushed on the areas where the plugs

were to be placed. Where plastic H plugs were used the lubricants were confined to the

areas between the end bolts of the joint as that material will not adhere to a greased

surface. Placing of the No-Ox-Id end plugs was supervised by a manufacturer's repre-

sentative. The end-plugging machine is shown in the upper view of Fig. 2, where two

men are to be seen cranking the pistons to plug both ends of the joint bar on the gage

side of the rail. The cylinder assembly is rotated 180 deg. for plugging the field bar.

The joint-bar filler was furnished in 9-lb. cakes having a diameter of 6 in. to fit the two

cylinders on the machine. A full charge will plug approximately 40 bars. The joint-bar

filler applicator measures the material for each end plug, and the work is quite uniform

unless some of the filler is wasted because of a poor fit of the nozzle with the bar ends,

brought about by having some of the bars sheared on a skew instead of at right angles.

Each plug weighs about Yz lb., or totaling 270 lb. per half track mile. The joint-bar

filler applicator is a pilot model. It does an excellent job as to uniformity, but weighs

too much for conveniently handling on and off the track and for rapid application of

the plugs. A view of the finished plug is shown in the middle portion of Fig. 2, and a

photograph with the joint bars removed is shown in the lower part of the figure. The

brush coat of "A" Special required 75 lb. for this section. During the summer of 1950

the No-Ox-Id end plugs melted and drooped down sufficiently to expose one-half or

more of the cross-sectional area behind the bars.
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Sections 5 and 6

Each of these sections has no lubrication, except that Texaco 904 Grease was applied

to the bolt threads. Section S has H track mile of joints with plastic H receiving-end

plugs, while in the other portion, both ends of the joints have plugs. This section will

develop information on the benefits of end plugs without a rust preventive, and also

whether there are any deleterious effects on the rail because of the absence of ventilation.

South of Askum, 111.

Section 7

This installation, sponsored by The Texas Company, involves closing the ends of

the joint with Texaco plastic H plugs and filling the space behind the bars with Texaco

905 graphite grease, which is similar to the 904 grade, except that the former has a

slightly heavier consistency. Many roads have made tests of packing joints with Texaco

904 grease, and the Wabash Railroad has used this method of protecting joints extensively

for several years. During that period the Wabash developed and perfected the procedure

and technique for packing the joints with grease-pumping equipment. The equipment

used in this work was manufactured by the Associated Industries, Decatur, 111., and is

shown in the upper view of Fig. 3. After placing the end plugs by hand, one plug was

punctured with a 30-in. nozzle and 3 pints of grease were pumped behind each bar.

Upon removal of the nozzle, the hole in the plug was sealed. Where the rail ends did not

rest on a tie plate, the rail gap was sealed on the bottom of the base with plastic H
material to retain the grease.

Application of the plugs and grease was supervised by R. S. Stephens, supervisor

of work equipment, Wabash, and representatives of the Texas Company, .\bout 2 lb. of

plastic H material was used for plugging a joint. Nine 100-lb. drums of the 905 grease

were used to pack 115 joints, or 7.8 lb. per joint, including the wasted material left in

the bottom of the containers. Texaco 904 grease was applied to the bolt threads at the

time of the rail relay because the 90S grease was not on hand. The bars were removed

from a few of the joints to observe if the joints were completely filled. One of the

dismantled joints is shown in the lower view of Fig. 3.

Section 8

The joints in this ^ mile of track were packed with Petrolatum (dark), which

was furnished by the Standard Oil Company (Indiana) . Plastic H end plugs were applied

by hand and the grease was pumped into the joints with the same equipment used in

section 7. Because of cool weather, the petrolatum had a stiffer consistency than the

905 grease and considerably more time was required to fill the joints. However, the

pumping heads can be modified to handle the heavy grease more rapidly. Six pints of

Petrolatum were pumped in each joint. Only 127 joints were packed in this ]4 mile of

track because the supply of petrolatum became exhausted. The grease used amounted to

760 lb., or 6 lb. per joint, including wasted material left in only the last drum. All other

drums were cleaned in an effort to complete the section. One of the joints opened for

inspection is shown in Fig. 4.

Section 9

In this test stretch a brush coat of Petrolatum (dark) was applied to the joints,

and the receiving ends of the joint bars were plugged with plastic H material. A view
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of this application is shown in Fig. 5. Where plastic H end plugs are to be applied the

grease must be omitted from the surfaces which the plug will contact so that a proper

bond can be obtained. Because of cool weather, it was necessary to heat the Petrolatum.

Approximately 80 lb. of Petrolatum (dark) were used in this y^-mUe section.

Section 10

Farbertite is manufactured by the Rochester Consolidated Corporation. It is said

to be a superior type of rust preventive and also serves as a protective coating on several

materials such as steel, concrete, wood, etc. It is a plasticised coal-tar product with an

inert inorganic filler, and can be thinned with water for either brushing or spraying.

Only 40 joints were assigned to this section for this expensive material. Both the bars

and the rail in this section were given a brush coat of Farbertite, which had a con-

sistency somewhat thicker than house paint. The heat in the joint from the end hardening

caused the coating to dry out more rapidly, but there was no melting down or apparent

adverse effect on the compound. Four gallons of Farbertite were used on 40 joints.

Fig. 6 is included to show the coating obtained with this compound.

Test Measurements and Data

The performance of the several rust preventives will be checked annually by the

same procedure as was used in the first service test on the Burlington east of Earlville,

111., except that bolt tension measurements will be omitted. However, in the test sections

the bolts will be retightened uniformly with a power track wrench each year. Rail gap

width measurements will be taken each summer and winter to determine if any of the

products can produce a superior uniformity of rail gap. Out-to-out measurements will

be taken on the joint bars each year to ascertain if any of the lubricants are effective in

reducing joint wear. The railroad will render a service report for each test period showing

the number of loose and broken bolts and stripped joints. For the sake of simplicity,

a loose bolt will be considered as one that has no tension, the same as was done in the

test on the Burlington. Measurements to be made by the AAR research staff will be

confined to the west rail, and the east rail will be used for inspection of dismantled

joints. Initial readings of the rail gap width and joint bar pull-in were taken in August

19.'50, after the bolts had been retightened the first time.

First Annual Progress Report

The test measurements were repeated in August 1951, at which time the track had

carried 32.4 million gross tons of traffic.

Rail Joint Gap

Three sets of joint gap measurements have been taken, one feach for the summers of

1950 and 1951 and the intervening winter. The field data have been grouped by per-

centages of joint gap widths in increments of 0.05 in., which are presented in Figs. 7, 8,

and 9. Figs. 7 and 8 cover the summer measurements. In Fig. 7 for August 1950, less

than 2 months after the rail was laid, only 3 sections had over 50 percent of the joints

in the first bracket (0.00 in. to 0.04 in.), while for the first summer the Burlington test

showed a much greater percentage of headfree joints in the first bracket. The Illinois

Central rail had an average rail gap of 0.06 in. greater than on the Burlington for the

first summer. The Illinois Central used expansion shims, while in July 1945 the Burling-

ton laid the rail without shims. The August 1951 measurements (Fig. 8) showed for 7

.sections a moderate increase of the percentage of joints in the first bracket, compared

(Text continued on page 813)
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Fig 8 Joint Gop Meosuremenis for Roil Joint Lubricotion Test, August 1, 1951
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with the previous summer (Fig. 7). In the two summers no section was outstanding for

having a uniform rail gap. For the first winter (Fig. 9), practically all of the joints

opened and no section had many in the first two brackets. There was no section with a

superior rail gap uniformity, and the pattern of percentages by increments for the two

sections without lubrication was similar to that for some of the sections having a lubri-

cant. The 6-year test on the Burlington has shown that the application of lubricants or

rust preventives had little effect on the uniformity of joint gap width.

Joint Bar Pull-In

In this test it was decided to take the initial out-to-out readings after the first bolt

retightening. Pull-in, or joint wear, is shown for each test section in Fig. 10 for the first

service period. It will be observed that the pull-in values are fairly uniform, except that

section 10, with Farbertite, was the lowest. The value of section 1, RMC Plastic Joint

Packing, was quite comparable with several other sections. During the first year of the

Burlington test the sections with the old-formula grease cakes had pull-in values greater

than the other sections in the corresponding rails. The pull-in values for the 10 test

sections herein reported ranged from 0.023 in. to 0.034 in., with an average of 0.030 in.

The corresponding average value of the first year's service with headfree bars in the

Burlington test, which carried a smaller volume of traffic, was 0.03S in. An analysis of

the pull-in at the top and bottom of the bars in four of the Illinois Central sections

showed that the top pull-in was about two-thirds of that at the bottom. This is an

indication that the top of the headfree bars had not made full contact with the upper

rail fillets after wrenching the bolts twice. When the bars were applied, they were not

struck on the top rib with mauls to force them in place. After the bars become seated

in the upper rail fillets, the annual pull-in should be smaller for the next few years.

Maintenance of Way Report

The Illinois Central advised that during the first service period there were no loose

or broken bolts, no stripped joints, and no joint bar failures.

Inspection of Dismantled Joints

Fourteen joints were inspected August 1, 1951, by removing the bars. The inspection

party consisted of eight representatives of six manufacturers of the rust preventives, two
railroad representatives for two Track committee members, one associate member of the

Track committee, the photographer of the Burlington, and the track engineer of the

AAR research staff. The Association is indebted to the Burlington for permitting the

subcommittee to engage its photographer for this inspection.

Photographs of the dismantled joints are presented in Figs. 11 to 23 incl. Unfor-

tunately, the joints had been sprayed with an asphalt type metal preservative in the

preceding week, and a generous amount of the liquid had flowed on the fishings and

rail web. In the figures the fresh black asphalt coating can be observed. The presence

of this material made it impossible to determine the effectiveness of the test greases for

protecting the fishing surfaces, particularly the upper ones which were well covered. The
Illinois Central has kindly agreed to discontinue spraying the test joints with its spray

car. Because of the heat from the rail end-hardening, the brush coat obtained with

Xo-Ox-Id "A" Special and Petrolatum (dark) was much thinner than that which pre-

vailed in the Burlington test in 1945. Other greases in this test applied with a brush also

were affected by the heat from the end-hardening, although Dixon's 1924 Quick-Drying

Lubricant and Farbertite did not melt and run off the rail and joint bars. For more
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satisfactory application of rust preventives to joints, rail end-hardening could be done

at the mill.

Joints with the new formula of RMC Plastic Joint Packing are shown in Figs. 11

and 12. In Fig. 11, Petrolatum (dark) was brushed on the rail where the middle cakes

were omitted. Because of the heat the coat of grease was thin, and there was no accumu-

lation of Petrolatum in the lower rail fillets. The cakes had bled moderately well but

not as much as was the case with the old-formula packing. In both views the joints

have been effectively preserved from the elements, and no corrosion was present. In

Fig. 12, with the joint packed sohd, there was more bleeding from the plastic packing

than in the joint with the middle cakes omitted.

Fig. 13 shows one of the joints with a brush coat of Conoco Anti-Rust Compound

on the rail and joint bars. It can be observed from this figure that the coating on the

rail web was quite thin between the middle bolt holes where the rolUng date is visible;

also that the layer of grease was thinner on the upper portion of the lower rail fishing.

There was practically no accumulation of the grease in the lower fillet, such as was

obtained in the Burlington test with a petrolatum-based grease.

Some corrosion was observed on the lower bar and rail fishings on the gage side

of the joint in Fig. 14 with Dixon's 1924 Quick-Drying graphite lubricant. A part of the

coating on the rail web was so thin that the mill scale was visible. In the application

of this material the graphite had a tendency to settle in the container and this thin coat

may have been caused from the lack of keeping the mixture stirred. Excessive heat from

the end hardening may have had some effect on the residuals from the solvents, leaving

very httle vehicle to hold the graphite in place. There was an indication that this material

may be unsuitable for the preservation of rail joints.

Figs. 15 and 16 of the Dearborn Chemical Company's section show their machine-

applied No-Ox-Id end plugs with a brush coat of No-Ox-Id "A" Special. There was

more grease on the bottoms of the bars where both the rail and the bars had been

greased (Fig. IS). In Fig. 16, where only the rail was greased, there was some rust on

the inside of the bars. The outer, or exposed, portion of the end plugs melted down in

the summer of 1950, but generally the space behind the bars was sealed at the end bolts.

There was no debris in either joint. No decision has been made by the sponsor as to

replacing or repairing the end plugs.

There was some rust on the fishings of the joints without a lubricant, shown in

Figs. 17 and 18. A small amount of moisture was observed in the joint with Texaco

Plastic H end plugs (Fig. 17). Both joints were free from debris, but corrosion had

started at the ends of the joint that was not plugged. Both of the figures demonstrate

how effective the spray car was in forcing some of the metal preservative inside of the

joints.

Figs. 19 and 20 show two of the joints plugged with Plastic H and packed with

Texaco 905 Graphite Grease, the former having the rail gap between ties and the latter

with the rail gap over a tie plate. The lubricant in the joint with its gap over the tie

crib had only leaked out on the ballast to a slight extent. Some of the joints between

ties had whipped out more of the grease on the ballast. In this section, as well as the

others having Plastic H end plugs, the plugs were in good condition and were not work-

ing out or drooping. The lower fishings were partly dry in both joints. The Texaco 90S

grease had not effectively worked out and over the fishing surfaces. In F'ig. 20 the joint

had some rust on the bottoms of the bars, and a small amount of water leaked out at

the bolts. From observations elsewhere, it is possible that Texaco 904 grease with a

lighter con.sistency may have covered the fishings better.

(Text continued on page 822)
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One of the joints plugged with Plastic H and packed with Petrolatum (dark) is

shown in Fig. 21. Even though the rail gap was between ties only a small amount of

grease had whipped out on the ballast. However, in several of the joints in this section

the grease had melted and flowed excessively onto the ballast. The joint in the figure

had no rust or water. Lubrication on the lower fishings was fair. One other joint was

inspected (but not photographed), and about 75 percent of the grease had melted and

flowed out. In that joint there was some water and rust. Because of its low melting

point. Petrolatum (dark) does not stay in the joint as well as Texaco 90S grease.

In Fig. 22 the joint has a brush coat of Petrolatum (dark) on the rail only and

Plastic H plugs at the receiving end of the bars (right end in the figure). The lower

fishings on the bars were partly dry, and there was some rust on the bottom fishing

of the bars. The brush coat of Petrolatum (dark) was very thin on the rail between

the intermediate bolt holes. Compare the condition of the joint in Fig. 22 with the one

in Fig. 32 on the Burlington which was regreased in August 1950. On the Burlington

the regreasing was done on a cool day and the grease was stiff.

Farbertite was brushed on both the rail and bars of the joint in Fig. 23. This mate-

rial had dried out and started to flake off where the mill scale had become loose. There

was some corrosion on the lower fishings and where the mill scale had flaked off. This

material has been the least effective in preserving the joint.

In these tests the bolt threads were greased in all sections and were in good con-

dition.

Conclusions

No important conclusions as to the relative effectiveness of the rust preventives

are justified for a service test of one year. However, it was evident that the heat in the

joint left from the rail end-hardening was detrimental to most of the sections that were

greased with a brush coat.

B. TEST ON THE BURLINGTON

In July 1945, when the Burlington laid 131 RE rail, a S-mile test of lubricants or

rust preventives was placed in the westward main between Leland and Earlville, III. In

that test the north rail had 6-hoIe headfree bars, while the south rail had 6-hole reformed

head-contact bars. The lubricants were brushed on the rail only and the rail was not

end hardened. Since the last report (Vol. 52, 1951, pages 564-575) the westward main

has carried 16.4 million gross tons of traffic, making a total tonnage of 97.6 million

during the 6-year service period. In the foregoing reference a final report on bolt ten-

sion was presented. This present report includes final data on measurement of rail gap

width, pull-in of joint bars, or total wear of the joints, and maintenance of way service

report, except that pull-in measurements will be continued for the 47 joints in the south

rail of the Petrolatum section that were regreased in August 1950, in order to determine

if relubrication has any influence on joint wear. In all other test sections the Burlington

plans to remove all of the joint bars, turn them with respect to traffic, and place them

in the opposite rail before building up the rail ends. A location plan of the test sections

is shown in Fig. 24.
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Discussion of Test Data
Rail Joint Gap

Winter rail gap measurements were taken in February 1951, and are shown in Figs.

25 and 26. In the north rail with headfree bars (Fig. 25) there was only a moderate

percentage of the joints in the first bracket (0.00 in. to 0.04 in.), except in the west one-

half of Mile 72 where the track has a sag in the grade line. In all sections there was a

wide range in rail gap openings. The average rail gap width in each of the 10 test sec-

tions compares well with the values obtained in January 1946. There was no section in

which a superiority of joint gap uniformity was pronounced.

In each section of the south rail with head-contact bars (Fig. 26) there was a

greater percentage of the rail gaps in the first bracket than in the respective section of

the north rail (Fig. 25). Sections with Liquid Asphalt Rail Coating and no lubrication

had the most joints in the first bracket. The average rail gap in each section did not

vary much from the values obtained in January 1946. Even in the section that was

regreased with Petrolatum (dark) in August 1950, the average rail gap only changed

from 0.17 in. in January 1946 to 0.18 in. in February 1951. Regreasing the head-contact

joints in the Petrolatum section did not appreciably improve the joint gap uniformity

when compared with the first winter's measurements after the rail was laid. Excluding

the Petrolatum section in both rails, the average rail gap for the headfree bars was

40 percent greater than for the head-contact bars.

All of the winter measurements have shown that the joints with head-free bars

opened more than the head-contact joints. Although this test has shown that joints

with headfree bars open more freely in cold weather than with head-contact bars, all of

the stripped joints have occurred with the headfree type of bars. The uniformity of the

rail gap was slightly better in the west one-half of Mile 72 (Fig. 26) by virtue of

having over 75 percent of the joints in the three brackets centered about the mean value

of 0.08 in. This condition was probably due largely to (1), the sag in the grade line,

and (2), the westward movement of traffic downgrade into this section.

Rail gap measurements for summer temperatures were taken in July 1951. During

the week selected for the test measurements, cool weather developed and only one-half

of the test sections had rail temperatures above 100 deg. F. The rail gap data in the

form of bar graphs are shown in Figs. 27 and 28. In the north rail (Fig. 27) the largest

percentage of joints in the first bracket (0.00 in. to 0.04 in.) occurred in sections with

Liquid Asphalt Rail Coating and without a lubricant. Five of the sections in the south

rail (Fig. 28) had over 80 percent of the joints in the first bracket. As in the past, each

section in the south rail with head-contact bars had a greater percentage of joints in the

first bracket than in the corresponding section of the north rail with headfree bars,

although in some instances the difference was moderate.

The 6 sets of winter rail gap measurements in the 5-mile stretch have consistently

shown that the average joint opening for the headfree bars was about one-half greater

than for the head-contact bars.

Although the rail gap measurements have brought out some interesting differences

in the characteristics of the two types of joint bars used in this test, there was no test

condition with or without a lubricant which created a superior uniformity of the rail gap

width, particularly for the lower temperatures.

Joint Bar Pull-In

The final measurements for pull-in or joint wear were taken in July 1951. The bolts

had been retightened during the preceding two weeks to have the data reflect the total
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joint wear for iho 6 -year test period. In previous years the bolts were rclightened after

taking the annual out-to-out measurements. These data for the 6-ycar test period arc

presented graphically in Fi}j. 29. In the north rail with headfree bars the highest pull-in

was 0.111 in. in the section with the RMC packing (old-formula), and the next highest

was 0.001 in. for the section without lubrication. In the other eight sections the values

ranged from 0.060 in. to 0.07,^ in., averaging 0.065 in. From the foregoing pull-in values,

it is judged that lubrication has been moderately beneficial in reducing the wear of joints

with the headfree type of bars. During the 6-year test, the RMC section showed over

twice as much pull-in at the top of the headfree bars as the average for the other sec-

tions. This indicates that in the application of the bars with the grease cakes the packing

prevented the top of the bars from pulling in to as good a fit with the upper rail fillets

as in the other sections.

For the reformed head-contact bars of the south rail, the greatest pull-in of the

bars was 0.150 in. in the section with RMC packing, and the next largest value of

0.121 in. occurred in the no-lubricant section. The mean pull-in measurements for the

other eight test sections ranged from 0.100 in. to 0.118 in., averaging 0.110 in. With

head-contact bars it can be concluded that there was no significant reduction in joint

wear effected by the use of lubricants or rust preventives.

Because the values of pull-in for each rail were the largest in the respective RMC
sections, that method of preserving joints was the most ineffective with respect to min-

imizing joint wear. Its deficiency in lubricating the top fishings may have been a con-

tributing factor.

It will be observed in Fig. 29 that a new curve of pull-in of the joints was started

at the end of the lifth service period to show the effect of dismantling and regreasing

47 head-contact joints of the Petrolatum section in August 1950. The new curve shows

a pull-in of 0.012 in. for only a 9 month period. A proportionate figure for a year would

be 0.016 in. It seems logical to compare the foregoing value with the previous performance

of the same section, but excluding the first year's pull-in to eliminate the influence of

the period in which the new bars were becoming seated. On this basis, the 0.016 in.

value would be comparable to 0.011 in. pull-in. During the last service year, pull-in

values for the other sections with lubrication varied from 0.014 in. to 0.024 in., averag-

ing 0.019 in. Final judgement as to the effect of relubrication on joint wear will be

deferred another year in order to obtain data for a longer service period and to minimize

the effect of the joint bars reseating after being relubricated.

Maintenance of Way Report

For each service period the Burlington has furnished a report of the number of

loose and broken bolts and stripped joints for each of the 20 test sections. This infor-

mation for the sixth service period is summarized in the left portion of Table 1. As in

the previous years, there were more loose and broken bolts in the north rail with head-

free bars. No joints pulled in two. Two cracked 6-hole joint bars, one each of the head-

free and head-contact designs, were replaced in the RMC sections. During the 6-year

test period 8 joint bars were replaced because of the development of cracks. All of the

failures, except one, were of the headfree design, but none occurred in the sections

without lubrication.

In previous years three stripped joints were reported, all being in the north rail

with headfree bars.
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Inspection of Dismantled Joints

Original Test Installations

This year the inspection was limited to the better performing lubricants of the

original test installation and to the two short pilot test sections added later in the no-

lubricant section. Seven head-contact joints were inspected July 31, 1951, by two rail-

road representatives, one of whom was the chairman of the Track committee, six repre-

sentatives of five manufacturers, one associate member of the Track committee, the

Burlington's photographer, and the track engineer of the research staff.

Photographs of the joints of the original test are presented in Figs. 30 to 34,

incl. Fig. 32 shows one of the joints relubricated with Petrolatum (dark) in August 1950.

The condition of that joint was excellent, and there was a surplus of grease because

of the cool weather at the time of application. Compare Fig. 32 with Fig. 22 for the

effect of the end-hardening heat on the joint in the latter figure. It will be observed in

Figs. 30, 31, and 33 that the brush coat of No-Ox-Id "A" Special, Petrolatum (dark),

and Leadolene No. 385 was practically gone on the top fishings. There was more grease

on the lower fishings, except in the joint with Leadolene. In these three sections the

compounds had protected the rail web and no rust slabs had formed in the lower rail

fillets near the joint bar ends. These materials had dried out appreciably but were soft

where the coatings were the thickest.

Fig. 34 shows the joint packed with RMC plastic packing (old-formula). There

was some corrosion of the rail webs near the rail gap. The cakes on the receiving rail

(left rail in figure) had dried out more than on the other rail. The grease cakes had

protected the joint well, except on the rail web as above-mentioned, and no rust slabs

had formed in the lower rail fillets. There was no lubrication on the top fishings, but

the lower ones were about half covered.

In all of the 6-year old sections inspected, grease was on the bolt threads after

backing off the nuts, and no hard wrenching was required to break the nut friction.

Solvated Sealz Joint Packing

Six joints with head-contact bars in the no-lubricant section were packed solid with

Solvated Sealz slabs in September 1948, and one of the joints is shown in Fig. 35. This

material consists of reclaimed rubber and natural and synthetic resins, and has no

lubricating properties. The fishings were dry and some corrosion was present. At this

inspection the slabs had broken bond with the rail web for a length of over 12 in.,

compared with about 4 in. in the previous year. There was some moisture along both

sides of the receiving rail (left side in figure). By progressively breaking its bond with

the rail, a larger area is being exposed to the effect of corrosion if water becomes

trapped between the slab and the raU web. This material has protected the inside of the

joint from the elements moderately well. However, there is a possibility that corrosion

fatigue failures in the rail web may develop in the future if water is held against the

rail where the bond between the rail and slabs is broken. It is believed that this type of

material would be suitable for use as joint-bar end plugs 3 to 4 in. in length, but it

would be necessary to apply them before placing the bars.

No. 3208 Graphite Grease Slabs

Six joints with head-contact bars in the no-lubricant section were packed with these

lime-soap-graphite grease slabs in September 1949, and one of these joints after approx-

imately 2 years' service is shown in Fig. 36. The fishings were dry and rusty. The rail
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web and bolts were well protected. Because of the high melting point of the material

it did not exude oil on those surfaces during hot weather. There was no water or debris

in the joint inspected. This material flakes out at the ends of the bars, which indicates

it would not be suitable for use as an end plug 3 to 4 in. long.

Summary and Conclusions

During the 6-year service period of joint lubrication in 5 miles of tangent track,

only 3 joints pulled in two, and all occurred in the north rail with headfree bars, but

none was in the section without lubrication. From the winter measurements of rail joint

gap, it has been shown that the uniformity of gap width in the sections without a

lubricant was equally as good as that for the other sections with a lubricant or rust

preventive. In this test there was little benefit from the lubricants in preventing frozen

joints.

In general, the several kinds of lubricants were not effective in reducing joint wear

or pull-in to a significant amount. The reduction in pull-in was greater with the head-

free bars, but the amount was small in comparison to the total available take-up of

that design of bar.

The greatest benefit derived from the better kinds of lubricants or rust preventives

was in the arresting of corrosion and the prevention of hard rust slabs forming in the

lower rail fillets at the ends of the joint bars. The rust slabs will appreciably reduce the

available take-up in the headfree design of joint bar. The group of lubricants or rust

preventives that were superior in resisting the weather included RMC packing, No-
Ox-Id "A" Special, Petrolatum (dark) and Leadolene, all of which were protecting

most of the rail web area after 6 years of service. The other lubricants included in the

test, as shown in Fig. 24, were in the inferior group as to resisting the elements and

preventing corrosion. It was impossible to maintain effectively a film of lubrication on

the fishings, particularly the upper ones.

Lubrication on the bolts was also beneficial in protecting the shank and the unused

threads from corrosion, and in eliminating hard wrenching like that observed in the

sections without lubrication. In backing off a nut for the first time after a service

period up to 6 years, the grease inside the nut was spread over the threads to the end

of the bolt. Greasing of the bolts is justified because of the better conditions for wrench-

ing to a more uniform tension and the possibility of salvaging a greater number for

re-use.

From the results of these tests with the brush-on lubricants, there is a definite need

for plugging the ends of the bars to prevent formation of the hard rust slabs and the

collection of debris which retains moisture and accelerates corrosion, to keep out brine,

and possibly increase the service life of the rust preventive by shielding it from the

elements.

A recapitulation of the maintenance of way service reports for the 6-year test is

shown in the right portion of Table 1. In each rail it will be noted that the largest

number of loose bolts were found in the east half of Mile 72, which had recessed nuts

without spring washers. Lubrication did not have any effect on the number of loose or

broken bolts because, in both categories, as well as both rails, the no-lubricant sections

had either the lowest or next to the lowest number of loose or broken bolts for the

6-year period. The north rail with headfree bars had the largest number of loose and
broken bolts. All 3 of the stripped joints occurred with the headfree type of bars in

2 of the sections with a lubricant. Eight cracked joint bars were replaced in 6 years, all

except 1 being of the headfree design.

(Text continued on page 837)
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South Roil - 6H Reformed Heod ContocI Joint Bars
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South Roil - 6H, Reformed Heod Conloct Joint Bars
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The final report on loss in bolt tension was presented in the Proceedings, Vol. 52,

1951, pages 565 and 567. Lubrication had little effect on the yearly loss in bolt tension,

although there was a tendency for the no-lubricant sections to have tension losses in the

upper range of the percentages. In the 5-mile test for the S-year period there was no

significant difference in the percentage loss in bolt tension between the headfree and

head-contact types of joint bars.
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Report on Assignment 9

Critical Review of the Subject of Speed on Curves as Affected
by Present-Day Equipment

J. W. Fulmer (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, J. C. Aker, L. E. Bates, F. J.

Bishop, M. C. Bitner, W. R. Bjorklund, J. A. Blalock, T. E. Bliss, C. W. Breed,

E. W. Caruthers, A. E. Havwood, E. E. Martin, E. R. Murphy, W. N. Myers,
M. P. Oviatt, C. E. Peterson, G. R. Sproles, R. H. Timmins, Troy West.

The following is a report of the progress of the test program, which is being carried

out under the direction of the research staff. Engineering Division, AAR. It is not

thought desirable to present further results of the tests until the data on the several

railroads, involving several mechanical and track factors, have been reduced and

analyzed and a more general survey of the effect of these factors can be made. The

results on any one railroad may be misleading or inconclusive.

Since the preliminary test on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad in May 1950

(reported in Vol. 52, 1951, page 576), apparatus has been developed to measure the tilt

of the car body and the equipment made more portable and suitable for the work. A
more extensive test involving the use of observers was run with the aid of the Kansas

City Southern Railroad to support further the results of the L.&N. test. Very good

agreement was obtained and it is felt the correlation between passenger comfort and

lateral acceleration is on a sound basis. Further testing has dispensed with the use of

observers and the instrumental readings are to be used as a measure of the reaction the

passenger would have in regard to ride comfort.

To date tests have been run on four more railroads as follows:

1. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, with a "dome" car having anti-roll

devices on the bolster.

2. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, with two similar cars, one with

outboard swing hangers and the other with inboard swing hangers.

.^. The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, with a new type of car with

outboard swing hangers, and an older car with inboard hangers and leaf springs.

4. The Santa Fe Railway, on one car with and without anti-roll control on the

bolster.

5. A "lean" test was made on the Kansas City Southern Railway on the same car

that was used in the ride test. The car was placed on 4-deg. right and left curves with

6-in. elevation, and the lean inward and various other data measured.
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Arrangements have been completed for tests on the Milwaukee Railroad which has

a radically different type truck than most railroads, and on the Pennsylvania Railroad

on a car with partial support by leaf springs.

The reduction of the data has been carried forward simultaneously to some extent

and it is hoped to accelerate the progress on it during the current winter season.

The various railroads have been very helpful in furnishing the equipment needed,

fitting up the cars and advancing the supervisory arrangements.

Report on Assignment 10

Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including the

Adaptation of Substitute Noncritical Materials, and
Specifications for the Reclamation of Released

Materials, Tools and Equipment

Collaborating with Committee 3-A, General Reclamation, Purchases

and Stores Division, AAR

Your committee has worked during the past year with Chairman H. R. Clarke of

the Board Emergency Committee on Track Problems and has obtained in writing the

consensus of the Track committee on changes to be made in specifications and plans

to conserve critical materials, should such become essential. We have also worked with

Committee 3-A, General Reclamation, Purchases and Stores Division, on general reclama-

tion affecting track items, these matters being referred to appropriate subcommittees

for studv.
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C. M. Chumley E. E. Mayo A. A. Shillander

H. R. Clarke E. H. McGovern W. D. Simpson
L. S. Crane • B. R. Meyers G. L. Smith
W. J. Cruse L. T. Nuckols A. P. Talbot
R. A. Emerson Embert Osland J. S. Wern
P. 0. Ferris E. E. Oviatt Barton Wheelwrk.ht
C. J. Geyer R. E. Patterson H. F. Whitmore
E. L. Gosnell W. C. Perkins R. P. Wlnton
J. L. Gressitt G. A. Phillips J. E. Yewell
R. L. Groover W. G. Powrie Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 840

2. Conditions affecting service life of rail, causes of rail failures and defects,

in collaboration with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars.

Progress report, presenting 1951 report on rails investigation, Appendix

2-a page 843

3. Rail failure statistics, covering (a) all failures; (b) transverse fissures;

(c) performance of control-cooled rail.

Progress report on entire assignment, presented as information page 849

4. Rail end batter; causes and remedies.

No report.

v Economic value of various sizes of rail.

Progress report, presented as information page 867

6. Service tests of various types of joint bars.

Progress report, presented as information page 868

7. Joint bar wear and failures, revision of design and specification for new

bars, including insulated joints, and bars for maintenance repairs.

Progress report, presented as information page 876

Tenth progress report of the rolling-load tests of joint bars.

Presented as information, Appendix 7-a page 878

Service tests on the Burlington Railroad near Fort Morgan, Colo., of joint

bars of different metallurgies.

Presented as information, Appendix 7-b page 892

AREA Bulletin 500, February 19S2.
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8. Rail failures resulting from engine wheel burns, including effect of repair-

ing such burns by oxyacetylene or electric welding.

Final report, presented as inform^iion page 894

9. Causes of shelly spots and head checks in rail: Methods for their prevention.

Progress report, presented as information page 899

Appendix 9-a, 10th progress report of the shelly rail studies at the Uni-

versity of Illinois.

Presented as information page 902

Appendix 9-b, progress report on shelly rail investigations at Battelle

Memorial Institute.

Presented as information page 916

10. Recent developments affecting rail sections.

Progress report, presented as information page 920

Appendix 10-a, measurements of stresses in 115 RE and 132 RE Rail in

curved track, outside bar limits.

Final report on series of field stress studies on 115 and 132 RE rails page 921

Appendix 10-b, bibliography of reports in AREA Proceedings (1938-1952)

relating to the design of rail sections.

Presented as information page 940

11. Service performance and economics of 78-ft. rail, collaborating with Com-

mittee 5.

Progress report, presented as information page 942

12. Means of conserving labor and materials, including the adaptation of sub-

stitute non-critical materials, and specifications for the reclamation of

released materials, tools and equipment, collaborating with Committee 3-A,

General Reclamation, of the Purchase and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

The Committee on Rail,

Ray McBrian, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. J. Code (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, C. H. Blackman, W. J. Burton,

R. A. Emerson, C. J. Geyer, E. L. Gosnell, J. L. Gressitt, R. L. Groover, G. F. Hand,
C. C. Lathey, H. S. Loeffler, Ray McBrian, L. T. Nuckols, E. E. Oviatt, R. E.

Patterson, J. C. Ryan, E. F. Salisbury, S. H. Shepley, A. A. Shillander, G. L. Smith,

J. S. Wearn, Barton Wheelwright, H. F. Whitmore.

The following changes in Manual material are recommended;

Form 403-Al (Field Record of Heat Numbers of Rail in Main Track by Miles),

and Form 403-A2 (Record of Heat Numbers of Rail in Main Track) to be withdrawn.

Most railroads have dropped this record.

Form 402-D (Statement of Rails in Main Track) to be revised to include a column

to show control cooling and end hardening; also a footnote to be added designating

abbreviations to be used in showing control cooling and end hardening, as follows:
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Control Cooled—CC; Control Cooled and Mill End Hardened—CH; Field End

Hardened—FH; Control Cooled and Field End Hardened—CFH. A proposed form,

revised as above indicated, is included on page 841, and should be substituted for present

Form 402-D.

Forms 404-A and 404-B to be withdrawn from the Manual. These were for use

with the Graham Batter Gage, which design of gage has been withdrawn from the

Manual.

Table 403 (Square and Hexagonal Nuts for Track Bolts) to be revised as proposed

by Subcommittee 4 of Committee B-18 of the American Standards Association. The table

in its revised form (to be designated Table 3) is included in this report on page 842.

In connection with this change, withdraw present Fig. 416—Track Bolt Nuts, on page

4-35 in the Manual, and substitute therefore Fig. 3, as presented directly above new

Table 3.

The matter of revision of paragraph 303 (a) of the rail specifications, covering

X-Rayl, is being studied by the Joint Contact Committee, and no further action will

be taken pending report from the Joint Contact Committee.

Report on Assignment 2

Conditions Affecting Service Life of Rail, Causes of Rail Failures
and Defects

In Collaboration with AISI Technical Committee on Rail and Joint Bars

Ray McBrian (chairman, subcommittee), C. B. Bronson, E. E. Chapman, H. R. Clarke,
C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, W. J. Cruse, J. L. Gressitt, K. K. Kessler, L. T. Nuckols,
W. C. Perkins, R. P. Winton.

A progress report on the Rails Investigation, comprising a cooperative project con-

ducted at the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, at the joint

expense of the Association of American Railroads and the American Iron and Steel

Institute, Technical Committee on Rails and Joint Bars, is presented below:

Appendix 2-a

Investigation of Failures in Railroad Rails

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials

University of Illinois

Organization and Acknowledgment

This investigation is financed equally by the Association of American Railroads and

the American Iron and Steel Institute.

Student assistants J. Borrino and C. D. Jones have worked on this investlKatiuii

on a part-time basis during the past year.
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Examination of Control Cooled Rails Which Failed in Service

Since October 1, 1950, 52 failed control cooled rails have been sent to the laboratory

by the engineers of 15 railroads. Reports were prepared on these rails for the railroad

engineers, the rail manufacturers, and the rail engineer of the AAR.

Table 1 gives a summary of these failures and Table 2 lists each rail separately.

Table 1

—

Summary of Rail Failures

Transverse fissures from shatter cracks 4
Transverse fissures from hot torn steel 7

Detail fractures from shelling 16
Transverse fissure from inclusion 1

Transverse fissure from welded engine burn 1

Transverse fissures from hand gas butt weld .' 4
Head and web separation cracks 7

Crushed head and web 3
Fractures from base break at seam S

Black shelly spots 1

Bolt hole cracks 3

52

Transverse Fissures from Shatter Cracks

There were four transverse fissures from shatter cracked rails which represent

improper control cooling. Two of these were from the Algoma rail mill in rails rolled

in 1939 and 1942. Two were in rails from the Gary mill, rolled in 1936 and 1937, before

this mill had tight-fitting lids on its control cooling cars.

Transverse Fissures from Hot Torn Steel

The number of these failures has continued to decrease, to 7 this year. They were

distributed in years of rolling as follows: 1936 one, 1942 three, 1944 one, 1947 one, and

1949 one. This represents an improvement in mill practice of controlling the reheating

of the rail steel blooms.

Detail Factures from Shelling

As control-cooled rails continue to receive more service in track, there are more

failures developing which are classified as detail fractures from shelling. These failures

are more prevalent in the high rails of curves, but in some cases are now occurring in

tangent track. These failures are described more completely in another report on The

Investigation of Shelling in Rails.

Transverse Fissure from Inclusion

There was only one such failure examined this year. It is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and

the unetched inclusion is shown at approximately 20X magnification in Figs. 1 (b)

and 1 (c). These pictures were supplied by the Ensley rail mill as the rail was not sent

to the University laboratory. The inclusion was large and round and was located where

it could act as the nucleus of a transverse fissure across the rail head. The mill con-

sidered the inclusion to be entrapped lime.
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ioagit«din&l i^etior*

Fig. 1

a. Transverse fissure from inclusion.

b. Photomicrograph transverse section of inclusion. Approximate mag. 20X-
c. Photomicrograph longitudinal section of inclusion. Approximate mag. 20X-

Transverse Fissures from Hand Made Gas Butt Welds

Four rails were received which had developed transverse fissures at hand gas butt

welds in the rail heads. One failure is shown in Fig. 2 (a) . An etched cross section

showing a part of the weld metal is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Fig. 2 (c) is a photomicrograph

at 70X magnifi.cation showing two small gas pockets close to the fracture. It can be

assumed that there were similar defects in the weld where the transverse fissure started.

Experience seems to indicate that the hand-made gas butt welds are subject to failures

from defects produced during the hand welding operation.
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Fig. 2

a. Transverse fissure starting in hand gas butt weld.

b. Etched cross section showing part of weld.

Etched in hot 50 percent hydrochloric acid.

c. Photomicrograph of two voids near fracture.

Mag. approximate 70X- Not etched.

Head and Web Separation Cracks

Seven 127-lb. rails with head and web separation cracks were sent to the laboratory

to study the fillet area for possible laps or deep decarburization as found in rails reported

last year. No unusual condition was found in these failures e.xccpt rather heavy corrosion

pits. Some of these failures had started at the ends of the rails where corrosion can

attack both the end and side of the rail webs. It is thought that corrosion pitting of the

steel helped the head and web separation cracks develop.

Rails with Crushed Heads and Webs

The three rails with crushed head and webs were studied to determine if their

physical properties had been seriously affected. They were selected by observing where
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Fig. 3—Fracture from base seam

Fracture starting at rail base.

Bottom of rail base showing crack.

Etched in hot SO percent hydrochloric acid.

Photomicrograph of base crack starting at seam.

Mag. approximate 70X- Etched in 2 percent Nital.
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the scale had been broken from the rail webs in track. The maximum depth of crush

of the tread was only 0.135 in. over a span of 2 ft. Physical tests of specimens cut from

the rail webs indicated that the average yield strength had been raised from 73,700 to

78,800 psi. and the tensile strength from 132,800 to 136,900 psi. with no measurable

change in percent elongation or reduction of area. It was concluded that the small

amount of crushing of these rails had not seriously affected the physical properties of

the steel.

Fractures from Base Breaks Along Seams

Five failures were examined that had caused sudden fractures of the rails starting

at base breaks along seams. These were all in 1950 rails rolled at three different mills.

The rails from two railroads represented ten or more similar fractures they had experi-

enced in 1950 rollings. Fig. 3 (a) shows one of the fractured rails. Fig. 3 (b) shows the

crack on the bottom of the base along a seam. Fig. 3 (c) is a photomicrograph at 70X
magnification of a cross section of the rail base showing oxide or scale rolled into the

steel surrounded by decarburized grains of ferrite. The vertical crack started at the

oxide and extends up into the sound steel. Practically all rails have some hght seams

on the bottom of the rail bases but these do not often cause failures in service. When

a combination of a heavy seam and uneven support of the base by the tie plate occurs,

the base may develop a longitudinal crack which can cause the rail to fracture suddenly.

Bolt-Hole Cracks

The laboratory study of these failures is only well started. Rails with short bolt hole

cracks are being studied for martensite, drilling fins or torn areas around the bolt holes.

The failures are also being examined for heavy contact with the joint bar bolts and

corrosion around the bolt holes.

Report on Assignment 3

Rail Failure Statistics, Covering (a) All Failures; (b) Transverse
Fissures

;
(c) Performance of Control Cooled Rail

Rav McBrlan (chairman, subcommittee), B. Bristow, C. B. Bronson, C. J. Code, E. L.
'

Gosnell, G. F. Hand, C. B. Harveson, N. W. Kopp, L. T. Nuckols, Embert Osland,

J. G. Roney, I. H. Schram, S. H. Shepley, A. A. Shillander, H. F. Whitmore.

These statistics present the rail failures reported to December 31, 1950, and are

submitted as information. They include the failures reported by 64 railroads on all of their

main line railway mileage, which constitutes practically all of the main line track in

the United States and Canada. This report was prepared by Kurt Kannowski, rail

engineer of the .X.^R Engineering Division research staff under the direction of G. M.

Magee, research engineer.

The accompanying tables and diagrams have been prepared to indicate the extent

of control of the transverse fissure problem that is being obtained by the use of control-

cooled rail and detector car testing, to give data on the quality of each year's rollings

for the various mills, and to show the types of failures that are occurring on the various

railroads as related to the mill producing the rail.
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Transverse Fissure Failures

The control of the transverse fissure problem that is being obtained is very gratify-

ing. Fig. 1 shows a marked and continuous decline in the number of service transverse

fissures from a high of 7795 in 1943 to only 1719 in 1950, a reduction of 78 percent.

Also, the number of such failures has decreased 27 percent in 1950 compared to 1949.

At least three factors are important in influencing the number of service failures.

These are traffic density, use of control-cooled rail, and detector car testing. It seems

evident that traffic density could not be a very important factor in explaining the large

reduction in transverse fissures which has occurred from 1943 to 1950. In Table 3 is

shown the track mileage of control-cooled rail for the years 1940 to 1949 incl. The track

miles rolled prior to 1940 is not shown but the total trackage of control-cooled rail for

the 64 reporting roads laid since 1937 amounts to 74,485 track miles or 29 percent of

their total main line mileage. Since practically all rail laid since 1937 has been control

cooled, most non control-cooled rail in main line tracks carrying the heaviest track

density has been replaced w^th control-cooled rail so that the placement of control-

cooled rail has, no doubt, been more effective in reducing service transverse fissure

failures than its relative mileage would indicate. It does seem certain, however, that the

use and efficiency of detector car testing have also been very important factors in effect-

ing this reduction. It is known that only a relatively small percentage of non control-

cooled rail contains shatter cracks. Any non control-cooled rail now remaining in track

has had more than 13 years service in which to develop transverse fissures from shatter

cracks which it may contain. It seems probable, therefore, that through the continued

operation of detector cars since 1928 most non control-cooled rail containing shatter

cracks has been removed from track. It will be interesting to follow the course of

transverse fissure service failures during the next few years as a continued decline at

the present rate would bring them to a negligible value within three more years.

Table 1 shows the number of service failures and detected transverse defects for

the various railways from 1941 to 1950 incl., and this information may be of value to

individual railways in scheduling the operation of detector cars and determining the

required frequency of testing.

Mill Performance

The number of service and detected rail failures that occur in rail during its first

five years of service is a good index of the quality of steel and of the excellence of

rolling mill practice. Fig. 2 shows that the 1945 rollings have a somewhat lower failure

rate than for any preceding year, with the exception of 1937, indicating a very satis-

factory quality.

Further information with respect to the rate of rail failures relative to the pro-

ducing mill is given in Fig. 3. In this figure the rail failure rate per 100 track mile years

to December 31, 1950, is shown for each year's rolling from 1940 to 1949 incl. It will be

noted from this figure that the rate of failures between individual mills is reasonably

uniform, with the exception of Lackawanna for 1941, Carnegie (E.T.) for the years

1940 to 1944 incl., and Steelton for the years 1940 to 1942 incl. Table 6, showing the

accumulated failures per 100 track miles for the 10-year period, 1940 to 1949, also

indicates a higher rate of failures for the same three mills, and further shows that the

explanation for this for Carnegie (E.T.) and Lackawanna is a disproportionately large

number of web failures within joint bar limits, and for Steelton the same condition

(Text continued on page 866)

1
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y-EAR FAILED
riG.I-ANNUAL SERVICE RAIL FAILURES DUE TO TRANSVERSE FISSURES AND TO DETECTED

TRANSVERSE DEFECTS AS REPORTED BY ALL RAILROADS
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TABLE 3- TONS OF RAILS- AND TRACK MILES OF EACH YEARS ROLLINGS I9I4O - 19h9 INCL.,

REPORTED BY 6li RAILROADS.
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TABI£ 5 —TRACK MILES AND 1950 FAILDRES, ALL TYPES, IN ROLLINGS 1910 TO 19U9, INCL.,
OPEN-HEARTH CONTROL-COOLED RAIL ONLT
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TABLE 7— ACCUMULATED FAILURES OF ALL TYPES OF OH CONTROL COOLED RAIL ONLY, IN
ROLLIiJGS 19UO-19U9, INCL., ACCWiULATED TO DECEl'lBEii 31, 1950, SEGREGATED BY ROADS
AND MILLS, FROH TABLE 6, EXCLUSIVE OF ENGINE BURN FRACTURES SHOWN SEPARATELY FOR
1950 ONLY AND TOTAL ACCUriUUTED 19U3-1950, INCL.

ROADS
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TABLE 7— Continued

ROADS
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combined with a large proportion of CF and DF failures. Analysis of Table 7 indicates

that the higher rates for these three mills is due to local conditions on certain railroads,

rather than to quality of the rail.

The rate of rail failures tends to increase with the years of service. This is shown

both by the data in Table 4 and by Fig. 4. Mention was made last year of the decline

in number of failures in the tenth year of service. Further study indicates that this was

due to a misunderstanding of the instructions for preparing reports by a few roads,

which will be corrected in future reports.

Types of Failure

Compound fissures, detailed fractures and web failures within joint bar limits con-

tinue to be the most prevalent types of failure, as shown in Table 6, and constitute

63 percent of all failures reported. The majority of the web failures within joint bar

limits have been reported by two large railways. The use of supersonic devices for

detecting bolt hole cracks and rail end fillet cracks will, no doubt, result in a consid-

erable increase in the number of rails removed from track because of these types of

failures.

Table 7 shows the types of failures segregated by mills and reporting roads. The

number of web failures within joint bar limits on two large eastern railways, and the

number of CF and DF failures on one large western railway are outstanding. The web

failures reported within joint bar limits may be expected to be reduced by the new

design of rail sections and the new bolt hole spacing, as well as the work on lubrication

and corrosion. Presumably, most of the failures in the CF and DF classifications arc

detailed fractures from shelly spots, and if a means for preventing the shelly-rail type

of failure can be discovered through research work now under way, a substantial reduc-

tion can be expected in this type of failure. It is evident that research projects now

under way, when completed, may be expected to be helpful in controlling these types

of more prevalent failures. Vertical split head and horizontal split head failures are

numerous on certain reporting lines, and consideration will be given to further study

of these types of failures in certain localities.

The transverse fissure failures reported in Table 7 have been verified at the Uni-

versity of Illinois and include progressive fractures developed from hot torn steel, inclu-

sions, welded engine burn, etc., as well as true transverse fissures developed from shatter

cracks. Table 8 gives the classification of failures which have been judged to be trans-

verse fissures because of their appearance, and which were sent to the University of

Illinois for examination in accordance with the instructions on Form 402-c-a. It will be

noted that of the 149 failures reported in this table only IS are true transverse fissures

from shatter cracks, and the majority are progressive fractures from hot torn steel.
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Report on Assignment 5

Economic Value of Various Sizes of Rail

A. A. Shillander (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, C. H. Blackman, W. J.
Burton, B. Chappell, C. M. Chumley, C. J. Code, R. A. Emerson, P. O, Ferris,

G. F. Hand, N. W. Kopp, W. B. Leaf, H. S. Loeffler, E. E. Mayo, Ray McBrian,
B. R. Meyers, Embert Osland, R. E. Patterson, G. A. Phillips, J. G. Roney, J. C.
Ryan, F. S. Schwinn, J. F. Shaffer, W. D. Simpson, J. S. Wearn, Barton Wheelwright.

Your committee submits the following report of progress as information. It is a

continuation of maintenance charges in Study A for last year, computed to show average

in seven vears.

Study A

Result of Study of Illinois Central Railroad

Test Sections of 112-Lb. and 131 -Lb. Rail

n2-lb. Rail

M. P. 163.68 to M.P. 172.73 (Laid in 1942)

M.P. 152.24 to M.P. 163.68 (Laid in 1943)

(Station 10142 + 58 to Station 11224 + 95)

Total track miles maintained

(108,173 trk. ft.) 20.48

No. turnouts maintained 18

No. railroad crossings maintained ... 1

131 -lb. Rail

M.P. 132.00 to M.P. 152.24 (Laid in 1944)

(Station 11224+95 to Station 11293 + 98)

Total track miles maintained

(106,747 trk. ft.) 20.21

No. turnouts maintained 21

No. railroad crossings maintained ... 3

No. public grade crossings maintained 22

No. public grade crossings maintained 22 No. private grade crossings maintained

No. private grade crossings maintained 2

Both Tf-st Sections Computed at 1944 Pricf.s

Average annual traffic density—28,000,000 gross tons

Rail and Other Track Material
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Comparison of Two Test Sections—Labor and Materials

y^uT-

1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

Il2-Lb. Rail

Man-
Hours

49,427
8,165

13 , 842
23 , 046
12,746
19,855
31,106

158,187

Cross
Ties

14,148
102

4,665
8,221
4,101
3,671
10,687

45,595

Switch
Ties

3 #10
1#15

1#15

'3#i6'

Ballast
Cu. Yd.

12,419
337

4,958
11,450
5,400
5,800
8,350

48,714

Rail
Fail-
ures

158,187
112 lb. =1103.4 = man-hours per mile

20.48x7 per year

Year

1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

1 31 -Lb. Rail

Man-
Hours

52,742
2,643
7,582

15,137
5,961
13,570
32,995

130,530 34.171

Cross
Ties

21,555

91
3,478

764
200

8,083

Switch
Ties

5 #10

1#10
1#10

Ballast
Cu. Yd.

13,102
600

2,300
6,100
3,750
2,350
6,840

35,042

Rail
Fail-
ures

130,530
1311b. =902.6 = man-hours per mile

20.66x7 per year

Saving of 200.8 man-hours per mile per year
by use of 131-lb. rail.

Average of Seven Years
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Description of 1948 Service Installations

The report of the committee in 1949 described the two service installations of

various types of joint bars for the new 115 and 132 RE rail sections. Subsequently, at

the request of the Rail Joint Company, an additional joint bar design of the long-toe

or angle-type was added to each of the two installations. The service test sections of

132 RE joint bars are located on the eastbound main track of the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fc Railway, 100 miles west of Chicago. Each test section is Yz mile in length, all

located on tangent track. The test installation includes the following different test

sections:

Location V-132 RE headfree, 36 in., 6-6-7^-6-6 in., new AREA punching, 6-hole

bars, placed in August 1948.

Location W-132 RE headfree, 36 in., 9-9^/^-9 in., punching 4-hole bars, placed in

August 1948.

Location X-132 RE, 36 in., 6^-6^-5^-6^-6^ in., old AREA punching, 6-hole

bars, placed in August 1948.

Location Y-132 Rail Joint Co., K-42, headfree, 36 in., 6J/$-6J^-554-6j4-6i/$ in.,

old AREA punching, 6-hole bars, placed in March 1949.

Location Z-132 Rail Joint Co., K^4, headfree, long-toe design, 39 in., 6^-6^-
S/^-6J^-6J/2 in., old ARE.\ punching, 6-hole bars, placed in March 1949.

It will be observed from the above that this test installation for 132 RE rail

includes a comparison of three different designs of joint bars, and in the case of the

new AREA headfree joint bar includes three different bolt hole spacings. Fig. 1, page

5 72, AREA Bulletin 486, February 1950, shows the exact location of each test section,

tied into mile posts and highways, and iiKludes the designation letter and description

of each.

In October 1948 measurements were made of rail surface profile, joint camber and

out-to-out distances of bars on locations V, W, and X to provide base measurements

for determining the rate of rail-end batter, joint droop, and fishing surface wear. Cor-

responding measurements were made at locations Y and X in May 1949 and October

1940, respectively. Complete measurements were made in July 1950 and June 1951.

The results of all of these tests are shown on Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The stress measurements

lor this installation were reported in AREA Bulletin 486, February 1950.

The test sections of the new 115 RE rail were installed on the westbound main

track of the Chicago & North Western Railway near Sterling, 111., 106 miles west of

Chicago on the Omaha line. Each test section includes 100 joints and is approximately

2000 ft. long. Location EE, the long-toe or angle bar design, was added in May 1949,

the other sections having been placed in November 1948. This test installation now
includes the following sections, all on tangent track.

Location AA—115 RE headfree, 36 in., 9-9J^ in., punching, 4-hole bars.

Location BB—115 RE headfree, 36 in., 6-6-7J^-6-6 new AREA punching 6-hole

bars.

Location CC— 115 R.J. Co. K-22, headfree, 36 in., 6-6-7^^-6-6 in., new AREA
punching, 6-hole bars.

Location DD—115 R.J. Co. Y.-A, headfree, 36 in., 6-6-7^-6-6 in., new AREA
punching, 6-hole bars.

Location EE— 115 R.J. Co. K-24, headfree, long-toe design, 30 in., 6 6- 7,'1^-6-6

in., new AREA punching, 6-hole bars.

(Ttxt continued on page 876)
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The designation letters for locations AA to DD are the reverse of the order given in

the report of 1949. This change was made after location EE was added to have the

sections in alphabetical order in track.

It will be noted that the above includes four different designs of joint bars and

also includes for the new 115 AREA headfree design a test section with the new AREA
punching and a test section with a 4-hole punching for a 36-in. length bar. Fig. 2 on

page 573, AREA Bulletin 486, February 1950, shows mile posts, highways, designation

letters, and joint bar description relative to each test section. Measurements of rail

surface profile, joint camber and out-to-out distances of bars were made in May 1949,

May 1950, and May 1951. The results of these measurements are shown on Figs. 4, 5

and 6. The stress measurements for this installation were reported in AREA Bulletin 493,

February 1951.

Conclusion

The results of the measurement as shown in Figs. 1-6 are inconclusive at this early

stage of the test. The performance of the joint bars at both test installations has been

normal up to this date.

Report on Assignment 7

Joint Bar Wear and Failures : Revision of Design and Specifications

For New Bars, Including Insulated Joints and Bars
For Maintenance Repairs

E. E. Chapman (chairman, subcommittee), C. J. Code, J. B. Akers, T. A. Blair, W. J.

Burton, C. M. Chumley, H. R. Clarke, L. S. Crane, R. L. Groover, S. R. Hursh,

L. R. Lamport, E. E. Mayo, Ray McBrian, E. H. McGovern, Embert Osland, G. A.

Phillips, J. C. Ryan, I. H. Schram, J. F. Shaffer, S. H. Shepley, A. P. Talbot,

H. F. Whitmore.

This is a progress report, submitted as information, which includes, in Appendix

7-a, the Tenth Progress Report on Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars being conducted at

the University of Illinois under the direction of Prof. R. S. Jensen, and in Appendix

7-b, a report of the service tests on the Burlington Railroad near Fort Morgan, Colo.,

of 112-lb. joint bars of different metallurgies.

During the past year a study of joint bar investigation results as reported on this

assignment for the past ten years was made. While many observations might be made

and conclusions drawn from the large amount of tabulated data secured during this time,

only a few general observations will be summarized as follows:

1. Several factors contribute to the rather wide variation in service and laboratory

test results, making precise conclusions difficult. Some of these factors are:

(a) Inherent variation in the material; (b) variation in bar hardness; (c) de-

carburized fishing surfaces; and (d) stress raisers, such as gouging of rail ends,

local areas of high bearing pressure, spike slots, etc.

2. Joint bar relief or a ground top center easement increases resistance to top

center cracking, as determined by laboratory tests reported in the 1949 Pro-

ceedings.

3. The fatigue life of bars was increased by shot-peening the fishing surfaces, as

shown by laboratory tests reported in the 1947 Proceedings.
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4. Increased fatigue life of bars resulted from wider spacing of the central boll

holes, as concluded by laboratory tests as reported in the 1949 Proceedings.

5. Headfrce design bars offered greater resistance to cracking than did the head-

contact design, as determined by rolling-load tests reported in the 1043 Pro-

ceedings.

6. The use of toeless bars eliminates the use of spike slots that serve as stress

raisers to cause failures, as found by laboratory and service tests reported in

the 1943 Proceedings.

7. The harder joint bar increases the fatigue life within the range of hardness

encountered in the laboratory test of bars of standard chemical analysis,

reported in the 1945 Proceedings.

8. Very little difference in service performance between the various metallurgies

has been noted in 10 years, except that the rate of wear is least with the rail

steel bar, as determined by field tests reported in the 1951 Proceedings.

9. The majority of service failures submitted for laboratory examination failed

from the top surface at or near the rail end, as reported in the 1951 Pro-

ceedings.

10. Physical properties of service-failed bars indicated that a high percentage of the

bars is lower than specification requirements, as reported in the 1951 Pro-

ceedings.

11. Micrographs of failed bars revealed decarburized bar surfaces to varying depths

up to 0.024 in. No clearly defined correlations between cycles for failure and

depth of decarburization were apparent, as reported in the 1949 Proceedings.

As arranged last year, 100 sets of 36-in., six-hole headfree joint bars for 132 RE
rail from the same heat were rolled, heated and punched at the Inland Steel Company

for test purposes. Last March a special heat treatment of some of these bars for inves-

tigation work was made at the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, as follows:

1. 26 joint bars oil quenched below the critical temperature at 1350 deg. F.

2. 25 joint bars oil quenched above the critical temperature at 1550 deg. F.

3. 6 joint bars oil quenched at 1550 deg. F. and tempered at 800 deg. F.

4. 6 joint bars water quenched at 1550 deg. F. and tempered at 1000 deg. F.

The Tenth Progress Report includes the test results of the 25 joint bars oil quenched

above the critical temperature at 1550 deg. F.

One meeting was held by this subcommittee during the year. At this meeting con-

sideration was given to the easement design since it was agreed that a proper easement

would aid considerably towards the elimination of failures due to the pinching or gouging

action of rail ends. The design at present of the head easement should be 1!!4 i"- to

IJ/^ in. long and 0.031 in. to 0.062 in. deep, with the easement region around the head

sufficient to be effective after joint bar wear has occurred. It should lie emphasized that

the rail ends must be ground or beveled to eliminate burrs as the pull down of metal

at the bottom of the rail head resulting from the hot saw may often be the cause of

high bearing pressure to cause failure of the joint bar. It is planned to study the rolling-

load test results of a pressed easement versus a ground easement to determine the effect

of decarburization.

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe has made arranccments for a .service test installa-

tion of 8 miles of quenched and tempered joint bars that are to have ground easements.
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Appendix 7-a

Tenth Progress Report of the Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars

By R. S. Jensen

Research Assistant Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Introduction and Acknowledgment

This report covers tests of joint bars conducted during the past year in the Talbot

Laboratory, University of Illinois, as a part of the work of the Engineering Experiment

Station in cooperation with the American Railway Engineering Association Committee

on Rail, under Assignment 7—Joint Bar Wear and Failures; Revision of Design and

Specifications for New Bars and Bars for Maintenance Repairs. E. E. Chapman,

mechanical assistant to general manager, Mechanical Department, Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe Railway, is chairman of the subcommittee for this assignment. The work is

sponsored and financed by the Association of American Railroads.

Acknowledgment is made of the services of Lewis Franklin and Elmer Hunt,

mechanicians in the Talbot Laboratory shops, and Joseph Borrino, student test assistant.

Testing Machines and Test Specimens

Joint bar tests were made in three 33-in. stroke rolling machines similar to the one

described in the AREA Proceedings, Vol. 40, 1939, page 649. The dimensions of the

test joint and method of loading are described in the Proceedings, Vol. 44, 1943, page

587. In all tests, the maximum bar bending stresses are obtained with the wheel load at

the joint gap, and are 50 percent in value and reversed in sign with the wheel load at

the cantilever end of the stroke. The criterion for bar failure is taken to be the number

of cycles of loading to propagate a fatigue crack to one-half of the bar height.

Results of Rolling-Load Tests

Thirty-six tests on joint bars have been completed since the last annual report was

published; these include 12 tests on llS K4 headfree 36-in. bars, 12 tests on 132 RE
headfree 36-in. bars which were not oil quenched, and 12 tests on 132 RE headfree

36-in. bars specially oil-quenched from 1550 deg. F. The 115 K4 bars had a pressed ease-

ment 3*2 to tt in. in depth over the central 1% in. The chemical analyses for these bars

are listed in Table 1, and the physical properties as determined from tensile specimens cut

from failed bars are listed in Table 2.

Data on these 36 joints are tabulated in Table 3.

Table 1

—

Chemical Analyses of Joint Bars

Bar Type
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Table 2

—

Physical Properties of Joint Bars

Bar Type
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204S
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Fig. 1—Fatigue failures of 115K4 HF bars.

Rolling-Load Tests of 115 K4 Headfree Bars

Results of 12 tests of llS K4 headfree 36-in. bars are given in Table 3. Three of the

fractures are shown in Fig. 1.

One bar, the south bar of joint 204, failed from the top surface at a gouge mark

caused by a rail end. The 11 remaining joints all failed from the base of the bars, S of

the fractures progressing to oval bolt holes and 1 to a round bolt hole. Five base failures

started in gouge marks caused by the rail ends and 1 crack started in a heavy bearing

area 1% in. from a rail end. The south bar of joint 208 developed 2 cracks from the

base, 1 starting at a gouge mark from a rail end and 1 progressing to an oval hole.

Fatigue areas approximately ^ in. in depth were revealed at 1 round and 1 oval hole.

The average cycles for failure for these 12 joints was 748,500 cycles, compared with

648,950 cycles for 12 tests of the lighter section, 115 K22, headfree, 36-in. bars tested

last year.

Magnaflux examination revealed additional cracks on the top fishing surfaces of 8

of the failed bars and 5 of the companion bars. The cracks measured i^g to 1 inch, in

length and occurred in the gouge marks and heavy bearing areas within a few inches

of the joint gap.

The pressed easements on these bars, s's in. to is in. in depth over the central 1^ in.,

materially reduced the gouging by the hot-sawed rail ends; however, some bearing of

the rail ends on the bars occurred above the easements causing gouging on all bars and

initiating cracks in gouges on 9 of the bars.

Since tightening of the bolts was noted to bend the bars laterally at mid-length,

lateral deflection readings were taken on the upper and lower bar flanges before bolting,
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Fig. 2—Fatigue failures of 132RE HF bars.

These bars were oil quenched from 1550 deg. F.

after bolting, and at regular intervals during the progress of each test. The amount of

lateral bending varied with individual bars, and since unbroken bars recovered to their

original shape upon release of bolt tension, it was apparent the bending was elastic.

Lateral deflection readings on the bars indicated that at 100,000 cycles the centers

of the bars were bowed from 0.029 in. inward to 0.011 in. outward, with an average

of 0.005 in. inward for the upper flanges. Bending on the lower flanges ranged from

0.032 in. inward to 0.008 in. outward, with an average of 0.011 in. inward.

Out-to-out measurements, that is, the distance between outer bar flanges, indicated

that at 100,000 cycles the lower flanges had moved inward 0.060 in. average at the

center of bar length and 0.036 in. average at the ends of the bars. The upper flanges

averaged 0.005 in. movement at the center and 0.010 in. at the ends.

Micrographs taken on all failed bars revealed depths of dccarburization ranging

from less than 0.001 in. to 0.018 in.

Rolling-Load Tests of 132 RE Bars, Not Oil Quenched

Data on 12 tests of joints with 132 RE headfree 36-in. bars, not oil quenched, arc

reported in Table 3. For joints 216 through 219, using the bars in the condition they

were received, the average cycles for failure for 4 joints was 78,750. The cracks which

caused failure of these bars originated in gouge marks on the top fishing surfaces of the

bars at rail ends. The appearance of the failures was similar to those of Fig. 2. Both bars

of joints 217 and 218 failed, and the companion bars which did not fail on joints 216

and 219, revealed cracks in the gouge marks J4 in- to 5^ in. long on the top surface.
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Fig. 3—Top fishing surfaces of bars of joint 225.

Cracks started in bearing area outside of ground easement.

For the second group of 4 joints, Nos. 220, 221, 226 and 227, the central 2 in.

of the top fishing surfaces of these bars were cold worked by rolling with a hardened

steel roller, depressing the surface metal to a depth of 0.012 in. The average cycles for

failure was raised shghtly to 90,770, an increase of approximately IS percent.

For the third group of 4 joints, Nos. 222 through 225, an easement was ground in

the central 2 in. of the top bar fishing surface, the easement having a depth of i^ in.

at the center and a smooth, gradual run-out at the ends. For joints 222 and 223 the

easement was ground on the fishing surface only, and was terminated as nearly as

possible where the contact of the bar fishing surface on the rail fillet ended. The average

cycles for failure increased to 182,900, or 2.3 times the average for the bars without an

easement. However, gouging still occurred on the bar surface above the easement and

was severe enough to start cracks which progressed to failure.

For joints 224 and 2 25 the easements were ground in the same manner, except that

they were carried completely over the top surfaces of the bars. Gouging was eliminated
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Fig. 4—Micrographs from non heat-treated bars.
Magnification—50 Etch—2 percent Nital

a. Bar 217S
b. Bar 218S
c. Bar 219S

and the cracks causing failure started in areas of heavy bearing outside of the easements,

as shown in Fig. 3. The cycles for failure increased to an average of 316,650, or slightly

over 4 times the average for the bars with no easements.

Lateral deflection readings on this group of bars indicated that at .^0,000 cycles the

centers of the bars were bowed inward an average of 0.008 in. for the upper flanges and

an average of 0.024 in. for the lower flanges. The average deflection for bars with ease-

ments was 0.002 in. greater than for bars with no easements, measured on the upper

flanges, and shovv-ed no difference in deflection measured on the lower flanges.

Out-to-out measurements indicated that at 30,000 cycles the lower flanges had moved
inward 0.042 in. average at the center of the bar length and 0.017 in. at the ends. The
upper flanges averaged 0.007 in. inward movement at the center and 0.001 in. at the

ends. No appreciable difference existed in out-to-out movement of the top flanges

between bars with easements and bars without easements, while out-to-out movement
of the lower flanges was approximately 0.005 in. greater for bars with the easements.

Micrographs from three of the bars not oil-quenched are shown in Fig. 4. A rela-

tively large amount of ferrite, indicated by the white areas between grains, which has

low strength, is present in all of these non-quenched bars.

Rolling-Load Tests of 132 RE Bars, Oil Quenched at 1550 Deg. F.

To determine to what extent the temperature at which bars enter the oil quench

influences the physical properties and cycles for failure in the rolling load machines,

a set of 12 pairs of bars was quenched above the critical temperature, at 1550 deg. F., and
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a second set of 12 bars was quenched below the critical temperature, at 1350 deg. F.,

for comparison. The heat treatment was conducted in the heat-treat shop of the

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company so that the bars could be handled under accurate

pyrometric controlled conditions. For the 12 pairs of bars quenched at 1550 deg. F.

the heat treating procedure was as follows;

Groups of 4 to 6 bars were placed in a preheat furnace at a temperature of 1000

to 1150 deg. F. for 27 to 35 min.; transferred to the final-heat furnace, temperature

1550 deg. F., for 26 to 33 min.; quenched vertically in Houghton No. 2 quenching oil

13 to 25 min. The dimensions of the quenching tank were 5 ft. in diameter by 8 ft.

deep, cooled by water jacket. The temperature of the unagitated oil was 200 deg. F.

at the start and increased to 240 deg. F. after the first 5 bars were quenched.

The physical properties for the bars of this group which failed in the rolling load

tests are reported in Table 2, and reveal that while 11 of the 13 tensile specimens passed

the tensile strength specification, only 1 of the specimens passed the yield point

specification.

Rolling load tests on these 12 joints averaged 934,290 cycles, compared with 794,090

cycles for 12 joints using the same type bars commercially heat treated, reported in 1949

—

an increase of approximately 17J^ percent.

One of the bars failed from the base; aU of the remaining failures were from the

top, the cracks starting in gouge marks caused by the rail end. Three of the failures are

shown in Fig. 2.

Additional cracks, all on the top surfaces, ranging in length from % in. to 1J4 i")

were detected with magnaflux on 11 of the failed bars and 10 of the companion bars.

Lateral deflection readings on the bars indicated that at 100,000 cycles the centers

of the bars were bowed outward an average of 0.007 in. for the upper flanges and

inward an average of 0.010 in. for the lower flanges.

Out-to-out measurements indicated that at 100,000 cycles the lower flanges had

moved inward 0.036 in. average at the center of bar length and 0.013 in. average at the

ends. The upper flanges averaged 0.007 in. inward movement at the center and 0.002 in.

at the ends.

Micrographs taken on specimens from failed bars near the fracture revealed varying

amounts of decarburization from depths of less than 0.001 in. to 0.017 in. Fig. 5 shows

micrographs from three of the specimens. Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (c) are typical; Fig. 5 (b)

for bar 233S shows medium size ferrite areas throughout the microstructure, which may
have contributed to its low cycles for failure in the rolling-load machine.

Failed Bars From Service

Four groups of failed bars from service received for examination and testing are

covered in this report. All were 36-in., 6-hole bars, and included 98 RE head-contact bars

for 131-lb. rail, 93 RE headfree bars for 132-lb. rail, 119 K16 headfree bars for 112-lb.

rail, and 37 RE headfree bars for 115-lb. rail. The RE head-contact bars for 131-lb.

rail represented 5 heats from 2 mills, 1945 rollings, and were full-length bars when

received, with cracks extending downward from the top surface at a rail end from J4 to

y^ in. The group of RE headfree bars for 132-lb. rail were broken half-bars and repre-

sented 9 heats from 1 mill, 1947 and 1948 rollings, for approximately one-third of the

bars on which the heat number could be identified. Two bars were full-length bars from

the same joint, one of which had failed, and the unbroken companion bar for comparison.

For all of the failed bars the crack originated on the top fishing surface at a rail end,
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Fig. 5—Micrographs from bars oil quenched from 1550 deg. F.
Magnification—50 Etch—2 percent Nital

a. Bar 230N
b. Bar 233S
c. Bar 234N

although 1 bar also revealed an additional fatigue area starting at the base. The group

of K16 headfree bars for 112-lb. rail consisted also of broken half-bars, all from one

mill, excepting 1 bar, and represented 13 heats from the 1 mill and 1 bar from another

mill, 1944, 1945, and 1946 rollings. All of these bars had failed from the top at a rail end

and 2 bars showed additional fatigue areas at the base. The 115 RE bars consisted of 3

half-bars and 17 broken full-length bars, all from 1947 rollings of 1 mill, representing

7 heats. These bars also failed from the top at a rail end.

Brinell hardness measurements were taken on all of the failed bars after removing

tV in. of surface metal. Table 4 lists the Brinell hardness range of these bars. Table 5

gives the physical properties obtained from tensile tests on 81 specimens from failed bars

and 1 specimen from the unbroken bar. Twenty-nine of the 81 specimens tested, or

36 percent, passed the yield point specification of 70,000 psi, and 56 of the 81, or 69

percent, passed the tensile strength specification of 100,000 psi.

The yield point and tensile strength values of the failed bars from service are plotted

against the Brinell hardness on the tensile specimens in Fig. 6. Also included in this

figure are 12 tests of the 115 K4 laboratory-tested bars for comparison, since they were

heat treated by regular mill practice.

Although some scatter exists in the plot of Fig. 6, in general, it indicates that for a

specimen to meet the yield point specification of 70,000 psi. it should have Brinell hard-

ness of at least 217 (the point of intersection of the line throuph the plotted points with

the 70,000 psi. stress line). In general, the tensile strength specification of 100,000 psi. is

met when the Brinell on the tensile specimen is 192 or greater.
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Table 4

—

Brinell Hakuness Range of Failed Bars from Skrvice

Brinell Hardness Range
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Summary

1. Twelve tests of 115 K4 headfree, oil quenched 36-in. bars averaged 748,500 cycles.

One bar failed from the top surface at a rail end; 11 bars failed from the base, 6 of the

base breaks progressing to bolt holes. The pressed easements reduced the gouging but did

not entirely eliminate it, since some bearing of the rail end occurred on the bar above

the easement.

2. Four tests of 132 RE headfree 36-in. bars, not oil quenched, averaged 78,750

cycles.

3. Four tests of 132 RE headfree 36-in. bars, not oil quenched, with the top fishing

surface cold worked by rolling with a hardened steel roller over the central 2 in. to a

depth of 0.012 in., averaged 90,770 cycles, an increase of only approximately 15 percent.

4. Four tests of 132 RE headfree 36-in. bars, not oil quenched, with easements ground

I'e in. in depth over the central 2 in. of the top fishing surface, increased the number of

Table S—Brinells and Physical Properties of Failed Bars from Service

Lab. No.

Hardness
Near Top
Surface
RHN

F42
F92
F41
F48
F4
F28
F44
F49
Fll_ .-

F59
F64
F2.3

F66
F89
F35
F21.._
F.50

F2,5

F68
F18

G20
G4..
G79
G2...
G33..
G47
G12.
G6.
G44 .-

G3
Gl.
G5
G4.5
G57
G25
G88
G73
G91
G34.
G61
064

Gil..

Unbroken

Hardness
On Tensile
St^ecimen
BHN

Yield
Point
Psi.

Tensile
Strength

Psi.

Reduction
of Area
Percent

131 RE Head Contact 36-in. Bars

132 RE Headfree 36-in. Bars

Elongation
2 in. Gl.
Percent

2.5.5
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Table S—Continued

Lab No.

Hardness
Near Tof)
Surface
BHN

Hardness
On Tensile
Specimen
BHN

Yield
Point
Psi.

Tensile
Strength

Psi.

Reduction
of Area
Percent

H21..
H98..
H20-.
H5--.
H93..
H57-.
H29..
HI...

H78..
H52..
H69..
H56..
H51..
H16..
H40-.
H54..
H117.

H71..
H82..
H73_.

Elongation
2 in. G.L.
Percent
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130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260
BRINELL HARDNESS ON TENSILE SPECIMEN

FIG. 6 -PHYSICAL PROPERTIES VS. BRINELL OF FAILED JOINT BARS
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7. Tensile tests on 81 specimens selected from 347 failed bars from service revealed

that 36 percent passed the yield point specification of 70,000 psi., and 69 percent passed

the tensile strength specification of 100,000 psi.

8. Tensile tests indicate that the 100,000 psi. tensile strength specification require-

ment is not compatible with the 70,000 psi. yield point requirement since the 70,000 psi.

minimum yield point requirement results in approximately 110,000 psi. tensile strength.

9. In general, laboratory tested bars with a surface hardness below 200 Brinell

show a lower fatigue life than bars above 200 Brinell, while 1 group of 98 failed bars

from service were all above 220 Brinell.

10. Micrographs on specimens from failed bars, both from service and laboratory

tested bars, revealed depths of decarburization from less than 0.001 in. to 0.02S in. In

general, the grain structure was coarser for bars below 200 Brinell than for those above

that hardness.

Appendix 7-b

Service Tests on the Burlington Railroad Near Fort Morgan, Colo.,

of Joint Bars of Different Metallurgies

In the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 411, a description was given of the test

installation of joint bars of various metallurgies placed in the single-track main line

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, near Fort Morgan, Colo., in July 1939.

The joint bars were applied at the time new 112 RE rail was laid. This rail was con-

trol cooled, but not end hardened. The purpose of the test was to compare the service

performance, and, in particular, the resistance to developing fatigue cracks at the top

mid-length, of joint bars with higher strength steel, and bars of the AREA specification

chemistry and heat treatment. This particular location was selected for the tests because

of past difficulty with joint bar cracks.

The test installation included S test sections of 100 pairs of joint bars each, in

tangent track. All of the joint bars of one type were installed out-of-face on both rails.

The installation begins at M. P. 460 with bars of type 1, and extends west.

Types of Bars Tested

All of the joint bars are 24 in. in length, with four 1-in. dia. heat-treated bolts

and Triflex springs. The test bars are the Rail Joint Company's designs. A description

of the chemistry and heat treatment of the test bars is given in the report referred to

in the foregoing. Types 1 to 4, ind., are the B-34— 1 head-contact section, and type S

is the B-53 headfree section. The test observation on type 5 had to be discontinued

because these bars were replaced in track by mistake in connection with a general joint

bar replacement through this area.

Joint Wear

In view of the fact that the bars are nearing the end of their service life, measure-

ments were made on September 11, 1951. These measurements were similar to those

previously reported to compare the change in out-to-out distance of the joint bars and
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the sag or dip of the rail ends at the joints. The amount of decrease in out-to-out dis-

tance is an indication of the amount of joint bar and rail fishing surface wear. The results

are shown in Table 1, and represent the average of measurements made at both top

and bottom ribs at each end, and at the center, of 10 joints in each test .section, except

as noted.

Because the available take-up or pull-in of the new head-contact joint bars before

they contact the rail web is 0.38 in., the decreases shown in Table 1 are significant as

showing the rate at which the service life of the bars is being expended. The average

puH-in of the 4 types of head-contact bars to September 1951 varied from 0.14 to

0.18 in. At this stage of the investigation, the harder bars show more resistance to wear,

which may be a factor in increasing the life of the bar. A badly worn pair of type 2

bars was replaced in 1948.

Table 1

—

Decrease in Out-to-Out Distance of Joint Bars (November 1939
TO September 1951), in Inches

Tyfie

1 . HC ordinary chemistry
2 . HC hardened top center
3. HC water quenched, drawn
4. HC rail steel, oil quenched, drawn.

September
19S1

Top Bottom

0.184
0.173
0.144
0.148

0.169
0.132
0.128
0.115

Averages of Top and Bottom Readings
Taken on

Sept.
1951

0.176
0.153
0.137
0.131

Oct.

1950

0.158
0.145
0.132
0.127

Oct.

1948

0.139
0.129
0.121
0.120

Nov.
1946

0.105
0.095
0.078
0.071

Nov.
1945

0.092
0.082
0.075
0.053

Joint Droop

The amount of sag or dip at the rail end is important as an indication of how well

the joint bars are supporting the rail ends. Table 2 shows the average sag or dip in the

rail surface profile at the joints, as measured at a point ^ in. from each rail end with

reference to a 36-in. straightedge placed along the center of the rail head with its mid-

length over the joint gap. The measurements shown are an average of readings taken

on 20 joints in each test section, except as noted. Because the rail ends on all four test

sections were built up by welding in the summer of 1947, the value of this particular

measurement was largely destroyed.

Table 2

—

Rail End Sag of Joint J^ In. from Rail Ends, in Inches

Type
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flame hardened at the top center portion. The other three were observed this year on

type 4 bars, which were of rail steel, oil quenched and drawn.

The bars in this test section may be removed by the railroad before the next inspec-

tion date. It is planned to inspect all bars carefully for cracks at the time of their

removal and to make measurements of wear.

Acknowledgment

The committee and the Association are indebted to the Burlington for making the

installation and for providing assistance in taking the field measurements.

Report on Assignment 8

Rail Failures Resulting from Engine Wheel Burns, Including
Effect of Repairing Such Burns by Oxyacetylene

or Electric Welding

J. B. Akers (chairman, subcommittee), C. H. Blackman, T. A. Blair, C. J. Code, L. S.

Crane, W. J. Cruse, C. J. Geyer, E. L. Gosnell, K. K. Kessler, L. R. Lamport,

W. B. Leaf, H. S. Loeffler, Ray McBrian, B. R. Meyers, L. T. Nuckols, E. E. Oviatt,

W. G. Powrie, J. G. Roney, J. F. Shaffer, A. A. Shillander, G. L. Smith, J. E. Yewell.

The committee submits a final report on this subject as information. It is recom-

mended the subject be discontinued.

Introduction

Engine burns, and the transverse fractures of rail that are frequently associated

with them, have become increasingly important during recent years. This subject was

assigned in 1941.

History of Project

Several railroads had adopted the practice of rebuilding engine burns with apparent

success. Others had refrained from adopting this procedure because of their concern for

the effect of the welding repair on the strength of rail steel.

The committee initially attempted to evaluate the strength of welded joints by

making drop tests on engine-burned specimens and similar rails that had been repaired

by welding. This investigation revealed that the drop test machine was not a satisfactory

means to evaluate differences between specimens and, therefore, this line of investigation

was abandoned.

Since the detail fractures which developed from engine burns were a progressive type

of fatigue failure it was thought that the rolling-load machines might serve to evaluate

the relative strength of welded and unwelded engine burns. Rolling-load machines were

procured and tests begun on specimens selected from track. Results of these tests are

illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. It will be observed that those engine burns which had

detected fractures beneath them and were left unwelded failed at a low number of cycles.

The committee believes that this serves to emphasize the danger of this type of defect

and the necessity for either repairing it or removing it from the track.
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Cycles in Millions
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Cycles in Millions

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Group II [^
Specimens

Engine Burns
Unwelded

Group III
Specimens

ifVelded

Engine Burns

12 in. Stroke - 50,000 lb. Load

Fig. 3—Suramaiy of rolling-load tests—rails burned
intentionally, Nos. 29 through 85«
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A comprehensive investigation into the metallurgical aspects of engine-burn damage

to rail steel is contained in previous reports of the committee. It was found that a driver

burn produces extreme hardness on the rail surface due to the formation of a martensitic

structure. This constituent develops from the process causing the burns, namely (a)

friction heating and (b) rapid quenching. The formation of martensite may create quench

cracks in the rail steel which may serve as stress raisers and reduce the fatigue resistance

leading to premature failure.

Repair of the damaged rail by removing the parent metal containing the quench

cracks and replacing it with weld metal was found to be satisfactory from a metallurgical

standpoint.

Progress reports have been made and reported in the Proceedings as follows: Vol.

43, page 605; Vol. 44, page 596; Vol. 45, page 445; Vol. 47, page 430; Vol. 48, page 734;

Vol. 49, page 429; Vol. 51, page 594; and Vol. 52, page 661.

Field Experience

Several railroads have been repairing engine burns by this technique. This work has

extended over the past 10 years and it is estimated that at least three railroads have each

repaired 500,000 burns. Service failures of repaired burns have been negligible. One rail-

road reports that of 500,000 burns repaired in the last 8 years only 6 service or detected

failures of welded engine burns have occurred.

Technique

Generally the technique used to repair the burns is to wash out the quench-cracked

surface metal with an ordinary welding torch using a No. 9 tip. The welder is usually

able to determine when the cracks have been removed. Immediately following the wash-

ing operation the weld metal is applied, using any of the welding rods which have been

found satisfactory for repairing battered rail ends. Depending on the depth of the burn

the weld metal is deposited in single or multiple passes and peened between each pass.

After the contour of the rail head has been restored, the metal is worked with a hammer

and flatter, while still hot, to the final contour. After cooling it is then dressed with a

grinder to a smooth plane.

Summary

Your committee believes that the laboratory investigation and service experience

have proved the desirability of repairing engine burns by welding rather than leaving

them in track in an unwelded condition. Benefits derived from welding repair are:

(1) Elimination of undesirable microstructure and quench cracks. These can serve

as potential stress raisers or reduce the fatigue strength of the rail steel.

(2) Elimination of low spots on the rail surface which affect the smoothness of the

rail and concentrate service impacts at the very point in the rail which has been weakened

metallurgically.

(3) Building up of engine burns permits recovery of much rail for main line use

which would otherwise be scrapped or consigned to secondary service.
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Report on Assignment 9

Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail:
Methods for Their Prevention

L. S. Crane (chairman, subcommittee), C. H. Blackman, T. A. Blair, B. Bristow, E. E.
Chapman, C. M. Chumley, C. J. Code, W. J. Cruse, R. A. Emerson, E. L. Gosnell,

G. F. Hand, C. B. Harveson, S. R. Hursh, K. K. Kessler, C. C. Lathey, W. B. Leaf,

E. E. Mayo, Ray McBrian, L. T. Nuckols, R. E. Patterson, G. A. Phillips, J. G.
Roney, I. H. Schram, W. D. Simpson, Barton Wheelwright.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

Previously the investigative v/ork of the committee has been divided into four cate-

gories. Section 1 covering field test and compilation of data has been handled directly

by the subcommittee. Section 2 covering engineering research and the relationship of

rail and wheel contours and other track conditions that might have a bearing on the

development of rail shelling is handled by the research staff of the Engineering Division,

AAR. Section 3 covering metallurgical and mechanical research into the properties of

rail steel as they affect the shelly rail problem is being conducted by Battelle Memorial

Institute. Section 4 covering rolling-load tests and associated metallurgical examination

is being conducted by the University of Illinois.

Recently, a Tifth phase of the investigation has been initiated through the employ-

ment of Prof. M. M. Frocht of the Illinois Institute of Technology, to conduct an analysis

of the stresses produced in the gage corner of a rail by a wheel. Prof. Frocht proposes

to utilize in this investigation certain new techniques of three-dimensional photo-elastic

analysis recently developed by his laboratory. The AAR provides funds to support the

work covered by Section 2. The AAR and AISI jointly provide funds to support the

work of Sections 3, 4 and 5.

Installations of heat-treated rail continue to perform well. The performance of the

alloy CV rail is also encouraging, although the test on this rail is not sufficiently advanced

to offer any definite conclusion.

Group 1

The committee has continued to follow the performance of the various installations

of heat-treated rail. \ summary of the performance of these test installations follows:

Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range Railroad

Comparison of Heat-Treated and Control-Cooled Rails on the Duluth,
Missabe & Iron Range Railroad

September 1, 1951

4-Deg. Curve.

2-Deg. Curve.

Rail

High aide (CC rail

(HT rail

Low side (CC rail

(HT rail

High Bide (CC rail

(HT rail

Tons

125,000,000
238,000,000

245,000,000
253,000,000

121,000,000
228,000,000

Comment

Several still good

Bad condition
Good condition when removed

11 of 21 still in service
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Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

Service Test of 132 RE Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed near Martha, W. Va., on the Logan Subdivision of the Hunt-

ington Division, on a 3-deg. 6-min. curve, both low side and high side. Twelve heat-

treated (oil-quenched) and 12 end-hardened rails from the same heat, all control cooled,

were laid on May 2, 1949. The heat-treated rails were laid on the receiving end of the

curve, followed by the end-hardened rails. Six rails of each type were laid on the high

and low sides.

This curve was inspected on May 8, 1951, after an accumulated tonnage of

65,000,000 tons. Visual examination of the rails revealed the following surface condition:

All low rails, both heat-treated and control-cooled end-hardened are in excellent

shape.

On the high side the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 6th heat-treated rails show no defects; the

3rd and 5th heat-treated rails exhibited fine hair-line cracks on the gage corner. All of

the control-cooled end-hardened rails exhibited gage corner flaking in various degrees,

except the 5th rail, which was clear. The flaking appeared to be concentrated in the rail

quarter length nearest the receiving end.

The rolling-load test results at the University of Illinois on companion samples of

these rails showed the following;

Control Cooled, Heat Treated,

Cycles Cycles

900,000 3,232,000

1,206,000 5,022,000*

1,667,000 5,032,000*

* Specimen did not fail. Test stopped.

Pennsylvania Railroad

Service Test of l5S-Lb. Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed in No. 1 E.B. track. Middle Division, near Forge, Pa., No. 11

curve, 6 deg., in the high side only. Twelve oil-quenched, heat-treated rails and 12 end-

hardened rails, all control cooled from the same heat, were laid on January 19, 1949.

The test rails were laid in the following sequence, beginning at the receiving end

of the curve, high side only: 2 ordinary rails, 2 end-hardened rails, 2 heat-treated rails,

2 end-hardened, 2 heat-treated, etc.

The last inspection of this test curve was on August 2, 1951. The accumulated ton-

nage as of that date was approximately 140,000,000 tons.

Visual examination of the test curve showed the following surface conditions: All

the test rails on the receiving end of the curve are flaking and some gage corner shelling

is occurring. This includes both the heat-treated and end-hardened control-cooled rail,

although in the latter the shelling is more pronounced. In the leaving end of the curve

the control-cooled end-hardened rail is flaking heavily and the heat-treated rail is in

good condition.
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The rolling-load test results at the University of Illinois on companion samples of

these rails showed the following:

Control Cooled, Heat Treated,
Cycles Cycles

350,000 4,764,000

782,000 5,000,000*

831,000

* Specimen did not fail. Test stopped.

Norfolk & Western Railway

Service Test of 132 RE Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed in the main line, westbound track, M.P. Na 6, west of the sta-

tion at Kermit, W. Va., west of tunnel exit, in a 6-deg. curve, on both high and low side.

Twenty-three heat-treated, oil-quenched rails and 24 end-hardened rails from the same

heat, all control cooled, were laid on May 3, 1949.

Ordinary rails were laid through the tunnel and at the exit end; 6 end-hardened

test rails on both high and low sides, followed by 12 and 11 heat-treated rails on high

and low sides, respectively, followed by 6 end-hardened test rails on both high and

low sides.

This curve was inspected on October 17, 1951, after an accumulated tonnage of

approximately 100,000,000 tons.

Visual examination of these test rails revealed the following surface condition:

Beginning at the receiving end, low side, four of the control-cooled end-hardened rails

were removed December 1950 because of bad surface condition caused by service. The

next two control-cooled end-hardened rails are satisfactory. The following 11 heat-

treated rails are in satisfactory condition, except for some engine-slippage burns, and

one rail exhibits head crushing. Four of the six control-cooled end-hardened rails at the

leaving end were removed November 1050 because of surface condition; one of those

remaining is satisfactory and one exhibits some head crushing.

Beginning at the receiving end of the curve, high side, the first six control-cooled,

end-hardened rails show flaking on the gage corner. The next 12 heat-treated rails arc

in satisfactory condition, except for two small spots showing gage corner flaking and

three small head crushes. The remaining six control-cooled, end-hardened rails showed

moderate to heavy flaking and one shell spot.

Rail profiles indicate that the average wear of the non-hcat-treatcd rail is ii percent

greater than on the heat-treated rail on the high side and 50 percent greater than on

the heat-treated rail on the low side.

The rolling-load test results at the University of IiIinoi.s on companion samples of

these rails showed the following:

Control Cooled, Heat Treated,
Cycles Cycles

900,000 3,232,000

1,206,000 5,022,000*

1,667,000 5,032,000*

* Specimen did not fail. Test stopped.
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A beat of manganese-chromium-vanadium alloy rail has been installed in test on

the Norfolk & Western west of Kermit, W. Va., and service performance of this rail will

be reported as it develops.

Great Northern Railway

Service Test of 100 RE Heat-Treated Rail

This test was installed near M.P. 33, east of Carlton, Minn. Two curves, each of

4-deg. curvature, are located adjacent to each other on this single-track line. Eighty-

eight heat-treated rails were installed on both the low and high sides of the first curve

and 88 control-cooled end-hardened rails were installed on the low and high sides of the

adjacent curve.

These curves were inspected October 28, 1951, after an accumulated tonnage of

approximately 43,000,000 tons. Tonnage on this line is primarily ore traffic.

Visual examination of these rails revealed the end-hardened control-cooled rail was

beginning to show gage corner ilaking and some incipient shelling. The curve laid with

the heat-treated rail was in satisfactory condition except for the presence of fine hairline

cracks on the gage corner.

Appendix 9-a

Tenth Progress Report of the Shelly Rail Studies
at the University of Illinois

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Organization and Acknowledgment

The shelly rail studies at the University of Illinois are financed equally by the Asso-

ciation of American Railroads and the American Iron and Steel Institute.

Student assistants D. R. Yeager and F. F. Mobley have worked for this investigation

on a part-time basis during the past year. Marion Moore, mechanic, has built and

operated the cradle-type rolling machines used to produce shelling in the laboratory.

Special credit is due the metallurgists of the rail manufacturers who supplied the rails

used in the laboratory tests.

Rolling-Load Tests of Manganese, Chrome, Vanadium Alloy Rail

In last year's report the last two rail specimens reported were from two heats of

manganese, chrome, vanadium alloy rails which give high cycles for failure. Rail 1136A

ran 8,117,000 cycles and rail 1137A gave 5,152,000 cycles. It was thought desirable to

make check tests on both of these rails, taking a second specimen from each which were

numbered 1136B and 1137B. The second specimen from rail 1136 ran 9,635,000 cycles

and from rail 1137, 6,152,000 cycles. These tests with the chemical analysis and physical

tests of the rails, are shown in Table 1. Etched slices showing the shelling cracks devel-

oped in the rolling machines are shown in Fig. 1. These high strength alloy rails do not

flow appreciably during the roUing-load tests. The repeat tests were both higher in cycles

than the first tests, indicating that these alloy rails, as judged by rolling-load tests, are

several times as good as .standard carbon steel rails, which average about one million

cycles in the same type of rolling-load test.
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I136B

1139

142

Fig. 1—Cross sections of rails after rolling-load tests.

Average Cycles in

Specimen Brinell Rolling

No. Type of Rail Hardness Machine

1136B Manganese-chrome-vanadium 365 9,635,000

1137B Manganese-chrome-vanadium 361 6,152,000

1138 115-lb. rail as rolled 271 1,565,000

1139 115-lb. rail heat treated 379 9,625,000

1141 0.55% Si. rail as rolled 295 1,287,700

1142 0.48% Si. rail as rolled 286 796,700
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Rolling-Load Tests on Heat-Treated and Standard Rails

The Great Northern Railway laid llS-lb. heat-treated and standard carbon steel rails

on curves as a test during the past year. Specimens from both types of rail were sent

to the laboratory for tests. These are specimens Nos. 1138 and 1139 in Table 1. The

standard control-cooled rail No. 1138 gave 1,565,000 cycles before failure and the heat-

treated rail 9,625,000 cycles before it failed. Etched cross sections of both rails after

failure are shown in Fig. 1. This heat-treated 115-lb. rail gave an exceptionally high lab-

oratory test. It will be interesting to observe if it shows comparable superiority in

service.

Rolling-Load Tests of High Silicon Rails

Two heats of rail with 0.55 percent and 0.48 percent silicon v/ere rolled by the

Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation for the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad

on curves to resist wear and shelling. Specimens from both heats were sent to the labora-

tory for rolling-load tests. The results are listed in Table 1 as specimens 1141 and 1142,

showing 1,287,700 cycles and 796,000 cycles for the two specimens, respectively. Etched

cross sections after failure are shown in Fig. 1. The laboratory tests do not indicate that

the higher silicon improved the rail steel in its resistance to develop shelling cracks in

the roUing-load machine.

Rolling-Load Tests of Nickel Alloy Steels

Two sets of steel bars and one 100-lb. rail were supplied for tests by the Interna-

tional Nickel Company. The analyses and tests of these are given in Table 1 as specimens

319, 3160 and 1140. Two of the specimens ran between two and three million cycles in

the rolling-load tests. Cross sections of the specimens after testing are shown in Fig. 2.

It is evident that the bars contained segregation streaks, which can explain the low

rolling-load tests.

Rolling-Load Tests of Flame-Hardened Rails

Seven more experimentally flame-hardened 112-lb. rail specimens were received from

the Union Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratory to determine their resistance to

shelling in laboratory tests. Rolling-load tests have been completed on three of these

specimens, which are listed as Nos. 25, 32 and 33 in Table 1. Cross sections of these

rails, etched to show the flame-hardened area as well as the tested specimens, are shown

in Fig. 3. No specimen ran over two million cycles in the rolling-load tests.

Five additional flame-hardened specimens of 132-lb. rail were received from the

Ramapo Ajax Division, American Brake Shoe Company, for laboratory tests. These

rails have a deep flame-hardened area completely across the rail tread, as shown in

Fig. 4.

Three of these specimens, Nos. A, B, and C, ran 2,574,600 cycles, 1,074,500 cycles

and 1,051,000 cycles, respectively, in the cradle rolling machine. Examination of the

fractures indicates that the shelling cracks started alonj; the lower edge of the flame-

hardened layer inside the rail heads.

Rolling-Load Tests of Rail with Inserts in Rail Head

It was suggested that stainless steel inserts be located at various places across a rail

head to study the flow of the metal in the rail head during a test in the rolling machine.

For this test Vs-in. stainless steel welding rod was placed in holes 1 in. deep and 1 in. apart

along the length of a 132-lb. standard carbon steel rail, f^, 5^, j^i 1 and IJ/2 in. from

(Text continued on page 909)
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3I60A 3I60B

11408

Fig. 2—Cross sections of nickel bars and rails after rolling-load tests.

Average Cycles in

Specimen Brinell Rolling

No. Type of Specimen Hardness Machine

319A 2.42% nickel bar 303 277,000

319B 2.42% nickel bar 310 156,300

3160A 1.38% nickel bar 297 2,918,000

3160B 1.38% nickel bar 295 1,300,000

1140A 1.58% nickel 100-lb. rail 320 1,625,000

1140B 1.58% nickel 100-lb. rail 320 2,047,000
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Fig. 3—Union Carbide Laboratory flame-hardened rails before
and after testing.

Left row—Before testing. Etched with ammonium persulfate which
darkens flame-hardened area.

Right row—After testing. Etched in hot hydrochloric acid.

Average Cycles in

Specimen Brinell Rolling

No. Type of Specimen Hardness Machine

25 112-lb. rail flame hardened 446 1,478,000

32 112-lb. rail flame hardened 368 1,990,000

il 112-lb. rail flame hardened 370 1,055,000
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B B

Fig. 4—Ramapo Ajax flame-hardened rails before and after testing.

Left row—Before testing. Etched with ammonium persulfate which darkens
flame-hardened area.

Right row—After testing. Etched with hot hydrochloric acid

Average Cycles in

Specimen Brinell Rolling

No. Type of Specimen Hardness Machine

A 132 -lb. rail flame hardened : 370 2,574,600

B 132-lb. rail flame hardened 365 1,074,500

C 132-lb. rail flame hardened 362 1,051,000
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the gage comer. This was tested in a cradle-type rolling machine to failure at 475,000

cycles. This is about one-half the number of cycles this rail had run without inserts.

Fig. 5 (a) shows in part (a) the tread of the rail after rolling. The surface has been

etched in acid so the five stainless steel rods show as white dots diagonally across the

wheel patch. Etched cross sections of the rail head arc shown in Figs. 5 (b), (c), (d),

and (e). It will be observed that the shelling crack appears to have started at the bottom

of the inserts which were yi and 54 i"- from the gage side of the rail head. Fig. 5 (b),

showing the insert }i in. from the gage corner, shows that the metal nearest the rail

tread was flowing to the gage corner for a depth of % in. Probably some of the bending

of the other inserts took place after the shelling crack started to develop. It is thought

deeper inserts could be made if ^-in. rods were used in any future tests to study the

flow of steel in the rail heads.

Examination of Detail Fractures from Shelling

During the past year 15 failed rails containing detail fractures from shelling devel-

oped in service were sent to the laboratory for examination. Fourteen of these rails were

examined with the microscope for inclusions in the gage corners near the shelling cracks.

Rather large inclusions were found in half of these rails. Fig. 6 shows in part (a), a detail

fracture from shelling fracture. In (b) the shelling crack has been opened up to show

the short shelhng crack. Fig. 6 (c) is an etched cross section of the rail showing good

quality steel. Part (d) shows cross sections of two medium size inclusions at 70X
magnification, near the gage corner of the rail. These same inclusions are shown at 41SX
magnification in Fig. 6 (e). A group of longitudinal inclusions is shown in part (f) at

70X magnification, and the largest inclusion is shown at lOOX magnification in part (g)

.

These inclusions are larger than those found in most rails. It should be emphasized that

shelling occurs under certain service conditions in most of the rails in a curve. How-
ever, from the examination of failed rails it appears that the rails containing the larger

inclusions are the first rails to develop shelling because the rails sent to the laboratory

are usually the first rails in a section of track to develop shelling.

Rolling-Load Tests to Develop Detail Fractures in the Laboratory

A new design cradle rolling machine was constructed having a cradle long enough to

hold a specimen 22 in. in length. The machine has a 10-in. stroke. By cutting a slot in

the rail web it is possible to develop high bending stresses in the rail head, accompanied

by high enough direct wheel loads to produce shelling. This combination of shelling and

bending produces detail fractures. Fig. 7 shows a specimen in this machine. Table 2 lists

the specimens that have been tested in this machine.

The first specimen, No. 1108, did not develop a shelling crack but produced a detail

fracture from a thin fin pushed out on the gage corner at 966,700 cycles. This fracture

is shown in Fig. 8. Specimen 1125 shown in Fig. 8 developed a shelling crack first, but

failed by a detail fracture covering one-half of the head area. Specimen 828A is also

shown in Fig. 8. The most prominent part of this picture is a detailed fracture which

grew down from the gage corner and shows as a smooth bright area. The shelling crack

extends 1% i"- across the rail head and there is a dull detail fracture area below the shell-

ing crack which does not show well in the picture. It is thought this developed earlier

than the corner detail, or at least at the same time. Rail 828B shown in Fig. 8 has a

fracture which has the closest resemblance to a typical detail fracture from service.

(Text continued on page 915)
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6

Fig. 5—Location of inserts in rail head.

All specimens etched in hot SO percent hydrochloric acid,

a. Tread of rail after rolling load test.

b. Insert Ys in. from gage side of rail.

c. Insert 5^ in. from gage side of rail.

d. Insert ;4 in. from gage side of rail.

e. Insert 1 in. from gage side of rail.
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/ *

Fig. 6

a. Detail fracture from shelling crack.
b. Shelling crack opened up.
c. Cross section etched in hot 50 percent HCL acid
d. Cross section of two inclusions 70X Mag
e. Cross section of same inclusions 41SX Mag
t. Longitudinal sections of inclusions 70X Mag
g. Long section of largest inclusion 70X Mag
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Fig. 7—Cradle rolling machine to produce detail fractures.
Note slot in rail web.

ezQ A^^Hm^mss^ 628 b

Fig. 8—Specimens tested in new rolling machine to produce detail
fractures from shelling.

Avtiane Cycles in

Specimen Brinell Rolling
No. Type of Rail Hardness Machine
1 108 Standard carbon rail 271 966,700
1125 Standard carbon rail 266 1,607,000
828A Standard carbon rail 273 1 ,320,000
828B Standard carbon rail 273 1,970,000
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Fig. 9—Electron micrograph of 2.42 percent nickel steel.

Mag. 7000X- Etched 2 percent Nital.
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Two more specimens are listed in Table 2, Nos. 828C and 828D, which were tested

at 40,000-lb. and 45,000-lb. wheel loads rather than the 50,000-lb. wheel load used on the

previous tests. Neither of these specimens developed detail fractures, although they did

develop shelling cracks and the metal in the rail had flowed so much that the tests could

not be continued in the machine. Further tests will be made to determine the conditions

of wheel load and bending which will produce typical detail fractures in the laboratory

rolling-load machine. It is believed these preliminary tests have established that the

bending of the rail is an important factor in the development of detail fractures.

Electron Micrograph of Nickel Steel

Mr. William Craig took an electron micrograph of the 319 nickel bar steel used in

the rolling-load tests. This is shown at 7000X magnification in Fig. 9. This picture

resolves the very fine pearlite in certain areas, showing details which would not be seen

in ordinary light micrographs.

Summary

1. Repeat cradle type rolling-load tests on two specimens of manganese chrome,

vanadium alloy rails gave high cycles for failure—8,117,000 and 9,635,000—indicating

that these alloy rails may be several times as good as standard carbon steel rails.

2. A 115-lb. heat-treated standard carbon rail gave 9,625,000 cycles in the cradle

rolling machine, which indicates that this type of rail is as good as the manganese,

chrome, vanadium alloy rails.

3. Rolling-load tests are reported on high .silicon rails, nickel alloy bars and rails,

and flame-hardened rails, but none of these particular specimens gave tests comparable

with the manganese, chrome, vanadium alloy steel or the heat-treated standard carbon

steel rails.

4. A rolling-load test was made by inserting A -in. diameter stainless steel rods in a

rail head to indicate the flow of the steel in the rail head. The inserts acted as stress

raisers, causing this specimen to fail before much flow had developed.

5. Metallographic examination of 14 failed rails which had developed detail fractures

in service located rather large inclusions in the steel near the fractures in half of these

rails.

6. Rolling-load tests using a new design rolling machine have developed some failures

which resemble typical detail fractures from shelling.

7. An electron micrograph of nickel alloy steel shows detail in a fine pearlite structure

which was not resolved by a light microscope.
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Appendix 9-b

Summary of Progress on Investigation of Stress Relaxation
in Rail Steel

By D. R. Jenkins and H. J. Grover

Battelle Memorial Institute

Introduction

It has been suggested that residual stresses and/or fatigue damage (preceding crack-

ing) induced in the rail by rolling wheel loads might be relieved by heating the rail

steel to subcritical temperatures. This investigation is essentially an exploration of such

possibilities.

At present, work is proceeding along two lines: (1) Relaxation of stresses in small

bar specimens is being studied as a function of time and temperature, and (2) rolling-load

fatigue tests are being run on small specimens. Progress to date along each of these lines

is briefly reviewed in the following summary.

Stress Relaxation Tests

Fig. 1 shows the bar specimens used in the stress relaxation tests and illustrates the

method of loading to impose known amounts of bending stress. These specimens were

cut from a lS2-lb. rail furnished by C. J. Code of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The rail

was rolled in 1939 by Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation from ingot No. 6 of heat

Fig. 1—Relaxation-test jig, showing dial gage in place to measure curvature.
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No. 213280A and had shelly spots throughout its length. Measurements of curvature

are made: (1) before bending, (2) after bending and before heating, and (3) after heat-

ing and removal from the jig.

Fig. 2 shows a summary of test results in a plot of percent stress relaxation versus

time at temperature. Each point on the graph is an average value for two specimens.

Fig. 2 indicates that for temperatures lower than 900 dcg. F., the amount of relaxation

is quite small. The results also indicate that, after an initial period, the amount of relaxa-

tion at a given temperature increases only slightly as time at temperature increases. As

the temperature increases, the length of this initial period decreases. Fig. 3 is a plot of

data from Fig. 2 showing average percent relaxation versus test temperature for a time

at temperature of 2 hours.

All specimens used to obtain data in Figs. 2 and 3 were cut from regions of the

rail far enough below its top to exclude material heavily cold worked by service loading.

A few specimens cut from the top section of the rail head have also been tested.

Results for these are somewhat erratic but indicate possibly larger values of relaxation

(in percent of applied stress) than for other specimens. Further tests are in progress to

investigate this effect.

Rolling-Load Fatigue Tests

Small-scale rolling-load fatigue tests are planned as a rapid means of investigating

the application of stress relaxation treatments to alleviation of fatigue damage.

O Initial stress, 20,000 psi

A • • • • ,30,000psi

D • ,40,000psi

''I 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 ISO 200 220 240 260

Time at Temperature, minutes

Fig. 2—Stress relaxation versus time at temperature for rail-steel

beam specimens.
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100

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1 000 MOO 1200 1300

Test Temperature , F

Fig. 3—Stress relaxation versus test temperature for rail-steel beam
specimens. (120 min. at temperature).

At present, these tests have been exploratory studies of the type of failure produced

in small (1-in. diameter) rollers under various loading conditions. Figs. 4 and 5 show

the machine used. It appears that:

(1) Over a considerable range of load, no plain disk has failed in a manner

resembling shelly failure of rails.

(2) When local bending loading was introduced by the use of transverse holes in

the disks, there was some change in the appearance of failure.

These tests are being continued for further investigation of the type of failure produced.

The immediate objective is information upon which to base a choice of test conditions

for examination of the effect of alleviation of damage by stress-relaxing heat treatment.

Future Work

Stress relaxation studies of bars will be continued with particular attention to a

comparison of results on heavily cold-worked specimens with results already obtained

on specimens from the bottom of rails.
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Fig. 4—Roller fatigue-testing machine.

Fig. 5—Close-up of roller fatigue-testing machine, showing rail-steel rollers.
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Rolling-load fatigue tests will be continued with attention to the type of failure

produced. If it appears necessary, other fatigue test procedures (such as repeated bending

of bars) will be studied.

Finally, the extent to which fatigue lifetime can be prolonged by thermal relaxation

of damage will be investigated.

Report on Assignment 10

Recent Developments Affecting Rail Section

W. J. Cruse (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, T. A. Blair, C. B. Bronson,
W. J. Burton, E. E. Chapman, H. R. Clarke, C. J. Code, L. S. Crane, P. O. Ferris,

C. J. Geyer, E. L. Gosnell, G. F. Hand, S. R. Hursh, K. K. Kessler, L. R. Lamport,
C. C. Lathey, Ray McBrian, B. R. Meyers, W. G. Powrie, J. C. Ryan, F. S. Schwinn,
G. L. Smith, H. F. Whitmore, R. P. Winton.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The topics being pursued under this assignment are:

(a) Measurement of stresses in 115 RE and 132 RE raU in curve track on the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad and the Illinois Central Railroad.

(b) Study of the stresses developed around the bolt hole of a rail with the joint

in tension.

(c) Redesign of 100 RE rail and joint bars.

(d) Study of rail web bolt hole finish in regard to fatigue failure.

Appendix 10-a

The report of the Engineering Division research staff, presented herewith, covers

stress measurements on sharp curves in both US RE and 132 RE rail.

Appendix 10-b

This is a bibliography of references to all research work that has been done and

reported in the Proceedings relating to fillet stress measurements in rail section design.

The study of the stresses developed around a bolt hole of a rail with the joint in

tension (Assignment b) is being carried out at the AAR Central Research Laboratory

by K. H. Kannowski, rail engineer, under the direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer.

Using SR-4 gages around the bolt holes and a Baldwin testing machine to produce

tension in the joint, stress measurements are being made on a number of different rail

joint assemblies. The research staff has been requested to use Stress-coat to facilitate

the determination of the direction of the stresses.

The redesign of the 100 RE rail and joint bar (Assignment c) is being undertaken

this winter.

The study of rail web bolt hole finish in regard to fatigue failure (Assignment d) will

be carried out at the Central Research Laboratory. By means of a fatigue-test machine

a comparison of a rail web section with the defective bolt holes, such as gouges and

burred conditions, will be made with the web section having a properly drilled bolt hole.

Other web sections with the bolt holes having edges peened and other bolt holes having

a iV-in. chamfer will be investigated. The application of the photo-elastic methods on

the above subjects will also be investigated.
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Appendix 10-a

Measurements of Stresses in 115 RE and 132 RE Rail in Curved
Track, Outside Joint Bar Limits

Purpose of Tests

One of the studies being pursued under the assignment of this subcommittee is

(a) Field Measurements of Stresses (Outside the Joint) in the New Rail Sections. In

AREA Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950, page 626, is a report on Measurements of Stresses in

132 RE Rail in Tangent Track—Santa Fe Railway, and in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 52,

1951, page 690, is a report on Measurements of Stresses in 115 RE Rail in Tangent

Track—North Western Railway. This present report describes the tests conducted on

115 RE rail on curves of 6 deg. and 4 deg., and on 132 RE rail on curves of 6 dcg.

and AYz deg.

Previous reports of the committee have described the high localized stresses found

in the old 112 RE and 131 RE rail sections in the upper web fillets and in the upper

portion of the rail web. It has been pointed out that localized stress concentrations must

be e.xpected in any rail due to the effect of wheel bearing pressure, and are aggravated

by the bending of the head on the web because the wheel load is often applied eccen-

trically, especially toward the gage corner of the inner rail of curves when steam locomo-

tives are traveling at low speed. In the design of the new rail sections the upper part

of the web was thickened and combined with longer fillet radii. Laboratory tests had

indicated that these modifications would effect a stress reduction of approximately 25

percent. The tops of the new rails were also further rounded to relieve the gage corner

from excessive bearing pressures and to bring the centroid of bearing between wheel

and rail more nearly to the middle of the rail head.

The stresses reported here can be compared with stresses reported in earlier tests

of 112 and 131 RE rails on curves. This report completes the series of field stress studies

planned on 115 and 132 RE rails.

The measurements, analysis of data and preparation of the report in connection with

these tests were made by the Engineering Division research staff of the Association of

American Railroads, under the direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer, by M. F.

Smucker, assistant electrical engineer, and E. E. Cress, assistant research engineer, assisted

by other staff members. The committee and the Association are indebted to the engineer-

ing officers of the Illinois Central Railroad and the Louisville & Nashville Railroad for

their cooperation and assistance in conducting these tests.

Measurements of Stresses in 115 RE Rail in Curved Track

—

Illinois Central Railroad

The Test Locations and Track

The 6-deg. curve selected for the tests on the 115 RE rail is located on the single-

track main line of the Illinois Central at mile 187.8, 45^ miles west of Dubuque, la.

The rail was laid in 1949 and the track was in good condition. The curve was elevated

A% in., which corresponds to a balanced speed of 33 mph. and a speed of 43 mph. for

3 in. unbalanced elevation. The tests were made in September 1950. SR-4, j4-in- wire-

resistance stress gages were located on both the inner and outer rails at gage positions 3

and 13 on the upper web of the rail (4}4 in. above the base), and at gage position 17
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in the lower outer web fillet, as shown in Fig. 1*. It had been found in former tests that

these three positions on the rail are the critical stress areas. Four groups of these gages

were located on both the inner and outer rails, each group about a rail length apart.

The gage groups were located near the quarter points of the rails, over a tie and a

double-shoulder tie plate, and the ties in the vicinity were good and had only a small

amount of play. The group locations were designated K, J, L and M on the inner rail,

and k, j, 1 and m on the outer rail, similar letters always being directly opposite each

other on the two rails.

Tests were next made, during the same month, on a 4-deg. curve, also on single-

track main line, located at mile 156.8, which is 8J^ miles east of Galena, 111. The rail

was lis RE, laid in 1949, and the track was in good condition. The curve was elevated

3i"s in., which corresponds to a balanced speed of 36 mph., and a speed of 49 mph.

for 3 in. unbalanced elevation. The track gage was 56 ii in. Four groups of stress gages

were located on the inner rails at locations N, P, R and S, and on the outer rails at n,

p, r and s, with the spacing and conditions similar to those described above for the

6-deg. curve.

Measurements Made Under Regular Traffic

Stress measurements were recorded under the wheels of regular steam freight and

diesel passenger locomotives, under the wheels of all passenger cars, and under a portion

of representative freight car wheels. The records were read and the data recorded under

all the engine wheels of the I.C. steam freight locomotives. Class 2800 19, which is a

2-10-2 type engine with 64j4-in. drivers and a rigid wheelbase of 22 ft. 4 in. All drivers

have flanged tires. The total engine weight is 416,000 lb., with 332,500 lb. on the drivers.

The average driver axle load is 66,500 lb. Records were also read under all wheels of the

4000 class passenger EM diesels, which have 2 trucks of 3 axles each per unit with rigid

wheelbases of 14 ft. 1 in. Wheel diameters are 36 in. Average driver axle loads are

52,600 lb.

For each train the maximum stress only was read under the freight or passenger

car wheels for each stress gage. The range of these car wheel stresses is given in Table 1.

Range of Stresses with 115 RE Rail

In Fig. 1 is plotted the range of measured stresses in the outer and inner llS RE
rails at the 4 track locations on the 6-deg. curve under the 2800-19 class steam freight

locomotive wheels, not including the tenders. For any gage only the few highest and
lowest stresses under the 315 individual wheels of the engines are plotted to show the

range of stress that occurs at a given gage location. Separate symbols are used for each

of the four locations along the track to show differences in the range of stress at the

various locations. For the data recorded on this curve, 1 freight engine was traveling at

7 mph., 11 engines were traveling at 22-29 mph., and 11 engines were traveling 30-37

mph. Had a greater number of engines been traveling at slow speed there would have
been more high stresses recorded on the inner rail and correspondingly lower stresses on
the outer rail. In Fig. 3 is given the similar range of stresses on the rails of the 4-deg.

curve for the same class freight engines. For the data recorded on this curve, 8 of the

steam engines were running from 14-19 mph., 11 engines from 23-29 mph., and o engines

from 30-42 mph. Because a number of the engines were running at low speed, it would
be expected that there would be a larger number of high stresses recorded at the inner

rail than if the engines had been traveling at a higher speed.

* The Figures and Table referred to in this report begin on page 92 7.
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It will be observed that in the upper gage fillet of the outer rail of both curves the

stress range is from 40,000 psi. compression to a low tension. In the upper field fillet,

the stress range is from about 30,000 psi. compression to about 20,000 p.si. tension. In

the lower field fillet the stress range is from about 40,000 psi. compression to practically

0.0 tension.

For the inner rail on both curves, the stress range in the upper gage fillet is about

the same as for the outer rail, except for a very few higher compression values. For the

upper field fillet the stress range is a little higher on the compression side, approximating

40,000 psi., and perhaps a little less, about 15,000 psi. on the tension side. The stress

range at the lower field fillet is the same as on the outer rail for the 6-deg. curve, but

somewhat greater, 60,000 psi. compression to 0.0 tension, on the 4-deg. curve.

The few measured stresses outside the above ranges would not be expected to occur

with sufficient frequency to be a factor in causing fatigue failure. Therefore, the stress

ranges to be considered are 40,000 psi. compression to 15,000 psi. tension, and 60,000 psi.

compression to 0.0 tension for the 115 RE section for these two curves. It is believed

the characteristics of the track and the long rigid wheelbase and heavy axle loads of the

power tested were sufficiently typical of most service conditions to be considered repre-

sentative of the maximum stress ranges which will be devloped in this rail .section in

service.

The endurance limit of rail steel as determined in the laboratory tests made at the

University of Illinois, and previously reported, are shown in the Proceedings, Vol. 51,

1950, page 637, Fig. 9, and page 645, Fig. 7. The measured stress range at the upper

and lower fiJlets is approximately 70 percent of this endurance limit for the 115 RE sec-

tion, whereas for the tests previously reported on the 112 RE section this ratio was

90 percent.

In Figs. 2 and 4 are plotted the range of measured stresses in the outer and inner

115 RE rails of the 6-deg. and 4-deg. curves under the diesel passenger locomotives. All

of these locomotives were running from 33 to 49 mph., which is at or above the balanced

speed. The significant fillet stress range for diesel locomotives was found to be from

about 30,000 psi. compression to 5000 psi. tension, or only about 40 percent of the endur-

ance limit.

A further comparison of the range of measured stresses is afforded in Table 1 for

the inner and outer rails of both curves with 115 RE rail for the steam freight engine

wheels, for the diesel passenger engine wheels, and for the freight and passenger car

wheels. The average of the three highest stresses recorded at each gage position, as in

past tests, is considered as the upper maximum range of stress, and this value is used in

the discussion and table rather than the one maximum stress value. In the table the

stress range for the 115 RE rail with the steam engine may be compared with the range of

stress for 112 RE rail on a 4-deg. curve on the Burlington, which is shown in Tables 5

and 6, pages 718 and 719, AREA Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945. Previous tests have shown

that gage 2 and 2a locations are the areas of maximum fillet stress for the 112 RE rail,

and the gage 3 location practically so for the 115 RE rail. In the current tests, stresses

in gages 2 and 2a were not measured for this reason. From the tables it can be seen that

there is a considerable reduction in the range of maximum fillet stress for the 115 RE
rail on curved track compared to the 112 RE rail, which is of value in preventing bending

of the rail head on the web from an occasional heavy wheel load.

As shown in Tabic 1, the range of stresses in the 115 RE rail on the curves under

the diesel locomotive wheels is quite low. All of these locomotives were running at or

above the balanced speed so the reported stresses in the outer rails are as high as would
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be expected under any operating conditions. As none of the runs were at low speed,

reported stresses in the inner rails are somewhat less than if some of the locomotives

had been running at low speed. One of the most significant features of the table is that

the range of stresses for both curves for the diesel locomotives is only slightly more than

for the freight cars. Without exception, the range of stresses for both curves for the

passenger car wheels is very low.

Frequency of Occurrence of Stresses

In the top half of Figs. 5 and 6 the range of measured stresses and frequency of

occurrence are shown for the 6-deg. and 4-deg. curves for the steam engine wheels. Indi-

vidual stresses at each gage line under all the engine wheels are grouped into brackets of

10,000-psi. variation. The percentage of the stresses falling into these several brackets

of stated values is plotted in the figures for each gage location.

For the gage 3 position on the inner rail of curves where most of the difficulty with

fillet cracks has been experienced, an interesting comparison can be made of the data

shown in Figs. S and 6 with the laboratory tests of the fatigue strength of rail steel. For

example, in Fig. S for the 6-deg. curve, only 3 percent of the measured stresses were

above 45,000 psi. compression.

Assuming the maximum life of 115 RE rail on a 6-deg. curve at 150,000,000 gross

tons of traffic carried, and an average train load of 3000 gross tons, there would be

50,000 train passages during the life of the rail. With the 2-10-2 type of locomotive

tested, there would be 7 loads per train, or 350,000 wheel loads total. Applying the 3

percent to this figure indicates that during the rail life only 10,500 stresses above 45,000

psi. compression would be developed. According to the laboratory results, as shown in

Fig. 2, page 806, Vol. 48, 1947, AREA Proceedings, the fatigue strength at this number

of cycles for uncorroded rail steel is well over 100,000 psi., and for acid corrosion over

90,000 psi. It is evident, therefore, that considerable leeway exists between the measured

stresses and the strength to be expected of rail steel, based on the laboratory tests. This

leeway should serve to withstand usual service corrosion conditions and a reasonable

amount of wear or flattening of the rail head.

In the bottom half of Figs. 5 and 6 the range and frequency of occurrence are

shown for the two curves for the diesel locomotive wheels. The highest range of stress

for any gage on either the outer or inner rails is from 35,000 psi. compression to 15,000

psi. tension.

Measurements of Stresses in 132 RE Rail on Curved Track

—

Louisville & Nashville Railroad

The Test Locations and Track

The 6-deg. curve on the northbound double-track main line, on which tests were

made in August 1950, is located at mile llOJ^, which is about 8 miles north of Richmond,

Ky. The 132 RE rail had been laid over a year before the test and the track was in good

condition. The inner rail had a slight amount of lateral flow and the outer rail had a

very slight amount of gage wear. There were gage rods on the curve, but before the

tests were started the gage rods near the test locations were loosened so they would have

no effect on the measured rail stresses. The track gage was 56^ in. The grade was 0.61

percent downgrade in the direction of traffic. The curve was elevated 6 in., which cor-

responds to a balanced speed of 39 mph. and a speed of 47 mph. for 3 in. unbalanced

elevation. Wire resistance gages (SR-4 type of ^-in. length) were located on both the
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inner and outer rails of the curve at gage positions 3 and 13 on the upper web of the

rail (4}i in. above base), and at gage position 17 in the middle of the lower outer web

fillet, as shown in Fig. 7. Four groups of these gages were located on both the inner and

outer rails, each group about a rail length apart. The gage groups were located near

the quarter points of the rails, directly over a tie and a double-shoulder tie plate, and

the ties in the vicinity were good and had only a small amount of play. The group

locations were named A, B, C and D on the inner rail, and a, b, c and d on the outer

rail, similar letters always being directly opposite each other on the two rails.

The 4-deg. 34-min. curve, on which the tests were made in August 1950, was also

on the northbound track, and is located at mile 11214- Track conditions were similar

to the above curve. The curve was elevated 5 in., which corresponds to a balanced speed

of 41 mph. and a speed of 52 mph. for 3 in. unbalanced elevation. Four groups of stress

gages were located on the inner and outer rails at location Ee, Ff, Gg and Hh, with the

spacings and conditions similar to those described above for the 6-deg. curve.

Measurements Made Under Regular Traffic

Stress measurements were recorded under the wheels of steam freight, steam pas-

senger, and diesel passenger locomotives, under the wheels of all passenger cars, and

under a portion of representative freight car wheels. The records were read and the data

recorded under all the engine wheels of L.&N. modern steam freight locomotive Class

1950-91, which is a 2-8^ type engine with 69-in. drivers and a rigid wheelbase of 18 ft.

3 in. All drivers have flanged tires. There are Timken roller bearings on all journals,

and there is a booster on the double trailer. The total engine weight is 447,200 lb., with

an average driver axle load of 67,100 lb. Records were read under a few 400-15 class

steam passenger engines of type 4-8-2. Records were also read under the 750-793 class

passenger EM Model E diesel locomotives, which have 2 trucks of 3 axles per unit, with

a rigid wheelbase of 14 ft. 1 in. Wheel diameters are 36 in. Average driver axle loads

are 52,400 lb.

Under each train the maximum stress only was read under the freight or passenger

car wheels for each stress gage. The range of these car wheel stresses is given in Table 1.

Range of Stresses With 132 RE Rail

The range of measured stresses in the outer and inner 132 RE rails at the 4 track

locations on the 6-deg. curve under the 1950-91 class steam freight locomotive wheels

is shown in Fig. 7. Only the few highest and lowest stresses of the 434 recorded values

of the engine wheels for any gage line are plotted to show the range of stress that occurs

at a given gage location. Separate symbols are used for each of the four test locations

along the track so that any differences in the range of stress as related to track location

can be seen.

For the data recorded on this 6-deg. curve, 4 freight engines were running below

19 mph., 10 engines were running from 20-39 mph., and 16 engines were running from

40-45 mph. If more engines had been running at slow speed there would have been

more high stresses recorded at the inner rail. The similar range of stresses on the rails

of the 45^-deg. curve is shown in Fig. 9 for the same class freight locomotives. For the

data recorded on this curve, 9 of the engines were running below 19 mph., 6 engines

were running from 30-39 mph., and 16 engines were running from 40-47 mph.

It will be noted that the general pattern of stress range for the upper fillets on both

the field and gage sides, and for the lower fillet on the field side, for both inner and outer
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rails is similar to that for the 115 RE rail previously discussed. The maximum stress

ranfje insofar as fatigue failure is concerned occurs at the inner rail. This range in relation

to the fatigue strength will be discussed later.

In Figs. 8 and 10 are plotted the range of measured stresses in the outer and inner

li2 RE rails of the 6-deg. and 43^-deg. curves under the diesel passenger locomotives.

.•Ml of these locomotives were running from 40 to 51 mph., which is at or above the

balanced speed for the curves. As shown in the figures, only 1 stress is above ,^0,000 p.si.

compression in the outer and inner rails of both curves.

In Table 1 is recorded the range of measured stresses in the 132 RE rails of both

curves for the steam freight engine wheels, the diesel passenger engine wheels, and the

freight and passenger car wheels. The average of the three highest stresses recorded at

each gage location is considered as the upper range of stress and this value is used in

the table. In the table the stress ranges for the 132 RE rail with the steam engine and

freight car wheels may be compared with the range of stress for the 131 RE rail on a

6-deg. curve of the Norfolk & Western Railroad, shown in Table 1, pages 780-781, AREA
Proceedings, Vol. 48, 1947. The stresses under the steam engine wheels are also com-

parable to the range of stress in the 131 RE rail on a Pennsylvania Railroad 6J/2-deg.

curve reported in Appendix 12-b, page 558, AREA Proceedings, Vol. 50, 1949. It is

known from former tests that the stresses in gages 2 and 2a in the upper small fillets

of the 131 RE rail are generally greater than in gage 3, while for the 132 RE rail stresses

in gage 2, in the larger fillet, are somewhat less than in gage 3. In the current tests,

therefore, stresses were only measured at the gage 3 location. From the tables and

figures it can be seen there is a considerable reduction in the range of stresses under

the steam engine wheels for the 132 RE rail on curved track, compared to the 131

RE rail.

Table 1 shows that the range of stresses found in the 132 RE rails on the curves

under the diesel passenger locomotive wheels is quite low. All the diesel locomotives

were running at or above the balanced speed so the reported stresses in the outer rails

are as high as would be expected under any operating conditions. Even if some of the

diesels had been running at slow speeds, it is judged that the inner rail stresses would

have been increased by only a small amount. It will probably be of interest to railroad

operating and maintenance officers to note from the table that the range of measured

stresses on both rails of both curves under the passenger diesels is no higher than und r

the freight car wheels. The range of stress for both curves for the passenger car wheels is,

without exception, very low.

Frequency of Occurrence of Stresses

In the upper halves of Figs. 11 and 12 the range of measured stresses and frequency

of occurrence are given for the 6-deg. and 4J/2-deg. curves for the steam engine wheels.

Individual stresses at each gage line under all the wheels are grouped into brackets of

10,000 psi. variation, and the percentage falling into the several brackets is plotted in

the figures.

A comparison of measured stresses with the expected fatigue strength for the 132

RE rail can be made from these figures in the same manner as was made above for the

115 RE rail. Using the same assumptions for rail life and average train load, the number

of total wheel passages would also be 350,000 for the 2-8-4 type of locomotives. The

number of measured stresses at gage 3 above 45,000 psi. compression is 4 percent of the

total number of engine wheel loads, or 14,000 for the 6-deg. curve, and 8 percent, or

(Text continued on page 940)
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I.CRR.-I950^

Il5-lb RE Rail - 6°Curve

Locotions jo,k»,l + ,mx
Gage

Stress in 1000 psi - Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 -20

All steam engine wheels

315 wheels

I.CRR.-I950

Il5-lb RE Rail - 6°Curve

Locotions JO, K«,L + ,MX
Gage

Stress in I060psi.- Inner Face

-80 -60 -40 -20 +2i
X
++

Jh

All steam engine wheels

315 wheels

X

Outer Face

+20

Fig. 1—Range of measured stresses in 115 RE rail on 6-deg. curve
under steam engine wheels. Elevation 4% in., balanced speed 33 mph.

—

Illinois Central.
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I CRR-1950
Il5-lb RE Roil - e'Curve

Locotions jo,k«,l+,mx
Gage

Stress in lOOOpsi - Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40
,
-20

OUTER RAIL

Outer Foce

+20 + 40

I.CRR-1950
nS-lb RE Roil - 6°Curve

Locotions JO, K«,L+,MX f
Gage'

Stress in 1000 psi - Irtner Face

-80 -60 -40 -20

INNER RAIL

Stress - Outer Foce

-40 -20 +20

All diesel engine wheels

120 wheels

nnnJ^HJ.^T?^^"^-^ °^ ,!"^f"'^^
Stresses in 115 RE rail on 6-deg. curve

-imnois cintr"a1!"''
Elevation 4% in. balanced speed 33 mph.-
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I.CRR-1950^
Il5-lb RE Roil - 4°Curve

Locotions n-o,p«,r+, sx

Stress ii

-80 -60

Gage
lOOOpsi - Inner Face

-40 -20

All steom engine iwheels

390 wheels

+40

I.CR.R.-1950

Il5-lb. RE Rail - 4° Curve

Locations N-o,P«,R+,SX f
Gage'

Stress in lOOOpsi. - Inner Face

-80 -60 -40 -20

INNER RAIL

All steam engine vntieels

390 wheels

^
13-

Stress - Outer Face

40 -20 t20 +40

^ir

Fig. 3—Range of measured stresses in 115 RE rail on 4-deg. curve
under steam engine wheels. Elevation 3-7/16 in., balanced speed 36 mph.—
Illinois Central.
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l.CRR-1950^
Il5-lb RE Rail - 4° Curve

Locations n-o,p»,r+,sx )

Stress in lOOOpsi - Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 ,,-20

OUTER RAIL

Stress - Outer Foce

40 -20 +20

.•ax

+40

All diesel engine wheels

190 wheels

I.CRR-1950
115-lb RE Rail - 4°Curve

Locotions N-o,P« R + ,Sx f
Qoqe'

Stress in lOOOpsi - Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 -20
,

INNER RAIL

13-

Stress - Outer Face

40 -20 +20 +40

All diesel engine wheels

190 wheels

Fig. 4—Range of measured stresses in 115 RE rail on 4-deg. curve
under diesel engine wheels. Elevation 3-7/16 in., balanced speed 36 mph.—
Illinois Central.
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stress in lOOOpsi

-80 -60 -40

0/

Gage
Inner Face

r

-20

OUTER RAIL

13-

=^0

All steam engine wheels

434 wheels

LaNRR-1950
132-lb RE Rail— S'Curve

Locations ao,b»,c-i-,dX

Stress Outer Face

+20

Gage
Stress In lOOOpsI - Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 -20

LaN.RR-1950
32-lb RE Rail— 6°Curve

Locations Ao_B»,C-i-, DX

All steam engine wheels

434 wheels

Fig. 7—Range of measured stresses in 132 RE rail on 6-deg. curve
under steam engine wheels. Elevation 6 in., balanced speed 39 mph.

—

Louisville & Nashville.
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Gage

Stress in tOOOpsi - Inner Face

-80 -60 -40 -20

%

LaNRR-1950
132-lb RE Roil— 6 "Curve

Locations oo,b«,c4-,dX

Stress in lOOOpsi

-80 -60 -40

LaNRR-1950
132-lb RE Rail— 6°Curve

Locations Ao_B«,C+,DX

Stress - Outer Face

40 -20 +20 +40

Fig. 8—Range of measured stresses in

under diesel engine wheels. Elevation 6 in

Louisville & Nashville.

132 RE rail on 6-deg. curve
balanced speed 39 mph.

—



0.?6 Rail

stress in lOOOpsi

-80 -60 -40

OUTER RAIL

L8.NRR-I950
132-lb RE Roi|-4-l/2''Curve

Locations eo,f»,g + ,hX

Stress - Outer Foce

-40 -20 +20

All steom engine wheels

439 wheels

+40

LaNRR-1950
32- lb. RE Rai|-4-l/2°Curve

Locations Eo,F»,G+,HX

All steom engine wheels

439 wheels

+40

Fig, 9—Range of measured stresses in 132 RE rail on 4J/^-deg. curve
under steam engine wheels. Elevation 5 in,, balanced speed 41 mph.—
Louisville & Nashville.
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LaNRR-1950
32-lb RE Rai|-4-l/2°Curve

Locations eo,f«,g+,hx

stress - Outer Foce

40 -20 +20 + 40

All diesel engine wheels

96 wheels

Gage
Stress in 1000 psi - Inner Face

-80 -60 -40 -20

r INNER RAIL

LaN.RR-1950
132-1 b RE Rai|-4-l/2°Curve

Locations Eo,F*,G + ,HX

=60

Stress - Outer Face

-40 -20 +20 +40

-+

All diesel engine wheel*

96 wheel*

Fig. 10—Range of measured stresses in 132 RE rail on 4i/i-deg. curve

under diesel engine wheels. Elevation 5 in., balanced speed 41 mph.-

Louisville & Nashville.
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28,000, lor the 4'/2-deg. curve. For 28,000 cycles of stress the fatigue strength of uncor-

roded rail steel is over 100,000 psi. compression, and with acid corrosion 84,000 psi.

compression.

The range and frequency of stress occurrence for the diesel passenger locomotive

wheels are shown in the lower half of Figs. 11 and 12 for both rails of both curves.

The highest range of stress on either rail of either curve at the gages is from 35,000 psi.

compression to 5,000 psi. tension, or from 25,000 psi. compression to 15,000 psi. tension.

Conclusions

From these tests conducted on curved track with 115 RE and 132 RE rails under

conditions typical of main-line operation with steam freight and diesel passenger loco-

motives, it may be concluded:

1

.

From these service test measurements it appears that the basis of design for the

new RE rail sections, based principally on laboratory studies, was sound, and that it

forecast the reduction in service of localized rail stresses with reasonable accuracy.

2. The magnitude of the measured fillet stresses for the frequency of occurrence

that may be expected during the service life of the rail is less than one-half of the fatigue

strength of uncorroded rail steel as determined by laboratory tests. This reserve should

be adequate to provide for a reasonable amount of the top head wear and the flow that

occurs on the low rail of curves and increases the fillet stresses. It should also be adequate

to provide for normal corrosion conditions which tend to lov/er the fatigue strength

of the steel.

3. For the curves laid with 115 RE and 132 RE rails, the diesel passenger locomo-

tives operating at or above the balanced speed produced ranges of rail stresses that were

quite moderate in value, and well within the endurance limit of uncorroded rail steel.

In fact, on the curves laid with llS RE rail, diesel passenger locomotives produced a

range of stresses only slightly more than for freight car wheels, and on the curves laid

with 132 RE rail the passenger diesels produced a range of stress no higher than under

the freight car wheels.

Appendix 10-b

Bibliography of Reports in AREA Proceedings (1938-1952)
Relating to the Design of Rail Sections

Vol. 39, 1938, page 835. Formulas and Diagrams for Computing Shearing Stresses in Rail

Head Due to Direct Action of the Wheel Load—H. R. Thomas.

Vol. 39, 1938, page 857. Discussion on Stresses in Railroad Track—Dr. A. N. Talbot.

Vol. 4i, 1940, page 669. Effect of Flat Wheel—Dr. A. N. Talbot.

Vol. 42, 1941, page 692. Field Tests for Wheel Loads—H. R. Thomas.

Vol. 42, 1941, page 758. Tests of Vertical Stresses in Web of Rail—Dr. A. N. Talbot.

Vol. 42, 1941, page 139. Seventh Progress Report—Committee on Stresses in Railroad

Track.

Vol. 44, 1943, page M5. Stress Measurements in the Web of Rail on the Denver & Rio

Grande Western—G. M. Magee and E. E. Cress.

Vol. 45, 1944, page 449. Rail Contours.

Vol. 45, 1944, page 470. Investigate Recent Developments Affecting Rail Sections.
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Vol. 45, 1944, page 9. Investipation of the Impact Effect of Flat Wheels—G. M. Magee
and E. E. Cress.

\'ol. 46, 1945, page 660. Static Stress Measurements on Five Test Rails in Special Tangent

Track Under Controlled Loading Conditions.

Vol. 46, 1945, page 692. Stress Measurements on Four 112-llS-lb. Test Rails in Tangent

Track and in a 4-Deg. Curve Under Regular Train Traffic.

Vol. 46, 1945, page 733. Shearing Stresses in Rail—G. A. Maney.

Vol. 46, 1945, page 744. Progress Report on Web Failures of Rails—H. F. Moore and

R. S. Jensen.

Vol. 46, 1945, page 749. Effect of Spike Maul Blows on Rail Webs at Low Temperatures.

Vol. 46, 1945, page 761. Reported Web Failures in Service.

Vol. 47, 1946, page 438. Strains Produced on End of Outer Rail Head of 6-Deg. Curve.

Vol. 47, 1946, page 449. Rail Design Study and Tests on Modified Rail Sections—1945.

Vol. 47, 1946, page 464. Fatigue Tests of Rail Webs—R. S. Jensen.

Vol. 47, 1946, page 671. Determination of Lateral Outward Forces on Each Rail of a

Turnout.

Vol. 48, 1947, page 660. Recommended Sections of 115, 132 and 133 RE Rail.

Vol. 48, 1947, page 768. Stress Measurements on 131 RE Rail in Tangent and in a

6-Deg. Curve Under Regular Traffic—N.&W. Ry.—1945.

Vol. 48, 1947, page 794. Summary of Report on Fillet and Web Stress Measurements on

90 ASCE and 112 RE Rail in IS-deg. Curves—D.T.&I. RR—1946.

Vol. 48, 1947, page 804. Fatigue Tests of Rail Webs—R. S. Jensen.

Vol. 48, 1947, page 987. A Method of Calculating the Maximum Stress in the Web of

Rail due to an Eccentric Vertical Load—C. J. Code.

Vol. 49, 1948, page 414. End-Hardened Rails.

Vol. 49, 1948, page 464. Effect of Bolt Spacing on Rail Web Stresses Within the Rail

Joint.

Vol. 49, 1948, page 485. Fatigue Tests of Rail Webs—R. S. Jensen.

Vol. 49, 1948, page 735. Effect of Weight Redistribution on the Magnitude of Lateral

Forces Exerted by a Locomotive.

Vol. 50, 1949, page 558. Comparison of Web Stresses in 131 RE and 140 PS (Pennsyl-

vania) Sections.

Vol. 51, 1950, page 626. Measurements of Stresses in 132 RE Rail on Tangent Track-

Santa Fe Railway.

Vol. 51, 1950, page 640. Fatigue Tests of Rail Webs—R. S. Jensen.

Vol. 52, 1951, page 93. Lateral Forces Exerted by Locomotives on Curved Track.

Vol. 52, 1951, page 680. Fatigue Tests of Rail Webs.

\'ol. 52, 1951, page 690. Measurement of Stresses in 115 RE Rail on Tangent Track

—

North Western Railway.

Vol. S3, 1952, page 921. Measurements of Stresses in 115 RE and 132 RE Rail on

Curved Track, Outside Joint Bar Limits.

Vol. 53, 1952, page 423. Effect of Flat Wheels on Track and Equipment.
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Report on Assignment 11

Service Performance and Economics of 78-ft. Rail
Collaborating with Committee 5

L. R. Lamport (chairman, subcommittee), E. L. Anderson, T. A. Blair, B. Bristow,

C. B. Bronson, C. J. Code, R. A. Emerson, C. J. Geyer, J. L. Gressitt, C. B. Harve-
son, S. R. Hursh, Rav McBrian, B. R. Meyers, E. E. Oviatt, R. E. Patterson, G. A.

Phillips, E. F. Salisbury, I. H. Schram, A. A. Shillander, W. D. Simpson, A. P. Talbot,

R. P. Winton, J. E. Yewell.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

Accompanying the initial report of this newly formed subcommittee is a statement

showing reports of installations of 78-ft. rail received to date on American railroads,

exclusive of short stretches through highway crossings, along station platforms, over

ballast-deck bridges, etc.

Attention is called to the fact that the rails at all locations are gas pressure welded,

it being the finding of your committee that rails received from the mills in 78-ft. lengths

have been used at highway crossings and other such locations.

Your committee's investigation indicates that the labor cost of laying 78-ft. rail is

comparable to that for laying 39-ft. rail, the variance being from .$50 less to $232 more

per mile.

Anchorage varies from the same as for 39-ft. rail to one-third additional. Where

additional anchors are used they serve to control expansion, the allowance for which in

most recent installations is the same for 78-ft. rail as for 39-ft. rail.

The problem of shipping is handled either by using 6S-ft. drop-end gondolas with

an idler flat between two loads, or by the use of two flat cars, and the unloading is

accomplished by the use of two small cranes, or one crane with a SS-ft. boom and a

spreader.

Laying can be accomplished best by the use of a crane with a SS-ft. boom and a

spreader or by using two small rail layers, now available, which pick up the rail at the

quarter points.

Records kept to date on installation are not sufficient to give accurate information

on the maintenance savings which may be effected through the use of 78-ft. rail. However,

from the limited data available it appears that savings from approximately $400 per

mile on stable roadbed to $700 per mile on unstable roadbed may be had annually.
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Report of Committee 16—Economics of Railway
Location and Operation

J. W. Barriger, Chairmar
H. A. Aalberg
E. G. Allen
Herbert Ashton
F. C. Berghaus
C. H. Blackman
I. C. Brewer
D. E. Brunn
P. J. Claffey
Miss Olive W. Dennis

J. T. Fitzgerald

J. M. Fox
C. C. Gatewood
H. C. HUTSON
W. B. Irwin
W. M. Jaekle
D. B. Jenks

* Died December 26, 1951.

E. E. Kimball*
H. A. LiND

J. M. MacBride
F. H. McGuigan
R. L. MiLNER
F. N. Nye
F. B. Peter
C. W. Pitts

W. E. QUINN
J. P. Ray
W. T. Rice
C. P. Richardson
C. P. Richmond
M. D. RoBB
E. H. Roth
A. L. Sams
P. J. SCHMITZ

H. B. Christianson, Jr.,

Vice-Chairman,
H. F. Schryver
H. M. Shepard
L. K. SiLLCOX
R. F. Spars
A. E. Street

J. E. Teal
G. H. TiLSON
D. K. Van Ingen
H. D. Walker
H. P. Weidman
H. L. Woldridge

J. A. Wood
W. H. Wood
J. S. WORLEY

Commillee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted as information prior to summarization of con-

clusions for revision of the Manual in 19S3 page 946

2. Methods for increasing the use of existing railway facilities, collaborating

with Signal Section, AAR.

No report.

?>. Methods and formulas for the solution of special problems relating to

economics of railway operation.

No report.

4. Effect of higher speed on railway revenues, operating expenses, and charges

to capital account.

No report.

^ Comparison of running time with total time between loading and unload-

ing points of freight cars, and methods of reducing total time, collaborating

with Car Service Division, A.\R, and American Association of Railroad

Superintendents.

No report.

Committee on Economics or Railway Location and Operation,

J. W. Barriger, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 500, February 1952.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

(a) Restudy the Amount of Curve Resistance and Effect of Degrees
of Curvature on Cost of Maintenance and Operation

A. L. Sams (chairman, subcommittee), H. A. Aalberg, J. T. Fitzgerald, H. C. Hutson,
W. M. Jaekle, R. L. Milner, J. P. Ray, R. F. Spars, H. D. Walker, H. P. Weidman,
W. H. Wood.

This is a progress report, presented as information, looking to specific recommenda-

tions for revision of the Manual in 19S3.

For more than SO years railway engineers have recognized that track curvature causes

a resistance to the forward motion of rolling stock. One of the earliest formal evaluations

of this resistance was published in Wellington's "The Economic Theory of the Location

of Railways", wherein the author analyzed the conditions contributing to curve resistance

and arrived at a unit value of 0.8 lb. per ton per degree of curvature. Since that time,

many other theoretical and experimental evaluations have been made, all of which have

supported the figure established by Wellington, although there are some differences of

opinion in minor details.

Fundamentally, curve resistance is the result of the application of two principles:

that a rotating cylinder tends to move forward in a straight line, and that the outer

wheels of a car on a curve must traverse a greater distance than the inner wheels,

although the number of revolutions is equal. Obliquity of traction can safely be ignored,

since its effect is normally less than 1 percent of the total.

In order to overcome the tendency of straight-line movement, there must be a hori-

zontal (centripetal) force acting against the car. At equilibrium speed the horizontal

component causing lateral acceleration is provided by superelevation. When speed is greater

than, or less than, equilibrium the resultant creates a horizontal force against the outer

or inner rail. This horizontal force multiplied by the cofficient of friction is one factor in

curve resistance on a non-lubricated curve. When the rails are lubricated, the coefficient

of friction becomes nearly zero and this factor is almost eliminated.

The second element in curve resistance lies in the fact that the outer rail is longer

than the inner, requiring that the outer wheels move approximately 1 in. farther per

100 ft. per degree of curvature than do the inner wheels. This can be accomphshed only

by a greater diameter at point of contact or by a longitudinal slippage of either or both

wheels.

Any efforts to reduce or eliminate curve resistance must be aimed at reducing the

coefficient of friction or increasing the diameter of the outer wheels. Rail lubrication, as

pointed out above, has been effective in eliminating frictional resistance between the rail

and wheel flange. The practice of coning the wheel tread has had limited success in

reducing resistance. As a practical matter, however, the coning can be effective only on

new wheels since the coning is soon worn off.

Inasmuch as the Manual recognizes the effect of rail lubrication and no other method
of reducing curve resistance has been devised, it is recommended that the present values

be retained.
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Ef?ect on Cost of Maintenance of Way

That curvature increases the cost of maintainin;: track is a fact well recognized by

maintenance officers. The amount of this additional cost and its relation to the degree

of curvature vary within wide limits, depending on local conditions. A study has been

made to determine the average relation between cost of maintenance of tangent track

and curved track under similar circumstances. Since adequate test data are not available,

it was necessary to base the study on certain known facts and reasonable assumptions.

The life of rail on tangent and on curves of degree within the selected range was used

as the basis of the study for the reasons that the effect of curvature on rail life has been

established and the other items of cost are closely related to it. The study embraced

consideration of three factors:

1. Rail Ufe on curves from 1 deg. to 10 deg. in terms of percentages of life on

tangent track, as indicated in the tabulation for life of rail on curves with and without

oilers, under OPER.ATIXG D.\T.'\ REQUIRED FOR A STUDY OF THE ECONOMIC
JUSTIFICATION OF LINE AND GRADE REVISIONS, Chapter 16 of the Manual.

2. The annual cost of maintenance for each of the track accounts considered to be

affected by curvature.

3. The effect of curvature on these track accounts, other than rail, in terms of the

effect of curvature on rail.

In Table 1, column 1 shows the average life of rail on curves up to 10 deg. in

terms of the average life on tangent track. Column 2 shows the relative annual costs

of rail in each instance, considering that the annual costs are inversely proportional to

the rail life. The additional annual costs resulting from curvature are indicated in

column 3.

Table 1

Degree of Life of Rail

Curvature Percent

(1)

Tangent 100

1 87

2 73

3 60

4 48
5 38

6 30
7 22

S • 16

q 12

10 10

The second factor considered in the study was the annual cost of maintenance for

each of the track accounts considered to be affected by curvature. These are Accounts

212-Ties, 214-Rail, 216-Other Track Material, 218-Ballast, and 220-Track Laying and

Surfacing. The average annual charges to these accounts for all Class 1 railroads during

the 3-year period 1Q46 to 1948, incl., and the percentage of each account of the total

for the t'lve are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Annual Average
Account 1946-1948 Percentage

212—Ties $ 95,993,380 17.05

214—Rails 34,687,783 6.16

216—Other Track Material 58,058,442 10.31

218—Ballast 27,902,640 4.96

220—Track Laying and Surfacing 346,404,786 61.52

Totals $563,047,031 100.00

The next step in the study was to establish the third factor, the effect of curvature

on the track accounts, other than rail, in terms of the effect of curvature on rail. The

additional cost of ties on curves is due partly to additional mechanical wear and partly

to the necessity for changing the rails, and Account 212 was estimated to be affected by

curvature to the extent of 50 percent as compared to rail. Similarly, Accounts 216 and

218 were estimated at 25 percent. Account 220, which consists of the labor costs for

applying the track materials and for lining and surfacing track, was assumed to be

affected SO percent.

Table 3 shows the extent to which each of the five accounts are affected.

Table 3

Effect of Percentage of

Curvature Account
Percentage on Annual Cost Affected

Account of Total Percent by Curvature
* 212 17.05 50 8.53

214 6.16 100 6.16

216 10.31 25 2.58

218 4.96 25 1.24

220 61.52 SO 30.76

Total 100.00 49.27

As indicated in Table 3, curvature affects the total charges to the five accounts

approximately 50 percent as much as it affects the life of rail. Applying this factor to

the additional annual cost of rail for the various degrees of curvature as shown in column

3 of Table 1, then adding 100 percent to the result, the effect of curvature on total cost

of track maintenance was developed as follows:

Table 4
Cost of

Maintaining Track

Degree of (Accounts 212,

Curvature 214, 216, 218 and 220)

Tangent 100

1 107

2 118

3 133

4 154

5 181

6 216

7 277

8 ;;;;;;;:;::;;...; 362

9 466

10
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'. 550
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Effect on Cost of Operation

The increased cost of operation on a non-lubricated, restricted-speed curve can be

determined on the basis of the additional energy requirements and the additional time

consumed. In the derivation of the formula for additional energy requirements, the

following symbols are used:

I'l — Permissible speed on the district or average speed of trains approaching and

leaving the curve (miles per hour).

Fo— Permissible speed around the curve (miles per hour).

Ri— Train resistance in pounds per ton on straight level track at speed Vi.

R2— Train resistance in pounds per ton on straight level track at speed Vs.

W— Total gross tons handled annually (including locomotive and tender).

L— Length of curve in feet.

Li— Length of train in feet.

N— Degree of curvature.

Di— Distance in feet required to decelerate from Vi to V2.

D2— Distance in feet required to accelerate from Vz to Fj.

P— Average track gradient in percent in deceleration area.

K— Additional energy requirements annually in foot-pounds.

T— Additional time required for each train (hours).

The value of K is defined as the difference between the energy expended by the

trains in moving from the point where deceleration starts to the point where full speed

is again attained and the energy expended in moving an equal distance at constant speed

on tangent track of a similar profile. The energy required to overcome grade resistance,

except in the deceleration zone, is equal in both cases and is excluded.

The energy required by the trains which must reduce speed is the sum of the

following expresssions:

Curve resistance .0.8 WLN
Rolling resistance in curve zone WR2 {L -(- Z.,)

p u- f If ^^2 (^ 1 + R2)
Rolhng resistance m acceleration zone ^

T, , , ,
1.05 (2000 IF) (5280) MF,'— F/)

Energy to accelerate ^ —^ —^^

—

-^
2(32.2) (3600)'

It will be noted that grade resistance in the deceleration zone is not included because

the locomotive is not pulling. The energy required to recharge the train line is ignored.

The factor LOS in the acceleration energy expression is included to make allowance for

the rotative energy of the car wheels.

The energy expended by trains moving at constant speed on tangent track is as

follows:

Grade resistance 20 WDi P
Rolling resistance WR, (D, -f L, -f Z, 4- Do)

Subtracting the sum of the second group of expressions from the sum of the first,

the value of K is determined to be:

K equals 70 PF(Fa^— F^") -f 0.8 WLN -\-WR"~ {L + L,) -f
^^AR^ + R^) _

20 WD^ P —WR, (Z), + L, + L + D=)
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The additional increment of time required for each train can be determined by

observation, by platting a velocity profile, or with reasonable accuracy from the follow-

ing expression which assumes that the rates of deceleration and acceleration are constant

(but not necessarily equal)

:

7-cquals —(^i±-^ii^ + ^^ + '^'' ^^D, + L, -^ L + D-,)

2640 (I',—*'.) 5280 {V-^ 52SO (T,)

Having developed the A' and T for each type of train (freight, passenger and diesel-

pouered) operated on the curve, the additional annual cost of each item affected can be

computed.

Fuel—Determine cost of fuel required to produce A' foot-pounds of energy based

on quality and cost of fuel used.

Water—Compute cost of water on the basis of 1 gal. of water per pound of coal or

equivalent.

Wages of train crew—Determine the time T which results in overtime and apply

the overtime rate for the entire crew.

It is recognized that there are many operating and maintenance situations for which

the conclusions of these analyses do not apply. For example, a curve located so as to

restrict the tonnage of freight trains will affect operating costs differently than those

referred to above. Furthermore, there are other disadvantages of curvature, which are

not within the scope of this assignment and which must be evaluated by other means.
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Aroaram'9

Fifty-First Annual Meeting

Palmer House, Chicago

TUESDAY, MARCH 11

Morning Session, Grand Ballroom—9:45 to 12:30

Address of President—T. A. Blair, Chief Engineer System, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway

Report of the Secretary—Neal D. Howard

Report of the Treasurer—J. D. Moffat

Greetings from the Signal Section, AAR, E. S. Taylor, Chairman

Greetings from the Electrical Section, AAR, H. F. Finnemore, Vice Chairman

Address—The Impossible in Transportation—Can the Railroads Stage a Repeat Per-

formance? by J. H. Aydelott, Vice President, AAR

Address—Review of Research Accomplishments in lOSl, by G. M. Magee, Research

Engineer, Engineering Division, AAR

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

14—Yards and Terminals 407

16—Economics of Railway Location and Operation 500

Address—Factors Affecting the Economics of Railway Operation, by W.
T. Rice, General Superintendent, Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac

Railroad

Afternoon Session, Grand Ballroom—2:00 to 5:00

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

-Highways 499

Address—Second Report on the Achievement of Grade Crossing Protec-

tion, by W. J. Hedley, Assistant Chief Engineer. Wabash Railroad

24—Cooperative Relations with Universities 499

Address- -Implications of the Manpower Situation, by O. VV. Eshbach,

Dean, Northwestern TechnoloKicjl Institute

20—Contract Forms 497

1
1—Records and Accounts 409

\S—W^ter Service and Sanitation 497
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12

Morning Session, Red Lacquer Room—9:00 to 12:00

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

7—Wood Bridges and Trestles 499

Address—Laminated Wood: Possibilities for Railroad Use, by Alan D.

Freas, Engineer, Forest Products Laboratory

28—Clearances 499

29—Waterproofing 498

Address—Tests on Waterproofing Coatings for Concrete Surfaces, by J. B.

Blackburn, Research Engineer, Purdue University

30—Impact and Bridge Stresses 497

8—Masonry -199

Address—Durable Concrete Costs Less, by George Paris, Railroad Repre-

sentative, Structural Bureau, Portland Cement Association

Address—^The Bearing Capacity of Clays, by Dr. R. B. Peck, Research

Professor of Soil Mechanics, University of Illinois

1
5—Iron and Steel Structures 499

Address—Investigations Under Way and Proposed by the Steel Structures

Painting Council, by Dr. Joseph Bigos, Director of Research, Steel

Structures Painting Council

Association Luncheon, Grand Ballroom— 12:00 Noon

Announcement of Results of Election of Officers

Address—by F. G. Gurley, President, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

Afternoon Session, Red Lacquer Room—2:30 to 5:15

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

1
7—Wood Preservation 498

6—Buildings 497

27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment 498

22—Economics of Railway Labor 498

Address—German Impressions of American Track, by G. M. O'Rourke,

Assistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, Illinois Central Railroad

1—Roadway and Ballast 500

Address—Past, Present and Future Studies in Soils Work, by Rockwell

Smith, Roadway Engineer, AAR
Address—Chemical Weed Control, by Dr. W. E. Loomis, Iowa State

College
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THURSDAY, MARCH 13

Morning Session, Grand Ballroom—9:00 to 12:30

Bulletin

Reports of Committees Numbers

Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail 500

3—Ties 498

Address—Progress in the AAR—NLMA Cross Tie Research Project, by

G. M. Magee, Research Engineer, Engineering Division, AAR

5—Track 500

Address—Maintenance of Way Tests, by C. J. Code, Engineer of Tests—
Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Railroad

4—Rail 500

Address—Supersonic Inspection for Rail Web Defects, by C. J. Code,

Engineer of Tests—Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Railroad

Address—Stress Measurements in 115 RE and 132 RE Rail on Curved

Track, by G. M. Magee, Research Engineer, Engineering Division, AAR

Address—Shelly Rail Studies at the University of Illinois, by R. E. Cramer,

Special Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

Address—Joint Bar Research, by R. S. Jensen, Research Assistant l*ro-

fessor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Closing Business

Installation of Officers

Adjournment



956 Report of the Tellers

Report of the Tellers

Presented Wednesday Noon March 12, 1952

We, the Committee of Tellers, appointed to canvass the ballots for officers and for

members of the nominating committee, find that the count of the ballots is as follows:

For President

C. J. Geyer 1S8S

For Vice-President*

V,. W. Miller 1567

For Directors (four to be elected)

M. H. Dick 032

E. E. Mayo 004

S. R. Hursh 002

Ray McBrian 864

W. G. Powrie 760

E. J. Brown 718

E. S. Birkenwald 672

F. J. Bishop 628

For Members of Nominating Committee (five to be elected)

C. B. Porter 1147

F. G. Campbell 056

C. B. Harveson 00.^

J . F. Marsh 872

A. B. Hillman 813

C. J. Code 756

W. R. Bjorklund 600

J . L. Beckel 677

J . C. Dejarnette, J r 672

K. W. Seniff 372

'Ihit'c otluT miscellaneous votes were cast for the various offices listed above.

R. C. RAKinvKi.i.,

Chairman

J. B. Akers
1). F. Apple
CM. Bakowkli,
K. H. Barnhart
S. H. Barnhart
I). K. Bray
F. I). Danfuko
L. P. Drew
W. M. Dunn
I). E. Field

J. G. GiLLEV

R. S. Glynn
L. C. Harman
B. B. Hedlestdn
M. J. HUBBARI)
H. E. KiRBY
W. S. Lacher
Walter Leaf
R. W. Mauek
H. L. McMuLLiN
A. H. Meyers
R. L. Milnek
C. H. MOTTIER
A. B. Pierce

The Committee ok Tellers

L. Robinson
E. F. Salisbukv

J. M. Short
Ray Smith
R. M. Stimmel
W. R. Swatosh
D. C. Teal

J. E. Teal

J. E. Wiggins
A. R. Wilson
C. R. Wright

* Under the provisions of the Constitution, C. G. Grove advances automatically from junior vice

president to senior vice president.



PROCEEDINGS
Running Report of the Annual Meeting of the American Railway

Engineering Association, March 11-13, 1952, Palmer House,

Chicago, Including Abstracts of All Discussion, All Formal

Action on Committee Presentations, Specific Papers and

Addresses Presented in Connection with Committee

Reports, and Other Official Business of the

Association

Opening Session—March 11, 1952

The opening session of the fifty-first annual meeting convened at 9:45

a.m.. President T. A. Blair* presiding.

President Blair: Will all the past presidents of this Association please come forward

and take seats at the speaker's table, at my right.

Maj- I ask that the current vice presidents, directors and the secretary and treasurer

of the Association also come to the platform and be seated at my left.

The fifty-iarst annual meeting of the American Railway Engineering Association, and

the concurrent annual meeting of the Construction and Maintenance Section of the

Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads, will please come to order.

Before proceeding with the business of our opening session, I should hkc to present

to you those sitting at the speaker's table.

(The past presidents introduced to the convention included J. B. Akers, chief engineer,

Southern Railway System; H. R. Clarke, chief engineer, Burlington Lines; A. R. Wilson,

retired engineer bridges and buildings, Pennsylvania Railroad; F. S. Schwinn, assistant

chief enjiineer, Missouri Pacific Lines; H. S. Loeffler, assistant chief engineer, Great

Northern Railway; C. H. Mottier, vice president and chief engineer, Illinois Central Rail-

road. The others at the speaker's table introduced were, in order, J. D. Moffat, chief

engineer, Western region, Pennsylvania Railroad, treasurer; Neal D. Howard, secretary;

C. J. Geyer, vice president, construction and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway,

senior vice president; W. C. Perkins, chief engineer. Union Pacific Railroad, director;

G. M. O'Rourke, assistant engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central Railroad, direc-

tor; A. B. Chapman, assistant engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad,

director; C. B. Bronson, maintenance of way assistant to vice president. New York Cen-

tral System, director; W. J. Hedley, as.sistant chief engineer, Wabash Railroad, director;

A. N. Laird, chief engineer, Grand Trunk Western Railroad, director; G. W. Miller,

engineer maintenance of way, Eastern region, Canadian Pacific Railway, director; C. G.

Grove, chief engineer maintenance of way. Western region, Pennsylvania Railroad, junior

vice president; I. H. Schram, chief engineer, Erie Railroad, director; L. L. Adams, chief

engineer, Loui.sville & Nashville Railroad, dint lor; and R. J. Gammio, chief engineer,

Texas & Pacific Rail\va.\ , dirtilor.)

* Chief Engineer, AlchiMin, 'I'npcka & Santa !•> System.
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I'rcsiciont Hlair: It is now my pleasure to iccu(;nizc our committee thairmeii, wiio

arc seated in a t;roup at the table over at my left. Will you gentlemen please stand?

(Applause)

The first order of business is the approval of the minutes of our last annual meeting.

These minutes were printed in the 1951 Proceedings of the Association, a copy of which

was furnished to each member. We will therefore dispense with the reading of the minutes

unless I hear some objection. Hearing no objection, I declare the minutes of the last

annual meeting approved as printed.

The next order of bu.siness is the address of your president.

Address by President T. A. Blair

In accordance with provisions of the Constitution, 1 shall now atcount to you for

the activities of the Association for the past year.

The need for a detailed report has been eliminated by our publication, "AREA

News", which has been so ably edited by our secretary, N. D. Howard. Because of its

distinctive style, which appeals to the railroad engineer, we all look forward each month

to the next issue.

It is most gratifying to me to be able to report to you that we have been able to

make progress in all phases of our work. Our finances are sound. Our membership con-

tinues to grow; we recorded a net gain of 98 in the last year, which gives us a present-day

membership of 3,190. We show a net gain of 37 in Junior membership, giving a total

of 257 Juniors, or 8 percent of our total membership. Your Board of Direction considers

one of its major obligations to be the development of plans which will afford these

Juniors an opportunity to develop in Association work as quickly as they acquire rail-

road experience. They ask that Junior Members and their supervisors watch announce-

ments in AREA News, and where a committee meeting is to be held in their vicinity at a

time they can be spared, that they request the committee chairman for permission to

attend as a visitor. We will watch with interest to see whether our plan of designating

certain tables for Juniors at the Annual Luncheon tomorrow will be a success.

The measure of the health of this Association is the interest taken in committee work.

There are more committee members than at any previous time. Practically one-third

of our membership is serving on committees. More meetings have been held this year

and attendance has been larger.

The pattern has been set for the revision and republication of the Manual in 1953.

The Board Committee on Manual, under Mr. Schwinn's chairmanship, our secretary

Mr. Howard, and committee chairmen and committee members, have done a large

amount of work on this project during the past year, but the real work remains to be

done from now until the end of 1953.

In September of this year there will be celebrated in Chicago the 100th anniversary

of the founding of the American Society of Civil Engineers. In 1852 there were just

two classifications of engineers—military and civil. Now there are dozens of classifications

in civil practice. The AREA will take part in this centennial and this participation has

been arranged by a Board committee under the chairmanship of Geo. M. O'Rourke.

I take this opportunity to express our appreciation for the excellent work performed

b\- this committee.
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This has been a year of progress in research as you have observed from the Bulle-

tins. Research Engineer Magee of the AAR, committee chairmen, and guest speakers

will acquaint you with the full facts in this regard as our convention progresses. Since

the AAR constructed the Central Research Laboratory at Illinois Institute of Tech-

nology, our engineering research program has expanded and appropriations for 19.S2

have reached a new peak.

Let me remind you of our obligations in connection with this research program.

Recommendations for research projects originate in the committees. Committees have

the obligation to submit their recommendations for any research project that reasonably

may be e.icpected to result in economy to the railroads. These recommendations will be

considered by the Engineering Division Research Committee, the Board of Direction of

AREA, and the Coordinating Committee on Physical Research.

Our heavy obligation starts with the initiation of each research project. It is then

the responsibility of the committees and officers of the Association to see that the various

projects are conducted in such a way as to make available to the railroads information

that will be beneficial. If we fulfill this obligation and periodically analyze the methods

of handling these projects, I am sure we will never lack for funds to carry on research.

Our committees are doing good work in setting up standards. Tremendous sums

of money can still be saved the railroads through standardization. This work can be

furthered best if we as individual members and as officers of railroads would exert more

effort toward the adoption of these standards on our own lines.

When I prepared my report to 3'ou I decided to confine myself solely to ARE.^

issues, as we have so far been able to live under the limitations of the National Produc-

tion Authority, even though it has limited the amount of steel, in particular, to the point

where maintenance of way is beginning to feel the impact of those limitations.

Because I realized that I would have all my time taken up until the 15th, I decided

Sunday to make up my declaration of income tax for 1952. I came up hopping mad.

To this day I have always considered it a privilege to pay this tax. Like you, I will

gladly give my all for the defense of my country and for all possible safety and comfort

to our boys in Korea and Europe, but I resent every dollar of my income for feather-

bedding of beaurocrats and the advancement of socialistic principles.

President Blair: Our next order of business is the report of our secretary, Mr.

Howard.

Secretary's Report

As an "accounting of the activities and achievements of the Association" under his

administration, it must be said that President Blair's address was a masterpiece of

modesty and understatement. Everything he told you was true, but in fairness to him,

I feel that you should be told that if you want an accounting of what really happened

during the present administration—of the many activities, accomplishments, and bettered

standing of the Association—you will have to read the .secretary's report^and in addition

you should hear directly from at least some members of the Board of Direction who
headed up particular phases of these activities.

The secretary's report appears in the March Bulletin, copies of which you will find

on your desks when you return home, if you have not already received them. I commend
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this report to \ on for iiadinj^, il onl\ to k'vc > ou a Kiealer appierialion of your

Association.

As your president has told you, the report on the Association is good in every

respect. The Association has grown numerically and in the scope of its usefulness—and

it has become financially stronger. Membership in all categories has increased; the total

personnel serving on committees has been further enlarged; research efforts have been

broadened and expanded; committee work, measured by every standard, has been

unusually large; and again, receipts have e.xceeded disbursements. Furthermore, acting

through the Committees of the Board of Direction, your officers have adopted a number

of important measures to strengthen further your association both from within and in its

relationship to the work of other organizations and groups.

I shall not attempt to go into any of the details, but I would like to take this oppor-

tunity to commend our committee chairmen and committees for their outstanding work,

and to thank them for their splendid cooperation with the secretary's office.

In practicall>- all respects, committee activities, and the results of their efforts,

reached new highs.

In the first place, there were 69 meetings of full committees during the past year,

compared with SQ a >ear earlier, and 51 such meetings in 1949.

On February 1, 949 members were occupying 10o7 places on committees, which is

.^0 more than a year earlier.

As an indication of the volume of work done by committees—the seven Bulletins,

ending with the February 19S2 issue, contained 1185 pages of text matter, exclusive of

advertising, compared with 962 pages for the seven preceding Bulletins—an increase of

223 pages—and even exceeding the large number of pages published in the Bulletins three

years ago when the number was swelled to an unusual extent by the large amount of

sjjace devoted to the Golden Anniversary Year in the March Bulletin.

Speaking of publications, I am sure that few of you realize the widespread influence

of the Association's publications beyond its immediate members. During the past year

alone more than 32,900 copies of the various publications of the Association were sold

and distributed by the secretary's office, over and above regular mailings. Furthermore,

you may be interested to know that between 80,000 and 85,000 pieces of mail matter

were sent out from the secretary's office in the past 12 months—and the total would

have been considerably larger were it not for the refusal on the part of the A.s.sociation

to lill many foreign orders under a policy of submitting all such orders to the office of

International Trade, Washington, D. C, for clearance, before being filled.

Po.ssibly the most significant publication work done during the past year—which,

however, cannot be measured in pages, was the preliminary planning carried out under

the direction of the Board Committee on Manual, looking to the complete reprinting

of the Manual in 1053. For .several years past, because of its importance and magnitude,

this work has been talked about with some apprehension and concern, but since early

last summer, planning has been under way and has consumed many hours of thought,

including many conferences with committee chairmen.

Another major action on the part of your Board of Direction during the past six

months or more has been the development of complete plans for the participation of th^

ARE.\ in the Centennial of Engineering to be held in Chicago this year, to give recogni-

tion to the outstanding contribution of engineers to the welfare of the country over the

last 100 vears.
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The nnan>- achicvcnuMits ol the Association during: 1951 slioultl be lii)ilil\ Kiatilyin;;

to the officers and members of the Association, who have made them possible. It can be

truly said that such could have been accomplished only throuph closely coordinated

teamwork by all elements within our Association.

Those of us in the secretary's office have been liapp\ to have been [)layinK on tiie

"team" during the past >ear, and we assure voii that we will be in there "pitchinu" in the

vear ahead.

President Blair: Thank >ou, Mr. Howard.

We will now have the Treasurer's rei)ort, by Mr. J. 1). Moffat.

Treasurer's Report

Mr. President, Ladies, Guests and Members of the .AREA; M\- report will not take

long, and any of you who have luncheon engagements will not be Lardy on my account.

There is no doubt in my mind that most of you have reviewed the printed report

of the treasurer and have analyzed carefully the financial statement for the calendar

year ending December 31, 1951.

In spite of the splendid work that has been done by the office force under the

direction of Secretary Howard, our expenditures for the year increased over the previous

year. This was due to increased costs for salaries, Proceedings, Bulletins, and the Manual.

There was also an increased cost in binding charges for the Proceedings, and it was

necessary to purchase a new suppl\ of Manual binders and a reserve supply of paper

stock.

However, you will be glad to know that to overcome these increases in disbur.sc-

ments, there was an increase in receipts, the largest amount being a refund to the Asso-

ciation from the AAR of the cost involved for printing in our Bulletins the various

reports developed through the AAR Engineering Division research office.

There was also an increase in membership during the year, in receipts from the

sale of track plans, and a profit on the sale of bonds.

All in all, your organization is in splendid financial condition and you need have

no fear of its becoming insolvent.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Moffat.

You have heard the reports of the secretary and the treasurer. Do 1 hear a motion

for their adoption?

(It was regularly moved and seconded that the reports of the secretary and treasurer

be adopted; the motion was put to a vote, and carried.)

President Blair: I should like to digress from our regular order of business at this

point for just a moment. We have many distinguished guests here today, but there is

one in particular whom I siiould like you to see and to know something about.

Some of you have probably read in the magazine, "Wheels," of the American Car &

Foundry Company, an account of the Netherlands Railways. Today we have with us

as a visitor the president of those railways; he also holds several other important posi-
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tions. He is in tiic United States both as a rci)rescntative of his railway and as an

ambassador of the International Union of Railways of Europe to study American railway

methods and practices. I would like to present him to you—Mr. F. Q. den Hollander,

president of the Netherlands Railways. (Applause)

I shall now call on Fred Schwinn, chairman of the Board Committee on Manual,

to give you a resume of the work that his committee has done, and plans to do, in

connection with the reprinting of the Manual durinp 1953.

Reprinting of the Manual in 1953

By F. S. Schwinn

Assistant Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific Lines

Some years ago this Association adopted the loose-leaf Manual. It was definitely a

long step forward, but as is the case with everything else, nothing stays up to date

without keeping it up to date. Our Manual has been revised from year to year, but

those revisions have not always fit in with the general makeup; the time has come for a

complete reprinting of the Manual.

Your Board has had this matter under consideration, and has done something

about it. It has developed a complete outline, or skeleton, for your new Manual, on a

streamlined basis, which I believe, gentlemen, will fit your needs, and which can be kept

up to date from year to year and will continue to fit your needs for many years to come.

The work of revising, re-editing and reprinting the Manual is to be undertaken

during the present year. It is going to call for a great deal of intensive detail work in

the secretary's office. That, in itself, will call for a small increase in the secretary's staff.

The principal thing that will be required during this year is a continuation of the

splendid cooperation and effort which have been put forth by your standing committee

chairmen, subcommittee chairmen and members. It is to them that we must look for the

real results required to make the reprinted Manual the type of Manual that you are

anticipating. They will be the ones who will put the "meat" on the skeleton.

All the changes in the Manual—the new chapter arrangement, subdivisions, etc.—aro

designed to provide for improved use of the Manual—to make it an easier and better

reference book. It will again be a loose-leaf book, and we hope that this revision, incor-

porating all of the revisions resulting from the present year's work of committees, will be

ready for your use late in 1953.

Member holders of the present Manual will receive the revised refills without cost.

Other Manual holders will be able to secure the new Manual fillers at a nominal cost.

In connection with this activity, your "Board has decided to reactivate Committee

25—Waterways and Harbors, and it will be very happy (particularly the Board Com-
mittee on Personnel) to receive volunteers for membership on this committee.

If there arc any questions with regard to the Manual, I will be happy to try to

answer them.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Schwinn.

We will now hear from George M. O'Rourke, chairman of the Board Committee on

Centennial of Engineering—1952.
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AREA Participation in the Centennial of Engineering—1952

By G. M. O'Rourke
Assistant Encinccr Maintenance of Way, Illinois Central Railroad

I think that the l)est way that I may present this matter to you is to read the brief

descriptions of the "What, Where and When" from the first brochure to be issued iiy

the Centennial of Engineering.

"What? The Centennial of Engineering program appropriately observes the one-

hundredth anniversary of the founding of the fust national society of civil engineers in

the United States—the American Society of Civil Engineers.

"Why? The observance honors engineers in every branch of the profession, because

in 1852 civil engineering comprised all except military engineers. Rut, far more important,

the celebration presents an opportunity to impress on the pcojjlc of our country the

powerful story of our Anaerican heritage—the story that every man, woman and child

in every walk of life should know—not to evoke praise or comroendation, but because

of the fact that our very national existence depends upon public understanding of the

factors which make our country great.

"The engineering profession is in a particularly favorable position, not only to depict

America's development, but also to suggest its future possibilities.

"How and When? A dynamic, integrated exhibit will be ready in 1952, and will

continue for five years. A dramatic stage production will be presented several times daily

during the summer months of 1952, and in a convocation extending over more than 40

days, 59 national and international engineering societies, including 7 from foreign coun-

tries, will participate. Association meetings will be held during the period September .3

to 13, 1952.

"Where? Although nation-wide in scope, the major events will be held in Chicago,

because of its central location.

"Who? Created by leaders in all branches of the engineering profession, the Cen-

tennial of Engineering, 1052, is a not-for-profit corporation, which will be responsible for

conducting the exposition program, which will include the preparation and distribution

of appropriate motion pictures and publications. Funds are to be provided by engineering,

industrial and business corporations."

The names of a few of the men who are sponsoring this affair will probably be of

interest to you. They include Herbert Hoover, director. Centennial of ICngineering

;

Charles F. Kettering, director and research consultant. General Motors Corporation

;

Henry T. Heald, chancellor. New York University, and until recently head of the Illinois

Institute of Technology; Gaino Dunn, president, J. G. White Engineering Corporation;

Karl T. Compton, chairman, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Brehon Sommer-

ville, chairman and president, Koppers Company ; Ralph Budd, chairman, Chicago Transit

Authority, and a member of this Association; Benjamin F. Fairless, president. United

States Steel Corporation ; and many, many others.

"Specific aims of this Centennial of Engineering: To dramatize effectively for the

public the principles which have produced the leading nation of the world, and to point

the way for future developments. To acquaint the public with the part played in this

development by the engineering profession and progre.'isive management. To attract

qualified young men to study engineering, to fill the future's great need for technically

trained men in industry. To personalize the engineer in his true role, and to hold the

world's greatest convocation of engineers."
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Yesterday .\oiir Board of Direction approved the ixirticipation of the American

Railway Engineering Association in this Centennial. AREA participation will center at

the Palmer House on September 8, 9 and 10, 1952. All 2.5 standing and special com-

jnittees of the Association are being asked to schedule meetings at the Palmer House on

one or more of the three days set for AREA participation.

Arrangements are being made for a "Railroad" banquet on Monday night, September

?, in the Red Lacquer Room, or in the Grand Ballroom if available and demands require

Those to be invited to participate in the banquet will include not only .^REA committee

members, but all AREA members.

The invitation will also be extended to members of the Mechanical Division, and

the Signal, Electrical and Communications Sections of the Association of American Rail-

roads, to members of the Railroad Division of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, and to members of the National Railway Appliances Association. Furthermore,

the wives of members of these groups are invited to attend, and will be welcome at the

banquet.

The program for the banquet will include a short addres* by a prominent railway

engineer. We hope to have one of our past presidents. There will also be an address by a

humorist, in the form of an inspirational talk keyed to the occasion and to our particular

group.

Details of our plans will be given you from time to time in the AREA News. If

there are any questions that you would like to ask, I wil endeavor to answer them.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. O'Rourke.

Greetings From the Signal and Electrical Sections, AAR

President Blair: Since we meet here today not only as the AREA, but as the Con-

struction and Maintenance Section of the Engineering Division, Association of American

Railroads, it is highly appropriate and fitting that we should have invited to be with us

representatives of two closely allied sections of the Engineering Division, namely, the

Signal Section and the Electrical Section. Our relationship with these two sections has

been happy and profitable for many years, and it is our hope that this relationship will

continue for many years in the future.

The representative of the Signal Section is our good neighbor from the North,

E. S. Taylor, engineer of signals, Canadian Pacific Railway, with headquarters at Mon-

treal, Que., who is chairman of that section.

E. S. Taylor (Canadian Pacific): Mr. President, Members, Ladies and Guests: The

Signal Section appreciates the invitation extended to its chairman to be present this

morning at the opening of your fifty-first annual meeting, and extends greetings to the

American Railway Engineering Association, with best wishes for a successful meeting.

The progress of your Association as related by your President this morning is most

gratifying, and it is the wish of the Signal Section that you may continue to grow.

Since your Association abandoned its Committee on Signaling, our two bodies have

worked together harmoniously on many worthwhile subjects, among them being the work

(lone recently on switches by your Committee 5 and our Committee 4. It is no longer

necessary for a signal engineer to rebuild an AREA turnout in order to make his inter-

locking attachments.
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I assure you of the continued cooperation of the Sinnal Section on subjects of mutual

interest. You have a large program, and it is our wish that you have a most successful

meeting. (Applause)

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Taylor.

We are pleased to know that members of the Signal Sections Committee 1—Eco-

nomics of Railway Signaling, are holding a meeting here today. If they are in the

audience, we would be glad to have them rise and take a bow. (Applause)

The representative of the Electrical Section—which section, effective January 1,

1952, became the Electrical Section of the Engineering and Mechanical Divisions—is

another of our neighbors from the North, Mr. H. F. Finnemore, who is vice chairman

of this new section. Mr. Finnemore is chief electrical engineer of the Canadian National

Railways, with headquarters at Montreal, Que. Mr. Finnemore.

H. F. Finnemore (Canadian National): Mr. President, Members, Ladies and Guests:

It is my pleasure and my privilege to bring to you greetings from the Electrical Section

of the Engineering and Mechanical Divisions. .\s your president has said, the former two

Electrical Sections were consolidated as of January 1, 1952. The Electrical Section now

represents both the Engineering and Mechanical Divisions.

As a new section, we are anxious to get to work, and we are most anxious to coop-

erate with you gentlemen in any problems which you may have in which you feel we can

be of help. As a new section, we would also appreciate your encouragement and support.

On behalf of the new Electrical Section, it is my pleasure to extend to you our very

best wishes, and the hope that your convention may be an outstanding success. (Applause)

President Blair: Thank you Mr. Finnemore. I hope that both you and Mr. Taylor

will be able to spend some time with us today.

Greetings From the NRAA

President Blair: Next I was going to introduce Mr. H. M. McFarlane, president

of the NRA.-\, to tell you something about the exhibit being held at the Coliseum, but a

few minutes ago Mr. McFarlane was called away, so I'm going to read a short

memorandum from him.

"Speaking on behalf of the National Railway .\ppliances .Association, I bring you

greetings and good wishes for a most successful convention. Further, I wish to extend

to you a very cordial invitation to attend and spend as much time as possible at the

Coliseum, where we have prepared a very splendid exhibit for your inspection. It is by

far the largest we have ever held, and I believe you will find it most interesting.

"One hundred and twenty exhibitors, occupying the entire Coliseum, have on display

much that is new and improved in equipment and materials. Come out and see us. I can

assure you that a most hearty welcome awaits you."

President Blair: The next item on our program was to have been an address in

per.son, by Mr. J. H. Aydelott, vice president, Operations and Maintenance Department,

.Association of American Railroads. Mr. Aydelott intended to be here up until the last

minute, but due to the railroad strike he found he had to stay in Washington, where he

could be close to the phone and could keep in close touch with what the "brothers"

might do in the way of extending the strike. He air-mailed me a copy of his address,

and if you will bear with me, I will read it to you.
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The Impossible in Transportation—Can the Railroads

Stage a Repeat Performance?

By James H. Aydelott

Vice President, Operations and Maintenance Department
Association of American Railroads

It has been said of the performance of the railroads of the United States during

the years of World War II that they achieved "the impossible in transportation". Pearl

Harbor followed what was perhaps the most disastrous decade in the history of the

railroad industry. The depression affected all segments of our economy and brought

traffic volume down to a level so low that a number of railroads not only could not

meet their fixed charges but were unable to meet their operating expenses, and the credit

of large segments of the industry was virtually destroyed. The market price of many
agricultural products declined to such a low figure that production and shipping costs

could not be met. At the depth of the depression serious drouth prevailed for several years

in what were normally the heaviest grain producing areas.

With traffic volume so seriously reduced, a surplus of more than a half-million

freight cars was created, and after several years in open storage most of these cars were

found beyond repair and were scrapped. A large supply of unneeded locomotives, many
requiring heavy repairs, had also accumulated. Because of low earnings during the depres-

.sion years it was necessary to reduce drastically maintenance budgets, and not only was

the amount of nev; rail to be laid curtailed, but tie renewals were deferred, as were

ballasting and resurfacing.

The over-running of Western Europe by the Axis powers in the late 30's and the

need of friendly nations there for the products of our industries in defending themselves

brought an up-turn in traffic volume on the railroads, particularly in the industrial areas,

and with it came an appreciation of what might be in store for the railroad industry if

our country was to be drawn into the war, as seemed likely. Despite the reverses suffered

in the depression, the railroads, showing the resourcefulness for which they have long

been known, set about to prepare their properties for whatever demands a war economy
might make upon them. Some considerable progress was made in the two years prior

to the attack upon Pearl Harbor in the rehabilitation of motive power and cars, and
deferred maintenance otherwise was reduced. Controls thereafter established over basic

materials, however, resulted in an almost complete suspension of freight car building,

a situation which continued with few departures throughout the war years. As a matter

of fact, most of the commercial car building plants were converted to the production

of war materials. Extensive rail relay programs proposed by the railroads, and of great

importance in view of depression deferments and the high traffic load being carried, were
similarly affected, and in none of the war years was there a sufficient allotment of rail

to cover necessary renewals.

When tankers hauling oil from the Southwest to the Eastern Seaboard were driven

off the sea by enemy submarines it devolved upon the railroads to move this oil, and
until the time pressure upon them was relieved by the completion of two large pipe lines,

the volume of oil so moved reached a level of one million barrels a day. Where the power
and cars to move this oil came from is an interesting story in itself, but I shall not
dwell further upon it here; however, most transportation experts agree that the move-
ment of this oil, of which little had ever moved previously by rail, was one of the most
outstanding rail performances of all times.
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It was demonstrated in World War II that there is a certain amount of elasticity

in the railroad plant; naturally, there has to be if seasonal bulges in traffic are to be met

and if the railroads are to overcome the effects of floods, snow blockades, slides, and

many other difficulties to which land transportation is subject. It is likewise appreciated

that in time of a national emergency a greater utilization of existing equipment can be

had through the lengthening of the industrial work week, through the use of controls

intended to prevent waste in freight car usage, and by the elimination of destination

delays, which experience has shown can be anticipated and avoided to a considerable

degree. When so much of the war traffic volume moves off shore, deliveries to ports

must be geared to shipping schedules and the more of these ports that are brought into

use in an emergency the greater the tonnage that can be moved in support of overseas

activities. With the help of shippers and Federal agencies, car utilization during the war

was beyond anything previously experienced.

A review of the operations of the rail carriers which enabled them to move an

unprecedented volume of traffic in World War II provides some interesting information

which helps to explain this "miracle in transportation", as many have described it. I have

mentioned the favorable effect upon traffic capacity through utilizing all available ports

where this can be done to advantage in a war effort. Congestion at ports was avoided in

World War II, and average car detention was held below 5 days because cars were not

permitted to go into port areas until ships were known to be available for the cargo.

Cross-hauling of military material and suppHes, which helped to build up the net ton-

mile record in World War II, ordinarily should be avoided if possible, but there will be

times in a major war, as was true in World War II, when procurement delays cannot

otherwise be overcome.

When box cars, refrigerators and gondolas can be moved loaded in either direction,

such as was possible because the last war was a two-front war, railroad capacity as

measured in net ton-miles is increased. Added capacities for moving traffic in the reverse

direction to the normal flow were developed in World War II on western lines through

the modification of grades and improved signaling, and as a result of these improvements

the tonnage delivered by the railroads for off-shore movement on the West Coast was

materially increased. The capacity of the railroads to move traffic in a war emergency

can, however, be seriously reduced, as was demonstrated in World War II, when there

is a mass induction of experienced railroad personnel into the military forces without

consideration of the needs of the railroads for these men, and of the difficulty to be

experienced in replacing them in certain thinly populated or in highly industrialized

sections of the country.

Many thou.sands of cars were immobilized for .several weeks during World War II

as a result of unprecedented snowfall which blocked some of the most important rail

routes. Transportation also was seriously interrupted at all too frequent intervals during

World War II by floods over sizeable areas which retarded the operations of a number

of important carriers, making extensive rerouting necessary. These occurrences always

curtail the use of motive power and equipment, arid if a reserve supply of freight car

equipment is not available, some activities in a war economy, possibly including defense

production, may be without badly needed rail service.

In consideration of these and many other experiences of World War II which

reduced rail capacity below what it otherwi.se would have been, and with a proper regard

for the responsibihties which another emergency would place upon them, the railroads,

through concerted action following the outbreak of trouble in Korea, set out to complete

a program of construction of new freight cars and locomotives such as would permit
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ictirint: old f(niipimn( worn otil l)\ cNtrcDU'ly harri usaKf in World War li and Ihc

immediate postwar years, and which program would, at the same time, provide for an

increase in the total ownership, now below that of VJ Day, in the amount of 125,000

cars. The completion of such a program would provide, in the opinion of the railroads,

for the anticipated needs of the military services and of the civilian population for

transportation in a period of total mobilization, granting that new car construction

sufficient to offset normal retirements would be cairied on regardless of the war effort.

Primarily for the purpose of removing them as a traffic hazard, more than 200,000

wornout freight cars were scrapped in the first three postwar years because of the terrific

use to which they had been subjected during World War II. Had car building been con-

tinued during the war to permit current replacement of these cars, which were a hazard

in all trains in which they were moved, cars in good condition, which were seriously

damaged or destroyed in derailments caused by service failures of wornout cars, would

have been saved. By passing over body defects, which under conditions of an adequate

car supply would bring about the removal of a freight car from service until recondi-

tioned, an unrealistic low figure was recorded during World War II as regards the aver-

age number of cars held out of service for repairs. The required use of freight cars in

run-down condition resulted in unprecedented loss and damage to commodities trans-

ported, and materially shortened the life of many thousands of these cars. To a lesser

degree this loss continues for the same reason. It is serious enough to damage and

destroy food stuffs, expensive materials and machines in peacetime, but should these

losses in time of war deprive the military forces or the civilian population of scarce

materials and supplies which are badly needed, public condemnation may be expected.

Claim payments by the railroads in the unprecedented amount of 135 million dollars in

a single postwar year reflected wartime loss and damage to freight, much of it growing

out of the use of unfit cars. The use of such a large number of inexperienced employes

in place of those of experience taken into the Armed Services, and the use of inferior

crating and packaging material, contributed to this record loss.

It will be seen, therefore, that in achieving this "impossible in transportation" the

railroads had serious equipment and other operational difficulties to overcome, and these

grew steadily worse as the war continued, since it extended far beyond its forecasted

length. Had it not been for the 2 years prior to Pearl Harbor in which some considerable

progress was made in rehabilitating the railroad plant and equipment, there is reason to

believe that rail transportation here would have failed, as Hitler thought it would.

The Class I railroads today own fewer cars than on VJ Day. They propose as an

essential contribution to the defense mobilization program to provide themselves with

approximately 100,000 more freight cars in continuing ownership than were available to

handle the traffic requirements of the peak years of World War II. This means that new

construction must provide not only for this increase in ownership, but for the replace-

ment of over-age cars which should normally be withdrawn from service because of

physical condition during the time the program is under completion and thereafter. While

this program was launched with every evidence that it could be carried out successfully,

the failure to allot sufficient quantities of steel to support it has curtailed it to the point

where the volume of new car construction for the remainder of this year may be little

more than that required for replacement of cars retired from service.

The decision of the railroads to add to their freight car ownership when trouble

broke out in Korea was prompted not only by their experience in World War II, but in

recognition of the fact that the population of this country has grown rapidly since the end

of that war, and that there has been a tremendous expansion of industry in all areas of
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the nation. All restrictions have currently been removed which previously had limited

the production of some agricultural products, and wc apparently must send ever-

increasing quantities of these products to friendly nations less fortunate as to their ability

to produce a sufficiency for their own requirements. Production for defense involves

larger and heavier machines of war than were tran.'^ported by the railroads in World

War II. Many of the cars on order, for which wc are unable to get material, are required

in the absence of anything adequate now owned to protect the movement of tanks and

other military machines now in production.

A paradoxical situation would be created if the steel industry, after expanding its

capacity to meet the needs of the mobilization program, should have its fini.'^hcd materials

delayed in .'shipment by reason of a car shortage; yet, this is a prospect unless production

authorities permit more steel to be supplied for building new cars.

The United States is a peace-loving nation, and if another war occurs the timetable

will be set by the enemy—not by us. All of the experiences of World War II, and the

generally accepted opinion that there will be no lead time in which to prepare for the

next one, justify the proposed peacetime addition to the ownership of freight cars as

provided in the program of the carriers. The commitments made by our country to

friendly nations in all parts of the world indicate that, in the event of another war,

the military traffic load to be carried by the railroads may be considerably heavier than

in the last one, as will the traffic load supporting our increasing civilian population.

In the next war we may be under enemy air attack for the first time, and transportation

miracles, such as World War II produced, should not be contemplated in our planning.

With a greatly expanded steel industry, and with the facilities available to build all

of the new cars and locomotives which the railroads are seeking to acquire, good judg-

ment would seem to indicate that the fullest possible production of this equipment

should be had while we are still at peace.

The railroads need more than a token recognition of their importance to the national

defense. They were called upon in World War II to move almost 00 percent of the

military freight supporting our forces here and overseas, and they moved an even greater

percentage of Armed Services personnel traveling in organized units. We are told that,

in spite of the far-flung operations of our Army, Navy and Air Force in World War II,

no operation wherever conducted was impeded or handicapped to the slightest extent

because of inadequacy of rail transportation here in the United States. Our railroads

want to be in a position to repeat that performance should we be so unfortunate as to

be drawn into another global conflict.

There is no lack of planning on the part of the railroad industry in preparation for

such an eventuality. Capital expenditures averaging more than one billion dollars per

year have been made since VJ Day to make the railroad plant stronger, more efficient,

and of increased capacity. The benefits to be derived from these large expenditures will

not, of course, be lost in a peacetime economy ; however, their importance grows should

our enemies choose to make war instead of peace.

Nearly a billion dollars worth of equipment is on order, and its delivery, as previously

stated, awaits only an adequate allotment of materials with which to construct it. The

railroads have played an important role in all of the wars in which our country has

been engaged over the past 90 years, and the success of our Armed Forces and those of

our allies in a future conflict may again rest upon the adequacy of rail transportation

here in America. This is a grave responsibility for the railroads to carry. However, they

can be counted upon to do their utmost under whatever adverse conditions their

operations must be conducted.
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President Blair: We thiank Mr. A.vdelott for his fine paper. I only wish that he could

have been here to present it.

Referring to the convention program, you will note there are several important items

yet to come before this morning's session. I refer particularly to an address to be made

by G. M. Magee, research engineer of the Engineering Division, AAR, and an address

by W. T. Rice, general superintendent, Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad.

You are requested to remain, in so far as possible, to hear these important addresses.

(At this point the program was interrupted to have the usual convention photograph

taken.)

President Blair: We will hear more of research as we go through the program anrl

get the different committee reports, but at this time we will hear from G. M. Magce,

research engineer, Engineering Division, AAR, on the progress of research during the

past year.

G. M. Magee (Engineering Division, AAR) : Mr. President and Members of the

AREA: It's a little difficult to give you an interesting report on our research activities

without going into the details of some of them. However, I think the details should be

presented in the regular presentation of the committee reports. Besides, if I get started

talking on some of them, I am liable to be here a couple of hours.

Review of Research Activities in 1951

By G. M. Magee
Research Engineer, Engineering Division, AAR

The approved budget of the Engineering Division for 1952 includes M research

projects at a total estimated cost of $381,400. This compares with 30 projects in the

1951 budget totaling $354,770. The 1952 budget includes 4 new projects in addition to

28 projects continued from 1951, and 2 projects completed during the year. It is the

largest yet authorized for the Engineering Division and represents an increase of approxi-

mately 10 percent over that of last year. This will enable the research work being car-

ried on for the various AREA committees to be progressed to the fullest extent possible

under present conditions. Scarcity of materials and difficulty in obtaining qualified

technicians make it impossible to progress the work as fast as we would like to do.

During the year some changes were made in our laboratory facilities which will be

helpful in promoting our Engineering Division work. The 48-ft. square room at the

south end of the first floor of the laboratory was originally assigned for mechanical

testing, but has not been used for that purpose. Accordingly, it was rearranged during

the year to provide in that area two additional offices for our staff, as well as a chemical

laboratory and a metallurgical laboratory. The chemical laboratory is being equipped

with a weatherometer and other facilities for progressing the work on corrosion from

brine drippings, fire retardant paints, and chemical weed killers. The metallurgical labora-

tory will be used in connection with various investigations where a micrographic inspec-

tion of materials will be helpful. A machine used for slippage tests on rail joint lubricants

has been installed in the basement of laboratory and revised so that repeated loads can

be applied to fastenings used in connecting sway bracing to the piles of wood trestles.

Tests have been started to compare the relative holding power of various types of

fastenings. Three rolling-load machines, one of 33-in. stroke for testing joint bars, and
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two of 12-in. stroke for rail testing, were moved from the Southern Railway Laboratory

to the basement of the Central Research Laboratory during the year. The rail joint

machine will be used on tests of insulated joints and the two 12-in. stroke machines arc

being remodeled to conduct comparative tests on wear of ties as influenced by various

fastening means and the use of tic pads. A motor-generator set was installed in the base-

ment for providing suitable current to operate an oscillator which will be used in con-

ducting the new investigation on ballast which is being planned.

Each of the 32 research projects carried out during 1951 was for and in collabora-

tion with one of the AREA committees and complete reports of the work will be found

in the respective committee reports. Eight projects were carried on for the Rail com-

mittee, six for the Track committee, two for the Joint Committee on Relation between

Track and Equipment, three for the Roadway and Ballast committee, one for the Com-
mittee on Impact and Bridge Stresses, five for the Committee on Iron and Steel Struc-

tures, one for the Committee on Masonry, two for the Committee on Wood Bridges and

Trestles, one for the Committee on Waterproofing, and one for the Committee on Ties.

It is thus evident that our research staff is taking an active part in assisting the various

committees with the assignments where research work is needed.

The rail failures statistics for 1950 show that, as a result of the use of control-

cooled rail and detector cars, the number of service transverse fissure failures has been

reduced 78 percent from the peak year of 1943. This is indeed a gratifying reduction,

and if the trend continues at the same rate as in the last seven years, the number should

be reduced to a very nominal amount within the next two or three years. Service per-

formance of the new rail designs and the new joint bar designs has been very satisfactory.

Work underway indicates that perhaps some improvement can be effected in the heat

treatment of bars to reduce the incidence of joint cracks that has occasionally occurred

in specific locations and usually confined to one or a few heats. The development of

shelly spots and bolt-hole and fillet cracks within joint bar limits presents the most

prevalent and serious types of rail failures with which we now have to contend, and

research efforts are being concentrated on these types of failures in an effort to effect

an improvement.

Research work on track has been concerned primarily with investigations of fasten-

ings, tie plates, and tie pads for reducing the mechanical wear of cross ties. Considerable

promise is indicated for the economical use of tie pads in reducing tie wear, especially

on bridge ties, ties on sharp curves, and perhaps rail joint ties. Considerable work has

also been done in connection with service test measurements to determine the reactive

properties required for spring washers to be used on cros.sing frogs. Tests to date have

indicated that the full benefit of high reactive washers is not obtainable due to the

embedding of the washers in the comparatively soft surfaces of the nut and crossing

braces.

For the Joint Committee on Relation between Track and Equipment a very inter-

esting test was conducted on the Kansas City Southern in the summer of 1951. Twenty-
five observers, consisting of committee members and others interested, correlated their

riding impression traversing curves with measurements of lateral acceleration and tilting

of the car floor. Special gyroscopic equipment was developed by the re.search staff for

these tests. The ride comfort index developed from these tests enables the investigation

to be progressed without the necessity for ob.servers on modern type passenger cars of

various designs. Tests were made on four other railways during the latter part of the year.

The Association has continued to be an important contributor to the Research Coun-
cil on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints, the Column Research Council, and the Steel
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Structures Painting Council. A test was started on the New York Central's bridge,

adjacent to the Central Research Laboratory grounds, of chemical means of removing

paint and to determine the service performance of various types of prime and finish

coatings.

In the structural research program our staff completed remaining field tests on all

length girder spans up to 140 ft. length, and also completed field tests planned on rein-

forced concrete pile trestles. Analysis of data and preparation of reports on these tests

have not yet been completed. By a special arrangement with the Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway, tests were made on 24 lengths of reinforced concrete culvert pipe varying in

diameter from 24 in. to 84 in. These tests were made to verify a proposed new specifica-

tion prepared by the Masonry committee before recommending it for adoption. In the.se

tests the pipes were loaded to failure and stresses were measured in the reinforcing steel

and in the concrete. In addition to the foregoing committee work field tests were con-

ducted at the request and expense of the railroads concerned, on two bridges on the

Chicago & North Western Railway carrying heavy ore cars, one bridge on the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Railway damaged as a result of the Missouri River flood, and one

bascule-type bridge on the Texas & Pacific Railway.

The waterproofing tests conducted for the Association by Purdue University were

completed during the year and a final report on these tests is being prepared for publica-

tion. The investigation of the distribution of pressures under bridge rocker shoe slabs

was completed at Northwestern University and a report was presented on the results

obtained. In addition to the investigation and causes of concrete deterioration being

carried out by the concrete engineer on our staff, a new procedure was started during

the year, in collaboration with the Portland Cement Association, of presenting short

courses on the design, mixing and placing of concrete on various railroads desiring to

give their personnel the benefit of this instruction. This procedure appears to offer con-

siderable possibilities in informing railway engineers of the results of current research

being conducted to determine means of providing the most durable concrete.

In addition to the work on roadbed stabilization of studying the performance of

unstable areas treated by various stabilizing means, our roadway engineer collaborated

with two railways in the construction of hump yards, recommending procedures for

obtaining stable fills. As mentioned previously, progress was made in the preparation of

facilities in the laboratory for conducting repeated-load tests to determine the wear and

stability of various types and gradations of ballast. The investigation on weed control

by chemicals was started at Iowa State College and considerable progress made during

the year. The results obtained indicate that appreciable savings may be effected as a

result of this investigation.

The joint investigation with the NLMA for improving the service life of cross ties

ended its fourth year with substantial progress being made in several phases of the

investigation. The one-step seasoning and treating process was tried out on a full-scale

basis with the assistance of the Santa Fe Railway. Development work on laminated ties

was completed to the point where designs will be prepared for service installation in

track on an experimental basis. Service tests of tie coatings continue to indicate that

these may offer considerable benefit in reducing the checking and splitting of ties.

In all of the above projects the Association staff has enjoyed the fullest cooperation

from .'VREA committees and from the various railways on which tests have been con-

ducted, and this couptration is to a large extent responsible for the successful progress

which is being made on the many research projects being studied, and for the large

resulting economies which are being effected for the railway industry.
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President Blair: Iliank \()U, Mr. Macec, for a fine outline ol the work that has

been done this year.

Mr. Howard will now make .some announcements.

(Announcements on luncheon details, program for members' wives, and Pullman

refunds were made by Secretary Howard.)

President Blair: This completes the opening? features of our program. The gentlemen

at the speaker's table are now excused.

Discussion on Yards and Terminals

(For Report, see pp. 299-530.)

(President T. .\. Blair presiding.)

President Blair: Our first report will be that of our Committee on Yards and Ter-

minals. Will Committee 14 please take its place at the speaker's table.

Gentlemen, we have a very important part of our program ahead of us. To conserve

time, it is essential that we be prompt in our attendance and that we confine our

remarks to the subjects under discussion. The privilege of the floor will be extended to

all members and to interested visitors. I hope you will feel free to discuss the various

committee reports as they are presented.

Mr. Giles, will you proceed?

Chairman W. H. Giles (Missouri Pacific): Mr. President, Members of the Associa-

tion, Ladies and Gentlemen: I want to take note first of the fact that the Committee on

Arrangements has selected Committee 14 as the first standing committee to make report

at the fifty-first annual meeting of the Association. We appreciate that honor, and hope

that our reports this year will be of interest to you.

The report of Committee 14 is found in Bulletin 497, beginning on page 200. The

committee reports on five assignments this year, one of which is submitted for adoption

and printing in the Manual.

Assignment 2—Classification Yards, Collaborating with Committee 16,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman F. A. Hess (New York Central).

Mr. Hess; Your committee presents as information the following report pertaining

to classification yards, the subject being Review of Data on Hump and Retarder Yard*.

Reference is made particularly to the larger groupings of tracks in yards, the us^

of switch control machines, and flatter grades in the body tracks of classification yards.

Table A on page .^01 of our report should be revised with respect to the yard at

Pueblo, Colo., on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, so as to show under the

heading of "Tracks per group", 8 in lieu of 7 and 0, and the figure 60,^ under the head-

ing "Average distance feet," 11.44 under the heading "Average drop feet", and 1.05 under

the heading ".\verage grade percent".

Assignment 3—Scales Used in Railway Service, was presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman J. N. Todd (Southern Railway).

Mr. Todd: The report of Subcommittee 3 will be found in Bulletin 407, pages 302

and 303. It covers Manual material that is more than ten years old, which has been

revised somewhat. The material is in Section 54, Chapter 14 of the Manual. While the

title does not say that only two-.section motor truck scales are covered, that is what was

intended when the material was written, about 12 years ago. Furthermore, the length

of the scales is limited to 40 ft.
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Since we have been called upon recently by state authorities and others for specifica-

tions to cover truck scales of greater length and capacity than now covered in the Manual

—AREA is the authority on scales specifications—we have begun the preparation of this

material. It will be written for four-section scales, which is a more practical design for

scales longer than 40 ft. It will provide for a capacity of 100,000 lb., and lengths up to

60 ft. We hope to present this for adoption next year.

Because of this situation, the title of the present specification has been revised to

indicate that it is for two-section motor truck scales. With two specifications in the

Manual, one will supplement the other, and there will be no conflict.

The other revisions to the present material are minor, and what you might call

editorial in nature.

Mr. President, I move the revised specifications of Section 54 be adopted for printing

in the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Todd: Now, on behalf of the Scales subcommittee, I would like to inform the

Association of our plans for the future. We hope to present reports on two new develop-

ments in the field of weighing, just as soon as we can get the material to make a formal

report. One of these is electronic weighing, which is just now reaching the status of

practical accomplishment. The possibilities of this method of weighing excite the imagina-

tion, and our report, when it is made, should be interesting.

The other development is the short scale, or so-called "two-shot weighing." That

is also in the realm of actuality, since there are several of these scales now in service.

From various sources we have been called on for information, and in one or two

cases for approval of these latter scales already in service. Unfortunately, we do not have

very much data on them, and according to some reports, this is because certain of those

who advocate this method have not been very helpful in presenting the data we need.

Also, according to the best information we have, tests of the method have failed to

pass the requirements up to now. These are things we intend to go into more thoroughly.

To do our work effectively, the Scales subcommittee needs help. This year we have

only two railroad scale men as members, and unless we get help from you, that situation

can be expected to grow worse in a few years. We are trying to build up our member-

ship, and we have one or two good prospects. Any good scale man who can qualify for

membership in the AREA is eligible. That concludes my report.

Assignment 4—Facilities for the Mechanical Handling of Mail and
Express, was presented by L. M. Harsha (St. Louis-San Francisco & Texas) in the

absence of the subcommittee chairman, A. E. Biermann (T.R.R.A.St.L.)

Mr. Harsha: Assignment 4 is found in Bulletin 497, pages 303 to 32.^, incl. This is a

rather voluminous report, and I will not attempt to read it in full.

The report covers essentially the layout and installation of methods of mechanical

handling of mail, and Fig. 1, page 307, shows a typical layout, including tracks, station

platform, unloading dock, conveyor, primary dock, and secondary sorting platforms.

This basic plan was made after study of several layouts in the United States.

Plans for five different railway terminal installations are shown in the report. This

report is designed primarily to indicate only the layout and the relation of platforms to

conveyors, rather than any detail as to type, which would necessarily be based on the

IK'culiarities of the service required.

The matter of handling express, which is ordinarily not a function of the railroads,

is covered by little more than half a page on page 323. After study of this matter, it
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becomes obvious that the handling of express—because of the difference in size of parcels,

weights, etc.—is not readily adaptable to mechanical methods.

This is a imal report, and is offered for information.

Assignment 6—Design and Location of Facilities for Icing Refrigerator

Cars in Transit, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman H. C. Forman (Louisville

& Nashville)

.

Mr. Forman: The report on Assignment 6 is found on pages 324 and .328 (»f Bulletin

497.

This is a final report, which is presented as information. In the report we have

included a typical high-level platform used for bunker icing, with the bunker icing

machine installed on a platform, and a top icing machine installed on a platform.

Machines are available for both bunker and top icing, which travel along the track

at ground level. Other than icing by automobiles, the illustrations used by the various

roads are shown in the report.

Assignment 9—Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including the

Adaptation of Substitute Noncritical Materials, and Specifications for the

Reclamation of Released Materials, Tools and Equipment, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman W. S. Broome (Colorado & Southern).

Mr. Broome: This is a progress report, submitted as information, on a new special

assignment given to Committee 14 early in 1951, dealing with labor and materials con-

servation in connection with the defense effort of the country. The report treats with

those matters only as they pertain to yards and terminals, although it has been difficult

to confine the comments and suggestions contained therein entirely to yards and terminals,

since in most instances there is an overlapping of interest with respect to other railway

facihties and operations. In other words, most suggestions on conservation applicable to

yards and terminals are equally applicable to other railway activities.

Our slogan should be "Conserve, wear it out, use it up, make it do."

Chairman Giles: This has been my last official duty as chairman of Yards and

Terminals Committee 14. Having presented report of Committee 14, I retire as chairman.

It has been a great honor and pleasure to have served you as chairman of this

committee for the past three years, and I want to take this opportunity to thank each

and every member of the committee for the support he has given me.

This committee is composed of men having unusual ability, and they have given

a great deal of their personal time to the formation of reports, under the assignments

to the various subcommittees, which have been submitted to the convention from time

to time.

Although I retire as chairman, I intend to continue as an active member of the

committee, and by so doing I look forward to many years of pleasant association with

these gentlemen.

I will be succeeded as chairman by John E. Moving, assistant to chief engineer.

Northern Pacific Railway. Unfortunately Mr. Hoving has been unable to attend this

convention. He has been vice chairman of this committee for the past three years and
I am sure that most of you are acquainted with him. The members of this committee
can look forward to having a chairman of unusual ability and leadership, and I am sure

that they will render the .same .service to Mr. Hoving that they have rendered to me.

Joe N. Todd, .superintendent of scales and work equipment. Southern Railway Sys-

tem, succeeds Mr. Hoving as vice chairman of this ccmimittee. I now take pleasure in

introducing to you the new vice chairman, Mr. Joe N. Todd.
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Ml. President, this concludes the report of Yards and Terminals Committee 14. I

want to thank you and members of the Association for the opportunity to serve as

chairman of this committee for the past three years.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Giles, for the fine work that jou have done as

chairman of this committee. We thank the committee for the practical information it

has submitted to us again this year.

We welcome Mr. Hoving as the new chairman of the committee.

Your committee is dismissed, with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Economics of Railway Location and Operation

(For Report, see pp. 945 950.)

(Pre.'iident T. A. Blair pre.siding.)

Chairman J. W. Barriger (Monon) : Mr. President, I regret to have the unhappy

duty of informing the Association that Committee 16 lost by death, on December 26,

1951, one of its most valued members—Mr. Edwin E. Kimball, Associate Member since

1921, who had been affiliated with the General Electric Company since 1902. With your

approval we present a memoir to Mr. Kimball.

MEMOIR

€btDin eUtot Himfaall

Died December 26, 1951

The death in Schenectady, N. Y., on December 26, 1951, of Edwin Elliot Kimball

has taken from us a truly great engineer. Mr. Kimball was born in Salt Lake City, Utah,

on March 10, 1880, and received his technical education at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology where he was graduated with the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Elec-

trical Engineering in 1902. He entered the Testing Department of the General Electric

Company during that year, where he remained until 1906, when he transferred to the

Transportation Department. From that date until his retirement in 1936, when he became

a consultant for the company, Mr. Kimball served the General Electric Company with

marked distinction.

From 1912 to 1916, Mr. Kimball was concerned with application studies of G-E
gas-electric rail cars, of which more than ninety were sold during the period as a sub-

stitute for the familiar steam locomotive branch-line train. This activity terminated with

the beginning of World War I. During these years, and later, he was deeply concerned

with application engineering studies for the electrification of the Milwaukee, Great North-

ern, Virginian, and Baltimore and Ohio Staten Island lines, and of the Bethlehem Chile

Iron Mines.

While his earlier assignments related to studies pertaining to main-line electrification,

Mr. Kimball brought to bear upon the over-all economic solution not only the tractive

effort of proposed electric motive power, but also the traction motor characteristics, the

substation capacity and spacing, and the power supply necessary to provide the electric

energy.

Following this same detailed approach, Mr. Kimball extended his proficiency by

acquiring, to a surprising degree, a detailed knowledge of the design and performance

characteristics of steam locomotives, track capacity, and operational procedure necessary

to accomplish the highest measure of performance, whether the motive power concerned
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was steam, slrainlU-rkclrii , or Ditsel-iliTtric. Later studies instituted in Committee 16

—

Economics of Location and Operation, with L. S. Rose on the Peoria and Eastern, and

one bearing upon heavy grade operations of the Southern Pacific, confirmed the accuracy

of Mr. Kimball's fundamental approach to these basic problems.

He was a contributor to technical publications, examples being the following, which

appeared in the General Electric Review: 1908—Notes on Determination of Railway

Power Station Capacities; 1915—The 2400-VoU Railway of Bethlehewi Chile Iron Mines;

1915—Railway Motor Characteristic Curves.

Mr. Kimball was an associate member of the Railroad Division, ASME; Signal Sec-

tion, A.\R; and of the .AREA from 1920 until the time of his death, having been made

a Life Member in 1946. He was a member of Committee 16—Economics of Railway

Location and Operation, since 1930, and was a member of Committee 21—Economics

of Railway Operation, from 1921 to 1937, when this committee was consolidated with

Committee 16. He was also a member of Committee 23—Shops and Locomotive Ter-

minals, from 1931 to 1937. While he was always a bulwark of energy and power, his

personal modesty and total lack of any sort of flamboyance made him something of a

quiet, behind-the-scenes figure of great strength. His influence was always profound and

his manifest integrity inspired great confidence, esteem, and loyalty. The example that

he set had much to do with the manner in which Committee 16 operated, and the present

organization is deeply in his debt.

For him difficulty was opportunity ; always the welfare of his friends was para-

mount; his thoroughness and steadfastness of purpose were inimitable; in his studies of

motive power, he reflected clearly both motive and power ; he was a man, a gentleman

always. We who were privileged to know him feel a deep sense of personal loss. All

those interested in reaching a broader fundamental understanding of railway engineering

problems, and in attaining high ethical excellence, may well pay tribute to a great path-

finder.

Chairman Barriger: During the past year, under Mr. Kimball's leadership, Com-

mittee 16 has reviewed a thesis titled Track Capacity of a Railroad Division. This thesis

was prepared by Dr. M. K. K. Mostafa, now with the Egyptian»Railways, while obtain-

ing his doctorate at the University of Illinois. The committee reports that it is an

excellent work, but that the material would have narrow limits of application. Because

similar studies have been presented in past reports of Committee 16, it would not be

appropriate to incur the expense of condensing and publishing the material. However,

it is most encouraging to receive these reports and studies from students of railroading.

With your ap|jro\al we present two copies of the report to the secretary for u.se l)>

the Association.

The report of Committee 16 is published in Bulletin 500, beginning on page ^45.

We have five assignments. Our first report concerns Assignment 1- Revision of Manual.

.\ portion of this assignment is Restudy the Amount of Curve Resistance and Effect ol

Degrees of Curvature on Cost of Maintenance and Operation. I will call on Mr. .•Mien

Sams, engineer of design, Illinois Central Railroad, chairman of the subiommiltee, to

|)resent the report.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

.\. L. Sams (Illinois Central).

Mr. Sams: The report on .Assignment 1—Restudy the .Amount of Cur\e Resistance

and Effect of Degrees of Curvature on Cost of Maintenance and Operation, may lie

found on page 946 of Bulletin 500
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Briefly, the report contains a development of the relative costs of maintaining track

on tanKenl as against curved track up to 10 deg. This study was made on the basis of

the effect of curvature on the life of rail.

The second part of the report contains a development of the additional cost of opera-

tion around curves. This was based on the additional time and energy consumed in

negotiating curves, where you have to slow down, and the curve resistance.

In our discussion of this report in the subcommittee, one member of the subcom-

mittee—R. L. Milner of the C. & 0.—made certain comments which will be included in

the discussion of this report.

Mr. Milner's comments are:

R. L. Milner (Chesapeake & Ohio) : After extended analysis of the report of Sub-

committee 1 on Effect of Degrees of Curvature on Cost of Maintenance and Operation, I

would like to make the following remarks. These are offered in order that the report

—

1) May have a statistical background and support.

2) That it may have application in programming maintenance of -way work.

3) That it may be used in justifying curve elimination.

Annual charges to Rail Account 214 do not vary inversely with rail life. Account

214 includes primarily the cost of rail used in the repair of track, less salvage. The salvage

value of rail includes the value of new and relay rail used in the repair of tracks, and

the value of scrap. Thus, the charges to Rail Account 214 are a function of the cost of

new rail, and the value of relay rail and scrap rail.

The value of scrap rail is independent of the cost of new rail. Its value is deter-

mined primarily by the demand or market for scrap. It may decline when new rail price.s

are rising; or it may rise faster than new rail prices.

Thus, the charges to Rail Account 214 are not a direct ratio or function of rail life.

It is important to remember this since the charges to Accounts 212-216 and 220 are up

to ten times those to Account 214, Rail. An error at this level might be magnified many

times in the other accounts.

Account 212, Ties. Charges to this account vary with tie renewals and unit cost. Tie

renewals have been steadily decreasing for a number of years due to tie selection, treat-

ment, use of heavier rails, wider tie plates, and cleaning of ballast. The unit cost has been

generally rising due to treating and material costs. Despite rising unit cost for the past

five years, 1 946-1 9S0, the reduced renewals have resulted in relatively small increase in

tie cost per mile of track. This is contrary to rail cost data (where both tonnage renewals

and prices have increased).

Account 218, Ballast, varies with ballast renewals and unit cost. The unit cost of

ballast bears no relation to the unit cost of rail. To assume a ratio of charges to Ballast

Account 218, in terms of charges to Rail Account 214, is to assume a direct relation

between Ballast Charges (units X unit cost) and Rail Charges (cost minus salvage).

(Ballast renewals will vary more with subgrade and drainage conditions than with

rail).

Account 220, Track Laying and Surfacing, varies with the cost of labor and amount

of labor. This includes labor applying ballast, ties, rails, other track material, lining,

surfacing, etc. Charges to this account depend more on the wage rates than they do on

rail cost, which is a material charge (net).

This is most important as charges to this account may be ten times those to the

Rail Account 214.
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The proposed report assumes tliat the effect of curvature on Accounts 212, Tics;

216, O.T.M.; 218, Ballast; and 220, Track Laying and Surfacing; may be stated per-

centagewise in tenns of rail as follows:

Ties SO percent

O. T. M 25

Ballast 25

Tr. Lay. & S 50 "

These are assumptions or opinions. They ignore the experience that rail life on curves

is increased substantially by curve lubricators.

No basis or recorded data are given in support. It is difficult to reason that rail

renewals vary 100 percent with curvature, but that other track material varies one-fourth

as much; or that ballast renewals vary 25 percent and track laying and surfacing 50 per-

cent as much as do rail renewal cost ; especially when it is known that the rail charges

to Account 214 are a net figure and depend upon scrap prices.

There is no true constant ratio between new rail, relay rail, scrap rail, cross tie,

switch tie, bridge tie, and ballast unit costs; or wage rate; nor is there a constant ratio

between quantities of the above materials used or disposed of. Consequently, it is not

possible to resolve charges to Accounts 212, 216, 218, and 220 when charges to Rail

Account 214 have been found or determined.

As it does not appear possible to estimate the effect of rail renewals on the other

four named accounts on tangent track, I believe it even more presumptuous to make

similar estimates for curved track, particularly when no data have been submitted.

Chairman Barriger: Mr. President, I should now like to call on W. T. Rice, general

superintendent, Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad, to address the member-

ship on the important subject. Factors Affecting Economics of Railroad Operation.

The committee's speaker on this occasion is a civil engineer—a graduate of Virginia

Polytechnic Institute in 1934. He entered the engineering department of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, and served with that road until 1942, when he was called to military service.

In four years of distinguished mihtary duty he rose to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.

In 1946 he became associated with the R. F. & P., and has advanced rapidly to his

present post of general superintendent.

Gentlemen, Mr. Rice.

Factors Affecting Economics of Railway Operation

By W. T. Rice

General Superintendent, Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomic Railroad

Your committee 16 is primarily concerned with the economics of railway operation

and location. For this reason I would like to discuss some of the factors that have a

definite effect on the economics of operation, and their relationship to the engineering

personnel of a railroad. Some of these factors have a direct, while others have an indirect

bearing, on operating costs, in which all of us are so vitally interested.

Loss and Damage

The engineering personnel arc usually .so involved in the day-to-day problems of

maintenance and construction that they lose sight of the definite contribution they can

make in the claim-prevention program. It has been generally agreed that a majority of
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concealed damage (o freight occurs as the result of rough handling in .\ards. However,

we must admit that some of the impacts recorded on our through trains on the line of

road frequently cause damaged freight. When the engineman of a long freight train finds

it necessary to use his automatic brake valve, there is always the possibility of a break-

in-two or impact due to the adjustment of slack. For this reason the engineering forces

should be extremely careful that they do not set up conditions that necessitate freight

trains stopping unnecessarily on the line of road. The stopping of high-speed freight

trains as a result of improperly planned maintenance work can frequently cause claim

payments of a sizable amount. Only through the education of our foremen and other

personnel who perform work that creates a track obstruction, can we sell the claim-

prevention program to our maintenance people. Concealed damage is one of the top

costs in our operation today, and the loss of traffic which results from this type of

damage cannot be calculated, but we know that it runs into vast sums.

Personal Injuries to Passengers

Let us consider the alleged injuries suffered by passengers as the result of lurches

of trains that may or may not be the result of maintenance. Certain elements of our

passenger travel are very sensitive to train lurches, and after the trip is completed it is

not unusual to be informed of a personal injury that occurred while a train was rounding

a curve or being stopped at a station. This type of claim can usually be settled for the

approximate cost of the railroad ticket. However, in some instances considerable litiga-

tion is necessary before a final release is executed. A sudden run-off while raising track,

or failing to keep the irregularities of line at the minimum, while lining a curve under

traffic, will give this type of passenger just the situation he desires in order to file a

claim. The flagging of a passenger train which requires a sudden application of brakes is

frequently accompanied by claims as the result of a personal injury. The maintenance

forces should be conscious of this type of claim and so conduct their work that oppor-

tunities for accidents of this kind will be kept to the minimum.

Personal Injuries to Employees

The obligation placed upon the railroads to provide a "safe place to work" has con-

siderable influence on the overall cost of personal injuries. In addition to personal suffer-

ing, a lost-time accident is expensive to all concerned. Services of an experienced employee

are lost, production of the gang as a unit is reduced, and medical e.xpen.se must be borne

by the railroad or employee. The loss of pay to the employee often causes hardships to

his family. All too often the immediate supervisor of the injured employee is not fully

informed as to the final settlement. This practice should be corrected if we hope to

impress our supervision properly with the cost of accidents, which in turn will impress

them with the necessity of thorough and adequate safety education and practices. If you

are not being fully informed as to the cost of each personal injury of employes working

under your supervision, 1 would suggest that you request this information— I am sure

it will be quite illuminating.

Keep Operating Interference at the Minimum

The movement of freight and passengers in the manner advertised to the traveling

and shipping public is the only sales item we have. When this movement is interfered

with, someone becomes disgruntled with railroad transportation, with resulting reactions

on our earnings. The engineering forces must consider this factor in their plans for

construction or rehabilitation work. All too often the desire to get a particular rail job

completed, or some heavy maintenance work progressed as economically as possible,
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causes the engineering staff to consider train operation as an evil and detriment to the

production of the maintenance forces. All of us at one time or another have felt that

operating people are unreasonable in their reluctance to cooperate with the maintenance

of way forces by diverting trains or taking some delays which would greatly increase

the production of the track forces. This is a mutual problem. Often maintenance of

way work will justify diverting trains to other tracks, or by other means permit the

maintenance forces long uninterrupted periods of exclusive use of the track. This will

require exacting and complete planning on the part of the engineering and tran.sportation

personnel in order that the best interest of the railroad will be .served. One of our greatest

criticisms from the shipping public is our failure to deliver their goods at our advertised

time. Vou. in the engineering department, who are responsible for track maintenance,

should constantly remember that whenever you interrupt the normal flow of traffic \ ou

arc losing friends for the railroad.

Planning Maintenance According to Traffic Volume

In many localities traffic varies considerably with the different seasons of the year,

and the cost of maintenance can be reduced when the work is planned to utilize to the

greatest possible degree the periods of low traffic volume. This practice will mean greater

productivity on the part of the maintenance forces and will decrease the expenses of the

operating department in maintaining traffic. Certain work within yards or terminals,

it performed during the bus\' seasons, will necessitate additional crews to keep the traffic

moving currently. The same work performed at other seasons can be done without

employing additional yard crews. Here again, we find the desirability of complete coop-

eration between the operating and maintenance personnel in their work programs.

Proper Terminal Layout

The railroad industry is being constantly criticized for the slow movement of traffic

through its terminals. We have done much to increase our road speeds, but there is still

room for great improvement in our terminal operations to increase the average miles per

hour of freight from origin to destination. Engineering department personnel should

observe the system of operations in their local terminals, discu.ss the problems with the

local operating supervision, and endeavor to plan a track layout that will correct some

of the bottlenecks that may be pre.sent. Study the communication system, the lighting

system, and some of the "doing it this way for 50 years" practices to see where improve-

ments are in order. We frequently do not employ the engineering brain in a manner

that will assist the operating people in solving what have heretofore been considered

"problems of no solution." I, therefore, appeal to you men to study your terminals in an

effort to find ways and means of correcting the causes of delays to traffic.

A yard derailment due to poor track maintenance can be of untold cost by dcla> ing

the dispatchment of freight trains. These delays frequently result in heavy claim pay-

ments on delayed perishable commodities, and send shippers to other forms of trans-

portation. We often think of a yard as the point where used material can be employed

at considerable saving to a railroad, but at times this practice has been carried too far,

with the result that the savings in materials are far less than the cost of some of the

resulting accidents. You have all heard of ca.ses where defective rail has been laid in yard

tracks, and in some instances rails with transverse fissures have been considered safe foi

yard use. Here again, we are unable to see the forest for the trees, as yard delays due

to faulty maintenance practices are always accomjianied !>> considt-rable cost in lost

traffic and ad\erse publicitx.

Railroad men must remembfr that tht- railroad iiuhi>lr\ is liadl\ in need iil Irit-nds

in this period ol low net earnings with a high peacetime traffic \olume. Kach of us has
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a story to tell to our neighbors, civic clubs, business associates, and the public at large,

concerning the importance of the railroad transportation system, and the fact that every

taxpayer is interested in the welfare of the American railroads. I urge each of you to do

his part to acquaint the American public with the railroad story in an effort to secure

its sympathetic understanding of our problems, which will, in turn, help us overcome

some of the odds under which we work today.

Chairman Rarrigcr: Mr. President, this completes the submission of the report of

Committee 16. However, before leaving the platform, I want to take advantage of this

opportunity to express our deep appreciation of the privilege of working under your

inspired leadership, with the helpful assistance and example of your splendid group of

officers and associates.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Barrigcr, for your ftnc report.

Among those invited to the President's Dinner held last evening was John Logan

Campbell, an Honorary Member and past president of this Association, and one of the

last of the old-time locating engineers. Mr. Campbell replied that he could not be present

at the dinner, but submitted a short paper entitled "Train-Length Application of Motive

Power on Internal Combustion Railway Locomotives", which he requested that I read

to the convention. This was one of his last requests, because I regret to have to inform

you that Mr. Campbell passed away on February 16. I am happy to comply with Mr.

Campbell's request and, with the permission of Chairman Barriger, I shall read the paper

as a supplement to the report of Committee 16. (For the text of this paper as presented

see page 1168).

We stand recessed until 2 p.m.

(The meeting recessed at 12:20 o'clock.)

Afternoon Session—March 11, 1952

(The meeting reconvened at 2 o'clock, President T. A. Blair presiding.)

President Blair: We are hosts today to an eminent construction group. As most of

you know, the largest and most outstanding piece of railroad construction going on at

the present time on the North American continent is the new 3S8-mile railroad being

built from Seven Islands, Que., on the St. Lawrence River, north to Burnt Creek,

Labrador, in the heart of the recently opened iron ore deposits in northeast Canada.

This new railroad line, which will be known as the Quebec, North Shore & Labrador

Railway, is being built by the HoUinger-Hanna Company, Ltd., and we are delighted

to have with us a group of representatives from that company, headed by Mr. W. H.

Durell, general manager, of Montreal. They have flown here to participate in our meet-

ing, and, in particular, to visit the NRAA exhibit. I would appreciate it if Mr. Durell

and all of his group would stand. (Applause) I can assure you that every one of us

envies you your job.

Discussion on Highways
(For Report, see pp. 647-673.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

President Blair: The first report this afternoon will be presented by Committee 9

—

Highways. Will the members of that committee please come to the platform? W. H.

Huffman, division engineer, Chicago & North Western Railway, is chairman of this

committee.

Chairman W. H. Huffman (C. & N. W.) : Mr. Pre.sident, Members and Guests of the

Association: Committee 9—Highways, has four reports to make at this meeting.
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Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented In Sul)committcc Chair-

man H. G. Morgan (Illinois Central).

Mr. Morgan: If you will turn to page 648, the first item on revision of Manual is

to delete page 9-32 and substitute a new drawing, Fig. 4—Sign for Harrier. This chance

is made to conform to present recommended practice of the American Association of

State Highway Officials.

Fundamentally, it consists of increasing the siKn size from 24 in. to .^0 in. in rliameter;

making the letters in the word "Stop" one-third the height of the .Mcn ; and leaving

reflecting buttons out of the border.

This is recommended for adoption, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Morgan: Under Item 2, new requisites of the Signal Section, AAR, for "No
Right Turn" or "No Left Turn" signals, with Signal Section drawing 1488A, to begin

on page 9-105 in the Manual. The drawing is on page 6.'!0 of the Bulletin. The new

requisites are on page 649. This recommendation is in keeping with the inclusion of other

similar matters in the Manual, and I recommend its adoption.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Morgan: Under Item 3 are listed a number of drawings for crossing protection

—

signals which have been revised to conform to changes recently adopted by the Signal

Section, A.^R. Revisions cover minor details and additional reference to reflex-reflecting

sheet-type signs on sign assembly drawings.

The Signal Section has prepared a number of new drawings covering the details

of these signs using the reflex-reflecting material, but it has been felt necessary to revise

only the drawings which are already in our Manual, to cover the change in the use of

reflex-reflecting sheeting. The detail drawings may all be found in the S'gnal Section

Manual.

These revisions are recommended for approval, and I .so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Morgan: In Item 4, it is desired to add to our Manual the drawing rcccnth

adopted by the Signal Section covering highway crossing signal and gate with a pedestal

mounting.

I recommend adoption, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Morgan: Under Item 5, it is desired to amend the Requisites for Floodlighting

of Highway-Railway Grade Crossings, by deleting Art. 12 on page 9-2o of the Manual

and substituting therefore the wording shown on page 651 of Bulletin 499.

It is also desired to delete Art. 13, which now reads, "Circuits for automatic control

of floodlighting shall be so arranged that the lights will burn until the rear end of the

railroad equipment has cleared the crossing," and the substitution therefore of the word-

ing shown on page 651 of Bulletin 499.

These changes are made to harmonize the requisites with standard signal practices,

and I move their adoption.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

(Sub.sequent to the Annual Meeting the recommendation with respect to .\rt. 12 was

withdrawn by the Board of Direction for further consideration b\' the committee upon :i

suggestion by the Committee on Train Operation, Control and Signals, AAR.)

Mr. Morgan: That completes the subcommittee's report.

Assignment 2—Design and Specifications for Full-Depth Plank Cross-

ings, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman R. E. Nottingham (Louisville & Nash-

ville), who read the report on Assignment 2, as presented on page 669, Bulletin 499.
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Mr. Nottingham: I move the adoption of these revised specifications.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 4—Location of Highways Parallel with Railways, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman W. C. Pinschmidt (Chesapeake & Ohio), who read

excerpts from Assignment 4, on page 669, Bulletin 499.

Mr. Pinschmidt: This report is submitted with the recommendation that the recom-

mended principles involved be adopted and published in the Manual. Mr. President,

I so move.

(The motion was rcKularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 7—Design and Specifications for Pavements in Railway

Tracks, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman C. I. Hartsell (Chesapeake & Ohio.)

Mr. Hartsell: Your committee has submitted specifications to cover the construction

of tracks in a paved area, as published in Bulletin 499, pages 671 to 67.^, incl. I do not

believe they need amplification on mj' part, and T move they be adopted for publishing

in the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Huffman: In 1949 a report was made to our annual meeting by a member

of this committee, an ex-chairman, entitled The Achievement of Grade Crossing Pro-

tection. At this time I would like to present this man again—-Wm. J. Hedley, assistant

chief engineer, Wabash Railroad.

Wm. J. Hedley (Wabash) : Mr. President, Members and Guests: Stop, Look and

Listen! Once upon a time people may have done that. Today, grade crossing protection

problems are created in a different atmosphere. I found several quotations which illu.stratc

this.

No automobile has ever licked a train at a crossing, but you have to give them credit

—they keep trying. Actually, there is an unconfirmed report that a Chicago motorist

recently stopped his car at a grade crossing and waited for the train to pass.

A philosopher says, "Man must live dangerously." Well, 60 million automobile

drivers are doing just that.

In that atmosphere we sometimes wonder whether there is any use trying to improve

crossing protection. And yet, there is a brighter side; and I think it behooves us some-

times to look at it, somewhat as Abner, the farmer, was wont to do.

Abner was a born optimist. When his pigs all died, he was glad it hadn't happened

to the children. When his barn burned down, he was glad it wasn't the house.

One day a neighbor came home unexpectedly and found his wife in the embrace

of his hired man. He grabbed his gun, shot his wife and the hired man, and turned the

gun on himself.

The peaceful rural community was astounded. The sheriff came, called Abner over,

and as they viewed the carnage, the sheriff said, "Two murders and a suicide. Abner,

even you can't find anything good about this."

"Oh, yes, I can," said Abner. "If this had been last Tuesday, that fellow down there

would have been me." (Laughter)

Now, on the brighter side of this crossing protection problem: as Mr. Huffman has

said, several years ago, when our theme was "A Past of Achievement—A Future of

Opportunity," I presented a report. It was entitled The Achievement of Grade Crossing

Protection," and set forth the results of 20 years of highway-railway grade cro.ssing

protection experience on the Wabash Railroad. I now have a second report on this

subject which brings our experience up to date.
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Second Report on The Achievement of Grade Crossing Protection

By Wm. J. Hedley
Assistant Chief Engineer, Wabash Railroad Company

Three years ago at our 50th Anniversary Convention, when our theme was "A
Past of Achievement—A Future of Opportunity", I presented a report, "The Achieve-

ment of Grade Crossing Protection", setting forth the results of 20 years of highway-

railway grade crossing protection experience on the Wabash Railroad, for which period

of time we had available a complete record of all the changes made in crossings and

crossing protection, and of all the accidents which had occurred at highway-railway

crossings on Wabash lines.

That report has been rather widely circulated, and the interest shown in it has

made me feel that my time and effort were not spent in vain. It was naturally of interest

to many people in the railroad industry, and it has attracted considerable attention

among highway authorities—municipal, county and state—who are recognizing more and

more that they have primary responsibilities and obligations to improve grade crossing

protection. It has taken its place as a reference document with numerous traffic and

safety groups, including the American Automobile Association, National Research Coun-

cil, and National Safety Council. The staff of the last named organization gave it a

thorough checking and found it to be analytically sound in concept and method. Recently

its field of use has been widened. One month ago today it was presented in Geneva,

Switzerland, by the World Touring and Automobile Organisation to a meeting of the

United Nations Working Party on Safety at Level Crossings. I have a direct report from

that meeting to the effect that a considerable amount of agreement was reached on the

adoption of the .\merican style of flashing light signal as the uniform signal system for

Europe, where there is now wide diversity. Gates or barriers, a common form of pro-

tection in Europe, are also lacking in uniformity of design.

So far no one else, either here or abroad, seems to have made a very thorough

analysis of the comparative merits of various types of crossing protection based upon

actual experience in their use. This report is a sequal to my earlier one and is based

on a 2.3-year record, from January 1, 1920, to December 31, 1951. In this report I have

added several crossings on subsidiary lines of the Wabash, for which we have complete

records covering the same period. A few crossings have been removed from the study

because the .sections of line on which they were located have been abandoned in con-

nection with improvement projects.

Table 1 shows the total number of accidents which have occurred at these crossings

during the 2.3-year period. In this report an accident has been recorded for each occurrence

involving a collision between a train, engine or cars and a vehicle or a pedestrian, for

each occurrence in which a vehicle was damaged or a person injured in the course of

avoiding such collision, and for each occurrence in which a person was injured as a

result of a collision with a crossing gate arm or any part of a protective device. No
account has been taken of the mere breaking of a gate arm or other damage to a pro-

tective device unless there was a resultant personal injury. You will note the 1929 total

of 280 accidents and the 1951 figure of 180, showing a reduction of 100 accidents—

approximately 36 percent.

These figures are expressed graphically in Fig. 1. There is considerable variation

from year to year. The overall trend is downward, although that is not too evident. We
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Table 1

—

Number ov Accidents at Grade Crossings
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1949
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Fig. 1.

know thai there have been variations in the volume of traffic during the period, and it is

reasonable to suppose that some of the variations in the accident record may have

followed these traffic fluctuations.

We do not have a traffic count each year at each crossing, but there are available

some statistics which serve very well as a measure of the general traffic fluctuations at

these crossings on Wabash lines.
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TABLt 2

—

Train Muks OrERAxKu by Wabash Raii.kuau

Year Train Miles Year Train Miles

1929 16,273,797 1941 10,846,089

1930 14,127,425 1042 12,534,253

1931 12,347,677 1943 12,597,373

1932 10,179,451 1944 12,552,119

1933 9,244,268 1945 11,973,716

1934 9,434,194 1946 11 ,180,347

1935 9,648,708 1947 11,237,125

1936 10,377,738 1948 11,112,778

1937 10,702,102 1049 10,063,220

1938 9,565,312 1050 9,707,402

1939 0,Q31,80S 1951 9,389,581

1940 10,105,024

Table 2 presents a record of train miles operated by the Wabash. You will note the

maximum figure of more than 16 million in 1929 and the minimum of slightly more than

9 million in lo.u, with increases to a level about 12^ million during the war years

1042, 1043 and 1044, and subsequent decrease to 9 million, plus, train miles in 1051.

Table 3

—

Hkjhwav Use of Motor Fuel in Six States

Year 1000 Gal. Year 1000 Gal.

1929 3,610,063 1040 5,641,988

1930 3,824,177 1941 6,266,435

1931 4,001,250 1042 5,208,742

1032 3,708,035 1043 4,150,116

10.S3 3,637,515 1944 4,123,890

1934 3,922,446 1945 4,715,942

1935 4,137,733 1946 6,222,174

1936 4,611,214 1947 6,770,144

1937 4,962,514 1948 7,427,050

1938 4,964,580 1040 7,815,416

1939 5,290,684 1050 8,670,591

.Source: Bureau of Public Roads. V. i^. Departiiunt of Commerce.

As a measure of fluctuations in vehicular traffic the record in Table 3 was secured

from the Bureau of Public Roads. The figures show highway use of motor fuel. Such

records are accumulated each year from each state and I have consolidated the figures

for the six states of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Iowa, in which

Wabash lines are located. The fluctuations in the individual states follow a quite similar

pattern. \'ariations in the highway use of motor fuel are a good measure of the fluctua-

tions in volume of highway traffic.

The chart in Fig. 2 gives a good picture of these fluctuations in the volume of both

rail and highway traffic. The rail traffic variations .show clearly, down to the low point

in 1933, up again through the war years, and again on a downward trend to date. The

highway traffic index shows a continual upward trend except for two periods. The

depression years 1932, 1933 and 1934 show a minor dip in the curve, and the war years

1942, 1943, 1944 and 1945 show a major dip, the 1943 and 1944 figures being only about

two-thirds of those in 1941 and 1946. The trend is now again definitely upward.

The effect of traffic variations on grade crossing accidents should be measurable.

If \ ou run twill- the number ol trains over a line, it is rather obvious that tht- aicidrnl
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whole, the accidents in this Kioup dropped from 1020 when there were 1.^3, to a low

point in \Q^^ when only 0.^ accidents occurred. Following 10,<.< there were fluctuations

up and down, but \ ou will notice that the number 1.^7 for 1951 is slightly higher than

the 13.^ in 1020.

Fig. 4 illustrates one of the very interesting pha.ses of these studies—the demonstra-

tion that at grade cro.ssings where protection has remained the same throughout the study

period the number of accidents has followed very clo.sely the accident potential factor

obtained from train miles operated anfl highway motor fuel used. As before, the relative

accident potential is shown by the zigzag line. The columns on the chart have been filled

in at the base so that the number of accidents which occurred at crossings where pro-
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Fig. 4.

teclion was not changed is shown by the top of the heavy black part of the column.

Note carefully how the number of these accidents fluctuates year by year, following

almost exactly the accident potential factor obtained from train miles and highway motor

fuel used. It is probable that if it were possible to have accident potential factors based

on the actual number of train and vehicle movements over these particular crossings,

the correlation would be even closer.

One more significant figure can be obtained at this point. The accidents which

occurred at those crossings in the group where changes were made during the 23 years

are shown on the upper portion of the columns on the chart in Fig. 4. In 1Q29 this

number, the difference between 280 and 133, was 147; in 1051 the corresponding number,

the difference between ISO and 137, was 43. The decrea.se in accidents in that group was

70.7 percent.
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Grade si'paiationh and tlic ahaiuldmiunl ol irossinys, wilh llic (niu|)klc rliminalioii

of crossing accidents at those locations, naturally produce an improvement in accident

experience. However, these studies have demonstrated conclusively that we also have

reduced grade crossing accidents with improved grade crossing protection. I'or the pur-

pose of determining the relative merits of the several types of protection used on Wabash

lines I have made a detailed analysis of the accident records of those crossings where,

during the 2,5-year period, protection was changed from one form to another. That group

includes ,^89 individual crossings, at 36 of which the protection was changed twice, and

at 1 changed three times during the 2.5 years. This group constitutes all of the highway

grade crossings on Wabash owned and operated lines, and on certain subsidiary lines,

at which crossing protection was changed during the 2.i-year period; it is not a s[)fiially

selected or hand-picked group.

Table .'>—Tvpks of Ckossino PRc^Tix-rroN

Painted crossbuck signs

Reflector-type crossbuck signs—ARKA design

Reflector-type crossbuck sign.s—State of Michigan design

Automatic bell

Wig-wag
Flashing light signals—old style, at single-track crossings

Flashing light signals—old style, at multiple-track crossings

Flashing light signals—modern, at single-track crossings

Flashing light signals—modern, at multiple-track crossings

Watchman—part time operation

Watchman—full time operation (24 hours)

Manual gates—part time operation

Manual gates—full time operation (24 hours)

Automatic gates

Listed in Table 5 are the types of protection used at these crossings. There are 14

listings. These include 2 each for watchman protection and manually-operated gates,

dividing them between those operated part time and tho.se operated for the full 24 hours

each day. There are 4 listings for flashing light signals. In the previous report flashing

light signals were divided between those installations at crossings where the railroad

consists of a single track, and those where there are two or more tracks. Some of the

correspondence I have had since that report was published, and a further inspection

of the records indicate that in the first report the modern flashing light signal was not

given a rating as good as it deserves. Hence, in this report—even though it complicates

the study somewhat—I have divided flashing light signal installations into four types

by sub-dividing both the single-track installations and the multii)le-track installations

into two groups: (1) old .style installations—generally tho.sc made prior to 19,56; and

(2) modern installations, which provide the current standard aspect recommended b\

the ARE.\ and the Signal Section of the .Association of .American Railroads, and which

include an operating circuit arrangement which reduces false operation to the i>ractii;il

minimum.

First in the list in Table .^ is the painted crossbuck sign, the .•\RIC.\ standard, or

such similar sign as is required by state law.

Next, reflector-type crossbuck .signs—ARK.V standard; d-ft. blades at a .^0 deg.

angle; black letters on a white background.

Third, reflector-type crossbuck signs rec|uirc(l by the Michiuan >tat«' law; 4 ft.

blades at a Ofj-deg. angle; black letters on a yellow backgrouml.
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These first three types of protection are fixed sipns only, which indicate to the

driver of a vehicle the location of a railroad track or tracks. The other types provide,

in addition, an indication—in one form or another—of the approach of a train or the

presence of a train or cars on the crossing.

The automatic bell, operated by track circuits, gives an audible indication of the

approach or presence of a train. The bell installations all include either painted or

reflectorized crossbuck signs to give a visual indication of the location of the crossing.

The wig-wag installations covered by this analysis generally consist of one swinging

unit on a high pole, with a single red light showing in each direction along the highway.

They are operated by track circuits.

In the flashing light signal installations the aspect at each signal is that of two

alternately flashing red lights. Two signals are used at each crossing with additional

pairs of lights sometimes used for diverging or intersecting routes. Modern installations

include "back lights" of the same size and intensity as the principal aspect to give the

same indication on the left side of the road on the far side of the track or tracks. Track

circuit operation is employed with varying amounts of manual control or manual super-

vision at locations where irregular switching movements are common.

Watchman protection is afforded by a man on the ground at the crossing, who is

equipped with "stop" sign and lantern.

Manual gates consist of the older types of manually-operated pneumatic or

mechanical gates, usually four gates per crossing completely obstructing the highway

when in lowered position. Advance warning is sometimes provided by manually-operated

bell.

Automatic gates consist of the modern electrically operated gates, with modern

standard flashing light signals for advance warning and additional warning aspect. The

typical installation includes two gates, one located on each side of the tracks on the

right-hand side of the highway, so that in lowered position the gate arm extends over

the roadway a sufficient distance to cover the lane or lanes used by traffic approaching

the crossing. Each gate arm carries three red lights which shine in both directions along

the highway, two of them flashing alternately, and the other—nearest the tip—burning

steadily. Automatic gates are operated by track circuits, some with varying amounts of

manual control or manual supervision at locations where irregular .switching movements

are common.

Table 6

—

Summary oi;- Protection Afforded at Crossings
Where Changes Were Made

Number of

Type of Protection Crossings

Painted crossbuck signs 262

Reflector crossbuck signs—AREA 45

Reflector crossbuck signs—Michigan 88

Automatic bell 33

Wig-wag 16

Flashing lights—old, single track 7

Flashing lights—old, multiple track 66

Flashing lights—modern, single track 56

Flashing lights—modern, multiple track 79

Watchman—part time 32

Watchman—24 hours 13

Manual gates—part time 21

Manual gates—24 hours 22

.^utomatic gates 76
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In the group of >^89 crossings where changes in protection have been made, protec-

tion of the various types has been in use during some part of the 23 -year period at the

number of crossings indicated in Table 6. You will note painted crossbucks at the greatest

number—262 crossings. You will also note that 56 single-track crossings and 79 multiple-

track crossings were provided with modern flashing lights, and 76 crossings with auto-

matic gates.

Table 7

—

Extlnt of Experiknce Obtained

No. of Crossing Years
Type oj Protection Actual Equated

Painted crossbuck signs 2509.5 2316.5

Reflector crossbuck signs AREA 545.2 576.5

Reflector crossbuck signs—Michigan 1279.4 1323.5

Automatic bell 471.3 443.0

Wig-wag 127.8 127.7

Flashing lights—old, single track 145.7 143.4

Flashing lights—old, multiple track 1121.7 1104.1

Flashing lights—modern, single track 439.5 491.3

Flashing lights—modern, multiple track 610.2 682.9

Watchman—part time 396.7 373.5

Watchman—24 hours 148.0 135.5

Manual gates—part time 232.3 219.3

Manual gates—24 hours 307.4 304.2

Automatic gates 444.3 527.3

Total 8779.0 8768.7

For further analysis, we should know how long each of these forms of protection

was in use. This is shown in Table 7.

Here are two columns of figures. The one to the left shows the aggregate length

of time these crossings were equipped with each of the various types of protection. For

example, the 262 crossings had painted crossbuck signs for an aggregate of 2509.5 years

—

an average of 9.6 years per cros.sing; the 76 crossings with automatic gates had an

aggregate of 444.3 years—an average of 5.8 years per crossing.

However, we need some measure of experience other than actual years of use.

It was apparent from those annual accident figures and from the charts showing traffic

fluctuations, that a year of experience in 1929 or 1951 represented a much greater acci-

dent potentiality than a year of experience in 1932 or 1933. Some adjustments are

definitely indicated. They might reasonably be based on the accident potential curve

obtained from the train mile and highway motor fuel statistics. However, in spite of the

fact that relative volumes of highway motor fuel used are good measures of relative

volumes of highway traffic, and are the best statistical measure of general vehicular

traffic fluctuations available, the six-state highway motor fuel statistics used to obtain

the accident potential curve are not as closely related to the volumes of highway traffic

moving over the grade crossings on Wabash lines as could be desired. Furthermore,

there are variable factors other than rail and highway traffic which influence the occur-

rence of grade crossing accidents. I am convinced that weather is an important con-

tributing factor, and that variable weather conditions may account in a large measure

for the variations Iruni the accident potentbl curve illustrated in Fig. 4, particularly for

such years as 1942 and 1949 when an apparently abnormally low actual number of acci-

dents occurred at crossings where no change in protection has been made. It is highly
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(lositaljlc that any adjustment base l)c related as closely as possible to the .^80 crossinRs

here under study, and the most logical base available is the accident record on these same

lines of railroad at the 2454 crossings where no change was made in protection during

the 23 -year period.

At these latter crossings the nunil)er of accidents in the year 1920 was equal to 127

percent of the annual average for the 23-year period. Hence, I have concluded that one

year of e.xperience at a crossing in 1929 was equivalent to 1.27 years of average experi-

ence; or, to express it as has been done in Table 7, each actual crossing year of experi-

ence in 1929 was equivalent to 1.27 equated crossing years of experience. Similarly, each

actual crossing year of experience in 1933 was equivalent to only about 0.60 of an equated

crossing year of experience. On that basis each actual period of experience with a par-

ticular form of protection at each crossing has been converted into equated years of

experience. The right-hand column in Table 7 shows the summation of these equated

crossing years. Equated crossing years are used throughout the remainder of this report.

In that manner traffic fluctuations and variable accident potential are recognized and

automatically taken into account.

Before leaving Table 7 it is interesting to note that this study and report arc based

on more than 8700 crossing years of experience, an adequate figure from which to draw

some conclusions. The total figure would be 8947 for the 389 crossings for a 23-year

period, except that grade separations were constructed at some locations and some cross-

ings were abandoned at later dates. Those later changes also give rise to the slight differ-

ence between the total actual years and total equated years.

Table 8

—

Summary of Accident Record

Number of Average per
Type of Protection Accidents Crossing Year

Painted crossbuck signs 379 0.1636
Reflector crossbuck signs—AREA 74 0.1284

Reflector crossbuck signs—Michigan 04 0.0710

Automatic bell 100 0.2257

Wig-wag 48 0.3759

Flashing lights—old, single track 26 0.1813

Flashing lights—old, multiple track 232 0.2101

Flashing lights—modern, single track 27 O.OSSO

Flashing lights—modern, multiple track 73 0.1069

Watchman—part time 140 0.3748

Watchman—24 hours 57 0.4207

Manual gates—part time 41 0.1870

Manual gates—24 hours 51 0.1677

Automatic gates 43 0.0815

Now, let's see what happened at the crossings where these various types of protection

were used. In Table 8 we have the number of accidents and the average number of

accidents per equated crossing year. These average figures have some interest. You will

note that at crossings with painted crossbuck signs the average number of accidents per

equated crossing year is 0.1636, or about 1 accident per crossing every 6 years. Also, note

the figure for automatic gate protection, 0.0815, or about 1 accident per crossing every

12.3 years. Keep this figure 0.0815 in mind. It will be used again.

These figures are interesting but not very conclusive. Traffic volumes and physical

conditions vary widely at these crossings and it is not very fair to compare crossing

protection performance based on general averages. That is the weakness in most such
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statistical comparisons. The proper answer lies in comparing two forms of protection

when both have been used on the same crossings. Such comparisons, adjusted for fluctua-

tions in traffic volume and variable accident potential, are as conclusive as anyone

apparently has been able to develop.

Tabik u—Changks Made in Protfu tion

Type of Protection

Before Aflrr

Painted crossbuck signs Reflector signs—AREA
'' Reflector signs—Michigan 88
" Automatic bell 1

'" Wig-wag ^

" Fl. lights—old, single track -^

Fl. lights—old, niiult. track U
" Fl. lights—modern, single track 47

Fl. lights—modern, mult, track 41
" Watchman—part time 2

" Watchman—24 hours 2

" Automatic gates 21

Reflector signs—AREA Fl. lights—modern, single track 8
" " " Automatic gates 1

Reflector signs—Michigan Fl. lights^modern, single track 1

" " " Fl. lights—modern, mult, track 2

" " " Automatic gates 5

Automatic bell Fl. lights—old, mult, track 4

" " Fl. lights—modern, single track 6
" " Fl. lights—modern, mult, track 14

" " Automatic gates 8

Wig-wag Fl. lights—old, mult, track 8
" Fl. lights—modern, mult, track 2

" Automatic gates 7

Fl. lights—old, single track Fl. lights—modern, single track 2

Fl. lights—old, mult, track Fl. lights—modern, mult, track 9

" " " " " Automatic gates 14

Fl. lights—modern, mult, track . Automatic gates 4

Watchman—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track 8

Fl. lights—modern, mult, track 12

" " " Manual gates—24 hours 1

" " " Automatic gates 14

Watchman—24 hours Fl. lights—modern, mult, track 5

" " " Automatic gates 7

Manual gates—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track 3

" " " " Fl. lights—modern, mult, track S

" " " " Manual gates—24 hours 12

" " " " Automatic gates 7

Manual gates—24 hours Fl. lights—old, mult, track 4

" " " " .\utomatic gates 8

Total Number of Changes 466

Table 9 shows the number of cro.ssings at which protection of one specific type was

changed to another specific type during the 23-year period. In some categories only one

change was made ; in others, a substantial number, as, for example, painted crossbuck

signs were changed to reflector signs of the ARE.A type at 44 crossings, painted crossbuck

signs to reflector signs of the Michigan type at 88 crossings, and painted crossbuck signs

to modern flashing lights at 47 single-track crossings and 41 multiple-track crossings.
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Table 10

—

Number of Accidents

Type of Protection

Before
'

A iter

Painted crossbuck signs Reflector signs—AREA
" " " Reflector signs—Michigan . ,

" " " Automatic bell
" " " Wig-wag
" " " Fl. lights^old, single track .

" " " Fl. lights—old, mult, track .

" " " Fl. lights—mod., single track
" " " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track
" " " Watchman—part time
" " " watchman—24 hours
" " " Automatic gates

Reflector signs—AREA Fl. hghts—mod., single track
" " " Automatic gates

Reflector signs—-Michigan Fl. lights—mod., single track
" " "

Fl. lights—mod., mult, track
" " " Automatic gates

Automatic bell Fl. hghts—old, mult, track . .

" " Fl. lights—mod., single track
" " Y\. lights—mod., mult, track
" " Automatic gates

Wig-wag Fl. lights—old, mult, track .

"
Fl. lights—mod., mult, track

" Automatic gates

Fl. lights—old, single track Fl. lights—mod., single track

Fl. lights—old, mult, track Fl. lights—mod., mult, track
" " " " " Automatic gates

Fl. Hghts—modern, mult, track . Automatic gates

Watchman—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track . .

" " " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track
" " " Manual gates—24 hours . . . .

" " " Automatic gates

Watchman—24 hours Fl. lights—mod., mult, track
" " " Automatic gates

Manual gates—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track .

" " " " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track
" " " " Manual gates—24 hours . . . .

" " " " Automatic gates

Manual gates—24 hours Fl. lights—old, mult, track . .

" " " " Automatic gates

Accidents
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Table U—Equated Crossing Years of Experience

Type of Protection Crossing Years

Before After Before After

Fainted crosshuck signs Reflector signs—AREA 362

J

572.0
" Reflector signs—Michigan 559.9 1323.5
" .\utomatic bell 1.1 21.9
" Wig-wag 41.7 27.3
" Fl. lights—old, single track 12.8 102.2
" Fl. lights—old, mult, track 103.8 549.2
" Fl. lights—mod., single track 568.9 434.9
" Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 496.6 366.0
" Watchman—part time 28.0 4.6
" Watchman—24 hours 25.6 20.4
" Automatic gates 269.4 152.9

Reflector signs—AREA Fl. lights—mod., single track 60.6 53.1
" " " Automatic gates 4.0 11.6

Reflector signs—Michigan Fl. lights—mod., single track 2.5 3.2
" " " Fl. lights—mod. mult, tr 9.7 26.8
" " " Automatic gates 38.9 S0.7

Automatic bell Fl. lights—old, mult, track 9.6 82.4
" " Fl. lights—mod., single track 89.6 48.4
" " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 100.1 131.9
" " Automatic gates 131.8 52.2

Wig-wag Fl. lights—old, mult, track 17.5 113.8
" Fl. Hghts—mod., mult, track 30.0 16.0
" .\utomatic gates 58.1 53.7

Fl. lights—old, single track Fl. lights—mod., single track 41.2 4.8

Fl. Hghts—old, mult, track Fl. Hghts—mod., mult, track 100.8 78.9
" " " Automatic gates 202.0 99.9

Fl. Hghts—mod., mult, track . . . ,'\utomatic gates 14.8 45.0

Watchman—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track 24.7 131.6
" " " Fl. Hghts—mod., mult, track 166.8 65.8
" " " Manual gates—24 hours 1 .3 8.4

" " " Automatic gates 105.8 10S.8

Watchman—24 hours Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 49.8 52.0

" " Automatic gates 73.9 8S.9

Manual gates—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track 3.3 26.1

" " Fl. Hghts—mod., mult, track 45.3 43.6
" " " " Manual gates—24 hours 89.9 181.3

" " " " Automatic gates 99.1 12.7

Manual gates—24 hours Fl. Hghts—old, mult, track 30.8 61.2

" " " " Automatic gates 132.9 36.1

Total 4384.9 5257.8

Table 11 contains the equaled crossing years of experience before and after the change

from one specific type to another specific type of protection. As before, no conclusions

can be drawn from these individual figures, but they are essential to the further cal-

culations. You may note that the total of the 4384.9 equated years before and the 5257.8

equated years after protection was changed is 874 more than the total equated crossing

years of experience shown in Table 7 because of the duplication resulting from the 2

changes made at 36 crossings and the 3 changes made at 1 crossing.
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Tahi.e 12 -Avkkai:k Ni'mbkk or Acctoknts per Eqi'ated CKossiNt; Ykar

Typi' of Protection Accidents per Year
Bejore After Before After

Paintfd ciossbuck signs Reflector signs—AREA 0.17.50 0.1189
" " Reflector signs—Michigan 0.078b 0.0710
" " Automatic bell 0.0 0.1370
" " Wig-wag 0.0480 0.0366

" " " Fl. lights—old, single track 0.1562 0.1566
" " " Fl. lights—old, mult, track 0.2890 0.1275
" " " Fl. lights—mod. single track 0.1969 0.0506
" " " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 0.2034 0.1120
" " " Watchman—part time 0.2857 0.0
" " " Watchman—24 hours 0.5469 0.5392
" " " Automatic gates 0.2264 0.0458

Reflector signs—AREA Fl. lights—mod., single track 0.2970 0.0377
" " " Automatic gates 0.5000 0.0862

Reflector signs—Michigan Fl. lights—mod., single track 1.2000 0.0250
" " " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 0.3093 0.0746

" " Automatic gates 0.3599 0.0394

Automatic bell Fl. lights—old, mult, track 0.2083 0.0971
"

. Fl. lights—mod., single track 0.2902 0.0826
" " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 0.1104 0.0834
" " Automatic gates 0.3642 0.0383

Wig-wag Fl. lights—old, mult, track 0.2286 0.3251
" Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 0.2667 0.2500
" Automatic gates 0.6024 0.0745

Fl. lights—old, single track Fl. lights—mod., single track 0.2427 0.0

Fl. lights—old, mult, track Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 0.3770 0.1141
" " " " " Automatic gates 0.3614 0.1201
Fl. lights—mod., mult, track ... Automatic gates 0.3378 0.2222
Watchman—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track 0.6883 0.3951

Fl. lights—mod. mult, track 0.2338 0.0912
" " " Manual gates—24 hours 4.6154 0.3571
" " " .\utomatic gates 0.5107 0.1418

Watchman—24 hours Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 0.2008 0.1154
" " " Automatic gates 0.5819 0.1048

Manual gates—part time Fl. lights—old, mult, track 0.0 0.1916
" " " " Fl. lights—mod., mult, track 0.1545 0.0917
" " " " Manual gates—24 hours 0.2670 0.1489

" " Automatic gates 0.1715 0.1575
Manual gate.s 24 hours Fl. lights—old, mult, track 0.2273 0.3268

" " " Automatic gates 0.1956 0.0554

Average 0.2370 0.1 130

Now, in the set of figures in Table 12 there is some real meat. Here in the left

column is shown the average number of accidents per year before protection was changed

and, in the right column, the average number of accidents per year after the change was

made. Take the top figures as an example; they show that at the crossings where painted

crossbuck signs were changed to reflector signs of the AREA type, the accident rate

before change was 0.1739, and after change it was 0.1189, a reduction of about 31.5

percent. Next, look at the figures in the 11th line, showing the change from painted

crossbucks to automatic gates. Before the change the accident rate was 0.2264; after,

it was 0.0458; a reduction of almost 80 percent.

Note the overall average, a reduction from 0.2379 before the change to 0.1130

afterward, approximately 52.5 percent. That, in a sense, is a measure of achievement.
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However, now that we have these several comparisons obtained from the experience

at crossings where protection has been changed from one specific type to another specific

type, it would be very desirable to put them all on a comparable basis; to relate them

to each other.

One available medium through which to accomplish this is found in the experience

at automatic gate protected crossings. Protection installations of several other types have

been changed to automatic gates.

Example 1

Average Accidents

per Equated
Crossing Year

At all 76 crossings with automatic gates 0.081 .S

At 21 crossings changed from painted signs to automatic gates:

Before change 0.2264

After change 0.04.S8

Accident factor for painted cros.sbuck signs related to overall average

of experience with automatic gates:

0.2264X0.081.';
40'0

o.o4.';8
— ^'•^"-

Earlier we found that the average rate of accidents at all of the 76 crossings with

automatic gate protection was 0.0815 accidents per equated cro.s.sing year. As you will

remember, the accident rates at crossings where painted crossbuck .signs were changed

to automatic gates were 0.2264 before and 0.04S8 after the change. Now, if these crossings

had been of the average at which automatic gates were installed, the accident rate after-

ward would have been 0.0815 and, as shown in Example 1, the rate for painted crossbuck

signs at these cro.ssings on a comparable basis would have been 0.4020 accidents per

equated crossing year.

TABI.K 1,5 COMPAK.ATIVE EFI'ECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS TyPES OF CROSSINC PkOTIUTION
Determined from Experience at 76 Crossings Where Ai'tomatic

Gates Are in Use

Experience

Factor

Type of Protection (Years)

Automatic gates S27..<

Fainted crossbuck signs 1 52.0

Reflector signs—AREA 4.0

Reflector .signs—Michigan 58.0

.\utomatic bell 52.2

Wig-wag 5.5.7

Flashing lights—old, multiple tracks OQ.O

Flashing lights—modern, multiple tracks 14.8

Watchman—part time 105.8

Watchman—^24 hours 7.5.0

Manual gates—part time 12.7

Manual gates—24 hours <6.1

Accidents per

Crossing Year

0.0815

0.4020

0.4727

0.7445

0.7750

0.6500

0.2452

0.12.50

0.20.55

0.4525

0.0887

0.2878

Similar calculations were made for the other types of protection which had been

changed to automatic gates, and the results, .set out in Table 1.5, are a fairly direct

comparison of the effectivene.ss of these several types. The center column shows figures

which 1 have labeled experience factors. It is axiomatic that the greater the experience.
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the more reliable the results. In any of these cases where experience with either form of

protection is limited to only a few years, the results are not as reliable as in cases where

the protection experience figures, both before the change and after the change, aggregate

a substantial number of years. Hence, in order to show the relative experience behind

each accident rate, an experience factor is recorded, each experience factor being the

smallest number of equated years of experience upon which any component accident rate

has been determined.

Example 2

Average Accidents

per Equated
Crossing Year

Accident factor for reflector signs—AREA determined from experience

at crossings with automatic gates 0.4727

At 44 crossings changed from painted signs to reflector signs—AREA:
Before change 0.1739

After change 0.1189

Accident factor for painted crossbuck signs:

0.1739 X 0.4727

5118^
= °-^^i4

Now we have a comparison between painted crossbuck signs and automatic gates,

and a comparison between reflector signs—AREA and automatic gates, all of the figures

having been reduced to the common denominator of the average accident rate for all

crossings having automatic gate protection (Table 13). We also have comparative acci-

dent rates obtained at those crossings where painted crossbuck signs were changed to

reflector signs—AREA type, 0.1739 before and 0.1189 after the change (Table 12). Using

these figures in the illustrative Example 2 we obtain another accident factor for painted

crossbuck signs—0.6914.

Similar calculations produced these several other accident factors for painted cross-

buck signs set out in Table 14. Experience factors are shown for each, and at the bottom

is an accident quotient—0.5236 accidents per year—which is a weighted average of all

of the factors shown above it.

Tabi.k 14

—

Accident Quotient for Painted Crossbuck Sicns Determined
FROM Accident Factors for Other Forms of Protection

Experience
Other Type Factor Accident

of Protection (Years) Factor

Automatic gates IS2.Q 0.4029

Reflector signs—AREA 4.0 0.6914

Reflector signs—Michigan 38.9 0.8242

Wig-wag 27.3 0.8643

Flashing lights—old, multiple tracks 78.9 0.SSS8

Flashing lights—modern, multiple tracks 14.

S

0.2250

Watchman—24 hours 20.4 0.4590

.Occident quotient =
Weighted average of above factors= 0.5236

By a similar method accident quotients were obtained for all of the other forms of

protection and .set out in Table 15. They are termed intermediate because they are based

on somewhat limited experience factors.
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Table 15

—

Intermediate Accident Quotients (Accidents per Crossing Year)

Experience Intermediate

Factor Accident

Type of Protection (Years) Quotient

Automatic gates 527

J

0.0815

Painted crossbuck signs 337.2 0.5236

Reflector signs—AREA 3Q4.3 0.4660

Reflector signs—Michigan 388,3 0.5151

Automatic bell 242.1 0.4Q02

Wig-wag 114.5 0.4771

Flashing lights—old. single track 12.8 0.5240

Flashing lights—old, multiple tracks 301.1 0.3033

Flashing lights—modern single track 302.1 0.1461

Flashing lights- -modern, multiple tracks 637.1 0.2700

Watchman—part time 107.6 0.4782

Watchman—24 hours 144.1 0.4675

Manual gates—part time 02.4 0.4285

Manual gates—24 hours 158.1 0.2430

Calculations of intermediate accident quotients were made in the following order:

Painted crossbuck signs; flashing lights—old, single track; flashing lisht.s—modern, single

track; Slashing lights—old, multiple track; flashing lights—modern, multiple track;

reflector signs^—AREA; reflector signs—Michigan; automatic bell; wigwag; watchman

—

part time; watchman—24 hours; manual gates—part time; manual gates—24 hours.

As soon as an intermediate accident quotient was determined for one form of pro-

tection, it, together with its corresponding experience factor, was then used in succeed-

ing calculations in lieu of the accident factor previously developed from automatic gate

protected crossings only.

Table 16

—

Final A( cident Quotients

Exprrieuce Final

Factor Accident
Type of Protection (Years) Quotient

Automatic gates 527.3 0.0815

Painted crossbuck signs 1825.0 0.5680

Reflector signs—AREA 410.4 0.4771

Reflector signs—Michigan 61 1 .0 0.5373

Automatic bell 242.1 0.5036

Wig-wag 1 14.5 0.4005

Flashing lights—old, single track 12.8 0.5605

Fla.shing lights—old, multiple track 365.2 0.4176

Flashing hghts—modern, single track 538.9 0.1374

Flashing lights—modern, multiple track 776.5 0.2836

Watchman—part time 197.6 0.5108

Watchman—24 hours 144.1 0.4810

Manual gates—part time 146.2 0.4206
Manual gates—24 hours 158.1 0.2560

These final accident quotients recorded in Table 16 are the result of another com-

plete set of calculations ba.sed upon the intermediate accident quotients and substantially

larger experience factors. These calculations were made in the same order as those maile

for the intermediate quotients and, similarly, final accident quotients were used in

succeeding calculations as soon as they were available.
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These figures will stand comparison. They have been correlaled. They arc all adjusted

to a common base of experience—the actual experience at 76 crossings at which automatic

nates have been in use for 527.3 equated cro.ssing years.

Another concept of the relative effectiveness of these .several forms of protection

stems from the fact that painted crossbuck signs ma\' be properly considered to be the

ba.sic or minimum form of protection for all public crossings. Using that concept, the

accident quotients for the several types of protection have been related (o I he quotient

for painted crossbuck signs on a percentage basis in Table 17.

TABMC 17 ACCIDKNT QUOTIKNTS RKLATED TO THU Ql'OTIKNT Ft)R PAINTKD
Crossbuck Skins

Type of Prolcclioti Percent

fainted crossbuck signs 100

Flashing lights—old, single track 100

Reflector signs—Michigan 95

Watchman—part time 90

Automatic bell 89

Wig-wag 88

Watchman—24 hours 85

Reflector signs—AREA 84

Manual gates—part time 74

Flashing lights—old, multiple track 74

Flashing lights—modern, multiple track 50

Manual gates—24 hours 45

Flashing lights—modern, single track 24

Automatic gates 14

Type of Protection

Painted crossbuck signs
Fl. lights -Old, single track
Reflector signs-Michigan
Watchman-Part time
Automatic bell
Wig-wag
Watchm6ui-24 hours
Reflector slgns-A.R.E.A.
Manual gates-Part time
Fl. lights- Old,multiple tr.
Fl. lights-Mod. ,mult. tr.
Manual gates-24 hours
Fl. lights-Mod. .single tr.
Automatic gates

50^ m

Fig. 5—Accident quotients, using painted crossbuck signs

as a reference base
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You will note the airangcmcnt in relative order with painted crossbuck signs—the

least effective type—at the top, and automatic gatcs^—the most effective type—at the

bottom.

In Fig. 5 these percentage figures are shown graphically. The heavy black lines

show the relative occurrence of accidents where each of the several types of protection

arc used at comparable cro.ssings. No grade crossing protection can be 100 percent effective.

There is too much carelessness and deliberate disregard of safety provisions on the part

of many drivers of vehicles. Nevertheless, our experience shows that some beneficial

results are achieved by the installation of modern forms of protection. In Table 18 is

shown the percentage improvement achieved by the several forms, using painted cro.'^sbuck

signs as the basic type.

Tabu; 18

—

Improvement in A<cidi;nt Quotiknt Achikykd by the Severai, Forms
OF Protection, Usinc Painted Crossbuck Sk.ns as Bask:

'

Type of Protection Percent

Painted crossbuck signs

Flashing lights—old, single track

Reflector signs—Michigan S

Watchman—part time 10

Automatic bell 11

Wig-wag 12

Watchman—24 hours IS

Reflector signs—AREA 16

Manual gates—part time 26

Flashing lights—old, multiple tracks 26

Flashing lights—modern, multiple tracks SO

Manual gates—24 hours S5

Flashing lights—modern, single track 76

Automatic gates 86

The automatic gate has scored the best result. Modern flashing light signals at single-

track crossings run a close second. Manual gates do only moderately well and are not

generally recognized as a modern type of protection. Watchman protection is definitely

poor.

I hope the results of this study will be useful. If so, I will feel repaid for the time

spent in making it. I hope also that it will not be misused. I am thinking particularly

of the possibility that, based upon a cursory examination of these results, recommenda-

tions may be made for the installation of a higher form of protection at a crossing than

the circumstances and facts there under consideration would justify. Practical limitations

of money, material and man-power prohibit the installation of the very best form of

crossing protection at every highway-railway grade crossing. There are hundreds of

crossings on Wabash lines where there has never been an accident and where it is an-

ticipated that traffic volumes will continue to be so light that there will never be any

justification for the installation of any form of protection other than fixed signs. At

locations where some more effective form is indicated, sound judgment should be exercised

in selecting the type of protection to be used. In that exercise of sound judgment, our

experience on the Wabash and the analysis I have presented to you may be of some

assistance.
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Chairman Huffman: Thank you very much, Mr. Hedley, for an excellent Second

Report on the Achievement of Grade Crossing Protection. I'm sure there are many here

who will want a copy of this report. I understand it will be made available in reprint

form at a later date.

Mr. President, this concludes our report.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Huffman, for a fmc year's work by your committee.

We are especially appreciative of the second report which Mr. Hedley has given us on

grade crossing protection.

Your committee is dismissed with the appreciation of the .Association.

Will Committee 24—Cooperative Relations With Universities, please come to the

platform? C. G. Grove, chief engineer maintenance of way. Western region, Pennsylvania

Railroad, is chairman of this committee.

Discussion on Cooperative Relations With Universities

(For Report, see pp. 675-682.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman C. G. Grove (Pennsylvania) : Mr. President, Members and Guests of the

Association: Committee 24 is the only one of your working committees to deal exclusively

with personnel, and because the progress of our Association and the railroad industry is

dependent upon attracting into their ranks new blood of the proper caliber to carry out

the work of both, we feel that the work of this committee now and in the future is most

important.

Wc have continued to press forward the efforts of our three subcommittees. These

subcommittees are:

(1) To stimulate a greater appreciation on the part of railway managements

in hiring and training selected graduates.

(2) To stimulate among college and university students a greater interest in

the science of transportation.

(3) To further the cooperative system of education in railway service, and

an up-to-date review of the present manpower situation.

The basic end of all of our efforts is to attract young graduate engineers into the

service of the railroads. In this effort we have been handicapped because of the greatly

reduced registration of young men in engineering at all universities and colleges, as well

as the fact that many graduating engineers are being taken into the armed services.

As has been mentioned in previous reports by this committee, we solicit the aid and

assistance of every member of this Association who is in a position to contact railroad

management, colleges and universities, or students, in this all-important work.

Assignment 1—Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part of Railway
Managements, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman J. B. Akers (Southern).

Mr. Akers: This subcommittee has been working on this assignment for several years.

We have accomplished results, I am sure, but they are rather intangible. Imagine our

group trying to do this—stimulate greater appreciation on the part of railway

managements.

Each of us has a duty to his management to do this. In this, we hope the entire

membership of the AREA will help.

In our effort of further study during the past summer, we sent a questionnaire to

the chief operating officers of the railways. We first attempted to have this questionnaire
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go out over the "flag" of the AAR. Wc wanted the top people in railway management

to be impressed with it.

We must reach the top people in this matter. We want them to appreciate the

importance of bringing into railway service selected graduates of the colleges and

universities.

We have a number of replies to our questionnaire—probably 40 or 50. More replies

are coming in. We had hoped to have the complete results of this questionnaire available

for you today, but the job turned out to be so large that that was impossible. So,

I would like to ask you all over again, to give us all the suggestions you can ; add all

you can to the recommendations of your own managements. Help in every way you can

to bring additional young men into railway service—men with an engineering back-

ground—not just civils, but mechanical, electrical, etc. We believe that men with an

engineering education have been taught to analyze, and that is what we need on the

railways.

I don't think there is any doubt, from the replies we have received thus far, that we

are getting somewhere. But we are moving quite slowly. It therefore behooves our entire

Association to work toward the end desired. This is one of the most important matters

before the AREA, so we hope you'll help us in every way you can.

Assignment 2—Stimulate Among College and University Students a

Greater Interest in the Science of Transportation and Its Importance in the

National Economic Structure, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman R. P.

Davis (Dean, School of Engineering, West Virginia University).

Dean Davis: The report of this subcommittee appears in Bulletin 499, beginning on

page 676. It is a progress report, which is submitted as information.

The function—the objective—of this subcommittee is to stimulate among college and

university students a greater interest in the science of transportation, by cooperating with

and contributing to the activities of student organizations in colleges and universities.

Our report outlines a few of the activities in which we have been engaged.

During the past year Subcommittee 2 aided in the circulation among engineering

colleges lantern slide sets of the Historical Exhibit prepared jointly by the American

Railway Engineering Association and the National Railway Appliances Association dur-

ing 1949—the Centennial year of the AREA. These slides have been shown in a con-

siderable umber of institutions, a list of which appears in the report.

Another activity of the committee is to provide, or help provide, people to talk

before engineering groups, and we have noted a few of these visitations.

We have also included in our report an abstract of a very thought-provoking address

entitled The Selection of Railroad Engineering As a Career, given by our chairman,

C. G. Grove, before the civil engineering members of the American Society for Engineer-

ing Education at their annual convention at Michigan State College on June 27, 1951.

In this address Mr. Grove presents a large amount of factual information which should

be of great help to young men thinking of railroading as a career. There is also an

inspirational note in his address, and in reading it, I think you will agree with me that

it is the type of talk that should be in the hands of all young engineering students. In

fact, I think it could also be read with profit and interest by all engineers connected with

the railroads.

The problem today is to find enough technically trained men to take positions with

the railroads. As Chairman Grove has pointed out, the enrollment of engineers in the

colleges is on the decline. To make the matter worse, the armed services arc taking about
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oiic-lialf of our gracluatos, wliiili docs not leave very many men lor all enfiineeiinK serv-

ices. I think the railroads can get their fair share of the technical graduates, but it looks

as though we will need somewhere between ,<0,000 and 40,000 such graduates a year for

a number of years, and statistics indicate that within the next few years we may be down

as low as 15,000.

It seems to me that the big job is to get more students from the high schools going

to colleges of engineering. If the high schools, on the average, would send 5 percent of

their graduating classes to college to take engineering, I think we would have enough

students taking engineering to give us sufficient technical graduates within the next few

years. And if we have sufficient graduates, I'm very sure thai the railroads can get their

fair share.

Assignment 3—The Cooperative System of Education, Including Sum-
mer Employment in Railway Service, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

O. W. Eshbach (Northwestern University).

Chairman Grove: The report on Assignment .^ will be presented by O. W. Eshbach,

Dean of the Technological Institute, Northwestern University. We are most fortunate to

have Dean Eshbach give us his views on the implications of the manpower situation.

He is especially well qualified to do so because he is a member of the Engineering Man-
power Commission of the Engineers' Joint Council. Dean Eshbach.

The Manpower Problem

By Ovid W. Eshbach

Dean, Nothwestern Technological Institute

During the last year, I have discussed the subject of the engineering manpower

shortage a number of times. Last winter and spring, such discussions were really an easy

job, because most management groups in America had not even begun to think very

seriously about the adequacy of their technical staff, the recruitment of needed replace-

ments and additions, or of the maintenance of their force-in-being against both military

demands and the piracy of professional people.

The situation is now quite different. The problem has certainly not diminished; it

has increased in its severity, with the result that the volume of attention merited by the

shortage of engineers has grown tremendously.

More talking and writing about our technical manpower problems has been done

in the last year than during the previous decade, or perhaps even longer. But this does

not mean that very much has yet been accomplished by those who must be stirred to

action.

This last fact is the reason why sessions like this one are important and should be

held each time a good opportunity arises. Though employers now recognize that the

limited supply of technologists creates a serious situation, full-scale implementation of

the remedial measures is far from having been reached. We have a long way to go!

We are emphasizing the manpower problem, because the progress which we enjoy in

this country has resulted almost entirely from the miracle of the human mind. If we are

going to compete in a conflict of skill and be the arsenal of the world, we shall have the

most serious manpower j^roblem the country has ever faced.
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In order that we may tec as much of the picture as possible, 1 should like to present

three phases of it. These are: first, the level of our current and prospective industrial

development; second, the need and supply of technical manpower; and third, the results

and probable influence of the Selective Service College Qualification Tests and Universal

Military Traininj;.

Current Industrial Development

Examples of the increases in poods, new materials, fuels, and services which are

occurring today are numerous. But if we examine the trend in the last quarter century,

wc see one of the world's worst depression periods contrasted with a period of hichh'

abnormal activity created by world conflict and po.st-war preparation for the continua-

lion of that conflict. Hccau.'^c of this, a few comparative examples which .show the direc-

tion in which wc arc hcadint; should be observed with caution.

Prior to the depression, 1026 was regarded by many economists and industrialists as

a normal year. Since that time, the horsepower available for u.se per industrial worker

has increased over 80 percent. The installed generating capacity to care for this increase

and to anticipate a world-preparedness program has increased threefold, or approximately

200 percent. The production of iron and steel, which are key commodities, has doubled.

In fact, if the average of the period from 1926 to 1941 is taken as an index of 100, the

average during the last 10 years is 200. Similarly, the production of machine goods and

tools, which enhance industrial production, has increased in the last 10 years to a

plateau three times that of the previous l.i years. Likewise, transportation equipment

has increased in comparable proportion to machine goods, with a world peak of over

twice this amount. Total industrial production has doubled, and new construction has

increased fourfold, though there has been a serious slump in the last ten years resulting

from restrictions in the use of materials.

10
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Even if prci)arcclncss activities were susi)cnded throuuh a miraculous peaceful settle-

ment of international problems, it would be reasonable to expect a plateau of industrial

activity at some point between the median levels of the two periods which contrast so

sharply. Looking to the future, one conclusion seems warranted. We are prepared to

produce for a peacetime economy, and it is not unreasonable to expect that the demand

for services and goods will persist for some time.

The Outlook for Technical Manpower Supply

The present-day technical manpower situation contrasts sharply with the needs

implied by the industrial activity of the future. Briefly, the facts are these. The number

of engineers has approximately doubled in the last quarter century. The proportion of

workers per engineer has decreased about 50 percent and appears to be approaching a

stable figure of about .SO industrial workers per engineer. What the ratio .should be to

sustain a greater technological economy is a matter of speculation. However, this trend

is viewed with concern by many in both education and industry. In a peacetime economy,

it could have meant too large a supply of special talent for the work to be done. But

more recently we have become conscious of the fact that the current supply of tech-

nical talent, if not diverted into military service, would be barely sufficient over the

next ten years to take care of replacement and a growth factor comparable to the growth

of population.

Supply of Engineering Graduates

Though engineering schools are not the only .source of supply of technical talent,

their graduates are not only the largest but the most sought-after group. We have just

graduated the largest classes in the history of engineering education. Normal industrial

demands, including government employment in defense work, have absorbed this large

number, and recent surveys of the employment requests from industry indicate that we
could have placed possjbly more than twice the number of students who were graduated

in June, 1951, and as many as three to four times the number who will be graduated

this coming spring. However, this unusual situation does not mean continuing needs in

these quantities, for if the quotas of industry could be satisfied this year and their forces

not depleted by calls to military service, the number of engineers needed thereafter could

easily be reduced one-half or possibly more.

What we are doing, in effect, is siphoning off for nontechnical, military pursuits the

most desirable scientific and technical talent needed by industry for the support of the

military machine. For example, from a survey of the graduates last spring, 10 percent

were enrolled in ROTC units, 16 percent were enlisted in the reserve and National Guard

units, and 36 percent were eligible for the draft. Thus, of the 38,000 who were graduated,

only about 13,000 could be considered available for industrial employment, research, and

development. Graduations next June will be slightly over 20,000, and over the next

10-year period they are not likely to exceed 18,000.

One of the two most important causes of this shortage is the decrease in the birth

rate, arising from the depression days. The influence of this upon the number of students

likely to enter engineering schools indicates that no great increase can be expected in

the next few years, though toward the end of the next decade a sharp rise will occur,

increasing the number to 40 percent above that of this year. In the five-year period

following this, another increase may be expected to a level of 60 percent above present

enrollment. However, it will be 20 years before the supply reaches a level anywhere

comparable to that of the scientific and technical activity in the country.
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The other cause nf the fiecreasc in enrollment has been the fear of uninformed

people that the supply caused by abnormal GI enrollments would overcrowd the

profession.

Diversion of Engineers to the Armed Forces

The abnormally high current needs of industry arc caused principally by two

factors: First, the tremendous job we have assumed to rearm the peace-loving nations

of the world and, second, the depletion by military requisition of the technical force in

industry and of the students who would currently become available to industry.

A study made last year indicated that 25 percent of the technical talent employed

in industry were enlisted in reserve units, including those who had voluntarily enlisted,

and a large number whose commissions have been continued since the last war. In

preparing the recent Selective Service Act, advisory groups to both Selective Service and

the National Security Resources Board emphasized the importance of a continuing flow

of technical talent into the defense effort and the value of an appeal board in the top

echelon of government to determine policy and to consider the best assignment of talent.

Except for the discretionary powers given to the President, these recommendations were

ignored by the Congress.

As matters now stand, the military quota is fixed at a figure which, under present

rules, it will be impossible to sustain over a reasonable period of time. Therefore, indus-

try may expect to get less than one-quarter of the number being graduated from engineer-

ing schools each year, which, in 1954, will probably be less than 3,000. Thus, the prin-

ciple of equality of sacrifice, or, as it is sometimes more loo.sely called, the democratic

procedure, which seems to have been followed, is in conflict with the best interests of

the country. Only through executive prerogative or the exercise of good judgment and

vision on the part of the Defense Department can this situation be partially corrected.

A reasonable solution would be the declaration of a moratorium on the call to service

—

through draft or recall of reservists—of all those whose technical talent could best be

utilized in this preparatory period by American industry, with provision for their later

service in the armed forces.

Selective Service College Qualification Tests

In an attempt to keep a reasonable flow of trained talent through American colleges

and provide a fair means of deferment for this purpose. Selective Service contracted

with the Eflurational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, to administer nation-

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 ESTIMATED NUMBER OF

1 I I I I I I I I I I CAKLIDATES IN TOTAL 5AMPLB

97,800

104, 080

77,000

38,420

Fig. 2—Percent of students in each undergraduate year of study achiev-
ing a score of 70 or more, based on data for a 10 percent sample of all

candidates tested in the spring and summer of 1951.
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Fig. 4—Percent of freshmen, sophomores and juniors
in the upper and the lower portions of their respective
classes who passed the test.

nient. For example, differences in admission standards and schools preclude a perfect

correlation of test scores and >ii"^des. Class standing, particularly of freshmin, in one

institution may not be comjiared with that of another.

Of particular importance to the technical manpower shortage is the fact that 76

percent of the freshman engineers qualified either by test score, .standing in class, or

both. This is a higher percentage than would be expected to graduate in normal times.

The variations in test scores may be largely attributed to the rigi(iit> of preparation

expected of .students in high school. A corrolary to this ob.servation is an estimate of

how many high school seniors are qualified to jjursue engineering in coJkge. It is quite

probable that an attempt to have many more students study engineering will result in

a material increase in attrition in college, and will not effectively increase the output.

While these results are of signilicance to education, the application of the testing

procedure will help the military forces more than industry in the imnudiate future. The

Defense Department will .secure better trained men for officer posts, while industry will

have to wait two to three years after graduation before men are available for employ-

ment. This introduces an entirely different recruitment procedure, inasmuch as college

visitations will be largely futile.
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lo know some mcnibcis ol the faculties of these schools—men who know the kind of jobs

we have for these young men, and who will look over their men for us before we arrive

to talk to them.

I wish to express my appreciation to our subcommittee chairmen for their work

during the past year, and also to the committee as a whole. I especially wish to go on

record as thanking those of our members who have come lo us, and worked with us,

from the different schools and colleges of the country.

That concludes our report, Mr. President.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Grove. A large number of young engineers are

working on the railroads today as a result of the efforts of your committee—young men

who otherwise would not be in railroad service. Keep up the good work.

Committee 24 is excused with the thanks of the Association.

Will Committee 20—Contract Forms, please come to the platform? The chairman

of this committee is L. A. OlsonJ assistant engineer bridges, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

Discussion on Contract Forms
(For Report, see pp. 285-298.)

(President T. A. Blair, presiding.)

Chairman L. A. Olson (Chesapeake & Ohio) : Your committee has six subjects

assigned for study, and presents reports on three of them. These reports appear in Bulletin

497, starting on page 283.

(Chairman Olson then called upon the different subcommittee chairmen to present

their reports.)

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

W. R. Swatosh (Erie).

(Mr. Swatosh read the printed report of the subcommittee, down to the words.

Form of Agreement for Unloading Liquefied Petroleum Gases and other Liquefied Gases",

page 286 of Bulletin 497.)

Mr. Swatosh: Mr. President, the revised form of agreement appears on page 286, and

with your permission—in order to save time—I will dispense with the reading of the

paragraph headings.

The agreement has been before the membership since last November. The com-

mittee has received no comments; therefore, I move that the agreement be adopted as

printed in the Bulletin.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 4—Form of Agreement for Elimination of Railway-Highway
Crossings at Grade, was presented by the Subcommittee Chairman, J. L. Pcrrier

(Chicago & North Western).

Mr. Perrier: The Manual does not contain a draft of agreement covering the elimina-

tion of railway-highway crossings at grade.

In the Proceedings, Vol. 36, 1935, page 124, there is a draft of agreement with i)ublic

authorities for highway-grade crossing elimination or separation, which agreement was

drafted in collaboration with Committee 9—Highways. This agreement, however, was

never approved for printing in the Manual.

Due to the great variation in the agreements submitted by the various states covering

grade separations the committee felt that it would be impracticable to submit a form

of agreement which was complete in every detail and which could be used as a niodtl
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I'uini. The agieemcnt as submitted docs, however, cover all the imi)ortant features pro-

tecting the interests of the railway in such matters. Your committee, therefore, submits

this report in the hope that it may prove useful as an up-to-date guide to insure that the

interests of the railways are properly protected when an agreement of this nature is

submitted to them for approval.

The Form of Agreement for Elimination of Railway-Highway Cros.sings at Grade

appears in Bulletin 497, pages 289-292 incl. It is submitted as information and your

committee will continue its study of the assignment.

Assignment 5—Form of Agreement for Development of Oil, Gas and
Sulfur Deposits on Railway Lands, was presented by the Subcommittee Chairman

W. D. Kirkpatrick (Missouri Pacific).

Mr. Kirkpatrick: The report on this a.ssignment will bo found in Bulletin 497, pages

293 through 298.

You will note that references to sulfur deposits have been omitted in the form of

agreement submitted, pending further investigation and study of the desirability of

incorporating sulfur deposits in such a form.

This form of agreement is submitted as information, and your committee recjucsts

your comments and criticisms.

This completes the report of Subcommittee 5.

Chairman Olson: Reports on our other assignments will not be presented at this time.

This concludes the report of your committee on Contract Forms.

I would like to state at this time that it is the intention of Committee 20 to make

a complete review of all of its Manual material during the coming year, prior to the

reprinting of the Manual in 1953. We, therefore, intend to make no report on any of our

committee a.ssignments, except Revision of the Manual, in the coming year. Should any

of the members of the Association have any suggestions for desirable changes in our

present contract forms, please send them to me and I will see that they are channeled to

the proper subcommittee chairmen. I certainly hope that many of you will take the

opportunity of assisting us in this work.

President Blair: Mr. Olson is one of our five committee chairmen who has agreed

to hold over an extra year in order that we will have about the same number of chairmen

changing each year.

We thank you for your important report, Mr. Olson. Your committee is excused

with the thanks of the Association.

Will Committee 11 please come to the platform?

Discussion on Records and Accounts
(For Report, see pp. 449-505.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman Louis Wolf (Missouri Pacific) : Before proceeding with the presentation

of the reports of Committee 11—Records and Accounts, we wish to express to the Asso-

ciation our loss and regret in the death of a valued former member of our committee.

George Burr McMillen, depreciation engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, died August

27, 1951. He was elected to membership in the AREA in 1948, and was an active member
of Committee 11. He contributed much to the development of our reports.

The memoir to Mr. McMillen appears on page 450 of Bulletin 499.
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Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Ciiairman

J. B. Mitchell (Great Northern).

Mr. Mitchell: The report on Assinnmcnl 1 appears in the January Bulletin, 499, on

pages 450 to 462, incl.

Your committee, looking forward to the reprinting of the Manual in 195.^, has

developed a table of contents for a complete rearrangement of its Manual material. It

also recommends for adoption several revisions of and additions to the Manual, which

I will read as they appear in the Bulletin, and ask for a vote on each one separately.

Number 1, page 11-29 and 11-30—A revision of Form 1116, Annual Report of

Highway Grade Crossings, and Form 1117, Individual Highway Grade Crossing Data,

and the addition of te.\t covering instructions for the use of the two forms.

Mr. President, I move the adoption of the.se recommendations.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Mitchell: Number 2, page 11-7, 11-8 and 11-10—The revision of Form 1104,

Authority for E.xpenditures, and Form 1105, Detailed Estimate, and the text regarding

them.

Mr. President, I move the adoption of those revisions and additions.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Mitchell: Number 3, page 11-16—A revision of Form 1108, Roadway Completion

Report, and addition to the text explaining its use.

Mr. President, I move the adoption of that revision and addition.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Mitchell: Number 4, page 11-19—A revision of Form 1111, Record of Ballast

Changes, and the instructions regarding it.

Mr. President. I move the adoption of that recommendation.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Mitchell: Number 5, pages 11-63 to 11-66, incl.—A revision and rearrangement

of the subject matter pertaining to Bridge and Building Records, and the addition of a

bridge record form.

Mr. President, I move the adoption of that revision and rearrangement.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Mitchell: Number 6, page 11-67—Reapprove, without change, Form 1134,

Register of Buildings.

Mr. President, I move the reapproval of this form.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 2—Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Records and

Accounts, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman A. H. Meyers (Texas & Pacific).

Mr. Meyers: The report on .\ssignmcnt 2 is to be found in Bulletin 4^9, January 1952,

pages 462-471.

The committee presents a bibliography of subjects pertaining to railroad records and

accounts for the period September 1950, to September 1951, con.sisting of 74 articles

considered worthy of note by >our committee.

This report is submitted as information.

Assignment 3—Office and Drafting Practices, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman W. M. Ludolph (Milwaukee RoafI).

Mr. Ludolph: This is a progress report, and describe.s new methods and materials

to aid or improve ofrRc and drafting practices, as follows:
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1. Mats, diagrams, titles, etc., jjiinted on plastic film, used in connection with

making lease plats, agreement maps, and other exhibits in the drafting room.

2. Plastic coatings to protect records and other appliances and material, as

well as a thinner which can be used either as a thinner or as a solvent to remove

the coating when alterations arc required.

.V Methods of repairing and preserving record, as described by the National

.\rchivcs in their Publication No. 2.>.

Committee 11, through the .'XAR, is now rei)resont('(I on Committee ^'1 ), Diafting

Practices, of the American Standards As.socialion.

This report is presented as information.

Assignment 4—Use ot Statistics in Railway Engineering, was jircscnted by

.Sutuommiltee Chairman W. M. Hager (Southern).

Mr. Hager: This year the work of the Subcommittee on Assignnuiil 1 embraced four

subassignmcnts:

(a) Revision of that portion of the Manual entitled Cost Keeping Methods, Statis-

tical Records and F'orms for Analyzing Expenditures for Assistance in Controllind

E.xpenditures, as found on Pages 11-81 to 11-115, incl.

(b) Standard costs developed by statistical methods.

(c) The collection, study and presentation of forms most common!)' used in analyz-

ing engineering department operations.

(d) Budgetary procedures.

The subcommittee felt that these subjects could be progressed more efficiently if the

subcommittee personnel were divided into sections, with each section under the control

of its individual section chairman.

Under this arrangement, we have completed subassignment (a)—Revision of the

Manual, pages 11-81 to 11-1 IS, incl., and a progress report is submitted as information

on the development of our studies to date under subassignment (b)—Standard costs

developed by statistical methods.

While at this time we are not reporting on subassignmcnts (c) and (d), the work

on these subassignmcnts has not been permitted to languish. The section chairmen have

laid out the ground work, and we know where we arc going. Much information has been

collected, assorted and studied. This will continue until a condensation of the better

practices can be readied for submission before this Association at some future annual

meeting.

The report on subassignment (a). Revision of the Manual, appears in Bulletin -too,

pages 476 to 40.^, incl. Attention is directed to the following typographical corrections

that should be made in the report as published in Bulletin 490.

Page 477—Antepenultimate paragraph. Second Line. The word "adopted" should

be "adapted".

Page 470—Third paragraph. First sentence, reads ".
. . performance Form 11.^8

. .
." This should read ".

. . pro forma Form 11.^8 . .
.".

Page 480—Penultimate paragraph. Third line. Place a comma after the word

"material".

Page 482—Under "Maintenance Costs from Special Cost Studies". Second para-

graph. First sentence. The word "involves" should be "involve".

This report is also subject to rearrangement to brin^; it into conformity with the

new standards for the basic arrangement and break-down of the Manual as to be

reprinted in 105.?. This rearrangement will neither alter nor affect the text.
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The commillii' offi-rs tliis ii'poii, wilh liic toi rcctions as noted, for ;uloi)ti(iii and

publication in tlu' Manual, to replace the material now appearing on pages 11-Sl to

11-115, incl.

I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 4 (b)—Standard Costs Developed by Statistical Methods,
was presented by Section Chairman L. W. Howard (Illinois Central).

Mr. Howard: Since the report of this assignment has been printed and appears on

pages 4Q4 to 406, incl., of \'ol. 5J, Bulletin 40Q, January 1Q52, the committee has pro-

ceeded with calculation of data taken in the field during the 1Q.51 working season.

The organizations which operated the machines studied were under-manned to the

extent that full machine production could not be realized, and this condition introduced

difficulties in the calculations which had to be overcome. The efforts of the committee

have, therefore, been directed towards the production of a result whereby manpower

requirements for the machines studied could be estimated in advance in future projected

detailed studies to minimize or eliminate unmeasurable delays between the integral work

operations.

The calculations i^roduced an estimating curve for the tie renewal work for each

machine studied at that machine's average productive rate of speed. The estimating

curves have as ordinate ties renewed per rail length, and as abscissa men required for

tie renewals (Code No. 201 to 204, incl.). It was also found that there was no con-

.siderable variation in the number of men needed for the operations covered by Code

No. 210, 211, 220, 221 and 2?>0 for ties to be renewed. Therefore, a fixed organization*

was calculated to produce the maximum productive rate of each of the machines studied.

The gang organization estimates have not been field tested, but this will be done in

the coming work season, at which time more detailed unit observations will be made.

It is planned to time the individual code units for each rail length so that a mass of data

can be obtained each day, and the interrelationship between the separate units can be

carefully studied.

The report of .Assignment 4 (b) is submitted as information.

Assignment 5—Construction Reports and Property Records: Their Rela-

tion to Current Problems, was presented by W. S. Catcs, Jr. (Chicaiio & Illinois

Midland) in the ajjsence of Subcommittee Chairman K. H. Neely (St. Louis South-

western) .

Mr. Gates: The report on .Assignment .S appears on pages 4Q6-498, Bulletin 400.

Your subcommittee submits a rail chart with the recommendation that it be adopted

and published in the manual.

This chart is designed to show, at a glance, tlie history of the rail in .service, and

illustrates the minimum amount of historical data. Tin- data shown ma\ bi' expanded

to meet the rec|uirements of any individual carrier.

Mr. President, I mo\e that this rail chart be adopted lor publication in llu' Manual.

(The motion was regularl> .seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Wolf: Relative to the report on As.signment 6—Valuation and Deprecia-

tion, we have no reports to offer at this time on the subassignments (b) ICC \'aluation

Orders and Reports, and (c) Development of Depreciation Data.

Assignment 6 (a)—Current Developments in Connection with Regula-
tory Bodies and Courts, was pre.H-nted by Subconimillee Chairman II T Uradltv

(Missouri I'acilu).
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Mr. Bradley: The report of this subcommittee, as submitted, is quite lengthy, and

needs no explanation here. This report was filed about November 10, at which time a

statement was made that elements of Class I line-haul railroads, as prepared by the

Bureau of Valuation, ICC, as of January 1, 1051, were not yet available. These evalua-

tion figures were released in December, and may now be obtained from George S. Douglas,

director. Bureau of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C.

These elements were also introduced as Exhibit No. 119 in Ex Parle 175, Increased

Freight Rates and Charges, 1951, hearings on which were resumed January 14, 1952, and

concluded during the last week of February.

Additional testimony on the subject of valuation, and rates of return on various

valuation bases, were introduced in this hearing by members of this committee. A more

detailed report on this subject will be made at a later date.

The report of this subcommittee is submitted as information onl>'.

Chairman Wolf: With respect to this assignment, I wish to add that for some years

the committee has recognized and discussed the need for a history of federal valuation

and the results and uses to be made of it in railroad work, for incorporation in the

Manual or in a committee report. As reported last year, this subject was again discussed

and reviewed at a meeting of the committee on June 14-15, 1950, and a motion was

adopted to appoint a small subcommittee to write a History of Federal Valuation and

Its Current Engineering and Accounting Uses for Carrier Purposes. The committee consists

of Messrs. J. H. Roach, chairman; F. B. Baldwin, H. T. Bradley, and B. H. Moore.

The subject matter for this has been assembled, and an excellent report covering all

phases of the subject, compiled principally by Mr. Moore of the Association of American

Railroads, is practically completed. It will be ready for publication some time during the

coming year.

Assignment 7—Revisions and Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classi-

fications, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman H. N. Halper (Erie).

Mr. Halper: Since the report of this subcommittee in March 1951, the Interstate

Commerce Commission issued the following two orders and one proposed order of

interest to engineers:

1. Order, effective September 1, 1951, relating to the method of accounting

for equipment which the railroads may lea.se from insurance companies or others.

The import of this order is that the annual payments for lease of cars, locomo-

tives, or other equipment for a period in excess of one year shall be included in

net operating income. Prior to this order such payments appeared below the line.

2. An order, effective January 1, 1952, which cancels the amortization of

defense projects and prescribes the regular depreciation accounting for so-called

emergency faciHties acquired after December 31, 1949, and certified as defense

projects.

.?. Of particular importance to engineers is the proposed order concerning

units of property and related matters in that it has a direct bearing on estimates

of service life and depreciation rates of physical property of the railroads. It also

affects the estimates which engineers have to make in connection with maintenance

and addition and betterment budgets. It is now for review before the Accounting

Division of the AAR. This subcommittee will follow the progress of the proposed

order and report to the Association.
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This is a proKii-ss report submiltrd as information.

Chairman Wolf: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 11.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Wolf, for your usual concise, informative report.

Your committee is excused with our thanks.

Discussion on Water Service and Sanitation

(For Report, sec pp. 249-27.V)

(President T. A. Blair presiding)

Chairman G. E. Martin (Illinois Central): Before goinp; into the report of Com-

mittee 13, I am happy to advise you that we have not had to report the lo.'^s of any

of our members by death since the last convention.

The report of Committee 13 appears in Bulletin 497, pages 249 to 273, incl. Eleven

subjects were assigned to the committee, but due to circumstances affecting their study,

three of these subjects will not be reported on at this time.

Assignment 2—Types of Corrosion of Steam Boilers, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman R. E. Coughlan (Chicago & North Western), who read the

report practically as presented in Bulletin 497, page 2S0.

(The committee withdrew the recommendation contained in the printed report, that

the recommendations contained in the report be adopted for inclusion in the Manual,

pointing out that this proposal had not been submitted to letter ballot of the committee,

as is required before presentation for convention action.)

Assignment 3—Federal and State Regulations Pertaining to Railway
Sanitation, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman H. W. \an Hovenberg (St.

Louis Southwestern), who read the report as presented on pages 250-251 of Bulletin 497.

Assignment 4—Mechanics of Foaming and Carry-Over in Locomotive
Boilers, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman R. M. Stimmel (New York, Chicago

& St. Louis)

.

Mr. Stimmel: The report on Assignment 4 appears on pages 251 and 252 of Bulletin

497, and deals with the use of chemicals that are relatively new to the field of foam-

prevention in locomotive boilers. The report is submitted as information.

Prior to about 1940, boiler blowdown was the principal method used to prevent

foaming, and only one chemical—castor oil—was used as an anti-foam agent. Recently,

certain jjolyamides and iJolyethyiene glycols were found to be effective in boiler water

foam prevention. These have longer lives than castor oil, and do not saponify. It is

reported that, in pure form, about 1 lb. of these chemicals is needed for 200,000 gal. of

water. However, the chemicals are generally used comijounded with tannin, and .so forth,

when about 1 lb. of the chemical is required for each 10,000 gal. of water treated.

.Although the polyamidcs and polyethylene glycols are generally effective in pre-

venting foaming, several substances have been found to interfere to some extent with

the action of these chemicals.

Since the polyam.ides and other new anti-foams have been in use for only a few

years, further improvements in methods of use may be expected in the future.

Assignment 5—New Developments in Water Conditioning for Diesel

Locomotive Cooling Systems, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman M. A.

Hanson (Gulf, Mobile & Ohio).

Mr. Hanson: This is a report of progress, offered as information.
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The complete subcommittee report is publislied in Bulletin 497, November 1051,

pages 253 and 254.

Alkaline chromate corrosion inhibitors arc now almost universally used to prevent

corrosion of railway diesel cooling systems. Their performance has been .satisfactory.

Research is being continued to develop alternate types of inhibitors because of

(1) possible .shortages of chromatcs in case of a national emergency, (2) their toxicity if

accidentally swallowed, and {.'<) the possibility of skin irritation due to the sensitivity of

some persons handling them.

Two field tests of limited duration have been made using a proprietary compound

consisting of 95 percent bora.x and 5 percent sodium nitrite. These tests have indicated

the product has some merit. Additional tests are underway in an attempt to develop

sufficient data to formulate definite recommendations.

The commonly accepted practice of maintaining a concentration of iK- lb. or more

of sodium chromate per 100 gal. of water in the diesel cooling systems should be continued

until some thoroughly tested alternate inhibitor has been found.

Assignment 6—Railway Waste Disposal, was presented by \'ice Chairman

H. L. McMullin (Texas & Pacific) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman T. A.

Tennyson, Jr. (St. Louis Southwestern).

Mr. McMullin: The report of your committee, presented as information, appears

on pages 254 and 255 of Bulletin 497, November, 1951.

Your committee suggests that the study of the subject of railway waste disposal

continue with specific assignments consisting of problems which are pressing at this time,

in addition to the assembling and compilation of new laws or regulations, federal and

state, which affect waste disposal in general. Two such assignments are to find a solution

for the ultimate disposal of diesel engine cooling system wastes, and the disposal of

wastes from car cleaning operations.

In addition, your committee has requested contact with Sanitation Research, AAR,

through the Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, so that the facilities of Sanitation

Research can be utilized in the study of railway waste disposal problems on an industry-

wide basis.

Assignment 7—Design and Maintenance of Septic Tanks for Railway
Purposes, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman D. C. Teal (Chesapeake & Ohio).

Mr. Teal: This report appears in Bulletin 497, on pages 255 to 265, incl. It is the

.second report on a subject assigned in 1050.

Last year's report presented the underlying jirincijilcs involved in the construction

and operation of septic tank sewage .systems, which generally consist of a building sewer,

a septic tank, a distribution box, and a sub-surface ab.sorption field for disposal of the

effluent.

This, the second report, is intended to complete the assignment by discussing the

special features that may have to be incorporated when designing for larger amounts of

sewage. For example:

It's usually advisable, and as a matter of fact many state laws require it, to u.se

multi-compartment tanks for sewage flows of over 1000 gal. per day.

When the amount of sewage or the absorptive quality of the soil is such that more

than 500 ft. of seepage drain lines are required, an automatic siphon arrangement should

be installed in the tank to insure proper distribution.

If the .s;oil in the absorption field is practically impervious, subsurface sand filters

with bottom collecting drains should be installed in place of the regular seepage lines.
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These topics arc discussed in detail in the report, and data arc presented, supple-

mented by illustrations and tables, which it is Ijclicved will be of considerable help to the

railroad designer.

The two reports made to date on this subject cover in a general way the Public

Health Service recommended practices for the design of septic tank facilities capable of

handling sewage flows of up to 5000 gal. per day. Under favorable environmental con-

ditions septic tanks can take care of larger amounts than this. However, conditions arc

not always favorable and state or city health laws may necessitate the installation of

other and more complete t\ ])es of treatment. It is recommended, therefore, that each

project be con.sidered on its own merit, and that the design i)e adapted to .ind in

accordance with the governing pul)lic health laws.

The rejiorl is iiroented as information.

Assignment 8—Specifications for Design and Installation for Efficient

Maintenance and Operation of Diesel Fuel Oil Facilities, was [ircsented by

Subcommittee Chairman J. E. Wiggins, Jr. (Southern).

Mr. Wiggins: The report on Assignment S is submitted as information, and is found

in its entirety in Bulletin 497, pages 266-271, incl.

The handling of diesel fuel oil is, comparatively speaking, a new service requirement

that has come with the change from steam to diesel power. This report deals with the

design, installation and maintenance of necessary facilities for performing this service.

Generally speaking, diesel fuel oil facilities consist of storage tanks; pumps and

motors with necessary controls; pump houses; pipe lines, including strainers, fdters, air

eliminators and meters; oil unloading equipment; and equipment for delivering oil to

locomotives. The published report contains comprehensive descriptions and spccil'ications

for each of these items.

It is recommended that storage be provided for not less than 30 days' supply, and

preferably for 60 days' supply.

A facility which has been properly designed in accordance with the specit"ications

and general description given in the report, and which has been installed in compliance

with governing codes by master craftsmen, will give efficient service and will require the

minimum amount of maintenance. To assure continued efficient service, it is imperative

that a regular inspection and maintenance schedule be established, with the responsibility

for compliance assigned to a definite operating or maintenance officer.

It is the intention of your committee to submit a report next >ear which will deal

with fire protection for diesel fuel oil facilities ; painting diesel fuel oil tanks : and heating

diesel fuel oil facilities for handling high-pour-point dic.<el fuel oil.

Assignment 9—Water Quality for Stationary Automatic Steam Genera-

tors, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman K. A. Hardwell (Chicago & Eastern

Illinois).

Mr. Bardwell: The report on .\.ssignment appears on pages 272 and 27.^. This is a

short report, offered as information, and states the order of preference of recommended

methods of treatment to profluce water of proper qualit\ for the continuous-coil, water-

tube, fire-tube, or stationar\ generator. (Mr. Hardwell then read from the printed report

the order of preference given.)

Chairman Martin: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 1.^.

I will circulate the report of Subcommittee 2 for proper a|)proval, for handlini: with

the Manual committee next year, if that is approved by this committee.
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President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Martin, and Committee 1.^, lor your fine report.

I have a couple of announcements.

Last year at this time we had a registration of 847 members; this year it is 037;

guests in 1051 were 516; this year our guests total 58.5. The total registration at this

time is 1520, compared with 1363 last year. It's a right good convention.

I have appointed R. C. Bardwell, superintendent Of water supply, Che.sapcake &

Ohio Railway, as chairman of a Tellers Committee, consisting of about fifty members,

which will canvass the ballots tomorrow morning and report at our Annual Luncheon

tomorrow.

Tomorrow morning's session will be in the Red Lacquer Room, starting at 9 a.m.

We stand recessed.

(The meeting recessed at 4:15 p.m.)

Morning Session—March 12, 1952

(The meeting reconvened at 9 a.m., President Blair presiding.)

President Blair: Our first report today will be that of Committee 7—Wood Bridges

and Trestles. C. H. Newlin, bridge and building supervisor. Southern Railway, is chair-

man of this committee, but was unable to get here this morning. The report, therefore,

will be presented by W. C. Howe, vice chairman, who is engineer of bridges and buildings,

Bessemer & Lake Erie.

Discussion on Wood Bridges and Trestles

(For Report, see pp. 627-645.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Vice Chairman W. C. Howe (Bessemer & Lake Erie): Mr. President, Members of

the AREA, and Guests: It was impossible for Mr. Newlin to get here, and he has asked

me to present the report in his absence.

The report of this committee will be found in Bulletin 499, beginning on page 627.

Your committee is reporting on three of its assignments this year.

Under Assignment 2, Grading Rules and Classification of Lumber for Railway Uses;

Specifications for Structural Timber, Collaborating with Other Organizations Interested,

we are offering as information a new specification for structural lumber.

Under Assignment 5, Specifications for Design of Wood Culverts, we are presenting

a final report for adoption and publication in the Manual.

Under Assignment 6, Design of Timber Pile Dolphins, we are offering a progress

report, submitted as information.

Assignment 2—Grading Rules and Classification of Lumber for Railway
Uses; Specifications for Structural Timber, was presented by Vice Chairman

Howe in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman C. H. Newlin.

Vice Chairman Howe: Most railroads now purchase structural lumber in accordance

with the lumber industry's grading rules, and the current AREA specifications for struc-

tural timbers are seldom used.

In order that you may derive the maximum benefit from specifying lumber in

accordance with the industry's rules, your committee has written a new specification for

structural lumber which you will find in Bulletin 499, beginning on page 628. We submit

this specification to you as information. Especially because it is so different from the
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corresponding Manual material we urge you to read it carefully and give us the benefit

of your criticism.

W. F. Dunn, Sr. (Southern): I would like to comment on Assignment 2, if it is

in order.

The committee recommends that the previous Specifications for Structural Timbers

of AREA be removed from the Manual, and the specifications of the various lumiier

manufacturers' associations be substituted ; and preferably, they say, the "most recent

rule book" should be used.

AREA specifications cover a number of subjects, among them timber, of course. At

present the OPS is using AREA specifications as a criterion for nuasurement of value

of cross ties. It doesn't seem to me to be a very good idea to throw out any ARE.\
specification in view of that, and particularly, it seems to me, we should not say ''and

preferably the latest specifications of the lumber manufacturing association of the species

involved be used," because you don't know what that is going to bring about.

On the subject of wane, one of our engineers has suggested that the following word-

ing be used instead of that now in the Manual: "Wane is permitted by recent grading

rules in most structural grades. Its effect on the strength of a piece under compression

parallel to the grain is not great. Its effect on the strength of a piece in bending is not

great if wane is limited to the edges of the top surface of the beam. Its effect on the

strength of a piece in compression across the grain is relatively large because of the

reduction in bearing area. The presence of wane at such bearing points may cause

eccentricity of load or support."

At the bottom of Table 2 there is a footnote referring to Table 700. I would like to

be directed to Table 700. I haven't been able to locate it.

(The reference referred to is in error and should have read "For notes see Table 1").

That is about the e.xtent of my comments.

Vice Chairman Howe: Mr. Dunn, we appreciate your comments, and we would be

pleased if you will submit them by letter to our committee so we can take them under

advisement.

Mr. Dunn: I shall be glad to do .so, Mr. Howe.

Assignment 5—Specifications for Design of Wood Culverts, was pre.sented

by Subcommittee Chairman F. E. Schneider (Santa Fe).

Mr. Schneider: Last year your committee presented as information a tentative draft

of a plan showing Recommended Practice for Design of Wood Culverts, which appeared

in the Proceedings, \'ol. 52, 1951, page 4.^6.

This plan, with minor revisions, now appears between pages 6,^6 and 6.U in

Bulletin 400.

The plan was prepared from timber culvert design plans submitted by a number

of railroads and shows typical details, accompanied i)y notes, design a.ssumptions, and

a table of typical size boxes and unit stres.sed u.sed.

Mr. Pre.sident, I move that this plan be adopted and printed in the Manual as

recommended practice.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 6—Design of Timber Pile Dolphins, was presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman Milton Jarrell (Baltimore & Ohio).

Mr. Jarrefl: This is a prograss report submitted as information.

There is a scarcity of design data for timber pile dolphins. These structures are
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usually built from plans based on experience Rained from maintainin}^ dolphins at similar

locations and in accordance with the judgment of the responsible engineers.

Little information on pile dolphins has been published. The committee recjucsted

and obtained plans and .specifications from m.in)- railroad engineers, consulting engineers,

and public authorities.

The Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, and the Hureau of Yards and Docks, Department

of the Navy, have made some tests on full-.size structures as a check on designs proposed

at particular locations. The general dcscrii)tion and results of these tests have been

included in our report.

The complete report on this assignment is published in the Bulletin 400, pages 635 to

645, incl. The plans, which are a part of the report, clearly show typical dolphins designed

and built by engineers most familiar with these structures.

Study on this assignment will be continued. Any additional information or sugges-

tions will be appreciated by the committee.

Vice Chairman Howe: Your committee has arranged for a special speaker today,

and I will ask C. V. Lund, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific, to introduce him.

C. V. Lund: For a number of years there has been increasing interest in construction

utilizing glued laminated lumber. While the greatest use of this development has been

in the field of building construction, there are many noteworthy examples of its appli-

cation to other types of structures. In its report to the Association last year, this com-

mittee presented as information a review of service tests of laminated timber in five

railroad bridges, the first of which was installed in 1Q44.

Concurrent with the development of strong and durable glues, there has been great

progress in the technique and methods of fabrication of glued laminated lumber. Experi-

ence and numerous tests have progressed to the extent that dependable specifications may
be formulated, and this committee has been given as an assignment for the current year

the preparation of Specifications for Structural Glued Laminated Lumber, Collaborating

with Committee 6.

Foremost in the technical studies and research into this field has been the Forest

Products Laboratory of the Department of Agriculture, located at Madison, Wis. Your

committee is therefore most happy to have procured as its special speaker today, Alan D.

Freas, engineer. Forest Products Laboratory, who will address us on the subject

Laminated Wood: Possibilities for Railroad Use.

It is my pleasure to introduce Mr. Freas.

Laminated Wood : Possibilities For Railroad Use

By Alan D. Freas

Engineer, Forest Products Laboratory,' Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture

The railroads of this country are extensive users of wood for many applications

—

piles, pohts, caps, and stringers in bridges and trestles, wood culverts, ties, buildings,

poles and crossarms for telegraph lines, etc. Illustrative of this usage is the fact that

some 70 Class I railroads recently reported" that they had more than 1700 miles of

timber trestles in service, of which more than half were on main lines.

^ Maintained at Madisnn, Wis., in cooperation with the University nf Wisconsin.
- Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles. Report on Assi!<nment 7. Proceedings,

American Railway Engineering .Association, \ol. 52, 1951.
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It follows, (luicfi)iT, thai thf railroads have a bin stake in the forest economy of (he

nation and in devclo|)ments which affect that economy. Laminated wood is one of the

develojjmcnts in timber use that has already demonstrated its merit, and that ma\ well

prove to have a profound inlluence in the timbei' econom> .

The Nature of Glued Laminated Wood

Since the terms "laminated wood" and "plywood" are sometimes confused, clarifica-

tion at this point seems desirable. By j;lued laminated wood, we mean an a.ssembly made

by bonding layers of veneer or lumber so that the f;rain direction of all laminations is

essentially parallel. Thus, it differs from plywood, in which the la> ers of veneer, or

veneer and lumber, are cro.'^s-banded, usually with the j;rain directions of adjacent layers

at ripht angles.

Laminated wood is commonly made from material in lumber thicknesses (nominal 1

or 2 in.), but may, for special uses, be made of veneer. For curved members, the thick-

ness must be such as to permit bendinfi to the required radius.

Advantages of Glued Laminated Wood

Glued laminated wood has a number of advantages over solid lumber or timbers.

A few of those of greatest signilicance to this group arc:

Essentially unlimited size possibilities. This is of particular importance to the rail-

roads in view of the diminishing stands of timber that furnish the large sizes required

for such applications as bridge stringers.

Improved utilization of our timber resources. Standard commercial sizes of lumber,

which would otherwise have little or no structural application, may be used to produce

large structural members for exacting applications. Further, lower grades of lumber

than are used in the outer, higher-stressed laminations may be utilized in the inner,

lower-stressed laminations of beams and arches, without serious detiimental effect on

the strength of the member as a whole.

Freedom from severe checking. Since the laminations are generally thin enough to

be readily seasoned without severe seasoning degrade, and since gluing requirements

necessitate relatively low moisture contents, the checks and other defects commonly asso-

ciated with large one-piece members may be avoided. Further, dimensional changes after

installation in a structure are reduced.

The possibility of designing H'ith stresses based on the dry strength of wood. The

initial dryness of the laminations permits us, for dry conditions of use, to design with

stresses based on the dry strength of wood. The added strength, as compared with large,

one-piece members, depends upon the strength property in question, but in some cases

it is quite large (up to nearly 40 percent).

Architectural effects not possible 'ix'ith solid timber. Arches and curved beams of

large cross section, which are not possible with solid timber, lend themselves to a variety

of architectural treatments, and thus broaden the possible scope of application.

The possibility of designing constant-strength members. In designing with laminated

wood, it is possible to vary the cross section of the member to lit, more or less exactly,

the varying stress requirements at different points.

There are a number of factors that must be considered in comparing laminated with

solid members. The cost of a laminated member is greater than that of a solid member

because of the procedures involved in preparing the lumber and in laminating. The

importance of the glue joint to the integrity of the member necessitates special equipment,

facilities, and skills not needed to produce solid members. Large curved members may
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be difficult to ship ijy common carriers. These limitations, however, are largely offset by

the advantajies of glued laminated wood, particularly for special uses.

Adhesives

Kngineers are frequently reluctant to accept structural members that depend on

adhesives for their strength. In the main, this is probably due to a lack of experience with

modern adhesives. All of us have had experience with glue-joint failures in furniture

exposed to the rain on a porch or stored in a damp basement. Few of us, however, have

had experience with some of the modern adhesives that are more durable than wood.

Obviously, the choice of an adhesive to fit the service conditions is important. For

normal interior use, the water resistance of the adhesive is not important. A buiiflinp

at the Forest Products Laboratory has, as roof supports, casein-glued arches that have

been in service since 1934, with no sign of glue-joint deterioration. Actually, a number

of casein-glued exterior structures have had long service lives in Europe. With modern

waterproof adhesives of the resorcinol and phenol-resorcinol types now available, how-

ever, casein glue, which is water resistant but not waterproof, would not be recom-

mended for exterior use or for any use in which the moisture content of the lumber is

likely to go above about 20 percent.

A question may well be raised as to the fatigue resistance of glued joints, particularly

for railroad use." The evidence on this point is reassuring. A series of fatigue tests,'

including specimens tested in both shear along the glue joint and in tension perpendicular

to the glue joint, produced no evidence that the glue joint tends to deteriorate due to

fatigue any faster than the wood around it.

Fabrication of Glued Laminated Wood

Unfortunately, no procedure has as yet been developed for evaluating the strength

and durability of a glued joint without destroying the joint. In the meantime, the only

means of assuring the high-quality glued joints necessary to the integrity of glued struc-

tural members is careful control of the gluing procedure. It is not practical here to out-

line in detail the steps involved. It will suffice to say that they are many, and that each

needs careful control to assure high quality.

That glued laminated wood of adequate strength can be made has been demonstrated

not only by laboratory test, but also by the satisfactory service of laminated structures

under a wide variety of uses during the past 15 years or so in the United States and,

prior to that, during more than a quarter of a century in Europe.

Strength

Considerable data are available" relating to the strength of glued laminated wood
and the factors affecting strength. It is probably inappropriate to go into the details of

these data, but perhaps a few general comments would be of interest.

Defects, such as knots and cross grain in varying degree, have long been permitted

in solid timbers for structural uses on the railroads. Laminated con.struction offers an

advantage over solid timbers, because the position of these defects within a laminated

member can be controlled, whereas, it cannot be controlled in a solid timber.

^ Lewis, Wayne C. Fatigue of Wood and Glued Joints Used in Laminated Construction. Proceedings,
Forest Products Research Society. 1951.

- Freas, Alan D. Studies of the Strength of Glued Laminated Wood Construction. American Society
for Testing Materials Bulletin No. 170. 1950. A summary of much of the available data is presented
in this article.
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Consider, in this connection, the fact tlial a strcn^th-reducinj; defect, such as a knot,

must necessarily have less effect on strength if it is placed in a region of low stress, such

as that near the neutral plane of a beam, than if it were placed in a rcKion of high stress.

Tests have contirmcd that substantial amounts of relatively low-Rrade material can be

placed in the central portion of a beam or arch without serious effect on the over-all

strength. Thus, even though some of the laminations in a beam made of high-grade

lumber are replaced by laminations of lower grade, it is possible to maintain a consid-

erable proportion of the strength of the beam. Conversely, the strength of a beam of

low-grade laminations can be improved by substituting a few high-grade laminations at

the top and bottom of the beam.

It is obviousl\' unl'kely that large knots will tend to concentrate at Ihe critical section

of a laminated member, and, therefore, the dispersion of defects in laminated members

should have an advantageous effect on strength. Some proposed riesign procedures assign

a more or less arbitrary evaluation to this effect. It is possible, however, with sufficient

knowledge of the occurrence of knots within a grade, to establish mathematical estimates

of this effect for members containing various numbers of laminations. Allowable design

stresses computed in this manner are somewhat higher than for solid timbers of com-

parable grade. Cross-grain requirements, therefore, must be more rigid than for solid

timbers in order to justify these allowable stresses.

End joints are required in order to produce laminations of sufficient length for most

structural members. These, of course, constitute a source of weakness and must be taken

into account in evaluating the strength of a member.

Scarf joints, formed by gluing together the feathered ends of two boards, arc the

type most commonly used in structural members. This type of joint can be made to have

a considerable proportion of the strength of a continuous piece, depend ng upon the slope

of the scarf surface and the type of stre.<-s. In compression, scarf joints as steep as 1 in 5

appear to be able to transmit full stress without failure. In tension, however," efficiencies

range from about 65 or 70 percent at a slope of 1 in .S, to about 90 percent at a slope

of 1 in 12.

Butt joints, formed by simply abutting the squared ends of two boards, are seldom

glued because of the low and variable strength obtained with such joints, even in labora-

tory tests. They constitute a serious source of weakness, since they are completely ineffec-

tive in transmitting stress, and thus are wasteful of material. Butt joints in adjacent

laminations, when located clo.>-e to one another, act as if they were at the same cross

section. Further, strain measurements have shown them to be sources of stress concen-

tration, not only of shear stress but of longitudinal stress.

Other types of end joints have been proposed and used to some extent, but relatively

few data concerning them are available.

Possible Railroad Uses

Obviously, it would be impractical to discuss or to illustrate all the possible applica-

tions of laminated wood on the railroads. A few, however, may be sufficient to indicate

the prospects.

Bridges and Trestles

Fig. 1 shows a trestle with laminated wood posts, caps, and stringers that has been

in service on the Southern Railway .since 194.^. The laminations generally are of southern

yellow pine. The caps, however, are faced with three laminations of oak to impart greater

bearing strength. All members were crecsoted after manufacture. This trestle, together
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Fig. 1—Railway trestle with laminated posts, caps, and stringers.

All members were creosoted after they were glued.

with similar installations on a number of other railroads, was reported a year ago' to be

in excellent condition.

The application of laminated wood, however, need not be limited to trestles. Fig. 2

illustrates a bridge supported by four ll7-ft. span laminated arches. This bridge, which

was designed for Cooper E-50 loading, also carries heavily loaded logging trucks. The

arches were creosoted after they were glued. Treatment of the laminations prior to

gluing is sometimes necessary if the size and form of the member make it impractical

to treat them in its finished form. Investigations are now under way that seek to make
practical the gluing of creosoted laminations.

Large Buildings

Fig. 3 illustrates an enginehouse of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railway, at

Peoria, 111. The heavy arches, of 80-ft. span, provide a post-free interior and fire-resistant

roof supports adaptable to any required roof form. Half-arches of this type, with their

bases supported along the arc of a circle, and with their crowns supported at a common
center, might be used in the construction of roundhouses. The night club of Fig. 4, with

its arches arranged in the manner just described, indicates the feasibility of this

construction.

Laminated wood arches could be used as the roof supports of large, as well as small,

station buildings. Their practicality for long spans is indicated by the 170-ft. span airplane

hangar shown in Fig. 5.

^Report of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles. Report on Assignment 4.

.\itierican Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 52. 1951.

Proceedings,
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Fig. 2—Arch bridge designed to carry both a logging railroad and logging

trucks. The arches, of 117-ft. span, were creosoted after they were glued.

Fig. 3—Arches of 80-ft. span support the roof of the 168-ft. long enginehouse

of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railway, at Peoria, 111.
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Fig. 4—Circular building, 57 ft. 8 in. in diameter, employing glued laminated

arches. The arches are spaced around the periphery at 15-ft. intervals.

Fig. 5—Arches of 170- ft. span for an airplane hangar.
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Fig. 6—Erection of laminated rafters for a farm building.

Small Buildings

Laminated wood rafters of the type now in common use in farm buildings would

serve admirably for many small railroad buildings. Shops, storehouses, section buildings,

and the like, could be easily adapted from the type of building shown in Fig. 6. Buildings

of this general type may ail but be bought "off the shelf" from manufacturers of rafters

lor farm buildings. .\ variety of forms and spans are more or less standardized by several

manufacturers.

Ties

The wearing characteristics of ties may he improved through laminating Ijy incor-

porating hardwood laminations on the surface, thus combining the superior mechanical

resistance of hardwoods with the lower cost of softwoods. The Forest Products Labora-

tories of Canada have obtained encouraging results from a study of such composite ties.

Station-Platfonu Shelters

A number of European countries have used laminated members as roof supports

for platform shelters, the supports combining the post and the supporting members in

one piece. The one-piece construction is ea.sy to erect and offers an improved and varieil

appearance, as compared with framed supports of solid members.

Crossarms

While laminated crossarms have found use heretofore principally in heavy power-

transmission lines, they may find future use on the railroads, both in power and

telegraph lines.
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Summary

Glued laminated wood has already demonstrated its usefulness and versatility in

many and varied applications. Basic information for design is available, and competent

fabricators are available to manufacture glued laminated wood and, if necessary, to

furnish designs. Thus, glued laminated wood is ready, willing, and able to serve the

railroads well. Its application to your needs will increase as its qualities become more

apparent. It is hoped that this brief presentation has given you a better in.sight into the

pos^ibilit'es.

(\ice President C. G. Grove assumed the chair.)

Vice Chairman Howe: Thank you, Mr. Freas.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes the report of Committee 7.

Vice President Grove: Your committee is dismissed with the thanks of thf

.Association.

Discussion on Clearances

(For Report, see pp. 611 (il.i.)

(Vice President C. G. Grove presiding.)

Vice President Grove: Will Committee 28—Clearances, please come to the platform?

Chairman A. R. Harris (Chicago & North Western): Before presenting the report

of Committee 28—Clearances, this committee records with sorrow the death of Mr. R. A.

Jones, chief draftsman, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, Greenville, Pa., a member of

Committee 28, who became a member of the AREA in 1Q26.

Your committee reports on Assignments 1, 2, 4 and 5, which will be found in Bul-

letin 409. In particular, your attention is called to the revised compilation of the railroad

clearance requirements of the various states, which is presented as a progress report.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

J. E. Fanning (Illinois Central).

(Mr. Fanning read the recommendation of the subcommittee, appearing on page 612,

Bulletin 499.)

Mr. Fanning: I move that this revision be adopted.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote, and carried.)

Assignment 2—Clearances as Affected by Girders Projecting Above Top
of Track Rails, Structures, Third Rail, Signal and Train Control Equipment,

was pre.sented by A. M. Weston (Baltimore & Ohio) in the absence of Subcommittee

Chairman C. O. Bird (New York Central).

(Mr. Weston read the report of the subcommittee, as presented on page 612, Bulletin

-190, which was offered as information.)

Assignment 5—Clearance Allowances to Provide for Vertical and Hori-

zontal Movements of Equipment Due to Lateral Play, Wear and Spring

Deflection, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman S. M. Dahl (Milwaukee Road^
Mr. Dahl:

Progress on this assignment has been delayed due to the necessity of making field

tests. But your committee is plea.sed to report that progress along this line was made

during the past year.
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The ride tests in behalf of Committee 5—Track, provided useful information for

this committee, particularly a test on the Kansas City Southern in June 1051. In this

test, the an>:le of lean of a passen<;er car was measured for each of 277 curves traversed,

and the speed, superelevation and other pertinent data recorded. To supplement this data,

particularly for this committee, a static lean test on the same car was made in November
1051. Unfortunately, there was not time to evaluate and make a report on the data

secured for this convention. It can he stated, however, that the test information .so far

secured has tentled to confnm the theoretical methods devised by this committee for

calculating horizontal displacement, particularly the formula mentioned in the report of

this committee last >ear.

A formal request for additional fuld tests has been made and it is c.\iu-ctefl that

additional progress along this line will be made this year.

Chairman Harris: In concluding the report of Committee 28, I extend an invitation

to all members of the ARK.A and guests to send suggestions to the chairman of this com-

mittee for the study of any additional clearance problems which it is thought would be

proper for this committee to undertake.

Mr. Vice President, this concludes the report of Committee 2S.

Vice President Grove: Mr. Harris is one of the five chairmen who will be held over

to serve an additional >ear as chairman, and I wish to express my personal appreciation

on behalf of the Association. The committee is excused with the thanks of the

Association.

Discussion on Waterproofing

(For Report, sir pp. 421-422.)

(\'ice President C. G. Grove presiding.)

\'ice President Grove: Our next report will be that of Committee 29—Waterprool'ing,
of which R. L. Mays, division engineer, New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad, is

chairman.

Chairman R. L. Mays (N. Y. C. & St. L.) : Mr. Vice President, Members of the

Association and Guests: The report of Committee 29 will be found in Bulletin 498,

beginning on page 421.

On the first assignment. Revision of Manual, there is no report, but I should men-

tion that the committee is busy regrouping its chapter and making the necessary revisions

in line with the standards for the reprinting of the Manual in 1053.

On Assignment 2, Waterproofing of Railway Structures, Collaborating with Com-

mittees 6, 8 and 15, there is no report. However, with respect to this assignment 1 would

like to mention that this work is in progress. A great deal of this work depends on

research and laboratory tests, and your committee, with the help of the A.\R research

staff, is now instituting a new series of tests on bituminous materials, with the aim of

improving the waterproofing specifications, to make them more in line with the best

materials that can be furni.shed for waterproofing use, and with resultant economies for

the railroads.

(President Blair resumed the chair.)

Chairman Mays: On .Assignment 3, Waterproofing Protection to Prevent Concrete

Deterioration, Collaborating with Committees 6 and S, there is a progress report, pre-

sented a> information, beginning on page 421. I would like to su|)plenient this report

with a few remarks.
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For the past 3 years your committee has sponsored a series of tests on commercial

walcrprootmK paints for surface treatments. The laboratory and field tests have been

completed and were made by Purdue University, under a contract with the AAR. I believe

that this is the largest single undcrtakinc; of its kind to determine the efficiency of surface

coatings.

There were 104 commercial waterprooling paints tested, and it required Ions and

careful ob.servations both in the laboratory and the field over extended periods in order

to collect the data required to determine the waterproofing effectiveness of each product.

Some very interesting results were obtained, and some of the.sc results will certainly

influence our future thinking as to how waterproofers should be used, aiul as to what

can be expected of certain types of surface waterproofers.

The work also in\'oivcd the \\'riting of three progress rcjjorts describing the test pro-

cedure and the results in detail. All three of the progress reports have been sent, or will

be sent, to the chief engineers of the member roads.

The draft of the final report has been completed, and correlates and summarizes the

results of the three progress reports. This final report will also be sent to the chief

engineers of member roads, and, subsequently, the entire report will be presented as

information.

As a result of these tests, it is expected that a specification setting out the minimum
requirements for waterproofing coatings will be drafted and offered as a part of the water-

proofing chapter in the Manual.

Mr. President, this report is presented as information.

President Blair: It will be so accepted.

Mr. Mays: The information required for the preparation of specifications or recom-

mended practices is not always available from records or textbooks, and in man>' cases

our experience and knowledge are somewhat limited as to the performance of water-

proofing materials. For these reasons the tests recently completed at Purdue University

have been very helpful and, in time, will encourage the manufacture of better water-

proofing materials, with resulting savings to the railroads.

J. B. Blackburn, research engineer, Purdue University, has done an excellent job of

conducting these tests, and will address you on the subject Tests on Waterproofing Coat-

ings for Concrete Surfaces.

Tests on Waterproofing Coatings for .Concrete Surfaces

By J. B. Blackburn

Research Engineer, Joint Highway Research Project, Purdue University

Introduction

For many years those responsible for the maintenance and repair of concrete struc-

tures have been concerned with the problems of surface scaling and the deterioration of

structural members, such as handrails, columns, pier caps, etc. The scaling or deteriora-

tion generally occur in areas where freezing weather is encountered, and in most instances

the failure can be traced to improper structural design, which permits water traps to be

formed; or to improper con.struction practices which permit segregation and rich spots;

or to the use of materials of poor quality which lead to premature cracking and general

deterioration in the presence of water and freezing weather.
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In all cases of concrete deterioration water plays an important role. When this water

is frozen within the concrete it produces expansive pressures that result in even more

rapid deterioration. It may be concluded then that the elimination of moisture from the

concrete would nullify or minimize the dcterioralint; effects of the different cycles of

weathering.

The [)crmeal)ilit> of concrete ma\ be reduced during construction b> tlie u.'-c of a

proper mix desipn and b\ the use of air entraininj; agents or some of the available

integral admixtures. These methods of reducing the |)ermcability of concrete have

become established construction practice, so that new construction generally results in

concrete of good quality with low rates of permeability. The critical problem of surface

deterioration is more common to those structures that were built before our present

under.«tanding of concrete technology and must, therefore, be remedird by some external

method, such as the use of surface waterproofing coatings.

Two Types of Coatings

There arc generally two types of waterproofing coatings that may be used to prevent

the surface deterioration of concrete structures. These are classed as permeable and im-

permeable coatings. The permeable coating allows the passage of some liquid and the

free passage of vapor. The impermeable coating does not allow the passage of liquid,

but does permit the passage of vapor at a slow rate.

A permeable coating may be used where moisture must escape through the coating

and where the reduction of the rate of flow of moisture, until it evaporates at the

surface, is desirable. This type of coating is commonly used on basement walls where

moisture is coming through the wall. The impermeable type of coating may be used

when all the surfaces which provide ready access to moisture can be coated. It may be

applied successfully on handrails, piers and columns above ground, concrete building

walls, and the exposed surfaces of abutments and retaining walls, provided that the

concrete is of such good quality that no moisture can permeate through the wall from

the earth fill behind it. In short, the two types of coatings satisfy the requirements of

two different problems, and if either type of coating is used indiscriminately it will fail.

One Hundred and Four Coatings Tested

The purpose of this paper is to present brielly the data from an investigation of 104

waterproofing coatings which show that the impermeable type of coating answers the

need of the railroad industry for a material that will prevent the surface deterioration

of concrete structures. The data further indicate that a permeable coating which forms

a surface film may cause earlier deterioration of concrete that is exposed to freezing

weather than if the concrete had not been coated.

The 104 coatings are grouped into 20 categories according to the descriptions fur-

nished by each manufacturer. There were 1,^ coatings for which information could not

be obtained and these were grouped into .5 categories of unidentified coatings. The
remaining 17 categories of coatings include l.S cement-base coatings, 21 resin solutions.

15 pigment-in-oil coatings, including Q house paints, 7 wax-base coatings, 8 resin emul-

sions, 5 silicone solutions, 5 stearate solutions, 4 iron coatings, 1 silicate of soda coaling,

linseed oil, 7 bituminous coatings, I concnte hardener, and 1 caulking mastic.

The following listing contains all the coatings. Tho.se that are marked with an

asterisk are experimental coatings.
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Critirul Hiisr Coalhif^s

*ACI Com. bit) ccmcnt-basc jiaint

.Xcrascal bru.sh coat

.Armor Coat, white

Armor Coat, light cream

AqucIIa
*Ccment-water paste

*Ccmcnt-sand mortar, 1:1 l)y \vt.

Ccnturv Cement Scaler

Lu.x.star

Ma.stertex

Quartz coat

Seal Rite

Sika Kote, Ki'a>

Thoroseal, white

\'enetian Cement Plant

Rrsin S(>lulio)is, Pi\iwr)Uf({\

Acidscal #1040
Aluminum Mastic

Cocoon Vinyl Plastic

Para Stonetex

Penctryn D-2
Pcrmalume

Pla.stunium, aluminum
Plastunium, gray

Prufcoat Ruff #104.=!

Ramuc Masonry Paint

Ramuc Utility Enamel

Vikote

Two of these coatinfis were also applied over 2% ZnCl--3% HJ'O^ prctrealment.

Rrsin Solutions, Non-pigtiiented

All-Pretect

Hayproc #640
Penetryn D-1
Transparent # 1

Pruftite

Prufcoat Clear BX
Sika Vinyl Coating, clear

Zoco Diamond Seal

Pigment in Oi/f

Clastic

Clastic (Fire Proof)

*Outside white house paint

Perm-0-Morotex
Southport Concrete Paint

Surfa-Sele and Brine-proof navy gray

t One of these coatings was also applied over 2% ZnCl—3% H,,PO^ pretrcatment.

Pigment in Oil—Outside White House Paint

(Outside white house paints from these eight manufacturers were purchased locally

and tested to extend the data that was previously obtained from one house paint.)

*Armstrong
*Du Pont
*Dutch Boy
*Benjamin Moore

*0'Brien

Pittsburgh
^•'Sears Roebuck
*Smith-Alsop

Wax Solutions

Clear Brick Wtpfg.
Clear Cement Wtpfg.
Dehydratine #2

Minwax, clear

Minwax, colored clear

Wax Emulsions

Sika Wax Emulsion
Cercmul-W

Resin Emulsions

Bakelite BKS 92 (Styrene)

Kakelite EF lt)45 (Styrene)

Bakelite EF 1640 (Styrene)

Bakelite Ef 1472

Monsanto Latex X-600
Monsanto Latex X <)..'()

Monsanto Latex X-640-07
Monsanto Latex X-641-05
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Silicone Solutions

Crystal

Dow Silicone XR-760
Dow Silicone XR-763

Stearates in Hydrocarbons

Cresolac

Dehydratine #2A
Hydrocide, colorless D

Finely Ground Iron

Embeco #5
Ironite-regular

Horn Silicone Waterproofinn

VVaterlox, transparent

Hydrocide, colorless (1

Preservatex V.V.

Ironile-fme

Metallic Waterproofing

Silicate oj Soda

One

Linseed Oil

*Raw linseed oil was api)lied at 1-40 deg. F.

Bituminous Emulsions

Laykold Fibrecoat, black

Laykold Fibrecoat, green

Laykold Fibrecoat, red

Bituminous Solutions

Binderseal

Sika-Seal

Colorless Solutions, Unidentified

Por-Lox
Super-Por-Seal
Stonhard Colorless Wail Coating

Stonhide

Water Emulsions, Unidentified

Aquaphane
Cerepel

Laykold Weathercoat
Liquinoleum

Waterlox, transparent

Waterlox, water repellent

#505 Waterproofing
#525 Waterproofing

Monsanto Latex X 601 plus Lustrex S2G
and HH 40

Amher Solutions, Unidentified

Anhydrosol
Toxloxporc

Colorless Concrete Hardener

One containing zinc and magnesium tluosilicates

Caulking Mastic

One

Description of Tests

The coatings were applied on 1-in. by 3-in. by 8-in. concrete specimens that were

fabricated from duplicate concrete mixes so that all the specimens were as nearly alike

as possible. Each concrete mix was designed for a cement factor of 1.5 bbls../cu. yd. of

concrete and a water-cement ratio of 0.6 by weight. The aggregate for each mix was

equally divided by volume between natural-sand fine aggregate and a crushed limestone

of good quality which passed the 3«-in- sieve and was retained on the \o. 4 sieve.
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Before the coatings were applied the specimens had been cured for six days in

water, followed by seven days of curing in a controlled-temperature oven at 90 deg. F.

Each specimen was then etched with a 10-15 percent solution of muriatic acid, rinsed

in fresh water, and dried an additional 24 hours before painting.

The coatings were applied according to the manufacturer's instructions and then

allowed to cure for 5 days at 90 deg. F. The cement-base coatings were exceptions to

this procedure in that they were cured in a moist room for the first two days of the

S-day curing period. The coatings were then considered ready lor service.

To determine the initial waterproofing ability of the coatings the coated specirnens

were immersed in water for 72 hours. Changes in the weights of the coated specimens

were determined by weighing after 0, 6, 24, 48, and 72 hours of immersion. From these

data absorption curves were drawn, which showed graphically the rates of permeability

of the coatings.

A series of two weathering tests was devised to determine the relative durability

of the coatings, and each of these was followed by a 72-hour immersion test to deter-

mine the effects of the weathering on the permeability of the coatings. The first weather-

ing test was ISO hours of e.xposure to the carbon-arc light of the weatherometer. The

second weathering test was .SO cycles of freezing in air at — 18 deg. F. and thawing in

water at 130 deg. F.

Fig. 1 shows the changes in weight for a single specimen from the time it was made

through the last immersion test. As shown in this figure the reference weight for the

specimen is the 1-day weight which is plotted as zero percent change in weight. This

weight is at or near complete saturation and becomes a valuable reference when studying

the data from the immersion tests, because at any point along the absorption curve it is

readily apparent just how much more moisture it would be possible for the specimen

to absorb.

The correction for the change-in-weight due to the coating is represented by the

dashed line near the center of the figure. This correction was made necessary by the

fact that the coatings varied considerably in weight.

The parts of this figure that are of further interest are the three immersion curves

marked 1, 2, and 3. When these three curves are reproduced to a larger scale they

appear as shown on Fig. 2. Here the permeabiHty of the coating after each of the

weathering tests may be compared with the original permeabiHty of the coating. Upon
comparing the data from several coatings, definite conclusions may be reached concerning

the relative durability and waterproofing ability of each of the coatings.

In Fig. 3 are shown absorption curves that were typical of those obtained from the

series of tests. Curve A represents the change-in-weight curve for the least effective coat-

ing, and curve D represents similar data for the most effective coating. In this figure

the curves have a common origin for the sake of clarity. iv,,,. .

Discussion of Test Results

When the curves from the three immersion tests were plotted for all 104 coatings

it became clear that, in general, the coatings within each category had about the same

permeability characteristics. Referring to the curves in Fig. 3, the use of the following

categories of coatings resulted in absorption curves for the coated specimens that fell

between curves A and B ; the wax emulsions, the stearate solutions, the iron coatings,

the silicate of soda coating, the unidentified water emulsions, the unidentified amber

solutions, and the concrete hardener. Those categories of coatings that resulted in absorp-

tion curves between curves \ and C were as follows; the cement-base coatings, the resin
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FIG. 2 THE IMMERSION TEST CURVES FROM FIGURE I

ENLARGED SO THAT THEY MAY BE STUDIED. THE RATE

OF ABSORPTION OF THE COATED SPECIMENS REFLECTS

THE RATE OF PERMEABILITY OF THE COATING.

solutions, the resin emulsions, the silicone solutions, and the unidentified colorless solu-

tions. The absorption curves for the specimens that were coated with the wax solutions

and the bituminous emulsions fell between curves B and C, except for one wax solution

for which the absorption curves were similar to curve D. The absorption curves for

the specimens coated with the bituminous solutions lay between curves B and D, and

the curves for the pigment-in-oil coatings lay between curves C and D.

The most effective coatings were those that resulted in absorption curves that fell

between curves D and E. These were the pigment-in-oil house paints, linseed oil, and

the caulking mastic.

The deteriorating effects of the two weathering tests varied considerably between

the different categories of coatings. The rate of permeability of the cement-base coatings

was increased by the ISO hours of exposure to the carbon-arc light of the weatherometer,

while the rates of permeability of the other categories of coatings were, in general,

decreased, usually because of some failure of the coating, such as blistering or cracking.

The exceptions to these results were the pigmcnt-in-oil house paints and linseed oil,

which retained the same rates of permeability, or slightly lower rates, as the tests

progressed.

Additional Scries of Tests

These results were generally substantiated by additional tests in which 16 coatings

weri." used. One set of coated specimens was subjected to 1000 hours of exposure to the
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6 24 48

HOURS OF IMMERSION IN WATER

FIG. 3 TYPICAL CURVES FROM 72-HR. IMMERSION
USING Ix3x8-IN COATED SPECIMENS.

TESTS

carbon-arc light of the weatherometer, and another set of coated specimens was subjected

to 300 cycles of freezing and thawing. The coatings for these tests included .? cement-

base coatings, 3 pigmented resin solutions. 2 pigment-in-oil coatings, 2 wax solutions, a

styrene emulsion, an iron coating, linseed oil, 2 unidentified solutions (1 colorless and

1 amber that had fairly low rates of permeability in the I'lrst tests before weathering),

and the caulking mastic. These same coatings were used in additional tests, which will

be discussed ne.xt.

From the data that had been obtained it appeared that the coatings with very low

ratca of permeability in the immersion tests could be used successfully for preventing

the surface deterioration of concrete structures that were exposed to freezing weather.

This statement was based on the fact that the impermeable type of coating would

apparentl> pre\ent the concrete from becoming saturated; thus the expansion cau.sed by

freezing would not create sufficient force to cause deterioration. To determine whether

or not the coatings with high rates of permeability might also |)re\ent the ct)ncrete from

becoming saturated when exposed only to rainfall and huniidit) changes, it was decidetl

to coat a group of 1-in. by .<-in. by S-in. specimens with four coatings having high rates

of permeability and four coatings having low rates of permeability, as previously e.stab-

lished in immersion tests, and to place these coated .s|)ecimens outdoors.

In Fig. 4 are shown the results of this lest. The coated specimens were weighed at

frequent intervals and an effort was made to obtain the weights before and after any

period of rainfall. The specimens were outdoors for a total of 106 days. Curve A shows

the average results for four coatings that had fairl% high rates of permeability in the

laboratory immersion test. These coated specimens changed weight in very nearly the

.same amounts as the unpainted control specimens, particularly during the last 100 days

of the test. In contrast, the coalings that had only moderale to very low rates of per-
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(A) AVG FOR 4 HlGH-PtRMEABILlTY COATINGS *

(B) AVG. FOR 4 LOW- PERMEABILITY COATINGS ^

*(AS DETERMINED BY LABORATORY IMMERSION TESTS)

^21
DAYS OF OUTDOOR EXPOSURE

FIG. 4 COMPARISON OF THE WATERPROOFING ABILITY

OF COATINGS WHEN EXPOSED TO THE WEATHER USING
IX 3x8- IN. COATED SPECIMENS SET ON END ON AN
OUTDOOR TEST RACK.

meability in the laboratory immersion tests were very effective in preventing the concrete

specimens from becoming saturated. In this test three cement-base coatings and an iron

coating were used to represent coatings having high rates of permeability. Two pigment-

in-oil coatings, a wax solution, and a pigmented resin solution were used to represent

coatings having moderate to very low rates of permeability.

The next step was to investigate the ability of the coatings to prevent the deteriora-

tion of concrete when subjected to cycles of freezing and thawing. For this test concrete

specimens measuring .^ in. by 4 in. by 16 in. were fabricated from concrete mixes con-

taining 6 bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete ; a water-cement ratio of O.S by

weight; and 1 in. maximum size aggregate of good quality. These specimens were cured

in water for 14 days, followed by 14 days of curing in air at QO deg. F. They were then

etched, rinsed, and dried and painted according to the manufacturers' instructions. Thir-

teen of the 16 coatings previously mentioned were u.sed for this test. They include ,^

cement-base coatings, 2 pigmented resin solutions, 2 pigment-in-oil coatings, a wax

solution, an iron coating, linseed oil, an unidentified colorless solution, an unidentified

amber solution, and a caulking mastic.

The coated specimens were stored outdoors for well over a year before being placed

in the freezing and thawing cycles, during which time neither the condition nor the

permeability of any of the coatings underwent any significant change. In the freezing

and thawing tests the specimens were frozen in air at — 18 deg. F. and thawed in water

at 55 deg. F. At frequent intervals the specimens were removed and dynamic modulus

of elasticity determinations were made, from which approximations of the losses in

flexural strength due to the weathering test could be made. Test results in our laboratory

show that a 30 percent loss in dynamic modulus of elasticity corresponds fairly well to a

50 percent loss of flexural strength. The use of this equipment affords a nondestructive
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method of keeping track of the rate of deterioration of concrete specimens during the

freezing and thawing tests.

Fig. 5 shows the losses of dynamic modukis of elasticity due to freeze and thaw

weathering, in the upper portion of the figure, as well as the changes in weight, in the

lower portion, for the uncoated control specimens from three of the four mixes. Each

curve represents the average results for three control specimens from each of the mixes.

There were no specimens set aside from the fourth mi.x to be used as controls. However,

it may be assumed that the specimens would have behaved in the same manner as those

from the other three mixes, since the mixes were all designed and made in the same way.

The importance of the data shown in Fig. 5 lies in the fact that the specimens, repre-

senting three different concrete mixes, deteriorated at so nearly the same rate. This

implies that there were no .significant differences in the rates of deterioration of the

specimens from one concrete mix to another. Thus, the results that were obtained with

coated specimens from one concrete mix may be compared with the results that were

obtained with coated specimens from a second concrete mix, and the differences in dur-

abihty of the two sets of concrete specimens can be attributed to the differences in the

rates of permeability of the two coatings. This point is made more clear by the following

discu.'sion.

20 40 60 eO 100

CYCLES OF FREEZING AND THAWING
(-IS' F. AIR, 55° F WATER)

FIG. 5 RESULTS OF FREEZING AND THAWING CYCLES
ON UNPAINTED 3 x 4 x 16-lN. CONTROL SPECIMENS
FROM THREE MIXES SHOWING THE UNIFORMITY OF
RESULTS THAT WERE OBTAINED.
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In Fins. (1 A Ihroiiuh 6-C arc shown the losses in riynamic modulus and the chansics

in wcipht for coated specimens in the same manner as that for the control specimens in

Fip. 5. The dashed-line curves showing the results for control specimens are averages

for the two sets of curves shown in Fig. 5, and are identical in each of the graphs of

Figs. 6-A through 6-C.

For a coating to be beneficial it must increase the durability of the specimens on which

it is applied until the.se specimens are more durable than similar specimens that have not

been coated. If the coating does not increase the durability of the concrete on which it is

placed, it should be discarded in favor of one that will.

Fig. 6-A shows the results that were obtained with three cement-ba.se coatings and

two pigmented resin solutions. In the case of the cement-base coatings, shown on the

upper half of the figure, the coatings caused a more rapid rate of deterioration than

that for the control specimens for a 30 percent loss of dynamic modulus of elasticity.

Similar results were obtained for the pigmented resin solutions, except that the rate

of deterioration was less than that for the cement-base coatings. The differences in the

rates of deterioration are directly reflected in the differences in the rates at which the

specimens gained weight. The more rapid the gain in weight the more rapid the rate of

deterioration. The increases in the weights of the specimens occurred during the thawing

part of the freeze-thaw cycle, during which the specimens were immersed in water. The

rate at which the specimens gained weight was dependent on the rate of permeability

of the coatings.

Fig. 6-B shows the excellent durability of the specimens that were coated with the

two pigment-in-oil coatings. The excellent durability is reflected in the slow rates at

which the specimens gained weight, and the fact that no loss occurred in the dynamic

modulus of elasticity of the specimens indicates that the specimens had not yet reached

a critical degree of saturation.

In the lower half of Fig. 6-B are shown the data for the wax solution and the iron

coating. Both coatings resulted in more rapid rates of deterioration than was experienced

for the control specimens.

Fig. 6-C shows the good durability of the specimens that were coated with linseed

oil (upper half of figure) and a caulking mastic (lower half of figure). Here again the

good durability can be attributed to the low rates of permeability of the coatings, as

shown by the very slow rate of gain in weight for the specimens on which the two

coatings were used. In contrast, the rapid rates of deterioration with a colorless solution

(upper half of figure) and an amber solution (lower half of figure) are seen to be cau.sed

by the rapid rate at which the specimens gained weight during the test.

The data from the freezing and thawing test show fairly conclusively that the coat-

ings which had high rates of permeability in the laboratory immersion tests were ineffec-

tive in preventing the deterioration of concrete when subjected to freezing and thawing,

and further, that when such coatings form a film on the surface they may actually result

in earlier deterioration than if the concrete had been left uncoated. On the other hand,

the coatings that showed very low rates of permeability in the laboratory immersion

tests were completely effective in increasing the durability of the concrete specimens

when subjected to freezing and thawing, and may be expected to give the same good

results when used on concrete structures, provided that all the surfaces that afford access

to moisture can be coated.

It is realized that different freezing and thawing equipment would quite likely give

different results than were obtained in this study in that the number of cycles of

freezing and thawing that would be required to produce a ,<0 percent loss of d.vnamir
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CEMENT-BASE COATINGS

100

RESIN SOLUTIONS - PIGMENTED

20 40 GO 80 100

CYCLES OF FREEZING AND THAWING
(-le"" F AiR , fi.S" F WATER)

FIG.6-A RESULTS OF FREEZING AND THAWING CYCLES

ON 3x4xl6-lN COATED SPECIMENS COMPARED WITH

THE RESULTS ON UNCOATED CONTROL SPECIMENS.
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modulus of elasticity would vary considerably. However, the relative results with per-

meable vs. impermeable coatings should follow the same pattern as that which was

obtained with our equipment.

The final test on the group of 16 coatings was the application of thc^^e coatings on

the south-facing wing walls of a structure in panels measuring 9 sq. ft. After V/z years

of weathering, 3 coatings having low rates of permeabihty remain undamaged except for

normal chalking, while 11 of \?> coatings having rates of permeability ranging from

moderate to rapid have shown some kind of deterioration.

When all of the results of this investigation are studied together it appears that

the impermeable type of coating is superior to the permeable type of coating for pre-

venting the surface deterioration of exposed concrete, with the one condition that .'dl

the surfaces which may absorb moisture can be coated or that the concrete is impermeable

so that inaccessible surfaces, such as the backs of abutments, can be left uncoated, or

the backs of these structures have previously been successfully waterproofed. This state-

ment is based upon the following conclusions that have been derived from the test results

obtained in this study of 104 surface coatings.

Conclusions

1. The coatings having the lowest rates of permeability in laboratory immersion

tests were among the most durable coatings that were tested when subjected to cither

laboratory or outdoor exposure conditions.

2. Coatings having moderate to low rates of permeabihty when immersed in water

were effective in preventing the absorption of moisture by specimens that were placed

outdoors and exposed to rainfall and humidity changes.

3. Conversely, coatings having high rates of permeability when immersed in water

were ineffective in preventing the absorption of moisture by specimens that were placed

outdoors and exposed to rainfall and humidity changes. These specimens absorbed mois-

ture and allowed it to escape at very nearly the same rate as the unpainted control

specimens.

4. In the freezing and thawing tests the coatings having very low rates of per-

meability prevented the deterioration of the concrete specimens on which they were used,

while the coatings having moderate to high rates of permeability, or non-durable coat-

ings, actually increased the rate of deterioration of the concrete specimens on which they

were used.

Chairman Mays: Mr. Blackburn, the committee wishes to thank you for your

excellent address.

I would like to express to the A.ssociation my pleasure and satisfaction in having

been your chairman of Committee 29 for the past three years. I should also hke to thank

members of the committee for the excellent cooperation and assistance they have given

me in accomplishing our work. I want also to thank the officers of the Association and
the AAR staff for their excellent assistance and advice.

I particularly want to express my appreciation to T. M. von Sprecken, assistant to

chief engineer. Southern Railway, for his assistance to me as vice chairman for the past

three years. And now I wish to introduce Mr. von Sprecken as your new chairman.

(Applause)

I also wish to introduce L. J. Dcno, division engineer, Chicago & North Western

Railway, as your new vice chairman. (.Applause)
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Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 20.

President Blair: Mr.*Mays, we appreciate the fine reports that have resulted from
the research that has been carried on under the direction of your committee. Some of the
results have been shocking, but in spite of this condition of shock, as we follow through
the.se reports, which are .so clear, we can't help but come to the .same conclusions reached
by the committee.

We welcome Mr. von Sprecken as our new chairman.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the A.ssociation.

Discussion on Impact and Bridge Stresses

(^Fi)r Rei)orl, see pp. 3H-33.V)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman J. P. Walton (Pennsylvania): Committee 30, Impact and Bridge Stresses,
has ten assignments, and reports progress on all of them except Assignments 1 and 4!

A report of the investigation of impacts and stresses in the flanges of two girder
spans, 40 ft. and 60 ft. long, on the Illinois Central Railroad, was presented in Bulletin
496, September-October, 1951. These tests give additional data on Assignments 2, 3
and 10.

This completes all field tests proposed to be made on Assignment 2, Steel Girder
Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks. The AAR research staff is now busily
engaged in analyzing the test data, and a final report will be presented at a later date.

On Assignment 10, Stresses in Lateral Bracing of Bridges, all field tests proposed to
be made have been completed, and as soon as the research staff of AAR has completed
the final report on Assignment 2, it will measure the stresses in the lateral bracing of
girder spans and trusses on curves from tests now available, and a report will then be
presented.

On Assignment 8, Steel Truss Spans with Open Decks and with Ballasted Decks,
the stres.ses were measured in the chords and web members of two tru.ss spans under a
train of ore cars on the Chicago & North Western Railway, at their request and at their
expense. These ore cars are short, and weigh more per lineal foot of track than a solid
train of the heaviest steam engines.

A summary of the results of these tests will be published.

On Assignment 9, Distribution of Live Load in Bridge Floors, tests have been com-
pleted on si.x girder spans having transverse beams, and two girder spans having longi-
tudinal beams, to determine the distribution of the axle loads on these beams, under
both static and high-speed locomotives.

Progress is being made in the analy.sis ol the accumulated data, and a report on
these tests will be presented as soon as pos.sible. That is our report.

Does anybody have any questions?

That is all, Mr. President.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Walton. We certainly appreciate the -nformation
that your committee has developed this year, and for many, many years in the past.
You have produced results that we can measure in dollars; we don't have to gue.ss.

Mr. Walton is one of the five chairmen who have consented to 'erve an additional
.\ear in order that in future years we will be changing about the same number of chairmen
each year.

Your committee is eNcu.nd with the thanks of the .\s (uiatjon.
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Discussion on Masonry

(For Report, sec pp. 615-625.

J

(President T. A. Blair, presiding.)

Chairman C. B. Porter (Chesapeake & Ohio): Mr. President, Members of the Asso-

ciation, and Guests: The report of the Committee on Masonry is printed in Bulletin 4Q9,

pages 615 to 625, incl. Your committee currently has eight assignments, but will report

at length on only two at this convention.

It is with extreme regret that I report to you the death of one of our most highly

esteemed members. On October IS, 1051, Myer Hirschthal, retired concrete engineeer,

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, passed away. In his death the American Rail-

way Engineering Association, the Committee on Masonry and the other engineering

societies with which he was associated, his associates, and a host of friends, have suffered

a great loss. Mr. Hirschthal's memoir appears on pages 616 and 617 of Bulletin 490.

As one reads the first page of the report of this committee, he is, no doubt, left

wondering just what is being accomplished by the subcommittees which have listed "No

report" under their assignments. For the information of those present at this convention,

I would like to take just a few moments to elaborate upon that statement in each case.

Assignment 1—Revision of the Manual. Your committee is keenly aware of

the necessity for revision of sections of Chapter 8, and this subcommittee has completed

the rearrangement to conform to the revised tables of contents set up for the new

Manual.

Assignment 2—Principles of Design of Masonry Structures. Your com-

mittee has currently completed a specification for reinforced concrete culvert pipe. Before

final adoption of such an important specification, it was decided that laboratory tests on

full-scale specimens would be made. Under the sponsorship, and with the financial assist-

ance of the research staff of the Association of American Railroads, your committee con-

ducted tests on concrete pipe designed to meet the new specifications. These specimens,

in 12-in. increments, from 24-in. diameter to 84-in. diameter, were tested in the

1,000,000-lb. testing machine at the Huntington, W. Va., laboratory of the Che.sapeake &

Ohio Railway. The results of these tests and the proposed specifications will be made

available to members of the Association within the near future.

Assignment 3—Foundations for Mansonry Structures. Your committee is

currently engaged in the revision of this section of Chapter 8.

Assignment 4—Earth Pressure as Related to Masonry Structures. Your

committee has completed Specifications for Retaining Walls and Abutments, and has

sent out a letter ballot with respect to its adoption for publication in the Manual.

Assignment 5—Tunnel Linings. This section of Chapter 8 probably requires

more careful study, with a view to revision, than any other section. Your committee

has actively progressed this study, and it is expected thai definite recommendations lor

revision of the Manual will be made next year:

Assignment 6—Methods of Repairing Masonry, Including Internal

Pressure Grouting, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman R. W. (Jilmore (Balti-

more & Ohio)

.

Mr. Gilmore: In Bulletin 499, page 617, is the report on Assignment 6. This covers

proposed specifications for Shotcrete and is presented as information. Next year it is

proposed that it be submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual,
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II will rt|)la(f malnial un patrc's S V5 and S «/, incl. Tlii.s lalUi .spitiraalioii wa^

adopted in 10.^6.

The material now presented, tofjethtr with material in the Manual on pages 8-141

to 8-142.6, covering the repairing and solidifying of masonry structures, will also replace

the material published on pages 8-OQ to 8-101, titled Specifications for Repairing

Deteriorating Concrete, adopted in 1933.

Material pre.sented today and published in Bulletin 409 covers general specifications

for Shotcrete, Shotcrete on masonry, and Shotcrete on structural steel.

Assignment 7—Methods for Improving the Quality of Concrete and Mor-
tars, was presented \)\ Subconimitlee Chairman M. S. Norris (Haltiniore & Ohio), who

read in full the report of the subcommittee as it appears on pages 623-625 of Bulletin 499.

Chairman Porter: The pioneers in the use of concrete on the railroads, by their

so-called rule-of-thumb methods, built many hundreds of portland cement concrete struc-

tures that stand as memorials to their makers. Regardless of this excellent record, and

the many advances in concrete technology in subsequent years, the indications of con-

crete deterioration in railroad structures is much too frequent.

Questionnaires submitted to engineering officers of 17 railroads in July, 1946. indi-

cated that during the 5-year period, 1942-1946, incl., the railroads expended an average

of $964,000 on the repair of masonry structures. Thirty-six railroads spent $1,973,000

during 104o to correct cond'tions directly or indirectly attributable to deterioration

of concrete.

We might very well ask ourselves, "What can be done to reduce and/or eliminate

these heavy expenditures?" To furnish some answers to this important question, I take

very great pleasure in presenting to you a member of the Masonry committee, and rail-

road representative of the Structural Bureau, Portland Cement Association, George A.

Paris, who will address you on the subject. Durable Concrete Costs Less.

Durable Concrete Costs Less

By G. H. Paris

Railroad Representative, Portland Cement Association

Thf large number ol old concrete railroad struct ure> still in service (oda\' is good

evidence of the durabilit> of concrete. Their long life and low maintenance, which will

continue for many more years, is al.so ample proof that durable concrete is economical.

Both durability and economy must be built into the concrete during its manufac-

ture. Thus, both factors are inherent qualities of the material, and cannut be changed

once the concrete is made. They are readily obtained by observing certain well-establisheil

ba.sic principles ft)r making quality concrete, which you all know. These principles include

the use of sound aggregates, good proportions, proper mixing and placing, adequate

curing, and air-entrainment. Kach is important in producing qualitv concrete. If an\ one

is neglected, then both the durability and the economy will be impaired.

Thus, there are many steps that must be taken to insure the duraliility of concrete

and its economy. One of the most important objectives is to produce concrete that is

frost resistant, .since the cause of most of our concrete deterioration is weathering, par-

ticularly free/ini; and thawing. The nio-t certain method of making com rele fro^l
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resistant, aixl alsn the easiest, is to use aii-enlraiiimenl . Maii.\' people do not icali/e llie

importance of this l)asic princi|)k' and, consequent !>, it is sometimes overlooked.

Air-entrainmcnt has been found to be a fundamental requisite of frost-resistant

concrete; that is, concrete which will resist the action of freezing and thawing when

wet. It has been studied by many laboratories and organizations and has been used

satisfactorily in thousands of jobs. The Portland Cement Association has been conducting

an intensive research program to determine the effect of cement performance including

air-entrainment in concrete. These studies, started more than ten years ago, are beginning

to pay off in results to you. Important new evidence has been developed and our under-

standing of the question of cement performance has been vastly improved. Some con-

clusions can now be drawn from these studies, which are fully substantiated by evidence.

The evidence comes from three different sources, namely, field studies, experimental

studies in the laboratory, and fundamental studies of hardened cement paste. The results

of all three studies are in good harmony with respect to the conclusions. These con-

clusions are: First, that modern or old-fashioned cement of whatever clinker composition

and fineness, ground by either open or closed-circuit methods, made into non-air-

entrained concrete of normal water-cement ratio, produces concrete which is inherently

vulnerable to freezing and thawing when watersoaked; Second, aside from the question

of aggregates, we know of two ways, and only two ways, in which concrete may be

made inherently resistant to freezing and thawing when watersoaked. These two ways

are either (1) to reduce the water content of fresh concrete to a point where the cement

paste is no longer capable of containing freezable water, which means not more than

4 gal. per sack (and as you know this is generally difficult to use and uneconomical),

or (2) to use the proper amount of a suitable air-entraining agent in the fresh concrete

to introduce "protective voids." Thus, air-entrainment is not regarded as a stopgap

measure but as a fundamental requisite of frost-resistant concrete.

I would like to show you just a few examples of the information that was developed

in these studies of cement performance and air-entrainment. Fig. 1 is a view of one of

the projects used in the field studies of cement performance. This project is located just

west of Chicago, near Naperville, 111. The project contains nearly 1000 specimens made
from 21 different cements, representing all five ASTM types, both air-entraining and

non-air-entraining. Six different mixes and two types of aggregates were used in the

construction of the specimens. The large box specimens, which are 3.5 ft. square and

filled with wet sand, are the only ones which have shown any particular change since

they were cast in 1941. Table 1 shows the rating of several of these box specimens which

were made with non-air-entrained concrete. A rating of 1.0 is perfect, while a rating

of 6.0 is complete disintegration. The important feature to note is that there is no marked

superiority for any one type of cement. It can be seen that weathering in this climate

has had much the same effect on all the specimens.

In marked contrast to these, however, no specimens made with air-entrained con-

crete show any disintegration to date, in spite of the severity of this exposure. In the

case of the best concrete mixes, the differences between the non-air-entrained and air-

entrained concrete are quite small, as both are still showing good performance. What
differences there are, however, always favor the air-entrained specimens. In the case of

poor mixes, and unfortunately too much present-day construction still falls within this

clas.sification, the differences between the air-entrained and non-air-entrained .specimens

are spectacular.

Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of air-entrainment on the resistance of concrete to freez-

ing and thawing as determined hv lahoratorv test. Shown verticallv are the number of
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Fig. 1—General view of one of the projects used in the field studies
of cement performance—near Naperville, 111.

Table 1

—

Long Time Study of Cement Performance in Concrete Rati.nc.s

OF Box TvPE Specimens—Naperville 1Q51

Aggregate D
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Fig. 3—During the short courses being held on a number of roads, the

participants actually design mixes, make trial batches, and perform slump
tests.

.Now what does all this mean? Does it mean that all wi- have- to do to produce frost-

resistant concrete is to entrain some air? No, it does not mean this at all. We still must

use the proper water-cement ratio. We still need sound aggregates and proper propor-

tioning. We still need good placing and finishing methods, and adequate curing. Tt does

mean, however, that wc can i)roduce frost re.si.stant concrete which will withstand the

most severe wealliering conditions, and that such concrete can he i)i(i(lucc(l cciinoinicailN'

anfi easily.

There are other factors liesides frost resistance, liowexer, uhicli affect the duraliilitv'

and economy of concrete. Field and laboratory studies by many different organizations

have shown that, next to weathering, neglect of the basic principles of makng c|ualily

concrete is most responsible for deterioration. This fact was verified by the recent field

study of deteriorated concrete on the railroads, made by the .\.\K at the request of

Committee 8—Masonry. The results of that study, which included 05 structures in differ-

ent parts of the country, showed that the major causes of deterioration were the use of

too much mi.xing water, poor materials, inadequate curing, and poor workmanship. The.se

factors can all be controlled by observing the basic principles of making quality concrete.

One of the best ways of doing this is to provide good supervision and inspection on the

job. This means men who know how to make concrete according to the best current

practices and who have the authority to use whatever means are necessary to get such
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concrete. Thus, a K<'od inspector is a sound investment in quality concrete, and his value

cannot be overemphasized.

Another method of insuring more durable concrete is to instruct the men in the

fundamentals of making quality concrete. Some roads are doing this by conducting short

courses on the subject for two or three days, such as was done on the Norfolk & Western

and Virginian (Fig. 3), which was held just a few weeks ago. Similar courses have been

held by the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Erie, and other roads are contemplating holding

them. During these courses all of the basic principles involved in making quality con-

crete are thoroughly reviewed and the men actually have an opportunity to design mixes,

make trial batches, and perform slump tests. Many men have little opportunity to learn

these fundamentals without such instruction. The guide to the water-cement ratio method

of making concrete prepared by Committee 8 is an excellent tool to give to the field men,

but its value can be enhanced many times by a little personal instruction in its use.

There is also need for closer liaison between the field and office forces. Many roads

actually operate under a double set of standards—that is, the specifications prepared in

the office and the construction practices used in the field are two entirely different things.

Yet the quality of concrete expected is judged on the basis that the specifications were

followed. Wishful thinking will not produce quality concrete. We must see that the speci-

fications and basic principles are observ^ed. Some roads are minimizing the problem by

providing good inspection.

Another step is to provide the necessary equipment for controlling the manufacture

of the concrete in the field. Materials are still too often batched by volume, slump

judged by eyeballing the concrete as it comes from the mixer, and vibrators, if used, are

often misused because no one has taken the time to show the operators how to use them

properly. If concrete is to be made correctly and according to the basic principles, then

some equipment and supervision is needed to control the work.

Durability and economy are inherent factors of quality concrete and still stem from

the use of suitable materials, good proportions, proper mixing and placing, adequate

curing, and air-entrainment. Close control will insure the most efficient use of the mate-

rials and will produce more durable concrete. Thus, durable concrete does cost less

because its long life and low maintenance far outweigh any cost of applying these basic

principles. This is demonstrated by the many old concrete railroad structures .still in

.service todav.

Chairman Porter: Thank you, Mr. Paris.

In recent years railroad engineers have gained—through the study and experiments

of specialists—much knowledge of the characteristics of foundation bearing materials.

The study and application of the principles of soil mechanics have developed facts with

respect to the action and transmission of soil pressures.

To bring you more information with respect to one of our more common foundation

materials, it is my very great pleasure to present to you Dr. Ralph B. Peck, research

professor of soil mechanics, University of Illinois, who will address you briefly on the

subject, The Bearing Capacity of Clays.
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The Bearing Capacity of Clays

By Ralph B. Peck

Research Professor of Soil Mechanics, University of Illinois

Within the last lew years the art of foundation engineering has been eniirhed liv

many contributions from the scietitific fiel<] of soil mechanics. The ]iraclicai use of some

of these contributions involves a knowleflge of relatively elaborate techniques for obtain-

inp; and testing soil samples, and of relatively complicated theoretical considerations. In

other aspects of foundat.on cngincerinK, however, soil mechanics has provided some

extremely simple procedures, with which every practicing engineer can become rcadil>

familiar. An outstanding example of improved engineering practice based upon simple

techniques is the determination of the ultimate bearing capacity of a saturated clay

subsoil.

The results of theoretical and experimental studies of the properties of clay soils

lead to a very simple equation for computing the ultimate bearing capacity or maximum
pressure to which the soil can be subjected without complete failure. This equation refers

to a rectangular footing or raft having a width B and length L. The expression is

B
qa— 2.S5qu (1 + 0.3 ^)

in which q^ is the unconfined compressive strength of the clay beneath the loaded area,

and q,i is the ultimate bearing capacity.

The unconfined compressive strength of a clay soil can be determined readily by

relatively rapid and inexpensive methods. Samples taken from borings by means of thin-

walled steel tubes of about 2-in. diameter may be brought into the laboratory and sub-

jected to tests similar in every respect to the compression tests made on cylinders of

concrete. The vertical pressure per unit of area on the hor'zontal cross section through

the specimen at the time of failure is qu, the unconfined compressive strength. For use

in the equation for bearing capacity the value of the unconfined compressive strength

should be the average throughout a depth beneath the base of the footing approximately

equal to the least width of the footing or raft. The corresponding ultimate bearing

capacity qa is the load per unit of area at which the footing or raft may be expected to

fail by plunging into the ground or by tipping over. Ordinarily, the working load or

safe soil pressure is taken at one-half to one-third the ultimate bearing capacity, in

order to provide an adequate factor of safety.

The value of the ultimate bearing capacity furnished by the equation is known as

the net bearing capacity. That is, it is the load that can be sustained at the base level

of the footing in addition to the pressure exerted at the same level by the weight of the

surrounding soil.

Because the cxtremcl\ simple procedure indicated by the equation has been devel-

oped on theoretical grounds with the aid of laboratory investigations, it is essential to

know whether or not the bearing capacity of full-sized footings or full-sized structures

can be predicted successfully. Full-scale failures of footings or buildings on clay are rare

enough that only a few examples have come to the attention of the engineering pro-

fession. Still fewer of these have been analyzed in terms of the results of tests on the

underlying soil. Three of the significant failures that have been analyzed will be discussid.

The ln>t of the.se is the failure of a footing in a building constructed in Scotland in

1^41. The essential information is shown in Fig. 1. The footing covered an area of 8 ft.

by 9 ft. and its base was located about 1 ft. above the top of a deep deposit of soft
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Fig. 1—Building Footing—Scotland.

blue clay. The structure was a one-story building supporting a concrete roof slab. When
the roof slab was cast the footing very rapidly sank 10 in., and would undoubtedly

have continued to settle if remedial measures had not been taken. Thus, the movement

may be regarded as a bearing-capacity failure. The best possible estimate of the load

on the footing at the time of the large movement is 224,000 lb.

The subsoil at the site was subsequently investigated by A. W. Skempton. The

results of the unconfined compression tests he performed are indicated on the right hand

side of Fig. 1. It is seen that the average unconfined compressive strength of the soft

blue clay is on the order of 700 lb. per sq. ft. According to the simple bearing-capacity

formula the ultimate bearing capacity of the footing should have been 2530 lb. per sq. ft.

The actual pressure on the footing at the base level of the structure was 3100 lb. per

sq. ft. The weight of the surrounding surcharge was 600 lb. per sq. ft. Thus, the net

actual footing pressure at failure was 2500 lb. per sq. ft., which is in very close agreement

with the computed value.

The second example is the failure of a water tank at Shell Haven, England. The

essential features are shown in Fig. 2. The tank when filled with water exerted a unit

pressure of 1640 lb. per sq. ft. at the top of the soft clay deposit, and under this pressure

the tank settled excessively and turned over. The surcharge at the top of the soft clay

may be taken as the weight of the stiff clay layer, or approximately 440 lb. per sq. ft.

The net bearing capacity was, therefore, on the order of 1200 lb. per sq. ft. The average

unconfined compressive strength was 420 lb. per sq. ft. and the corresponding ultimate

bearing capacity, in accordance with the simple bearing capacity equation, was 1550 lb.
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per sq. ft. The error appears to be on the order of 30 percent, well within the customary

values of factor of safety ranging between 2 and 3.

The third and most spectacular comparison between the computed and observed

bearing capacity of clay is that of the Transcona Grain Elevator at Winnipeg, Man.

This structure was constructed in 1913 and failed by tipping during the first loading.

The pressure was evenly distributed and amounted to 3.11 tons per sq. ft. at the base

level of the foundation. The surcharge surrounding the structure was equivalent to 0.72

ton per sq. ft. As a consequence, the net foundation pressure was 2.39 tons per sq. ft.

In 1951 two borings were made at the site and unconfmed compression tests, as well

as other tests, were performed on the samples taken between the base of the structure

and bedrock. The results of the laboratory tests on one series of samples are shown in

Fig. 3. The average unconfined compressive strength of the soil beneath the structure is

equal to 0.95 ton per sq. ft. .\ccording to the bearing capacity equation, the ultimate

bearing capacity should be 3.04 tons per sq. ft., whereas failure occurred at a pressure

of 2.39 tons per sq. ft. The error in this case was on the order of 27 percent. (Fig. 4).
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These examples indicate that the simple procedure suggested by studies in soil

mechanics for estimating the ultimate bearing capacity of structures on clay is trust-

worthy. The order of accuracy is at least as high as that with which the loads on the

structure can generally be predicted. Therefore, failures such as those described in this

discussion are readily predictable at reasonable expense, and at the present state of

engineering knowledge should be considered as avoidable.

In connection with the Transcona Elevator the borings were made and the samples

taken by the Raymond Concrete Pile Company as part of its research program. The

samples were tested in the soil mechanics laboratory at the University of Illinois. The

layout of the borings in the field and the general arrangements for making the borings

were in the hands of Professor W. F. Riddell, head of the Department of Civil Engineer-

ing, University of Manitoba.

Chairman Porter: Thank you, Dr. Peck.

Mr. President, that is the conclusion of our report, and of my term of office as chair-

man of the Masonry committee. It has been a real pleasure and a distinct privilege and

honor to serve in this capacity.

I want to take this opportunity to thank each member of this committee for his

fine work, and for his assistance and cooperation during the past three years.

It gives me very great pleasure to introduce to you at this time the new chairman

of the Committee on Masonry, W. R. Wilson, assistant engineer, on the Santa Fe.

(Applause)

The new vice chairman, is M. S. Norris, senior engineer, Baltimore & Ohio. (Applause)

Mr. President, this concludes the report of the Committee on Masonry.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Porter, for your fine report. We appreciate the

high standards of committee work that you generated during the period of your chair-

manship. We welcome Mr. Wilson as the new chairman.

Your committee is excu.sed with the thanks of the .Association.

Discussion on Iron and Steel Structures

(For Report, see pp. .i07 609.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

In the absence of Chairman J. L. Becke! (New York Central), the report was pre-

sented by Vice Chairman J. F. Marsh (Rock Island).

Vice Chairman Marsh: Committee 15's report appears in Bulletin 4Q0, beginning on

page -SO?. We are reporting today on six of our assignments.

Assignment J—Revision of Manual, was presented by Suhcommittee Chairman

E. S. Birkenwald (Southern).

Mr. Birkenwald: The report on Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, covers revision

to the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges, Methods of Strengthening Existing

Bridges, with a digest in regard to the fatigue strength of various details u.sed for the

repair of bridge members, and Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges.

This year the Association is being asked to approve revision of the Specifications for

Steel Railway Bridges in two respects. One concerns the bearing pressure which .should
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be allowed when concrete supports the bearinns of steel structures; tlic other has to do

with the fabrication of structural steel.

As a result of the Investigation of Distribution of Pressures Under Bridw Rocker

Shoe Slabs, published in Bulletin 496, September-October, 1951, the committee submits

for adoption and publication in the Manual two changes, namely, those on page 15-2

and page 15-11 of the Manual, as printed on page 508 of Bulletin 499. I move their

adoption and publication in the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Birkenwald: In regard to the revision of the specifications covering fabrication

of structural steel. Arts. 504 to 514, incl., pages 15-23 and 15-24 of the Manual, you

will note on pages 508 to 511, incl.. Bulletin 499, that the revision therefor is e.xtensive

and that the subject matter has been reworked and amplified. Furthermore, it has been

presented from an entirely different point of view.

Several years ago, the committee received complaints that these articles were not

clear and that fabricators were not interpreting the articles in the same way that bridge

engineers were interpreting them. Suffice it to say that these complaints centered on what

holes were to be punched or subpunched asd reamed. A reading of present Art. 504 will

e.xplain the confusion. Inasmuch as shop practice and machinery have changed since

1935, when the current specifications were initiated, it was decided to review Arts. 504

to 514, incl., with the view of bringing them up to date as well as to clarify and simplify

them.

A first draft of this revision was prepared in August 1950 by Henry C. Tammen,

then a member of the committee. While it straightened up most of the ambiguities, it still

left room for argument. A new approach was suggested by Jonathan Jones, in which

the subject matter was divided into the captions of the proposed revision, rather than

as set out by the present specifications. The size of holes for rivets and turned bolts was

defined first. Preparation of Holes was divided into two parts, namely. Preparation of

Holes for Shop Rivets and Preparation of Holes for Field Rivets. The subject matter

under present Art. 506, Reaming and Drilling, was deleted since it was out of date and

superfluous, and the present Art. 507, Reaming After Assembling, was amplified into new

Art. 507, Reaming and Drilling After Assembly. Match-marking was considered next,

followed by Templates for Reaming and Drilling, Reaming and Drilling Through Tem-
plates, and Pitting for Shop Riveting. The revision concludes with Finished Holes, and

Offset in Finished Holes, which are the means of determining the quality of the

fabrication.

Five more drafts of this revision were made before the committee voted favorably

lor it by more than a two-thirds majority. I can assure you that the revision was vigor-

ously discussed and gone over with a fine-tooth comb by the subcommittee and the

committee as a whole before this matter was presented to the Association.

The revision, which has been reviewed and approved informally by the fabricators,

represents the best current shop practice of fabrication. In some respects it is more severe

than the present specifications; in other respects, not quite so severe.

It is more severe than the present specifications in that:

1. Rolled beams and plate girders having material ^4 in- thick or less must be

subpunched % in. less in diameter and reamed instead of being punched. How-
ever, it is general shop practice in large fabricating shops to subpunch Va in. less

in diameter and ream to obtain better workmanship at a lesser cost than punching,

2. Requirements for reaming and drilling through templates are better defined

and more explicit.
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It is less sf\fic lliMii llic |>nscnl spct il'ii jilion^ in llint:

1. Rolled heanis and platf Kii'dfis tiaxint; material o\cr >'s in. thick, liut not

thicker than the nominal diameter of the rivet less ' « in., may be subpunched

's i'l- less in diameter and reamed instead of being subpunched ]/4 in. and reamed.

2. It permits punching full size in certain material not mure than ",^ in. thick..

where rivets do not transfer stress caused b\' external verlica! loading.

The committee submits revision of .\rts. 504 to 514, incl., of the Steel Rail\va> Bridge

specifications lor adoption and publication in the Manual, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr.* Birkenvvald: Attention is called to the third line of .\rl. 10.' in Meihud.s of

Strengthening Existing Bridges, page 511. The word "life" should be "live". .Also, to .\rt.

207 on page 512, there should be added the following;

In the last sentence, change the word 'must" to "shall".

(It has also been pointed out that in the first line of .Art. 506 under Specifications

lor Steel Railway Bridges, as presented on page 50Q of Bulletin 4Q9, the word "field'

was omitted between the words "for" and "rivets".)

Mr. Birkenvvald: Mr. Cornelius Neufeld will now discuss the revi.sion of Manual

material on Methods of Strengthening Existing Bridges.

Cornelius Xeufeld. Canadian Pacific: Your committee recommends for adoption cer-

tain revisions in Manual material under Methods of Strengthening Existing Bridges,

pages 15-127 to 15-1.^2, incl.

These revisions, which are published in Bulletin 49^^, pages 511 to 513, incl., are

based in part on research carried out by Prof. W. M. Wilson, a member of this committee

and formerly research professor of structural engineering at the University of Illinois.

Professor Wilson conducted laboratory investigations into the fatigue strengths of various

details used for the repair of bridge members.

Your Association, in collaboration with the University of Illinois and various other

bodies, sponsored this work, which extended over a number of years and which was

completed in 1946. The Association of .American Railroads, on the recommendation ol

the committee, contributed a total of :^25,000.

The reports on this work have appeared in the following publications of the .ARE.A:

Vol. 47 of the Proceedings, pages 648 to 662, incl., which is a report of Profes.>^or

Wilson's address to the 1946 convention;

Vol. 48 of the Proceedings, pages 969 to 986, incl., on The Shortening of Eyebar.-^ to

Equalize the Stress, which incorporates the results of tests conducted by Profes.sor Wilson

on the fatigue strength of eyebars shortened by various methods;

Bulletin 489, pages 111 to 129, incl., which is a digest of certain sections of Uni-

versity of Illinois Bulletin Ml on Fatigue Tests of Beams in Flexure; and finally

Bulletin 4'JO, pages 51.^ to 521, incl., which is a digest of certain sections of University

of Illinois Bulletin .^82 on the Fatigue Strength of \ arious Details V<cd for the Repaii

of Bridge Members.

In the proposed revisions of the Manual, which are ba.sed on the above reports, your

committee has recommended only those types of repairs which were |)roved satisfactory

by laboratory tests on members of comparable size and function.

The article on welding has been restated and the use of welding has been restricted

to the specific cases where it i,s permitted in the Manual, and then only if approved by

the engineer.
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Other revisions, not based on the work ot Professor Wilson, are intended to reflect

present-day practices. Certain articles which were too broad in scope and liable to misuse

have been rewritten.

I move that the revisions in the Methods of Strengthening Existing Bridges, as

piil)lished in Bulletin 400, and as amended by Mr. Birkenwald, be adopted and published

in the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Vice Chairman Marsh: Thank you, Mr. Birkenwald and Mr. Neufeld.

Our Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges have been lompletely rewritten,

and will be reviewed briefly at this time by Dr. Hardesty.

Shortridge Hardesty: A complete revised draft of the Specifications for Movable

Bridges appears in Bulletin 490, January 1952, pages 522 to 591, incl. It is printed as

information for the purpose of soliciting comments and criticisms prior to submission

a year hence for adoption and publication in the Manual. It is requested that all com-

ments be .submitted by June 1, 1952, if practicable, in order that they may be reviewed

and submitted to Committee 15 for consideration at its July meeting.

The revision of the specifications was begun in 1935. Preliminary drafts of four sec-

lions were prepared in 193o and 1937, and reviewed by the committee during the fol-

lowing years. The work was interrupted during the war. It was again taken up in 1946,

when studies of basic unit stresses and other fundamental considerations were made, and

revised drafts prepared and reviewed by the committee. Drafts of Sec. I, II, III and V
were printed as information in Bulletin 485, January 1950, pages 445 to 469, incl. A draft

of Sec. IV, VII, VIII and IX was prepared in 1950, and printed in Bulletin 492, January

1951, pages 447 to 477, incl., together with revisions in the draft printed in Bulletin 485.

During 1951 the draft of Sec. VI was prepared, the other sections were reviewed and

put into final shape, and the draft was accepted by Committee 15 at its October meeting

and ordered printed as information. Credit is due Mr. H. C. Tammen for the preparation

of the drafts of the sections written in 1950 and 1951.

The revisions have consisted of bringing all features of the specifications into line

with current movable bridge practice, a general rearrangement of certain portions, and a

basic change in design procedure. Allowable unit stresses have been increased in general,

computed stresses increased by K-factors to provide for the effect of repetitions and

reversals of stress, and provision made for stresses produced by the prime movers. Sec-

tion VI, Power Equipment, now Section F, has been completely rewritten.

The following errata should be noted in the draft as printed in Bulletin 499;

Page 523.

The article numbers should be changed to agree with the .style of numbering

used in the specifications.

Page 555.

The formula in line 7 should read;

(P— 13,000)
(12,000 -f HOD) ^55

Page 562.

Three paragraphs of Art. 13 have been omitted. Art. 513 on Page 466 of

Bulletin 492 is the complete article.

There are several other minor errors, all of which will.be corrected before the revised

sjM'cifications are adopted.
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Assignment 3—Design of Expansion Joints, Involving Iron and Steel

Structures, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman A. R. Harris (Chicago & North

Western)

.

Mr. Harris: The report on Assignment 3, given on page 50I, includes 16 figures

showing typical details of expansion joints similar to details of expansion joints taken

from the plans of structures on some 20 railroads. It is reali/cd that the design of a

satisfactory type of expansion joint for a ballast deck structure is a difficult problem.

However, corrosion in steel structures resulting from drainauc water at expansion joints

is a serious problem.

Your committee will attempt to secure additional details on expansion joints during

the coming year, and any suggestions or comments from members of the ARE.\ or

guests will be greatly appreciated.

This report is submitted as a progress report, for information.

Assignment 4—Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames, was pre.sented by

Subcommittee Chairman C. H. Sandberg (Santa Fe).

Mr. Sandberg: The Subcommittee on Stress Distribution in Bridge Frames submits

the following report of progress in the study and investigation of the causes and remedies

of floorbeam hanger failures in railway bridges.

The research work on this project is being conducted at Purdue University, under

the able direction of Prof. L. T. Wyly. This project is sponsored financially by the AAR,
and the research staff of the AAR assists and advises regarding the work.

A description and analysis of the tests on a floorbeam hanger in a 124-ft. pin-

connected truss on the Santa Fe is given in Bulletin 495, pages 35 to 63. .A report cover-

ing the description and analysis of a test to determine the stress concentrations in plates

in the vicinity of rivet and bolt holes under varying conditions of pitch, gage, edge

distance, bearing and clamping force is printed in Bulletin 495, pages 1 to 34, incl.

We hope to give a final report on this project, and on the investigation of floorbeam

hangers, next year.

Assignment 5—Design of Steel Bridge Details, was presented by E. S. Bir-

kenwald (Southern) in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman G. !>. Stale> (Missouri-

Kansas-Texas).

Mr. Birkenwald; As a result of the investigation of distribution of pressures under

bridge rocker shoe slabs, which was published in Bulletin 496, Vol. 53, September-

October, 1951, it was found necessary to revise Art. 444 and Art. 445 in the Specifications

for Steel Railway Bridges. If you are familiar with the report, you will know that it had

to do with rocker shoe slabs, and that this is a relatively new development for steel

railway bridges.

About 20 or 25 years ago this type of bearing was developed, and it has since been

improved, but the railway specifications at the present time do not provide for it. A
committee is now working on the revision of these two articles, which will provide for

it, and it is expected that this will be ready for the next annual meeting, for adoption

and publication.

\ice Chairman Marsh: Assignment 6 covers the preparation and i)ainting of steel

surfaces. Dr. Joseph Bigos, director of research. Steel Structures Painting Council, will

advise us in a short talk concerning the investigations under way and proposed by the

Council.
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Investigations Under Way and Proposed by the Steel Structures

Painting Council

By Joseph Bigos

Senior Fellow, Mellon Institute Director of Research, Steel Struclurcs Paintinc Council

The purpose of my talk is to describe the work bcinfi done by the Steel Structures

Painting Council and how that work fits in with the work of CommiUec IS—Iron and

Steel Structures, of the American Railway Engineering Association. I should like to tell

you first a little about the Council, its purposes, and how it operates.

The Council originated through the efforts of the American Institute of Steel Con-

struction. They realized that millions of dollars are wasted annually through paint failures

and inadequate paint life. Knowing that others faced the same problems, they approached

other groups interested in furthering the better cleaning and painting of steel structures.

An organization meeting was held with representatives of 17 national associations at

the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research in Pittsburgh, Pa., on May 9, IPSO. The Steel

Structures Painting Council was established there for the following purposes:

1. To review the art of cleaning and painting steel structures, through literature

surveys, conferences and other means, to determine and outline the best methods

developed up to the present time.

2. To issue, if found feasible, a code or specification covering practical and eco-

nomical methods of surface preparation and painting steel structures, based on

the present knowledge of the membership of the Council.

3. To perform in its own organization, or by engaging outside individuals or

organizations, further research to reduce or prevent the corrosion of steel struc-

tures by surface preparation and by the application of coatings, paint and other

materials, and to determine the initial and annual costs thereof.

4. To issue from time to time recommendations intended further to improve, and

to make more effective and more economical, the protection of steel structures

;

such recommendation to be made available to specification and code-writing

committees.

The Council was established as a nonprofit organization that relies upon financial

support through the contributions of its members.

The research work of the Council is performed by a fellowship established at Mellon

Institute on February 1, 1951. This work, is supervised by the Research Committee of the

Council, which is also charged with the responsibility of issuing publications reporting

the results of investigations.

M. A. Roose, who is chairman of Committee IS's Subcommittee on Cleaning and

Painting of Steel Surfaces, is a member of the Research Committee of the Council. There

is, therefore, a direct tie between the work of the Council and that of Committee IS.

Furthermore, E. J. Ruble, structural engineer of the Association of American Railroads,

serves as an advisory member of that same committee, while G. M. Magee, research

engineer. Engineering Division, A.A.R., has served as a member of the Executive Com-

mittee of the Council.

The first investigation undertaken by the Council was a survey of present painting

practice. The survey was aimed at determining what constitutes good practice, and what

practices should be eliminated as wasteful or leading to the premature failure of paint.
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The survey was conducted, in part, by means of an extensive questionnaiie sui)-

niitted to fabricators, raihoads, hithway deiiartments, water works, and almost all con-

cerned with the building or maintenance of steel structures. The survey was extended

through personal conferences, literature surveys, field studies, investigations of paint

failures, outstanding paint performance, and many paint tests. In fact, you might say

that most of the research work done during the past year has been on this survey of

present practice.

Steel Structures Painting Manual

This survey ties in with the first major production of the Council; that is, publication

of the Steel Structures Painting Manual. Actually, the manual is based upon the survey

that has just been described.

The painting manual is divided into two parts; the first part is devoted to a dis-

cussion of present good practices in cleaning and painting steel. It is made up of chap-

ters written by thoroughly competent and qualified specialists in the various subjects

included, such as: the theory of corrosion; mechanical surface preparation; chemical

surface preparation; quality control of paints; mixing and application of paints; labor

and material requirements; shop painting; field painting of railroad bridges; field paint-

ing of highway bridges; painting of vessels for fresh water service and salt water service;

painting of steel tanks; painting of various types of industrial plants; painting steel in

hydraulic structures; protection of pipelines and underground structures; inspections;

and causes and prevention of paint failures. Each of these chapters is aimed at a prac-

tical statement of how the work should be done, the materials that should be used, costs,

techniques, safety, recommended paints, and many other items.

The second part of the manual includes specifications for the cleaning, treating, and

painting of steel structures. Specifications for paints to meet almost every purpose are

included. Complete painting systems, including surface preparation, pretrealmcnt, and

application, for different types of steel structures are being specified, depending upon

the type of exposure to which the structures vv'ill be subjected. These complete painting

systems will include those that have been found best in actual service.

We hope to have the manual ready for publication in the late spring, but great

difficulties have been encountered in attempting to complete this project.

The preparation of the specifications I have just mentioned is, in reality, a separate

phase of activity, which is cordinated with the painting manual, since the specifications

will first appear in the Manual. It is our hope that these specifications will be adopted

widely and made a part of contracts for the cleaning and painting of steel. They have

been written with a practical viewpoint in mind and an attempt has been made to create

in them standards of performance that can be met .both in the shop and in the field.

Study Present Painting Systems

The next phase of our investigations concerned practical research on good painting

systems. Our survey showed that not enough is actually known as to which paint .systems

arc really good. For example, our survey of railroad painting practices included 34 rail-

roads, which reported on 4Q painting systems in actual use, as follows:

Primers used:

Red lead (mostly with raw linseed oil) 41
Zinc chromate 5

Blue lead 1

Iron oxide-fish oil 2

49
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Finish paints used:

Black (carbon or graphite, mostly in L.O.) 34
Aluminum 11

Iron oxide 1

Ccmi-nt tar I

Inhibited petrolatum 1

Formula 9-black w/aspliall 1

4Q

The analysis of practices used by state highway departments shows paints in use as:

Red lead primer, w/aluminum finish coat 11

Red lead primer, w/black finish coat 2

Red lead primer, w/green finish coat 1

Red lead-iron oxide primer, w/aluminum finish coal 2

Zinc chromate primer, w/aluminum finish coat ^

Zinc chromate primer, w/grcen finish coat !

IS

Thus we see that, despite the different types of service, almost identical paint systems

are being used in protecting highway bridges as are used to protect railroad bridges

which are subjected to brine drippings, blast, and diesel exhaust. Furthermore, while

linseed oil paints are outstanding in their performance over rust and mill scale, and for

general maintenance painting,* they are among the poorest for resistance to brine drippings.

This is due to saponification of the linseed oil under the highly caustic conditions set up

in, or under, the paint film by the electrolytic corrosion accelerated by the brine.

"We encountered similar problems in every field investigated—water tanks, highway

bridges, ships, dams, pipelines, etc. Practical research involving field testing on actual

structures seemed the most logical way of getting answers to the problem.

Field Tests

The field testing of paint is being conducted in two ways. The first way is through

field paint tests sponsored by or actually participated in by the Council. Two tests have

been started. The first is a test of maintenance paints for fresh water tank interiors,

which is being run at Ambridge, Pa. In this test we are testing about IS different paint

systems for use over a hand-cleaned surface that includes rust, mill scale, and old paint.

The second test is being run in cooperation with the Association of American Rail-

roads on a railroad bridge in Chicago. (See Fig. 1). The first part of the test involved

a field trial of a chemical method of surface preparation. A chemical paint stripper was

sprayed over the old paint, which in«some places was J^ in. thick. The condition of the

old paint 40 min. after the application of the stripper is illustrated in Fig. 2. The

softened paint and the chemical stripper were flushed off by high-pressure hot water

supplied from a portable steam cleaner. A second application of stripper was necessary

to remove all of the old paint from around rivets, in crevices, and about angles. The
panel after the second application of the stripper is illustrated in Fig. 3, which also shows

the sprayer used for the application. After the second flushing and thorough washing

of the surface, a cold phosphate rust remover and surface conditioner was applied. The

condition of one of the test panels after the treatment is illustrated in Fig. 4. The old

paint was completely removed, but the rust was hardly touched by the phosphate treat-

ment. Note the condition of the rivets and mill scale on the left side of the panel; also

the rivet in the center of the picture. The center rivet shows accelerated corrosion with

subsequent removal of mill scale, and pitting, that result in a pattern of Luders Lines
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I'ig. 1—Railroad bridge, showing its condition before cleaning
and painting.

Fig. 2—Panel 40 min. after first paint stripper application.
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Fig. 3—Demonstration panel after second application of paint stripper.

Fig. 4—Close-up of panel which has been stripped and phosphated.
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around the stressed rivet. This l\ pe of failure is prol)ahl\ caused i)> the stresses set up

in the riveted joint which, in time, promote electrolytic currents. These currents protect

the intact mill scale at the expense of the areas already rusted, or where bare steel is

exposed.

To test the effectiveness of chemically-prepared surfaces versus hand-cleaned sur-

faces, sections of the bridge were also cleaned by hand. A paint te.st was started usini:

.six of the .standard railroad primers and one type of black tini.sh paint. Half of each

test section received a coal of primer only; the other half receiverl a coat of ])rimer and

one Imish coat. This lest is to be inspeited durint; this (oin ention week, since breakdown

of some of the iiainis has be^un.

Mill Scale Is Chief Troublemaker

The chief troublemaker in the succossfiil painting ot steel is mill scale. Ihe cost ol

removinK mill .scale is not usually- warranted on steel structures, except where the exposure

conditions arc .so .severe that it is actually cheaper, in the long run, to remove the scale.

It is possible to paint steel successfully and to keep the mill scale intact. In Fig. -1 is .seen

large areas of intact mill scale that had remained on the .steel for over 40 years. The

large intact areas were not protected cathodically at the expen.sc of the rusted areas,

but were covered with a thick layer of light, well adhered paint.

Mill scale that is cracked in fabrication usually fails quickly because of the accel-

erated corrosion under the scale. This causes the appearance of our old friend "mill scale

lifting." Water is absorbed through the fine cracks, even when paint is applied over the

mill scale. Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of fabrication on mill scale. This figure shows the

stern and stern tube of a fresh water towboat. The plate was bent to shape by pressing

in a die. Every impact is clearly marked in the steel by the accelerated corrosion which

occurred when the damaged mill scale failed, carrying away the paint. The dark lines

.show the impacts; the light grey is the sandblasted steel hull ready for repainting.

Cooperative Program of Field Testing

The second portion of our I'leld research on paint was the inauguration of a coopera-

tive program of field testing of paints. In the program, the Council acts as a clearing-

house in the exchange of information resulting from field tests on paints and cleaning

methods. The Council participates in all of these paint tests, many of which have been

running for several years and are giving fruitful results. We receive complete details on

the paints, their application, surface preparation, etc. We participate in inspections or

receive reports of the inspections. This information is made available to the other par-

ticipants in the program along with complete information on the Council's tests. The

net result is an extensive testing of paints that avoids much duplication and produces

results to all at low co.st.

These tests are rather interesting, but I do not have sufficient time to outline all of

them. Included in the program are tests of painting systems on fabricated beams, wide-

flange beams, water tanks, chemical storage tanks, all sorts of steel specimens, angles and

shapes, dams, railroad bridges, highway bridges, and grandstands. These tests are run

by about 20 different companies. Many types of paint systems arc on test, with all types

of surface preparations, including hand cleaning, power to«)l cleaning, flame cleaning,

blast cleaning, and pickling. Some of these tests are de.signed to cnnipare the surface

pre|)aratii)ns, while «>thers are interested in testing the paints.

We believe it is necessary to find the most effective \\a>s ol painting ovei rust and

mill scale. Many of these tests include sU( h i>r()cedures. Fig. 6 illustrates one ol the tests
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Fig. 5—Accelerated corrosion caused by mill scale failure on a towboat.

Fig. 6—Effect of using penetrating oil prelreatment.
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being run by the American BridKe Company in its Sliifflcr plant. The tank was fahiiiatcil

and received a nominal hand cleaning. Half the tank was then coated with an air-

drying, penetrating oil treatment. An outstanding primer was then a|)plicd over the

entire tank. The difference in performance after one year is obvious; the pretreated half

is almost intact, while the untreated half has little paint remaining.

At this point, I wish to invite any of the railroads represented here to participate in

the work we arc doing by exchanging information through our cooperative field paint

testing program. Please tell us about your field tests so that the industry as a whole can

benefit by your efforts.

Brine and Salt Water

Another investigation concerns the effectiveness of synthetic types of paints to combat

brine or salt water. Fig. 7 illustrates an area of a salt water ship which was coated

with a vinyl system. Note that the area is virtually intact after 14 months' service in salt

water, except for scrapings which remove the paint. Even then, there is little or no

creepage of rust under the paint adjacent to the scratches. This paint was applied on a

sand blasted surface. The rest of the ship, which was sandblasted and painted with one

of the usual systems, had little live paint left.

Sandblasting and the complete removal of mill scale have been promoted as being

the cure-all for paint troubles. They can virtually eliminate premature failures and extend

paint life, but they, too, have their share of troubles, as is shown in Fig. 8. This figure

shows the same vinyl paint system that was applied on the last ship, but this ship (which

was also sandblasted) shows large areas of blisters. The surprising thing about this .shij)

is that the major portion ol paint was in excellent condition, with virtually no blemi.shes.

It simply proves that the answer is not quite so simple.

Surface Preparation

We found in writing specifications for surface preparation that we must establish

standards of cleanliness for the different methods of surface preparation. Research work

has been started on establishing necessary standards for surface preparations, .since little

scientific work has been done on surfaces produced b\' hand cleaning and j^ower wire-

brushing.

Fig. 9 shows a machine built in the shops of the Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Coni-

l^any to test power wirebrushing. With this machine a specified force can be exerted by

the brush against the .steel surface; the machine can be run at specified speed under load

with different types of brushes. In this way we are endeavoring to establish a standard

surface that can be reproduced in other shops or in the field. We are going to test paints

over these standard surfaces to determine which will yield the maximum paint life.

When we tackled the job of writing .specifications for blast -cleaned surfaces, we
thought it would be ea.sy sailing. Here again, we found little had been done on such

surfaces, and there is no authentic relationship between the surface that is produced

and the amount of paint necessary to protect the surface.

It has been felt that grit blasting produced one of the finest surfaces for protective

coatings. Upon doing research work on typical surfaces produced by actual cummercial

operations, we found the results shown in Fig. 10. This figure illustrates what happens

to steel when grit blasted. Here we sec that the mill scale is removed, but the surface is

plowed by the steel; furrows are cut into the steel and, at the same time, peaks are

thrown up. This figure illustrates a profile flei>th of 10 mils, or 001 in. which is the
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liiiiiii m liii ill Ill I

Fig. 7—Excellent condition of vinyl paint on ship hull.

Fig. 8—Failure by blistering of vinyl paint on ship hull.
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Fig. 9—Power wirebrushing test nidcluiic.

Fig. 10—Photomicrograph of peak formed on steel surface
by grit blasting.
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worst we have encountered yet. Fig. 11 shows more of such a grit -blasted surface, but at

lower magnification. This surface was produced with the same size of grit, and you can

note the overall anchor pattern produced. Such a pattern is desirable where a thick

coating is to be anchored, such as a mastic or metallized coating. It is hardly suitable

when 4 or 5 mils of paint are specified for application.

Fig. 12 illustrates the anchor pattern produced by sandblasting with the usual com-

mercial size of sand. Here the profile depth drops to 2.5 mils—a big improvement and

one much more suited to industrial coatings, but still not satisfactory where only thin

films of paint are to be applied.

To prove what happens to steel when the paint is applied over excessively roughened

steel, test specimens with the same type of surface pattern where painted with a brine-

resisting paint and tested in the ASTM salt spray cabinet. Fig. 13 shows that the exces-

sively roughened specimen failing ;-apidly, but that the less roughly prepared specimen

was virtually intact. Actually, microscopic examination reveals, as illustrated in Fig. 14,

that breakdown of the paint and rusting begins on the tips of the peaks which are not

adequately covered by paint. These specimens were exposed in the salt spray for 150

hours. This test does not show that grit blasting is inferior to sandblasting, but it does

show that any blast cleaning must be done with an abrasive that is sized to produce an

anchor pattern suited to the coating to be applied.

Even when a surface is properly prepared and the anchor pattern is suited to the

coating, premature failure can occur through improper application. Fig. 15 illustrates the

coating on a pipeline. This pipe was grit blasted and shop coated with a coal tar primer

and a hot applied coal tar enamel. Here you see the entire coating, about 3/32 in. thick,

being pulled away from the pipe. Failure was caused by improper formulation of the

coatings.

Other Investigations

I am sorry that time will not permit my telling you more about other investigations

we are conducting. The final decision on the type of surface preparation and paint to be

applied should be based upon the lowest cost per square foot per year that will give an

acceptable performance. Accurate cost data are hard to get, but we have started economic

analyses of some of these problems and expect to start more.

Basic research is being done on the anchor pattern produced on the steel by the

different methods of surface preparation. The work I have described is continuing; also,

we are just finishing a test on the anchor patterns produced by blast cleaning to find

what type of anchor gives the best results. That information is to guide us in an extensive

test of much greater scope. It will evaluate the performance to be expected from good

paints over the different methods of surface preparation to be recommended by the

Council. This test will include hand wirebrushing, power wirebrushing, flame cleaning,

iilast cleaning, and pickling.

Another project to be continued and expanded is the one aimed at establishing

standards of surface preparation. It will include the degree of removal of rust and mill

scale by methods such as hand and power-tool cleaning, and flame cleaning.

Plans have been prepared for a field test of paint systems resistant to brine drippings.

This test will include about a dozen paints that should be quite resistant to brine. Actual

application of the paint is expected to be completed this summer. This test is being run

in cooperation with the Missouri Pacific Railroad, and one of their bridges, which has

been badly attacked by brine, will be u.sed as the subject.
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Fig. 11—Anchor pattern formed on steel surface

by grit blasting.

Fig. 12—Anchor pattern formed on steel surface
by sand blasting.
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Fig. 13—Effect of anchor pattern on paint performance.

Fig. 14—Photomicrograph of formation of rust on peak in anchor pattern.
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Fig. 15—Failure of coal tar coating on pipeline.

Fig. 16—Repairing shop coat on the 450-ft.
tower of a new bridge.
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Another test for which plans are beinj; drawn, and which is scheduled for the near

future, is to find the paints that arc most suited to protectinj:; mill scale. We feel that

most of the structural steel fabricated today can be adequately protected without remov-

ing the mill scale. The most economical methods can only be established after sufficient

cost data are analyzed, however.

No matter how much wc know about the rij^ht way to clean and paint steel, that

information is worthless unless it reaches the people who will do the work. Education

of the engineers, foremen, and buyers, as well as the painter and the laborer, is necessary

to make progress. Our program shall always strive to keep such education foremost.

The issuing of a new periodical, the "Steel Structures Painting Digest", has been author-

ized by the Council. We hope to begin publication, on a small scale, soon.

In conclusion, I would like to illustrate these last points by showing one more picture,

The success of any painting job, in the final analy.sis, rests in the hands of such men

as arc shown in Fig. 16, painting one of the towers of a new bridge. They are 400 ft.

above the water, far from the eyes of inspectors, and theorists like myself. They must

have the right tools and materials, but in their minds they must be sold on the idea

of doing a conscientious job for which they will be adequately paid.

Vice Chairman Marsh: Dr. Bigos, your address has been very informative and con-

structive. I know that under your direction the Steel Structures Painting Council will

progress the studies and investigations it is making on this very important subject.

Assignment 9—Use of High-Strength Structural Bolts in Steel Railway
Bridges, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman A. G. Rankin (Texas & Pacific).

Mr. Rankin: As a result of tests, reported in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 51, 1950,

pages 506 to 540, incl., it was felt that the Specifications for Assembly of Structural

Joints Using High Tensile Steel Bolts in Steel Railway Bridges, Bulletin 499, page 607

to 609, incl., should be submitted as information for comments and criticism, with the

view of adoption and publication in the Manual one year hence.

Vice Chairman Marsh: Mr. President, I wish to express my sincere thanks and

those of Chairman Beckel to all the members of Committee 15 for their wholehearted

cooperation in the work of the committee during the past year.

This concludes the report of Committee 15.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Marsh, for your fine report, so much of which is

based on research.

Committee 15 is excused, with the thanks of the Association.

(The meeting recessed at 12:10 p.m.)
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Grand Ballroom— 12:30 p.m.

Engineers Should Do More, and Do It Better

By Fred G. Gurley

President, Santa Fe System Lines, CliicaRO

By the title '"Engineers Should Do More, and Do It Better", I mean that engineers

should do more than they are now doing and that they should do better than they are

doing. I purposely chose this title in the belief that it would attract your attention, arouse

your interest, perhaps even your mild anger. As we get further into my discussion, I hope

>our anger will subside, but surely I am anxious to arouse your interest and to stimulate

your thoughts.

I am aware of your object and >our resi)onsibilit> as stated in the constitution of

your association. My remarks may go beyond those limitations, and if so, you may

consider me out of place. If that is your reaction, I know you will be charitable in your

thoughts. On the other hand, even if I go beyond the limitations of your objectives,

perhaps you will be willing to re-e.xamine those objectives. In that re-examination you

might want to consider the adoption of plans which would broaden your scope.

First—a few words about the events preceding the formation of the American

Society of Civil Engineers in 1852 and, as a consequence of that, the Centennial of

Engineering in 1052. While the American Railway Engineering Association was formed

many years after the .American Society of Civil Engineers, it is apparent that, both

directly and indirectly, the influence of the railroads was more important in creating

the atmosphere which resulted in the formation of the earlier societ\' than is commonly

recognized.

In the ftrst place, during the IS.^O's we find a publication adopting the name Ameri-

can Railroad Journal and Mechanics' Magazine. In its issue of January 1, 1840, there

were comments about experiences, even in those early years, where the cost of public

works far exceeded the estimate. The Journal said, "A stricter estimate of the resources

of proposed public works will hereafter be required * * *. The difficulty of procuring

funds, while seeking the permanent obstruction of injudicious projects, will require much

economy in the management of those ba.sed upon more solid foundations than mere

paper revenues."

The impression I gain from the foregoing quotation is that inaccuracy in estimates

of costs and revenues of public works has a long background.

Here are two quotations from the February 1, 1840, issue of the .\merican Railroad

journal and Mechanics' Magazine:

Feeling as we do, a deep interest in the formation of an .Xmerican Society

of Civil Engineers, we have always warmly seconded any endeavors to bring

about a successful organization of the profession in this country. It has been

with us a favorite topic, and in our intercourse with the members of the profession,

we have been frequentlv urged to move in the matter.

A * useful and * * * practicable object, is to obtain a concentration of

the influence and information of the profession, together with a concert of action.

What we want first of all is an investigation into the improvement system, as
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modified by our peculiar circumstances in a national point of view; descriptions

and details of individual works ; statistics of works in operation ; the elements

of a judicious, economical and safe system of management of railroads, canals

and steamboats, upon which subjects the opinion of an intelligent body of engineers

would have the greatest weight, as a basis for legislative action when necessary,

but which would go far to do away with any such necessity ; and lastly, the

cultivation of science in all its bearings upon civil engineering, in which, we doubt

not, the members of the profession in the United States are fully able to cooperate

with their transatlantic brethren.

These quotations are from editorials written 12 years before the formation of our

first American engineering association. The breadth of concept of the American Railroad

Journal and Mechanics' Magazine intrigues me; surely it encourages me in the develop-

ment of my thesis.

This concept was that the opinion of an intelligent body of engineers would have

great weight as the basis for legislative action, and would be helpful in determining the

elements of a judicious, economical and safe system of management of railroads, canals

and steamboats.

In attempting the development of my thesis, I shall, of course, try to express appre-

ciation for the many contributions you have made to your industry, while at the same

time endeavor to demonstrate that you have missed some opportunities. In attempting

to do this I shall point out where and how you can make other contributions to your

industry. I shall attempt also to delineate how the trained and logical mind of the

engineer can and should do more in the protection of the very house in which he lives,

and in which he has had such a great opportunity to demonstrate his ability. Oddly

enough, the engineer, like others, has failed to watch the foundation and the framework

of his own home.

In the many accomplishments of the engineer in the railroad field it is sometimes

difficult to determine whether the benefits have come from efforts which are strictly

those of the engineer or from the efforts of the individual engineer who, perchance, is

also inventor, scientist, and perhaps manager, ^he lines of demarcation are vague and

shadowy in many instances. There is no doubt that the industry owes much to the

engineer—we simply could not have become what we are without him.

Because my purpose today is to encourage and stimulate you, I will not devote as

much time to the past as its glory would justify under other circumstances.

Let us begin with a few questions. Knowing your own railroad as you do, what

are the five most important things which should be done to put it in an improved posi-

tion? After determining the answer to that, I would like to ask the reason why those

five objectives have not been attained? What have you done toward preparing a plan

for their accomplishment? What have you done to establish in the minds of higher

authorities that the plans should be consummated? Have you then made some suggestions

how persons of higher authority could put themselves into position to authorize the work?

If you will accept those questions as you would a problem in geometry, your mind

will be well occupied for a time and I am hopeful your own answer will be as correct

as I am sure would be your treatment of the problem in geometry.

Undoubtedly, there are many reasons why your company has those five deficiencies

—

I imagine the figure five is too low, but it will suffice for our purposes. Maybe your first

thought is that a lack of money is the answer. But maybe that is a superficial and incon-

clusive answer. If your trained mind will well document the reasons for the deficiency.
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you will be inclined to approach more an^irt-ssivuly the hurdles standing' between your

ambitions and your accomplishments.

How much money are you wasting each year because you and others have not

applied the logical thinking of an engineer to the prevention of daniage to the property

which shippers entrust to your care?

It's big money. Furthermore, it is deliniteiy wasted. It is directly associated with

economical operation of the railroad, and the logical mind of an engineer can help

straighten out some of the thinking which is producing this economic waste. When you

challenge the thinking, you soon challenge bad practices. The conventional engineer may
feel this is outside of his field—but is it? You can cross over the departmental line that

separates this problem from the problems you accept as being yours, if you do it intel-

ligently. It isn't an easy problem, but there are many aspects of it wherein you can help.

.\s I have just indicated, I would not be surprised if your first reaction to the

problem of the prevention of loss and damage is that, after all, it simply isn't your

business. That is a problem, you say, which belongs to somebody else. Because of that

anticipated first reaction, this is, no doubt, an appropriate place to discuss appraisals

and perhaps mistakes. I think that both railroad managements and railroad engineers

have made mistakes in their concepts of where the engineer fits into the picture. I think

that, from the standpoint of mutual advantage, too many have accepted a relatively

narrow concept.

I observe a willingness to accept the view that the engineer is sort of a boss in the

design of certain structures and in directing the work of building them. That may not

be entirely complete or entirely accurate, but I believe it serves to draw the line of

distinction between an existing concept and the one which I believe should apply. I think

that, in addition to fhe duties of designing and building, the engineer should be con-

sidered a member of a staff which administers a business. The administration of a business

necessitates a breadth of viewpoint which, by its very nature, will stimulate one's imagina-

tion and enlarge his perspective. It should produce two benefits: (1) Looking at the

underlying circumstances which affect the ultimate success of the business with a keener

eye and a deeper appreciation, and (2) an increased desire to handle his routine assign-

ment more energetically.

Now returning to the question—Why have you not been able to accomplish desired

improvements on your own railroad? Are you short of money because you are losing

business to a competitor? If so, surely you can attack that problem directly and vigor-

ously. To what extent do you study the underlying reasons why other forms of trans-

portation secure business, which logic would suggest should move on your railroad?

This question is right down your affey, but I have the uneasy feeling that you have not

done what you can and should do. There is great need for facts, and many phases of

fact are obscure or concealed—but they can be determined. Within the brief limits of

time today, one cannot even approach the large amount of thought and work that is

implicit in this problem. But the potential dividend is tremendous.

The potential dividend is so tremendous that I am prompted to ask this question.

Why shouldn't this Association establish a committee which, for want of a better name,

might be called the Committee on Research of Competitive Transportation? I have

talked many times with members of your A.ssociation and have participated in confer-

ences—even arguments—directed to the question of the weight to be carried on rail of

certain size by a wheel of given diameter. I am sure that the results of conferences and

di.scussions of that type have brought substantial benefit to the industry. On the other

hand, I do not recall having heard of discussions bv anv committee of this Association
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with reference to the same general question on the highways. I observed in the Wall

Street Journal of March 5 that some important hitihway tests arc to be conducted in

Idaho. I do not believe it would be improper for the American Railway Kngineering

Association, as a matter of association activity, to know .somethinji about those matters.

I think it would be highly proper also for this group, as a part of its activities, to

know something about the errors or misrepresentations which have been made about

the costs of inland waterway projects. It's a matter of rather common knowledge that

some very unbusinesslike estimates have been made and, as a result of the.se unbusiness-

like estimates, unbusinesslike decisions have been made. You will recall that the American

Railroad Journal some 112 years ago expressed the thought that the opinion of an intel-

ligent body of engineers would have great weight in such matters. I submit that there

is much to commend serious thought on the part of the American Railway Engineering

Association along the Unes I have indicated.

The foregoing discussion has had to do with the movement of traffic off the railroad

right-of-way; let us now come back to the right-of-way.

In the first place, I don't know who invented the wheel, but I do know that railroad

engineers have not found out how it can turn around under a freight car equipped with

a conventional truck without creating what is to me one of our most damnable prob-

lems—the hot box. Surely, you should be able to find the answer to the question—can

a wheel be turned successfully with a friction bearing, with any lubricant, and can that

lubricant be handled in a journal box? If the answer is yes, glory be—let's change things

at once. If the answer is no, then let's face it and use some other methods of carrying

a load on a turning wheel.

I know full well that a group of fine people, including Tom Blair, are working

actively now on this last problem, so at long last we are attacking it energetically. Don't

let it bog down. All of those who are engaged in the study may count on me for

executive help and you may anticipate, too, that I will apply some pressure upon you

to <.'et on with the job.

So far, we have been discussing suggestions with reference to greater service to your

industry on the part of this Association. I would now like to discuss briefly the pos-

.sibilities of action in an area which would not have occurred to me some years ago.

I refer to preventing further damage to the foundation and framework of the structure

which has protected you for so many years. First, let me say that while I am sure there

are many fine engineers in our country, I am equally sure there are many fine engineers

in other countries. Everyone will agree that the engineers of America have produced

much more than the engineers of any other country. That increased production can be

measured by the number of automobiles, the number of telephones, miles of railroad,

even bathtubs and other plumbing fixtures. How did that happen ?

In discussions I have had with Major Lenox Lohr and others with reference to

the Centennial of Engineering, which is to be held in Chicago this fall, there has been

general agreement that attention should not be focused merely upon a Centennial of

Engineering, but rather, that the emphasis should be upon a Centennial of Engineering

Accomplishment made possible by the atmosphere in which the American engineer has

lived and worked, as sharply distinguished from the atmosphere in which engineers have

lived and worked elsewhere in the world.

Let us return to the expression I have used earlier, namely, the foundation and the

framework of our structure. The foundation and the framework have been damaged

by the technique of the rodent. A rodent, as you know, is an animal which nibbles and

gnaws. There has been a lot of nibbling and a lot of gnawing, and no foundation or
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framework will stand nibbling and f^nawinfi forever. 1 wish I knew the best wa\ to

protect against further nibbling and gnawing. It is going on at an accelerated pace.

I would like to make some small contribution. Surely, wc must arouse ourselves; we

must become fully aware of the damage that has been produced by the nibbling and

gnawing. I think that, once again, a documentation of facts would in itself be helpful

in determining what should be done. Here again, facts arc obscured, but here again

they can be determined. I made a sugge.stion about the possibilities of a committee

which I termed the Committee on Research of Competitive Transportation. I hesitate

somewhat about an examination to determine the effects of nibbling and gnawing, but

I have reached the conclusion that the dangers implicit in continued damage to our

governmental structure require that all of us consider how we may secure the documenta-

tion of evidence, and then engage in discussion to a degree which never before was

necessary.

It .seems to me that we ha\e arrived at the point where no group of men, who ha\'e

combined themselves together through an a.ssociation for the common good, can do less

than to come to grips with this problem. There is something rather peculiar about the

effectiveness of group discussion and group action, as distinguished from the thinking

and actions of an individual all on his own. There comes a clearer understanding and

a firmer determination, and with that there always comes certain benefits.

I repeat— I think that any group, any association, as a part of its association activity,

should examine what is taking place. The lawyers, through their bar associations, are

doing something about it. The medical men, through their association, are doing some-

thing about it. I think that each and every member of your as.sociation, in his capacity

as a citizen, should agree that some way—somehow—you should pool your abilities and

your resources to make an examination of what is taking place, and a forecast of what

that means.

I can tell you now that, in my opinion, it means movement in the direction of

sialism—call it by whatever name you will. It is my thought that men with such fine

minds as yours should determine to document the facts—to evaluate the facts. Whatever

you do then will be up to you, and I am quite sure that what you do will be of great

benefit to you, your Assocaition, your industry, your country, and to your children and

grandchildren.

I appreciate that my last suggestions may be a bit extreme, but I make it because

I believe the circumstances warrant placing a sharp spotlight upon the foundation and

framework so that you may know about its condition. Frankly, I think "it is later than

you think."

Afternoon Session—March 12, 1952

The meeting reconvened at 2:.<0 p.m., President T. A. Blair presiding.

President Blair: First this afternoon will be the report of Committee 17—Wood
Preservation, of which G. B. Campbell, tie and timber agent, Missouri Pacific, is chairman.

Discussion on Wood Preservation

(I'or Report, .sec pp. 343-348.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman G. B. Campbell (Missouri Pacific): Mr. President, Members and Guests:

The report of Committee 1 7 is to be found in Bulletin 4^8, beginning on page ^4^.
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Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was i)rcseiite(] by Subcommittee Chairman

C. S. Burt (Illinois Central).

Mr. Burt: The subcommittee on Revision of Manual offers only one item for your

consideration. That has to do with the measuring and sampling of creosote as now found

in the Manual on pages 17-31 and 17-32. We submit that table in full for rcapproval

without change, and Mr. President, I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 2—Service Test Records of Treated Wood, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman A. J. Loom (Northern Pacific).

Mr. Loom: Committee 2 has no report this year. We have some interesting records,

but they didn't come to us in time to be reported at this meeting.

We hope to have a better report next year.

Assignment 5—Destruction by Wood-Destroying Insects; Methods of

Prevention, was presented by B. D. Howe (Louisville & Nashville), in tne absence

of Subcommittee Chairman W. F. Dunn, Sr. (Southern).

Mr. Howe: There has been no work done on this since the last report, and therefore

I regret that we have nothing to offer the Association at this time.

Assignment 7—Incising Forest Products, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman W. P. Arnold (Koppers Company).

Mr. Arnold: The report of this subcommittee is printed in Bulletin 408. pages 345

and 346, and there is no need to read it at this time. It is merely submitted tor infor-

mation.

Assignment 8—Review the Specifications for Creosote, Particularly with

Respect to Limitations of Residue Above 355 deg. C, and Other Revisions

Resulting from Changes in Processes of Manufacture, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman W. W. Barger (Santa Fe).
,

Mr. Barger: Our report this year is actually what you might call a progress report.

We are studying this subject and will continue to study it during the next year, and arc

quite sure that we will have some recommendations to make at the next convention.

Assignment 9—Treatment of Wood to Make It Fire-Resistant, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman W. H. Fulweiler (Consulting Chemist).

Mr. Fulweiler: This is, unfortunately, only a progress report. We arc trying to fol-

low very carefully the work of some of the other committees on this subject, and we feel

there is distinct evidence of a greater coming-together in our opinions on the various

angles involved. We are working in particular on the basis of trying to find out if we

can classify the types of exposure to which fire-retardant treated wood may be used, to

the end that we will have a little more definite basis for making recommendations.

Assignment 10, Artificial Seasoning of Forest Products Prior to Treat-

ment, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman W. P. Arnold (Koppers Company).

Mr. Arnold: The report on Assignment 10 is also printed in Bulletin 498, pages 347

and 348, and covers controlled air seasoning and the Timber Engineering Company's

one-step seasoning and creosoting process. The report is submitted merely as information.

Chairman Campbell: This concludes my term as Chairman of Committee 17, and I

want to introduce to you my successor, W. F. Dunn, Sr.

Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 17.
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President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Campbell. The short length of time that we have

spent on the report of Committee 17 is no index whatsoever of the importance of this

committee.

In my conversation.s around the hotel, if someone has wanted to argue with me

about something, it has usually concerned ties. Basically, ties are wood preservation.

We have an excellent report from this committee. It is in the Bulletin, and the

committee has assumed that you have read it, which I am sure is the case.

We appreciate very much the good work that Mr. Campbell has done, and wc

welcome Mr. Dunn as the new chairman.

I would make one request of the committee, and that is that next year you have up

here a first-class speaker on tie preservation, and let him discuss some of these con-

troversial issues.

The committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Buildings

(For Report, see pp. 275-284.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman J. B. Schaub (Illinois Central): Mr. President, Members of the Associa-

tion, and Guests: The report of Committee 6—Buildings, is found in Bulletin 497, com-

mencing on page 275. Committee 6 has 10 assignments, but in our report we cover only

3 of them—1, 9 and 10—which will be presented in that order.

That does not mean, of course, that the committee is not working. We are making

progress on all of the subjects which have been assigned to us, and in due time we hope

to bring forth something on each of them that will be worthy of presentation before the

Association.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

O. W. Stephens (Delaware & Hudson).

Mr. Stephens: The report of this subcommittee is published in Bulletin 497, starting

on page 276. The recommended revisions to the Manual to be acted upon at this time

start with page 6-140, and extend through page 6-144.

Hot Asphalt Mastic Floors—This particular specification was last revised in 1931,

and the committee thought it very advisable to revise it completely, adding some ASTM
references where necessary.

We therefore recommend the deletion of the entire present specifications on Asphalt

Mastic Floors, and the substitution of the recommended specifications shown on pages

276-278 in the Bulletin, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Stephens: Your committee offers for reapproval, without change, the text now
appearing in the Manual, pages 6-171 to 6-198, incl., on Chimneys, and I move that it

be accepted.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Stephens: The next recommendation relates to pages 6-211 to 6-213, incl. of the

Manual—Paints for Railway Buildings. Again, this subject hasn't been revised since

1928, and the committee thought it proper to delete the entire specification with the

exception of Form 1, substituting the information shown on pages 279 and 280 in the

Bulletin, and I move that this be accepted.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)
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Mr. Stephens: Just as a matter of information to the members, this subcommittee

has a vast amount of work ahead in revising its Manual chapter for reprinting next

year; at the present time we still have about 20 subjects to cover. While we have only

covered three subjects in our present report, we sincerely hope that at the ne.xt annual

meeting we will bring our Manual right up to date.

Assignment 9—Ah Conditioning, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

J. T. Schoener (Missouri Pacific), who read the report in full as it appears in Bulletin

407, pages 280-282.

Assignment 10—Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including

the Adaptation of Substitute Noncritical Materials, was presented by Subcom-

mittee Chairman J. W. Hayes (Great Northern).

Mr. Hayes: This is merely a preliminary report, and is submitted as information

only. Due to the fact that controls are changing from week to week, we have had a

rather difficult time in preparing the report.

The report discusses the Controlled Materials Plan which has been in effect for the

last year. It has to do largely with the control of materials, such as copper, steel and

aluminum, which seem to be the only materials that are vitall>' concerned right now
under this plan.

Instead of dealing with local and regional offices, a number of the roads have been

submitting applications direct to Washington, and so far most of the applications have

been approved.

The report covers all the basic orders and rules and regulations, and I won't attempt

to go into them here, because if you are familiar with them, you will agree that they are

comprehensive and should be followed when you make your applications. You should

follow all of the orders carefully or you will get your applications back for changing,

amending or revision.

We are endeavoring to revise and expand this report, and expect to have sometJiing

more definite and comprehensive at a later date.

Chairman Schaub: That completes the report of Committee 6—Buildings.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Schaub, and Committee 6, for your fine report.

The committee is excu.sed with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment

(Fnr Report, see pp. 365 420.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding).

Chairman R. K. Johnson (Chesapeake & Ohio): Mr. President, Members and

Guests: The report of Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, is found

on pages 365-420 of Bulletin 408. Your committee has ten assignments, and will report

on eight of them.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

S. E. Tracy (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy).

Mr. Tracy: The report of Subcommittee 1 is printed in Bulletin 40S on pages 366

to 380, incl.

The forms which now appear in the Manual were approved in 1942. In reviewing

these forms, to bring the Manual up to date in connection with reprinting it in 1953,

the committee found that, due to the many changes in design, type, and ownership of
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equipment, and in the type and size of organization to supervise, operate, and maintain

it, a number of changes were necessary. Accordingly, the committee submits a numijer

of revised forms as shown on pages .^67-3 79.

It is the thought of the committee tiiat these forms are not entirely satisfactory, as

printed, for all railroads, but rather that they may be used as a guide to satisfy the

requirements of each individual railroad.

I move that the proposed forms printed on pages 367 to 37Q, incl., be placed in the

Manual as recommended in our report.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Johnson: We have no printed report on Assignment 2. However, we are

making progress, and C. E. Morgan, chairman of that Subcommittee, will present a short

verbal report.

Assignment 2—Motors Cars, Trailer and Push Cars, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman C. E. Morgan (Milwaukee Road).

Mr. Morgan: While Subcommittee 2 has no report to present, it has made consider-

able progress on its assignment.

During the past year various points of the design of axles, wheels and hubs were

discussed and presented to the committee for acceptance. Changes were made to meet

some needed requirements and a letter ballot covering a design for the lui-in. inspection

car axle was sent out in January with the complementary hubs for the 14-in. and 16-in.

diameter wheel plates. We have not received the necessary two-thirds majority of

affirmative votes of our committee on the letter ballot, and these plans will, therefore,

be included in our report for vote by the Association next year after publication in the

Bulletin.

We are now working on the design of the 2-in. diameter heavy-duty motor car axle

and the hubs for both 16-in. and 20-in. diameter wheel plates, and this standard should

be completed by our committee and ready for letter ballot this summer.

Assignment 3—New Developments in Work Equipment, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman H. E. Michael (Railway Engineering and Maintenance).

Mr. Michael: The report of subcommittee 3 on the subject. New Development in

Work Equipment, begins on page 380 of Bulletin 498.

This report is a continuation of the same subject last reported to the .Association in

Vol. 52, 1951, pages 340 to 357, incl., and is more or less self-explanatory. Briefly, it

describes a total of 47 new machines that have been designed and marketed for per-

forming 34 classes of work, and lists improvements that have been made to 11 machines

since the date of the last report.

This assignment is being continued, and from the size and quality of the present

exhibit at the Coliseum it would appear that your committee will have a wealth of

material with which to compile a comprehensive report in the coming year.

Mr. President, this report is presented as information.

Assignment 4—Improvements to be Made to Existing Work Equipment,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman L. E. Conner (Seaboard).

Mr. Conner: In spite of the fact that most of the units of work equipment and

roadway machines that are manufactured and marketed today do a commendable job

in an efficient and economical manner, based upon the experience of the users, this com-

mittee has found that in the case of a considerable number of the.se machines, their utility

may be increased through one or more improvements.
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There is no intention in our report to recommend or condemn any particular machine

or Rroup of machines, but rather to offer to the manufacturers constructive criticism by

which they may make their machines more acceptable to prospective purchasers.

Each manufacturer of the machines listed in our report was contacted with refer-

ence to our sufiKcstions. We received a good response from these manufacturers, many

of whom advised that the suji^ested improvements would be made. You may have

witnessed some of the suggested improvements on machines being shown at the Coliseum

during the convention.

Assignment 5—Off-Track Ballast Cleaning Machinery, was presented by

V. W. Oswalt, Sr. (Southern), in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman Edgar Bennett

(Southern)

.

Mr. Oswalt: The report on Assignment 5, Off-Track Ballast Cleaning Machinery, is

printed in Bulletin 498, starting on page 398. This is a final report, submitted as

information.

To eliminate the delay in operating on-track ballast cleaning machinery under traffic,

particularly on single-track heavy-traffic lines, off-track self-propelled ballast cleaning

machines have been developed and placed in operation with good results.

These off-track shoulder ballast cleaning machines are usually worked in pairs, one

on each side of the track, and have sufficient power to pick up the margin ballast. How-

ever, in order to produce better results, especially where ballast is extremely wet, a

crawler tractor equipped with a special short bulldozer blade is operated in advance of

the cleaning equipment to cut the foul material away from the heads of the ties to permit

aeration a sufficient time before the ballast is picked up, so that it can be more effectively

cleaned.

The machines are fabricated of steel angles and channels into frames which carry

elevating conveyors, vibrating screens, and discharge chutes mounted on crawler tractors.

Specification details are more fully explained on page 399 of the report. Pictures showing

the machines in operation are also included in the report.

Assignment 6—Track Cleaning Machinery, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman N. W. Hutchison (Chesapeake & Ohio).

Mr. Hutchison: This is a final report on this subject, and is submitted as information.

Track cleaning machinery may be defined as those machines which pick up dirt,

refuse, cinders, coal, car droppings, or similar material from between railroad tracks, or

between the rails of such tracks, and load it into cars, trucks, or other conveyances.

This report describes and illustrates six machines which fall in the category of track

cleaners, only two of which, however, have been manufactured and marketed for this

specific purpose as of the date of this report. The others have either been built by rail-

road personnel or have been converted to track cleaners from machines originally built

for another purpose.

One of the manufactured machines is tire-mounted and, as such, is not track bound,

but can be used for purposes other than track cleaning, such as the stockpiling of mate-

rial, snow loading, some forms of ditching, and other work of a similar nature. In clean-

ing yard tracks, this machine normally cleans between the tracks first, windrowing the

material to the space between the rails, from where it is gathered up and loaded. A
cleaner of this type may be moved over the highways at a reported speed of 30 mph.

The other manufactured machine is designed for operation on the track and is com-
monly referred to as a dirt-sweeper-loader because of the fact that the dirt is picked up
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through means of a high-speed revolving wire brush. This cleaner has side plows which

gather in the dirt from between the tracks.

Your committee would like to point out that, as of now, there is a third make of

track cleaner on the market which was in the development stage on the date this report

was pcinted.

Assignment 7—Training of Equipment Operators, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman A. H. Whislcr (Pennsylvania).

Mr. Whisler: Your committee has conducted a survey which indicates that only a

few railroads have any definite program for the training and qualifying equipment

operators.

Under conditions existing on the railroads wherein the various machines may be

widely separated, thus making direct and frequent supervision difficult, achievement of

the maximum return from a unit of work equipment rests squarely on the shoulders of

the operator. Therefore, it is highly important that the equipment operator be of high

caliber and properly trained, which requires not only wisdom in the selection of prospec-

tive operators, but a definite program for training them after they have been selected.

It is neither patriotic in wartime, nor wi.se nor economical in peace time, to shorten

the service life of any machine by placing it in the hands of a poorly schooled and

improperly trained operator.

The subject report can be considered as a projection of four similar reports published

in Proceedings of 1931, 1936, 1946 and 1950. It is submitted with the thought that, if

used as a "yardstick", it may result in some railroads securing more benefit from what

machines they now have or may acquire.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Assignment 8—Depreciation of Work Equipment, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman J. M. Giles (Missouri Pacific).

Mr. Giles: This assignment covers the subject. Depreciation of Work Equipment,

and is printed in Bulletin 498 on pages 415 to 419, incl.

Your committee has endeavored to include in its report all of the major types of

mechanized units and allied equipment that arc used for the maintenance and construction

of railroads.

Until recent years, work equipment on the railroads was confined to heavy steam-

operated equipment, such as steam shovels, pile drivers, cranes, dump cars, and ballast

spreaders, all of which have a comparatively long life expectancy. In recent years the

trend to full mechanization of maintenance and construction work has resulted in the

use of a great many smaller machines which have a comparatively short life expectancy.

Therefore, the average Hfe of all work equipment has been materially reduced.

The practice of applying a blanket formula for determining the life expectancy of

work equipment cannot be used in all cases.

The depreciation schedule established by this committee may be used for general

purposes but, where necessary, it is recommended that individual cases be judged on

their merits.

This is a final report, submitted as information.

Assignment 10—Means of Conserving Labor and Material. Including the

Adaptation of Substitute Noncritical Materials and Specifications for

Reclamation of Released Materials. Tools and Equipment, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman W. M. Dunn.
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Mr. Dunn: This report is found in Bulletin 498, pages 419-420, and is a progress

report, submitted as information.

Since Committee 27 deals entirely with work equipment, Assignment 10 deals only

with the con.servation of labor and materials that arc directly related to this equipment.

It is the thought of your committee that the best possible means of conserving

materials is to set up a definite maintenance program, which provides for periodic inspec-

tions and repairs before materials are worn out or damaged beyond repairs, and that

the best means of conserving labor is through the use of qualified men, properly and

adequately supervised.

This subject has been continued, and additional reports will be made to incorporate

any new techniques and developments which might be adaptable to conserve materials

and labor. Manufacturers as well as railroad officers, who are charged with the main-

tenance and use of work equipment, will be questioned as to new developments in this

field.

It should be understood that some of the recommendations made by your committee

would not be economical or desirable during periods when manpower and materials arc

readily available.

Chairman Johnson: Mr. President, this concludes the report of Committee 27.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Johnson, for your fine report. The time that your

committee has spent on the platform is no index at all of the valuable information that

you have presented in the Bulletin, and which is available to us for immediate use.

Mr. Johnson is one of the five committee chairmen who have agreed to hold over

as chairman for an extra year in order that approximately the same number of chairmen

will change each year.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Economics of Railway Labor

(For Report, see pp. 349-364.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman H. E. Kirby (Chesapeake & Ohio) : This year your committee presents

reports on six of its nine assigned subjects.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

C. G. Grove (Pennsylvania).

Mr. Grove: The report of Subcommittee 1 may be found on pages 350 and 351 of

Bulletin 498.

We have reviewed those sections of our chapter in the Manual that are due for

revision, and the revisions recommended consist largely of changes to bring those sections

up to date.

On page 22-4, under Weight of Rail, in paragraph (e), eliminate "112 and 131-lb."

and substitute therefor "115, 132 and 133-lb."

It is recommended that those changes be adopted, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Grove: The next section appears on page 22-5, Weed Control. While we realize

that there are several studies on this subject under way at the present time by various

subcommittees, as well as by Subcommittee 1 of Committee 22, it is recommended that

the following changes be made:
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Change the heading, "I. Weed Control", to "Vegetation Control". Change the refer-

ence to "weeds" throughout the text to "vegetation".

It is recommended that these changes be adopted, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Grove: The next paragraph to be changed is on page 22-9, Relative Economy

of Combined and Separate Gangs. It is recommended that we eliminate this heading

entirely, and substitute therefor the following: Combined or Separate Bridge and

Building Gangs.

It is recommended that the proposed changes be adopted, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Grove: The next paragraph that was reviewed has to do with Equated Track

Values for Labor Distribution. In order that we might learn something of the way in

which these equated values are being used on the various railroads, a questionnaire was

submitted by your committee to 28 railroads. Copy of this questionnaire and a summary
of the answers furnished by 20 railroads are presented on page .551.

It was found that a number of roads have changed these equated values. There was

no uniformity in the way in which they had approached the changing of them to meet

different conditions existing on their roads, and, therefore, it was evident from the

answers received that it would not be possible to set up equated track values to meet all

conditions on all of the railroads, or on even all parts of the same railroads having

varying traffic, physical or other basic characteristics. To adopt any change in the values

now appearing in the Manual would cause confusion. Therefore, based on the opinion

of a large majority of those questioned, your committee recommends the readoption,

without change, of the values as they now appear in the Manual, and I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 2—Analysis of Operations of Railways That Have Substan-
tially Reduced the Cost of Labor Required in Maintenance of Way Work,
was presented by Subcommittee Chairman G. .\. Kellow (Milwaukee Road).

Mr. Kellow: This year's report covers the reorganization of section forces on the

St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, and the full text of the report can be found on pages

352 to 355, incl. of Bulletin 498.

Committee 22 is greatly indebted to the Frisco for making this report possible. On

July 11, 1951, an inspection trip was made over its tracks between Tulsa, Okla., and

Kansas City, Mo. Many of you will recall the difficulties with high water in that area

at that time. On the day of the inspection trip it was necessary, because of washouts,

to cover the last part of the line by bus. I am sure that, even though they did not out-

wardly indicate it, all of the Frisco officials who accompanied the inspection party must

have felt they should have been at the trouble points instead.

Your subcommittee reached the following conclusion:

The reorganization of forces into district gangs is a practical method of utilizing

track forces for maintenance and has reduced the cost of such work in spite of a

shorter work week and substantially increased labor rates.

The report points out how one railroad successfully met the challenge of changing

conditions. You may feel that such a system of forces is not adaptable in its entirety to

your conditions, but the report will well serve its purpose if it illustrates that progre.ssive

thinking and planning is worthwhile.

The report is submitted as information.
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Chairman Kirby: Another of our more important subjects is that of Organization

of Forces for Track Maintenance Operations. Mr. Archibald (Boston & Maine) is chair-

man of the subcommittee. Unfortunately, he could not be here. There is no report to be

presented, but I should like to have it known that the subcommittee has made an exten-

sive analysis of replies received from 50-odd railroads, and I believe that next year we

will have something; very valuable to offer.

Assignment 4—Labor Economies of Various Methods of Tamping Track,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman H. J. Weccheider (Erie).

Mr. Weccheider; The report on this assignment may be found on pages 355, 356

and 357 of Bulletin 498, December, 1951. It is a final report, submitted as information.

In considering this subject we have kept two principles in mind, namely, maximum

production and good quality of work.

Increased train speeds and weight of loaded cars, inauguration of the 40-hour week,

and higher wages, all have required maintenance men to seek more economical and

improved methods of tamping track.

The best possible method of tamping track should be used to reduce the detrimental

effect on the track structure caused by increased axle loads carried at higher speeds. Such

tamping will result in (1) better riding track, (2) material economies through the

increased life of rail, joint bars and ties, and (3) labor economies through less frequent

out-of-face surfacing and less joint maintenance.

In the interest of maximum production and of achieving a uniform, more solidly

tamped track, and coinciding with the trend of the times toward power tamping equip-

ment, our report covers the benefits to be derived from this method of tamping track.

It is generally recognized that in the past few years power tamping equipment has proved

advantageous and is still being improved in design, with the object of bringing about

absolute uniformity of compaction of the ballast under the ties. This will afford economies

by lengthening the intervals between surfacings. Any power-tamped track results in

greater uniformity of compaction of the ballast and tighter ties than track tamped by

hand.

It should be understood that the savings to be derived from the use of power tamp-

ing equipment depend to a large extent on the care with which the equipment is main-

tained. Such equipment must be properly maintained to permit its constant use and to

reduce the unproductive time of the well organized gang to which it is assigned. The

maximum number of work hours possible should be striven for on the job. Camps or

local gang headquarters should be as close as possible to the actual site of the work, and

the quickest method of transportation to and from headquarters should be utilized.

From one check of heavy extra-gang work on various railroads, it was found that

the methods of tamping used, and the amount of track tamped per unit of time, vary

as the result of many controlling factors. These factors include traffic density, whether

working on single or multiple track, whether trains are detoured, the condition of the

track being worked over, and the amount of maintenance funds available for track-

raising operations.

(Mr. Weccheider then read from the report the list of measures which the committee

feels are important in deriving maximum production, consistent with quality, from the

use of power tamping equipment, and then concluded his remarks by reading the con-

clusions offered by the committee in its report.)
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Assignment 6—Economies Which May be Effected by Mechanical

Cribbing and/or Cleaning of Ballast, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

D. E. Rudisill (Pennsylvania).

Mr. Rudisill: This is a final report, presented as information, and is printed in

Bulletin 498, Vol. 53, December, 1951, page 357.

This same subject was reported on by >'our committee under Labor Economies

Derived from Cleaning Ballast, published in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, page 122.

As the subject was very thoroughly covered at that time, there was little of value that

could be added in our present stud\ . Forty-nine roads were contacted for information,

and 25 replied. The information furnished showed a wide range in costs as between

different roads and even different sections of the same roads.

It was concluded that, with the new machinery which has been deiieloped in recent

years and which is being developed at the present time, greater economies can be realized

through ballast cleaning, and that as costs are reduced it will undoubtedly make it eco-

nomical for roads which in the past have done very little or no cleaning to enlarge their

programs.

Assignment 7—Economies Effected Through Use of Highway Vehicles

by Maintenance Forces, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman T. B. Hutcheson

(Seaboard).

Mr. Hutcheson: The report on Assignment 7 is found on page 35^, Bulletin 498.

This is a final report, presented as information.

The subject has been considered by the committee on three prior occasions, having

been reported in the Proceedings for 1933, 1942 and 1946.

This report is submitted to bring up to date the subject matter contained in the

previous reports as to the use of highway vehicles in maintenance of way and structures

work, and the economies effected through the use of this type of transportation.

As a basis for the study your committee prepared a questionnaire which was sent to

72 Class I railroads throughout the United States and Canada. Replies were received from

47 roads.

All roads reporting are using highway transportation in at least a portion of their

maintenance of way and structures activities.

The report covers the types of gangs to which highway vehicles are presently being

assigned, the types of vehicles in general use, the range of operation, information as to

practices in the ownership and maintenance of the units, and the economies effected

through the use of highway units.

It is not possible to evaluate e.xactly the labor economies which have been effected

on the railroads by the use of motor vehicles. So many other factors have entered into

the economies of labor during the period of development of the use of highway vehicles

in maintenance of way and structures work that direct comparisons cannot be made;

too many variables are presented by the advent of the 40-hour week, increased labor

costs, changes in the productivity of labor, and changes in maintenance requirements

due to general economic conditions.

It is apparent, however, that the main sources of economic benefit arc the increased

mobility of maintenance forces and a longer effective work day. Other benefits are found

in increasing the effectiveness of supervision, decreasing the need for outfit cars, and in

assembhng forces and materials to protect emergency situations.

While no attempt is made in the report to reduce the savings to exact figures, it is

the conclusion of your committee that the use of highway transportation in maintenance

of way and .structures work has resulted in substantial savings in productive time, and
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that if i)ioper care is used in the selection of and assignment of vehicles, highway trans-

portation used in maintenance of way and structures work will result in a definite im-

provement in speed, dependability, economy and safety of transporting maintenance of

way forces and materials.

Assignment 8—Economics of Methods of Weed Eradication, was pre-

sented by Subcommittee Chairman P. A. Cosgrove (Illinois Central), who read, in sub-

stance, the first two paragraphs of the published report.

Chairman Kirby: Gentlemen, we will digress here for a moment in a digression

which I think will prove very interesting, thought-provoking, and pos.sibly even

provoking.

The gentleman who is now about to address you briefly is well qualified to do so

;

perhaps of all those assembled here he is most familiar with the personnel and the

problems involved in this discussion. He is a former chairman of this committee, and

presently a director of this Association—Mr. George M. O'Rourke.

G. M. O'Rourke Presents Reports by German Visitors

on American Track Construction and Practices

G. M. O'Rourke (Illinois Central): I suppose that many of you here today were

present last year when I had the pleasure of reading to you a letter from Arthur Dean,

a member of a group of 12 European engineers who came to this country (in 1050)

from several foreign countries receiving ECA assistance, to study American railway

engineering and maintenance of way practices.

Mr. Dean, an Englishman, wrote us in long, Churchillian sentences; the digs he took

at us were wrapped up in a little fur, and it was sometimes a little difficult to recognize

them.

The German members of this group were Dr. Gerhard Schramm, chief engineer, main-

tenance of way of the Bundesbahn—the German National Railroads—one of their

regional presidents (we would call him a general manager in this country); Hugo Lud-

wig; and Heir Fischer. I met these gentlemen in Europe during my trip there in 1950,

and associated with them for three months at that time. Furthermore, I had the pleasure

of escorting the group for three days over parts of the Illinois Central, when they were

here in 1950.

I had .sent them a copy of the Illinois Central Magazine which contained the story

that I had written of my experiences in Germany, so I felt at liberty to ask Dr. Schramm

if he would send me a copy of the report that he made when he returned to Germany.

He did. It was in the periodical published on the German National Railroads, called

"Die Bundesbahn," along with a report by Hugo Ludwig, regional president of the

German National Railroads, on Maintenance of Way Practices in the United States.

There is a marked difference in the manner in which the Englishman wrote his

letter, and the short, clip typically German sentences in the reports of Dr. Schramm
and Herr Ludwig. These gentlemen i)ull no punches in talking about us, our methods

and our railroads.

With >our permission I will read excerpts from both reports, and will interject

comments as I go along.
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German Impressions of American Track Construction"

By Dr. Gerhard Schramm
Chief EnRinccr, Maintenance of V/ay, System, German National Railroads

III llu' months of September and October 1"50, under the auspices ol (he INlar^liall

Plan, some SO European rail\va\- officers made an inspection trip of United Slates rail-

ways. The participants were or^zanized into eight j;roups, of which Group IV concerned

itself with track construction and maintenance. A journey was made from New York

to Chicago, the latter being the most important railway center in the United States.

rJuring a three-week stay there, several trips in the vicinity of Chicago were under-

taken. Then we proceeded, via .\ltoona, Harrisburg and Philadelphia, Pa., to Washington,

1). C, and from there, after a week's stay, returned to New York.

The picture obtained of .American track after such a trip cannot by any means

be said to be a complete one .since, as a glance at a map of the United States shows,

the territory covered by us, while to our wa,\- of thinking rather vast, was only a small

part of the whole United States. Of the more than 100 Class I railways, we could only

visit about 10. Furthermore, the available time of si.\ weeks was not entirely sufficient.

The travel and inspection programs were rigidly set b\- the American organization in

every detail before the trip began and were carried out according to this plan. This had

the advantage that the inspections were carried out efficiently, but also the disadvantage

that no special interests of the group or of the individuals therein could be considered.

It was not possilile to extend the inspections to what, to some of us would have been

of more interest than features of the planned program. However, the program as a whole

pro\cd \er_\- interesting.

In addition to three representatives of the Bundesbahn, Group IV consisted of rail-

way officers from one of each of the follo\A'ing countries: Denmark (2); England (2),

and Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Turkey. Those 13 participants

quickly formed a group which cooperated without any friction.

When one undertakes a short visit to a foreign country and tries to form useful

opinions he endangers himself by forming the wrong opinion on account of the following:

first, the tendency to be prejudiced by his own experiences; and second, a tendency to

generalize from particular observations. We tried to avoid these mistakes. In the United

States, in view of the size of the country and its differences in geological, geographical,

population concentration, climatic and economic circumstances, one has to guard against

generalization.

Construction of the Track
Rails

The number of rail .sections in the U. S. is large. However, in recent years there

has been a trend towards .standardization of these sections. The .\RE.-\ has contributed

a great deal toward this standardization. This Association is comparable to the Central

Bureau of the German Railways. The .AREA has its central office in Chicago, and makes
use of a new, excellently equipped research and development building—called the Central

Research Laboratory.

In comparison with tlie European rail types, the .-\merican rail has a heavier base

and a comparatively small head. In view of this the horizontal axis of the American rails

* .\b.stract of an article which appeared in Die Bundesbahn, November 1951, as read by G. M.
O'Rourke, assistant engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central. Bracketed material are intci'iinlalidii-
iir comments by Mr. O'Rourke.
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falls below the center of the rail, hence, fuuther down than I he Euro|)ean. Due to the

lower center of gravitj', the American rails, compared with the same weight of rail in

Europe, have increased tension in the rail head. Another difference noticed in the newer

American rail types is the larger radius of the fishing surfaces in the rail head.

The rails are delivered in lengths of 3Q ft. The reason for this lies in the rolling

process and existing short cooling beds. All rails in the United States are produced by the

open-hearth process. However, the AREA is investigating the possibility of using chrome-

vanadium steel for rails.

Ties

Hard wood is used almost entirely in the United States for ties. No steel or concrete

ties are being used. Wood has been available and economical, so that neither steel nor

reinforced concrete ties have been necessary. However, as the cost of wood ties increases,

some interest in reinforced concrete ties has been shown. Even though there is a small

difference in the overall dimensions of European and American ties, the cross sectional

area is the same. The difference in overall dimension is probably due to the closer tie

spacing in the United States. This tie spacing is a ma.ximum of 50 cm. (19.7 in.), whereas

in Germany it is a minimum of 65 cm. (25.6 in.). Even in b'ranch lines a maximum of

55 cm. (21.6 ins.) is not exceeded, whereas in Germany in the same service a tie spacing

of 80 cm. (31.5 in.) is used and even a spacing of 90 cm. (35.4 in.) can be found. A
minimum tie spacing of 45 cm. (17.7 in.) in the United States was observed. [Coverdale

& Colpitts, studying the German railroads in 1950, recommended closer spacing in Ger-

many for added support, to reduce the amount of labor required in smoothing the track.]

Replaced ties in the United States are seldom re-used as they are in Germany ; they

are burned. In view of this, tie renewals are necessarily high in comparison with European

railroads. For example, on the larger American railroads tie renewals from 1043 to 1947

averaged 81 ties per kilometer (0.62 mi.) of track per year. This is an average life of

approximately 25 years. In recent years the German railways have used an average of

1.37 million new ties per year, which is 22.5 ties per kilometer of track per year. [There

are 44,000 miles of railroad track and 18,000 miles of roadway in the Western Zone of

Germany.] This is only 28 percent of the tie renewal in the United States. Of course,

it is a fact that tie renewals on the German railways have been below normal during

the last few years. [They have been below normal since the beginning of World War IT,

and they have in excess of 18,000,000 deferred maintenance in ties today.] Under normal

circumstances approximately 2.7 million ties would have been used, with a tie life of 35

years. [Up to two years ago they said they would have to increase that to 5,000,000 ties

a year in order to catch up with the deferred maintenance.! This is 45 ties per kilometer

of track yearly. The common practice of the German railways in connection with tie

spacing results in the customary use of only 54 percent as many ties per mile as in the

United States.

Rail Joints

In the United States the rails arc laid in such manner that the joints are not opposite

each other. Furthermore, some joints are supported by ties while others are located

between ties. This system is only possible with a small tie spacing and is impossible with

the European spacing. The 6-hole AREA joint bar used on many American railroads

is preferable to ours, which is geometrically the same so it can be turned. In view of the

seating of the joint bars, no advantage in our design can be found. The reversing of the

bars is not important in that this practice is gradually being discontinued. In the United

States the track bolt nuts are staggered on the inside and outside of the joints; whereas
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with us they are kept on the inside for better inspection purposes. An explanation of this

American practice could not be found. [It is loo bad that someone did not explain this

to Dr. Schramm.] (In a brief description of track signal bonds, Dr. Schramm stated

that the insulating material used in insulated joints in the United States is far superior

to that used in Germany, and hence a lonjrer life of insulated joints is secured.)

Rail Fasteners

On all railroads visited in the United States, track spikes are used. Only on very

short stretches were rail clamp plate holders noted. American track engineers universally

prefer track spikes to clamp fastenings. This is notable because in Europe the track spike

was abandoned 50 years ago.

The rails in the United States rest on tie plates which have four to eight spike

holes. The cant is 1:40 compared with our 1:20. The spikes are driven down tight on

the rail base. At joints the spike heads arc driven against the base of the joint bars, not

against the rail base. The spikes back out slightly under traffic, so that the rail base is

free. This condition is considered desirable by American track engineers because the ties

are disturbed less by the movement of traffic. There is no question but that this offers

an advantage. Contrary to this practice, in Europe the rail is tightly fastened to the lie

so that the rail has no free movement. With respect to the American practice some ques-

tion can be raised. If the loose rails are desirable, why are the rail bases spiked down

tight initially ? Since the rail is not held longitudinally by the spikes, a good many rail

anchors are used in the United States. Rail anchors are very seldom used by the German

railways. [Ninety-five percent of their railroads have GEO fastenings, and the remainder

has French-type fastenings. When we asked them how they got the French type fastening,

they said they "just came by it."]

Ballast

In regard to ballast a great difference exists between the United States and Europe.

In Germany it is considered important to have a good tamping of the ballast around

the ends of the ties. [By that he means a heavy shoulder.] In the United States this

practice is not followed.

The practice on many United States railways is to use a sub-ballast of sand or

cinders, 30 cm. (11.8 in.) thick. This practice is not always followed but apparently is

similar to our practice in Germany of using sand of approximately 40 cm. (15.7 in.)

thickness to prevent contamination of the ballast by the sub-soil.

The sieve size of the ballast in the United States differs greatly. One finds the German

sieve Size No. 1 [Approximately 11/2 in. by 3 in., and I saw some larger.] and similar

sizes. In one long experimental area we found sizes of approximately No. 3 [Chips used

in smoothing track with packing tools and trowels,] but this was the exception. Most

of the sieve sizes used are apparently between our sieve Sizes Nos. 1 and 2 [That is, ^ in.

to IJ/2 in., AREA standards.] The rather coarse Size No. 1 [The largest used on any

railroad in Europe] has been used by the German railways for the following reasons:

First, to prevent lateral roadbed movement ; second, a reduction in size is caused by the

continuous use of the tamping hoe. This second reason can be disregarded because lately

the tamping has been done by shovels and machine tamping. [They are getting .some

tamping machines now. The retreating German army destroyed all of the machinery

that existed at the time of the invasion—everything. The demolition squadrons concluded

that if there was nothing left for the British and French to use to maintain the railroads,

they wouldn't be able to get along.) By means of the latter process the reduction in the

size of balla.st during tamping has been avoided.
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The kind of ballast used in the United States depends largely on local geological

conditions. In the area around Chicago crushed limestone is used almost entirely. Between

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, Pa., steel slag is used. The location of quarries and trans-

portation costs determine largely the type of ballast used. Many railroads operate their

own quarries and rock crushers. A means of testing ballast and rock, comparable to the

test laboratories of the German railways in Kasscl, does not seem to exist in the United

States. But many railways in the United States test these materials in their own

laboratories.

Switches

In the United States, switches are built with both curved and straight switch points.

The latter type has not been used for several decades in Germany. The AREA is attempt-

ing the standardization of switches and switch points. The switches used in the United

States are possible only because two or three axle trucks are used. The general construc-

tion of frogs is similar to that used by the German railways. [That is, the rigid frogs.

I saw no spring frogs anywhere.]

Welded Rail Practices

The 11.90 m. (39 ft.) long rails predominate in the United States. Damaged rail ends

are cropped and the rails are re-used. The production of long rails by welding is not

universally practiced, even on bridges. Continuous welded rail is being tried. Three such

installations of 1.4; 3.2 and 6.4 km. (0.87 mi., 2 mi., and 4 mi.) lengths were inspected

in the neighborhood of Chicago. The longest of these installations has been in service

since 1943. It is well ballasted and the tie spacing is 45 cm. (17.7 in.). In all cases track

spikes were used. Track anchors were used on every other tie. The welds are either gas

pressure welds or thermit welds. This experimental track has proved very good. On certain

other railroads larger installations of welded rail have been tried. No particular informa-

tion could be had on these other installations. On the basis of the three experimental

welded sections, there is no great concern in the United States with respect to loss of

gage [tight track] due to the poor spike fastening used. Hence, no concern should be had

by our State railways with our better clamp plate fasteners.

Corrugations on Rail

For many years the German railways have suffered from increasing rail corrugation,

without being able to determine the causes. The corrugations increase traffic noise [They

call it "roaring rail" over there.] and general maintenance costs. In regard to this, it was

surprising to note the lack of corrugation in the United States. The explanation of this

lack should be of great importance to the German railways. The following six points in

'

which the American conditions differ from the European may be the cause.

1. Use of open-hearth steel.

2. Chemistry of the steel.

3. Rolling mill practices.

4. Heavier rails, smaller tie spacing.

5. Freedom of upward movement of the rail.

6. Exclusive use of multiple-axle trucks.

Which of these conditions or combination of them explains the lack of corrugations

in the United States is the question. Occasionally corrugations occurs in the United States

and are eliminated by grinding.
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Track Usage

The axle loads in the United States are approximately 18 ton and are not higher than

those in Germany. [This is a surprising statement, and must be a mistake. If I am
informed correctly, steam locomotives in the United States have an average wheel load

of 30 tons. The German steam locomotives are rated at about 25 tons, but they are

actually nearer 17 tons.| The new die.H'l locomotives have axle loadings of 21 tons, and

occasionally .^5 tons. Considering the better properties of the multiple-axle trucks com-

pared with the German two-axle cars, it appears evident that the misuse [damage | of

the track in the United States is not any more than ours. With this apparently equal

u.sage of the track in the United States and Germany there must be considered the

universally heavier track in the United States. The rail weight is approximately 30 per-

cent heavier, and there are about 25 percent more ties. With such greater application

of material, a simpler rail fastening can be tolerated. [Actually, the Type K rail is about

08.75 lb. per yd., so he must have been on the Pennsylvania Railroad when he .saw this

30 percent heavier rail.|

The big fault of the American track is its short rail and many poor rail joints. By
the use of the above described materials, a satisfactory rail joint spacing [expansion

opening] will be hard to maintain. The poor performance of this rail spacing [expansion

opening] is counterbalanced by the truck construction and the heavier weight of the

rolling stock. In spite of this, unstable riding conditions are observed, and the riding

qualities of the track do not compare with what was once required in Germany.

While one observes these flaws in the American track structure, he can not ignore

the fact that the materials used are far superior to any of ours in Germany. The rails

are heavy and show little wear. The ties consist mostly of hard woods and their age is

less than that of the ties in the German railways. With the great number of good ties and

the heavy rails in track in the United States it makes very little difference that occa-

sionally a few track spikes are missing. The safety margin is still well protected. A vehicle

such as our type of rail detector cars was not observed by our group; they are supposed

to exist on .some other railroads. [He was not referring to the detector car for detecting

transver.se fissures and other flaws in rails, but to a detector car such as the Chesapeake

& Ohio has for detecting irregularities in line, gage, and surface.]

Conclusions

Track

.As we have seen, there exists between the .\merican and the German track construc-

tion the following fundamental differences.

U. S. A.—heavier rails, closer tie spacing, spike fastenings.

Germany—lighter rails, wider tie .spacing, clamp plate fastenings.

In the United States, as in Germany, it is natural that, both economically and tech-

nically, the best is desired. Then, why the difference in construction? The reason lies in

the entirely different conditions between the wages and material costs in the United States

and Germany, as well as in other European countries.

The following three examples will explain. Figured on the basis of the wages ol the

common maintenance railroad worker in Germany, our rails cost four times as much
as in the United States, our ties five times as much, and our ballast six times as much.

In reverse, wages in the United States with relation to rail cost are four times as high

as in Germany; ties, five times as high as in Germany; ballast, six times as high.

The reason for the.se different conditions cannot be given here. We must accept them
as they exist. It doesn't take any great or deep thinking to recognize that the tremendous
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differences in the material and wage costs in the United States and in Germany determine

what is useable and economical in each country. In the United States wages are the

governing factor, whereas with us it is the material cost. It would be interesting to

attempt experimentally in Germany a track installation as observed in the United States.

This actually has been considered. A simple calculation shows that the American track

would be considerably more expensive than our present track installations. Since American

track is undesirable on account of the track fastenings and joint spacing used, which

are poorer than our present track construction, the savings resulting from maintenance

would be out-weighted by the initial costs; even if the heavier rail and the smaller tie

spacing is taken under consideration. With the material cost and wage relationship as it

exists in Germany, no installation of American track can be considered. Other particular

structural features of American track have given us a number of ideas for future

investigation.

Rails

The American rail steel is probably superior to ours, and the German railways in

conjunction with the rolling mills will endeavor to improve their processing and handling.

The end hardening of rail as practiced in the United States will not come into considera-

tion because of our small number of joints and smaller joint gaps. A change to heavier

rails will not be considered by the German railways at the present. Under normal con-

ditions the use of a rail of 60 kg. (132 lb.) per m. is by no means uneconomical. Den-

mark and the Netherlands have had such rail in use for a considerable time. Due to the

present financial difficulties of the German railways, however, the use of such rail becomes

questionable. In the United States, through the work of the ARE.\, the standardization

of rail sections has been going on. This should be tried in Europe. It would be an inter-

esting task for the International Railway Union to undertake this work. The advantages

to all states and railways would be considerable.

Ties

As already mentioned, ties in Germany receive considerably longer use than in the

United States, so that the average tie life is much longer and the yearly tie removal rate

is much lower. In regard to tie life in the United States, no detailed information was

available to us.

Rail Joints

The use of the new American rail joint bar should be considered seriously in Ger-

many. This involves a change in the rail design. Should circumstances make this possible

for the German railways, uniform action in conjunction with all European rail profiles

would have to be taken. The use of staggered rail joints, as in America, is impossible

with our tie spacing. Extensive experiments have taught us that our careful joint prac-

tice, using double ties for support, and well planned joints, has advantages. This ques-

tion is, therefore, settled for the German railways. Only on curves with small radii,

especially on steel ties, can we use staggered joints advantageously. This has been actually

practiced without any previous instruction. The insulating materials used in the United

States for insulated joints appear to be superior to ours, if one can believe the claims

of a life time of 5 to 10 years. In this field it is advisable for the German railways to

investigate.

Rail Fasteners

The American spike fastening can only be used with heavy rail and small tie spacing.

Since the use of this type of track construction, as stated before, is not economical in
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Germany, an application of the spike to the German railways cannot be considered.

Many European railroads use with success a sprinK spike which has been tried in Ger-

many. Since this fastening is not sufficient for heavily used track, and since there is not

sufficient differences in cost between it and the K-type construction (GEO), no reason

for change in the German railways can be found. The rail cant of 1:40 used in America

should be investigated under the auspices of the U.I.C. in connection with the wheel

profile. From the standpoint of track construction, only advantages can be derived.

Ballast

The poor ballasting of the track in the L'nited States [He means the light section,

with little or none beyond the tie ends] is only possible with the .short rails used, the

greater rail gap, and the larger number of tics. The German railways, since they are

introducing longer rails, must pay attention to good ballasting, and cannot use the

American ballast practice. In this matter, however, a certain decrease in sieve size is

indicated, as mentioned earlier. This change must be gradual, because a sudden change

to smaller sieve sizes would cause an increase in the price of ballast.

Switches

The geometric forming of the German railway switches, due to clear curves, is

superior to the American installation. The production of the switch points in special

profiles must be retained because of the savings in materials. Earlier experience in Ger-

many with switch construction similar to that used in the United States has not been

satisfactory, so that no installations of American type switches have been used in the

last decade.

Welded Rail

With regard to the long rail and welding, a great deal of progress has been made

by the German railways in the last two decades. This rail, with reinforced concrete and

wood ties, has proved itself. The American experience with continuous welded rail is

valuable in that, even with poor spike fastenings, track has been safe under traffic.

Corrugations on Rails

The fact that corrugations in rail in the United States is practically nonexistant was

particularly impressive to the members of our group. The probable reasons for this have

been discus.sed previously. This phenomenon will be investigated extensively by the Ger-

man railways, since it is more profitable to avoid corrugation than to grind them cff.

Summary

The track in the United States appears different from that in Germany and in other

European countries. This is due to the different economic structure in Europe, which is

based on an entirely different relationship between wages and material costs than in the

United States. For this reason, the American track system as a whole can not be con-

sidered by the European railways. In many particulars, considerable value in the form

of ideas and impressions was gained by the members participating in this trip, and the

trip can be considered as a complete .success.
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Maintenance of Way Practices in the United Statcs='=

By Hugo Ludwig
Division President, German National Railroads

In our studies of tho technical advance made by the railways of the United Stales

and the railways in Germany, it has been our desire to explain the reasons why practices

differ, and why the practices followed in the United States can be followed with less

justification by the European railways.

In the first place, manpoM'er in the United Slates is vcr\- expensive. The hourly

wage of the common laborer amounts to $1.26. In a relationship of 1 lo 4.2, this .'imounts

to 5.30 German marks. Now, the buying power of the German mark in relation to the

dollar amounts to only 1 to 2. Even with this figure, one arrives at the unusual figure of

2.52 German marks. The only basis on which an economic comparison of practices can

be made must relate material and equipment cost to the >earl\' wages of the track worker.

In the various European countries, and the United Stales, the manpower employed

in maintaining 1000 miles of track is:

Man-
Man-Hours Hours

U. S. A 850 Turkey 1440
Sweden Q85 Germanv . . 1500
England 1300 Italy .

.' 1520
Denmark 1350 Norway ....IQOO (includes snow removal)
Netherlands 1420 Greece' 1900

With the use of tamping and ballast cleaning equipment, the number of men required

for track maintenance in Germany is being reduced. In the United States, day rates are

paid for work, and all maintenance of way work is performed by the railways' own
employees. Contractors arc not used. On many of the sections of track visited in the

United Stales, one formed the impression that the effort of the worker is far less than

that of the worker in Germany. For instance, a work gang with a power tamping

machine in the United States, which has approximately the same speed as one of our

power tamping machines, required 75 men. With us, approximately 45 to 50 men are

required. In track removal relaying work, only the rail is changed. Ties are renewed onh

where necessary. This is a yearly program at the cost of about $3.00 per tie. The close tie

spacing of approximately 50 cm. (1Q.7 in.) requires, on the average, 81 ties per kilometer

(0.621 miles) of track. In a track system of 60,000 km. (3 7,260 miles) in Germany, this

would mean the yearly use of nearly 5 million ties, at a cost of 75 million German marks.

.According to our figures, we actually only require, under normal conditions, 2.7 million

tics—only about half—and at the present we have lo get by with only a quarter. In

order to approach the conditions in the United States, we would have to increase the

number of lies per kilometer by not less than 500. That would mean by a total increa.se

of approximately 36 million ties.

From the foregoing it can be concluded that in the United States the average life

of tie is about 25 years, which shows that the maintenance is excellent. The removed

ties in the United States are in most cases not re-used, regardless of their condition

;

they are burned along the right-of-way. Due to this practice, only sound ties can be

observed in branch lines and yards. Due to the smaller amount of ballast between ties

and the smaller sizes of the ballast, and the relatively free movement of the rail due to

spiking, very little friction of the track exists. Because of this, many rail anchors are

* Abstract from an article which appeared in Die Bundesbahn. Xovembcr 1Q51, as read by G. M.
O'Rourke, assistant engineer maintenance of way, Illinois Central.
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used and the rail pap? are larger in spite of the relatively short rail lengths. The planned

preparation of ties for joint staggering is not used on the United States railways. Of our

well known practice in thorough preparation of the ballast before laying track, only

tamping with heavy machines and occasional tie renewal are practiced. On experimental

stretches of track, the ties have been embedded in concrete to reduce the amount of

tamping required. Rolling stock in the United States con.sists of 2 and .^-a.xle truck.s,

which is benet'icial to maintenance of the track. The detrimental influence of our 2 and

,^-a.\le rolling stock on our track is, as such, eliminated on the American railroads.

On different railways, we noted heavy corrosion effects on the rails and rail fasteners

due to brine drippings. To minimize these conditions a bituminous paint is sometimes

used. Such experiments would be applicable on track in north Germany, which carries

considerable traffic of fish refrigeration cars.

Conclusion

The conditions affecting maintenance of way work in the United States as in Ger-

many differ considerably. We have neither the necessary steel nor the necessary wood,

and even less the necessary means to increase the.se materials and mechanical equipment

to approach the practices and methods employed in the United States. We are forced to

restrict ourselves to the available materials and to reuse what we have. We have to

resort, in regard to ties, to re-using them even though there is only one meter of sound

wood. In regard to traffic, there exists in the United States a tendency toward long trains.

Passenger trains were observed consisting of fourteen to eighteen 4 or 6-axle coaches, and

freight trains have one hundred and fifty 4-axle cars. Trains 2 kils. in length are not

unusual. On top of that, in the United States it is not unusual to have double track

throughout, if not three or four tracks. At times there are as many as six tracks. Due to

this, the track usage, as compared to ours, is much smaller. In some cases, only 6 to S

trains use a single track in 24 hours, whereas on our track ten times that use is made.

In the United States, maintenance of way equipment can be used much more economically

under these conditions than with us.

We saw in the United States stretches of multiple track where the railway had

installed a 10 meter wide road alongside the tracks for the use of its motor-driven equip-

ment. This is only possible because these privately owned railways have extensive right

of ways. In Germany we are obligated to answer lor any extension of the right of way.

On our railways, we still have to deal with the rigid-axle type vehicle. We cannot

replace our side bumpers with center couplers. Because of our types of ores, it would

be difficult to convert our Thomas steels to steels produced by the Martin-Siemens

process. All these circumstances contribute to the fact that an increase in the strength

of the track structure is not relevant in present Kuropean economics. We are forced, as

in the past, to consider our limited means in our track maintenance work.

Chairman Kirby: In expressing my thanks to Mr. O'Rourke for this very interesting

presentation, I cannot refrain from remarking on how fully he fullilled my predictions

when I said he would be thought-provoking. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Rourke.

At this time I should like to ask Mr. D. K. Rudisill to stand. Mr. Rudisill, who is

assistant chief engineer maintenance of way, Central region, Per^nsylvania Railroad,

now becomes vice chairman of Committee 22. (Applause)

The new chairman of the committee is a director of the .Association, and has ren-

dered great service to it—chief engineer of the Texas & Pacific Railroad, Mr. R. J.

Gammie. (.Applause)
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In my last few words as chairman of this committee, 1 should like to express my
deep and sincere appreciation to the members and the subcommittee chairmen for their

most helpful cooperation durinp my term as chairman. (Applause)

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Kirby. We appreciate your fine performance as

chairman of this committee. The measure of the value of the committee's work is the

applause that you have just received upon the completion of your report.

Your committee is excused with our thanks.

I would like to give you additional figures on our registration. Today we have

registered an additional 152 members and 134 guests, making a total registration at this

time of 1Q02—which is about 350 higher than last year.

Discussion on Roadway and Ballast

(For Report, see pp. 695 763.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman G. W. Miller (Canadian Pacific): Mr. President, and Members of the

Association: Bulletin 500 contains six reports to be presented to the convention, and a

memoir to C. S. Wicker, who died on May 17, 1951, after 19 years of service with the

Roadway and Ballast committee. In his passing, your committee wishes to record the

loss of one of its most valuable members.

Included in our report will be several changes and additions to the Manual, all of

which have been approved by at least two-thirds of the committee by letter ballot.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by F. W. Biltz (Reading)

in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman A. P. Crosley (Reading).

Mr. Biltz: Your committee has made a very careful study of its chapter in the

Manual, and makes a number of recommendations in connection therewith. In order to

conserve time, I shall read only the revised version and omit the present version.

(Mr. Biltz read the proposed changes on pages 698 and 609, Bulletin SCO, and, in

turn, moved their adoption.)

(The motions were regularly seconded, were put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 2—Physical Properties of Earth Materials, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman R. R. Manion (Great Northern).

Mr. Manion: The report on Assignment 2 is in two parts. The first part, presented

for information, is the Fourth Progress Report on Soil Pressure Cells. This is a report

on the test installation which was placed on the New York Central tracks near Flint,

Mich., in 1950, and includes the results which were observed in 1951. This study will be

continued during 1952, and a further report will be made on it.

It should be mentioned here that this is the first time that soil prcs.sures have been

measured successfully under the movement of high-speed loads. These tests show that

the theoretical vertical pressures are very close to the actual. However, they also show

that the horizontal and sheer pressures vary considerably from the theoretical.

About the only thing that has been developed in connection with grouting on this

test is that there probably are benefits from grouting in excess of what these pressure

results show. In other words, the reduction in pressures which develops from these

readings does not account for all the benefits which have been found from grouting.

The second part of this report comprises material which is presented for your con-

sideration, with the intention that it will eventually appear in the Manual in place of
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material already in the Manual in Sections 101, 102, 10.< and lOo. This will be brought

up for approval next year.

Chairman Miller: At this time I should like to present Dr. W. E. Loomis, professor

of plant physiology at Iowa State College, who has been assisting the AAR research

staff, under the sponsorship of Committee 1, in the study of chemicals for the eradication

of weeds and brush.

The .\AR has set aside a substantial sum for research on this subject in 1952, and

we expect that the results will indicate new methods and the proper chemicals to be used

by the railroads.

I note that Committee 22 is also studying this subject from the point of view of

economics;' Committee 1 is dealing with it from the standpoint of types of chemicals

which will do the job.

I would now like to ask Dr. Loomis to come forward and tell us about some of the

studies they have under way at Iowa State. He has been in this business for many years,

and is quite conversant with all the chemicals presently in use.

Chemical Weed Control on Roadbeds

By Dr. W. E. Loomis
Professor, Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Iowa State College

of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

Chemical weed control has expanded in the last five years into big business. If all

the tracks in the country were sprayed their total acreage would be only 1 or 2 percent

of the spraying now being done. Individual farmers in Montana probably use more

herbicide than many railroads would need. On the other hand, roadbed weed control

presents problems out of all proportion to the acreages involved.

We have been working on weed control at Iowa State College for some 60 years.

I myself have been on the project for more years than I like to admit in view of the

number of weeds still left. The railroad project, however, introduces new problems on

which we must start from the beginning. In the next few minutes I will try to tell you

something of what we have attempted in this first year, and of our plans for the future.

Our first problem has been to apply herbicides evenly to track sections which are,

ordinarily, only one rod long. Short plots are necessary when, as in this case, hundreds

of chemicals are to be tested and the operators want to get back home at night. This

problem has been .solved with a push-car-mounted track sprayer, shown in Fig. 1, which

is adapted for quick cleaning and changing of .spray mixtures. With a crew of three or

four to start the sprayer quickly, move it at unform speed, and stop it "on the line,"

we have been able to spray a large number of plots in minimum time. The same machine

can be used for longer track ^ctions with the more promising chemicals, and is adaptable

for spraying patches of brush and noxious weeds at the section level.

So far we have results for one section, on one soil type, with a limited range of

vegetation, and with the climatic factors of a .single sea.son. Not all treatments were

expected to be good, and some were very poor. The be.st combinations of chemicals,

rates and time of year, however, look promising.

Fig. 2 shows one of the plots on which we had some of the better. Treatments applied

in April eliminated perennial grasses and various perennial weeds, and suppressed all

vegetation until the end of July. Late growths of annuals could have been controlled by
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Fig. 1—An experimental sprayer which would be useful for local

spraying of track and right-of-way.

Fig. 2—A chlorate—TCA treatment which eliminated perennial weeds
and gave fair all-season control.
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Fig. 3—Slough grass is the most resistant species encountered.

Fig. 4—A commercial spray of oil and creosote did not control quack grass.
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burning, by spiayinp with an aromatic oil, or by adding a longer lasting chemical to the

mixture at additional cost.

It is not possible to draw any broad conclusions from the work of a single season.

For the conditions of the past year, however, sodium chlorate at about 200 lb. per mile,

fortified with 60 to 80 lb. of trichloracetic acid (TCA) or 30 to 50 lb. of parachlorophc-

nyldimethyl urea (CMU), has been generally good when applied before mid-summer.

Later treatments, or treatments followed quickly by heavy rains, were less effective.

Of the vegetation encountered, quack grass was eliminated by the better treatments;

rose and horsetail were more resistant, but were eliminated by the best treatments;

slough grass was the toughest plant we found, and wc are planning some special work

on slough grass control for next year. A clump of this gra.ss, burned back but still vigor-

ous, is shown in Fig. 3. All other vegetation has been eliminated on this plot.

Observations were made on commercial and railroad spray jobs near Ames, la. One

commercial spray was effective against quack grass in June but failed to control horse-

tail. A railroad spray of creosote in fuel oil was ineffective, as is shown in Fig. 4.

A series of tests on straight oil sprays was interesting. Oils in the diesel fuel boiling

point range, but with about 50 percent aromatic content, have given excellent kill-down

of all vegetation at a rate (16.5 ft. wide) of 100 gal. per mile and a cost of 8 to 9 cents

a gallon. A plot recently sprayed with one of these oils in July is shown in Fig. 5. Annual

weeds can be controlled by such sprays at low cost, with simple equipment and with

minimum possibilities of damage to adjoining vegetation. Perennial weeds will regrow

promptly, as they do after burning.

Fig. 5—Aromatic oils are safe, and effective against annuals. All vegetation
in the center of the picture has been killed to the ground.
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Fig. 6—Heavy oils may have a place in roadbed spraying.

The use of heavy industrial fuels or of heavy fuels cut back with aromatic oils has

looked promising also, and will be investigated further. We might find here the railroad

man's dream of a single treatment that kills the weeds, controls the dust, preserves the

ties and oils the rails. At least we oiled the rails enough to stall the local freight.

These, briefly, arc some of the things we have tried to do. Next year we will have a

better idea of where to start and hope to go farther.

Our plans for the coming year include, first, cooperative experiments in the South-

east and Northwest to include more climatic conditions and types of vegetation. We
will be particularly interested in tests on Johnson grass, Bermuda grass and trumpet vine

in the Southeast.

We will increase our work on brush control with 2,4-D and 2,4,6 -T, animate and

other materials.

We plan fairly extensive testing of safety factors in the use of 2,4-D, and hope to

devise methods of reducing damage from drift, volatility, and dusting up of previously

applied chemical.

Seasonal effects in vegetation control, and more detailed observations on the responses

of individual plant species will be given special attention.

And, finally, we plan some pilot plant testing on moderately large areas of the most

promising combinations of chemicals uncovered la.st vear.

Chairman Miller: Dr. Loomis, sometimes I think we need a little bit of plant

psychology instead of plant physiology, to decide what these plants are going to do after

we have put out our chemicals. We think we have the answer, only (i) find that the

plants come up anywa_\'.
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However, we wish you all kinds of success, and on behalf of Committee 1 and mem-

bers of the Association, I would like to thank you for your most interesting discussion

of our problem. We will look forward to hearing from you again.

Assignment 4—Culverts: Installation of Pipe Culverts, was presented by

W. T. Adams (Armco Drainage & Metal Products, Inc.) in the absence of the Sub-

committee Chairman A. W. Schroeder (Chicago & Eastern Illinois).

(Mr. Adams read the subcommittee report, page 718, Bulletin SOO, and then moved
the adoption of the Specification for Installation of Culverts.)

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 5—Roadway Drainage: Critical Review of Recommended
Practice, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman J. A. Noble (Santa Fe).

Mr. Noble: Assignment 5 was to review the roadway drainage section of the Manual,

with the object of bringing it up to date. We have done our best to do this. The changes

and additions will be apparent in the reading of the report, and I shall not comment on

them except in one particular.

After the report went to the printer, the committee decided to recommend the use

of 3-ft. 6-in. shims instead of the 7-ft. shims which were mentioned in Art. 10 on

page 734.

With this change, Mr. President, I move that this material be published in the

Manual, replacing the material which now appears on pages 1-43 to 1-63, incl.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 6—Roadway Formation and Protection, was presented by Sub-

committee Chairman B. H. Crosland (St. Louis-San Francisco).

Mr. Crosland: Assignment 6 has three subassignments. The subcommittee has divided

itself into three sections to complete those assignments.

Assignment 6 (a)—Roadbed Stabilization, was presented by R. H. Beeder

(Santa Fe) in the absence of the chairman of the section, W. T. Johnson (New York

Central)

.

Mr. Beeder: This report on Assignment 6 (a)—Roadbed Stabilization, is in Bulletin

SOO, beginning on page 736 and ending on page 750. This material is divided in four

parts, of which Part 1 covers Stabilization by Pressure Grouting. This report was first

published in Bulletin 486, February, 1950, and subsequently in the Proceedings, Vol. 51,

1950, starting on page 735. A number of minor revisions have been made, and the revised

material is in Bulletin 500, starting on page 736 and ending on page 742. The material

in Part 1 is divided into three sections as follows:

A. General

B. Ballast Pockets

C. Fill StabiHzation

Under "General", basic definitions and aims are outlined for the process of stabiliza-

tion by pressure grouting, which consists of the injection under pressure of cement-sand

slurries into the subgrade or embankment.

Under "Ballast Pockets", the various steps to be taken toward the correction of soft

track caused by water pockets are outlined, including the equipment for both pneumatic

and hydraulic pressure grouting; the materials and mixtures required, including cement,

sand, fly ash, and asphalt emulsion. The procedure and methods of carrying out the work
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of stabilization by pressure grouting of ballast pockets is also outlined in sufficient detail

to organize this work following methods that have proved generally successful on a

number of railroads.

In undertaking fill stabilization by pressure grouting, the equipment, materials and

mixtures are not basically different from those required for the stabilization of ballast

pockets by pressure grouting. The procedure of the work on fill stabilization, however, is

changed to meet the conditions of the problem, and fundamentally consists of driving

the injection points on a 5-ft. and 10-ft. grid pattern on both the fill slopes and top of

the embankment. The length of the injection points for fill stabilization is also generally

longer than for ballast pocket stabilization in order to reach the failure zone or zones,

and experience to date indicates that 20 ft. is about the practical and economical limit

of length for injection points in fill stabilization work.

Mr. President, I move the adoption as recommended basic practice for Stabilization

by Pressure Grouting, for publication in the Manual, Part 1 of Assignment 6 (a), starting

on page 736 and ending on page 742 of Bulletin 500. This material on Stabilization by

Pressure Grouting to appear in the Manual beginning on page 1-66.085.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Beeder: Part 2 of assignment 6 (a) may be found on page 742. It is a sum-

mation of costs and maintenance data on a number of grouting projects, and is presented

as information.

Part 3 is also a report for information only, and covers stabilization by pole driving.

It may be found on pages 743-745 .of Bulletin 500.

Part 4 of assignment 6 (a) is a report on a laboratory investigation of roadbed

stabilization. It may be found on pages 746-750 of Bulletin 500. The information in this

report is the result of the investigation sponsored by the committee and conducted by

the Engineering Division research staff under the direction of G. M. Magee and Rockwell

Smith. Part 4 is submitted as information only.

Mr. Crosland: Assignment 6 (c) deals with the chemical eradication of vegetation.

The chairman of this section, C. E. Webb (Southern), was also unable to get here for

this meeting.

Incidentally, this subject has become so important that Committee 1 decided it should

have a special subcommittee dealing exclusively with the problem. Accordingly, effective

January 1, a new subcommittee was set up to deal with the question, still under the

chairmanship of Mr. Webb, so it will be reported on by Mr. Webb next year.

Apparently I don't have all the information I thought I had, becau.se Chairman

Miller has just handed me a note stating that Mr. Webb is here. Will Mr. Webb please

come to the rostrum and present his own report.

Assignment 6 (c)—Chemical Eradication of Vegetation, was presented by

Section Chairman C. E. Webb (Southern).

Mr. Webb: The first progress report on Chemical Eradication of Weeds appears in

the Roadway and Ballast report on page 750. The report consists of two parts. Part 1

is a description of an extensive brush killing project on the Western Maryland Railway.

Part 2 is the first report of the research carried out at Ames, Iowa, under agreement

between the Engineering Division of the AAR and the Iowa Agricultural Experiment

Station. These reports are presented as information only.

Mr. Crosland: This completes the report of Subcommittee 6.

Assignment 8 (b)—Fences: Electric Shock Fences and Their Adaptabil-

ity to Railroad Requirements, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman L. V.

Johnson (Soo Line).
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Mr. Johnson: The report on Assignment 8 (b) includes a Specification for Electric

Shock Fences, which is found on pages 759 to 764, incl., of Bulletin 500. This specification

was drawn up so that the railroads would have a standard by which to construct an

electric shock fence. Essentially, an electric shock fence consists of one or two wires of an

existing or newly constructed fence, energized by means of batteries or a primary source

of electric power transmitted through controllers. In order that this fence will be a safe

fence, it is essential that the controllers conform to the requirements of the Under-

writers Laboratories, Inc., and that the installation conforms to the requirements of the

National Electric Safety Code published by the National Bureau of Standards. The

specifications appearing in the Bulletin have been referred to and approved by the Elec-

trical Section of the AAR.

In conclusion, electric shock fences are considered suitable for fencing purposes

under proper conditions and show considerable savings in installation costs compared

with conventional right-of-way fences. Electric shock fences are considered especially

desirable for temporary installations.

This report is presented for information for the purpose of soliciting comments and

criticism prior to submission next year for adoption and inclusion in the Manual.

Chairman Miller: Mr. President, I should like to call on Rockwell Smith, roadway

engineer on the AAR research staff, to discuss briefly our present and proposed studies on

soil mechanics. Mr. Smith has been with us on previous occasions, and therefore needs

no special introduction.

Rockwell Smith: Mr. President, Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen: I was told I was

to appear at the end of the presentation by Committee 1 so that when our time had

expired, somebody could pull my coattails. Committee 1 wants to preserve its reputa-

tion for having strong, silent men. I have no quarrel with this reputation, except that

I know that that reputation does not result from the conduct of the committee when it

is in session. Several times they have given me a rather rough time.

Resume of Past, Present and Future Subgrade and Ballast

Investigations of the Research Staff, Engineering

Division, AAR

By Rockwell Smith

Roadway Engineer, AAR

I have been asked by the committee to summarize briefly the results of past inves-

tigations into ballast and subgrade problems and to outline the course of current research

and the plans for the future.

Since 1946 annual reports of subgrade studies have been included in the February

AREA Bulletins. Since 1948 this report has included tables of maintenance savings

obtained through stabilization by pressure grouting. Projects up to 8 years in service

have been reported, with the addition of one that is now 15 years old. These projects

were selected at random from those that have been observed during stabilization, with

some exceptions, by representatives of the research staff. The data obtained indicate

very strongly that stabilization by pressure grouting is effective and self amortizing. Full

life of the stabilization has not been determined, but the data indicate that such stabiliza-

tion is far from a temporary expedient. One railroad reports that the accumulated main-

tenance savings, to the road from such stabilization since 1941 amount to more than
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$986,00, which, after the dcductiun of the cost of labor and material f^ivcs a net savings of

$675,000. On this railroad the net saving from the stabilization, during a period of nine

years, was twice the cost of the grouting, with further benefits yet to accrue.

The story is much the same for other methods of stabilization, although the figures

as yet are not completed to the same extent of those for the grouting. Sufficient data

have been uncovered, however, in connection with pole installations to indicate similar

results.

Present and future reports will, as now contemplated, continue the grouting data

another year or until a number of ten-year jobs can be reported.

Additional investigations of pole installations and other methods of stabilization,

such as sand piles, will also be continued and intensified. Sufficient information, how-

ever, has already been obtained to indicate very forcefully that the dollar spent on well-

designed corrective stabilization will return many fold. It is hard to conceive of any

expenditures for track maintenance where the returns will be as great.

Observation of stabilizing procedure has now permitted the drawing up of a sug-

gested procedure for pressure grouting. This is included in Bulletin 500, February, 1952,

and is proposed for adoption and inclusion in the Manual. Similar material for other

stabilization processes will follow. Future investigations are also to be directed towards

a rational means of selection of stabilization procedures for the particular conditions

involved. Much data are available, but more is needed to complete the picture. It has

been established, however, that individual investigation of unstable sections are needed

to determine intelligently the underlying conditions, and the most effective remedy.

Here, too, the dollar spent for preliminary work can be very valuable.

Past investigations have indicated the methods and results of stabilization, but full

information into the manner in which the various methods become effective is still lack-

ing. Future research will continue toward this goal, as it appears that a full knowledge

of the mechanics will be of great assistance in the determination of the most economical

and effective method.

As has been reported in the research conducted at the University of Illinois, water

pockets can be developed in the laboratory that closely resemble those developd under

tracks. As yet a duplication of the effects of stabilization has not been achieved. It

appears necessary to proceed to a full-scale investigation of tracks in service. Future

investigations as now proposed include, for several different subgrades, a detailed examina-

tion of open excavations in fills of three categories, namely—stable fills, unstable fills,

and fills that have been successfully stabilized. Assistance from various roads will be

required. It is requested that if a culvert or other such excavation is to be put through a

fill of clay or .silt .soil and observations are possible, the research staff be .so informed.

Past investigations indicate strongly that vibrations are very important in ex]ilain-

ing the action of embankments under railroad loading. Test analyses from samples

obtained from borings often indicate stability in direct opposition to the field evidence

and performance record. The reverse is also tru» to a lesser degree. Full investigation

will a.ssist in resolving this theory.

Investigations into the physical characteristics of .soil have included the develoi)meiil

of a soil pressure cell and reports on indicated j)ressures under railroad tracks. The ]ati>l

report is included in Bulletin 500, and need not be discussed here.

In addition to this research new tentative Manual material on Physical Properties

of Earth Materials, Assignment 2 for the committee, has been prepared. This covers

both roadbed and foundation soils. The u.se of this chapter will permit identification in

the field of the performance characteristics of the soil. It also outlines the minimum tevi
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rcf|iiircincnts for design purposes. Tliis will he of value mainly for new construction, and

for investigations into instability both of roadbeds and structures. The chapter is advanced

as possible Manual material, subject to modifications and addition as may be determined

by future investigations.

In addition to the subgrade studies, this year at the Central Research Laboratory

a series of ballast tests will be inaugurated. These will be in addition to the abrasion

tests correlated with field performance now in progress under the committee. The proposed

tests will be under simulated traffic conditions, with the loads applied on a panel of track

by means of a heavy oscillator. It is expected that loads up to 30,000 lb. can be applied

at a rate of ten per second. By such operations the traffic load for heavy-duty track for

three years can be duplicated in a few weeks. Layout of the test section will permit full

recovery of the ballast material for consequent analysis of abrasion, crushing, etc. The

possibilities for study of the effect of type, shape and size of ballast are extremely great.

The above tests and the subgrade investigations can be fully justified on the basis

of annual expenditures. As of December 31, 1951, the accumulated deferred maintenance

for ballast was assessed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its railroad main-

tenance study at .'i;2 1,000,000. Track laying and surfacing in the same study totaled over

$407,000,000, the largest item included. Annual expenditures for these items are estimated

at $25,000,000 and $430,000,000, respectively. Approximately 55 percent of the latter is

charged to routine track maintenance. Correction of subgrade instability and increase in

ballast life present very great savings potentially.

These investigations have been carried out with the excellent cooperation of the

members of this Association and their roads. I am authorized by the committee and

the Engineering Division to express their thanks for this cooperation, without which the

research would not have been possible. May the same cordial relationship continue in

the future.

Chairman Miller: Mr. President, Mr. Smith is available to almost any railroad in

this country in case it gets into trouble on roadbed stabilization problems. He truly is an

expert.

That concludes the report of Committee 1.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Miller, for your excellent report. Your committee

is excused with. the thanks of the Association.

We will now recess until tomorrow morning.

(The meeting recessed at 5:10 p.m.).

Morning Session

—

March 13, 1952

The meeting reconvened at 9 a.m.. President T. A. Blair presiding.

President Blair: The meeting will please come to order. Our first report this morning

will be that of the Special Committee on Continuous Welded Rail.

Discussion on Continuous Welded Rail

(For Report, see pp. 683-693.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman H. B. Christianson (Milwaukee Road): Mr. President, Members and

Guests of the Association: The report of the Special Committee on Continuous Welded

Rail is printed in Bulletin 500, pages 683 to 693, incl. It is based principally on infor-
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mation received from the chief engineers of 23 railroads, in answer to a questionnaire

covering the installation and subsequent maintenance of lengths of continuous welded rail.

Preparing this information for the benefit of the committee called for much effort

and time, and the committee is keenly appreciative of the help thus given to it by the

railroads.

In the committee's study of the questionnaire returns, it has developed that more

information is needed for a grass-roots study. The committee is, therefore, in the process

of compiling an additional set of questions for submission to the chief engineers of the

railroads. We are confident that the response to the new questionnaire will be as generous

as was the other, and that the added information will enable the committee to make

substantial progress on its assignment this year.

Assignment 1—Fabrication, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman F. W.
Creedle (Chicago & North Western).

Mr. Creedle: The progress report, submitted as information, is found on page 683

of Bulletin 500, February 1952.

This is the first report of Subcommittee 1 and covers the fabrication of continuous

welded rail by gas pressure welding process only, because this is representative of current

practice on the railroads in the United States. Future reports will contain information on

other processes, particularly the electric flash weld, which was used on some of the

earliest installations in this country—between 1935 and 1942.

There are two principal requirements for a weld which will be suitable for use with

continuous welded rail; first, the quality of the weld must be such that its service life

will be comparable to that of the rail itself, and second, the cost of the weld must be

held down to a figure that will make the welded joint economically feasible.

This report is submitted at this time for the information of any member who may
want to install continuous welded rail before the final report of this committee is

submitted.

Assignment 2—Laying, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman F. G. Camp-

bell (KlKin, Jolict & Eastern).

Mr. Campbell: The report of the subcommittee starts on page 680 of Bulletin 500.

This report is one of progress only, and consists essentially of a brief summary of such

data as are now available to the committee with respect to costs and methods of laying

continuous welded rail.

It is set up under several headings, the first of which is "Special Track Preparations."

It was found that very little special preparation other than surfacing has been under-

taken by any of the railroads prior to the laying of continuous welded rail.

Transportation methods and costs vary considerably, probably because of local con-

ditions, and they are governed to a great extent, no doubt, by the equipment that is

available. Apparently, where such equipment can be made available, the use of flat cars

is the most economical method.

The methods of laying do not vary greatly, basically. Generally, the same equipment

has been used as is used for laying conventional bolted track. The type of construction

at insulated joints has, apparently, been pretty well standardized. Most of the railroads

have not made any particular change as to insulated joints. In other words, they just

let the long rails come together at their insulated joints.

Most of the installations have been made with no field welds or tie welds— closure

welds. In other words, the length of the rail laid has been that length as it came from

the welding plant or the welding machine.
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The subcommittee proposes to continue this assignment during the ensuing year,

and hopes to get more detailed information as to the costs of laying, especially in man-

hours, more information with regard to closure welds, and other data which we believe

will be of value to members of the Association.

This is submitted as a progress report.

Assignment 3—Fastenings, was presented by Chairman Christianson in the

ab.scnce of J. W. Hopkins (Bessemer & Lake Erie), subcommittee chairman.

Chairman Christian.son: The a.ssignmcnt, "Fastenings," encompassing rail cxpan-

.^ion, types and number of anti-creeping devices on welded track and adjacent jointed

track, type of joint bars at ends of welded sections, tic i)latc and spike requirements, and

co.st data, appears on page 6Q1 of Bulletin 500.

Mr. Hopkins and his committee have done considerable work on this assignment,

and they now have sufficient information to really go ahead this year and make .some

recommendations.

The big point of discussion is the anchorage. As far as the other types of fasteners

are concerned, there isn't much difference between the orthodox rail and continuous rail;

in anchors, there is. The intermediate anchorage and the end anchorage arc different,

naturally. The report is submitted as information.

Assignment 4—Maintenance, was presented by L. F. Racine (Monon) in the

ab.sence of Subcommittee Chairman C. E. R. Haight (Delaware & Hudson).

Mr. Racine: The report on Assignment 4 is on page 692 of Bulletin 500.

A large number of questionnaires was sent out to various railroads, and while a

number of replies were received, there are still some to come back.

There is very little that can be said at this time about the maintenance cost of

continuous welded rail. Beyond what is presented in the Bulletin, we have insufficient

information on the maintenance of continuous welded rail to give you a comprehensive

report. We hope to make some progress on this assignment this year.

Chairman Christianson: I would like to add to what Mr. Racine said about the

work of the subcommittee, that Mr. Haight has been very active. He has done a great deal

of work on this assignment, and I know he is going to continue his progress.

Assignment 5—Economics of Continuous Welded Rail, has no printed report this

year. Mr. Schram will address you on that subject.

Assignment 5—Economics, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman T. H.

Schram (Erie).

Mr. Schram: Mr. President, Members and Guests: Subcommittee 5 has no written

report to make. A great deal of work was done by the committee as a whole, and also

by the subcommittee, along various lines, but most of our leads turned out to be

negative.

In the first place, the information that was carried over from the old committees is

not of the kind that we can use. Most of it is based on the long-life installations on the

Delaware & Hudson Railroad. The trouble with that, as we analyzed it, is that the

Delaware & Hudson is not a typical railroad, and the information developed on it is not

applicable to many of the other railroads of the country. The Delaware & Hudson is a

short railroad, with very heavy traffic and very heavy curves and grades—the kind of a

railroad that wears its rail out very qiiickl>

.

It iua> be that in llie end this committef will recommend that welded rail is not

economical on that kind of a railroad. It may vei>' well be that the figures will demon-
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stiate that welded rail is best adapted to the majority of railroads, like a tspical middle

western railroad, with a lot of tangents and not too heavy curves.

We also find that a great deal of present available data is based on installations in

tunnels. Now, that is not worth anything for comparative purposes with locations out in

the open country. The economics of the two are entirely different. The life of the rail

is shorter, but the maintenance costs are heavier, year by year.

So, you see, our first year of actual effort in studying the economics of welded rail

has really demonstrated that we must get new information and better information ; even

then, perhaps we won't be able to develop conclusive figures.

Another reason why the economics of the older installations are not too applicable

is that not too many of these installations were made with the modern gas pressure

welding system—and that is all we have today. The newer installations are still in the

early stages, where there is practically no maintenance on them.

\'ery few railroads are able to give us information on what is going to happen to

these installations after they get into the middle and final stages of their careers. We will

probably have to extend and project the information we get. This will be quite a job

—

an interesting job. We have asked for a great deal more information. We will try to get

what we can as early as we can this year, and then start working on it to see if we can

develop some interesting data for next year's report.

Chairman Christianson: Thank you, Mr. Schram.

That concludes the present report of this committee, Mr. President.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Christianson, for the large amount of information

that you have developed in your first year. We will certainly look forward to an inter-

esting report from your committee next year.

Your committee is excused with our thanks.

Discussion on Ties

(For Report, see pp. 335-342.)

(President T. A. FJlair ])residing.)

Chairman B. D. Howe (Louisville & Na.shville): Mr. President, Members of the

.Association and Guests: Committee 3 is reporting on four of its a.ssigned subjects. Our

report may be found in Bulletins 495 and 408.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by C. D. Turley (Illinois

Central).

Mr. Turley: The report ol the subcommittee on .Assignment 1 will be found in

Bulletin 4QX, pages .S.^S-.^.U.

(Mr. Turley read the paragraph, "S|)ecilications for Cross Ties," page .<.U) of Bul-

letin 498.)

Mr. Turley; These changes are nece.s.sary in order to place together those .species

which most closely require the same period of time for .seasoning. Your committee recom-

mends that these changes be made, and, Mr. President, I .so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

(Mr. Turley read the paragraph, "Application of the Specifications for Cro.ss Ties,"

page .^.i6 of Bulletin 498.)

Mr. Turley: These changes are nece.s.sary in order to make the.se diagrams consistent

with the remarks in the body of the text. Your committee recommends that the changes

he made, and, Mr. President, I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)
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(Mr. Turley read the paragraph, "Marking Ties to Indicate Size Acceptance," page

336 of Bulletin 498.)

Mr. Turley: Your committee recommends that this change be made, and, Mr.

President, I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

(Mr. Turley read the paragraph, "Specifications for Switch Ties," page 336 of the

Bulletin 498.)

Mr. Turley: As in the case of the cross ties, these changes are necessary in order to

place together those species which require, as nearly as possible, the same time for sea-

soning. Your committee recommends that the changes be made, and, Mr. President,

I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

(Mr. Turley read the paragraph, "Economic Comparison of Cross Ties of Different

Materials," page 337, Bulletin 498.)

Mr. Turley: Your committee has reviewed this material and recommends that it be

reapproved without change. Mr. President, I so move.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Howe: Thank you, Mr. Turley.

Assignment 2—Extent of Adherence to Specifications, was presented by

Subcommittee Chairman P. D. Brentlinger (Pennsylvania).

Mr. Brentlinger: The details of the inspection trips of Subcommittee 2 will be found

in Bulletin 498, page 337. I won't attempt to repeat what is written there.

We do want to stress again the importance of adhering to the specifications under

which you are purchasing ties. We all know that increased costs make this more important

than ever.

We also want to call your attention to these new Manual changes, and recommend

that you review your own specifications and change them accordingly, in order to get

the best out of the ties you buy.

Chairman Howe: Thank you, Mr. Brentlinger.

Assignment 3—Substitutes for Wood Ties, was presented by Subcommittee

Chairman L. P. Drew (Union Pacific).

Mr. Drew: The report on Assignment 3 is published in Bulletin 498, on pages 338,

339-342. This report is submitted as information. The major work on this assignment has

been to accumulate data on substitute ties installed in past years.

A statement was published in Vol. 41, 1940, showing a record of such substitute

tie installations. This report had not been brought up to date subsequently, and since

considerable additional information had been accumulated over the past 12 years, your

committee felt that it should be presented as information in order that all members of

the Association would be acquainted with what has happened in the development of

such ties.

So far as your committee has been able to learn, no new installations have been made,

and most of the previous installations have proved unsatisfactory.

Assignment 4—Tie Renewals and Costs Per Mile of Maintained Track,

was presented by Chairman Howe.

Chairman Howe: The statistics compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics for

1950 were pubhshed in Bulletin 49."?, June-July, 1951.
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Assignment 5—Records of Retarding Splitting and Mechanical Wear of

Ties, Including Stabilization of Wood, Collaborating with Committee 5,

NLMA.
Chairman Howe: While the subcommittee is presenting no formal report on this

assignment this year, we are most fortunate in again having with us G. M. Magee,

research engineer, AAR, under whose direction the study on this subject is being con-

ducted by the Timber Engineering Company. Mr. Magee has consented to address the

convention on the subject, Progress in the AAR-NLMA Cross Tic Research Project.

Progress in the AAR-NLMA Cross Tie Research Project

By G. M. Magee
Research Engineer, EngineerinR Division, AAR

You gentlemen will recall that we have a cooperative project to increase the service

life of cross ties with the National Lumber Manufacturers Association, which is being

carried out by the Timber Engineering Company laboratory near Washington, D. C.

The year that has just closed was the fourth year of the project. It was originally planned

and started as a five-year undertaking. Under the terms of the agreement, half of the

cost of the investigation is being borne by the AAR and half by the National Lumber

Manufacturers Association.

This is one of our most important research projects, because with the increase in

price of ties in the last few years, and the number of ties being renewed on all the

railways, the annual renewal cost involved is perhaps more than $150,000,000. We would

not have to make a very great increase in the life of ties to effect a very substantial

saving.

This project is being directed by an administration committee consisting of six

representatives from our Association and six from the manufacturers. Inasmuch as the

direction of this project is rather important, I think you might like to know that we
have some very outstanding railroad men on this committee, particularly with respect

to their knowledge of ties. Our representatives are C. J. Code of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, H. R. Duncan of the Burlington, B. D. Howe of the Louisville & Nashville, C. D.

Turley of the Illinois Central, W. C. Reichow of the Great Northern, and myself.

We had a meeting of this committee in our laboratory on February 8, and since this

was the fourth year of the work, with the last year coming up, we felt we should make
some pretty definite plans for completing this year some of the phases of the investiga-

tion that would give us some worthwhile and outstanding results.

There are four separate phases of this investigation that are especially important.

One of them is the one-step seasoning and treating of ties. You will perhaps recall that

in this investigation we found that most of the checking and splitting of ties develops

during the seasoning period in the yard. In the method which they have been developing

in this investigation, green ties are charged in the cylinder with the creosote-coal tar

solution, with about one-tenth part of glycol added. The temperature in the cylinder is

then brought up high enough to boil the water from the ties, and the ties are left in

for a long enough period of time to get out the desired amount of water, reducing the

water content to the extent necessary.

The method so far shows considerable promise, and at the present time .SOO ties

are b^ing treated at Albuquerque, N. M., in the Santa Fe plant there, where a treating

cylinder is available that is especially suitable for the purpose. These 500 ties include
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100 each of while oak, red oak, Douglas I'lr, i)inc and ^um. After these ties have been

treated, they will be placed in service in suitable locations so that we will have an

opportunity to find out how well they perform.

One of the difficulties in this method is that it will cost somewhat more than our

jMCsent treating method, and, of course, the question is whether this added cost can be

justified by the improvement in the tic performance.

Another question about the process is whether the strength of the wood will be

damaged too much by the higher temperatures during treating. To get some information

on this during the year, rolling-load tests will be made on ties that have been treated by

this process, to find out, actually, whether the compressive strength has been seriou.s]y

affected by the higher temperatures.

Another important part of the investigation concerns the tie-coating exposure tests.

These are being carried out on the grounds surrounding the laboratory at Washington.

During 1951 this exposure test was expanded from 100 sections to 185 sections, including

16 different compounds.

Use of a tie coating definitely shows considerable promise in alleviating the condition

of checking and splitting of ties. One reason for this seems to be that it tends to hold

the moisture content more uniform at the top of the tie during the change in seasons in

the year. Another reason is that it tends to fill the checks and cracks in the tie, and this,

of course, is helpful in the wintertime, with its freezing and thawing action, and with

gravel and sand getting in the cracks and causing expansion forces.

In this part of the investigation the goal that we have set for this year is to develop

a suggested or tentative specification which can be offered to the railways for their use,

if they so desire, in purchasing a suitable coating material.

In the third phase of the investigation most of the work has been in an effort to

develop a laminated tie. Stress measurements have been carried out on track with ties

in end-bound and center-bound condition, so maximum bending moments would be

developed in one case under the rail and in the other under the center of the tie. From

this data it appears that any laminated tie developed will have to have a cross section

substantially the same as the size of tie we are now using. Of the some five different

designs of laminated ties developed, the committee decided on two designs that it thought

merited service tests, and our goal for this year on this phase of the project is to get a

number of laminated ties in track so that we will have an opportunity, 10 or 15 years

from now, if economic conditions warrant, to use laminated ties with some background

of experience as to what we can expect in the way of service performance from ties

so made.

At the present time the cost of laminated ties—by any method of manufacture now

known—is so great that I don't think they could be seriously considered in competition

with the type of tie now being used.

The fourth phase of the investigation is the work on chemical deterioration of wood

from iron compounds. There has been some indication in the examination of ties that

the rust products formed from tie plates and spikes tend to attack the cellulose structure

of the wood and cause a chemical deterioration. Experiments are being conducted to find

some type of chemical that can be applied to the tie that will neutralize this effect. There

seems to be some possibility that a material such as calcium carbonate—which has shown

most favorable results so far—might perhaps be added to (he doping material used in

connection with rail laying, which would be helpful in preventing this chemical

deterioration, both from the bottom of the tie plate and from the spike.
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That, in a general way, explains the four important phases that have developed from

this investigation—what wc have learned from it to date, and what we hope to have

concluded when this vear is over.

Chairman Howe; Thank you very much, Mr. Magee.

Mr. President, the conclusion of this report ends my period of service as chairman

of Committee .^. I wish to take this opportunity to thank all members of the committee

for their cooperation and assistance in the work of the committee.

I would now like to present to the A.ssociation the new chairman of Conmiittec 3

—

P. I). Brentlinger, forester, Penns\lvania Railroad. (Applause).

I should also like to introduce to you at this time L. C. Collister, superintendent,

treating plant, Santa Fe Railway, who becomes vice chairman of Committee i. (Applause)

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Howe, for your excellent report. The work your

committee has done during the period of your chairmanship, and particularly the reports

that you have been able to make as a result of research, have certainly resulted in a

deserved renewal of interest in ties.

We welcome Mr. Brentlinger and Mr. Collister as your new chairman and vice

chairman, and we look forward to as interesting a report next year.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Track

(For Report, .see pp. 765 838.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman F. J. Bishop (Akron, Canton & Youngstown) : Mr. President, Fellow

Members and Guests: The report of Committee 5 is in Bulletin 500, beginning on page

765. We were assigned ten subjects, and we are reporting on nine of them. In addition

to that, we are having C. J. Code of the Pennsylvania Railroad give us an address on

maintenance of way tests on that road.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by L. L. Adams (Louis-

ville & Nashville), in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman C. R. Strattman (New
York Central)

.

Mr. Adams: I am sorry Mr. Strattman is not here because I am sure he would present

this report much better than I will be able to do.

(Mr. Adams read the changes proposed by the subcommittee, and moved their

adoption. The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Assignment 2—Track Tools, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman Troy

West (Union).

Mr. West: The published report of Assignment 2—Track Tools, which is a progress

report, is found in Bulletin 500, on pages 771 and 772.

Your subcommittee, with the aid of the research staff of the AAR, is studying the

bending characteristics of the nipping end of the new claw bar. Plan 11-51, to determine

an acceptable way to strengthen it against bending when it is used as a nipping bar.

The wood-center track gage. Plan 20.\ 50, is being reviewed with the idea in mind
of devising a way of preventing the tool from warping, bending or varying in length.

At the present time we have gages with white oak centers out on six different railroads
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for service tests, specially treated with a water-repellant dimensional stabilizer. Track

gages with laminated wood blanks are also being service tested.

In considering the track .spike starter, service tests are being observed by your sub-

committee, from which recommendations will be made for its use.

The study of the use of aluminum for making track tools is being continued.

This, gentlemen, concludes our report.

Assignment S—Plans for Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Spring and Slip

Switches, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman M. J. Zceman (Santa Fe).

Mr. Zeeman: The report on Assignment 3 is in Bulletin 500, beginning on page 772

and ending on page 778.

As reported to you at the convention last year, when you adopted the plan showing

the new lengths of curved switches, and as stated in the 1951 Proceedings, Vol. 52, page

522, it has been necessary to revise Table B, Bill of Timber for Turnouts with C'urvcd

Switches, and Table D, Bill of Timber for Crossovers with Curved Switches, both ol

which are shown on Plan 912-41, Bills of Timber for Turnouts and Crossovers. For the

same reason, Plan 921-41, Location of Joints for Turnouts with Curved Split Switches,

required a complete revision. Your committee has made these revisions, as shown on

Plans 912-52 and 921-52, which have been inserted in Bulletin 500, following page 772.

Mr. President, I move the adoption, as recommended practice for publication in

the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, of Plan 912-52, Bills of Switch Ties for Turnouts

and Crossovers, and Plan 921-52, Location of Joints for Turnouts with Curved Split

Switches; also that the present issue of each plan be withdrawn from the Portfolio.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Zeeman: Your committee has prepared a plan to provide improved track support

at the approaches to open-deck bridges and trestles. A print of this plan, 913-52, is also

in Bulletin 500, following page 772, and is self-explanatory.

Mr. President, I move the adoption, as recommended practice for publication in the

Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, of Plan 913-52, Approach Ties for Open Deck Bridges

and Trestles.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Zeeman: As stated on page 772, your committee proposes a revision of Art. 14,

Bolts and Nuts, in the Specifications for Special Trackwork, Appendix A-51, page 7.

This revision is desired in order to comply with recommendation of the American

Standards Association as to dimensions and grade of steel for nuts. The proposed

specification is consistent with the AREA Specifications for Heat-Treated Carbon Steel

and Alloy Steel Track Bolts. The proposed revisions are shown in Bulletin 500, beginning

at bottom of page 772 and ending at top of page 774. Besides bringing the references to

other specifications up to date, the main changes in the proposed specification consist

of the elimination of the % in. extra thick nut and the addition that nuts shall be made
of medium carbon steel of 0.40 to 0.55 percent carbon.

Mr. President, I move that the paragraphs of Art. 14, Bolts and Nuts, designated

as (New) be approved for insertion in the Manual, and that the present corresponding

paragraphs be withdrawn, and the retention of the paragraphs designated (No change).

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Zeeman: Your committee has prepared a typical plan showing lap turnouts,

which it believes may be helpful as a guide in designing such special layouts, while at

the same time realizing that various combinations of frog or turnout numbers, alinement

and clearance conditions cannot be covered by a single plan. Following page 774 has
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been inserted a print of Plan P2S-52 covering No. S and No. 10 lap turnouts with curved

split switches.

Mr. President, your committee presents Plan 925-52 as information for insertion in

the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans, identifying this plan as "Information" rather than

"Recommended Practice."

Your committee wishes to acknowledge the hearty cooperation of the Standardization

committee of the Manganese Track Society in the drafting of the plans and in reviewing

the specification in this report.

Your committee also wishes to present three progress reports, the first, Service Tests

of Designs of Manganese Castings in Crossings at McCook, 111., is shown on page 774

as Appendix i-a. The second report. Service Tests of Solid and Manganese Insert Cross-

ings Supported by Steel T-beams and Longitudinal Timbers is shown on page 776 as

Appendix 3-b. The third report covering Crossing Frog Bolt Tension Tests is shown on

page 778 as Appendix 3-c. These three subjects are handled by the research staff of the

.A.AR, and these reports have been prepared by this staff under the general direction of

G. M. Magee. Definite conclusions cannot be reported at this time, and the study of each

of these subjects will be continued. Therefore, Mr. President, these three reports are

presented as information.

This concludes the report on Assignment 3.

Assignment 4—Prevention of Damage Due to Brine Drippings on Track
and Structures, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman W. E. Cornell (New York,

Chicago & St. Louis).

Mr. Cornell: The report on Assignment 4 will be found on page 779 of Bulletin 500.

The railroads generally, for a number of years, have been aware of the need for the

elimination of corrosion due to brine drippings, and during the last few years, under the

direction of G. M. Magee, working with the Armour Research Foundation, and more

recently in the AAR Central Research Laboratory, some very definite progress has been

made.

During 1951, by the use of simulated bunkers, tests were made to determine the

effectiveness of four methods of adding a non-toxic inhibitor. These tests indicated that

the placing of the inhibitor by shovel measurement, along with the ice, in the bunker

was simple in application, with effective results. Additional laboratory tests are to be

made to evaluate the effectiveness of the non-toxic corrosion inhibitors on steels of vary-

ing carbon content; field tests are also planned to verify laboratory data.

Your committee feels that, with the completion of this study, an inhibitor applica-

tion will result in substantial financial benefits to the railroads. But to obtain these

benefits it will be necessary to have the full cooperation of shippers and railroad man-

agements alike. Your committee therefore respectfully suggests that you give this matter

your most careful consideration in order that you may become fully aware of the urgent

need, and be in a position to promote or assist in implementing the program as may be

necessary. It is also recommended that you review the Railroad Corrosion News Letter

published by the National Association of Corrosion Engineers, which was sent to rail-

road chief engineering and mechanical ofliccrs under date of February 18, 1952.

This report is offered as information.

Assignment 5—Design of Tie Plates, was presenfed by SubcommiKce Chair-

man M. D. Carothers (Gulf, Mobile & Ohio).

Mr. Carothers: Your committee presents as information a progress report on a

service test which includes 7 designs of tie plates for rails with a base of A in.
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This test was installed in the singlc-tracl< main line of the Cincinnati, New Orleans

and Texas Pacific Railway, approximately 12 miles north of Chattanooga, Tenn. Data

for this test are shown on pages 780-785, Bulletin 500.

From the results of this service test, no conclusions as to the tie plate designs are

justified, except that ribbed-bottom plates are superior for maintaining gage on the 6-deg.

curves with 4 spikes per plate, to the flat-bottom plates with 2 additional spikes.

On this test, as well as others sponsored by the AAR, where new tie plates are being

tested out-of-face, plate cutting has progressed rather slowly during the first few years of

service. Several more years of traffic will be required to develop information with respect

to the design characteristics of the tie plates.

The committee and the Association are indebted to the C. N. O. & T. P. Railway for

its valuable cooperation and assistance in conducting this test.

Chairman Bishop: Our next subject is Assignment 6—Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie

Plates, Including Pads Under Plates; Their Effect on Tie Wear. Blair Blowers, chairman

of that subcommittee, is under the weather and can't present the report. Mr. Parsons, who

is Mr. Blowers' assistant, is thoroughly familiar with the subject, and will give you the

report.

Assignment 6—Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads
Under Plates; Their Effect on Tie Wear, was presented by Mr. Parsons (Erie)

in the absence of Subcommittee Chairman Blair Blowers.

Mr. Parsons: This progress report is offered as information.

One of the most pertinent investigations being made by the Association is for the

purpose of improving the service life of ties from all angles. However, the objective of

the tests now underway for this subcommittee is to determine the most economical

methods for extending the life of ties by reducing the amount of plate cutting and the

frequency of regaging and readzing on curves.

The principal service test installation, involving 16 designs of special fastenings, 18

variations of tie pads, and 15 coatings and adhesives, in about 1^4 miles of track, is in

the northward main of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad near London, Ky., where the

traffic of approximately 25 million gross tons per year consists largely of loaded coal cars.

After the inspection of July 1951, some spot maintenance work was done on the

special fastenings for the first time. A total of 18 percent of the anchor spikes in 10 of

the sections built in 1947 was retightened. In most of the sections the amount of work

performed was small. However, in the two sections with the round head cut spikes and

single coil washers, and with the Oliver tie plate drive spikes, over SO percent of the hold-

down fastenings were tapped down. In the tangent portions of the 10 sections it was

necessary to retighten more than three times as many fastenings in the creosoted pine ties

as in the hardwood ties. No work was required on the cut spikes. The foregoing work

involved 15 man-hours.

The sponsor of the Racor Studs and Racor Drive-Tight Spikes had all of the studs

tapped down with an air hammer because they had been left too high when originally

placed. A few of the Drive-Tight Spikes were tapped down to observe the performance

of the hammer with that type of fastening.

In connection with the maintenance work, it was not necessary to tap down any

of the Tie Plate Lock Spikes, some of which had been in the long 4-deg. 30-min. curve

almost 4 years. Even a tentative evaluation of the economy of the special fastenings must

be deferred for a few years. So far, the .special fastenings have shown a superiority for

holding good gage on the test curves.
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All of the tie pads, except one type, have ehminated tie abrasion. However, sonic

of the uncoated tie pads on softwood ties in track where there is heavy sanding may per-

mit some tie abrasion in the near future because the particles of sand were found to be

pitting the wood. Pads that were sealed down showed a tendency to hold the surface

moisture content of the under-pad area more nearly constant than the unsealed pads.

This should be beneficial in reducing tie checking under the pad.

The tie pad tests have been much too short in duration to judge their service

potentiality. So far, for service periods varying from one to four years, the Bird fiber-

rubber, Fabco, Bird 5 and 7-ply duck-burlap, Burkart fiber, and Dunne molded rubber

pads, have shown the better overall performance.

The 7-year service tests on the Illinois Central Railroad north of Manteno, III.,

involving 7 arrangements of hold-down fastenings, have continued to show an advantage

of the screw spikes, with or without double coil washers, over cutspike construction. Dur-

ing the previous two years, there was a definite indication that the screw spikes in soft-

wood ties had become less effective in reducing plate cutting than in the hardwood ties.

The Association gratefully acknowledges the cooperation and assistance of the L.&N.

and I.e. in the conduct of the service tests.

Assignment 7—Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints,

was presented by Subcommittee Chairman C. VV. Breed (Burlington).

Mr. Breed: This report, covering a 6-year service test on the Burlington Railroad

and a 1-year test on the Illinois Central, is offered as information.

Last summer, the 6-year service test in 5 miles of track on the Burlington, near

Earlville, 111., was discontinued, and the more important conclusions, referring only to

the lubricants and manner of applying them in the Burlington tests, were as follows:

1. In 30 track-mile years, only three joints pulled in two, and none occurred in the

sections without lubrication, thus failing to indicate benefit from the several lubricants

or rust preventives in preventing frozen joints.

2. Joint wear as reflected by the measurements of joint bar pull-in was not sig-

nil'icantly influenced by the lubricants.

3. R.M.C. packing, No-Ox-Id "A" Special, Petrolatum (dark), and Leadolene were

superior in resisting the weather, and at the end of the 6-year period most of the rail web

within the joint area was protected. In general, these compounds prevented hard rust

slabs from forming in the lower rail fillets near the ends of the bars. The greatest benefits

obtained from the better performing lubricants were in reducing corrosion and preserving

the bolts. Lubrication was not maintained on the fishing surfaces.

4. The test results showed that with the brush-on lubricants, end plugs are needed

to protect the inner surfaces of the joint from the formation of the rust .slabs and to keep

out brine, water and debris.

5. Lubrication was not noticeably effective in reducing the numlu-r of loose and

broken bolts.

6. Lubrication had little effect on the annual loss in bolt tension, although there was

a slight tendency for the tension lo.ss in the no-lubricant .sections to be in the upper

range of percentages.

7. The u.se of rust preventives on rail joints is economically justified for the purpo.se

of protecting the rail web from the development of bolt-hole and upper fillet cracks and

the preservation of the bolts for wrenching to a more uniform tension, also for greater

reclamation for re-use.
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The 10-scction test on the Illinois Central has had only 1 year's service and no con-

clusions are justified, except that the heat from the rail end hardening was detrimental

fo most of the lubricants that were brushed on.

All of the test work involved in these tests has been done hy 0. M. Magee, research

engineer, AAR, and meml)ers of his staff.

Assignment 9—Critical Review of the Subject of Speed on Curves as

Affected by Present-Day Equipment, was presented l)y Subcommittee Chairman

J. W. Fulmer (Southern).

Mr. Fulmer: The progress report on this assignment will be found in Bulletin 500,

beginning on page 837.

Test runs have been made on the Louisville & Nashville, Kansas City Southern,

Burlington, Lackawanna, New Haven, and the Santa Fe. Arrangements have been made

for test runs on other lines, including the Milwaukee and the Pennsylvania. Work is being

carried on by the research staff of the AAR, under the direction of Mr. Magee.

Assignment 10—Means of Conserving Labor and Materials, Including

the Adaptation of Substitute Noncritical Materials, and Specifications for

the Reclamation of Released Materials, Tools and Equipment.
Chairman Bishop: This report is presented on page 838 of Bulletin 500. H. R. Clarke

is chairman of the Board Emergency Committee on Track Problems, and your com-

mittee has cooperated with him and has determined what specifications and plans of the

Track committee will have to be modified in the event certain critical materials cannot

be used for the purposes specified.

This, Mr. President, completes the report of the Track committee. I would like to

present Mr. C. J. Code, engineer of tests, maintenance of way, Pennsylvania Railroad,

who has very kindly consented to add to our report by giving us an address on Main-

tenance of Way Tests. We hope the Track committee is watching tests on all railroads,

and we are very anxious to hear Mr. Code's talk.

I give you Mr. Code.

Maintenance of Way Tests

By C. J. Code
Engineer of Tests—M. of W., Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa.

At the risk of being accused of talking too much about myself I want to preface

my remarks by saying that I am not a research man, I am not a scientist, I am not an

engineer with specialized training in testing. I am primarily a maintenance of way
engineer, and during my first 20 years on the railroad I spent all my time on the track

or on work directly connected with the track. After I had been on the railroad about

20 years someone found out that I could still use a slide rule and I was thus ear-

marked as a technical man, and have since drifted into testing as the main part of my
maintenance of way work.

The railroad for which I work has recognized the desirability of setting up a special

organization to do maintenance of way testing work. It is a small organization and

numbers at the present time a total of eight men, including myself, and including three

Junior Engineers, whom we use on an exchange basis. The use of these Junior Engineers

was started primarily as a means of getting some help to do drafting and calculating.

However, this work has grown to the point where it is more or less of a school in which
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Junior Engineers find out that there is a technical side of maintenance of way engineer-

ing, and that there arc some people who spend their time trying to apply technical

principles to the solution of maintenance of way problems.

Our railroad has one laboratory, which is under the supervision of the Maintenance

of Equipment Department. We have the use of that laboratory and its personnel lor

our problems. Our laboratory work is done by M. of E. Department personnel and is

followed up by individual contact with the people who are actually doing the work.

Once in a while we do our own work in the laboratory where it is of a very specialized

nature, such as stress measurement work on rails.

Each Test Formally Authorized

An essential part of a formal program of maintenance of way testing is that each

specific test be formally authorized. Wc have a form which wc call the Letter of Author-

ity for Test, which we use to get the chief engineer's authority to carry out the test and

to outline in some detail the nature of the test and the procedure which is to be followed.

This "Letter" then becomes our authority for dealing with the regional chief engineers

m. of w. and other personnel in the department to set up the test. It also becomes our

authority to purchase the necessary material.

The last paragraph on this form is headed "Comparisons", and this serves to remind

us that it is always necessary in establishing a test of a new item of material or a new

method of work to set up a comparative test where the standard material or the standard

method of work is used, so that when the test is completed we can compare the results

obtained by the new method or material with those obtained under the old proce-

dure. Failure to do this is a weakness which creeps into any program where tests are run

informally. An effort is frequently made to compare the test results with previous results

in the same location with standard material. This has the weakness that traffic condi-

tions, weather conditions and all sorts of other things vary from year to year, and that

the results obtained between 1940 and 1952 are not necessarily the same as those which

will be obtained between 1952 and 1964 with the same material.

Duration of Tests

In talking about comparative tests, I have slipped into the question of duration of

tests. Tests in service are generally of long duration. It takes a long time to get the

answer. That is another reason why it is desirable to set up a separate organization for

handling such tests, or at least to assign to one man the duty of following up these tests,

and make that one man someone who is not subject to frequent moves or changes of

duties. Any number of good tests have been started on the railroads and lost sight of

because the man who started them went to a different job and the original data were

lost and the test never followed to conclusion. If one man is assigned to follow up tests,

and when he is moved along someone else is given the same duties and takes over the

same files, such a thing should not happen and tests should be brought to their final

conclusion.

We have always found that tests arc harder to finish than to start. It is comparatively

easy to say "alright, we will make a test of so and so's tic plate". We set up the letter

of authority, choose the location, buy the tie plates, put them in the track, and take

initial measurements on them. Possibly for the first few years we take frequent measure-

ments; then we form an opinion that the tie plates are desirable or that they are no

good. This information may be recorded as a memorandum in our files. However, if

interest is no longer e.xpressed by our superior officers in this particular type of tie
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plate, the information may lie in our files for years and never come out in the form of a

final report, simply because we are too busy starting new tests or reporting on other

tests which at the moment are of greater interest. This is a weakness, and one which

wc strive to overcome.

The program of testing has a way of growing, and somehow the personnel does not

seem to increase in number as rapidly as the program grows. It takes constant pressure

to keep concluding tests which should be concluded, and to avoid spending all our time

starting new tests or writing progress reports on tests which arc of current interest.

The actual installation of test material is carried out by the local maintenance of

way forces. In addition to this we depend on them to report work done on test stretches

and unfavorable conditions which develop, and also to notify us when any emergency

has caused damage to a part of the test, or when due to emergency it has been necessary

to remove some test material. Consequently, we count our relationships with the local

maintenance of way supervision as of great importance. Ninety-nine times out of a

hundred we get excellent cooperation. Once in a long time someone slips up and a test is

lost or destroyed. We take precautions to avoid this by marking the test locations with

sign boards, and the local track supervisor and track foreman are kept informed of what

we are trying to do.

We also place considerable importance on the opinions we get from local super-

vision. If the opinion of the track foreman or the supervisor is unfavorable to the device

or method we are testing, the chances are there is something wrong with it and we had

better look around and find out what it is.

Laboratory Tests Valuable

Frequently a thorough laboratory examination of material will eliminate the neces-

sity for a service test. Among the types of new material which we have recently and

are currently putting through our laboratory are switch heaters. We have a setup for

testing them to determine the temperature to which the various locations on the rail

are raised, fuel consumption, and the ability to resist being blow out by the wind. This

test has been most valuable to us.

We have recently tested a new type of thread for frog bolts. This is also under-

going a service test. Various and sundry types of lock nuts and substitutes for lock

washers are offered from time to time. These are always subjected to a laboratory test,

and frequently the laboratory is able to eliminate the necessity for service test.

We have a standard laboratory test on rail anchors, which has also been extremely

useful. The rail anchor is mounted on a short piece of rail, the rail anchor placed in

position so that the anchor abuts a steel back stop, and a blow of measured impact is

delivered against the end of the rail. As this impact is increased, the distance which the

rail is slid through the anchor is measured and a curve is plotted, showing movement

of the anchor versus impact. Sometimes the anchor lets go and the piece of rail flies

out in the middle of the floor. In that case the anchor has failed.

Various kinds of grease offered for the protection of rail and track material against

corrosion, grease for curve lubricators, oils and greases for M. of W. machines, are all

put through the laboratory.

As I have indicated previously, a service test is a long-time proposition and you

don't get the answer very soon. If you can subject the material in question to a labora-

tory test and eliminate the need of a service test, you have saved the railroad money,

you have saved the track forces work, and you have arrived at your answer much

quicker. Consequently, when something is offered for test the first question is whether
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you can eliminate the necessity for a timc-consuminf; service test by some other i)rocc-

dure. If you decide that the necessity for the test cannot be eliminated by such laboratory

or other similar procedure, you must then go on with your service test.

Typical Tests

Some of the things we are testing today, and tests we have recently completed, will

probably be of interest to you. We ran a test for about two years on aluminum alloy

frame track jacks vs. malleable frame track jacks. While there have been one or two

minor failures of the aluminum alloy frame track jacks, they have been so favorably

regarded by the track forces and their general performance has been so good that we

have authorized their general use in moderate numbers. Some day perhaps wc will go

entirely to aluminum alloy frame track jacks, but we want to have more service

experience with them before we do.

Tamping tools, in order to get the most life from them, require hard facing. There

are any number of welding rods on the market for hard facing tools, but the manufac-

turers generally have only a vague idea of which is the best rod for hard facing a tool

which is to be used for tamping stone ballast. Most of them will name two or three

rods, one of which they will say is the best rod for heavy impact and moderate abrasion,

another for heavy abrasion and moderate impact, and so on. To find out which is the

best rod for hard facing our tools, it has been necessary to go to a service test. We
would like to find a way of doing this in the laboratory, as service tests of this kind

are extremely difficult to follow up. However, we have run several rods through such a

test and arrived at the conclusion that one of the more expensive high alloy rods justified

its use in hard facing the tamping bars used in pneumatic tools because of the much
longer life given to the tool, and because of the fact that labor is a large factor in the

cost of repairing the tool. Recently we found it necessary to put through the elimination

process about a dozen other welding electrodes which were offered for such purposes.

This test was run on one of our regions on their Power Ballasters. About a dozen rods

were subjected to the test and two or three of the more expensive high alloy rods came

through with outstanding good results.

Since we started that test, several other rods have been offered and wc have been

told, as usual, that we are foolish to buy such expensive rods when cheaper rods will

serve the purpose. Consequently, we are running another elimination; this time on air

tamping tools. Incidentally, the type of rod which has proved best for the Power Bal-

laster bars is almost identical with the type which we have found best in the past for

the air tools.

Tie Plates and Tic Pads

One of the items under the jurisdiction of the Track Committee which has been

the subject of considerable testing is the tie plate. As to the tie plates themselves, we

have a test on copper-bearing vs. non-copper bearing tie plates. Part of our test, which

is in one of our tunnels, has been lost. We still have in service tie plates in a river valley

near mills with a very corrosive atmosphere, and another test in a rural district where

there is little or no corrosive atmosphere. So far not sufficient difference has shown up

in any of these tests to indicate the necessity for copper-bearing steel in tie plates. We
have not, however, reached a final conclusion.

We have a test in service of various methods of fastening tic plates to ties, which

includes, in addition to the ordinary cut spike, two types of drive dowels with spiral

screw thread, which are on the market offered by two different manufacturers, and one
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type ol elastic spike. The Icsl has not been in service long enough to develop conclusive

information.

All of you are familiar with the tests which Mr. G. M. Magee is running on various

types of tie pads. We have some tests of tie pads also. At one location we have them under

heavy tonnage on a sharp curve. At another location we have them on a bridge under

moderately heavy traffic and on a sharp curve. At three locations we have them through

station platforms. Recently we have put in some tie pads under insulated joints at scat-

tered locations, and we are just starting a test in which all new ties in a particular mile

of track will be equipped with pads. This test will be carried on for years, adding addi-

tional pads as new ties are installed. Different types of pads are being tried in different

miles. Probably my successor some 20 years from now will be able to determine whether

or not the life of ties is actually increased by using tie pads.

Rail Anchoring

Several years ago the end-of-rail method of anchoring was a subject for much

discussion and some testing. We wound up one test on this and started another, although

in the second test we talked about group anchoring vs. uniform distribution of anchors,

instead of talking about end-of-rail anchoring. So far we have not been able to see that

the group method of anchoring offers any superiority over the method wherein the

anchors are spread throughout the rail. However, we have found that where anchoring

in both directions is necessary, it is desirable to box the ties with the anchors which

are placed in reverse direction. Otherwise, the same old principle seems to govern, that

you have to have enough anchors in each direction to restrain the rail in that direction,

and you can't get along with less anchors by applying them in any particular pattern.

Talking about rail anchors leads us to rail expansion. I am not sure whether the

expansion of the rail is a Track Committee subject or Rail Committee subject. However,

we have a stretch of track where we laid the rail at a temperature of around 70 deg.

without any allowance for expansion. We used end hardened rail for the test and for

the adjoining comparative stretch where ordinary normal expansion allowance was pro-

vided. An effort was made on the rail laid without expansion to freeze the joints so that

the normal contraction of the rail in cool weather would be taken up by stretching the

rail rather than by opening joints. We have not been successful in freezing the joints,

and at my last inspection I reached the conclusion that we were only achieving the

questionable result of causing all the expansion to run to a few joints. On the adjoining

stretch, where normal bolt tension was used, such expansion as existed was pretty well

distributed in the various joints. It also looks to me as though we don't have quite as

good line on the track where we allow no expansion as we have on the track with normal

expansion. This has not been sufficient to affect the riding of the track, and most people

who have ridden over the track feel that the track without expansion rides better than

the track with normal expansion. This situation may change as the rail grows older.

Frog and Crossing Repairs

In connection with frog and switch work, we again come up against the question

of what type of welding electrode should be used fo rrcpairing manganese frogs. Any

number of electrodes are offered, and we have the question first of whether to use coated

or uncoated electrodes. This seems to be a matter of preference of the individual welder

or of a group of welders. Our shop welders prefer bare electrodes, while our field welders

prefer coated electrodes. Most of the electrodes used for repairing manganese frogs are

either of the nickel-manganese type or of a stainless steel type. We have found the
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stainless steel type valuable where it is necessary to build up from a large hole in the

frog, and where special resistance to crack propagation is desired. We find the plain

nickel-manganese electrode valuable for the general run of frog repairs. Nickel is becom-

ing very scarce and other elements are being added to the electrode to take the place of

nickel. Generally our welders have not liked them as well as the nickel-manganese. What
the results in service will be I do not know.

We are quite heavy users of heat-treated crossings and generally have found them

to give good service. Where these crossings are of an acute angle, resulting in sharp

mitre cuts on the rail ends, we have had some difficulty with corrosion fatigue. The

manufacturers now have agreed to round off these sharp corners, which should give

improved life.

The repair of heat-treated crossings by welding is another question to which we do

not as yet have the right answer. We do not permit it in the field. Some of it has been

done in our shops and the results seem to have been satisfactory. We got some excel-

lent technical advice on this subject not very long ago, but something went haywire

and the repairs made according to this advice were not successful. The rails cracked.

What the answer is to this we do not yet know, but we do feel that we must proceed

with extreme care in the repair of heat-treated crossings by welding.

We are now trying some flame-hardened crossings and some flame-hardened turnout

frogs. These have been flame hardened by one of the reputable frog manufacturers.

They have not been in track long enough as yet to give conclusive results, but the initial

performance seems to be satisfactory.

We ran a test for several years on heat-treated switch points. At first they were

looked upon with some doubt as we were afraid they might chip or spall. However, the

manufacturers seem to have arrived at a treating procedure which gives a good job, and

in heavy service locations heat-treated switch points have given us much better service

than ordinary open-hearth switch points. We are now going to try flame-hardened and
heat-treated stock rails, particularly at locations where the stock rail receives excessive

curve wear. The material has been ordered, but has not yet been applied.

I am sure all of you do M. of W. testing. Most of you do it informally. If you

should have occasion to set up a testing program which you want to make somewhat

more formal than in the past, I would suggest that the following items be given atten-

tion. In the first place, keep your program simple; keep your tests simple; have only

one variable in any one test. Second, mark your test location plainly; establish some

sort of standard way of marking each test so that everyone will recognize that this is a

test piece of track and that no work should be done on it without proper notification

of the man in charge of tests.

Educate the local supervision, let them understand that you are trying to get better

things for them to work with and that their cooperation is essential to your testing

program. Never forget the comparative test or control. Make a comparative test at the

same time and under identical traffic conditions, and identical conditions of alinement

if possible.

Keep record of costs. Frequently when new material is offered the manufacturer is

willing to furnish material free of charge. When we accept such an offer we sometimes

wind up ten years later with no information as to the cost of the material which we used.

Con.sequently, we prefer generally to buy the material and to have in our test files records

of exactly what it cost. Cost records are essential in any test, as the ultimate answer is

the relative economic value. Wind up your test as .soon as practicable. If possible, make

(Text continued on page 1138)
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Fig. 1—Tie in service five years with sealing type of pad.

Fi&- 2—Tie in service five years with non-sealing type of pad.

Fig- 3—Tie in service five years without pad.
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Fig. 4—Bituminous crossing as first installed (1944).

I'ig. 5—Bituminous crossing after 5^2 years ot service.
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Fig. 6—Sectional timber crossing as first installed (1944).

Fig. 7—Sectional timber crossing after 5% years of service.
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Fig. 8—Rail anchor reclaimed on relayer rail by use of a shim.

Fig. 9—Concrete foundation for mail crane.
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Fig. 10—Laboratory setup for switch heater test.

your tests llic responsiliilily of one man, who is separated as far as |)Ossil)le from other

duties.

One of the essential instruments in test work is the camera. Frequently a picture

taken at the Ijcginning of a test or during the progress of the test will be of incalculable

value years later in studying the results. Sometimes we fail to take such pictures, and

we always regret it. Pictures are not only useful in studying the results, but also in

conveying information to one's superior officers. Nearly all of our test reports are illus-

trated with photographs. The accompanying pictures will give you an idea of some of

our tests, and will also emphasize the value of the camera as a test instrument.

Chairman Bishop: Thank you very much, Mr. Code, for your very interesting talk.

Mr. President, this completes the presentation of the Track committee.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Bishop, for your usual fine report. Your committee

is excused with the thanks of the Association. (.Applause)
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Discussion on Rail

(lor Report, see pp. 8J9 943.)

(President T. A. Blair presiding.)

Chairman Ray McBrian (Denver & Rio Grande Western): Mr. President, Members

of AREA: The full report of Committee 4—Rail, will be found in Bulletin 500, on pages

839 to 943, incl. However, the Rail committee's report to the convention this year will

consist principally of a presentation of addresses by various members of the research

group of the committee on problems related to committee work, rather than a presentation

of the reports of our individual subcommittees.

First, however, it will be necessary that action be taken by the members assembled

in convention with regard to Manual revisions.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual, was presented by Subcommittee Chairman

C. J. Code (Pennsylvania).

Mr. Code: The Rail committee recommends that form 403-Al (Field Record of

Heat Numbers of Rail in Main Track by Miles), and Form 403-A2 (Record of Heat

Numbers of Rail in Main Track) be withdrawn. Most railroads have discontinued such

records. 1 move that these forms be withdrawn.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Code: It is recommended that Form 402-D (Statement of Rails in Main Track")

be revised to show control cooHng and end hardening, and also that a footnote be added

designating the abbreviations to be used in showing control cooling and end hardening.

The proposed form, as revised, is shown on page 841. I move that this change be approved

for inclusion in the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Code: Forms 404-A and 404-B were for use with the Graham Batter Gage,

which gage has been withdrawn from the Manual. I move that these forms be withdrawn

from the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Code: .\fter two years or more of di.scussion in the Rail committee, a revised

table for square and he.xagonal nuts for track bolts has been agreed upon. This will be

known as Table 3, taking the place of Table 403. The table, in revised form, is shown

on page 842, Bulletin 500. Fig. 3 also takes the place of Fig. 416.

I move that the revised Table 3 and Fig. 3, as shown on page 842 of Bulletin 500,

be approved for inclusion in the Manual, withdrawing present Table 403 and Fig. 416.

(The motion was regularly .seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Code: The revision of paragraph 303 (a) of the rail .specifications, covering

X-Rayl, is being studied by the Joint Contact Committee, but no further action is

rtcommended pending report from that committee.

Chairman McBrian: Next, we would liki- to have Mr. W. J. Cruse, chairman »>f

Subcommittee 10, introduct- our next speaker.

Assignment 10 (a)—Recent Developments Affecting Rail Section, was

presented by Subcommittee Chairman W. J. Cru.se (Great Northern).

Mr. Cru.se: \ progress report is presented as information on .Assignment 10 (a)—
Measurement of Stres.ses in 115 RE and 132 RE Rails in Curved Track, Out.side Joint

Bar Limits, and is found in Bulletin 500, pages 920 to 940, incl. Also, a bibliography with

respect to as.signment lO-(a) is presented on pages 040 and 941 of the same Bulletin.
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This bibliography covers references to all the research work that has been done and

reported on in the Proceedings relating to fillet stress measurements in rail section design.

The field work on Assignment lO-(a)—Measurement of Stresses in 115 RE and

1.^2 RE Rail, was started in 1948 when field measurements of stresses were made on

132 RE rail located on tangent track, and were reported in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 51,

1050. The following year (1949) field measurements of stresses were made on 115 RE
rail in tangent track and were reported in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 52, 1951. This past

year field measurements of stresses were made on 115 RE and 132 RE rail in curved

track. The measurements, analysis of data, and preparation of the report were made
by the Engineering Division research staff of the AAR, under the direction of G. M.
Magee, resarch engineer, M. F. Smucker, assistant electrical engineer, and E. E. Cress,

a.ssistant research engineer, assisted by other staff members. The committee and the

Association are indebted to the engineering officers of the Illinois Central Railroad, the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, the Santa Fe Railway, and the Chicago & North Western

Railway for their cooperation and a.ssistance in conducting these tests.

The reports from the field stress studies have been very gratifying and substantiate

the laboratory work leading to the development of the 115 RE and 132 RE rail sections.

The measurements taken in the field indicate stress reductions substantially in line with

what was anticipated from the laboratory work.

Incidentally, an item of great interest and importance has been discovered during

this investigation, in that the range of fillet stresses developed in the 115 RE and 132 RE
rails located on curved alinement under diesel passenger locomotives is considerably lower

than the range of fillet stresses developed under steam locomotives. That being the

situation, and in view of the fact that in a great many instances steam locomotives are

being replaced by diesel locomotives, the outlook is favorable for fewer rail failures

resulting from overstressed fillets in rail that is not corroded. G. M. Magee, research

engineer, will discuss this report further.

Stress Measurements in 115 RE and 132 RE Rail on Curved Track

By G. M. Magee
Kesearch Engineer, Engineering Division, AAT?

The report of the Rail committee this year on stre.ss measurements in the 115 and

132 RE rail on curved track completes the program of tests that we have planned for

these new rail sections. Accordingly, I would like to review at this time the development

of these sections, and the reasons therefor, and give you a rather complete story on the

subject, because I think we can now consider this as a completed research project.

The need for the redesign of the 112 and 132 RE sections came about as a result

of some difficulties experienced on one railroad with web cracks. Later, we found that

these particular cracks were due to causes other than service stres.ses. However, in con-

nection with measuring stresses in the rail web, it was discovered that the stresses in the

upper fillet area were amazingly high.

We had not had an opportunity earlier to make actual measurements of the stresses

in the upper web and fillet area because suitable equipment was not available, but with

the acquisition by the Association of electrical strain gage equipment, and more particu-

larly with the development of the SR-4 type of strain gage which made it possible to

actually mea.sure fillet stresses, we were enabled to find out under actual service condi-
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tions just how severe were the stresses developed in the upper web and fillet area. As I

say, these stresses were found to be surprisingly high, and in many cases up to as high

as 80,000 psi. compression.

I have selected a number of charts from some of our earlier reports and this final

report, and I would like to show these as slides while discussing the stress measurements

found in the old 112 and 131 RE sections as compared with the new designs.

Slide 1 shows the stresses measured at the critical areas in the old 112-RE rail section

on a 4-deg. curved track. Stresses were measured first up and down the web, includinu

the upper and lower fillets, until we had satisfied ourselves where the critical stress areas

were. Then, as a matter of .saving time and expense, measurements were made at a great

many locations in track in those particular areas.

The gage side of the rail is to the left, and you will note that at the gage 2 position

in the upper fillet, and then just below that in the web, the compression stresses on the

gage side run quite high. Some of those values are as high as 80,000 psi., which is,

of course, beyond the yield point, indicating that there has been some stressing in the

metal beyond the yield point.

There is a range of stress shown in the diagram. The top values are 80,000 psi.

compression, and the lower values are about zero. The reason for this range is that when
the wheel bears toward the gage side, it tends to tip the head over on the web, causing

the compression stresses to be quite high under that particular wheel. The next wheel

that comes along may be worn hollow, and may bear on the field side of the rail, so

the normal compressive stress at this area in the web is off.sct by the bonding caused by
the whrcl trying to turn the head outward on the web.
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At the right hand side of the figure, the range of stress in the fillet area is shown for

the field side of the rail. You will note that here the stress range is about the same

between compression and tension, and much less in magnitude.

In order to save time, most of my remarks will be confined to the critical stress

area in the upper fillet location.

Slide 2 shows similar measurements made on the 131 RE section under steam loco-

motives on the Norfolk & Western Railway, on a 6-deg. curve. Here, again, you will

note that on the gage side in the upper web and upper fillet area we have a range of

stress from about zero, or a low tension, up to a very high compression, well beyond

the yield point. On the field side the range of stress is less, and much more evenly

balanced between tension and compression.

In order to see what could be done to improve this situation, we obtained oversize

sections of rail steel from the mill and had sections planed out of various study designs.

Stress gages were placed on these study designs at the critical areas, and stresses were

actually measured with various amounts of eccentricity of loading applied in the labora-

tory to satisfy ourselves as to what actually was the most effective design that could be

developed.

Rather surprisingly, we found that increasing the thickness of the upper part of the

web wasn't particularly helpful, but a measure that was very helpful was to increase the

fillet radius. However, this increase in fillet radius was not found to be of continuing

benefit. By that I mean that with the old sections, having a 4^-in. radius, we had a

certain stress range. By increasing the fillet radius the amount of stress was decreased

until we got up to around •)4-in. radius, and beyond that there wasn't much advantage in

going farther.
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Accordingly, recommendations were made for the 115 and 1.52 RE designs which

were revised on the basis of increasing the thickness somewhat in the iipjicr jxirt of the

rail web, but principally increasing the length of the fillet radius.

Then, after the rails were actually rolled and placed in service, this gave us an

opportunity to verify our laboratory measurements. Slide .? shows the 115 RE section on

the inner rail of a 6-deg. curve. You will note that the upper range of stress on the gage

side, generally speaking, has been reduced to about 40,000 psi. compression. There are

very few values found beyond that amount. The lower range is about 5000 to 10,000 psi.

tension.

On the field side the range of stress is about the same; in other words, with this

design we have about a balanced condition of range of stress on the gage and field sides

in the upper fillet area.

Slide 4 shows similar measurements on the outer rail of the curve. The stresses arc

a little lower on the outer rail, but thc>- run almost 40,000 compression to 10,000 tension

in the upper fillet area.

Since the stress range found on the 132 RE section is quite similar, we will not take

time to show slides on this. The exact values are given in the committee report this year.

Now, reviewing these last five slides, it will be noted that the range of stress we

really have to think about—maximum stress change—is on the order of 40,000 psi. com-

pression to about 10,000 psi. tension. The question is: How does this range of stress

actually developed in the field compare with the strength and capabilities of rail steel?

To get some information on this, investigations were carried along concurrently with

the field tests, at the University of Illinois, and in these tests the fatigue strength was

actually determined for different ranges of stress, with specimens cut from the rail web,

and with the mill scale on the surface.
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Slide S shows results obtained from the fatigue tests in a form known as a Goodman

diagram. The point at the extreme right represents the ultimate strength of the rail steel

if subjected to straight tension for one loading until failure occurs. Then in the fatigue

range, at one location the results are shown where the specimen is subjected to reversal

of equal tension and compression, and then it goes down to the extreme left of the

diagram to where the specimen is subjected only from compression to zero tension. In

other words, the area between the top and the bottom lines shows the fatigue strength

of the rail steel for any different ratio of compression and tension in the loading range.

Comparing the values we have just discussed—40,000 psi. compression and 10,000

psi. tension—with the strength of the steel as shown in this diagram, you will find that

this range actually measured in the field represents about 70 percent of what you might

say is the capacity of the rail steel as determined from these laboratory tests.

In Slide 6 the laboratory tests arc shown in somewhat different form. This is a con-

ventional type of S-N diagram, showing how many cycles of stress the steel will stand

when it is subjected to various ranges of stress. At the left of the diagram the steel is

subjected to very high compression, with tension 20 percent as great, and you will

observe that where the number of repetitions of stress is only 10,000, it will stand very

high compression, but at higher numbers of cycles, the stress it can withstand is con-

siderably reduced.

In this diagram, the three curves about in the middle represent the results obtained

for typical service conditions. The top curve represents the results for shot-peened

specimens, and the one at the left was for acid corrosion in conjunction with repeated

stress.

Slide 7, for 115 RE rail on tangent track, has been prepared to show the percentages

of high stresses that were found in the field measurements, so that a comparison would

be afforded with the fatigue strength of the rail steel as determined in the laboratory.
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Slide 5.

This particular slide .shows the results obtained in lOur locations on tangent track

for 115 RE rail, and you will note that the ranjie of stress of any appreciable freciuency

is from 25,000 psi. compression to 5000-psi. tension on the fiage side, which is so low

that we need not be concerned about fatit;ue failures on tangent traik in the liiiet area

with this new design.

Slide 8 shows similar information for the l.<2 RF, rail on tangent track. It will be

observed that the .stre.ss range is quite low, and similar to that for the 115 RK rail.

Slide 0, showing the results of 115 RE rail on the inner and outer rail of a 6-deg.

curve, can then lie u^ed to compare the I'leld stresses and frequency of occurrence on

curved track with the fatigue strength of the rail as determined in the laboratory tests.

For the gage 3 position—which is the critical one and where most diflkulty has been

experienced in the past with rtllet failures—it will be observed that only ,< percent of the

measured stresses were found to be above the range of 45,000 psi. compression. It is

possible then to e^timate frnni this the numiier of cycles of stress beyond this amount

(Text continued on page 1150)
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dial would be expected in the life of 115 RE rail on a ()-deti. curve, and this works out

to be approximately 10,000. Reference back to the data shown in the slide Kivinj; the

S-N diagram of fatigue strength indicates that the fatigue strength is over 100,000 psi.

compression for uncorroded rail steel for this number of stress cycles. Accordingly, it

seems quite obvious that we have a very good factor of safety in these new rail designs

for the conditions that we would normally expect to encounter in service.

All of the foregoing slides and remarks have applied to steam locomotives because

our tests have shown these to develop the highest stresses.

Slide 10 shows similar information on the range of stress found in the critical fillet

areas for diesel power, and it is really remarkable to note the .small range of .stress in

the upper fillets with diesels. With the new rail sections with the improved design in the

upper fillet—in conjunction with the fact that we arc going more and more to diesel

jiowcr—we have every reason to expect that our difficulty with fillet failures should be

pretty well corrected, except in cases where there may be very severe and unusual cor-

rosion conditions, or prhaps on the low rail of curves if the rail is left in service until

the amount of head wear becomes really excessive.

Mr. McBrian: Thank you, Mr. Cruse and Mr. Magee, for this interesting report.

At this time I would like to have Stanley Crane, who represents J. B. Akcrs (South-

ern), chairman of Subcommittee 8, give a brief report on the final studies made on

engine wheel burn fractures.

Assignment 8—Rail Failures Resulting from Engine Wheel Burns, In-

cluding Effect of Repairing Such Burns by Oxyacetylene or Electric Weld-

ing, was presented by L. S. Crane (Southern) lor J. B. Akers, subcommittee chairman.

Mr. Crane: Final report on Assignment 8 will be found on pages 804-808 of Bulletin

-500. This assignment had to do with the investigation of causes for engine burns and

the desirability of repairing them by welding and other methods.

The investigation was initiated about 1041, as a result of an examination of rail

failure statistics which seemed to indicate that this type of failure was becoming one

of the most prevalent, and it was found that many railroads were attempting to reduce

the incidence of engine-burn fracture failures by welding.

Although the practice had been followed on a number of railroads for several years

prior to 1041, many railroads felt that the welding procedure might be undesirable, and

it was decided, therefore, in the Rail committee, to initiate an investigation to see whether

by means of rolling-load tests and metallurgical examination, coupled with field experi-

ence, some conclusions could be reached regarding the desirability of the method.

Over the years we investigated—by means of the rolling-load tests and through

metallurgical investigation—the phenomena of engine burns, and it was indicated that

the reason they damaged rail was due to the high carbon and manganese content in

rail steel, and the hardness of the alloy. When drivers slipped on rails, they created thin

zones of high heat. That heal was quenched by the cold areas of adjoining metal. This

caused the formation of an undesirable microstructure which was very hard, and in

many cases caused the formation of fine quench cracks which served as stress raisers for

the development of potential fatigue failure.

The rolling-load tests were not too definitive in indicating that you would not have

failures from welded engine-wheel burns. However, the committee did feel that they

definitely indicated that if you weld an engine burn, you have a rail which was sub-
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stantially safer than if you let the engine-wheel burn in the track in the unwelded

condition.

The committee's conclusions are stated in the report. The committee believes that

it is more desirable to weld engine burns than to leave them unrepaired, because in the

practice of welding them you remove the undesirable microstruclure, and the presence

of the quench cracks which serve as possible stress raisers. You .smooth out the surface

of the rail so that you eliminate impact at the very point in the rail where it may be

subjected to failure, and by means of this technique you are able to reclaim many pieces

of rail which might normally be scrapped because of the presence of those defects.

The report is presented as information, with the recommendation that the subject

be discontinued.

Chairman McBrian: Thank you, Mr. Crane.

Now we will be privilejjed to have another address by Mr. Code, who will discuss

the subject, Supersonic Inspection of Rail Web Defects.

Supersonic Inspection for Defects in Rail Ends

By C. J. Code
Engineer of Tests—M. of W., Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa.

Supersonic inspection for defects in rail ends is only a little more than two years old.

The first .\udigage flaw detector was used on our tracks in October 1949. This followed

two years of development work. In June 1947, one of our engineers, Arthur Billstein,

learned of the Audigage used for measuring the thickness of steel plate and suggested its

possible application to the location of web defects in rail ends, such defects having

become a major problem. Several tests were conducted with the original thickness gage

and the manufacturer made several modifications in order to adapt it to rail testing

purposes. Our first .'\udigage defect detector was ordered in April 1049, and was received

and put in service in October of that year. About that time, or shortly thereafter, the

Ultrasonic detector car was brought out.

Both devices have been successful in locating both upper fillet and bolt hole cracks

in rail ends within joint bar limits.

I do not propose to dwell on the electrical or physical principles involved in super-

sonic and ultrasonic flaw detecting or on the relative merits of the two devices. That is

a choice to be made by each railroad based on its own situation.

I am told there are now l.?0 .\udigage flaw detectors in service on 42 different rail-

roads. The maximum number on any one railroad is 28, and 8 railroads have i)urchased

5 or more. We have 13 on the Pennsylvania Railroad and 2 more on order.

Ultrasonic testing has also been used by a great many railroads and I am told that

the company operating this equipment tested nearly 700,000 joints in 1951 and located

a total of approximately 12,000 defects. Of these approximately 4.500 were head and web,

6500 bolt hole, and 1400 defective welds and miscellaneous.

On the Pennsylvania we tested 89,700 joints in 19.S1, and located .UOO defects,

resulting in the removal from track of 1487 rails. In addition to this we inspected 5444

highway crossings and removed 417 defective rails from crossings. We have not

separated our defects between upper fillet and first bolt hole. Another eastern railroad

during the first six months of 1951 tested 72,000 joints on one of its two regions, locating

2444 failures, of which 1008 were bolt hole and 1429 upper fillet, with 7 miscellaneous.
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A large western road tested 717,000 joints, removing 684 rails as a result of such inspec-

tion. Of these 266 were bolt hole, while 418 were head-web. These two roads used both

Audigage and the Ultrasonic methods.

In our opinion this in.spection and removal from track of rails which constitute

potential service failures represents an important contribution to the safety of railroad

track, in spite of the fact that .service failures of this type seldom result in derailments.

In addition to the inspection of rail ends in open track, and inspection of rails

through highway crossings, the supersonic method has been used for inspecting rail ends

in railroad crossings and the heels of .switches. It has also proved its value in this t'leld.

Any new development such as this calls for the development of a new set of reports

in order that proper record may be kept of the results obtained. We have required our

regions to keep record of the total miles of track tested, the total joints inspected, total

defects indicated, the defects verified by removal of joint bars, and the total number

of rails removed from track. We have not so far required the separation of the report

between bolt hole failures and upper fillet cracks, but will do so in the future. An AREA
questionnaire is being circulated at the present time which requests separation of rail

web failures in the joint area between bolt hole failures and upper fillet or head and

web failures; also between service and detected failures. Such a report will probably

become a part of AREA rail statistics in the immediate future.

No information that we have to date gives us any true indication of the rate of

growth of bolt hole cracks or head and web cracks. Ordinarily we have not kept record

of the exact location of rails left in track with minor defects, although we did keep

such a record on two test miles of track during the past year, making a recheck after

a 12-months interval. This recheck showed the following results:

Inspection of 200 joints in 152-lb. rail in January 1051 showed 10 rails with long

cracks, which were removed, and 35 with small cracks 1 in. or less in length, which were

left in. Inspection of the same track in November 1051 showed one 1-in. crack had grown

to 7 in. No new cracks developed.

At another location inspection of 208 joints in 152-lb. rail in January 1051 showed

3 rails with long cracks, which were removed, and 26 rails with short cracks, which were

left in. Prior to reinspection in November 1051 there was a service failure, bolt hole

crack, in a rail which previously showed no defect. Inspection in November 1051 showed

2 rails with 1-in. cracks grown to 8 in.; all others no change.

Removal from track of all rails which show defects under the Audigage or the

Ultrasonic car does not appear to be necessary. In fact, most railroads find such small

defects in such large numbers as to make such removal entirely beyond the limits of

reason. Various criteria have been adopted for determining the limits of cracks which

shall be allowed to remain in track, but good judgment must be exercised in any case

by the track foreman examining the defect. Most engineers seem to feel that it is

unnecessary to remove rails from track with head and web cracks less than 1 in. in

length or with bolt hole cracks less than ^ in. in length.

It is my personal opinion that safety is better served by making relatively frequent

rechecks of stretches of track which have numbers of small defects, rather than by

removing from track wholesale large numbers of rails having very small defects. In some

cases a recheck at intervals of one year may be sufficient ; in other cases recheck may

b^ desirable at intervals of six months or three months, or even less. This will depend

on tlie record of scrxice failures, the traffic and other local conditions. It seems to be

(Text continued on page 1158)
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Fig. i

—

Operator with Branson Audigage.

Fig. 2—Branson Audigage flaw detector swivel-nioui.ico searching unit.
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Fig. 3—Side view of Sperry ultrasonic detector car.

Fig. 4—Rear view of Sperry ultrasonic detector car.
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Fig. 5—Head-web crack in rail near water pan; rail removed
after visual inspection.

Fig. 6—Rail removed from tunnel; found by visual inspection.
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Fig. 7—Rail removed from road crossing; flaw found by visual inspection.

Fig. 8—Rail removed from road crossing; flaw found by Audigage inspection.
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Fig. 9—Bolt-hole crack found by Audigage inspection.

Fig. 10—Bolt-hole crack found by Audigage inspection.
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desirable to recheck at frequent intervals after applying reformed or oversized bars,

which change the stress situation in the rail ends.

Consideration will no doubt be given in the future to keeping a record of the exact

location of all small defects left in track, so their growth may be followed. We would

suggest that each interested railroad set up such record for several test stretches, at

least.

Some engineers have indicated that they feel that the use of these instruments for

locating defects in rail ends is unnecessary and undesirable in view of the problem

presented by the large number of small defects found. The accompanying slides illustrate

the types of defects found and removed from track, and may serve to convince some

otherwise skeptical people as to the desirability of such inspection.

Chairman McBrian: Thank you, Mr. Code.

R. E. Cramer, research associate professor of engineering materials, at the University

of Illinois, will present an address on the Shelly Rail Studies at the University of

Illinois.

Investigations of Shelly Rail Failures

By R. E. Cramer
Research Associate Professor, University of Illinois

I have been asked to report on all phases of the shelly rail investigation being con-

ducted by Subcommittee 9 of the AREA Rail committee, whose chairman is L. S. Crane,

engineer of tests, Southern Railway System. This committee has been studying shelly

failures since 1942. Its report for this year appears in Bulletin 500, pages 899 to 920, incl.

I presume everyone is familiar with the black shelly spots, which appear on the

gage corner of certain rails, more often on curves of 2 to 6 deg., but also occasionally in

tangent track, fhese shelling cracks, which cause black spots on the surface, soon require

replacement of the rail, but are not as dangerous as another classification of failure called

the detail fracture from shelling, which develops under certain track conditions. These

latter failures consist of a transverse fatigue crack growing downward and across the

rail head from the original small internal horizontal shelling crack before it has developed

to the side of the rail head to produce a black spot. Detail fractures from shelling are

as dangerous as transverse fissures, but are usually located by detector cars, and are

reported in the rail failure statistics compiled by Mr. G. M. Magee's research staff. This

year's statistics report 7872 compound fissures and detail fractures over a 10-year period

—the second most numerous type of rail failure to web failures at joints. Unfortunately,

no record is made of rails replaced due to plain shelling without accompanying detail

fractures, but this record would be many times the number which develop detail fractures.

The work of the Shelly Rail committee is now divided into five divisions:

1. Field tests and compilation of data are handled by the chairman and committee

members.

2. Track conditions and the relationship of rail and wheel contours are handled by

the research staff of the Engineering Division.

3. Metallurgical and mechanical research on the properties of rail steel, at Battelle

Memorial Institute.
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4. Rolling-load tests and metallurgical examinations of failed rails, at the University

of Illinois.

5. A new photo-elastic investigation was started this past year on internal stresses

in rails, under Dr. M. M. Frocht of the Illinois Institute of Technology.

The Technical Committee on Rail of the American Iron and Steel Institute is actively

cooperating in developing alloy and heat-treated rails for test purposes and cooperates

in financing the last three divisions of the shelly rail investigation.

On pages 916 to 920, incl., of Bulletin 500 (also pages 916 to 920, incl., of these Pro-

ceedings) is a report on the stress relaxation in rail steel when heated to various tem-

peratures between 400 and 1100 deg. F. This work was done at Battelle Institute by

Messrs. Jenkins and Grover. This work is only a small part of their investigation of rail

steel, which will be reported on at a later date.

Test installations of heat-treated and alloy rails have been made on five different

railroads. Only one test is completed so far. It was installed on the Duiuth, Missabe and

Iron Range Railroad, near Duiuth, Minn., in 1943—on their ore hauling Hne. Informa-

tion on this test has been furnished by Leland Clapper, chief engineer of this railroad,

and Carl Tuttle of the United States Steel Company.

The table at the bottom of page 899* shows that on the high side of a 4-deg. curve,

heat-treated rails lasted four years longer and carried about twice as much traffic—238

milHon tons, compared to 125 million tons for standard control-cooled rails—before

replacement was necessary. On the low side of this curve the heat-treated rails were

removed due to a general relaying program before they were worn out, but they were

definitely in good condition, while standard rails were reported to be in bad condition.

On the high side of a 2-deg. curve the heat-treated rails also lasted twice as long and

carried about twice as many tons of traffic. These field tests are of much interest to the

Shelly Rail committee and the results of the other field tests will be of interest when
the tests are completed.

The University of Illinois' work consists of rolling-load tests of various kinds of

rail steel, using a 50,000-lb. wheel load. Tests completed during the past years are sum-

marized in Table 1, page 903. Two specimens of rail 1136 ran for 8 million and 9 million

cycles, respectively. This is an alloy rail containing 0.79 percent carbon, 1.4 percent

manganese, 0.95 percent chromium, and 0.15 percent vanadium, developed by the metal-

lurgists of the United States Steel Company. The next two rails. No. 1137A & B, were a

different heat of the same type of alloy steel, but containing less carbon and alloys. They

ran 5 and 6 million cycles in the rolling-load tests.

Rail 1138 was a standard carbon steel 115-lb. rail, which ran V/i million cycles, or

50 percent above our average of 1 million for standard carbon steel rails. Rail 1139 is

115-lb. section, heat treated by the Bethlehem Steel Company to 379 Brinell hardness,

as compared to the standard rail of 271 Brinell hardness. This rail ran as long as the

best alloy rail, or 9,625,000 cycles. .-Ml of our laboratory tests have indicated that either

the alloy rail or the heat-treated rails should last at least two to three times as long in

service as standard carbon steel rails, but this remains to be determined by field tests in

actual service.

Other rolling-load tests were run on nickel alloy bars and a 100-lb. nickel alloy rail,

which gave intermediate rolling-load tests of 2 and 3 million cycles. .\lso, other tests were

made of flame-hardened rails, and the highest tests obtained are shown here as 2 and

* \\\ figures, tables and pages referred t<i in (his paper are included in this volume uf the Proceedings,
on the pages noted.
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lYi million cycles. Fip. 1, paKc 904 shows the cross sections of some of these rails after

the tests were completed.

Specifically, it shows etched specimen 1136B, the intermediate manganese-chrome-

vanadium alloy rail after Q,035,000 cycles. You will note there has been very little flow

of the rail head after this very long rolling test, while all standard carbon steel rails we

have tested flow badly at a half million cycles. This is also true of the other alloy rail

11.57B after 6,152,000 cycles. Specimen 1138 was a standard carbon steel rail, which failed

at V/i million cycles, and you will note very heavy flow of the metal above the shelling

crack. No. ll.?0 is the heat-treated 115-lb. rail, which ran Q,62S,000 cycles, also with

practically no flow. Specimens 1141 and 1142 were standard carbon .steel rails with

about 50 points of silicon; they also failed at about 1 million cycles.

Fig. .^, page Q07, .shows three of the flame-hardened rails before and after rolling-load

tests. The ammonium persulfate etch used on the three specimens on the left before

testing shows the areas hardened by the gas flames. None of these specimens went to 1

million cycles in the rolling-load tests, but their average was about 50 percent better

than standard steel rails.

Fig. 4, page 908, shows three rails with much deeper flame-hardened areas extending

completely across the rail head. Their average cycles to failure was 1,600,000, or only

slightly better than the specimen with smaller flame-hardened areas. These rails might

give much better tests in track if the average wheel loads were not as high as in the

laboratory tests.

During the past year we examined 15 failed rails containing detail fractures from

shelling. Specimens from near the fractures were examined with the microscope for non-

metallic inclusions which might have acted as stress raisers to start the shelling cracks.

Extra large inclusions were found in half of the specimens examined. Fig. 6, page 911,

shows, in part "a", a typical detail fracture as received. Part "b" shows the shelling

crack opened up. Part "c" is an etched cross section of the rail, which shows that it is

sound steel as judged by macro etching. However, when examined with the microscope

at 100 X magnification, we found the cross sections of two rather large non-metallic

inclusions. These are shown at 415 X magnification in part "e." When the specimen

was polished in the longitudinal direction along these same inclusions, they appear as

shown in parts "f" and "g," which are both magnified 70 X diameters. These are much

larger than the normal inclusions found in rail .steel and could act as stre.ss raisers to

start the shelling crack in this rail.

Another part of our rolling-load tests has been a laboratory study of the conditions

necessary to produce detail fractures in rails. A special cradle was made for one of the

rolling-load machines, which will hold a specimen 22 in. long. This is shown in Fig. 7,

page 91,5. A slot is cut in the rail web so bending stresses are produced in the rail head

by the high wheel load. Table 2, page 912, lists the specimens which have been tested.

These are all standard carbon steel rails. The top four specimens were rolled with

50,000-lb. wheel loads, and three of the specimens produced shelling cracks and detail

fractures from these cracks. When the wheel loads were reduced to 40,000 lb. and

45,000 lb., only shelling cracks were produced, which became so large that the machine

could not be run. Fig. 8, page 913, shows fractures of the first four specimens tested.

Three of these detail fractures are similar to those produced in service, as they have

grown downward from horizontal shelling cracks.

This work may be summarized as follows:

1. One test of heat-treated rails in track has proved that such rails lasted twice

as long in heavy-duty service as standard carbon steel rails.
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2. Laboratory rolling-load tests indicate that both alloy rails and lu-at-tieated

rails will last much longer than standard carbon steel rails.

3. Detail fractures from shellinc have been produced in a new tyjie rollinc-load

machine by a combination of heavy wheel loads and bending stresses in the

rail head.

Chairman McBrian: Thank > ou very nnuh, Mr. Cramer.

For our closing address, Russell S. Jensen, research assistant professor of engineering

materials, University of Illinois, will di.scuss Joint Bar Research.

Joint Bar Research at the University of Illinois

By R. S. Jensen

Research Assistant Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

For the past several years the Association of American Railroads has sponsored and

financed a cooperative investigation on joint bar research at the University of Illinois.

The program has consisted mainly of a series of rolling-load tests to obtain comparative

fatigue data on various types of joint bars, with the aim of improving the design or

otherwise increasing or extending the useful life of the bars. Actually, we have learned

that there are several factors, in addition to design differences, which influence the test

results, and I would like to comment briefly on two of the more important ones—varia-

tion in bar strength as reflected by variation in hardness readings, and gouging b\- hot-

sawed rail ends—before reporting on the tests made this past year.

Machine

The first slide (Sec AREA Proc. Vol. 52, 1951, p. 8.^6) shows one of the three

machines in use at the University of Illinois for making tests on joint bars. Bars are

bolted to short lengths of rail, and the assembled joint is installed on the machine

carriage with supports 18 in. each side of the joint gap. The joint is loaded by a ii-'in.

steel wheel. The upper beam carrying the wheel has a fulcrum pin at the left end, and

a calibrated spring at the right end, through which the load is applied. The stroke of the

machine is .1.^ in.

Ma.ximum bending moment and highest bar stresses are obtained with the wheel at

the joint gap. For bars for the 112 and 115-lb. rail section the wheel load used is 44,400

lb., giving a bending moment of 400,000 in. lb. For joints for 1,51 and 132-lb. rail, the

wheel load used is 55,500 lb., giving a bending moment of 500,000 in. lb.

With the wheel load in the joint gap, the bar bending stresses for all size bars are

about 40.000 psi., tension on the lower surface and compression on the top surface.

Support blocks between the rail and carriage are so spaced that bar stresses are 50 percent

in value and reversed in sign when the wheel is at the cantilever end of the stroke.

Nearly all of the bars tested have been between 0.42 and 0.4Q percent carbon; nil

quenched. AREA specifications allow the carbon content to range from 0.35 to 0.60

percent ; however, by agreement the range 0.42 to 0.50 is usually maintained.

Brinell Hardness

One of the factors affecting the rolling-load tests to a varying degree is the variation

in Brinell hardness, which is reflected in variation in the strength of the bars. (See AREA
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Proc. Vol. 52, 1951, p. 8.^0, slide 5). This slide shows the rariKe in Brinell hardness as

measured on the top flange at mid-length on 98 bars representing IS heats from 3 mills.

While the hardness ranges from 160 to 280 Brinell, the majority, or 79 percent, fall in

the range 200 to 250 Brinell. This range of hardness indicates a great variation in strength

of bars and has an influence in causing scatter in the fatigue tests. The effect of hardness

is most noticeable on bars below 200 Brinell, where a pronounced decrease in fatigue

strength has been observed.

Rail Fishing Surface Profile

A second factor, aside from design, influencing the test results is the gouging of

joint bars by hot-sawed rail ends. All rails are cut to length at the mill in the hot condi-

tion by high-speed rotary friction saws. Subsequently, by hand grinding, fins and burrs

are removed, but specifications call for no rail end beveling on the fishing surfaces. (See

AREA Proc. Vol. 52, 1051, p. 838, slide 4) This slide shows an extreme condition in

which the projections downward of about 0.030 in. cause the rails to gouge the bars

severely, starting fatigue cracks and cau.sing early bar failure. Fishing surface profiles,

which are taken on all hot-sawed rails u.sed in our tests, show reductions in fishing height

from 2 to 30 thousandths of an inch.

Fatigue Failures of 115K4 HF Bars

During the past year 12 tests were made on 115K4 headfree 36-in. bars. Three of

the failures are shown in this slide (See p. 882, Fig. 1), and are typical; bar 204S failing

from the top surface at a gouge mark caused by a rail end; bar 207N failing from the

base to a bolt hole; and bar 214N failing from the base near a rail end.

The average cycles for failure for these 12 joints was 748,500 cycles, compared with

648,950 cycles for 12 tests of the lighter section 115K22 bars made the previous year.

Fatigue Failures of 132 RE HF Bars

To determine the extent to which the temperature at which bars enter the oil quench

influences the physical properties and cycles for failure in the rolling-load machines, a few

sets of bars were experimentally heat treated through the courtesy of the Colorado Fuel

and Iron Company in its heat-treat shops. A set of 12 pairs of 132 RE bars was specially

oil quenched above the critical temperature, at 1550 deg. F. ; a second set of 12 bars was

specially oil quenched below the critical temperature at 1350 dcg. F. ; and for comparison

a series of tests was included using bars which were not oil quenched. In addition, a few

bars were quenched and tempered. (See p. 883, Fig. 2). This slide shows three of the

fatigue failures of these 132 RE bars, one starting from the base and two from the top

fishing surface. These bars were oil quenched from 1550 deg. F.

Average Physical Properties and Cycles for Failure

Although all of the tests have not been completed, enough data is available to

tabulate the physical properties and cycles for failure for an average of at least three

joints for each type of special bar heat treatment (Sec Fig. 1).

For the non-heat-treated bars, these data are the average for four joints, showing a

Brinell hardness of 142, yield point of 41,300 psi., tensile strength of 76,500 psi., and

average cycles for failure for the four joints in the rolling machine of 78,750 cycles.

For bars oil quenched below the critical at 1350 deg. F.—an average of 5 joints—the

values are about the same—Brinell 141, yield point 46,400 psi., tensile strength 78,700

psi., and cycles for failure 76,800.
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AVERAGE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES ft CYCLES FOR FAILURE

132 RE HEAOFREE BARS
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Micrographs from Non-Heat-Trcated Bars

(See p. 885, Fip. 4). These three mi( rographs were taken on specimens from non-

heat-treated bars, also at 50 X maj:nification. A relatively iarjie amount of ferrite, indi-

cated by the white areas between grains, which has low strength, is present in all of

these non-quenched bars. The grain structure is pcarlilic and in general not as fine as

for the heat-treated bars.

Easement on Non-Quenched Bars

The non-heat-treated bars, tested in the roiling machine in the condition they were

received, averaged only 78,750 cycles, the cracks starting in gouge marks caused by the

rail ends. By grinding ea.scmcnts 1/16 in. deep and 2 in. long on the top fishing surfaces

of bars for two joints, gouging was eliminated and the average cycles for failure increased

to .U6,650, or slightly over four times the average for the bars with no easements. This

slide (Sec p. 884, Fig. 3) shows the lop surface and ground casements on bars of joint

225, in which the cracks started in areas of heavy bearing outside of the casements.

Physical Properties vs. Brinell of Failed Bars

In addition to the rolling-load tests in the laboratory, we receive each year several

groups of failed bars from service for examination. Last year some 347 failed bars were

received, representing 4 bar designs, including 34 heats from 3 mills. Brinell hardness

measurements taken on all of the failed bars after removing about 1/16 in. of surface

metal, ranged from ISO to 280 Brinell. (See p. 891, Fig. 6).

Eighty-one tensile tests were made on specimens selected from this group of failed

bars in order to determine the physical properties. Brinells were taken on both ends

of the tensile specimens, and hardnesses there were considerably lower than near the

surface in the majority of cases. Twenty-nine of the 81 specimens tested, or 36 percent,

passed the AREA yield point specification of 70,000 psi., and 56 of the 81, or 69 percent,

passed the tensile strength specification of 100,000 psi.

The yield point and tensile strength values of the failed bars from service are shown

here plotted against the Brinell hardness on the tensile specimens. Also included in this

figure are 12 tests of the 115K4 laboratory tested bars for comparison, since they were

heat treated by regular mill practice.

Although some scatter exists in this plot, in general it indicates that for a specimen

to meet the yield point specification of 70,000 psi. it should have a Brinell hardness of at

least 217 (the point of intersection of the line through the plotted points with the 70,000

psi. stress line). In general, the tensile strength specification of 100,000 psi. is met when

the Brinell on the tensile specimens is 192 or greater.

Conclusion

In conclusion, since the Brinell hardness and physical properties are dependent on

the heat treatment the bars receive, improvements along this line will have to come from

the mills which furnish the bars. That mill improvements are in progress is indicated by

the fact that as a result of joint bar tests and research, one mill has recently spent .fSO,000

revising its facilities for heat treating joint bars. Also, apparently, gouging by the rail

ends can be substantially reduced, if not entirely eliminated, by the placement of ade-

quate easements on the bars, and this appears promising in reducing the number of

failures and in prolonging the life of the !)ars in .service.
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Chairman McBrian: Thank you, Mr. Jensen.

Before we complete the report of the Rail committee, I would like to present to you

the new chairman of the committee, C. J. Code. (Applause)

Also, the new vice chairman, B. R. Meyers. (Applause)

I would also like to thank the members of the Rail committee for the wonderful

support they have given me for the three years that I have served as their chairman.

President Blair: Mr. McBrian, the Association is indebted to you for your line

leadership of Committee 4—Rail, during the past three years. We welcome Mr. Code as

>our successor.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the .\.ssociation.

Closing Business

President Blair: I would like to take this opportunity to thank all committees for

their loyal and effective work in behalf of the Association during the past year, and to

congratulate them on their achievements.

Is there other business to come before this meeting?

C. H. Mottier (Illinois Central): Mr. President, I would like to request the privilege

of the floor.

Mr. President, Members and Guests: Tom, you .stand at perfect ease, here. You are

going to be initiated into the Past Presidents' Club of the AREA. And, Tom, the initiation

fee and dues are e.xactly the same as have been paid by all of your illustrious predecessors.

The main function for me at this moment, in initiating you into this illustrious club,

is to present you with some tangible evidence that we appreciate the services you have

rendered this past year as our president. You have done a good job, and one of the

most enduring satisfaction*, I think, is a knowledge of achievement and accomplishment.

In that respect you have already been well paid, but we want you to have a little

evidence of this achievement, that you can retain so that in the years to come you can

show your grandchildren and greatgrandchildren that they had an illu.strious grandpa.

(Laughter)

As we grow older (and I .see some bald heads out there), things which seemed very

important at one time sort of fade away—fade out. We don't want you ever to forget

that you were a president of the .\RE.'\. and so I take great pleasure in presenting to

you this plaque, which reads:

The American Railway Engineering Association records its

grateful appreciation to Tom Arthur Blair for his able admin-

istration of the affairs of the Association during his term as

President, 1951-1952.

And, Tom, I hope that this year, this convention, and this moment will be the most

pleasant of your whole life.

President Blair: Thank you, Mr. Mottier. This will be a constant reminder to me
that I have been the fortunate recipient of the highest honor that can come to a railway

engineer, and a further reminder that I have the continuing obligation to do all in my
power to maintain the high standards of this Association. (.Vpplause)

This year marks the closing of service of one of our past presidents on the Board

of Direction—Mr. F. S. Schwinn—who retires under our rule that a past president will

serve on the Board for only two years. You are all well acquainted with the accom-

plishments of Mr. Schwinn. We on the Board of Direction feel that possibly his most
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outstandinp; contribution has been the setting up of the form for the reprinting of the

Manual next year, Mr. Schwinn having served during the past year as chairman of the

Board Committee on Manual.

Mr. Schwinn, will you please stand? (Applause)

The terms of office of four other members of the Board of Direction terminate with

this annual meeting. I refer to Directors C. B. Bronson, A. B. Chapman, G. W. Miller,

and I. H. Schram. All four of these directors have served you faithfully and efficiently,

Mr. Bronson, Mr. Chapman and Mr. Schram are retiring from the Board after a

term of three years. Will these three gentlemen please stand and be recognized? (Applause)

Mr. Miller will be recognized a little later.

At this time I want to express my appreciation to Chairman F. B. Baldwin and

the members of the Arrangements Committee. Only by being on the inside can one

appreciate the multitude of details they must handle to keep our convention going

smoothly. I marvel that we can transact so much business in 2^^ days. It is due solely

to the arrangements that they have made.

As your retiring president, I have the privilege of introducing the Association's new

officers.

Our senior vice president for the coming year is C. G. Grove, chief engineer, main-

tenance of way, Western region, Pennsylvania Railroad. Mr. Grove, will you please come

to the platform?

Our newly elected junior vice president is G. W. Miller, engineer, maintenance of

way. Eastern region, Canadian Pacific Railway. Mr. Miller, will you please come to the

platform?

I congratulate you both on your elevation to high office, and give you my best

wishes

The man you have elected as your president is C. J. Geyer, vice president, construc-

tion and maintenance, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. May I ask that past presidents Wilson

and Schwinn escort Mr. Geyer to the platform?

Mr. Geyer, I have the honor to declare you the duly elected president of the

.American Railway Engineering Association, and I give you every best wish for the

coming year. (Applause)

Mr. L. T. Nuckols (Chesapeake & Ohio) : May I have the privilege of the floor?

Up here with all these high collars, I'm in mighty deep water.

They tell me that a fellow to make a good presentation speech should have a glass

of water and should then tell a story. I see the gla.ss of water here, but the presence of

the ladies prevents me from telling the story I had in mind. (Laughter)

Up here amongst all these high collars, I feel .sort of like Mrs. Roosevelt—I don't

know whether I'm coming or going.

The fact remains, however, that much good can come from meetings of this kind,

and from association with your fellow man.

Now, in case any of you are falling asleep, I feel that the long and sustained applause

following this presentation will rouse you sufficiently to enable you to make your way

to the nearest room where you can continue your nap.

Mr. Geyer, in undertaking your job as president of this Association, you will need

the proper working tools, so the men of the engineering department of the Chesapeake &

Ohio Railway undertook to whittle out for you—from a piece of wood from a former

office car—at least one of the most important of ihese working tools—this gavel—which

we hope you will be able to use in the administration of the affairs of this Association, as

an honor to yourself, and in justice to the Association.
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This small mallet or gavel is not presented with any thought of its intrinsic value.

We want it to represent the high esteem in which you are held by your fellow employees

on the Chesapeake & Ohio. It is our further hope that if you find any rough edges or bad

points of order in handling the affairs of this Association you will use this gavel freely

to straighten them out, so that when you bring it back to our railroad, the rough points

will be worn off, and if you elect to use it on any of us, the scars may be less severe.

(Laughter)

I am most happy to present this gavel to you, Mr. President.

President-elect Geyer: Mr. Nuckols and fellow employees of the Chesapeake & Ohio:

I fully appreciate this gavel that you have presented to me, particularly because it comes

from you. You have made my job on the Chesapeake & Ohio pleasant and easy.

I thank you.

Fellow members of the American Railway Engineering Association, Ladies and

Guests: I fully realize and understand the high standards that have been set by the

.American Railway Engineering .As.<;ociation, and appreciate fully the responsibilities in

accepting this high office which you have conferred upon me. I thank you most sincerely

for that honor. It is the greatest that can come to any member of this body and in this

profession.

I feel very proud, indeed, to have this office—and very humble. I assure you that

I will do the very best of which I am capable, to carry out the high standards of this

.Association and to follow the successful record of all of its past presidents. I earnestly

ask each member of the Association for his help during my term of office.

Thank you. (Applau.se)

It is my privilege to introduce to you the four men whom you have elected as the

new members of your Board of Direction. I will ask each of them to rise as his name
is called.

M. H. Dick, editor, Railway Engineering and Maintenance, and engineering editor,

Railway Age.

E. E. Mayo, chief engineer. Southern Pacific Company.

S. R. Hursh, assistant chief engineer—maintenance, Pennsylvania Railroad.

Ray McBrian, engineer of standards and research. Denver & Rio Grande Western

Railway.

Gentlemen, as new directors, I welcome you to the Board of Direction of this august

body.

I should like to announce that there will be a meeting of the Board of Direction this

afternoon at 2 p.m. in Private Dining Room 5, following luncheon immediately in the

Crystal Room.

If there is no further business to come before this meeting, I now declare the fifty-

first annual meeting of the American Railway Engineering Association adjourned.

(.Applause)

(The meeting adjourned at 12:45 o'clock.)
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Train-Length Application of Motive Power of Internal

Combustion Railway Locomotives

By John Logan Campbell'

Fifty years ago, when the writer was engaged in locating railway lines, the inhibi-

tions of the incompatibility of high topography and low ruling grades brought to him

a vision of an electric power plant on the head end of a railway train generating and

distributing to every wheel under the train enough motive power to move trains of great

weight up maximum grades at speeds not less than safe speeds down such grades, thereby,

as to train weight, reducing the undulating railway track to the equivalent of level track.

Actuall\ , a little arithmetic reveals that motorization of one-rjuarter of the wheel

axles under the train would be ample for necessary tractive effort and adhesion between

wheel and rail on the assumption that each car and power unit of the train is carried on

two 4-wheel trucks. For operating reasons, motorization of one axle under each car and

power unit is necessary.

In such train-length extension of motive power, concentration of great excess

weight on axles under the power units for tractive effort and adhesion would be

eliminated. The traihng load behind the power units would become a self-moving load.

Thereby, the failing effort to make the steam railway locomotive big and heavy enough

for required traction, adhesion and power-generating capacity should be supplanted by

electric power units as light and small as possible, with vastly increased power capacity

per pound weight of power unit. Such reduction of size and weight of such electric units

would be in accord with the fact that they must be housed in cars of limited floor area,

and cubical space designed for such housing. It also would be in line with the trend of

power development to greater power output in limited area and space, as illustrated in

the description of the replacement of the original, by modern power equipment of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company of California, appearing in the November 1051 issue

of the Company's monthly bulletin. This description says of one of the company's

modernized power plants, "So now the station has a total capacity of 200,000 hp. from

4 turbines which, incidently, occupy no more space than the 10 engines with a total

of 24,000 hp."

A dozen of these modern power plants of the company range in capacity from

200,000 to 800,000 hp., the largest one, now under construction, having four 200,000-hp.

steam turbines designed to produce 650 kilowatt hours per barrel of fuel oil, with steam

temperature at 1000 dcg., and steam pressure at 1800 psi. During 50 years of develop-

ment of these plants, under a steady trend to more power and greater efficiency out

of less weight and space of plant, production of kilowatt hours per barrel of fuel oil

increased from 170 to 620. In this and other fields of power, like development is now
prevalent and indicates the possibilities of great expansion of the power generating

capacity of the new order of internal combustion railway locomotives in limited housing

space.

In the November 1950 Science Digest, there was reprinted from Popular Mechanics

an article on a new electric power unit for railway locomotives then under research and

test by competent research talent and organization. Assuming the information in the

article to be correct, this new unit could satisfy the requirements of great power output

and small size and weight, permitting limited housing space designed to maximum admis-

1 The author who was chit-f eiiiilneer of the Northwestern Pacific, at the time of his retirement,

(lied (in February 16, 1952.
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siblc dimensions. This research should be extended to complete revelation of the actualities

and possibihties of the project. The indomitable progress of man has not exhausted the

resources of the reservoir of its own possibilities.

The objective of train-length extension of motive power (lifting great train weight

at high speed up various grade rates within the requirements and limitations above

stated) encounters the wide variations of horsepower required, as shown in the following

tabulation:

8000-To\ FRF.ir.nT Tkaix

Grade rate 0.S0 1.00 1.50

Horsepower («) 20 mph 5Q40 10200 14470
Horsepower (a 40 mph 13330 21860 30390
Horsepower (a oO mph 22880 3S680 48480

1S40-TON P.ASSENOKR TRAIN

Grade rate 0..iO 1 .00 1 ..W

Horsepower (a 60 mph 5250 8200 1 1 140
Horsepower (a: 80 mph 8240 12170 16090
Horsepower (a 100 mph 12200 17110 22020

Assuming one-quarter of the axles of the 8000-ton train motorized, and adhesion

25 percent, yields adhesion resistance of 500 tons. Assuming all application of motive

power limited to 12 axles under 4 power units on the head end of the train, with 75,000

lb. on each axle, yields adhesion resistance of 112.5 tons. The resulting tractive capacity

of train-length extension of motive power would move heavier trains at higher speeds,

keep them closer to schedule through all weather, and drive them through snow-iilled

roadbed exacavations which now stop diesels. Our trains have moved on margins of

surplus capacity too thin against the elements of obstruction to railway traffic, of which,

cold weather is perhaps the chief.

A persuasive advantage of train-length extension of motive power lies in simplifica-

tion and uniformity of train composition wherein, due to the absence of excess weight

for adhesion and traction on the axle under the power units, no fully loaded car or

power unit need weigh more than 80 tons, with not. more than 40,000 lb. on each of 4

axles under each car and unit. This would reduce stresses and wear and tear on the

track and supporting structures, improve the riding qualities of trains, and le.s.sen rolling

resistance.

.\ vital consideration would be that train-length extension of motive power woulil

open the door to clearing away the great dead weight of metal in and about the power

unit housing for adhe.sion and traction, thus making available the entire interior housing

space for vastly increased power generating capacity, to make the diesel-electric, or other

like railway locomotive, truly revolutionary in railway transportation. The description

of the power unit for locomotives under study, in the November 1950 Science Digest,

previou.sly referred to, sugge.sts the probability that .such a unit could be designed and

built which would deliver 1 hp. for each pound weight of unit, with an ultimate power

generating capacity of 25,000 hp. per multiple-cylinder unit. That would be ideal lor

limited housing space.

Train-length extension of electric power would invite electric in lieu of pneumatic

braking in stopping the train, by the electric equipment which moves the train in either

direction, thereby eliminating the pneumatic part of braking squipment. Succe.ssfully

accomplished without decrease of efllciency, reliability and safety, this would be a

desirable simplilkation.
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The fundamental ficficiency of the steam locomotive and the reason it is on the way

out lie in the limited number of driving axles under it, whereby it lacks adhesion and

traction on the track rail to haul the desired weights at desired speeds up maximum

grades. On the other hand, it is feasible to have train-length extension of motive power

by the diesel-electric or like locomotive, by means similar to the transmission of pneu-

matic power by the air brake to wheels under the train.

For many satisfying reasons, the diesel-electric has abundantly justified its advent

notwithstanding that it has come into service under all of the limitations of application

of power to the steam locomotive, whereby neither the old nor the new order of locomo-

tive can be truly revolutionary in train operation or attain -the possibilities of train-

length extension of power.

It is highly desirable to put this whole problem under research and testing by

research organizations and talent of the highest quality.

Many questions and difficulties, seemingly insolvable, would be encountered, but

the human mind and spirit have great capacity, and a happy outcome may be confidently

anticipated. Therefore, let this dissertation close in a cheerful repetition that "the

indomitable progress of man has not exhausted the resources of the reservoir of its own

possibilities."
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3lo\)n llogan Campbell

Died F"cbruaiy 16, 1052

John LoKan Campbell, son of Hujih and Jant- Campbell, was born November .?0,

1863, in Perry County, III. He received his higher education at Kwinn Collctic in Franklin

County, III., taught school for two years, married Elizabeth Lorctta Rule on May 10,

1888, and shortly thereafter moved to El Paso, Tex., where he was to play an important

part in the development of the Southwest. His children, Marian, Logan, and Doyle, were

all born in EI Paso.

Mr. Campbell's civil engineering activities started in 188S as deputy survc_\or, El

Paso County. He was city engineer of El Paso, 1888-1890. His first railroad experience

as resident engineer of the Rio Grande Northern Railroad followed; then, 1894-1898, he

was chief engineer, Rio Grande Dam & Irrigation Company. It is interesting to note that

the Reclamation Service of the United States, after taking possession of the Rio Grande

John Logan Campbell

Dam & Irrigation Company's holdings in 1904. followed the plans and ideas brought

forth by Mr. Campbell while chief engineer of this irrigation company.

After leaving the service of the Rio Grande Dam & Irrigation Company in 1898,

Mr. Campbell again turned to railroad construction and his subsequent long career of

railroad engineering was as follows: Rio Grande, Sierra Madre and Pacific Railway,

1895-1896; chief engineer, E] Paso and Northeastern Railway, 1897-1898; locating

engineer, Santa Fe Railway. I8OO-IOOO; ensinecr in charge, con.struction, Arizona .ind

New Mexico Railway, 1000-1901
; chief engineer, construction, St. Louis, Kansas City and

Colorado Railroad, 1001-1004; chief engineer, El Paso and Southwestern Railway Sys-

tem, 1005-1025. In 1025, following the ac{|uisition of the El Paso and Southwestern

Railway by the Southern Pacific, he served as assistant to chief engineer of the Southern
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Pacific Company until 1928, then as chief engineer of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad

until his retirement from active service in lOM. In retirement, Mr. Campbell maintained

an active interest in railroad engineering, and in 1040 published his autobiography, which

details many of the highlights of his long and illustrious career.

Mr. Campbell received an honorary degree of M.C.E. from Pennsylvania Military

College in 1Q16. He was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

His activities with the American Railway Engineering Association, which he joined

in 1005, were out.standing, these being: Director, 1018-1020; junior vice president, 1020-

1921; senior vice president, 1021-1022; president, 1022-192,?; member. Committee 13

—

Water Service, 1908-1920, and vice chairman, 1912-1920; member, Committee 16

—

Economics of Railway Location and Operation, 1927-1948; and member Committee 24

—

Cooperative Relations with Universities, 1929-1933. He became a life member in 1934,

and an Honorary Member in 1038.

Mr. Campbell was a member who read and studied all the committee reports and

was ready to discuss them intelligently on the floor of the convention, always expressing

his views frankly. He was a great asset of the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion, and his work with the Association was a fine example for its younger members.

Mr. Campbell's tribute to the American Railway Engineering Association in his

autobiography, published in 1940, best expresses his love of life, and the pleasure he

received in following his chosen career and in meeting life's problems. This tribute reads:

"To the American Railway Engineering Association, I am irretrievably debtor,

having received from it values greater than those I could give to it, notwithstanding

the fact that I did not, in the first quarter-century of membership therein, miss

an annual convention, or board meeting during the eleven years wherein I served

on the Board of Direction. The Association conferred upon me every honor within

its gift. Above all, it provided wide privilege and opportunity for priceless contact

and friendship in a large company of fine men. Therein, one finds a high order

of value, satisfaction and happiness."

G. L. Morrison, Chairman,

Geo. Ray,

W. P. WlLTSF-E,

Covimillec on Mrvwir.
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d-lUi ^. jftink

Died July 25, 1951

Ellis Alexander Frink, son of Henry and Jane Hammersley Frink, was born February

25, 1862, at Germantown, Pa. He was graduated from high school at Westerly, R. I., in

June 1880.

In September 1887 he entered the employ of the Berlin Iron Bridge Company at

East Berlin, Conn., as a subforeman, and in the same year began the study of engineer-

ing under J. C. B. Lockwood. civil engineer, then president of the Seattle Operating

Company. In April 1891 Mr. Frink was employed by the Berlin Iron Bridge Company

as a draftsman, and in January 1895 he was made a checker after which, until October

1898, he was continuously in charge of work, and, on occasion, in charge of the drafting

room.

In October 1898 he joined the Structural Iron Company, Baltimore, Md., as assistant

engineer in charge of the drawing and estimating department, and in June 1900 was

appointed chief engineer and general manager of the Structural Iron and Steel Company,

successor of the Structural Iron Company. When this company changed hands in 1902,

Mr. Frink formed an engineering-contracting partnership with W. N. Hazen under the

name of Frink and Hazen, with offices in Baltimore, Md. Following the Baltimore fire

of 1904, which destroyed the offices of the partnership, Mr. Frink entered the service

of the Baltimore and Ohio, and was engaged for several months in the design of bridges

in the approach to the Union Station at Washington, D. C.

In November 1904 he was appointed superintendent of construction for the Virginia

Bridge and Iron Company (now Virginia Bridge Company), Roanoke, Va., and was in

charge of the field forces of that company.

In February 1906 he was appointed bridge engineer of the Seaboard Air Line, whicii

position he held until his retirement on December 31, 1937. Mr. Frink was in direct

charge of the design, administration of construction, and during most of that time of

the maintenance of steel and concrete bridges. He developed and designed a mechanical

sampler, known as the Frink sampler, for sampling phosphate, which is still in use at

the phosphate elevators of the Seaboard Air Line in Port Boca Grande, and Tampa, Fla.

In addition, he extended his activities to other railroad engineering problems.

Mr. Frink became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in

1911 and served as a director from 1918 to 1920. He was a member of Committee 7

—

Wood Bridges and Trestles, from 1912 to 1930, serving as chairman from 1913 to 1918;

chairman of Committee 26—Standardization, from 1920 to 1Q27; and was also one of

the earliest collaborating representatives of the Association in the activities of the Amer-

ican Standards Association. He became a Life Member of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association in 1936. Before retirement he was active in many other engineering organ-

izations, including the American Society of Civil Engineers. For many years he was a

member of the Consulting Bridge Committee of the Railroad Presidents' Conference

Committee on Valuation.

Mr. Frink was long recognized as one of the outstanding railroad bridge engineers

in the country. He was an earnest student of bridge and structural engineering, as well

as of allied civil engineering work. His opinion and advice were .'^ought and regarded as
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authority on bridge design and construction, as well as on methods of strengthening

existing structures. His acquaintance extended throughout the entire country and he

numbered among his friends engineers on practically all the railroads in the United States.

Mr. Frink was a man of untiring energy, clear perception, high purpose and

steadfast loyalty to his work and friends. He enjoyed the respect and esteem of everyone

with whom he came in contact. He died July 25, 1951, at the age of 89, in Washington,

D. C, where he had made his home after his retirement.

W. D. Simpson, Chairman,

H. AusTiLL, Jr.,

G. J. Ray,

W. P. WiLTSEE,

Committee on Memoir.
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C. €. 3Iot)nfi(ton

Died July 9, 1951

Charles Eugene Johnston, son of Alexander M. and Mary Josephine (Bledsoe)

Johnston, was born October 30, 1881, at St. Elmo, 111.

He attended the public schools and high school, but self education played an im-

portant part in his successful career. He married Ethel Irene Kirkpatrick, June 20, 1907,

and had one son, Robert Kirk Johnston.

Mr. Johnston entered railroad service in 1897, as office boy, and call boy on the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois. Then choosing engineering, he served successively with the

St. Louis-Southwestern as chairman, rodman and transitman in 1897-98; in the engineer-

ing department of the C. & E. I. from 1898 to 1900; as assistant engineer maintenance of

way on the Frisco from 1900 to 1903; resident engineer on the Mis.souri Pacific in 1903,

and again with the Frisco as maintenance engineer from 1903 to 1906.

Charles E. Johnston

In the latter year he joined the Kansas City Southern as a locating engineer, and

served it continuously from 1900 to 1938, holding the positions of office engineer, division

engineer, chief engineer, general manager, vice president and general manager, and in

1928 he was elected president of the company. This office he held until January 1, 1939,

when he was appointed chairman of the Western Association of Railway Executives

(now The Association of Western Railways) and commissioner of Western Railroads,

at Chicago. He was chairman of the Western Association until his retirement, September

30, 1948, and commissioner until April 23, 1943, when the position was abolished.

Mr. Johnston joined the American Railway Engineering Association in 1917 and

became a Life Member in 1949. He was a Director in 1925, 1926 and 1927. He served on

the Economics of Railway Labor committee from 1919 to 1^27, and was chairman of

that committee from 1921 to 1923. He also served as a member of the Committee on
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Cooperative Relations with Universities from 1920 to IQ,^,^. acting as vice chairman during

that entire time, and was a member of the Standardization committee in 1922-23.

His other memberships included the American Society of Civil Engineers (1912),

of which he became a Life Member in 1947; the American Railway Bridge and Building

Association (1911), of which he was elected an Honorary Member in 1945; Kansas City

Country Club, the Chicago Club, the Newcomen Society, and the Western Railway

Club (Chicago).

Mr. Johnston had a long and distinguished career in railroading, first as an engineer,

then as an executive of the Kansas City Southern, and still later as chairman of the

Western Association of Railway Executives. He was deeply interested in all phases of

railroad work and because of his wide experience he was respected as an authority

on railroad matters. He was especially interested in the American Railway Engineering

Association and kept in close touch with its activities and its officers and directors,

making suggestions for improvement from time to time.

During his long residence in Kansas City he took an active interest in civic affairs,

serving as chairi»an of a committee directing the reorganization of the Farm and Home
Savings and Loan Association when it was in receivership. He headed a city-wide com-

mittee for a study of taxes in 1932 and 1933. He advanced plans for improvement of the

city market in 1937 and worked for inclusion of extensive facilities for wholesalers and

farmers.

During World War H Mr. Johnston served about a year (in 1942 and 1943) as

associate director. Division of Railway Transport, Office of Defense Transportation.

Outstanding among the many improvements made on Kansas City Southern, in

which Mr. Johnston participated, was the completion in 1929 of 13 miles of new line

between Kansas City and Grandview, Mo., at a cost of $3,100,000. This new line pro-

vided the railway with unbroken ownership of trackage between Kansas City and the

Gulf of Mexico, leased trackage having been used previously between these points. Mr.

Johnston was instrumental in making the preliminary location surveys for this route in

1906-1907 and later served in an executive capacity in the financing and construction.

Mr. Johnston passed away on July 9, 1951, at La Jolla, Calif., where he had made
his home subsequent to his retirement.

C. K. Smith, Chairman,

G. D. Brooke,

E. F. Salisbury,

J. DE N. Macomb,

Committee on Memoir.
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(SeoiBt Itopall Litton

Died April 2, 1052

George Loyall Sitton, past president of the American Railway Enpcineerinp Associa-

tion, died on April 2, 1952, at his home in Washington, D. C. He is survived by his wife,

Mrs. Marie Banner Sitton; three children, George Loyall, Jr., Marion Danner, Marie

Dabney (Mrs. T. E. Greene) ; and several grandchildren.

Mr. Sitton was born in Anniston, Ala., October 21, 1>SS.S, the son of George Warren

and Florence (Loyall) Sitton. He attended the I'niversity of Tennessee, from which he

was graduated in lOOS.

His entire professional career, except for a few months with the National Production

Authority, was spent in the service of the Southern Railway System. He had been

employed as a rodman by that road during his spare time while in college, and upon

graduation he entered its service as a laborer. His advancement was rapid, and he suc-

George Loyall Sitton

cessively became transitman, assistant engineer, assistant roadmaster, roadmastcr, resident

engineer, an<I engineer maintenance of way. In 1924 he was appointed chief engineer

maintenance of way and structures of the Eastern Lines, with headquarters at Charlotte,

N. C. He held this position for 22 busy, happy, and useful years. In 1946 he was appointed

assistant chief engineer. Southern Railway System, at Washington, I). C. He was forced

to relin(|uish this position in July 1".S0 l)ecause of failing health. He was then appointed

to the position of a.ssistanl to chief engineer, which position he held at the time of his

death. The only break in his service record of 44 years with the Southern Railway was

a few months in 19,51 and 1952 when he accepted temporary duty with the National

Production .Authority, where he rendered vahiable service.

Mr. Sitton became a member of the -American Railway Engineering .Association in

1921 and was active in its affairs from that lime until his death. He was a member of
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Comniittoc 1 Roadway and Ballast, from 1921 to 1926; Committee 9—Highways,

1930-1931; Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, 1930-1931; Commit-

tee S—Track, from 1932 to 1934, and from 1937 to 1944; and Committee 22—Economics
of Railway Labor, from 1947 until the time of his death. He was vice-chairman of Com-
mittee 22 in 1940-19S0. He was a director of the Association for the years 1942 to 1945,

incl., served as second vice president in 1948-1949, and first vice president in 1949-1950.

On March 14, 1950, he became president of the Association, but because of ill health,

he was forced to curtail his activities and submitted his resignation, which was accepted

on April 25, 1950.

Mr. Sitton was also a member of the American Railway Bridge and Building Asso-

ciation and of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association of America. He

contributed much to these organizations and was president of the latter for the term

10.59-1940.

Mr. Sitton was a devout Christian and an active member of the Baptist Church.

He accepted the misfortune that came his way with a cheerful Christian fortitude that

was a revelation to those who witnessed it. The decrees of the Almighty were never ques-

tioned by him but were accepted with grace.

His services were ever able and loyal and his personality a lovable one. His char-

acter was singularly well-balanced. To his professional ability of high degree were added

sound judgment, leadership, love of his fellow men, and a high moral integrity. Those

who knew him will long cherish his memory.

The untimely death of George Loyall Sitton was a grievious loss to the American

Railway Engineering Association, to the Southern Railway to which he gave so many

years of devoted service, to the other organizations to which he belonged, and to his

many friends.

J. B. Akers, Chairman,

L. L. Adams,

E. C. Vandenburch,

Committee on Memoir.
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Jfreberick (£. (ITuntcauvc

Died March 31, 1951

Frederick Eugene Turneaure died in a Madison (Wise.) hospital on March 31, 1951,

in his 8Sth year, after an illness of several months. He had been a member of the AREA
since 1903 and a Life Member since 1936. He was a director from 1920 to 1922. He served

on Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures, from 1907 to 1948, and was vice chairman

of the committee from 1918 to 1921, incl. He also served on the Special Committee on

Stresses in Railroad Track from 1914 to 1940. and on the Special Committee on Impact

from 1937 to 1949.

Dean Turneaure was a valuable member of the committees on which he served.

Those who worked with him recall vividly his ability to suggest practical solutions to

difficult problems and his sound judgment in reaching decisions. Not only was he wise

in council; he was successful in directing actual research in the field. He enjoyed being

out-of-doors and knew how to get things done.

Perhaps his most important technical contribution was the quantitative measure-

ment of the stresses in bridge members caused by the impact of moving loads. At the

time of this research, the strain-gage was not available, and the art of instrumentation

was in a primitive stage of development. Instruments for making the impact tests were

developed in the college shops, under Dean Turneaure's direction. He and Prof. Crandall

of Cornell University, under the auspices of the AREA and with the cooperation of

various railroads, spent several summers in the field taking measurements. The result

of this research was to eliminate much of the uncertainty and guess work about impact

allowance in bridge design.

When the committee on Stresses in Railroad Track was appointed, it was natural

to place Dean Turneaure upon it because of the work he had done in connection with

impact stresses. The problem of measuring stresses in track presented difficulties in

instrumentation. For one thing, the effect of the inertia of the moving parts of the

instruments themselves was an important limiting factor. The success of the research

depended upon the obtaining of new measuring devices. Fellow members on the com-

mittee give much credit to Dean Turneaure for his part in developing the necessary

instrumentation.

Frederick Turneaure, son of Giles and Clarissa (May) Turneaure, was born on a

farm near Freeport, III., July 30, 1866. He was married on August 25, 1891, to Mary D.

Stewart, who died in 1916, leaving one son, Frederick Stewart Turneaure, who is asso-

ciate professor of geology at the University of Michigan. Other survivors are a grand-

daughter. Donna, now Mrs. Albert Halter, and twin great-grandsons, Neal and Nelson

Halter.

He received his education in civil engineering at Cornell University, where he was a

classmate of Anson A. Marston, with whom he wrote his thesis. Both of the young men
were destined to become deans of important engineering schools; Marston at Iowa State

College, and Turneaure at the University of Wisconsin.

After receiving his degree, Turneaure went to work for a railroad, where he devel-

oped a lasting interest in railroad affairs. His railroad career, however, was a short one,

for in 1890 he was appointed instructor at Washington University in St. Louis, and began

a career in teaching that continued until his retirement in 1937.
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The head of the engineering department at Washington University at that time was

Prof. J. B. Johnson, an engineer of ability and energy, who was doing everything in his

power to produce the text books that were then urgently needed in the field of engineer-

ing. Under his guidance, Turneaure received his training in the writing of books. The

text on Theory and Practice of Modern Framed Structures (Johnson, Bryan and

Turneaure) was published in 1893. It was followed in 1900 by Public Water Supplies

(Turneaure and Russell), and in 1907 by Principles of Reinforced Concrete Construction

(Turneaure and Maurer).

Turneaure came to the University of Wisconsin in 1892 as professor of bridge and

hydraulic engineering. In 1898 his title was changed to professor of bridge and sanitary

engineering. In 1902, following the accidental death of Prof. J. B. Johnson, who had

been appointed first dean of the College of Engineering at Wisconsin in 1899, Prof.

Turneaure became acting dean, and in 1904 he was made dean. He held that position

for 32 years, until, in 1937, he was retired as emeritus dean. During his administration

the college developed from small beginnings into one of the leading engineering schools

of the country. In 1902 the college had 2 buildings, 585 students, and 21 faculty members;

in 1937 it had 6 buildings, 1409 students, and 86 faculty members.

Under Dean Turneaure's administration there was an atmosphere of freedom and

confidence in which accomplishment could and did flourish. Authority and responsibility

for results were diffused throughout the teaching staff. The dean's function was to give

steadiness to general policies. His suggestions, springing from a mind that was remarkably

clear and fair, inspired confidence in his judgment.

Recognition of Dean Turneaure's eminence came early. In 1905, only 16 years after

his graduation from college, he was given the honorary degree of Doctor of Engineering

by the University of Illinois. He was awarded the Octave Chanute Medal by the West-

ern Society of Engineers in 1907. The American Concrete Institute awarded him the

Turner Medal in 1930. He was made an Honorary Member of the American Society

of Civil Engineers in 1933. He was awarded the Lamme Medal by the Society for the

Promotion of Engineering Education in 1937. He was a member of the Council of

SPEE from 1903 to 1946, president in 1908-1909, and a member of the board for

Investigation and Coordination from 1925 to 1933.

Further society memberships included the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, the American Society for Testing Materials, and the Engineering Society

of Wisconsin. He was a member of Tau Beta Pi and Chi Epsilon, honorary engineering

fraternities, and of Theta Xi, a social fraternity.

Turneaure served the City of Madison as city engineer from 1900 to 1902, during

which period Madison was beginning the building of sewage treatment plants. He was

a member of the Wisconsin State Highway Commission from 1911 to 1929. He served as

chairman of the Wisconsin Registration Board of Architects and Professional Engineers

from its formation in 1931 to his retirement in 1937. He was a long-time member of

the boards of trustees of the University YMCA, the City YMCA, and the Methodist

hospital. He was one of the organizers and directors of the Peninsular Power Company.

Dean Turneaure was a productive scholar and a capable administrator, without over

aggressiveness or a desire for publicity. He did a minimum of public speaking, although

his position made a certain amount of it necessary. He obviously preferred listening to

talking, but when he did speak, his comments were clear and penetrating. He enjoyed

social contacts and was a genial host, but he had no desire to be the center of attention.
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He liked to travel and was familiar with his own country and with Europe, where he

and his wife spent a year in study and travel in 1895-1896. He was meticulous in meeting

his obligations and was generous in his giving. His main interest was in engineering

affairs, and, in the period when engineering was shifting from an empirical to a rational

basis, he was an outstanding figure.

L. F. Van Hagan, Chainmin,

C. B. Bronson,

W. J. Burton,

B. R. Leffi.er,

G. J. Rav,

Committee on Memoir.
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Died June 27, 1050

William Babcock Poland, a Charter Member of the AREA, died at Washington,

D. C, on June 27, 1950. Mr. Poland was born at West Point, N. Y., March 16, 1868,

and obtained his higher education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, from

which he was graduated in 1890. Upon graduation he joined the U. S. Corps of Engineers,

and for two years thereafter was engaged in river and harbor work on the North Atlantic

Coast.

Mr. Poland began his railroad career in 1892, serving as a locating and construction

engineer on various railroads in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and later as division engineer

and superintendent on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. During the Spanish American

War, he was battalion adjutant of the 168th Indiana Volunteers.

Between 1904 and 1906 Mr. Poland was general manager and chief engineer of the

Alaskan Central Railroad and was in charge of location and construction work between

Seward and Fairbanks, Alaska. For the next seven years he served as vice president and

chief engineer of the Philippine Railway.

From 1914 to 1919 Mr. Poland served under the chairmanship of Herbert Hoover

on the Commission for Relief, as director in Belgium and France, and was joint liquidator

of that commission in 1920 and 1921. From 1922 to 192S he served as director general,

railway and port construction, in Yugoslavia, and at the same time was the representa-

tive of American bond holders there, and one of the directors of the Council of Administra-

tion of the state monopolies of the kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes

In 1926, at the invitation of the Shah, he organized the railroad system of the Persian

Empire. As part of that work, he located and began the construction of the line from the

Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf, and in collaboration with Dr. A. C. Millspaugh, estab-

lished a system of railway finance.

During 1929 and 1930 Mr. Poland was adviser to the ministery of railways of China,

and was also a member of the commission of financial experts, under Dr. E. W. Kemmerer,

set up for the reorganization of the national finance of China. In 1933 and 1934, under

the Federal Coordinator of Transportation, he carried out a study of the economies to be

realized by the consolidation of all the railroads of the United States into seven great

.systems. During the early years of World War II, he served as an economic consultant

on the Board of Economic Warfare.

As a member of the AREA, Mr. Poland served for a short time on Committees 3

—

Ties, and 5—Track. He was also a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

the Western Society of Engineers, and the American Institute of Consulting Engineers.
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Report of the Secretary

March 1, 1952

To THE Members:

The report of the secretary covers the calendar year with respect to finances, the 12

months from February 1 to February 1 in the case of the membership record, and the

period from March 1 to March 1 so far as the other activities of the Association are con-

cerned. Happily it can be said, the report in all respects is good—thanks to the keen

interest, efficient management and diligent effort of the Association's officers, its com-

mittee chairmen and committee members, and its membership generally.

A look back over the year shows that, among other things, the Association has

grown numerically and in the scope of its usefulness, and has become financially stronger.

Membership in all categories has increased; the total personnel serving on committees

has been further enlarged; research efforts have been broadened and expanded; and the

work of committees, as measured by the number of printed pages of committee reports

in the Bulletins and the number of pages of Manual material offered for adoption

reaffirmation, or revision has been unusually large ; and receipts have again exceeded

disbursements.

Furthermore, acting through its Board Committees, your officers have adopted

measures to strengthen the Association, both from within and in its relationship to the

work of other groups. Among these measures, they have encouraged the building up

of committees to full strength, and attendance at committee meetings of interested non-

committee members, as visitors; they reviewed carefully the rules of the Association for

the information and guidance of committees, as published in the 1952 Outline of Work
pamphlet, and clarified a number of these rules, including those pertaining to the rights

of Associates in committee activities, the number of Associates and professors on com-

mittees, and the use of trade names in committee reports; in the interest of efficiency

and of speeding up action on applications for membership. Board procedure was simpli-

fied; they continued to give increased recognition to Junior members and adopted plans

which, for the first time, will see a considerable number of Juniors on the Reception

Committee at the 1952 annual meeting, and special tables for Juniors at the 1952 annual

luncheon ; they inaugurated a plan to equalize the number of committee chairmen retiring

from office each year, and to bring this about requested five present chairmen, whose

terms of office were due to expire at the 1952 annual meeting, to serve an additional

year; they encouraged the more widespread wearing by members of the official emblem

of the Association by making these emblems again avaliable for purchase from the

secretary's office; they adopted a new form of application for membership on commit-

tees, which has not only proved helpful to committee chairmen and to the Board Com-
mittee on Personnel in passing on applications, but also to chairmen in properly intro-

ducing new members to committees and in assigning them to subcommittee work for

which they are best fitted ; they increased moderately advertising rates in the Bulletins,

to insure that this service carries itself financially, and encouraged an effort which has

seen an increase in the total number of pages of advertising carried; they started a prac-

tice of investing, on a short-term basis, the liquid assets of the Association that build

up during the early months of the year as the bulk of membership dues are paid, look-

ing to deriving interest from these investments until sold later in the year to defray

current expenses; they set up a pension plan for AREA employees, supplementary to

existing arrangements, to put these employees on a comparable basis, pcnsionwise, with

railroad personnel and full-time employees of the Association of American Railroads;
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Committees of the Board of Direction

Outline of Work
W. J. Hcdlcy (chairman), C. J. Gcyer, C. B. Bionson, K. P. Hart, W. C. Perkins.

Personnel of Committees

C. B. Bronson (chairman), A. B. Chapman, G. W. Miller, W. J. Hcdlcy, R. J. (Jammie.

Publications

H. S Loeffler (chairman), C. Hungcrford, G. M. O'Rourke, F. S. Schwinn, L. L. Adams.

Manual

F. S. Schwinn (chairman), H. S Loeffler, A. N. Laird, R. J. Gammie.

Membership

I. H. Schram (chairman), G. M. O'Rourke, R. P. Hart, C. G. Grove, A. N. Laird.

Finance

A. B. Chapman (chairman), I. H. Schram, G. M. O'Rourke.

Special AREA Services

C. G. Grove (chairman), G. W. Miller, I. H. Schram, L. L. Adams, W. C. Perkins.

they inaugurated a plan which makes available in 1952 funds from the AAR to defray,

in part at least, the transportation expenses of college professors on committees in at-

tending up to two committee meetings each year; they set up complete plans for the

participation of the Association in the Centennial of Engineering, to be held in Chicago,

September 3-13, 1952; and with the cooperation of committee chairmen, they developed

and adopted detailed plans and procedures for the complete re-editing, rearranging, and

reprinting of the Manual during 1952 and 1953—looking to reissuing completely new
Manual fillers to all Manual holders in December 1953. At the same time, your officers,

while refining and promoting current operations of the Association, and looking to the

future of distinctly Association matters, have kept alert to the tense international rela-

tions which have prevailed, and to the defense effort of the country, with their increasing

effect upon the planning and work of railway engineering and maintenance officers.

During the year the Association lost the services of a valued and experienced em-

ployee in the resignation, on October 31, of Frank McNcllis, assistant secretary, who
had been in the employ of the Association since 1916. However, it had a highly capable

man on its staff, in the person of Edward Gehrke, assistant to secretary, to succeed Mr.

McNeills, and was fortunate in securing the services, as assistant to secretary, of Norris

V. Engman, a man with a combined total of 18 years' experience in railroad engineering,

editorial and publishing work.

Membership

The membership of the Association for the year February 1, 1951, to February 1,

1952, showed a net gain of 98, as follows:

Members on the rolls February 1, 1951 3092
New members 267
Reinstatements 47
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Deceased 39

Resigned 31

Dropped 83

Juniors transferred and dropped 63 216

Net gain 98

Membership February 1, 1952 3190

Viewed from every standpoint, this is a still better record than that of 1950, with

fewer resignations, and fewer members dropped for cause—which, combined with a larger

number of new members and a larger number of Juniors transferred to full membership,

produced the net gain of 98 membars in all classes during the year, compared with a net

gain of 39 members in 1950.

Furthermore, as is shown in one of the accompanying tables which records the num-

ber of members of each class for the last live years, there was an increase in the number

of members in every class during the last year, without exception, including a net gain

of 37 Junior members, to a total of 257 Juniors—an all-time high. This net gain in the

number of Junior members is the more significant in that it results from the enrollment

of 93 Junior members during the year. This enrollment of new Juniors compares with

the enrollment of 92 in 1950, and 49 in 1949, and again, for the second consecutive year,

represents the largest number of Juniors taken in in any year since this class of mem-
bership was established in 1940. The Board Committee on Membership and many other

Member railway officers, through their efforts to encourage Junior membership among

their more alert and promising junior engineers, share credit for this increase, with the

benefits which it will bring at an early age to so many of the potential railway engineer-

ing and maintenance officers of the future.

February 1

1048 1949 1950 1951 1952
Life 294 325 339 355 361

Member 1686 2263 2276 2243 2284

Associate 317 275 280 274 288

Junior 37 145 158 220 257

Totals 2334 3008 3053 3092 3190

Happily, in spite of the fact that the Association is now completing its 53rd year,

its membership roll still includes seven charter members, although it is with deep regret

that this report must record the passing during the year of one charter member—W. B.

Poland. Our living charter members are:

T. L. Condron

L. C. Fritch, past president and past secretary

E. C. Macy
William Michel

F. L. Nicholson, past director

A. D. Schindler

E. F. Wendt, past president

Deaths among the membership during the year totaled 39, as is recorded in the

roster of deceased members appearing at the end of this report. Among those who died

during the year, in addition to Mr. Poland, were A. .\. Miller, who was president of the

Association in 1945-1946; C. E. Johnston, who was a director from 1925 through 1927,

chairman of Committee 22—Economics of Railway Labor, 1921-1923, and vice chairman
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of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Universities, 1929-1933; F. E. Turncaure,

who was a director from 1920 through 1922, and vice chairman of Committee IS—Iron
and Steel Structures, 1918-1921; E. A. Frink, who was a director from 1918 through

1920, chairman of Committee 7—Wood Bridges and Trestles, 1913-1918, and chairman

of Committee 26^—Standardization, 1020-1927; M. J. J. Harrison, who was chairman

of Committee 14—Yards and Terminals, 1934-1Q37, and for more than 20 years chairman

of this committee's Subcommittee on Scales; and Meyer Hirschthal, who was chairman

of Committee 8—Masonry, 1933-1037.

Work of Committees

Stimulated by encouragement on the part of the Board Committee on Personnel

and by certain committee chairmen, and by the adoption and general dissemination of a

new Form of Application for Membership on Committees, the number of members

serving on committees reached a new high during the year, in spite of a large number

of changes in committee personnel under the rule which seeks a change of approximately

10 percent in the make-up of committees each year, primarily to pass membership around,

instill new blood in committee work, and purge rosters of inactive members. According

to the records, on February 1, 1952, 949 members were serving on committees, occupying

a total of 1067 places on these committees, since a number of members serve on two

or more committees. This compares with the 910 members who occupied 1035 places on

committees on the same date in 1951, and with the 945 members who served in 1036

places two years ago.

In addition, it should be pointed out that many committees carried "guests" on

their rosters during the year, who were potential members awaiting definite assignment

to the committees with their reorganization last fall, and the publication of the 1952

Outline of Work pamphlet. Also, a number of committees invited "visitors" to their

meetings, including interested outsiders, retired members, and members, including Juniors,

who, for quota reasons could not be assigned to the committees. In fact, there con-

tinued a move, which gained headway in 1951, to increase the number of "visitors" at

meetings, especially among Junior Members, by encouraging non-committee members to

ask permission of chairmen to attend meetings of those committees in which they are

most interested, especially when such meetings are held within or convenient to their

headquarters cities.

Classification of Material in the Committee Reports

1946 J 947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952

Revisions of the Manual—minor 10 13 36 21 16 6 5

Revisions of the Manual—major 7 11 22 16 8 14 14

Reapproval of Manual material .

.

. . 23 7 5 5 2

New Manual material—minor ... 2 1 2 2 . . 1

New Manual material—major .3 3 4 2 4 5 5

New Manual material—tenta-

tive 1 5 7 2 4 2 8

Information ?<2 M 29 35 49 57 43
Reports on research work .... 14 15 16 19 18 2Z 15

Reports on service tests 5 6 3 7 7 1 10
Statistical data 2 2 3 4 J 3 9
Analytical studies 2 2 8 14 7 2 2

Bibliographies 2 2 2 2 3 3 2

Brief reports of progress 7 13 16 20 13 8 16
War emergency provisions .... 1

86 107 170 151 138 129 132
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Committee Meetings

Measured by number of meetings, committee activity in 1951 was more intensive

than that of the two previous years. Altogether, there were 69 meetings of full com-

mittees, compared with 59 such meetings during 1950, and 51 such meetings in 1949—
this number in each case including the increasing number of luncheon meetings being

held during the March conventions. Two committees held five meetings each, 7 held four

meetings each, 7 held three meetings each, 4 held two meetings each, and 2 held only

one each. Of the 69 meetings, 39 were held in Chicago, 6 were held in Cincinnati, Ohio,

2 each were held in New Orleans, La., New York, N. Y., St. Louis, Mo., and Cleveland,

Ohio, while 16 were held in as many different places. As a part of these meetings, 13

committees made a total of 15 inspection trips, supplementing their analytical studies

and investigations with on-the-ground observations of railways, railway facilities, and

manufacturing plant operations. In addition, many subcommittee meetings were held

during the year under a continually growing recognition of the desirability of expediting

and consummating subcommittee work prior to, and with the least loss of time at,

general committee meetings.

As in past years, the Board of Direction and the secretary's office have endeavored

to cooperate with committees in bringing about a clearer understanding of their assign-

ments and of the rules governing committee procedure, especially in the preparation of

reports and with respect to matters pertaining to the proposed reprinting of the Manual

in 1953. To this end, continuing a procedure started in 1947, the president, chairmen

of all the Board Committees, and the secretary- and assistant secretary, met with all

committee chairmen in Chicago on April 20. Following this meeting, the secretary's office,

with the cooperation of the Board of Direction, again carefully reviewed and revised

the "Information for the Guidance of Committees", and reprinted this material in the

1952 Outline of Work pamphlet.

Publications

The seven Bulletins, ending with the February 1952 issue, contain 1185 pages of text

matter, exclusive of advertising, compared with 962 pages for the seven preceding Bulle-

tins. This number even exceeded the 1176 pages published two years ago, when the

number of pages was swelled to an unusual extent by the large amount of space devoted

to the Golden Anniversary Year in the March Bulletin.

The committee reports published for presentation at the March 1952 annual meeting

occupy 676 pages in Bulletins 497 to 500, incl., to which should be added the 248 pages

of reports on research projects sponsored by AREA committees or groups in which AREA
committees are interested, which appeared in Bulletins 495 and 496, and the 26 pages

of the report "Effect of Flat Wheels on Track and Equipment", which appeared in

Bulletin 498. The latter report is an abstract of a report prepared by the Joint Com-
mittee on Relation Between Track and Equipment of the Mechanical and Engineering

Divisions, A.\R.

Contents of Bulletin 495, June-July 1951

Stress Concentrations in Built-Up Structural Members

A Further Study of the Behavior of Floorbcam Hangers

Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates, Including Pads Under Plates; Their Effect on

Tie Wear

Tie Renewals and Costs Per Mile of Maintained Track
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Contents of Bulletin 496, September-October 1951

Investigation of Distribution of Pressures Under Bridge Rocker Shoe Slabs—By M. B.

Lagaard

Tests of Steel Girder Spans on the Illinois Central Railroad

Memoir—Charles Eugene Johnston

The Manual

The Supplement embracing the revisions authorized at the annual meeting in March

1951 contained 113 new sheets for insertion in the loose-leaf Manual, and was accom-

panied by instructions for the removal of 106 old sheets. The Manual now has been

in loose-leaf form for almost 16 years, and in that time 2015 new sheets have been issued

and 1823 have been withdrawn, resulting in a net increase of 192 sheets.

In addition, and mentioned here because of its relation to the Manual, 42 revised

plans and a new Table of Contents were issued during the year for the Portfolio of Track-

work Plans, in addition to seven appendix sheets covering revisions in AREA Specifica-

tions for Special Trackwork and definitions of terms relating to such trackwork.

Possibly the most significant work done in connection with the Manual during the

year, at least from a publishing standpoint, was the preliminary planning carried out

under the direction of the Board Committee on Manual, looking to the complete reprint-

ing of the Manual in 1953, not only to replenish the stock of Manual fillers in the secre-

tary's office, which is expected to be depleted early in 1953, but also to permit complete

recasting of the material in the different chapters to a more logical sequence of the

subject matter. For several years past, because of its importance and magnitude, this

work has been talked about with apprehension and concern, but since early summer,

1951, it has been under way aggressively and has consumed many hours of thought and

planning, including many conferences with committee chairmen.

As of the date of this report, the Board Committee on Manual has prepared com-

plete detailed proposals for the reprinting of the Manual in 1953, together with com-

ments and recommendations with respect thereto, which it will submit to the Board

Record of Manual Supplements

New Sheets Old Sheets Net
Supplement Issued Withdrawn Increase

1937 110 69 41
1938 151 121 30
1939 128 95 33
1940 185 139 46
1941 148 120 28
1942 144 149 —5
1943 176 158 18

1944 131 109 22

1945 44 45 —1
1946 127 147 —20
1947 167 184 —17
1948 135 132 3

1949 151 144 7

1950 105 105
1951 113 106 7

Total 2015 1823 192
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of Direction for consideration and acceptance at the meeting of the Board to be held

immediately prior to the 1952 annual meeting. Under the plan visualized by the Board

Committee, maximum effort will be made by committees during 1952 to bring their

Manual material up to date; ail Manual material will be re-edited to a uniform standard

with respect to abbreviations, use of numerals, etc.; much of the chapter material will

be recast as to position, as directed by the various committees; and a new system of

chapter divisions and paging will be incorporated to permit the future addition of mate-

rial in proper sequence with minimum use of decimal pages and minimum adjustment

of or resetting of adjacent material.

Under the proposed plan, all of the work involved would be carried out in the

secretary's office, with a temporarily augmented staff, and would begin about April 1,

1952, looking to having complete new Manual fillers, as a unit, available for all Manual

holders by the end of 1953.

With the full cooperation of the various committees, which is assured, this schedule,

difficult as it appears to be, can be met, and the highest quality in the resulting re-issue

of the Manual, from the standpoint of the improvements contemplated, can be assured.

Sale of Publications

With the thought that few members of the Association realize or appreciate the

widespread influence of the Association's publications beyond immediate members, and

the American railroads, the following tabulation of publication sales during 1951 is sub-

mitted. This shows that, during the year, more than 32,900 copies of the various pubHca-

tions of the Association were sold and distributed by the secretary's office. Large as this

number is, it should be pointed out that the total would be considerably larger were it

not for the refusal on the part of the Association to fill many foreign orders under a

policy of submitting all such orders to the Office of International Trade, at Washington,

D. C, for clearance, before such orders are processed.

Sales of Association Publications—1951

Specifications (Bridge) 1,539

Manual Chapters 736

Manual Specifications and Partial Chapters 991

Bulletins 1,052

Bulletin Reprints 77

Special Reprints in large orders (100 or more) 25,450
Proceedings 114

Revisions to Manual (including partial or chapter revisions) 541
Manuals (complete) 216
Revisions to Portfolio of Trackwork Plans 782
Complete Portfolios of Trackwork Plans 112

Individual Track Plans 375
Instructions for Mixing and Placing Concrete 929
Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Work

F2quipment 8

32,922

In addition, a substantial number of free and exchange copies of all of the Asso-

ciation's publications were sent out.

Finances

Both the receipts and expenditures of the Association were substantially greater in

1951 than in 1950, but, for various reasons, the excess of receipts over disbursements

was slightly smaller than in 1950. These facts are indicated in the following bummary:
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1950 1951

Receipts $59,752.98 $69,044.99

Disbursements 51,795.05 62,368.74

Excess of receipts over disbursements $ 7,957.93 $ 6,676.25

As is shown in the detailed Financial Statement for the calendar year 1951, which

appears on a following page, the increase in receipts for the year over 1950 ($9292.01)

was due primarily to the refund to the Association from the AAR of the costs involved

in printing in full in AREA publications the various research reports developed through

the AAR Engineering Division research office, which costs were first assumed by the AAR
in 1951 to insure the widest distribution of these reports in their complete form. The

balance of the larger receipts was due largely to the increase in membership during

the year, with the attendant increase in membership receipts, and to a substantial increase

in receipts from the sale of track plans, resulting from the large Supplement to the Port-

folio of Trackwork Plans issued in 1951. Another item that added materially to the

receipts was a profit on bonds sold during the year. The decrease in receipts shown for

some of the Publication items was due in part to the curtailment of foreign sales of

these publications resulting from the rigid policy of submitting all foreign orders to the

Office of International Trade, at Washington, D. C, for clearance before processing them.

The increase in disbursements for 1951 over 1950 ($10,573.69) was due largely to an

increase in the items of Salaries, Proceedings, Bulletins, and Manual. Although some

economies were effected in printing, an increase in overall printing costs necessarily

resulted from increases in prices, the number of copies of publications necessary for dis-

tribution, and an increase in binding charges for the Proceedings. Because of the larger

Supplement to the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans in 1951, disbursement for this item was

consequently higher. The unusually large expenditure account Manual in 1951 was occa-

sioned by the purchase of a new supply of Manual binders, the purchase of a reserve

supply of paper stock for future Supplements and reprinting, and the reprinting of a new

supply of Manual chapters for individual sales.

Comparison of Receipts and Disbursements for a 17-Year Period

Receipts Disbursements Net Gain

1935 $29,001.00 $30,110.00 $1,109.00*

1936 28,643.00 34,662.00 6,019.00*

1937 36,523.00 32,200.00 4,323.00

1938 28,422.00 23,394.00 5,028.00

1939 28,189.00 23,847.00 4,342.00

1940 28,272.00 26,451.00 1,821.00

1941 32,433.00 29,384.00 3,049.00

1942 31,500.00 26,692.00 4,808.00

1943 28,736.00 23,809.00 4,027.00

1944 30,492.00 26,534.00 3,958.00

1945 32,305.00 29,305.00 3,000.00

1946 28,836.00 34,583.00 5,747.00*

1947 46,993.00 46,989.00 4.00

1948 57,741.00 53,062.00 4,679.00

1949 62,081.00 57,075.00 5,005.00

1950 59,752.00 51,795.00 7,957.00

1951 $69,045.00 $62,369.00 $6,676.00

• Peficit.
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Research Work

In cooperation with the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, working

through its faciUties at the new AAR Central Research Laboratory at Chicago, and the

facilities of several colleges and research institutions, the research work of the Associa-

tion's committees was stepped up somewhat during 1951, with the prospect of still

greater activity in 1952. During the past year, as indicated in the accompanying tabic,

the total sum allocated for research work of the Engineering Division was $354,770,

which compares with $294,045 in 1950, and with $381,400 for 1952—the latter represent-

ing an increase of $26,630, or 7 percent over 1951, and a new peak in such appropriations.

Significant, too, is the fact that the 1951 work involved ten new or revived projects,

and that the 1952 program includes four additional projects.

Total Allotments for Research Work, Engineering Division, 1938-1952

1938 $ 78,158 1945 $138,110
1939 77,650 1946 159,510

1940 69,250 1947 234,428

1941 95,150 1948 291,840

1942 87,932 1949 372,457

1943 98,445 1950 294,045

1944 109,050 1951 354,770
1952 381,400

A summary of the 1952 research program, compared with the 1950 and 1951 pro-

grams, with the new projects indicated by daggers, is presented below.

Engineering Division Allotments for Research

1950 1951 1952
Budget Budget Budget

Committee on Rail

Transverse Fissure Investigation $ 5,500 $ 5,500 $ 5,500

Shelly Spots Investigation 15,500 18,500 17,500

Rail Failure Statistics 9,100 8,970 8,600

Service Tests of Joint Bars 4,500 4,500 6,500

Rolling Load Tests of Joint Bars 9,000 9,000 9,000

Driver Burns Investigation 4,000 4,000 2,000

Rail Design Investigation 14,800 11,800 9,300

Tests with 78-ft. Rail 5,000 3,000

Total $62,400 $67,270 $61,400

Committee on Track

Tie Plates, Stresses $ 8,000 $ 8,000 $ 6,000

Bolt Tension and Joint Lubrication 5,000 5,000 5,000

Corrosion from Brine Drippings 2,500 12,000 12,000

Stresses in Manganese Frogs 5,245 5,000 7,000

Tests of Rail Anchorage 5,000 9,000

Tic Plate Fastenings 9,000 9,000 8,000

Total $29,745 $44,000 $47,000

Relation Between Track and Equipment

Rail and Wheel Gage and Contour $ 6,500
Relation Wheel Load to Wheel Diameter 5,500 5,500 5,000
Relation of Wheel Pressures to Track Curvature .... 7,500 10,000

Total $ 12,000 $ 13,000 $ 15,000
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1950
Committee on Roadway and Ballast Budget

Roadbed Stabilization $ 24,Q00

Ballast Tests

Vegetation Control bv Chemicals
Total

'.

$ 24,900

Committee on Ties

Wear and Splitting of Ties $ 20,000

Total $ 20,000

Structural Projects

Bridge Impact Investigation $ 80,000
Stress in Bridge Frames 10,000
Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints 10,000
Column Research Council 6,000
*Rocker Shoe Assemblies 2,000
*Finishing Structural Plate Edges
Steel Structures Painting Council
Timber Stringer Tests

Performance for Fira-Retardants
Concrete Deterioration

*Tests of Waterproofing Paints 6,000
tReinforced Concrete Research Council
tStrength of Timber Bolted Joints

fTests of Membrane Waterproofing Material
tTests of Bituminous Materials

Total $114,000

Administration

Research Office $ 31,000
Research Publications Cost

Total $ 31,000
Grand Total $294,045

•Completed in 1950 and 1951.

t New Projects in 1952.

This report, which reflects in highlight form the major achievements of the Associa-

tion in 1951, should be highly gratifying to the officers and members of the Association,

who have made these achievements possible. But the ultimate in such achievements

and in the well-being of the Association has not been reached. Large fields of oppor-

tunity and for further growth lie ahead. The new Association year will bring new
challenges and still further achievements. To the extent that the secretary's office can

stimulate and aid in this progress, it pledges its fullest effort and cooperation.

Respectfully submitted,

Neal D. Howard,

Secretary.

1951
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La Grita, Edo Tachira, Venezuela, S. A.
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2303 Shakespeare Road, Houston, Tex.

J. W. Burt
Retired Division Engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, Indianapolis, Ind.

W. F. Clapp

W. F. Clapp Laboratories, Duxbury, Mass.

W. W. Colpitis

Partner, Coverdale & Colpitis, 120 Wall St., New York, S, N. V.

W. N. Cramer
Assistant to Division Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Clinton, 111.

A. S. Cutler

Retired Professor of Railway Engineering, University of Minnesota, 5673 Woodlawn Blvd.,
Minneapolis, 7, Minn.

E. G. Day
Retired Chief Engineer, Lake Superior & Ishpeniing Railroad, 450 East Ridge St., Marquette, Mich.

F. H. Fechtig

Retired Purchasing Agent, .\tlantic Coast Line Railroad, 1810 Princess St., Wilmington, N. C.

E. B. Francis

Supervisor of Track, New York Central System, Gouverneur, N. Y.

S. J. Frazier

Vice-President, Operations, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, St. Louis, 1, Mo.

E. A. Frink

Retired Bridge Engineer, Seaboard Air Line Railroad, 4707 Connecticut Ave., Washington, 8, D. C.

C. E. Gay, Jr.

Retired President, Savannah & Atlanta Railway, Savannah, Ga.

H. A. Gerst

Retired Assistant Engineer, Great Northern Railway, 748 Aldine St., St. Paul, 4, Minn.

G. H. Harris

Retired Assistant to Vice-President, New York Central System, 2280 La Salle Gardens
North, Detroit, Mich.

M. J. J. Harrison

Supervisor of Scales and Weighing, Pennsylvania Railroad, Altoona. Pa.

Meyer Hirschtiial

Consulting Engineer, 347 Madison Ave., New York, X. Y.

C. E. Johnston

Retired Chairman, Association of Western Railways, 7955 Roseland Drive, La Jolla, Calif.

R. E. Kennedy

Real Estate Agent, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, 1, Md.
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Depreciation Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, 5, III.

C. A. Mkai)

165 Wildwood Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.

A. A. Miller

Retired Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Missouri Pacific Railroad. 5,523 Cabannc Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Howard Mull
Vice-President, Warren Tool Corporation, 105 West Adams St.. Chicago. 3. 111.

A. R. Nichols

Water Engineer, Wabash Railroad, Decatur, 111.

A. W. Owen
Retired Assistant Engineer, Southern Railway System, 4106 Floral Ave., Norwood, Ohio

R. D. PlERSON

Regional Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Los Angeles, 14, Calif.

W. B. Poland

1310—2 7th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

W. J. Shaw, Jr.

Retired Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, 99 Wellington St.. St. Thomas, Ont.

L. B. Shipley

Chemist, Bernulh, Lcmbcke Company, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, 17, N. \'.

WiLLSON SpRAGUE

Retired Division Engineer, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Conneaut, 1, Ohio

C. M. Staples

Retired Division Engineer, Texas & New Orleans Railroad, 3817 San Jacinto, Houston, 4, Tex.

E. O. Sweetser

Professor of Civil Engineering, Washington University, St. Louis, 5, Mo.

J. F. SWENSON

Division Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, Chicago, 6, 111.

F. E. TURNEAURE

Emeritus Dean, College of Engineering, University of Wisconsin, 166 North Prospect Ave.,
Madison, Wis.

C. S. Wicker

Sales Manager, Buffalo Slag Company, Inc., 866 Ellicott Square Bldg., Buffalo, 3, N. Y.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1951

Balance on hand January 1, 1951 $119,169.44

RECEIPTS
Membership Account
Entrance Fees $ 1,670.00

Dues 40,984.94 $42,654.94

Sales of Publications

Proceedings $ 821 .35

Bulletins 1,423.05

Manuals 5,233.21

Specifications 1,725.29

Track plans 3,568.70

Hand books 4.00

Concrete mix 217.50

Research reports—refund 5,262.61 $18,255.71

Advertising

Publications $ 3,529.30

Interest Account
Interest on investments $ 3,097.35

Less interest paid on bonds purchased 181.40 $ 2,915.95

Miscellaneous 594.09

Total $67,949.99

DISBURSEMENTS

Salaries $17,869.09

Proceedings 10,043.11

Bulletins 8,945.35

Stationery and printing 2,114.32

Rent, light, etc 1,140.00

Supplies 228.20

Postage 1,208.00

Refund of dues 94.45

Audit 400.00
Pension 1,725.00

Social security and unemployment taxes 450.42
Manual 8,195.07

Track plans 4,169.00
Committee and officers expense 247.90
Annual meeting expenses 1,521.24

News letter 2,893.56
Miscellaneous 1,124.03

Total $62,368.74
Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 5,581.25
Profit on sale of bonds 1,095.00 $ 6,676.25

Balance on hand December 31, 1951 $125,845.69
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To the Members:

Balance on hand January 1, 1951 $119,169.44

Receipts during 1951 $ 67,949.99

Paid out on audited vouchers 62,368.74

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 5,581.25

Profit from sale of bonds 1,095.00 6,676.25

Balance on hand December 31, 1951 $125,845.69

Consisting of

Bonds at cost $123,015.88

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank 2,804.81

Petty cash 25.00

$125,845.69

We have made an examination of the accounts of the American Railway Engineering

Association for the year ending December 31, 1951, and find them to be in accordance

with the foregoing statement.

C. A. BicK,

P. D. Mitchell,

Auditors.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

Assets lOJH 1950

Due from members $ 53.50 $ 86.50

Due from sale of publications 64.10 102.40

Due from sale or advertising 517.00 125.00

Furniture and fixtures 1,400.00 1,550.00

Inventory of publications (estimated) 500.00 500.00

Inventory of manuals 5,881.00 5,073.00

Inventory of track plans 565.75 1,5 71.50

Inventory of paper stocks 2,113.27 671.80

Investments (cost) 123,015.88 102,031.50

Interest accrued on investments 456.58 542.84

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank 2,804.81 1 7,1 10.44

Petty cash 25.00 25.00

Total $137,396.89 $129,389.98

Liabilities

Members dues paid in advance 316.80 360.50

Surplus 137,080.09 129,029.48

Total $137,396.89 $129,389.98
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Association

CONSTITUTION
Revised to October 30, 1950

Article I

Name, Object and Location

1. Name
The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATION.

2. Object

The object of the Association shall be the advancement of knowledge pertaining

to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of

railways.

3. Means to be Used

The means to be used for this purpose shall be:

(a) The investigation of matters pertaining to the object of the Association through

Standing and Special Committees.

(b) Meeting for the presentation and discussion of papers, and for action on the

recommendations of committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

4. Conclusions

The conclusions adopted by the Association shall be recommendatory.

5. Location

The office of the Association shall be located in Chicago. III.

Article II

Membership

1. Classes

The membership of this Association shall be divided into five classes: Members,

Life Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Junior Members.

2. Qualifications

A. General

(a) An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class other than that of

Junior Member shall be not less than 25 years of age.

(b) To be eligible for membcr.'ihip in any class, or for retention of membcr.<;hip as a

Member, an Associate or a Junior Member, a person shall not be engaged directly or

primarily in the sale to the railways of appliances, supplies, patents or patented services.

(c) The right to membership shall not be terminated by retirement from active

service.

1199
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(d) In determining the eligibility for membership in any class, graduation in engineer-

ing from a school of recognized standing shall be considered as equivalent to three years

of active practice, and satisfactory completion of each year of work, in such school,

without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent to one-half year of active practice.

(e) In determining the eligibihty for Member under Section B (a) of this Article,

each year of practical experience in engineering, or in science related thereto, prior to

employment on a railway, if such experience were of the same specialized character as

the current work of the applicant, shall be considered as equivalent to one year of

railway service.

B. Member
A Member shall be:

(a) An engineer or officer in the service of a railway corporation that is a common
carrier, who has had not less than five years' experience in the location, construction,

operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) A dean, professor, assistant professor, or equivalent in engineering in a university

or college of recognized standing, or an instructor or equivalent in such university or

college, who, with an engineering degree, has had at least two years' experience in

teaching engineering.

(c) An engineer or member of a public board, commission or other official agency

who, in the discharge of his regular duties, deals with railway problems.

(d) An editor of a trade or technical magazine who, in the discharge of his regular

duties, deals with railway problems, and who has had the equivalent of five years'

engineering or railway experience.

(e) A consulting engineer, engaged in private practice, or an engineer in his employ

or in the employ of a consulting engineering organization, who has had the equivalent

of five years' engineering experience.

C. Life Member
A Life Member shall be a Member or an Associate who has paid dues for 35 years,

or who has been retired under a recognized retirement plan and has paid dues for not

less than 25 years.

D. Honorary Member
(a) An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged eminence in railway

engineering or management.

(b) The number of Honorary Members shall be limited to ten.

E. Associate

An Associate shall be:

(a) An engineer of a railway which is essentially an adjunct of an industry, or

which is used primarily to transport the products and materials of an industry to and

from a railway which is a common carrier.

(b) A person qualified by training and experience to cooperate with Members in the

object of this Association, but who is not quaUfied to become a Member.

F. Junior Member
(a) A Junior Member shall be not less than 21 years of age and shall be an

engineering employee of a railway corporation who has had not less than three years

of experience in the location, construction, operation or maintenance of railways.

(b) His membership in this classification in the Association shall terminate at the

end of the calendar year in which he becomes 30 years of age.

(c) He may make application for membership other than as a Junior Member at

any time when he becomes eligible to do so.
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3. Transfers

The Board of Direction shall transfer from one class of membership to another,

or may remove from membership, any person whose qualifications so change as to

warrant such action.

4. Rights

(a) Members, and Life Members who were formerly Members, shall have all the

rights and privileges of the Association. Life Members who were formerly Associates

shall continue to have all the rights and privileges of Associates.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the Association

except those of holding elective office, provided, however, that Members or Life Members

who are elected Honorary Members shall retain ail the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(c) Associates and Junior Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association except those of voting and holding elective office.

Article III

Admission, Resignation, Expulsion and Reinstatement

1. Charter Membership

The Charter Membership of this Association consists of all persons elected to mem-
bership before March IS, 1900.

2. Application for Membership

(a) A person desirous of membership in this Association shall make application

upon the form provided by the Board of Direction. In the event that Junior Membership

is desired, the applicant shall so state.

(b) The applicant shall give the names of at least three Members of this Asso-

ciation to whom personally known. Each of these Members shall be requested by the

Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant with an

opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(c) If an applicant is not personally known to as many as three Members of this

Association, the names of well-known persons engaged in railway or allied professional

work to whom he is personally known shall be substituted, as necessary, to provide a

total of at least three references. Each of these persons shall be requested by the Secre-

tary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant, with an

opinion of the applicant's qualifications for membership.

(d) No further action shall be taken upon the application until replies have been

received from at least three of the persons named by the applicant as references.

3. Election to Membership

(a) Upon completion of the application in accordance with Section 2 of this Article

the Board of Direction through its Membership Committee .shall consider the application

and make such investigation as it may consider desirable or nece.ssary.

(b) Upon completion of such consideration and investigation, each member of the

Board of Direction shall be supplied with the required information, together with the

recommendation of the Membership Committee as to the class of membership, if any,

to which the applicant is eligible, and the admission of the a[>plicant shall be canvassed by

ballot among the members of the Board of Direction.
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(c) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section 2,

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article, a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board

of Direction shall be required for election.

(d) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section

2, Paragraphs (a) and (c) of this Article, a unanimous affirmative vote of the entire

Board of Direction shall be required for election.

4. Subscription to the Constitution

An applicant for any class of membership in this Association shall declare his willing-

ness to abide by the Constitution of the Association in his application for membership.

5. Honorary Member

A proposal for Honorary Membership shall be endorsed by ten or more Members

of the Association and a copy furnished each member of the Board of Direction. The

nominee shall be declared an Honorary Member upon receiving a unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

6. Resignation

The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any

person holding membership in the Association whose obligations to the Association have

been fulfilled.

7. Expulsion

Charges of misconduct on the part of anyone holding membership in this Association,

if in writing and signed by ten or more Members, may be submitted to the Board of

Direction for examination and action. If, in the opinion of the Board action is war-

ranted, the person complained of shall be served with a copy of such charges and shall

be given an opportunity to answer them to the Board of Direction. After such oppor-

tunity has been given, the Board of Direction shall take final action. A two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction shall be required for expulsion.

8. Reinstatement

(a) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having resigned such membership while in good standing may be

reinstated by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

(b) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having forfeited membership under the provisions of Article IV, Section

3, may, upon such conditions as may be fixed by the Board, be reinstated by a two-thirds

affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

Articxe TV

Dues

1. Entrance Fee

(a) An entrance fee of $10 shall be payable to the Association with each application

for membership other than Junior Membership. This sum shall be returned to an applicant

not elected.

(b) No entrance fee shall be required for Junior Membership, except that a Junior

Member, in transferring to another class of membership, shall pay the entrance fee

prescribed for other classes of Membership.
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2. Annual Dues

(a) The annual dues for each Member and each Associate shall be $15.

(b) The annual dues for each Junior Member shall be $7.50.

(c) Life Members and Honorary Members shall be exempt from the payment of

dues. Life Members desiring to continue to receive the Bulletins and Proceedings of the

Association may do so by paying a subscription fee prescribed by the Board of Direction.

3. Arrears

A person whose dues are not paid before April 1 of the current year shall be notified

by the Secretary. If the dues are still unpaid on July 1, further notice shall be given,

informing the person that he is not in good standing in the Association. If the dues

remain unpaid by October 1, the person shall be notified that he will no longer receive

the publications of the Association. If the dues are not paid by December 31, the person

shall forfeit membership without further action or notice, except as provided for in

Section 4 of this Article.

4. Remission of Dues

The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of dues, and may remit

the dues of any Member, Associate or Junior Member who, for good reason, is unable

to pay them.

Article V

Officers

1. Officers

(a) The officers of the Association shall be a President, two Vice Presidents,

twelve Directors, a Secretary and a Treasurer.

(b) The President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors, together with the two

latest living Past Presidents continuing to be Members, shall constitute the Board of

Direction, in which the government of the Association shall be vested; they shall act

as the trustees and have the custody of all property belonging to the Association. The

President, the Vice Presidents and the Directors shall be Members.

(c) The Secretary and the Treasurer shall be appointed by the Board of Direction.

2. Term of Office

The term of office of the President shall be one year, of the Vice Presidents two

years and of the Directors three years. The term of each shall begin at the close of

the annual convention at which elected and continue until a successor is qualified.

All other officers and employees shall hold office or position at the pleasure of the Board

of Direction.

3. Officers Elected Annully

(a) There shall be elected at each annual convention a President, one Vice President

and four Directors.

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice President shall be selected from

the members or past members of the Board of Direction.

4. Conditions of Re-election of Officers

A President shall be ineligible for re-election, except as provided for in Section S (e)

of this Article. Vice Presidents and Directors shall be ineligible for re-election to the same

office, except as provided for in Section 5 (e) of this Article, until, at least one full

term has elapsed after the end of their respective terms.
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5. Vacancies in Offices

(a) If a vacancy should occur in the office of President, as set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the senior Vice President shall immediately and automatically become

President for the unexpired term.

(b) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the senior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section S (a) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the junior Vice President shall automatically become senior Vice President

for the unexpired term.

(c) If a vacancy should occur in the office of the junior Vice President, due to

advancement under Section 5 (b) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, the Board of Direction shall by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its

entire membership, select a junior Vice President from the members or past members

of the Board of Direction.

(d) A vacancy in the office of Director, due to advancement of a Director to junior

Vice President under Section S (c) of this Article, or for reasons set forth in Section 6

of this Article, shall be filled by the Board of Direction by the affirmative vote of

two-thirds of its entire membership.

(e) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be eligible for re-election

to the office held; provided, however, that anyone selected to fill a vacancy as Director

shall ]je eligible for election to that office, excepting that such appointee filling out an

unexpired term of two years or more shall be considered as coming within the provisions

of Section 4 of this Article.

6. Vacation of Office

(a) In the event of the death of an elected officer, or his resignation from office,

or if he should cease to be a Member of the Association as provided in Section 2 (B),

Article II; Section 6 or 7, Article III; or Section 3, Article IV, the office shall be con-

sidered as vacated.

(b) In the event of the disabiUty of an officer or neglect in the performance of duty

by an officer, the Board of Direction, by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of its entire

membership shall have the power to declare the office vacant.

Article VI

Nomination .ano Election of Officers

1. Nominating Committee

(a) There shall be a Nominating Committee composed of the five latest living Past

Presidents of the Association, who are Members, and five Members who are not

officers.

(b) The five Members who are not Past Presidents shall be elected annually for a

term of one year, when the officers of the Association are elected.

(c) The senior Past President who is a member of the committee shall be the

chairman of the committee. In the absence of the senior Past President from a meeting

of the committee the Past President next in seniority present shall act as chairman.

2. Method of Nominating

(a) Prior to December 1 of each year the chairman shall call a meeting of the

committee at a convenient place, at which nominees for the several elective offices

shall be selected as follows:
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Number of Candi-
Number of Candi- dates to be

dates to be named elected at the

by the Nominating A nnual Election

Office to be Filled Committee of Officers

President 1 1

Vice President 1 1

Directors 8 4
Nominating Committee 10 5

(b) The chairman of the Nominating Committee shall send the names of the

nominees to the President and Secretary not later than December IS of the same year,

and the Secretary shall report (he names of these nominees to the members of the

Association not later than January 1 following.

(c) At any time between January 1 and February 1 any ten or more Members

may send to the Secretary additional nominations for any elective office for the ensuing

year signed by such Members.

(d) If any person nominated shall be found by the Board of Direction to be

ineligible for the office for which nominated, or should a nominee decline such nomination,

his name shall be withdrawn. The Board of Direction may fill any vacancies that may
occur in the list of nominees up to the time the ballots are sent out.

3. Ballots Issued

Not less than thirty days prior to each annual convention, the Secretary shall issue

a ballot to each voting Member of record who has paid his dues to or beyond December

31 of the previous year, listing the several candidates to be voted upon. When there is

more than one candidate for any office, the names shall be arranged on the ballot in

the order that shall be determined by lot by the Nominating Committee. The ballot

shall be accompanied by a statement giving for each candidate his record of membership

and activities in this Association.

4. Substitution of Names

Members may remove names from the printed ballot list and may substitute the name

or names of any other person or persons eligible for any office, but the number of names

voted for each office on the ballot must not exceed the number to be elected at that

time to such office.

5. Ballots

(a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, scaled and endorsed with the name of

the voter, and mailed to or deposited with the Secretary at any time previous to the

closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may withdraw his ballot, and cast another, at any time before the polls

close.

(c) Ballots received in unendorsed envelopes, or jrom persons not qualified to vole,

shall not be counted.

(d) The ballots and envelopes shall be preserved for not less than ten days after

the vote is canvassed.

6. Closure of Polls

The polls shall be closed at 12 o'clock noon on the second day of the annual conven-

tion, and the ballots shall be counted by tellers appointed by the presiding officer.
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7. Election

(a) The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for the offices for

which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

(b) In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same office, the

Members present at the annual convention shall elect the officer by ballot from the

candidates so tied.

(c) The presiding officer shall announce at the convention the names of the officers

elected in accordance with this Article.

Article VII

Management

1. President

The President shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Association, shall

preside at meetings of the Association and of the Board of Direction, and, by virtue

of his office, shall be a member of all committees, except the Nominating Committee.

2. Vice Presidents

The Vice Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at meetings in the absence

of the President.

3. Treasurer

The Treasurer shall pay all bills of the Association when properly certified by the

Secretary and approved by the Finance Committee. He shall make an annual report

as to the financial condition of the Association and such other reports as may be called

for by the Board of Direction.

4. Secretary

The Secretary, under the direction of the President and Board of Direction, shall be

the Executive Officer of the Association and shall attend the meetings of the Association

and of the Board of Direction, prepare the business therefor, and record the proceedings

thereof. The Secretary shall see that all money due the Association is collected, is credited

to the proper accounts, and is deposited in the designated depository of the Association,

with receipt to the Treasurer therefor. He shall personally certify to the accuracy of all

bills and vouchers on which money is to be paid. He shall invest all funds of the Asso-

ciation not needed for current disbursements, as shall be recommended by the Finance

Committee and approved by the Board of Direction, with notification to the Treasurer

of such investments. The Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the Association,

make an annual report to the Association, and perform such other duties as the Board

of Direction may prescribe.

5. Auditing of Accounts

The financial accounts of the Association shall be audited annually by an accountant

or accountants approved by and under the dirsction of the Finance Committee.

6. Board of Direction

(a) The Board of Direction shall manage the affairs of the Association, and shall

have full power to control and regulate all matters not otherwise provided for in the

Constitution.
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(b) The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each annual

convention, and at such other times as the President may direct. Special meetings shall

be called on request, in writing, of live members of the Board of Direction.

(c) Seven members of the Board of Direction shall constitute a quorum.

(d) .^t the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the annual convention, the

following committees, each consisting of not le.'^s than three members, shall be appointed

by the President from the Board of Direction, and they shall report to and perform

their duties under the supervision of the Board of Direction.

Finance

Publications

Outline of Work of Committees

Personnel of Committees

Membership

Manual

Other special committees may be appointed by the President at his discretion.

7. Duties of the Committees of the Board of Direction

(a) Finance Committee

The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the accounts and

financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills before payment, and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction as to the investment of funds and

other financial matters. The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money

other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of the -Association,

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(b) Publication Committee

The Publication Committee shall have general supervision over the publications of

the Association. The Publication Committee shall not have the power to incur debt?

or other obUgations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money except

by authority of the Board of Direction.

(c) Committee on Outline of Work of Committees

The Committee on Outline of Work of Committees shall review and pass upon the

recommendations of standing and special committees for subjects to be investigated,

considered and reported on by these committees during the ensuing year, and shall report

thereon to the Board of Direction for its approval.

(d) Committer on Personnel of Committees

The Committee on Personnel of Committees shall review and pass upon applications

of members for appointment to standing and special committees. It also shall ai)pnint

the chairman and vice chairman of such committees and make a report thereon to the

Board of Direction for its approval.

(e) Membership Committee

The Membership Committee shall make investigation of applicants for membership

and .shall make recommendations to the Board of Direction with reference thereto.

(f) Manual Committee

The Manual Committee, with the assistance of the Publications Committee, shall

have general supervision over the Manual.

8. Standing Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint standing committees to investigate, consider

and report upon questions pertaining to railway location, construction, operation and

maintenance.
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9. Special Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint special committees to examine into and report

upon any subject connected with the objects of this Association.

10. Discussion by Non-Members

The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from persons not members

of the Association.

11. Sanction of Act of Board of Direction

An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the expressed or implied

sanction of the membership at the next annual convention of the Association shall be

deemed to be the act of the Association.

Article VIII

Meetings

1. Annual Convention

(a) The Annual Convention of the Association shall be held in the City of Chicago,

111., or in such other city as may be determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds

of the entire membership of the Board of Direction. The convention shall open on the

second Tuesday in the month of March, or on the third Tuesday if the month of March

has five Tuesdays, excepting that some other opening day in March may be designated

by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire membership of the Board of Direction.

(b) The Secretary shall notify all members of the Association of the time and

place of the annual convention at least 30 days in advance thereof.

(c) The order of business at the annual convention of the Association shall be:

Reading of the minutes of the last meeting

Address of the President

Reports of the Secretary and the Treasurer

Reports of committees

Unfinished business

New business

Installation of officers

Adjournment

(d) This order of business may be changed by a majority vote of Members present.

(e) The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order" except as

otherwise herein provided.

(f) Discussions shall be limited to Members and to those others invited by the

presiding officer to speak.

2. Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Associations may be called by the Board of Directions on its

own initiative, and may be so called by the Board of Direction upon written request

of 100 Members. The request shall state the purpose of such meeting.

The call for such special meeting shall be issued not less than ten days in advance

of the proposed date of such meeting and shall state the purpose and place of the

meeting. No other business shall be taken up at such meeting.

3. Quorum
Twenty-five Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the Association.
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Article IX

Amendment

1. Amendment

Proposed amendment of this Constitution shall be made in writing, shall be signed

by not less than ten Members, and shall be acted upon in the following manner:

The amendment shall be presented to the Secretary, who shall send a copy to each

member of the Board of Direction as soon as received. If a majority of the entire Board

of Direction so votes, the matter shall be submitted to the Association by letter ballot.

Sixty days after the date of issue of the letter ballot, the Board of Direction shall

canvass the ballots which have been received, and if two-thirds of such ballots are in

the affirmative the amendment shall be declared adopted and shall become effective imme-

diatelv. The result of the letter ballot shall be announced to members of the Association.



Information and Rules for the Guidance of Committees

The following information and rules for the guidance of committees are designed

to obtain the maximum benefits from the efforts of the members who make up the

personnel of such committees. They are designed to effect a continuity of effort in

committee work throughout the entire year, under a plan whereby the personnel of the

committees and their respective outlines of work are set up and made pubhc on or

before the beginning of the calendar year, thus enabling the work to be continued without

interruption, although the new personnel and subject assignments do not become offi-

cially effective until the beginning of the "Association Year," which starts with the close

of the annual meeting.

The rules also take into account the fact that the publication of the committee

reports must be spread out over a period of four months (November through February),

to facilitate printing and to give members of the Association a reasonable length of time

in which to study such reports in advance of the annual meeting.

Subjects Re-assigned Annually

The outline of work of each committee shall be reviewed annually. To this end,

each committee shall review suggestions for new subjects submitted by the members

thereof, or by others, and such suggestions as receive the approval of the committee

shall be submitted by the committee chairman to the secretary of the Association not

later than October 1, together with the committee's recommendations covering the

withdrawal or continuation of current assignments.

The recommendations received from the various committees shall be assembled and

forwarded to the Board Committee on Outline of Work, which shall have the responsibil-

ity of authorizing the subject assignments to the various committees. Deviation from

assignments thus authorized may be made during the course of the year only upon the

authority of the Board Committee on Outline of Work.

Committee Personnel Reorganized Annually

The personnel of each committee shall be reorganized annually. It is desirable that

10 percent of the membership be changed each year. Members who do not attend meet-

ings of the committee, who do not render service by correspondence, or who do not

return letter ballots will be dropped. To this end the chairman of the committee shall

submit to the secretary of the Association not later than October 1 the names of members

who have been delinquent in service to the committee, as well as a list of the names

of members of the Association who have been recommended for appointment to the

committee.

The recommendations received from the various committees shall be assembled and

forwarded to the Board Committee on Personnel, which has the duty of appointing

the committee personnel.

No additions to the personnel of committees will be made during the year following

the publication of the roster, except as provided for in the rules applying to "Guests."

Members who desire appointment to a committee should make application through

the chairman or the secretary on the prescribed form.

Chairmen, Vice Chairmen and Subcommittee Chairmen

Chairmen, vice chairmen and subcommittee chairmen must hold the grade of Member

in the Association, except that any Associates currently acting as subcommittee chairmen

may continue to hold such office until succeeded by a Member.

(Revised November 9, 1951)
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The terms of chairmen and vice chairmen shall be three years in each position.

Chairmen completing their three-year term shall recommend to the Board Committee on

Personnel nominees for the chairmanship and vice chairmanship, with assurance of

acceptance from such nominees if appointed by the Board Committee. The term of office

of subcommittee chairmen may be more than three years.

Committee Secretary

Any chairman may appoint a secretary with duties usually encompassed by such

office.

Size of Committees

The total membership of any committee shall be limited to 60. In determining

the membership of a committee, railroads having no more than SO Association members

may have not more than 2 members on any committee; railroads having 51 to 100

members may have not more than 3 members on any committee; railroads having more

than 100 members may have not more than 4 members on any committee.

No college, university or other institution of learning shall have more than 2 mem-

bers on any committee, and no company or other organization shall have more than one

.Associate member on any committee.

Retired Members

No member who has retired from active service shall serve on a committee more

than 3 years following retirement. However, such member may continue to attend

meetings as a "visitor," subject to the approval of the committee chairman.

Associate Members

No company will be permitted to have more than one Associate member on any

committee, and company representation shall not necessarily be continuing. However,

in the event that a railroad member on a committee becomes associated with a manu-

facturer or supply company after retirement from railroad service on pension, and thus

automatically becomes an Associate member, he shall not be deprived of membership

on the committee during the period of three years following his retirement from railroad

service.

The membership of Associates on a committee shall be limited to 10 percent of

the total membership of the committee. Committees with Associates in excess of 10

percent of their total membership are not required to reduce the number of Associates

immediately for the purpose of complying with this rule, but no Associates may be

added as long as the proportion of Associates exceeds 10 percent, except as may be

occasioned by the exception provided in the preceding paragraph.

"Guests" and "Visitors"

The previously stated rule under Committee Personnel Reorganized .\nnually, that

"no additions to the personnel of committees will be made during the year following the

publication of the roster, except as provided for under the rules applying to "Guests,"

does not preclude the attendance at committee meetings of other members of the Asso-

ciation, as "visitors," with the approval of committee chairmen.

If there are vacancies on a committee roster (i.e., less than 60), or if vacancies

occur during the year, or are definitely in prospect at the end of the year, .\ssociation

members (including Junior members), with the approval of committee chairmen and the

Board Committee on Personnel, can be appointed as "guests" of that committee. As
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such, they may attend committee meetings and participate in the committee's activities,

unofficially, looking to becoming regularly assigned members at the beginning of the

next Association year.

"Guests" must always be designated as such on the rosters maintained by the com-

mittees and the secretary's office, but their names will not appear in published com-

mittee or subcommittee reports. Creation of this class of committee affiliation is not

intended to increase the size of any committee beyond the 60 maximum set by the Board,

but rather to make it possible to add to "short" rosters between official roster changes.

Furthermore, one need not be either a "regular member" or a "guest" of a com-

mittee to attend its meetings from time to time. With the approval of the committee

chairman, who must be consulted as regards any specific meeting, any AREA member
(including Junior members) may sit in on the meeting as a "visitor," listen to all

deliberations and participate in discussions

Service on More Than One Committee

No member of the Association shall serve on more than one committee, except that

a member may serve on two committees if one or both of the committees are among the

following: Committee 3—Ties; Committee 7—^Wood Bridges and Trestles; Committee

17—Wood Preservation; Committee 20—Contract Forms; Committee 24—Cooperative

Relations with Universities; Committee 28—Clearances; Committee 29—Waterproofing;

Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses; and the Special Committee on Continuous

Welded Rail.

Organizing the Committees

The new outline of work and personnel of committees shall become effective

with the close of the annual meeting in March. However, the pamphlet containing this

information is issued not later than January 1 in order that committees may be reor-

ganized promptly for the new year's work, if reorganization has not already been effected.

Usually this information will be available to the chairmen in tentative form at least

30 days in advance of publication.

It is the duty of the committee chairman to notify new members promptly of their

appointment and to notify old members of their reappointment or release. It is also his

duty to reorganize the subcommittees without delay. However, in the Association year

in which his term as chairman expires, he should call on his successor for advice and

assistance in this regard.

Organization Charts

The chairman shall furnish the secretary of the Association two copies of the organ-

ization chart (schedule of subcommittee assignments and personnel) of his committee,

and shall advise him currently of any subsequent revisions thereof. This chart may be in

the form regularly used by committees, but should not be in the form of a blueprint,

on which it is difficult to make corrections. White prints are acceptable. These charts

should be in the hands of the secretary by February 1, and should be prepared with

the greatest care to insure the accuracy of initials and names.

The names of "guest" members on committees, if any, (not "visitors") should appear

on the charts, but should be clearly designated as such. These names may be arranged

either alphabetically among the members or grouped at the bottom of the chart as

desired by the various committees. Names of "visitors" should not appear on or be

subsequently added to these charts.
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Notices and Minutes of Meetings

The committee chairman shall send copies of all notices of committee meetings to

the secretary of the Association as early as possible for publication in the AREA News.

Copies of all minutes of meetings must also be filed with the secretary.

Subcommittees

In general, the committees are organized to conduct their work by the appointment

of one subcommittee for each subject assignment. If deemed advisable, any subject may
be subdivided into several parts and a separate subcommittee assigned to each part.

Committees may find it of advantage to create a subcommittee on personnel as well as a

subcommittee on new subjects.

Collaboration

Subjects, the nature of which clearly indicates the possibility of overlapping interest

of two or more committees, carry an appended clause reading: "collaborating with Com-

mittee " It is the duty of the chairmen of the committees having an assignment

carrying this instruction to take the initiative in effecting such collaboration;—first, by

requesting the appointment of representatives of the other interested committee or com-

mittees, and second, by submitting copies of the report to them for comment. Regard-

less of whether the assignment specifically mentions collaboration, committees shall be

on the alert to obtain the advice and assistance of other committees in dealing with any

subject that imposes any questions of possible overlapping interest or responsibility.

A committee undertaking revision of its Manual chapter should request collabora-

tion of any committee that participated in the original development and adoption of the

material under revision. The secretary of the Association will provide information con-

cerning such previous collaboration.

Voting in Committees

Voting in committees and ."subcommittees on all Association matters, except as may
Le of a social nature, shall be the prerogative of Members only.

Work of the Committees
Objectives

The objectives of the .Association are advanced through the work of the committees

in two ways— (1) the development of useful information pertinent to their assignments

to be presented to the Association "as information," and (2) the formulation of recom-

mended practices to be submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual.

Planning the Work
In pursuing the work on any assignment, the first step is necessarily one of fad

finding, including (a) a study of available literature on the subject, particularly reports

of previous investigations, (b) a compilation of current practice, especially recent changes

in practice, and (c) resort to original tests or experimentation, after a canvass of all

other sources of information indicates that research work is necessary.

Collection of Data

Committees are privileged to obtain data or information in any proper way. If de-

sired, the secretary will issue circulars of inquiry, or questionnaires, which .should be brief

and concise. The questions contained in such circulars should be specific and pertinent,

and not of such general or involved character as to preclude the possibility of obtaining

satisfactory and prompt respon.ses. The circulars should specify to whom answers are
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to be sent, and should be furnished in duplicate so that a copy can be retained by persons

replying.

Research

Requests for appropriations for the conduct of research work should be sent to the

secretary of the Association with a supporting statement setting forth: (a) the nature

of the information sought; (b) how the railroads are adversely affected by the lack

of this information; (c) the estimated cost of the investigation; (d) the estimated time

to complete the work; (e) the basis for assuming that the investigation will produce

the data desired; and, (f) an estimate of the savings to be realized or other advantages

to accrue from the successful completion of the investigation. A request for funds to

continue or complete an investigation shall include a statement of the results obtained

to date. All requests for research appropriations, with supporting data, must be in the

secretary's office by July 1.

Maintaining Manual Up to Date

Each committee shall critically review the material in its chapter of the Manual at

such intervals as to insure that it is kept up to date. It shall resubmit all Manual

material for revision or reapproval at intervals of not more than 10 years. It is especially

important that all Manual material be brought up to date during 1952 and 1953, looking

to the necessity for reprinting the entire Manual in 1953.

Nature and Preparation of Reports

Form of Report

Committee reports shall be prepared in accordance with the Style Standards for

committee reports, as detailed on following pages in this pamphlet.

Nature of Report

Whether the report on any particular assignment should take the form of "informa-

tion" or a "recommended practice," depends largely on the nature of the assignment.

Some assignments will be fulfilled completely by the presentation of information; others

call for information in support of appended recommendations that are submitted for

adoption. In still other cases, the primary objective is a comprehensive statement of

recommended practices, but the development of these recommended practices may entail

investigation or research work, the results of which are of such importance as to warrant

their presentation as information prior to the submission of the recommendations. In

some cases, it may be advisable to submit as information material in the form

of recommended practice with a view to inviting suggestions and criticisms that may
serve as the basis for revisions prior to the resubmission of the material for adoption

at a later date.

Reports on All Assignments Not Necessary

Committees should pursue their investigations on all assignments but are expected to

present progress or final reports for publication only on assignments with respect to

which pertinent information has been developed.

Avoid Repetition of Report Material

Reports of information, supplementing previous reports of progress, may include

a brief review of material previously presented, but should avoid extended repetition

of such material.
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Nature of Manual Material

The material adopted by the Association for publication in the Manual shall be

considered Recommended Practice, but shall not be binding on the members. Recom-

mended Practice, as defined by the Board of Direction (May 20, 1936) is a material,

device, plan, specification or practice recommended to the railways for use as required,

either exactly as presented or with such modifications as may be necessary or desirable

to meet the needs of individual railways, but in either event, with a view to promoting

efficiency or economy, or both, in the location, construction, operation or maintenance

of railways.

For reasons of economy and practicability. Manual material should not repeat in full

plans, specifications or other documents of other organizations accepted as AREA rec-

ommended practice; reference thereto should be l)y title, and serial dcsi^ination. if any.

Printing of Manual Material

Material offered for adoption and publicalion in the Manual, except as noted herein,

should be submitted in full, rcjiardless of its publication in previous years, unless the

material in question appeared in substantially identical form not more than one year

before being submitted for adoption. Such material shall appear in the report of the

committee that is published not less than 30 days before the annual meeting at which

it is to be presented. Recommended revisions of Manual material, if extensive, shall

include only the proposed material, which shall be printed in full in the report of the com-

mittee. Manual material recommended for reapproval, or for deletion, shall be presented

by title and page reference only. Likewise, plans, specifications or other documents of

other organizations recommended for adoption by the AREA shall be presented by title

and serial designation only.

Letter Ballot Required of Committee

Any action recommended by a committee with respect to the adoption, revision,

reaffirmation or withdrawal of Manual materal must have received prior endorsement

by the committee in the form of an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire Member
membership of the committee, such vote to be taken by letter ballot. Associate and

Junior members on a committee are not entitled to vote. Thus, it is imperative that

committee members promptly consider and vote on all letter ballots, seeking the advice

of other committee members or specially qualified officers on their own roads if in doubt

as to whether to vote for or against a proposal.

Publication of Reports

Dates for Filing Reports

To insure the orderly publication of the reports in accordance with a predetermined

schedule, it is necessary that chairmen file complete reports with the secretary of the

As.sociation on or before the dates specified in the Outline of Work pamphlet. The manu-
script of the report must be furnished in duplicate, preferably double spaced. Piecemeal

filing of rci)orls by subcommittee chairmen is [lermissiblc only under special arr.ingcment

(in writing) with the secretary of the Association.

Presentation of Reports at Annual Meetings

Presentation of Reports

Reports offered as information will be presented by title or by a brief highlight

outline of the contents. Material submitted for adoption and publication in th( Manual
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shall be presented by reading the title and subtitles, but the presiding officer may, upon

request, authorize the reading of specific portions of the material being offered.

Oral Discussions

Comments on or criticisms of any report may be offered from the floor. When
necessary to insure accuracy, the speaker's remarks will be submitted to him in

writing before publication in the Proceedings, for the correction of diction and errors

of reporting, but not for the elimination of remarks.

Written Discussions

Written discussions of published reports will be transmitted to the chairman of the

interested committee who will read or present them by title or in abstract at the con-

vention. Written discussions will be published in the Proceedings as a part of the

discussion of the committee reports.

Action on Reports

No formal action is to be taken by the convention on material submitted as

information, whether in the form of a progress or final report.

Action on material submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual will be one

of the following:

(a) Adoption as a whole as presented.

(b) Affirmative action on the amendment of a part or parts of the material pre-

sented, followed by adoption as a whole as amended.

(c) Adoption of a part, complete in itself, and referring the remainder back to the

committee for further consideration.

(d) Recommittal with or without instructions.

Note.—An amendment which affects underlying principles, if adopted, shall of itself

constitute a recommittal of such part of the report as the committee considers affected.

The Chair will decline to entertain amendments which in his opinion are primarily

a matter of editing.

Letter Ballot of Membership

When and as required between annual meetings, recommendations for the adoption,

deletion or revision of Manual material shall be submitted to letter ballot of the

Members of the Association under the following limitations:

(a) That the letter ballot shall be taken only after the Board of Direction

has recognized the necessity for such emergency action, and

(b) That the propositions submitted by the committee shall have the approval

of a special committee of the Board of Direction appointed by the President for

that purpose, both as to the substance of the material offered and also as to the

circumstances attending the consideration of the material by the committee.

The Board of Direction, acting under the provisions of paragraphs 6 (a) and 11 of

Article VII of the AREA constitution, has the authority to amend, delete or revise

Manual material at anv time, subject to later confirmation or rejection by the member-

ship, submission to the membership to be effected either by means of a letter ballot

immediately following such Board action, or by a motion presented at the annual

meeting.
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Review by Association of American Railroads

All material adopted for publication in the Manual and all recommendations for the

revision or withdrawal of Manual material shall be reviewed by the Association of

American Railroads before distribution is made thereof to holders or purchasers of the

Manual, or parts thereof.

Publication of Annual Supplement

Revisions of or additions to the Manual authorized by action at each convention

will be published annually in the form of loose-leaf sheets which will be made available

to all holders of the Manual. These supplemental sheets will be accompanied by instruc-

tions for insertion of the new sheets and the withdrawal of sheets that have been

superseded, as well as those that have been withdrawn by action of the Association.

Publication of Abstracts by Technical Journals

The following rules will govern the releasing of material for publication in technical

journals:

Committee reports to be presented at an annual meeting will not be released for

publication until after presentation to the annual meeting. Special articles, contributed

by members and others, on which no action by the Association is necessary, will be

released for publication in technical journals only after issuance in a Bulletin; provided,

application therefor is made in writing and proper credit is given the Association, authors

or committees presenting such material.
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357
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779
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Carter, J. W., stress concentrations in
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G. M. O'Rourke. 963
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land, 751
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service test of joint bars, 868

Chicago, Burlincton & Quincy Railroad

—service test of joint bars, 892

—service test of lubricants to prevent joint

bar freezing. 822

Chimneys, specifications. 270

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific
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—report, 611; discussion, 1032

—requirements of the various states, 613
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Grove, 677
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—shortage of, O. W. Eshbach, 1006
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for, J. B. Blackburn. 1034—waterproofing protection, 421
Constitution, 1109
Continuous welded rail (see also Rail)—special committee on, report, 683 ; dis-

cussion, 1116
Contract Forms, report, 285; discussion,

1013

Cooperative Relations with Universities
—report, 675; discussion, 1004
Courts, current developments in, 498
Cox, J. W., stresses in floorbeam hangers,

35
Cramer, R. E.

—address on shelly rail failures, 1158—investigation of rail failures, 843—shelly rail studies, tenth progress report,
902

Creosote
—measuring and sampling, 344
—specifications for, 346
Crossings, highway
—achievement of protection, second report,

Wm. J. Hedley, 985
—floodlighting of, 651
—form of agreement for elimination of, 288—form for annual report of, 451—form for individual data on, 451—full-depth plank, specifications, 669—protection signals, 649
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—frog bolt tension tests, 778
—plans, 772

—service tests of manganese castings, 774—service tests of solid and manganese in-
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Culverts

—installation, 718
—wood, specifications, 635

Curves

—degrees of, effect on cost of maintenance
and operation, 946

—lubrication of rails on, specifications, 767

—resistance of to movement of rolling

stock, 946

—speed on, 837

D
Diesel locomotives

—cooling systems, water conditioning for,

253

—fuel oil facilities for, 266

Drafting practice aids, 471

Drainage, roadway, 719

E
Earth materials, physical properties. 699,

712

Economics of Railway Labor, report, 349

;

discussion, 1092

Economics of Railway Location and Opera-
tion, report, 945 ; discussion, 976

Education, cooperative system of, 680

Electric shock fences, specifications, 759

Employees
-—college graduates, 680

—equipment operators, training of, 413

Employment, summer, in railway service,

680

Engine wheel burns, rail failures from,

effect of repairing, 894

Eshbach, Ovid W., address on the man-
power problem. 1006

Expansion joints, design of for iron and
steel structures, 501

Expenditures, forms for analyzing and con-

trolling, 476
Express shipments, mechanical handling of,

303

Fences, electric shock, specifications. 759

Financial statement, 1197

Finnemore, H. F., greetings from on behalf

of Electrical Section, 965

Fire resistant treatment of wood, 347

Flat Wheels, effect of on track and equip-

ment, 423

Floors, asphalt mastic, specifications, 276

Freas, Alan D., address on laminated wood,
railroad uses, 1024

Frink, E. A., memoir, 1175

Frogs, plans for, 772

Fry, T. S., laboratory investigation of road-

bed stabilization, 746
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Gage, specifications for, 770

Gases, liquified, unloading of, 286

Generators, stationary automatic steam,

water quality for, 272

German impressions of American track,

Gerhard Schramm, G. M. O'Rourke,
1097

Glossary, in AREA Manual, changes in

definitions, 767

Grouting, pressure, for roadbed stabiliza-

tion, 736

Grouting projects, cost and maintenance
data, 742

Grove, C. G., address on railroad engineer-

ing as a career, 677

Grover, H. J., investigation of stress relaxa

tion in rail steel, 916

Gurley, Fred G., luncheon address, 1081

H
Hedley, Wm. J., address on grade crossing

protection, o.S5

Highways
—location of parallel with railways, 669
—report, 647 ; discussion, 982

—sign for barrier, 648
Highway vehicles, use of by maintenance

forces, 359
Hirschthal, Meyer, memoir, 616
Howard, X. D., secretary's report, 959, 1185

Illinois Central Railroad

—test of girder spans. 147

—test of hold-down fastenings, 798

—test of lubrication to prevent frozen rail

joints, 801

Impact and Bridge Stresses (see also

Bridges)

—report, 331 ; discussion, 1049
Information for committees, 1210

Interstate Commerce Commission
—Bureau of Valuation. 40S

—orders and notices, 505

Iron and Steel Structures (see also Bridges)

—design of expansion joints for, 501

—report. 507 ; discussion, 1061

—stress concentrations in plates in vicinit>'

of rivet or bolt holes, 1

Jenkins, D. R., investigation of stress re-

laxation in rail steel, 016

Jensen, R. S.

—address on joint bar research, 1161

—rolling load tests of joint bars, 878

Johnston, C* E., memoir, 1177

Joint bars

—of different metallurgies, service test on
the C. B. & Q., 892

—research on, R. S. Jensen, 1161

—rolling load tests of, tenth progress re-

port, R. S. Jensen, 878

—service test on A. T. & S. F., 868

—service test on C. & N. W,, 868

—wear and failures, 876

K
Kimball, E. E., memoir, 976

Labor
—analysis of operations to reduce cost, 352
-—economies of various methods of tamp-

ing track, 355

—means of conserving, 282, 328, 419, 838

Labor Distribution, equated track values

for, 351

Lagaard, M. B., investigation of pressures

under bridge rocker shoe slabs, 91

Laminated wood, railroad uses, Alan D.

Freas, 1024

Loomis, W. E.

—address on chemical weed control, 1107

—research on AAR weed control project,

754

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, test of

hold-down fastenings for tie plates, 65,

785

Lubrication

—of rail on curves, specification, 767

—service test of to prevent joint bar freez-

ing, 800
Ludwig, Hugo, maintenance of way prac-

tices in the United States, 1104

Lumber
—grading rules and classification, 628

—structural, specifications, o2,S

Luncheon address, 1081

M
Magee, G. M.
—address on AAR-NLM.\ cross tie re-

search, 1121

—address on research activities, 970
—address on stress measurements in 115

RE and 132 RE rail, 1140

Mail, mechanical handling of, 303

Maintenance of way practices in the United
States. Hugo Ludwig. G. M. O'Rourke,
1104

Maintenance of way tests, C. J. Code, 1128

Maintenance of Way Work Equipment
—report, 365 ; discussion, 1088
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Masonry (see also Concrete) -

—mortars, methods for improving qualitv,

623

—report, 615; discussion, 1050
—-use of Shotcrete for repairing, specifica-

tions, 617

Materials, means of conserving, 282, 32iS,

419, 838

McFarlane, H. M., greetings from on be-

half of NRAA, Q65

McMillen, G. B., memoir, 450

Memoirs

—J. L. Campbell, 1173

—E. E. Frink, 1175

—Meyer Hirschthal, 616

—C. E. Johnston, 1177

—E. E. Kimball, 976

—G. B. McMillen, 450

—W. B. Poland, 1184

—G. L. Sitton, 1179

—F. E. Turneaure, 1181

—C. S. Wicker, 697
Moffat, J. D., treasurer's report, 961, 1108

Motive power, train length application of,

1168

N
National Lumber Manufacturers Associa-

tion, cross tie research, 1121

National Railway Appliances Association,

greetings from, 965

Office practice aids, 471

Operation, railway, factors effecting eco-

nomics of, W. T. Rice, 979

O'Rourke, G. M.
—address on German impressions of Ameri-

can track, 1096

—AREA participation in centennial of en-

gineering, 963

Paints

—for buildings, specifications, 270

—for steel structures, Joseph Bigos, 1066

Painting
•—of steel surfaces, 601

Paris, G. H., address on concrete, 1051

Pavements, construction of tracks in, 671

Peck, R. B., address on bearing capacity of

clays, 1057
Pile dolphins, timber, design of, 635

Poland, W. B., memoir, 1184
Pole driving, for roadbed stabilization, 743

President's address, 958
Program of annual meeting, 953

Rail

—chart, 496

—conditions affecting service life, 843

—continuous welded, fabrication, 683

—continuous welded, fastenings, 691

—continuous welded, laying, 689

—continuous welded, maintenance, 692

—defects in ends, supersonic detection of,

C. J. Code, 1151

—design, bibliography relating to, 940

—economic value of various sizes, 867

^failures from engine wheel burns, repair

of, 894

—failures, investigation, R. E. Cramer, 843

—failure statistics, 849
•—heat-treated, service tests of, 899

—installations of 78-ft. lengths, service per-

formance and economics, 942

—laying, specifications, 769
—-lubrication of on curves, specifications,

767

—record forms, 840

—report, 839; discussion, 1139

—shelly failures, investigations of, R. E.

Cramer, 1158

—shelly spots, 899

—shelly studies, tenth progress report, R. E.

Cramer, 902

—stresses, measurement of in 115 RE and
132 RE in curved track, 921, 1140

—stress relaxation in, investigation, D. R.

Jenkins and H. J. Grover, 916

—weight of, 350
Rail joints

—test on C. B. & Q. of lubrication to

prevent freezing, 822

—test on I. C. of lubrication to prevent

freezing, 801

Records and Accounts

—annual report of highway grade cross-

ings, 451

—bibliography, 462

—bridge and building records, 459

—detailed estimate, 456

—individual highwav grade crossing data,

451

—property records, rail chart, 496

—record of ballast changes, 459

—report, 449; discussion, 1014

—request for authority for expenditure, 453

—roadway completion report, 458

Regulatorv bodies, current developments,

498
Reprinting of Manual, 962

Research, review of activities in 1951, G. M.
Magee, 970

Rice, W. T., address on economics of rail-

way operation, 979

Roadbed
—drainage, 718
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—physical properties of earth materials,

699, 712

—size of waterway openings, 699

—slope protection, 699

—soil pressure measurements, fourth prog-

ress report, 700
—stabilization by pole driving, 743

—stabilization by pressure grouting, 736

—stabilization, cost and maintenance data
on grouting projects, 742

—stabilization, laboratory investigation,

T. S. Fry, 746
Roadway and Ballast, report. 695; discus-

sion, 1106

Roadway drainage, 718

St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, reorgani-

zation of section forces, 352

Sanitation
—governmental regulations pertaining to,

250
—waste disposal, 254

Scales, two-section motor truck, and built-

in, self-contained and portable, 302
Schramm, Gerhard, German impressions of

American Track, 1097

Schwinn, F. S., reprinting of Manual, 962

Scott, M. B.. stresses in floorbeam hangers,

35
Secretary, report, 959, 1185

Septic tanks, design, maintenance of, 255
Shotcrete, specifications for use of in re-

pairing masonry, 617

Signals, highway grade crossing, 649
Signs, roadway, 698

Sitton, G. L., memoir, 1179

Slope protection, 699

Smith, Rockwell, address on ballast and
subgrade investigations, 1114

Soil pressure cells, use of in study of soil

pressures under traffic, 700

Speed on curves, critical review, 837
Stations, facilities for mechanical handling

of mail and express, 302

Statistical methods, 476
Statistics

—rail failure, 849
—use of in railway engineering, 476
Steel Structures Painting Council, research

work, 1066

Subgrade, investigations of, Rockwell
Smith, 1114

Switches, plans for, 772

Taylor, E. S., greetings from on behalf of

Signal Section 964

Tellers, report of, 956

Terminals, facilities for icing refrigerator

cars, 324

Tie pads, tests of, 65, 785

Tie plates

—service test of hold-down fastenings for

on I. C, 798

—service test of hold-down fastenings for
on L. & N., 65, 785

—service test on Cincinnati. New Orleans

& Texas Pacific, 780

Ties

—adherence to specifications, 337

—approach, for open deck bridges, 772
—economic comparison of different mate-

ials for, 337

—marking of to indicate size acceptance,

336

—renewal and cost statistics, 91, 338
—report, 335; discussion, 1119

—research on by AAR-NLMA, G. M.
Magee, 1121

—service test of hold-down fastenings, 65,

785

—specifications, 336
—specifications, application of, 336
—wood, substitutes for, 338
Tools, track, 771

Track
—construction in paved areas, specifica-

tions, 671

—effect of flat wheels on, 423
—gage of, specifications, 770
—new, laying of, specifications. 76S
—prevention of damage from brine drip-

ping, 779

—report, 765; discussion, 1123

—tamping, economies of various methods,
355

—tamping, specifications, 770
— tools, 771

Track cleaning machines, 404
Track spikes, high carbon steel, specifica-

tions, 766

Trackwork plans, appendix to portfolio,

changes in definitions, 767

Trackwork, special, bolts and nuts for,

specifications, 772

Treasurer, report, 961, 1108

Turneaure, F. E., memoir. 1181

Tamping
—labor economies of various methods, 355

—specifications, 770

Tanks, septic, design and maintenance of,

255

w
Water
—quality of for stationary automatic steam

generators, 272

—treatment of to control intercrystallinc

corrosion, 250
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—treatment of for diesel cooling systems,

—treatment of to prevent foaming in loco-

motive boilers, 251

Waterproofing

—coatings for concrete surfaces, 421, 1034

—report, 421; discussion, 1033

Water Service and Sanitation

—report, 249; discussion, 1019

Waterway openings, size of, 699
Weeds
—AAR research on control of, W. E.

Loomis and D. W. Young, 754
—chemical control of on roadbeds, W. E.

Loomis, 1107
—chemical eradication, 750

—control of, 350
—-control of on Western Maryland, 751

—economics of methods of eradication, 363
Welded rail (see Rail and Continuous

welded rail)

Welding, of engine wheel burns on rail,

894
Western Maryland Railway, chemical brush

control, 751

Wheels
—flat, effect of on track and equipment,

423
Wicker, C. S., memoir, 697

Wood Bridges and Trestles, report, 627

;

discussion, 1022

Wood, laminated, railroad uses, Alan D.

Freas, 1024

Wood Preservation

—artificial seasoning of forest products,

347
—^destruction by insects, prevention of, 344
—fire resistant treatment, 347
—incising forest products, 346
—measuring and sampling creosote, 344
—report, 343 ; discussion, 1085

—service test records, 344

—specifications for creosote, 346
Work Equipment
—depreciation, 415
—improvements, 396
—new developments in, 380—^off-track ballast cleaning machines, 398

—operators, training of, 413

—records and reports, 366

—track cleaning machines, 404

Yards, classification, 300
Yards and Terminals, report, 299; discus-

sion, 973

Young, D. W., research on AAR weed con-
trol project, 754














